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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  

QUESTION: 
a) Please explain the Home Energy Insecurity Scale developed by Mr. 

Colton? 

b) Please explain use of the Scale in the U.S.? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) The Home Energy Insecurity Scale (“HEIS”) was developed by Mr. Colton under 

contract with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration 

for Children and Families.  The purpose of the HEIS was best described in its 

opening paragraphs, where the Final Report to HHS/ACF stated (footnotes 

omitted):   
The scale presented below represents a substantive improvement in measuring the outcomes 
generated by low-income energy assistance programs. Administrators of such programs have 
long struggled to develop a mechanism to capture the many facets of home energy 
unaffordability. Some efforts have focused on lowering home energy burdens. A household’s 
“energy burden” is the household bill divided by the household’s gross income. This process, 
however, does not capture the circumstances of a household for whom the receipt of energy 
assistance results in an increase in the home energy burden because he or she is no longer 
required to cut off all rooms of the home but one. Some efforts have focused on the nonpayment 
of home energy bills (as well as the disconnection of service and other collection-related 
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problems). This process, however, does not capture the circumstances of a customer that pays 
his or her bill, but reduces spending on household necessities for food or medicine in order to do 
so. Some efforts have focused on reductions in energy consumption. This process, however, 
does not capture the circumstances of a household whose energy unaffordability problems result 
from a combination of very low incomes (even though usage is very low as well).  

The proposed Home Energy Insecurity Scale allows the program manager to capture all aspects 
of low-income energy affordability. This process of measuring the outcomes of energy assistance 
programs is based on an evaluation tool involving “scales.” A scale is a tool that allows program 
administrators to place households on a continuum that describes different conditions of 
household status. By determining where a household falls on a scale at different points in time, 
the scale allows an agency to quantify the change in a household’s circumstances. 

A copy of the Final Report presented to HHS/ACF by Mr. Colton is attached to this IR 
response as PUB/GAC-1, Attachment A.   

(b) While it is not possible for Mr. Colton to have tracked all ways in which the HEIS 
has been used, the “HEIS” has been used by researchers and evaluators to 
assess home energy needs, to evaluate the outcomes of home energy 
assistance initiatives, to formulate program planning, and the like.  As illustrations 
of the use of the HEIS, attached to this IR response are: (1) a report by 
APPRISE, Inc., reviewing home energy needs as derived from the periodic 
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) undertaken by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (PUB/GAC-1, Attachment B); and (2) a program 
evaluation of the Georgia Residential Energy Assistance Challenge (REACH) 
project (PUB/GAC-1, Attachment C).   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): Mr. Colton states: “The Company (MH) 

has engaged in no customer segmentation study for purposes of 

determining the causes of, and appropriate responses to, inability-to-pay.” 

QUESTION: 
a) What data should be collected and what analysis performed by MH to 

assess the circumstances to its “inability-to-pay” customers? 

b) Are there other sources of reliable data known to Mr. Colton?  Please 

explain? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE:  
Customer segmentation begins with an ongoing analysis of the Company’s own internal data 

and data developed by the Company.  One example, authored by Mr. Colton, on how such 

internal data might be reviewed is attached to this IR response as PUB/GAC-2, Attachment A.  

A second example, authored by Dr. H. Gil Peach (Beaverton, OR), introduces the “sector map” 

developed by Dr. Peach (PUB/GAC-2, Attachment B).  Information collected and annually 

reported by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services is 

illustrated by the most recent (2013) annual BCS report on universal service and collection 

performance (PUB/GAC-2, Attachment C).   
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Two utility reports are attached as illustrations of how such a segmentation study might

be performed (and be utilized).  A discussion of how Wisconsin Public Service Corporation used 

such a segmentation study is attached as PUB/GAC-2, Attachment D).  Finally, an illustrative 

customer payment and collection segmentation study by Philadelphia Gas Works is attached 

(PUB/GAC-2, Attachment E and Attachment F).  

The response to this request would also benefit from the response to PUB/GAC-4, infra,

and the accompanying attachments which, by this reference thereto, is incorporated herein as if 

fully set forth.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):   

QUESTION: In Mr. Colton’s experience, are there unique issues 

across jurisdictions as to causes of non-payment or is there general 

uniformity as to causes and appropriate responses for vulnerable 

consumers under an affordability program? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
The causes of nonpayment can probably be generalized into a “general uniformity” (in the words 

of the question) between jurisdictions.  There are, however, multiple causes of nonpayment.  

Accordingly, while the “appropriate responses” to various causes may be the same between 

jurisdictions, the appropriate mix of those responses may differ.  This is one reason that Mr. 

Colton’s recommendations talk about a “suite” of Manitoba Hydro responses.  To gain insights 

into the causes of nonpayment, see PUB/GAC-3, Attachment A and Attachment B.  To gain 

insights into potential responses, see PUB/GAC-3, Attachment C (Tacoma) (note the planning 

process articulated in that report); PUB/GAC-3, Attachment D (Idaho needs and resources) 

(see, the mix of utility and public assistance discussed); PUB/GAC-3, Attachment E 

(Wisconsin); and PUB/GAC-3, Attachment F (Pennsylvania).  While having to do with water 

utilities rather than energy, a relatively recent report Mr. Colton co-authored for the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency and Water Research Foundation (the research arm of the 
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American Water Works Association) also provides insights into the suite of responses to non-

payment; this report is attached as PUB/GAC-3 Attachment G.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  Mr. Colton refers to Manitoba Hydro’s 

failure to devote any effort to understanding the payment characteristics 

and payment patterns of vulnerable consumers or the factors that 

contribute to those payment patterns, or the customer service responses 

that might affect those payment patterns. 

QUESTION: 
a) Please define the term “payment characteristics” and explain the use 

of compiling such data? 

b) Please define the term “payment pattern” and explain the use of 

compiling such data? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
The response to this Information Request should be read in conjunction with the 

response to PUB/GAC-2, which, by this reference thereto, is incorporated herein as if 

fully set forth.   

(a) “Payment characteristics” refer to individual attributes of customer action.  In Mr. 

Colton’s ongoing work, he has generally identified five “payment characteristics” 
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that a utility should have an interest in: (1) complete payment; (2) prompt 

payment; (3) regular payment; (4) unprompted payment (what in past years has 

been referred to as “automatic” payment); and (5) continuing payment.   

(b) Payment patterns consider the incidence, timing, length and relationship over 

payment attributes over time.  For example, episodic partial payments, seasonal 

late payments, or chronic nonpayment would be payment patterns.  The 

underlying payment characteristics would be nonpayment, late payment and 

partial payment.   

An understanding of “payment characteristics” and “payment patterns” can be found 

in Chapter 6 of the report Mr. Colton co-authored for the Water Research 

Foundation (PUB/GAC-3, Attachment G).  A further understanding of the distinction 

between “payment characteristics” and “payment patterns” can be found in a four-

part training Mr. Colton provided to the staff of Duquesne Light Company.  The 

slides used in that training are attached as PUB/GAC-4, Attachment A, Attachment 

B, Attachment C and Attachment D.  

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  Mr. Colton states “Manitoba Hydro has 

conceded that it has no information upon which to base any measurement 

of the effectiveness of its responses to non-payment and inability-to-pay.” 

QUESTION: What information / data should Manitoba Hydro gather at 

present to commence assessing the effectiveness of its existing response 

to non-payment, inability-to-pay and arrearages? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
Considerable attention has been devoted to the nature and type of information / data that a 

utility such as Manitoba Hydro could/should be collecting (and reporting) to assess the 

effectiveness of its existing response(s) to non-payment, inability-to-pay and arrearages.  For 

example, attached is: 

Ø A resolution of the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates (NASUCA) 

regarding appropriate data reporting.  PUB/GAC-5, Attachment A. 

Ø A report by the National Energy Assistance Directors Association (NEADA) regarding 

how to track the energy needs of low-income customers through information on arrears 

and disconnections. PUB/GAC-5, Attachment B. 
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Ø The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s Fourth Biennial Report to the General 

Assembly on the implementation of “Chapter 14” (regarding utility credit and collection 

practices). PUB/GAC-5, Attachment C.   

Perhaps the best example of routine data collection and reporting that would facilitate 

rational decision-making on the design and implementation of responses to nonpayment 

is the Pennsylvania PUC’s annual report on universal service and collections 

performance (previously attached as PUB/GAC-2, Attachment C).  

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  Mr. Colton states “For all residential 

customers (not residential customers in arrears, who are customers who 

tend to have higher-than-average bills), …” 

QUESTION: 
a) Please explain the basis for making the noted statement? 

b) Why do residential customers in arrears tend to have higher than 

average bills? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) This statement is based on years of experience.  The experience draws from efforts to 

target taxpayer-funded energy assistance; target ratepayer-funded energy assistance; 

target usage-reduction assistance; target customer service options (e.g., budget billing); 

and the like.  The experience is borne out with Manitoba Hydro.  The attached analysis 

(Attachment PUB/GAC-6, Attachment A) shows that within the last 36 months, there 

were only four instances (all in the non-heating accounts) where the bills for current 

service for accounts in arrears were not greater than bills for current service overall.  It is 

important to remember, however, that the bills for current service overall include both 

accounts in arrears and accounts not in arrears.  Accordingly, if one were to make a 

comparison simply between accounts in arrears and accounts not in arrears, it would be 
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likely that bills for current service for accounts in arrears would be greater in each 

instance.   

(b) For inability-to-pay customers, the higher a bill for current service is, the less able the 

customer is to pay it in-full and on-time.  Moreover, the higher a bill for current service is 

to an inability-to-pay customer, the less effective payment options (such as budget 

billing) are given that the inability-to-pay is not a seasonal budgeting problem.  The 

higher a bill for current service is to an inability-to-pay customer, the less effective 

arrearage response options (such as deferred payment arrangements) are, since the 

size of the bill for current service was one of the contributing causes to the arrears in the 

first instance, a problem that is not resolved by increasing the payment obligation by 

adding a deferred payment plan installment.  The higher a bill for current service is to an 

inability-to-pay customer, the greater the arrears will be since a higher initial bill is 

increased even more through imposition of a non-cost-based late payment charge.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): Mr. Colton refers to Manitoba Hydro’s 

average monthly electric accounts receivable increasing by more than 25% 

from 2012 to 2014 from $104.757 million to $131.413 million. (GAC/MH-1-

2(c)). 

QUESTION: 
a) Can Mr. Colton quantify or estimate the value of the opportunity cost 

to Manitoba Hydro given Manitoba Hydro’s average monthly electric 

accounts receivable and increase in the receivable in 2014? 
b) How should Manitoba Hydro’s working capital cost and opportunity 

costs be factored into the decision making regarding possible 

implementation of an affordability program? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) Mr. Colton has not performed any estimate of the potential value of the opportunity cost 

to Manitoba Hydro given the Company’s average accounts receivable and increase in 

receivables.  The impact of an affordability program on accounts receivable depends on 

the type of affordability program adopted.  Given that Mr. Colton recommends assigning 

that task to a collaborative process, this effort would be premature at this time.   
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(b) In assessing the impacts of an affordability program for Public Service Company of 

Colorado (PSCO), Mr. Colton performed a series of calculations.  For example, the 

affordability program would affect bills for current service on a going-forward basis; 

would affect pre-existing arrears; would affect the bills in arrears of program non-

participants who would be faced with collection activities that historically would have 

been directed toward inability-to-pay customers.  The calculations for PSCO are 

attached as PUB/GAC-7, Attachment A and Attachment B.  These calculations (and the 

accompanying narrative explanation) are attached as illustrative of the type of 

calculation that could/should be performed, not as a statement that they represent 

expected results for Manitoba Hydro. 

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): Mr. Colton states “Cost-effectiveness is 

explicitly designed to measure costs taking into account the extent to which 

desired outcomes are achieved.” 

QUESTION: 
a) Confirm that cost-effectiveness analysis presumes that the objectives 

are already defined? 

b) Confirm that cost-effectiveness analysis assumes that a program will 

proceed and seeks to design the program in a least cost, most 

efficient way? 

c) In Mr. Colton’s experience, is he aware of any situations where an 

affordability program did not proceed because it would not be cost 

effective? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) Confirmed.  To illustrate the definition of objectives, and the reason that objectives 

should be defined on the front-end, see, the PSCO Implementation Plan attached as 

PUB/GAC-8, Attachment A (Part 1). 
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(b) Denied.  Cost-effectiveness analysis is used to test alternative mechanisms available to 

pursue a designated objective.  One or more of those alternative mechanisms (a 

“program” in the words of the question) may not be pursued.   

(c) Mr. Colton is not aware of any programs that have not proceeded due to a failure to 

meet a cost-effectiveness test in the way that he has used that term in his testimony.  

Some program evaluations, however, have inappropriately used the term “cost-effective” 

and “cost-benefit” interchangeably.   

Setting that side, however, there are at least three instances, of which Mr. Colton is 

aware, of a program not proceeding because the program did not meet the financial 

objectives of the utility.  The evaluations of those three programs, leading to the 

conclusion that financial objectives were not achieved, are attached as PUB/GAC-8, 

Attachment B (Colorado PIP/POB), Attachment C (Colorado Arrearage Management 

Program, CAMP), and Attachment D (Baltimore Gas and Electric). 

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  

QUESTION: With reference to footnote 26, please explain why 

willingness-to-pay analysis is an alternative means of determining benefits 

under a cost-benefit analysis for an affordability program? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
Perhaps the best way to respond to this question is by quoting a standard textbook (Henry Levin 

and Patrick McEwan, Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: Methods and Applications, 2d ed.), which 

explains “willingness-to-pay” as follows (using education as an example):  “Some benefits of 

education lend themselves to being expressed in units of currency such as higher earnings.  

Other benefits are harder to place in money terms, such as the increased self-esteem or 

happiness produced by higher achievement.  At least conceptually, however, economists would 

use a similar approach in placing monetary values on these outcomes.  They would attempt to 

determine the maximum amount that each individual affected by a program would be willing to 

pay to receive desirable outcomes.  The sum of every individual’s maximum willingness to pay 

provides an estimate of the total benefits.”  In short, a willingness-to-pay determination provides 
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a market-based estimate of the benefits generated by a designated activity.  The economic 

postulate would be that a person would not be willing to pay $10 to obtain $9 in benefits.   
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  

QUESTION: With reference to the affordability program experiences 

identified for New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Colorado, and Indiana, please 

explain the differences identified between program participants and non-

participants that account for payment coverage increases under the 

affordability program in those States? 
RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
The primary difference between participants and non-participants that account for payment 

coverage increases is the utility bill as a percentage of income.  When bills as a percentage of 

income –the term “burden” is the term-of-art for a bill as a percentage of income—increase 

beyond the 6 – 8% range, customers begin to exhibit payment difficulties.  When bills as a 

percentage of income exceed 12%, the likelihood of finding routine payment difficulties 

becomes substantially greater. Supplementing this focus on bill burdens is the presence of non-

payment prior to participation in the program.  By definition, the greater the non-payment prior to 

program participation, the greater the potential for improved payment under a program.  The 

most explanatory factor, however, appears to be bills as a percentage of income.  In providing 

this response, Mr. Colton does not intend to communicate that the only appropriate bill 

affordability program is a percentage-of-income based program.  He reiterates his belief that the 

appropriate process going-forward is a collaborative to develop a Made-in-Manitoba response to 

nonpayment.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): p.48, l 12-14: “Overall, in other words, a 

utility such as Manitoba Hydro can be expected not only to collect more 

money through an affordable bill, but to spend less money in the process of 

collection in so doing.” 

QUESTION: 
a) What variables will impact the expected net back results for any 

utility? 

b) Based on Mr. Colton’s knowledge of MH, what variables may impact 

expected results? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) – (b) The primary variable that will affect the extent of “net back” is program design.  On 

one end of the spectrum, if an affordability program provides too little assistance, it ends 

up spending money while generating no improvement in bill payment, with no gain in net 

back (assistance is insufficient to improve bill payment).  On the other end of the 

spectrum, if an affordability program provides too much assistance, it ends up spending 

money (for those over-paid) while generating no improvement in bill payment, with no 

gain in net back (assistance is unnecessary to improve bill payment).  The more that a 

program can be targeted toward “payment-troubled” customers, the more likely it will be 
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that net back will improve.  This can occur either by making payment-troubled status an 

explicit program eligibility criterion, or by resisting any impulse to increase income 

eligibility beyond that point at which bills as a percentage of income (i.e., bill burdens) 

would be expected to result in payment difficulties.  Other program design features tend 

to either benefit or harm net back.  Making participation in levelized budget billing a 

mandatory feature of program participation will tend to increase net back. Requiring 

minimum monthly payments will tend to increase net back. Targeting high use (high 

cost) program participants with energy efficiency will tend to increase net back.  

Resisting an impulse to refrain from placing program participants in the credit and 

collection cycle for in-program arrears (e.g., rather than putting a program participant 

into the collection cycle, one dismisses them from the program) will tend to increase net 

back.  These illustrations, however, are intended to be just that, illustrative, and are not 

intended to be a comprehensive listing.   

Other than the extent of pre-program payment-troubles, however, attributes “unique to 

Manitoba Hydro” would not be expected to be factors affecting the presence of a positive 

or negative “net back.”   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  

QUESTION: What is the explanation for greater long term payment 

success for low income participants in an affordability program versus 

those not in the program?  Are the factors expected by Mr. Colton 

transferable to MH and MH’s low income consumers? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
See PUB/GAC-12, Attachment A, which provides empirical information on why residential utility 

customers do not pay their bills.  The explanation for greater long-term payment success lies in 

the fact that the affordability program represents a better response to the causes of the 

underlying nonpayment.   

Yes, the factors explained by Mr. Colton are expected to be transferable to Manitoba Hydro and 

to Manitoba Hydro’s low-income customers.   

See also, response to PUB/GAC-10 and the response to PUB/GAC-11 each of which is 

incorporated herein, by this reference thereto, as if fully set forth.   
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RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):   

QUESTION: 
a) Why is price signalling important for utility customers? 
b) If current consumption is displayed on a consumer account 

statement, explain how dilution of the price signal occurs? 

c) Why is a price signal effective only if a person has the ability to 

respond to the price signal? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
“Price signals” are designed to make markets work efficiently by allowing customers to make 

economically rational choices.  The operative word in that sentence, however, is “choice.”  If a 

consumer lacks the ability to respond to a price signal, what that means is that the consumer 

lacks the ability to select (i.e., choose) between differing behaviors (e.g., to consume more, to 

consume less).  For competitive markets to work efficiently, however, all 'economic agents' (i.e. 

consumers and producers) must respond to appropriate price signals in the market.  With 

electricity, consumers generally do not respond to rates, they respond to total bills. Arrearages 

increase those total bills and thus, even if bills for current service are displayed on a customer 

account statement, dilute the communication that occurs as a result of the underlying price for 

the current service.   
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To think otherwise, for example, would be to assert that a levelized budget billing arrangement 

would not affect the “price signal” sent to the customer so long as the bill for current service also 

appears on the customer account statement.   

As PUB/GAC-13 (Attachment A) indicates, given existing arrearage levels for Manitoba Hydro, 

for example, a ten percent (10%) increase in the bill for current service is reduced to an 

increase of between 1.6% and 3.8% for heating accounts in 2014; a ten percent increase in the 

bill for current services is reduced to an increase of between 1.6% and 3.6% for heating 

accounts in 2013.  As PUB/GAC-13 (Attachment A) shows, the same results appertain for non-

heating accounts in 2013 and 2014.  In each instance, the price signaling effect of the 10% 

increase in bills for current service will be diluted by the lower percentage increase in the bill the 

consumer is asked-to-pay.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):   

QUESTION: Please explain Mr. Colton / GAC’s understanding of 

PUB’s jurisdiction over MH in support of the assertion that PUB should: 

• Decide the threshold policy issue of implementation  of an 

affordability program 

• Facilitate a collaborative process; and 

• Decide disputed areas of program design based on a collaboration 

process final report. 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE:  The Board has jurisdiction to conduct a review with respect 

to rates for services provided by Manitoba Hydro pursuant to s. 26(1) of the 

Crown Corporations Public Review and Accountability Act (the “CCPRA”).  

S. 26(3) of the CCPRA provides that the Public Utilities Board Act applies 

to a review of a Manitoba Hydro application regarding rates for services.  S. 

26 (4)  of the CCPRA provides factors that the PUB may take into 
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consideration in reaching a decision with respect to rates.  The powers 

given to the PUB are broad.   They include the power to take into 

consideration any compelling policy considerations that the board 

considers relevant to the matter and any other factors that the board 

considers relevant to the matter. 

In Ontario, the Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court) has ruled that a 

rate affordability program is within the jurisdiction of the Ontario Energy 

Board in the case Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v Ontario (Energy

Board), 2008 O.J.#1970.   This case has been subsequently approved by 

the Ontario Court of Appeal. (Toronto Hydro-Electric System Ltd. v. Ontario 

(Energy Board) 2010 ONCA 284).   

The powers given to the Public Utilities Board by s. 26(4) of the CCPRA are greater 
than the powers given to the Ontario Energy Board in its enabling 

legislation.  GAC submits therefore that the PUB has the jurisdiction to 

consider the proposal put forward by GAC with respect to a rate affordabilty 

program. 

Facilitate a collaborative process; 

The PUB has the jurisdiction to require and to facilitate a collaborative 

process under two sections of the Public Utilities Board Act (the “PUB Act”).  

S. 27 of the PUB Act gives the PUB jurisdiction to inquire into, hear and

determine any matter or thing within its jurisdiction.  S. 28 of the PUB Act 

gives jurisdiction to the PUB to do any act, matter or thing that the owner of 

a public utility may be required to do in any Act of the Legislature. 

It is the position of GAC that these two sections provide jurisdiction to the 

PUB to order a collaborative process such as is recommended by GAC in 

its material.  The collaborative process would be an inquiry as provided for 
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in s. 27 of the PUB Act.  The jurisdiction of the PUB to require Manitoba 

Hydro to participate in the collaborative process would be provided for by s. 

20 of the PUB Act. 

Decide disputed areas of program design based on a collaboration process 

final report. 

GAC relies upon ss 27, 28 and 31 of the PUB Act as providing the PUB 

with the jurisdiction to decide disputed areas. 

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): Mr. Colton identifies various policy 

considerations for arrearage management. 

QUESTION: 
a) Is Mr. Colton able to identify a set of goals respecting arrearage 

management that ought to inform the policy considerations? 

b) Does the concept of fairness among all rate payers lead to different 

results when considering the impact of arrearage management costs 

compared to affordability programs generally? 

c) In Mr. Colton’s experience is willingness-to-pay consumer support 

different between arrearage management and general affordability 

programs?  Please explain. 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) Arrearage management is one component of an “affordability program generally,” not a 

stand-alone program.  Arrearage management is necessary to allow an affordability 
program to work (assuming that the affordability program is oriented toward the task of 
being a cost-effective response to nonpayment rather than simply being a way to provide 
bill reductions to low-income customers because they are low-income).  There are 
“goals” that underlie an arrearage management program component, as outlined in Mr. 
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Colton’s Direct testimony. Such a program should not allow a program participant to 
make his/her entire arrearage subject to retirement if the program participant made little, 
if any, effort to make payments prior to program entry.  This program goal is manifested 
in a program design element that makes arrearage management applicable only to 
balances that exceed a prescribed amount (with the balance being repaid over time by 
participant copayments). One goal should be to ensure that any customer “co-payment” 
towards the pre-existing arrears does not impede the effectiveness of the program 
overall.  Arrearage copayments thus should be subject to an affordability constraint.  The 
real “goal” of arrearage management, however, is to ensure that the efforts of the overall 
affordability initiative are not undermined by making the total asked-to-pay amount 
unaffordable by combining an affordable bill for current service with an unaffordable 
payment toward pre-existing arrearages.   

(b) “Fairness to ratepayers” is taken into consideration whether one is designing an 
arrearage management program component or an affordability program generally.  For 
example, and without meaning to endorse a percentage of income affordability model, 
fairness to ratepayers might counsel an affordable burden of 8% rather than 6%.  
Similarly, fairness to ratepayers might counsel a 3-year period over which pre-existing 
arrearages are retired rather than a 1-year period (since the longer the retirement period, 
the lower the annual budget impact).  It is not clear how or why “fairness to ratepayers” 
would “lead to different results” (in the language of the question) compared to 
affordability programs generally.   

“Fairness to ratepayers” might be said to “lead to different results” in that arrearage 
management designs, in Mr. Colton’s experience, are more frequently substantively 
affected by administrative feasibility.  Some stakeholders (Mr. Colton included), for 
example, might believe that program participants should be required to make a 
copayment toward pre-existing arrears. In his experience, however, some utilities have 
said that the costs of Information Technology changes to incorporate a customer 
copayment would outweigh any added revenue generated by the copayment.  One utility 
said that administrative considerations led it to propose simply to eliminate pre-existing 
arrearages up-front, when a customer entered its affordability program, with no “policy” 
driving the decision, but purely administrative factors.  Within certain policy constraints, 
decisions such as whether a pro rated credit is posted each month, or whether it is 
earned on a monthly basis but posted on a quarterly basis, is driven by administrative 
(i.e., cost) considerations rather than policy considerations.    

(c) Mr. Colton has no experience from which to draw with distinguishing willingness-to-pay 
limited to arrearage management compared to willingness-to-pay for general affordability 
programs.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY):  

QUESTION: 
a) A number of affordability programs have commenced with pilot or 

demonstration projects; please explain the features of a pilot or 

demonstration project? 

b) Based on Mr. Colton’s experience, please identify the requirements of 

a pilot project for it to operate successfully to meet objectives? 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 

(a) – (b) In Mr. Colton’s experience, the days are past where “pilot projects” or 

“demonstration projects” are needed to “test” the underlying principles of bill affordability 

programs.  Bill affordability programs have been operated for 25 or more years today, 

and have been evaluated and studied time-and-again by multiple utilities in multiple 

circumstances using multiple program models (more than 70 program evaluations were 

listed in Appendix B to Mr. Colton’s Direct Testimony, nearly all of which can be provided 

electronically upon request).   
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Having said that, it would not be unreasonable for a utility to provide a ramp-up period, 

perhaps extending over a multi-year period, during which time the utility is given the 

opportunity to work out any “kinks” in the administrative processes of operating such a 

program.  The recent Colorado regulations, for example, mandating affordability 

programs for all regulated Colorado utilities, allowed a three-year ramp-up period during 

which the programs became increasingly close to the “ideal.”  The ramp-up period, 

however, was not designed to “test” the programs as much as it was to recognize the 

administrative realities of placing a program structure in place.   

Should a “pilot” program be desired, the program should reflect a fully developed 

program to the maximum extent possible; the manner of operation between the pilot and 

a full program should be minimized to the maximum extent possible.  It should operate 

for more than one year. Perhaps most importantly, it should have a sufficient number of 

participants to allow any subsequent evaluation to segment the program participants and 

still retain a large enough participant population to allow valid conclusions to be drawn.  

It should have pre-established objectives, with reasonable policy decisions articulated 

about how to determine program “success” or “lack of success.”  Insights into an 

appropriate pilot project can be derived from the pilot program design Mr. Colton helped 

develop, in collaboration with a multi-stakeholder oversight committee for Public Service 

Company of Colorado (PSCO). (PUB/GAC-16, Attachment A).   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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Chapter: 

Topic: 

Subtopic:  

Issue: 

PREAMBLE TO IR (IF ANY): The OEB identified goals of an Ontario-

made electricity affordability support program arising from a stakeholders 

forum (OEB Report p.10). 

QUESTION: Is Mr. Colton able to comment on whether there is 

anything unique in Manitoba or in respect of Manitoba Hydro that would 

elicit different stakeholder goals for an affordability program in Manitoba?  

Please explain. 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
There is nothing unique in Manitoba, or with respect to Manitoba Hydro, that would elicit 

different stakeholder goals for an affordability program in Manitoba.  The program objectives 

that Mr. Colton has previously articulated for an affordability program are set forth in PUB/GAC-

16, Attachment A (pages 4 – 8).  These objectives would be appropriate for Manitoba Hydro as 

well.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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The OEB has recommended that the 

LIM measurement be used for the OESP in Ontario. 

A) Does Mr. Colton agree with use of Statistics Canada’s 

LIM as the threshold measure of eligibility for a Canadian electric 

affordability program?  Please explain. 

B) Please ask Mr. Colton to address the use and benefit

or detriment of a consistent low income measurement across all low-

income energy assistance and conservation programs. 

RESPONSE: 
(a) As with other instances of Information Requests asking whether Mr. Colton “agrees” with 

a decision, the decision to use the STATSCAN LIM as the threshold measure of 

eligibility does not present a decision which might be “right” or “wrong.”  Any number of 

decisions (such as, for example, the measure of eligibility) can be “reasonable.”  The use 

of LIM is a reasonable measure of eligibility. Other reasonable measures, however, 

might also be used.  

Ontario Energy Board 
Report, Section 2 Page No.: 17 

Eligibility for the OESP Program 

Low-income Measure 

Use of Statistics Canada Low-income Measure 
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As Mr. Colton indicated in Ontario (and elsewhere), the major fallacy often seen in 

setting a measure of eligibility is to believe that increasing income eligibility will 

correspondingly and proportionately increase program participation. If one adopts a 

percentage of income approach (and saying this should not be construed as a 

recommendation of that approach), the higher a customer’s income is, the more likely it 

will be that that customer’s bill at standard residential rates will be equal to or less than a 

bill set at a percentage of income.  Assume, hypothetically, for example, that a 

percentage of income burden of 8% is selected as the demarcation of affordability.  

Assume two customers have equal bills (again hypothetically, assume annual bills of 

$1,600).  Customer A has an annual income of $25,000 and Customer B has an annual 

income of $14,000.  Even if both customers are income-eligible, whether under LIM or 

under LICO-AT or under some other eligibility measure,  Customer B will receive 

benefits and Customer A will not (even if the $25,000 income is at or below the eligibility 

threshold). The reason is that Customer A’s affordable bill ($25,000 x .08 = $2,000) 

exceeds the customer’s actual bill.  Customer B’s affordable bill ($14,000 x .08 = $1,120) 

is less than the actual bill.  As can be seen, at least under a percentage of income 

approach, the precise measure of maximum eligibility is less important than the actual 

dollars of income and program design decisions such as the definition of what 

constitutes an affordable burden.  (Other program designs will operate differently.) 

(b) The primary benefit of using the same low-income measurement for all programs 

(whether bill affordability or usage reduction programs) is the administrative ease in 

applying such eligibility criteria (and the lack of customer confusion).  Mr. Colton, 

however, has historically allowed higher income eligibility for usage reduction programs.  

The purpose of the income eligibility is to stand as a surrogate for a determination of 

barriers to accomplishing the objectives which are sought.  For an affordability program, 

the objective is bill payment.  For a usage reduction program, the objective is investment 

in cost-effective usage reduction measures.  The barriers that impede customer 

investment in usage reduction (e.g., lack of discretionary capital to invest; access to 

external capital to invest) are associated with incomes higher than the barriers that 

impede payments (e.g., Customer A in the hypothetical above, even though having an 

“affordable” bill as measured by 8% of income, may still lack access to sufficient capital 

to be able to invest in usage reduction measures, even if cost-effective).  As a result, to 

the extent that administrative processes allow for an application of different income 
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eligibility measurements, Mr. Colton would allow for higher income eligibility for usage 

reduction programs than for bill assistance programs.   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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The OEB has recommended that the 

following objectives be measured for review purposes: 

• Reducing Disconnections; 

• Improving Payment Patterns; and 

• Reaching Intended Beneficiaries. 

QUESTION: 
a) Does Mr. Colton agree with the identified measures to analyze 

performance of the Ontario plan? 

b) Identify any other evaluation measures for such a program that Mr. 

Colton would recommend. 

RATIONALE FOR QUESTION: 

RESPONSE: 
(a) While Mr. Colton would have stated the objectives of OESP somewhat differently, the 

OESP program objectives articulated by the Ontario Minister of Energy and the program 

objectives as have been previously stated outside of Ontario by Mr. Colton (PUB/GAC-16, 

Ontario Energy Board 
Report, Section 3 Page No.: 24 

OESP Evaluation and Implementation 

Measuring the Success of the OESP 
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Attachment A, pages 4 – 8) are closely related.  The OESP objectives present nothing with 

which Mr. Colton does not “agree” (in the language of the question).   

(b) In November, 2007, Mr. Colton authored a report for Hydro-Quebec.  Titled “Best Practices: 

Low-Income Affordability Programs: Articulating and Applying Rating Criteria,” that report 

identified operational objectives as well as policy objectives for low-income affordability 

programs.  He continues to believe that the “criteria” articulated in that publication would be 

appropriate reference points to use in the design and implementation of a bill affordability 

program, including such a program for Manitoba Hydro. The Hydro-Quebec “Best Practices” 

report is attached to this response (PUB/GAC-19, Attachment A).   

RATIONALE FOR REFUSAL TO FULLY ANSWER THE QUESTION: 
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INTRODUCTION


The extent to which an energy assistance program improves the energy self-sufficiency of a low-
income household can be captured through the use of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.
Accordingly, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale can be used to quantitatively measure outcomes
for home energy assistance programs. 


The scale presented below represents a substantive improvement in measuring the outcomes
generated by low-income energy assistance programs.  Administrators of such programs have
long struggled to develop a mechanism to capture the many facets of home energy
unaffordability.  Some efforts have focused on lowering home energy burdens. A household’s
“energy burden” is the household bill divided by the household’s gross income.1 This process,
however, does not capture the circumstances of a household for whom the receipt of energy
assistance results in an increase in the home energy burden because he or she is no longer
required to cut off all rooms of the home but one.  Some efforts have focused on the nonpayment
of home energy bills (as well as the disconnection of service and other collection-related
problems).  This process, however, does not capture the circumstances of a customer that pays
his or her bill, but reduces spending on household necessities for food or medicine in order to do
so. Some efforts have focused on reductions in energy consumption.  This process, however,
does not capture the circumstances of a household whose energy unaffordability problems result
from a combination of very low incomes (even though usage is very low as well).  


The proposed Home Energy Insecurity Scale allows the program manager to capture all aspects
of low-income energy affordability.  This process of measuring the outcomes of energy
assistance programs is based on an evaluation tool involving “scales.”  A scale is a tool that
allows program administrators to place households on a continuum that describes different
conditions of household status. By determining where a household falls on a scale at different
points in time, the scale allows an agency to quantify the change in a household’s circumstances. 


Consider the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) as one example.
A LIHEAP state program administrator could measure the outcome of this energy assistance
program by comparing where a LIHEAP recipient falls on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale at
two points in time. When the household enters the program, LIHEAP determines the household’s
level of “energy insecurity.” The second determination of “energy insecurity” occurs after the
household has participated in LIHEAP for one full year. The change in status revealed by
comparing those two measurements represents the “outcome” of the program.  If the household’s
status has improved, the program has generated a positive outcome.  If the household’s status has
not improved, or has deteriorated, the program has not generated positive outcomes.2  Additional
measurements can be taken, and outcomes tracked, at future points in time as well.  


                                                          
1 A household with a bill of $1,200 and an income of $6,000 thus has an energy burden of 20% ($1,200 / $6,000 –
0.20).  
2 We will set aside for the moment the notion that without the program, the status of the household would have
deteriorated even more.  We further set aside the notion that the improvement in the status of the household could be
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The use of scales is important in measuring the outcomes of social service programs because a
scale can be used to measure incremental change for program participants. Incremental change
involves positive changes that fall short of 100% success. The proposed Home Energy Insecurity
Scale, for example, has five “conditions of status” where a household might fall. Let’s say, for
example, that “1” is the best condition (most self-sufficient) and “5” is the worst (least self-
sufficient). The objective of LIHEAP in this illustration is to help make the household energy
self-sufficient. 


The LIHEAP program might improve a household’s energy self-sufficiency by moving the
household from “4” to “2” on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale, even if the household never
makes it to the highest possible level of self-sufficiency. Within the context of home energy, in
other words, moving a household from “in-crisis” to “stable” is a positive development, but one
that does not get tracked if the only outcome that gets measured is the number of households that
reach the ultimate goal of being “thriving.” Improving a household’s status from “in-crisis” to
“stable” is a positive outcome of the program even if the ultimate objective of the program was
not realized.  


Using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale allows LIHEAP agencies to recognize that self-
sufficiency is a continuum rather than a dichotomous state.  Instead of asking whether or not a
household has become self-sufficient, the proposed scale allows agencies to ask whether a
household has become more self-sufficient. A scale does not present an analysis of outcomes as
an either/or proposition.  


One particularly well-accepted system of measuring outcomes uses the system of scales
developed through the Results Oriented Management and Accountability (ROMA) process.3
ROMA scales represent a system of outcome measurements developed in collaboration with the
Office of Community Services in the Department of Health and Human Services as a means to
track the outcomes of various social service programs.4  Most Community Service Block Grant
(CSBG) grantees now use ROMA scales to report program outcomes.5 While the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale is designed to be used by LIHEAP offices, it has been intentionally structured so
that it can also be used along with other ROMA-based scales.


                                                                                                                                                                                          
attributable to some other program alone or in combination with LIHEAP.  These issues are common to all scales,
not merely the Home Energy Insecurity Scale. 
3 The scale proposed in this paper borrows heavily from other ROMA scales.  In particular, work in California,
Kansas and Virginia has informed the development of this home energy family scale.
4 The ROMA process grew out of the 1994 law reauthorizing the Community Services Block Grant (CSBG)
program for Fiscal Years 1995 through 1998.  That law required state CSBG offices to report outcomes in the areas
of self-sufficiency, family stability, and community revitalization.
5 ROMA scales report outcomes at the family level, the agency level, and the community level. A comparison of the
attributes of these three levels of scales is presented in Appendix A.  This comparison of the three types of scales is
presented simply to demonstrate what the household-level Home Energy Insecurity Scale is not seeking to measure.
The attached Home Energy Insecurity Scale does not seek to measure outcomes within an agency. Nor does it
measure outcomes for the community as a whole.  
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THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE 


Understanding the structure of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale involves understanding two
basic tools: thresholds and indicators.  The “threshold” tells you where on the scale a household
falls. The threshold is a conclusion. It represents the determination a program manager reaches
about the extent of the energy self-sufficiency of a household.  The “indicators” tell you into
which threshold each household should be placed. The indicators are specific pieces of
information about a household upon which the threshold conclusion is based. These two tools are
discussed in more detail below.  


The Basic Building Blocks of a Scale: The “Thresholds”


What are “thresholds” generally:  As with any scale, the basic building blocks of the
Home Energy Insecurity Scale are called “thresholds.” In their simplest form, “thresholds” are
the points along a scale. Thresholds are the benchmarks along a scale that mark a household’s
condition of status. Every scale, in other words, must have a beginning point and an ending point
(or a “top” and a “bottom”). Every scale must also have points between the two endpoints that
indicate “movement” along the scale.  These benchmarks are called the scale’s “thresholds.”  


Consider, for example, how scales might be used to measure income. On an income scale, the
beginning and ending points are the “richest” and the “poorest” households.  The intervening
thresholds might be quartiles of income. As a poor household becomes more wealthy (i.e., moves
up the scale), it moves from the bottom quartile to the third quartile to the top quartile of
income.6 At any given point in time, it is possible to determine where the household falls on the
scale (from bottom quartile to top quartile). By taking repeated measurements of the household’s
placement on the scale, the movement of the household along the scale can be measured and
tracked.


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale thresholds: The Home Energy Insecurity Scale
uses the same five thresholds as does ROMA.7 Each of these thresholds measures the self-
sufficiency status of a household at a particular point in time.  The same five thresholds are used
for all aspects of a household’s well-being (e.g., food and nutrition, housing, employment,
energy). The five ROMA thresholds used for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale are:


 Thriving


 Capable


 Stable
                                                          
6 Another system of measurement that might be viewed as a “scale” involves the annual NCAA college basketball
tournament.  The “bottom” of the scale would be a tournament participant; the “top” of the scale would be
tournament champion.  Intervening “thresholds” would be whether a team moves up to being a “Sweet Sixteen”
team; then moves up to being an “Elite Eight” team; and then moves up to being a “Final Four” team.
7 The use of the same five thresholds as ROMA scales use is simply to facilitate the incorporation of the Home
Energy Insecurity Scale into other ROMA data collection.  
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 Vulnerable


 In-Crisis


There is no magic to the actual words used as labels for the thresholds. Indeed, some agencies
change the words at times.  For example, some say “at-risk” rather than “vulnerable,” while
others say “safe” instead of “capable.” The proposed Home Energy Insecurity Scale uses the
same terminology developed by the federal CSBG Monitoring and Assessment Task Force
(MATF). Using the MATF terminology is intended to promote uniformity in language and
application. It also makes clear that the intent is to measure the same things whether the scales
being used are for home energy, shelter, food and nutrition, or some other aspect of household
well-being. 


What the Thresholds Represent: Each of the five thresholds used in the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale represents a conclusion as to the level of energy self-sufficiency by a household.
The Home Energy Insecurity Scale has been designed to represent the energy-equivalent of other
household scales. Whether it involves energy, or housing, or nutrition, the provision of basic
household needs by a self-sufficient household involves certain fundamental similarities.
Households that fall within the “capable” threshold of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale, in
other words, should demonstrate the same basic attributes relative to energy that a household
falling into the “capable” threshold of the food and nutrition scale would demonstrate relative to
food and nutrition.8  


The discussion below describes what each threshold on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale
represents. The discussion below differs from the discussion later in the text describing
specifically how to determine whether a household falls within each threshold.  The specific
questions to ask a household, along with the way in which the responses to each question should
be used to place a household in one threshold rather than another, are discussed in the section
below regarding operation of the scale.  


The thresholds that comprise the Home Energy Insecurity Scale indicate the following about a
household:9


 A thriving household is one that has achieved generally accepted standards of well-
being.  The thriving household can engage in the full range of home energy uses of its
choice without outside assistance and without financial strain. As soon as data
collection reveals that a household decides to forego desired energy uses, the
household is no longer considered to be “thriving.” As soon as evidence of “financial
strain” appears, a household is no longer considered to be “thriving.” Payment


                                                          
8 Formulations of the five thresholds for non-energy uses are summarized in Appendix B. These formulations are
presented as illustrations of what others have done to implement a household-level scale. The Home Energy
Insecurity Scale assistance programs is then presented in Appendix C.
9 Again, these attributes are consistent with the attributes of a household found to fall within the same thresholds on
other scales.  
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problems are one, but only one, specific type of household strain. A thriving
household does not need outside assistance to help pay its home energy bills.10


 A capable household is secure, even though not having achieved the full range of
generally accepted standards of well-being. A capable household may have arrears
because it cannot afford to pay its energy bills, but does not have such arrears more
than occasionally. Those arrears that a capable household experiences never place the
household’s continuing energy service at risk. A capable household never experiences
an adverse impact on basic household necessities because of its energy bills, and no
more than occasionally foregoes some energy use wanted for comfort or convenience
because it cannot afford the energy bill.11 A capable household no more than
occasionally experiences financial strain because of its energy bills and does not have
need to access outside help to pay energy bills.  


 A stable household does not face significant threats and is unlikely to be in immediate
crisis.  The stable household may have a need to access outside assistance to pay
current energy bills, but this need does not arise more than “sometimes.” It may have
more than occasional arrears. Nonetheless, a stable household does not experience
routine arrears in combination with the threatened loss of continuing energy service.
A stable household never experiences an actual discontinuance of service. Nor does a
stable household ever forego basic non-energy household necessities in order to pay
its home energy bill. A stable household may on infrequent occasion need to engage
in temporary or inappropriate actions because it lacks money to pay its home energy
bills, but it does not do so regularly. Such an action might include, for example, not
heating/cooling part of the home; turning off the hot water entirely; leaving home for
all or part of the day in order to turn off the heating/cooling; or using an appliance to
heat the home when that appliance is not intended for such purposes. 


 A vulnerable household is one that is not in immediate danger, but that may avoid
this danger only through temporary or inappropriate solutions. A vulnerable
household may occasionally face energy choices that require it to compromise not
merely on comfort and/or convenience, but on basic household energy needs such as
heating and/or hot water.12 The household may not only have arrears, but it may have
arrears of sufficient age or magnitude to result in the threatened loss of home energy
service. A vulnerable household may also infrequently experience the actual
discontinuance of service, but does not experience a frequent or regular loss of
service. The vulnerable household may occasionally, but not frequently, engage in


                                                          
10 The term “outside assistance” is used instead of “public assistance” or “government assistance.”  “Outside
assistance” covers a broader range of help, including assistance from friends and families, assistance from local fuel
funds, and the like.  
11 If the household “routinely” foregoes energy used for comfort and/or convenience, it is not “capable,” but only
“stable.”
12 An earlier version of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey allowed the household to determine what energy
uses were for “basic household necessities.  The more recent versions, including the version made a part of this
paper, limits those “basic necessities” to heating/cooling and hot water.  
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temporary or transitional actions to reduce energy use (e.g., turning temperature down
to unsafe levels; using temporary heating fuels; turning heat down or off and leaving
home during day; closing off rooms for periods of time), or may experience adverse
effects on the provision of basic household needs in order to pay the home energy bill
(e.g., reduce food or medicine consumption). These impacts, however, while they
may occur in “some months,” do not happen “nearly every month.” A household that
may routinely need to access outside assistance to help pay its energy bills is
considered “vulnerable.”  This dependence places a household in the “vulnerable”
threshold irrespective of whether the household experiences other adverse home
energy insecurity impacts.


 An in-crisis household faces immediate needs that threaten the household’s physical
and/or emotional safety. An in-crisis household may experience recurring periods of
going without home energy service. In the alternative, this household may either
routinely engage in energy use choices that compromise basic household needs (e.g.,
hot water, heating); routinely engage in temporary or transitional actions; or routinely
engage in energy bill payment strategies that adversely affect the provision of basic
household needs (e.g., food, medical care). Note the three alternative conditions that
might place someone in the “in-crisis” threshold: (1) the household goes without
energy; or (2) the household has energy, but has to routinely compromise on its
energy use for basic household necessities; or (3) the household does not compromise
on its energy use, but in order to maintain that energy use, must compromise on non-
energy basic necessities.  Any one of these attributes places a household “in-crisis.”


The specific thresholds that comprise the Home Energy Insecurity Scale are presented in
Appendix C along with their basic attribute. The specific factual findings that go into concluding
whether a household is in one threshold rather than another -- these findings are known as
“indicators” -- are discussed below.  


The Factual Inputs that Go into a Scale: The “Indicators”


What are indicators generally:  The basic pieces of factual information that are
collected and used to determine which threshold best describes a household are called
“indicators.”  The indicators used in a scale have no significance ascribed to them standing
alone. They are facts about a household.  They may be collected by survey, by observation, or by
a review of program application forms.  The Home Energy Insecurity Scale is based upon survey
data.  


The most important task in implementing the thresholds that underlie the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale involves ensuring that a household can fit into only one of the thresholds when
data are collected.  Each threshold must be defined so that a household either fits, or it does not.
Conversely, if a household does not fit into one threshold, the household must fit into another. 


The choice on which threshold a household fits into can be determined by the presence or the
absence of some household attribute. If Attribute A is present, for example, the household is
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“capable,” and if not, the household is not “capable.” If Attribute B is missing, the household is
“vulnerable,” and if not, the household is not “vulnerable” but must be something else. The piece
of information that is used to determine where a household fits on the scale is called an
“indicator.” Each threshold in the Home Energy Insecurity Scale has more than one indicator
associated with it.  


Application of the principles above would appear to dictate that development of a scale involves
a mechanistic application of indicators. A mechanistic approach to scaling allows evaluators to
have confidence that two people looking at the same household with the same data would reach
the same conclusion about into which threshold the household should be placed.  Creating a
mechanistic scale does not allow for anyone to make a “wrong” decision about where the
household falls.  


Having said this, however, dealing with people is rarely so neat.  There will always be situations
where a household does not fit clearly into any one level of the scale (i.e., they have some
attributes that are associated with one threshold, but other attributes that are associated with a
different threshold). While the implementation of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale has been
made as objective as possible, the actual use of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale (as with any
scale) must balance the “science” of scales with some “art.” 


Defining the indicators:  The Home Energy Insecurity Scale is based on five basic
categories of indicators.  These indicators can serve two alternative functions.  On the one hand,
the presence of an indicator can mean that, irrespective of any other indicator, the household is
included within a certain threshold. If a household has had home energy service discontinued for
nonpayment in more than one or two months, for example, that household will be classified as
being “in-crisis.”  On the other hand, the presence of an indicator can mean that, irrespective of
any other indicator, the household is excluded from a certain threshold. If a household has
received energy assistance, for example, irrespective of any other data, that household will not be
classified as “thriving.”  


A variety of factors have been used to select not only the general categories of home energy
indicators, but the specific indicators within each category as well.  These factors include but are
not limited to:


 The indicator enables one to know about the selected condition.


 The indicator is defined in the same way over time.


 The indicator is easily understood and accepted by stakeholders.


 The indicator is supported by available data. and


 The indicator is important to most people (both political supporters and skeptics).
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The Home Energy Insecurity Scale uses five basic categories of indicators through which to
determine home energy self-sufficiency:


 Receipt of outside assistance.  This includes more than simply energy assistance.
The household is asked the extent to which the household’s “home energy bill
became due and [the household] did not have money to pay it without somebody’s
help.”  


 Constraints on energy usage. Different questions explore different intensities of
constraint on energy usage. One question, for example, asks whether the household
was constrained in the energy the household “wanted” to use. A more intense
constraint involves whether reductions in energy use were to “uncomfortable or
inconvenient levels.”  An even more intense constraint involves turning hot water
heating or space heating/cooling off entirely because of the lack of money.  


 Constraints on household necessities.  Different questions explore different levels of
impact that home energy bills have on the provision of household necessities.  On the
one hand, the involuntary discontinuance of energy service due to nonpayment was
considered to be an adverse impact on the provision of household necessities. On the
other hand, households are asked the extent to which, if at all, they reduce their
expenditures on household necessities such as food or medicine because there was not
enough money to pay for these and the home energy bill.  


 Nonpayment of energy bills. Again, different questions explore different levels of
intensity of the response.  Households were asked whether they ever did “not pay
your home energy supplier because there was not enough money for the home energy
bill.”  A more intense nonpayment issue is raised by the question of whether the
household ever had its supplier of electricity or heating energy threaten to disconnect
electricity or home heating fuel service, or discontinue making heating fuel deliveries,
because the household could not afford to pay a past-due energy bill. An even more
intense response involves the actual disconnection of service (or discontinuance of
deliveries).  


 Financial strain. The presence of “strain” is measured through a variety of questions,
including the extent to which, if at all, a respondent “worried whether [his or her]
home energy bill would become overdue before [he or she] could get money to pay
it.”


Each question provides the household an opportunity to indicate whether a statement about the
indicator is true within a four-step frequency scale.  At their root, each of the indicators is based
on whether, within the twelve months preceding the survey, the indicated circumstance is not
true, is true infrequently, is true occasionally, or is true frequently (or nearly always).  Appendix
D presents the Home Energy Insecurity Scale Survey that serves as the basis for generating the
factual data on each indicator. Appendix E presents the decision rules for determining the
classification of a household based on the presence or absence of indicators as revealed by the
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Survey.  Appendix F summarizes the relationship between the thresholds, the indicators, and the
questions of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey.  The operation of the survey and the
decision rules is discussed in more detail below within the text describing the operation of the
Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  


The indicators identified above allow the Home Energy Insecurity Scale to be used in diverse
circumstances while maintaining some uniformity of design and application. The Scale treats the
person using air conditioning in Tucson the same as the person using heating in Minneapolis. It
treats the farmer using propane to heat in Iowa the same as the apartment dweller using
electricity to heat in Manhattan. It treats the two-parent household with ten children the same as
the widowed retired grandmother the same as the single disabled 25 year old person.


HOW TO USE THE HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE


Using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale involves three steps:


 Data collection from energy assistance recipients.


 Scaling the respondents, which involves using the collected data to determine which
threshold is applicable to each individual respondent. and


 Repeating the data collection and scaling process a second time to determine the
movement (if any) of the participants on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale. 


Each of these steps is separately considered below.  


Collecting Indicator Data


Indicator data is collected using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey presented in Appendix
D.  The eleven (11) questions used in the Home Energy Insecurity Scale have been adapted from
the survey used by the Food Assistance and Nutrition Research Program of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) to measure “food insecurity” in the United States.13 


The food insecurity survey provides an ideal model for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  The
USDA characterizes its food security inquiry as follows:


                                                          
13 For a discussion of the ongoing study of food insecurity, see generally, Mark Nord and C. Philip Brent
(September 2002). Food Insecurity in Higher Income Households, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and
Nutrition Service,  Alexandria (VA);  Gary Bickel et al. (2000). Guide to Measuring Household Food Security,
Revised 2000, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service,  Alexandria (VA); William Hamilton, et
al. (1997). Household Food Security in the United States in 1995: Summary Report of the Food Security
Measurement Project, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Service, Office of Analysis and
Evaluation, Alexandria (VA); William Hamilton et al. (1997). Household Food Security in the United States in
1995: Technical Report, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Service, Office of Analysis and
Evaluation, Alexandria (VA).
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Food security can be thought of as lying along a continuum from complete food
security to severe hunger.  Each household’s food security status is assessed by a
series of 18 questions (10 for households without children) that ask about
behaviors and experiences known to characterize households having difficulty in
meeting their food needs.  The questions. . .ask about conditions in the past 12
months and cover a wide range of severity, from having worried about whether
food would run out to going a whole day without eating because there was not
enough money for food.14


The parallels between food insecurity and home energy insecurity make the use of the USDA
questions an excellent model for use in developing the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  As with
the USDA food questions, the home energy questions ask about conditions in the past 12 months
and cover a wide range of severity, from having worried about whether home energy would run
out to having home energy service disconnected or discontinued because there was not enough
money for energy.


In addition, as with the USDA food insecurity questions, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale is
concerned only about energy problems associated with resource constraints.  USDA states about
its food insecurity scale:


Each question specifies lack of resources as the reason for the behavior or
experience (“because we couldn’t afford more food,” or “because there wasn’t
enough money for food.”)  This is to ensure that the measure does not register as
food deprivation any behavior associated with dieting to lose weight, fasting for
religious reasons, or undergoing food shortages for any reason other than resource
constraints.15


Likewise, home energy experiences can vary based on personal preferences.  Some people prefer
it cold in their housing units, while others have a high tolerance for heat. These decisions are
often based on lifestyle or personal taste rather than on resource constraints.  The data collection
questions for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale are limited to behavior and experience
associated with a lack of resources. As with the USDA questions, these questions specify that the
experience or behavior is related to observations that “because there wasn’t enough money” or
“because we could not afford” it.


Using the Data to Scale Survey Respondents  


Once the Home Energy Insecurity Scale surveys have been completed, the responses must be
reviewed to determine where on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale a respondent falls. The
process of scaling involves an iterative classification of all respondents. The process of
classification is intended to use a top-down iteration. A top-down process begins by reviewing
the entire population of survey respondents.  All respondents found to exhibit the indicators


                                                          
14 Food Insecurity in Higher Income Households, at 21.
15 Food Insecurity in Higher Income Households, at 21.
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demarcating a “thriving” household are removed from the population.  The remaining population
is considered again, with all respondents found to exhibit the indicators demarcating a “capable”
household then removed.  The process of  classification continues until all households are
appropriately classified.


Appendix E presents the classification process based on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale
survey included with this analysis.  A “no” in the Column Marked “indicator decision” means
that a household cannot be part of the threshold for which screening is currently occurring.  The
“basis for the decision” indicates the specific question and response that forms the factual basis
for making that decision.  


Consider, for example, the screening for “thriving” households.  Question 2 of the Survey asks:
“Our home energy bill became due and (I/we) didn’t have money to pay it without somebody’s
help. Was that often true, sometimes true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12
months?”  Since one indicator of a “thriving” household is the fact that the household does not
receive outside assistance to pay for home energy bills, if the household responds either “often
true” or “sometimes true,” the household cannot be characterized as “thriving.” A “thriving”
household, in other words, must have “never true” as the response to Question #2 in the survey.
In screening for “thriving” households, all households who mark “often true” or “sometimes
true” are removed from consideration. To illustrate, assume that Respondent 1001 is removed
from consideration as a “thriving” household because of his/her response of 2a (“always true”) or
2b (“sometimes true”) with respect to the need to use outside assistance.  


For everyone else not removed at this point, answering “never true” to the question about
whether the respondent needs outside assistance to help pay his or her home energy bill does not,
unto itself, make those respondents “thriving.” The response “never true” merely keeps the
remaining households in the pool of potentially “thriving” households pending application of
additional indicators.


The next step, therefore, is to screen the remaining respondents relative to Question 4.  Question
4 of the survey asks: “(I/we) reduced our energy consumption to uncomfortable or inconvenient
levels because (I was/we were) running out of money to pay our home energy bill. Was that
often true, sometimes true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months.”  Since
one indicator of a “thriving” household is that the household has a full range of energy choices, if
the household responds either “often true” or “sometimes true,” the household cannot be
characterized as “thriving.” A “thriving” household, in other words, irrespective of their use of
outside assistance, must have “never true” as the response to Question #4 in the survey.  In
screening for “thriving” households, assume a Respondent 1002 (who marks “often true” or
“sometimes true” for Question 4) is added to the group of program participants responding
“often true” or “sometimes true” to Question 2 as having been removed from consideration as a
“thriving” household.  


This process of screening continues through the entire set of indicators for the entire population.
At the end of the process, the evaluator will have two sets of survey respondents.  One set will
involve households that cannot be considered “thriving.”  For each of those households, the
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person doing the classification will have one disqualifying “thriving” indicator cell marked “no”
along with the question and response that serves as the factual basis for that decision.16 In our
example above, for the “thriving” threshold, Respondent 1001 will be marked “no” with a
reference to either response 2a or response 2b. For the thriving threshold, Respondent 1002 will
not be classified based on any reference to Question 2, but will be marked “no” with a reference
to either response 4a or 4b. The staffperson doing the classification should be able to prepare a
report that allows any other person to trace the threshold classification decision for each survey
respondent back to the specific question and response that serves as the basis for the decision.  


“Thriving” Threshold Classification Basis for Home Energy Insecurity Scale
Program Participant Decision Decision Basis Conclusion
1001 No Q-2a Not thriving: receives outside assistance
1002 No Q-4b Not thriving: energy use constraints present


Once all “thriving” households have been identified, the process begins anew with all households
classified as “thriving” removed from the population of respondents. The remaining population
of respondents determined to be not “thriving” is screened for indicators relative to the “capable”
threshold. Unlike the thriving household (which may not experience arrears),17 a “capable”
household may have an arrears so long as those arrears are infrequent. Any household reporting
more than an infrequent arrears in response to Question 7 is thus found not to be “capable.”  A
“capable” household, in other words, may have “no” or “in only 1 or 2 months” as a response to
the statement “did you ever not pay your home energy supplier because there wasn’t enough
money for the home energy bill.” The “capable” household may not have “some months” or
“almost every month” marked in response to this question.  


As with the screening for thriving households, having set aside those households that are not
capable due to the application of one indicator, the remaining households are screened for the
next indicator. In screening for “capable” households, the next indicator happens to involve
constraints on energy use.  A “capable” household may have some constraints on energy use,
but, if so, may not have constraints on energy use needed for basic household necessities. As a
result, a household that answers “yes” in response to Question 6 is determined to be not
“capable.”  Only if the household responds “no” to Question 6 (“in the last 12 months. . .did you
ever leave your home for all or part of the day because there wasn’t enough money for the home
energy bill, or, did you ever turn off your hot water because there wasn’t enough money for the
home energy bill?”).  Only if the household responds “no” to Question 6, will the household
remain in the pool that will be further screened to determine whether it is “capable.”


After screening for all attributes of a “capable household” has been completed, and the
population of “capable” households has been identified and removed from the population of
                                                          
16 Since the Home Energy Insecurity Scale does not require multiple disqualifying indicators to be present, once a
household is disqualified for a given threshold, that household is removed from further consideration with respect to
that threshold.  A household thus should not have more than one disqualifying indicator recorded.
17 Remember, the survey is limited to resource constraints.  As a result, arrears that may have arisen because
someone forgot to pay or some such thing are not captured by the survey.  The survey specifically asks “in the last
12 months. . .did you ever not pay your home energy supplier because there wasn’t enough money for the home
energy bill?”(emphasis added).  
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respondents, the screening process begins anew for those respondents that remain.  The next
level of screening is for attributes relating to whether a household is “stable.” The process then
continues.  Once the population of “stable” households has been identified and set aside, the next
level of screening is for attributes relating to whether a household is “vulnerable.” Finally, the
last screening step is to determine those households meeting the screens for “in crisis.”  


It is important to apply indicators to the appropriate population and in the appropriate order. The
population of survey respondents narrows as each threshold is filled through the previous
screens.  To screen for “vulnerable,” in other words, necessarily implies that screening for
“thriving,” “capable” and “stable” has already occurred.  It would be inappropriate to screen for
“vulnerable” without having previously screened out the respondents who fall within thresholds
that are above “vulnerable.”18


This process of screening allows the program manager to make definite decisions about each
household.  As the MATF Scales Handbook explains it:


These types of scales lead a case manager in decision making by creating a path
with continual forks in the road.  The case manager must either turn right or left:
they cannot go both ways at the same time. 


The screening process is the path. Each screening step represents one of the forks in the road.  At
each fork, a household responding to the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey must remain
either “in” or “out” of the threshold for which screening is occurring at that particular time. The
household cannot be both “in” and “out,” and it cannot be neither.  At the end of the screening
process, having applied each indicator, each respondent will have been classified into a
threshold. Each set of responses will allow such classification to result in one, and only one,
threshold to be applicable to each respondent.  


Placing the Data Into Usable Reports19 


Data collection for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale requires agencies to periodically gather
information. Because the scale defines outcomes in terms of the change in self-sufficiency status,
it will require agencies to gather information on each household twice: (1) first to measure initial
conditions (to establish a base line of data); and (2) second, to determine to what extent, if at all,
household situations have changed. 


The agency should take its first measurement at the time a household applies for its energy
assistance grant (looking retrospectively at the twelve months prior to the receipt of assistance)
and then again twelve months after assistance is provided (looking at the twelve months
following the receipt of assistance).  


                                                          
18 One alternative way to view this is that the indicators for any given threshold incorporate all indicators for all
thresholds above it.  
19 This discussion of the operation of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale is largely taken from the discussion of the
operation of the Kansas ROMA scales, which the Home Energy Insecurity Scale most closely mirrors.  
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The additional data collection requirements will increase burdens on agencies, particularly the
field staff who will most likely have the primary responsibility for data collection. Data
collection should be performed for a selection of program participants each year.20


The measurements are then combined and presented on a two-dimensional matrix using a table
like that below. The columns of the table correspond to the beginning level of each household
tracked.  The rows represent the ending levels of those households.  As a result, each cell of the
table represents all of the possible changes that might occur to households.  


Home Energy Insecurity Scale Matrix


Beginning Status


Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis


Thriving 1 2 3 4 5


Capable 6 7 8 9 10


Stable 11 12 13 14 15


Vulnerable 16 17 18 19 20


En
di


ng
 S


ta
tu


s


In-Crisis 21 22 23 24 25


In the table, agencies would simply record the number of households experiencing each type of
change in the cells of the table. For example, if a household was assessed as “vulnerable” at the
first contact, but was deemed to be “capable” at the second contact, it would fall in Cell #9
(corresponding to Beginning Status (column 4) and Ending Status (row 4)). 


An example of recording data is presented in Appendix G, using purely hypothetical data.
Agencies would simply record the number of households experiencing each type of change in the
cells of the table. Appendix G simply reports the following outcomes for the hypothetical energy
assistance program underlying that report:


 2 program participants began the program in the “capable” threshold, but moved up to
“thriving” by the end of the year.


 3 program participants began the program in the “stable” threshold and remained in
the “stable” threshold at the end of the year. 


 2 program participants began the program in the “vulnerable” threshold, but moved
up to the “stable” threshold by the end of the year. 


                                                          
20 While it is necessary to have two measurements for each survey respondent, it is not necessary to have the same
respondents year after year.
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 5 program participants began the program in the “vulnerable” threshold and remained
in the “vulnerable” threshold at the end of the year. 


 4 program participants began the program in the “vulnerable” threshold, but moved
down to the “in-crisis” threshold by the end of the year. and


 6 program participants began the program in the “in-crisis” threshold, but moved up
to the “stable” threshold by the end of the year. 


A separate report can be kept for households that are tracked over a multi-year period. In these
cases, the beginning assessment may have been made in a previous program year.21


Summary


No question exists but that many issues presented by the Home Energy Insecurity Scale will
need to be worked out during implementation.  As specific issues arise, and are resolved, the
scale will be modified.  So, too, there will likely be a need to revisit the scale as evaluators and
analysts begin to take data developed through the Home Energy Insecurity Scale and assess what
lessons are to be found.  The objective at this point, as with the ROMA scales, is to create a
language to communicate with.22  Defining the thresholds and creation of the scale is the first
step in what is likely to be a multi-year process.23


TESTING THE HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE


The design of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale involved a period of limited field testing of the
scale in ten states throughout the country.24  During February through April 2003, community
action agencies in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky,


                                                          
21 Because one condition of “thriving” is non-receipt of public assistance, LIHEAP recipients will, by definition not
be “thriving.”  Application of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale outside the LIHEAP context will have this column
available.  
22 We adopt the MATF reasoning: “We must accept that the evolving ROMA process is likened to creating a
language to communicate with.  We’re looking for common denominators and similarities. Everybody knows what a
car is.  Some people use a car for transportation. Some people use their cars to raise income. Some use a car for
entertainment; others use it to live in.  Whatever it is used for, we still recognize a car when we see one.”
23 The next steps in the development of this Scale involve testing it on a broad scale within either the LIHEAP
population served in a particular year or in a REACH project. The outcomes of the 2002 Georgia REACH project
will be evaluated in part using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  Testing the incorporation of the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale into ROMA scales, whether or not involved directly with LIHEAP, is necessary as well.
     Moreover, the data developed through the Home Energy Insecurity Scale is expected to serve as an increasing
basis for academic inquiry into home energy insecurity in the United States, just as the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s food insecurity survey has prompted more extensive analysis of hunger.   Without question, as these
academic, policy and programmatic studies are performed, the scale will become more sophisticated.  
24 Before field testing the survey, a number of experts in ROMA scales provided reviews and comments on the
proposed scale. Gratitude is expressed to the reviewers listed in Appendix H for their timely and insightful
comments.. 
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Ohio, Missouri, Montana, Oregon and Washington25 administered the Home Energy Insecurity
Scale survey to a total of 90 households in their respective agencies.26 This field testing of the
survey found that it takes about 10 – 15 minutes to administer.


The purpose of the testing was not to obtain the substance of the results, but rather to pilot the
survey and screening process described above using real information. Nonetheless, the ten states
were chosen to generate responses from a variety of respondents and situations: big states and
small states; rural areas and urban areas; natural gas, electricity, and fuel oil heating areas; East
vs. West areas; North vs. South areas.  In addition, both LIHEAP and non-LIHEAP recipients
were included in the respondents.  Again, however, the discussion below is not presented to
establish the accuracy of the substance of the information contained within the results. The
testing was performed simply to pilot the survey and scaling process and to illustrate its
operation.  


Classifying the Population as a Whole


The 84 completed responses from these ten states were scaled using a top-down approach.  As
was discussed above, the top-down approach simply means that the responses were screened to
determine the thresholds for each respondent beginning with “thriving” and continuing down
through “in-crisis.”  


“Thriving” households:  Of the 85 respondents in the test group, none were classified as
“thriving.”  The receipt of outside assistance to help pay home energy bills (Question 2) was the
most common disqualifying indicator.27  Of the 85 respondents, 74 were determined to be not
“thriving” because of the receipt of outside assistance. Nine (9) more were disqualified as a
thriving household because of constraints on their energy use (Question 3 or Question 4).  One
had received a notice of disconnection.  


As a result of the screening for “thriving” households, all 85 respondents remained in the pool to
be screened for whether they fall into the “capable” threshold.  


“Capable” households:  Of the 85 respondents in the test group, four (4) were classified
as “capable.”  The primary reason for determining that households could not be placed in the
“capable” threshold involved the receipt of outside assistance (Question 2) (n=33); the
nonpayment of an energy bill on more than an infrequent basis (Question 7) (n=19); and the
reduction of energy used below that needed to provide basic household necessities (Question 6)


                                                          
25 Gratitude is expressed to the Community Action Agency personnel (and their staff) identified in Appendix I for
their assistance in the testing process.  
26 Five of those surveys were excluded from this analysis as incomplete leaving 85 surveys that were used in the
scaling process.  
27 Once a household has been disqualified from a threshold based on one indicator, it is not further tested for other
indicators relative to that same threshold.  
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(n=15).28  Other scattered indicators also disqualified households from being classified as
“capable,” including five (5) households that received service disconnection notices even though
they reported infrequent episodes of nonpayment.  


As a result of screening for “capable” households, 81 respondents remained in the pool to be
screened for whether they fall into the “stable” threshold.  


“Stable” households:  Of the 81 respondents remaining in the test pool, seven (7) were
classified as “stable.”  The primary reason for determining that households could not be placed in
the “stable” threshold involved the combined presence of more than occasional arrears (Question
7) and at least one notice of service discontinuance (Question 10) (n=31).29  Other common
reasons for disqualifying households from being classified as “stable” involved reduced
household spending on food or medicine (Question 9) (n=24) and frequently finding their energy
bill become due and not having money to pay it without outside help (Question 2) (n=10).  Other
scattered indicators also disqualified households from being considered “stable.”  


Two households were classified as “stable” despite the presence of frequent worry about whether
his or her home energy bill would become overdue before he or she could get money to pay for it
(Question 1).  In order for a household to drop to “vulnerable” or “in-crisis,” such frequent worry
is required to be combined with some other indicator indicating “vulnerable” or “in-crisis” status.  


As a result of screening for “stable” households, 74 respondents remained in the pool to be
screened for whether they fall into the “vulnerable” threshold. 


“Vulnerable” households:  Of the 74 respondents remaining in the test pool, 37 were
classified as “vulnerable.”  The primary reason for determining that households could not be
placed in the “vulnerable” threshold involved their reduction of spending on food or medicine in
“almost every month” because there was not enough money to pay for these and the home
energy bill (Question 9) (n=22).  Other factors that disqualified households from being classified
as “vulnerable” involved the actual disconnection of energy service on more than an infrequent
basis (Question 11) (n=8) and a reduction of energy use below that needed to provide basic
household necessities in “almost every month” (Question 6) (n=7). Other scattered indicators
also disqualified households from being considered “vulnerable.”  


As a result of screening for “vulnerable” households, 37 respondents remained in the pool to be
screened for whether they fall into the “in-crisis” threshold.


“In-crisis” households: The 37 respondents remaining in the test pool exhibited the
characteristics assigned to “in-crisis” households. The characteristics placing households in the
                                                          
28 Question 6 now included in the survey presented in Appendix E has been narrowed from the question used in the
test. The current question now asks about specific energy uses rather than a general reference to energy needed for
household necessities.  
29 Only the arrears or only the disconnection notice were insufficient to disqualify a person from being classified as
“stable.”  It was the combined presence of the two indicators that moved a household out of the “stable” threshold.
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“in-crisis” threshold are the same characteristics that disqualified them from the “vulnerable”
threshold. Fifteen (15) of these households reduced their spending on food or medicine in
”almost every month” because they did not have enough money to pay for both the
food/medicine and their home energy bill (Question 9). Thirteen (13) of these households
reduced their energy use in “almost every month” below that use needed to provide basic
household necessities (Question 6). Eight (8) of these households experienced, on more than an
infrequent basis, an actual discontinuance of energy service because they “were unable to pay for
an outstanding home energy bill” (Question 11).30 Other scattered characteristics of “in-crisis”
households existed as well.  


Illustrative Threshold Classifications Using Home Energy Insecurity Scale Indicators


To further illustrate the process of using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey to identify
indicators and scale survey respondents, the discussion below examines the individual responses
of seven illustrative respondents to the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey testing discussed
above.  The full set of survey responses from these seven individuals is presented in Appendix J.
The discussion below discusses how those responses were used to apply the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale indicators and presents the final threshold classification into which each
individual would be placed given those responses.  


Respondent #1013: Respondent #1013 is a three-person household (2 adults and 1 child)
living in Malta, Ohio.  This household received LIHEAP in Fiscal Year (FY) 2003.  The
household heats with electricity.  The household is classified as “vulnerable.”  The
household is disqualified from being “thriving” because it reports that it is “sometimes
true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without somebody’s
help.31 A household receiving outside assistance cannot be thriving.  The household is
disqualified from being “capable” because it responded “yes” to whether it was ever
required to reduce its consumption of energy below that which was needed for household
necessities.  A “capable” household experiences no adverse impacts on the provision of
basic energy. The household is disqualified from being “stable” because it responded
“yes” to whether it was ever required to reduce expenses for basic household necessities
(such as food or medicine) because there was not enough money to pay for these and the
home energy bill.  The household was classified as “vulnerable” because it had no
indicators indicating “in-crisis” status and because it had more than occasional, but not a
frequent, need to reduce its spending on basic household necessities in order to pay its
home energy bill.  


Respondent #1017: Respondent #1017 is a two-person household (2 adults) living in
Summersville, West Virginia. This household did not receive LIHEAP in FY 2003.  The
household heats with natural gas.  The household is classified as “in-crisis.”  The


                                                          
30 These households reported the actual discontinuance of energy service either “almost every month” or “some
months, but not every month.”  A household that reported the actual discontinuance of service “in only 1 or 2
months” was classified as “vulnerable.”  
31 As discussed in more detail above, once a household is disqualified from a threshold, it is not further screened for
other indicators within that same threshold. 
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household is disqualified from being “thriving” because it reports that it is “sometimes
true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without somebody’s
help. The household is disqualified from being “capable” because it responded “yes” to
whether it was ever required to reduce its consumption of energy below that which was
needed for household necessities. The household is disqualified from being “stable”
because it responded “yes” to whether it was ever required to reduce expenses for basic
household necessities (such as food or medicine) because there was not enough money to
pay for these and the home energy bill. The household was disqualified from being
“vulnerable” because it reported that its need to reduce expenditures on basic household
needs such as food or medicine in order to pay the home energy bill was not merely
“some months” but was “almost every month.” It was this frequent impact on basic
household needs that was the indicator used to classify this household as being “in-
crisis.”


Respondent #1026: Respondent #1026 is a two-person household (2 adults) living in
Gloucester, Massachusetts.  This household received LIHEAP in FY 2003.  The
household heats with natural gas.  This household is classified as “capable.”  The
household is disqualified from being “thriving” because it reports that it is “sometimes
true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without somebody’s
help.  The household reports no other indicator that would disqualify it from being
“capable.” It reports never reducing energy use to uncomfortable or inconvenient levels.
It is never required to reduce energy use to below that needed for basic household
necessities. It exhibits no payment problems, and reports no adverse impacts on
household necessities.  


Respondent #1032: Respondent #1032 is a one-person household (1 adult) living in
Gloucester, Massachusetts. This household received LIHEAP in FY 2003.  The
household heats with fuel oil.  The household is classified as “vulnerable.” The
household is disqualified from being “thriving,” from being “capable,” and from being
“stable” because it reports that it is “often true” that it did not have enough money to pay
its home energy bill without somebody’s help. A household that frequently needs to
access outside assistance is, at best, placed in the “vulnerable” threshold. The household
was ultimately classified as “vulnerable” because it reported no indicator placing it in the
“in-crisis” threshold and because it reported a more than occasional, but not frequent,
need to reduce spending on basic household needs such as food and medicine because it
did not have sufficient money to pay the home energy bill and buy these necessities.  


Respondent #1040: Respondent #1040 is a three-person household (1 adult and 2
children) living in Columbia, Missouri. This household received LIHEAP in FY 2003.
The household heats with natural gas.  The household is classified as “stable.” The
household is disqualified from being “thriving” because it reports that it is “sometimes
true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without outside help.
A household that needs to access outside assistance cannot be classified as “thriving.”
The household is disqualified from being “capable” because it reports that it was “often
true” that it worried whether the home energy bill would become overdue before it could
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get money to pay for it. The household was classified as “stable” because it did not have
indicators indicating that it was a “vulnerable” household.  It did not have consistent
arrears. It did not experience adverse impacts on the use of energy for basic household
necessities. It did not experience adverse impacts on the provision of household
necessities such as food or medicine.  It did not more than occasionally experience
constraints on energy use needed for comfort or convenience.  


Respondent #1042: Respondent #1042 is a two-person household (2 adults) living in
Gilford, New Hampshire. This household did not receive LIHEAP in FY 2003.  The
household heats with fuel oil.  The household is classified as “vulnerable.” The
household is disqualified from being “thriving” and “capable” because it reports that it is
“often true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without
somebody’s help. The household was disqualified from being classified as “stable”
because it reported having more than occasional arrears in combination with having
received notices of possible disconnection or discontinuance of home energy service due
to the nonpayment of bills. The mere presence of arrears, standing alone, does not mean
that a household cannot be considered “stable.”  However, when the nonpayment of bills
heightens to the receipt of notices of service disconnection of discontinuance, the
household moves from potentially being “stable” to being classified as “vulnerable”
instead.  This household remained in the “vulnerable” threshold because it did not exhibit
further indicators of being “in-crisis.”


Respondent #1044: Respondent #1044 is a five-person household (2 adults and 3
children) living in Pembroke, New Hampshire. This household received LIHEAP in FY
2003.  The household heats with natural gas.  The household is classified as “in-crisis.”
The household is disqualified from being “thriving” and “capable” because it reports that
it is “often true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without
outside help. This household was disqualified from being classified as “stable” because it
reported having more than occasional arrears in combination with having received
notices of possible disconnection or discontinuance of home energy service due to the
nonpayment of bills. The mere presence of arrears, standing alone, does not mean that a
household cannot be considered “stable.”  However, when the nonpayment of bills
heightens to the receipt of notices of service disconnection of discontinuance, the
household moves from potentially being “stable” to being classified as “vulnerable”
instead.  This household was ultimately classified as being “in-crisis” because it reported
having a disconnection or discontinuance of home energy service in “almost every
month” because of the household’s inability to pay a past-due energy bill. Having more
than an infrequent disconnection or discontinuance of service places a household in the
“in-crisis” threshold.  


Respondent #1065: Respondent #1065 is a four-person household (2 adults and 2
children) living in Bourbon, Kentucky. This household received LIHEAP in FY 2003.
The household heats with electricity. The household is classified as “vulnerable.” The
household is disqualified from being “thriving” because it reports that it is “sometimes
true” that it did not have enough money to pay its home energy bill without somebody’s
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help. This household was disqualified from being “capable” because it reported that it
was “often true” that the household worried whether the home energy bill would become
overdue before they could get money to pay for it. The household was disqualified from
being classified as “stable” because it experienced a disconnection or discontinuance of
home energy service due to the nonpayment of past due bills. A household having
experienced an actual disconnection or discontinuance of service can, at best, be
classified as “vulnerable.” This household was ultimately classified as being “vulnerable”
because it reported no indicator placing it in the “in-crisis” threshold.  The household
reported only an infrequent (1 or 2 months) disconnection or discontinuance of service.
Moreover, the household did not report frequent adverse impacts on either the ability to
provide basic energy service or on the provision of basic household necessities.32


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION


This paper describes the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  This scale represents a household level
scale that is consistent with other ROMA-based household level outcome scales. The basic
structure of a ROMA scale (thriving, capable, stable, vulnerable, in-crisis) can be directly
applied to home energy situations. 


It is evident that a ROMA-based household-level Home Energy Insecurity Scale can be
developed that will be applicable to a broad array of circumstances. Accordingly, the results of
such outcome measurement can be aggregated on an agency, state and national level and can be
meaningfully compared across and between those jurisdictions.  


Implementation of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale should be piloted on a multi-state basis.
This implementation will allow practitioners and analysts alike to take the next step toward
creating a national mechanism for measuring the outcomes of various low-income home energy
assistance programs.  


                                                          
32 This does not mean that the household had any impacts on the provision of basic energy needs or basic household
necessities.  It merely means that, once having been placed in the “vulnerable” threshold because of the
disconnection or discontinuance of service due to nonpayment of past-due bills, the only indicators that would have
reclassified the household as being “in-crisis” were frequent adverse impacts.  These indicators were not present.
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APPENDIX A


Contrasting Family, Community and Agency Scales
Interventions, Strategies, and Activities produce change in:


Outcome Level Family Community Agency
Monitoring and Assessment Task
Force National Goals


#1  Low-income people become more
self-sufficient


#6 Low-income people, especially
vulnerable populations, achieve their
potential by strengthening family and
other supportive systems.


#2 The conditions in which low-
income people live are improved.


#3 Low-income people own a stake in
their community.


#4 Partnerships among supporters and
providers of services to low-income
people are achieved.


#5 Agencies increase their capacity to
achieve results.


Units of Measure Consumers, clients, individuals,
families, enrollees, participants,
households.


Wards, boroughs, counties,
townships, parishes, census tracts,
districts, neighborhoods, territories


Agency, program, employee groups,
departments, projects, bargaining
units.


Type of Change Family functioning, attainment, and
achievement.


Systems function, systems capacity,
or community conditions.


Capacity or performance


Dimensions of Change Income, education, family
functioning, transportation, housing,
basic needs, community involvement,
substance abuse, child care, health


Public policy, equity, civic capital,
service & support systems, economic
opportunity.


Governance; partnerships and
alliances; compliance; assets and
resources; workforce environment;
planning, measurement and
evaluation; public communications;
information and technology
management.


Threshold Terminology Thriving, safe, stable, vulnerable, in-
crisis.


Thriving, safe, stable, vulnerable, in-
crisis.


Thriving, safe, stable, vulnerable, in-
crisis.


Aggregation Entities Program, agency, state, or national. Community, state, or national Agency, state or national.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Community Scales: A Ladder to the Twenty First Century. Washington D.C.: Office of Community Services
(1997).
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APPENDIX B


Basic Attributes of  Family-Level ROMA Scale (#1 of 3)
Well-Being Self-sufficiency Future-Oriented


Th
riv


in
g


Achieved standards of well-being.
Strong and healthy family. Does not receive public assistance. Plans for future.


C
ap


ab
le


Generally secure. Commitment to
improve.


May use public assistance, but use
limited. Goal oriented and proactive.


St
ab


le Does not face significant threats.
Unlikely to face immediate crisis.


Most needs met, but only through
routine receipt of government or other
assistance.


Some willingness to work toward
long-term change.


V
ul


ne
ra


bl
e


Not in immediate danger. But reliance
on temporary or inappropriate
solutions.


Routinely receives government
assistance and relies on temporary or
inappropriate solutions to avoid
danger.


Unable or unwilling to develop long-
term solutions.


In
-C


ris
is Immediate needs that threaten


physical or emotional safety. Unable
to meet basic needs.


Lacks knowledge of, or access to,
outside assistance.


Unlikely to improve without
assistance.
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APPENDIX B (continued)


Basic Attributes of Family-Level ROMA Scale (#2 of 3)


Th
riv


in
g Family systems are strong and healthy, fully functional.  Family is achieving its own self-determined


goals. Has achieved commonly accepted standards of family well-being.  Earned income is sufficient
to meet current needs, and it enables family to plan and save for future needs.


C
ap


ab
le


Family is strong and has made significant progress in improving its circumstances.  It is generally
secure as a result of its own efforts.  Family is economically self-sufficient as demonstrated by the
absence of dependency on traditional federal “welfare” entitlement programs.  It has a clear vision of
its ultimate goals. Intervention is resource oriented toward further development of the family’s
internal resources.


St
ab


le Family is no longer in danger, is ready and willing to change, and is planning for its future.  Family
seeks supportive services to assist family in implementing its plans.


V
ul


ne
ra


bl
e


Family is secure from immediate threats to health and safety, but has not yet developed or committed
to strategies/plans for long-term growth and change.  Continuing safety-net intervention provides
platform on which the family can build its plans for improving its circumstances.


In
 C


ris
is Family cannot meet its needs.  Unwilling or unable to work toward positive change.  Family systems


have collapsed or are in immediate danger of collapse.  Strong, comprehensive outside intervention is
needed to enable the family to move out of danger.


Michael Jones. California Matrix Model, at 2-11, General Guidelines for Defining Matrix/Scale Status Levels. (Revised May 2000).
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APPENDIX B (continued)


Basic Attributes of Family-Level ROMA Scale (#3 of 3)


Choices among acceptable and palatable options


Adequate resources to exercise available choices


Th
riv


in
g


Permanence


Fewer choices available. Options are acceptable.


Resources, sometimes subsidized, available to exercise choice.


C
ap


ab
le


Transitional


Choices limited but acceptable


Often subsidy or partial support is required to exercise choice


St
ab


le


Temporary


Marginally adequate subsidized alternative is available.


V
ul


ne
ra


bl
e


Actively working to improve situation


No viable or acceptable options


Lack of interest or inability to change situationIn
 C


ris
is


Dangerous
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California Matrix Model, at 5-19.


APPENDIX C


HOUSEHOLD LEVEL HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE
FOR HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS


Th
riv


in
g


A “thriving” household has achieved generally accepted standards of well-being.
C


ap
ab


le A ‘capable” household is secure, even though not having achieved the full range of
generally accepted standards of well-being.


St
ab


le A “stable” household does not face significant threats and is unlikely to be in
immediate crisis.


V
ul


ne
ra


bl
e


A “vulnerable” household is one that is not in immediate danger, but that may avoid
this danger only through temporary or inappropriate solutions.


In
 C


ris
is An “in-crisis” household faces immediate needs that threaten the household’s


physical and/or emotional safety.
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APPENDIX D
HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY


Survey Instructions


Field tests of the survey have found that it is user-friendly. Each survey should take between 10
and 15 minutes to perform.  Survey questions, however, may prompt conversations with the
client, however. The “conversation making” aspects of the survey are considered to be a good
impact of the survey.  


1. Read this survey to the client and record the responses. Do not simply provide the survey
to the client and let the client fill out the survey on his or her own.


2. Circle the appropriate response after each question.  


3. Do not leave questions unanswered.  If a client responds “I don’t know,” prompt them for
an answer.  


4. Assure the survey respondent that all responses to the survey will be kept confidential.


5. Record a survey tracking number for each survey that will allow the survey to be
matched with a case file or LIHEAP application form.  In this way, questions regarding
income, household size and the like do not have to be repeated in this survey. That
information may instead be obtained from case files.  
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APPENDIX D
HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY


Survey Questions


Survey tracking number:  _______________________ 


Name of survey respondent:  _________________________________________


Date: ________________________________


Community of residence:  __________________________ State: ____________


Primary heating fuel: ____________________________________________


Received LIHEAP this program year (if known): _______ yes _______ no


Agency completing form: ________________________________________________________


These questions are about the energy used in your household in the last 12 months, since (current
month) of last year and whether you were able to afford the home energy you need.  


I’m going to read you several statements that people have made about their home energy
situation. For these statements, please tell me whether the statement was often true, sometimes
true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months. 


Q1. The first statement is “(I/We) worried whether (my/our) home energy bill would become
overdue before (I/we) could get money to pay it.” Was that often true, sometimes true, or never
true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months?


Q2. Our home energy bill became due, and (I/we) didn’t have money to pay it without
somebody’s help. Was that often true, sometimes true, or never true for (you/your household) in
the last 12 months?


Q3. (I/We) couldn’t afford to heat or cool our home to the temperature we wanted it to be, or to
use our water or appliances to the extent we wanted to use them.” Was that often true, sometimes
true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months?


Q4. (I/we) reduced our energy consumption to uncomfortable or inconvenient levels because (I
was/we were) running out of money to pay our home energy bill.” Was that often true,
sometimes true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months?


Q5. (I/we) could not use our entire home because we could not afford to heat or cool it. Was that
often true, sometimes true, or never true for (you/your household) in the last 12 months?
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Q6. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever leave your home for
all or part of the day because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill, or, did you
ever turn off your hot water because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill?
(respond “yes” if one or the other or both is true).  Yes    No


Q6a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did one or the other of these happen—almost every
month, some months but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Q7. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever not pay your home
energy supplier because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill? Yes     No


Q7a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months
but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Q8. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever use your kitchen
stove or oven to provide heat because there wasn’t enough money to pay your home heating
bills?  Yes    No


Q8a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months
but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Q9. In the last 12 months, did you ever reduce your expenses for what you consider to be basic
household necessities because there was not enough money to pay for these and to pay your
home energy bill?  Yes   No


Q9a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months
but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Q10. In the last 12 months, did you have a supplier of your electric or home heating service
threaten to disconnect your electricity or home heating fuel service, or discontinue making fuel
deliveries, because you could not afford to pay a past-due home energy bill?  Yes   No


Q10a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months
but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Q11. In the past 12 months, did you have a supplier of your electricity or home heating fuel
disconnect or discontinue your energy supply because you were unable to pay for a past-due
home energy bill?  Yes   No


Q11a. [IF YES ABOVE, ASK] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months
but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?
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APPENDIX E (page 1 of 5)


TYING HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY
TO HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE INDICATORS


SCREENING FOR “THRIVING” 


Screening question: Is this household “thriving”? 
Population screening question applied to: total population


Threshold Indicator Decision Basis for Decision Indicator to Apply In order presented below, screen respondents as follows:


No If 2a or 2b Has no need to access outside assistance. Which respondents answered “never true” (c) to Question
2?


No If 4a or 4b Of all remaining, which responded “never true” (c) to
Question 4?


No If 3a or 3b Of all remaining, which responded “never true” (c) to
Question 3?


No If 5a or 5b Of all remaining, which responded “never true” (c) to
Question 5?


No If “yes” to Q-6 Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 6?


No If 8a or 8b


Has no constraint on choice of energy uses.


Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 8?


No If “yes” to Q-10 Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 10?


No If “yes” to Q-7
Has no energy payment problems. Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 7?


No If “yes” to Q-9 Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 9?


No If 1(a) or 1(b)
Has no financial strain. Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) or


‘sometimes” (b) to Question 1?


Th
riv


in
g


Yes All who remain, if any, after the above screens, are
categorized as “thriving.”
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APPENDIX E (page 2 of 5) 


TYING HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY
TO HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE INDICATORS


SCREENING FOR “CAPABLE”


Screening question: Is this household “capable”? 
Population screening question applied to: total population not previously found to be “thriving.”


Threshold Indicator Decision Basis for Decision Indicator to Apply In order presented below, screen respondents as follows:


No 2a or 2b Has no more than occasional need to access outside
assistance.  


Of all respondents not found to be “thriving,” which
responded “often true” (a) to Question 2?


No 7a or 7b No more than occasionally has arrears. Of all remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) or
“some months” (b) on Question 7a?


No If “yes” to Q-6 Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 6?


No If “yes” to Q-9
Has no impact on basic household necessities. Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 9?


No 4a Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 4?


No 5a Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 5?


No 8a


No more than occasionally foregoes some desired
energy used for comfort and/or convenience.


Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 8?


No 1a Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 1?


No 3a Of all remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 3?


No If “yes” to Q-10


No more than occasionally experiences financial
strain.


Of all remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 10?
(see, note 1). 


C
ap


ab
le


Yes All who remain, if any, after above screens are “capable.”
NOTES


/1/  A household who has experienced a discontinuance of service has a notice of discontinuance imputed to it.  
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APPENDIX E (page 3 of 5) 


TYING HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY
TO HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE INDICATORS


SCREENING FOR “STABLE”


Screening question: Is this household “stable”? 
Population screening question applied to: total population not previously found to be “thriving” or “capable.”


Threshold Indicator Decision Basis for Decision Indicator to Apply In order presented below, screen respondents as follows:
Of all respondents not found to be either thriving or capable,
which responded “almost every” (a) to Question 7? No If 7a or 7b and “yes”


to Question 10
May have consistent arrears, but arrears do not
threaten loss of service. Of those who responded (a) to Question 7, which responded


“yes” to Question 10? (see, note 1)


No 2a Has more than an occasional need to access
outside assistance to pay current energy bills.


Of those remaining, which responded (a) to Question 2?


No If “yes” to Q-9 Of those remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 9?


No If “yes” to Q-11 Has no impact on basic household necessities. Of those remaining, which responded “yes” to Question 11?
(see, note 2)


No 6a or 6b Does not forego basic household energy
requirements.


Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” or
“some months” to Q-6a?


No 5a Of those remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 5.


No 8a


No more than occasionally foregoes some desired
energy used for comfort and/or convenience. Of those remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to


Question 8?


St
ab


le


Yes All who remain, if any, after above screens are “stable.”
NOTE:
 /1/ If a customer reports a threatened discontinuance of service due to nonpayment, a “yes” answer is imputed to Question 7.
/2/ If a customer reports a disconnection of service, a “yes” answer is imputed to Question 10.  
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APPENDIX E (page 4 of 5) 


TYING HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY
TO HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE INDICATORS


SCREENING FOR “VULNERABLE”
Screening question: Is this household “vulnerable”? 


Population screening question applied to: total population not previously found to be “thriving” or “capable” or “stable.”
Threshold Indicator Decision Basis for Decision Indicator to Apply In order presented below, screen respondents as follows:


No 11a or 11b
Of those not found to be thriving, capable or stable, which
responded “almost every” (a) or “some months” (b) to
Question 11?


No 9a Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) to
Question 9?


No 6a Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) to
Question 6?


No 8a Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) to
Question 8?


No 5a


Affirmative indicators of crisis household.


Of those remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 5?


Yes 11c Of those remaining, which responded  “only 1 or 2 months”
(c) to Question 11?


Yes 9b or 9c Of those remaining, which responded “some months” (b) or
“only 1 or 2 months” (c) to Question 9?


Yes 6b or 6c


Faces loss of basic needs, but not frequently, or faces
infrequent actual loss of utility service.


Of those remaining, which responded “some months” (b) or
“only 1 or 2 months” (c) to Question 6?
Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) to
Question 7? Yes If 7a or 7b and “yes” to


Question 10
Has consistent arrears, and arrears threaten loss of
service at least occasionally. Of those who responded (a) to Question 7, which responded


“yes” to Question 10? (see, note 1)


Yes 10a Faces frequent threat of denial of service for
nonpayment.


Of those remaining, which responded “almost every” (a) to
Question 10?


Yes 5b Of those remaining, which responded “some months” (b) to
Question 5?


Yes 8b or 8c


More than occasionally, but not frequently, faces
constraints on basic-needs energy choices.  Of those remaining, which responded “some months” (b) to


Question 8?


Yes 2a Faces frequent bills that cannot be paid without
outside help.


Of those remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 2?


V
ul


ne
ra


bl
e


Yes All who remain, if any, after above screens are “vulnerable.”
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APPENDIX E (page 5 of 5) 


TYING HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY
TO HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE INDICATORS


SCREENING FOR “IN-CRISIS”


Screening question: Is this household “in-crisis”? 
Population screening question applied to: total population not previously found to be “thriving” or “capable” or “stable” or “vulnerable.”


Threshold Indicator Decision Basis for Decision Indicator to Apply In order presented below, screen respondents as follows:


Yes 11a or 11b
Of those not found to be thriving, capable, stable or
vulnerable, which responded “almost every month” or
“some months” (b) to Question 11?


Yes 6a Of those remaining, which responded “almost every
month” (a) to Question 6?


Yes 9a


Faces more than infrequent loss of energy service or
faces frequent cutbacks in household necessities.


Of those remaining, which responded “almost every
month” to Question 9?


Yes 5a Of those remaining, which responded “often true” (a) to
Question 5?


Yes 8a


Frequently takes temporary or transitional actions
because of inability to afford home energy Of those remaining, which responded “almost every


month” to Question 8?
Yes All who remain, if any, after above screens are “in-crisis.”
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APPENDIX F (page 1 of 2) 
CATEGORIES OF INDICATORS FOR HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE


Threshold Indicator
Outside Assistance


Thriving No, if (a) or (b) on Question 2.
Capable No, if (a) or (b) on Question 2.
Stable No, if (a) on Question 2.
Vulnerable Yes, if (a) on Question 2. (see note 1).
In-crisis Not used


Financial strain
Thriving No, if either (a) or (b) on Question 1.
Capable No, if (a) on Question 1.
Stable Not used
Vulnerable Not used
In-crisis Not used


Constraint on energy use
Thriving No, if either (a) or (b) on Questions 3, 4, 5 or 8 or if  “yes” on Question 6.
Capable No, if (a) on Questions 3, 4, 5 or 8, or if  “yes” on Question 6.
Stable No, if (a) on Questions 5 or 8 or if (a) or (b) on Question 6.
Vulnerable Yes, if (b) on Questions 5,or if (b) or (c) on Questions 6 or 8.
In-crisis Yes, if (a) on Questions 5, 6 or 8.


NOTE:


/1/ A “yes” for a “vulnerable” household is contingent on the absence of any “in-crisis” indicator.  
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APPENDIX F (page 2 of 2) 
CATEGORIES OF INDICATORS FOR HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE


Threshold Indicator
Household necessities


Thriving No, if “yes” on Question 9.
Capable No, if “yes” on Question 9.
Stable No, if “yes” on Question 9.
Vulnerable Yes, if (b) or (c) on Question 9. (see note /1/). 
In-crisis Yes, if (a) on Question 9.


Non-payment of energy bills.
Thriving No if  “yes” on either Question 7 or Question 10.
Capable No, if either (a) or (b) on Question 7 or “yes” on Question 10.
Stable No, if (a) or (b) on Question 7 and “yes” on Question 10 or if “yes” on Question 11.
Vulnerable Yes, if (a) on Question 10, or (c) on Question 11, or both (a) and (b) on Question 7 and “yes” on Question 10.
In-crisis Yes, if (a) or (b) on Question 11. 


NOTE:


/1/ A “yes” for a “vulnerable” household is contingent on the absence of any “in-crisis” indicator.  
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APPENDIX G 
REPORTING MATRIX


ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OUTCOMES 
(by number of program participants) 


Beginning Status
1


(thriving)
2


(capable)
3


(stable)
4


(vulnerable)
5


(in-crisis)
1 (thriving) 2
2 (capable)
3 (stable) 3 2 6
4 (vulnerable) 5


En
di


ng
  S


ta
tu


s


5 (in-crisis) 4
NOTE:


Because one indicator of the “thriving” threshold is non-receipt of outside assistance, LIHEAP recipients will, by definition, not be “thriving.” The
cells indicating a “thriving” beginning status are thus shaded to indicate their uniform inapplicability to LIHEAP recipients.  Because LIHEAP
recipients may move to not needing outside assistance within 12 months after having received LIHEAP, the “thriving” row is left available.
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APPENDIX I: 
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APPENDIX J
ILLUSTRATIVE SURVEY RESPONSES FROM FIELD TESTING


RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION AND RESPONSES
HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE SURVEY QUESTION


1013 1017 1026 1032 1040 1042 1044 1065


Q1. The first statement is “I worried whether my home energy bill would become overdue
before I could get money to pay it.” Was that often true, sometimes true, or never true for
you in the last 12 months?


Sometimes Often Sometimes Often Often Often Often Often


Q2. Our home energy bill became due, and I didn’t have money to pay it without
somebody’s help. Was that often true, sometimes true, or never true for you household in
the last 12 months?


Sometimes Sometimes Sometimes Often Sometimes Often Often Sometimes


Q3. I couldn’t afford to heat or cool our home to the temperature we wanted it to be, or to
use our water or appliances to the extent we wanted to use them.” Was that often true,
sometimes true, or never true for you in the last 12 months?


Often Often Sometimes Often Never Sometimes Often Sometimes


Q4. I reduced our energy consumption to uncomfortable or inconvenient levels because I
was running out of money to pay our home energy bill.” Was that often true, sometimes
true, or never true for you in the last 12 months?


Often Often Never Sometimes Never Sometimes Often Never


Q5. I could not use our entire home because we could not afford to heat or cool it. Was that
often true, sometimes true, or never true for you in the last 12 months? Sometimes Never Never Sometimes Never Never Often Sometimes


Q6. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever leave your home
for all or part of the day because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill, or,
did you ever turn off your hot water because there wasn’t enough money for the home
energy bill? (respond “yes” if one or the other or both is true).  


Q6a. [IF YES] How often did one or the other of these happen—almost every month, some
months but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Sometimes Almost
every No Sometimes No No 1 – 2 No
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Q7. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever not pay your
home energy supplier because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill?


Q7a. [IF YES] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months but not
every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


No 1 – 2 No Some 1 – 2 Some Nearly
every Some


Q8. In the last 12 months, since last (name of current month), did you ever use an
alternative appliance or fuel to heat or cool your home that was not ordinarily intended to
be used for heating or cooling your home because there wasn’t enough money to pay your
home energy bills?


Q8a. [IF YES] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months but not
every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


1-2 No No No No No Nearly ever Nearly
every


Q9. In the last 12 months, did you ever reduce your expenses for what you consider to be
basic household necessities (such as food or medicine) because there was not enough
money to pay for these and to pay your home energy bill?


Q9a. [IF YES] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months but not
every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


Some Almost
every No Some No Some Some Some


Q10. In the last 12 months, did you have a supplier of your electric or home heating service
threaten to disconnect your electricity or home heating fuel service, or discontinue making
fuel deliveries, because you could not afford to pay a past-due home energy bill?


Q10a. [IF YES] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months but not
every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


No Some No No 1 – 2 1 – 2 Some 1 – 2


Q11. In the past 12 months, did you have a supplier of your electricity or home heating fuel
disconnect or discontinue your energy supply because you were unable to pay for a past-
due home energy bill?


Q11a. [IF YES] How often did this happen—almost every month, some months but not
every month, or in only 1 or 2 months?


No No No No No No Some No


THRESHOLD CLASSIFICATION Vulnerable In-Crisis Capable Vulnerable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis Vulnerable
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Short Pathways to Compliance: 
Philadelphia Gas Works Universal Service 


 
 
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This evaluation is limited specifically to the Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) 


Universal Services Programs (USPs).  Historically, the primary Universal Service 
Programs at the Philadelphia Gas Works have been referred to as the Customer 
Responsibility Program (CRP) and the Conservation Works Program (CWP). The 
evaluation is focused on aligning the Philadelphia Gas Works Universal Services policy 
and operating program with the policy, program specifications, and reporting 
requirements of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission for Universal Service 
programs.11  This report, the second of three, is based on comparison of features of the 
Customer Responsibility Program22 with Commission regulations, policy, and statements 
and well as a careful assessment of the current direction of development of Universal 
Service Programs in Pennsylvania.   


 
Program Size:  The Needs Assessment section of this report finds that PGW 


should project a “low-end” program participation of 62,885 customers in its Customer 
Assistance Program.  The “high-end” projection is 90,000 customers.  For the next few 
years, participation will be bracketed by these estimates.  Although it is reasonable to 
project from experience (the “low-end” target), problems in the national economy, from 
which Philadelphia is not likely to be exempt, suggest the need for contingency planning 
to move into higher program participation ranges.  Whatever the planning target adopted 
by PGW for its Universal Service program, it should be viewed as flexible.  Should the 
national economy enter into recession or depression, or become subject to additional 
shocks, the provision of affordable bills will become of increasing importance in insuring 
economic security of the City. 


 
Program Design:  Program design is the key concern for compliance.  The 


premise of a Percentage of Income Payment Program (PIPP) is the presentation of 
affordable bills to customers.  If the bill is not affordable, the program is not a PIPP.  


                                                 
11  The first part of this project, Current Strengths: Philadelphia Gas Works Universal 
Service identified the inherent strengths and other building blocks that PGW can bring to 
bear on operating a successful Universal services program. 
  
22  Analysis of PGW’s Universal Service Programs is based on observation of the program 
as it currently operates, independent measurements from copy of the CRP database, 
document reviews, other evaluation and audit material, interviews with Philadelphia Gas 
Works program staff and executive management, and optimization using Customer 
Assistance Program simulations. 
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Thus, the Evaluation Team’s treatment of various bill components, each with its own 
sound rationale, is to first subject the total bill to the affordability criteria of the CAP 
Design Elements of the Pa. Code, Title 52.33 


 
This analysis yields the following results: 
 


(1) The minimum bill should be lowered to $18.00 from $30.00 per month 
for customers in the 0-50% of Federal Poverty level range.  It may 
remain at $30.00 per month for CAP customers above the 50% of 
Federal Poverty level. 


 
(2) The rationale for some form of excess usage charge is understandable, 


however, limit penalties are generally not effective.  Also, to bring 
rates into conformance, the maximum percentage of income payment 
should be lowered from 12% to 8% for customers in the 0-50% of 
Federal Poverty range, and to 10% for other CAP customers.  This 
notably lowers the impact of the excess usage charge.  It is then 
reasonable to simply the program to eliminate the excess usage charge 
entirely. 


 
(3) The form of PGW’s current Customer Responsibility Program is 


consistent with provisions of the Pennsylvania Code.   PGW should 
continue its Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) approach as 
the shortest path to compliance.  The Budget Plus 2% sector of the 
current program is not consistent with the Pennsylvania Code, and 
should be replaced by a combination of a PIPP and the BCS Payment 
Plan.  The BCS Payment Plan would apply for those customers whose 
BCS Plan payment would be lower than their bill under the PIPP.  The 
effect of this is to remove some very low use customers from the PIPP 
when the BCS Payment Plan is more advantageous to them. 


 
(4) PGW should move to a tiered rate within the current program form.  


The program should be structured according to three program blocks:  
0-50% of the Federal Poverty Level, 51-100% of the Federal Poverty 
Level, and 101-150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The Public 
Housing Authority (PHA) and special negotiated (CNU) components 
of the present program would remain unchanged.  As noted above, we 
also recommend that the Excess Usage Charge be discontinued.  The 
LIHEAP Make-Up Charge should also be dropped. 


 
In general, the above recommendations are viewed as incremental steps.  The 


perspective of this study is to value incremental steps over major change.  These steps, 
once implemented, would be evaluated in the next CAP evaluation following the 
specifications of the Pennsylvania code and of the Bureau of Consumer Services. 


                                                 
33 Pa. Code, Title 52, §69.265(2)(i). 
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Arrearage Forgiveness:  It is generally the case that arrearage is a cost to 


utilities.  It is to the advantage of PGW to forgive arrearage that is not likely to be paid, 
rather than to carry increased receivables.  It is also reasonable to insure that customers 
who cannot pay arrearage are not burdened by structures of debt.  The pragmatic solution 
is complete arrearage forgiveness once the customer meets expectations for payment of 
affordable bills in the CAP.   The Evaluation Team recommends that PGW develop an 
arrearage forgiveness model similar to PECO’s.  It would work like this:  Customers who 
qualify and are placed in the CAP will have their pre-program arrearage forgiven to zero 
if they remain current on their CAP bill for six months.  The development of any new 
arrearage (program arrearage) during this period will delay forgiveness.  When the 
customer remains current on their CAP bill for six months, pre-program arrearage will be 
forgiven to zero. 


 
Program Costs:  The Evaluation Team has gathered information on PGW 


Universal Service Programs costs and cost accounting systems.  In the area of costs, the 
Evaluation Team finds that PGW has the capability in its internal accounting systems to 
produce the kinds of cost reporting required by the Commission. 


 
Compliance & Reporting:  The report provides a detailed review of compliance 


and reporting requirements, and provides recommendations as to how these requirements 
may be met.  


 
CARES:  In the area of CARES, the Evaluation Team recommends a structured 


CARES program consisting of designated staff.  Although actual staff levels are typically 
small in Pennsylvania CARES programs (given that most CARES responsibilities will be 
met by referrals to other agencies) it is essential that there be a designated CARES staff 
for there to be accountability in this compliance area. 


 
Resource:  Not one of the compliance concerns makes much sense in the absence 


of adequate staffing for the Universal Services function.  Staff and appropriate skill sets 
are required to fill out the unit for compliance, and for ongoing operation and 
maintenance of compliance.  To meet these challenges, basic staffing is recommended. 
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II. THE SHORTEST PATH TO COMPLIANCE 
 
The “shortest path to compliance” is developed by reviewing specific details and 


carrying out associated analysis necessary to adjust the existing PGW Universal Service 
Program to the specific requirements and policy orientations of Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission oversight with the minimum cost, minimum management overhead, 
and minimum demand on computer requirements and resources for the Philadelphia Gas 
Works.  Nevertheless, the “shortest path” approach will require specific program, billing, 
and accounting changes for minimum compliance in the Universal Service Programs 
area, as PGW shifts from regulation by the City of Philadelphia Gas Commission to 
regulation by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission.  


 
The shortest path to compliance will be presented in a logical five-part sequence 


as follows: 
 
Needs Assessment:  “How big should the Universal Service program be?” For 


purposes of budgeting and planning, a Needs Assessment identifies the size and nature of 
the potential service population and develops program targets. 


 
Program Structure:  “What should the program look like?”  A program structure 


is developed consistent with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission program design 
guidelines.  The goal is to design a structure as close as possible to the existing program 
structure, suitable to meeting the identified needs of the Needs Assessment, consistent 
with the Pennsylvania Code and with Commission intent. 


 
Regulatory & Policy Compliance:  “What about consistency in the details?”  


This section provides a tabular review of regulatory expectations, current activity or 
policy, and recommendations for compliance. 


 
CARES: “What about a CARES capability?”  The area of CARES is specifically 


highlighted for designated staffing in order to insure accountability for this function. 
 
Staffing: “What is the staff resource required to operate and maintain the 


Universal Service program?” 
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III.   NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
 
A Needs Assessment is a preliminary to examination of the current and candidate 


Universal Service Program designs later in the report.  In addition to the Needs 
Assessment outlined here, the Philadelphia Gas Works will prepare and file a formal 
Needs Assessment with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission in 2002 as part of 
the restructuring filing.  However, the Needs Assessment of the current study is provided 
to insure an adequate basis for understanding necessary changes in program design.   


 
Typically, a formal Needs Assessment would contain the six component results 


specified in the Pennsylvania Code (Figure 1).44  
 
 


 
Universal Service Needs Assessment 


 
 


A. The number of identified low-income customers. 
 


B. An estimate of low-income customers. 
 
C. The number of identified payment troubled, low-


income customers. 
 
D. An estimate of payment troubled, low-income 


customers. 
 
E. The total number of customers who still need LIURP 


services and the cost to serve that number. 
 
The enrollment size of CAP to serve all eligible 


customers. 
 


Figure 1:  Six Components of a Formal Needs Assessment 


 
 
A recent communication from the Bureau of Consumer Services provides 


approaches to develop these results (Figure 2).55 
 


                                                 
44 Title 52, Pennsylvania Code §69.4(b)(3) outlines the Needs Assessment in the context 
of developing Universal Service and Energy Conservation Plans. 
 
55 Letter of Janice K. Hummel, Bureau of Consumer Services to David O. Epple, CAE, 
Vice-President—Regulatory Affairs, Energy Association of Pennsylvania, May 24, 2001, 
Attachment 2.  The letter is attached to this report as Appendix C. 
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Needs Assessment:  Calculating Results 
 
 
 
The number of identified low-income customers.  Include the 


followings accounts: all Level 1 and Level 2 customers who have 
payment agreements, all accounts who have received LIURP, all 
CAP customers, all accounts that have received LIHEAP or other 
energy assistance grants, and all accounts whose financial 
summaries show incomes below 150% of the poverty guidelines.  
Include accounts that meet the income criteria even if they are not 
on payment plans.  Use a 12-month average.  


 
An estimate of low-income customers.  Use the most recent 


Census data at the most appropriate level (county, zip code). 
 
The number of identified payment troubled, low-income 


customers (Number 3 is a subset of Number 1) Include all customers 
whose incomes are below 150% of the poverty guidelines who have 
payment agreements.  Payment troubled is defined at §54.72, §62.2, 
and § 69.262 as a household that has failed to maintain one or more 
payment arrangements in a 1-year period.  Use a 12-month average. 


 
An estimate of potentially payment troubled, low-income 


customers.  Subtract Number 1 (number of identified low-income 
customers) from Number 2 (estimate of low-income customers). 


 
The number of customers who still need LIURP services and 


the cost to serve that number.  Include the number of customers who 
meet the LIURP eligibility criteria.  See Attachment 1 for 
methodology.  Estimate the cost to serve the number who are 
eligible. 


 
The enrollment size of CAP to serve all eligible customers.   


Consider responses to numbers 1-4 to determine maximum 
enrollment size. 


 
          Figure 2:  Calculating Needs Assessment Results 
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Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
96-97 56,021 55,855 57,629 59,374 60,209 61,126
97-98 54,600 54,066 52,981 52,505 51,324 50,554
99-00 52,048 48,632 46,402 46,960 47,148 46,238
00-01 46,770 47,450 46,286 46,106 46,553 47,021
01-02 54,072 54,542 55,396 55,261 55,764 58,021


Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
96-97 62,013 62,854 62,998 60,162 58,838 56,539
97-98 50,667 51,080 51,768 52,125 52,158 52,215
99-00 45,374 46,710 47,490 47,074 46,049 46,456
00-01 48,984 49,894 52,374 53,721 53,576 53,559
01-02 60,278 62,529 63,576 64,501 65,504 65,504


96-97
97-98
99-00
00-01
01-02


Source:  Statement of CRP Revenue (Yearly Tables)


Month


Month


Fiscal Year


Fiscal Year


Customer 
Month Total


Average (12 
Month)Fiscal Year


714,948


59,468
52,170
47,215
49,358
59,579


713,618
626,043
566,581
592,294


Five Years of Customer Responsibility Program 
Participation


Note:  August 2001 is an estimate.


 
                                  Figure 3:  Number of CRP Participant Customers 


 
 


 
For the purposes of this report, the Evaluation Team takes the number of 


customers in CRP (Figure 3) plus the number of customers not in CRP who have 
received LHEAP (Figure 4).   Customers receiving hardship funds (Utility Emergency 
Services Fund) are shown in Figure 5.66  Hardship fund customers are not added to the 
total of CRP/CAP and LIHEAP customers because hardship fund customers will have 
already received a LIHEAP grant.  Although the number of CRP/CAP customers 
                                                 
66 For the formal Needs Assessment filing, PGW will need to also include consideration of 
all Level 1 and Level 2 customers who have payment agreements, and non-CRP accounts 
that show incomes at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level. 


A. The Number of Identified Low-Income Customers 
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reported for FY 2001-2002 is in part a projection, and although it is based on a time in 
which recertification was suspended, the 12-month average of 59,579 customers is 


 
 


CRP Non-CRP CRP Non-CRP
96-97 28,780 19,186 4,010 3,590
97-98 28,934 20,171 6,545 5,595
99-00 22,809 20,226 2,572 2,198
00-01 23,622 17,463 12,106 4,680
01-02 32,500 26,202 15,000 13,204


CRISIS Grants


Note: FY2001-FY2002 is a forecast amount.


(Number of PGW Customers Participating)


Low-Income Home Energy Assistance 
Pennsylvania LIHEAP


Fiscal 
Year


CASH Grants


 
                    Figure 4:  PGW Customers who receive LIHEAP. 


 
 


1999
2000
2001


Utility Emergency Services Fund


Note:  Calendar 1999 based on 4/99-12/99.
Note:  Calendar 2000 based on 12 months.
Note: Calendar 2001, based on 1/01-8/01.


Number of PGW Customers Participating


624
1,243
876


Calendar 
Year


 
  Figure 5:  PGW Customers who receive UESF Grants. 


 
 


more reflective of underlying economic trends that are seen in the earlier 12-month 
averages.  Similarly, the FY 2001-2002 LHEAP Cash projection will be used, even 
though it is a forecast figure.  The relevant LIHEAP figure is 26,202 because the 
LIHEAP Crisis grants generally follow the LIHEAP Cash grant.  This provides a working 
estimate of 85,781 identified low-income customers. 
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US Census 2000 data is scheduled to become available for counties from early 


2002 to mid-summer 2002.77   A study of poverty for the United States suggests a slight 
decline in the period from 1990 to the year 2000, and especially so in the age group 18-
24.88  However, the Evaluation Team suggests a different interpretation of the early 
federal data:  the federally defined poverty level criteria have become seriously 
mismatched to the actual situation of poverty as experienced by households.  Being 
outside the 100% of Federal Poverty Level range means little.  The 150% of Federal 
Poverty Level is a criterion that captures a good bit of the slippage in the federal indicator 
system, but it is more likely that 250% of the Federal Poverty Level begins to indicate the 
range in which poverty is not actually experienced.  


 
For this study, the information from the 1990 census is used.   According to the 


1990 federal census, about 30% of Philadelphia County residents lived at or below 150% 
of the Federal Poverty Level in 1989.99  Multiplying this (1990 Census) percentage by the 
published Census 2000 population of Philadelphia County yields 455,265 persons living 
at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level in 2000.  Dividing this estimate by the 
published Census 2000 estimate of 2.48 persons per household in Philadelphia yields an 
estimate of 183,575 customers living at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level. 


 
 
 


Col. 2 Col. 3
Percentage of


Persons at or Below
150% of FPL


(1990 Census)
Year 2000


(2000 Census)


Estimate of 
Persons at or Below


150% of FPL
(Needs Assessment)


Population of 
Philadelphia County


455,26530% 1,517,550


Persons at or Below 150% FPL in Philadelphia


Col. 1


 
   Figure 6:  Persons at or below 150% of Federal Poverty Level 


 


                                                 
77 This data is projected to be available on a timeline that will support the Needs 
Assessment in the Philadelphia Gas Works’ Restructuring Filing in 2002. 
 
88 Dalaker, Joseph, U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports, Series P60-214, 
Poverty in the United States: 2000.  Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 
2001. 
 
99 Bureau of the Census, Internet Site, 1990 Census, Table P121. 


B. An Estimate of Low-Income Customers 
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Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4
Item Source Calculation Result


Row 1 Persons in Philadelphia Census 2000 1,517,550


Row 2 Persons per Household in 
City Census 2000 2.48


Row 3 Households in City (Row 1)/(Row 2) 611,915


Row 4 Persons at or below 150% 
Poverty in City Figure 6 455,265


Row 5 Households at or below 
150% Poverty in City (Row 4)/(Row 2) 183,575


Row 6 PGW Customer 
Households PGW 499,101


Row 7 PGW Gas Heat Households PGW 431,500


Row 8
PGW Gas Heat Households 
as a Percentage of All PGW 
Households


(Row 7)/(Row 6) 86.5%


Row 9
PGW Households as a 
Percentage of City 
Households


(Row 6)/(Row 3) 81.6%


Row 10 150% Poverty in City (Row 5)/(Row 3) 30.0%
Row 11 150% Poverty PGW HH (Row 10)*(Row 6) 149,730


Estimate of PGW Gas Heat Customers at or Below 150% of the Federal 
Poverty Level


 


Row 12 150% Poverty PGW Gas 
Heat (Row 11)*(Row 8) 129,450 


 
Figure 7:  Customers at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level. 


 


 
The Philadelphia Gas Works Customer Responsibility Program is similar to low-


income rate programs approved by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission in that it 
does not operationally rely on a definition of payment-trouble to determine eligibility.  It 
is open to all customers with natural gas heat within the 0-150% of the Federal Poverty 
Level. 


 
 


 
This is the difference between the estimated number of 129,450 low-income gas 


heating customers (Figure 7) and the 85,781 identified low-income customers from 
Section A.  The indicated subtraction yields a result of 43,669 gas heat low-income 
customers. 


 


C. Identified Payment Troubled, Low-Income Customers 


D. Potentially Payment Troubled, Low-Income Customers 
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This estimate will be required for the formal Needs Assessment to be submitted 


by the Philadelphia Gas Works in 2002.  However, it is not estimated here because it is 
not required to indicate paths towards compliance. 


 
 
 
 
Figure 3 provides the design program size and composition by income level, 


assuming little change from the 1998-2000 economic and employment climate for the 
City.   This represents a “low-end” estimate of the level of program participation.1100  It is 
adjusted downwards somewhat for trimming of program participation with the restart of 
program recertification.  A figure of 62,885 is used for low-end calculations in this 
report.  This figure is used to be consistent with an internal PGW projection. 


 
 


 
Low-End Enrollment Projection 


 
 


Range of Income, FPL 
 


 
Program population 


0-50% 13,544 
50-100% 43,115 
100-150%   6,226 
 
Total 


 
62,885 


Figure 8: Low-End Projection from Current Program.        


 
 


There has been a long-term decline in income for the lower-income families in the 
US.  Combined with the current economic recession and recent shocks to the economy, 
this will require that the program design be considered in the context of increased need  


 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
1100 The recent lapse in recertification activity suggests that some of the most recent 
participation data may be somewhat inflated. 
 


E. Customers Who Still Need LIURP Services 


F. Size of CAP to Serve All Eligible Customers 
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High-End Enrollment Projection 


 
 


Range of Income, FPL 
 


 
Program Population 


0-50% 19,384 
50-100% 61,705 
100-150%   8,911 
 
Total 


 
90,000 


Figure 9:  High-End Projection based on Economic Indicators. 


 
for program participation.  PGW should reasonably be prepared for these effects since 
economic hardship in the country as a whole will be reflected in the City of 
Philadelphia.1111  
 


 Accordingly Figure 9 has been prepared as a planning estimate.  Clearly, Figure 9 
represents a dramatic increase in program size.  However, prudent planning should 
consider program cost and cost recovery in the light of such an eventuality. 


 
 
 
 
The Evaluation Team recommends that the Philadelphia Gas Works prepare for 


program design based on projection of current program, and that is discussed in this 
second report.  In addition, the Evaluation Team recommends the PGW also be prepared 
to ramp up program capacity on the basis of current national economic problems.  At the 
low-end, consistent with the current program and current planning estimates, the program 
would be designed to serve approximately 62,885 customers.  At the high-end, an 
alternative projection should be prepared to serve approximately 90,000 customers.1122 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
1111 There are currently waves of layoffs affecting many industries in the core economy; 
there will be an economic impact multiplier for secondary job loss.  PGW should consult 
with the City Controller’s office to better define the extent of this problem and to remove 
uncertainty in developing planning estimates. 
 
1122 Low-end (62,885) and high-end (90,000) results are shown in this report.  
 


G. Summary:  Needs Assessment 
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IV.  PROGRAM DESIGN 
 
In this section, we look at the current program structure, introduce the Sector 


Maps, critically assess the current Customer Responsibility Program for compliance with 
§69.265 CAP Design Elements (2)(i), and then provide analysis that yields alternative 
program designs.  The goal in developing alternative designs is compliance, and in this 
second report, is compliance with minimum change.  The analytic strategy in this section 
is to first develop a “reference case” consistent with the current PGW Residential Tariff, 
then consider other components of the customer bill, then return to the reference case and 
suggest moderate changes to the Residential Tariff.  The principal tool is the Reichmuth 
Sector Map©.  The individual Sectors Maps permit visual review of how each possible 
structure (and implied rate design) affects all customers (not just the “average 
customer”).  This tool permits a high degree of complexity associated with the diversity 
of customers to be taken into account in insuring compliance with the Pennsylvania 
Code, §69.265, CAP Design Elements. 


 
 
 
 
The core of the current Customer Responsibility Program is a Percentage of 


Income Payment Program (PIPP) set at 7.35% of income, subject to a required minimum 
payment of $30.00 per month.1133  In addition, the PGW Residential Tariff specifies that an 
excess usage charge may be applied, subject to the condition that the monthly PIPP 
amount plus the excess usage charge may not exceed 12% of income.  Customers may 
receive bill amounts incurred for costs outside the affordability structure of the Customer 
Responsibility Program.  These bill elements are in addition to the structure of the CRP 
bill.  In particular, these are (a) the Relief charge,1144 (b) the LIHEAP Make-Up charge,1155 
and (c) the Repair charge.1166  
                                                 
1133 Currently, this program structure is offered to customers from 0 to 135% of the Federal 
Poverty Level.  The $30 minimum is considered a separate CRP payment option. 
Customers from 136% to and including 150% of the Federal Poverty Level are currently 
offered an undiscounted Budget Plan plus 2% of arrearage. 
 
1144 The relief charge is a special charge to provide relief payment from customers to PGW 
for natural gas supplied, but not billed, when the PGW billing system was not functioning 
correctly.  PGW, as ordered by the Philadelphia Gas Commission, treats the relief charge 
as outside the affordability structure of CRP.  The rational for this technical treatment is 
that since the relief charge is simply a late billing at the CRP rate (and pro-rated over a 
series of payments to ease payment difficulties) for natural gas received, it is not really an 
increase in the total amount billed.  For a low-income customer, of course, this does 
represent an affordability problem since they are responsible for paying the total bill 
presented each month from the income for each month.  Customers who contact the 
Pennsylvania Public Service Commission may have the total relief charge amount 
assigned to their pre-program (frozen) arrearage.  The relief charge problem will 


A. Program Structure 
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disappear within another year, with amounts either paid or reassigned; assuming the 
billing system problems have been fully corrected and no new similar billing system 
problems arise. 
   
1155 The LIHEAP Make-Up charge is a special charge, permitted under the Pennsylvania 
Code, for customers eligible for LIHEAP who do not file for LIHEAP.  The rationale for 
excluding bill amounts for LIHEAP Make-Up from the affordability structure of CRP is 
that, by definition, the customer had the opportunity to secure this amount from the 
Pennsylvania LIHEAP program.  Also, since LIHEAP in aggregate makes an important 
contribution to payment for PGW’s cost of service for CRP customers, the directive to 
either secure a LIHEAP payment or provide a LIHEAP Make-Up is a key control tool for 
effectiveness in program administration.  For a low-income customer, of course, the 
LIHEAP Make-Up charge does represent an affordability problem since the customer is 
responsible for paying the total bill presented each month from income for each month.  
Nevertheless, the recommendation of this study is to simplify the program by eliminating 
the LIHEAP Make-Up charge on a trial basis and assess this change in the next Universal 
Service evaluation.  The next evaluation would evaluate actual results, compare with 
previous years, and recommend whether to reinstate the LIHEAP Make-Up charge. 
 
1166 The repair charge is a special charge that is considered outside the affordability 
structure of CRP.  A low-income customer in CRP who is not a participant in PGW’s 
repairs insurance program and who maintains current payment within CRP may call 
PGW for emergency repair services.  PGW will waive the standard $50 service charge 
for the service call.  The bill for furnace repair (or the like) will be deferred until the date 
of the customer’s next recertification, at which time it will be scheduled for payment to 
PGW in ten monthly installments.   The rationale for excluding billed amounts under 
PGW’s repair program is that it is a socially necessary program, essential to maintaining 
heath and safety and to maintaining heating and other natural gas services to low-income 
customers.  It is a municipal service program, the benefits of which could not be 
alternatively provided by the market.  This is due to the profitability criteria of the market 
(the “free market” only provides full service to people who have sufficient money and 
credit, and disregards everyone else).  Also, if, by chance, a family were to be served by a 
market vendor and not through PGW, the bill to the family would be higher, and 
potentially much higher.  The family would face substantially higher debt (so as to permit 
an “add on” for profit to the vendor), higher interest requirements (to include risk 
premium for the vendor, risk currently assumed by PGW as a social cost) and likely 
poorer payment terms.  If paid, such bills would likely undercut ability to make ongoing 
CRP payments.   Of course, while the repair option is on balance favorable to low-
income customers, the repair bill does represent an affordability problem, since total bills 
presented each month are paid from the current income for each month.  According to Pa. 
Code, Title 52, §58.12, Expenditures may include incidental repairs to the dwelling 
necessary to permit proper installation of measures, or repair to existing measures to 
make them operate effectively.  According to §58.14, Program measure installation: 
Based on the energy survey (58.11) measures shall be installed to reduce energy bills, 
space heating usage, water heating and baseload end uses:  (1) Residential space heating 
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Two features profoundly shape the Customer Responsibility Program.  The first is 


true of any Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) program structure:  the 
fundamental assumption of the program theory posits that the payment requested must be 
affordable.  A PIPP requires a constant budget-able monthly bill that is actually within 
the material ability of the customer to pay from actual monthly income.  This type of 
program shields participants from abrupt changes in month-to-month natural gas bills due 
to fluctuations in gas commodity costs and also protects against fluctuations due to 
weather conditions.  Another way to say this is that a properly designed PIPP offers a 
truly affordable bill with no price shocks or other surprises.  Second, as an income-based 
program, the Customer Responsibility Program is essentially consistent with provisions 
of the Pennsylvania Code.  Its features can be directly mapped against the CAP Design 
Elements mandated by the Pennsylvania Code (§69.265).  However, on the basis of the 
analysis in this study, certain modifications will be necessary to insure compliance.  


 
       


Analysis of the current Customer Responsibility Program modeled as a reference 
program1177 shows that, for CRP, an average participant generally falls within program 
design guidelines.  But the CAP Design Elements of the Pennsylvania Code apply to all 
participants, of whom many happen to be not very similar to the average participant.  One 
of Philadelphia’s strengths is that it is characterized by variation and diversity, and this 
is also true of customers who fall within low-income communities and aggregates served 
through the Customer Responsibility Program.  Large aggregations of participants may 
fall well outside of program design guidelines even though the average customer is 
served within the guidelines.  Clearly, if, for example, some thousands of participants fall 


                                                                                                                                                 
measures may include insulation, furnace replacement or efficiency modifications, clock 
thermostats, infiltration measures designed to reduce air flow, repair or replacement of 
chimneys and service lines. Note that PGW does not currently do furnace replacement 
and efficiency modifications, repair or replacement of chimneys and service lines.  
However, such repair might be placed under CWP for Universal Service Program CAP 
customers.  PGW does refer to the water heater hotline, and to the BSRP program which 
provides some furnace repairs.  However, these programs are limited to homeowners. 
 
1177 The reference case includes the basic CRP PIPP of 7.35% of income plus the excess 
usage charge, the sum of which is subject to the maximum 12% of income rule, 
consistent with the PGW Residential Tariff.  The Relief charge and the Repair charge are 
not included in the reference case.  LIHEAP Make-Up is likewise not specifically 
considered.    Public housing tenants billed under PHA provisions and customers with 
specially negotiated (CNU) billing are also excluded from the reference case.  PHA and 
CNU customers are not included in this report since their bills are set by other criteria. 
 


B. Theory of the Program 


C. Design Guidelines and Customer Diversity 
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outside of the guidelines there is basis for further program optimization.1188  Prudent 
program design requires review and consideration of the whole range of program 
participants versus the guidelines in contrast to how the program treats the average 
(mean, median, or modal) customer.   Participants in the current CRP program have wide 
variation in both gas usage and income.  The underlying facts of diversity of the 
population yield a wide range in the individual participant gas energy burden (energy bill 
as a percentage of income). 


 
 
 
 
To review the program participants over the whole range of population variation, 


the Evaluation Team has used the Reichmuth Sector Map©, a proprietary HGPA 
Customer Assistance Program design tool (CAP design tool). The Reichmuth Sector 
Map© program produces a set of maps and associated summary graphs.  Each of 
individual maps in the set organizes the whole Customer Assistance Program population 
into a grid.  One axis of each map (the horizontal or “x-axis”) represents income level; 
the vertical (or “y-axis”) of each map represents energy usage.1199  When the program 
population is organized in this manner, patterns in program indicators, such as energy 
burden (expressed as energy bill as percent of income) become quite evident. 


 
 


1. The “Study Set” 
 
The initial Sector Map was prepared by extracting data for all current Customer 


Responsibility Program customers (Figure 10).   After the data cleaning and selection 
steps, the data available for analysis represents 54,162 CRP participants for the calendar 
year 2000 for each of whom there are at least 10 months of energy consumption data on 
record (Figure 11).  Figure 12 shows the study set participants by federal poverty 
categories.  Figure 12 may be further subdivided into much finer income and energy use 
categories.  Income, usage, and program design characteristics may then be used to 
develop a detailed model.  The result is the Sector Maps. 


 
All Sector Maps are three-dimensional, with color used to represent the third 


dimension.  The variable expressed as the third dimension differs across the graphs.  The 
horizontal axis of each Sector Map represents the Federal Poverty Level (FPL); the 
vertical axis represents energy usage as a percentage of the mean usage for the population 
translation to support the Sector Maps.  The Sector Maps are designed to fit within the 
compliance provisions of the Pennsylvania Code. 


                                                 
1188 And, likely, prudently avoid litigation on the part of community legal advocates. 
 
1199 There are two map displays.  On one, the vertical axis shows actual energy use.  On the 
other, relative energy use (actual usage divided by the population mean usage).  For both 
the horizontal axis shows customer income as a percentage of the Federal Poverty Level. 
 


D. Sector Maps 
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1


2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11


12
13
14


15
16


A
B
C
D
E


Study Set Data Elements


Monthly or annual household income
Pre program arrearage (this is the current balance as of 
the data extraction)
Agreement type (7.35%, $30 min. etc.)
 Poverty level
Number of people in household
Number of persons over 65
Number of persons under 5
Sex of customer of record
Housing descriptors as recorded (number of bedrooms, 
Property based class ratio with table definitions
Usage related data: usage amount and associated date 
(meter read date), read type (actual or estimated)
Customer class
LIHEAP grants: cash grants, date, amount


CRP Relief charges


LIHEAP makeup amount
Non CRP charges


Excess usage charges


Dates on CRP: Unbroken date and Forgiven date


Agreement amount (CRP Budget amount)


Monthly CRP billed amount including Sum of GS bill 
and component parts:


LIHEAP CRISIS: grant amount, date (there may be 
more than one CRISIS)


 
                                              Figure 10: Data Request 


 


1
2


4


5


The next screen removed those with more than 15 persons in 
the house and poverty level over 200% (data entry related 
errors).   Remaining =  55,002.


PHA cases (689) and CNU cases (9) were eliminated.  
Remaining = 54,304.


6 Additional cases removed over 150% poverty and various other 
reasons.  Cases remaining = 54,162.


Study Set Data Cleaning Steps


Total unique accounts with demographic data = 62,673.


3 Accounts were required to have at least 10 months of usage in 
2000, and at least 100 CCF usage during that period. (This is the 
same screen used in the PY9 CWP evaluations, i.e. 10 ccf/mo.)  
Total meeting usage data requirement = 55,130.


Total with usage data in year 2000 = 61,070.


  
                             Figure 11:  Cleaning & Selection of Study Set Data 
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0-50% 
(FPL)


51-100% 
(FPL)


101-150% 
(FPL) Total


$30 Minimum Payment 10,243 1,846 294 12,383
7.35% payment 9,086 21,773 5,591 36,450
Budget Plus 2% 349 2,143 2,837 5,329
Total Progam 19,336 25,762 8,722 54,162


Current Customer Responsibility Program


Component


Number of Customers within Federal Poverty 
Level (FPL) Groups


 
       Figure 12:  The Study Set 


 
 


2. Income Diversity 
 
A summary of the current incomes of the program participants is provided in 


Figures 13.  Figure 13 shows the income distribution in the form of a sorted frequency 
distribution (with customers sorted by increasing level of income).2200  In this figure, the 
proportion of the population with income less than a certain amount is shown on the 
horizontal axis and incomes are shown on the vertical axis.  About 40% of the current 
Customer Responsibility Program participant population has incomes in the range of 
$8,000-$10,000 per year.  About 20% have incomes of $4,000 per year, or less. 


 
To make sense of current income for comparative and regulatory purposes, 


income must be expressed in terms of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL).  This is 
calculated and shown in Figures 17 & 18.  However, before carrying out that translation, 
the range of incomes in the study set used to model the CRP population is of interest in 
itself, and is shown in Figure 13.  Incomes range from about $2,500 per year to about 
$18,000 per year.  


 


                                                 
2200 For this type of distribution the frequencies of cases within intervals are successively 
calculated.  The results are then sorted and graphed.  Figures 13 & 14 are “less than” 
cumulative frequency distributions since points on the horizontal axis show the 
proportion of cases with less than a certain amount of income (Figure 13) or usage 
(Figure 14).  Note that for these two graphs, the axes are opposite those in the standard 
cumulative frequency distribution, where frequencies are graphed on the vertical axis and 
class intervals are graphed on the horizontal axis.  Croxton, Frederick E., Dudley J. 
Cowden, and Sidney Klein, Applied General Statistics, Third Edition.  Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1967. 
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Figure 13: Annual Income of CRP Customers  


 
 


3. Diversity in Energy Use 
 
 A similar graph, in this case for energy use, is shown in Figure 14.    


Probably the most striking feature of this curve is the nearly vertical jump in the upper 
right of the graph, and located at the “0.8” mark on the horizontal axis.  This “jump” 
means that consumption of natural gas by the upper 20% of program participants (by use) 
increases abruptly. 


 
Another feature is evident in inspection of graphs similar to Figure 14 but subset 


by income.2211  Figure 14 gives the cumulative distribution for the model of the whole 
CRP.  This cumulative distribution is almost identical to the separate cumulative 
distributions that may be observed for each of the income based subsets of participants. 
For this each income subset, there is about the same range of annual usage from 
500ccf/year to 2500 ccf/year. 


 
 


                                                 
2211 The income subset graphs are not shown in this report. 
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Cumulative Usage Distribution
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        Figure 14:  Annual Natural Gas Consumption by CRP Participants. 


 
 
 


4. Summary:  The Sector Map 
 
The Sector Map combines the information contained within the income and 


energy consumption distributions into an accurately proportioned display where equal 
areas represent equal numbers of participants.  In the set of specialized Sector Maps, 
each square of each map grid represents about 100 participants in the Customer 
Responsibility Program.  Each square accurately portrays the income and usage of the 
participants represented in the square.2222  In this way, Sector Maps fully reflect the range 
of customer income diversity and range of diversity in energy use.   


                                                 
2222 Further, the Sector Maps have been designed to take into account month to month 
variation in the effect of the 12% rule on the combination of the CRP PIPP amount plus 
the excess usage charge.  Although each Sector Map reflects the average month, this 
usage driven and weather related variation has been taken into account.  Because the 
form of the CRP is percentage of income payment (PIPP), it is possible to use an average 
month approach.  The monthly payment is determined by income.  This means that the 
Sector Map axes for “Fraction of Federal Poverty Level” (horizontal) and “Usage/Mean 
Usage” (vertical) represent yearly values although the bill amounts are expressed as 
monthly values.   
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The current CRP program principally consists of two payment plans.  These are 


“Plan A,” the 7.35% Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) and “Plan B,” the 
Budget plus 2% of Arrearage payment plan.  For purposes of the analysis, the minimum 
required payment of $30.00 per month is treated as a third plan.  Two additional payment 
modalities are included in CRP, one for public housing and the other for special 
negotiated agreements.  The Public Housing Authority (PHA) Gas Energy Allowance is 
not included in the model.  It may be disregarded because it is expected to continue as 
presently operated.2233  The specially negotiated CNU plans are also not included.2244  
Special CNU plans negotiated for exceptions are expected to continue.  In this section the 
CAP is examined with respect to the CAP Design Elements specified in Pa. Code, Title 
52, §69.265.  This examination relies upon the study set of 54,162 participant records.  
These records are the basis for establishing the general income and usage characteristics 
of the participant population.  


 
The study set also contains bill records for year 2000, but the “as billed” data will 


include the effects of Relief charges proceeding from a major billing disruption, LIHEAP 
Make-up charges, flux into and out of the program, and immediate arrearage charges. It is 
expected to show rather high charges relative to the income limits, and it would only be 
useful in the current discussion after certain charges were factored out.    


 
 


1. The Reference Case 
 
For the purposes of this study, a reference “steady state” program is synthesized 


from the participant income and energy consumption data.  In the first instance, this 
reference program is developed to represent a continuation of the current Customer 
Responsibility Program, sized as in the company’s FY2001-FY2002 program 
projection.2255  The characteristics of the current CRP are summarized in Figure 15.   


 
The reference program has been “trued up” to the FY2001-FY2002 CRP estimate 


so that the size of the CAP discount in the program estimate is the same as the reference 
                                                 
2233 For certain PHA tenants, the federal government pays the energy bill.  There is no need 
to discount this bill, since payment is already socialized at the federal level and paid as a 
transfer payment to PGW. 
 
2244 Only 10 CNU plans were negotiated out of 62,673 program participants reviewed in 
sub-setting the data for this study, so the exclusion will have no real effect on the 
analysis. 
 
2255 FY2001-FY2002 projection provided by Cristina Coltro, PGW CRP Manager.  More 
than one projection was provided. 
 


E. Steps Towards Compliance 
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7


36,374
5,772


Percent of Income Payment Plan
Maximum Bill as a Percentage of Income
Excess Usage Charge
$30 Minimum, Number of Participants
7.35%, Number of Participants
Budget Plus, Number of Participants


$30 Minimum Monthly Payment Required


Program Component Value


Reference Program


No.


7.35%
12%


On all but Budget 
16,755


 
                  Figure 15:  Reference Case Characteristics 


 
 
program developed here.2266  In the subsequent discussion of program alternatives, the 
reference program is used as the baseline to which the alternatives program designs are 
compared. 


 
As a first step in program design, the Budget Plus component (customers in the 


range from 136%-150% of the Federal Poverty Level) of the current CRP is removed.  
Currently, Budget Plus customers pay the full bill on a budget basis.  They are not offered 
a percentage of income payment, and since they are not on a PIPP the excess usage 
charge does not apply.  However, commission guidelines require a Customer Assistance 
Program for customers in the full range from 0-150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  
PGW will be required to offer a full Customer Assistance Program to the current Budget 
Plus customers in the 136%-150% of poverty range.  Fortunately, extending the 7.35% of 
income program to the CRP participants from 136% to 150% of Federal Poverty Level 
makes almost no difference in the CAP Discount.  This change, referred to as “Step 1,” is 
introduced next.     
 
 


2. Step 1:  Replace Budget Plus by extending the PIPP 
 


The initial reference case2277 is consistent with the PGW Residential Tariff.  It models 
the current Customer Responsibility Program.  Relief and Repair charges are not included 


                                                 
2266 The data is “trued-up” so that the estimates of the model’s net Discount are the same as 
the actual projected net Discount (GS rate minus actual received CRP). This is done by 
altering the assumed collection ratios until the model net Discount is the same as the 
projected net Discount. 
 
2277 FY2001-FY2002 projection provided by Cristina Coltro, PGW CRP Manager.  Other 
projections were also provided. 
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in the reference case, and to simplify the calculations, the LIHEAP Make-Up charge is 
not considered.2288  However, the excess usage charge is included, as applicable, and 
subject to the 12% of income limit on the combined bill from the 7.35% PIPP and excess 
usage charge.2299  The 136%-150% Budget Plus group is first included with the reference 
case, and then it is excluded by extending the PIPP through to 150% of the Federal 
Poverty Level.  The initial reference case (CRP) and the case resulting from the “Step 1” 
adjustment are discussed in parallel. 


 
 


a) The Natural Gas Energy Bill 
 
It can be useful to think about the Sector Maps as if they were maps of physical 


geographies, like landscapes or seascapes.3300  These geographies are made up of regions 
indicated by the different colorscapes.  Use of the concept of “scapes” (rather than 
“colored squares”) is intended to bring to mind the feeling of landscapes, territories, or 
configurations so that the mind begins to look for patterns and shapes (rather than only 
colors in grids).  These “scapes” are configurations of people that we are not used to 
thinking about. 


 
As a first representation, monthly bills (actual dollars) are indicated by in the 


colorscapes of Figure 16 and 17.  Figure 16 models the current CRP.  Figure 17 is the 
reference case with the Budget Plus customers having been converted by extension of the 
PIPP.  In these figures, the light blue colorscape indicates a region in which the monthly 
bill in the range of $25-$50; this is the region of the $30 minimum bill and is the same in 
both Figure 16 and Figure 17.  The gold colorscape covers the regions in which the 


 
 


                                                                                                                                                 
 
2288 These three components of the customer bill are excluded from the model. 
 
2299 The current PGW residential tariff includes the basic CRP charge (here based on 7.35 
percent of income), the excess usage charge, and the 12% of income maximum payment 
criterion to which the basic CRP charge and the excess usage charge are subject.  The 
current tariff does not deal with the Repair charge, the LIHEAP Make-Up charge, or the 
Relief charge.  Accordingly, when we search for the lowest possible payment, this is the 
lowest possible payment consistent with the current tariff and includes the first three cost 
categories, and does not include the last three. 
 
3300 Arjun Appadurai has introduced this use of “scapes”:  “…in the contemporary world he 
sees financescapes, technoscapes, ethnoscapes, and so forth.”  Quotation from page 151, 
Hardt, Michael & Antonio Negri, Empire.  Cambridge, Massachusetts & London, 
England: Cambridge University Press, 2000.  Use of the “scape” concept is a kind of 
design strategy for developing knowledge. See Cetina, Karin Knorr, Epistemic Cultures, 
How the Sciences Make Knowledge. Cambridge, Massachusetts & London, England:  
Harvard University Press, 1999. 
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Figure 16:  Monthly Bill (CRP Model with Budget Plus). 
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Figure 17: Monthly Bill after Step 1 


 
monthly bill is in the range of $150-$175.  This colorscape occurs in two places in Figure 
16 but not at all in Figure 17.  Neither figure shows a red nor a green colorscape, 
indicating that customers are not presented bills over $175 per month or under $25 per 
month in either case.  
 
Overall, the geographies of the two figures are nearly identical.  Moving the 136%-150% 
of poverty customers into the PIPP tends to lower their bills somewhat, but not 
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dramatically.  The higher bill regions in Figure 17 (without the Budget Plus component) 
are a bit lower than the corresponding regions of Figure 16 (which includes the Budget 
Plus component). 
 
 


b) Gas Energy Burden 
 
The natural gas energy burden (monthly bill as percent of monthly income) is 


shown in Figure 18 for the model of the current CRP program (with Budget Plus), and in 
Figure 19 for the result of Step 1 (with Budget Plus replaced by extending the PIPP).  A 
comparison of Figures 18 & 19 reveals the same relationship as the comparison of Figure 
16 & 17.  There are nearly identical geographies but with a slight lowering of energy 
burden when the Budget Plus component is replaced by extension of the PIPP.  The 
highest energy burden colorscape in Figure 18 is gold, the highest in Figure 19 is bright 
yellow.  The bright yellow region in Figure 19 corresponds to the maximum billing rate 
of 12% of income for the basic PIPP rate plus excess usage charge (if any) combined. 
 
 


  
c) Combined Energy Burden 


 
Figures 22 & 23 show the distribution of percentage of income for combined 


monthly gas and electric bills, the combined energy burden.  This figure has been derived 
using the data for Figures 18 & 19 while assuming typical electric usages and 
participation in the income appropriate PECO CAP Rate.3311  Again, the geographies of the 
figures in this set are nearly identical.  For most customers, the combined energy burden 
is below 15%, but for about one-fourth of customers, the burden is higher. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
3311  The graphs incorporate information from the published PECo CAP rates, but are not 
based on actual PECo customer data.  However, the model should produce a quite 
accurate overall representation. 
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Figure 18: Natural Gas Energy Burden (CRP Model with Budget Plus) 
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Figure 19:  Natural Gas Energy Budget after Step 1 
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Figure 20:  Total Energy Burden (CRP Model with Budget Plus) 
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Figure 21:  Total Energy Burden after Step 1 


 
 
Compliance maps for the combined natural gas and electric service have been 


generated and reviewed, but are not reported since PGW cannot address the electric side 
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of the problem, and both the natural gas and the electric would have to be coordinated for 
customers in the 0-150% of poverty range to address full energy burden.3322 


 
 


d) Seeing Compliance - A Compliance Map 
 
The monthly (dollar) cost maps of Figures 16 & 17 and the energy burden maps 


of Figures 18 & 19 may be translated and reduced to the simple two-color compliance 
maps of Figures 23 & 24.  Figure 20 represents the current CRP program; the reference 
case plus the Budget Plus component.  In Figure 22, the Budget Plus customers have 
been shifted over to the PIPP.  The red area in these figures shows regions containing 
customers for whom CRP is out of compliance with billing guidelines contained in the 
Pennsylvania Code, CAP design elements. 


 
CRP is currently out of compliance with the income guidelines of the 


Pennsylvania Code for somewhat over one-third of CRP customers, and in compliance 
for somewhat under two-thirds of CRP customers.3333 


 
As with the prior comparisons, when the Budget Plus component is converted to 


an extension of the PIPP and the BCS Payment Plan is implemented (Figure 23), the 
geography of Figure 23 is nearly identical with Figure 22, but there is a slight shift.  Still, 
CRP remains out of compliance with income guidelines (Pa. Code Title 52, Section 
69.265 CAP Design Elements3344) for about one-third of customers and in compliance for 
approximately two-thirds of CRP customers. 


 
 
 


                                                 
3322 In fact, some of the adjustment must take place in tailoring the electric side in the 0-
50% of Federal Poverty Level range if the combined percentage guidelines of the 
Pennsylvania Code are to be met. 
 
3333 Note, however, that the LIHEAP Make-Up charge, the Relief charge, and the Repair 
charge are not considered in this finding. 
 
3344 Pa. Code, Title 52, §69.245(2)(i)(B). 
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 Figure 22:Compliance Map (Step 0 – Current CRP Model with Budget Plus). 
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Figure 23:  Step 1 – Replace Budget Plus with PIPP; Add BCS Payment Plan. 
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e) The Cost of Compliance - Measures 


 
To contrast alternative program designs, both a graphical form (a compliance 


map) and two numerical indicators are used.  The numerical indicator for the dollar 
impact is the difference of CAP Discount amounts of two contrasted program designs 
(the “∆CAP discount”) with the GS Rate held constant.3355  In this analysis the CRP CAP 
Discount is defined as the GS revenue that would have been due minus the CRP revenue 
actually billed (Figure 24).3366  The important point is that the change in CAP discount is 
used to contrast and optimize designs.  Note also in this definition of the Discount that no 
LIHEAP payments are included.  This exclusion is for convenience.  It allows a focus on 
the basic components of the program billing design with the LIHEAP collection effort 
considered equal between the reference case and the alternatives.3377   


 


                                                 
3355 A number of different metrics could be used with equivalence.  The metric “∆CAP 
discount with constant GS Rate” is simple and straightforward.  The CAP discount level, 
however, is not useful as a metric since PGW’s GS Rate (and GCR) have fluctuated over 
the past two years, for reasons not within the scope of the Universal Service Programs.  
Due to this fluctuation, the CAP discount may appear as $43 million or $69 million for 
the same actual program effort, depending on changes in the GS Rate. 
 
3366 The design metric used in this study follows from definitions included in the document, 
Universal Service Reporting Requirements, Data Dictionary and Clarifications Offered 
by BCS.  The CAP Discount, as calculated here, is modeled on but not identical to the 
(Total) CAP Credit.  The total CAP Credit is, in the first instance, the sum of the CAP 
credits for all customers who received CAP credits.  As a first approximation, it is the 
difference between the standard billed amount and the CAP billed amount.  For example, 
if the billed amount under the GS rate were $100 and the CAP billed amount were $30, 
the CAP credit equals $70.  Preprogram arrearage forgiveness is not considered in this 
total.  However, the calculation of the CAP Credit would include third party payments in 
the calculation, such as LIHEAP grants and hardship fund grants.  The CAP Discount 
used in this report is a simplified CAP Credit.  It excludes consideration of third party 
payments.  It also excludes current CAP arrearage (payment rates of less that 100% of 
bill).  Other metrics could be used equally well.  However, the essential point regarding 
the CAP Discount and ∆CAP Discount as developed for this study is that they are based 
on billing and do not include either CAP program arrearages (that is, payment rates of 
less that 100%) or LIHEAP and similar payments.  These factors do not affect the 
development of program design.  Use of simplified CAP Discount and ∆CAP Discount 
versions of the CAP Credit facilitate the analysis and presentation. 
 
3377 Compliance with the Pennsylvania Code CAP design elements, in any case, is separate 
from the objective of maximizing LIHEAP grant assignments.  Arranging program 
definitions to maximize grant assignments will be covered in the third report.   
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Figure 24:  “∆CAP Discount” as used in Comparisons. 


 
 
Specifically, the ∆CAP Discount expressed in dollars is the difference in the CAP 


Discount between the two cases.  The ∆CAP Discount percent is the net CAP Discount 
for the alternative design divided by the CAP discount for the original design.3388   


 
 


f) Summary:  Step 1 
 
The contrasts of Figures 16 & 17, 18 & 19, 20 & 21, and 22 & 23 suggest that the 


impacts of moving the Budget Plus component to a PIPP and extending the PIPP 7.35% 
of income payment amount to 150% of the Federal Poverty Level are relatively small.3399   
Step 1 is accomplished by applying the 7.35% of Federal Poverty Level rate, the excess 
usage charge, and the 12% of income limit on the combination.  This results in a ∆CAP 
Discount of (0.32)%; that is, an increase in the CAP Discount of under one percent.  This 
means that Step 1, the extension of the PIPP throughout the full range from 0-150% of 
Federal Poverty Level, can be accomplished without much cost impact.  
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


                                                 
3388 The dollar values reported in table in this report should not be taken as absolute, but as 
indicative numbers for use in planning and projections for the development of program 
design.  The CAP Discount and the ∆CAP Discount do correspond to CRP GCR filings, 
and specifically do include LIHEAP or other third party payments or the cost of CAP 
accounts in arrears based on allocation studies by PGW. 
  
3399 In addition, as the PIPP is extended, the customers in the 136%-150% of Federal 
Poverty Level range are subject to the excess usage charge and the 12% of income limit 
on the combined PIPP plus excess usage charge.  Also the BCS Payment Plan is 
implemented to replace Budget Plus. 
 


 
Calculation of  “Bottom-Up” ∆CAP Discount (Billing Basis) 
 
CAP Discount1 = GS Revenue Billed1 – CAP Revenue Billed1 
CAP Discount2 = GS Revenue Billed2 – CAP Revenue Billed2 


 
∆CAP Discount = (CAP Discount1  -  CAP Discount2)  
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Step 1:  Cost to Implement 
 
 


 
Change 


 


 
∆CAP Discount 


(%) 


 
∆CAP Discount 


($) 
 
Step 1 – Replace Budget 
Plus with 7.35% PIPP 
and apply excess usage 
charge, subject to 12% 
limit.  Implement BCS 
Payment Plan. 


 
(0.40%) 


 
(This step actually reduces 
the size of the current CAP 
Discount by four-tenths of 
one percent.) 
 


 
For 62,885 CAP 
Customers:  $159,331. 
 
For 90,000 CAP  
Customers:   $228,013. 
  


Figure 25:  Step 1 - Cost to Implement 


 
 


3. Next Steps toward Compliance 
 
The next steps toward compliance are indicated by the colorscape patterns shown 


in the red area of Figure 21.  Figure 21 highlights two problem (red) areas: 
 
(1)  The region in which natural gas use is above approximately 150% of mean 


energy use.  Customers in this region are unable to sustain the excess usage 
charge (even, as in the Figure, with the basic PIPP payment plus excess 
usage charge capped at 12% of income).   To make the program work for 
customers in this topmost region, the impact of the excess usage charge must 
be reduced.   


 
(2) The region in which income is from 0-50% of the Federal Poverty Level 


(towards the left boundary of the graph).  Customers in this region have 
severe income problems, so that the minimum billing level of $30 is too high 
to permit compliance with the energy as a percentage of income guidelines.  
To make the program work for customers in this leftward region, the 
minimum billing level must be reduced.   


 
 


4. Step 2 – Adjust the Maximum Percent of Income 
 
The maximum percent of income bill for natural gas should be in the range of 5-


8% of income for customers in the 0-50% of Federal Poverty Level, from 7-10% for 
customers in the 51-100% of Federal Poverty Level, and from 9-10% for customers in the 
101-150% of Federal Poverty Level.4400  Adjusting the overall maximum percent of 
                                                 
4400 Pennsylvania Code §69.265(2)(i)(B). 
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income bill (over the sum of the PIPP plus the excess usage charge) down from the 
current 12% is necessary to bring PGW’s Universal Services program into compliance.  
This is also the simplest next step, since it is a direct adjustment that leaves the rest of the 
billing structure intact, is easy to explain to customers, and requires no change on the 
customers’ part. 


 
As shown it Figure 26, the result of conforming the maximum percent of income 


bill is very effective in bringing billing for high use customers into compliance, without 
affecting the educational value of the excess usage charge, while limiting the impact of 
the charge.  
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Figure 26:  Step 2 - Adjust Maximum Bill to 8% & 10% Percentage of Income Limits. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Out of Compliance
In Compliance
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Step 2:  Cumulative Cost to Implement 
 
 


 
Cumulative 


Change 
 


 
∆CAP Discount 


(%) 


 
∆CAP Discount 


($) 


 
Step 1, Plus: 
Step 2 – Adjust maximum 
percent of income bill to 
8% for 0-50% of Federal 
Poverty Level, and to 10% 
for 51%-150% of Federal 
Poverty Level. 
 


 
(6.97%) 


 
(Increase of cost to 106.97% of 
the current CAP discount.) 


For 62,885 CAP 
Customers:  
($2,803,587) 
 
For 90,000 CAP 
Customers: 
($4,012,457)  


Figure 27:  Step 2 – Cumulative Cost to Implement 


 
 


5. Step 3 – Reduce the Minimum Bill 
 
The remaining problem area in Figure 26 is the most leftward part of the graph, 


which still retains a red colorscape.  The basic problem here is that the minimum bill of 
$30 per month exceeds the affordability criteria for persons in the range of 0-50% of 
poverty.  In the range from 0-50% of the Federal Poverty Level, the maximum gas-
heating bill should be from 5%-8% of income.4411  In this poverty category, all of the $30 
minimum bill participants exceed the 8% limit.4422  This can be remedied for nearly all 
customers by lowering the monthly minimum bill to $18 for customers in the 0-50% of 
Federal Poverty Level range.  Even if applied to all customers, the change in minimum 
bill is generally directed to the 0-50% of Federal Poverty Level group.4433  The effect of 
this change is shown in Figure 28. 


 
 


                                                 
4411 Pa. Code, Title 52, §69,265(2)(i)(B)(1). 
 
4422 In addition, the minimum payment terms for a CAP participant with a gas heating 
account should be at least $18-$25 a month [Pa. Code, Title 52, §69.265((3)(i)(A)]. 
 
4433 An alternative would be to apply the lower minimum bill all CAP customers to 
simplify communication.  There is only about $200,000 of aggregate revenue obtained in 
the difference between a $30 minimum bill and an $18 minimum bill for all customers 
from 51% to 150% of Federal Poverty Level. 
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 Figure 28: Step 3 - Adjust Minimum Bill 


 
 


 
 


Step 3:  Cumulative Cost to Implement 
 


 
 


Cumulative 
Change 


 


 
∆CAP Discount 


(%) 


 
∆CAP Discount 


($) 


 
Step1, Plus 
Step 2, Plus 
Step 3 – Adjust the minimum 
bill from $30/month to 
$18/month for customers from 
0-50% of Federal Poverty 
Level. 
 


 
 


(8.87%) 
 


(Increase cost to 
108.87% of the current 
CAP Discount.) 


 
For 62,885 CAP 
Customers:  
($3,567,272). 
 
For 90,000 CAP  
Customers:   
($5,105,434).  


Figure 29:  Step 3 - Cost to Implement 


 
 
 


  Out of Compliance
 In Compliance
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Steps 5 & 6 (Offset Costs & Excess Usage Charges):  Cumulative Cost  
 


 
Cumulative 


Change 
 


 
∆CAP Discount 


(%) 


 
∆CAP Discount 


($) 


 
Step1, Plus 
Step 2, Plus 
Step 3, Plus 
Steps 5 – Move to a 3-Tier rate 
structure, moving from 7.35% 
for all CRP customers to 8% 
for customers from 0-50% of 
the FPL.  Increase the rate to 
9% of income for customers 
from 51-100% of FPL.  
Increase the rate to 10% of 
income for customers from 
101-100% of FPL. 


 
 


0.68% 
 


With Step 5, the 
cumulative result of steps 
1-3 plus Step 5 is to 
reduce the cost from the 
current CAP Discount by 
about seven-tenths of one 
percent. 


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
For 62,885 CAP 
Customers:  
$275,409. 
 
For 90,000 CAP  
Customers:  
$394,109. 
 


Step 6 – Steps 1-5, plus: 
Remove the Excess Usage 
Charge. 
 


(2.45%) 
Step 6 brings the 
cumulative cost to 
102.45% of the current 
CAP Discount. 
 


For 562,885 CAP 
Customers: ($987,784) 
 
For 90,000 CAP 
Customers ($1,413,751) 


Figure 30: Cumulative Design with Cost Offsets 


 
 


6. Step 4 – Refer Remaining Customers to CARES 
 


Approximately 500 customers remain in the non-compliant red colorscape of 
Figure 28.  These customers are probably a residual that can be best served through 
CARES and the CNU.   


    
7. Step 5—Cost Offsets 


 
Generally, it is appropriate to seek allowable cost offsets, when available, to 


partially offset the cost of the implementation steps.  The CAP design elements of the 
Pennsylvania Code allow a tiered rate system.4444  Customers in the range from 0-50% of 
Federal Poverty Level pay 5% to 8% of income.  Customers in the range from 51%-100% 
                                                 
4444 Pa. Code, Title 52, §69.265(2)(i). 
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of the FPL pay 7% to 10% of income.  Customers in the range of 101%-150% of FPL 
pay 9% to 10% of income.  It is possible to develop either a partial or a complete offset in 
several different ways of setting up the tiers.  One that works is to set the 0-50% of 
Federal Poverty Level tier at 8%, the 51-100% of Federal Poverty Level tier at 9%, and 
the 101%-150% of Federal Poverty Level to 10%.  These levels do not change the 
compliance graphs and would permit a nearly complete offset.  Other adjustments using 
the three tiers can produce similar results. 


 
 


8. Step 6 – Remove Excess Usage Charge 
 
The Excess Usage charge should be removed to simplify the program (Figure 30).  


First, the concept of excess usage, while rigorously defined operationally, is problematic 
in that some homes do show high usage that while excess in terms of a class average may 
actually be suited to certain homes for particular physical or social reasons that are not 
under the control of the customer.  Second, usage penalties and conservation rewards are 
often ineffective – they tend to both penalize and reward for changes in usage that are 
artifacts of other conditions in the home (adult children move in, death in the family, 
common space energy use inappropriately placed on apartment bill, and the like).  Third, 
the more common approach to high usage is to investigate high usage and to apply 
physical measures to support usage reduction (LIURP, CWP).  Fourth, the maximum 
percent of income limits required to place accounts within the provisions of the 
Pennsylvania Code eliminate the effect of the Excess Usage charge for the 0-50% of 
poverty tier, and they substantially reduce the effect of the charge on the 51-100% of 
poverty tier.  Removing the Excess Usage charge entirely simplifies the program, and 
provides an equality of effect across the three income tiers. 


 
          
 
 
The Evaluation Team recommends a simple extension of the current PIPP design 


into a three-tiered design (including elimination of the Budget Plus component and 
replacing it with a PIPP plus the BCS Payment Plan).  The percentage of income payment 
would be set to 8% for customers from 0-50% of the Federal Poverty Level, subject to a 
maximum income percent payment of 8%.  The percentage of income payment would be 
set at 9% for households in the 51-100% of FPL range, subject to a maximum in income 
percent payment of 10%.  The percentage of income payment in the range from 101-
150% of FPL would be set to 10% with a maximum income percent payment of 10%.  
Households from 0-50% of FPL would receive a minimum bill of $18.  For other 
households the minimum bill would be $30.  The Excess Usage Charge and the LIHEAP 
Make-Up Charge would be eliminated. 


 
The Reichmuth Sector Map©, provided with this report will permit exploration of 


alternative program designs and cost offsets. 
 
 


F.  Summary: Program Design 
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V. REGULATIONS AND POLICY COMPLIANCE 
 
The current program has been examined versus the applicable state regulations for 


CAP Design Elements4455, Natural Gas Customer Choice4466, and the Residential Low 
Income Usage Reduction Programs4477. Chapter 56 is not reviewed here because PGW and 
PUC have signed an MOU that pertains specifically to PGW customer service practices 
and Chapter 56 regulations. The PUC expects PGW to come into compliance with 
Chapter 56 “some time in the future”. In the meantime, the MOU offers interim 
procedural agreements until the Tariff is brought into line with Chapter 56.4488   


A detailed point-by-point summary of applicable state regulations for CAP 
Design Elements is included in Appendix A.  The current CRP elements that are out of 
compliance with the regulations, requiring changes by PGW, are presented in Figure 31.  


 
 
 


§ 69.251 Plain language statement of policy 


§ 69.265 CAP Design Elements 
 


 
 


A. Regulatory 
Reference 
 


 
PGW Practice 


 
Recommendation 


69.251(c)(1)(ii) The Plain 
language policy statement 
recommends the billing 
format include a bar graph 
displaying comparative 
energy use indicating 
whether the amount 
shown is actual or 
estimated. 
 
 


The PGW bill format does 
not include a bar graph.  


HGPA recommends that a 
date certain be set to add the 
bar graph to the bill format.  
The bar graph is a tool that 
can be useful to customers in 
limiting energy use. 


                                                 
4455 Pennsylvania Code  Title 52 §69.265 CAP Design Elements 
 
4466 Pennsylvania Code  Title 52 §62. Natural Gas Customer Choice Subchapter A, 
Universal Service and Energy Conservation Requirements and Subchapter B, Reporting 
Requirements for Quality of Service Standards and Benchmarks 
 
4477 Pennsylvania Code  Title 52 §58 Residential Low Income Usage Reduction Programs. 
 
4488 PUC Memorandum of Understanding with Philadelphia Gas Works, Docket No. A-
125042 dated July 20, 2000. 
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69.265(2)(B) Payment 
Plan & Proposal  
This policy suggests a 
scheduled payment based 
on three percent of income 
categories:  
 0-50%  = 5-8% of income 
51-100% = 7-10% of 
income 
101-150% = 9-10% of 
income. 


PGW does not offer 
payment increments based 
on percent of poverty. 
PGW offers discounted 
payment plans from 0-
135% of poverty. The most 
common discounted plan is 
7.35% of income. The $30 
minimum is a discounted 
rate that can be more than 
12% of income. A special 
CNU agreement can also 
be negotiated. 
 


HGPA recommends that  
PGW, for the immediate 
future retain a simple PIPP 
plan.  The PIPP should be 
modified to correspond to the 
income levels of 69.265(B). 
(See this report, Section IV, 
Program Design) 


  


69.265(3) Control 
Features 
 
An annual maximum CAP 
credit for gas heating 
customers should not 
exceed $840 


 
 
 
PGW does not utilize a 
limit on the CAP credit. 


The energy burden and 
maximum CAP credit 
features are contradictory.  
PGW should request an 
exemption of the $840 credit 
in favor of meeting energy 
burden. 
 


69.265(4) Eligibility 
Criteria 
 
The applicant is low-
income, payment troubled 


PGW does not actively use 
the payment-troubled 
definition within its 
eligibility criteria. Most 
CRP participants are 
payment troubled.  


PGW should note to the 
commission that the 
definition of payment 
troubled is not a criterion for 
their Universal Service 
programs and specifically 
request an exemption.  
 


69.265(5) Appeals Process 
 


This section states that 
when the customer is not 
satisfied with eligibility 
determination that 
procedures 56.151, 
56.152, and 56.161-56.165 
should be used. 


Section 5 describes the 
procedures for the Inquiry, 
Review, Dispute and 
Appeal Process. This 
section notes definitions 
used in Code 52, Chapter 
56 will be used in that 
Section. Section 5 does not 
provide the same degree of 
detail described in Chapter 
56.151 and 56.152 and 
56.161-56.165 particularly 
regarding Utility Reports. 


PGW and PUC have signed 
an MOU that pertains to 
PGW customer service 
practices and Chapter 56 
regulations §69.265(5). The 
PUC expects PGW to come 
into compliance with 
Chapter 56 “some time in the 
future.”  In the meantime, the 
MOU offers interim 
procedural agreements.  
HGPA recommends PGW 
work with the PUC toward 
modification of the Tariff 
and comply with procedures  
outlined in the MOU. 
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69.265(6) (ix) Arrearage 
forgiveness: 


  
Arrearage forgiveness 
should occur over a 2 to 3 
year period contingent 
upon receipt of regular 
monthly payments by the 
CAP participant. 


Arrearage forgiveness is 
described in the Tariff. 
However, it was not 
implemented as described. 


 
The described procedure 
would not be in 
compliance, as it does not 
occur over a 2 to 3 year 
period.  


HGPA recommends  
complete forgiveness of pre-
program arrearage following 
six months of full payment in 
the CAP.  
This provision would be 
modeled on PECO’s and pre 
program arrearage would be 
forgiven to zero. 
 
 


69.265(7) Default 
provisions 


 
 
 


PGW does not currently 
dismiss customers from 
CRP, due in part to 
problems with the BCCS 
computer system. Once the 
system is operational, 
dismissal will occur for 
certain default provisions. 


 
 


PGW will soon have the 
BCCS credit and collections 
module on-line. HGPA 
recommends removing 
customers from CRP per 
guidelines (i) failure to make 
payments and (vi) failure to 
annually verify eligibility.. 
Guideline (iv) failure to 
report changes in family size 
is included in (vi). Guideline 
(iii) failure to provide meter 
readings in 4 consecutive 
months is not an issue in that 
over 90% of CRP customers 
have AMR. 
 


69.265(7) Default 
provisions: 


  
(ii) Failure to abide by 
established consumption 
limits should result in 
dismissal from CAP. 


PGW does not currently 
dismiss customers who 
exceed usage guidelines.  


 
However, the CRP imposes 
an excess usage charge 
computed monthly.  


 
PGW also offers a $40 
Conservation Credit 
Adjustment at 
recertification if the 
customer has met 5 criteria, 
including no billing for 
excess usage. 


HGPA recommends that 
PGW specifically request an 
exemption to §69.265(7) (ii) 
and continue to target the 
CWP to high usage 
customers. 


 
HGPA also recommends 
elimination of the current 
excess usage charge, as 
discussed in the text of the 
report.   


 
Also, the conservation credit 
should be discontinued, since 
it is unlikely that it works as 
anticipated. 
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69.265(7) (iii) Default 
provisions: 


 
Failure to accept budget 
counseling, weatherization 
or consumer education.  


PGW does not provide 
budget counseling. 


 
PGW does not remove 
those who refuse 
weatherization (CWP).  


 
Education is included in 
the CWP measures. 


HGPA recommends that the 
CARES program that PGW 
develops include a budget-
counseling component.  


 
HGPA does not recommend 
removing customers from 
CRP who default for refusing 
services in §69.265(7) (iii). 
HGPA recommends PGW 
bring its processing policy to 
the attention of the 
Commission and request an 
exemption. 
 


69.265(9) Coordination of 
energy assistance benefits: 


 
(ii) An additional energy 
assistance grant may be 
used to reduce a monthly 
payment if that payment is 
over 17% of household’s 
income. 


PGW does not use grants 
to reduce monthly 
payments over 17% of 
income. However, the 
PGW Tariff (and BCCS 
system) limits the bill for 
the basic CRP amount plus 
the excess usage charge to 
12% of income. 


 
Only those paying the $30 
minimum could be paying 
more than 17% of income. 
Assistance grants (but not 
LIHEAP cash) are applied 
to the current arrearage 
then the frozen arrearage.  
 


HGPA recommends no 
change in current practice 
since the current practice 
exceeds the guideline.  


69.265(9) Coordination of 
energy assistance benefits: 


 
(iv) If a customer applies 
for a LIHEAP benefit but 
directs it to another utility 
or energy provider, the 
CAP provider should not 
assess a penalty. 


PGW levies a LIHEAP 
makeup charge in the 
amount of the average 
LIHEAP grant when the 
customer does not direct 
the LIHEAP grant to PGW. 
A customer assessed a 
LIHEAP makeup charge 
when they (1) were denied 
LIHEAP, or (2) assigned it 
to another utility, can 
inform PGW and the  
charge will be rescinded. 


The LIHEAP Makeup 
Charge as presently 
implemented by PGW is 
consistent with the 
Pennsylvania Code, and 
currently outside the 
affordability structure of 
CRP. 


 
HGPA recommends that the 
LIHEAP Make-Up charge be 
eliminated, in favor a full 
focus on affordability. 
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No statement on down 
payments of arrears 
enrollment 


PGW requires a 5% 
payment of arrearage upon 
entering CRP. 


HGPA recommends 
elimination of the 5% down 
payment of the arrearage at 
enrollment.  This area is not 
specifically dealt with in the 
CAP design guidelines, but 
requirement of a payment as 
a condition for participation 
in a CAP is not in step with 
the current philosophy of 
CAP programs. 
 


Figure 31. § 69. Areas out of Compliance 


 
 
Chapter 62, Natural Gas Customer Choice, has also been reviewed versus PGW 


current practice.  Section 62.4 describes the Universal Service and Energy Conservation 
Plan Requirements including the contents of the plan.  The Plan is to include CAP, 
LIURP, CARES, Hardship Funds, as well as any other programs, policies, and 
procedures.  PGW programs currently include all but the CARES component.  PGW 
representatives do provide referrals to agencies as needed.  In the short term, HGPA 
recommends moving from the ‘Quick Fix Approach’ toward the ‘Intermediate Case 
Management Approach.’ In the long term, HGPA recommends adding a larger CARES 
component.  CARES is discussed more fully in this report, Section VI. Customer 
Assistance and Referral Evaluation Services 


 
Within Chapter 62, Natural Gas Customer Choice, Subchapter A, Universal 


Service and Energy Conservation Requirements and Subchapter B, Reporting 
Requirements for Quality of Service Standards and Benchmarks, there are five reports 
and evaluations that PGW will be required to submit to the Commission on a regular 
basis. The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the restructuring filing mid-2002 should 
propose a year that reporting can start that is appropriate to each of these requirements. 
Figure 35 shows the five reports and evaluations and the timeframe in which they will 
need to be submitted to the Commission.  


 
The Evaluation Team also conducted a cost analysis to review the Customer 


Responsibility Program (CRP) cost accounting systems that will be used by PGW to 
comply with the Pennsylvania Utility Commission (PUC) reporting requirements.  We 
have determined that initiating computer programming changes to the data subsystems 
into the General Ledger system will provide pertinent data for the reporting requirements. 
The current GAAP and FERC accounting in addition to the planned changes to the 
General Ledger System (that will provide activity based accounting) are needed to 
achieve the level of detail necessary for the reporting requirements.  The company will 
need to move toward making changes to the current system to develop the detail needed 
to track costs in order to come into compliance with reporting requirements. In the third 
report of this analysis, we will provide a template for §62.5, Annual Residential 
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Collection and Universal Service and Energy Conservation Program Reporting 
Requirements that traces the reporting item to the cost account code. 


 
 
 


§62 Natural Gas Customer Choice 
Subchapter A.  Universal Service and Energy Conservation Requirements  
Subchapter B.  Reporting Requirements for Quality of Service Standards and 


Benchmarks 


 
Chapter 
& Section 


Type of 
Report 


 
Filing Deadline 


 
Notes 


62.4 Universal 
Service and 
Energy 
Conservation 
Plans 


Every 3 years 
beginning 2/28/02, 
covering the next 3 
calendar years. 


PGW’s CRP 3-year plan will be 
submitted and reviewed in PGW’s 
restructuring filing mid 2002.  The 
next plan should be filed 3 years 
after the final restructuring order. 
 


62.5 Residential 
collection and 
universal 
service and 
energy 
conservation 
program 
reporting 
requirements 


Beginning April 1, 
2003. Annually 
thereafter due April 
1. 


The CRP 3-year plan submitted 
during the restructuring filing 
should propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS prefers 
reporting begin within the time 
frame given other NGDC, about 2 
years. BCS would like to begin 
receiving these reports as soon as 
possible, however, they should 
commence by 2005 at the latest. 
HGPA recommends that the 
annual reporting commence in 
2003.  
 


62.6 Evaluation 
Reporting 
Requirements  


The first impact 
evaluation is due 
8/1/04 and 
subsequently at no 
more than 6 year 
intervals. 


The restructuring filings in mid-
2002 will establish the filing 
schedule for the evaluation at 
Chapter §62.6. The impact 
evaluation should not exceed 6 
years from the date of the final 
restructuring order. 
 


62.33 Reporting 
requirements 
for quality of 
service 
benchmarks 
and standards 


The first due 
8/1/01, reporting 
monthly data for 
the prior six months 
and six-month 
averages.  The 


The CRP 3-year plan submitted 
during the restructuring filing 
should propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS prefers 
reporting begin within the time 
frame given other NGDC, about 2 
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second report is due 
2/1/02 containing 
monthly data for 
the prior six 
months, and the 
twelve-month 
cumulative average.  
Thereafter annual 
reports are due on 
or before Feb. 1. 
 


years. HGPA recommends PGW 
commence submission of the 
Quality of Service Benchmarks by 
2003. 


62.34 Telephone 
transaction 
customer 
surveys  


The first report is 
due on or before 
10/1/2002 including 
the first 6 months 
of the calendar 
year. The second 
report is due 4/1/03 
and includes the 
second 6 months of 
the calendar year 
and cumulative 12-
month results.  
Thereafter reports 
are due April 1.  
Annual reports 
shall contain results 
by month and 
cumulative 12-
month reports.  
 


The CRP 3-year plan submitted 
during the restructuring filing 
should propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS prefers 
reporting begin within the time 
frame given other NGDC, about 2 
years. HGPA recommends PGW 
commence submission of the 
Telephone Transaction Customer 
Surveys by 2003. 


Figure 32. § 62. Reporting Requirements 


 
 
The Evaluation Team has also reviewed the requirements in Pa. Code Title 52 §58 


Residential Low Income Usage Reduction Programs (LIURP) against the existing 
practices of the Conservation Works Program, the PGW LIURP.  A detailed element-by-
element analysis of PGW’s current capability of developing these reporting elements is 
given in Appendix C.  The most significant elements requiring changes by PGW are 
presented in Figure 33 below. 
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§58 Residential Low Income Usage Reduction Programs 


 
 


Regulatory Reference 
 


 
B. PGW Practice 


 
Recommendation 


58.4 Funding 
 


(e) Recovery of costs. 
Program expense shall be 
allotted among ratepayers, 
the precise method 
determined in proceedings. 


LIURP (CWP) costs are 
currently recovered in the 
GCR mechanism. The 
Office of Trial Staff (OTS) 
suggested in August 2001 
proceedings that the CWP 
costs be included in the 
base rate. The 
Recommended Decision of 
ALJ Cynthia Fordham is 
that CWP costs should not 
be recovered in the GCR 
and the issue should be 
deferred until the 
restructuring proceeding in 
mid-2002.  
 


HGPA will make 
recommendation in 
Report 3 of this analysis. 


58.5 Administrative costs 
 


Not more than 15% of the 
annual LIURP budget may 
be spent on administrative 
costs. 


The PY7 Evaluation 
reports CWP spending of 
$2.2 million and PGW, 
ECA, & HDMC 
administrative costs of 
$362,712 or 16.5% of the 
annual budget. The PY9 
Evaluation reports CWP 
spending of $1,970,010 
and total administrative 
costs of $327,096 or 16.6% 
of the annual budget. PGW 
administrative costs 
include evaluation. 
 


Fifteen percent of a $2 
million annual budget 
limits total administrative 
costs to $300,000. HGPA 
recommends that PGW 
request reasonable 
variation of +/- 2% of 
this guideline (restricting 
expenditure to 17%.).  


58.10 Priority of Program 
Service  


 
(a) Priority shall be 
determined as follows: 


  
(3)(c) Up to 10% of the 
annual program budget may 
be spent on eligible special 


The CWP is designed for 
CRP participants with high 
use. CRP only extends 
programs to 150% of 
Federal Poverty Level. 
PGW expends the full 
CWP budget on CRP 
participants, and therefore 
does not provide services 


HGPA recommends that 
PGW continue its current 
practice operating CWP 
as a tool to reduce 
consumption for high 
users within CRP. HGPA 
recommends that PGW 
request a waiver for 
§58.10(a)(3)(c).  
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needs customers defined as 
those with an arrearage at or 
below 200% of poverty. 


to customers between 150-
200% FPL. 


58. 14 Program measure 
installation: 


 
(c) Inter-utility coordination. 
Customers of gas and electric 
utilities shall have 
coordinated provision of 
comprehensive program 
services. 


PGW does not engage in 
coordinated provision of 
program services described 
under (c) (1-6).  PGW 
focuses on providing 
measures that reduce gas 
consumption. 
 
PGW and PECO are 
currently exploring a pilot 
project to collaborate when 
PECO finds high use 
customers who are defacto 
electric heat customers. 
 


HGPA recommends that 
PGW and PECO 
continue to explore 
opportunities and means 
to coordinate services, 
particularly for customers 
paying PECO’s CAP 
Rate and customers in 
PGW’s CRP/CWP. 


58.15 Program Evaluation: 
 


Evaluation procedures 
include:  


 
(1) Compiling statistical 
data… (vii) utility bills and 
account balances, (viii) 
recipient utility payments.  


 


The evaluations did not 
include (vii) utility bills 
and account balances, (viii) 
recipient utility payments.  


 


HGPA recommends that 
PGW specify (vii) utility 
bills and account 
balances, (viii) recipient 
utility payments as 
requirements for the 
2002 evaluation.  


58.15 Program Evaluation: 
 


(2) Evaluating energy 
savings and load 
management impacts, 
changes in customer bills, 
payment behavior and 
account balances, overall 
quality of services, steps 
taken to improve 
performance.  


The PY7 and PY9 
evaluations did not include 
changes in customer bills, 
payment behavior and 
account balances, overall 
quality of services, steps 
taken to improve 
performance. 


 


HGPA recommends that 
PGW specify adding 
these analyses to the 
annual evaluations 
commencing with the 
2002 evaluation. 


58.15 Program Evaluation: 
 


(3) Report evaluation 
findings to the Commission 
annually. 


 


PGW currently evaluates 
the CWP about every two 
years.  


HGPA recommends that 
PGW commence annual 
evaluations in 2001.  


Figure 33. §58 Areas Out of Compliance 
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The following (Figure 34) provides in detail the reports and evaluations that PGW 
will be required to submit under the policies and regulations in Chapters 58, 62, and 69.  


 
 
 
 
 


Reports and Evaluations to be Filed by PGW with the Commission 
 
 


 
Chapter & 
Section 


 
Type of 
Report 
 


 
Filing Deadline 


 
Notes4499 


 
Chapter 56 Standards & Billing Practices for Residential Utility Service 
 
56 All 


regulations 
This note pertains not to 
filing requirements but to 
overall compliance with 
Chapter56. 
 
The PGW Tariff 
customer service and 
complaint handling 
procedures for residential 
customers differs from 
Chapter 56, Standards & 
Billing Practices for 
Residential Utility 
Service. 


PGW and PUC have 
signed an MOU that 
pertains specifically to 
PGW customer service 
practices and Chapter 56 
regulations. 
 
The PUC expects PGW to 
come into compliance with 
Chapter 56 “some time in 
the future”. In the 
meantime, the MOU offers 
interim procedural 
agreements until the Tariff 
is brought into line with 
Chapter 56.5500 
 


56.231 Monthly 
Utility 
Reporting 
Requirements 


These requirements apply 
to the EDC. NGDC 
requirements are listed 
below in §62.5. 
 
 
 


See §62.5 below. 


                                                 
4499 Reference to BCS preferences from discussions with Janice Hummell and Lou Sauer, 
BCS, and email exchanges between evaluators and Janice Hummell, BCS. 
 
5500 PUC Memorandum of Understanding with Philadelphia Gas Works, Docket No. A-
125042 dated July 20, 2000. 
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Chapter 58 Residential Low Income Usage Reduction Programs 
 


58.4 Program 
Funding 


Annual program budgets 
shall be submitted to the 
Commission. No month 
given in the Regulation. 


CRP/CWP Program 
Manager currently submits 
operating budgets for 
annual internal review. 
The CRP 3-year plan 
submitted during the 
restructuring filing should 
propose a year that budget 
submission to the 
Commission can start. 
 


58.18 Program 
Evaluation 
monitoring 
program 
results and 
effectiveness. 
 


Annual assessment. No 
month given in the 
Regulation. LIURP 
Codebook states reports 
are due April. 


PGW currently evaluates 
the CWP about every two 
years. This schedule will 
need revision to an annual 
evaluation.  


Codebook LIURP 
Codebook 


The LIURP Codebook is 
used by the PUC and 
utility companies for 
recording, reporting and 
analyzing data related to 
LIURP.  Data must be 
submitted in April. The 
current codebook issued 
Jan. 2000 covers homes 
treated calendar year 
2000; report is due 
4/2002. 
 


The CRP 3-year plan 
submitted during the 
restructuring filing should 
propose a year that annual 
Codebook reporting can 
start. This report should 
coincide with the annual 
Evaluation. 


 
Chapter 62 Natural Gas Customer Choice 
 


2.4 Universal 
Service and 
Energy 
Conservation 
Plans 


Every 3 years beginning 
2/28/02, covering the 
next 3 calendar years. 


PGW’s CRP 3-year plan 
will be submitted and 
reviewed in PGW’s 
restructuring filing mid 
2002.  The next plan 
should be filed 3 years 
after the final restructuring 
order. 
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62.5 Residential 
collection and 
universal 
service and 
energy 
conservation 
program 
reporting 
requirements 


Beginning April 1, 2003. 
Annually thereafter due 
April 1. 


The CRP 3-year plan 
submitted during the 
restructuring filing should 
propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS 
prefers reporting begin 
within the time frame 
given other NGDC, about 2 
years. BCS would like to 
begin receiving these 
reports as soon as possible, 
however, they should 
commence by 2005 at the 
latest. 
 


62.6 Evaluation 
Reporting 
Requirements  


The first impact 
evaluation is due 8/1/04 
and subsequently at no 
more than 6 year 
intervals. 


The restructuring filings in 
mid-2002 will establish the 
filing schedule for the 
evaluation at Chapter 62.6, 
that is, the impact 
evaluation should not 
exceed 6 years from the 
date of the final 
restructuring order. 
 


62.33 Reporting 
requirements 
for quality of 
service 
benchmarks 
and standards 


The first due 8/1/01, 
reporting monthly data 
for the prior six months 
and six-month averages.  
The second report is due 
2/1/02 containing 
monthly data for the prior 
six months, and the 
twelve-month cumulative 
average.  Thereafter 
annual reports are due on 
or before Feb. 1. 
 


The CRP 3-year plan 
submitted during the 
restructuring filing should 
propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS 
prefers reporting begin 
within the time frame 
given other NGDC, about 2 
years. 


62.34 Telephone 
transaction 
customer 
surveys  


The first report is due on 
or before 10/1/2002 
including the first 6 
months of the calendar 
year. The second report 
is due 4/1/03 and 
includes the second 6 
months of the calendar 
year and cumulative 12-


The CRP 3-year plan 
submitted during the 
restructuring filing should 
propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS 
prefers reporting begin 
within the time frame 
given other NGDC, about 2 
years. 
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month results.  Thereafter 
reports are due April 1.  
Annual reports shall 
contain results by month 
and cumulative 12-month 
reports. 
 


 
Chapter 69 General Orders, Policy Statements and Guidelines on Fixed Utilities 
 


69.6(x) Routine 
program 
managemen
t monitoring 
progress 
reports 


Reports to monitor CAP 
administration should be 
prepared at “regular 
intervals.” The regulation 
does not state the reports 
should be submitted to 
the PUC. 
 


PGW CRP manager receives 
and prepares regular 
management and progress 
reports to monitor the 
program. 


69.10(ii) Process and 
Impact 
evaluation 


The first due 8/1/04. 
Thereafter, the CRP 
evaluation is due at no 
more than 6-year 
intervals. 
 


BCS notes that the 
restructuring filings in mid-
2002 will establish the filing 
schedule for the evaluation at 
Chapter 62.6. 


69.10(ii)(A) A one-time 
process 
evaluation 


Following the expansion 
of a CAP or subsequent 
to a substantial revision 
of an existing CAP or an 
alternate program design, 
the evaluation should be 
undertaken during the 
middle of the second 
year. 


BCS notes that PGW’s CRP 
will be approved in PGW’s 
restructuring filing and it is 
not likely that the 
Commission will require a 
Process evaluation soon after 
that. This evaluation might 
serve as the Process 
evaluation, as it is being 
completed close to the 
restructuring filing. 


Figure 34. §56, 58, 62, 69 Filing Requirements 
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VI. CARES 
 
The Evaluation Team recommends that PGW strengthen its Customer Assistance 


Referral and Evaluation Services (CARES) component of Universal Service to provide 
clear designation and accountability for these services.   


 
  
 
 
Historically, special payment programs for “payment-troubled” customers sprung 


from a changing economy in Pennsylvania in the mid to late 1980’s.  The demise of the 
manufacturing and steel industry gave rise to the “new poor”, a term used to characterize 
former middle class working men and women who were thrown into a regional economy 
which offered little but minimum wage jobs and welfare assistance.  In Southwest 
Pennsylvania, a region that was hit especially hard by mill closures, it has been estimated 
that for every manufacturing/steel job that was lost in the mid-1980’s, there were seven 
other jobs lost as a spin-off effect in the local economy.  This meant the lay-off and 
permanent plant/mill closures for tens of thousands of workers in the region.  Utility 
CARES programs are an indication of increased awareness and sensitivity to the needs of 
the new poor, the under-employed, the low-skilled minimum wage worker, and seniors 
and disabled persons on fixed incomes.  The utility CARES programs have traditionally 
responded to the needs of a changing community with customers experiencing hardship 
in difficult economic times. 


 
In the Pittsburgh region coalitions were built between utilities and social service 


advocates to address the needs of those affected by the depressed economy.  It became 
increasingly clear that the new poor would not quickly find a remedy for the new 
economic situations in which they found themselves.  These were unique situations 
where persons could no longer be rationalized or profiled as the “dead-beat” customer.  
Among the symptoms were mounting utility arrearages and terminations, severe income 
deficits when compared to basic monthly living expenses, mortgage foreclosures, 
automobile repossession, family disruption and increased emotional stress and 
depression. 


 
It was out of this great regional, economic need that CARES programs emerged.  


Utilities understood their commitment to a fair and compassionate approach to address 
“special needs” customers.  This was a unique opportunity to offer services that were 
traditionally not in the realm of utility services.  The Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission took a proactive position in “strong advisement” directives to regulated 
utilities, particular to CARES and its implementation.   


  
Early CARES programs varied in the way in which utilities designed and 


implemented this service.  Some utilities were in the unique position to hire and use the 
services of professional social workers, and entire utility “in-house” CARES departments 
were created.  Other utilities contracted with traditional Community Based Organizations 
(CBO’s) that offered the services of case-managers who made referrals to customers in a 


A. History of CARES 
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“total case management” approach.  But a strong thread that wove itself throughout the 
program design was that the PA PUC “strongly endorsed” the guidelines that these 
services “should not be done by company employees who perform responsibilities related 
to billing, credit or collections.” 5511  In other words, the CARES programs are to stand 
apart from traditional credit and collections and instead be administered by social service 
personnel within the utility or contracted (out-sourced) to the community advocacy 
sector. 


 
As communities in Pennsylvania “stabilized” economically, there still existed a 


large segment of the population that subsisted in an entrenched, low-wage, service sector 
economy that replaced the higher-paying manufacturing jobs.  This situation led to a 
chronic regional demographic of reduced job structures and lower and pay scales.  The 
CARES programs evolved over time and the service is typically offered to customers 
who are experiencing the loss of income due to an injury, illness, death of a primary wage 
earner, those waiting for SSI or disability, customers experiencing marital or family 
problems, those with high medical bills, and loss of a job or unemployment benefits.   


 
In the early 1990’s, utilities recognized the need to provide long-term remediation 


and relief for payment-troubled, chronically low-income, delinquent customers with 
mounting arrearages.  Hence, the PUC provided regulatory guidelines for the 
implementation of Customer Assistance Programs.  However, in many life situations, 
CARES is still the program that provides appropriate short-term assistance to customers 
with temporary, special needs.  Utilities can custom-design the CARES program based on 
the individual needs of the customer and the company, as well as on the demographic 
profile of the community. In special cases, for example, utilities may offer temporary 
CARES services to customers who have a negative ability to pay with incomes over the 
200% FPL “special needs” threshold.   


 
The backbone of CARES services are the referrals to community services and 


assistance that can leverage low monthly income and provide more available income for 
necessities, even utility bill payment.  For example, if a customer can receive a food 
voucher at a local food panty worth $50 per month, that may make an additional $50 
available for utility payment each month.  The goal is to find resources that assist 
customers in order to maximize their ability to pay their utility bill.  Energy Assistance, 
Utility Hardship Grants and Fuel Funds also serve as vital supplements to customer 
payments.  Energy Conservation in the form of energy education and weatherization is a 
key component in the CARES referral.  Weatherization and energy education can give 
customers increased comfort in their homes while using less energy, thus lowering the 
utility bills.  


 
Utilities have had the autonomy to structure a CARES program that may or may 


not decrease monthly payments for customers who cannot pay the full amount of their 
utility bill.  CARES services may include a home visit, although not necessary or 


                                                 
5511 PA PUC Secretarial Letter M-840403, John G. Alford, May 31, 1985. 
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effective in all cases,5522 a “customer-friendly walk-thru” energy audit, energy education, 
budget counseling, energy assistance and fuel hardship fund grants, and referrals to social 
service agencies that are specific to the customers’ needs or that provide “leverage” 
sources for bill payment.   


 


 
CARES programs have historically been categorized under the “policy umbrella” 


of “strong advisement” with much flexibility in design, rather than the stricter 
interpretation of the Pennsylvania Code, Title 52, which mandates Universal Service 
Programs.  However, the Universal Services Policy Statements since utility restructuring 
include the implementation of CARES programs.  Provisions under Title 52, §62.1(A), 
Statement of purpose and policy, “mandate that the Commission ensure Universal 
Service and energy conservation policies, activities and services…”5533 of which CARES is 
included.  In the same Subchapter A, the definition of CARES is as follows:  5544 


 
 


CARES—Customer Assistance and Referral 
Evaluation Services—A Program that provides a cost-
effective service that helps selected, payment-troubled 
customers maximize their ability to pay utility bills.  A 
CARES program provides a casework approach to help 
customers secure energy assistance funds and other 
needed services 


 
 
 
 
Specific Universal Service plans, including CARES, are to be submitted to the 


Commission for approval by each NGDC every 3 years beginning in February 28, 
2002.5555  As noted in the prior section of this report, PGW will file a restructuring plan in 
mid-2002.   
                                                 
5522 Janice Hummel, PA PUC, BCS, paraphrase from quote of August 22, 2001. 
 
5533 PA PUC § 52 Code, Chapter 62. Natural Gas Supply Customer Choice, Subchapter A. 
Universal Service and Energy Conservation Reporting Requirements, §52.62.1, 
Statement of purpose policy. 
 
5544 Ibid., §52.62.2. Definitions. 
 
5555 Ibid., §52.62.4, (b), (1)-(11) Universal service and energy conservation plans, and 
§52.62.5, Annual residential collection and Universal Service and energy conservation 
program reporting requirements. 
 


B. Pennsylvania’s Policy Advisement on CARES Programs 
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The Commission released four recommendations in a Secretarial Letter dated 


November 30, 1992 that provide guidelines for a CARES program. 
 
The Commission recommends the following guidelines for a CARES program: 
 
Utilities should continue to operate and develop their CARES programs as 


recommended. 
 
Utilities should communicate annually with the BCS on the status of their 


CARES program. 
 
Utilities which currently require senior citizen status to be eligible for CARES 


should expand eligibility criteria so as to include special needs low-income payment 
troubled customers who have extenuating circumstances. 


 
Utilities should include, inter alia, the following seven elements in a CARES 


program: 
 


• Staff training in communication skills. 
 


• Staff training regarding the program design of CARES. 
 


• Home visitation, one at a minimum, and preparation of an energy audit in 
most cases for CARES recipients. 


 
• Intensive tracking and referral services for CARES participants. 


 
• Maintenance of confidential files for CARES participants. 


 
• Expansion and maintenance of the customer service network. 


 
• Inclusion as one of the job description criteria for a CARES 


representative, a social services background or a combination of 
experiences and education that includes listening and communication 
skills and a compassionate and caring attitude towards the needs of the  


 
• low-income utility customers.5566 


 
 
 


                                                 
5566 Authority for CARES resides at the level of a Secretarial Letter, rather that (as for 
other compliance requirements) in the Pennsylvania Code.  PA PUC Secretarial Letter, 
John G. Alford, Secretary, November 30, 1992. 
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The following descriptions of CARES programs present three levels of effort.  
PGW customer services and district office representatives currently provide referrals to 
various agencies, in a level of effort termed below as “Quick Fix”. This level of effort is 
given all customers who indicate the need for help during their interactions with PGW.  
The Evaluation Team recommends that PGW move immediately toward incorporating 
the “Intermediate Case Management Approach” into the CRP. This includes designating 
a CARES representative assigned to provide personal case management.  The Evaluation 
Team further recommends designing a CARES program that includes all three levels of 
effort described below and including it in the CAP Design Plan that will be filed during 
the restructuring proceedings in mid-2002.  All three levels of effort include the “Quick-
Fix Approach,” the “Intermediate Case Management Approach,” and the “In-depth Case 
Management Approach.”  A comprehensive CARES program depends on establishing 
the capability to provide all three levels. 


 
 


1. The “Quick-Fix” Approach 
 
  A “quick-fix” is accomplished by the customer service representative 


while on the phone or talking with the customer in person at the district offices.  The 
success of this approach depends on adequate training and comprehensive understanding 
of the available energy assistance programs and social service referrals that exist.  It is 
vital that the PGW representatives have the skills to match the customer’s need with the 
correct referral. Generally, the “Quick-Fix” requires minimal on-going support of 
CARES representatives. 


 
 


2. The Intermediate Case-Manager Approach  
 
The intermediate approach requires initial and follow-up supportive phone calls 


by a designated CARES representative or case-manager.  The customer demonstrates that 
he/she can clearly and easily follow-through with energy assistance and other 
recommended social service referrals without the need of a caseworker physically present 
in the home.  Periodic phone contact is maintained to give encouragement and address 
issues as they are presented. Other agencies and supportive services can be called in to 
access the home as needed.  The CARES representative should actively communicate 
with and coordinate services with outside agencies, such as Area Office on Aging 
Services, Home-Health Care, Meals on Wheels, etc., to offer the customer comprehensive 
referrals and assistance.  


 
 


3. The In-Depth Case-Manager Approach 
 
The in-depth approach gives homebound, critically ill customers, frail seniors or 


those with limited mental ability, the support and needed observation required by a home 


C. Toward an Effective CARES Program for PGW 
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visit.  A CRP CARES representative or case-manager conducts the home visit.5577 The 
home visit should include (but not be limited to) providing the following: 


 
• Budget counseling 


 
• Case-management assessment 


 
• Energy education and referral to weatherization 


 
• Referrals to Energy Assistance and Hardship Funds 


 
• Referrals to appropriate social service agencies 


 
• Follow-up education and print materials that clearly explain CRP 


objectives, expectations and lists contact phone numbers. 
 


• Periodic phone contact and monitoring of payment history and referral 
follow-through, with additional home visits as needed. 


 
• The continued involvement of other agencies that provide supportive 


services and home care, such as Office on Aging, Meals on Wheels, 
Visiting Nurses Assoc., mental health counseling, etc. 


 
 
 
 
For a CARES program to be effective and successful, it is essential to utilize the 


coordination efforts of a designated CARES manager or representative.  One such person 
should be identified within PGW’s Universal Service structure (currently CRP and 
CWP). This person may or may not also be the designated CARES case-manager. 


 
It is crucial that thorough training and education regarding the CARES program 


be provided to all customer service representatives, district office representatives, meter 
readers, field personnel including repairmen and CWP contractors who access customer’s 
homes, and other out-sourced contractors within CWP and CRP.  This training should 
include communication and sensitivity skills, observational skills and CARES program 
design, implementation and objectives.  


 
An effective program depends on the sensitivity of trained PGW representatives 


who can discern the difference between a phone call that involves supportive empathy 
and a quick referral, and one that requires more comprehensive involvement from a 
CARES caseworker with on-going personal contact. 


PGW should be proactive in forming new partnerships and strengthening existing 
partnerships with community agencies.  This includes on-going communication, 


                                                 
5577 PGW currently provides some support for homebound visits. 


D. Coordination and Training 
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providing basic information about CARES, and promoting CARES (along with CRP) to 
community-based organizations, social service providers, aging services, government 
groups and faith-based organizations.  In addition to contact with social service agencies, 
the CARES program can be promoted to customers through outreach in bill inserts, by 
utility phone “on-hold” messages and within the CRP script that PGW district office and 
phone representatives use. 


 
The Evaluation Team recommends that PGW strengthen its Customer Assistance 


Referral and Evaluation Services (CARES) component of Universal Service to provide a 
staffing assignment with clear designation and accountability for these services.   


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











 
 


 


VII. REDUCING COSTS 
 
There are two areas in which net program costs may be reduced. 
 
 
 


• Although the Welfare database will not provide information on a 
household’s poverty level, it can be used to certify that the household is on 
welfare.  PGW should consider whether or not it is reasonable to accept 
this type of information as equivalent to provision of actual household 
size, income, and expense information when performing recertifications.  
Although since welfare reform many households in poverty have been 
removed from the welfare rolls, this semi-automated database check could 
be used to ease recertifications for perhaps 30% to 60% of households.  
The use of this system does require explicit management decision to treat 
knowledge that a family is on welfare as if it provided the Federal Poverty 
Level of the household.  We do not recommend using such a procedure for 
initial certification.  However, if recertifications are carried out each year, 
we recommend that PGW request approval to do each second 
recertification using the semi-automated approach for those household to 
which it would apply. 


 
• Given that poverty is increasing for the extent of the current recession, we 


recommend that PGW request approval to replace yearly recertification 
with recertification every two years.  If before and after recertification 
records are kept for household for which the semi-automated welfare 
system is used, information can be collected and evaluated by PGW to 
insure that moving recertification to every two years is as reliable as 
yearly recertification. 


 
 
 
 


A second area for reducing net costs is the process of collection.  We recommend 
that the collection system be tightened.  The current system makes use of the following 
steps: 


 
Day 1 - Currently, PGW issues a residential customer bill which is due in 20 days 


from the bill date.  The 20 day payment period has become standard in the industry, and 
we do not recommend a change to the initial payment period. 


 
Day 30 -  Suppose, however, that the initial bill is not paid.  The subsequent 


monthly bill is then issued 30 days from the date of the initial bill, and includes the 
amount of the initial bill as a previous period bill amount.  It is due 20 days from its date 
of issue, or a total of 50 days from the date of issue of the first bill. 


 


A. Reducing Administrative Costs 


B. Tightening the Procedure for Collections 
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Day 57 -  Suppose that the bill remains unpaid.  If the bill is not paid, an initial 
notice of termination is sent out on day 57, counting from the date of the initial bill.  


 
Day 64 - If the bill remains unpaid and there is not customer contact, PGW 


attempts to telephone the customer beginning on day 64 (there are three phone attempts).  
 
Day 71 - If no contact is made, a field visit is attempted at day 71.   
 
Day 92 - If there is still no contact or payment, a final suspension notice is mailed 


on day 92. 
 
Day 102 – If there is still no contact and payment, the customer is removed from 


CRP on day 102. 
 
Day 103 – If there is still no contact and payment, the procedures for shut-off will 


take place.   
 
We recommend the following additions and changes:5588 
 


(1) Day 25 – Five days after the initial due date of a missing or a partial payment, the 
computer should be set to automatically mail a “reminder” letter that a payment is 
needed.5599 (Customers not in the Universal Service program would not be sent 
reminders.)  This is an additional letter concerning the initial bill.  The next bill will, 
of course, be send on Day 30,6600 and will include the past due amount. 


 
(2) Day 34 – Approximately fourteen days past the initial due date, the computer should 


be set to automatically generate and sends a “Notice of Termination.”  This notice 
would specify service termination in ten days.   


 
(3) Day 41 – Attempt telephone contact (three attempts).  In these calls, the 


consequences of default are explained. This step would substitute for the Day 64 
telephone contact current made. 


                                                 
5588 This tightened procedure recommended follows the model of Columbia Gas Universal 
Services.  This model only applies to Universal Service (CRP) customers.  It would not 
apply to other households. 
 
5599 If charges for utility service not been paid in full by the due date stated on the bill or 
otherwise agreed upon, the account is a delinquent account (unless a payment or 
settlement agreement has been entered into prior to the due date, timely notice has been 
filed that the bill is in dispute, or under specified time limits an informal or formal 
complaint has been filed and is pending before the Commission.  Pa. Code, Title 52, 
§56.2. 
  
6600 The normal billing period is a billing month. The billing month is defined in Pa. Code, 
Chapter 56 Standards and Billing Practices for Residential Utility Service, Title 52, 
§56.2. 
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(4) Day 47 plus – If unable to reach the customer by telephone, PGW would dispatch an 


employee to make a premise visit.  At that time a 72 hour shut off notice must be 
posted.  This would substitute for the Day 71 field visit.  


 
(5) Day 48 plus – If step 4 does not lead to contact with the customer, a 48-hour notice is 


delivered to the residence and posted. 
 
(6) Day 50 (plus)6611 Service is terminated 48-hours later, and a Post-Termination notice is 


left at the residence.  This step substitutes for the Day 103 shut off.  (The Day 102 
removal from CAP does not have a counterpart step in the Evaluation Team 
recommendation.  This removal step would not be performed.) 


 
(7) Special Consideration:  However, PGW customer service may “delay” the account at 


any step along the way if it finds that the customer has extenuating circumstance, 
although this should happen infrequently and only in the case of emergencies.  Such 
customers should temporarily come under the administration of PGW’s CARES 
program (see the CARES section of this report) and should be considered by the 
CNU.  If the final step is reached, and the gas is turned off, the account is “finaled” 
from CAP within approximately five days from shutoff. 


 
 
 
 
If a customer account has been finaled, but the customer catches up on payment 


within forty-five days, both gas service and CAP status are restored without penalty.  In 
such a case, all records of a removal from CAP are eliminated, and the customer’s CAP 
situation is the same as if a payment problem had never occurred.  If more than forty-five 
days has passed, the customer terminated for non-payment must follow standard 
procedures for resumption of service through normal procedures. 


 
 
 
 
In winter, customers are not removed from CAP for non-payment.  Each month, 


the CAP bill includes the amount owed from the month before, and each month the 
customer is asked to catch up the payments.  In April, the customer is again asked to 
catch up.  If they make a full payment, including the CAP arrearages, they continue in 
CAP.  If they do not, the collections procedures discussed above begin. 


 
 
 


                                                 
6611 According to Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Policy, a notice of shut-off is 
valid for 30 days.  If gas is not shut off within this period, a new notice is required. 


C. Catching Up after being Finaled 


D. Winter Moratorium 
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There are two very realistic and practical areas for reducing costs.  First, some 


costs can be reduced by requesting approval for small administrative changes such as 
seeking approval to recertify every two years instead of every year.  Second, the 
collection procedure currently in place could be significantly tightened to approximate 
other natural gas company collections procedures in place in Pennsylvania.6622  While it 
may seem to some inappropriate to bother payment-troubled households with repeated 
reminders of impending service termination, or to tighten the payment system, we 
recommend these steps in the context of the other recommendations in this report because 
they reflect the actual need for payment.6633   


 
 
 


                                                 
6622 Specifically, the Evaluation Team recommends using Columbia Gas as a model, and 
that PGW should arrange to meet with Columbia Gas to discuss specifics beyond those 
indicated in Figure 35.  The Evaluator’s Recommendation column of the table in Figure 
35 is based on the Columbia Gas model, which has produced very good collections 
experience along with high customer regard.  Our recommendation is to adopt this 
existing model.  We recommend a strategy of adoption of an already implemented model 
that is generally regarded as successful as a means to move quickly towards necessary 
approval.  The Evaluation Team has studied the success of the Columbia model and we 
believe it to be superior and worthy of adoption. 
   
6633 Particularly, if PGW moves towards an optimized PIPP approach consistent with the 
affordability standards of the Pennsylvania Code, staffs up the Universal Service 
function, and establishes an active CARES program with some staffing, it seems 
balanced to tighten the collections procedure for Universal Services households at the 
same time. 


E. Section Summary 
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Day Mode      Tariff Day Mode
1 Mail 1 Mail


20 20
25 Mail


30 30
34 Mail
41 Phone
47 Field
48 Field


50 50
57 Mail 4.50.11(B)(1)
64 Phone 4.50.11(B)(2)(3)
71


Field 4.50.11(B)(4)
92 Mail 4.50.11(B)(5)
102 System
103 Field 


Removal from CRP
Second Call Shut Off


Notice of Termination - Initial
Telephone Attempts 
Field Visits (only necessary if 
phone attempts fail)
Final Suspension Notice


48 Hour Shut-Off Notice
Service Shut-Off


Bill 2


Due Date 2
Note:  Special Consideration -- PGW Customer 
Service may 'delay' the account at any point for 
extenuating circumstances and refer to CARES and 
CMU.


Bill 1 Bill 1
Due Date Due Date


Reminder Notice
Bill 2
Notice of Termination
Telephone Attempts (3)
Field Visit - 72 Hrs Shut-Off Notice


Tightening Collections Procedure


Type of Notice Type of Notice
PGW's Current Tariff Procedures Evaluator's Recommendation


 
Figure 35: Tightening Collections Procedure 











 
 


 


VIII. RESOURCE: NECESSARY STAFFING 
  
The Universal Service function is important to the overall functioning of PGW.  It 


is key to significant revenue recovery efforts and to PGW customer service for low-
income customers.  Currently the staff consists of the program manger, with 
arrangements to mobilize significant staff resources in other groups for key work efforts 
within the yearly program cycle. 


 
In Pennsylvania there is wide variation in the staffing of Universal Service, often 


depending on the size of the utility and of the low-income population.  At the same time, 
some of the smaller gas utilities have large staffs, while a few of the larger utilities have 
programs at risk due to inadequate provision of staff resource.  The recommendation is 
for a moderately sized staff, with skill sets appropriate to areas assigned. 


 
There are three types of need in the Universal Service function: Management & 


Direction, Program, and Analysis.  Currently, Program and Analysis functions are 
supported on an “as needed” basis by other resources within PGW.   However, it is not 
likely that credible program operation and regulatory compliance can be maintained on 
this basis alone.   


 
The following staff positions are recommended:6644 
 
 


Manager/Director 
  Manager/Director (existing position) 


 
Program 


Universal Services Customer Assistance Program Supervisor (1) 
Customer Assistance & Hardship Program Staff (2) 
 
CARES Supervisor/MSW (1) 
CARES Staff/MSW or BSW (2) 


 
 


Analysis & Reporting 
  Senior Quantitative Analyst (1) 
  Program Research Analyst (2) 
  Statistical Clerk (1) 


                                                 
6644 A Manager/Director with a staff of ten is recommended as the minimum adequate to 
staff the Universal Service functions.  A larger staff would be required to fully deliver 
services.  The staff size and mix that is recommended is the minimum required to 
exercise program control and accountability, and to staff services at a minimum level.  
For perspective, Universal Service customers are currently about one-tenth of overall gas 
sales and the market sector is potentially one-third of residential load.  The low-income 
market sector is thus a very important market sector from the perspective of services and 
the perspective of revenue.  It is important to staff it accordingly. 
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PGW Universal Service


Manager/Director


Supervisor
Universal


Service/CAP


Program &
Services


Coordinator


Program &
Services


Coordinator


Program Research
Analyst Statistical Clerk


Sr. Quantitative
Analyst


Supervisor
CARES


Social WorkerSocial Worker Program Research
Analyst


 
Figure 36:  Recommended Staffing Resource 
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IX. APPENDIX A:  TITLE 52, CHAPTER 69 
 
 


 Chapter 69 General Orders, Policy Statements and Guidelines on Fixed Utilities 
 


Chapter 69.251 Plain language statement of policy 
Chapter 69.264 Scope of CAPS 
Chapter 69.265 CAP Design Elements 


 
Chapter Section 


 


 
Compliance 


 
Comments 


 
Chapter 69.251 Plain language statement of policy 
 


69.251 Plain language statement of policy 
 


(a) General. The Commission recommends that public utilities 
adopt guidelines for written material provided to residential 
customers. Each utility shall designate appropriately trained staff 
persons to serve as liaisons to the BCS regarding this policy 
statement. Companies shall conduct field tests, use consumer 
advisory panels or focus groups to prepare plain language 
materials for Commission review. The BCS will selectively 
review materials prior to final publication and mailing to 
residential customers.  
Items (1) (i)-(vii) and (2) (i)-(iv) follow.  


 
(b) Visual guidelines. In addition to written guidelines, the 
Commission recommends the adoption of visual guidelines.  
Items (1) – (6) follow.  


(69.251)  
  


(a) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(b) yes 
 
 


 
 


(a) PGW normally submits material drafts 
first to the CRP Advisory Committee, then to 
PGW’s Regulatory Affairs office and finally 
to the PUC Communications Bureau. That 
Bureau will review material and submit it to 
PGW with comments.   


 
 
 
 
 


(b) Visual guidelines are used, such as bold 
section headings, both upper and lower case 
letters, and large typeface. 
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(1) Clear section headings which use bold face, italics, underlining 
or color to set them apart from the rest of the text. 


(2) Ink that sharply contrasts with the paper. 
(3) Spacing and margins which make materials easy to read. 
(4) The use of both upper and lower case letters. 
(5) The use of large typeface, at least 8 or 10 point type. 
(6) Line Length shall contain between 50 and 70 characters. 


 
(c) Billing format. Billing formats shall comply with 56.15 and 
64.14. The Commission recommends the Company’s phone 
numbers be clearly located on the bill and plain language be used 
in the billing format. 


 
(i) Gas and electric utilities (i) unit price per kWh therm, CCF or 
MCF used in calculating charges due. 


 
(ii) A bar graph displaying comparative energy use indicating 
whether the amount shown is actual or estimated 


 
(iii) Information regarding the average temperature during the 
periods under comparison. 


 
(iv) Technical terms regularly displayed on the bill clearly defined, 
listed alphabetically and prominently located on the bill. 


 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c)  


 
 
  
 


 (i) yes 
 
 


 (ii) no 
 
 


(iii) yes 
 
 
 


 (iv) yes 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) The back of the bills prominently display 
contact phone numbers. 


 
 
 


(i) PGW bills do display the unit price per ccf. 
 
 


(ii) PGW bills do not display a bar chart 
displaying comparative usage. 


 
(iii) The average temperature for the current 
billing period and the same period last year is 
display. 


 
(iv) Technical terms are displayed on the back 
of the bill, along with. 
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69.264 Scope of CAPS 
 
69.264 Scope of CAPS 
CAPS should be targeted to low income, payment troubled 
customers. The participation limit should reflect a needs 
assessment, consideration of the estimated number of low-income 
households in the service territory, number currently enrolled, 
resources available, participation rates for assistance programs. 


(69.264) yes The policy defines low-income as a 
residential customer at or below 150% of 
poverty. PGW programs are designed for low-
income households by this definition. 
Discounted payment options are offered to 
those at or below 135% of poverty. 
Undiscounted options are offered customers 
136%-150% of poverty.  
 


 
Chapter 69.265 CAP Design Elements 
 
69.265 (1) Program Funding: 
(i) Payments from CAP Participants 
(ii) LIHEAP grants 
(iii) Operations & maintenance expense reductions 
 
(iv) Universal Service funding mechanism for EDC 


(1) yes 
(i) yes 
(ii) yes 
(iii) yes 
 
(iv) NGDC 


Program funding is obtained through CRP 
participant payments, LIHEAP cash and 
LIHEAP Crisis payments. In a letter from 
Janice Hummel, BCS to David Epple, CAE 
Energy Association of Pennsylvania, 
Attachment 3 describes CAP Costs and 
Potential CAP savings categories6655. While we 
know the costs & have tools to work with low 
income program costs, it is difficult to track 
down the costs. We have shown that similar 
programs are cost effective6666 and assume that 


                                                 
6655 Letter of Janice Hummel, Bureau of Consumer Services to David O. Eppel, Vice President-Regulatory Affairs, Energy Association 
of Pennsylvania, with attachments, May 24, 2001. 
 
6666 See footnote 25, Equitable Gas. 
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the CRP is more cost effective than the 
traditional methods of credit and collection 
for payment troubled low-income customers. 
However, without detailed analyses, HGPA 
cannot provide definitive statements about 
whether operations & maintenance expense 
reductions assist CRP program funding. 
 


(2) Payment Plan and Proposal: Generally, total electric and 
natural gas should not exceed 17% of total annual income. 
Minimum payment not less than (3)(v)(A)&(B). Plan should be 
one of following (listed is PGW plan): 
 
(i) Percentage of income: Total electric and natural gas customer’s 
percent of income payment based on scheduled percent of income 
that is based on family size and income placing participant at 
certain poverty level. 


 
(A) refers to electric nonheating service 


 
 
 
(B) gas heating:  


    0-50%     = 5-8% of income 
    51-100% = 7-10% of income 
    101-150%= 9-10%of income 


 
(C) combined gas heating & electric non-heating: 


    0-50%     = 7-13% of income 
    51-100% = 11-16% of income 
    101-150%= 15-17%of income 


(2) yes 
 
 
 
 


(i) partial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(2) PGW’s payment plan is the percentage of 
income plan option  


 
 
 


(i). Households at or below 150% of Poverty 
quality for one of 5 CRP options. Households 
0 to 135% of poverty qualify for discounted 
billing. They can choose from 7.35% of 
income and the Budget + 2 plan (2% of 
arrearage).  A $30 minimum CRP amount and 
a special CNU agreement are also available. 
Households 135%-150% of income qualify 
for the non-discounted Budget plus 2 CRP 
budget program. PHA customers pay the 
utility allowance as the CRP Budget amount. 
There are no payment increments based on 
percent of poverty. 
 
The Tariff specifies that the “participant will 
not be required to pay a total cash payment in 
excess of 12% of the household’s Gross 
Annual income, regardless of the payment 
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[No corresponding section in Chapter 69] ] 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
(PGW 
requirement)  


 


option selected or required” (4.50.4(A)) This 
applies only to the discounted CRP billing 
options. The exception is the $30 minimum 
payment where it can exceed 12% of income.  
(B)(C) This evaluation is examining the 
percent of income under item (B) gas heating, 
and (C) combined gas heating and electric 
non-heating. 


 
HGPA recommends elimination of the 5% 
down payment of the arrearage at enrollment.  
This area is not specifically dealt with in the 
CAP design guidelines, but requirement of a 
payment as a condition for participation in a 
CAP is not in step with the current philosophy 
of CAP programs. 
 


(3) Control Features:  
(i) Minimum Payments 
(A) Gas heating account should be at least $18-$25/month 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(ii) Non-basic services that increase billing and don’t reduce bills 


(3) partial 
 


(A) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(ii) partial 


 
 


(A) Minimum monthly is $30. The regulation 
states “at least $18-$25 per month.” With the 
wording “at least” PGW is in compliance.  
However, while in compliance with the 
minimum payment provision, a minimum bill 
of $30 monthly represents 8% of an income 
of $375/month.  HGPA recommends reducing 
the minimum monthly payment to $18/month 
for customers in the range of 0-50% of the 
Federal Poverty Level. 


 
(ii) Non-CRP repair charges are listed 
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are not allowable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) Consumption Limits should be set at percentage of 
participant’s historical average usage. A level of 110% is 
recommended. Adjustments in consumption should be made for 
extreme weather conditions through the use of weather 
normalization techniques. 


 
(iv) High Usage treatment. Utilities should target for special 
treatment those participants who historically use high amounts of 
energy. 


 
(v) Maximum CAP credits: 
(A) Annual maximum CAP credits per gas heating participant 
should not exceed $840 


 
(vi) Exemptions. Utility may exempt household from control 
feature if one or more following conditions exists: 
 
(A) Household experienced addition of family member 
(B) A member of the household experienced a serious illness 
(C) Energy consumption was beyond household’s ability to 
control 
(D) Household is located in housing that is or has been condemned 
or has housing code violations that negatively affect energy 
consumption. 
(E) Energy consumption estimates have been based on 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) yes-
modified 


 
 
 
 


(iv) yes 
 
 
 
 


(v) (A) no 
 
 


(vi) yes 


separately in the billing and do increase the 
amount due. The amount due is accumulated 
as a loan and is not due until recertification, 
when the amount is billed over 10 months. 
CAP credits are not used to pay for non-basic 
services. Collection action cannot be taken for 
non-payment of non-CRP charges. 


 
(iii) Excess Usage Charge is levied based on 
usage in excess of Property Based Class 
average, and not individual’s historic average 
usage. 


 
 


(iv) Contractors provide treatment through 
LIURP. High use customers are targeted and 
selected for LIURP annually from current 
lists of high users. 


 
(v)  (A) PGW does not utilize a maximum 
CAP credit. 


 
(vi) PGW procedures allow the customer 
service representative to exercise “good 
common sense” when evaluating all requests 
for exceptions. The CRP Exceptions 
procedure describes examples of reasons to 
grant or deny exceptions. These could broadly 
include items listed under (vi)(A-E) although 
item (B) is the only item specifically 
discussed. The procedure provides specific 
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consumption of a previous tenant. direction while allowing the representative the 
latitude to exercise common sense. Denial of 
CRP Exception and CRP Exception Granted 
Forms are used to specifically document 
actions taken. 
 


(4) Eligibility criteria: The CAP applicant should meet the 
following criteria for eligibility: 


 
(i) Status as a utility ratepayer or new service is verified 


 
(ii) Household income is verified at or below 150% of the Federal 
Poverty income guidelines 


 
 


(iii) The applicant is a low income, payment troubled customer. 
When determining if a CAP applicant is payment troubled, a 
utility should select one of the following four options to prioritize 
the enrollment of eligible, payment troubled customers 
 
             (A) A household whose housing and utility costs exceed 
45% of the household’s total income. Housing and utility costs are 
defined as rent or mortgage/taxes and gas, electric, water, oil, 
telephone and sewage. 


  (B) A household who has $100 or less disposable income 
after subtracting all household expenses from all household 
income 


  (C) A household who has an arrearage. The utility may 
define the amount of the arrearage. 


  (D) A household who has received a termination notice or 
who has failed to maintain one payment arrangement. 


(4) partial 
 
 


(i) yes 
 


(ii) yes 
 
 
 


(iii) partial 
 


 
 
 


(i) Status is verified upon application.  
 


(ii) Income is verified at or below 150% of 
the Federal Poverty income guidelines during 
enrollment. 


 
(iii) PGW establishes the applicant is low 
income. PGW doesn’t utilize the payment-
troubled definition as an additional qualifying 
criterion. Most CRP customers are payment 
troubled with an arrearage. Many remain on 
CRP whose arrears have been paid off by 
using CRISIS grants. Customers are allowed 
to stay in CRP with no pre-program arrearage. 
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(5) Appeal process: The utility should establish the following 
appeal process for program denials. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(i) If the CAP applicant is not satisfied with the utility’s initial 
eligibility determination, the utility should use utility company 
dispute procedures in 56.151 and 56.152 (general rule; contents of 


(5) yes, in the 
sense that this 
area is 
currently 
governed by a 
MOU which 
establishes 
interim 
procedures, 
until final 
procedures 
are 
determined; 
however this 
area does not 
currently 
match specific 
requirements  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 (i) no 
 
 
 


(5) PGW and PUC have signed an MOU that 
pertains specifically to PGW customer service 
practices and Chapter 56 regulations 
referenced in §69.265(5). The PUC expects 
PGW to come into compliance with Chapter 
56 “some time in the future.”  In the 
meantime, the MOU offers interim procedural 
agreements until the Tariff is brought into line 
with Chapter 56.  HGPA recommends PGW 
work with the PUC toward modification of 
the Tariff and comply with procedures The 
Tariff Section 5 describes the procedures for 
the Inquiry, Review, Dispute and Appeal 
Process. This section notes definitions used in 
Code 52, Chapter 56 will be used in that 
Section. Section 5 does not provide the same 
degree of detail described in Chapter 56.151 
and 56.152 and 56.161-56.165 particularly 
regarding Utility Reports. The Tariff Section 
5.1.D and Chapter 56 are in agreement 
regarding the requirement to attempt a 
payment arrangement on the disputed bill. 
However the Tariff allows the termination 
process to continue if an agreement cannot be 
made.   
(i) Denial of CRP eligibility is not specifically 
noted in Tariff Section 5. Tariff Section 
5.4.B.2 states Tariff requirements may be 
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utility company report) 
 
 
 
 


(ii) The CAP applicant may appeal the denial of eligibility to the 
BCS in accordance with 56.161-56.165 (informal complaint 
procedures) 


 
 
 
 


(ii) no 


waived if the “customer is a participant or a 
potential participant in the [CRP] and has 
indication by his/her actions a desire to 
comply with the Program’s Responsibilities.” 


  
(ii) Appeal of the denial of CRP eligibility is 
not specifically noted in Tariff Section 5. 
Section 5.2 pertains to Appeal of PGW 
Decision to BCS. 


 
 


(6) Administration: If feasible, the utility should include 
nonprofit community based organization in the operation of the 
CAP. The utility should incorporate the following components 
into the CAP administration. 


 
 
 


(i) Outreach. Outreach may be conducted by nonprofit community 
based organizations and should be targeted to low income 
payment troubled customers. The utility should make automatic 
referrals to CAP when a low-income customer calls to make 
payment arrangements. 


 
 
 
 


(ii) Intake and verification. Income verification may be completed 
through a certification process that is satisfactory to the utility or 
certification through a government agency. Intake may also be 
conducted by those organizations and should include verification 


(6) partial 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(i) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(ii) yes 
 
 
 


PGW does not use community-based 
organizations for the various aspects of CAP 
administration. The regulation states “if 
feasible”.  PGW has chosen to utilize 
company employees in each of its six district 
offices to administer the program. 


 
(i) Outreach: PGW does not have a pro-active 
outreach (don’t pay an outside vendor for 
outreach services). Many agencies distribute 
information about CRP to clients.  


 
The following items (ii) through (x) are 
functions that are handled within PGW six 
district offices.  


 
(ii) Intake & verification takes into account 
the items (A) – (E). 
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of the following 
  (A) Identification of CAP Applicant 
  (B) The annual household income 
  (C) The family size 
  (D) The ratepayer status 
  (E) The class of service—heating or non-heating 
 


(iii) Calculation of payment. Calculation of the monthly CAP 
amount should be the responsibility of the utility. The utility may 
develop a payment chart so that the assisting community based 
organizations may determine payment amounts during the 
interview 


 
(iv) Explanation of CAPS. A complete and thorough explanation 
of the CAP components should be provided to participants 


 
(v) Application for LIHEAP grants. An application for LIHEAP 
grants, to the extent that it is available, should be completed 
during the interview. 


 
(vi) Consumer education and referral. CAP consumer education 
programs should include information on benefits and 
responsibilities of CAP participation and the importance of energy 
conservation. Referrals to other appropriate support services 
should also be a part of consumer education 
 
(vii) Account monitoring. Account monitoring should include both 
payment and energy consumption monitoring. 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) yes 
 
 
 
 
 


(iv) yes 
 
 


(v) yes 
 
 
 


(vi) yes 
 
 
 
 


 
(vii) yes 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(iii) Calculation of payment 


procedures were developed by PGW and are 
embedded within the BCCS program 
representatives use during intake. 


 
 


(iv) Explanation of CAPS is conducted with 
visual aids that representatives use. 


 
(v) Application for LIHEAP is completed at 
the time of intake if the LIHEAP season is 
open. 


 
(vi) Consumer education & referral is offered 
during intake. Customers receive explanations 
of CRP, their bill, and are given conservation 
literature and referrals. 


 
(vii) Account monitoring is done on a reactive 
rather than proactive basis. Accounts of 
customers who call with questions are 
reviewed individually. This includes 
consumption and payment monitoring. 
Monthly CRP reports of the full population 
are generated and reviewed.  
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(viii) Annual reapplication. An annual process that reestablishes a 
participant’s eligibility for CAP benefits should be required. 


 
 
 
 


(ix) Arrearage forgiveness. Arrearage forgiveness should occur 
over a 2 to 3 year period contingent upon receipt of regular 
monthly payments by the CAP participant 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(x) Routine program management progress reports. Progress 
reports that may be used to monitor CAP administration should be 
prepared at regular intervals. These reports should include basic 
information related to the number of participants, payment and 
account status. 
 


 
 


(viii) yes 
 
 
 
 
 


(ix) no 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(x) yes 
 


 
 
(viii) Annual reapplication begins with letters 
mailed to customers due for recertification. 
The customer can mail information (if eligible 
for mail recerts) or come into any of the 8 
district offices. 


 
(ix) Arrearage forgiveness is described in the 
Tariff. However, it was not implemented as 
described. The described procedure would not 
be in compliance, as it does not occur over a 2 
to 3 year period. A one-time arrearage 
forgiveness procedure has been developed 
and will be implemented that will ensure 
PGW applies the already amortized regulatory 
asses to the customer accounts.  The longer-
term arrearage forgiveness policy is under 
review within PGW and within this 
evaluation.  


 
(x) Detailed program management progress 
reports are generated monthly. 


(7) Default provisions: The failure of a participant to comply with 
one of the following should result in dismissal from CAP 
participation. 


 


(7) partial 
 
 
 
 


(7) PGW does not currently dismiss 
participants from their program. The program 
described in the 11/93 Order & Resolution 
and the current Tariff includes default 
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(i)Failure to make payments will result in the utility returning the 
participant to the regular collection cycle and may lead to 
termination of service. By returning the customer to the regular 
collection cycle, the utility does not need to enter into a new 
payment arrangement but may begin the termination process. At a 
minimum, the utility should inform the participant of the 
consequences of defaulting from CAP. To avoid termination of 
service, the CAP participant must pay the amount set forth in the 
termination notice prior to the scheduled termination date. The 
amount should generally be no more than two CAP bills. 


 
 
 
 
 


(ii) Failure to abide by established consumption limits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) Failure to allow access or to provide customer meter readings 
in 4 consecutive months. 


 
 


(i) yes, 
 


different 
definitions 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(ii) no 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) yes 
 


provisions. The Tariff describes default in 
4.50.9. 


 
(i) The participant is in ‘default’ after falling 
behind by two full CRP payments. If the 
participant has made a partial payment, they 
are not two full payments behind and 
therefore not in default. Recent computer 
problems have prevented PGW from 
removing customers who are in default. The 
collections procedure can commence when 
payments are 2 full payments past due. If the 
payments are not caught up within the 45-day 
notifications process, the CRP agreement is 
‘broken’. Any payment, including partial 
payments, made within the 45 days reinstates 
the customer to active CRP status. 


 
 
(ii) PGW levies an excess usage charge based 
on Property Based Class Averages, but does 
not establish consumption limits per se. If the 
customer uses more than the Class Average, 
they are billed an excess usage charge based 
on the standard gas rate. Customers will not 
be removed for exceeding consumption 
‘limits’. PGW also offers a $40 Conservation 
Credit Adjustment at recertification if the 
customer has met 5 criteria, including no 
billing for excess usage. 
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(iv) Failure to report changes in income or family size 
 
 
 


(v) Failure to accept budget counseling, weatherization/usage 
reduction, or consumer education services. 


 
 
 
 


(vi) Failure to annually verify eligibility. 


 
 
 


(iv) yes 
 
 
 


(v) no 
 
 
 
 
 


(vi) yes 
 
 
 


(iii) Participants are required to install AMR 
devices to enable monthly readings. About 
90% of CRP participants currently have AMR 
devices. 


 
(iv) The recertification process requires 
reporting of changes in income and family 
size. 


 
(v) PGW does not provide budget counseling. 
Customers are not removed for refusing 
LIURP. Contractors provide lists of refused 
and ineligible to PGW.  


 
 


(vi) Participant is required to certify annually 
by bringing current documentation to one of 
the 8 district offices and meeting with a 
Representative. Failure to recertify will place 
the customer in Suspended status. 
 


(8) Reinstatement policy: A customer may be reinstated into 
CAP at the utility’s discretion. 


(8) yes PGW will reinstate the customer 12 months 
after dismissal. 
 


(9) Coordination of energy assistance benefits: In a CAP, the 
utility should include the following to coordinate a participant’s 
energy assistance benefits between it and other utilities. 


 
(i) A LIHEAP grant should be designated by the participant to the  


utility sponsoring the CAP. 
 


(9) partial 
 
 
 


(i) yes 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
(i) PGW requires the customer to assign the 
LIHEAP cash grant to them; otherwise PGW 
assesses a LIHEAP makeup charge. PGW 
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(ii) A LIHEAP or other energy assistance grant may not be 
substituted for a participant’s monthly payment. If the utility 
determines that a participant’s minimum payment exceeds 17% of 
the household’s income, additional energy assistance grants may 
be used to reduce the amount of the participant’s monthly 
payment. The participant is still responsible for making the 
remainder of the regular monthly payment. 


 
(iii) The LIHEAP grant should be applied to reduce the amount of 
CAP credit 


 
 
 
 
 
 


(iv) A utility may impose a penalty on a CAP participant who is 
eligible for LIHEAP benefits but who fails to apply for those 
benefits.  A utility should use their option carefully and the penalty 
should not exceed the amount of an average LIHEAP cash benefit. 
If a customer applies for a LIHEAP benefit but directs it to another 
utility or energy provider, the CAP provider should not assess a 
penalty.  


 
 


(ii) partial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iii) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(iv) yes 
 


requires the customer to apply for CRISIS if 
eligible.  


 
(ii) PGW does not apply LIHEAP or other 
assistance grants against the monthly 
payment. PGW does not use grants to reduce 
monthly payments over 17% of income. PGW 
Tariff (and BCCS system) limits payments to 
12% of income. 


 
 


(iii) LIHEAP cash grant is applied toward the 
CAP credit, that is, it is applied to the CRP 
GCR offsetting the cost of the CRP discount. 
CRISIS is applied first to current arrears then 
to frozen arrears if funds are in excess of 
current arrears.  


 
 


(iv) PGW levies a LIHEAP makeup charge in 
the amount of the average LIHEAP grant 
when the customer does not direct the 
LIHEAP grant to PGW.  The customer who is 
assessed a makeup charge when they (1) were 
denied LIHEAP, or (2) assigned it to another 
utility can inform PGW and the makeup 
charge will be rescinded. Otherwise, PGW 
assesses the make-up charge. 
 


(10) Evaluation: The utility should thoroughly and objectively 
evaluate its CAP in accordance with the following unless modified 


 
 


Chapter 54.76 applies to EDC. Chapter 62.6 
is the NGDC equivalent. The evaluation 
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in 54.76 (evaluation requirements). 
 
(i) Content. The evaluation should include both process and 
impact components The process evaluation should focus on 
whether CAP implementation conforms to the program design and 
should assess the degree to which the program achieves the 
continuation of output serve the CAP participants at reasonable 
cost levels. The impact evaluation should include an analysis of 
the following. 


 (A) Customer payment behavior 
 (B) Energy assistance participation. 
 (C) Energy consumption 
 (D) Administrative costs 
 (E) Program costs 
 


(ii) Time frame. Unless otherwise modified from 54.76 the time 
frame for the evaluation should be as follows: 
 
 
 


(A) Following the expansion of a CAP or subsequent to a 
substantial revision of an existing CAP or an alternate program 
design, a one-time process evaluation completed by an 
independent third party should be undertaken during the middle of 
the second year. 


 
 (B) Program impacts should be evaluated by an 


independent third party at no more than 6-year intervals and 
submitted to the Commission. 


 
 


 
 
(i) no 
evaluation 
required or 
conducted yet 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(ii) no 
evaluation 
required or 
conducted yet 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


requirements are similar.  
 
(i) Process evaluation is not mentioned in 
62.6. Impact evaluation is required by this 
regulation.  


 
BCS notes that PGW’s CRP will be 


approved in PGW’s restructuring filing and it 
is not likely that the Commission will require 
a Process evaluation soon after that. This 
evaluation may serve as the Process 
evaluation, as it is being completed close to 
the restructuring filing.  


 
 


(ii) Chapter 62.6 states the first Impact 
evaluation due 8/1/04, on a staggered 
schedule. Subsequent reports shall be 
presented at no more than 6 year intervals. 


 
BCS notes that the restructuring filings in 
mid-2002 will establish the filing schedule for 
the evaluation at Chapter 62.6. 
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(iii) Evaluation plan approval. The utility should submit the impact 
evaluation plan to the BCS for review and approval.  


 
(iii) no 
evaluation 
required or 
conducted yet 
 
 


 
 
 


Chapter 69 
Reports due: 
 


Chapter 69 Section 6(x): Routine program management progress reports used to monitor CAP administration should be 
prepared at regular intervals. These reports should include basic information related to the number of participants, payment and 
account status. The regulation does not state the reports should be submitted to the PUC. 


 
Evaluation due: 


 
Chapter 69 Section 10(ii)(A):  Following the expansion of a CAP or subsequent to a substantial revision of an existing CAP 


or an alternate program design, a one-time process evaluation completed by an independent third party should be undertaken during 
the middle of the second year. PGW’s CRP will be approved in PGW’s restructuring filing and it is not likely that the Commission 
will require a Process evaluation soon after that. This should be addressed in the filing however. 


 
Chapter 69 Section 10(ii) and Chapter 62.6: Process and Impact evaluation due 8/1/04. Thereafter, the CRP evaluation is 


due at no more than 6-year intervals. BCS notes that the restructuring filings in mid-2002 will establish the filing schedule for the 
evaluation at Chapter 62.6. 







 
Appendix 


 


X. APPENDIX B, TITLE 52, CHAPTER 62 
 


Chapter 62 Natural Gas Customer Choice 
 


Subchapter A. Universal Service and Energy Conservation Requirements  
Subchapter B. Reporting Requirements for Quality of Service Standards and Benchmarks 
Selected sections pertaining to PGW required actions 


 
Chapter Section 


 


 
Compliance 


 
Comments 


66 Pa. Code 2203(8) mandates that the Commission 
ensures universal service and energy conservation 
policies, activities, and services for residential natural gas 
customers are appropriately funded. Subchapter 62.1 
requires uniform reporting requirements for universal 
service and energy conservation policies, programs and 
protections. 
 


 62.1 This evaluation is reviewing the data that PGW 
currently collects in order to determine whether all data 
elements necessary for the reporting requirements are 
collected and available.  


 
Subchapter A. Universal Service and Energy Conservation Requirements 
 


62.4 Universal service and energy conservation plan 
 


(a) Plan submission 
  (1) submit an updated plan to the Commission for 


approval every 3 years beginning 2/28/02. 
  (2) the plan should cover the next 3 calendar 


years 
  (3) the plan should state how it differs from the 


previously approved plan 
  (4) the plan should include revision based on 


62.4  
 
(a) plan not 
yet submitted 


 
   
 
 
 
 


 
 
(a) PGW is restructuring and plans to complete the 
restructuring by July 2002 with implementation by 
Sept. 2003. The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the 
restructuring filing should propose a year that reporting 
can start. BCS prefers reporting begin within the time 
frame given other NGDC, about 2 years. 
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analysis of program experiences and evaluation 
  (5) Commission will act within 90 days 
  (6) If the Commission rejects a plan, the NGDC 


shall submit a revised plan within 45 days unless 
otherwise stated. 


 
(b) Plan contents. The components of universal 


service will be CAP, CARES, LIURP, Hardship funds and 
other programs, policies and protections. The Plan should 
include: 


  (1) a description of program rules for each 
component 


  (2) eligibility criteria for each component 
  (3) projected needs assessment for each 


component & explanation of how the component meets 
the identified needs. 


  (4) projected enrollment levels for each 
component. 


  (5) program budget for each component. 
  (6) plans to use CBO 
  (7) organizational structure of universal service 


staff 
  (8) explanation of differences between the filed 


plan and the approved plan. 
  (9) a description of outreach and intake efforts 


for each component. 
  (10) an identification of steps used to identify 


low income customers with arrears and to enroll them in 
appropriate programs. 


  (11) an identification of the manner in which 
universal services and energy conservation programs 
operate in an integrated fashion. 


 
 
 
 
 


 
(b) current 
program 
contains all 
but one 
component 


 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) PGW does not have a CARES component 


but does refer customers to agencies that can provide 
financial and other assistance. PGW does have a CAP, 
LIURP and other policies and protections. 


 
Items (b) 1 through 11 cannot be addressed here 


as no Plan has been filed to date. We can expect PGW 
to include these items in the CRP 3-year plan submitted 
during the restructuring filing. 
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62.5 Annual residential collection and universal service 
and energy conservation reporting requirements 


(1) Collection reporting 
(2) Program reporting 
 


(62.5) the 
first report 
has not been 
filed 


This evaluation reviewed the data collected and stored 
within PGW systems. We have determined that 
initiating computer programming changes to the data 
subsystems into the General Ledger system will 
provide pertinent data for the reporting requirements. 
The current GAAP and FERC accounting in addition to 
the planned changes to the General Ledger System 
(that will provide activity based accounting) are needed 
to achieve the level of detail necessary for the reporting 
requirements. 


 
The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the 
restructuring filing should propose a year that reporting 
can start. BCS would like this to start as soon as 
possible, and no later than 2005. 


 
See the attached template for the specific notations for 
each item in 62.5. 
 


62.6 Evaluation Reporting Requirements 
(a) Each NGDC shall evaluate the universal 


service and energy conservation programs and report 
findings and recommendations. 


(b) The first impact evaluation is due 8/1/04 and 
subsequently at no more than 6 year intervals. 


(c) Neither the NGDC nor the Commission shall 
exercise control over recommendations contained in the 
evaluation. 


 
 
 
 


(62.6) no 
evaluation 
required or 
conducted 
yet 


The restructuring filings in mid-2002 will establish the 
filing schedule for the evaluation at Chapter 62.6, that 
is, the impact evaluation should not exceed 6 years 
from the date of the final restructuring order. 
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Subchapter B. Reporting Requirements for Quality of Service Standards and Benchmarks 
 


62.33 Reporting Requirements for Quality of Service 
Benchmarks and Standards. 


(a) Deadlines  
  (1) The first due 8/1/01, reporting monthly data 


for the prior six months and six-month averages.  
  (2) The second report is due 2/1/02 containing 


monthly data for the prior six months, and the twelve-
month cumulative average. 


  (3) Thereafter annual reports are due on or before 
Feb. 1.  


(b) Recordkeeping. Each NGDC shall report the 
following to the Commission: 


  (1) Telephone access 
  (2) Billing 
  (3) Meter reading 
  (4) Response to disputes 
 


(62.33) no 
report 
completed 
yet  


PGW is not required to submit the first round of 
reports. The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the 
restructuring filing should propose a year that reporting 
can start. BCS prefers reporting begin within the time 
frame given other NGDC, about 2 years. 


62.34 Customer Surveys: each NGDC shall report to the 
Commission the results of telephone transaction surveys 
of customers who have had interaction with PGW.  


(1) Purpose of the transaction surveys are to assess 
the customer perception regarding the recent transaction.  


(2) The transaction survey questions shall 
specifically address the circumstances that generated the 
recent transactions. 


  (i) credit/collection 
  (ii) billing 
  (iii) reliability and safety 


(62.34) no 
report 
required yet 


PGW currently conducts telephone transaction surveys 
of customers who have had recent interactions. These 
are surveys where customers with recent transactions 
are chosen random, typically including about 400 calls 
per week. Topics include the range listed in 63.34(2). 
For example, a recent survey interviewed customers 
regarding repair services they received. 


 
The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the 


restructuring filing should propose a sampling plan and 
the year that reporting can start. BCS prefers reporting 
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  (iv) service installation and applications 
  (v) service disconnection 
  (vi) other similar interactions 
(3) Uniform data 
(4) Timely response 
(5) Sampling plan 
(6) Commission approval 
(7) Timetable 
  (i) the first report is due on or before 10/1/2002 


including the first 6 months of the calendar year. 
  (ii) The second report is due 4/1/03 and includes 


the second 6 months of the calendar year and cumulative 
12 month results. 


  (iii) Thereafter reports are due April 1. 
  (iv) Annual reports shall contain results by month 


as cumulative 12 month reports. 
 


begin within the time frame given other NGDC, about 
2 years. 


 
 
 


 
Chapter 62 
Reports due: 


 
62.4 Universal service and energy conservation plan: an updated plan is to be submitted to the Commission for approval 


every 3 years. The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the restructuring filing mid-2002 should propose a year that reporting can start. 
BCS prefers reporting begin within the time frame given other NGDC, about 2 years. 


 
62.5 Annual residential collection and universal service and energy conservation reporting requirements including 


collection reporting and program reporting: The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the restructuring filing should propose a year that 
reporting can start. BCS would like this to start as soon as possible, and no later than 2005. 


 
62.6 Evaluation Reporting Requirements: The restructuring filings in mid-2002 will establish the filing schedule for the 


evaluation at Chapter 62.6, that is, the impact evaluation should not exceed 6 years from the date of the final restructuring order. 
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62.33 Reporting Requirements for Quality of Service Benchmarks and Standards: The CRP 3-year plan submitted during 


the restructuring filing should propose a year that reporting can start. BCS prefers reporting begin within the time frame given other 
NGDC, about 2 years. 


 
62.34 Telephone transaction surveys of customers who have had interaction with PGW: The CRP 3-year plan submitted 


during the restructuring filing should propose a sampling plan and the year that reporting can start. BCS prefers reporting begin within 
the time frame given other NGDC, about 2 years. 
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XI. APPENDIX C, TITLE 52, CHAPTER 58 
 
 
Chapter 58 Residential Low Income Usage Reduction Programs 
 


Chapter Section Compliance Comments 
58.4 Funding 


(a) General guidelines for gas utilities. Annual 
funding shall be at least .2% of jurisdictional revenues. 
Annual program budgets should be submitted to the 
Commission. Funding level shall continue until the 
Commission acts upon a Petition from the Utility. Proposed 
funding reductions require public notice and comment. 


 
 
(c) Guidelines for revising program funding. A 


revision to a program funding level is to be computed based 
upon the following factors: 


  (1) The number of eligible customers that could be 
provided cost-effective usage reduction services. 


  (2) Expected participation rates based on historical 
rates when customers were solicited through approved 
methods. 


  (3) The total expense of providing services, 
including measure, education and administration. 


  (4) A plan for providing services within a 
reasonable time period, considering contractor capacity and 
impact on rates. 


 
(e) Recovery of costs. 
 


 
(a) yes 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(c) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
(a) PGW jurisdictional revenues are about 500 
million/year. LIURP (CWP) funding was 2.2 million 
or more than .4% of revenues.  PGW is in 
compliance with funding guidelines.  CRP/CWP 
Program Manager currently submits operating 
budgets for internal review. PGW will be required to 
submit annual budgets to the Commission. 


 
(c) No revision to program funding levels has been 
submitted. 
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  (1) Program expense shall be allotted among 
ratepayers. The precise method shall be determined in rate 
proceedings. 


 
  (2) Recovery of expenses shall be subject to 


Commission review.  


(e) yes, 
however 
currently  
under review 


(e) LIURP (CWP) costs are currently recovered in 
the GCR mechanism. The Office of Trial Staff 
(OTS) suggested in August2001 proceedings that the 
CWP costs be included in the base rate. The 
Recommended Decision of ALJ Cynthia Fordham is 
that CWP costs should not be recovered in the GCR 
and the issue should be deferred until the 
restructuring proceeding in mid 2002.  
 


58.5 Administrative Costs 
Not more than 15% of the annual LIURP budget may 


be spent on administrative costs. 


(58.5)  no The PY7 Evaluation reports CWP spending of $2.2 
million and PGW, ECA, & HDMC administrative 
costs of $362,712 or 16.5% of the annual budget. 
The PY9 Evaluation reports CWP spending of 
$1,970,010 and total administrative costs of 
$327,096 or 16.6% of the annual budget. 15% of a 
$2 million annual budget limits total administrative 
costs to $300,000. 
 


58.6 Consultation 
When making major modifications in program 


design, the utility shall consult with persons or entities with 
experience in design or administration of usage reduction 
programs, past recipients of services, social service agencies, 
community groups, other utilities, conservation contractors 
etc. 


(58.6) yes PGW utilizes a CRP Advisory Committee. When 
necessary, a subcommittee called the Conservation 
Monitoring Committee has convened. This 
Committee is a cross-section of interested parties. 
They have been involved with such things as 
developing cost-effectiveness guidelines for 
program evaluation, modification of the excess 
usage procedures, and discussions around adding a 
second weatherization contractor. 
 


58.7 Integration 
 
(a) A utility shall coordinate program service with existing 


(58.7)   
 
(a) yes 


 
 
(a) The CWP refers customers to other programs for 
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resources in the community. 
 
 
 
 
 


(b) Mandatory programs shall be designed to operate in 
conjunction with consumer services and collection programs 
and other relevant programs so that those experiencing 
problems with ability to pay are made aware of programs. 
Direct assistance in making LIHEAP application is to be 
provided. 


 
 


(c) Mandatory programs shall be designed to provide 
services through independent agencies with demonstrated 
experience and effectiveness.  


 


 
 
 
 
 
 


(b) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(c) yes 


assistance. Services are not coordinated or offered 
jointly. However, one of the weatherization 
contractors also administers other assistance 
programs and there is some internal coordination of 
services. 


 
(b) The CWP is offered to high use customers 
participating in CRP. CRP is offered to low income 
customers who cannot pay the GS rate.  Those 
targeted for CWP are high users who are likely but 
not necessarily experiencing payment problems with 
their CRP Budget plan. LIHEAP application 
assistance is given during CRP enrollment. 


 
(c) PGW has contracted with two outside 
contractors, HDMC and ECA, to provide CWP 
services. 


58.8 Tenant eligibility 
 
Eligible customers who are tenants shall have equal 
opportunity to secure services if the landlord gives written 
permission.  The landlord must also agree in writing not to 
raise the rent or evict the tenant for 12 months after measure 
installation, if the tenant complies with ongoing obligations 
as a tenant. 
 


(58.8) yes Low cost services to tenant’s homes that do not 
change the structure do not require the landlord’s 
prior permission (per local laws). However, 
installation of roof insulation does require the 
landlord’s permission. The permission form explains 
the CWP and states the measure is installed free of 
charge. There are no specifics about rental 
agreements in the permission form. 


58.9 Program announcement 
(a) The utility shall provide notice as follows: 
  (1) Annually review customer records to identify the 


eligible population. Provide a targeted mass mailing to each 


(58.9) yes, 
modified 


 
(a)(1) PGW generates a list of high use customers 
annually (April) and provides the lists to the two 
weatherization contractors who use the list to further 
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customer identified to solicit application. A copy of the 
notice should also be sent to agencies that assist low income 
customers. Consider public service announcements.  


  (2) If program resources exceed response, the 
targeted mass mailing shall be followed by personalized 
letters to identified non-responders. 


  (3) If program resources exceed response, personal 
contact shall be made. 


(b) If funding still remains, the utility shall send 
notice to all residential customers with eligibility rules etc. 


 


prioritize and recruit participants. The contractors 
contact eligible participants by mail and phone. 


 
(a)(2)—(3)(b) Excess funding has not occurred. 
Contractors recruit participants to meet their goals 
and funding levels. 


58.10 Priority of Program Service 
 
(a) Priority shall be determined as follows: 
 
  (1) Among eligible, those with the largest usage and 


greatest opportunity for bill reduction relative to the cost of 
providing services shall be served first. Prioritization factors 
based on usage include, dwelling size, occupants, service 
end-uses. Prioritization factors based on bill reduction 
include utility rate factors. 


 
  (2) Among those with same standing in (1) those 


with the greatest arrearage shall be served first. Priority 
given to customers with largest arrearage relative to income. 


 
  (3) Among those with same standing in (2) priority 


is given to those incomes placing them farthest below the 
maximum eligibility level. 


 
(b) These guidelines shall be used to determine the 


(58.10)  
 


(a) yes, 
modified 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(b) yes 


PGW generates a list of high use customers annually 
(April) and provides the lists to the two 
weatherization contractors who use the list to further 
prioritize and recruit participants. The list provided 
by PGW includes additional data that the contractor 
uses to prioritize and screen customers. This data 
include, for example,  the amount owed, bills 
behind, LIHEAP funds applied to PGW, payment 
status. 
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amount of annual funding to be budgeted. 
 
(c) Up to 10% of the annual program budget may be 


spent on eligible special needs customers defined as those 
with an arrearage at or below 200% of poverty. 


 
 


(c) no 


 
 


(c) The CWP is designed for CRP participants with 
high use. CRP only extends programs to 150% of 
Federal Poverty Level. PGW expends the full CWP 
budget on CRP participants, and therefore does not 
provide services to customers between 150-200% 
FPL. 
 


58.11 Energy survey 
An onsite energy survey shall be performed to determine if 
measure installation is appropriate. It is appropriate if not 
already present and performing effectively, and savings 
result in simple 7-year payback. A 12-year simple payback 
shall be utilized for side wall insulation, attic insulation, 
space heating system replacement and water heater 
replacements when expected lifetime is longer than payback. 


(58.11) 
partial 


This program installs primarily low cost measures. 
The installation contractors conduct an onsite energy 
survey to assess the home and determine which 
measures should be installed. Usage data and the 
conditions at the home are factors considered in 
measure selection. 7-year and 12-year simple 
payback is not used to choose measures appropriate 
for installation. No measures are installed that 
require major repair first. (For example, if the roof 
leaks, attic insulation will not be installed until the 
resident fixes the leak. The roof repair is not made 
within CWP.) Referrals are made to other assistance 
agencies. Side wall insulation is rarely installed 
because it is not effective in the predominant 
housing type found in the service territory (row 
houses). Space heating system and water heating 
system replacements are not done under CWP.  


58.12 Incidental repairs 
Expenditures may include incidental repairs to the dwelling 
necessary to permit proper installation of measures, or repair 
to existing measures to make them operate effectively. 
 


(58.12) yes PY7 and PY9 evaluations show a small number of 
heater repairs and water heater leak repairs.  
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58.13 Usage reduction education 


(a) Applicability. Education services shall be 
provided to maximize energy savings from installed 
measures and through behavior modification including water 
conservation. Education should address bill payment 
behavior and assistance with LIHEAP application.  


 
(b) Funding level. Expenditure for education shall be 


sufficient to provide services to each customer receiving 
LIURP services. Education programs with average costs > 
$150/customer shall be pilot tested for 1 year and measured 
for cost effectiveness. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Pilot programs. The Commission encourages pilot 


tests and evaluation of innovative education approaches. 
 
(d) Program services. Education should be designed 


to produce voluntary conservation. Activities shall include 
but need not be restricted to: 


  (1) group presentations providing explanation of 
measures and objectives. 


  (2) workshops teaching installation of measures. 
  (3) in-home presentations between the contractor 


and customer that involves participation of the customer. 
 


(58.13) 
(a) yes 


 
 
 
 
 


(b) yes, 
modified 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
(c) yes 


 
 


(d) yes 


(a) PY7 and PY9 evaluations state energy education 
is provided to all participating homes. LIHEAP 
applications are taken at enrollment. Education 
includes discussion of the CRP, excess use charge, 
measures that will be installed, and actions the 
customer can take to save energy. 


 
(b) Education funding is sufficient to provide in-
home education at each participant dwelling. PY7 
and PY9 evaluations show education costs are not 
separately tracked. Costs of education were grouped 
with other low cost measures for an average per 
house cost of $224 in PY9 and $266 in PY7. 
Education costs and other low cost measures would 
need separate cost accounting to determine the 
funding levels allocated to these measures. Separate 
accounting is not done. 
 
(c) PGW has conducted a pilot for providing group 
workshops. This was not effective. 


 
(d) PGW has found in-home presentations to be the 
most effective means to provide energy education. 
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58.14 Program measure installation 
(a) Installation. Based on the energy survey (58.11) 


measures shall be installed to reduce energy bills, space 
heating usage, water heating and baseload end uses: 


 
  (1) Residential space heating measures may include 


insulation, furnace replacement or efficiency modifications, 
clock thermostats, infiltration measures designed to reduce 
air flow, repair or replacement of chimneys and service lines. 


 
 
  (2) Residential water heating measures may include 


installation of water heater control devices, rewiring to 
permit off peak or time-of-day billing, water heater & pipe 
insulation, low flow showerheads, faucet restrictors. 


 
(3) Residential baseload – not applicable to PGW 


(b) Quality Control. A utility shall establish effective 
quality control guidelines and procedures for the installation 
of measures. When a contractor is utilized the utility shall 
schedule post-installation inspections and require a warranty 
covering workmanship. 


 
 
 
 
 
(c) Inter-utility coordination. Customers of gas and 


electric utilities shall have coordinated provision of 
comprehensive program services.  


(58.14) 
(a) yes 


 
 
 


(1) partial 
 
 
 
 
 


(2) yes 
 
 
 
 
 


(b) yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(c) no 


 
(a) The energy survey is used to determine which 
measures to install. Low cost measures are installed 
in this program.  


 
(1) PY7 and PY9 evaluations list measures installed 
including attic insulation, clock thermostats, air 
sealing, radiator bleeding, and radiator reflectors. No 
sidewall insulation, space heat system replacements 
or water heat system replacements are installed. 


 
(2) PY7 and PY9 evaluations list measures installed 
including water heater & pipe insulation, low flow 
showerheads, faucet restrictors, and hot water leak 
repairs.  


 
 


(b) The contractors supervise and inspect 100% of 
the installations as a routine procedure while the job 
is in progress. Post-inspections are conducted by 
inspectors and quality assurance contractors at 10% 
of the sites.  PGW has, during two years in the past, 
independently conducted post installation 
inspections at 4-5% of the participant homes. A 
warranty covering workmanship is included within 
current contractor insurance requirements. 


 
(c) PGW does not engage in coordinated provision 
of program services described under (c) (1-6). PGW 
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  (1) A gas utility shall address electricity usage 
through electric use reduction education, efficient lightbulbs, 
electric water heater and pipe insulation when equipment is 
in unheated areas, and low flow showerheads and aerators. 


  (2) An electric utility shall address gas usage 
through gas use reduction education and gas water heater and 
pipe insulation when equipment is in unheated areas, and 
low flow showerheads and aerators. 


  (3) Electric utilities should arrange for bulk 
purchase of efficient lightbulbs at their own expense and 
distribute them to the gas utility or gas utility contractors for 
installation. 


  (4) A utility may absorb the cost of the water 
heating treatments. A utility may choose to bill the other for 
services. Inter-utility billing shall be stated in a contract 
between utilities, specifying costs covered and measures 
installed. 


  (5) Education costs are not to be included in inter-
utility billing. 


  (6) Utilities shall provide training for measure 
installation (gas utility for electric measures and vice versa) 
at their own expense for their own contractors. 


  (7) Utilities are not required to track education 
measures installed or track or report associated usage data. 


 


focuses on providing measures that reduce gas 
consumption. 


 
PGW and PECO are currently exploring a pilot 
project to collaborate when PECO finds high use 
customers who are defacto electric heat customers.  


58.15 Program Evaluation 
The utility is responsible for ongoing evaluation. It 


should include procedures for monitoring results and 
evaluating program effectiveness. Procedures include:  


 
  (1) Compiling statistical data (i) number of homes 


(58.14)  
 
 
 
 


(1) partial 


 
 
 
 
 


(1) Program Year 7 (9/96—9/97) and PY9 (9/98—
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weatherized, (ii) itemized cost of measures installed, (iii) 
total labor and material cost per home. (iv) housing types 
weatherized, (v) energy consumption, (vi) recipient 
demographics, (vii) utility bills and account balances, (viii) 
recipient utility payments.  


 
 
 
 
 
  (2) Evaluating energy savings and load management 


impacts, changes in customer bills, payment behavior and 
account balances, overall quality of services, steps taken to 
improve performance. Annually assess cost-effectiveness of 
contractors and incorporate into program management 
decisions. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


(3) Report evaluation findings to the Commission annually. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(2) partial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(3) To be 
determined 


 
 


9/99) CWP evaluations compiled statistical data 
including i) number of homes weatherized, (ii) 
itemized cost of measures installed, (iii) total labor 
and material cost per home. (iv) housing types 
weatherized, (v) energy consumption, (vi) recipient 
demographics. The evaluations did not include (vii) 
utility bills and account balances, (viii) recipient 
utility payments. These items will need to be added 
to the annual evaluations. 


 
(2) The PY7 and PY9 evaluations did not include 
changes in customer bills, payment behavior and 
account balances, overall quality of services, steps 
taken to improve performance. 
 
The evaluations did include energy savings and load 
management impacts, and an assessment of 
contractor cost-effectiveness. The Philadelphia Gas 
Commission established the Conservation 
Monitoring Committee in 1995. The Committee and 
PGW met to develop cost-effectiveness guidelines. 
A Sept. 1996 paper issued by the Conservation 
Monitoring Committee Defining “Cost 
Effectiveness” for CWP. These guidelines were used 
to determine cost-effectiveness in the PY7 and PY9 
evaluations. These guidelines require review and 
modification. 


 
(3) PGW currently evaluates the CWP about 


every two years. This schedule will need revision. 
The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the 
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 restructuring filing should propose a year that annual 
evaluations can start. 


 
58.16 Advisory Panels 


(a) Creation. Create and maintain a Usage Reduction 
Program Advisory Panel to provide consultation and advice 
to the company regarding usage reduction services. 


(b) Membership. Only one member from any 
organization can serve on the Board at one time. Members 
may include: 


  (1) Recipients of measures, representatives from 
social service agency, community groups, agencies or 
companies administering or installing measures. 


  (2) Representatives from groups or agencies which 
may be able to offer reasonable advice.  


(c) Review. The Advisory Panel shall be provided 
with plans and changes at least 15 days prior to submission 
of plans to the utility. 


(d) Creation of additional Advisory panels. A utility 
may create one or more Advisory panels. 


(e) Existing Advisory Panels may be used. 
 


(58.16) 
(a) yes 


 
 


(b) yes 


PGW utilizes a CRP Advisory Committee. The 
Philadelphia Gas Commission established the 
Conservation Monitoring Committee in as a 
subcommittee in 1995. When necessary, the 
subcommittee is convened. This Conservation 
Monitoring Committee is a cross-section of 
interested parties. They have been involved with 
such things as developing cost-effectiveness 
guidelines for program evaluation, modification of 
the excess usage procedures, and discussions around 
adding a second weatherization contractor. The CRP 
Advisory Committee is an active committee. 


58.17 Regulatory review. 
A utility may not implement a LIURP program or 


subsequently significantly modify the program without 
Commission approval. 


 


  


58.18 Exemptions. 
A utility may petition the Commission to exempt its 


program, alleging special circumstances. 
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Chapter 58 
Reports due: 
 


58.4 Program Funding. CRP/CWP Program Manager currently submits operating budgets for annual internal review. The 
CRP 3-year plan submitted during the restructuring filing should propose a year that budget submission to the Commission can start. 


 
58.18 Program Evaluation monitoring program results and effectiveness. PGW currently evaluates the CWP about every 


two years. This schedule will need revision. 
 
LIURP Codebook.  Data must be submitted in April. The CRP 3-year plan submitted during the restructuring filing should 


propose a year that annual Codebook reporting can start 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 


P.O. BOX 3265, HARRISBURG, PA  17105-3265 


    May 24, 2001    
 
 
 


DAVID O EPPLE, CAE 
VICE PRESIDENT – REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
ENERGY ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA  
800 NORTH THIRD STREET 
SUITE 301 
HARRISBURG PA  17102 
 
 
Dear Mr. Epple: 
 
Thank you for arranging the meeting with the Bureau of Consumer Services 


(BCS) and utilities to discuss universal service relating to the following issues: 
evaluations, needs assessments, and Customer Assistance Program (CAP) costs and 
savings.  BCS appreciates the opportunity to work with the utilities to develop mutually 
satisfactory guidelines.  Based on comments and our discussions at the May 9, 2001, 
meeting, BCS has finalized and attached the guidelines the for these three universal 
service issues. 


 
Evaluation Questions.  Attachment 1 provides guidelines that utilities should use 


when developing an evaluation plan.  The attachment lists a series of questions that BCS 
request to be considered in an evaluation.  Of course, a utility may always request an 
evaluator to review additional concerns or issues.  However, Attachment 1 shows the 
core questions that an evaluation should answer.   


 
As a general guideline, BCS recommends that the focus of the evaluation will 


center on CAPs.  We suggest the following ranges for evaluators to focus on the 
individual program components.   


 
Evaluation Focus Program Component 
50-70%   CAP 
  5-10%    LIURP (extensive annual reporting already exists) 
10-15%   CARES 
10-15%   Hardship Funds 
  5-10%     Integration among program components 


 
As a reminder, the CAP Policy Statement at § 69.265(10)(iii) provides that a 


utility should submit the evaluation plan to the BCS for review and approval.  Finally, the 
natural gas distribution companies (NGDCs) should confer with BCS before selecting its 
evaluator as required at § 62.6(a). 
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Needs Assessment.  Attachment 2 provides guidelines for a needs assessment.  


Based on our discussions at the meeting, we revised Number 4 – An Estimate of 
Potentially Payment Troubled, Low-Income Customers.  Upon further review, we made 
an additional revision that removed No. 3 from the equation.  Number 3 is a subset of 
Number 1 and is already included in the equation. 


 
CAP Costs and Potential CAP Savings.  Attachment 3 provides a list that 


represents an agreement between BCS and the utilities of the categories that include 
legitimate CAP costs and potential CAP savings. 


 
Attachment 4 is a list of universal service managers. 


As we discussed, you will send the final guidelines to members of EAP’s 
Customer Service Committee and to the Universal Service Managers.  Again, thank you 
for arranging the May 9 meeting so that we could finalize these issues.  If you have any 
questions, please call me at (717) 783-9088 or email me at hummel@puc.state.pa.us. 


 
Sincerely, 


   
      Janice K. Hummel 
      Bureau of Consumer Services  
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Attachment 1 
Universal Service Evaluation Questions 


(Revisions Based on Comments to 10/12/00 “Evaluation Questions” Letter and 
Discussions at the 5/9/00 BCS/ EAP Meeting) 
 


Impact Evaluation Objectives: 
 


• To determine if a utility’s universal service programs meet the goals of universal 
service. 


• To develop standard questions so that utilities evaluate the same measures. 
• To comply with Commission orders that direct BCS in collaboration with the 


EDCs and NGDCs to develop guidelines for evaluation 
 
Universal Service Goals: 
 


• To protect consumers’ health and safety by helping low-income customers 


maintain affordable utility service. 


• To provide for affordable utility service by making available payment assistance 


to low-income customers. 


• To help low-income customers conserve energy and reduce residential utility 


bills. 


• To ensure utilities operate universal service and energy conservation programs in 


a cost-effective and efficient manner. 


 
Universal Service Evaluation Questions: 
 
Is the appropriate population being served?  Appropriate population is defined as 


meeting the specific eligibility criteria as defined by the universal service plan for the 
program in which the household is enrolled.   


 
What is the customer distribution for each universal service program component 


by poverty guidelines, 0-50%, 51-100%, 101-150-%, and 151-200%? 
 
 
Identify barriers to program participation?  Examples of barriers include 


enrollment waiting lists, restrictive eligibility criteria, and burdensome enrollment 
process.  
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What is the customer distribution by CAP payment plan?  Payment plans are 
defined at § 69.265(2) of the CAP Policy Statement.  Generally, do participants’ energy 
burdens comply with the CAP Policy Statement at section 69.265(2)(i)(A)-(B)?  Energy 
burden is defined as the percentage of household income spent on energy services 
(electric or natural gas).  Determine the number and percentage of customers that are 
billed a minimum payment. 


 
Identify barriers to program recertification?  Examples of barriers include 


burdensome recertification process and unclear instructions.   
 
What are CAP retention rates?  Why do customers leave CAP? 
 
Is there an effective link between participation in CAP and participation in energy 


assistance programs (LIHEAP, hardship funds, other grants)?  
How effective are CAP control features at limiting program costs?  CAP control 


features are defined at § 69.265(3) of the CAP Policy Statement. 
 
How effective is the CAP and LIURP link? 
 
Does CAP participation improve payment behavior?  (Number of payments, 


percentage of bill paid, $ amount paid)  Compare CAP payment behavior to pre-CAP 
enrollment payment behavior. 


 
Does participation in universal service programs reduce arrearages? 
 
Does participation in universal service programs decrease service terminations? 
 
Does participation in universal service programs decrease collection costs? 
 
How can universal service programs be more cost-effective and efficient? 
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Attachment 2 
Needs Assessment Proposal 
(Revisions Based on Comments to 12/6/00 “Net CAP Costs” Letter and Discussions at 
the BCS/ EAP Meeting held on May 9, 2001) 


 
§ 62.4(b)(3) defines “needs assessment” as including the following: 


1. The number of identified low-income customers 
2. an estimate of low-income customers,  
3. the number of identified payment troubled, low-income customers,  
4. an estimate of payment troubled, low-income customers,  
5. the number of customers who still need LIURP services and the cost to serve that 


number, and  
6. The enrollment size of CAP to serve all eligible customers.  
 


 
To complete a needs assessment, determine the following:  
 


1. The number of identified low-income customers 
 
• Include the followings accounts: all Level 1 and Level 2 customers 


who have payment agreements, all accounts who have received 
LIURP, all CAP customers, all accounts that have received LIHEAP 
or other energy assistance grants, and all accounts whose financial 
summaries show incomes below 150% of the poverty guidelines.  
Include accounts that meet the income criteria even if they are not on 
payment plans.  Use a 12-month average.  


 
2.  An estimate of low-income customers  
• Use the most recent Census data at the most appropriate level (county, 


zip code). 
 
3.  The number of identified payment troubled, low-income customers 
(Number 3 is a subset of Number 1)  
• Include all customers whose incomes are below 150% of the poverty 


guidelines who have payment agreements.  Payment troubled is 
defined at §54.72, §62.2, and § 69.262 as a household that has failed to 
maintain one or more payment arrangements in a 1-year period.  Use a 
12-month average. 


 
4. An estimate of potentially payment troubled, low-income customers  
• Subtract Number 1 (number of identified low-income customers) from 


Number 2 (estimate of low-income customers). 
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5. The number of customers who still need LIURP services and the cost to 
serve that number 
• Include the number of customers who meet the LIURP eligibility 


criteria.  See Attachment 1 for methodology. 
• Estimate the cost to serve the number who are eligible 


 
6. The enrollment size of CAP to serve all eligible customers.  
• Consider responses to numbers 1-4 to determine maximum enrollment 


size 
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LIURP Needs Assessment 
 


A needs assessment can be done using both Census data and company data.  The 
percentage of households in the appropriate poverty levels is part of the Census data and 
can be applied to company population data.  You may use the Census data at either the 
county level, zip code level or any other level that is available and useful.   


 
The use of Census data in this manner generally applies to all Universal Service 


programs and this is where the similarity between the LIURP needs assessment and the 
needs assessment for all other Universal Service programs ends.   


 
There are two major differences between LIURP and other Universal Service 


programs.  First, LIURP eligibility includes customers between 150% and 200% of 
Poverty - up to 20% of the annual program budget.  Second, payment-troubled is not a 
condition of receiving LIURP services.  It is simply a sorting tool if a further 
prioritization is needed in the event of a backlog.     


 
A needs assessment for LIURP requires an additional piece of company data, a 


sort of the company data by customer usage to determine the percent of customers who 
meet a prescribed minimum usage level.  Electric companies should use annual usage of 
6,000 kWhs as the minimum required usage level and gas companies, except PECO, 
should use annual usage of 120 Mcfs as the minimum required usage level.  PECO 
should use 75 Mcfs. 


  
Finally, for all Universal Service programs, customers who have currently and/or 


previously received services must be subtracted from the projected need.  The electric 
companies may deduct the number of customers served in the past seven years while the 
gas companies may deduct for the past twelve years. 


 
The following offers a simple methodology for a needs assessment calculation.  A 


narrative explanation of the formula is as follows: County Census data provides the 
percentage of customers who are in the applicable poverty (income) levels for Universal 
Service programs.  Multiply the company data for county population by the Census 
percentage in the income levels.  Use company data to generalize the entire company 
population to determine the percent of customers who qualify based on usage criteria.  
Multiply the number of low-income households, by county, by the percentage of 
customers who meet the usage requirement.  Last, deduct the customers who have 
already received program services (over the past 7 or 12 years) from this number and the 
result represents the need. 


 
 
Census county data 
1 = percentage of households between 0% and 150% 
2 = percentage of households between 151% and 200% 
 
Company data – by county 
3 = Number of customers 
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4 = number of customers meeting usage requirement 
5 = percentage of customers meeting usage requirement = 4/3 
 
Example (This is not based on real data) 
 
County = Allegheny 


Census data   Company data 
0% - 150% =   1 = 18%    3 = 100,000 
151% - 200% =  2 = 7%     4 = 50,000 
        5 = 50%  
 
Company data 
0 – 150% = 100,000 x 18% = 18,000 x 50% = 9,000 - number receiving services  
151 – 200% = 100,000 x 7% = 7,000 x 50% = 3,500 - number receiving services 
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Attachment 3 
CAP Costs and Potential CAP Savings Categories 
(Revisions Based on Comments to 12/6/00 “Net CAP Costs” Letter and Discussions at the 5/9/00 BCS/ EAP Meeting) 


 
 
CAP Costs       


Administrative  
 Staffing/Salaries (Contract & utility staff) 
 Account monitoring 
 Other Fixed overhead costs associated with offices, equipment, 


computers, information system, etc. 
 Outreach 


 Intake 
 Consumer Education & Conservation 
 Training  
 Maintaining telephone lines 
 Reevaluation or recertification 
 Programming costs 
 Evaluation costs 


 
CAP credits (difference between the standard billed rate and the 


CAP billed rate) 
 
Arrearage Forgiveness 
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Summary of Recommendations


1 UTILITY ALLOWANCES FOR PUBLIC AND ASSISTED HOUSING


1.a Seek direct vendor payments of utility allowances offered in
exchange for monthly incentive payment.


1.b


Train customer service representatives to direct tenants of
public housing to seek individualized relief from Local
Housing Authority (LHA) for future payments upon
demonstration of unaffordability.


1.c
Participate as an interested stakeholder, including
proponent, in LHA’s crafting criteria and procedures for
seeking individualized relief by public housing tenants.


1.d
Devote internal staffing to provide updated utility
allowances to both LHAs in Pierce County, including
annual updates and updates to reflect rate changes.


2 EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC) AS “ENERGY ASSISTANCE”


2.a Target EITC outreach to customers with seasonal arrearages
exceeding a trigger amount and identified as “low-income.”


2.b
Fund Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) through
competitive grant process to do targeted outreach to
historically under-served populations.


2.c
Refer seasonally-payment-troubled customers to free tax
preparation clinics (VITA) site.  Train CSRs and energy
assistance agencies to engage in VITA references.


2.d
Add EITC outreach to existing customer contact points,
including periodic newsletters, web site, call center
message.


2.e Fund one additional mobile free tax preparation “van” to
deliver free tax preparation to low-income neighborhoods.


2.f Convene Tacoma business roundtable to generate a
workplan (and funding) for a 5% increase in EITC claims.







3 DEDICATED LOW-INCOME CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE UNIT (LICAU)


3.a
Implement an Early Identification Program (EIP) under
which customers evidencing likelihood of “low-income”
status in a customer contact receive a priority flag in SAP.


3.b


Create an internal dedicated “Low-Income Customer
Assistance Unit” consisting of staff having received
specialized training in addressing low-income payment
troubles.


3.c Create a process of skills-based routing for treatment of both
in-bound and out-bound customer contacts through LICAU.


4 USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR TENANT-BASED HOUSING UNITS.


4.a
Deliver a baseload usage reduction program (URP) directed
to high use, high arrears, low-income customers who live in
rental housing.


4.b
Deliver a piggyback refrigerator replacement program in
collaboration with existing U.S. Department of Energy
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP).


4.c
Deliver a piggyback refrigerator replacement program in
collaboration with existing natural gas utility weatherization
programs.


4.d


Deliver a refrigerator replacement program to landlords of
Section 8 housing in collaboration with both LHAs serving
Pierce County to promulgate an “energy efficient
refrigerator” utility allowance.


5 USAGE REDUCTION FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING PARTNERS.


5.a Expand/marketing and offer of existing usage reduction
incentives to affordable housing developers.


5.b Expand definition of “new construction” to include
moderate and substantial rehab using public funds.


5.c
Request TCRA to require affordable housing developers to
affirmatively indicate acceptance/rejection of TPU
efficiency incentives as part of TCRA funding application.


5.d Offer piggyback refrigerator replacement program to
housing units historically developed with public subsidies.







6
USAGE REDUCTION TO HOUSEHOLDS WITH DE FACTO PRIMARY
ELECTRIC HEATING, EVEN WITHOUT PERMANENTLY INSTALLED
ELECTRIC HEATING.


6.a


Identify customers meeting all of three criteria: (1) low-
income priority flag generated by Early Identification
Program; (2) high arrears; and (3) high usage without
having electric heating giving rise to probability of de facto
electric primary heating, even without permanently-installed
electric heating system.


6.b Expand low-income free insulation/duct sealing program to
customers identified as meeting all three criteria.


6.c


Convene workgroup to explore the installation of mini-split
heat pumps as a replacement electric heating system for the
non-permanent electric heating appliances giving rise to de
facto electric space heating.


7 EXPAND LOW-INCOME DISCOUNTS TO FULL POPULATION OF “VERY
POOR.”


7.a
Expand scope of existing low-income discount to all
customers with incomes at or below 100% of the Federal
Poverty Level.


7.b
Make the grant of low-income discounts retroactive to the
beginning of the heating season for all customers applying
during the heating season.


7.c
Allow for the automatic enrollment of eligible low-income
customers by public agencies delivering programs with
income similarities.


8 EXPAND THE USE OF LEVELIZED BUDGET BILLING.


8.a Remove specified barriers to the entry of customers into
levelized budget billing.


8.b Expand the range of levelized budget billing options to
include a non-annual budget billing.


8.c Require budget billing as a prerequisite to participation in
the low-income discount.







9 REFORM THE OFFER OF DEFERRED PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS.


9.a Make permanent flexible deferred payment plan pilot
initiative for accounts referred to collections.


9.b


Within flexible deferred payment plan initiative, allow
additional deferred payment plans subsequent to default on
a second (or subsequent) plan contingent upon a 50%
downpayment.


9.c
Allow the cure of missed payment plan payments and
reinstatement of existing payment plan at point of default as
though no default occurred.


9.d Extend flexible deferred payment plan initiative now
directed to accounts referred to collection to active accounts.


10 REFORM THE PROCESS OF DISCONNECTING SERVICE FOR NONPAYMENT.


10.a
Target the issuance of disconnect notices such that TPU is
not routinely issuing disconnect notices to accounts not
likely to be disconnected for nonpayment.


10.b


Notify customers facing the disconnection of service,
including agencies from whom public assistance is received
in response to such pending disconnection, of the dollar
amount needed to halt the disconnection process in addition
to the dollar amount needed to clear the full arrearage.


10.c


Create a 30-day hold procedure for customers identified as
“low-income” through the Early Identification Program to
allow customers and agencies to exercise the application
process for low-income discount and public bill payment
assistance.







11 REFORM THE IMPOSITION OF COLLECTION FEES (INCLUDING CASH
SECURITY DEPOSITS).


11.a
Exempt customers identified as “low-income” through the
Early Identification Program from payment of late payment
charges.


11.b
Exempt customers identified as “low-income” through the
Early Identification Program from payment of specified
collection fees.


11.c


Expand the definition of “normal business hours” for
purposes of defining circumstances in which specified
customer service fees will be increased to reflect an “after-
hours” rate.


11.d
Accept agency-provided guarantees/sureties in lieu of cash
security deposits for payment of future demands for cash
security deposits.


11.e


Accept agency-provided guarantees/sureties in lieu of cash
security deposits as a substitute for an existing deposit
conditioned on the payment of existing cash deposit toward
pre-existing arrearage.


11.f


Allow an assignment of the right to receive a deposit
refunds or other bill credits to local charitable organization
in lieu of allowing such unclaimed deposits/bill credits to
escheat to state as unclaimed property.
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1 UTILITY ALLOWANCES FOR PUBLIC AND ASSISTED HOUSING


1.a Seek direct vendor payments of utility allowances offered in
exchange for monthly incentive payment.


Objective: Capture Energy Assistance payments from HUD.


Generate automatic
monthly bill payment


Accept direct vendor
payment


H
ow


W
hy


Provide tenant incentive
payment


Outcome: Full and complete payment from tenants of public and assisted
housing.


1.b
Train customer service representatives to direct tenants of public
housing to seek individualized relief from Local Housing Authority
(LHA) for future payments upon demonstration of unaffordability.


Objective: Generate additional Energy Assistance payments targeted to those
with demonstrated payment troubles.


Supplement low-income
customer resources for bill


payments


Expand LHA bill
payments.


H
ow


W
hy


Refer payment-troubled
customers to Individualized


Relief


Outcome: Increased payment of bills for current usage after a nonpayment
situation.







1.c
Participate as an interested stakeholder, including proponent, in
LHA’s crafting criteria and procedures for seeking individualized
relief by public housing tenants.


Objective: Generate additional publicly provided bill payment assistance for
low-income customers with demonstrated bill payment troubles.


Supplement customer bill
payment resources.


Expand availability of LHA
funds.


H
ow


W
hy


Help formulate Individual
Relief criteria and process.


Outcome: Increased payments of bills for current usage after a nonpayment
situation.


1.d
Devote internal staffing to provide updated utility allowances to both LHAs
in Pierce County, including annual updates and updates to reflect rate
changes.


Objective: Generate additional publicly provided bill payment assistance
available to pay low-income monthly bills irrespective of payment troubles.


Supplement customer bill
payment resources.


Expand availability of LHA
current bill payments


H
ow


W
hy


Use internal TPU staff to
update utility allowances.


Outcome: Complete and timely payment of bills for current usage without
collection intervention.
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2 EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC) AS “ENERGY ASSISTANCE”


2.a Target EITC outreach to customers with seasonal arrearages
exceeding a trigger amount and identified as “low-income.”


Objective: Generate additional Energy Assistance for customers in payment
trouble at the time payment troubles are most likely to exist.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Expand customer income at
time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Seasonally identify LI
payment-troubled


customers for EITC
outreach.


Outcome: Retirement of arrears amongst low-income customers with highest
level of arrears.


2.b
Fund Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) through
competitive grant process to do targeted outreach to historically
under-served populations.


Objective: Generate additional household resources that can be used for Energy
Assistance.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Expand customer income at
time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Target EITC outreach to
historically under-served LI


populations.


Outcome: Increased payment of current bills along with increased retirement of
arrears amongst low-income customers.







2.c
Refer seasonally-payment-troubled customers to free tax
preparation clinics (VITA) sites.  Train CSRs and energy assistance
agencies to provide VITA references.


Objective: Prevent diversion of household resources amongst low-income
customers to payment for tax preparation where free tax preparation is available.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Retain customer income at
time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Market alternative to paid
tax preparation.


Outcome: Increased payment of current bills and retirement of arrears during
time period of seasonally high bills.


2.d Add EITC outreach to existing customer contact points, including
periodic newsletters, web site, call center message.


Objective: Generate additional household resources that can be used for Energy
Assistance among customers historically excluded from assistance.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Retain customer income at
time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Educate LI customers on
alternative to paid tax


preparation.


Outcome: Increased payment of current bills along with increased retirement of
arrears amongst low-income customers.







2.e Fund one additional mobile free tax preparation “van” to deliver
free tax preparation to low-income neighborhoods.


Objective: Prevent diversion of household resources amongst low-income
customers to payment for tax preparation where free tax preparation is available.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Retain customer income at
time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Supply alternatives to paid
tax preparation.


Outcome: Increased payment of current bills and retirement of arrears during
time period of seasonally high bills.


2.f Convene Tacoma business roundtable to generate a workplan (and
funding) for a 5% increase in EITC claims.


Objective: Increase delivery of tax credits to Pierce County region, both to help
low-income TPU customers pay bills and to generate additional economic
activity through multiplier effect of federal dollars.


Supplement customer
arrearage payment


resources.


Increase customer income
at time of arrearages.


H
ow


W
hy


Educate LI customers on
availability of EITC and


process to claim.


Outcome: Increased payment of current bills and retirement of arrears during
time period of seasonally high bills.
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3 DEDICATED LOW-INCOME CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE UNIT (LICAU)


3.a
Implement an Early Identification Program (EIP) under which
customers evidencing likelihood of “low-income” status in a
customer contact receive a priority flag in SAP.


Objective: Segment payment troubled customer base so as to deliver most
appropriate intervention to resolve payment troubles.


Deliver situation-
appropriate collection


response.


Identify low-income
customer population for


treatment.


H
ow


W
hy


Insert high priority SAP
flag for identified low-


income customers.


Outcome: Increased positive resolution of payment troubles subsequent to
utility-customer contact.  Decreased need for subsequent utility-customer


contacts.


3.b
Create a dedicated “Low-Income Customer Assistance Unit”
consisting of staff having received specialized training in addressing
low-income payment troubles.


Objective: Deliver response to payment-troubled customers most likely to
resolve the payment troubles.


Deliver situation-
appropriate collections


response.


Identify unique low-income
needs and resources.


H
ow


W
hy


Create Low-Income
Customer Assistance Unit.


Outcome: Increased positive resolution of payment troubles subsequent to
utility-customer contact.  Decreased need for subsequent utility-customer


contacts.







3.c Create a process of skills-based routing for treatment of both in-
bound and out-bound customer contacts through LICAU.


Objective: Deliver response to payment-troubled customers most likely to
resolve the payment troubles.


Deliver situation-
appropriate collections


response.


Route identified low-
income customers to


specially-trained staff.


H
ow


W
hy


Create Low-Income
Customer Assistance Unit.


Outcome: Increased positive resolution of payment troubles subsequent to
utility-customer contact.  Decreased need for subsequent utility-customer


contacts.
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4 USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR TENANT-BASED HOUSING UNITS.


4.a Deliver a baseload usage reduction program (URP) directed to high
use, high arrears, low-income customers who live in rental housing.


Objective: Reduce arrears and improve current bill payment while at the same
time generating traditional utility “avoided costs.”


Reduce nonpayment of
wasteful energy


use/improve bill payments.


Deliver electric usage
reduction to historically
excluded LI customers.


H
ow


W
hy


Deliver baseload electric
URP to LI customers
identified as high-use,


payment-troubled tenants.


Outcome: Usage reduction accompanied by improved low-income payment
patterns.


4.b
Deliver a piggyback refrigerator replacement program in
collaboration with existing U.S. Department of Energy
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP).


Objective: Reduce arrears and improve current bill payment while at the same
time generating traditional utility “avoided costs.”


Reduce nonpayment of
wasteful energy


use/improve bill payments.


Replace refrigerators for
identified low-income


customers.


H
ow


W
hy


Piggyback refrigerator
replacement program with


existing DOE WAP
services.


Outcome: Usage reduction accompanied by improved low-income payment
patterns.







4.c
Deliver a piggyback refrigerator replacement program in
collaboration with existing natural gas utility weatherization
programs.


Objective: Reduce arrears and improve current bill payment while at the same
time generating traditional utility “avoided costs.”


Reduce nonpayment of
wasteful energy


use/improve bill payments.


Replace refrigerators for
identified low-income


customers.


H
ow


W
hy


Piggyback refrigerator
replacement program with
existing natural gas utility
weatherization services.


Outcome: Usage reduction accompanied by improved low-income payment
patterns.


4.d
Deliver a refrigerator replacement program to landlords of Section
8 housing in collaboration with both LHAs serving Pierce County to
promulgate an “energy efficient refrigerator” utility allowance.


Objective: Increase delivery of usage reduction measures to rental properties.


Increase penetration of
energy efficient


refrigerators in rental
market.


Overcome “split incentive”
for rental units.


H
ow


W
hy


Deliver refrigerator
replacements combined
with “energy efficient”


utility allowance for
refrigerators for Section 8.


Outcome:  Usage reduction amongst historically under-served (or non-served)
population accompanied by improved payment patterns amongst low-income


tenants.
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5 USAGE REDUCTION FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING PARTNERS.


5.a Expand/marketing and offer of existing usage reduction incentives
to affordable housing developers.


Objective: Avoid lost opportunities for usage reduction in new and rehabbed
(substantial/moderate) housing produced with public subsidies.


Expand delivery of
energy efficient


appliances and heating
to rental market.


Use energy efficiency
incentives in publicly-
subsidized affordable


housing.


H
ow


W
hy


Market existing
efficiency incentives to
developers of affordable
housing subsidized by
local HOME/CDBG.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income tenants of new and
rehabbed housing serving low-income households while simultaneously


generating cost-effective energy/water conservation.


5.b Expand definition of “new construction” to include moderate and
substantial rehab using public funds.


Objective: Avoid lost opportunities for usage reduction in new and rehabbed
(substantial/moderate) housing produced with public subsidies.


Expand delivery of
energy efficient


appliances and heating
to rental market.


Use energy efficiency
incentives in publicly-
subsidized affordable


housing.


H
ow


W
hy


Define “new
construction” to include
HOME/CDBG moderate


and substantial rehab.
Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income tenants of new and


rehabbed housing serving low-income households while simultaneously
generating cost-effective energy/water conservation.







5.c
Request TCRA to require affordable housing developers to
affirmatively indicate acceptance/rejection of TPU efficiency
incentives as part of TCRA funding application.
Objective: Increase penetration of the use of existing usage reduction incentives
amongst producers of new and rehabbed affordable housing using public
subsidies.


Expand delivery of
energy efficient


appliances and heating
to affordable housing


development.
Reduce institutional


inertia as barrier to use
of existing incentives.


H
ow


W
hy


Advocate TCRA require
affordable housing
developers make


affirmative decision on
use of incentives.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income tenants of new and
rehabbed housing serving low-income households while simultaneously


generating cost-effective energy/water conservation.


5.d Offer piggyback refrigerator replacement program to housing units
historically developed with public subsidies.


Objective: Reduce usage within population of low-income tenants living in new
and rehabbed affordable housing not previously served with usage reduction
programs.


Increase penetration of
energy efficient


refrigerators in rental
market.


Overcome “split incentive”
for rental units.


H
ow


W
hy


Deliver refrigerator
replacements combined
with “energy efficient”


utility allowance for
refrigerators for
HOME/CDBG.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income tenants of new and
rehabbed housing serving low-income households while simultaneously


generating cost-effective energy/water conservation.
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6
USAGE REDUCTION TO HOUSEHOLDS WITH DE FACTO PRIMARY
ELECTRIC HEATING, EVEN WITHOUT PERMANENTLY INSTALLED
ELECTRIC HEATING.


6.a


Identify customers meeting all of three criteria: (1) low-income
priority flag generated by Early Identification Program; (2) high
arrears; and (3) high usage without having electric heating giving
rise to probability of de facto electric primary heating, even without
permanently-installed electric heating system.
Objective: Reduce both usage and bills by customers using electricity as de facto
primary heating source while simultaneously increasing system costs
attributable to nonpayment.


Identify customers where
use of de facto electric


space heating contributes to
payment-troubles.


Correlate low-income
status, high use without


space heating, and arrears.


H
ow


W
hy


Generate routine seasonal
reports from SAP data


warehouse.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income households using
electricity as de facto primary heating source while simultaneously generating


cost-effective energy conservation.


6.b Target low-income free insulation/duct sealing program to low-
income homeowners identified as meeting all three criteria.


Objective: Deliver usage reduction services to customers using electricity as de
facto primary heating source.


Deliver usage reduction
contributing to unpaid low-


income bills of de facto
electric space heating.


Target high use, payment-
troubled homeowners
lacking permanently-


installed electric heating.


H
ow


W
hy


Relax requirement for
permanently-installed
electric space heating


equipment for high use,
high arrears, homeowners.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income homeowners using
electricity as de facto primary heating source while simultaneously generating


cost-effective energy conservation.







6.c


Convene workgroup to explore the installation of mini-split heat
pumps as a displacement electric heating system for the non-
permanent electric heating appliances giving rise to de facto electric
space heating.
Objective: Displace, to the extent feasible and cost-effective, de facto electric
space heating with cost-effective electric heating systems not requiring
replacement of non-electric heating systems.


Deliver usage reduction
contributing to unpaid low-


income bills of de facto
electric space heating.


Target high use, payment-
troubled homeowners
lacking permanently-


installed electric heating.


H
ow


W
hy


Deliver mini-split heat
pumps as electric system to


displace de facto electric
space heating for high use,
high arrears, homeowners.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income households using
electricity as de facto primary heating source while simultaneously generating


cost-effective energy conservation.
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7 EXPAND LOW-INCOME DISCOUNTS TO FULL POPULATION OF “VERY
POOR.”


7.a Expand scope of existing low-income discount to all customers with
incomes at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.


Objective: Deliver proactive energy bill reductions to very low-income
customers who are likely to demonstrated chronic payment troubles.


Prevent (rather than
respond to) chronic


nonpayment due to inability
to pay.


Reduce bills to fall within
an affordable burden (bill


as percent of income).


H
ow


W
hy


Deliver discount to all
customers with income at
or below 100% Federal


Poverty Level.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns and reduced system costs attributable to
nonpayment.


7.b Grant low-income discounts retroactive to the beginning of the
heating season for all customers applying during the heating season.


Objective: Improve full-season affordability to low-income discount participants
during the season of high electric costs.


Maximize impact of
discount on prevention of


seasonal arrears.


Maximize seasonal delivery
of discount benefits during


high cost months.


H
ow


W
hy


Grant discounts retroactive
to beginning of heating


season if application made
in heating season.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst low-income households and
reduced seasonal costs attributable to nonpayment.







7.c
Allow for the automatic enrollment of eligible low-income
customers by public agencies delivering programs with income
similarities.


Objective: Increase enrollment of income-eligible customers in low-income
discount.


Eliminate administrative
barriers to discount


enrollment.


Allow public agencies to
determine income-


eligibility for rate discount.


H
ow


W
hy


Accept certification of
income-eligibility,


adjunctive eligibility for
income-similar programs.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns amongst expanded population of low-
income households with reduced administrative program enrollment costs.
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8 EXPAND THE USE OF LEVELIZED BUDGET BILLING.


8.a Remove specified barriers to the entry of customers into levelized
budget billing.


Objective: Increase penetration of budget billing.


Decrease short-term arrears
of seasonally payment-


troubled customers.


Enroll payment-troubled
customers benefiting from
financial management in


budget billing.


H
ow


W
hy


Eliminate budget billing
barriers disproportionately
preventing enrollment of
low-income customers.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns of seasonally high bills while decreasing
payment-troubles and need for collection interventions during non-seasonal


months.


8.b Expand the range of levelized budget billing options to include a
non-annual budget billing.


Objective: Increase penetration of levelized budget billing covering high cost
winter months.


Maximize participation of
low-income customers in


budget billing during winter
months.


Eliminate disincentive
created by “giving up” low-


cost non-heating month
bills.


H
ow


W
hy


Offer less-than-annual,
seasonal budget billing


options.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns of seasonally high bills while decreasing
payment-troubles and need for collection interventions during non-seasonal


months.







8.c Require budget billing as a prerequisite to participation in the low-
income discount.


Objective: Increase penetration of budget billing.


Reduce bills to affordable
burden (bill as percent of


income).


Reduce impact of
seasonal/monthly burdens


in addition to annual
burdens.


H
ow


W
hy


Require participation in
levelized budget billing as
prerequisite to receipt of


low-income discount.
Outcome: Improved payment patterns of seasonally high bills amongst


identified low-income customers while decreasing payment-troubles and need
for collection interventions during non-seasonal months.
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9 REFORM THE OFFER OF DEFERRED PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS.


9.a Make permanent the flexible deferred payment plan pilot initiative
for accounts referred to collections.


Objective: Increase payments toward arrearages referred to collections.


Allow affordable monthly
bill payments toward


arrears.


Extend bill payment
responsibility over


reasonable period of time.


H
ow


W
hy


Make permanent the
flexible deferred payment


plan pilot for accounts
referred to collections.


Outcome: Increased total payments on accounts referred to collection while
simultaneously increasing dollars and percent of payments to TPU from


accounts referred to collection.


9.b
Within flexible deferred payment plan initiative, allow additional
deferred payment plans subsequent to default on a second (or
subsequent) plan contingent upon a 50% downpayment.


Objective: Increase payments toward arrearages referred to collections.


Encourage continuing
payments toward arrears


while preventing build-up
of arrears.


Exchange increased
downpayment for payment


plan extension.


H
ow


W
hy


Allow new payment plans
based on 50%


downpayment after second
default.


Outcome: Increased total payments on accounts referred to collection while
simultaneously increasing dollars and percent of payments to TPU from


accounts referred to collection.







9.c
Allow the cure of missed payment plan payments and reinstatement
of existing payment plan at point of default as though no default
had occurred.


Objective: Increase rate of success in the use of deferred payment plans to retire
complete arrearages referred to collections.


Promote continuing
responsibility for arrearage


payments.


Prevent default on payment
plan from becoming barrier


to successful subsequent
completion.


H
ow


W
hy


Allow cure of payment
defaults and reinstatement


of payment plan.


Outcome: Increased total payments on accounts referred to collection while
simultaneously increasing dollars and percent of payments to TPU from


accounts referred to collection.


9.d Extend flexible deferred payment plan initiative now directed to
accounts referred to collection to active accounts.


Objective: Duplicate success of the use of flexible payment plan terms at
generating payments toward arrears, with decreased dunning interventions, for
accounts not referred to collections.


Allow affordable monthly
bill payments toward


arrears.


Extend bill payment
responsibility over


reasonable period of time.
H


ow


W
hy


Extend flexible payment
plan initiative now offered
to collections accounts to
active accounts as well.


Outcome: Increased total payments on accounts not referred to collection while
simultaneously decreasing the number and intensity of dunning interventions.
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10 REFORM THE PROCESS OF DISCONNECTING SERVICE FOR NONPAYMENT.


10.a
Target the issuance of disconnect notices such that TPU is not
routinely issuing disconnect notices to accounts not likely to be
disconnected for nonpayment.


Objective: Improve customer responsiveness to disconnect notices for
nonpayment.


Encourage prompt
customer response to notice
of impending disconnection


for nonpayment.
Provide clear and


believable warning of
impending disconnection


for nonpayment.


H
ow


W
hy


Limit notices of
disconnection only to those
accounts likely to actually


experience disconnection in
absence of bill payment.


Outcome: Improved payment patterns toward bills subject to disconnection
while decreasing the number and intensity of collection interventions.


10.b


Notify customers facing the disconnection of service, including
agencies from whom public assistance is received to respond to such
pending disconnection, of the dollar amount needed to halt the
disconnection process in addition to the dollar amount needed to
clear the full arrearage.


Objective: Increase number of short-term partial payments made in lieu of no
payment.


Encourage partial payments
when complete payment


appears infeasible.


Inform customers of
concrete advantages to


making partial payment.


H
ow


W
hy


Inform customer of TPU
halt to service


disconnection if payment
brings balance below


dunning amount.
Outcome: Increased short-term revenues from customers making partial


payments while increasing long-term revenues from more success at completion
of deferred payment arrangements and decreasing intensity and number of


dunning interventions.







10.c


Create a 30-day hold procedure for customers identified as “low-
income” through the Early Identification Program to allow
customers and agencies to exercise the application process for low-
income discount and public bill payment assistance.
Objective: Provide accounts identified through Early Identification Program as
likely low-income with time to pursue application for low-income Energy
Assistance without devoting resources to dunning in the meantime.


Use disconnection for
nonpayment only if
necessary to enforce


payment of bill.
Allow reasonable


opportunity for public
assistance for customers
flagged in EIP as low-


income.


H
ow


W
hy


Create a “30-day hold” for
low-income customers


identified in EIP to allow
for public assistance


application.
Outcome: Decrease in dunning and customer service resources devoted to
generating bill payment for accounts identified as likely to be low-income


through the Early Identification Program.
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11 REFORM THE IMPOSITION OF COLLECTION FEES (INCLUDING CASH
SECURITY DEPOSITS).


11.a Exempt customers identified as “low-income” through the Early
Identification Program from payment of late payment charges.


Objective: Prevent diversion of low-income to payment of bills other than bills
for current usage.


Prevent (rather than
respond to) chronic


nonpayment due to inability
to pay.


Avoid increasing bills to
customers with


demonstrated inability to
pay.


H
ow


W
hy


Exempt identified low-
income customers from late


payment charges.


Outcome: Improved short-term and long-term payment patterns amongst low-
income population as Energy Assistance more widely spread and individual


household resources devoted to current bill payments.


11.b Exempt customers identified as “low-income” through the Early
Identification Program from payment of specified collection fees.


Objective: Prevent diversion of low-income to payment of bills other than bills
for current usage.


Prevent (rather than
respond to) chronic


nonpayment due to inability
to pay.


Avoid increasing bills to
customers with


demonstrated inability to
pay.


H
ow


W
hy


Exempt identified low-
income customers from


collection-based customer
service fees.


Outcome: Improved short-term and long-term payment patterns amongst low-
income population as Energy Assistance more widely spread and individual


household resources devoted to current bill payments.







11.c
Expand the definition of “normal business hours” for purposes of
defining circumstances in which specified customer service fees will
be increased to reflect an “after-hours” rate.


Objective: Prevent diversion of low-income to payment of bills other than bills
for current usage.


Prevent (rather than
respond to) chronic


nonpayment due to inability
to pay.


Avoid increasing bills to
customers with


demonstrated inability to
pay.


H
ow


W
hy


Allow customers to receive
and pay for customer


service activities consistent
with their normal workday.


Outcome: Improved short-term and long-term payment patterns amongst low-
income population as Energy Assistance more widely spread and individual


household resources devoted to current bill payments.


11.d Accept agency-provided guarantees/sureties in lieu of cash security
deposits for payment of future demands for cash security deposits.


Objective: Expand the Energy Assistance provided to low-income customers
either by increasing the number of customers served or increasing the assistance
provided to individual customers.


Devote available cash to
payment of bills for current


usage.


Avoid diverting cash for
use as security deposit.


H
ow


W
hy


Accept non-cash alternative
to security deposit.


Outcome: Increased payment of past-due bills of low-income tenants through
application of external Energy Assistance resources.







11.e
Accept agency-provided guarantees/sureties in lieu of cash security
deposits as a substitute for an existing deposit conditioned on the
payment of existing cash deposit toward pre-existing arrearage.
Objective: Expand the use of available cash resources to meeting cash bill
payment needs while meeting bill payment security needs through non-cash
mechanisms.


Devote existing cash
resources to payment of
bills for current usage.


Use cash now devoted to
security deposits to retire


existing arrears for
payment-troubled


customers.


H
ow


W
hy


Substitute non-cash
alternatives for existing
security deposits with


freed-up cash used to retire
arrears.


Outcome: Reduced level of arrearages amongst low-income tenants with high
arrearages.


11.f


Allow an assignment of the right to receive a deposit refund or other
bill credit to local charitable organization in lieu of allowing such
unclaimed deposits/bill credits to escheat to state as unclaimed
property.


Objective: Generate additional source of low-income Energy Assistance.


Supplement low-income
customer resources for bill


payments


Prevent unclaimed
deposits/bill credits from
escheating to the state as


abandoned property.


H
ow


W
hy


Allow customers to assign
unclaimed deposits/bill


credits to Energy
Assistance agency.


Outcome: Increased payment of low-income payment-troubled bills with
external Energy Assistance resources.
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SECTION 1.


UTILITY ALLOWANCES FOR PUBLIC AND ASSISTED HOUSING


Problem Statement #1


Low-income customers have insufficient resources to pay their utility bill while at the same time paying all
other household necessities.  The federal government provides assistance to some particularly low-
income households specifically designed to pay the home utility bills of these households.  Delivered to
tenants of public and assisted housing, the way in which these benefits are delivered allows some of
these benefit dollars to be diverted to non-utility expenditures.


Strategy


Increase and capture energy assistance resources to extremely low-income tenants.


Objectives


1. Increase external resources to help low-income payment-troubled
customers.


2. Capture external resources intended to be paid for utility
assistance as payments to utility.


3. Increase total payments toward bills for current usage.


Tactics


1. Establish a direct vendor payment program for
tenants of public and assisted housing supported by


direct vendor incentive payments.


2. Increase resources available to payment-troubled
public and assisted housing tenants through
“individualized relief” paid by local housing


authorities.


3. Align utility allowances paid by local housing
authorities with actual bills incurred by tenants of


public and assisted housing.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF UTILITY ALLOWANCE INVOLVEMENT


Little question exists but that low-income households frequently do not have sufficient
household resources to consistently pay their utility bills in a full and timely fashion.  The issue
presented by these households is not one of wasteful consumption; nor is it a matter of household
budgeting.  Due to severely limited incomes, these households simply do not have sufficient
household income to cover their entire range of household expenses.


The burden of nonpayment resulting from this lack of household resources, however, should not
fall exclusively upon Tacoma Public Utilities, particularly in those instances where public
resources are made available to pay utility bills.  To the extent that utility bill payment assistance
is provided, those funds should be used for the purpose of utility bill payment and not diverted to
other purposes.  Moreover, Tacoma Public Utilities should seek to ensure that utility payment
assistance programs provide all benefits created by law to the low-income tenants of public and
assisted housing.


In this respect, TPU should address three specific initiatives to low-income customers living in
public and assisted housing unit in Pierce County.  For purposes of this program design:


 “Public housing” refers to housing units owned and operated by public housing
authorities in the TPU service territory.


 “Assisted housing” refers to housing units subsidized through the federal Section 8
housing program.


Public and Assisted Housing in Pierce County


Two local housing authorities (LHAs) operate within the TPU service territory: (1) the Pierce
County Housing Authority; and (2) the Tacoma Housing Authority.  These two LHAs serve a
significant low-income population in Pierce County.  The two housing agencies not only own
and operate 1,103 units of public housing, but also administer 4,586 Section 8 tenant-based
vouchers and 203 project-based vouchers.  The Tacoma LHA is the bigger of the two housing
agencies.  Data on the specific number of public and assisted housing units that have tenant-paid
utilities is not available.


Public and Assisted Housing Units in Pierce County (Washington)
(April 30, 2009)


Public Housing
Tenant-based


Section 8
Voucher


Project-based
Section 8
Voucher


Total Public and
Assisted Housing


Pierce County HA 145 2,216 8 2,369


Tacoma HA 958 2,370 195 3,523


Total Pierce County 1,103 4,586 203 5,892


Source: Resident Characteristics Reports, HUD (January 1, 2008 through April 30, 2009).
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The Income Characteristics of Pierce County’s Public and Assisted Housing Tenants


The public and assisted housing units administered by the two housing authorities in Pierce
County serve some of the lowest income households in the county.  The average income for
LHA tenants in Pierce County generally runs between $11,000 and $13,000.  In absolute dollars
terms, public housing tenants of the Pierce County Housing Authority have somewhat higher
incomes while tenants with project-based Section 8 vouchers from the Pierce County HA have
somewhat lower incomes.


Taking into account the average household size of tenants in the various public and assisted
housing programs, however, it becomes clear that in each instance, these tenants live below the
federal poverty level (FPL), sometimes substantially so.  At best, Pierce County’s Section 8
tenants live with incomes of roughly 70% to 80% of the Federal Poverty Level.  At best, Pierce
County’s public housing tenants live with incomes of roughly 90% of the Poverty Level.


Average Income: Public and Assisted Housing in Pierce County (Washington)
(April 30, 2009)


Public Housing Tenant-based Section 8
Voucher


Project-based Section 8
Voucher


Income HH
Size FPL Income HH


Size FPL Income HH
Size FPL


Pierce County HA $20,057 4.2 92% $12,707 2.3 84% $5,938 2.4 38%


Tacoma HA $11,588 1.7 90% $12,944 2.6 80% $11,059 2.7 67%


Total Pierce County $13,123 2.2 89% $12,829 2.5 81% $11,059 2.6 68%


Source: Resident Characteristics Reports, HUD (January 1, 2008 through April 30, 2009).


It is not simply the average income that is important, however.  It is the distribution and source
of income that is important as well.  In Pierce County as a whole, between 50% and 60% of
public housing tenants have annual income less than $10,000, with only 10% to 15% having
income more than $20,000.  Exactly half of all Section 8 tenants (with tenant-based vouchers)
have income less than $10,000 in Pierce County, while more than 60% of Section 8 tenants (with
project-based vouchers) do.1


                                                
1 There are, however, substantially fewer project-based Section 8 vouchers in Pierce County (n=203) than there are
tenant-based vouchers (n=4,586).
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Percent Distribution of Income: Public and Assisted Housing in Pierce County (Washington) (April 30, 2009)


$0 $1 - $5,000 $5,000 -
$10,000


$10,000 -
$15,000


$15,000 -
$20,000


$20,000 -
$25,000


$25,000 or
more


Public Housing


Pierce County HA 1% 6% 53% 20% 9% 4% 7%


Tacoma HA 2% 2% 23% 21% 12% 6% 34%


Total Pierce County 1% 6% 48% 20% 10% 4% 12%


Section 8 Vouchers: Tenant-based


Pierce County HA 2% 5% 43% 22% 12% 7% 9%


Tacoma HA 2% 5% 42% 21% 13% 7% 10%


Total Pierce County 2% 5% 43% 22% 12% 7% 9%


Section 8 Vouchers Project-based


Pierce County HA 0% 25% 62% 12% 0% 0% 0%


Tacoma HA 1% 7% 52% 22% 5% 7% 6%


Total Pierce County 1% 7% 53% 22% 5% 7% 5%


Resident Characteristics Report: Pierce County HA and Tacoma HA (April 30, 2009).


Perhaps even a better way to appreciate the low-income status of public housing and Section 8
tenants in Pierce County is to view the income of these tenants in comparison to median
household incomes for the Seattle-Tacoma metropolitan area.  Local housing authorities
routinely report the income of their tenants relative to Area Median Income (AMI).  The table
below documents that, for the 15 month period ending April 30, 2009, nearly three-fourths of
public housing and Section 8 tenants (with tenant-based vouchers) had income less than 30% of
the Area Median Income, while more than 80% of Section 8 tenants (with project-based
vouchers) did.  An additional 15% to 20% of public housing and Section 8 tenants in Pierce
County have income above 30% of AMI, but below 50% of the Area Median Income.2  Virtually
no tenants (either public housing or Section 8) have income higher than 80% of the Area Median
Income.


The conclusion from this review must be that the public and assisted housing tenants in Pierce
County have sufficiently low incomes that they present a risk of nonpayment to Tacoma Public
Utilities in the absence of public assistance provided to help pay utility bills.  Households that
have income as far below Poverty Level as do the tenants of public and assisted housing need
help to pay their bills.


                                                
2 Area Median Income is that income level at which point exactly half of all households in the metropolitan area
have incomes above it and half of all households in the metropolitan area have incomes below it. Median income is
differentiated by household size. For example, a two-person household has a lower median income than a four-
person household does.
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Percent Distribution of Ratio of Income to Area Median Income (AMI)
Public and Assisted Housing in Pierce County (Washington) (April 30, 2009)


Below 30% AMI Below 50% AMI Below 80% AMI Above 80% AMI


Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent


Public Housing


Pierce County HA 69 56% 29 23% 24 19% 2 2%


Tacoma HA 448 80% 81 14% 26 5% 5 1%


Total Pierce County 517 76% 110 16% 50 7% 7 1%


Section 8 Vouchers: Tenant-based


Pierce County HA 1,655 75% 433 20% 121 5% 7 0%


Tacoma HA 1,744 74% 490 21% 126 5% 10 0%


Total Pierce County 3,399 74% 923 20% 247 5% 17 0%


Section 8 Vouchers: Project-based


Pierce County HA 8 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%


Tacoma HA 158 81% 30 15% 6 3% 1 1%


Total Pierce County 166 82% 30 15% 6 3% 1 0%


Resident Characteristics Report: Pierce County HA and Tacoma HA (April 30, 2009).


The “Utility Allowances” Paid to Public and Assisted Housing Tenants


Public and assisted housing tenants in Pierce County (as elsewhere) receive a specific housing
benefit designed to pay their utility bills.  Called a “utility allowance,” this HUD-provided
benefit to tenants of public and assisted housing differs from the federal fuel assistance program
(LIHEAP) in several important respects:


 Unlike LIHEAP’s focus on heating and cooling, a utility allowance is designed to cover
the entire home utility bill to the extent that it involves a tenant-paid bill (including all
home energy as well as water/sewer and trash collection);


 Unlike LIHEAP’s seasonal nature, a utility allowance is designed to cover the home
utility bill on a year-round basis;


 Unlike LIHEAP’s formula approach to calculating benefits, a utility allowance is
designed to take actual energy consumption (and expenditures) into account.  While the
legal test for a utility allowance is whether it is sufficient to pay the entire utility bill of an
“energy conservative household of modest means,” a utility allowance is intended to be
adjusted so that it covers all consumption outside of the ability of the tenant to control.


The Problem with Utility Allowance Distribution


Despite the utility allowance benefits provided to tenants of public and assisted housing, these
dollars of benefits to pay utility bills are often used for non-utility purposes.  The problem arises
because of the way in which the utility allowances are distributed.


The crux of the public and assisted housing programs is the provision of a housing subsidy that
reduces the shelter costs of such households to 30 percent of the household's income.  The shelter
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subsidy is paid directly to landlords. The payment of utility allowances iss wrapped into this
payment of the larger shelter assistance.


Utility allowances are generally “paid” to the tenants of public and assisted housing in the form
of a rent credit.  If, for example, a tenant has an out-of-pocket rental payment of $350 and a
“utility allowance” of $150, the utility allowance is provided as a rent credit to reduce the out of
pocket rent to $200 ($350 rent - $150 utility allowance = $200 rent).3  In this fashion, the
assumption is simply that the reduction in out-of-pocket rent frees up the $150 to allow the
tenant sufficient funds to make his or her utility bill payment.


As can be seen, this process of paying the utility allowance transfers the risk of nonpayment
from the landlord to the utility company.  The landlord receives the direct payment of cash from
the federal government.  Direct vendor payments of utility allowances are not generally made. A
“direct vendor payment” is a payment of the utility subsidy directly to the utility company.4


Why TPU Should be Concerned


This process of distributing utility allowances in the form of rent credits rather than as direct
vendor payments to the utility harms the utility in several different ways. To the extent that a
tenant chooses to use the money that is “freed up” by the rent credit to purchase other household
necessities, the process effectively has transferred money intended to pay TPU bills to the
payment of rent instead.  As a result, TPU experiences increased costs attributable to lost
revenues, working capital expenses, credit and collection expenses, bad debt and the like.


Given the extremely low-incomes as discussed above (significantly below the Federal Poverty
Level), the likelihood of this diversion of utility allowances to other purposes is high. This will
occur even in those situations where annual utility bills exactly equal annual utility allowances.
Given the seasonal nature of TPU utility bills, for example, it is unlikely that a household will
pay more than the billed amount for utility service in any given month.5


Instead, the household will likely divert the excess allowance to non-utility uses in those months
the monthly allowance exceeds the currently monthly bill.  Hence, if there is a current bill of
$75, and rent credit attributable to the utility allowance frees up $100, the household quite
reasonably will pay the current bill and use the "extra" $25 for other household necessities such
as food and clothing.  This scenario would seem to be the "best case" from the perspective of the
utility.  The scenario assumes that the household diverts no more of its utility allowance to non-
utility uses than the excess of the monthly allowance over the monthly bill.


The costs of the mismatch between monthly utility allowances and monthly utility bills are two-
fold: (1) an absolute revenue loss to the utility that is unlikely ever to be made up; and (2) the


                                                
3 The utility allowance is then paid to the landlord as a cash payment from HUD to make up for the reduced out-of-
pocket rent received from the tenant.
4 LIHEAP payments, for example, are “directly vendored” to utility companies.
5Hence, for example, in a month where the current month utility bill is $75 without arrears, and the utility
allowance is $100, the household is assumed to pay only the $75 rather than to make a $100 payment thus
creating a bill credit.
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costs of carrying the arrears of the public and assisted housing tenants.  In addition, of course, the
utility will incur whatever costs are associated with the credit and collection activities directed
toward the unpaid bill.


The costs could be substantial in a city such as Tacoma.  Given the 5,892 public and assisted
housing tenants identified above for Pierce County, given an average residential bill, an average
combined services tenant-paid bill simply for water/sewer and electricity yields total billed
revenue to these tenants of more than $10.2 million.6


The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program


The significance of utility allowances promulgated by Pierce County’s local housing authorities
goes well beyond the public housing (owned by the housing authorities themselves) and assisted
(Section 8) housing administered by those housing authorities. In addition, developers
constructing (or rehabbing) affordable rental housing funded with federal Low-Income Housing
Tax Credits (LIHTC) are required by federal law to provide utility allowances to tenants living in
these units.


As with public and assisted housing, the utility allowance is intended to cover the entire utility
bill (both energy and water/sewer).  The maximum allowed housing expense includes both rent
and utilities.  LIHTC developers do not promulgate their own utility allowances, however.
Instead, they rely on the utility allowances promulgated by the Local Housing Authority in the
jurisdiction in which the LIHTC units are located.


Pierce County has seen substantial LIHTC development in the past twenty years.  The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) publishes information on the number of
LIHTC units developed in each state.  Between 1987 and 2006 (the last year for which data is
available), Pierce County has seen the development of 4,087 LIHTC units for low-income
tenants.


Proposed Action Steps for Tacoma Public Utilities


Tacoma Public Utilities should devote as much, if not more, attention to the utility assistance
paid to public and assisted housing tenants in Pierce County as it does to the payment of federal
LIHEAP benefits.  In particular, TPU should undertake the following tasks:


1. Direct Vendor Payment of Utility Allowances


TPU should work with the two local housing authorities in its service territory to identify the
Section 8 and public housing tenants in its service territory.  For these tenants, TPU should
solicit direct vendor payments of utility allowances. Through such direct vendor payment
agreements, utility allowances would be paid directly to the utility by the local Public Housing


                                                
6 Data provided by TPU indicates that the average residential bill with monthly billing is: $836.27 for power;
$530.72 for water; $367.43 for sewer.  To the extent that public and assisted housing pay storm-water run-off
charges and trash/refuse collection, the revenue at risk is even greater.
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Authority (PHA).7  As a result of such payment, the utility will capture the full annual utility
allowance to be credited against the annual utility bill.


TPU should offer the incentives necessary to gain the participation of public and assisted housing
tenants in a direct vendor payment program.  Under federal regulations, direct vendor payments
of the utility allowance are allowed only if both the utility company and the tenant agree to such
payments.


Incentives would be necessary since a refusal to enter into a direct vendor program would retain
for the tenant the greatest discretion and control over its entire month-to-month allocation of
household resources.  Without such participation, in other words, the household retains the
discretion to divert its utility allowance to uses such as food and clothing.  Even in situations
where the annual utility allowance equals the annual bill, a public or assisted housing tenant
could divert “excess” utility allowances over monthly bills in low-bill months to other household
necessities.


The incentive to be paid by TPU to gain participation in a direct vendoring program should
involve a credit paid against the current bill.  A payment set equal to $8 per month would
provide a total annual credit of roughly $100. The payment is not a “discount.”  It is instead a
payment for value received. In this sense, the credit is no different from the bill reduction paid to
customers taking service under an interruptible service tariff.  Similarly, the credit is akin to
credits paid by many electric utilities to customers agreeing to the direct control of load that is
likely to be in use at the time of peak demand (e.g., cooling, hot water).


In general, the following reasons support a TPU decision to provide an $8/month payment as an
incentive to gain the participation of assisted and public housing tenants in a direct vendor
payment program.


 To the extent that unaffordable bills are charged to public and assisted housing tenants,
TPU will likely incur credit and collection costs to collect the excess.  To provide a bill
credit for direct vendor payments will help TPU to avoid those credit and collection
expenses.


 Direct vendor payments will provide cash flow and working capital advantages to the
utility. Not only will credit and collection expenses be eliminated, but given that the
direct vendor payment can be timed to automatically be paid on the billing “due date,”
costs associated with carrying bills past the due date will be eliminated as well.


 The automatic payment of direct vendor utility allowances will eliminate any bad debt or
other write-offs associated with the bills covered by those payments.


                                                
7Federal regulations provide that: "if the Family and the utility company consent, a PHA or Owner may pay
the Utility reimbursement jointly to the Family and the utility company, or directly to the utility company."
See, e.g., 24 CFR §236.735; 24 CFR §290.9; 24 CFR §881.501, 24 CFR §891.560 (2009).
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2. Individualized Relief


TPU should take an active role in helping its low-income customers seek additional utility
assistance from the housing authorities. Often overlooked in discussions regarding public
housing utility allowances is the provision for "individual relief" provided by HUD regulations.8
HUD regulations provide that under the HUD-funded public housing:


Requests for relief. . .from payment of utility supplier billing in excess of the
allowances for resident-purchased utilities, may be granted by the PHA on
reasonable grounds, such as special needs of elderly, ill or disabled residents, or
special factors affecting utility usage not within the control of the resident, as the
PHA shall deem appropriate.  The PHA’s criteria for granting such relief, and
procedures for requesting such relief, shall be adopted at the time the PHA adopts
the methods and procedures for determining utility allowances.9


Several important observations arise from this regulation:


 It is important to note the disjunctive nature of the availability of relief set forth in the federal
regulations.  There need not be "special needs" and "special factors," but rather only one "or"
the other.


 A PHA does not have the discretion to decide not to provide "individual relief" pursuant to
these regulations.  HUD regulations state that: “The PHA's criteria for granting such relief,
and procedures for requesting such relief, shall be adopted at the time the PHA adopts the
methods and procedures for determining utility allowances.” (emphasis added).


 The individualized relief extends to relief "from payment of utility supplier billings in excess
of the allowance."  This “relief” is to be provided by the Housing Authority in the form of
additional benefit dollars, not by the utility supplying the service.


In this respect, TPU can play three important roles with regard to individualized relief for
recipients of utility allowances.


 First, TPU should direct payment-troubled public and assisted housing tenants in the
Company's direct vendor payment programs to the individualized relief provisions. Just
as LIHEAP "crisis grants" are a source of home energy benefits for low-income
households, so, too, should the individualized relief benefits be a means by which
unaffordable home energy bills can be redressed. Through the dedicated low-income staff
recommended elsewhere as part of this planning process, TPU should allow its staff the
flexibility in time needed to determine: (1) whether a household in payment-trouble is a
public or assisted housing tenant, and (2) whether the utility allowance provided to that
household was inadequate to pay the entire utility bill. TPU would finally need to
determine whether the household met the criteria for individual relief as established by
the local PHA.


                                                
8 24 C.F.R. § 965.508 (2009).
9 24 C.F.R. § 965.508 (2009).
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 Second, TPU should play an active role as a primary stakeholder in enforcing the
obligation of the two Public Housing Authorities in its service territory to establish
reasonable standards under which to grant individualized relief. Public Housing
Authorities have a regulatory obligation to adopt "criteria for granting such relief." Under
the federal regulations, the Housing Authorities are to grant “individualized relief” where
specified factors give rise to “utility usage not within the control of the resident.”  TPU
would be able to offer unique expertise in assessing the extent to which such usage “not
within the control of the tenant” exists.


 Finally, TPU should promote an aggressive definition of both the "special needs" and the
"special factors" criteria which are to be applied to determine the availability of
individualized relief.  The individualized relief provisions, in other words, provide no
relief either to a low-income household, or to the utility serving that low-income
household, if eligibility for the relief is so narrowly drawn as to make it virtually non-
existent.  TPU involvement in the criteria-setting process is important.


In sum, low-income households who face unaffordable utility bills notwithstanding their receipt
of federal subsidies through utility allowances for public and assisted housing may have an
additional source of benefits available to them.  Through the "individualized relief" provisions of
public housing programs, participating tenants are entitled to "relief from. . .payment of utility
supplier billings in excess of the allowances for Tenant-Purchased utilities."


3. Annual Updates of Utility Allowances


TPU should take an active role in ensuring that utility allowances are routinely updated to reflect
current utility rates.  Under federal regulations, utility allowances for both public and assisted
housing units are to be changed under either of two alternative circumstances:


 On an annual basis to reflect current utility rates; or


 Whenever utility rates have increased by 10% or more since the time of the last
change in the utility allowance (retroactive to the date of the rate change).


While TPU need not prepare the underlying basic utility allowance schedules for either the
Pierce County Housing Authority of Tacoma Housing Authority, the utility would be uniquely
situated to ensure that the dollar allowances are appropriately updated on an annual basis or
when rate changes occur.


Summary and Conclusions


Tenants of public and assisted housing in Pierce County have some of the lowest incomes in the
region.  Tenants of both public and assisted housing have incomes that place them below the
Federal Poverty Level, sometimes substantially so.  As tenants experience such low incomes,
they are more likely to experience utility bill payment troubles as well.
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These bill payment troubles occur despite the fact that specific federal financial assistance is
provided to tenants of public and assisted housing to pay utility bills in their entirety.  It makes
sense for TPU to convert as many public and assisted housing tenants as possible to direct
vendor payment agreements to receive such assistance.  Moreover, TPU would be justified in
offering incentives for public and assisted housing tenants to enter into agreements through
which their respective utility allowances are directly vendored to the utility.


Aside from capturing this ongoing utility assistance, HUD’s public housing programs provide for
“individualized relief” when specified factors give rise to utility bills outside the ability of the
tenant to control.  The local housing authorities in Pierce County are required to specify both the
circumstances under which individualized relief will be granted and type of relief that will be
provided.  Clearly, this individualized relief benefits not only the tenants that receive such relief,
but the utilities whose bills would be paid through such relief.  TPU should take specific action
steps to ensure that individualized relief is available where appropriate, that it is of appropriate
magnitude, and that the procedures for accessing such relief are both reasonably available and
actually exercised where appropriate.


Finally, particularly as a five-service municipal utility, TPU has a self-interest in ensuring that
the utility allowances promulgated by the local housing authorities in its service territory are
reasonably established and appropriately updated.  Agreeing to provide a service under which the
allowances for each utility service are updated on an annual basis, or when rates change by 10%
or more, would not be an unreasonable resource drain on the utility.
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SECTION 2.


USING EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT AS “ENERGY ASSISTANCE”


Problem Statement #2


Low-income customers have insufficient resources to pay their utility bill.  As a result, they incur arrears,
experience collections, shoulder additional fees, and sometimes face the disconnection of service for
nonpayment.  This process of collection is expensive to both the utility and to the customer.  The federal
government provides assistance designed to help pull people out of poverty.  In an overwhelming
proportion of cases, those dollars of federal benefit are used by households to pay past-due bills.  Much
of this federal aid, however, is left on the table, being available but unclaimed.


Strategy


Increase energy assistance to moderately low-income “working poor.”


Objectives


1. Generate additional external financial resources specifically for
payment-troubled customers.


2. Increase arrears retirement within low-income customer base at
times of high arrears.


Tactics


1. Provide EITC outreach targeted specifically to payment-
troubled customers.


2. Fund EITC free tax preparation clinics by local nonprofit
agencies.  Convene local business Task Force to generate
matching funding for free tax preparation clinics. Designed
to free EITC recipients from paid tax preparers and Refund


Anticipation Loans (RALs).


3. Convene local business roundtable designed to increase
EITC claims by 5% in Pierce County.


4. Add EITC outreach to existing utility processes.  Add an
EITC page to the TPU web site. Add EITC outreach
message to “hold message” on TPU phone system.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF USING EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC)
AS “ENERGY ASSISTANCE”


Little question exists but that low-income households frequently do not have sufficient
household resources to consistently pay their utility bills in a full and timely fashion.  Bill
payment assistance resources are available to low-income customers through the federal Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  LIHEAP, however, is constrained to
paying only home energy bills.  Moreover, LIHEAP is often budget constrained, thus limiting
the time it is available, the population defined to be eligible for assistance, and the level of grants
that are provided.


Tacoma Public Utilities can redress many of these shortcomings by LIHEAP by targeting
specific programs to assist the working poor in Pierce County.  There can be little question today
but that the inability to pay for home utility bills, whether they be water/sewer, energy or trash, is
increasingly reaching into the middle class.


RECOGNIZING THE INABILITY-TO-PAY IN THE MIDDLE CLASS


The Table below shows the basic family needs budget for households living in Tacoma for a
variety of family sizes and types.  The data considers the basic needs budget for households
ranging from a two-person household (one parent/one-child: 1P1C) to a four-person household
with two parents and two children (2P2C).  The table shows how the budget required to meet
basic family needs now reaches 250% of the Federal Poverty Level and more.


Moreover, the Table documents how the gross household income is not necessarily the best
measure of the low-income status of a household.  While, for example, a two-parent/two-child
family has a basic family need budget of more than $14,000 higher than a one-parent/one-child
family, the ratio of income to the Federal Poverty Level for the larger household is actually
somewhat less (248% vs. 269%).


Tacoma (WA) Basic Family Needs Budget (2007)
By Size and Composition of Family (Parents (P) and Children (C))


Family
Type


Housing Food Childcare Transport-
ation


Health
care


Other
Necessities


Taxes Monthly
Total


Annual
Total


Federal
Poverty
Level
(2007)


1P1C $845 $317 $757 $339 $220 $279 $316 $3,074 $36,883 269%


1P2C $845 $465 $1,211 $339 $322 $315 $319 $3,816 $45,786 267%


2P1C $845 $514 $757 $482 $294 $327 $335 $3,554 $42,642 248%


2P2C $845 $643 $1,211 $482 $396 $358 $331 $4,266 $51,194 248%


Economic Policy Institute (May 2009)
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THE IMPROPRIETY OF RATE DISCOUNTS FOR THE MIDDLE CLASS


Despite the inadequacy of income for these high-range poverty households in Tacoma to meet
their basic family needs budget, it is not appropriate for Tacoma Public Utilities to offer rate
discounts in response to their income shortfall.  The general standard for energy affordability is
6% of income.  If home energy bills are less than or equal to this benchmark, they are considered
“affordable” from the utility’s perspective.  Water/sewer bills are considered to be “affordable” if
they fall within a range of 2% of household income.


Given these two benchmarks for affordability, home energy bills in Tacoma would be
unaffordable only if they exceed a range of $2,213 (1-parent/1-child) to nearly $3,100 (2-
parents/2-children).  Water/sewer bills would be unaffordable only if they fell within a range of
roughly $750 (1-parent/1-child) to more than $1,000 (2-parent/2-children).  Typical TPU bills do
not fall within these bill ranges, particularly for low-income households.


USING THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC) AS UTILITY BILL PAYMENT ASSISTANCE


Despite the conclusion that TPU should not extend its rate discounts to serve the middle class,
there are specific steps that TPU can and should take to respond to the lack of sufficient
household resources to meet basic home energy needs.1  Even should the “unaffordability” relate
primarily to housing costs, for example, those unaffordable household expenses may manifest
themselves in unpaid utility bills as households make trade-offs on which bills they will pay in
any given month.


Helping income-eligible households claim their entire federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
is one initiative that TPU should pursue for its high range poverty households.  The EITC is the
nation’s primary anti-poverty program.  In Pierce County (WA) alone:


 In 2006,2 46,704 households claimed a total of $83,939,215 in Federal EITC credits (an
average credit of $1,797);


 In 2005, 45,907 households claimed a total of $80,471,821 in Federal EITC credits (an
average credit of $1,753);


 In 2004, 45,630 households claimed a total of $77,955,414 in Federal EITC credits (an
average credit of $1,708);


 In 2003, 43,977 households claimed a total of $73,255,919 in Federal EITC credits (an
average credit of $1,666).


The EITC tends to serve more moderate income populations.  According to the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities (CBPP), the Washington D.C.-based organization operating the national
EITC Outreach Campaign, working families with children that have annual incomes below about


                                                
1 For ease of reference, this section refers to “energy” needs.  By this reference, the term “energy needs” is intended
to include all five utility services offered by TPU.
2 2006 is the last year for which data is available.
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$34,000 to $41,000 (depending on marital status and the number of children in the family)
generally are eligible for the EITC.  Also, poor workers without children that have incomes
below about $13,000 ($16,000 for a married couple) can receive a very small EITC.


THE BENEFITS TO TPU FROM THE EITC


EITC claims directly benefit TPU.  According to a study of EITC recipients in New York,
performed by faculty at Colgate University, 40% of the households reporting using their EITC to
pay bills used those benefits to pay utility bills, a higher percentage than those using the EITC to
pay for rent (31%), credit cards (28%), car payments (22%), and groceries (21%).3 More than
two-thirds of EITC recipients use their credits to pay for basic needs, while half use their credits
to pay off a debt. Another study found that 65% of EITC recipients have a “making ends meet”
use for their credits, with the payment of utility bills and rent the most important uses, followed
by the purchase of food and clothing.4


Moreover, an Edison Electric Institute (EEI) staffperson reported that a 1994 study of EITC
recipients in New Jersey found that one-third of all EITC recipients used their EITC to pay past-
due bills, and one-quarter of all recipients used their EITC benefits to pay past-due utility bills.5


One benefit of the EITC is that it can reach beyond merely serving the objective of helping low-
income customers pay their home utility bills.  One study in San Antonio, for example, found
that every $1 in EITC benefits received in that city generated $1.58 in local economic activity.
The San Antonio study found further that every $37,000 in local economic activity would
generate one additional permanent job. According to the Brooking Institute, the EITC generates
a concentrated infusion into local economies, in many cities, more than $1.0 million per square
mile.  One study in Cuyahoga County (OH) found that the EITC benefits claimed in the early
months of 2003 exceeded all the wages and benefits paid in the local hotel industry in that
quarter.


ACTION STEPS BY TACOMA PUBLIC UTILITIES REGARDING EITC CLAIMS


TPU can generate substantial new “energy assistance” benefits for its high-range poverty
households by supporting efforts to promote the Earned Income Tax Credit.  The view frequently
articulated is that few jurisdictions exist that cannot, with a reasonable amount of effort, increase
the penetration of income-eligible households claiming their EITC by at least five percent.  In
Pierce County, alone, a five percent (5%) increase in the number of EITC claims would result in
more than 2,300 households newly receiving the EITC, generating an additional $4.2 million in
benefits flowing to Pierce County.


                                                
3 Simpson, et al. (October 2006). The Efficacy of the EITC: Evidence from Madison County (New York), Colgate
University Department of Economics.
4 Timothy Smeeding, et al. (December 2000). The EITC: Expectation, Knowledge, Use and Economic and Social
Mobility,” National Tax Journal, 53(4): 1187, 1198.  Smeeding is with the Center for Policy Research, The Maxwell
School, Syracuse University (NY).
5 Since this data is based on generic EITC outreach directed to the population as a whole, should outreach be
focused on payment-troubled customers, it would be expected that these percentages would increase.
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Given these benefits, TPU should take the following action steps:


 TPU should direct targeted EITC outreach to customers in arrears.  Indeed, combining
the “Early Identification Program” recommended elsewhere in this report, TPU could
direct EITC outreach to payment-troubled customers that the utility has previously
identified as being low-income.


 TPU should fund outreach efforts targeted toward populations that under-utilize the
EITC.  Rather than doing generic outreach campaigns, TPU could help fund “gap-filling”
outreach.  According to the national EITC Outreach Campaign, women fill a
disproportionate number of part-time and low-wage jobs. Newly employed women, in
particular, are less likely to file for EITC benefits.  Moreover, Hispanic parents are much
less likely to file for EITC benefits.  An Urban Institute study found that only 32% of
low-income Hispanic parents knew about the EITC, and only 20% of such parents
claimed their EITC.  TPU should direct funding to specific community-based
organizations that can document their ability to reach these under-served populations.


 TPU should refer payment-troubled customers to free tax preparation clinics (called
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, or “VITA,” sites). Customers who contact the utility
during the tax preparation season who have received energy assistance in the past, are
currently receiving the low-income discount, or have otherwise been identified as “low-
income” through the proposed Early Identification Program, can be directed toward
VITA sites in addition to being directed toward energy assistance agencies.  Information
on VITA sites can be included with shutoff notices, with written confirmation of payment
plan terms, or in other collection initiatives.  According to EITC outreach specialists, the
primary problem with VITA sites is that not enough people use them.  Most people do
not know about VITA sites; those that do often find it difficult to find them.
Unfortunately, the local IRS telephone assistance lines through which  people might
obtain information on the location of VITA sites are often busy.


 TPU should add EITC outreach to its existing contacts with its customers.  Adding an
EITC information message during the call-center hold time would be helpful. Adding
EITC outreach materials to the TPU web site would reach a different population.
Including EITC outreach with shutoff notices would provide an opportunity for payment-
troubled customers to seek additional financial resources.


 In addition to EITC outreach efforts, TPU should financially support the provision of free
tax preparation clinics designed to help income-eligible households claim their EITC.  In
Pierce County, of the 46,704 low-income households claiming the EITC in 2006, 28,241
(61%) used paid tax preparers, while 13,248 (29%) received “tax anticipation loans.”  In
these circumstances, the cost of the tax preparation, according to one Brooking Institution
study, is $150, with an additional cost of $130 for the Refund Anticipation Loan (RAL),
$280 total.  The Brookings Institution found that low-income households receiving such
Refund Anticipation Loans pay an annual percentage rate of 171% in interest. These two
processes (i.e., the use of paid tax preparers and the use of RALs) pulled $6.0 million out
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of the low-income community in Tacoma in 2006 alone.  Efforts providing on-site mobile
free tax preparation in Pierce County have been extraordinarily successful through SSOS.


Finally, while this report recommends specific action steps for TPU to take as the local utility,
not all steps need be funded and advanced by TPU.  Increasing the number of EITC claims in
Pierce County would benefit the community as a whole, including the business community.
Using the 1.58x multiplier effect described above, and the previous research documenting that
each $37,000 in benefits supports one fulltime job, a 5% increase in EITC claims in Pierce
County would generate $6.7 million in economic activity in Tacoma and 180 new fulltime jobs.
Accordingly, TPU should convene a business roundtable in Tacoma, along with appropriate
leadership within the nonprofit community, to develop and implement plans specific to Pierce
County for EITC outreach above and beyond that outreach that TPU directs to its own low-
income, payment-troubled population.
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SECTION 3.


DEDICATED LOW-INCOME CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE UNIT


Problem Statement #3


Low-income customers present both obstacles and opportunities to utility customer service
representatives who are called upon to address the payment troubles resulting from poverty.  Obstacles
flow from insufficient financial resources available to pay current bills (let alone current bills plus arrears).
In contrast, multiple public resources are available to the payment-troubled poor household that are not
available to the payment-troubled non-poor household.  Utility customer service representatives,
however, lack the specialized training and expertise to recognize and understand unique low-income
problems, or to know how and where low-income customers might access unique resources. Nor do
customer service representatives have the time to work with low-income customers to gain specific
knowledge of their circumstances and to offer appropriate consultation.


Strategy


Apply skills-based response to unique needs of the poor.


Objectives


1. Increase external resources to help low-income payment-troubled
customers.


2. Reduce collection initiatives directed toward low-income
payment-troubled customers.


3. Generate increased payment success among low-income
payment-troubled customers.


Tactics


1. Establish an “early identification program.” Seek
information through service applications, during call


center contacts, and at other points of contact.


2. Record “confirmed low-income status” as a flag on a
customer’s SAP screen, to appear at the top of a low-


income customer’s screen.


3. Establish a dedicated Low-Income Customer
Assistance Unit (LICAU) within the Call Center.


Refer calls from confirmed low-income customers to
dedicated unit.  Unit receives specialized training and


information.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF
LOW-INCOME CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE UNIT (LICAU)


There can be little question but that Tacoma’s low-income population presents needs that are
different from the utility’s other residential customers.  Frequently, however, programs exist that
can help address these unique low-income customer needs should customers have effective
knowledge of the programs.  Effective knowledge involves not simply knowing that the program
exists, but knowing where and how to access the programs to gain their benefits.


In the absence of that effective knowledge, low-income customers fail to access programs, to the
detriment of both themselves and TPU, the utility that provides them service. When bills go
unpaid, not only do customers experience the social and financial consequences, but the utility,
too, experiences the political and financial consequences.


Accordingly, Tacoma Public Utilities should create a dedicated staff unit specifically assigned
the responsibility of addressing the customer service and bill payment needs of low-income
customers.  The dedicated staff unit should be trained as specialists in understanding and
addressing the unique needs of low-income customers.  These specialized staff can generate
additional resources to be applied to low-income bills to the advantage of both the low-income
customer base and the utility.


The discussion below consider three situations that illustrates the three objectives articulated for
the dedicated low-income staff unit:


 Generating additional external resources in response to understanding the needs of,
and opportunities available to, low-income customers;


 Reducing potential collection initiatives among low-income customers through an
understanding of low-income circumstances; and


 Generating increased payment success through an understanding of low-income
circumstances.


Generating External Assistance: Energy Assistance Resources Associated with Shelter Cost
Burdens


Low-income utility bill payment troubles are frequently driven by unaffordable overall shelter
expenses.  As a general rule, households that have shelter burdens –“shelter” costs include all
utility costs except telephone—exceeding 30% of income are considered to be “cost-burdened.”
Households that have shelter costs exceeding 50% of income are considered to be “severely cost-
burdened.”  Households that are severely cost-burdened are likely also to be in payment trouble
with their utility.


A substantial number of low-income households in Pierce County are severely cost-burdened
relative to their shelter costs.  According to the 2007 American Community Survey (ACS),
Pierce County had nearly 10,000 households who:
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 have incomes at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level; and


 use electricity or natural gas as their primary heating fuel; and


 own their home (either with a mortgage or with a paid-up mortgage); and


 experience overall shelter costs exceeding 50% of income.


These severely cost-burdened households often, but not always, involve aging households.  An
additional population of low-income households in Pierce County are severely cost-burdened as
tenants.


As the table below documents, these severely cost-burdened homeowners do not experience high
shelter costs simply because of their space heating fuel selection. Indeed, more households using
natural gas space heating have Selected Monthly Owner Costs (SMOC) exceeding 50%  of
income (n=5,164) than do households using electricity for space heating (n=4,683). Accordingly,
weatherization is not necessarily the most appropriate electric utility response to high shelter
burdens.


Homeowners with Shelter Costs Exceeding 50% of Income by Number of Persons Over Age 65 in
Household and Ratio of Income to Federal Poverty Level 100% or Less


(Pierce County) (2007)
Electric Space Heating Natural Gas Space Heating


Total 0 Persons
Over 65


1 Person
Over 65


2+ Persons
Over 65 Total 0 Persons


Over 65
1 Person
Over 65


2+ Persons
Over 65


PUMA #1300 2,036 1,990 0 46 1,452 1,173 67 212


PUMA #1401 62 0 62 0 1,123 933 0 190


PUMA #1402 1,813 1,792 21 0 1,755 1,755 0 0


PUMA #1403 378 306 72 0 650 285 365 0


PUMA #1404 394 248 68 78 184 0 184 0


Total PUMAs 4,683 4,336 223 124 5,164 4,146 616 402


PUMAs are Public Use Micro-data Areas.  They represent geographic regions for which Census data is reported on the annual inter-Decennial
Census American Community Surveys (ACS). PUMAs are designed to be sufficiently large to yield statistically significant results while at the
same time protecting the privacy of survey respondents.  Pierce County (WA) has five PUMAs.


The significance of having shelter costs that exceed 50% of income, however, is that a specific
remedy exists to respond to such high costs, albeit not in a program that is typically viewed as a
“utility assistance” program.


One part of the calculation of a family's Food Stamp benefits is a determination of whether the
family is entitled to an "excess shelter cost deduction."  To the extent that a family has excess
shelter costs, the amount of the excess is, under a prescribed formula, deducted from the family's
income for purposes of determining an appropriate monthly Food Stamp allotment.  "Shelter
costs," as with most such calculations, include both rent/mortgage and utility costs.
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In brief, the excess shelter cost deduction for Food Stamps works like this. The amount of Food
Stamps a family receives is based on the family's "countable income."  Countable income includes
pre-tax earnings and welfare benefits, minus an earnings deduction (for families with earnings),
minus a child care deduction (for families with out-of-pocket child care expenses), minus the
excess shelter cost deduction (for families with high shelter costs relative to their incomes).


The "excess shelter cost” is the extent to which the shelter costs exceed 50% of the family's total
adjusted income up to a maximum dollar amount established by federal regulation. The calculation
of the shelter costs can take one of two forms for purposes of Food Stamps.  A state Food Stamp
program may simply add a "standard utility allowance" to a family's housing costs and use the
result (i.e., housing costs plus utility allowance) to determine the family's shelter deduction. If,
however, a family's actual utility costs are greater than the standard deduction, the family can
document its actual utility costs and those greater costs will be added to their rent.


In 2007, the amount of the Excess Shelter Deduction was limited to $417 for households without
elderly and disabled members.  The table above separates aging households out for separate
identification because households having elderly or disabled members have no limitation on the
amount subject to deduction.  The Excess Shelter Deduction is indexed to inflation increases.
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s most recent report on the characteristics of
Food Stamp recipients (2007, released September 2008), nearly 80% of Washington State Food
Stamp recipients received the excess shelter deduction. Fewer than 20% of recipients receiving the
deduction, however, were at the shelter cap.  Average monthly statewide shelter expenses (of
recipients with shelter expenses) was $559, with an average shelter deduction of $275.


In general, Food Stamp eligible households that spend more than half of their income on shelter
expenses receive an additional 30 cents in food stamps for every dollar that their shelter expenses
exceed half of their income. In a 2002 study of the excess shelter deduction, the Washington D.C.-
based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities found that Food Stamp recipients receiving the
Excess Shelter Deduction in Washington State received an average additional Food Stamp
allotment of $51 per month. At the rate of $0.30 in Food Stamps for each dollar in deduction,
ensuring that low-income payment-troubled customers receive the deduction could generate more
than $80 each month in household resources ($275 deduction x $0.30 added Food Stamps / dollar
of deduction =  $82.50 in additional Food Stamps).  As can be seen, the potential money involved
is substantial.


The number of households potentially affected is substantial as well. While data is not available on
a county-specific basis, in 2007, 214,000 Washington State Food Stamp recipient households
(79.6% of all Food Stamp households) received the Excess Shelter Deduction.  In contrast, in
2008, Washington State provided LIHEAP heating assistance benefits to 70,167 households. Not
only is the household population receiving the Food Stamp Excess Shelter Deduction three times
higher than the LIHEAP recipient population, the Food Stamp program (including the Excess
Shelter Deduction) is an entitlement program; the state does not stop taking applications and
distributing benefits when a pre-set budget limit is reached.


Given the established relationship between high energy consumption and unpaid utility bills, the
Food Stamp program, through its Excess Shelter Deduction, can provide an important source of
additional financial resources for payment-troubled TPU customers.  While Food Stamps cannot
be used directly to pay for utility costs, the additional dollars of benefits provided through the
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Excess Shelter Deduction would free up scarce household resources and make bill payment more
likely.  Recognizing that the CBPP study is now seven years old, and that benefits would be higher
today, funneling an additional $600 - $1,000 of annual resources into the household budget of a
payment-troubled low-income TPU customer would only serve to help that household meet its bill
payment responsibilities.


Improving Collection Effectiveness: Understanding Unique Constraints on Low-Income
Ability to Pay


Addressing all payment troubles with the same collection initiatives is an inefficient, and
ultimately ineffective, way to optimize the collection of revenue.  Customers with differing
circumstances will respond differently to collection initiatives.  Moreover, customers presenting
differing circumstances may well respond differently to collection initiatives at different times of
the year.  Offering the same collection responses to all low-income customers at all times
redounds to the detriment of both the customer and the utility.


Consider, for example, the circumstances facing low-income households with school-age
children.


Households with children present not only particular problems, but particular opportunities, to
TPU with respect to crafting responses to the nonpayment of utility bills. A significant number of
families with children live with incomes less than the Federal Poverty Level in the Tacoma
Public Utilities service territory.  More than 12,000 households live with incomes below the
Federal Poverty Level


Families Under Federal Poverty Level
with Children Under Age 18 by Family Type (2007)


Married Couple Family Male with no Wife Female with no Husband


Total <5 Both 5 – 17 Total <5 Both 5 – 17 Total <5 Both 5 – 17


PUMA 01300 654 210 294 150 781 571 64 146 3,166 320 1,190 1,656


PUMA 01401 405 0 145 260 337 0 14 323 966 284 213 469


PUMA 01402 768 184 110 474 532 0 306 225 2,109 616 457 1,036


PUMA 01403 196 96 100 0 444 64 40 340 2,240 459 1,033 748


PUMA 01404 379 --- --- --- 47 --- --- --- 747 --- --- ---


Total  PUMAs 2,023 490 649 884 2,094 635 424 1,034 8,481 1,679 2,893 3,909


ACS (2007). Table B17010.


The dollar amount by which these families with income below Poverty Level fall below Poverty
Level is devastating.  While the Census does not report income deficits specifically for families
with children based on ACS data, the Table below1 presents the income deficit for all families by


                                                
1 Note that the Table reporting income deficits differs from the preceding table in that the income deficits include all
families, not merely families with children.
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family type.2 The dollar amount by which families with incomes below the Federal Poverty
Level fall below Poverty Level ranges from nearly $16 million (PUMA 1404) to more than $41
million (PUMA 1300).  (Insufficient sample size existed with the ACS data to report income
deficits for PUMA 1401.) Simply in the four PUMAs reporting for Pierce County, there is an
income deficit of nearly $116 million.  In these four PUMAs, in other words, it would take
nearly $116 million to bring families with income below the Federal Poverty Level up to the
Poverty Level.  TPU bill payments, in whole or part, come out of that $116 million income
deficit.


Income Deficit Relative to Federal Poverty Level
by Family Type (2007)


Total Married Couple Male—No Wife Present Female—No Husband
Present


PUMA 01300 $40,146,400 $7,623,100 $5,448,600 $27,074,700


PUMA 01401 --- --- --- ---


PUMA 01402 $31,570,100 $7,288,700 $7,250,600 $17,030,900


PUMA 01403 $28,362,400 $4,208,900 $4,036,700 $20,116,800


PUMA 01404 $15,744,400 $7,191,500 $326,900 $8,226,000


ACS (2007). Table B17011. Excludes “other” family-types.


The question presented  to TPU, therefore, is how to maximize collections from these low-
income customers who have a $116 million income deficit.  One response to that question is for
TPU customer service staff to understand when it is more likely, and when it is less likely, that
households will have an ability to pay in crafting collections messages.3


For example, the Table below presents a “basic family needs budget” for a variety of household
types and sizes.  As is evident from this Table, as household sizes get larger because of the
addition of children, the resources needed to fully meet those resources increase accordingly.
While a one-parent/one-child family has a basic family needs budget of $36,883, for example, a
two-parent/two-child family has a basic family needs budget of $51,194.  A one-parent family
with two children has a basic family needs budget roughly $9,000 higher than a one-parent
family with one child ($45,786 vs. $36,883).  The same is true for a two-parent family with two
children compared to a two-parent family with one child ($51,194 vs. $42,642).


                                                
2 By definition, a “family” must have at least two persons related by blood or marriage.  In this respect, a “family”
differs from a “household.” A one-person “household” can exist but, by definition, a one-person “family” cannot.
3 It would be a mistake to assume that this reference to “collection messages” implies a consistently reactive
collections response.  As indicated in the discussion of outreach for the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), a
proactive outreach to low-income payment-troubled customers may better serve the utility.
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Tacoma (WA) Monthly Basic Family Needs Budget (2007)
Family
Type Housing Food Childcare Transport-


ation
Health


care
Other


Necessities Taxes Monthly
Total


Annual
Total


1P1C $845 $317 $757 $339 $220 $279 $316 $3,074 $36,883


1P2C $845 $465 $1,211 $339 $322 $315 $319 $3,816 $45,786


2P1C $845 $514 $757 $482 $294 $327 $335 $3,554 $42,642


2P2C $845 $643 $1,211 $482 $396 $358 $331 $4,266 $51,194


Economic Policy Institute (May 2009)


One of the most substantial differences in the basic family needs budget, of course, is in the food
expense associated with families of different sizes and make-up.  The addition of one child (from
one-child to two-children) adds nearly $150 each month in food expenses ($1,800 a year) for
one-parent families (nearly $130 each month for two-parent families).


Responding to the payment troubles of low-income families with children requires special
knowledge of the unique financial pressures placed upon these families.  The impact of summer
food costs is but one example.  During the normal course of the school year, low-income families
facing constrained food budgets can rely on the federal Free and Reduced School
Breakfast/School Lunch programs to financial assistance.  In Washington State, the participation
rate in the School Breakfast/School Lunch program is nearly 162,000 students each day during
the school year.


Most low-income families, however, lose that financial subsidy during the summer months.
Even though the Federal government provides summer food subsidies through its Summer Food
Service Program, in Washington State as a whole, only 12.3% of the students who participate in
the federal Free and Reduced School Lunch/School Breakfast program also participate in the
federal Summer Food Service Program.  Indeed, in Washington, the participation of low-income
kids in the Summer Food Service Program is only 70% as high as the participation of students
nationwide.


While this lack of participation has nutrition impacts for the low-income children of Pierce
County, it also has a distinct impact on Tacoma Public Utilities as well.  As a result of the lack of
participation in the Summer Food Service Program, low-income households in Pierce County
bear a significant summer expense (food) that is not borne during the school year.  To respond to
bill payment troubles in these constrained summer months as though there is no difference from
any other month would be counterproductive.


One nutrition advocacy organization, the Food Research Action Center (FRAC), estimates that
reasonable outreach could increase Summer Food Service Program participation to 40%.  Should
this occur, an additional 76,000 students would receive food assistance.


The purpose of a dedicated TPU low-income staff unit is not to increase the participation rate in
nutrition assistance programs for low-income families.  However, the purpose of a dedicated
TPU low-income staff unit would be to understand that for the overwhelming majority of low-
income families in Washington State, treating low-income customers with payment-troubles in
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July as though they had the same resources available to them as they might have had in May (or
October or some other school month) would be to refuse to see the additional financial food
obligations faced by these households (between $130 ad $150 per child) during the summer
months.  In these circumstances, the best “energy assistance” referral may not be to an energy
assistance agency, but rather to a Summer Food Service Program.


Improving Collections Effectiveness: Improving Communications through Understanding
Cultural Constraints


Linguistic isolation is a serious problem in Pierce County’s population living at lower income
levels.  Linguistic isolation occurs when no person in a household age 14 or older speaks English
“very well.” In other words, all members of the household 14 years old and over have at least
some difficulty with English.


Pierce County has substantial linguistic isolation throughout the area.  The linguistic isolation is
evident over multiple languages.  The Table below shows the number and percentage of
households experiencing linguistic isolation in Pierce County.  Roughly one-in-six households
speaking either Spanish (16%) or an Indo-European language (17%) as their primary language at
home experience linguistic isolation.  A total of somewhat less than 4,400 of these households
experience linguistic isolation.


Households by Linguistic Isolation by Primary Language Spoken at Home and PUMA (2007)
Spanish Other Indo-European languages: Asian and Pacific Island languages:


All
Total Linguistical


ly isolated Percent Total Linguistical
ly isolated Percent Total Linguistical


ly isolated Percent


PUMA 01300 77,281 5,229 1,268 24% 2,553 265 10% 5,298 1,958 37%


PUMA 01401 64,081 2,449 295 12% 1,866 176 9% 2,148 177 8%


PUMA 01402 66,120 4,210 375 9% 1,725 330 19% 5,493 2,026 37%


PUMA 01403 44,308 3,772 718 19% 2,080 736 35% 4,715 1,432 30%


PUMA 01404 37,686 1,573 101 6% 1,282 91 7% 938 209 22%


Total  PUMAs 289,476 17,233 2,757 16% 9,506 1,598 17% 18,592 5,802 31%


A more substantial problem, however, exists with households primarily speaking Asian and
Pacific Island languages at home.  Nearly one-third of these households (31%), representing
nearly 6,000 households, experience linguistic isolation. Not only is the Asian and Pacific Island
population a greater population in Pierce County, but a more substantial proportion of that
population has no-one in the household over age 14 that speaks English well.


While the above data does not distinguish between households with higher incomes and
households with lower incomes, the impact of linguistic isolation can be expected to be dramatic
for low-income households in payment troubles.  The linguistic isolation would not only impede
the ability to communicate with the utility about payment troubles, but would impede the ability
of these households to access necessary public assistance as well.


In addition to improving the communications process through an understanding of language
problems, a dedicated low-income staff unit should understand the cultural implications of
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households with different languages as well.  The National Regulatory Research Institute
(NRRI), the research arm of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC), for example, documented the cultural differences in where customers of different
ethnicities turn for assistance when facing payment troubles.4  NRRI reports, for example, that:


 Hispanics go more frequently to friends and relatives than either low-income
consumers or seniors.


 Consumers over age 55 are more likely to look for help directly from the utility
company.


According to NRRI, understanding the cultural differences (not simply ethnic but age-wise) is
important to the delivery of bill payment assistance. “Nontraditional consumer education such as
grass-roots campaigns might be more appropriate for hard-to-reach groups such as Hispanics.”
The group of households over age 55 “relies much less on people close to them, compared to
younger people, and much more on the utility company.”


The purpose of this discussion is not to establish what outreach initiatives are most appropriate in
Tacoma.  The purpose here is simply to note the differences in where people go for help in
paying utility bills and to note the need for a specialized low-income customer assistance unit
that has specialized knowledge, training and skills to understand those differences and to respond
accordingly.


A Dedicated Low-Income Customer Assistance Unit


A dedicated Low-Income Customer Assistance Unit (LICAU) would consist of the following
separate action steps on the part of Tacoma Public Utilities:


 Implementation of an “early identification program” (EIP);


 Creation of a process of special “skills-based routing” for low-income customers;


 Implementation of a specific skills training for the LICAU staff; and


 Charging LICAU staff with the responsibility for developing the TPU presence
within the network of low-income service providers, including both energy and non-
energy assistance providers.


Early Identification Program


The efficacy of a Low-Income Customer Assistance Unit depends upon the ability of the utility
to identify its low-income customers.  Utilities frequently note that “we don’t know who our
low-income customers are.”  While that may be true, it need not be true.


                                                
4 National Regulatory Research Institute (April 2003).  “Where Consumers Go for Help Paying Utility Bills.”
National Regulatory Research Institute: Ohio State University.
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Responding to payment troubles of residential customers can be enhanced through a process of
specialized training for customer service representatives.  The representatives benefiting from
such education include any individual that might have personal contact with a customer on
behalf of the utility.  Early identification involves more than noticing an arrears when it appears
on a customer’s bill.  It involves “hearing” indicators of financial distress on the part of the
customer during normal day-to-day customer contacts.


 References, for example, to the need to make choices between competing needs (e.g., “I
just had to get the car fixed this month”, “Maria could not go another month without
seeing the dentist”) should alert the customer service representative (CSR) to the
potential that the customer has limited income and could benefit from a reference to
public assistance.


 Customers may make references to illness, job loss, or disability, any one of which merits
an appropriate referral.  A reference to wage loss due to illness indicates to the customer
service representative the hourly-wage type of employment available to the customer.


 The customer may directly mention participation in another program (“I asked LIHEAP
for assistance, but they said they don’t pay for water bills”) or may be more oblique
(“when I stopped at State Street last week,” with “State Street” being popular parlance for
the local community action agency).


One first step in the Early Identification Program should be training customer service
representatives how to listen for indicators of payment distress.


The second component of an Early Identification Program is to archive objective information in
the SAP indicating whether a customer received some type of low-income assistance.  Receipt of
a pledge from a LIHEAP agency or other energy assistance agency would indicate low-income
status.  Participation in the Low-Income Discount program, or receipt of Family Assistance
benefits would indicate low-income status.  Given SAP’s ability to mark certain transactions as
“high priority,” and to move those high priority items to a “red flag” basis and to the top of the
SAP screen, identifying a customer as a low-income customer through a high priority red flag
should not be difficult.


The Training and Customer Service Charge of LICAU Staff


Having identified a low-income customer, the second step in implementing the LICAU would be
the transfer of customers to staff having received specialized training in responding to low-
income payment troubles. The specialized skills-based training would not only allow these
dedicated staff to identify particular problems, and to respond in a culturally-appropriate way,
but would involve knowing what assistance might be available to respond to the problem.  This
knowledge involves knowing the “how” and the “who” of how to access financial assistance.


Customer service training should involve more than knowing that the payment-troubled
customer might want to enroll his or her children in the free or reduced school lunch program.
Research shows that even when individuals have knowledge about a program, they frequently
lack what is called “effective knowledge.”  “Effective knowledge” involves that information
needed about how to access a program.  The statement “yes, I know about LIHEAP” is different
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from the statement “yes, I know how to apply for LIHEAP.”  LICAU staff should be an
important resource in conveying information not only on what to do, but on how to do it (“now,
you call Mrs. Treisch at this phone number for the help that we talked about”).  If the LICAU
staff cannot learn the various programs, that staffperson should, at a minimum, learn how to
access an internal data base at the utility to quickly and accurately find the contact information.5


Overall, to be particularly effective in bringing cross-cutting activities to bear on the resolution
and management of current and future low-income payment troubles, LICAU staff should be
trained in pattern analysis.  The job of the LICAU is not simply to look at an account history to
determine the most recent account balance (or the balance underlying the pending notice of
disconnection for nonpayment).  The job of an LICAU staffperson is to notice things. . .patterns
(or perhaps deviations from patterns) that will help inform and explain a nonpayment situation,
lead to a resolution of that problem, and perhaps contribute to preventing a future payment
problem.


 “Mrs. Mendez, I notice that about six months ago, your usage spiked.  Do you want to
talk to one of our service representatives about how to look for a leak to make sure that
you’re not paying for water that is simply going down the drain?”


 “Mr. Jones, you’ve been a great customer for 35 years, but the last six months have been
a challenge.  Can I refer you to our local Community Action Agency that works with the
budget problems of aging customers?”


 “Ms. Stein, you’ve always been a wonderful paying customer, but that two month period
last fall was a killer that you haven’t been able to get past.  Can I refer you to a local fund
that might be able to help you get that bill off the books so you can stop worrying about
it?”


In each of these instances, the LICAU looked not simply at the current balance, but at the
account history as a whole to assess what might be going on. The underlying training was not
simply of the need to do such an inquiry, but of the possible patterns to look for and the
significance of particular patterns should they be found.


It is the difference between resolving reducing arrears and managing arrears.


                                                
5 Work with low-income customers has revealed that the more personal the referral, the more likely it will be viewed
as a genuine effort to help rather than a bureaucratic brush-off.
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SECTION 4.


USAGE REDUCTION FOR TENANT-OCCUPIED HOUSING


Problem Statement #4


The poverty status of low-income households contributes to the inability to pay utility bills.  Because of
their inability to pay, low-income customers generally pay more for their utility service, as they experience
various fees and charges that are added to their bills for current usage.  In addition, the very poverty
status facing low-income households contributes to inefficient utility use.  They often live in old and
inefficient homes and use old and inefficient appliances.  Accordingly, not only do low-income customers
lack the funds to pay their utility bills, but those utility bills encompass wasteful consumption that could be
eliminated or reduced on the front-end.


Strategy


Direct energy conservation/usage reduction investments to low-income housing, including
tenant-occupied housing.


Objectives


1. Reduce energy consumption by low-income payment-troubled
customers.


2. Reduce arrearages within low-income customer population.


3. Increase payment coverage ratio of low-income customer
population.


4. Reduce collection interventions directed toward low-income
customer population.


Tactics


1. Deliver a baseload electric usage reduction program
that includes the replacement and removal of energy


inefficient refrigerators targeted to high use, high
arrears low-income customers.


2. Operate a piggyback appliance replacement program
in collaboration with existing non-electric


weatherization programs.


3. Offer appliance replacement program to section 8
landlords in collaboration with local public housing


authorities offering an “energy efficient utility
allowance.”
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF LOW-INCOME USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAMS


Tacoma Public Utilities should expand its usage reduction programs for low-income customers
beyond its current focus exclusively on low-income homeowners with permanently installed
electric heating systems.  TPU policy in this regard is consistent with traditional electric utility
actions.  Historically, electric utilities have limited their usage reduction investments exclusively
to electric space heating customers for several reasons:


 Effectiveness:  Given the higher usage associated with space heating customers, there
was a greater potential for usage reduction outcomes within the space heating
customer base.  With higher initial usage, there was a greater potential for usage
reduction.


 Cost-effectiveness:  To the extent that a customer was using a fuel other than
electricity for heating, improved efficiency in the home would yield reductions in the
consumption of those other fuels.  That non-electric usage reduction, however, would
not contribute to electric avoided costs  and, accordingly, would not contribute to the
benefit:cost determination of the electric investment.


 Equity:  Similarly, to the extent that a customer was using a fuel other than electricity
for heating, improved efficiency in the home would yield reduction consumption in
those other fuels.  It would, however, be unreasonable to use electric rate dollars to
generate non-electric usage reduction.


Despite these historically-based reasons for avoiding the use of electric usage reduction dollars
in non-electrically heated homes, in a substantial number of low-income homes, that historic
prohibition should be relaxed.  In these homes, the policy requirement that electric usage
reduction dollars be devoted exclusively to homes with permanently-installed electric heating
systems ill-serves the utility.


Low-income customers have a need for external assistance in making energy efficiency
investments. The discussion below explains why low-income electric usage patterns are not
influenced primarily by behavioral choices made by the households.  As a result, low-income
households cannot generate substantial energy savings through changes in day-to-day behavior
or decisionmaking.  What is necessary, instead, is financial investment in improving the housing
infrastructure and appliances used by low-income households.


TACOMA PUBLIC UTILITIES EXISTING LOW-INCOME USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAM


Tacoma Public Utilities offers a “weatherization services” to its customers.  The program is not a
program specifically directed to low-income customers.1  In order to participate in the
weatherization services program, a customer:


                                                
1 Throughout this discussion, the term “usage reduction program” is used to encompass the full range of programs
that are commonly referred to as “energy conservation,” “energy efficiency” and the like.  A “usage reduction”
program, however, does not encompass demand management programs directed primarily at controlling peak
demand.
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 Must have electric heat as the permanent primary heating source; and


 Must live in a home built before 1988; and


 Must have a “good payment history” over the immediately preceding twelve month
period.


Renters are not permitted to enter into a weatherization services agreement.  Instead, if a
customer rents his or her home, the landlord must agree to participate in the weatherization
services program and sign all agreements with Tacoma Power.


TPU offers free insulation and duct sealing to income-eligible homeowners.  The low-income
program, however, is limited to homeowners and to those who have permanently-installed
electric heating equipment.  No baseload low-income usage reduction program is offered.


THE EXCLUSIONARY NATURE OF TPU’S EXISTING LOW-INCOME USAGE REDUCTION
PROGRAM


Through a review of various housing characteristics in Pierce County, it is possible to gain some
insight not only into the need for low-income energy efficiency investments, but also into the
capacity of low-income Pierce County residents to generate those investments without outside
assistance. The discussion below considers three types of housing characteristics:


 the housing-related characteristics of the people who live in those units;


 the characteristics of the housing units themselves; and


 the cost characteristics of housing in Pierce County.


Household-Related Characteristics


The housing-related characteristics of Pierce County’s low-income households that tend to make
energy efficiency investments unavailable to low-income households without outside assistance
are relevant to a consideration of what usage reduction programs TPU should deliver to low-
income customers. Low-income households are systematically excluded from being able to
access energy efficiency as a mechanism to control home energy bills because of market barriers
that are unique to low-income households. The existing TPU usage reduction approach, which
limits usage reduction investments to homeowners having permanently installed electric heating,
fail to address these barriers.


Market barrier issues are of particular significance to the low-income community. Low-income
households face market barriers that are different from, and more extensive than, those residential
households face in general. These market barriers impede the availability of energy efficiency to
low-income customers, even if such efficiency would be an effective, and cost-effective,
mechanism to use in controlling home energy costs.  Many efficiency investments are beyond the
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financial ability of low-income customers to implement.  Other market barriers prevent low-income
customers from being able to realize the bill reductions generated by energy efficiency.


Two illustrative “market barriers” related to the characteristics of Pierce County’s low-income
households are considered below:  (1) the tenure of households; and (2) the mobility of Pierce
County households.


Pierce County’s low-income households tend to live in rental dwellings. This finding has two
significant applications to the consideration of whether energy efficiency is accessible to low-
income households.  First, tenants have little or no incentive to improve their landlord's property and
receive little, if any, of the increased value of the property. Second, tenants do not generally have
the authority to make decisions over improvements to major housing systems, whether it be a
heating/cooling system or a hot water system.  Indeed, even major appliances such as refrigerators
are often owned (and thus controlled) by the property owner rather than by the household.


It is important to understand the relationship between tenure status and income for Pierce County
households.  Pierce County’s low-income households are predominantly renters.  On the one
hand, Pierce County had 165,623 homeowners at the time of the 2000 Census, of which only
7,051 (4%) had income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.  On the other hand,
Pierce County had 95,177 renter households at the time of the 2000 Census, of which 18,393
(19%) had income at or below 100% of the Poverty Level.


The discussion presented below considers housing units by tenure because of this
disproportionate presence of low-income renters. The distribution of renters by income level is
particularly important. More than 4,600 renter households in Pierce County (4%) had an annual
income less than $5,000, while more than 13,100 (14%) had an income of less than $10,000, at
the time of the 2000 Census.  Nearly one-in-four Pierce County renter households (21,899) had
an annual income of less than $15,000.


Households with income at these levels are likely to be facing home energy affordability
problems.  The very lack of income, however, also impedes the ability of these households to
invest in energy efficiency measures.  It is difficult to invest in a long-term response to home
energy affordability when constantly faced with an immediate payment need.


The very fact that these households are renters presents market barriers that homeowners do not face
when considering the accessibility of energy efficiency measures as a bill reduction technique.  The
additional fact that these households are low-income renters presents additional market barriers.  For
example, one consequence of the income data presented above involves the inability of low-income
households to afford even cost-effective energy efficiency improvements.  As might be expected for
households with annual incomes at or below $10,000 or $15,000, low-income households tend to
have extremely low liquidity. The payback period for any particular energy efficiency measure
becomes irrelevant if the household does not have the investment capital with which to begin.


The importance of this, for example, might lie with appliance replacements. It is often cost-effective
for a consumer to spend somewhat more money for a more energy efficient new appliance. In such
a purchase decision, if a less efficient refrigerator costs $600 and the more efficient refrigerator
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costs $800, it may well be cost-effective for the customer to pay the $200 difference to purchase the
more efficient appliance.  A reliance on such purchase decisions, however, will by definition
exclude households that are not in the market to purchase a new refrigerator with which to begin.  It
is axiomatic to note that it is unlikely that many low-income households have recently spent $600
for a new refrigerator. Nor would their landlords spend more than the minimum to replace a
refrigerator.


In addition to their tenure, and their income status, a third attribute of low-income tenants that
impedes their ability to use energy efficiency as a mechanism to reduce home energy
consumption, is their tendency to be more mobile. Census data demonstrates quite clearly that,
compared to the proportion of the total population that changes residences each year, nearly
twice as many low-income households move. As a result, even in those instances where a tenant
may have the authority to invest in an energy efficiency measure, and assuming a financial
ability to do so, the payback period required to justify such an investment would need to match
the household's tenure.


Pierce County’s low-income tenants are substantially more mobile than are low-income
homeowners (and certainly more mobile than non-low-income households). While the median
“year household moved in” for homeowners was 1992 in Pierce County, it as 1998 for Pierce
County tenants (remembering that the 2000 Census Survey was administered in 1999). While
61% of Pierce County homeowners had moved into their homes in 1990 or before, only 17% of
Pierce County tenants had. Conversely, while 83% of Pierce County’s tenants had moved into
their rental units between 1995 and 1999, only 39% of Pierce County’s homeowners had moved
into their housing units that recently.


This data can be used as a surrogate for households that do not have a sufficient length of tenure
to be able to justify nearly any energy efficiency investment.  Few energy efficiency investments
provide a one-year payback.


Housing Unit-Related Characteristics


The energy inefficiency experienced by low-income households is not subject to substantial
reduction through behavioral changes.  To the extent that reductions are to be realized,
investment in infrastructure and appliances is needed, not merely “education” or low-cost/no-
cost measures.  Having found that a substantial number of Pierce County’s low-income
households, particularly those that are tenants, cannot be expected to implement energy
efficiency on their own, this section turns to a discussion of the extent to which there is likely to
be a need for energy efficiency investments.  The first way to develop a surrogate for energy
efficiency is to consider the age of the housing units in which low-income households live.
While no direct measurement exists of the number of energy inefficient housing units in Pierce
County, some correlation can be drawn between energy efficiency and the age of housing units.


Low-income households tend to have inefficient heating consumption because they live in old
and energy inefficient housing units.  There can be no question about the relationship between
income and the age of the housing units in which these households live. According to the 2000
Census, while only 1.6% of Pierce County’s Poverty Level homeowners live in homes that were
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constructed before 1960 (i.e., are 50 or more years old), nearly four times that many (6.0%) of
the County’s Poverty Level tenants did.


While the age of the housing unit is not a conclusive indicator of energy inefficiency for all end-
uses, the age of a housing unit and the efficiency of home heating has been found to be closely
associated.  The U.S. Department of Energy’s Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS),
for example, reports on energy consumption devoted to space heating disaggregated by the year
in which a housing unit was constructed. According to this RECS data, housing units built
between 1950 and 1959 use 30% more electricity for space heating than do housing units after
1990.  Housing units built before 1950 use 60% more electricity for space heating than do the
more recent units.


These energy-consuming characteristics are not limited to electric space heating.  DOE’s
Residential Energy Consumption Survey goes on to document that the age of refrigerators is
positively associated with the age of housing.  To the extent that low-income households tend to
live in older housing units, they will tend to have older, and presumptively less efficient,
appliances as well.


It is necessary to make some associations from the data presented above, but the conclusions
flowing from those associations are not difficult to reach.  Low-income households
disproportionately live in the oldest housing units in Pierce County.  Moreover, there is a clear
relationship between older housing units and higher energy consumption for space heating (that
consumption most related to the quality of the building shell).  It is reasonable to conclude that
the magnitude of need for energy efficiency within Pierce County’s low-income population is
extensive.  There is further a relationship between the age of housing units and the age of
appliances, including refrigerators.


HIGH ENERGY BILLS AS A BARRIER TO USAGE REDUCTION INVESTMENTS


The very fact of high energy costs to Pierce County’s low-income customers creates a barrier to
the implementation of usage reduction measures as a strategy to control those costs.  As home
energy prices increase as a percentage of income, low-income households have fewer available
discretionary resources to invest in measures that could reduce their family expenditures. The
discussion below examines the stress on household income by focusing on total shelter costs.


One impact of the high home energy bills facing Pierce County’s low-income households is the
stress that such bills place on the household budgets of Pierce County’s poor. A common
assumption in reviewing basic family budgets is that total shelter costs should represent no more
than 30% of a household’s income. A household devoting in excess of 30 percent of income
toward shelter costs is, under this reasoning, considered to be over-extended. The affordability of
housing under federal programs such as the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit and Home
Investment Partnership Program (HOME) programs, for example, is determined by reference to
the 30% burden figure.  In addition, programs such as the Section 8 subsidized housing program,
as well as public housing, are governed by the principle that total shelter costs should not exceed
30% of income.
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The U.S. Census Bureau reports shelter burdens, disaggregated by rental burdens and
homeowner burdens in its American FactFinder data sets.  In Pierce County, 80% of all renters
with income less than $20,000 a year have rent burdens exceeding 30% of income.  Indeed, 74%
of renters with income less than $10,000 have rent burdens exceeding 35% of income, while
73% of renters with income between $10,000 and $20,000 do.


By the time annual incomes increase to $20,000 - $35,000, rent burdens drop dramatically (38%
with burdens exceeding 30%; 22% with burdens exceeding 35%).


High shelter burdens relate to energy efficiency in two ways.  First, the high shelter costs,
themselves, present an impediment to low-income households being able to invest in energy
efficiency measures.  If the household struggles to meet its day-to-day bills, it does not have the
discretionary income to invest in energy savings measures, even if those measures are “cost-
effective” over some reasonable period of time.  In addition, as home energy takes up an
increasing proportion of total shelter costs, there is less money “left” to pay for the housing
component of total shelter costs.  As a result, Pierce County households are either forced into
increasingly lower-priced (and presumptively lower quality) housing, or those households face
ongoing bill payment problems attributable to the mismatch between household resources and
household expenses.  In either case, the very housing cost characteristics that cause the need for
improving energy efficiency in order to reduce bills is also the characteristic that makes it less
likely that such investments in energy efficiency can occur.


REASONABLE LOW-INCOME ELECTRIC USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAMS


A good inventory of electric efficiency programs directed toward low-income households exists
today.  Organizations such as the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
and the National Community Action Foundation (NCAF), as well as the Oregon Energy Trust,
have catalogued a series of programs that can save substantial amounts of electricity, improve
affordability, and reduce lost opportunities for low-income efficiency.


The ACEEE “Exemplary” Low-Income Usage Reduction Programs


The American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) has published perhaps the
most widely respected compendium of “exemplary” low-income programs.  First released in
2005, and updated in 2008, ACEEE explicitly focused on “identify(ing) exemplary programs that
could be emulated in other areas and jurisdictions.” The ACEEE initiative was designed to
provide “practical, state-of-the-art information about successful programs that are providing
critical energy and efficiency services to low- and limited-income households.”  The information
was developed in the context of Xcel Energy undertaking “a comprehensive re-examination of
its low-income energy efficiency program in Minnesota.”


The low-income programs identified by ACEEE as “exemplary” were chosen based on the
following four criteria:
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 They demonstrated "positive energy and cost savings impact,” either in terms of
delivering a substantial magnitude of energy savings or by delivering a substantial impact
per dollar spent (very cost-effective).


 They were “well-documented and had characteristics amenable to easily replicating the
program design in other settings;”


 They had “good quality ex post evaluations and verification methodologies to document
savings impacts and/or other beneficial impacts;” and


 They were noteworthy in “terms of program implementation performance, innovation,
customer participation, participant satisfaction, unique services, and stakeholder support.
. .”2


Based on a review of information presented by ACEEE and others, the low-income electric
efficiency programs deserving emulation by TPU include:


1. National Grid Appliance Management Program (AMP).  The AMP consists of two basic
components.  The basic AMP is directed toward income-eligible customers who use at least
10 kWh base load per day and have a minimum nine months of billing history.  Base load
usage is defined as daily usage in the most recent May or September months.  The basic
AMP provides appliance audits to these high use customers and replacement appliances
where appropriate.  The second component is referred to as the “mini-AMP,” which is
directed toward households with base load usage of less than 10 kWh per day. Operated as a
piggyback on other agency field services, this mini-AMP provides refrigerator metering and
replacement.  The AMP generates high and consistent electric savings, an average of more
than 1,200 kWh per treated household.  The AMP has a cost-benefit ratio of 2.56 using a
Total Resource Cost (TRC) test.


2. Vermont Low-Income Single Family Service (LSF).  LSF involves the delivery of electric
efficiency measures in collaboration with the state’s Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP).  LSF provides not only comprehensive fuel-switching services (for both space
heating and electric hot water), but also the installation of efficient light fixtures, and the
replacement of inefficient refrigerators and freezers.  The electric services are virtually all
delivered at the same time WAP agencies are evaluating a home for weatherization services.
Beginning in 2005 and 2006, LSF began working with housing agencies outside the WAP
program to target affordable housing units with services similar to those delivered through
the WAP agencies.  The program saves 2,071 kWh per participant per year.


3. Indiana Low-Income Weatherization and Refrigerator Replacement Program.  The
State of Indiana operates a refrigerator replacement program in collaboration with
Cinergy/Public Service of Indiana (PSI).  Through the Indiana refrigerator program,
households receiving WAP services receive additional weatherization and refrigerator


                                                
2 Martin Kushler, et al. (September 2005). Meeting Essential Needs: The Results of a National Search for Exemplary
Utility-Funded Low-Income Energy Efficiency Programs, Report No. U053, American Council for an Energy
Efficient Economy: Washington D.C.
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replacements paid for by the utility.  Refrigerators tested to be of high usage are removed and
replaced with efficient Energy Star-rated units.  To be replaced, replacing the tested unit must
save at least 400 kWh per year.  In fact, to date, the Indiana program is replacing roughly
57% of the units being tested, while saving, on average, 1,260 kWh per unit.  The cost of the
program is split between the utility and the state, with the utility contribution increasing as
the tested savings increase.


4. Ohio Electric Partnership Program (EPP).  The Ohio Electric Partnership Program (EPP)
is designed to provide electric efficiency services to high use baseload participants in the
state’s Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP).  Defining “high usage” as baseload
consumption exceeding 6,000 kWh per year (baseload consumption excludes heating and
cooling usage), the program targets extensive lighting retrofits, the replacement of inefficient
refrigerators and freezers, electric hot water retrofits, and some miscellaneous measures.  The
program also provides energy education.  Ohio’s EPP saves 1,615 kWh per household per
year. Participants in EPP are selected from electric customers referred to the program by the
Ohio Energy Office (OEO). Participant selection is targeted to the highest use customers.
Between November 2001 and June 2006, the program delivered over 19,000 energy efficient
refrigerators, more than 7,000 energy efficient freezers, and more than 34,000 compact
fluorescent light bulbs to EPP participants. The program has been found to have a benefit-
cost ratio of 1.34.


The “exemplary” programs cited above document several critical lessons for TPU in Pierce
County:


 First, significant electric low-income energy efficiency programs can be directed toward
low-income customers.  Each of the six programs cited above devotes millions of dollars
each year to cost-effective electric usage reduction.


 Second, significant electric energy efficiency programs can be directed toward low-
income baseload customers.  While it is both possible, and necessary, to devote resources
toward traditional weatherization for electric heating customers through a partnership
with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), the
programs cited above stand apart from efforts directed toward heating customers.  Each
of these programs is directed toward baseload electric usage reduction.


 Third, while the baseload programs above are directed toward low-income customers,
and thus have affordability implications to them, they are primarily usage-reduction
programs.  They are justified on traditional benefit-cost grounds, not simply because they
deliver benefits to low-income customers.


The Pennsylvania “Low-Income Usage Reduction Program” (LIURP)


Pennsylvania’s natural gas and electric utilities have operated what that state’s Public Utility
Commission (PUC) calls the Low-Income Usage Reduction Program (LIURP).  LIURP involves
the offer of the following types of usage reduction packages to low-income households: (1) an
electric space heating package; (2) an electric water heating package; (3) a baseload electric
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package; and (4) a natural gas heating package.  The baseload electric LIURP program provides
a feasible program which TPU can and should emulate.


Pennsylvania’s electric utilities deliver “baseload” electric LIURP services to homes that do not
heat with electricity.   Since LIURP first began in 1989, baseload electric jobs have represented
roughly two-in-five (115,098 of 292,071 total jobs: 39.4%) of all LIURP homes.3 Over a 20-year
period, baseload electric usage reduction jobs have outnumbered each other type of usage
reduction treatment, including the treatment of electric space heating homes (n=85,999).


The objectives established for the Pennsylvania LIURP initiative are multi-fold, including:


 To assist low-income residential customers in conserving energy by reducing their
energy consumption;


 To assist participating households in reducing their energy bills;


 To decrease the incidence and risk of customer payment delinquencies and the
attendant utility costs associated with customer arrearage and uncollectible accounts;
and


 To reduce residential demand for electricity and gas, and peak demand for electricity.


According to the January 2009 evaluation of the LIURP initiative:


To meet these goals, LIURP is targeted toward low-income households with the
highest energy consumption. Of these households, those with payment problems
and high arrearages are targeted. Since the program’s inception in 1988 through
2006, the major electric and gas companies required to participate in LIURP have
spent over $330 million to provide weatherization treatments to more than
292,071 low-income households in Pennsylvania.


The term “weatherization services” includes investments in electric baseload usage reduction
measures.  To receive LIURP services, a household must have utility-provided heating service
and have income at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  Nearly one-third of all
households receiving LIURP services were renters.


In January 2009, Penn State University released a comprehensive long-term evaluation of the
LIURP program.  Prepared for the Pennsylvania PUC, the evaluation examined data over the
first 18 years of program operation.  The evaluation provides important lessons for the offer of
electric usage reduction services by Tacoma Public Utilities.  The LIURP evaluation reported:


 “LIURP is a cost-effective method of reducing both energy consumption and energy
bill arrearages. . .Sixty nine percent of LIURP households reduce their energy


                                                
3 Customer Services Information System Project, Pennsylvania State University (January 2009). Long-Term Study of
Pennsylvania’s Low-Income Usage Reduction Program: Results of Analyses and Discussion, prepared for
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Penn State University: State College (PA).
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consumption following weatherization treatments, with an average reduction of 16.5
percent.” Electric baseload jobs generated a usage reduction of 698.2 kWh, or 19.1%.


 “Removing or replacing inefficient refrigerators or freezers is the greatest contributor
to reductions in electric energy consumption.”  Indeed, the LIURP evaluation reports
that “the largest single contributor toward reduction in energy consumption appears to
be the changing out of refrigerators and freezers. . .If such inefficient appliances are
identified and swapped, even as part of gas heating jobs, this can contribute to
significant reductions in energy consumption.”


 “Of those households with energy bill arrearages, 40 percent reduce their arrearage
following weatherization services. Thirty-seven percent of electric industry
households reduce their arrearages. . .”4 LIURP was targeted to households with
arrears (within the population of large consumers). The LIURP evaluation found that
“by the end of the year following weatherization, 68 percent of the households have
an energy bill arrearage, a decrease of 29 percent. . .Although the average number of
full payments made does not vary from the pre- to post-period, the percent of
households with missed payments decreased and the average number of partial
payments increased.”5


 “The [third] most significant, and most common, variable that is positively related to
reductions in energy consumption is the amount of arrearage owed in the pre-period
[before usage-reduction treatments are installed], suggesting that households with
large arrearages are motivated to make the necessary behavioral changes to contribute
toward additional reductions in energy consumption.  It therefore makes sense to
target households with higher arrearages when prioritizing LIURP jobs.”


In sum, the LIURP evaluation noted most significantly for our purposes here that:


Although energy consumption and the amount of arrearage in the pre-period are
significant predictors of the degree to which households reduce their energy
consumption, there are also specific weatherization measures that have powerful
impacts on reduced energy consumption.  Most notably, the replacement of
refrigerators and freezers with more efficient models, or the removal or
disconnection of unnecessary units, is positively related to energy savings.


Based on the above data and analysis, a low-income refrigerator replacement program is
recommended for TPU.  This refrigerator replacement program should be directed toward both
high-use tenants and high-use homeowners.  As with LIURP, within the population of high-use


                                                
4 The LIURP evaluation found that this result was consistent with prior U.S. Department of  Energy (DOE) research,
which found that “low-income families who receive weatherization have a lower rate of default on their utility bills
and require less emergency heating assistance.” Bruce Tonn, et al. (2001). “Weatherizing the Home of Low-Income
Home Energy Assistance Program Clients: A Programmatic Assessment,” U.S. Department of Energy: Washington
D.C.
5 The evaluation noted that participation in LIURP was associated with increased participation in energy assistance
programs.  It was difficult to distinguish the impact of the two.
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customers, TPU should prioritize its delivery of the stand-alone refrigerator replacement program
based on the level of arrearages.


AN APPROPRIATE BUDGET


Using a dedicated system benefits charge to fund low-income usage reduction programs is a
reasonable mechanism to financially support such programs.  A Usage Reduction Program
(URP) charge of 0.2% yields a low-income baseload program budget of $566,000. Such a budget
allows for a meaningful investment without overburdening nonparticipating ratepayers.


Tacoma Public Utilities: Low-Income Usage Reduction Program (URP) Budget Given Volumetric Charge


Sales Revenue URP Charge Program Revenue


Residential $127,515,000


Commercial $38,709,000


Industrial $116,837,000


Total $283,061,000 .02% $566,122


The $566,122 program budget would not represent the net cost to nonparticipating ratepayers.
Research by Oak Ridge National Laboratory has documented that low-income usage reduction
programs yield a return in avoided non-energy benefits of roughly $200 per treated household.
Non-energy benefits quantify the impacts on collection costs, working capital, bad debt, and the
like.  Assuming that a $570,000 budget would support baseload services to 700 low-income
households, TPU would recognize a return of nearly 30% of the program costs strictly in the
form of non-energy benefits.


ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM OF THE “SPLIT INCENTIVE”


One primary impediment to low-income implementation of energy efficiency investments –other
than the impediments involving a lack of discretionary income to invest and a high “hurdle rate”
for efficiency investments—involves the fact that a large proportion of Pierce County’s low-
income population lives in rental housing.  Because of their renter status, low-income households
face two barriers to taking advantage of energy efficiency. First, they generally do not have the
authority to make decisions about whether to improve a housing unit’s major energy consuming
systems (including refrigerators). Second, the tenants are often sufficiently mobile that they would
not choose efficiency investments that have a payback longer than their anticipated length of tenure
at the rental unit.  In contrast, the property owner has little incentive to invest in energy efficiency
measures given the fact that he or she does not pay the utility bill.  This phenomenon, where the
bill-payer does not control the energy-consuming systems and the person with dominion over the
energy-consuming systems is not the bill-payer, is often called the “split incentive” for rental
housing.


Working with Section 8 Property Owners


Despite the real problem posed by split incentives in rental housing, TPU could work with local
housing providers to identify a significant population where that split incentive could be addressed.
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These utility efforts would focus on Section 8 housing units with tenant-paid utility bills. Section 8
is a federal housing program under which low-income tenants are provided subsidies to live in
private rental housing.  The assistance provided to Section 8 tenants is designed to subsidize two
different shelter costs.  On the one hand, the Section 8 subsidy includes a “utility allowance.”
The utility allowance is, by federal law, intended to cover the entire utility bill by the tenant.  On
the other hand, the Section 8 payment includes a benefit that subsidizes a tenant’s contract rent.
The “contract rent” is that amount of money that a landlord can charge for the housing unit.


Under this framework, the “split incentive” typically applicable to a rental housing situation can
be overcome in the Section 8 rental market.  This can occur because of the unique constraints on
rents created by federal law.  In the Section 8 program, the sum of the utility allowance and the
contract rent cannot exceed the Fair Market Rent (discussed above). Accordingly, as the local
utility allowance increases to reflect increasing home energy prices, the amount of the FMR that
is available to be paid to the landlord as the contract rent decreases.  Placed within the context of
the FMR discussion above, if home energy comprises 25% of the FMR rather than 15%, the
property owner may charge a contract rent equal to only 75% of the FMR rather than 85%.


Because of these circumstances, even though the Section 8 tenant is responsible for paying the
home energy bill, the Section 8 property owner is not disinterested in what the level of that bill
is.  To the extent that energy efficiency can be implemented to reduce the home energy bill, an
“energy efficient utility allowance” could be adopted that allows the property owner to capture
all or part of the reduction in the energy bill through an increase in the contract rent. The total
amount paid by the tenant remains the same, capped at 30% of the tenant’s income. The Section
8 tenant benefits, however, by a reduction in the month-to-month, and year-to-year, variability in
financial burdens caused by volatile energy prices.


Working with Pierce County’s local housing authorities (LHAs) (as well as with Pierce County’s
Housing Finance Agency), as well as other community-based organizations that might
administer Section 8 units, to deliver energy efficiency to the state’s Section 8 rental housing
would provide tangible benefits to thousands of low-income households. As previously discussed
in this planning document, the Pierce County Housing Authority and Tacoma Housing Authority
administer nearly 4,800 Section 8 housing units (4,596 tenant-based vouchers; 203 project-based
vouchers) between the two of them.


Working with Existing Weatherization Programs


The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) published a report titled Standard Practice:
Estimating the Cost-Effectiveness of Coordinated Energy Efficiency Programs (December 1994).
According to ORNL, it is possible to identify three distinct types of energy efficiency piggyback
programs (called “coordinated programs” by ORNL):


 A parallel program, in which a government agency runs two programs, one funded
and designed by the agency and a parallel one funded and designed by an electric or
gas utility;
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 A supplemental program, in which the program relies on utility funding to support a
government agency’s ongoing program, with no changes in the program’s design or
operation; and


 A coupled program, in which a government agency and electric or gas utility fund,
design, and implement the energy efficiency efforts.


According to ORNL, a parallel program is implemented by the government agency, but its
design is heavily influenced by the utility. The utility program may differ significantly from the
design of the agency-funded program. In contrast, the supplemental program involves no
changes to the agency’s design and operation. The result of the utility participation is to allow
the program to reach more people, to allow the program to more comprehensively treat those
persons reached, or a combination of the two. Finally, a coupled program involves a discernible
impact of the utility on program design. According to ORNL, for example, different types of
customers may be served (or a different targeting mechanism may be used). In addition, different
measures may be installed and the amount invested per participant may be different than in the
pre-existing government-only program.


TPU should pursue a coupled low-income electric usage reduction program. Based on this Oak
Ridge partnership model, TPU should design its refrigerator replacement program, also, to work
in partnership with local programs delivering weatherization services.  Rather than operating as a
stand-alone program, TPU should deliver its refrigerator replacement services through a piggy-
back program with:


 The local U.S. Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP)
service provider; and


 The local natural gas company-funded low-income weatherization initiative.


TPU should, of course, finally deliver its refrigerator replacement program in tandem with its
own low-income insulation and duct sealing program.


Summary and Conclusions


Usage reduction services are a key element in improving the ability to pay of low-income
customers.  Delivering usage reduction services to low-income customers not only addresses
wasteful energy usage, but generates the added advantage of improving payment patterns and
reducing arrearages, along with the corresponding reduction in utility expenses associated with
those arrears.  Reductions in working capital, reductions in bad debt, and reductions in staff
resources devoted to collecting unpaid bills are all financial advantages that extend beyond the
traditional “avoided costs” associated with usage reduction.


TPU’s existing low-income usage reduction services exclude many, indeed perhaps most, of
those customers who could generate the greatest benefits for the utility. TPU’s focus on
delivering energy efficiency investments to homeowners who heat with electricity excludes the
delivery of baseload efficiency improvements to low-income tenants.
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The delivery of baseload usage reduction services, particularly refrigerator replacements, to
tenant housing has been successful throughout the nation.  Implementing a system benefits
charge of 0.2% of revenue to fund low-income baseload services is a reasonable program for
TPU to implement. The baseload program should involve a range of cross-cutting partnerships
involving natural gas utilities, the existing federal Weatherization program, and affordable
housing providers.
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SECTION 5.


USAGE REDUCTION PARTNERSHIPS WITH AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPERS


Problem Statement #5


Substantial numbers of low-income households, both tenants and homeowners, in Pierce County are
“cost-burdened” or “severely cost-burdened” when it comes to shelter expenses.  Households that have
high or severe shelter cost burdens are likely to be in payment trouble with the local utility as well. While
public programs exist to address the housing cost of those shelter cost burdens, the production of new
and rehabbed affordable housing often does not, due to resource constraints, seek to maximize the
energy efficient nature of those housing units.  When affordable housing is newly constructed or
rehabbed without maximizing efficiency opportunities, the chance to obtain those efficiencies, and to
reduce low-income bills, is lost for the useful life of the energy-consuming systems.


Strategy


Direct existing energy conservation/usage reduction incentive programs to developers of
affordable housing, including tenant-occupied housing.


Objectives


1. Reduce energy consumption by low-income tenants.


2. Reduce arrearages within low-income customer population.


3. Increase payment coverage ratio of low-income customer
population.


4. Reduce collection interventions directed toward low-income
customer population.


Tactics


1. Deliver electric usage incentives specifically to
developers of affordable housing using public


subsidies.


2. Offer a piggyback appliance replacement program to
developments that have been historically subsidized


with public funds.


3. Request TCRA to require developers and
homebuyers accessing public funds to make a


specific decision on whether or not to accept TPU
energy efficiency rebate incentives.


4. Define “new construction” to include moderate and
substantial rehab.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF USAGE REDUCTION PROGRAMS IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPERS


Tacoma Public Utilities should modify its existing residential energy efficiency guidelines to
allow the utility to participate more fully with local affordable housing development to promote
the efficient use of electricity.


TPU currently offers no comprehensive low-income electric usage reduction program.  While the
utility offers a free insulation and duct sealing program to low-income customers, in order to
participate in that low-income program, a customer must meet all of the following criteria:


 A customer must heat with electricity; and


 The customer’s heating system must have been installed prior to 1988; and


 The customer must be a homeowner.


In contrast to this free insulation program for the poor, the TPU weatherization program has no
income limitations.  Nor does TPU offer a baseload energy efficiency program.1  TPU does offer
incentives for persons constructing new homes to:


 Install efficient lighting;


 Install efficient clothes washers;


 Install efficient electric water heaters; or


 Install high efficiency heat pump systems.


Tacoma Public Utilities should increase its level of partnership with local government agencies
funding the development, sale and rehabilitation of affordable housing in the community.  As
part of this partnership, TPU should work through its sister public agencies to deliver energy
efficiency services to promote the ability of low-income households to become stable
homeowners efficiently using utility resources in an affordable manner.  Moreover, TPU should
work to deliver its energy efficiency incentives to affordable housing developers, in their
capacity as housing developers rather than in their capacity as low-income service providers.


The Potential to Reach Low-Income Tenants and Homebuyers through Public Programs.


Affordable housing developers accessing public funds produce a significant number of new and
rehabbed housing units in Pierce County.  In the absence of TPU’s electric efficiency incentives,
these units may not incorporate all cost-effective usage reduction improvements.  As a result, the
electric efficiency decisions made for each development will remain for the life of the
developments.  Given the number of units that are developed each year using public subsidies,


                                                
1 TPU does offer rebates to incentivize households to recycle old and secondary refrigerators and freezers.
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this loss of efficiency represents a significant lost opportunity, both to achieve usage reduction
goals and to achieve improvements in low-income affordability.


The Federal Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME) and Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program in Pierce County


Two closely-related federal funding programs support the production of affordable housing units
in Pierce County.  Perhaps the primary housing funding program involves Pierce County’s
access to federal Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME) funds.  Not only does Pierce
County receive HOME funds directly from the federal government as an “entitlement”
jurisdiction, but the City of Tacoma has joined with other local governments to access HOME
funds as well.


HOME funds have been made available to local governments2 since 1992. HOME funds can be
used in several permitted ways:


 To produce new housing units for home purchase (homebuyer units);


 To produce housing units for home purchase through the rehabilitation of existing
buildings (homeowner rehab);


 To produce new and rehabbed rental units; and


 To provide tenant-based rental assistance (TBRA or direct tenant subsidies).


This discussion focuses on the production of homeowner units through new construction or
substantial rehab.


Pierce County and Tacoma-Lakewood HOME Consortium: Homeowner and Owner Rehab Units
Produced Since 2005


2009 (Q2) 2007 (Q2) 2005 (Q2)


Number of Units Produced Per Year


Homebuyer
Units HO Rehab Homebuyer


Units HO Rehab Homebuyer
Units HO Rehab


Pierce County 407 513 308 443 256 363


Tacoma Consortium 279 93 263 85 183 58


At the Table above documents, the two HOME participating jurisdictions in the TPU service
territory (Pierce County, Tacoma Consortium) have produced nearly 1,300 units of new or
rehabbed homeownership housing since the jurisdictions began taking HOME dollars.  Just since
the beginning of 2005, the two jurisdictions produced 247 units of new homeownership housing,
and an additional 185 units of rehabbed ownership units.


                                                
2 The State of Washington also accesses HOME funds in its capacity as a state.  Those state funds are not discussed
in this analysis.
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The HOME program is not the only public program used in Tacoma to produce new and
rehabbed affordable housing units.  The Tacoma-Lakewood Consortium, as a recipient of federal
housing and community development funds, must periodically file its Consolidated Annual
Performance and Evaluation Report (CAPERS) with HUD.  According to the Consortium’s
2007/2008 CAPERS, the Consortium devoted Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
and HOME funds to a variety of affordable housing projects, including:


 Units by the Tacoma Housing Authority (e.g., Hillsdale Heights) (60 units);


 Units by Catholic Community Services (e.g., Guidalupe Vista) (51 units);


 The continuing redevelopment of Salishan, a HOPE VI project on Tacoma’s Eastside;


 Habitat for Humanity homes (e.g., Reynold’s Park, Larrabee Terrace) (28 units).


This list, which is not intended to be comprehensive (it does not, for example, include any of the
work of the Homeownership Center of Tacoma), is illustrative of the entry points where TPU can
introduce energy efficiency investments into the continuing development of affordable housing.


TPU should work as a top-of-mind partner with the Tacoma Redevelopment Authority to ensure
that new and rehabbed housing pursued with the financial involvement of the city is produced to
the maximum cost-effective level of energy efficiency.  For example, when TCRA partnered
with the United Way of Pierce County in its matching and redistribution of un-used Urban
Development Action Grant (UDAG) funds (some of which funds were devoted to Reynolds
Park, Larrabee Terrace, Salishan Five and Six, and Guadalupe Vista), TPU should have been a
partner promoting energy efficient development.


The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program


The potential affordable housing market with which TPU might work extends beyond those units
developed using local HOME and CDBG funds.  In addition, developers constructing (or
rehabbing) affordable rental housing can access federal subsidies through the federal Low-
Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) program.  The LIHTC is considered by many to be the
country’s primary affordable housing program.  LIHTC developments tend to involve
exclusively rental units.


Pierce County has seen substantial LIHTC development in the past twenty years.  The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) publishes information on the number of
LIHTC units developed in each state.  Between 1987 and 2006 (the last year for which data is
available), Pierce County has seen the development of 4,087 LIHTC units for low-income
tenants.3


                                                
3 Not all LIHTC units are “low-income.”  In Pierce County, 4,117 Tax Credit housing units were developed from
1987 through 2006, of which 4,087 were for low-income households.
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Low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC) housing units are important for Pierce County’s utility
efficiency programs in two respects.


 First, the utility allowance structure for LIHTC provides a “population” of nearly 4,100
low-income housing units for which TPU Energy can overcome the problem of the “split
incentive” normally found in low-income rental housing.


 Second, over the past five years, more than 300 low-income housing units were newly
placed in service each year through LIHTC developments.  Over the past ten years, an
average of 330 low-income Tax Credit units were placed in service each year.  Not only
do LIHTC units provide TPU Energy an opportunity to reach existing housing, in other
words, but they also provide TPU Energy an opportunity, every year, to reach hundreds
of new or rehabbed low-income housing units on a going-forward basis.


The Affordability Impacts of Improving the Efficiency of New Affordable Housing
Developments


TPU should include affordable housing units produced with subsidies through the HOME,
CDBG and LIHTC programs in its residential energy efficiency programs for a variety of utility-
related reasons.  On the one hand, by partnering with its sister local agencies, TPU can
experience a reduced level of administration through these programs.  While TPU markets its
energy efficiency programs to the residential population as a whole, with these publicly funded
programs, the funder can require, as a prerequisite to receiving the public subsidy, that the
homebuyer or developer make a specific decision on whether or not to accept specified TPU
rebates.  As a result, TPU can work with the HOME program participant (either home buyer or
developer) to determine whether it is cost-effective for the participant to accept the rebate rather
than devoting resources to convincing the participant to “pay attention” or to make “some”
decision.


In addition, to the extent that TPU does not work with these HOME program participants, the
energy decisions made by the program participant will be irreversible for the useful life of the
energy-consuming system.  No public or private agency will devote resources to visit a newly
constructed or rehabbed housing unit to determine whether energy efficiency potential exists.
The opportunity to maximize the efficient use of energy in the home’s systems is lost at the time
the housing unit is built or rehabbed.


Despite this real advantages to the utility, the willingness of TPU to serve as such a partner
would have ramifications not only for the utility, but for the affordable housing community as a
whole.  The Consolidated Plan (2005 – 2010) filed for the Tacoma-Lakewood HOME
Consortium with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) identifies
cost-burdened homeowners as being one major problem in the Tacoma-Lakewood region.
According to the Tacoma-Lakewood Consolidated Plan, homeowners with income at or below
80% of Median Family Income (MFI) frequently face unaffordable shelter burdens (defining
mortgage payments plus utilities as total shelter costs).  The data presented by the Tacoma-
Lakewood Consortium reports that:
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 More than 61% of households with income below 30% MFI pay more than 50% of their
income for total shelter costs;


 More than 35% of households with income between 30% MFI and 50% MFI pay more
than 50% of their income for total shelter costs; and


 Fifteen percent (15%) of households with income between 50% and 80% MFI pay more
than 50%of their income for total shelter costs.


The Consolidated Plan is based on data from HUD’s 2000 Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy (CHAS) data base.  Households paying more than 30% of their income for shelter costs
are considered to be “cost-burdened.” Households paying 50% of their income for shelter costs
are considered to be “severely cost-burdened.”


Tacoma Owner Households (2000) by Type and Household Income Percent Cost-Burdened
Household Size and Composition


Elderly (1 – 2
people)


Small Related
(2-4 people)


Large Related
(5+ people) All Others Total Owners


HHs at 0 – 30% MFI 1,079 619 198 628 2,524


   % cost burden >30% 69.2% 81.6% 87.4% 73.7% 74.8%


   % cost burden >50% 51.3% 67.0% 78.3% 67.4% 61.3%


HHs at 0 – 30% MFI 1,495 812 262 465 3,034


   % cost burden >30% 45.5% 77.2% 92.7% 73.1% 62.3%


   % cost burden >50% 23.4% 51.5% 36.3% 46.2% 35.5%


HHs at 0 – 30% MFI 2,370 2,440 878 1,044 6,732


   % cost burden >30% 28.3% 64.8% 61.8% 69.3% 52.2%


   % cost burden >50% 11.0% 18.4% 10.7% 20.0% 15.0%


TPU low-income customers that have shelter burdens above 30% of income, and certainly those
with shelter burdens in excess of 50% of income, are likely to present the utility with persistent
bill payment problems.  By pursuing an efficiency partnership with local affordable housing
developers, the utility helps to move customers into stable, affordable living circumstances not
only to the benefit of the household, but to the benefit of the utility as well.


Summary and Conclusions


Individuals organizations delivering affordability services frequently get caught up with the
specific set of problems their program is seeking to address.  Food service program providers see
themselves exclusively as addressing nutrition issues.  School administrators see themselves as
exclusively addressing education issues.
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In contrast to this silo perspective of low-income utility bill payment problems, this set of
recommendations recognizes the cross-cutting nature of the unaffordability of utility bills with
housing issues in particular. These recommendations recognize that household economic issues
that may present themselves as unpaid utility bills may well have their roots in the limitations on
shelter choices facing low-income households.  Old and inefficient housing units result in high
utility consumption that results in unpaid bills that cannot be made more affordable by
increasingly intense dunning efforts.  The solution to these unpaid bills lies with a strategy that
addresses the housing as the root cause.


These recommendations finally recognize the interdependent nature of the missions of different
components of municipal government.  As sister agencies, organizations such as Tacoma Public
Utilities, the Tacoma (and Pierce County) Housing Authority, and the Tacoma Community
Redevelopment Authority are (or should be) interdependent.  In this respect, proposing to
overlay TPU’s objectives of promoting increased energy efficiency and seeking more affordable
utility bills should overlay easily with TCRA’s mission of promoting affordable housing and
economic development.


The recommendations herein are not complex: (1) expanding the definition of “new
construction” for TPU programs to include moderate and substantial rehab units using public
funds; (2) marketing TPU efficiency incentives to developers and homebuyers accessing public
funding; (3) requesting TCRA to require developers and homebuyers to, at a minimum, make an
affirmative indication of whether they wish to access TPU efficiency funds; and (4) offering a
piggyback refrigerator replacement program to units that have historically been developed with
public subsidies.


The affordable housing/energy efficiency partnerships recommended to be pursued by different
components of the same municipal government allow TPU to pursue its own self-interests while
at the same time being supportive of the public mission of other municipal agencies. Extending
TPU’s usage reduction incentives to as many developers of new housing as possible makes
eminent sense.  To extend TPU’s incentive programs to producers of new (and rehabbed)
affordable housing, particularly when done with public financial subsidies, has an even greater
policy and financial imperative for both parties.
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SECTION 6.


USAGE REDUCTION SERVICES TO HOUSEHOLDS WITH SECONDARY ELECTRIC
HEATING


Problem Statement #6


Customers with an income at or below a certain level do not have sufficient income to meet their basic
household necessities.  No degree of budgeting will result in a situation where the household will have
sufficient dollars to consistently pay their current bills in a full and timely fashion.  As a result, collection
efforts will not only be unsuccessful, but will have the adverse consequences of being counter-productive
to the utility’s objective of collecting the full bills of its customers.  Undertaking these bound-to-fail efforts
will divert household resources to non-usage fees; undertaking these bound-to-fail efforts will further
divert utility resources from being devoted to customers where the efforts might prove to be successful.
Unless and until society deems it acceptable to allow some households to be forced to live without power
due to their poverty status, the population of customers that have a fundamental mismatch between
household needs and household resources will manifest itself as this business problem to the utility.


Strategy


Reduce the wasteful use of electric energy within low-income population that might be
subject to nonpayment.


Objectives


1. Reduce arrearages within very low-income customer population.


2. Increase payment coverage ratio of very low-income customer
population.


3. Reduce collection interventions directed toward very low-income
customer population.


4. Reduce reliance on de facto electric primary heating.


Tactics


1. Identify high use, high arrears de facto electric
primary heating with non-permanent electric heating.


2. Explore installation of mini-split heat pumps as a
heating alternative.


3. Deliver low-income weatherization services.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF DELIVERING USAGE REDUCTION TO DE FACTO
PRIMARY ELECTRIC HEATING CUSTOMERS


Tacoma Public Utilities should expand its usage reduction programs for low-income customers
beyond its current focus exclusively on low-income homeowners with permanently installed
electric heating systems.  TPU policy in this regard is consistent with traditional electric utility
actions.  Historically, electric utilities have limited their usage reduction investments exclusively
to electric space heating customers for several reasons:


 Effectiveness:  Given the higher usage associated with space heating customers, there
was a greater potential for usage reduction outcomes within the space heating
customer base.  With higher initial usage, there was a greater potential for usage
reduction.


 Cost-effectiveness:  To the extent that a customer was using a fuel other than
electricity for heating, improved efficiency in the home would yield reductions in the
consumption of those other fuels.  That non-electric usage reduction, however, would
not contribute to electric avoided costs  and, accordingly, would not contribute to the
benefit:cost determination of the electric investment.


 Equity:  Similarly, to the extent that a customer was using a fuel other than electricity
for heating, improved efficiency in the home would yield reduction consumption in
those other fuels.  It would, however, be unreasonable to use electric rate dollars to
generate non-electric usage reduction.


Despite these historically-based reasons for avoiding the use of electric usage reduction dollars
in non-electrically heated homes, in a substantial number of low-income homes, that historic
prohibition should be relaxed.  In these homes, the policy requirement that electric usage
reduction dollars be devoted exclusively to homes with permanently-installed electric heating
systems ill-serves the utility.


The Extensive Use of De Facto Electric Heating


Households that have substantial electricity consumption relative to other electric consumers in
the area can be examined as a proxy for customers using electricity as a de facto primary heating
source.  Households with electric bills of 150% of the blended bills of combined electric heating
and non-heating customers are not likely to be using electricity only for non-heating purposes.
Households with electric expenditures of this magnitude are instead using electricity as their
primary heating source, whether or not those households have permanently-installed electric
space heating equipment.  It is likely that these households are using electric space heaters as
their de facto primary heating source.


The use of electricity as a de facto primary heating source cannot be measured directly from
existing public data.  It is possible, however, to gain some ideas into the prevalence of such use
by looking at the existence of substantial electricity consumption in the absence of reported
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electric space heating.  The Table below sets forth data from the American Community Survey
on the number of households heating with natural gas and fuel oil, but who nonetheless have a
monthly electric bill equal to 150% or more of the averaged combined electric heating and non-
heating monthly bill.  A bill equal to 150% of the combined electric heating and non-heating bill
in Pierce County would reach $145 per month.


The Table below shows that 7,508 natural gas users with income below 200% of Federal Poverty
Level in Pierce County, and 1,778 fuel oil users with income below 200% of Federal Poverty
Level, have electric bills that are 150% or more of the averaged combined electric bill in the
county.  Roughly one-third of the natural gas users with high electric bills (2,764 of 7,508) and
somewhat less than half of the fuel oil users with high electric bills (837 of 1,778) have income
at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.


The high electric use is not likely attributable to appliances (including lighting).  It appears to be
associated instead with the type of housing.  Nearly 90% of the natural gas users with high
electric bills, and 100% of the fuel oil users with high electric bills, live in detached single family
homes.


Households with Electric Expenditures Equal to or Greater than
150% of Average Blended Monthly Heating/Non-Heating Electric Bill By Primary Heating Source


and Ratio of Income to Federal Poverty Level
(Pierce County, WA) (2007)


Natural Gas (200% FPL) Fuel Oil (200% FPL)


PUMAs All
Buildings


Detached
Homes: #


Detached
Homes: % PUMAs All


Buildings
Detached
Homes: #


Detached
Homes: %


1300 4,470 4,126 92.3% 1300 247 247 100.0%


1401 1,560 1,176 75.4% 1401 825 825 100.0%


1402 558 400 71.7% 1402 706 706 100.0%


1403 826 826 100.0% 1403 0 0 N/A


1404 94 0 0.0% 1404 0 0 N/A


Total 7,508 6,528 86.9% Total 1,778 1,778 100.0%


Natural Gas (100% FPL) Fuel Oil (100% FPL)


1300 1,459 1,459 100.0% 1300 0 0 N/A


1401 971 587 60.5% 1401 765 765 100.0%


1402 0 0 N/A 1402 72 72 100.0%


1403 240 240 100.0% 1403 0 0 N/A


1404 94 0 0.0% 1404 0 0 N/A


Total 2,764 2,286 82.7% Total 837 837 100.0%


What has been found in the large urban areas of Washington is that many low-income customers
live in older housing units with old, inefficient (and often inoperable) non-electric heating
systems.  In addition, as the price of natural gas and fuel oil has spiked for use as a heating fuel,
many customers either experience the termination of service for nonpayment or, in the case of
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bulk fuels such as fuel oil, cannot afford to obtain a fill-up with a corresponding loss of the use
of their primary heating equipment.  In such circumstances, these customers turn to electric space
heaters as their de facto primary heating source, even though the electric system is not a
permanently-connected electric heating system.


The likelihood of this being the case in Pierce County is supported by data showing the
connection between the high electricity users and very old homes. The Table below shows that:


 Of the 6,528 households with income below 200% of Poverty Level who report using
natural gas for heating, who have electric bills higher than 150% of the combined
average electric heating and non-heating bills, and who live in single-family homes,
nearly 70% (4,462) live in homes built before 1960; nearly 30% (2,118) live in homes
built in 1939 or earlier.


 Of the 1,778 households with income below 200% of Poverty Level who report using
fuel oil for heating, who have electric bills higher than 150% of the combined average
electric heating and non-heating bills, and who live in single-family homes, 100%
live in homes built before 1960; nearly 50% (830) live in homes built in 1939 or
earlier.


While clearly old homes do not necessarily use old heating systems in 100% of the cases, the
combination of the age of homes, the income of the residents, and the presence of high electric
bills makes such an inference likely.


Summary and Conclusions


Extensive discussion was presented in the discussion of the need to provide low-income usage
reduction services to tenants of the factors that affect the ability of low-income programs to
reduce energy consumption and deliver benefits to the utility.  Without question, high
consumption levels are the primary factor driving the potential for generating electric usage
reduction.  A second primary factor involves the presence of high arrears.


The requirement that recipients of low-income weatherization services be limited to customers
with permanently installed electric heating equipment is a mechanism designed to ensure that the
usage reduction associated with TPU programs be limited to electric savings.  In circumstances
involving de facto electric primary heating, however, the requirement that electric heating be
“permanently installed” stands as an impediment to accomplishing utility objectives. Given
objectives of reducing wasteful energy consumption, particularly by those customers who cannot
afford to pay for that consumption with which to begin, refusing to provide weatherization
services not only allows the waste to continue, but reinforces a continuing consumption that is
likely to lead to arrears and bad debt, along with the associated expenses of such nonpayment.


In addition to the delivery of weatherization services, the installation of mini-split heat pumps as
an alternative to de facto electric primary heating deserves further attention by TPU.1


                                                
1 A comprehensive exploration of the use of mini-split heat pumps is beyond the purview of this project.
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Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Users below 200% of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) with Electric Bills Greater than 150% of Averaged Combined Electric Heating and Non-Heating by
Age of Housing Unit


Natural Gas Users in Detached One-Family Homes by Age of Housing Unit (200% FPL)


Total 2005 or
later


2000 to
2004


1990 to
1999


1980 to
1989


1970 to
1979 1960 to 1969 1950 to


1959
1940 to


1949
1939 or
earlier


 Total GEOG-102 6,528 0 63 977 395 631 1,002 917 425 2,118


 Puma# 01300, Washington 4,126 0 63 66 0 368 538 830 143 2,118


 Puma# 01401, Washington 1,176 0 0 511 395 23 174 0 73 0


 Puma# 01402, Washington 400 0 0 400 0 0 0 0 0 0


 Puma# 01403, Washington 826 0 0 0 0 240 290 87 209 0


 Puma# 01404, Washington 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


Fuel Oil Users in Detached One-Family Homes by Age of Housing Unit (200% FPL)


Total 2005 or
later


2000 to
2004


1990 to
1999


1980 to
1989


1970 to
1979 1960 to 1969 1950 to


1959
1940 to


1949
1939 or
earlier


 Total GEOG-102 1,778 0 0 0 0 0 0 888 60 830


 Puma# 01300, Washington 247 0 0 0 0 0 0 182 0 65


 Puma# 01401, Washington 825 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 765


 Puma# 01402, Washington 706 0 0 0 0 0 0 706 0 0


 Puma# 01403, Washington 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


 Puma# 01404, Washington 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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SECTION 7.


EXPANDING THE LOW-INCOME DISCOUNT TO THE VERY POOR


Problem Statement #7


Customers with an income at or below a certain level do not have sufficient income to meet their basic
household necessities.  No degree of budgeting will result in a situation where the household will have
sufficient dollars to consistently pay their current bills in a full and timely fashion.  As a result, collection
efforts will not only be unsuccessful, but will have the adverse consequences of being counter-productive
to the utility’s objective of collecting the full bills of its customers.  Undertaking these bound-to-fail efforts
will divert household resources to non-usage fees; undertaking these bound-to-fail efforts will further
divert utility resources from being devoted to customers where the efforts might prove to be successful.
Unless and until society deems it acceptable to allow some households to be forced to live without power
due to their poverty status, the population of customers that have a fundamental mismatch between
household needs and household resources will manifest itself as this business problem to the utility.


Strategy


Reduce utility bills to proactively reflect inability-to-pay.


Objectives


1. Reduce arrearages within very low-income customer population.


2. Increase payment coverage ratio of very low-income customer
population.


3. Reduce collection interventions directed toward very low-income
customer population.


Tactics


1. Expand existing low-income discount to all customers
at or below 100% of Federal Poverty Level.


2. Provide low-income discounts retroactive to
beginning of each heating season for households


applying before the end of the heating season.


3. Provide for automatic enrollment through state and
local assistance agencies.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF EXPANDING THE LOW-INCOME DISCOUNT


Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU) should undertake a moderate redesign of the rate discount that it
provides to low-income customers. At the present time, TPU offers an across-the-board discount
to a limited set of low-income customers.  As presently designed, TPU offers a 25% discount to
all households with income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) and who either
have a recipient of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or an aging household member as the
customer.


According to information provided in response to data requests for this project, over the past
three years, TPU has enrolled roughly 7,500 customers into its low-discount program for power
customers.  An additional 1,000 customers have been enrolled in the TPU low-income water
discount. Through April 30, 2009, the utility has devoted $1.1 million to 7,386 customers to
provide discounts for all services.


Tacoma Public Utilities Low-Income Rate Discount
2007 2008 FY 2009


Enrollees Budget Enrollees Budget Enrollees Budget


Electricity 7,546 $1,678,158 7,143 $1,653,908 7,386 $1,086,456 /a/


Water/sewer 713 $136,408 1,102 $219,444 412 $58,434 /b/


Family Need Program


2007 2008 2009


Family Need N/A N/A 2,212 $331,800 2,660 $399,000 /c/


NOTES:


/a/ All services, January 2009 – April 30, 2009.
/b/ As of March 30, 2009.
/c/ As of March 30, 2009.


The offer of a rate discount to seniors and disabled customers, while perhaps politically popular,
does not serve a utility function.  The Table below presents a comparison of households with
aging members (defined as a household member 65 years or older) and households with children.
The Table presents data for the Census Bureau’s Public Use Micro-data Areas (PUMAs)
corresponding to Pierce county as a whole, in addition to each PUMA within Pierce County.


For the Pierce County region, we see the following:


 There are somewhat fewer households with children under age 6 (1,582) than there are
households with one or more household members over age 65 (2,608).
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Poverty Level, Income and Electric Bills by Presence of Children and Aging Household Members for Households
with Income at or below 100% of Federal Poverty Level (Pierce County, WA) /a/


Number of HH Members 65+ Number with Children


 Total
Households 1 2 or more <6 years 6 – 17 years


Total PUMAs (1301, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404)


Number 14,774 1,958 650 1,582 3,501


Poverty 63.3% 62.2% 91.5% 69.5% 65.6%


Income $26,391 $14,756 $11,295 $44,584 $20,637


Electric bill $97 $122 $26 $156 $123


PUMA 1301


Number 4,650 471 212 839 810


Poverty 59.5% 45.7% 96% 78% 52.2%


Income $32,627 $34,807 $12,000 $58,175 $15,606


Electric bill $95 $92 $40 $158 $88


PUMA 1401


Number 3,855 384 190 235 1,325


Poverty 66.5% 87% 99% N/A 75.8%


Income $26,076 $8,600 $12,200 $45,500 $19,036


Electric bill $120 $190 $40 $260 $171


PUMA 1402


Number 2,952 328 0 413 238


Poverty 76.3% 78.6% N/A 88.7% 61.7%


Income $28,475 $7,742 N/A $23,948 $47,279


Electric bill $89 $73 N/A $102 $66


PUMA 1403


Number 2,106 441 248 95 914


Poverty 55.7 79.2% 82% 73% 62%


Income $15,084 $13,550 $10,000 $12,000 $11,437


Electric bill $82 $130 N/A $120 $93


PUMA 1404


Number 1,211 334 0 0 214


Poverty 49.6% 18.6% N/A N/A 73%


Income $18,029 $2,035 N/A N/A $59,255


Electric bill $81 $124 N/A N/A $153
NOTES:


/a/  Electric bills include only electric non-space heating expenditures.
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 There are somewhat more households with school-age children (3,501) than with aging
members (2,608).1


 While the income of households with children is somewhat higher in dollar terms than
the income of households with aging members, the Poverty Level of the households with
children is virtually the same.  Indeed, households with two or more aging members have
a somewhat higher ratio of income to Poverty Level, albeit (by design), the income is still
below 100% of Poverty.


 While the income of households with pre-school children is somewhat higher in absolute
dollar terms, the electricity bill of these households is substantially higher as well.
Households with pre-school children have monthly electric bills 60% higher than all
households with incomes below 100% of Poverty Level, while having electric bills 30%
higher than households with one member over age 65.


 The highest electric burdens (bill as a percent of income) is experienced by households
with one member over age 65 (10%) and households with school-age children (7%).


 Poverty level households in PUMAs 1401 and 1403 have noticeably higher electric
burdens than poverty level households in other Pierce County PUMAs.  In PUMA 1401,
households with pre-school children (under age 6) and school-age children (age 6 – 17)
have electric burdens of 7% and 11% respectively.  In PUMA 1403, the electric burdens
for households with pre-school children and school-age children are 12% and 10%
respectively.


In sum, the aging population of Pierce County does not demonstrate substantially greater
affordability needs than do households with children in the same area.  The number of
households with aging members and with children are roughly the same.  In addition, the Poverty
Level status of households with children is roughly the same as households with aging members.
Indeed, the electricity bills for households with children are somewhat higher than households
with aging members.  No particular reason presents itself to offer utility bill assistance to
households with aging members but not to households with children.


The problem addressed by a low-income discount is the inability to afford to pay home utility
bills.  The problem presents itself not by age of disability status, but rather by income level.


Moderate Program Changes


Two moderate program changes are recommended for the TPU low-income discount.  These
include:


                                                
1 The number of households with children would be smaller than the sum of the two columns, since some
households would fall into both categories (i.e., they would have both children under age 6 and children age 6 – 17.
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 Making discounts retroactive to the beginning of the heating season for customers that
apply during the heating season; and


 Allowing for the automatic enrollment of customers found to be income eligible by a
public or private agency delivering a different type of public assistance.


Retroactive Discounts


TPU should apply its low-income discount retroactive to the beginning of the heating season in
those instances where a customer enters the discount program before the end of the heating
system.  The design of the TPU program requires a low-income customer to enter the program
through an application process.  That application must be submitted to designated community-
based organizations.  Those organizations also take LIHEAP applications.


During the period of time in which TPU’s administrative agencies are addressing not only
Tacoma discount applicants, but LIHEAP applicants as well, staff indicates that there may be a
considerable lag time between the date on which a customer is referred to an agency and the date
on which the customer obtains his or her first interview with the agency in seeking to establish
his or her eligibility.  During this time, should the customer not be allowed to collect the discount
retroactively, the customer is losing money. . .not because of his or her inaction but rather
because of the administrative process.


The administrative process is not a failing of the local agencies.  It is simply one aspect of energy
assistance attaching to the way in which LIHEAP is funded.  Not all LIHEAP participants are
enrolled in the energy assistance program at the beginning of the year.  And there is no incentive
for LIHEAP to do so.  Given that LIHEAP is provided as a lump sum payment, a steady stream
of applicants more closely fits the administrative capacity of the LIHEAP office to process
applications, certify households as eligible, and distribute benefits.


One primary problem with getting households to apply earlier does not lie with LIHEAP, but
rather with limited federal funding for LIHEAP.  As part of LIHEAP funding cutbacks, Congress
has eliminated LIHEAP’s “forward funding.” As a result, the LIHEAP agencies in Washington
State (along with every other state) do not know from year-to-year how much money they will
have to distribute in LIHEAP benefits.  As a result, the state does not know where to set its
eligibility (or how aggressively to pursue program outreach) until after Congress appropriates the
LIHEAP budget for that year.  At times in recent years, Congress had not appropriated money
for the program until after the program year began. LIHEAP must consider not only the official
program year, but the effective program year as well.  The effective program year is limited not
only by how much federal money is provided by Congress, but by when it is provided as well.


Because of these program limitations, TPU customers should not be penalized by the
Congressional appropriations process.  The calculation of the total discount to be provided by
TPU assumes that customers are eligible for the discount for the entire winter heating season.
The program should operate to allow credits to be applied against bills previously incurred in the
winter heating season in which they apply for LIHEAP, even if applications are not taken and
processed before the beginning of the winter heating season.
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Automatic Enrollment


TPU should adopt an automatic enrollment process for its low-income discount program.
Known also as “express lane eligibility,” an automatic enrollment process provides that an
eligible customer may be enrolled in a program in any of three ways:


 A customer may apply for the discount program and establish his or her eligibility
through the community-based organizations with whom TPU contracts to provide this
service;


 A customer may apply for the discount program and establish eligibility for the
discount by documenting his or her participation in a different program that has the
same or stricter eligibility requirements.  TPU uses this type of “express lane
eligibility” in enrolling disabled customers upon a documentation of receipt of
Supplemental Security Income (SSI). Also known as “adjunctive eligibility,” this
process adopts the simple notion that families who have met the income test for these
income-comparable programs should have their eligibility expedited and do not need to
provide duplicative income information to qualify for the TPU discount.


 Finally, express lane eligibility can be pursued through use of a single application.
Through such a one-stop shopping process, families are required to fill out and submit
information only once.  A family applying for LIHEAP, for the local telephone lifeline
program, for Food Stamps, or for other income comparable programs can ask to be
enrolled in TPU’s low-income discount as well.  The administering agency would
certify a household’s eligibility to TPU without need of providing the exact household
income.  The only required information would be a yes/no indicator of whether the
household is eligible.


In expanding its low-income discount program, TPU should expand its enrollment process as
well.  The use of “express lane eligibility” (or adjunctive eligibility) assures that the interests of
the utility will be served in limiting the grant of the discount to income-eligible customers while
minimizing the barrier that the application process, itself, presents to program enrollment.


Funding the Expansion of the Low-Income Discount


Tacoma Public Utilities can offer a reasonably priced electric rate discount program to all
households in Pierce County with income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.  Table
2 below presents a cost analysis of offering a discounted electric rate to Pierce County residents
with income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.  Based on data reported in the 2007
American Community Survey, roughly 30,000 households live with income at or below 100% of
the Federal Poverty Level.
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The Cost of an Expanded Electric Rate Discount Program: Tacoma Public Utilities (WA)
(all households below 100% of Federal Poverty Level) /a/


Below 100% Poverty (all)
Households
with Electric


Bills


Monthly
Non-Heating


Electric


Annual Non-
Heating
Electric


Annual
Electric
Burden


Average
Annual


Household
Income


Average
Poverty
Level


Discount
Level


Discounted
Bill


Discounted
Burden


Per
Participant
Discount
(dollars)


Participation
Rate Total Cost


Sum PUMAs 28,510 $120.40 $1,445 8% $18,908 58.0% 25% $1,084 6% $361 40% $4,119,078


Puma# 01300, Washington 10,906 $152.20 $1,826 10% $18,333 60.7% 25% $1,370 7% $457 40% $1,991,869


Puma# 01401, Washington 4,425 $116.60 $1,399 7% $21,366 52.7% 25% $1,049 5% $350 40% $619,197


Puma# 01402, Washington 5,432 $99.80 $1,198 5% $22,314 61.7% 25% $898 4% $299 40% $650,500


Puma# 01403, Washington 5,800 $89.30 $1,072 7% $15,270 55.2% 25% $804 5% $268 40% $621,532


Puma# 01404, Washington 2,435 $113.40 $1,361 8% $16,680 53.9% 25% $1,021 6% $340 40% $331,400


The costs identified in this table are not incremental costs to the existing program.  The incremental costs of the expanded program would be those costs above existing budget levels.
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In making this observation, it is important to note the “or below” language of “at or below”
100% of Federal Poverty Level.  In fact, these households live, on average, at 58% of the Federal
Poverty Level.


These households spend roughly 8% of their total household income simply on their non-heating
electricity bills.  To be affordable, total home energy bills should not exceed 6% of income.
Tacoma Public Utilities can reasonably address these unaffordable bills.


A program designed to expand the Tacoma Public Utility’s 25% discount to all customers with
income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level would cost $4.2 million dollars.  While
this budget is larger than the current program –not surprising since its objective is to expand the
population to whom the discount is offered—it nonetheless can be met with a reasonable system
benefits charge.2


Table 3 presents the system benefits charge needed to fund a 25% discount program for
customers with income at or below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The data on the number
of customers by customer class was obtained from the 2007 Form 861 filed with FERC by
Tacoma Public Utilities.  The FERC Form 861 reports that, in 2007, TPU had:


 146,708 residential customers;
 14,952 commercial customers; and
 3,461 industrial customers.


Given this customer base, a meters charge as follows will generate a rate affordability budget of
$4.2 million:


 $0.80 per month for residential customers;
 $3.00 per month for commercial customers;
 $40.00 per month for industrial customers.


Tacoma Public Utilities: Low-Income Program Budget Given Fixed Meters Charge


Number of
Customers Months Monthly


Charge Program Sales Revenue Pct Increase


Residential 146,708 12 $0.80 $1,408,397 $127,515,000 1.1%


Commercial 14,952 12 $4.00 $717,696 $38,709,000 1.9%


Industrial 3,461 12 $50.00 $2,076,600 $116,837,000 1.8%


Total $4,202,693


                                                
2 A corresponding expansion of the existing water/sewer and trash discount programs is not proposed.  Empirical
analysis of the burdens imposed upon low-income customers from these utility services indicates that, on average,
bills fall within affordable ranges without an additional discount.  The purpose of the expanded discount is not
simply to provide additional benefits to low-income customers, but rather to address the unaffordable burdens
imposed upon TPU low-income customers.
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This meters charge yields results that are virtually identical to imposing a system benefits charge
of roughly eight one-hundredths of a cent per kWh on the consumption of TPU customers.
While a meters charge generates a budget of $4.203 million, a volumetric charge generates a
budget of $4.167 million.


Tacoma Public Utilities: Low-Income Program Budget Given Volumetric Charge


Usage Volumetric
Charge Program Revenue Sales Revenue Percent Increase


Residential 1,885,268,000 $0.0008 $1,508,214 $127,515,000 1.2%


Commercial 760,805,000 $0.0008 $608,644 $38,709,000 1.6%


Industrial 2,562,171,000 $0.0008 $2,049,737 $116,837,000 1.8%


Total $4,166,595


The program budget proposed above involves gross program costs.  Offsetting these program
costs are two sets of resources:


 Existing program budgets, which would be wrapped into the proposed program; and


 Offsetting reductions in the normal operating costs of the utility, which reductions
can be attributed to the operation of the program.


Experience with other low-income programs has found that low-income discounts will generate
offsetting program expense reductions.  In Pennsylvania, for example, reductions in working
capital and bad debt, standing alone, have resulted in expense offsets of between 15% and 20%
of total program costs.


In addition, properly designed and implemented programs can actually be revenue neutral when
compared to low-income customer payments actually made in the absence of the program.  In
these revenue neutral circumstances, low-income customers pay a sufficiently higher proportion
of their affordable bill to generate more total revenue than is generated without the discount.


Summary and Conclusion


The existing low-income discount offered by Tacoma Public Utilities is supported by sound
utility policy.  Restricting the discount to low-income seniors and disabled customers, however,
excludes some of the most needy of TPU customers.  The point of the discount is not to simply
deliver dollars of benefits to specific vulnerable populations, but to deliver a discount to those
populations that might otherwise have insufficient resources to routinely pay their TPU bill on a
full and timely basis.  Rather than chasing these customers through the TPU dunning processes,
in what is frequently an unproductive (even counter-productive) fashion, the discount proactively
recognizes the inability to pay and responds by providing an affordable bill.


Expanding the low-income discount to very low-income customers –defined as customers with
annual income at or below 100% of the Federal Povery Level—would generate benefits to the
utility as well as to TPU’s low-income customers at a reasonable cost.
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APPENDIX A:
COMPARISON TO OTHER PUBLIC BENEFITS CHARGES


The Low-Income Public Benefits Charge proposed for Tacoma Public Utilities above is consistent
with other charges imposed for low-income programs around the nation. This conclusion is base don
an inquiry limited to electric charges for low-income programs.


ILLINOIS


 $0.40 per month on each residential meter
 $4.00 per month on each non-residential meter with a load of less than 10 MW
 $300 per month on each non-residential meter with a load of 10 MW or more.


NEVADA


 0.39 mils per “retail customer.”3


NEW HAMPSHIRE


 System Benefits Charge of 3 mils per kWh of which 1.2 mils goes to low-income bill
assistance (remainder going to energy efficiency).


NEW JERSEY


 Combined low-income system benefits charge for Lifeline and Universal Service Fund
(USF) (both for low-income assistance): electric: $0.001324 per kWh (with 7% sales and
use tax included).


OHIO


 Public Utility Commission of Ohio (PUCO) periodically sets the Universal Service Fund
(USF) Rider for each Company (or upon application for a change in the Rider).  The most
recent decision was in a 2006 global proceeding resolved by settlement approved by the
PUCO.  The electric utility Riders that were approved in that proceeding included:


                                                
3 Any retail customer paying more than $25,000 per quarter may obtain a refund of the excess payment over
$25,000.
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Electric utility First 833,000 kWh per month Above 833,000 kWh per month


Cleveland Electric Illuminating $0.0008407 / kWh $0.0005680 / kWh


Cincinnati Gas & Electric $0.0008982 / kWh $0.0004690 / kWh


Columbus Southern Power $0.0010459 / kWh $0.0001830 / kWh


Dayton Power & Light $0.0009528 / kWh $0.0005700 / kWh


Ohio Edison $0.0012214 / kWh $0.0010461 / kWh


Ohio Power $0.0008635/ kWh $0.0001681/ kWh


Toledo Edison $0.0010652 / kWh $0.0005610 / kWh


WISCONSIN


 Varies by year as established by the Wisconsin Department of Administration (not the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission). However, by statute, “in any month, the low-
income assistance fee may not exceed 3% of the total of every other charge for which
the customer is billed for that month or $750, whichever is less.”
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SECTION 8.


EXPANDING THE USE OF BUDGET BILLING


Problem Statement #8


Low-income customers lack the necessary resources to set aside financial reserves.  As a result, even if
the household budgeting can cover all bills in a “normal” month, months with out-of-the-ordinary levels of
bills result in nonpayment.  Even a short-term nonpayment imposes costs on the utility and additional fees
to the customer.  In addition, short-term arrears sometimes begin a cycle of nonpayment that is difficult for
the customer to break.


Strategy


Promote regular monthly payments by increasing bill predictability and reducing seasonal
bill spikes.


Objectives


1. Reduce seasonal arrearages within the low-income customer
population for whom budgeting provides marginally adequate


annual income to meet annual bills.


2. Increase payment coverage ratio of low-income customer
population.


3. Reduce collection interventions in the post-high-cost months as
directed toward low-income customer population.


Tactics


1. Remove barriers to entry into budget bills.


2. Expand availability of budget billing.


3. Expand the available budget billing options.


4. Use budget billing as collection intervention.


5. Require budget billing as prerequisite to participation
in low-income discount.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF EXPANDING THE USE OF BUDGET BILLING.


Budget billing is generally considered to be an effective tool for certain limited income
customers to use in avoiding short-term arrears on utility bills.  While budget billing cannot
address a structural mismatch between household resources and household expenses, it can serve
a variety of objectives for households where annual income is relatively adequate to pay annual
bills.  Levelized monthly budget billing provides the opportunity for customers with marginal
incomes to pay their annual home energy bills in equal monthly billing amounts over the course
of the year irrespective of the actual monthly bills the customer incurs.1 Levelized budget billing
offers three advantages to the economically marginal consumer.


 First, a levelized bill helps take the peak off seasonal weather-sensitive usage.  High
monthly bills that might present a problem in any particular severe weather month –that
month can reflect either cooling needs or heating needs—are instead spread over several
months.


 Second, a levelized bill helps provide certainty to the customer regarding what his/her
payment responsibility will be.  Rather than trying to “fit” an unexpectedly high summer
cooling bill into a warm weather budget that is already strained because of the loss of the
children’s participation in the free and reduced school lunch/school breakfast program, a
customer will know at the beginning of the summer cooling season what level of utility
bill to expect each month.


 Finally, a levelized monthly budget billing plan represents a type of “forced savings” for
economically marginal households.  Rather than needing to set aside an estimated portion
of the cold weather electric heating bills, in anticipation of accessing those savings to pay
heating bills in cold weather months, the levelized monthly budget billing creates an
obligation to pay the time-shifted winter bill when those bills are rendered a little at a
time during the lower-usage months.  The “overpayment” is accrued by the utility as a
bill credit and applied to the higher-cost months as appropriate.


The Advantages of Budget Billing in Tacoma


The advantages of budget billing apply to Tacoma Power customers as well as they apply to
customers of other utilities.  The Table below presents typical monthly bills for Tacoma Power.
The total annual bill is $836, or almost exactly $70 per month.  The bills show a distinct seasonal
pattern, however, ranging from a low of $45 (August) to $47 (July) up to a high of $103
(February) to $108 (January).


                                                
1 Many levelized budget billing plans provide for occasional adjustments to the budget amount to reflect
unanticipated changes in the customer’s bill, up or down.  While such adjustments can prevent a large “make-up”
bill at the end of the year, or prevent a need for the customer to substantially overpay the bill, only to have it
refunded at year’s end, levelized budget billing plans with adjustments that occur too frequently lose the budgeting
advantages which the levelized amount is intended to impart.
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Typical Monthly Tacoma Power Bills and Increase/(Decrease) Using Monthly Budget Billing
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec


Monthly bill $108 $103 $86 $71 $60 $50 $47 $45 $46 $54 $70 $97


Budget bill $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70


Difference $38 $34 $16 $1 ($10) ($19) ($23) ($25) ($24) ($16) $1 $27


The table shows that the advantages normally attributed to budget billing would attach to
Tacoma Power bills as well.  Budget billing would serve the forced savings function in Tacoma.
If customers enter their budget billing plan during the non-winter months –increases in Tacoma
Power usage occur primarily in the months of December, January and February—they will
effectively be called upon to prepay their higher winter bills.  Since December through February
bills reach more than twice as high as the lower months (July: $47.17; August: $44.70;
September: $45.70), this prepayment function can be significant.


Moreover, budget billing would make electric bills more predictable.  Customers would have a
reasonable expectation of paying $70 each month (given a 12-month budget billing plan).  This
levelizing of payments would provide greater help during the high cost months than it would
impose burdens in the lower cost months.  In the three highest cost months, customers would
experience bill reductions of $38 (January), $34 (February), and $27 (December).  In contrast,
there would be moderate bill increases in the three lowest cost months (July: $23; August: $25;
September: $24).  In two months, the budget bill amount is effectively the same as the normal
bill (April, November).


The reductions found for the high cost months can be of substantial benefit to a low-income
household. For a household with an income of $700 per month ($8,400 a year), the reduction of
the December through January bills (averaging $33 a month) equals roughly five percent of the
household’s monthly income.


The Collections Impact of High Seasonal Bills


Tacoma Power does not maintain data on monthly bills or arrears, either on an aggregate or on
an average customer basis.  The utility does not have information on either the number of
accounts in arrears or the dollars of revenue in arrears. Some conclusions can be drawn,
however, from the limited data that is available.


As measured by the number of customers seeking payment extensions for current bills,
seasonally high bills result in noticeably more nonpayment.  Significantly more payment plans
are “activated” in the warm weather months (lagged by one month to reflect arrears).  The Table
below presents the data from 2006, the only year for which there is data.


Clearly, more customers were seeking arrangements to pay past-due utility bills in the high cost
months.  Beginning in January (for bills rendered in December), there is a noticeable increase in
the number of payment plans that are activated.  The 6,008 January payment plans is 33% higher
than the 4,500 payment plans activated in October and November, immediately preceding the
higher cost winter months. Over the course of the five months in which payment plans would be
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sought for higher cost winter bills (ranging from January for December bills to May for April
bills), Tacoma Power customers sought nearly 40% more payment plans (31,745 during cold
weather bill months vs. 22,804 for warm weather bill months).


Tacoma Public Utilities: Number of Payment Plans Activated by Month
for Cold Weather Month and Warm Weather Month Arrears (2006)


Payment Plans for Cold Weather Arrears Payment Plans for Warm Weather Arrears
January 6,008 July 4,844


February 8,206 August 4,457


March 6,254 September 4,491


April 5,232 October 4,506


May 6,045 November 4,506


Total cold weather 31,745 Total warm weather 22,804


The way in which TPU’s winter arrears move through the system has been particularly evident in
the past few years.  The Table below presents the percentage of dollars that fall into the utility’s
oldest aging bucket.  A February bill that is due, but not paid, in March would be 30-days in
arrears in April; it would be 90-days in arrears in June.  The flow of the increased high-cost
winter arrears through the aging buckets, pushing the 90-day arrears as a percentage of total
receivables higher during the warm weather months before receding as year wanes, is seen over
the three-year period.


Tacoma Public Utilities: 90+ Day Electric Arrears as Percent of Receivables
by Month by Year (2005 – 2007)


Year May June July August September October November December


2005 8.70% 11.50% 11.50% 7.60% 7.70% 7.90% 4.60% 5.40%


2006 6.40% 8.30% 8.30% 9.10% 9.60% 9.50% 3.40% 4.50%


2007 4.70% 5.20% 5.20% 5.10% 6.10% 5.60% 4.0% 2.40%


The figures reported in the Table above represent a percentage of dollars.  It would be reasonable
to expect that had data been available on the percentage of accounts, a similar pattern would
have emerged.


The aging of utility accounts not involving electricity is notable for not showing the same
seasonable patterns.  This lack of a pattern for services such as water, solid waste, sewer and the
like lends further support for the conclusion that it is the seasonal variability of the bills that
contributes to the pattern.  No distinction is made in the data between customers receiving
monthly or bi-monthly bills.


Finally, the impact of the seasonal nonpayment is evident from data showing how the collections
process plays itself out.  As customers either do not succeed on payment plans, or otherwise
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work their way through the collections process, accounts owing money are eventually assigned
to the collection agency for treatment.  As the accounts come out of the winter months, the
average dollar amount per account assigned to collections increases, before receding as the year
wanes.  Again, it is important to take account of the lag between the time an arrears is incurred
and the time it works its way through the process sufficiently to be assigned to collections.


Tacoma Public Utilities: Electric Arrears Assigned to Collections
by Month by Year (2005 – 2007)


Year April May June July August September October November


2007 $277.84 $334.60 $294.21 $330.79 $368.07 $321.01 $321.01 $270.06


2008 $333.10 $275.95 $341.22 $345.07 $359.68 $308.47 $308.47 $286.29


In 2007, of the five months where the per-account arrears was higher than the annual average of
those accounts assigned to collections, four were in the months of May through September.  In
2008, of the five months where the per-account arrears was higher than the annual average of
those accounts assigned to collections, all five fell in the months of April through September.


The data on arrears and collections that is available for TPU paint a consistent picture.  One
observation that is significant is that, while the puzzle is incomplete, all of the pieces of the
puzzle show the same patterns and tell the same story.  The seasonality of Tacoma Power bills
result in a sharp up-tick in nonpayment.  As a result, there is a corresponding increase in the
responsive collection activities during the higher-cost cold weather months.  The seasonal
patterns do not appear to be confined to one year, but rather recur from year-to-year.  As a result
of these seasonal patterns of nonpayment:


 The utility incurs a cost to maintain its cash flow to replace unpaid billed revenues;


 The utility incurs an opportunity cost as existing staff are devoted to addressing the
increased workload associated with the seasonal nonpayment; and


 The utility experiences an increased risk of ultimate nonpayment as some customers
leave the system due to their inability to pay.


Much of this nonpayment, however, is avoidable through budget billing.


Budget Billing Initiatives from Other Utilities


The Tennessee state utility regulatory commission faced similar circumstances in 2005.  In the
winter of 2005, states were faced with predictions that, due to a fly-up in natural gas prices,
home heating bills would be as much as 50% higher than they had been the previous winter.  In
response to such predictions, the Tennessee Regulatory Authority “approved a budget billing
plan under which a natural gas customer who cannot pay his or her monthly bill in total will be
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enrolled automatically in an equal payment plan.”2 Based on the customer’s historical usage, the
company divides the customer’s bill into 12 equal monthly payments; the payments are then
trued up annually with the actual bill received by the customer.3 The Tennessee program
succeeded in reducing service disconnections without imposing undue risk on the state’s utilities.
Indeed, the program was extended due to its success.


Expanding the Use of Budget Billing


Tacoma Public Utilities should expand the use of budget billing in its residential customer base.
The utility should both take those actions necessary to offer budget billing as a widespread
billing option and increase the number of budget billing options that are available.4


Removing Barriers to Budget Billing


Part of the efficiency of using a budget billing plan to improve the seasonal affordability of home
energy involves the extent to which such plans are available to those customers who would most
benefit from them.  If budget billing is made available only to persons who have the capacity to
pay their bills irrespective of the time-shifting inherent in the levelized payment, the plan, while
perhaps a sound money management tool, offers no “energy assistance” benefit for improving
affordability.


It would be unreasonable to expect a utility to promulgate billing regulations that explicitly make
levelized budget billing unavailable low-income customers who might most benefit from it.
Public utilities do, however, often tend to promulgate internal procedures that have the effect of
excluding the poor from taking advantage of levelized Budget Bills.  TPU does not articulate the
structure of its budget billing plan in its tariffs.  As a result, the discussion below does not
reference any particular TPU procedure or practice.


In addition to the practice of offering only annual budget billing plans, which practice is
referenced in TPU policies, utilities often adopt availability criteria that have the effect of
excluding the poor.  Three such availability criteria stand out:


 Minimum residency requirements:  Using the reasoning that effective estimates for
budget billing depend upon a minimum billing history, some utilities limit the availability
of budget billing only to customers who have a minimum of 12 months of residency at
the address for which they seek the budget billing. The frequent mobility of low-income
customers, particularly low-income tenants, would tend to exclude low-income customers
under such an availability criterion.


                                                
2 Historically, a customer was allowed to enter into a levelized budget billing plan only during the warm weather
months, in order to pre-pay some portion of the expected heating bills for the forthcoming winter.
3 “Winter Heating Bills,” 3747 PUR Util. Reg. News 6 (December 9, 2005).  TRA Docket 05-00281 (Order issued
October 17, 2005).
4 It is understood that TPU would need to modify its billing system in order to truly promote budget billing.  Budget
bills currently rendered by the utility are, at best, confusing and are frequently in error.  Making the investment
needed to allow the utility to offer a billing option as fundamental as levelized budget billing is recommended.
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 Limits on arrears:  Many utilities require customers to be free of arrears in order to
enter into levelized budget billing plans.  Unfortunately, it is the presence of arrears that
may well be the indicator of a need for budget billing.  Those customers who have a
marginal ability to pay, but simply cannot afford the higher winter bills associated with
heating load, can be expected to exhibit particular payment patterns.  Rather than
excluding customers with arrears from budget billing, TPU would be well-served to seek
out those customers who have seasonal arrears combined with a documented willingness
to pay something during the winter heating months, even if that “something” is less than
full payment.


 Commencement date:  Many utilities restrict the months in which a customer may enter
a budget billing plan to the late spring and early summer months.  Companies adopting
this procedure do not view budget billing as a mechanism to levelize high winter bills.
Instead, they view budget billing as a mechanism through which to obtain prepayment of
a customer’s winter bills.  Low-income customers needing to shave the spike off of home
heating bills may well not know of the benefits, or even of the existence, of levelized
budget billing during a late spring/early summer enrollment period.  Indeed, it is likely
that it is an unaffordable winter bill that brings the household into contact with the utility,
or with an energy assistance agency that can steer the customer onto a levelized budget
billing plan beginning in the winter months.


Indeed, as referenced above, Tennessee has found its gas utilities –it is the natural gas utilities in
Tennessee that demonstrate substantial seasonal bill variation—have been well-served by
making budget billing mandatory for customers in arrears during the high cost months.  While
such an approach is not yet recommended for TPU, TPU Budget Bills should be made available
irrespective of arrears status, irrespective of length of residence, and irrespective of the date a
household seeks to begin its Budget Bill.


Finally, utilities are increasingly conditioning the grant of their low-income discounts on an
agreement by the discount recipients to move to levelized budget billing.  Xcel Energy, doing
business as Public Service Company of Colorado (PSO), recently implemented a percentage of
income-based rate discount requiring participants to take service under budget billing. So, too, do
electric utilities operating the Maryland Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP), as well as
the natural gas utilities operating the Indiana Universal Service Program (USP), require
participants to take service under budget billing.  TPU should adopt a mandatory budget billing
requirement for its low-income discount.


Increasing Budget Billing Options


In addition to removing barriers to participation in budget billing, TPU should offer an
alternative budget billing option.  Experience counsels that many customers do not wish to enter
into budget billing that significantly increases their warm weather month bills.  Even though the
whole purpose of budget billing is to time-shift part of a bill, the realization that the elimination
of the high winter bill also means the corresponding elimination of the low summer bill
(assuming a heating customer) creates a barrier to budget billing enrollment.
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Given this recognition, TPU would be well-served to offer something other than an annual
budget-billing plan. A “winter-only” plan would help guard against the high winter bills while
also preserving the low-cost summer months for the customer.  The data clearly shows that many
customers in arrears are simply engaging in short-term time-shifting of high winter bills without
the structure of a budget billing plan.  Increases in monthly arrears for the residential class as a
whole truly begin with the January bill.  Moreover, by May, those arrears are being significantly
paid down.


To allow customers to move some of that time-shifting forward rather than having it merely be
backward would be consistent with the desire to keep bills paid, and the demonstrated inability
to make that happen in the high cost winter months.  To move some of those January through
March dollars forward to the lower cost months immediately preceding winter should help lower
arrears without running afoul of the customers’ desires to retain their low-cost summer bills.


Summary and Conclusions


Previous TPU analyses have recommended that the utility place a greater reliance on budget
billing.  In its June 30, 2008 Benchmarking Report for Tacoma Public Utilities, UtiliPoint
International recommended that Tacoma Public Utilities “should consider some or all of the
following”:


 “Offer budget payment plans to customers who indicate they have cash flow issues”;
and


 “Offer service payment options including e-bill, direct pay, credit cards, etc. for
customers who indicate concerns about writing monthly checks.”5


The appropriateness of those recommendations is again noted.  Indeed, as indicated above, the
use of budget payment plans can be promoted and utilized in a variety of ways.  Moreover, while
the variety in “payment options” is not directly addressed in this discussion, the need for a
variety in billing options, even within the budget billing environment, is noted.


Promoting the increased use of budget billing would help Tacoma Public Utilities respond to
much of the seasonal nonpayment currently experienced on the utility system.  The seasonal
nonpayment affects not only customers, but it affects the utility as well.  The impact of seasonal
nonpayment on 90+ day arrears shows the impact on utility cash flow.  The impact of seasonal
nonpayment on the number of customers seeking deferred payment arrangements shows the
impact on utility customer service staff.  The impact of seasonal nonpayment on the level of
arrears being referred to collections shows the impact on utility risk of write-offs.


To respond to this seasonal nonpayment, TPU should expand both the availability of budget
billing and the range of budget billing options.


                                                
5 UtiliPoint International (June 30, 2008). Benchmarking Report for Tacoma Public Utilities An Independent
Customer Care and Billing Benchmark.”
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SECTION 9.


REFORMING THE USE OF DEFERRED PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS


Problem Statement #9


The inadequacy of household resources for low-income customers poses a particular problem when low-
income customers fall behind on their utility bill payments.  The inability to retire arrears threatens not only
the ability of the utility to collect those previously billed revenues, but also threatens the ability of the utility
to bill and collect future revenues as well.  The presence of arrears on a low-income account calls for an
ongoing balancing of the need to obtain past and future payments out of a limited customer budget.


Strategy


Allow retirement of arrears over time through reasonable deferred payment arrangements.


Objectives


1. Reduce arrearages within very low-income customer population.


2. Improve successful payment of arrears through payment plans
with no future collection intervention.


3. Decrease intensity of collection intervention applied prior to
payment of arrears.


4. Reduce overall collection interventions directed toward customers
in arrears.


Tactics


1. Reform deferred payment arrangement (DPA)
process to create DPAs within the existing collection


process.


2. Create extended payment plan.  Create bifurcated
payment plans for large arrears.


3. Incentivize entering and keeping DPAs through the
waiver of late payment charges on arrears subject to


payment plans.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF THE REFORM OF DEFERRED PAYMENT
ARRANGEMENTS.


Tacoma Public Utilities should modify its processes for offering deferred payment arrangements
to allow low-income customers (and others) a reasonable opportunity to retire arrears.  Current
TPU processes require a customer to retire arrears through any deferred payment arrangements
before the utility issues its next bill for current usage.


The process can yield absurd results.  If a customer owing $500 in arrears calls ten days prior to
the next billing date, TPU customer service representatives will require a 50% downpayment
($250) with the remaining $250 to be paid in the next ten days.  If that same customer would
have called with the same $500 arrears 45 days before the next (bi-monthly) billing date, the
customer would have been required to make a downpayment with six weeks to retire the
remainder.  As one customer service representative interviewed for this project observed, the
earlier in the billing cycle a payment-troubled customer calls, the more lenient the payment terms
will be, so long as, in every case, the balance is retired before the next billing date.


The process does not appear to be working.  TPU’s 2008 UtiliPoint benchmarking study (June
2008) reported that “TPU has a higher than typical number of broken payment arrangements.”
UtiliPoint further noted that “TPU also has a significantly higher number of contacts logged as
making payment arrangements.” According to that benchmarking study, nearly 50% of TPU’s
payment agreements fail.  While TPU has 4,400 “total payment agreements” in any given month,
it has 2,000 “broken payment agreements” in a month.  In contrast, the Reference Group
Average involved 14,733 payments agreements in a month, with 2,615 broken agreements.  As
can be seen, while the Reference Group average demonstrates a roughly one-in-six failure rate,
the TPU process documents almost a one-in-two failure rate.


The UtiliPoint data is consistent with other TPU information.  According to TPU-provided data:


 In 2007, the utility had 49,382 “activated” installment plans and 24,965 “deactivated”
plans;1


 In 2006, the utility had 64,637 activated installments plans and 30,856 deactivated
plans.


The process of making deferred payment arrangements that customers simply cannot afford to
fulfill is not without cost to the utility.  Even if no additional customer staff is needed to respond
to “broken” payment plans, the effort needed to respond to those customers subject to broken
plans diverts staff away from other productive work.


The data reported by UtiliPoint should be of concern to TPU.  Out of 80,139 total contacts
logged by UtiliPoint in one month, 22,700 (28.33%) involved payment plans, while 2,200
(2.75%) involved broken payment plan terms.  These figures are substantially higher than the
comparison utilities:


                                                
1 2007 data was year-to-date through October.
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 The 28.33% was nearly six times higher than the comparison “small electric utility”
(4.82%) and more than ten times higher than the Reference Group Average (2.42%);


 The 2.75% of contacts responding to broken plans was more than twice as high as the
comparison “small electric utility” (1.22%) and more than three times higher than the
Reference Group Average (0.83%).


Other contacts, it should be noted, may also be related to the offer of unaffordable payment
plans, even though the contact was classified as relating to some other category.  The UtiliPoint
benchmarking study reported that:


 A substantial number of “energy assistance” inquiries were made (2.75%), more than
an order of magnitude higher than either the small electric utility comparison utility
(0.05%) or the Reference Group Average (0.01%).


 A substantial number of service transfers were logged by TPU (3.49%), again
significantly higher than either the comparison small electric utility (0.47%) or the
Reference Group Average (0.11%).


Providing more reasonable payment plans is likely to generate additional revenue collection to
the utility rather than placing more revenue at risk.  TPU has administered a pilot deferred
payment plan program since November 2007.  This pilot initiative has been directed toward past-
due accounts that have been sent to collections.2 Through this pilot, TPU offers more flexible
payment arrangements than the standard offer through customer service representatives.3 The
payment plan pilot provides the following payment plan options:


Collection Account Payment Options
If Customer Cannot Pay Any Downpayment If Customer Can Pay 25% Downpayment


Initial Balance Payment Plan Term Initial Balance Payment Plan Term


Up to $499.99 2 months Up to $499.99 3 months


$500 - $999.99 4 months $500 - $999.99 6 months


$1,000 - $1,499.99 6 months $1,000 - $1,499.99 9 months


$1,500 or more 9 months $1,500 or more 12 months


If a customer fails to keep one payment arrangement, an additional arrangement will be provided with a downpayment of 25%
plus all outstanding fees.  If a customer fails to keep a second payment arrangement, no additional arrangement will be provided.
All charges, including accrued interest, becomes immediately due.


In addition to the more flexible payment terms, TPU offers to waive its 1% per month interest
payments on the new payment plan.


                                                
2 To be sent to collections, an account must have been final billed with an outstanding arrears. TPU assigns accounts
to its collection agency for collection without selling those accounts to the agency.
3 The standard offer involves a 50% downpayment with the balance paid before the next bill.
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The results of the new flexible payment plan terms are encouraging.  A comparison of
collections outcomes between 2007 and 2008 documents a significant improvement in revenue
recovery.  This improvement occurred notwithstanding the economic crisis that enveloped the
nation in the fall of 2008.


The two years presented virtually identical collections potential:


 While $2,404,114 was assigned to collections in 2007, $2,404,562 was assigned in
2008, an increase of $449.


 While 7,798 accounts were assigned in 2007, 7,992 accounts were assigned in 2008,
an increase of only 194 accounts.


 While an average arrears of $308.30 was assigned to collections in 2007, an average
arrears of $300.87 was assigned in 2008, a decrease of $7.43.


Despite the virtually identical circumstances, the collections outcomes were substantially more
positive under the flexible collections terms.


 In absolute dollar terms, gross total collections increased by $266,595 from 2007 to
2008. This represents an increase of more than one-third form $741,336 in 2007 to
$1,007,930 in 2008.


 The vast majority of the collections increase was returned to the utility.  The
$266,595 was generated with an increase of only $18,000 to the collection agency.  In
contrast, TPU netted $248,614 through the new flexible terms.


 Of the increased collections of $260,595, only $6,321 was paid in additional dollars
through TPU.  The increased collections were driven by increased payments through
the flexible terms offered by the collections agency, not by additional dunning
activity on the part of the utility.


 The collection agency experienced an across-the-board increase in collections.  In
each month during 2008, the agency collected more than in the corresponding month
of 2007.  By the end of the year, the agency had more than doubled its annual
collections, from $228,109 in 2007 to $488,377 in 2008, an increase of 114%. This
doubling was generated from a cumulative total increased assignment of arrears to
collections of less than $500.


 The agency improvement stands in sharp contrast to the success of TPU dunning.  In
six months during 2008, payments to TPU were below the payments in the
corresponding months of 2007.  For the year, payments to TPU increased by
something more than 1%.
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 The improved collections appear to be continuing in 2009.  While assignments to
collection in the first two months of 2009 were actually less than in the first two
months of 2007 ($358,656 vs. $362,700), the payments to the agency during that two-
month period were nearly $55,000 higher.  In January and February 2009, the agency
had collected an amount that it took more than five months to collect in 2007, even
thought the 2009 assignment to collections was lower.


Finally, the improved collections attributed to the agency can be viewed from the effective
number of cleared accounts.  In 2007, the agency collected $228,104 off an average assignment
of $308 per account.  The agency, in other words, effectively cleared 740 of the 7,798 accounts
assigned to it ($228,104 / $308 = 740).  In contrast, in 2008, the agency collected $488,377 off
an average assignment of $301 per assigned account.  The agency thus effectively cleared 1,490
of the 7,992 accounts assigned to it ($488,377 / $301 = 1,490).  The agency was clearly not only
more effective at generating additional dollars, but also more efficient in collecting revenue from
the assigned accounts under the flexible payment terms process.


Summary and Recommendations


Several empirical observations and conclusions can be derived from the data available on the
flexible payment plan terms initiative.  Recognizing that only two months of 2009 data are
available, it is nonetheless possible to observe and conclude:


 A higher proportion of revenue assigned to collections is collected through the
flexible payment plan terms;


 A higher percent of the dollars assigned to collections is being paid to TPU; and


 A higher percent of the dollars actually collected are being paid to TPU.


Collections Under Flexible Payment Plan Terms
2007 2008 2009 /a/


Percent collected of that assigned 31% 42% 58%


Percent paid to TPU of that assigned 26% 36% 54%


Percent paid to TPU of that collected 84% 86% 92%


Percent accounts effectively cleared of those assigned /b/ 9% 19% N/A


NOTES:


/a/ 2009 represents year-to-date information through February.
/b/ “Cleared accounts” equals amount of total collections divided by average arrears per account assigned.


Based on the data and analysis presented above, it is recommended that the flexible payment
term initiative be made permanent for accounts assigned to collection.  In addition,
implementation of two modifications would improve the outcomes of the initiative further:
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 The two-strikes-you’re-out policy should be modified.  After a second defaulted
payment plan, an additional plan should be permitted for the specified plan terms
upon a 50% downpayment.  A succession of plans, each with a 50% downpayment,
could be expected to generate more collections than an immediate demand for full
payment;


 Customers who default on a payment plan should be allowed to reinstate that plan by
“curing” missed payments.  A cure would involve making up all missed payment plan
payments (along with all missed payments toward current bills incurred during the
payment plan months).  Once cured, the payment plan is reinstated at the point and
under the conditions that would have existed had all payments been made in a full
and timely fashion with which to begin.


In addition to extending the flexible payment plan terms to become a permanent part of the
infrastructure for accounts sent to collections, the flexible payment plan terms policy should be
extended to active accounts as well.  Recognizing that current payment plan terms are largely
driven by the technological inability of TPU’s billing system to extend a due date for payment
plan payments past the next due date for a current bill, it is recommended that TPU make the
needed capital investment to correct the SAP deficiency.  During the interim period, a workgroup
charged with developing work-arounds is recommended.
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SECTION 10.


REFORMING SERVICE DISCONNECTION PROCESSES


Problem Statement #10


Given the lack of resources in the budget of a low-income household, the payment of utility arrears
presents a dilemma to the customer.  On the one hand, every dollar of household income that is devoted
to retiring arrears is a dollar that is not available to pay bills for current usage.  On the other hand, if a low-
income customer simply has inadequate resources to pay his or her current bill plus retire an arrears, the
process of contacting the utility is likely to be seen as a futile endeavor, an effort that will accelerate rather
than delay the ultimate objective of maintaining service.  Nonetheless, despite the fact that the larger an
arrears becomes, the greater the dilemma and the more difficult it will be to resolve the dilemma, there is
no intrinsic incentive for a low-income customer to engage a utility contact unless the customer views that
contact as being potentially productive.


Strategy


Improve the efficiency of existing utility processes to ensure that such processes facilitate
rather than impede the successful collection of outstanding bills.


Objectives


1. Reduce arrearages within very low-income customer population.


2. Increase payment of arrears with minimum collection intervention.


3. Decrease intensity of collection intervention applied prior to
payment of arrears.


4. Reduce overall collection interventions directed toward customers
in arrears.


Tactics


1. Target disconnect for nonpayment (DNP) notices
only to those with arrears at or above average


arrears subject to DNP.


2. Notify consumers/agencies of the minimum amount
of payment needed to stop a pending disconnection


of service as part of a Call Center contact.


3. Provide 30-day “hold” for referral to energy
assistance agency.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF REFORM OF SERVICE DISCONNECTION PROCESSES.


Tacoma Public Utilities should make modest changes to its process of providing notices of the
potential disconnection of service for nonpayment (DNP).  Not only is the existing DNP notice
process inconsistent with the stated objective of such notices, but the DNP notice process is
likely even to be counter-productive to the prompt collection of unpaid bills.


Articulating the Objective of Service Disconnections and Disconnect Notices


The objective of a service disconnection for nonpayment for Tacoma Public Utilities can be
derived from the customer service regulations set forth in the Tacoma Municipal Code.
According to the Municipal Code, if bills rendered to Tacoma utility customers “are not paid
when due, they shall become delinquent, the Director shall, if the same is necessary to enforce
payment of said bills, cause a discontinuance of service from the premises affected by such
delinquency and service shall remain off until arrangement satisfactory to the Director has been
made covering payment of the delinquent bill.” (emphasis added)1


The function of a DNP notice then flows from this right to terminate service for nonpayment.
According to the Tacoma Municipal Code, with unrelated exceptions, “termination of electric
service to a premises. . .shall not occur until: (1) Tacoma Power has provided the customer
reasonable notice of the intent to terminate electric service; and (2) the customer has been
offered the opportunity of a hearing before a hearing officer.”2


These sections of the Code make clear the objectives of the disconnect process.  The
disconnection of service is to occur if “necessary to enforce payment of [Tacoma utility] bills.”
The disconnect notice is to notify the customer of the “intent to terminate electric service.”
While the cited Municipal Code sections relate to electric bills, the policy statements would be
equally applicable to other Tacoma utility services.


The Shortcomings of the TPU Disconnect Notice Processes


It is common for utility companies to send out shutoff notices when they have no intent to
terminate service.  Either the utility does not have the staff to effectuate a service discontinuance
for each customer receiving a notice of discontinuance, or the company finds that it is not cost-
effective to discontinue service for customers with arrears that are either less than some
internally established “treatment amount” or younger than some internally-prescribed threshold.


“Over-Noticing” Service Disconnections for Nonpayment


TPU staff, as well as the Credit and Collections Guidelines (2005), acknowledge that disconnect
notices to customers with unpaid bills are computer-generated notices that are sent to all
delinquent customers without respect to whether there is a current intent to actually disconnect
service.  According to the Credit and Collections Guidelines, there are two levels of a
“disconnect notice” (as distinguished from a “Warning Bill”):
                                                
1 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.06.110(B) (2009).
2 Tacoma Municipal Code §12.06.115(E) (2009).
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 a “Dunning Level 2” disconnect notice “is when the customer receives a notice from the
utility that they (sic) are about to be disconnected if they don’t pay the past due amount.
It is mailed 25 days after the due date of the original invoice. . .”


 a “Dunning Level 3” disconnect notice “is the actual disconnection notification that is
sent to the Field Investigator to go to the premise and disconnect the service. The
notification is created and sent to the field 32 days after the original due date of the
invoice.”


As is evident from these Guidelines, issuance of the disconnect notices are driven by the time
that has elapsed since the “original due date of the invoice.”


The disconnect notices, themselves, do not distinguish between whether the customer is, in fact,
in imminent danger of disconnection for nonpayment. The notice states: “This account must be
brought up to date within 48 hours or services are subject to disconnection without further notice.
A reconnection fee will be charged to restore service.”  The notice certainly does not provide
completely accurate information on the payment that is required. For example, rather than being
required to bring the account completely “up to date” to avoid service disconnection, the
customer would, in fact, be required only to make sufficient payment to reduce the outstanding
balance below the dunning amount.


The over-reliance of Tacoma Public Utilities on what it terms “delinquency notices” has been
previously communicated to TPU.  According to the June 2008 customer care and billing
Benchmarking Report prepared by UtiliPoint International, “TPU sends a unusually high number
of delinquency notices in relation to collections calls and outstanding balances.”  According to
the UtiliPoint benchmarking report, TPU issues a average of 50,200 delinquency notices each
month.  This volume of delinquency notices is three times higher than the “small electric utility”
used by UtiliPoint as a benchmarking comparison (17,724 delinquency notices each month), and
five times higher than the “reference group average” (10,762 delinquency notices each month) in
the benchmarking study.


The problem with automatically sending computer-generated “shutoff notices” at a prescribed
time after the due date on a bill is that not all delinquent bills are subject to the disconnection of
service.  TPU has established dunning thresholds for the collection of accounts.  For residential
bi-monthly bills, balances of between $200 and $400, for example, receive a disconnect notice
25 days after the original due date, but no field notice is generated. For residential monthly bills,
accounts with a balance of between $70 and $100 receive a disconnect notice 25 days after the
original due date, but no field notice is generated.


The Business Cost of Over-Noticing Service Disconnections for Nonpayment


Aside from the unlawful nature of threatening collection activities when no present intent exists
to engage in those activities, the provision of a notice of a service discontinuance when there is
no present intent to engage in the discontinuance is counterproductive to the entire purpose of
notice with which to begin. The purpose of a notice is to provide a clear and believable warning
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that a service termination is about to occur.  In response to such a notice, the customer must
either take the steps necessary to prevent the service termination or take those steps needed to
protect himself or herself against the dangers to life, health and property that might result from
the loss of service.


As can be seen, TPU appears to have fallen into the same trap as did Columbia Gas Company, an
Ohio utility whose disconnect notice policies were challenged in federal court.3  In rejecting the
reasonableness of the notices of that Ohio utility, the court found that the company issued
between 120,000 and 140,000 notices per year, only about 4% of which were followed by actual
terminations. The Federal Circuit Court held that “it is clear that the flood of final notices sent
out by the company was, as the District Court expressed it, “a wolf kind of notice” which does
not conform to the constitutional requirements that notice be truly informative and be given at a
meaningful time.”


The purpose of this reference to the Columbia Gas court decision is not to imply that TPU’s
notice policies raise constitutional issues (though they do).  Instead, this discussion is to urge
that, as found by the Palmer court, the repeated issuance of notices does not conform to
requirements that notices be truly informative and be given at a meaningful time.  As the Palmer
court noted: “what we have here is a wolf kind of notice that is very convenient for the computer
to issue, but is not, I think, what the statute contemplates, which. . .is a meaningful notice that
applies to the person who is going to be affected by it and will be followed by some action.”


In TPU’s situation, it is not a “statute” that provides the reference point.  Rather, it is the
municipal code that provides that disconnections are only to be implemented when necessary to
enforce the payment of bills. Disconnect notices are to be issued to convey the intent to
disconnect service.


Finally, TPU should be aware of the business cost to issuing empty collection threats as well.  A
study by the New York Public Service Commission staff, for example, reported that:


The effectiveness of Final Termination Notices as a means to encourage payments
or to make payment arrangements prior to field action has deteriorated. The rate
of customer non-responses to Final Termination Notices has increased from 33%
in 1983 to 46% in 1987. This may result in part from customer perception that
utilities threaten to terminate service, but rarely do. In 1983, 16% of the customers
who did not make arrangements on their arrears in response to a termination
notice had their service terminated; in 1987, only 9% of those customers had their
service terminated.4


While the New York report is somewhat dated, its conclusions are timeless.  When a utility
repeatedly issues shutoff notices warning customers of an imminent pending service
disconnection unless bills are paid in full, without following up those notices by performing the


                                                
3 Palmer v. Columbia Gas, 479 F.2d 153 (6th Cir. 1973).
4 David Sawyer and Phillip Teumin, Gas and Power Utility Uncollectibles and Collection Activity, A Report by the
Consumers Services Division of the New York State Public Service Commission.
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threatened collection activity, it conveys the message that customers may ignore the shutoff
notice with no adverse result arising.


Consistency with the Purpose and Objective of Issuing Service Disconnection Notices


In order to assess the notice provided by a utility to its customers, TPU should again consider the
purposes and functions of a notice.  Through a shutoff notice, a consumer should be provided
with the information she needs to quickly and intelligently take available steps to prevent the
threatened termination of service.  The notice should meet sufficiently stringent standards so as
to protect all customers, given that customers are of various levels of education, experience and
resources.  The notice should be made at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.  It
should present truthful information. To meet the requirement that the notice be "meaningful," it
must give a clear and believable warning that termination is about to occur.  The key word in this
formulation is that the notice be "believable."


The issuance of a shutoff notice must be read in light of the purpose of a notice. Shutoff notices
serve a number of different functions.  One function is to permit the customer to contact the
utility, make payment, or arrange an affordable deferred payment arrangement.  However, other
functions are served as well. One different function of a shutoff notice is to permit the customer
to make alternative plans after service is, in fact, terminated.  Consider, for example, that the
right to receive notice does not depend upon the right to contest the disconnection of service.
Regardless of whether a customer has a right to contest a discontinuance of service, he or she
certainly has a right to know that service is being discontinued to enable him or her to protect
himself or herself from damages that might occur as a result.


By sending repeated disconnect notices, with no collection follow-up, TPU destroys the message
contained by the notice.


Recommended Reforms of the Service Disconnection Notices


Based on the above data and discussion, TPU should adopt the following policies with respect to
the issuance of notices regarding the potential disconnections for nonpayment:


 TPU will not threaten to terminate service when it has no present intent to terminate
service or when actual termination is prohibited by law.  Notice of the intent to terminate
will be used only as a warning that service will in fact be terminated in accordance with
stated TPU procedures, unless the ratepayer or occupant remedies the situation which
gave rise to the enforcement efforts of the utility.


 TPU will issue every notice of a pending disconnection of service for nonpayment at a
meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. To meet this standard, a TPU shutoff
notice will contain the following specific information and meet the following specific
standards (1) a TPU shutoff notice will state the reasons for having the utility seek the
termination of service; (2) a TPU shutoff notice will give a clear and believable warning
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that termination is about to occur; and (3) a TPU notice will fully inform the consumer of
the required procedure by which the proposed termination can be avoided.5


 TPU shall not make a practice of delivering more than two consecutive notices of
discontinuance for past due bills without engaging in the collection identified in the
notice absent bill payment by the customer.


Low-Income “Holds” on Service Disconnections


Most utilities argue that the disconnection of service is a collection tool to be used to minimize
uncollectible accounts.  The assumption behind this argument (often unstated) is that the
disconnection of service thus leads to the least-cost provision of service to remaining, paying,
customers.  As will be seen, however, even if the premise is true (that the disconnection of
service is an effective collection tool), the conclusion (that it results in least-cost service) does
not necessarily follow.


The Implicit as well as Explicit Costs of Disconnecting Service for Nonpayment


The disconnection of service yields both implicit and explicit costs to the utility.  Perhaps the
most notable explicit costs is the loss of revenue due to bad debt.  When customers are removed
from the system, TPU tends to lose the majority of dollars that represented the outstanding
arrears.  When customers have received their final bill and been removed from the TPU system,
they are ultimately referred to collections for further processing.  In 2007, the utility referred
$2.4 million to its collection agency. The agency collected $740,000 (31%), of which $120,000
was kept by the agency as fees (resulting in a 26% collection rate for TPU).  In 2008, TPU
referred $2.4 million to its collection agency.  The agency collected $1.1 million (42%), of which
roughly $140,000 was kept in fees (resulting in a 36% collection rate for TPU).6


In addition to out-of-pocket lost revenue experienced by TPU, the utility, of course, also lost the
expenses associated with the carrying costs of the revenue assigned to collections, the expenses
associated with the staff collection activity and customer services directed toward those
accounts, and the opportunity costs associated with addressing the nonpayment by these
customers rather than other payment-troubled customers.


The implicit costs are substantial as well.  With low-income customers, in particular, the costs of
disconnecting service are even higher than the costs associated with non-low-income customers.
This is true when there is a fee designed to pass on the cost of the disconnect/reconnect process
to the affected household as well as when there is not.  Even when the cost of disconnection and
reconnection is fully recovered from the nonpaying low-income household, that fee tends to
divert limited household funds from the payment of current usage to the payment of the costs of
the collection process, to the detriment of all involved.


                                                
5 In this respect, informing customers that their only option to avoid the disconnection of service is to pay the “full”
bill, when, in fact, payment of a lesser amount that would bring a balance below the dunning level is not only
misleading and deceptive, it places at risk receiving partial payments by the utility.
6 A discussion of how the agency increased its collections not by becoming “stricter” with its payment terms, but
rather by providing more reasonable payment terms is set forth in the discussion of deferred payment arrangements.
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A utility does not benefit its "paying" ratepayers if, through the disconnection process, it
increases the unpaid debt of the disconnected household.  In the event that a customer makes no
payment toward her outstanding arrears, the utility goes uncompensated for both the initial
arrears plus the uncompensated cost of the disconnection process.  All the utility has thus
accomplished through the disconnection process in this case, therefore, is to increase the loss to
remaining ratepayers.


Even assuming that the disconnect/reconnect process is paid for through disconnect/reconnect
fees, a household which is not permanently removed from the system, but which instead merely
has its service disconnected and reconnected, ends up necessarily owing more than the arrears
underlying the disconnection in the first instance.  At the time of reconnection, in other words, in
addition to the arrears which led to the disconnection, the household is responsible also for
paying any disconnect and reconnect fee.  Because of these additional payment obligations,
when the household is poor, everyone loses.


The conclusion that imposing a disconnect/reconnect fee can be a losing financial proposition,
however, does not depend for its efficacy on an assumption of nonpayment or partial payment.
Even in those instances where the customer makes full payment of the outstanding arrears, the
utility cannot be found ipso facto to have benefitted from the disconnect/reconnect process.  So
long as the late paying household has a limited corpus, if some part of the household's ability-to-
pay is diverted to paying disconnect/reconnect fees, there is that much less left to pay current
bills.


As with the partial payment, given this information, the question which TPU must face is
whether, by increasing the total outstanding bill owed by the low-income household, the utility is
in effect diverting scarce household resources from the payment of current monthly bills to other
expenses.  If indeed this is the case, and if indeed the household has a limited amount of money
that can be devoted to its utility bill, the presence of an $60 fee for a disconnect/reconnect
expense can only have the impact of putting future payments toward current monthly bills at
greater risk.


The Recommended Change in Low-Income Disconnect Procedures


Tacoma Public Utilities should adopt a 30-day “hold” provision for customers that it has
identified through its Early Identification Program (discussed elsewhere in these planning
documents) as likely being low-income.


The 30-day hold provision could, for example, be based on the regulations of the Iowa Utility
Board (IUB).  IUB regulations provide that “if the utility is informed that the customer’s
household may qualify for winter energy assistance or weatherization funds, there shall be no
disconnection of service for 30 days from the date the utility is notified to allow the customer
time to obtain assistance.” (Iowa Admin. Code, §199-20.4(10)). (emphasis added).  Postponing
the disconnection of service is mandatory under the regulation.
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Implementing a 30-day hold provision would allow reasonable time for TPU’s network of
community-based organizations to undertake the process by which to determine whether the
customer is eligible for public assistance.  Public assistance may come in the form of energy
assistance toward current bills, energy assistance directed toward arrears, TPU’s low-income
discount, or other public and private income-supplements.  Allowing the 30-day hold for
customers identified in the SAP as being “low-income” will lessen the likelihood that the
customer will be found ineligible for assistance.


Allowing the 30-day hold presents a least-cost mechanism for obtaining payment of an
outstanding utility bill.  The implementation of a 30-day hold provision does not impose either
the explicit costs or the implicit costs identified above as arising from pursuit of the service
disconnection process.


Moreover, allowing such a 30-day hold is most consistent with the objective articulated in the
Tacoma Municipal Code.  As noted above, the Municipal Code provides that the disconnection
of service is to occur only when such service termination “is necessary to enforce payment of
said bills. . .”  If a customer is identified in SAP as likely being low-income, the availability of
public assistance makes it more likely that the outstanding bill can be paid without resort to a
service disconnection.


Summary and Conclusions


In the world of collections, more is not always better.  With utility collections in particular,
several tests should be applied to determine the propriety of utility dunning activities.  Whether a
utility collection practice is effective is but one question in the analysis.  Whether the utility
collection practice is cost-effective, as well as whether the practice is efficient in operation,
present further tests to apply.


TPU should modify its disconnect process to improve the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and
efficiency of its existing termination notice processes.  In particular, TPU tends to over-notice
the disconnection of service.  When TPU routinely provides a notice of its “intent to disconnect”
service so many times, with no follow-up activity, payment-troubled customers learn that they
need not pay particular attention to the receipt of a shutoff notice.  As one Ohio utility’s shutoff
notices were described, the computer-generated shutoff notice that does not presage the
collection action communicated in the notice becomes a “wolf type” of warning.


TPU should modify its disconnect notice process.  TPU notices of disconnection should provide
clear and believable warnings of the imminent disconnection of service should payment not be
made.  Moreover, the utility should notify customer not only of the need for full performance,
but of what payment performance is required to prevent further dunning activity.


Finally, TPU should emulate the customer service regulations of other states in providing a
“hold” provision for customers identified as “low-income” (which identification is recommended
and discussed elsewhere).  This “hold” process allows an identified low-income customer to
apply for and receive a determination of eligibility for public and private assistance that might
resolve the customer’s payment emergency.  The “hold’ process not only makes it more likely
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that an unpaid low-income will be retired, but also it makes it less likely that the bill will be
retired only after expensive and increasingly intense dunning activities.
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SECTION 11.


REFORMING COLLECTION FEES


Problem Statement #11


Customers who develop arrears present a utility with the need to exercise responsive collection
processes.  A utility process that is appropriate to an able-to-pay customer, however, may not be
appropriate when directed toward an unable-to-pay customer.  Recognizing that the ultimate objective of
the utility is to receive payment for a bill, an inappropriately structured and/or badly targeted utility
intervention may impede rather than facilitate accomplishing that ultimate objective.


Strategy


Prevent division of limited ability to pay away from payment of current bills.


Objectives


1. Reduce arrearages within very low-income customer population.


2. Increase payment of arrears with minimum collection intervention.


3. Decrease intensity of collection intervention applied prior to
payment of arrears.


4. Reduce overall collection interventions directed toward customers
in arrears.


Tactics


1. Exempt confirmed low-income customers from the
payment of late payment and collection charges.


2. Expand definition of “regular business hours” for
purposes of establishing increased fees for collection


activities.


3. Accept guarantee in lieu of cash security deposits
from public and nonprofit low-income service


providers.


4. Substitute guarantees/sureties in lieu of deposits for
existing deposits with application of cash to pre-


existing arrears.


5. Allow assignment of unclaimed deposits to charitable
energy assistance provider in lieu of escheat to state.
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DISCUSSION IN SUPPORT OF REFORM OF COLLECTION FEES.


Tacoma Public Utilities should revise its miscellaneous fee structure to recognize the particular
difficulties the utility imposes on low-income customers.  In particular, TPU should make
changes in the way it implements the following fees and charges:


 Late payment charges;


 Field visit fees; and


 Cash security deposits.


Late Payment Charges


Utilities often seek to impose a late payment charge on those households who do not pay by a
designated due date. The imposition of such a charge is generally designed to serve either of two
purposes: (1) to compensate the utility for expenses incurred as a result of the late payment; or
(2) to provide an incentive for households to make timely payments.  Unfortunately, not only do
utility late payment charges often bear little relation to these two stated purposes, but, in
overcharging in cases of delinquent payments, utilities often create other adverse impacts.


With TPU, late payment charges are imposed as an incentive for customers to make their bill
payments in a full and timely fashion.  In contrast, the cost of nonpayment to the utility is paid
for through a series of miscellaneous charges.  Under the Tacoma Municipal Code, TPU is
authorized to impose a late payment charge of 1% per month (with a minimum of a $3 charge)
on accounts that are not paid within 30 days and have a balance of $10 or more.1  The Tacoma
Municipal Code expressly authorizes the Direct to waive late payment charges if the customer is
a: “residential customers who (1) qualifies as low-income; (2) receives supplemental security
income; or (3) is disabled and receives federal or state funds” from designated disability
programs. (emphasis added)2


It is important to note that the Municipal Code is written in the disjunctive, using the word “or.”
The Director is authorized to waive late fees if any one of the stated criteria is met.  It is not clear
whether the Director might implement this section by waiving late payment fees for one of the
stated populations without doing so for all three.


The Municipal Code is distinctive in that it does not tie the authority to waive late payment
charges to the eligibility criteria of Tacoma’s low-income discounts.  The discount is available to
customers who are low-income and either elderly or disabled.3  There are at least two major
differences between eligibility for the discount and eligibility for late fee waivers:


 Unlike the fee waiver, the low-income discount eligibility is in the conjunctive (using
the word “and”). A customer must be low-income and either elderly or disabled.


                                                
1 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.01.030 (2009).
2 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.01.030(A) (2009).
3 See, Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.100.400(L) (2009).
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 Unlike the rate discount, the late fee waiver does not consider age.  Nothing in the
Municipal Code requires, or authorizes, the Director to take the age of a customer into
account in considering whether to waive late payment charges.


The late fee waiver authorization has some ambiguity to it in that it extends to a customer who
“qualifies as low-income.”  While the Municipal Code does not define “low-income,”
presumably any customer who qualifies for one of TPU’s low-income assistance programs (e.g.,
low-income discount, family need, free insulation) would fall within this Code provision.  Nor
does the late fee section of the Municipal Code prescribe how a customer might “qualify” as
“low-income.’


Despite the authority given to the Director to waive late payment charges for prescribed
vulnerable populations, the Director has chosen not to exercise this authority. And while the
Municipal Code gives the Director the authority to waive late fees for these populations, the
Code does not make such waivers mandatory.  Today, late fees are imposed on all delinquent
accounts irrespective of income or disability status.


The discussion below recommends that the Director reverse that decision and exercise the
authority granted by the Municipal Code to waive late payment fees for low-income customers,
for customers receiving Supplemental Security Income, and disabled customers.  The waiver
should further extend to any customers identified as “low-income” through the Early
Identification Program recommended elsewhere in this planning initiative; to any customer
receiving assistance through a TPU low-income program; and to any customer who a recognized
public or private agency has certified as receiving public assistance benefits through a social
assistance program.


The recommendation is not to create new authority for TPU.  It is rather for the Director to
exercise the authority that the Municipal Code has already conferred.


Cost Basis for the Late Charge


No-one can seriously argue today that the late fee imposed on delinquent TPU customers has a
cost basis to it.  Several factors would belie such an assertion:


 The late fee is imposed on all delinquent accounts with a balance of $10 or more.
Active dunning treatment, however, other than a computer-generated “reminder
notice,” does not occur unless a customer has an arrearage exceeding prescribed
dunning amounts, all of which substantially exceed $10.


 Late fees are imposed on any account that is not paid within 30-days after a
residential bill is issued.  However, no active dunning treatment has been exercised in
that time frame.


 Late fees are imposed on all delinquent accounts whether or not dunning treatments
have been directed toward the account. Even accounts that do generate specific
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dunning steps, however, are subject to specific fees to cover the costs of those
discrete activities.


Late Fee as an Incentive to Pay


For late fees to serve an effective incentive function, TPU must recognize the differences which
exist between habitual nonpayers.  Nonpayers can be categorized into three primary groups.


 Customers who lack an ability to pay;


 Customers who have a mismatch in their billing date; and


 Customers who use nonpayment as a financial management activity.


Households who "do not" pay because they "can not" pay represent the first group.  These
households are typified by low-incomes and high bills as a percentage of their income. The
inability to pay of low-income customers in Tacoma has been discussed at length elsewhere.
These low-income households simply have insufficient funds to pay their bills.  Customers
require income close to 250% of the Federal Poverty Level to meet their Basic Family Needs
budget in Pierce County.  Customers with low-incomes have high energy burdens, high overall
shelter costs, and high arrears.  Reducing bills through rate discounts and usage reduction
programs have been found to be effective strategies to promote an increased bill payment.


Households who experience an ongoing mismatch between their utility cycle billing date and
their receipt of public assistance comprise a second group of habitual late payers.  A household
in this group might, for example, receive a utility bill due on the 15th of each month but not
receive its Social Security check until the 20th.  In such instances, while all monthly payments
are likely made, they are routinely made after the due date.  The potential for this class to be
sizeable is great.  Households who depend on public benefit programs such as SSI, TANF, Social
Security and the like have no control over the date on which they receive their income.
Moreover, they do not have sufficient funds on a month-to-month basis to be able to set aside
some amount for a contingent future liability such as a utility bill in the next month.  These
households live check-to-check.


Households who use late payment as a money management technique comprise the third and
final group of chronic late payers.  In these cases, so long as the return on the funds not paid to
the utility exceeds any resulting late payment charge, the customer will financially benefit from
delaying payment as long as possible.  These households are not likely to be low-income
households.  Households making this type of sophisticated financial calculation are not likely to
include those households lacking in education.


Seeking to justify a utility late payment charges not as a means to gain compensation for
expenses, but rather as a means to induce prompt payments on the part of customers should be
based on a reasonable expectation that the level of the late payment charge would bear some
relationship to an acceleration in payment date.  Moreover, it is a legitimate inquiry as to whether
a late payment charge designed to induce prompt payment is rational in those instances where
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nonpayment occurs in households who are unable to pay either because of chronic poverty or
because of a mismatch between their receipt of utility bills and public benefits checks.


A financial inducement to make prompt payments is effective when the customer's reason for
nonpayment is to gain financial advantage from devoting the funds to other uses to gain the
difference between the substitute return and the utility late charge.  Low-income households do
not, however, withhold payments toward their utility bills in order to gain a higher return by
devoting their resources to alternative uses.  Low-income households do not pay because they
cannot afford to pay.  Increasing their bill will thus provide no inducement to make prompter
payments.


Summary and Recommendation


While imposing fees to compensate the utility for the costs associated with particular activities is
a legitimate public utility activity, the objective of gaining such compensation may compete
with, and serve as an impediment to, other equally legitimate objectives. Imposing late fees on
low-income customers is one such instance.  Seeking to create an incentive to make prompt
payments by making unaffordable bills even higher is not only ineffective, but ultimately
counterproductive.  If nonpaying households do not pay because they cannot pay, it is no remedy
to impose penalties which increase the bill even further.  Moreover, given the tenuous
relationship, at best, that the TPU late fee has to any cost basis, the extent to which the late fee
impedes rather than accelerates prompt payment should lead to the conclusion that late fees
should be waived for low-income customers.


Miscellaneous Customer Service Fees


Tacoma Public Utilities imposes a variety of miscellaneous customer service fees to compensate the
utility for discrete activities.  Tacoma should consider moderate revisions to a few of these fees.  The
recommended revisions involve:


 exempting low-income customers from collection fees and


 defining “normal business hours” to assist the working poor customer.


Exempting low-income customers from collection fees


TPU has established a schedule of fees that it imposes on customers for collection activities.  These
fees include:


 A $10 fee for a collection or disconnection for nonpayment;4


 A $12 fee for reconnecting service after a disconnection for nonpayment;5 and


 A $10 fee for a field call to a delinquent customer.6


                                                
4 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.001.010(B) (2009).
5 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.010.010(C) (2009).
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While imposing fees to compensate the utility for expenses that it incurs is a legitimate utility
function, unbundling distribution rates for each collection activity may impede the accomplishment of
other utility objectives.  The primary objective of the utility in its collection activities, of course, is to
have the customer pay his or her full bill for current service as promptly as possible.  This articulation
of objective runs throughout TPU’s customer service and collections manuals.


Customers with low-incomes pose particular challenges to accomplishing this primary objective. It is
for this reason that TPU offers programs such as its low-income rate discount, its free insulation
program, its Family Assistance Grant program, and other services.  A reduction in the low-income bill
payment burden may well facilitate that customer’s ability to pay in a full and timely fashion.


Even with internal procedures, TPU recognizes the special needs of low-income customers.  The
utility’s “pledge desk,” for example, is designed to help facilitate the receipt and prompt posting of
external benefits payments to the low-income account.


For the same reasons that imposing late payment charges can impede rather than facilitate low-income
payments, so, too, does the imposition of collection charges impede TPU’s ability to achieve its
primary bill payment objective.  Not only do such fees divert limited household resources from
payment of current bills, such fees divert scarce public resources away from the payment of current
bills. If outside agencies had sufficient funding to meet the entire scope of bill payment needs
presented to them, TPU might be justified in having less concern in this regard.  According to those
agencies however, their lack of resources yields several results:


 They often pay less than an individual account needs at a particular time, with the
expectation (or hope) that some other agency can provide resources to fill the gap.


 They often stop taking applications for assistance, simply because the money runs out.


In both cases, to the extent that the external agency has been called upon to pay a bill consisting in part
of collection fees, the TPU fee structure diverts resources away from the payment of current bills and
serves as a barrier to accomplishing that primary utility objective.


Based on this data and analysis, the recommendation is that TPU waive the following fees for low-
income customers:


 The collection fee imposed pursuant to Municipal Code Section 12.001.010(B).


 The reconnect fee imposed pursuant to Municipal Code Section 12.001.010(C); and


 The field collection fee imposed pursuant to Municipal Code Section 12.010.020.


                                                                                                                                                            
6 Tacoma Municipal Code, §12.010.020 (2009).
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Defining “Normal Business Hours” for Purposes of Miscellaneous Customer Fees


Tacoma should moderately refine its definition of “normal business hours” in the Tacoma Municipal
Code for purposes of imposing certain customer service fees.  Pursuant to the Municipal Code, TPU
may charge:


 $10 for collections or disconnection for nonpayment;


 $12 for service disconnection; and


 $12 for service reconnection after a disconnection for nonpayment.


There fees are imposed for work “during normal City business hours.”  Each fee is set at $60 “during
all other hours.”  “Normal city business hours” are defined as 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except for City-recognized holidays.


Imposing significantly higher fees for work done outside “normal City business hours” creates the
potential to impose tremendous costs on working low-income customers. Working poor households
tend to work hourly wage jobs.  Research reports that these workers lack access both to paid leave
time and to flexible work hours.


The Urban Institute quantified the types of occupations which characterize the working poor. The
table below shows the difference in occupations between working poor families and non-poor families
in 1996.7 Three times as many working poor families (as compared to non-poor families) are in
service occupations (11.5% vs. 4.1%) and laborer occupations (11.5% vs. 4.1%), while nearly twice as
many working poor (compared to non-poor) families have workers who are in operator/transportation
occupations (18.9% vs. 11.1%).


Percent of Non-Elderly Persons by Occupation of Primary Earner


All Families: Poor All Families: Non-Poor


Professional/managerial/technical 15.1% 43.3%


Sales 8.6% 10.2%


Clerical/administrative support 9.9% 8.5%


Service 20.1% 7.4%


Craft/repair 15.8% 15.4%


Operators/transportation 18.9% 11.1%


Laborers 11.5% 4.1%


                                                
7 Acs, Gregory, Katherin Ross Phillips and Daniel McKenzie (May 2000). Playing by the Rules but Losing the
Game, at 10 – 11, Urban Institute: Washington D.C.
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Even aside from the level of wages, the presence of hourly wages and unpredictable hours mark
occupations that are the province of the working poor.  One researcher for the Institute for Women’s
Policy Research reports that “without flexibility in their work schedules or access to paid leave,
workers have no choice but to take unpaid leave when family or medical emergencies occur.”8 The
Institute found that: “Families in the bottom quartile of income are significantly less likely to have
access to paid sick leave, paid vacation leave, or flexible work schedules than families with higher
incomes.  More than three fourths (76 percent) of workers in the bottom quartile of family income
lack regular sick leave; more than half (58 percent) do not have consistent vacation leave.”


The lessons from this research transfer to Tacoma as well.  The Table below shows the number of
persons in Pierce County with income below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level by family structure
and labor force involvement. 9


Persons with Income Below 150% Federal Poverty Level
by Selected Family Structure and Labor Force Involvement (Pierce County WA) (2007)


Total Married—Both
Work


Male Only—In
Labor Force


Female Only—In
Labor Force


Not in Universe or
Missing


1300 10,754 1,293 1,748 3,462 3,570


1400 9,758 197 125 1,422 2,424


1401 5,708 1,191 578 2,009 684


1402 6,150 583 370 1,813 1,932


1403 2,808 570 153 902 587


1404 30,178 3,834 2,974 9,608 9,197


As can be seen, well over half of persons in families below 150% of Federal Poverty Level in Pierce
County live in families where the sole adult is in the labor force.  Of the 30,178 adults below 150% of
Poverty, nearly 21,000 were in families.  Of those in families, nearly 80% (16,416) lived where the
sole adult also worked.


The jobs held by low-income workers in Pierce County tend to reflect the types of occupations
discussed above. Of 31,542 workers in Pierce County with income below 150% of the Federal
Poverty Level, significant sources of employment include occupations as set forth in the Table below.


                                                
8 The principal data sources for the IWPR research include primary and secondary data from the U.S. Department of
Labor’s National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), the Survey of Midlife in the United States, the Urban
Working Families Study, and the National Daily Diaries Study.
9 By definition, this table excludes one-person households.  A household is two or more persons related by blood or
marriage.
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Workers with Income Below 150% Poverty Level by Occupation (Pierce County WA) (2007)
Occupation Number Percent


Construction 2,663 8.4%


Retail /a/ 3,739 11.9%


Services /b/ 3,573 11.3%


Education 1,472 4.7%


Medical services /c/ 2,977 9.4%


Entertainment /d/ 6,013 19.1%


Total 31,542


NOTES:


/a/ Includes food clothing, drugs/pharmacy, household goods, among other things.
/b/ Includes services in professional offices as well as landscaping, janitorial services, among other things.
/c/ Includes nursing homes, residential care (without nursing), home health, aids in medical offices, among other things.
/d/ Includes restaurants, traveler accommodations, drinking establishments, among other things.


Defining “normal business hours” as the hours of 8:00 to 5:00 for these low wage employees places
them in the position of choosing either to lose wages or to pay high customer service fees.  TPU has
recognized the conundrum of working customers by keeping its lobby open to accept in-person
payments and deliver in-person services in the evening hours.  The utility should provide the logical
extension of that policy decision by defining, for purposes of demarcating customer service fees,
normal business hours to extend to 8:00 at night.


Cash Security Deposits


Tacoma Public Utilities should consider modifications to its process of imposing cash security
deposits to cushion the adverse impact of such deposits on low-income customers.  TPU policy is to
impose a cash security deposit only when certain “exemptions” do not apply.  Customers exempt from
the requirement for a cash security deposit include property or homeowners.10 A tenant may also be
exempted if his or her bill is guaranteed by the property owner.11


According to TPU staff, deposit decisions once made are not revisited based upon customer payment
history.  Only if a customer moves from one service address to another will the customer’s payment
history be reviewed to assess whether a new deposit should be imposed.12 As described with respect
to usage reduction programs for low-income impacts, however, low-income customers tend to be
substantially more mobile in addition to being significantly more likely to be a tenant.


Accordingly, TPU deposit policies disproportionately adversely affect low-income customers in two
ways: (1) as tenants, they are more likely to be made subject to a deposit demand when they initiate


                                                
10 Tacoma Municipal Code, Section 12.010.020 (2009).
11 A tenant is also exempt if he or she is renting or leasing to own.  Other unrelated exemptions also apply.
12 See, e.g., Tacoma Municipal Code, Section 12.010.050 (2009).
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service; and (2) as more frequently mobile, they are more likely to be made subject to a deposit
demand after they initiate service.


Public benefits are often available to help pay cash security deposits.  While data is not provided
disaggregated by the utility use of payments, programs such as the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) provide grants to help prevent the loss of service due to non-payment of a utility bill,
including non-payment of a deposit.  Through FEMA’s Emergency Food and Shelter Program
(EFSP), for example, administered by the United Way nationwide, the EFSP has provided roughly
$60,000 a year to pay more than 500 bills annually.  Information on the type of bill, however, is not
available.


EFSP Utility Assistance (2002 – 2007)
(Pierce County WA)


Amount Spent Bills Paid


2002 $63,270 619


2003 $57,645 502


2004 $59,882 527


2005 $39,357 296


2006 $64,498 522


2007 $57,807 442


Other federal programs exist as well to provide short-term “crisis” grants for low-income customers in
danger of losing service due to non-payment of a utility bill.  One such program, for example, is the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Short-Term Rent, Mortgage and Utility
Assistance Program (STRMU).  The STRMU program makes crisis utility payments in an effort to
avoid pushing people into homelessness due to the loss of shelter attributable to the loss of utility
service.


TPU could somewhat revise its relationship with community agencies to extend the ability of the
utility and those agencies to service low-income customers through these crisis programs. Rather than
accepting cash payments from crisis payment providers as satisfaction of a demand for a cash security
deposit, TPU should notify these agencies that it will accept written guarantees in lieu of cash
payments.  The local agencies should be encouraged to set aide some (though not all) of what they
would have paid toward the cash security deposit as their own fund to back their written guarantees.


TPU can accept guarantees in lieu of a deposit under its existing authority under the Tacoma
Municipal Code.  The Municipal Code specifically provides that “the City Treasurer may accept
satisfactory securities or surety bond in lieu of cash deposit.”13


                                                
13 Tacoma Municipal Code, §10.06.100(B) (2009).
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By using their funds to securitize a guarantee fund in support of posting a guarantee or surety, rather
than paying a cash security deposit dollar-for-dollar, agencies distributing crisis funds would generate
either of two potential impacts, both of which benefit both the utility and its low-income customers:


 The agency could use the dollars not placed into the guarantee fund to retire the arrears of
the customer; or


 The agency could use the dollars not used to pay the deposit to guarantee additional
deposits in the future.


Either way, the agencies distributing crisis funds would be able to serve additional TPU customers
with utility assistance.


In implementing this deposit policy, TPU should implement this new cash security deposit policy in
two distinctly different ways:


 On the one hand, the utility should make clear to its community organizations that future
deposit requirements may be met by agency guarantees or sureties in lieu of cash security
deposits.


 On the other hand, in working with agencies to address the payment troubles of customers
with existing deposits, TPU should make clear that it would be willing to accept an agency
guarantee/surety as a substitute for an existing deposit so long as the cash currently held as
the deposit is applied against existing arrears.


Particularly through the second approach, TPU could create a stream of cash to retire existing arrears
without sacrificing its ability to protect against the future risk of nonpayment.


Unclaimed Cash Security Deposits


Aside from how TPU addresses how customers meet their cash security deposit responsibilities, TPU
can begin to turn unclaimed deposits (or other bill credits) into additional low-income energy
assistance.  Under existing state law, unclaimed utility deposits (or other bill credits) escheat to the
state as unclaimed property.  These funds escheat when dollars are left with the utility and no-one
steps forward with a legal claim to the property.


Rather than allowing that lack of a claim to arise, TPU should allow its customers to proactively
assign the right to claim abandoned deposits and/or bill credits to a local charitable organization
providing energy assistance.  Through such an assignment, unclaimed deposits and bill credits would
never be abandoned and thus subject to escheat. The energy assistance agency would hold the right to
claim those dollars in the event that the customer otherwise could not be located.  The escheat statute
would never come into play.
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Tacoma Public Utilities could not provide the dollar figure for the amount of cash security deposits
which it currently holds for its customers.  Even if the abandoned dollars that TPU would normally
allow to escheat to the state were only $10,000 to $20,000, however,14 those resources would:


 Effectively be the same as increasing the utility portion of the EFSP program by between 20%
and 30%; or


 Effectively be the same as gaining resources to retire the arrears of between 40 and 60
additional customers currently in collections (with an average arrears of roughly $300 each).


Through capturing unclaimed deposits that might otherwise escheat to the state, TPU would not
“solve” low-income payment difficulties.  Nonetheless, such funds would be a not insubstantial
resource to help pay low-income bills.


Summary and Conclusion


While the imposition of utility customer service fees can generally be justified as a mechanism
through which to collect the costs of discrete utility customer activities from those customers causing
the need for the activity, the imposition of fees can also stand as an obstacle to other equally legitimate
utility objectives.  The primary billing and collections objective of the utility, of course, is to ensure
that bills for current usage are paid in a full and timely basis.


Imposing the late payment charges of Tacoma Public Utilities on low-income customers cannot be
justified either as a way to capture debundled cost-based expenses or as a mechanism to increase
and/or accelerate the payment of current bills. The late fees are demonstrably non-cost-based.
Particularly given this lack of cost basis, the fees are further unsupported as a means of promoting
prompt bill payment.  With TPU’s low-income customers, the late fees imposed by the utility impede
rather than facilitate bill payment.


Exempting low-income customers from late payment charges does not require new authority to be
granted to the utility.  Even though the existing Tacoma Municipal Code authorizes the utility to
exempt low-income customers from paying late fees, that authority has never been exercised. This
policy decision should be reversed.  Low-income customers should be exempted from late payment
charges.  Based on the same analysis, that such fees impede rather than facilitate the collection of bills,
specified customer service fees should also not be applied against low-income accounts.


In addition, modest revisions should be made to miscellaneous customer service fees established in
the Municipal Code.  Given the disproportionate adverse impact on low-income working poor
customers in particular, it is unreasonable to define “normal business hours” for purposes of avoiding
substantially increased customer service fees as running only from 8:00 in the morning to 5:00 in the
afternoon.  TPU has recognized the need for extended business hours in other aspects of its customer
service operations.  It should extend that recognition to allowing the fees for “normal business hours”
extend to 8:00 at night as well.


                                                
14 These numbers are solely for the purpose of illustration.  They are not intended to represent real figures.
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Cash security deposits represent one type of “fee” imposed on TPU residential customers.  The
imposition of cash security demands, for a variety of reasons, falls disproportionately on low-income
customers.  While this analysis does not recommend exempting low-income customers from cash
security deposits, it does recommend that TPU use its existing authority under the Tacoma Municipal
Code to seek alternatives to cash security deposits.  The increased use of securities and guarantees for
low-income accounts would benefit both TPU and TPU’s low-income customers.







FSC WHY-HOW MATRIX
FOR PLANNING PROGRAM INTERVENTIONS


One critical element of planning a social service program is deciding what the program
operator wants to accomplish.  Too often, program planners jump to the question of “why
do we want to do” before answering the question “what do we want to accomplish.”  In
developing an appropriate program, not only do both questions need to be asked, but the
program planner needs to develop the connection between the two answers. Assessing
that connection is one critical aspect of a program process evaluation.


FSC’s How-Why Matrix of Activity Planning. The How-Why Matrix recognizes that
every activity generates an output.  In turn, every output contributes to an outcome. The
matrix allows decisionmakers to impose a structure on tracing the results of their
recommended activities.


The rationale that underlies any particular recommended activity can be identified going
either “up” or “down” the matrix. The question going “up” the matrix is “how” (how do
we do this?) The reasoning is as follows:


♦ How do we generate the outcome? By producing the output.


♦ How do we produce the output? By doing the activity.


In contrast, the question going “down” the matrix is “why” (why do we do this?) The
reasoning is as follows:


♦ Why do we do the activity? To produce the output.


♦ Why do we produce the output? To generate the outcome.


There may, of course, be multiple program outputs before an outcome is realized. An
ongoing challenge in program planning is to distinguish between outcomes and outputs.
A related challenge, however, is to identify an outcome comprehensively without
becoming uselessly generalized.







 How
Do activity1


Why  How
Produce output2


Why
Generate outcome3


To illustrate, assume that a social service agency offers employment training to its client
base. The activity undertaken by the agency is to “provide training.” Why does the
agency provide training: to improve employability. Why does the agency seek to improve
employability: to increase household income.  Why does the agency seek to increase
household income: to improve the quality of life for the household. Improvement in the
quality of life should be set forth in objective, measurable terms.


The reasoning, however, can be flipped. The agency can say “we seek to improve the
quality of life for our client base.”  How does the agency propose to do that: by
increasing income. How does the agency propose to increase income: by improving
employability. How does the agency propose to improve employability: by providing job
training.


 How
Provide job training


Why  HowIncrease
employability


Why Increase household
income


FSC program process evaluations apply its How-Why matrix both “going up” and “going
down.”


                                                
1 An activity is defined as the work performed that directly produces products and/or services.
2 The output of an activity is the direct result of program activities.
3 The outcome of a program is the accomplishment of program objectives attributable to program outputs.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GOALS, OBJECTIVES,
STRATEGIES AND TACTICS IN PROGRAM PLANNING


BASIC PROGRAM PLANNING MODEL


1. Articulate the program goal


The program goal is the ultimate end-in-view resulting from the program.


Illustration: To maintain better contacts within one's family.


2. Establish one or more program objective(s)


Program objectives are to be both attainable and measurable.  It is against program objectives that
program performance is subsequently measured.


Illustration: To be home for holidays.


3. Identify the strategy through which to accomplish the objective(s)


The "strategy" of a program is the overall direction in which the program intends to move.


Illustration: To acquire frequent flyer miles to fund airplane tickets for holiday
trips home.


4. Identify one or more tactics through which to implement the strategy


Program "tactics" are the specific action steps through which a strategy is implemented.


Illustration: To limit all business trips solely to a single airline to increase the
accumulation of frequent flyer miles.
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BASIC PROGRAM PLANNING MODEL


5. Measure program performance


Measuring the performance involves measuring outcomes, a process that is different from measuring
outputs or activities. Neither output measures nor activity measures contribute to a determination of
whether a program objective is being met. Accomplishment of an objective can only be measured
through an analysis of program outcomes.


Illustration (outcome measure): Was I home for New Years Day, Labor Day,
Fathers Day?


Illustration (activity measure): Did I fly all my business trips on one airline?


Illustration (output measure): Did I accumulate sufficient frequent flyer miles to
fund a trip home for the holidays?


6. Evaluate program performance in light of the program objectives


Program performance should be measured relative to the program objective. This involves creating a
feedback loop.  The feedback loop provides the planner with the ability to determine if the objective
was met, and if not, what changes need to be made to improve performance.


Illustration (flawed strategy):  I flew enough business trips on one airline to
accumulate sufficient miles for an airline ticket, but my home town does not have an
airport


Illustration (flawed tactic design): I flew 100% of my business trips on a single
airline, but I took only three business trips.


Illustration (flawed tactic implementation): I flew enough business trips on one
airline to accumulate sufficient miles for an airline ticket, but the airline on which I
took all my business trips does not fly to my home town.












Material Variance in Performance


Duquesne Light Company


Roger D. Colton
April 27, 2000
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Payment Performance: #1


Chronic nonpayment


Temporary nonpayment


 Irregular payments


 Irregular nonpayments


Seasonal nonpayment


Pay odd amounts at odd times
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Payment Performance: #2


Change from good payment to bad


Never quite caught up payments


Skip payments, make up, start over


Payment only with intervention, but full


Always some payment, but never full


Pay until arrears >$x, then quit
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Payment Performance: #3


No payment at all


Some payments, but few


No winter payments


Only payment is LIHEAP


Miss only few payments in a year


 “Gaming the system”
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Affordability Performance


Payment problem manifestation


Activity that is threat to health, safety or 
welfare of customer
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Partnership Performance


“Game the system” (manifestation?)


Fail to make minimum payments


Fail to seek out available assistance


Fails to communicate re. problems


Fails to control usage
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Customer Performance


 Feeling overwhelmed: paralyzed


 Fail to control usage


 Live only by crisis management


 Lack knowledge of what to do and when


 Fail to plan beyond shortest term


 Fail to trust company
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Internal Company Performance #1


 Failure to maximize 
productivity


 Complicated forms for 
Company’s own $s.


 Do 15 applications for 
one eligible customer


 Respond to 
inappropriately 
referred customers
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Internal Company Performance #2


 Failure to be effective  Get people on 
universal service 
program and keep 
them on.


 Effectively handle call 
center volume


 Do what we say/mean 
what we say 


 Consistent message
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For more information:


roger@fsconline.com








Month Year Average Bill Avg bill (with arrears) Average Arrears Avg current bill (with arrears) Dollar Difference Percent Difference
January 2012 $211 xxx xxx #VALUE! #VALUE! #VALUE!
February 2012 $206 $743 $508 $235 $29 14%
March 2012 $177 $757 $550 $207 $30 17%
April 2012 $146 $703 $538 $165 $19 13%
May 2012 $103 $633 $509 $124 $21 20%
June 2012 $79 $561 $465 $96 $17 21%
July 2012 $79 $529 $437 $92 $13 16%
August 2012 $73 $512 $428 $84 $11 15%
September 2012 $73 $499 $412 $87 $14 19%
October 2012 $106 $536 $418 $118 $12 11%
November 2012 $153 $606 $433 $173 $20 13%
December 2012 $200 $675 $450 $225 $25 12%
January 2013 $254 $795 $507 $289 $35 14%
February 2013 $252 $856 $569 $287 $35 14%
March 2013 $205 $858 $621 $238 $33 16%
April 2013 $205 $844 $619 $224 $19 9%
May 2013 $127 $742 $591 $151 $24 19%
June 2013 $85 $634 $527 $107 $22 26%
July 2013 $77 $584 $494 $91 $14 18%
August 2013 $74 $549 $461 $89 $15 20%
September 2013 $80 $518 $427 $90 $10 13%
October 2013 $102 $531 $418 $114 $12 12%
November 2013 $154 $589 $416 $173 $19 12%
December 2013 $224 $692 $445 $248 $24 11%
January 2014 $289 $829 $513 $316 $27 9%
February 2014 $270 $874 $576 $298 $28 10%
March 2014 $241 $904 $635 $269 $28 12%
April 2014 $214 $865 $634 $231 $17 8%
May 2014 $141 $756 $591 $165 $24 17%
June 2014 $92 $645 $533 $112 $20 22%
July 2014 $79 $592 $495 $97 $18 22%
August 2014 $83 $547 $452 $95 $12 14%
September 2014 $77 $519 $430 $89 $12 16%
October 2014 $108 $547 $430 $117 $9 9%
November 2014 $153 $581 $414 $167 $14 9%
December 2014 $222 $687 $446 $241 $19 9%


GAC/PUB‐7a GAC/PUB‐7b GAC/PUB‐7c Col 2 ‐ Col 3 Col 4 ‐ Col 1 Col 5 / Col 1


Heating Account


Page 1
Heating


bills by accounts in arrears
4/30/2015







Month Year Average Bill Avg bill (with arrears) Average Arrears Avg current bill (with arrears) Dollar Difference Percent Difference
January 2012 $80 xxx xxx #VALUE! #VALUE! #VALUE!
February 2012 $76 $276 $187 $89 $13 18%
March 2012 $69 $273 $193 $80 $11 16%
April 2012 $68 $265 $192 $73 $5 7%
May 2012 $56 $246 $185 $61 $5 9%
June 2012 $56 $231 $174 $57 $1 2%
July 2012 $71 $238 $167 $70 ‐$0.68 ‐1%
August 2012 $69 $239 $171 $68 ‐$1.18 ‐2%
September 2012 $61 $225 $163 $62 $1 2%
October 2012 $61 $220 $157 $63 $2 3%
November 2012 $68 $228 $155 $73 $5 7%
December 2012 $74 $246 $162 $84 $10 14%
January 2013 $89 $279 $176 $103 $14 16%
February 2013 $86 $295 $193 $103 $17 19%
March 2013 $73 $293 $206 $87 $14 19%
April 2013 $78 $287 $202 $85 $7 10%
May 2013 $61 $259 $191 $68 $7 12%
June 2013 $57 $234 $172 $61 $4 8%
July 2013 $69 $228 $159 $70 $1 1%
August 2013 $64 $219 $153 $66 $2 3%
September 2013 $73 $218 $147 $72 ‐$1.37 ‐2%
October 2013 $61 $208 $144 $64 $3 5%
November 2013 $69 $215 $141 $74 $5 7%
December 2013 $79 $238 $149 $89 $10 13%
January 2014 $97 $273 $164 $109 $12 12%
February 2014 $90 $295 $188 $107 $17 19%
March 2014 $83 $300 $203 $97 $14 17%
April 2014 $82 $290 $200 $90 $8 9%
May 2014 $67 $266 $192 $74 $7 11%
June 2014 $62 $239 $174 $66 $4 6%
July 2014 $66 $228 $160 $68 $2 4%
August 2014 $76 $227 $152 $75 ‐$0.64 ‐1%
September 2014 $60 $217 $154 $62 $2 4%
October 2014 $66 $210 $143 $67 $1 2%
November 2014 $69 $218 $145 $73 $4 6%
December 2014 $81 $244 $155 $89 $8 10%


GAC/PUB‐7a GAC/PUB‐7b GAC/PUB‐7c Col 2 ‐ Col 3 Col 4 ‐ Col 1 Col 5 / Col 1


Non‐Heating Account


Page 2
Non‐heating


bills by accounts in arrears
4/30/2015
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Memo 
 
To: Skip Arnold  
 
From:  Roger Colton 
 
May 18, 2009 
 
Re: ESAP cost offsets 
 
 
This memo and the attached spreadsheet explain offset that should be recognized as reducing the net 
cost of a rate affordability program in Colorado.  This memo will not explain each calculation in detail, 
but will provide an overview of the offsets that I use.  I have included only those offset that I have 
found to be the most substantial.  This does not all potential offsets.   
 
This worksheet is based on an increment of 100 participants.  The relationships would not change if 
you changed the number of participants.  The worksheet is based on gas participants, but would apply 
equally to electric participants as well.   
 
The first three worksheets are summary in nature: 
 
 Page 1 is a table of contents; 
 
 Page 2 pulls forward the offsets from the individual pages and shows a figure for “net program 


costs” (program costs minus offsets).  Page 2 shows that with a gross program cost of $37,780 
per 100 program participants, and an offset of $25,172, there is a net program cost of $12,608. 


 
 Page 3 pulls the offsets and show a figure of total program costs and offsets as a percent of 


program costs (i.e., a return on investment). Page 3 shows that with a gross program cost of 
$37,780 per 100 participants, and an offset of $25,172, there is a return on investment of 0.67 
(67%). 


 


Fisher, Sheehan & Colton 
Public Finance and General Economics 
34 Warwick Road, Belmont, MA 02478  
617-484-0597 (voice) *** 617-484-0594 (fax) 
roger@fsconline.com (e-mail) *** http://www.fsconline.com 
“Committed to the power of concentrated expertise widely shared.” 
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Page 2 and Page 3 are simply flipsides of looking at the same numbers.  Each additional page is 
explained individually below.   
 
PAGE 4 
 
Page 4 sets out the major “input data.” The cost data is taken from the worksheets setting forth the cost 
of the ESAP program for Colorado previously provided to you.  The derivation of the annual utility bill 
and arrearage forgiveness amounts is explained in detail in those cost worksheets.   
 
The collection data is set forth using industry norms and my experience.  This includes the proportion 
of accounts in arrears, the proportion of accounts disconnected for nonpayment (DNP), and the 
collectability factors.   
 
PAGES 5 THROUGH 6 
 
Two pots of money exist that need to be separately considered when thinking about offsets.  On the one 
hand, there are the preprogram arrears that a customer brings into the ESAP and is required to pay in 
part (with part of those arrears forgiven).  On the other hand, there are the bills for current usage that a 
customer receives each month (albeit, on a percentage of income basis).  I will consider both below. 
 
The first pot of money to address in this offset analysis involves the preprogram arrears which a 
customer brings into ESAP.  The ESAP program will reduce the charge-offs associated with these 
arrears.  If nothing else, the ESAP program takes a proportion of those preprogram arrears and moves 
them from the accounts of payment-troubled low-income customers to the accounts of the general 
residential customer base.  This occurs because as ESAP customers make payments, credits will be 
applied against a portion of their preprogram arrears and those credits charged to remaining ratepayers. 
 
The difference between the charge-off rates for payment-troubled low-income customers and the 
charge-off rates for the general residential customer base represents the charge-off savings for these 
preprogram arrears.  Page 5 captures these savings.   
 
In addition to reducing the absolute dollars of charge-off, since a portion of the preprogram arrears is 
transferred to the general residential customer population, there is a working capital reduction as well.  
Page 6 shows the working capital impact of reducing the charged off preprogram arrears.  As the 
number of preprogram arrearage dollars subject to charge-off is reduced, so, too, is the working capital 
associated with carrying those dollars of preprogram arrears.  Page 6 captures these working capital 
reductions.  The input data for the calculation of working capital costs is set forth on page 16.    
 
PAGES 7 THROUGH 8  
 
The second pot of money to address in the ESAP involves that set of dollars that are billed for current 
usage.  These are the bills incurred during a customer’s participation in ESAP.  They do not involve 
any arrears from prior to the time a customer enters ESAP (those dollars are preprogram arrears, and 
are discussed above).  ESAP will generate an impact on both charge-offs and working capital 
attributable to these bills for current usage under ESAP. 
 
 Page 8 shows the reduced charge-off attributable to improved collectability factors;  
 







 Page 3 


 Page 9 shows the reduced working capital associated with a reduction in both the size and age 
of arrears arising out of ESAP’s monthly bills for current usage.   


 
PAGES 9 THROUGH 11  
 
One impact of ESAP is that the program allows a utility company to redirect some of its collection 
activities away from low-income ESAP participants and to other customers who, in the absence of the 
program, would not be subjected to collection activities.  In order to assess the cost impacts of ESAP, it 
is necessary to capture the collections impact of these redirected collection activities.   
 
The redirected collection activities made possible by ESAP will have both charge-off and working 
capital impacts for the accounts that are newly subject to collections.   
 
 Page 9 shows the charge-off impact of redirecting collection activities from customers now 


served by ESAP to non-ESAP accounts in arrears.  The charge-off reduction is attributable to 
the increased collectability of the newly treated accounts.  


 
 Page 10 shows the working capital impact associated with reducing the level and age of arrears 


subject to write-off for the accounts newly treated with the redirected collection activities.   
 
 Page 11 shows the working capital impact associated with reducing the level and age of arrears 


associated with bills for current usage incurred subsequent to the start of the ESAP program.  
Some bills that would have been in arrears without the diverted collections will no longer be in 
arrears; other bills will remain in arrears, but will have a lesser aging of nonpayment.  


 
There are conservative assumptions involved here in both of these pages in that the pages assume that 
the redirected collection activities will have no worse, but will also have no greater, collections impacts 
than had they been directed toward low-income payment troubled customers.  
 
PAGE 12 
 
Page 12 calculates the savings to a utility arising from a reduction in the number of disconnections for 
nonpayment (DNPs) attributable to ESAP.  Unlike collection activities in general, it is not reasonable to 
assume that if a utility does not disconnect ESAP customers for nonpayment, it will simply redirect 
those staff to disconnecting other customers.  A reduction in low-income disconnections has been 
found to represent an absolute reduction in the incidence of DNPs company-wide.  
 
Offsetting this reduction in DNPs, however, is the need to limit the projected cost-savings only to the 
portion of the collection cycle involved with the disconnect process.  This page attributes costs 
beginning with a posted disconnect notice to the disconnect process.  Collection activities (e.g., call 
center calls, mailed notices) are deemed to involve collection costs which, if not directed to ESAP 
customers, will be redirected to other customers.  
 
The input data for costs associated with a disconnection for nonpayment is presented at page 17. 
 







 Page 4 


PAGES 13 THROUGH 14 
 
These next two pages are included to emphasize the fact that not all cost impacts from ESAP will arise 
because of improved collections or reduced arrears and the like.  The ESAP initiative will help change 
the underlying cost structure of the utility.   
 
 Page 13 shows that decreasing staff turnover can have a substantial impact on the costs of the 


utility.  Decreased staff turnover occurs as the stress and frustration of front-line customer 
service personnel decrease and job satisfaction increases.  Staff turnover, provided by 
assumption, is calculated to be reduced from 25% to 20%, a modest reduction in turnover but 
one that has substantial cost implications. 


 
 Page 14 shows that, in a related fashion, that utility costs decrease as a result of improved staff 


productivity to the extent that the low-income program improves the ability of a utility to 
address inability-to-pay problems.  Improved productivity occurs as staff can address customer 
service issues in less time.  This increased productivity is captured through a reduction in the 
number of staff required to address the collection load per 100 customers.  An increased 
productivity factor of 5% is included.   


 
PAGE 15 
 
The final results page shows the revenue impact from both the disconnection of service and from the 
forced mobility associated with inability-to-pay.  When customers are off the system, whether due to 
the disconnection of service or due to the vacancy of a unit while a household searches for new 
housing, a utility loses sales (and thus revenue).  To the extent that a low-income program reduces the 
number of service disconnections and/or stabilizes a household’s living situation, the utility can reduce 
this loss of sales revenue.  This analysis captures: 
 
 A reduction in the number of days off the system attributable to disconnections for 


nonpayment; and  
 
 A reduction in the number of days off the system attributable to vacancies due to “forced 


mobility.”   
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FOREWORD 
 
 
The Water Research Foundation (Foundation) is a nonprofit corporation that is dedicated 


to the implementation of a research effort to help utilities respond to regulatory requirements and 
traditional high-priority concerns of the industry. The research agenda is developed through a 
process of consultation with subscribers and drinking water professionals. Under the umbrella of 
a Strategic Research Plan, the Research Advisory Council prioritizes the suggested projects 
based upon current and future needs, applicability, and past work; the recommendations are 
forwarded to the Board of Trustees for final selection. The Foundation also sponsors research 
projects through the unsolicited proposal process; the Collaborative Research, Research 
Applications, and Tailored Collaboration programs; and various joint research efforts with 
organizations such as the US Environmental Protection Agency, the US Bureau of Reclamation, 
and the Association of California Water Agencies. 


This publication is a result of one of these sponsored studies, and it is hoped that its 
findings will be applied in communities throughout the world. The following report serves not 
only as a means of communicating the results of the water industry’s centralized research 
program but also as a tool to enlist the further support of the nonmember utilities and individuals. 


Projects are managed closely from their inception to the final report by the Foundation’s 
staff and large cadre of volunteers who willingly contribute their time and expertise. The 
Foundation serves a planning and management function and awards contracts to other 
institutions such as water utilities, universities, and engineering firms. The funding for this 
research effort comes primarily from the Subscription Program, through which water utilities 
subscribe to the research program and make an annual payment proportionate to the volume of 
water they deliver and consultants and manufacturers subscribe based on their annual billings. 
The program offers a cost-effective and fair method for funding research in the public interest. 


A broad spectrum of water supply issues is addressed by the Foundation’s research 
agenda: resources, treatment and operations, distribution and storage, water quality and analysis, 
toxicology, economics, and management. The ultimate purpose of the coordinated effort is to 
assist water suppliers to provide the highest possible quality of water economically and reliably. 
The true benefits are realized when the results are implemented at the utility level. The 
Foundation’s Trustees are pleased to offer this publication as a contribution toward that end. 


 
 


David E. Rager       Robert C. Renner, P.E. 
Chair, Board of Trustees     Executive Director 
Water Research Foundation     Water Research Foundation 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 


OBJECTIVES 
 
The purpose of this project was to perform a review of best practices in utility programs 


to assist payment-troubled customers and assemble the results into a reference guide for use by 
utility management teams in developing and improving such programs. The project entailed 
review of prior industry survey results on this topic, review of industry research and literature, 
consultations with utilities and other organizations involved in providing assistance to low-
income and other difficult-to-reach populations, consideration of commercial collections 
practices, examination of practices employed by electric and gas utilities, and examination of 
practices in Europe and Australia. 


 
BACKGROUND 


 
Water supply is a rising cost industry. Given the inherently public and community nature 


of water service, utilities must be sensitive to their customers’ needs with respect to affordability 
and bill paying. Utilities can apprise themselves of best practices that are responsive to these 
needs and develop an approach that is right for the community they serve. Indeed, many leading 
water systems have already implemented a wide array of customized local remedies. The 
summary of best practices provided herein is organized to promote the adoption of a business 
process approach to helping payment-troubled customers. By regarding this function as a 
deliberate process, a utility can become more mindful of the community objectives being served 
and more attentive to delivering and continually improving a high level of service in this area of 
the business. Developing a rigorous approach to customer payment support and management is 
not just the right thing to do, it makes good business sense and strengthens the utility 
organization in a variety of ways. 


 
APPROACH 


 
Defining a business process model, illustrated graphically in Figure ES.1, provides a 


structured means of designing and continually improving a business function, beginning with a 
thorough articulation of the objectives to be achieved by the process. The next step is to define 
specific strategies through which combinations of work practices are believed to be capable of 
producing outcomes that will satisfy the overall process objectives. Such strategies may be 
viewed as hypotheses that can be tested using performance measures to determine how well they 
are working. Over time, these strategic hypotheses about the best practices that produce the 
desired outcomes can be refined to assure the continual improvement of performance.  
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The field of customer payment assistance contains extensive examples of practices that 
are being employed as well as examples of how organizations have assembled combinations of 
practices to develop an overall program. However, the pathway that many have followed in 
assembling these programs has been somewhat ad hoc in many cases, and has most often not 
been designed from the start with the intention of deploying an integrated, deliberate business 
process to achieve specific objectives. This absence of structure coupled with the large number 
and diversity of individual practices that have been devised contributes to the impression of this 
field as a dense forest with many trees among which to wander. In devising this reference guide, 
the business process model illustrated in Figure ES.1 is used as an organizing framework for 
discussing both the forest and individual trees. The overall process approach helps promote more 
systematic program development and continual improvement. The individual practices are 
grouped together in logical clusters and discussed individually, as well as in relation to their role 
in the overall process.  


 
RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS 


 
A central finding of this research is that while most water utilities can say that they take 


steps to help payment-troubled customers, their programs of activity are usually ad hoc 


 


Figure ES.1. Business process model of customer payment assistance program 
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collections of practices, not well integrated with the utility’s mission or other management 
practices, and operated without clearly articulated objectives. Customer payment assistance 
programs have sometimes arisen out of the politics of the moment, following bad economic 
times when disconnections have risen to levels drawing negative attention. Yet, this can lead to a 
sense of complacency that something is being done about the problem, suppressing the initiative 
to try to do better. This was confirmed in a survey conducted by the American Water Works 
Association (AWWA) in 2004. Two-thirds of respondents reported their level of uncollectibles 
was below 1% and was not considered to be a big problem. Economic conditions have changed 
drastically since the AWWA survey was conducted in 2004. Comprehensive utility programs 
that reflect the deliberate intention and follow-through of a business process are likely to 
function better than ad hoc programs in both good and bad economic conditions. It is not enough 
to say, “We have a customer assistance program.” Water utilities should aspire to be able to say, 
“We have a customer assistance program that reflects the standard of best practice in the industry 
and we are continually improving it.” 


 
APPLICATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


 
One of the beneficial outcomes of applying a formalized business process is the almost 


immediate identification of “low-hanging fruit.” There are always a number of gaps that are 
revealed by the initial application of a comprehensive and systematic framework that can lead to 
early successes and quick program improvements. There are also longer-term benefits from the 
simple disciplines of defining the objectives of a business process and undertaking deliberate 
efforts to measure the performance of the process in meeting the objectives. 


 
Implications for Customer Relations and Community Image 


 
Consideration of the objectives of customer payment assistance programs yields a 


number of significant observations for water utilities. Whereas a 1% level of uncollectibles 
implies a small problem, statistics show that nationally about 15% of residential water customers 
are low-income households that are constantly at risk of payment problems. This proportion can 
obviously be much larger in some jurisdictions, and costs have been continually rising faster than 
inflation. So, although only 1% may be in arrears at any given time, a much larger proportion of 
the customer base may come into contact with a utility’s collections process over the course of 
time. Word of mouth will also expand awareness of the utility’s reputation in this area of 
performance. While it may not seem like it, this area of business practice may have a great 
bearing on a utility’s ability to build and sustain customer loyalty, satisfaction, and trust over the 
long haul. Business research has shown that customers have long memories about their positive 
and negative experiences with customer service. 


 
A Business Case for Customer Assistance Programs 


 
An important question is whether the utility should be striving to simply resolve instances 


of nonpayment, or trying to help solve the endemic problem of nonpayment by incorporation of 
strategies and practices that address, or are sensitive to, underlying causes of nonpayment. While 
utilities are not in the social services business, a proactive approach is ultimately a more effective 
business strategy than simply waiting for accounts to appear as past due. One of the greatest 
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challenges in providing social services is simply identifying and reaching families in need. The 
most obvious strategy is to integrate the utility’s activities more closely with those of the actual 
social service providers in the community. 


Other solution-oriented strategies available to utilities involve provision of direct 
assistance to customers in various forms (crisis assistance, bill discounts, debt forgiveness, etc.) 
constituting a cross-subsidy, where one group of customers bears costs on behalf of another. 
Such deliberate cross-subsidies are illegal in many jurisdictions and forbidden by utility policies 
in others. However, in the standard commercial approach to collections, much collections effort 
is wasted and costs of excessive disconnections, reconnections, and write-offs are incurred with 
no means of recovery except through the very same mechanism of cross-subsidy by full-paying 
customers. 


Another critical factor in the success of a customer assistance program is recognition that 
there are various causes of nonpayment at the household level, including job loss, illness, 
disability, domestic turmoil, and unexpected expenses that upset fragile budgets in low-income 
households. Given that the causes are different, it follows that a utility collections program that 
treats all cases following the same protocol is going to be less effective than a program that 
recognizes that one size will not fit all circumstances. The best practice is to develop custom 
approaches for specific target subgroups of customers with recurring patterns of payment 
problems. Commercial approaches to collections make no distinction between delinquent 
accounts. A one-size-fits-all approach drives all accounts that either can’t pay or won’t pay 
toward termination. If a collections strategy instead recognizes that many simply can’t pay when 
due, there are numerous options for recovering substantial revenue with fewer terminations, 
producing superior business outcomes for the utility. 


 
The Public Health Case for Customer Assistance Programs 


 
A final consideration of importance to water utilities is the relationship of payment 


problems to health issues. Poverty researchers have documented that utility bills compete with 
other necessities such as food and medical care in the household budgets of low-income families. 
Potential impacts relate to many of the same public health endpoints targeted by Safe Drinking 
Water Act standards such as effects on children and the unborn. Utilities must acknowledge this 
connection between affordability and public health as another compelling reason to go beyond 
normal commercial collections practices and help meet higher community goals in this area of 
service. 


 
RESEARCH PARTNER 


 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
 


PARTICIPANTS 
 
• City of Akron, Ohio, Public Utilities Bureau 
• City of Portland, Ore., Bureau of Water Works 
• Salt Lake City Corporation, Utah, Department of Public Utilities 
• Rural Community Assistance Partnership 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 


 
 
Water, energy, and telecommunication utilities are using a number of approaches to 


establish and operate “customer assistance programs.” We define “customer assistance 
programs” as organized efforts to help payment-troubled customers. There is an array of possible 
practices that can be applied to help customers who are having trouble paying their water utility 
bills. There are several implementation options within each area covered by these practices. The 
breadth and depth of customer assistance programs has grown out of the natural diversity of local 
utility programs. They have been devised to meet local circumstances, drawing upon local 
resources, and working within legal, financial, and practical constraints in each community. 


In fact, the breadth and depth of the choices may present a challenge even to established 
practitioners. Many have begun programs on an ad hoc and incremental basis—adopting 
individual practices here and there in response to the pressures of the moment. These collections 
of practices can be distributed across different departments within the utility organization, 
presenting challenges to coordination. While some utilities have launched programs as deliberate 
strategic initiatives, implementation is often limited to initial rollout and routine operations. 
Complacency can set in without a mechanism for continual improvement and advancement of 
best practice. 


The missing piece is a straightforward application of the principles of Total Quality 
Management in order to optimize programs by identifying and enhancing the best combination 
of practices for a particular utility. The first step is to acknowledge that a customer payment 
assistance program is a distinct business process. A business process framework has several 
essential characteristics: 


 
• Objectives—A clear statement of what the process is intended to accomplish in terms of 


practical outcomes and strategic goals both for customers and for the business 
organization. 


• Strategies and Practices—A clearly articulated strategy comprised of a deliberate 
combination of practices that are to be carried out in order to meet the stated objectives. 


• Implementation—Specific methods for implementing each individual practice including 
cross-cutting support processes such as from information systems and training. 


• Performance Measurement—Specific measures to assess the effectiveness of the 
strategies, practices, and implementation methods. 


• Continuous Improvement—Regular revisiting of the above, as part of a “Plan-Do-Check-
Act” cycle, to ensure continuous improvement and advancement of practices. 
 
This report applies a business process framework to address the problem of customer 


nonpayment. The framework is devised as a means of reviewing both the breadth and depth of 
the subject. The report is organized to follow the flow of the process framework, providing a 
comprehensive structure as well as examining each piece in detail. The intention is to provide a 
reference that can serve almost as a textbook reviewing the scope of possible approaches in each 
individual area. This includes ideas from outside the water and wastewater industry—especially 
drawing on the energy utility sector. At the same time, the process framework provides a means 
of “rolling up” all the strategies and practices being implemented by a utility and summarizing 
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them in a manner that enables a “gap analysis” to identify missing or under-developed program 
elements. The report is designed in this manner to help utilities design and carry out customer 
assistance programs. It is not a report to read straight through from cover-to-cover. As described 
below, Chapters 2 through 6 establish an overall framework for program development. The 
framework explains how the diverse elements of a comprehensive program can best fit together 
to meet stated goals. The remaining chapters focus on the details of individual practices that can 
be used to build and improve a program. 


Chapter 2 provides an overall description of the process framework, explaining how to 
think about customer assistance programs as a business process. In a nutshell, the major finding 
and recommendation of this research is that the strategies and practices required to develop and 
implement customer payment assistance programs are well established and well within the grasp 
of utilities. However, there is a significant need for a more systematic approach to applying these 
practices in order to optimize program outcomes for both customers and utilities. 


Chapter 3 presents survey results characterizing the current state of practice in the water 
and wastewater industry. Viewed through the lens of the process framework, it is possible to see 
where the gaps are across the industry as a whole. The biggest gap is the lack of a systematic 
approach in most places. 


Chapter 4 reviews published sources on the subject of customer payment assistance 
programs in the water and wastewater utility field. The process framework is used to characterize 
which parts of the problem each source covers. There are several excellent publications that are 
very accessible to water and wastewater utilities. These are identified as recommended reading. 


Chapters 5 and 6 take up the first key step in the execution of a business process 
approach to customer assistance programs: defining the objectives. At the most general level, it 
is essential to develop a clear vision of why helping payment-troubled customers is important. 
This must be communicated to internal and external audiences to ensure a shared understanding. 
Chapter 5 explores the significance of payment problems. It reviews data on the rising cost of 
utility services; the day-to-day plight of less fortunate portions of the population who face 
payment difficulties; and the hard consequences of unpaid bills and shut-offs. 


Whereas Chapter 5 reviews the most general perceptions, realities, and philosophies that 
guide the development of program objectives, Chapter 6 turns to the practical side. It is essential 
to also define program objectives in terms of very specific targeting of sub-populations within 
the payment-troubled segment of the customer base. Not all payment troubles are alike and 
specific combinations of program elements are effective for specific sub-populations. Hence, 
there is a need for careful targeting. As the process framework will demonstrate in later chapters, 
there is a wide array of possible strategies and practices to choose among. If these are selected 
with the deliberate intent of improving outcomes for specific target groups, this provides an 
explicit basis for performance measurement and continual improvement. If, as too often is the 
case, a utility selects a collection of program elements without also stating their specific 
objectives, it is more difficult to assess progress and improve outcomes. 


The actual strategies and practices that can be applied in the implementation of a 
customer assistance program are categorized in terms of three sequential program elements, as 
follows: 


 
• Shrink the bills 
• Shrink the overdue caseload and arrearages 
• Shrink the cost of collections 
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Shrinking the size of the bills is an obvious first choice in improving affordability. There 
are several time-tested approaches, including: 


 
• Conservation education and assistance 
• Alternative billing practices 
• Bill discounts 
• Alternative rate structures 


 
These are described and discussed in Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively. Each practice 


is described, assessed in terms of relevance to specific target groups or broader objectives, and 
discussed in terms of implementation methods and approaches. 


Shrinking the overdue caseload and arrearages involves a sequence of steps that are 
available for coping with late-paying and nonpaying accounts. However, many utilities are not 
engaging all the steps in the sequence, or not taking advantage of their combined potential. The 
practices comprising the sequence include: 


 
• Prevention before-the-fact 
• Intervention after-the-fact 
• Crisis assistance programs 
• Deferred payment plans 
• Programs to minimize recurrences 


 
These are described and discussed in Chapters 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, respectively. Each 


practice is described, assessed in terms of relevance to specific target groups or broader 
objectives, and discussed in terms of implementation methods and approaches. 


Shrinking the cost of collections is another essential program element, and is the topic of 
Chapter 16. It is not as straightforward as it sounds, however, because the total program costs 
(beyond just collections) and benefits must be examined instead of focusing too narrowly on just 
collections costs. 


The application of a business process framework also makes it clear that the core 
functions directly addressing the payment problem must be leveraged with appropriate support 
processes in several cross-cutting areas, including: 


 
• Legal support 
• Personnel training 
• Information technology (IT) 
• Communications 


 
Chapter 17 reviews a range of legal questions that arise across the array of practices that 


are involved in a comprehensive program. Legal constraints are a critical feature in program 
design and should be an early consideration. Constraints can sometimes be removed if a strong 
case can be put forward effectively. 


The people responsible for directly helping other people to cope with payment problems 
are a critical factor in success. The level of understanding of program objectives as well as the 
training and sensitivity required to be effective are paramount. Utilities have many ways of 
meeting these needs. These are discussed in Chapter 18. 
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The best customer assistance programs are ones that offer a complete approach to the 
problem. But, as the process framework makes clear, such comprehensiveness requires 
sophisticated targeting, a broad array of practices, and a number of people from across the utility. 
Efficient use of information resources is therefore a very valuable source of leverage. Much of 
what is needed exists or is within reach. But meeting the information support requirements of 
this business process requires a deliberate effort—the same as for any other process in the utility. 
Chapter 19 describes the general types of requirements that could arise in program planning and 
implementation. 


Another essential cross-cutting support process is communications. From the very start, 
the careful targeting of a customer assistance program defines audiences that have to be reached 
and the effectiveness of that communication will be critical to success. At every step, as specific 
practices are selected, they each have unique characteristics in terms of the specific sub-
populations they are targeting and the character of the communications that will be required to 
implement them. Chapter 20 offers a generic outline for developing a communications strategy 
in support of utility customer assistance programs. Chapter 21 presents a useful summary of 
background research on the topic of communicating with isolated or difficult-to-reach sub-
populations. 


Chapter 22 draws upon a considerable body of experience in performance measurement 
and continual improvement which holds great promise for the field of customer payment 
assistance. Suggested measurement approaches are recommended. A process maturity analysis 
methodology is also presented as an additional tool for promoting continual improvement. 


Chapter 23 offers a translation of all of the above for use by small systems. The 
development and implementation of customer assistance programs has been led by large utilities 
and some parts of the report focus on leveraging these programs in the large utility context. 
However, the principles being applied are quite universal. And, in many instances, some ideas 
may be simpler to apply at very small scale due to the lack of a need for broad coordination and 
integration across a large organization. 


Although many strategies and practices described in this report have been developed and 
demonstrated, there is another important group of issues that remains much less developed in the 
current state-of-the-art of customer payment assistance programs. The problem of nonpaying 
landlords and the associated issues of tenant rights is truly an entirely different issue that requires 
an entirely separate analysis of best business practices available to utilities. In terms of the 
impact of water bills on low-income populations, it is about of equal scale since about half of this 
target group pay a water bill and the other half do not. Utilities have substantial experience in 
dealing with wayward landlords and protecting tenant rights. Their experience in coping with 
these issues has evolved in very unique ways in different jurisdictions as a product of varying 
local housing policies. That experience also could be harvested and developed into another report 
to guide utility best practices, but the present report addresses solely the problem of assisting 
individual households facing nonpayment issues. 


Chapter 24 presents the summary findings and recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PROCESS FRAMEWORK FOR CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 


 
 
The field of customer payment assistance contains extensive examples of specific 


practices that are being employed as well as examples of how different organizations have 
assembled combinations of practices to comprise an overall program. However, the pathway that 
many have followed in assembling these programs has been more a matter of incremental 
decisions in response to the pressures of the moment. Most often programs have not been 
designed from the start with the intention of deploying an integrated, deliberate business process 
to achieve specific objectives. This absence of structure, coupled with the large number and 
diversity of individual practices, can make a very confusing and overwhelming area of utility 
management.  


Defining a business process model, illustrated graphically in Figure 2.1, provides a 
structured means of designing and continually improving a business function, beginning with a 
thorough articulation of the objectives to be achieved by the process. The next step is to define a 
strategy through which a specific combination of work practices are believed to be capable of 
producing outcomes that will satisfy the overall process objectives. Such a strategy may be 
viewed as a hypothesis that can be tested using performance measures to determine how well it is 
working by measuring targeted outcomes such as reductions in the level of arrearages and the 
number of accounts in arrears. Over time, the strategic hypotheses about the best practices to 
produce these desired outcomes can be continually refined to ensure the continual improvement 
of performance.  


 


 


Figure 2.1 Business process model of customer payment assistance program 
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DEFINING OBJECTIVES 
 
Defining an overall business process forces a concentrated focus on objectives. In 


contrast, when an ad hoc collection of practices is being implemented without formal recognition 
of the intent of the overall process, the sense of purpose can get lost. It can then become very 
difficult to assess how the overall effort is performing or to identify needs and methods for 
improving performance. In addition, having a clearly articulated sense of purpose is essential to 
the coordination and integration of practices across several utility departments.  


At the outset, many utilities may approach the development of customer payment 
assistance programs with some reluctance, viewing it as something outside their area of technical 
expertise and tangential to their core mission of delivering utility services. But, cost recovery and 
the cost of collections are essential business objectives. And, in the political environment in 
which monopoly businesses operate, it cannot be forgotten that shut-offs can be expensive, 
harmful to public health, and contribute to a negative image. Thus, maintaining the integrity of 
revenues through good business practices and maintaining a favorable image in the community 
are significant objectives that must be approached in harmony.  


At a household level, there are some people in need of assistance who face potentially 
significant adverse consequences if their water is shut off. But, one of the greatest challenges 
facing utilities is that those truly in need comprise only a subset of the total accounts overdue at 
any point in time. Many past due accounts will “self-cure.” Others will be resolved short of shut-
off as a result of “interventions” applied during the collections process such as late notices or 
reminder phone calls. Some late-payers may be gaming the system and seem poor candidates for 
any type of actual assistance; yet there is a worthy subset that is truly having difficulty paying 
and for whom the consequences are dire.  


It takes a noble effort for a utility to dive into this morass and undertake to sort it out to 
get to those truly in need and help them. The rewards are great, however. When the right help 
reaches the right people, adverse social consequences can be avoided. These include avoided 
impacts on public health that, in fact, relate to the utility’s core mission. In addition, customers 
tend to have long memories regarding their experiences with customer service departments and 
good news travels. Over the long-term, a utility can do much to build customer satisfaction, 
loyalty, and trust by performing well in this area.  


Beyond recognizing and embracing the broad organizational and societal significance of 
assistance programs, it is also necessary to establish much more specifically targeted objectives 
for a customer assistance program. Available data resources can be used to characterize 
payment-troubled customers. This characterization can be used as a basis for defining very 
specific program objectives to address the needs of target groups. Customizing target-specific 
program strategies, tactics, and performance metrics are keys to success. Demographic 
information available from the United States (US) Census and local sources can be used to 
characterize the customer base in terms of the low-income population, the elderly population, 
people with disabilities, and people with limited language proficiency. With appropriate privacy 
protections, data from local social service agencies and the utility’s own customer billing system 
can be used to identify and characterize households that are known to be struggling with 
payment issues. 
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CORE PROCESSES: STRATEGIES AND PRACTICES 
 
A business process framework provides a structured way of thinking about both the forest 


and the trees (strategies and tactics) while keeping an eye on overall objectives. We define a 
customer assistance program in terms of three core elements of strategy: 


 
• Shrink the bills 
• Shrink the overdue caseload and arrearages 
• Shrink the cost of collections 


 
Once these major elements of a strategy are defined, it is possible to readily classify the 


specific work practices as fitting within one of the elements. Each of these major elements of 
strategy and their related practices are discussed briefly below. 


 
Strategy 1: Shrink the Bills 


 
For whatever reason, or combination of reasons, that a customer encounters difficulty in 


paying a water bill, that difficulty is always lessened if the bill is reduced. With each marginal 
reduction in the size of the average water bill, the number of overdue bills in the utility’s 
caseload will also be scaled back. And, when reductions in water bills can be achieved through 
certain types of measures (e.g., conservation fixtures, rate structures, customer financial 
management counseling), the reduction in the number and size of overdue accounts can be 
significant and long-lasting. Within this element of strategy, four major types of practices are 
identified as means of shrinking customers’ bills: 


 
• Education and assistance in conservation 
• Alternative billing practices 
• Low-income discounts 
• Rate structure alternatives 


 
Reducing consumption through conservation is often a first strategy to try. It has the 


merit of affecting the consumption side of the revenue equation which is more important in some 
utilities where there is no flexibility on the price side of the equation. When legal and policy 
settings allow for also varying the price to benefit low-income consumers, there is a menu of 
practices for accomplishing this through shifts in the utility’s rate structure without targeting 
specific customers (e.g., lifeline rates). There are also more explicitly targeted practices such as 
low-income discounts which entail the establishment and administration of eligibility criteria to 
enroll targeted customers.  


Sometimes variation in the size of a water bill can be offset by the method and timing of 
billing. The cost of peak season usage that would hit hard during certain months may be better 
spread over the whole year through a levelized billing approach. Alternatively, a switch from 
quarterly to monthly billing intervals can ease the pain of seasonal swings by making the bills 
smaller and the change more gradual. Billing practices may also be modified to take account of 
seasonal swings in employment, income, and energy costs.  
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Strategy 2: Shrink the Overdue Caseload and Arrearages 
 
The second major element of strategy in a customer payment assistance program is to 


shrink the caseload of overdue accounts and associated arrearages. The following types of 
practices can be applied in support of this strategy: 


 
• Prevention before-the-fact  
• Intervention after-the-fact 
• Crisis assistance programs 
• Deferred payment plans 
• Programs to minimize recurrences 


 
Once accounts appear as overdue, practices deployed under this strategy are intended to 


address the problem quickly before large arrearages begin to mount and to deal with arrearages 
expeditiously, so they can be resolved in the most efficient way. However, the best practice in 
meeting these strategic objectives begins before-the-fact. It is possible to prevent some 
proportion of overdue accounts through customer awareness of assistance programs. One utility 
reported, for example, that just making people aware of a school lunch program made a 
noticeable difference in their level of unpaid accounts. As another example, encouraging people 
to call beforehand if they are going to miss a payment can help to get them into a payment plan, 
or other resolution, sooner than waiting for the late date to arrive. 


After-the-fact, there is an entire school of thought, and associated practices, focused on 
swift intervention in order to arrest the problem before large arrearages begin to mount. Some 
believe that a firm collections policy backed by late fees and the threat of disconnection is the 
most effective means of clearing the caseload in the most efficient manner. Firm pressure is 
believed necessary for many accounts that, if treated less firmly, would try to “game the system.” 
Variations on this theme include approaches that sustain swift and firm pressure, but also offer 
assistance practices in parallel that assess whether payment is practically achievable and divert 
suitable customers to alternative relief measures.  


Connecting truly needy customers with internal and external sources of financial 
assistance is a priority practice in any program. Preventing abuse of assistance resources by 
people gaming the system is also important and presents a continual challenge to the practices 
for administering assistance. Crisis intervention practices are an essential part of a program in 
situations where disconnection looms and carries the threat of eviction. 


Once nonpayment becomes a matter of fact, there is an array of practices to choose from 
in resolving the problem. There is a large menu of choices in the design of payment programs. 
Such programs may be tailored to an individual customer by a trained, sensitive case worker. 
Payment arrangements may or may not involve some level of arrearage forgiveness or penalty 
reduction as an incentive to settlement. Strings may be attached or billing arrangements may be 
customized as additional incentives to encourage an improved payment record and the 
reasonably rapid elimination of accumulated arrearages. Some utilities use a security deposit or 
require a guarantee in association with payment plans to try to assure compliance. Whatever 
payment plan practices are adopted, experience shows it is necessary to also have practices to 
deal with some repeat instances of nonpayment and renegotiation of payment plans. 
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Strategy 3: Shrink the Cost of Collections 
 
A utility cannot afford to have so many practices within its customer payment assistance 


program that the cost of administering the program outweighs missing revenue. At a superficial 
level, it might look cheaper to write off arrearages, but that could lead to mounting abuse if the 
word gets out that bills do not have to be paid. So, it is necessary to have a strategy to conduct a 
continual assessment and reassessment of the best overall combination of collection practices for 
a utility. This search for the optimal approach can include: 


 
• Minimizing the caseload and arrearages  
• Maximizing the efficiency of caseload processing 
• Minimizing repeat occurrences of nonpayment 
• Cost-benefit analysis of the overall program 


 
While many of the practices discussed above bear on minimizing the caseload and the 


level of arrearages, it is necessary to look across these practices as a group to assess whether the 
overall outcome achieved is optimal for the effort expended. Are some practices more cost-
effective in minimizing arrearages than others?  


Similarly, once unpaid accounts enter the caseload, it is desirable to expedite their 
processing through to resolution in the most efficient manner possible in order to limit the build-
up of unpaid amounts as well as the build-up of processing costs. Again, it is necessary to look 
across all the practices that bear on this objective to assess whether the most effective 
combination is being deployed. And, the same approach should apply to assure that the most 
cost-effective combination of practices is being employed to try to avoid repeat instances of 
nonpayment. 


At the highest level, utilities should weigh the costs and benefits of their total customer 
payment assistance program, encompassing all of the practices involved. The object should not 
be to simply minimize the total cost of collections, but to minimize it with respect to the benefits 
desired. These benefits derive from the objectives of the program as discussed above. In 
consideration of the many ways in which the issue of nonpayment spills over into areas of a 
utility’s public image, customer loyalty and trust, as well as the core mission of enhancing public 
health in the community, the concept of “benefits” must be regarded far more broadly than the 
narrow concept of the amount of uncollected revenue. 


 
SUPPORT PROCESSES 


 
There are a number of steps that must be carried out in implementing each of the 


individual practices that comprise a customer payment assistance program. In many cases, the 
steps can be carried out in different sequences and at different rates and with varying methods. 
This presents a range of choices that are not always recognized as such. Often a practice is 
established and then not revisited for refinement because the refinement loop has not been 
identified as a deliberate task. Once established, many practices are repeated simply because that 
is the way they have always been done. Often, the limits to how individual practices can be 
implemented are rooted in a lack of recognition of the critical role of support processes, 
including legal services, personnel training, IT, and communications. 
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First and foremost, there is a challenge presented in making an assessment of the 
customer’s ability to pay and need for assistance. How far should you probe into personal 
affairs? How do you distinguish customers with true needs from those who appear to be gaming 
the system? In all intervention steps involving personal information, it is prudent to stop and ask: 
How far do you go? What information do you really need and how will you use it? How are you 
going to retain, share, and manage that information? What is your privacy policy? 


Other challenging judgment calls concern the legal limits on the utility’s capabilities to 
act in various ways as well as the policy limits imposed by utility governing or regulatory bodies. 
When an assistance program is being coordinated with external social services agencies, 
complexities arise in determining the best manner in which to structure inter-organizational 
relationships. It could be that external agencies whose core mission is assistance are, in fact, 
better suited to a number of practice implementation functions for which utility personnel are not 
trained or professionally inclined. 


A final challenge involves the coordination of the overall program strategies and 
practices across all the areas that are involved. Above all, this can pose challenges in 
organizational policies. What is the best way to organize within a utility for program 
implementation? How is coordination to be accomplished across departments: customer service, 
billing, collections, public communications, finance, legal, and field service? Should a specially 
trained case worker approach be considered to manage all aspects of practice implementation 
from intake to resolution? What are the pros and cons of case worker empowerment and 
flexibility versus detailed policies and procedures? 


With so many choices to make in defining the approach to implementation across so 
many practices, it seems unlikely that the starting combination will be optimal, or that there will 
ever be a single way to do things that is best in every circumstance. This highlights the need for 
measurement of performance and continual improvement. It also highlights the complexity of the 
external communications strategy required to support a customer assistance program that can 
have a multitude of different points of customer and public communications distributed across a 
variety of players within the organization. 


 
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT 


 
An essential part of a quality management approach is the definition and measurement of 


performance indicators. These are developed by examining the overall business process as well 
as each of the individual practices that comprise it with an eye toward the outputs that the total 
process and the individual practices are intended to produce. These outputs are examined to 
determine how many of them can be characterized in measurable terms.  


Within the business literature, a number of measures are discussed to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of collections processes. Chief among them is the uncollectibles rate. Measures of 
the cost of collections per dollar of cost recovered are also straightforward. Additional measures 
of process performance would be the number of disconnections per year, the level of arrearages, 
the level of write-offs, the proportion of delinquent accounts committed to payment plans, the 
success rate of payment plans, and the number or proportion of overdue accounts that are 
repeatedly delinquent in payments.  


Such measures of process performance may have to be weighed in the context of 
(i.e., normalized with respect to) background cost escalations. During periods of rapid cost 
escalation, collections problems tend to increase. This is equally true whether the cost escalation 
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is taking place on the utility bill due to water industry cost drivers or due to general inflationary 
trends in the economy that are affecting household budgets. Water bills can also be driven up due 
to extraordinary costs for other services such as wastewater treatment costs that often appear on 
the same water bill. 


Process efficiency might be examined by a measure such as the total beginning-to-end 
time and effort involved in resolving a case. Various steps in the process can also be examined 
individually in this respect. A number of steps that depend on the efficacy of either internal or 
external communications and coordination efforts can be examined for possible measures.  


As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, water utilities also have a broad range of 
higher goals than bill collection that are part of the mission of a customer payment assistance 
program. Measures of performance should also be sought with respect to these goals. Some 
aspects of how customer payment assistance affects the utility’s image and customer/stakeholder 
perceptions might be integrated into standing opinion survey efforts to track community opinions 
of utility overall performance. Other measures of community welfare might also lend indirect 
insight on the efficacy of customer payment assistance programs, or at least help substantiate the 
need for them. Tracking eviction rates in the community may provide a useful background. Other 
measures of health and well-being, especially in the disadvantaged part of the population, may 
not connect directly, but lend useful context. 


 
UPSHOT 


 
The application of a business process framework to customer payment assistance 


programs allows utilities to recognize such programs as a distinct business components and 
enables a systematic approach to their development and continuous improvement—to the benefit 
of all customers and residents of the community. As illustrated in Figure 2.1 (above), this 
framework provides a map that can help utilities define a path, gain confidence that their 
program is on the right track, and gain acknowledgment of that fact from customers, 
stakeholders, and governing bodies. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CURRENT PRACTICES IN CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 


 
 
This chapter summarizes the results of two surveys conducted to characterize current 


practices in customer payment assistance programs in the water industry. The first was a Web 
survey of utilities conducted in 2004 on behalf of the Water Utility Council of the American 
Water Works Association (AWWA) to investigate the problems of nonpaying residential 
customers and the services utilities provided to assist payment-troubled customers (Rubin et al. 
2004). The second was conducted in 2008 as part of the current research project, employing a 
content scan of utility Web pages to profile the current prevalence and extent of utility programs.  


 
AWWA 2004 SURVEY OF UTILITY PRACTICES 


 
After a pretest of a Web-based survey instrument (conducted from February 10 to 


February 18, 2004), the final survey was conducted from March 1 to March 18, 2004. The survey 
invitation was sent to a membership list of approximately 4,500 water utilities (by fax or email) 
by AWWA in the form of a “utility alert.” 


The Web survey produced 338 complete responses, which reflects a typical percentage 
(7.5%) received for this type of survey method. Most of the responding utilities were publicly 
owned and medium-sized: about 41% of the responding utilities served between 3,301 and 
33,000 accounts (i.e., between 10,000 and 100,000 persons served). Table 3.1 lists responding 
utilities by residential account size. About 82% of respondents were government-owned, 4% 
were private, and 1% were both publicly and privately owned; 11% indicated they were owned 
by “other,” including customer or member owned, nonprofits, and special districts. 


The average annual household bill for water service from responding utilities was 
between $200 and $300 (see Table 3.2). Over two-thirds of utilities typically experienced less 
than 1% of their water bills unpaid, and about 14% experienced between 1.1% and 2.0% 
(see Table 3.3). Total unpaid bills averaged less than $25,000 per year. 


Of responding utilities, 64% did not rate nonpayment of water bills as a big problem. 
Similarly, 54% did not rate it as a growing problem. However, 22% did rate it as a big problem, 
and 29% thought it was a growing problem (see Tables 3.4 and 3.5). 


In general, as the size of a utility increases (by accounts served), or as the size of a 
utility’s average annual bill increases, water bill nonpayment is viewed as more of a problem. 
Whereas 22% of all utilities agreed that nonpayment is a big problem, one-third of utilities 
serving more than 33,001 accounts (> 100,000 people) agreed that nonpayment is a big problem. 
And, while only 29% of all utilities agreed that nonpayment is a growing problem, 40% of 
utilities serving 33,001 or more accounts (> 100,000 people) considered that nonpayment is a 
growing problem. Finally, 33% of utilities with the largest annual bills ($500 or higher) felt 
nonpayment is a big problem, compared to 22% of utilities overall. 
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Table 3.1 
About how many residential accounts does your  


water utility serve and bill? 
a) 0 2 0.59% 
b) 1–1,000 46 13.61% 
c) 1,001–3,300 92 27.22% 
d) 3,301–33,000 137 40.53% 
e) 33,001–150,000 46 13.61% 
f) 150,001–500,000 14 4.14% 
g) More than 500,000 0 0.00% 
h) Don’t know 1 0.30% 
Total responses 338  


 
 


Table 3.2 
What is the average annual bill for water service  


for a residential customer? 
a) $0–$100 55 18.21% 
b) $101–$200 56 18.54% 
c) $201–$300 78 25.83% 
d) $301–$400 41 13.58% 
e) $401–$500 37 12.25% 
f) More than $500 30 9.93% 
g) Don’t know 5 1.66% 
Total responses 302  


 
 


Table 3.3 
What is your utility’s typical percentage of  


unpaid residential water bills? 
a) None 26 8.61% 
b) 0.1%–1.0% 176 58.28% 
c) 1.1%–2.0% 43 14.24% 
d) 2.1%–3.0% 17 5.63% 
e) More than 3.0% 16 5.30% 
f) Don’t know 24 7.95% 
Total responses 302  
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Table 3.4 
On a scale of 1 to 7 (where 1 means “strongly disagree”  


and 7 means “strongly agree”), please rate how much you  
agree or disagree with the following statement: 


Nonpayment of residential water bills is a big problem for our utility 
1-strongly disagree 52 17.22% 
2-disagree 75 24.83% 
3-somewhat disagree 67 22.19% 
4-neutral 39 12.91% 
5-somewhat agree 31 10.27% 
6-agree 21 6.95% 
7-strongly agree 15 4.97% 
No response/response 
error 


2 0.66% 


 
 


Table 3.5 
On a scale of 1 to 7 (where 1 means “strongly disagree”  


and 7 means “strongly agree”), please rate how much you  
agree or disagree with the following statement: 


Nonpayment of residential water bills is a growing problem for our utility 
1-strongly disagree 52 17.22% 
2-disagree 66 21.85% 
3-somewhat disagree 46 15.23% 
4-neutral 46 15.23% 
5-somewhat agree 45 14.90% 
6-agree 23 7.62% 
7-strongly agree 21 6.95% 
No response/response 
error 


3 0.99% 


Total responses 302  
 
If a customer has problems paying his or her bill, the survey revealed that utilities offer 


the options displayed in Table 3.6. Viewed in terms of the process framework described in 
Chapter 2, these results indicate that utility programs intended to “shrink the overdue caseload 
and arrearages” through such methods as payment plans and referrals are much more prevalent 
than programs that “shrink the bills” through methods such as conservation, bill discounts, and 
special billing arrangements. 


Most utilities do not have specified eligibility criteria for assistance programs. However, 
16% have their own eligibility criteria and 9% base eligibility on whether customers are 
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receiving benefits from other assistance programs (see Table 3.7). About 15% of the utilities 
selected the “other-please specify” response. The most common comments they provided were: 
“eligibility determined by another agency or body,” “eligibility determined on a case-by-case 
basis,” and “everyone is eligible.”  


 
Table 3.6 


Options facing payment-troubled customers 
 Percenta N 
Payment plan that allows customer to pay amount due over time 76% 231 
Customer referral to private, nonutility agency 54% 163 
Customer referral to a local government agency for assistance 49% 149 
Education 35% 105 
In-home conservation assistance 25% 76 
Special billing arrangements 21% 64 
Change in the rate customer is charged  8% 24 
“Other”b 8% 24 
One-time bill credit from utility funds 3% 8 
a. Percents do not add up to 100 because utilities were permitted to select more than 
one option. 
b. “Other” options include accepting postdated checks, payment by credit card, 
offering a tiered rate corresponding to water use, and elderly assistance programs.  
Note: In addition, a question revealed that 92% of responding utilities occasionally 
disconnect service of nonpaying customers. 


 


Table 3.7 
How is eligibility determined for your  


financial assistance program(s)? 
a) We have our own eligibility criteria  41 16.08% 
b) Eligibility is based on whether 
customers are receiving benefits from 
other programs 22 8.63% 
c) Other, please specify 37 14.51% 
d) Don’t know 9 3.53% 
e) None, or does not apply 161 63.14% 
No response 0 0.00% 
Total responses 255  
Note: Utilities were permitted to select more than one option. 
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The most common reasons utilities stated for not having an assistance program include 
(Table 3.8 lists all responses): all customers should pay their own way (60%), the utility does not 
have a problem with late payments (51%), the utility does not need a low-income assistance 
program (40%), and the utility cannot afford to pay for an assistance program (40%). 


Most utilities (65%) that assist payment-troubled customers spend less than $25,000 
annually on their program; just 7% spend over $25,000 (other utilities either did not know or did 
not respond to this question) (see Table 3.9). 


Utilities obtained funds for their assistance programs from: a nonprofit organization 
(21%); voluntary contributions from customers (14%); utility budget (14%); local government 
(10%); “other” (4%); fund raisers (3%); and contributions from utility employees and/or 
stockholders (3%) (see Table 3.10). “Other” funding sources cited included mostly state and 
local government programs (e.g., “town mayor solicited funds from community businessmen”). 


 
Table 3.8 


Reasons why utility does not have an assistance program 
 Percenta N 
All customers should pay their own way 60% 21 
Utility does not have a problem with late payments 51% 18 
Utility does not need a low-income assistance 
program 


40% 14 


Utility cannot afford to pay for an assistance 
program 


40% 14 


Utility does not have many low-income customers 34% 12 
a. Do not add up to 100 because utilities could select more than one 
option. 


 
Table 3.9 


What is the total annual cost to your utility  
for all assistance programs? 


a) Less than $25,000 165 64.71% 
b) $25,001–$100,000 11 4.31% 
c) $100,001–$500,000 4 1.57% 
d) $500,001–$1 million 1 0.39% 
e) More than $1 million 1 0.39% 
f) Don’t know 60 23.53% 
No response 13 5.10% 
Total responses 255  
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Table 3.10 
Sources of funding for utility assistance programs 


 Percenta N 
Nonprofit organization 21% 54 
Voluntary contributions from customers 14% 35 
Utility budget 14% 35 
Local government 10% 26 
“Other” 4% 9 
Fund raisers 3% 8 
Contributions from utility employees and/or 
stockholders 


3% 7 


a. Do not add up to 100 because utilities could select more than one 
option/leave fields blank. 


 
Forty percent of responding utilities thought their current assistance programs did not 


sufficiently address current needs, while 31% thought they did address current needs 
(see Table 3.11). 


 
Table 3.11 


On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate how well you think your existing 
assistance program(s) address current needs  


(1 = not well, and 7 = very well) 
1-strongly disagree 31 11.61% 
2-disagree 26 9.74% 
3-somewhat disagree 51 19.10% 
4-neutral 77 28.84% 
5-somewhat agree 23 8.61% 
6-agree 33 12.36% 
7-strongly agree 26 9.74% 
Total responses 267  


 
A question in the survey asked, “What are the gaps, problems, or unmet needs in any 


assistance program(s)?” Common responses included: 
 


• Available funds (25% of responses) 
• Need to determine customers in need apart from irresponsible customers 
• Tight eligibility criteria (e.g., if a customer is poor but not senior or disabled, he or she is 


not eligible for some programs) 
• Customers that have chronic financial challenges when programs address one-time 


emergencies 
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• Delay in customer request for help until after disconnection of service 
• Reaching all customers in need 
• Education/program awareness 
• Slow turnaround of payment: vouchers not presented by customers or are not paid in a 


timely fashion 
• Lack of communication by local assistance groups; utilities do not know how much 


assistance customers receive once they are referred to another agency 
• Lack of personnel to meet with customers requesting assistance 


 
WEB PAGE PROFILE OF 2008 UTILITY PRACTICES 


 
The Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA) provides a listing of the Web 


pages of its 194 utility members responsible for providing water utility service to consumers 
throughout the US. A systematic search and content scan of these home pages was conducted in 
August 2008 to assess the current state of practices in customer payment assistance as evidenced 
from a utility’s Web presence.  


Of the 194 utilities, 104 provide assistance programs that can be identified from their 
home page on the Internet. Customer assistance programs were categorized according to two 
strategies defined in the process framework outlined in Chapter 2. Strategy 1, “Shrink the Bills,” 
combines conservation, rate discounts, and alternative rate structure and payments to lower 
customers’ water bills. Strategy 2, “Shrink the Overdue Caseload and Arrearages,” involves 
financial assistance, payment arrangements, and prevention to limit the number of customers 
who have trouble paying their bills. Both strategies are widely employed.  


Under Strategy 1, the most common assistance programs are rebates for the purchase and 
installation of water saving fixtures, such as low-flow toilets and showerheads. Many utilities 
also provide free water efficient retrofits and efficiency kits designed to aid the customer in 
conserving water, thus lowering their water bill. Additional customer assistance programs 
include low-income discounts, through which eligible customers are charged at a lower rate for 
their water usage. Overall, 69 utility programs were identified under Strategy 1 that seek to 
reduce monthly water bills. 


In accordance with Strategy 2, many water utilities offer financial assistance programs. 
These substantially outnumbered low-income discount programs, as a means of assisting 
customers. To conduct these programs, utilities may solicit donations from other customers that 
are often matched by the utility. Donations are then placed in a central fund, frequently 
administered by a local charity, where it is used to benefit struggling consumers. Overall, 
62 utility programs were identified that sought to shrink the overdue caseload and arrearages in 
this manner under Strategy 2.  


Beyond these programs, many utilities have adopted the practice of posting the customer 
service phone number on their Web site along with encouragement to call and get assistance in 
resolving missed payments. This has the potential to reduce the overdue caseload and arrearages 
by encouraging customers in need of financial assistance to notify the utility company before 
arrearages begin to mount. Many utilities also indicate the types of payment and settlement 
options available to customers through granting extensions, creating new payment arrangements, 
administering budget billing options, and allowing customers to pay online and over the phone. 
Internet and phone payments are important options for customers with access to such methods, 
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since they enable last minute payments before shutoffs. Currently, 140 AMWA members 
indicate the availability of phone and/or online payment methods on their Web sites. 


While these programs provide assistance to customers with diverse financial challenges, 
utility companies can further improve their service to the community by enhancing Web site 
usability. Generally, information on these programs was located two layers from the home page. It 
is often difficult to find many of these programs without clicking on a number of links. Much of 
the relevant information for customers seeking assistance was accessible through customer service 
and rebate tabs and sidebars. Additionally, many utilities presented this information under 
frequently asked questions, online payment options, and a number of payment related links.  


Once the information on customer assistance programs was found, however, the relevant 
information was usually presented clearly and succinctly. Most utilities did a good job of 
providing informative program descriptions while delineating the eligibility requirements and 
benefits of the program in lay terms. Clarity and brevity ensures the accessibility of online 
information.  
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CHAPTER 4 
PRIOR STUDIES OF CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
 
 
This chapter reviews several previous studies that have described customer payment 


assistance programs in the water and wastewater industry in some detail. These sources are all 
quite accessible to utilities and are recommended reading. In general, a wide array of practices 
are described and documented in these studies but a unifying and organizing framework, such as 
the business process approach described in Chapter 2, is lacking.  


 
WATER AFFORDABILITY AND ALTERNATIVES TO SERVICE DISCONNECTION 


 
This article (Beecher 1994) in the Journal of the American Water Works Association 


documents a wide range of practices for providing assistance to payment-troubled customers that 
have been demonstrated in the water sector and that a number of prominent utilities have been 
applying for a long time. The article provides a short description of many of the practices 
classified under the “shrink the bills” and “shrink the overdue caseload and arrearages” 
categories of the business process framework presented in Chapter 2. The article provides a 
number of examples drawn from utility experiences. It also provides a number of insights 
regarding the appropriateness or rationale for each practice in different situations and of the pros 
and cons of each practice in terms of implementation. 


 
WATER AFFORDABILITY PROGRAMS 


 
Research report 90732 (Saunders et al. 1998) published by the Water Research 


Foundation, summarizes results of a research effort that focused on exploration of the feasibility 
of alternative rate designs to improve affordability. Considerable analysis is applied to options 
for varying the customer (or fixed) charge, discounting the volume charge, and incorporating a 
lifeline within inverted block rates. Alternative wastewater rate structures are also studied. In 
addition to these research results, the report is a useful resource document that covers an 
extensive array of other issues involved in “shrinking the bills” and “shrinking the overdue 
caseload and arrearages,” including a number of case examples from active programs in various 
cities. The report also provides chapters relating to legal issues, program strategies to help 
tenants who pay for water through rents, approaches to program outreach, and approaches to 
administering program eligibility. 


 
WATER UTILITY OPTIONS FOR LOW-INCOME ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 


 
This article (Hasson 2002) in the Journal of the American Water Works Association 


provides a thorough account of the development of low-income assistance programs in Portland, 
Ore., from the mid-1980s to 2002. The case history documents the social and political context in 
which the programs emerged and describes the evolution of the utility’s strategy at each stage, 
including options considered and research conducted to guide development and track progress. 
While the eventual program consists of a combination of approaches to “shrinking the bills” and 
“shrinking the overdue caseload and arrearages,” it is also notable for its explicit strategic 
elements that make it an excellent example of the type of business process approach 
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recommended in Chapter 2. The case study documents the efforts Portland undertook to work 
with their governing body to carefully define program objectives. It also discusses performance 
measurement efforts that were undertaken to assess program effectiveness in meeting the 
objectives as well as continuous improvement efforts that were stimulated as a result. 


 
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BILL 


 
Published by the AWWA, this booklet (AWWA 2005) is intended as a primer to provide 


utility managers and governing board members with an overview of the problem of assisting 
low-income customers and the range of possible solutions that are available. It is an ideal 
resource for utilities that do not have an established program and need to educate Board 
members and others in the community about the possibilities. Of particular value, this report 
provides a guide to using US Census data to assess the potential extent of affordability problems 
within any jurisdiction. These types of data are valuable for establishing a clear set of objectives 
for a customer assistance program as discussed further in Chapter 6. The book also provides an 
overview of the range of options that are available for “shrinking the bills” and “shrinking the 
overdue caseload and arrearages.” In addition, it contains advice on expanding outreach for 
assistance programs through close coordination with allied low-income assistance programs in 
the community. 


 
AFFORDABILITY OF WASTEWATER SERVICE 


 
Published by the Water Environment Federation, this booklet (Hasson et al. 2007) is 


appropriate for utility management teams and governing boards interested in starting or 
expanding their efforts in customer assistance programs. It explains the range of issues that need 
to be appreciated by decisionmakers relating to each of the aspects of designing and 
implementing a program. The range of options for “shrinking the bills” and “shrinking the 
overdue caseload and arrearages” is reviewed. Particular attention is called to limitations on 
lowering user charges for wastewater service under the Clean Water Act. The booklet is 
comprehensive without being overwhelming. It covers much of the scope outlined in the 
business process framework outlined in Chapter 2, but at a very high level that can be useful in 
acquainting decisionmakers and others in the community with all the elements of a complete 
program. It covers such topics as defining objectives in terms of target groups for assistance and 
measuring performance as a means of driving continual improvement. 


 
COMMITTEE FOR MELBOURNE DEBT SPIRAL PROJECT 


 
The Utility Debt Spiral Project was undertaken by the Committee for Melbourne as part 


of its involvement in the United Nations (UN) Global Compact⎯a joint initiative between 
businesses and the UN to support and encourage responsible business operations and universal 
values. The approach focuses on engaging business, local government, and civil society to ensure 
optimal medium and long-term social, cultural, and economic outcomes. The project report 
(Melbourne 2004) presents a broad collection of ideas from water and energy utilities in 
Australia as well as stakeholder groups. A large collection of detailed case studies of utility 
customer assistance programs was also assembled. From this body of practical knowledge and 
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experience, the report extracted a summary of the proposed elements of a best practice program, 
as follows: 


 
• The implementation of agreed upon, appropriate, and affordable payment 


arrangements, with flexibility to suit each customer, including: 
− Centrepay (automatic debiting for households on assistance) 
− Incentive plans 
− Partial or complete waiver of debt 
− Review of fees 


• Suspension of disconnection, debt collection, legal action⎯while customers are on 
the hardship response program 


• A specialist team skilled in responding to customers experiencing hardship, which: 
− The retailer’s call centre and other staff refer customers to appropriate 


representatives 
− Customers are able to contact directly 
− Conducts home visits where it has been difficult to contact a customer by phone 


or in writing 
• Staff training on: 


− Causes of financial hardship 
− Identification of customers experiencing hardship, including proactive identification 
− Literacy and access issues experienced by some customers 
− How to talk to customers experiencing hardship 
− When to refer customers to the hardship response program 


• A hardship policy that is clearly communicated to customers 
• An articulation of the rights of customers experiencing financial hardship 
• Links to: 


− Energy/water efficiency programs 
− Financial counseling agencies 
− Concessions, government assistance, nongovernment support services 
− Dispute resolution services 


• Continuous review, including customer focus groups to gain feedback on hardship 
programs 


 
These elements bear many similarities to those of the business process model discussed 


in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 5 
OBJECTIVES: SIGNIFICANCE OF CUSTOMER PAYMENT 


ASSISTANCE  
 
 


One of the most profound benefits of quality 
management is that the simple exercise of defining 
discrete business processes forces a concentrated 
focus on objectives. In contrast, when an ad hoc 
collection of practices is being implemented 
without formal recognition of the intent of the 
overall process, the sense of purpose can get lost. It 
can then become very difficult to assess how the 
overall effort is performing or to identify needs and 
methods for improving performance. In addition, 
having a shared sense of purpose is essential to the 
coordination and integration of practices that may 
need to be implemented across departments.  


At the present time, the objectives of customer payment assistance programs in water 
utilities are understated (or even unstated) and under-appreciated. This results as much from the 
absence of a business process model as it does from some subtleties that need to be brought 
closer to the surface to raise awareness of the social significance of customer payment assistance. 


The principal objective of customer payment assistance programs is most commonly 
viewed as a matter of supporting bill collection. Utilities have the same fundamental interests in 
cost recovery and cash flow as all other business enterprises, so this is a necessary objective. As 
documented in Figure 5.1, however, results of a water industry survey conducted in 2004 (Rubin 
et al. 2004) indicate that the level of uncollectibles is generally low, with overdue accounts 
amounting to less than 1% for most utilities. This narrow financial perspective tends to downplay 
the importance of efforts to assist payment-troubled customers in accomplishing the larger public 
utility mission. There are at least three additional dimensions that are quite important: 
customer/stakeholder perceptions, public health, and sustainability. 


 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CUSTOMER AND STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS 


 
The uncollectibles rate may be maintained at levels below 1% of a water utility’s 


customer base at any given point in time. However, Figure 5.2 (Rubin 2005) shows that 
nationwide there are an estimated 10 million households with annual incomes below $20,000 
[roughly equivalent to 125% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL)] that pay a water bill. This 
compares with a total 64 million households that pay water bills to community water systems. It 
is conceivable therefore that, over time, as much as 15% (10/64) of the customer base nationally 
might come into contact with a utility’s bill collection practices. In some communities, the 
proportion can be much higher. Further, the effect of collections practices on overall customer 
perceptions of the utility reaches beyond low-income groups, such as when a shut-off draws 
attention from community activists or it is covered in the local news media.  
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The manner in which a water utility approaches (or ignores) the issue of nonpayment 
affects customer perceptions of the utility. Needless to say, customers are essential stakeholders. 
Customers vote, call television stations, or file complaints with State regulatory commissions 
when displeased with the way they are treated, especially in matters involving customer service. 
Utilities cannot therefore afford to regard their practices pertaining to the resolution of unpaid 
accounts as a small matter involving less than 1% of customers. The significance to a utility’s 
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Figure 5.1 Range of water utilities’ level of uncollectible residential bills, 2004 
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Figure 5.2 Number of customers paying directly for water and wastewater service, by 
annual household income in 1999  
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public profile and community image is clear. Although it may seem counterintuitive, this area of 
practice presents an opportunity to build a broad base of customer satisfaction, loyalty, and trust. 


 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 


 
Another significant dimension of the problem of nonpayment relates squarely to public 


health⎯the very heart of a water utility’s mission. Several studies have quantified the level of 
hardship experienced by low-income households and the order of trade-offs that those 
households make to try to obtain their basic necessities. Bauman has described the level of 
hardship as follows: “In 1995, … about 1 person in 5 lived in a household that had at least one 
difficulty meeting basic needs. These included households that didn’t pay utility bills, didn’t pay 
mortgage or rent, needed to see the doctor or dentist but didn’t go, had telephone or utility 
service shut off, were evicted, didn’t get enough to eat, or otherwise didn’t meet essential 
expenses” (Bauman 1999). Bauman quantified the number of households experiencing various 
types of hardships, as shown in Figure 5.3 (Bauman 1998).  


More recent research in this area confirms the same ordering of hardships, with only 
slight differences in the specific percentages (Iceland and Bauman 2007). 


 


This ordering of hardships makes it possible to draw inferences about the order in which 
low-income households trade off payments among basic necessities. From discussions with low-
income advocates and utility representatives, it appears that the disconnection of water and 
wastewater service would occur with a frequency between energy disconnection and eviction. 
Essentially, the disconnection of water and wastewater service is tantamount to eviction because 
the property becomes uninhabitable, both legally and practically. Thus, in communities where 
the penalty for nonpayment is service disconnection, low-income families may be expected to 
reduce their expenditures on health-related items such as medical care, food, child care, or 
energy service in order to pay the water and wastewater bill. In other words, there is a 
compelling logic suggesting that water “trumps” other health related expenditures. 
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Figure 5.3 Percent of US population that experienced hardship in 1995 
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Poverty researchers also have concluded that a household’s experience of hardships is not 
solely a factor of current income. Beverly (2001) conducted a useful survey of much of the 
academic research in this area and concluded that income, poverty, and material hardship “are 
conceptually distinct.” Researchers found that “a family’s income-to-needs ratio explained only 
24% of the variance in the number of material hardships.” Beverly also explained that 
researchers have found that current income or poverty status fails to account for different 
standards of living. Households with low levels of current income may have accumulated 
savings which can be used to purchase goods and services. Some low-income households may 
have access to credit while others do not. Some households may have ways to obtains goods or 
services without income or savings, such as through barter or gifts. Equally important, 
households face different demands on their economic resources, such as the need for health care 
and child care expenditures. 


A later survey by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) (USDHHS 
2004) reached similar conclusions. HHS concluded that there are limitations to using income or 
poverty status as the sole indicator of material hardship. HHS reviewed a number of research 
studies and conducted its own analysis of available data. It constructed a nearly identical 
hierarchy to the one shown in Figure 5.3. 


Importantly, HHS also looked at the prevalence of hardships for households in different 
income categories. That analysis consistently found that even households with incomes in excess 
of 200% of the FPL experienced each type of hardship, though at a lesser rate than households 
with incomes below 100% of the FPL. For example, 2.2% of all households had their energy 
service disconnected for nonpayment. Households with incomes below 100% FPL experienced 
disconnection at a rate nearly three times as great (6.0% of households), while higher-income 
households (greater than 200% FPL) experienced disconnection at half the overall rate (1.0% of 
households). But none of the hardship rates fell to zero among higher-income households. 


There is little doubt that low-income households need help paying their utility bills. HHS 
found that 29.4% of households with incomes below 100% FPL did not pay their entire energy 
bills on time and that 15.1% of households in poverty had their telephone service disconnected 
for nonpayment. However, providing assistance only to households in poverty would not meet 
the entire need. Years of research in this field has concluded that the provision of money to 
households in poverty will not eliminate the prevalence of serious hardships. There are multiple 
factors that can lead to household hardship and that should be taken into account when 
evaluating the need for, and target the audience for, customer assistance programs. 


As suggested by the hierarchy of hardships, several hardships have a direct effect on 
public health. In order to pay their utility bills, households make tradeoffs that directly impact 
their health, such as failing to see a doctor or dentist when needed; failing to get enough to eat; 
and failing to adequately heat or cool their homes. HHS succinctly summarized the findings from 
several studies, as follows: “Households with limited resources may make trade-offs among 
basic needs (e.g., food vs. needed medical care) or choose different allocations of goods and 
services to make ends meet.” 


When these induced deprivations have negative impacts on health, it results⎯directly or 
indirectly⎯in outcomes inconsistent with the water utility mission to sustain public health. To 
place this in perspective, consider that the total national cost of Safe Drinking Water Act 
(SDWA) regulations promulgated since 1986 has been estimated to be about $5 billion per year 
(Raucher and Cromwell 2004). Benefit-cost analyses conducted in developing these standards 
asserted that health benefits are at least equal to these expenditures. By comparison, if there are 
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10 million low-income households facing an average water and sewer bill of more than $400 per 
year (Rubin 2005), this equates to more than $4 billion per year to be raised from low-income 
households. To whatever extent that portion of water revenue is obtained at the expense of other 
health-related expenditures, the resulting detriment to health could rival the magnitude of 
improvements to health intended under the SDWA. Water utilities must remain mindful that 
public health is their core business and there is as much health impact at stake in the manner in 
which they obtain revenue from low-income households as there is in treating the water to high 
standards. 


 
IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY 


 
Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 present data regarding a final point that magnifies the 


significance of the issues mentioned previously: water and wastewater costs are going up faster 
than incomes. Figure 5.4 shows the annual percentage change in the cost of “water and other 
public services” (which is primarily water and wastewater services) to households from the 
US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Expenditures Survey (CES; US BLS 2008a, 2008b), 
compared with the overall rate of inflation measured by the Consumer Price Index for each year 
from 1990 through 2006.  


The CES understates the actual cost of water and wastewater service to households 
because it includes households that do not pay water or wastewater bills directly (such as many 
renters and houses that are not connected to public water or wastewater supplies). Thus, for 
example, in 1999 the CES data show a typical cost of $285 while an analysis of US Census data 
for the same year shows that households that actually received water and wastewater bills paid 
an average of $476 (Rubin 2005). The CES is used here because it provides the only nationwide, 
annual estimate of the cost of water and wastewater services at the household level. 


During this period, water and wastewater costs in the US increased by 105.7% (an annual 
average increase of 4.6%), while consumer prices increased by 54.2% (an annual average 
increase of 2.7%).  


A similar trend is apparent if water and wastewater costs are compared to the rate of 
change in median household income (MHI) in each year. Figure 5.5 compares the change in 
water and wastewater costs with the rate of change in national MHI during this same time period 
(1990 to 2006).  
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Figure 5.4 Change in water and wastewater costs compared to change in general 
inflation, 1990–2006 (indexed to 1990 = 100) 
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Figure 5.5 Change in water and wastewater costs compared to change in MHI, 1990–2006 
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Figure 5.5 shows water and wastewater costs increasing significantly faster than a typical 


household’s income. Water and wastewater costs in the US increased by 105.7%—an annual 
average increase of 4.6% (US BLS 2008a, 2008b). MHI increased by 61.0%—an annual average 
increase of 3.0% (US Census Bureau 2008). 


Another way to view these trends would be to consider what water and wastewater bills 
would be if they had increased only by the rate of general inflation or typical income change. If 
water and wastewater bills had increased only with the general rate of inflation from 1990 
through 2006, they would have been 25% lower in 2006. Similarly, if water and wastewater bills 
had increased only as fast as household incomes since 1990, bills would have been 22% lower 
than they actually were in 2006. Yet even these figures do not provide a complete picture. 


The actual impact on households that receive water and wastewater bills is understated by 
the CES data. In the CES, households that are not on public water and wastewater supplies are 
included with expenditures of zero, as noted above. According to the 2000 Census, 38% of 
households did not receive a bill for water and wastewater services (Rubin 2005). Obviously, 
these nonpaying households’ expenditures on water and wastewater may not increase as much 
over time unless there are strong State regulatory pressures on well and septic systems. Thus, the 
CES might understate the true magnitude of the increase in water and wastewater costs on 
households that actually receive bills for those services. 


Using data from the 1990 Census only for households that received water and wastewater 
bills, Rubin shows that the typical household paid approximately 0.9% of its income for water 
and wastewater services in 1989 (Rubin 1998). The same author’s later analysis of similar data 
from the 2000 Census showed that the typical household paid 1.6% of its income for water and 
wastewater services in 1999 (Rubin 2005). Thus, over that 10-year period, water and wastewater 
costs steadily increased to the point where a typical household was paying nearly 80% more (as a 
percentage of its income) for water and wastewater services than it had a decade earlier. With 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of median and first quintile (lowest 20%) of household incomes in 
constant 2007 dollars, 1990–2007 
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looming needs for infrastructure replacement and critical water shortages facing many regions, 
these trends can only continue. 


Whichever figures are used, there is no question that water and wastewater costs are 
taking an increasing share of households’ budgets. Costs are increasing faster than general 
inflation and faster than the rate of change in typical incomes. Moreover, the above comparisons 
are based on MHI, reflecting a “typical” household, but as shown in Figure 5.6, incomes in the 
lowest quintile (i.e., households with the lowest 20% of incomes) of the population have 
remained flat in real terms for at least a decade (US Census Bureau 2008). So the impact of 
rising costs in low-income households is conceivably even more significant than it is on median-
income households.  


Simply, low-income households that are already having difficulty paying for all of their 
necessities will find it increasingly more difficult to pay their water and wastewater bills. The 
same will be true for many higher-income households that, due to competing needs (such as 
higher energy and food costs, increasing needs for health care, among others) are not able to 
afford all of their necessities. Those difficulties can have a direct impact on public health in the 
community. 


This means that customer payment assistance efforts need to be not only a current priority 
for utilities but also an area of growing importance. Attaining a best practice level of 
performance will become integral to the utility’s sustainability in terms of finances, stakeholder 
support, and accomplishment of the core mission to support public health.  


The first step in achieving the required level of best practice will be to convey a strong 
sense of the significance of these issues across all the utility departments that are involved in the 
cross-cutting process of assisting payment-troubled customers. Establishing a shared 
understanding of the significance of this function will help gain recognition for it as an essential 
business process and ensure that all participants are continually mindful of the overall objectives 
in carrying out their roles. 
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CHAPTER 6 
OBJECTIVES: TARGETING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR 


PAYMENT-TROUBLED CUSTOMERS 
 
 


In a conventional customer service 
operation, delinquent accounts are referred to the 
collections department for intervention and 
resolution, which may include termination of 
service. The mainstream approach to managing 
these accounts is to apply swift and firm measures 
that are designed to assure that the bulk of 
customers in this caseload will be motivated to pay 
up quickly and settle their arrears in lieu of being 
disconnected. This approach is often backed by 
strong commitments by utility management, 
governing boards, and local or State laws. 
Depending upon local demographic and economic 


circumstances, this may be successful in maintaining an uncollectible rate at a low level. 
According to conventional wisdom, this approach breaks down when these treatments are not 
consistently applied and utilities do not act soon enough, are lenient in collecting deposits, do not 
follow-up with nonpaying customers in a timely manner, extend due dates longer than they 
should, and deliver more cut-off notices than they implement (Patrick and Kozlosky 2006). 


What is wrong with this conventional model? While it may be true that swift, firm, and 
consistent actions are effective in treating a large portion of the caseload, there are serious 
drawbacks. This one-size-fits-all approach to collections results in wasted effort for the subgroup 
of customers who simply cannot pay. And, the lack of a more appropriate treatment for true 
hardship cases will eventually draw public scrutiny⎯especially if the community has a high 
incidence of poverty or if the number of disconnects rises during hard economic times. Once the 
governing board is prompted to take action to address the problem, utility managers may have to 
live with the business consequences of whatever political prescription is written. Best practice in 
the design of customer assistance programs is to deliberately design them as a business process 
rather than letting them evolve in an ad hoc manner. The key is targeting. An optimally effective 
customer assistance program is one that is based on a thorough understanding of the payment-
troubled segments of the service population and one that applies tailored approaches to treating 
the caseload of delinquent accounts within each segment. 


The need for a utility to characterize and segment its overdue caseload arises from a 
recognition that the payment troubles of differing customers are a result of differing 
circumstances. To treat the problems most effectively, the utility should be aware of the 
underlying circumstances so that it can take them into account in offering a collections response. 
Different collection tools will be necessary to remedy different collection problems. As the 
saying goes, when your only tool is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail. To decide 
what tools are best, the utility needs to be able to specify what problems it is seeking to “fix.”  
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UNDERSTANDING THE CAUSES OF NONPAYMENT 
 
Low income is obviously a major determinant of payment troubles. Recent research 


efforts have produced findings that one-third of customers within the lowest income quintile 
have had months where they could not pay all their utility bills on time (Iceland and Bauman 
2007). Service disconnections are also very concentrated within the lowest income 
households⎯amounting to three times the average rate. From survey findings presented in 
Chapter 4, it appears that most water utilities have been successful in keeping the overall 
uncollectibles rate within a 1 to 3% range. But the overall average may disguise a much larger 
problem in the lower income segment of the customer base.  


Financial hardship is defined as the condition that exists when a household’s budget 
constraint forces trade-offs to be made between competing essential needs such as housing, utility 
services, food, and medical care. When household budgets are operating very near the hardship 
threshold, it does not take much of an upset to force trade-offs that may involve a utility bill.  


Figure 6.1 presents a visual characterization of this hardship threshold. The Federal Poverty 
Level (FPL) was originally defined as an approximation of only the cost of food. Hence, realistic 
assessments of the level of income associated with poverty are often expressed as multiples of the 
FPL. Multiples of 1.5 to 2 times the FPL are common benchmarks of the true poverty line. The 
diagram in Figure 6.1 assumes that there is a threshold level of income somewhere between 1 and 
2 times the FPL that is required to routinely pay for essential household needs. In any given month, 
there are some households in the community that will slip below the threshold level of income and 
possibly be unable to pay a utility bill. This is indicated by the wavy lines across the diagram, 
representing possible fluctuations in available budgets of typical households within this income 
range. Such fluctuations could arise from a variety of sources. 


Community demographic data from the US Census can be used to assess the proportion 
of a utility’s total customer base that is comprised of households with incomes lower than 
2 times the FPL (AWWA 2005). In contrast to the 1 to 3% uncollectibles rate reported by water 
utilities, national data on household incomes (discussed in Chapter 5) suggest that 15% of all 
water customers may lie within this hardship threshold range. The proportion may be higher or 
lower from one community to another, but it is much larger than 1 to 3%. 


A recent survey of households that have experienced disconnection showed that the 
causes of financial hardship are both chronic and episodic (Victoria 2005). Over 70% of 
respondents reported difficulty in paying household bills in the period leading up to 
disconnection. In addition, however, specific contributing factors were also reported, as follows: 


 
• 40% reported an unusually high utility bill prior to disconnection 
• 28% reported loss of work 
• 20% reported illness or injury 
• 20% reported a family relationship breakdown 
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A recurring debate has developed in the collections field around the issue of 


distinguishing between customers that “can’t pay” because they do not have the money and those 
that “won’t pay” because they do not want to spend their money (Victoria 2005). The 
conventional swift and firm approach to collections is supported by this distinction. It is reasoned 
that the threat of disconnection is the only sure way to force a large proportion of the “won’t 
pay” group to pay their bills. The steady pressure to pay is widely endorsed as the most effective 
means of preventing freeloaders from gaming the system or of allowing the accumulation of 
large past-due amounts in arrears.  


To the contrary, it is argued that many customers regarded as being within the “won’t 
pay” group are better characterized as “unable to pay when due.” This recognizes that many of 
these households are within the income range that is afflicted by financial hardship, facing tough 
budget trade-offs that can be provoked by a variety of circumstances. These are not freeloaders. 
Surveys of disconnected customers indicate that most people want to pay their utility bills on 
time if it is at all possible for them to do so (Melbourne 2004, Victoria 2005, Accent 2007). For 
the most part, this “unable to pay when due” group are not gaming the system to get more time to 
pay, they are simply surviving in the face of tough choices. Many have had to learn to master the 
game of survival quite well, but they should not be automatically regarded as freeloaders. 


When the conventional approach to collections is vigorously and uniformly applied to 
reduce uncollectibles to the 1 to 3% range, there is a much larger percentage of “unable to pay 
when due” households that are pressured into paying at the expense of other household 
necessities. Many of these same households will be back in the queue again at some future time 
because they are operating near the threshold of financial hardship. The conventional approach to 
collections is prone to breaking down in circumstances where this larger body of payment-
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Figure 6.1 Financial hardship resulting from trade-offs between essential needs. The 
wavy lines illustrate month-to-month fluctuations in household income that could arise from 
a variety of sources and result in various patterns. 
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troubled customers makes their presence known. When economic times are unusually hard, 
increasing numbers of disconnections draw more political attention and utilities can lose support 
for applying swift and firm pressure leading to disconnections.  


The alternative to the conventional approach to collections is the development of a 
comprehensive customer assistance program as a deliberate business process that recognizes the 
underlying causes of nonpayment. It still relies on swift action that can lead to disconnection, but 
with additional options for reducing the caseload and arrearages that are devised as targeted 
solutions to specific types of nonpayment problems.  


 
TARGETING THE CAUSES OF NONPAYMENT 


 
Despite the concentration of payment troubles within the low-income segment of the 


population, the incidence of nonpayment problems and disconnections extends across all income 
brackets. Many of the causative factors are the same. The following general categories of related 
causative factors capture most situations: 


 
• Crisis conditions⎯A sudden change in household income resulting from such events as 


loss of a job, disability due to illness, death of a wage-earner, large medical bills, 
recovery from natural disaster, family relationship issues, etc.  


• Affordability and/or money management problems⎯Money is scarce. Household income 
is near the hardship trade-off threshold. Income is highly irregular. Money management 
skills are not well-developed. Family problems intervene in budget priorities. These 
causes may be indistinguishable and they may co-occur with other causative factors. 


• Elderly or disabled limitations⎯Two causative factors arise in these groups. Many are 
dependent on one or several sources of fixed income that limit their latitude to absorb rate 
increases or major rate shocks. Many are limited in their physical, mental, and 
communications capabilities, making it difficult to understand complicated billing issues 
or to navigate complicated payment procedures. 


• Older housing with bad plumbing⎯Where low- or fixed-income households and older 
housing come together, water bills can be much less affordable than they should be due to 
excessive consumption resulting from inefficient plumbing systems. 
 
The conventional approach to collections might proceed in four steps as follows: (1) a 


late notice is issued after 15 days; (2) a late fee is posted at 30 days and a shut-off warning is 
issued; (3) a collections agent contacts the customer to seek payment; (4) a shut-off notice is 
issued at 60 days and implemented soon thereafter. This process is not designed to address the 
different types of causative factors; it treats every case as though the underlying cause is poor 
money management that requires external discipline from the threat of disconnection. Ironically, 
the fifth step in the process is most often reconnection, after which the process is doomed to 
repeat itself over and over again, since the causes of nonpayment have not been addressed.  


In communities with large low-income populations, the rate of disconnections can rise to 
alarming proportions, especially during hard economic times and in the wake of rate increases. 
This draws negative attention to the utility and political pressure to back-off. The cycle of 
disconnection and reconnection also begins to erode the credibility of the threat. Moreover, the 
cost of collections can begin to rival the amount of money at stake. And, without doing 
something to address the causes of nonpayment, these costs must be viewed as perpetual. 
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Significantly, these costs must be spread across the other ratepayers in the customer base. In 
many places, there is embedded resistance⎯and, even statutory prohibition⎯against cross-
subsidies between customers. This is used as an argument for sticking with conventional 
collections methods and refraining from customer payment assistance programs that may involve 
more deliberate cross-subsidies. However, there is a business case to be made for customer 
assistance programs (Colton 1991, Melbourne 2004), not only in the short-term, but in the long-
term since the causes of nonpayment can be deliberately addressed. 


In contrast, the strategies and practices that have evolved in utility customer assistance 
programs provide targeted relief for each of the four major categories of causative factors 
described above. 


 
• Crisis conditions⎯Households facing crisis conditions need emergency money and time 


to get back on their feet. 
• Affordability and/or money management problems⎯Where bills are simply not 


affordable, there are means of trying to make them more affordable. Where people need 
help with money management, there are means of providing such help. 


• Elderly and disabled limitations⎯Assistance can be made available to these groups in 
every area⎯from the affordability of water bills to the practicality of paying them.  


• Older housing with bad plumbing⎯Home audit and conservation retrofit programs offer 
ready technical solutions that have enduring value. 
 
Table 6.1 presents a cross-walk that maps the major elements of customer assistance 


programs against these four major categories of causative factors. Reading down the four 
individual columns, it is possible to see how a targeted strategy for customers in each category 
can be configured. There are natural areas of overlap between the four categories. For example, 
elderly customers may be among those with higher than average bills as a result of older housing 
with bad plumbing. The areas of overlap merely indicate the need for a combination of 
strategies, targeting each area of causation. 


The top three rows in Table 6.1 illustrate the importance of key support processes 
(IT/data analysis; communications, and personnel training) in targeting a customer assistance 
program. Community demographic data from the US Census and other sources can provide an 
overall profile of income distribution, age distribution, housing stock and other variables. Data 
from a utility’s own customer information system (CIS) can be combined with data from social 
service agencies to provide a means of identifying low- or fixed-income customers that may 
benefit from certain types of assistance.  


Utility communications efforts can be targeted to each of the four customer groups in 
order to promote awareness of advanced assistance programs offered by both the utility and other 
organizations within the community. Helping appropriate customer groups connect to sources of 
financial assistance before-the-fact will help keep them out of the utility collections process. It 
can also be very valuable to advertise the desirability of calling customer service to inquire about 
assistance without delay when payment troubles arise. Many customers are too intimidated by 
the collections process to call the utility, creating an important barrier to assistance. 
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Table 6.1 
Mapping causes of nonpayment to elements of assistance programs 


 


Crisis  
(e.g., illness, job 


loss, family issues) 


Affordability or 
money management 


problems 
Older housing with 


bad plumbing 
Elderly or disabled 


customer limitations
1. Analysis of 
customer data and 
other databases 


 Identify low-income 
accounts with recurring 
patterns 


Identify low-income 
accounts with high 
water use 


Identify low-income 
elderly and disabled 
customer accounts 


2. Communications 
efforts 


Promote awareness 
of crisis assistance 
programs 


Promote social 
assistance programs and 
encourage customers to 
call for help 


Promote awareness of 
conservation programs 


Promote social 
assistance programs 
and encourage 
customers to call for 
help 


3. Customer service 
training 


First point of contact 
readiness 


First point of contact 
readiness 


First point of  
contact readiness 


First point of contact 
readiness 


4. Conservation 
programs 


  Audits and retrofits to 
reduce use 


 


5. Billing practices  Bill timing or averaging   
6. Bill discounts  Eligibility and discount 


formulas to improve 
affordability 


 Eligibility and 
discount formulas to 
improve affordability 


7. Alternative rate 
structures 


  Mitigate negative 
impacts of 
conservation rates 


Conservation or 
lifeline rates may be 
helpful 


8. Prevention  
before-the-fact 


 Referral to other social 
assistance programs 
and/or financial 
counseling 


 Promote elderly and 
disabled programs 
and refer to other 
social assistance 
programs 


9. Effective 
intervention  
after-the-fact 


Notices or outbound 
calls with 
information about 
crisis assistance 


Outbound calls to 
promote self cure, 
encourage customers to 
call for help, and offer 
easy payment methods 


 Outbound calls with 
information about 
elderly and disabled 
programs and 
provision of easy 
payment methods 


10. Crisis assistance 
programs 


Provision of 
financial assistance 
and/or payment 
deferral 


   


11. Deferred 
payment plans 


Customized payment 
plans 


Customized payment 
plans 


Require audits and 
retrofits as part of 
payment plans 


Customized payment 
plans 


12. Minimizing 
recurrences 


 Referral to other  
social assistance 
programs and/or 
financial counseling 


Audits and retrofits to 
reduce use 


Referral to other 
social assistance 
programs and/or 
financial counseling 
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Training customer service personnel can also greatly enhance the effectiveness of a 
targeting strategy. Once a payment-troubled customer has placed a call to the customer service 
department, it is extremely important that the agent is sufficiently trained to know exactly which 
of the targeted strategies is relevant to the situation and how to activate it before the call ends. 
Agents assigned to make outbound phone calls to inquire about past due accounts need to be 
similarly trained across the entire menu of assistance options to produce a maximum effect from 
that first point of contact. 


In the remainder of Table 6.1, the major elements of customer assistance programs are 
arrayed and their logical intersections with the four major groups of causative factors are 
indicated. It is noteworthy that some of the practices that can be adopted to reduce the bills or to 
shrink the overdue caseload and arrearages intersect broadly and others intersect only narrowly. 
This accentuates the need for development of a targeted approach while at the same time 
emphasizes the need for a comprehensive set of remedies. One size clearly does not fit all 
aspects of the nonpayment problem. A targeted approach is necessarily a multifaceted approach 
that is capable of addressing all the most important causative factors. 


The major elements of the business process model described in Chapter 2 are evident in 
Table 6.1. In rows 4 to 7, the mix of practices designed to implement the “shrink the bills” 
strategy is shown to have varying levels of effectiveness on the four different categories of 
nonpayment. Similarly, the mix of practices intended to help implement the “shrink the overdue 
caseload and arrearages” strategy (rows 8 to 12) have differential effects on the four different 
categories of nonpayment problems. Taken together, however, it is possible to see how a 
comprehensive customer assistance program can provide a mix of practices that address all the 
needs of all four categories of nonpayment. 


 
TARGETED OBJECTIVES FOR CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 


 
The inadequacy of a one-size-fits-all approach to collections is nowhere more evident 


than in the measures typically used to evaluate its performance. Little can be learned about 
underlying events from tallying the total number of disconnections, the aggregate level of 
arrearages, or the percent of revenue that is uncollectible. In contrast, there is a lot that can be 
learned about the subgroups of customers that could be targeted by a utility’s customer assistance 
program. Community demographic data can be analyzed to assess the nature and extent of a 
utility’s low-income population as well as the extent of older housing. As discussed further in 
Chapter 20, some utilities have gone much farther and merged their customer data files with 
client lists of social service agencies in the region to actually identify low-income households for 
various purposes in implementing an assistance program. Elderly and disabled customers can be 
identified by the same means. Armed with an assessment of the number and nature of customer 
accounts within these vulnerable categories, it is possible to begin establishing program 
objectives for these specific target groups. 


To complete the baseline assessment, a utility’s CIS can be queried to obtain an 
assessment of the number and type of overdue accounts and collections actions that are occurring 
within these target categories. Program objectives can then be established by estimating the 
effect that the strategies and individual practices of a customer assistance program can be 
expected to have on the collections outcomes in each of these targeted categories.  
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For example, what proportion of the total overdue caseload and arrearages is represented by 
“crisis conditions,” and how well are these being handled by the utility’s crisis assistance program? 
How many customers receive some form of crisis assistance from a utility program or external 
sources? How many crisis situations end in disconnections? How many end in payment plans? 


Similarly, what proportion of the total overdue caseload and arrearages is represented by 
low-income customers or by elderly and disabled customers? How many of these accounts are 
referred to other social service agencies for allied forms of assistance? How many are offered 
assistance in water conservation? How many cases are resolved by disconnection? How many 
are reconnected? How many cases are resolved by payment plans? 


By taking the problem apart into these specific categories, it is possible to formulate a 
much better appreciation of what is really going on that is causing the problems of nonpayment. 
It is then possible to devise targeted approaches to improving the outcomes within each category 
and establish measurable performance objectives with which to track program effectiveness 
within each category. This targeted approach is the preferred approach to continual improvement 
in implementation of customer assistance programs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SHRINK THE BILLS: CONSERVATION 


 
 


Water conservation programs can help customers reduce 
their water consumption and lower their bills for water service. 
There are several factors, however, that must be considered in 
tailoring the design and implementation of conservation 
programs to target lower-income customers. 


Initially, it should be recognized that lower-income 
households already tend to use less water on average than 
higher-income households. Reviews of several research studies 
in the US found that there is a positive relationship between 
income and water consumption (Vista Consulting Group 1996; 
Beecher, Pekelney, and Chesnutt 2001). The results are reported 
as income elasticities generally between 0.2 and 0.5, meaning 


that a 10% increase in income was correlated with an increase in water consumption of between 
2% and 5%. A recent study in Brazil found an income elasticity for water use of approximately 
0.4 (Ruijs, Zimmermann, and van den Berg 2008). Similarly, an analysis of US Census data 
found that high-income households ($100,000 income or more in 1999) paid 46% more for water 
and wastewater service, on average, than low-income households ($10,000 income or less in 
1999) (Rubin 2005). 


Another study found that lower-income consumers are more likely to be motivated to 
conserve water by economic savings, as opposed to more abstract or idealistic notions of 
conserving resources for the public good (Hamilton 1983). Interestingly, that study found that 
while higher-income, better-educated households were more likely to agree that it was important 
to conserve water for environmental (as opposed to economic) reasons, they also were likely to 
use more water than lower-income, less-well-educated households. 


Thus, a utility considering a conservation program targeted to lower-income customers 
must recognize that these consumers are unlikely to be the largest water users on the utility’s 
system. However, lower-income households tend to have more people (Saunders et al. 1998). 
And, lower-income customers may not have installed modern water-efficient plumbing fixtures 
and appliances, which can significantly lower per capita water consumption (Beecher, Pekeleny, 
and Chesnutt 2001). As a consequence, there could be opportunities for significant water savings 
in lower-income households. Moreover, in developing programs to encourage low-income 
consumers to reduce water consumption, it appears that utilities should place the emphasis on the 
cost savings to the customer, rather than on a more general environmental stewardship message. 


Other publications explain in detail the various types of water conservation programs that 
can be implemented and that information will not be repeated here (Vickers 2001, AWWA 
2006). Generally, it is useful to think in terms of the following types of programs: 


 
• General education (information provided to all customers through bill inserts, mass 


mailings, brochures left in public places, Web sites, or media advertising) 
• Targeted education (customer-specific information, such as showing the customer’s 


consumption history on the bill, providing counseling, training community-based 
organizations (CBOs) that have direct contact with consumers) 
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• Rebates and coupons (providing customers or retailers with rebate forms or coupons for 
the purchase of water-saving fixtures, appliances, landscaping/gardening features, or 
services) 


• Equipment (providing customers with flow restrictors, low-flow showerheads, toilet 
displacement bags, new plumbing fixtures) 


• In-home assistance (conservation audits; leak detection; installation, repair, and retrofit) 
 
Each of these types of conservation programs offers a broad range of specific design, 


implementation, and cost options. For example, education programs can range from providing 
static information (such as a brochure or Web site) to providing in-person consultations in the 
customer’s home, with many options in between. Similarly, equipment and in-home assistance 
can be provided solely at the utility’s expense, solely at the customer’s expense, or through a 
wide variety of cost-sharing arrangements that could involve the utility, customer, manufacturer, 
and retailer. 


When evaluating hardware-related efficiency programs for their possible usefulness to 
low-income customers, special consideration should be given to subsidized assistance. For 
example, rebate and coupon programs may not be effective for low-income customers because 
customers may not be able to afford the up-front cost of the plumbing fixture or appliance. In 
contrast, a program that provides a free fixture to eligible customers can be highly effective. As 
Beecher, Pekelney, and Chesnutt (2001) summarize, a program in Austin, Texas, to give free 
ultra low-flow toilets to eligible low-income customers achieved greater water savings at a lower 
cost per million gallons saved than a rebate program for higher-income consumers. 


In a similar vein, programs that rely on in-home assistance are likely to be more 
successful in reaching low-income consumers than programs that expect the consumer to obtain 
their own equipment or services. An early program in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, provided in-
home water audits and repairs for low-income customers (Beecher 1994; Beecher, Pekelney, and 
Chesnutt 2001). The program was successful not only in reducing customers’ water 
consumption, but also in improving their timely payment of water bills. An ambitious toilet 
replacement effort was also a large success for New York City (Beecher 1994). 


Given the long-lasting effects of retrofits with water-efficient plumbing fixtures, there is 
a strong business case to be made for proactive and subsidized intervention to assist payment-
troubled customers. On a lifecycle cost basis, the relatively modest cost of a one-time hardware 
fix might lower bills enough to break the cycle of repeated payment lapses and repeated 
collections costs in many low-income accounts, providing a positive payback to the utility. A 
gradient of proactive approaches is available to utilities, encompassing such possibilities as the 
following: 


 
• Use the customer information system to identify accounts that have abnormally high 


household usage and are also located in low-income areas, or that are known to be low-
income households from cross referencing with other social service client data systems. 
Target these accounts for tailored mailings to provide conservation information, retrofit 
coupons, and offers of in-home conservation assistance. 


• Take advantage of the incidence of a missed payment as an opportunity for the utility to 
directly contact the customer by phone and offer a complete range of conservation 
assistance.  
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• Require a complete range of conservation assistance, including an in-home audit and 
subsidized repairs, as part of the conditions for establishing an extended payment plan to 
work out arrearages and avoid disconnection. 
 
Many communities have already established various degrees of integration of their 


assistance efforts in water conservation and energy conservation. This is easier when the city 
provides both services, but most often it requires collaboration between utilities that are 
distinctly different organizations. Despite organizational hurdles, there is an extremely 
compelling business case to be made for integrating these activities as tightly as possible. By 
combining information resources, the targeting of low-income, payment-troubled customers that 
can derive the greatest benefits from conservation can be greatly enhanced. By combining field 
resources, a single in-home conservation audit and assistance program can share costs and 
produce magnified benefits by simultaneously shrinking the bills for water, wastewater, 
electricity, and heating.  


Shrinking all the utility bills at once in a payment troubled household greatly enhances 
the durability of the solution. Water utilities have the most to gain from such collaboration 
because water bills⎯despite trends to the contrary discussed in Chapter 5⎯are still the least 
expensive. Some payment-troubled customers already flagged by energy utilities may not have 
missed a water bill yet, but may be candidates in the future. Thus, water utilities can obtain 
advance targeting insights from the collaboration with energy utilities, enabling them to 
implement targeted conservation assistance initiatives before-the-fact. 


The Federally supported Low Income Heating and Energy Assistance Program 
(LIHEAP) has been implemented through networks of State social service agencies since the 
early 1970s. In addition to providing direct financial aid to low-income households, there is a 
parallel weatherization and conservation assistance program implemented by these experienced 
State networks that has incorporated a degree of water conservation in some instances. Further 
integration of local water utility efforts in conservation assistance with this very established 
energy program seems a clear avenue of best practice.  
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CHAPTER 8 
SHRINK THE BILLS: BILLING PRACTICES 


 
 


Clearly, a first priority in using billing practices to help 
payment-troubled customers is to eliminate all sources of error 
and inefficiency in billing practices that will otherwise 
exacerbate payment problems. Failing meters and flawed billing 
systems can add substantially to the difficulties faced by 
payment-troubled customers. 


Estimating bills and back billing (that can result from 
metering errors or malfunctioning customer billing systems) can 
lead to billing problems that create serious concerns for low-
income customers. Estimated bills and back billing can lead to a 
utility issuing a bill that is significantly higher than a typical 
bill. When this occurs, low-income customers may be unable to 


pay the entire bill on time. Some utilities⎯either voluntarily or because of State 
regulations⎯allow the customer to pay an unusual bill over an extended period of time. For 
example, in some jurisdictions when a customer is back billed for six months of consumption, 
the customer will be given the same amount of time (six months, in this example) that the billing 
period covers to pay the bill. 


Moreover, the complications associated with resolving fouled metering and billing 
practices can present additional communications challenges for customer service personnel in 
working with payment-troubled customers who may have language, cultural, educational, 
mental, and physical disabilities that impair their capacity to comprehend and cope with such 
complexities. Of course, these issues are best avoided through efficient metering and billing 
practices. 


Water utilities have found that some low-income customers are better able to afford to 
pay bills that are issued more frequently in smaller amounts, even though the total charges on an 
annual basis may be the same. Beecher (1994) and Saunders et al. (1998) report that customers 
with low incomes or fixed incomes prefer to receive bills monthly (rather than bimonthly or 
quarterly) and on the same day of the month. This facilitates the customer’s ability to budget for 
the utility bill and generally improves the timeliness of payment. In some circumstances, the 
switch from bimonthly or quarterly billing to a monthly schedule can increase costs of meter 
reading and billing processes. While these costs are not trivial, and cannot be ignored, many 
water utilities have found the switch to a monthly billing cycle to be an essential foundation 
element of a comprehensive approach to improving affordability of water service and 
ameliorating payment problems in the customer base. One obvious strategy is to be mindful of 
the value of monthly billing in improving affordability when specifying needs for replacement 
investments in metering technology and billing software systems, thus folding part of the cost 
into normal replacement expenditure. 


Providing monthly billing options helps many residential customers make payments 
toward their current bills for electric and natural gas utilities around the country. One additional 
practice that is prevalent within the energy industry is to allow for levelized budget billing. 
Levelized budget billing allows a customer to receive equal monthly bills. A variety of options 
exist on how to implement such programs. Some states provide for a 12-month budget billing 
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with any over/(under)collection being rolled into the next year. Other states provide for an 
11-month levelized budget bill, with the twelfth month used as a “true-up” month.  


Under a program adopted by the Tennessee State regulatory commission in 2005, 
customers that begin the winter heating season with current bills are automatically moved to a 
budget billing plan if they fall behind during the high cost winter months. They may choose to 
move off budget billing, but only once they have cleared their arrears. While water utilities 
obviously do not have the winter heating costs, they may have high cost months which budget 
billing can help levelize.  


Beecher (1994) and Saunders et al. (1998) report similar applicability of budget billing 
programs in some circumstances where it is desirable to smooth out seasonal fluctuations in 
water utility bills. The major drawback to budget billing programs is that it weakens the price 
signal that customers receive during the peak demand season (Beecher 1994). If a utility finds 
that its low-income customers are not significantly contributing to seasonal peak demands, then 
the benefits of budget billing to customers can be obtained without affecting conservation goals. 
On the other hand, if budget billing is widely used by the customer base (Saunders et al. note that 
some utilities have 30–40% of their customers participating in budget billing programs), then 
such a program may be inconsistent with the utility’s seasonal conservation goals. 


While levelized budget billing plans are offered to help make bills more predictable, 
other billing options can also be considered as well to help make bills fit into the cash flow 
constraints of constrained household budgets. For example, 11-month billing plans (allowing a 
customer to skip-a-month) allow customers to plan around months that are known to involve 
high nonutility expenses (e.g., back-to-school, holidays). Customers that receive fixed monthly 
income payments (e.g., Social Security) on a day of the month that does not “match” their billing 
date, and that, accordingly, have historically paid in-full-but-late every month, have been found 
to be well-served by a Pick-a-Date program (under which they can choose their billing date).  


A special type of cash flow hurdle is often introduced at the very beginning of a new 
customer account relationship with the requirement of many utilities for new account creation 
fees and cash security deposits to secure bill payment. Factors that are used to establish the 
creditworthiness (or lack thereof) of a customer for purposes of requiring security deposits are 
variable from one utility to the next. Since low-income families tend to have to move more often 
(Colton 1995), they are more likely to be presented with these abnormal cash demands at a time 
of flux when it may contribute to the development of payment problems right from the start. 
There are, however, options that can help to facilitate bill payment. For example: 


 
• Exempting low-income customers from the payment of new account fees or cash security 


deposits helps customers that may not be able to afford to pay such deposits in addition to 
their current bill. The State regulatory commissions of Minnesota and New Hampshire 
both exempt low-income customers from the payment of cash deposits.  


• Accepting less than the maximum cash security deposit is another means of allowing 
low-income customers to secure their bill payment while not necessarily exhausting their 
ability to pay current bills.  


• Accepting guarantees (or sureties) in lieu of posting a cash security deposit is one tool to 
secure payment without exhausting a customer’s cash that might be devoted to payment 
of current bills. Some utilities impose strict limits on who might be a guarantor.  


• Encouraging the provision of a guarantee in lieu of a cash deposit by a social service 
agency that would otherwise provide cash to help pay a deposit is practiced in several 
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states. New Jersey, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Mississippi, and Oklahoma all allow 
community-based organizations to leverage limited financial resources by allowing such 
agencies to provide guarantees rather than cash security deposits.  
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CHAPTER 9 
SHRINK THE BILLS: BILL DISCOUNTS 


 
 


As described in Chapter 5, there is ample evidence that 
constrained budgets in low-income households force trade-offs 
between utility bills and other necessary expenditures that can 
affect the health and well-being of the family. This provides a 
basis for defining affordability. It is generally accepted that an 
unaffordable utility bill is one that produces these adverse trade-
offs (Saunders et al. 1998, Hasson et al. 2007).  


In the water and wastewater sector, there have been 
repeated attempts to further define this trade-off threshold in 
terms of a simple percentage of household income in order to 
provide a working rule of thumb to help focus efforts to address 
the issue (Saunders et al. 1998, Hasson et al. 2007). A rule of 


thumb has emerged which pegs the affordability threshold at 2% of median household income 
(MHI) for both water and wastewater service (4% combined). This has been widely used in 
national level analyses of the affordability of the US Environmental Protection Agency 
regulations. It has two serious flaws. First, it is just a guess as to where the trade-off threshold 
lies. Despite decades of debate, there has never been any social science research applied to 
validating 2% as an estimate of the trade-off threshold. Second, it is unlikely that 2% of MHI is 
the right rule of thumb to guide development of programs to address affordability concerns since 
MHI is roughly four times the income of families living on public assistance programs (Saunders 
et al. 1998).  


The generally accepted measure of “being poor” in the US today indexes a household’s 
income to the “Federal Poverty Level” (FPL) published each year—generally in February by the 
HHS. The FPL looks at income in relation to household size. This measure recognizes that a 
three-person household with an annual income of $6,000 is, in fact, “poorer” than a two-person 
household with an annual income of $6,000. The Federal government establishes a uniform 
“Poverty Level” for the 48 contiguous states. Since 100% of the Poverty Level is generally 
considered to be too low to be a reasonable demarcation of “being poor,” other estimates range 
from 150 to 200% of the Poverty Level or more.  


For example, a Colorado statute authorizes utilities to have assistance programs for 
customers with incomes up to 185% of the Poverty Level. 


While the question of what income is “sufficiently high” to afford water service remains 
elusive, guidance is available from several sources for determination of what constitutes a 
“livable wage” or “self-sufficiency budget.”  


 
• A calculation of self-sufficiency standards for about 20 states can be found  


at the World Wide Web site of Wider Opportunities for Women. 
http://www.sixstrategies.org/resources/resources.cfm.  


• The Economic Policy Institute has an on-line calculator that allows the user to calculate a 
“basic family budget” by number of parents and children, State, and area within the State. 
http://www.epi.org/content.cfm/datazone_fambud_budget.  
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• The Center for Children in Poverty at Columbia University’s School of Health has an on-
line “family resource simulator” that allows the user to determine net available resources 
for many, but not all, states given different assumptions about the State, location within 
the State, family structure, and number and age of children. 
http://www.nccp.org/modeler/modeler.cgi. 
 
The design of customer assistance programs must proceed with some sense that there is a 


threshold level⎯measured by the monthly utility bill as a percentage of monthly income⎯at 
which adverse trade-offs occur. In any given month, there will be many “marginal” households 
with a bill-to-income ratio that is close to this threshold who will nonetheless pay their bills. 
Those that cannot pay the water bill are the ones that have clearly been pushed across the 
threshold. But it is important to stress that the larger group of “marginal” households are just as 
vulnerable to nonpayment the next month, or the month after that.  


The strategic intent of a low-income bill discount program is to reduce the number of 
“marginal” households that are vulnerable to nonpayment by reducing the bill-to-income ratio 
for low-income customers across the board, thereby allowing many families to back away from 
the trade-off threshold and the risk of nonpayment. The primary advantage of a bill discount 
approach targeted to low-income households is that it addresses affordability concerns in a single 
action. It helps not only nonpaying customers, but potential nonpaying customers as well. By 
targeting the “marginal” households that are always at risk of nonpayment and moving them out 
of the marginal zone, it can help to break the cycle of repeated episodes of nonpayment and 
repeated disconnections and reconnections. The lost revenue can be offset to some degree by 
avoiding the perpetual customer service costs associated with this cycle (Colton 1991).  


A cross-referencing of customer account data with community data on Federal 
government low-income assistance programs or with community demographic data should 
provide an indication of the proportion of the customer base that is comprised of households that 
lie within the “marginal” zone. Armed with this type of segmentation analysis, it is possible to 
develop a local assessment of the degree of discount that might be sufficient to produce the 
desired benefits of drastically reducing the overall payment-troubled caseload for the utility with 
a single administrative decision and action. If the first guess at the right level of discount is 
inadequate to produce the desired drop in the delinquent caseload, it can be adjusted as a matter 
of continual improvement. Such a procedure could in fact provide an empirical means of 
defining where the affordability threshold actually lies within a community. Such efforts have 
been summarized in case studies of programs in Seattle, Los Angeles, and Portland, Ore. 
(Saunders et al. 1998, Hasson 2002). 


The primary barrier to employing a low-income discount strategy arises from the fact that 
offering any discount to the actual cost of service is considered out of bounds to many utility 
managers and governing boards strictly as a matter of principle. In many jurisdictions, it is 
prohibited by local or State laws. While cost-of-service ratemaking, avoidance of cross-subsidies 
between ratepayers, and equivalent treatment of ratepayers are time-honored principles in public 
utility theory, they are theoretical constructs that are intentionally blind to practical 
considerations that lie outside of ratemaking theory such as the real-world business problems 
posed to a utility by poverty. If the repetitious cycle of nonpayment, disconnections, and 
reconnections within the same “marginal” segment of the customer base is evident in a utility’s 
customer account data, then the only way to truly cure this embedded problem is to move them 
back from the affordability threshold to reduce the number of households that are marginalized.  
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Another potential complication that may arise in bill discount programs is an issue of 
equity between low-income households that pay a water bill for an individual residence versus 
low-income households that rent housing and do not pay directly for water. In situations where 
the water utility is a department of the city government, a bill discount program can appear 
unfair to half of the low-income population. Some cities have addressed this issue by providing 
the same dollar amount of discount as a credit on energy bills that, unlike water bills, are 
typically paid by renters. This only works, of course, when the city also runs the local energy 
utility. Other cities have tried simply mailing checks to low-income renters, but this involves an 
obvious administrative burden. A final complication which may arise if checks are provided to 
low-income renters is that some offsetting income adjustment provisions in other social 
assistance programs would adjust other payments accordingly and leave the target households no 
better off. As discussed in Chapter 1, the issues of equity for low-income tenants and of tenant 
rights in the situations created by nonpaying landlords deserve special attention and development 
of an entirely separate set of best business practices. 


The main administrative task involved in a bill discount program is the determination of 
eligibility. The primary options for accomplishing this include: 


 
• Meeting a particular income requirement (for example, income less than 150% of the 


FPL)  
• Qualifying for an income-based assistance program (such as food stamps or discounted 


school lunches) 
 
There are obvious advantages to determining eligibility via cross-matching customer 


account data systems with other client data systems of public assistance programs. When this is 
possible, the eligibility determination can be approached as an automated process whereby 
customers identified by the computer match are notified by mail that their bills will henceforth 
reflect the low-income discount.  


Additional client data systems that are accessible within the public domain include those 
identifying elderly and disabled customers. All of the same principles of affordability thresholds 
often apply to customers with these characteristics when they appear in databases indicating the 
receipt of benefits from Social Security, Medicaid, and related programs. In fact, there are 
probably many more water utility bill discount programs for elderly and disabled customers than 
there are for low-income customers.  


Other studies have done a commendable job of summarizing the types of bill discounts 
that some utilities use to help low-income customers shrink their bills (Beecher 1994, Saunders 
et al. 1998, AWWA 2000). Two major types of bill discounts have been used by water utilities: 


 
• Discount on total bill. Some utilities offer a percentage discount on the total bill of a low-


income customer. Examples have bracketed a wide range, varying from a 20 to 50% 
discount off the total bill.  


• Discount a particular portion of bill. Some utilities offer a discounted customer (or 
meter) charge to qualifying customers (for example, low-income customers pay a 
customer charge that is 50% lower than the typical customer charge). Some have in fact 
waived the customer charge altogether. Other utilities discount the consumption charge 
for a certain quantity of water for qualifying customers (for example, the first 5,000 
gallons of water may be provided to eligible customers at a price that is 20% lower than 
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the typical charge). In areas where water scarcity and conservation is a particular 
concern, there is a preference for discounting the fixed customer charge and leaving the 
price signal of the variable usage charge intact.  
 
The type and level of bill discount to offer is a decision that can be helpfully informed by 


a detailed segmentation of customer account data for the target group of customers. Analysis of a 
utility’s experience with repeat patterns of nonpayment and disconnections will help to judge 
whether it is more efficient to have a narrow definition of eligibility coupled with a generous 
discount or a broad definition of eligibility coupled with a smaller discount. An additional 
alternative is the development of a tiered discount structure that attempts to have it both ways, 
albeit with additional costs in administering eligibility. 


One last type of bill discount program is called a percentage of income payment plan 
(PIPP). Some energy utilities have adopted these programs to set the amount of the total bill for 
low-income customers to be a set percentage of the customer’s income. For example, a utility 
may set the bill for a nonheating customer to be equal to 2% of the customer’s income and the 
bill for a heating customer to be 7% of the customer’s income. A PIPP frequently carries with it 
a requirement for the customer to participate in a conservation program and to keep its 
consumption within a predefined range. The one-on-one administrative costs of this approach are 
certainly much steeper and although it is often discussed as a discount program, it has more of 
the administrative characteristics of managing an extended payment plan (discussed in 
Chapter 14). It could perhaps be rationalized as a type of continuing after care program for 
customers who have successfully completed extended payment plans to retire arrearages. 
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CHAPTER 10 
SHRINK THE BILLS: ALTERNATIVE RATE STRUCTURES 


 
 


The selection of an appropriate rate structure for a utility 
involves many considerations. Chief among them, of course, is 
the rate structure’s ability to provide the utility with the revenue 
the utility requires to operate. Other considerations, however, 
affect the selection of a rate structure. These include: the 
diversity of the customer base, the seasonality of consumption 
and costs, the sensitivity of customer demand to changes in 
price, risks to the utility’s cash flows from abnormal weather 
conditions, the fairness of rates, and the impact on customers of 
dramatic changes in the rate structure (Beecher, Landers, and 
Mann 1990; AWWA 2000). From the specific perspective of 
enhancing the affordability of water bills to low-income 


households, the fact that families in such households are larger than average⎯and in some 
instances much larger than average⎯introduces additional complications in considering 
alternative rate designs (Saunders et al. 1998). 


Alternative rate structures may provide an attractive means of shrinking the bills to 
payment troubled households in circumstances where it is unlawful or politically unacceptable to 
offer discounted water service as discussed in Chapter 9. With rate structure alternatives, more 
affordable bills are devised through pricing formulas that are applied in the same manner in 
computing all customer bills. So, under rate structure alternatives, payment-troubled customers 
do not receive lower bills because of cross subsidy from other customers, but rather from pricing 
formulas that are simply more favorable to their circumstances and consumption characteristics. 
A drawback of this approach arises from the fact that it is always difficult to devise a single 
pricing formula that will work best for all of the diverse customer circumstances that exist. Rate 
structure alternatives can be generally helpful to low income customers, but may not have as 
great an effect as bill discounts and may also produce occasional unintended adverse effects on a 
segment of the low income customer base having especially large families (Saunders et al. 1998). 
When evaluating the potential of rate structure alternatives to reduce bills for low-income 
customers, there are four options that a utility might consider: 


 
• Can the fixed charge (also known as a meter charge or customer charge), minimum bill, 


or minimum usage allowance be reduced or eliminated? 
• Is it reasonable, and lawful, to consider a lifeline rate (that is, a rate structure that 


includes a quantity of water deemed necessary for basic human needs at a much lower 
price than more discretionary water consumption)? 


• Would a form of conservation pricing, such as seasonal rates or increasing block rates, 
help low-income customers and improve efficiency? 


• Are customer-specific rates (also known as a water budget) appropriate and feasible? 
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FIXED CHARGE, MINIMUM BILL, OR MINIMUM USAGE ALLOWANCE 
 
Many water utilities’ rate structures include a fixed charge (usually called a customer 


charge or meter charge) that cannot be avoided. Some water utilities use a minimum bill or a 
minimum usage allowance instead of a customer charge.  


A minimum bill charges a customer for a certain amount of water each month at the 
typical consumption rate. For example, a utility might charge $3.00 per 1,000 gallons of water 
and bill a customer for at least 2,000 gallons of water ($6.00) each month, even if the customer 
uses less water than the minimum. A minimum bill has the same effect as a fixed charge: it 
charges the customer a certain amount each month that cannot be avoided through usage 
reductions or changes in circumstances. 


A minimum usage allowance is similar to a minimum bill, but is usually presented to the 
customer differently. Usually a utility with a minimum usage allowance will have a customer 
charge, but the customer charge will include a certain amount of water. For example, the 
customer charge might be $10.00 per month, which includes the first 2,000 gallons of water. 
With a minimum usage allowance, the customer charge is usually higher than the amount the 
utility would charge just for the water included in the allowance. In this example, the utility 
might charge $3.00 per 1,000 gallons, but have a $10.00 customer charge that includes 
2,000 gallons. Thus, in effect, the “pure” customer charge is $4.00 per month, but the customer is 
required to buy at least 2,000 gallons (another $6.00) to bring the unavoidable portion of the bill 
up to $10.00. 


From the perspective of low-income customers, there is little difference between a 
customer charge, a minimum bill, and a minimum usage allowance. All three approaches make a 
portion of the bill⎯sometimes a substantial portion⎯unavoidable, regardless of efforts the 
customer takes to use water more efficiently, eliminate leaks, and so on. For ease of reference, 
each of these billing mechanisms will be referred to as a “fixed charge” in the following 
discussion. 


The higher the fixed charge, the less control a customer has over his or her bill. That is, 
with a high fixed charge the customer is not able to reduce the bill significantly through usage 
reduction. A high fixed charge can place a burden on those low-income customers that are using 
water primarily to meet basic human needs. Beecher, Pekelney, and Chesnutt (2001) found that 
shifting costs from the fixed charge to the variable charge increases the incentive to conserve on 
outdoor or discretionary water use while also helping to address affordability concerns. Thus, 
reduction or removal of the fixed charge can be beneficial to conservation programs for a utility 
that is in a very supply-constrained part of the country. By shifting the recovery of fixed costs to 
the consumption charge, the fixed costs are recovered in a manner that is more favorable to low-
income households since they can lower their bills somewhat through lower consumption. That a 
higher proportion of the fixed costs may be recovered from other users instead is a justifiable 
trade-off in an area where sharpening the pricing incentive for conservation is also an objective. 


Reduction of fixed charges may also be supported on the basis of fairer cost allocation in 
areas where conservation objectives are not such a factor. Utilities’ fixed charges are usually 
based on the assumption that the basic cost to connect a customer of a given size is the same. 
Typically, the utility will calculate the customer charge for an average residential customer based 
on the cost of providing a 3/4-inch service line and a 5/8-inch meter, then add the average cost of 
meter reading, billing, call center operations, and other customer service functions. Customers 
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with larger meters pay proportionately higher customer charges to reflect the greater cost and 
capacity of larger meters and service lines (AWWA 2000). 


For larger utilities, however, this averaging approach can mask important differences in 
the cost of serving low-income customers. It is not unusual for low-income customers to occupy 
older housing units where the utility’s investment in meters and service lines might be largely or 
fully depreciated. Further, where low-income customers are located in more densely populated 
neighborhoods (that is, more customers per mile), meter reading costs can be significantly lower 
than they are for less densely populated areas. A study by The Ascent Group (2005) of energy 
and water utilities shows that in urban areas utilities read at least 450 meters per person-day. In 
contrast, in suburban areas, they read between 250 and 450 meters per person-day, while in rural 
areas the rate is less than 250 meters per person-day. Importantly, the average time to read a 
meter route is about the same (5.5 to 6.0 hours) in each of these areas. In other words, reading 
meters in densely populated areas is far more efficient than reading them in less densely 
populated areas. Similar results are reflected in a study by the same researchers that was limited 
to water utilities (Patrick and Kozlosky 2006). 


If a particular utility’s cost structure also reflects these differences (for example, if a 
meter reader in a low-income neighborhood can read twice as many meters as a meter reader in a 
more affluent, less densely populated neighborhood), then the utility could consider having a 
cost-based customer charge that is lower for customers in densely populated neighborhoods. 


Many utilities are understandably concerned about the stability of their revenues and 
regard having a relatively large fixed charge as a prudent means of ensuring stable cash flow. 
However, there are indications that collecting a lower percentage of revenue through the fixed 
charge might not have a significant effect on the utility’s overall revenue stream. Michelsen, 
McGuckin, and Stumpf (1998) concluded that⎯given the overall price inelasticity of 
demand⎯utilities that decrease their service charge and implement higher commodity charges 
(marginal prices) are unlikely to experience insufficient annual revenue with the appropriate 
increase in price. Even where a potential revenue loss is a concern, other research has shown 
how utilities can manage the risk of potential revenue instability that can result from lessening 
their reliance on fixed charges (Chesnutt et al. 1995). 


 
LIFELINE RATES 


 
Lifeline rates are set to provide a low price for an initial block of water consumption that 


is deemed essential for basic human needs. After the initial (“lifeline”) block of consumption, the 
price per 1,000 gallons increases, sometimes significantly, so that the utility can recover its full 
cost of service. 


In practice, lifeline rates may not look much different from conservation rates or inclining 
block rates. The major difference is that the “lifeline” block may be priced below the marginal 
cost of service in recognition of the public health need to ensure that a minimum quantity of 
water is available to all consumers. This may lead to the next block of consumption being priced 
above cost so that the utility remains whole. Normally, differentials between conservation rate 
blocks should be based on the increasing cost of providing service during peak periods. 


The major concern with lifeline rates is that it can be an imprecise way to ensure 
affordable service to customers in need. Water consumption is not perfectly correlated with 
income; some low-income households use a lot of water (particularly if there are a greater-than-
average number of people in the household or if plumbing fixtures are old and inefficient) and 
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some high-income households use comparatively little water (for example, a wealthy couple with 
homes in several different cities). Urban usage is generally lower than suburban usage, with the 
lowest usage level being low-income families in urban areas and the highest usage level being 
high-income families in suburban areas (Saunders et al. 1998). 


Lifeline rates have been used by some electric utilities since the 1970s and some water 
utilities may have rates with the characteristics of lifeline rates. Before deciding on a lifeline rate, 
however, a utility should study its customer-specific consumption data and attempt to determine 
the likely impact of a new rate design on the customers whose bills it hopes to affect. For 
example, if a utility’s low-income population primarily consists of one- or two-person elderly 
households, then a lifeline rate might be very effective in lowering the bills of the target 
population. If, in contrast, the low-income customers of concern are primarily large families 
where children and a caregiver are at home much of the day (leading to higher-than-average 
water consumption), then it is unlikely that a lifeline rate would result in a meaningful reduction 
in low-income customers’ bills. 


 
CONSERVATION PRICING 


 
Many utilities, particularly those in drought-prone areas, are adopting conservation-


oriented rate structures. Generally, conservation rates can be defined as a rate structure that 
encourages efficient water use and discourages waste by ensuring that customer bills 
communicate the full cost of providing water services including the cost of new supplies 
(Chesnutt et al. 1997). Typical forms of conservation pricing include increasing block rates 
(charging more per 1,000 gallons as a customer uses more water) and seasonal rates (charging 
higher prices in the summer⎯when more costly supplies must be used to meet peak 
demand⎯than in the winter). 


Depending on customer characteristics, conservation pricing could have the subsidiary 
benefit of reducing bills for low-income customers. This is particularly the case where low-
income customers in a community tend to have smaller lot sizes and have smaller increases in 
consumption during the peak season. Seasonal rates can have a negative effect on those 
customers that exhibit relatively high peak-to-average demand characteristics. Customers who 
exhibit relatively low peak-to-average demand characteristics during the peak season may see a 
reduction in their water bills (AWWA 2000). 


The selection and implementation of a conservation-oriented rate design will depend on 
numerous factors, not the least of which are the rate of growth in demand for water and the cost 
of obtaining additional water supplies. When such a rate change is being considered, however, 
the impact on customers⎯and particularly low-income customers⎯also should be evaluated. In 
many instances, it is likely that a conservation-oriented rate structure may have the additional 
benefit of reducing bills (or at least making them lower than they would be otherwise) for lower-
income customers. 


 
WATER BUDGETS 


 
Within the past few years, a new ratemaking approach has evolved. Variously known as 


tailored rates, customer-specific rates, or water budgets, the methodology combines inclining 
block (conservation) rates with customer-specific consumption levels in each block (Teodoro 
2002; Mayer et al. 2008a, 2008b) For example, a typical increasing block rate might contain 
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three consumption blocks: (1) the first 2,000 gallons, (2) the next 8,000 gallons, and (3) all 
consumption over 10,000 gallons; with the rate per 1,000 gallons in each block being higher than 
the block before. 


A water budget, however, would not set the same consumption limits in each block for 
every customer. Instead, a three-block water budget rate might be as follows: (1) base usage 
based on indoor consumption, (2) peak usage based on typical outdoor consumption, and 
(3) excess usage. The rates would still increase with each block, but the amount of consumption 
included in the block would vary for each customer. 


Needless to say, implementing water budget rates requires a sophisticated billing system 
and usually must be supplemented with data that a utility does not normally collect (such as the 
number of people in the household or the square footage of the property). Under the right 
circumstances, water budgets can be an effective tool for encouraging consumers to use water 
efficiently. 


While it has not been explicitly studied yet, water budgets may prove to be an effective 
tool to ensure the affordability of service to low-income households. The water budget should be 
established to recognize the essential needs of the household in the first (lowest priced) block. 
This would be based on family size, the age of the housing unit, as well as other factors, so that 
the deficiency of lifeline rates with regard to large, low-income families would be mitigated. 
Further, if the low-income household lives in a more densely populated neighborhood with 
smaller lot sizes, the water budget would take that into account as well. 
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CHAPTER 11 
SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES: 


PREVENTION BEFORE THE FACT 
 
 


Connecting payment-troubled customers with public 
assistance programs helps supplement household resources for 
low-income customers, thus improving bill payment patterns. 
Some low-income assistance programs have specific 
components that will take home utility bills into account. When 
low-income customers owe the utility money, it often makes 
sense to promote their enrollment in particular social assistance 
programs.  


One key to promoting participation in various public 
assistance programs as a mechanism for facilitating bill 
payment by low-income customers involves the use of 
appropriate outreach mechanisms. The benefits of such 
facilitation forms the basis of the Pennsylvania Customer 
Assistance and Referral Evaluation System (CARES) programs. 
Through these mandated programs, regulated electric and 
natural gas utilities provide outreach for benefit programs 
ranging from those that directly support bill payments (e.g., 
LIHEAP, local fuel funds), to those that merely supplement 


overall household resources (e.g., telephone lifeline, food stamps).  
The Philadelphia Water Services Department exercises a wide-ranging and flexible 


program working in collaboration with the Energy Coordinating Agency (ECA), which, in turn, 
works through contracts with a citywide network of Neighborhood Energy Centers (Beecher 
1994). The ECA believes its relational database (implemented and paid for by the State of 
Pennsylvania) has helped overcome the administrative constraints and access issues that keep 
people from signing up for assistance. The database contains a cross-section of services at the 
same delivery site. With a single, coordinated entry, applicants are accepted into any other 
program with Federal/State funding. Customers are required to bring all bills and counselors can 
then develop customized solutions to the overall picture. In addition, Philadelphia Water informs 
its customers about assistance programs through many channels, including ethnic media. 


As discussed further in Chapters 19, 20, and 21, the integrated use of database resources and 
communications strategies can form a very effective part of an overall approach to customer 
assistance. By far the best way to alleviate bill payment problems is prevention before-the-
fact⎯making bills more affordable to more households before they are issued. The following major 
social assistance programs should be considered in a utility’s efforts to integrate its assistance efforts 
with allied initiatives. 


 
THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT  


 
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is considered by most policymakers to be the 


country’s largest anti-poverty program. The EITC provides a refundable tax credit to income-
eligible households with earned income in any given tax year. A tax credit that is “refundable” 
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means that a household receives cash from the Federal government, whether or not the 
household owes taxes. The EITC, in other words, can put cash in a customer’s pocket, and not 
merely act as a credit toward reducing a tax bill.  


The average EITC benefit nationwide exceeds $2,000. In addition, taxpayers may claim 
the EITC for up to three years in arrears. In order to receive the EITC, however, a household 
must file a tax return. Water utilities can play an important role not only in encouraging 
households to claim their EITC, but in promoting the free tax preparation clinics that are 
available to help households prepare and file their tax returns.  


The EITC is particularly important for public utilities. Research by the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) finds that most households use their EITC, at least in part, to pay everyday 
household bills. Indeed, the IRS found that more than 30% of EITC recipients use the cash they 
receive to pay overdue utility bills.  


EITC credits generally come at precisely the time of year when high home heating costs 
may affect the payment of all household utility bills, whether they be heating, electricity, or 
water bills. Encouraging households to claim their EITC can be expected to generate increased 
payments to the water utility and a reduced incidence and level of arrears.  


 
THE FEDERAL FOOD STAMP PROGRAM 


 
The Federal Food Stamp program is an important social assistance program for utilities to 


be familiar with. The Food Stamp program provides supplemental nutrition resources to 
households with income at or below 135% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). Participation in 
the Food Stamp program is not based on gross household income, but rather on “countable 
income.” Countable income involves making certain income deductions specified by Federal 
law, both in determining eligibility for the Food Stamp program and in determining the level of 
food stamp benefits a household may receive.  


One deduction to be considered by the Food Stamp program involves the Excess Shelter 
Deduction. The Excess Shelter Deduction will remove from income⎯up to a prescribed 
maximum for nonelderly households⎯those dollars of shelter costs that exceed 50% of a 
household’s income. The Food Stamp program defines “shelter costs” to include rent/mortgage 
plus all utilities (e.g., home energy, water/sewer, telephone, trash collection). If, for example, a 
household has shelter costs of $4,000 and an annual income of $7,000, the Food Stamp program 
will assign a countable income of $6,500 to the household (not considering any other income 
deduction). Thus, the Excess Shelter Deduction equals $4,000 – ($7,000 × 0.50) = $500.  


As a rule-of-thumb, each $3 reduction in income will result in a $2 increase in food 
stamp benefits, thus freeing up household resources to pay for home utility bills.  


 
FEDERAL SCHOOL NUTRITION PROGRAMS 


 
Promoting participation in Federal school nutrition programs addresses one of the 


primary financial conflicts that face low-income households having trouble with their utility bill 
payments. One study of payment-troubled, low-income Georgia utility customers found that 
these customers identified “kid-related food expenses” as one of the primary conflicts with utility 
bill payments. Not only did the program respond by promoting enrollment in the Food Stamp 
program, but by promoting enrollment in the Free and Reduced School Lunch/School Breakfast 
program as well.  
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A lesser-known, but even more critical, Federal nutrition program is the Summer Food 
Service Program (SFSP). The SFSP allows programs to provide two meals (breakfast/lunch or 
lunch/dinner) or one meal and a snack each day to program participants. The SFSP operates 
during the nonschool months of the year in which low-income households no longer have access 
to the School Lunch/School Breakfast program. While providing a critical household income 
supplement during the summer months, the SFSP has a fraction of the enrollment of the school 
meals program. Enrolling in a SFSP can free up hundreds of dollars each month for households 
with children, money that will accordingly be available to pay the household’s water bill. 


 
THE LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM  


 
LIHEAP is a Federally funded block grant program directed toward providing heating 


and/or cooling assistance to income-eligible households. LIHEAP provides seasonal assistance 
toward households whose eligibility is defined each year by the State LIHEAP agency. The State 
LIHEAP agency is typically located and/or administered by the State social services agency or 
the State housing agency. By Federal law, eligibility may not be lower than 110% of the FPL or 
higher than 60% of State median income.  


LIHEAP benefits are divided into two components, either or both of which can be 
delivered by the State. On the one hand, a State may deliver “basic” energy assistance benefits. 
These dollars, generally distributed on a one-time lump-sum basis, are intended to help improve 
the underlying affordability of home energy service. Basic benefits are not intended to be 
distributed to pay for home electric service unless electricity is used for heating or cooling (in 
states where LIHEAP aid can be used for cooling costs). 


On the other hand, a State may deliver “crisis” energy assistance benefits. By law, a State 
must set aside a “reasonable amount” of its total LIHEAP funding to provide crisis assistance. 
The “reasonableness” of the crisis set-aside is left to the discretion of the State. A “crisis” is 
defined by most states to involve a pending or actual termination of utility service, or a reduction 
in the available supply of a bulk fuel (e.g., fuel oil) that would threaten the ability of the 
household to continuing heating or cooling the home. Crisis benefits are generally limited to an 
amount that is both necessary and sufficient to resolve the crisis.  


LIHEAP dollars may not be used to pay water bills or to resolve shutoff situations 
involving the water utility, unless water is needed for the home heating or cooling system to 
function. 
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CHAPTER 12 
SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES: 


INTERVENTION AFTER-THE-FACT 
 
 


TARGETED INTERVENTIONS 
 
The identification and tracking of potentially payment-


troubled customers can be routinely pursued by water utilities as 
a strategic means of designing the most effective approaches to 
intervention once an incident of nonpayment has occurred. This 
approach stands in stark contrast to a “one-size-fits-all” approach 
employed by many utilities. Many utilities do not know who 
their delinquent customers are and treat them all the same way. 
Existing utility data systems, however, can be used to identify 
low-income customers. Utilities can develop the capacity to 
record and access that information on a regular basis.  


The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC), for 
example, has implemented a process that requires regulated 
utilities to track their “confirmed low-income customers” as 
part of their basic customer service responsibilities. In 
recommending this identification and tracking process, the 
Pennsylvania PUC reasoned that the identification of potentially 


payment-troubled customers is important in that it gives companies the opportunity to reduce 
payment problems by helping eligible customers receive assistance from public agencies, private 
agencies, or company programs. 


The Pennsylvania program noted that any time there is contact between the utility and a 
customer, there is an opportunity for the utility to identify the potentially payment-troubled status 
of the customer. Such contacts include, for example, when a customer first applies for service, 
when a customer calls with an inquiry or to register a complaint, or when a customer contacts the 
utility with a payment problem. According to the Pennsylvania PUC: “During these contacts, 
utilities should ask customers about their primary source of income and/or participation in 
programs such as energy assistance, unemployment, welfare etc. In this way, utilities can obtain 
information that can help to determine whether a customer is potentially payment troubled.”  


The Pennsylvania PUC noted that the following components go into a tracking and 
referral system.  


 
• The identification of low-income customers 
• Recording and updating information on low-income customers 
• Allowing customer service representatives (CSRs) sufficient access to retrieve 


information on low-income customers 
 
This approach ultimately led the Pennsylvania PUC to adopt guidelines urging utilities to 


identify low-income customers “by all available means, particularly during contacts with 
customers.” Each utility should specifically ask customers if they are interested in receiving 
information about help that may be available to pay utility bills.  
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The Pennsylvania PUC noted finally that “collection staff should be particularly sensitive 
to this problem when customers call to make payment arrangements.” Most utilities require their 
staff to consider prescribed factors in making payment plans, including “ability to pay.” The 
PUC reported that “this provides an opportunity to review the customer’s income and determine 
whether the customer is at risk.” For customers who are usually unwilling to provide information 
regarding their income, an opportunity to avoid the termination of their service may make them 
willing to share this information with the company.” 


A best practice intervention strategy for payment-troubled water customers has as its 
fundamental objective not merely the recognition of a payment-troubled customer, but the 
recognition of certain attributes of that customer useful for purposes of targeting an appropriate 
utility response. An early identification program builds on a customer segmentation analysis, 
which in turn, counsels that not all instances of nonpayment could, or should, be treated alike. A 
prompt and effective resolution of potential payment troubles depends upon appropriately 
characterizing the nature of the difficulty, the ability of the customer to respond, and thus the 
appropriate utility response.  


In this light, implementing a tracking system involves more than simply recognizing that 
customers have failed to pay a bill. Instead, it means:  


 
• Identifying which payment-troubled customers are likely to need public assistance (or bill 


payment assistance)  
• Identifying which payment-troubled customers have diverged from long-standing good 


payment patterns, indicating a possible family crisis (illness, job loss, etc.) that merits 
special treatment  


• Identifying which payment-troubled customers might need special services, such as 
targeted usage reduction 


• Identifying which payment-troubled customers may pose particular vulnerabilities 
(e.g., aged, disabled) 


 
Early identification of these patterns requires the ability to record and archive information 


about customers, along with the ability to retrieve and use that information. An effective 
intervention program involves the collection and use of data as much as anything. The retrieval 
of information should be able to occur either in a report designed to guide outbound customer 
contacts or on a screen during an in-bound customer contact. Through new service applications, 
through the receipt of public and private bill payment assistance, and through other customer 
contacts, a utility can derive information about a customer that can not only help to address 
current bill payment troubles, but can help to prevent or respond to prospective bill payment 
troubles. Customer contacts can involve field collection contacts as well as either in-bound or 
out-bound telephone contacts. To be useful, however, the information must not only be archived 
as part of a utility’s permanent computer file, but must be instantly retrievable and available 
during a customer contact.  


Creating the ability to access information on a customer’s ability to pay is only helpful to 
the extent that a utility also employs a thoughtfully targeted strategy of interventions and 
programs. Referrals must be targeted and carried through to completion in order to be effective. 
For example, referrals of low-income customers to public assistance programs, referrals of high-
use customers to agencies delivering conservation services, and referrals of vulnerable customers 
to agencies on aging or children’s services agencies depend upon the utility knowing what the 
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relevant agencies are and how to contact them. According to the Pennsylvania Bureau of 
Consumer Services, for example, a utility needs more than information about such programs⎯it 
also needs to establish “positive linkages” with those agencies so that referrals will more likely 
yield actual connections to beneficial programs. 


 
EFFECTIVE VS. INEFFECTIVE INTERVENTIONS 


 
Sorting out truly payment-troubled customers not only enables a targeted response to 


their unique circumstances, it also identifies the portion of late payers that are not so encumbered 
for intervention with a more conventional collections approach. Not only is it important to get 
this sorting process right, it is also important to be able to get it right on the first try. It is well 
established that the first point of contact with a potentially payment-troubled customer is an 
opportunity to make a significant difference in all subsequent outcomes⎯if the CSR is 
adequately prepared and supported with the right data resources. 


 
LATE FEES AND CREDIT SCORING 


 
Many consumer advocates believe that the imposition of late payment charges impedes 


rather than improves the ability of low-income consumers to make payments. It is hard to argue 
with the reasoning: if a low-income household is late in paying a utility bill, there is probably an 
affordability issue and a late fee will not make the outstanding bill more affordable. By the same 
token, it is ineffectual to report a late payment to a credit agency for a customer that does not 
have a credit card and therefore has no concern for their credit score. Several states have 
addressed the issue of avoiding the payment barrier created by late fees by selectively restricting 
the imposition of late fees. Ohio, Minnesota, New Hampshire, and Oregon all exempt low-
income customers (defined in different ways by different states) from the payment of late 
payment charges. Oregon limits late fees to arrears that are either greater than $200 or older than 
two months. Wisconsin, Kentucky, and South Dakota all exempt arrears that are subject to 
deferred payment arrangements (so long as payments on the arrangements are current) from the 
payment of late fees.  


A serious alternative to the imposition of late fees is the empowerment of CSRs to accept 
a simple “promise to pay.” Conceivably a large proportion of bills that are not paid on time 
represent nothing more than a short-term problem of budget balancing. Most people who 
promise to pay by a certain date will keep their promise. This provides an easily administered 
alternative to the front-end of the assistance process that could also open up other opportunities 
to offer additional forms of assistance while the customer is still on the telephone. Utility data 
systems should provide sufficient tracking information to enable CSRs to identify repeat 
instances of payment promises that might warrant additional forms of assistance. 


 
OUTBOUND REMINDERS 


 
“Soft-core dunning,” a term in the collection industry that refers to a gentle reminder to 


customers to pay their bills, has a place in the utility industry. According to the Pennsylvania 
PUC, the goal of soft-core dunning is to encourage customers who do not have financial 
difficulties to “self-cure” and pay in a timely manner. This approach takes collection practices in 
unregulated industries as its model. This is a method to be used against casual or “forgetful” 
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nonpayment. The philosophy behind this approach is that by eliminating from the collections 
workload those customers who can easily be persuaded to pay, there will be more resources 
available to concentrate on serious payment problems.  


“Soft core” dunning is a term originated to describe the sending of low pressure reminder 
notices to customers who have an arrearage which is not serious enough to warrant the threat of 
termination. The logic behind soft-core dunning is that many customers delay making payments 
because of competing demands on their financial resources or because they are forgetful or 
careless. A politely but firmly worded reminder, sent separately from the bill, will prompt these 
customers to pay. 


While soft-core dunning has its place, it has its limitations as well. The Pennsylvania 
PUC noted that while some utilities had established “very elaborate, sophisticated soft core 
dunning measures,” others “simply print payment reminder message on bills.” 


This practice of sending “soft core dunning messages to past due customers regardless of 
their income levels or their outstanding balances” does not constitute the effective use of 
reminder notices as a collection practice. The intent of the Pennsylvania PUC was not to generate 
countless, meaningless contacts to all overdue customers. Refined soft-core dunning techniques, 
customized to the particular customer population to which they are directed, can make such 
activities an effective, and cost-effective, collection practice.  


Another practice involves the placement of outbound telephone reminders. Here again, 
the practices are best tailored to the target audiences. A low-cost, automated telephone message 
may serve the purpose of inducing “self-cure” among customers who can afford to pay. But a 
utility that has the data systems with which to identify low-income or other targeted subgroups of 
customers among the late accounts, has the opportunity to place in-person outbound calls that 
can be used to gain more information and offer more forms of assistance⎯before arrearages 
begin to mount. 


 
SHUTOFF NOTICES 


 
Utility shutoff notices, and the number of service terminations for nonpayment, are 


generally not correlated to the enhanced collection of unpaid bills. As the Pennsylvania PUC 
noted upon its completion of a multiyear study of controlling uncollectible accounts, neither the 
volume of termination notices sent nor the number of service terminations completed was 
significantly related to collections performance in that State.  


From this perspective, the use of service terminations should be a final resort to help stop 
the loss of money occurring because the company is providing service to a customer from whom 
payment is not forthcoming. Accordingly, the use of service disconnections is not a collection 
device, but rather a mechanism to offer protection to the utility.  


Having recognized that truism, water utilities should be careful not to provide too many 
shutoff notices to their accounts in arrears. Aside from interfering with the long-term 
effectiveness of collection practices, legal problems exist, also, with exercising a routine threat of 
service termination for nonpayment that is not backed up by an actual current intent to 
disconnect service at the time the threat is made.  


One Federal court, for example, found that issuing shutoff notices when the company had 
no intent to follow-up with the actual disconnection of service failed to comply with regulatory 
requirements that shutoff notices be “truly informative” and that they be given “at a meaningful 
time.” Referring to such notices as a “wolf kind of notice”—and providing a detailed recounting 
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of the parable of the boy who cried wolf too often—the court said the obligation is on a utility to 
provide a “meaningful notice” that applies to the specific customer to whom it is issued and will 
be followed by some action.  


It is not uncommon for State regulators to prohibit actions that indicate an “over-
noticing” of shutoffs. In Illinois, for example, utilities may not issue multiple consecutive shutoff 
notices that are not followed up by the actual disconnection of service. Pennsylvania prohibits 
the issuance of a shutoff notice exclusively as a collection device rather than as a warning of an 
imminent pending disconnection of service. Other State statutes have broader consumer 
protection provisions that prohibit issuing a threat to take a collection action that is not actually 
planned at the time the threat is made. Water utilities should adopt similar internal guidelines to 
prevent the over-use of disconnect notices.  


Water utilities would be well-served to sharpen the criteria they use for issuing notices of 
disconnection of service for nonpayment. Water utilities often send far more notices warning of 
the disconnection of service for nonpayment than they are either willing or able to actually 
implement. Unfortunately, when a utility consistently threatens the disconnection of service if 
payment of an outstanding bill is not made by a certain date, with no follow-through on that 
warning, customers eventually learn that the notices of disconnection are a false threat that can 
be safely ignored without consequence. 


The problem with issuing disconnect notices that do not lead to the disconnection of 
service is that the notices eventually destroy the efficacy of their “message” that “consequences 
will flow if you do not make a payment.” Indeed, “over-noticing” customers may lead to an 
increase in the number of service disconnections. Since some resource-constrained customers 
will leave payment until the last possible moment, as measured by the imminent disconnection of 
service, a series of shutoff notices that do not lead to disconnection may prompt customers to 
ignore notices. There is no way for a customer to tell the difference between a notice issued 
when the utility “really means it, this time” from one that is not issued under such circumstances. 


 
EASE OF PAYMENT 


 
Particularly as utilities close neighborhood customer service centers, there has been an 


increased reliance on community “pay stations” as a mechanism to permit customers to make 
cash payments toward their utility bills without the need to travel to a central office. A study by 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company found that three out of five customers who paid their bills in 
person had incomes of less than $35,000. Nationwide, nearly one-in-four utility bill payments are 
made in person. In-person bill payment is growing at 5% a year. To avoid incurring fees for 
payments by credit card to pay by telephone, or to purchase a bank money order or check to pay 
by mail, these customers need a cash payment mechanism that exists in the community. To 
provide such service, utilities contract for “authorized bill payment centers” in the community.  


According to groups such as the National Consumer Law Center, utilities should avoid 
using payday loan stores as authorized payment centers, where ultra-high-cost loans are 
marketed and transacted. Payday loans provide small advances of money against a customer’s 
next paycheck. While limited by law in many states to a few hundred or a few thousand dollars, 
customers needing instant cash to pay bills such as an overdue utility bill frequently take out 
multiple loans, or rollover existing loans, thus missing the State-provided consumer protection.  


Payment-troubled customers have an even greater tendency to make in-person bill 
payments. Customers facing a pending disconnection of service, for example, need an assurance 
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that the bill payment has been received in addition to assurance that the payment is posted 
quickly to prevent the shutoff. Utilities should establish bill payment services in locations that 
enhance convenience, such as supermarkets, drug stores, convenience stores, other retail outlets, 
community groups, and banks or other financial service providers that do not lend money at 
exorbitant rates. A new development being used in some places features utility bill payment 
“kiosks” that have user-friendly functionality similar to automated teller machines (ATMs) and 
are sponsored as a shared project of water, electric, gas, telephone, and other utilities. These are 
reported to be very popular and very inexpensive. 


An exception to the above emphasis on facilitating cash payment has been noted by some 
utilities after the introduction of credit card payment via telephone or Internet. Although these 
payment methods are surely not available to the majority of low-income customers, they can be 
accessed by some customers through a friend or relative that does have such access. The speed at 
which payment can be registered by these means can make the difference in staving off 
disconnection. 
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CHAPTER 13 
SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES: CRISIS 


ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
 
 


The operation of a crisis intervention fund is often used 
as a mechanism through which to deliver assistance to 
customers beset with temporary financial crises stemming from 
illness, job loss, or family distress. Crisis intervention funds are 
commonly utilized by regulated gas and electric distribution 
companies. A crisis intervention fund can deliver real benefits 
not only to payment-troubled water customers, but also the 
utilities that serve those customers.  


 
FUNDRAISING FOR CRISIS ASSISTANCE 


 
The fundamental fundraising decision for a crisis 


intervention fund involves the degree of discretion to be given 
to customers over whether they contribute to such a fund. A 
continuum of choices exists, as illustrated in Figure 13.1. At 
one end of the continuum lies a mandatory system benefits 
charge (SBC). The mandatory nature of this type of charge is 
based on the observation that addressing the nonpayment issues 


of payment-troubled customers is a system-wide problem, the resolution of which generates 
system-wide benefits. When the payment troubles of chronically delinquent customers are 
reduced or resolved, the utility reduces a wide range of costs, ranging from the working capital 
associated with carrying arrears, to the bad debt associated with ultimate nonpayment, to the staff 
and transportation expenses associated with the credit and collection cycle. To the extent that 
payments into the crisis fund are not mandatory, the utility runs the risk of free-ridership, with 
some customers benefiting from the reduced costs but refusing to support the fund that generates 
those cost reductions.  


A second level of discretion lies in using an opt-out mechanism for generating 
participation in the crisis intervention fund. An opt-out mechanism provides that a consumer will 
be charged a monthly fee to support the crisis intervention unless the consumer specifically 
indicates that he or she does not wish to do so. Placing the impetus on the customer to take action 
to opt-out is justified by the observation that the customer has been compensated for the limits on 
his or her discretion through the receipt of the reduced expenses that are allocated to all 
consumers through rates.  


 


 
       Enrollment 


 
        Opt-in choice 


 
  Mandatory SBC 


 
Opt-out choice 


 
Figure 13.1 Continuum of customer discretion in crisis fund payments 
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At the opposite end of the continuum from a mandatory fee is the completely voluntary 
opt-in charge to support a crisis intervention fund. Unlike the mandatory or opt-out charge, the 
opt-in fee has the look and feel of a charitable contribution. Rather than being viewed as a charge 
to help the water company address the business problems of nonpayment, the opt-in mechanism 
is styled as a “contribution” to the “needy.” Since such payments are considered contributions, 
there is no expectation that the payment will be matched. Accordingly, no need exists to identify 
and isolate the cost savings generated to the utility through the distribution of the crisis funds so 
that those savings could be passed through to the customers financially supporting the effort that 
help generate the savings in the first instance.  


A middle ground is increasingly being used to support crisis intervention that walks the 
line between the opt-in and the opt-out approaches. Pioneered by State telephone assistance 
programs in Illinois and Pennsylvania, these crisis intervention funds “enroll” customers in a 
contribution program. Once enrolled, however, the customer thereafter is affirmatively billed for 
the support payment unless and until the customer asks to be removed from the program. Under 
this “enrollment” process, the payment in support of the crisis intervention fund becomes a part 
of the underlying bill until the customer subsequently opts-out of paying it. The program 
enrollment funding mechanism provides the customer discretion of the opt-in mechanism while 
also providing the funding stability of the opt-out mechanism.  


 
CUSTOMER CONTRIBUTION OPTIONS 


 
A utility seeking to collect funds for a crisis intervention program has multiple ways 


through which the customer might select how much to pay. Common mechanisms that are used 
include: 


 
• A round-up program. Through a round-up program, the customer agrees to allow the 


company to round up a bill for current service to some designated level. Rounding up a 
bill to the next whole dollar is perhaps the most common approach, while allowing the 
option of rounding up to the next $5 or $10 level might also be used. Under a round-up 
program, the utility would need to take the initiative to track the payments that are 
received and to transfer those payments to the crisis intervention fund on a monthly basis.  


• An add-a-dollar fund. An add-a-dollar program allows the utility’s customer to make a 
selected payment each month to the company’s crisis intervention fund. While 
solicitations for payments of $1 to $5 are common, research shows that customers, if 
given an open-ended selection choice, choose to increase their contribution frequently 
enough to make it worthwhile to provide the open-ended selection.  


• Periodic solicitations. A final way to generate funds for crisis intervention is through 
periodic solicitations. Done through bill inserts or “articles” in periodic utility newsletters 
to their customers, these solicitations frequently do not use the utility bill itself as a 
mechanism through which to collect the funds. Those solicitations not using the bill as 
the payment collection device generally include a return-envelope⎯either to the utility or 
to a designated local nonprofit—which a customer must return with their donation. 
Periodic solicitations that are placed right on the bill, with the customer making a choice 
of whether or not to contribute at the time they make the bill payment, have been found to 
be much more effective in generating funds than those mechanisms which use a separate 
return envelope. 
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While the round-up approach can be implemented through the opt-in, opt-out, or 
enrollment process, the add-a-dollar approach is limited to the opt-in and enrollment process. 


 
FUND DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS 


 
Two choices present themselves to the water utility that seeks to address the payment 


troubles of some customers through a crisis intervention fund. The first choice involves whether 
to operate the crisis intervention fund as an in-house program or through an independent third-
party. The second choice involves defining the circumstances that merit the grant of crisis 
intervention support.  


 
THE ADMINISTERING BODY 


 
While some utilities decide to administer their crisis intervention funds internally, the 


more common approach is to use an independent community-based organization (CBO) as the 
benefit provider. Keeping the fund distribution in-house allows the utility to maintain the closest 
control over the grant of benefits. In addition, keeping the fund distribution in-house ensures that 
the water utility “gets credit” for operating the crisis intervention initiative, rather than simply 
being one more contributor to a broader community-based effort.  


As a general rule, however, these considerations do not tip the scale in favor of in-house 
distribution. Most utilities decide that their in-house staff have neither the training nor the 
expertise to perform the intake and income verification needed to operate the crisis intervention 
fund. In addition, association with a broader community-based “brand name” service provider is 
generally believed to facilitate rather than to impede contributions. Fundraising efforts directed 
toward an in-house crisis intervention fund are often viewed as self-serving to the utility rather 
than as a community service supported by the utility. Moreover, customers who are in debt to the 
utility, and who face a substantial inability to pay, are more likely to approach a CBO for 
assistance than to approach the creditor-utility. 


Even if distributed through an independent CBO, however, a water utility passing 
through customer payments in support of crisis intervention has the right to insist that those 
payments only be used as benefits paid to address the payment troubles of the utility’s customers. 
(This observation does not hold true if payments are provided by contributors directly to the 
independent third party as described above.) 


 
The Benefit Payment Trigger 


 
A final decision for the utility involves delineation of circumstances that qualify a 


customer for a crisis intervention payment. On the one hand, the very nature of a “crisis” 
intervention fund would seem to indicate that the fund should be used primarily to prevent the 
disconnection of service due to nonpayment. The use of a crisis intervention fund for this 
purpose would short-circuit the social problem of a customer losing access to basic water 
service, while at the same time helping the utility avoid incurring the expense of the disconnect 
(and reconnect) process.  


On the other hand, some crisis intervention funds have reasonably decided that 
predicating the receipt of financial benefits on the existence of a pending disconnection for 
nonpayment encourages a customer to push the utility collection process to the point of 
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disconnection rather than resolving his or her arrears at an earlier (and perhaps more 
manageable) stage. While crisis intervention funds are certainly available to stop a pending 
disconnection of service, in these circumstances, they are not limited to the disconnection 
situation. These funds distribute crisis intervention grants based upon a combination of factors 
including income, the level of arrears, and the ability of the fund to resolve those arrears. 
Whether or not tied to a pending disconnection of service, crisis intervention funds are not 
intended to be a broad-based rate affordability program. They are, indeed, tied to a resolution of 
payment difficulties; however, the utility may choose to define those difficulties.  


Under either approach above (use of the crisis intervention fund as a shutoff prevention 
device or use of the fund as an arrears resolution device), the utility may or may not wish to 
condition its distribution of benefits based on low-income status. While many crisis funds are 
directed exclusively to “low-income” customers, others may focus outreach on low-income 
customers, but reserve the authority to distribute funds to any customers when a review of 
income and expenses reveals an inability to pay the water bill without outside assistance.  
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CHAPTER 14 
SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES: DEFERRED 


PAYMENT PLANS 
 
 


The offer of deferred payment plans through which to 
retire arrears is an essential tool for a water utility to use in 
delivering rate assistance to payment-troubled customers. 
Through a deferred payment plan, a customer in arrears should 
make a reasonable down payment toward the arrears and agree 
to retire the remaining arrears over a reasonable period of time. 
As can be seen, the two primary elements of a deferred payment 
plan include: 


 
• The amount of the initial down payment 
• The amount which the customer in arrears will pay each 


month toward the pre-existing arrears 
 
The primary design principle involved with the offer of 


a deferred payment plan is the determination of 
“reasonableness” as to these two factors.  


Standard State utility commission regulations provide 
that the reasonableness of a payment plan is to be determined 


based upon a consideration of a range of factors, such as the amount of the unpaid bill, the time 
the bill has been outstanding, the reason(s) the bill has been outstanding, and the ability of the 
customer to pay.  


Even though these factors may not lead to an arithmetic determination of a “reasonable” 
payment, what they do lead to is the conclusion that a water utility should exercise a case-by-
case discretion in deciding upon a payment plan, with the reasonableness of the payment plan 
supportable by fact-specific considerations of the stated factors. When required to consider 
specific factual circumstances involving the customer and his or her debt, a water utility would 
be hard-pressed to impose uniform payment plan terms or terms that are dictated “by policy.” 
Instead, the water utility should be able to justify the payment plan terms it seeks to impose 
(e.g., down payment amount, monthly payment amounts) by reference to fact-specific 
determinations relevant to the specific circumstances of the affected customer.  


 
DOWN PAYMENT DECISIONS 


 
Two fundamental approaches exist to assessing the reasonableness of a down payment 


required prior to the offer of a deferred payment plan. On the one hand, a water utility may ask 
for a percentage of the bill as a down payment. Down payments based on this approach 
frequently require the customer to make a payment ranging from 10% up to 50% of the 
outstanding balance. Precisely where a customer falls within that continuum depends upon the 
specific factual circumstances of the customer. It may be that a lower-income customer would be 
required to make a smaller down payment. A customer who has made no payments toward his or 
her bill for multiple billing periods may be required to make a larger down payment. A customer 
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who agrees to enter into an agreement involving an automatic withdrawal from his or her 
checking account may merit a smaller down payment.  


Down payments based on a percentage of income tend to range between 5% and 15% of 
monthly income. A customer with a monthly income of $700, in other words, might be required 
to make a down payment of $70 should the utility find that a 10% of income down payment is 
appropriate. Under this approach, customers with lower incomes are generally entitled to lower 
percentage of income down payment amounts.  


In fact, some utilities combine the two approaches, requiring a down payment of either a 
percentage of the bill (e.g., 25%) or a percentage of income (e.g., 10%), whichever is less. 


Some utilities get into trouble when payment plan negotiations fail because the utility’s 
customer service representative (CSR) did not offer the customer the minimum terms available. 
It is not unusual for a utility to ask its CSRs to obtain the largest down payment possible toward 
a pre-existing arrears as part of the negotiation of a deferred payment plan. However, if by 
regulation, a customer is entitled to a down payment of no more than 20% of the outstanding bill, 
the CSR engages in an unfair and deceptive act if he or she informs the customer that anything 
less than 50% is unacceptable. Indeed, for municipally owned water utilities, providing notice of 
the full range of payment plan terms options that are available to the customer may be an action 
that has a constitutional basis.  


Under most utility commission regulations, it is the obligation of a utility to “offer” a 
reasonable payment plan. Under such a regulation, the obligation on the utility is proactive. The 
utility does not act as a passive spectator in accepting a payment plan proposed by the customer. 
A customer may not be called upon to reject an unreasonable payment plan prior to the utility’s 
offer of a reasonable plan. 


 
MONTHLY PAYMENT DECISIONS 


 
Many—perhaps most—utilities offering deferred payment plans base decisions upon an 


examination of the length of the payment plan (in months), with the monthly payment amount 
being a result of the plan term as set forth below. Under this approach, the amount of the 
monthly payment toward the pre-existing arrears is a result of the number of months over which 
the customer is allowed to spread payments for the arrears.  


 
Monthly payment = Pre-existing arrears / Term in months 


$300 pre-existing arrears / 6-month payment plan = $50 payment toward arrears 
 
The better approach is to flip that consideration. Under this alternative approach, the term 


in months is a result of the affordable payment offered to the customer.  
 


Pre-existing arrears / Affordable monthly payment = Term in months 
$300 pre-existing arrears / $30 per month = 10-month payment plan 


 
One municipal water utility, for example, offers two types of extended payment plans for 


customers that document an inability to pay but that do not income-qualify for the utility’s “low-
income” program. On the one hand, the utility offers its 10/5 program, through which the utility 
offers a payment plan consisting of a down payment of 10% of the outstanding arrears plus 5% 
of the arrears per month. If even that plan is unaffordable, the utility offers its D/I (“disposable 
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income”) plan, where the utility works with the customer to document the customer’s D/I and 
offers a payment plan of up to 60 months.  


Other utilities, both water and energy, work with their customers to offer extended 
payment plan terms when appropriate. These utilities recognize that imposing a deferred 
payment plan with unaffordable terms not only impedes the ability of the customer to 
successfully complete the payment plan, but also threatens the ability of the customer to pay the 
current bill when it comes due. A utility that experiences high default rates on its deferred 
payment plans should carefully examine the decision-making which underlies the payment plan 
terms that it offers.  


 
THE MULTIPLE ASPECTS OF ABILITY TO PAY 


 
One basic tenet of negotiating a deferred payment plan is that the phrase “ability to pay” 


is not synonymous with the word “income.” The level of a household’s income is but one aspect 
of a household’s ability-to-pay. Consider that ability-to-pay is also a function of: 


 
• The household’s D/I. A low-income household with school-age children, for example, 


will have lower D/I during the summer months when the household does not have access 
to the free and reduced school lunch/school breakfast program and possibly increased 
costs for child day care.  


• The household’s fragility of income. Particularly with working poor households, income 
may widely vary from month to month. Working poor households tend to work lower-
quality jobs, with frequent exposure to involuntary part-time employment, as well as to 
lost wages attributable to the lack of paid family or medical leave or flexible work hours.  


 
Deferred payment plans offered by water utilities generally involve immediately 


beginning the repayment process, though nothing exists in the law requiring that agreements be 
approached in this manner. Indeed, particularly when a regulatory framework requires the water 
utility to take into consideration the customer’s “ability-to-pay,” more innovative payment plan 
structures are merited.  


One common approach to delinquent payments in the home mortgage industry, for 
example, involves offering a period of reprieve during a time in which the customer is 
experiencing hardship. Such a period of reprieve recognizes that frequently the nonpayment of 
current bills results from a temporary economic hardship⎯this hardship might be based on 
unexpected expenses or a temporary loss of income—that impedes the customer’s ability-to-pay. 
Rather than imposing immediate additional payment responsibilities on customers during such a 
difficult time, a period of reprieve might involve, for example, offering the customer a prescribed 
period of time (perhaps one or two months) during which to put his or her affairs in order so that 
regular payments may begin anew. This approach does not excuse the customer from paying a 
current bill during the period of reprieve, but merely postpones the start of any repayment 
obligation for a limited period of time. A water utility operating under a regulatory requirement 
to take into account the reason that bills have remained unpaid might even face an argument that 
such a period of reprieve is needed to respond to the cause of the previous nonpayment. 


Similarly, deferred payment plans offered by water utilities generally involve the offer of 
equal monthly payment plans, though nothing exists in the law requiring that agreements be 
approached in this manner. Consistent with the period of reprieve, for example, a water utility 
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might require minimum payments toward pre-existing arrears for the first month or two while the 
customer repairs the financial circumstances leading to the nonpayment, with higher payments 
becoming due in later months. Consistent with the requirement that payment plans take into 
account ability-to-pay, payment amounts might vary by season to respond to seasonal variations 
in gross or disposable household income.  


 
SECOND PAYMENT PLANS 


 
Whether to offer a second payment plan to a customer that has defaulted on his or her 


first plan presents a water utility with the need to honestly assess the objectives and functions of 
the payment plan process. On the one hand, some utilities insist that if an initial payment plan 
has been breached by the customer, the utility is under no obligation to offer that customer a 
second opportunity to retire his or her arrears. Other utilities recognize the fragility of the income 
available to a low-income household. Not only might the income, itself, sharply vary month-by-
month, but the ability of the household to cover its complete expenses may vary by month, 
depending upon whether the children need medical care, the parents need additional child care, 
the automobile or home needs repairs, or a host of other factors.  


One nearly universal attribute of a low-income household, whether it be a working poor 
household, a fixed-income elderly household, or a disabled household on public assistance, is the 
lack of financial assets such as a savings or checking account that provides a cushion against 
reasonably expected financial exigencies. To refuse to exercise any flexibility under such 
circumstances is a failure to take into account all aspects of a household’s ability-to-pay.  


There are three ways in which a deferred payment plan agreement might be modified:  
 


• Offering a “second payment plan” after a customer has breached or broken his or her 
“first” agreement allows the customer to spread the remaining unpaid balance from the 
initial plan, plus any subsequent unpaid bills, over a new amortization period. 


• Allowing a “renegotiation” of the first payment plan applies only to the initial arrears 
subject to agreement. A renegotiation generally occurs when the customer has 
experienced a change of circumstances sufficient to make the terms of the first payment 
plan unreasonable. Frequently, some utilities require a customer to request a renegotiated 
payment plan prior to receiving a shutoff notice, while others require a request to occur 
before an actual disconnection of service. 


• Allowing the “reinstatement” of a payment plan maintains the terms of the original 
payment plan. To the extent that a customer can make-up any missed payments toward 
the original agreement, the customer is allowed to continue as though each payment were 
made in a timely fashion with which to begin.  
 
The approach of one Midwestern regulatory commission reflects perhaps the best 


balancing of a utility’s right to insist on customers maintaining their payment plans while at the 
same time providing flexibility for a customer to seek a new plan after defaulting on an initial 
plan. Under regulations promulgated by the Iowa Utilities Board, a utility is required to offer a 
second payment plan so long as the customer has made a good faith effort to make payments on 
the previous plan. A “good faith effort” is defined as a customer making at least two consecutive 
payments on the prior plan. 
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Pennsylvania requires different payment plan terms to be offered depending on the 
income of the customer in order to facilitate customer payments. Wisconsin and Pennsylvania 
require that customers be allowed to renegotiate payment plans when there was a significant 
change in household circumstances. Most states allow, but do not require, utilities to permit 
customers to “cure” missed payment plan payments, although Oregon and Nevada both require 
cures so long as the customer has not yet had his or her service disconnected for nonpayment, 
while Vermont bans the disconnection of service so long as there has been “substantial 
compliance” with a deferred payment agreement.  


The offer of payment plans, the design of their terms, and the proffer of cure provisions, 
are all important components to payment options.  


 
INCENTIVES AND PENALTIES WITH PAYMENT PLANS 


 
While the most effective mechanism to use in supporting the successful completion of a 


deferred payment plan is ensuring that the payment plan is affordable, water utilities can 
encourage and reward their customers’ entry into, and maintenance of, deferred payment plans 
through a variety of proactive mechanisms as well.  


The primary incentive for a customer to enter into payment plans involves waiving late 
payment charges for arrears that are subject to payment plans on which customers are current. 
Many utilities agree that, so long as the customer maintains his or her current payment toward a 
payment agreement, the pre-existing arrears will not be subject to a late payment charge. 
However, if the customer fails to maintain payments on the underlying agreement, the late 
charge may apply not simply to the missed payments, but to the entire underlying arrears.  


In addition to encouraging customers to successfully maintain their payment plans once 
entered, the task of convincing customers to contact the water utility to negotiate a deferred 
payment agreement with which to begin is even more daunting. One successful “reward” for 
entering into a deferred payment plan involves the relaxation of internal policies prohibiting 
customers from using levelized billing plans so long as the account has an unpaid balance. 
Despite such a policy, some utilities provide that the policy will be waived for customers 
entering into a deferred payment agreement for their arrears. While many water bills do not 
exhibit the same level of seasonality that home energy bills do, the option of having regular, 
equal bills assists the household budgeting process for customers in arrears.  


Not all incentive programs involve the mere act of entering into a deferred payment 
arrangement. One common practice involves utilities agreeing to postpone further collection 
processes for some period of time (e.g., 30-days, 60-days) so long as the customer receives a 
commitment from a public or private crisis funding source to pay the down payment on a deferred 
payment agreement. One water utility suspends collection processes toward all arrears for income-
eligible customers so long as the customer enters its low-income program, receives a benefit 
payment, and makes current bill payments. The arrears is not “forgiven;” indeed, the utility 
maintains a lien on the customer’s property so that the utility will be paid from the sale proceeds in 
the event of a property transfer. The customer, however, is not burdened with the obligation to 
retire the pre-existing arrears in addition to staying current on bills as they come due. 
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ARREARAGE FORGIVENESS 
 
A growing realization exists in the utility industry that circumstances exist under which 


the best treatment of an arrearage is to write them off and give the customer an opportunity to 
become a good paying account on a going forward basis. Viewing the arrears in this manner 
allows the utility to convert what appears to be a liability into an asset that can be used for the 
benefit of the customer and the utility. The write-off is seen as an opportunity to use a series of 
credits applied against the pre-existing arrears as an incentive for customers to learn new 
payment habits under which they make full and complete payment.  


The programs are known by a variety of names: arrearage forgiveness, arrearage 
management, arrears retirement, and arrearage credits. Whatever the name, however, the 
fundamental predicate of such a program involves an exchange with the customer. The utility 
will, in exchange for complete payment toward future bills for current usage, offer a series of 
credits which, over a specified period of time, result in a complete retirement of the pre-existing 
arrears.  


 
The Prerequisite to Earning Credits 


 
The most significant design decision to make in implementing an arrearage forgiveness 


program involves the payment behavior the customer must make in order to earn the arrearage 
credit. While that decision may, at first blush, appear to be easy⎯the payment behavior desired 
is full and timely payment each month—the actual operation of programs has made clear that 
there are nuances that must be taken into account.  


The most common approach to providing arrearage forgiveness is to apply a credit 
against the participant’s bill each time that customer makes a full payment toward his or her 
arrears. The “full payment” requirement has been implemented in three different ways. 


 
• By far the most prevalent is for the utility to grant an arrearage credit upon receipt of a 


full payment whenever that full payment is made. This approach, in other words, offers 
liberal “cure” provisions to the customer. If the customer misses a payment in Month 1, 
he or she will still receive arrearage forgiveness for that month if the Month 1 payment is 
made in Month 3. The trigger for the grant of the credit, in other words, is receipt of the 
payment, not the timing of that receipt. 


• A second approach is for the customer to lose the right to earn an arrearage credit for any 
month in which a payment is not made in a full and timely fashion, with the credit that 
would have been available in that month being moved to the end of the forgiveness 
period. Assume, for example, that a utility offers arrearage forgiveness over a 24-month 
period. For each full and timely payment, the utility provides a credit equal to 1/24th of 
the customer’s pre-existing arrears. If the customer misses his or her payment in Month 7, 
the right to earn an arrearage credit is lost for that month, but that right is moved to 
Month 25. Each month of missed payment, in other words, extends the arrearage 
forgiveness period for an additional month.  


• Finally, a distinctly minority approach is for a utility to offer arrearage forgiveness over a 
specified period of time predicated on full and complete payment each month. For each 
month in which a full and complete payment is not received, the program participant 
permanently loses the right to receive that portion of the potential arrearage forgiveness. 
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Assume, for example, that a utility offers arrearage forgiveness over a 24-month period. 
For each full and timely payment, the utility provides a credit equal to 1/24th of the 
customer’s pre-existing arrears. If the customer misses his or her payment in Month 13, 
the customer loses the right to earn the forgiveness of that portion of his or her pre-
existing arrears. In Month 25, the amount of the pre-existing arrears that was not forgiven 
is placed back on the customer’s bill and the customer returns to the collection cycle. 


 
Providing reasonable cure provisions is an important aspect of arrearage forgiveness. The 


customers for whom arrearage forgiveness is necessary represent customers with a history of 
nonpayment. These customers need to “learn” good payment practices; such learning does not 
occur instantaneously. Moreover, evaluations of rate affordability programs operated for 
regulated natural gas and electric utilities in a variety of states have found that while such 
programs result in improvements in payment performance, performance cannot be expected to be 
“perfect.” It is reasonable to see fits and starts in current bill payment as customers enter a 
forgiveness program, with payment performance improving over time.  


 
Customer Copayments 


 
When a utility decides to offer an arrearage forgiveness program, one fundamental 


decision is whether to require the customer to pay some portion of the arrears as a condition to 
receiving the arrearage credits. While it philosophically might seem appropriate for a customer to 
take some responsibility for their pre-existing arrears, most utilities offering arrearage 
forgiveness programs decide that the cost of implementing systems to track customer 
copayments, and to credit accounts with an appropriate arrearage forgiveness after subtracting 
the customer copayment, exceeds any financial benefit obtained from the customer copayment in 
the first instance. Those utilities that require customer copayments tend to require arrearage 
payments in the range of $3 to $5 per month for the life of the arrearage forgiveness. A customer 
making a $5 copayment in a 24-month arrearage forgiveness program, for example, would pay 
$120 toward his or her pre-existing arrears.  


An easier way to implement a copayment requirement is simply to restrict arrearage 
forgiveness to customers meeting minimum levels of pre-existing arrears. The New Jersey 
Universal Service Fund (USF) program, for example, restricts its arrearage forgiveness program 
(called the Fresh Start program) to customers with arrears greater than $60 (effectively, a 
$5 copayment over 12 months). The Maryland Electric Universal Service Program restricts its 
program to customers with arrears exceeding $300. While limiting an arrearage forgiveness 
program to a level of arrears that exceeds a certain level does not serve the philosophic “personal 
responsibility” function of imposing on customers a sharing of responsibility for their pre-
existing arrears⎯all customers with arrears above the prescribed level have their entire arrears 
forgiven—it does help to serve the financial function of limiting the cost consequences of an 
arrearage forgiveness program.  


 
The Forgiveness Period 


 
Significant variation occurs in the period over which a utility will grant forgiveness of a 


pre-existing arrears as part of an arrearage forgiveness program. On one end of the continuum 
are those programs that provide a customer a clean slate at the very beginning of the program. 
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This clean slate is not only easier administratively⎯there is no need to track customer payments 
during the program; no need to implement a billing system capable of posting credits against 
preprogram arrears—but it also makes ongoing billing and payment tracking administratively 
simpler as well. If all pre-existing arrears are forgiven at the time of entering a program, there is 
no need to distinguish between arrears existing at the time the customer entered the program and 
arrears incurred subsequent to program entry. Any arrears appearing on a bill subsequent to the 
date of program entry must, by definition, be arrears incurred during program participation (and 
thus not subject to forgiveness).  


The majority of programs involve a forgiveness of pre-existing arrears over a two- to 
three-year time period. This time period is reasonable, in that it allows a customer to see a steady 
decrease in the arrears owed to the utility, while at the same time spreading the costs of the 
forgiveness over a longer period of time, thus making the annual arrearage forgiveness costs 
lower. In contrast, fewer utilities forgive arrears over a one-year period. The New Jersey USF 
provides for forgiveness over 12 months, but provides a three-month grace period for 
participants to bring their bill current (and thus gain forgiveness) if they have current arrears at 
the end of the 12-month period. One Pennsylvania utility offers forgiveness on a six-month 
rolling basis. At the end of six months, the utility begins a monthly inquiry of the account. After 
Month 6, in any month in which the balance is current, the utility provides complete forgiveness 
of pre-program arrears.  


Two different utilities offer a forgiveness period that differs based upon the amount of 
arrears a customer brings into their respective programs. One natural gas utility, rather than 
providing a pro rata forgiveness each month (e.g., 1/24th a month over 24 months), provides a 
matching credit. Under this program, a customer is charged $5 toward his or her pre-existing 
arrears, with the utility providing a $3-for-$1 matching grant for each $5 payment made. (The 
$5 payment toward arrears represents the first dollars taken out of a customer payment in any 
given month, so the arrears payment is made and the matching credits provided, before any 
payment toward the current monthly bill is posted to the customer’s account.) Given the total 
$20 monthly drawdown against the pre-existing arrears each month, the utility estimates that, on 
average, customers take four years to retire their arrears. Customers with smaller arrears, 
however, obviously clear their accounts sooner, while customers with larger arrears take longer.  


In contrast, one electric utility directly ties the forgiveness period to the level of arrears 
that a customer brings into the utility’s program. Customers with pre-existing arrears of $1,000 
or less are allowed to retire arrears over a 12-month period. Customers with arrears between 
$1,000 and $2,000 retire their arrears over 18 months, while customers with $2,000 to $3,000 in 
pre-existing arrears retire their arrears over 24 months. Customers with more than $3,000 in 
arrears retire their arrears over a 36-month period.  


Finally, one Colorado natural gas utility ties the customer copayment toward pre-existing 
arrears to a percentage of income which, in turn, is tied to the level of arrears brought into the 
program. Customers are required to pay 1.0% (one percent) of income toward their arrears each 
month as part of a PIPP (the affordable payment for the overall bill for current usage is set at 5% 
of income).  


 
DEPOSITS AS AN ASSET RATHER THAN AN OBLIGATION 


 
The function of cash deposits required of utility customers is generally defined within the 


context of bad debt. That context, however, needs some detailed exploration. Bad debt is an 
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expense to the utility just like any other expense. As such, it is an expense that a utility can and 
should seek to reduce where possible. The reduction of bad debt, however, is not an end unto 
itself. Also like any other expense, a utility is not justified in spending more on the means to 
reduce bad debt expense than the savings that are generated through such an effort. The goal of a 
water utility, in other words, is to minimize total expenses to the ratepayers, not simply to 
minimize bad debt expenses.  


Aside from basic fairness, for deposits to be cost-effective from a utility’s business 
perspective, they must result in a reduction in uncollectibles at least equal to the cost of obtaining 
and servicing the deposits. In order for this reduction to occur, the customers from whom 
deposits are demanded must represent a risk of loss to the utility. If, in other words, the customer 
does not represent a potential situation where the utility will experience a permanent loss of 
arrears, i.e., any deposit collected from that customer⎯whatever the size⎯has no relation to the 
risk of loss due to uncollectibles. In that instance, to collect a deposit will impose only costs on 
the system and result in no benefits to offset those costs.  


 
Avoiding the Unjustified Deposit 


 
Two situations exist in which utilities often collect unjustified deposits. First, the 


automatic imposition of a deposit after a disconnection for nonpayment is not necessarily 
justifiable. Second, the imposition of a deposit based on a bad credit history reported for 
nonutility transactions should be avoided. 


The first way in which utilities over-secure themselves is to automatically seek deposits 
after a disconnection for nonpayment. To automatically seek deposits in such circumstances may 
appear to be attractive at some cursory level of analysis. To demand deposits in such instances, 
however, in fact, does not necessarily represent a rational means of protecting against the risk of 
bad debt. The underlying question is whether and to what extent the disconnection of service is 
an indicator of the risk of loss due to bad debt in the future. 


A disconnection of service, standing alone, provides no information as to the risk of 
revenue loss to the utility. Indeed, most data support the opposite conclusion: that the 
disconnection of service tends to successfully coerce payment from households in arrears, thus 
minimizing the risk of future loss due to bad debt from those households. Most households, for 
example, are reconnected to the system. Moreover, most households pay some substantial part 
(though not all) of their arrears before being reconnected to the system. For those households, 
while the arrears may not be entirely paid prior to reconnection, the utility enters into deferred 
payment agreements whereby the arrears underlying the disconnection are retired over time. As 
can be seen, therefore, the mere disconnection of service, standing alone, does not represent a 
risk of loss due to bad debt. 


In deciding upon whether a deposit is justified, the risk of late payment should be 
distinguished from the risk of permanent loss. The costs associated with late payment cannot be 
addressed through a deposit. A deposit is to protect against loss due to bad debt. The 
disconnection of service, standing alone, is no indication of the risk of permanent loss to the 
utility through bad debt. 


The risk of permanent loss is from households who permanently leave the system after a 
disconnection of service. It is the arrears of those households which end up in bad debt, not the 
arrears of households who a utility successfully places on a deferred payment plan. Before a 
utility can conclude that the disconnection of service ipso facto is an indicator of the risk of loss 
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to the utility from bad debt, the utility should be able to show that households which are 
disconnected remain disconnected and do not pay the arrears underlying the disconnection. 


A second failing in the determination of whether deposits should be sought is the use of 
third-party, nonutility, credit information. Utilities who use third-party supplied information as a 
basis for deposit demands may face particular problems with justifying their deposits on cost-
effectiveness grounds. Third-party information is used by some utilities to determine whether 
new applicants for service are “creditworthy.” Rather than directly denying service, a utility 
simply requires a household deemed to be noncredit worthy to post a cash deposit. 


The use of third-party supplied credit information as a basis for making utility deposit 
decisions constitutes a problem when the third-party information is not itself comprised of utility 
payment histories. Several reasons support this conclusion. First, substantial research has found 
that consumers tend to pay their utility bills before paying nearly any other outstanding credit 
(other than rent or mortgage obligations). Second, it has been found that low-income consumers 
frequently acquire poor credit ratings by refusing to complete payments on installment purchases 
of defective or shoddy merchandise. Finally, a person who has never borrowed from a reputable 
institutional lender, or maintained a charge account at a large store, may have difficulty 
establishing that his or her credit is “good.” As a result, information from a credit reporting 
agency that indicates a lack of creditworthiness based on nonutility transactions does not provide 
useful information as to a customer’s likelihood of paying a home utility bill. As a result, 
information from a credit reporting agency that indicates a lack of creditworthiness based on 
nonutility transactions does not provide useful information as to a customer’s likelihood of 
paying a home utility bill. 


 
Avoiding the Excessive Deposit 


 
One means by which utilities over-secure themselves against the risk of loss by collecting 


an excessively large deposit is to impose maximum permissible deposits automatically. Some 
PUCs, for example, permit a utility to collect a deposit equal to no more than twice the average 
monthly bill for a customer. Despite the authorizing nature of the deposit language, many 
utilities automatically set deposits at twice the average bill. To automatically set the deposit 
amount at the allowed maximum is most likely to over-secure against losses since it is probable 
that households do not frequently represent the maximum risk.  


A second means by which a utility tends to over-secure itself is by basing its deposit 
demand on the largest monthly bill (or some multiplier thereof). This policy assumes that out of 
12 monthly bills, the bill most likely to remain permanently unpaid is the largest. No empirical 
basis has been found to support this assumption.  


The policy of collecting based on the largest bill appears to be based on the notion that 
the greater the security the better. Collecting greater security creates no benefits, however, and 
instead creates only uncompensated costs, when the increase is not matched to an increased risk 
due to bad debt. For a deposit to be cost-effective, it must reduce bad debt expense by an amount 
at least equal to the costs of obtaining and maintaining the deposit. If the risk of loss is not the 
highest monthly bill, then such a match does not occur. 
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In sum, many utilities use cash security deposits to secure bill payment. However, there 
are numerous options that a utility can adopt to protect itself while at the same time giving the 
customer options to help facilitate payment, such as the following: 


 
• Exempting low-income customers from the payment of cash security deposits helps to 


provide an option to customers that may not be able to afford to pay such deposits in 
addition to their current bill (and/or arrears). The State regulatory commissions of 
Minnesota and New Hampshire, for example, both exempt low-income customers from 
the payment of cash deposits.  


• Accepting guarantees (or sureties) in lieu of posting a cash security deposit is one tool to 
secure payment without exhausting a customer’s cash that might be devoted to payment 
of current bills (and/or arrears). Some utilities impose strict limits on who might be a 
guarantor. New Jersey utilities, however, allow for a broad range of guarantors, so long 
as the guarantor is acceptable to the utility. No artificial restrictions (e.g., only a utility 
customer, only a residential customer) are imposed.  


• Encouraging the provision of a guarantee in lieu of a cash deposit by a social service 
agency that would otherwise provide cash to help pay a deposit is practiced in several 
states. New Jersey, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Mississippi, and Oklahoma all allow 
community-based organizations to leverage limited financial resources by allowing such 
agencies to provide guarantees rather than cash security deposits. In North Carolina, 
utilities accept a commitment from agencies to make a designated bill payment amount in 
lieu of a cash security deposit.  


• Accepting less than the maximum cash security deposit allows customers to secure their 
bill payment while not necessarily exhausting their ability to pay current bills (and/or 
arrears). 
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CHAPTER 15 
SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES: 


PROGRAMS TO MINIMIZE RECURRENCES 
 
 


The issues that cause low-income households to 
experience difficulties in paying utility bills are not typically 
resolved when the bill is finally paid and the case is closed in 
the customer service department. It is well established that low-
income customers are prone to repeated incidences of 
nonpayment due to the tenuous nature of their income and the 
variability of household expenses. In such circumstances, 
utilities may incur the administrative costs of collections, bad 
debt, and disconnections and reconnections over and over again 
in a perpetual cycle. After the first time, however, a utility’s 
customer service department is conceivably in possession of 
information regarding the account that can be used to direct 
additional forms of utility assistance programs 
(e.g., conservation) and other outside social services to the 
household. Utilities should not miss this opportunity to 
intervene in a targeted fashion and perhaps help to break the 
cycle of payment problems. 


While provision of social services clearly lies outside 
the core function of a utility, it is nonetheless a best practice for customer service representatives 
(CSRs) dealing with nonpayment issues to be very knowledgeable of services available from 
local private sources as well as from Federal, State, and local government programs. There are 
many ways that a utility can leverage these sources to help prevent recurrences of nonpayment:  


 
• Utilities can require a subsidized in-home conservation audit and retrofit as part of the 


requirement for a deferred payment plan, helping to reduce bills in the future. 
• Utilities can maintain data on the account history in their customer information system 


that will enable CSRs to react swiftly at the first sign of trouble in the future, before large 
arrearages develop. 


• Utility CSRs can meet and become acquainted with people at the appropriate social 
service organizations to understand these programs on a first-hand basis. This can be 
arranged through training seminars, etc. 


• CSRs can promote specific social assistance programs person-to-person while talking to 
customers in the course of resolving current nonpayment incidents. 


• Targeted mailing packages can be devised for different types of nonpaying households by 
providing literature obtained from other organizations to make customers aware of social 
assistance programs and providing contact information. 


• Integration of utility customer data systems with the client data systems of social service 
agencies will permit utilities to alert social service agencies of specific households 
experiencing payment troubles, enabling targeted outreach by social service providers. 
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Given the recurring nature of nonpayment problems and the inherent relevance of social 
assistance programs, best practice utilities will clearly seek to maximize the extent to which 
after-care strategies such as these can be applied to minimize the likelihood of recurrence. 
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CHAPTER 16 
SHRINK THE COST OF COLLECTIONS 


 
 


An over-arching business objective is the goal of 
improving the total “net revenue” obtained by a collections 
program (Colton 1991). By continually investigating the 
attributes of payment problems in the community, segmenting 
the customer base into appropriate subgroups, and devising and 
testing targeted strategies to address the issues unique to each 
subgroup, less effective “treatments” can be systematically 
replaced with more effective treatments.  


The desired end result is to enhance the total level of 
revenue recovered for the effort expended in each subgroup and 
thereby across the entire customer base. The conventional one-
size-fits-all approach to collections applies identical collection 
treatments to all nonpaying accounts and is bound to fail in a 
large number of instances. As a result, much of the cost 
incurred in collections for these accounts is wasted and the 
revenue is never recovered. In contrast, the targeted approach of 
a customer assistance program applies treatments to each 
subgroup that are more likely to recover some or all of the 


outstanding revenue to offset the collections cost incurred, producing higher “net revenue.” This 
fundamental net revenue reality of the situation is a central argument that is relied upon to 
support programs assisting payment-troubled customers in response to criticisms that such 
targeted or special treatment for certain accounts violates long-standing principles of utility 
service involving equal treatment of rate payers and avoidance of cross-subsidization between 
rate payers. The reality is that there is a strong business case for taking a smarter approach to 
collections. 


Optimizing the cost of collections involves more than just identifying tailored strategies 
in terms of effectiveness for individual subgroups of nonpaying customers. It also involves 
identifying the type of nonpayment relative to the result to be produced in light of the business 
outcomes that the utility wishes to control. A utility will want to try to identify those 
combinations of nonpayment issues and causes of nonpayment that are most prevalent in their 
data in order to prioritize the tailoring of specific treatments for the most important segments. 
Beyond considering the most economic program strategies and practices for improving net 
revenue outcomes for individual segments, an additional overlay that should be applied involves 
consideration of the financial objectives of the utility as an additional criteria for assessing 
priorities for implementation. For example: 


 
• If the utility is concerned about working capital, it will want to accelerate late payments. 


Accelerating payments toward many small account balances with 60-day arrears to 
30-day arrears may offer greater opportunity for controlling carrying costs than would 
addressing a few accounts with very large, or very old, arrears.  


• If the utility is concerned about bad debt, it will want to expand payments on accounts 
with very old, or very large, arrears. Even if such payments do not completely retire those 
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arrears, obtaining a $600 payment on a $3,000 arrears may well reduce the exposure to 
bad debt considerably more than obtaining four $150 payments on accounts each with 
$150 arrears.  


• If the utility is interested in reducing collection costs, it will want to focus its collection 
initiatives on preventive actions. Soft-core dunning directed toward late payers with small 
and recent arrears will generate payments that would prevent accounts from falling into 
an older aging bucket calling for a more intensive and more expensive collection effort. 
For example, outbound telephone calling that might prevent 60-day arrears from falling 
into field collections would help control collection costs even if it has a less significant 
impact on controlling bad debt.  


 
MINIMIZING THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES 


 
The need to control the size and composition of the payment-troubled caseload arises 


from the fact that not all instances of nonpayment are alike, in either nature or degree. From the 
perspective of managing collections costs, the definition of a “payment-troubled” customer to be 
identified for treatment by the strategies and practices of a customer assistance program must be 
based on a determination of whether and when customers will self-cure their nonpayment. Self-
cure exists when a customer makes good his or her nonpayment in a reasonably timely fashion 
without labor-intensive intervention by the utility customer service department. Only if a 
payment is withheld for longer than reasonable and is not forthcoming on the customer’s own 
volition after receiving low-cost reminders by mail or automated phone systems, should the 
account be defined as “payment troubled,” and placed into the utility’s payment-troubled 
caseload for additional treatments that incur additional expenses. 


Two characteristics are generally used to identify when a customer is not likely to self-
cure and thus give rise to collection concern: (1) the age of arrears, and (2) the size of arrears.  


 
• From an aging perspective, an arrears gives rise to concern when it ages to the point of 


threatening ultimate collection. For example, an arrears 60-days past due generally falls 
within this category.  


• From a dollar perspective, an arrearage becomes a collection concern when it exceeds the 
cost of collection. Most utilities will not seek to collect an unpaid bill as long as the cost 
of collection exceeds the dollars subject to collection.  
 
As a general rule, an unpaid account must meet both the aging test and the size test in 


order to be classified as being payment-troubled. Many utilities incorporate these concepts into a 
collection rule called a “treatment amount.” The treatment amount defines what overdue bill will 
generate a collection response by the utility. The age and size of the overdue bill comprise the 
two dimensions of what overdue bills merit collection. For example, a typical treatment amount 
might involve a 60-day overdue bill with a balance of at least $100. If either the age or the dollar 
trigger is not met, no collection action occurs. As shown in Figure 16.1, this dual trigger 
“treatment amount” excludes more accounts than it includes. It is meant to be, and serves as, a 
process for helping a utility target its collection efforts to focus on those accounts that will not 
likely self-cure. 
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 Does not exceed specified age Exceeds specified age 


Does not exceed specified dollar amount Don’t treat Don’t treat 


Exceeds specified dollar amount Don’t treat Treat 


Figure 16.1 Identifying likelihood of self-cure by dollar amount and age of arrears 


 
In sum, the first step in a strategy designed to shrink the caseload of overdue accounts is 


to define what account characteristics will be used to signal an overdue account. Overall, 
collection is directed only toward the account that is not likely to self-cure. If a customer will 
cure his or her nonpayment without utility intervention, collection activity devoted to that 
account serves no useful function.  


An important set of additional steps is required in adopting this approach to defining the 
“payment troubled” caseload. First, the age and size of arrears that is relevant may vary by 
household income level, implying that the analysis is better applied at the level of subgroups 
rather than in the aggregate across the entire customer base. Secondly, the total process involves 
more than simply identifying which customers are overdue and unlikely to self-cure by the age 
and size of arrears. Other customer attributes must then be analyzed to determine the most 
effective choice of treatment for each case. A low- or fixed-income customer with a chronic 
history of payment problems will require a one-on-one work out via an extended payment plan 
and perhaps additional forms of assistance. But, a customer with a good payment history who 
misses two consecutive payments may represent a very different situation. Movement from 
good-paying to late-paying (or nonpaying) is a characteristic that is often associated with a 
change of circumstances which warrants a “crisis” program to provide targeted assistance to 
households that are suddenly confronted with issues such as job loss or illness. 
 
MINIMIZING THE COST OF CASELOAD PROCESSING 


 
One Wisconsin utility found in its study of the reasons behind nonpayment that the 


operational implications of these findings were extremely important. To the extent that utility 
management implied to frontline collection personnel that the utility’s response to rising arrears 
or losses would be to “get tough” by disconnecting more accounts, certain results were 
inevitable. Frontline credit personnel would probably choose to disconnect those among the 19% 
who saw themselves as helpless and would not complain (emphasis in original). Such behavior 
would produce the illusion of action (more disconnects) but no concomitant improvement of 
results (e.g., collection of money, reduced arrears). 


A study of the reasons for nonpayment identified five major groups of nonpaying 
customers:  


 
• Those who know exactly what they are doing, and will pay if faced with a threatened 


termination of service 
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• Those who have sufficient resources to pay, but lack the necessary money management 
skills to make it go as far as it should go 


• Those who are in transition, either moving into (or out of) poverty 
• Those who lack enough resources to pay their bills and are angry 
• Those who lack enough resources to pay their bills and blame themselves for their 


situation 
 


Based on its customer segmentation study, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation 
decided to focus intense customer service attention on a selected group of customers. The utility 
identified the relative time, effort, and resources devoted to collections, based on customer 
payment characteristics, as an exponential cost curve. It is at the far right hand side of that cost 
curve—where costs per accounts managed are the highest—that customer resources are also 
probably most limited.  


The utility then divided its collection activities into three groupings:  
 


• First, for roughly 80% of the accounts in arrears, the utility devoted “virtually no account 
management activity—rarely, if ever, receive a reminder.”  


• Second, for 15% of its accounts in arrears, the utility pursued its traditional collection 
activity, escalating to ultimate service termination for nonpayment if appropriate.  


• Third, for the remaining 5%, the utility provided “Customer Assistance Advisors” to help 
link the nonpaying customer with available community resources, to help provide life-
skills (such as budget counseling) and to help provide problem-solving and 
decisionmaking skills.  


 
Ultimately, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation added seven Customer Assistance 


Advisors to its customer service staff.  
 


MINIMIZING REPEAT OCCURRENCES OF NONPAYMENT 
 
As discussed at length in Chapter 15, there are a number of specific strategies and 


practices that can be applied with the intention of helping customers avoid repeat instances of 
nonpayment problems, they are not repeated here. It suffices to note that once a customer has 
been put through all or part of a utility’s process for dealing with nonpayment, the utility ends up 
with a significant amount of information about the account that may be extremely valuable in 
targeting further assistance to help the customer avoid or mitigate payment troubles in the future. 
Acting on this information after-the-fact may seem to just add to the total cost of processing the 
immediate incidence of nonpayment, but appropriate practices applied at this point could have 
long-lasting effects. By contrast, the conventional approach to collections that can lead to a 
seemingly endless cycle of disconnections and reconnections is a very expensive process that 
will continue in perpetuity unless something is done to break the cycle. After-care is therefore a 
potentially significant cost control strategy and, after all, the utility has obtained just the right 
information about the account⎯information that would be expensive to reproduce⎯to target the 
most relevant forms of follow-up. 
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ACCOUNTING FOR COSTS AND BENEFITS 
 
In considering the optimization of the costs of a customer assistance program, it is essential to 


broaden the analysis to also encompass consideration of the benefits resulting from a program. This 
arises because of the issue of cross-subsidization between utility customers. The ideal in utility 
ratemaking is to charge each customer the cost of their own consumption of utility services⎯nothing 
more, or less. In a utility with a 1% uncollectibles rate, however, the costs of squeezing the 
uncollectibles rate down to such a low level through collections actions and the residual costs of bad 
debts to be written off must be absorbed as an additional cost to be spread across the entire customer 
base. Although it is not normally recognized as such, this amounts to a cross-subsidy wherein one 
group of customers is imposing costs that must be borne by all the others.  


Various strategies and practices of a comprehensive customer assistance program, as 
described in this report, entail both direct subsidies to payment-troubled customers as well as 
indirect subsidies in the form of utility costs incurred in administering to payment-troubled 
accounts. These costs are more widely recognized as cross-subsidies. And, in some jurisdictions, 
such direct or indirect subsidies involved in the implementation of a customer assistance 
program may be prohibited by local or State laws.  


The cost of collections and bad debt are generally accepted cross-subsidies because they 
are regarded as unavoidable costs of doing business. Ironically, customer assistance programs 
have been shown to be capable of producing more total revenue for the dollars expended (Colton 
1991, Victoria 2005). This result is documented not only in the short-term, but there are also 
long-term cost reductions to be won by helping to break the perpetual cycle of nonpayment 
problems and providing a framework for continuous improvement of collections.  


Cross-subsidies resulting from the conventional approach to collections are therefore 
avoidable to some degree. Customer assistance programs should be allowed to challenge the 
conventional approach to determine which type of cross-subsidy produces the best results in 
terms of overall net revenue. It must be noted, however, that assessment of the difference in 
avoided costs is a very narrow concept of the benefit derived from customer assistance programs. 
Whereas the conventional approach to collections aims only to resolve utility bill payment 
problems, comprehensive customer assistance programs achieve the same end while also 
delivering a broad array of additional benefits to the utility and the community. Provision of 
broader social benefits is another rationale that can be put forward to justify cross-subsidies. This 
typically requires a deliberate acknowledgement of the broader benefits and underscores the need 
for the utility to be mindful of these benefits in establishing program objectives and in measuring 
program performance. 
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CHAPTER 17 
SUPPORT PROCESSES: LEGAL SUPPORT 


 
 


Overlaying many of the strategies for assisting 
consumers are numerous legal and regulatory requirements. 
There are myriad Federal and State requirements (including 
constitutional requirements in some states), as well as local 
ordinances, that govern interactions between utilities, 
customers (especially residential customers), and third parties 
(such as billing or collection agents). It is neither feasible nor 
particularly useful to attempt to review all of these legal 
requirements here because laws, regulations, and ordinances 
change frequently. It is vitally important, however, for a utility 


contemplating a change in practices to obtain experienced legal counsel who can determine the 
applicable legal requirements. 


 
LIFELINE RATES AND OTHER DISCOUNT PROGRAMS 


 
As a general rule, utility rates are required to be reasonable, not unduly discriminatory, 


and not granting an unwarranted preference to one group of customers over another (Phillips 
1993, Goodman 1998). There is a reasonable question whether a lifeline rate or other rate 
discount program for a particular group of customers (low-income, elderly, or others with special 
needs) is consistent with the requirement that rates should not treat similarly situated customers 
in a disparate manner. Various State utility commissions and courts have come out on both sides 
of the issue (Rosenhouse 1984, Goodman 1998). 


Courts and commissions with disapproved special rate discounts focus on the 
requirements that rates be “cost-based.” In contrast, courts and commission with approved 
special rate discounts focus on the requirement that discount preferences must be “undue” or 
“unreasonable” for them to be unlawful. It is not the case that all rates must exactly reflect actual 
costs. The question of whether a particular discount diverges from costs to the point of 
representing an “undue preference” is a highly specific determination not readily resolvable 
exclusively by reference to “the law.”  


If a special rate has a purpose broader than simply to improve the affordability of bills to 
low-income customers, it is more likely that the rate will be approved as reasonable. State 
regulatory commissions have approved low-income discount rates not solely as social policy, but 
rather as sound business alternatives to a cycle involving the billing of unaffordable rates, 
followed by entering into unaffordable payment plans, followed by payment plan breaches, 
followed by yet additional unaffordable payment plans. Low-income rates are often seen as a 
way to interrupt this inefficient and ineffective collection cycle.  


In addition to the general rule, however, there are several states that have enacted statutes 
that specifically authorize—or even require—utilities (in some instances only certain types of 
utilities) to adopt, or at least consider, special rates for low-income customers or other categories 
of customers. For example, Goodman (1998) discusses special statutes in California (requiring 
lifeline rates for electricity and natural gas), Connecticut (requiring the adoption of utility rate 
structures that do not “place an undue burden upon those persons of poverty status”), and New 
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York (exempting an initial block of electricity consumption from higher seasonal rates). 
Examples of State statutes (as of September 2008) that specifically authorize lifeline rates, 
discounted rates, or other assistance for low-income customers of water utilities are provided  
on page 97. 


Moreover, even when a regulatory commission or court has decided that a low-income 
rate is not lawful, the utility must ensure that this remains the current State of the law. For 
example, Rosenhouse (1984) cites two decisions from the Colorado Supreme Court in 1979 that 
concluded it was unlawful for an energy utility to have a special rate for low-income customers. 
While this was accurate at the time of publication, the Colorado statutes were later amended to 
overturn the court’s decisions and authorize the PUC to adopt such rates for electricity and 
natural gas utilities (Colorado Revised Statutes § 40-3-106). 


It is important, therefore, for a utility to ensure that it is basing its decision on the current 
law that governs its State and service area. Statutes and ordinances are amended and judicial 
interpretations of the law change over time. Utilities in dozens of states have implemented some 
type of discounted rate program for certain categories of low-income or special needs customers 
(Saunders et al. 1998). It appears, therefore, that in many states concerns with the lawfulness of 
such rates have been resolved. 


 
SERVICE REGULATIONS AND ABILITY TO PAY 


 
The further a water utility diverges from decisions regarding rates, the greater the ability 


of that utility to take ability to pay into account in its decisionmaking. The resolution of arrears, 
for example, often involves the negotiation of deferred payment plans. In such negotiations, the 
utility not only “may,” but in most instances “must,” consider ability to pay in determining the 
reasonableness of decisions ranging from the size of a required downpayment to the length of the 
payment plan in months.  


In addition, decisions on whether, or how, or how aggressively, to exercise collection 
processes may take ability to pay into account. Most utility regulations and procedures dictate, 
for example, when a utility “may” disconnect service for nonpayment. Few such regulations 
dictate when a utility “must” disconnect service for nonpayment. In such instances, the utility is 
enabled to disconnect service (“may”), but is not required to do so (“shall”). Under such 
circumstances, the utility may legitimately choose not to exercise the collection authority it has 
been granted (e.g., water utility extends long-term payment plan rather than disconnect service). 


Finally, utilities sometimes need to take the special circumstances of low-income 
customers into account in order to prevent unreasonable discrimination. The use of commercial 
credit reports is illustrative of this need. Low-income customers disproportionately incur “bad” 
credit when they default on payments in a transaction involving some degree of seller culpability 
(e.g., misrepresenting credit terms, selling used goods as new). A failure to take into account 
such circumstances involving the poor may result in the denial of water service (e.g., for failure 
to pay a cash security deposit) due to a low-income household’s refusal to pay for shoddy 
merchandise sold under fraudulent credit terms.  


Not only the size of income, but the source of income illustrates the need of a utility to be 
wary of unintentional discrimination due to a failure to take income into account in a service 
related context. Some water utilities, for example, refuse to consider income from part-time 
employment as adequate to establish creditworthiness. A refusal to consider such income from 
part-time employment, however, has been found to result in discrimination against women. 
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As water utilities move into exercising discretionary service-related decisions, their 
latitude to consider a customer’s ability to pay expands. A utility may, but need not, disconnect 
service for nonpayment. A utility may, but need not, require a cash security deposit. A utility 
must accept a payment plan downpayment of 20%, but may choose to accept a payment plan 
downpayment of 10%. A utility must offer a payment plan of at least six months, but may offer a 
payment plan of 15 months. None of these decisions will likely be found to constitute undue 
discrimination.  


 
TARGETED CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND OTHER SPECIAL PROGRAMS 


 
Targeted conservation programs, or other types of programs, that are made available only 


to low-income or special needs customers could raise concerns of discrimination. The most 
direct way to address these concerns is to develop a broader conservation initiative that includes 
a suite of programs designed to assist customers with different requirements. That is, each 
particular conservation program does not need to apply to every customer, but each customer 
should have an opportunity to participate in at least one program (Beecher, Pekelney, and 
Chesnutt 2001). Within a full array of residential usage reduction programs, it is generally 
allowable to target special programs to the poor, if such programs are designed to overcome 
market barriers that might otherwise impede the participation of low-income households.  


Many utilities’ conservation programs recognize that a different funding structure is 
necessary for programs which serve low-income customers. For example, Cavanagh (1988) 
describes a California program where the utility will pay the entire cost of home energy 
conservation for low-income customers, but make only partial payments for programs that serve 
higher-income customers. 


An earlier report by the same author describes a conservation policy from the Federal 
government’s Northwest Power Planning Council that requires the Bonneville Power Authority 
to offer energy conservation programs targeted to low-income customers “that pay 100% of the 
actual cost of all structurally feasible and regionally cost-effective conservation measures.” 
Programs designed for other customers, however, need only be designed to ensure cost-effective 
levels of participation without necessarily paying the full cost of the conservation measures 
(Cavanagh 1983). 


Moreover, Colton and Smith (1993) suggest that utilities may have an obligation under 
contract law to help payment-troubled customers reduce consumption through conservation 
programs. While courts have not yet been asked to rule on this legal interpretation, it does raise 
the prospect of hampering a utility’s efforts to collect unpaid bills from low-income customers 
unless a water utility has first taken specific steps to prevent or resolve arrearages. 


 
CUSTOMER PRIVACY 


 
Utilities need to be extremely careful when contemplating any type of relationship with 


independent contractors that involves the use of customer information. Care needs to be taken to 
ensure that they abide by all State and local requirements concerning the use and transfer of 
customer information (especially including telephone numbers; social security numbers; usage 
history; and income, credit, or demographic data) (Kristov 1997, Prevost 1999). Penalties for 
noncompliance can be severe. For example, in 2007 one energy utility paid a fine of $995,000 to 
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settle violations of State consumer privacy laws because it “gave confidential information about 
thousands of customers to a marketing company” (Anonymous 2007). 


As another illustration, an Arizona statute requires utilities to “establish reasonable 
procedures to protect against unauthorized or fraudulent disclosure of such [customer] records that 
could result in a substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer” (Arizona Revised Statutes § 
44-1376.01). The same law also prohibits a utility from selling or attempting to sell any customer 
information “without the authorization of the customer to whom the record pertains.” 


 
DEBT COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS 


 
Rendering bills to residential consumers, imposing late payment charges (or early 


payment discounts) on those consumers, and collecting unpaid bills are subject to a variety of 
legal requirements. If a utility is regulated by a State public utility (or public service) 
commission, then the commission is likely to have detailed requirements for these activities. If 
the utility is owned and operated by a municipality, there may be ordinances that require 
particular conduct when billing or collecting payment from residents. 


In addition to any State and local requirements, some utilities are subject to important 
Federal requirements: the Fair Credit Debt Collection Act (15 U.S. Code §§ 1692-1692p) and a 
series of Federal laws known generally as Truth in Lending requirements (15 U.S. Code §§ 
1601-1666j). Collectively, these laws govern the extension of credit to, and the collection of bills 
from, residential consumers. They contain provisions that govern such matters as the required 
billing time period, dispute resolution procedures, disclosure requirements to consumers, 
practices that may not be used to collect debts, consumer privacy, among others. 


Importantly, these laws exempt most but not all utilities from their requirements. For 
example, the Fair Credit Debt Collection Act does not apply to public utilities that are regulated 
by a State utility commission where the commission has adopted debt collection regulations. 
That law also does not apply to State governments or their “political subdivisions.” The latter 
provision would exempt municipal utilities from compliance with the requirements, but may not 
exempt other types of government entities, such as government authorities, government 
corporations, or water districts if they are neither regulated by utility commissions nor deemed to 
be “political subdivisions” of the State. 


Similarly, the credit billing requirements of Federal law do not apply to “transactions 
under public utility tariffs” if a “State regulatory body regulates the charges” for service, late 
payment, or early payment. Again, it is important for a utility to understand whether it meets the 
criteria to be exempt from compliance with these Federal laws. 


In addition, if a utility contracts with a third party to provide billing or collection 
services, the utility needs to understand whether its exemption from Federal requirements would 
be affected. Generally, a local government or regulated utility has a different status under Federal 
law than a third-party bill collector that is acting as an agent for the utility. 


 
THE RELEVANCE OF STATE UTILITY COMMISSION REGULATIONS IN AN 
“UNREGULATED” ENVIRONMENT 


 
While most private investor-owned water utilities are both rate and service regulated by 


State PUCs, many other water utilities do not fall under this regulatory umbrella. In particular, 
municipal water departments are often statutorily exempted from direct regulatory oversight by 
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State regulators. In some instances, water utilities that are not rate-regulated are nonetheless still 
service-regulated by a State commission. Issues such as whether and through what process 
service may be disconnected, under what terms payment plans for arrearages are to be offered, 
under what circumstances (and to what extent) cash security deposits may be imposed, and the 
like, are governed by State regulations even if the overall rates of the water utility are not.  


Even when water utilities are exempt from direct State regulatory oversight, however, 
utility staff should be aware of the content of commission regulations. State commission 
regulations can serve as a standard by which local water utility actions (or inactions) are judged 
to be “reasonable.” In addition, State commission regulations can be viewed as an industry code 
of practice, which will be used to impute contract terms on issues that might arise which are not 
specifically addressed by local water utility rules.  


State utility commission regulations may be referenced as a standard of care in reviewing 
whether local water companies are liable in tort for unreasonable actions as well. A utility is 
liable for damages in tort, for example, where the utility has acted unreasonably in disconnecting 
service, whether the utility has failed to provide reasonable notice, or where the utility has failed 
to provide reasonable alternatives (such as payment plans).  


 
STATE LAWS AUTHORIZING ALTERNATIVE RATES, DISCOUNTS, OR  
LOW-INCOME ASSISTANCE 


 
This section provides examples of State statutes (as of September 2008) that 


specifically authorize lifeline rates, discounted rates, or other assistance for low-income 
customers of water utilities. 


 
California Public Utility Code § 739.8⎯Low-Income Water Ratepayers 


 
(a) Access to an adequate supply of healthful water is a basic necessity of human life, and 


shall be made available to all residents of California at an affordable cost. 
(b) The [Public Utility] commission shall consider and may implement programs to 


provide rate relief for low-income ratepayers. 
(c) The commission shall consider and may implement programs to assist low-income 


ratepayers in order to provide appropriate incentives and capabilities to achieve water 
conservation goals. 


(d) In establishing the feasibility of rate relief and conservation incentives for low-income 
ratepayers, the commission may take into account variations in water needs caused by 
geography, climate and the ability of communities to support these programs. 


 
Massachusetts General Law Chapter 23B § 24B⎯Low-Income Sewer and Water 
Assistance Program 


 
The department [of Housing and Community Development] shall, subject to 


appropriation, operate a low-income sewer and water assistance program to provide assistance in 
paying the sewer and water bills of homeowners earning less than one hundred and fifty percent 
of the FPL, as defined by the Federal government or homeowners who are eligible for one and 
two household fuel assistance program, so-called. Said program may be administered in 
coordination with the Low-income Home Energy Assistance Act, 42 United States Code sections 
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8621 et seq., or any successor acts thereto, subject to the following provisions: shall establish 
benefit rates and maximum benefits such that total benefits paid do not exceed the amount 
appropriated for this benefit; 


(a) the department shall use the same grantee agencies, similar applications and similar 
verification procedures as are used in the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program, to the 
maximum extent possible. The department may also utilize a reasonable percentage of any funds 
appropriated, not exceeding 10 per cent of such funds, for administrative costs of the program. 


(b) the benefit level provided to any individual household eligible under this program 
shall not be greater than 25 per cent of the total annual water and sewer bill for the household; 
provided, however, that the department shall establish benefit rates and maximum benefits such 
that total benefits paid do not exceed the amount appropriated for this benefit; 


(c) households which receive benefits under this program shall not unreasonably refuse to 
cooperate with any demand-side water conservation programs which are provided at no expense 
to the household by any local agency or authority. 


 
New Mexico Low Income Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Service Assistance Act, New 
Mexico Statutes Annotated §§ 27-6A-1 to 27-6A-5 


 
§ 27-6A-1. Short title  


This act may be cited as the “Low Income Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Service 
Assistance Act.” 


 
§ 27-6A-2. Purpose  


It is the purpose of the Low Income Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Service Assistance Act: 
A. to assure that water, sewer or solid waste user rate increases do not force many low-


income individuals to discontinue necessary water, sewer or solid waste service; and 
B. to increase the availability or affordability of basic water, sewer and solid waste 


service to low-income individuals by providing assistance to meet the cost of basic 
water, sewer and solid waste service. 


 
§ 27-6A-3. Definitions  


As used in the Low Income Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Service Assistance Act: 
A. “department” means the human services department; and 
B. “utility” means any individual, firm, partnership, company, district, including but not 


limited to solid waste district, water and sanitation district and special district, 
cooperative, association, public or private corporation, lessee, trustee or receiver 
appointed by any court, municipality and municipal utility as defined in the 
Municipal Code, incorporated county or county that may or does own, operate, lease 
or control any plant, property or facility for: 
(1) the supply, storage, distribution or furnishing of water to or for the public; 
(2) the supply and furnishing of sanitary sewer service to or for the public; or 
(3) the supply and furnishing of collection, transportation, treatment or disposal of 


solid waste to or for the public. “Utility” does not include a public utility subject 
to the jurisdiction of the New Mexico public service commission. 
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§ 27-6A-4. Low income assistance rates  
A utility may provide assistance in the form of reduced or subsidized rates to or on behalf 


of those individuals who meet the eligibility criteria of one or more need-based assistance 
programs administered by the department and who are not living in nursing homes or 
intermediate care facilities or not living in circumstances that do not require them to pay, directly 
or indirectly, for water, sewer or solid waste service. 


 
§ 27-6A-5. Department cooperation  


Subject to State and Federal statutes and regulations governing the sharing of confidential 
information, the department shall cooperate with a participating utility in identifying those 
persons eligible for assistance pursuant to the Low Income Water, Sewer and Solid Waste 
Service Assistance Act. 


 
Texas Special District Local Laws Code § 7201.206⎯Rates and Fees for Services 


 
(a) The district, in connection with water or sewer retail public utility services, shall 


establish lifeline, senior citizen, or minimum consumption level rates for services. The rate 
impact of such services shall be allocated on the basis of costs of services to achieve 
conservation principles, while securing necessary reserves for the payment of operating 
expenses, sinking funds, principal, interest, and debt coverage factors, and any other objective 
established by the district’s annual budget. 


 
Washington Revised Code § 36.94.370⎯Waiver or Delay of Collection of Tap-in Charges, 
Connection, or Hookup Fees for Low-Income Persons  


 
Whenever a county waives or delays collection of tap-in charges, connection fees or 


hookup fees for low-income persons, or class of low-income persons, to connect to a system of 
sewerage or a system of water, the waiver or delay shall be pursuant to a program established by 
ordinance. 


 
Washington Revised Code § 57.08.014⎯Authority to Adjust or Delay Rates or Charges for 
Low-Income Persons—Notice  


 
In addition to the authority of a [water or sewer] district to establish classifications for 


rates and charges and impose such rates and charges, a district may adjust or delay those rates 
and charges for low-income persons or classes of low-income persons, including but not limited 
to, low-income handicapped persons and low-income senior citizens. Other financial assistance 
available to low-income persons shall be considered in determining charges and rates under this 
section. Notification of special rates or charges established under this section shall be provided to 
all persons served by the district annually and upon initiating service. Information on cost shifts 
caused by establishment of the special rates or charges shall be included in the notification. Any 
reduction in charges and rates granted to low-income persons in one part of a service area shall 
be uniformly extended to low-income persons in all other parts of the service area. 
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CHAPTER 18 
SUPPORT PROCESSES: PERSONNEL TRAINING 


 
 


Specialized training for customer service 
representatives (CSRs) is an essential element of best practice 
in responding to payment troubles of residential customers. The 
representatives benefiting from such education include any 
individual that might have personal contact with a customer on 
behalf of the utility. This includes call center representatives, 
field representatives engaged in collections, or the staff of front 
office functions in headquarters or regional offices. Depending 
on the nature of assistance programs there may a need for 
advanced training of a select group of representatives in highly 


specialized functions such as negotiation of deferred payment plans. The description of deferred 
payment plans provided in Chapter 14 includes coverage of training elements relevant to this 
advanced task. However, all representatives who come in contact with payment-troubled 
customers should be trained to a level adequate to ensure sensitivity to customer needs and have 
a complete understanding of their personal roles. 


It is first necessary to orient all staff to the significance of customer-payment assistance 
programs. It is important for everyone involved in the overall business process of providing 
assistance to understand the impacts of the program for affected households, the significance for 
the community, and the organizational and business benefits to the utility.  


All involved staff must also have a broad familiarity with the overall structure and design 
of the strategies and practices comprising the customer assistance program. It is necessary, for 
example, to have a shared understanding of the manner in which the utility is intending to 
segment and target the payment-troubled segment of the customer base as discussed in 
Chapter 6. It is important to be able to rapidly and accurately classify different target subgroups 
as early in the case work as possible. In fact, there is a great deal riding on the readiness of utility 
personnel to be able to get the right type of assistance on the way to the customer as a result of 
the initial contact. Whether it be a troubled customer mustering the nerve to call customer service 
to ask for help, or a first outbound call from customer service to inquire about a late payment, it 
is important that the representative be capable of making the right classification of the 
circumstances during that first call in order to put appropriately targeted remedies into action. 
Such calls are viewed as difficult and potentially intimidating experiences for troubled 
customers, but they can truly help to turn the situation around. Effectiveness at the first point of 
contact cannot be stressed enough; it can make a huge difference in overall program 
effectiveness. 


This classification skill involves “hearing” indicators of financial distress on the part of 
the customer during these key interactions. References, for example, to the need to make choices 
between competing needs (e.g., “I just had to get the car fixed this month,” “Maria could not go 
another month without seeing the dentist”) should alert the CSR to the potential that the 
customer has limited income and could benefit from a reference to public assistance. Customers 
may make references to illness, job loss, or disability, any one of which merits an appropriate 
referral to crisis assistance programs. The customer may directly mention participation in another 
program (“I asked LIHEAP for assistance, but they said they don’t pay for water bills”) or may 
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be more oblique (“when I stopped at State Street last week,” with “State Street” being popular 
parlance for the local community action agency). Customer service training should emphasize 
how to listen for indicators that can help classify different types of payment distress.  


An additional step in staff training involves learning about the other Federal, State, local, 
and private community programs that might assist a payment-troubled customer in payment 
distress. Assume, for example, that a staff person is talking with a single-parent with two 
children in July. The parent notes the difficulty in paying for the children’s meals in addition to 
the summer water bill. The CSR should know that many low-income households lose access to 
nutrition assistance during the nonschool months—fewer than 20 of every 100 students who 
participate in the National School Lunch/School Breakfast program also participate in the 
summer food services program—and might suggest how to access that summer food services 
program and at what sites. A person noting their lack of income as a reason for nonpayment 
might receive references to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Lifeline assistance 
program that will help offset the costs of their local telephone service; the Federal LIHEAP that 
will help offset home energy costs; or the State Circuit Breaker program that will help offset the 
costs of local property taxes. The Federal (and State, if applicable) EITC program will place an 
average of $2,000 in the pockets of the working poor, while the State Children’s Health 
Insurance Program (SCHIP) will help offset out-of-pocket health care expenses.  


Beyond knowing about other assistance programs, best practice representatives should 
know the “how” and the “who” of how to access financial assistance. Customer service training 
should involve more than knowing that the payment-troubled customer might want to enroll his 
or her children in the free or reduced school lunch program. Research shows that even when 
individuals have knowledge about a program, they frequently lack what is called “effective 
knowledge.” “Effective knowledge” involves that information needed about how to access a 
program. The statement “yes, I know about LIHEAP” is different from the statement “yes, I 
know how to apply for LIHEAP.” A water utility CSR might be an important resource in 
conveying information not only on what to do, but on how to do it (“now, you call Mrs. Treisch 
at this phone number for the help that we talked about”). If the CSR cannot learn the various 
programs, that staff person should, at a minimum, learn how to access an internal database at the 
utility to quickly and accurately find the contact information. Work with low-income customers 
has revealed that the more personal the referral, however, the more likely it will be viewed as a 
genuine effort to help rather than a bureaucratic brush-off.  


The benefit of such knowledge of outside sources of assistance on the part of the water 
utility staff goes far beyond simply supplementing the income of a customer that owes the water 
utility money to perhaps make it more likely that that customer might be able to pay his or her 
water bill. One common complaint by customers about utility CSRs is that the CSR “didn’t hear 
a word I said; she just wanted the money.” Such a relationship does not lend itself to developing 
a mutually acceptable mechanism for retiring an outstanding arrears. In contrast, receiving 
appropriate training on which programs best address specifically-identified problems, followed 
by a tailored response reflecting that the CSR “heard,” will enable the CSR to act as an effective 
partner able to problem-solve the unpaid bill and the circumstances leading to that unpaid bill.  


Staff training should include teaching the CSR to notice cross-cutting issues within the 
utility’s overall customer assistance program. While a call center call may primarily be a 
collection or payment plan call, the staff person should know how to get the customer out of that 
collection silo if necessary. A comment that “Mrs. Smith, I notice that every summer you have 
high bills. Can someone from our conservation staff talk to you about water-saving strategies to 
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help control your bill during hot weather?” might not only help resolve the current problem, but 
might also help prevent future payment problems as well. In particular, looking for ways to insert 
usage reduction measures into collection activities is generally a win-win situation for both the 
utility and the customer. Usage reduction would not be the only cross-cutting action. An 
observation of regular high seasonal bills might, for example, generate a suggestion for budget 
billing. This process of cross-referencing other parts of the utility would, of course, require 
sufficient CSR training in issue identification to be successful. 


To be particularly effective in bringing cross-cutting activities to bear on the resolution 
and management of current and future payment troubles, CSRs should be trained in pattern 
analysis. The job of the CSR is not simply to look at an account history to determine the most 
recent account balance (or the balance underlying the pending notice of disconnection for 
nonpayment). The job of a CSR is to notice things . . . patterns (or perhaps deviations from 
patterns) that will help inform and explain a nonpayment situation, lead to a resolution of that 
problem, and perhaps contribute to preventing a future payment problem. “Mrs. Mendez, I notice 
that about six months ago, your usage spiked. Do you want to talk to one of our service 
representatives about how to look for a leak to make sure that you’re not paying for water that is 
simply going down the drain?” “Mr. Jones, you’ve been a great customer for 35 years, but the 
last six months have been a challenge. Can I refer you to our local Community Action Agency 
that works with the budget problems of aging customers?” “Ms. Stein, you’ve always been a 
wonderful paying customer, but that two-month period last fall was a killer that you haven’t been 
able to get past. Can I refer you to a local fund that might be able to help you get that bill off the 
books so you can stop worrying about it?”  


In each of these instances, the CSR looked not simply at the current balance, but at the 
account history as a whole to assess what might be going on. The underlying training was not 
simply of the need to do such an inquiry, but of the possible patterns to look for and the 
significance of particular patterns should they be found. It is the difference between reducing 
arrears and managing arrears.  


Aside from the typical “people skills” required for a job such as being a CSR for a water 
utility—”peoples skills” involve, for example, the ability to be an active, empathetic listener—
water utilities need to provide their CSRs with utility-specific skills-based training that leads to 
both the prevention and management of payment troubles. This training heightens awareness, 
promotes pattern identification, and facilitates the ability to make connections between needs and 
resources, and between payment patterns and life situations that might underlie those patterns.  
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CHAPTER 19 
SUPPORT PROCESSES: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 


 
 


Exploitation of IT can provide a significant boost to the 
effectiveness of customer payment assistance programs. Some 
of these support needs may seem to require tedious up-front 
work, or work that is sufficiently outside the normal domain of 
customer information systems (CIS) and may draw resistance 
from the owners and operators of these systems. Although a 
front-end investment—and some culture change—may be 
required to meet some of the needs of a comprehensive 
program, many of these adaptations require only a one-time 
change and are not difficult to maintain once in place. 


Compared to the initial investment, the impact of customized IT support offers a payback that 
will extend year-after-year into the future. 


 
CHARACTERIZING PAYMENT-TROUBLED CUSTOMERS 


 
An important early step in a customer payment assistance program is the development of 


a broad characterization, or profile analysis, of the nature of payment problems within the 
community, encompassing analysis of related causative factors such as the incidence of poverty. 
While this is as much of an analytical task as an IT task, such analysis will need IT support in 
order to draw upon a diverse set of information resources both inside and outside the utility.  


Two types of data are required to develop and refine a customer profile analysis: 
(1) customer account data and payment history data from the utility’s CIS used for billing; and 
(2) community demographic, economic, and customer data from outside sources. The utility’s 
own customer account data should be a source of significant insight into local patterns of 
nonpayment. Unfortunately, many customer data systems are designed so narrowly for the 
purpose of printing bills that they are notoriously limited in their ability to produce data for 
analysis. However, it is important to examine different patterns of nonpayment to ascertain 
whether there are some that are more or less prevalent within a community, at a given time of 
year, during depressed economic conditions, etc. The right data analysis is necessary in order to 
design the best intervention to bear on resolving each unique type of nonpayment problem.  


In order to get the full picture, it is necessary to couple utility data with other information 
from outside sources. Many utilities have developed data sharing partnership arrangements with 
local social service agencies to enable merging of utility customer account information with 
information regarding eligibility for various low income assistance programs. Although such 
analysis may raise concerns for privacy, data from Federally sponsored programs is public 
information and it has been generally accepted that using it discretely to enhance targeting of 
allied assistance programs is beneficial (Colton 2005). Privacy concerns are addressed in the 
discussion of legal support in Chapter 17.  


The evidence is clear that disconnection of utility services is much more prevalent in the 
low-income segment of the population than in the general customer base (Melbourne 2004, 
USDHHS 2004). Other sources of general information such as the US Census data should also 
be fully exploited to provide an understanding of the conditions in a community that might 
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contribute to nonpayment problems (Rubin et al. 2004). In addition to household income status, 
researchers have also documented that disconnections of utility service are highly correlated with 
customers experiencing medical disabilities (Accent 2007). Customers of advanced age and 
limited physical capabilities (e.g., hearing, mobility) or customers of different cultural origins 
and limited language capabilities constitute additional subgroups where specific circumstances 
can contribute significantly to instances of nonpayment and can thwart standard collections 
strategies that are insensitive to these issues. 


In constructing a profile of payment-troubled customers, a utility will want to try to 
identify those combinations of nonpayment issues and causes that are most prevalent in order to 
prioritize the tailoring of treatments for the most important segments. Tables 19.1 and 19.2 
illustrate the basic template for such a profile analysis. The task may seem overwhelming at first, 
but can be viewed practically as one of developing initial best estimates for the most important 
categories and continually improving those estimates over time. 


 
MAINTAINING AND USING ACCOUNT HISTORY INFORMATION 


 
Modern CIS can be configured to provide real-time account information to support 


customer service representatives (CSRs) while they are interacting with customers. Systems may 
need to have considerable additional dexterity in order to support the administration of payment 
plans and modified payment plans, tracking administrative actions and arrearages all the way 
through to the point of case resolution. Too often, however, systems are not configured to store 
this account information for later use and analysis—sacrificing a valuable information resource.  


A CSR can be much more effective in dealing with the current incidence of nonpayment 
if informed of the details of prior bills and prior episodes of nonpayment. As part of an after-care 
strategy, a utility may want to mine this account history data as a strategy for developing tailored 
mailings of information regarding other community assistance programs. 


 
Table 19.1 


Profile of payment-troubled accounts vs. community data 


Customer categories 


Proportion of 
households in 
community 


Proportion of utility’s 
payment troubled 


accounts 
Elderly head of household   
Disabled head of household   
Very low-income households (< FPL)   
Low-income households (> FPL < 2 × FPL)   
Older housing   
Non-English speaking households   
Note: Column sums will > 100%. 
FPL: Federal Poverty Level. 
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Table 19.2 
Multiple attribute profile of payment-troubled accounts 


 Crisis 
conditions 


Elderly 
head of 


household 


Disabled 
head of 


household 


Very low-
income 


household 
Low-income 
household 


Older 
housing 


Non-English 
speaking 


Crisis conditions        
Elderly head of 
household 


       


Disabled head of 
household 


       


Very low-
income 
household 


       


Low-income 
household 


       


Older housing        
Non-English 
speaking 


       


 
Many CIS are designed only to process bills and bill payment without recognizing that 


documentation of past bills and of the bill payment and collections process creates an 
information resource that can serve higher strategic purposes. If a utility is implementing a 
strategy of targeting customized treatments to address specific nonpayment circumstances, it is 
necessary to track results in the same categories as the targeting in order to assess how well the 
practices being applied are working. This requires maintenance of account history records as 
well as the ability to query those records in terms of key attributes. It also requires the ability to 
produce roll-up summaries across accounts within a category to provide aggregated assessments 
of what combinations of practices were applied and what outcomes were obtained without 
having to look through account histories one-by-one.  


 
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 


 
Chapter 22 presents a complete discussion of approaches to performance measurement 


and continuous improvement of customer assistance programs. It suffices to say that the 
development and refinement of performance measures to guide continuous improvement will 
depend very heavily on the ability to mine the account history data in the manner described 
above. If support for such analysis is not within the domain of the information requirements 
established for the CIS, it needs to be added. It represents a significant opportunity cost to either 
discard this information resource or leave it unutilized when it is so valuable to the improvement 
of customer assistance programs. 
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CHAPTER 20 
SUPPORT PROCESSES: COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY FOR 


CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
 
 


Because every water utility is unique, no single 
communication-planning model exists. Each plan must be 
based on a utility’s history, its needs, risks, stakeholders, 
community, and many other distinctive factors. Other research 
reports provide more detailed guidance on strategic 
communication planning for water utilities (Jane Mobley 
Associates and Bond 2004, 2006). This chapter provides a 
simple overview of a strategic approach applied to customer 
payment assistance programs. 


A communication plan creates and delivers consistent, 
appropriate, and managed messages that produce results aligned with a utility’s overall mission 
and goals. Strategy ultimately defines how a communication effort reaches the intended audience 
with the right messages. A strategic communication plan should describe: 


 
• What is to be accomplished? 
• When will it be accomplished, by whom, and at what cost? 
• What strategies will accomplish the goal? 
• What actions or tactics will carry out the strategies? 


 
This chapter outlines presents a typical approach to developing communications strategy 


for mass campaigns in support customer payment assistance programs. The activities listed under 
each step serve as a menu of tactics used by utilities. Water utilities can use this process to 
customize a plan that works best for their size, geographic location, resources, and customer 
demographics. It is important to note that this chapter relates only to mass communications 
efforts and does not encompass the very critical person-to-person communication that takes place 
between individual customers and customer service representatives (CSRs). This extremely 
critical communications link is discussed in many other places in this report, especially in 
Chapters 12 and 18.  


The most significant desired outcome of mass communications efforts in support of 
assistance programs is making target subgroups of customers more aware and informed of both 
utility assistance programs and other social assistance programs for which they may be eligible. 
The objective is to convey critical information about how to get help with bill payment to the 
target subgroups of customers before-the-fact of nonpayment. Even in the energy sector where 
programs have been in place for 30 years, assistance sometimes reaches only a small proportion 
of eligible customers. The more that mass communications programs can prepare the way, the 
better. When target subgroups of customers know they can call customer service to get help with 
payment problems, the likelihood of favorable outcomes increases immeasurably.  


This outline also does not attempt to package actual messages to these target audiences. It 
simply describes the overall process to follow as water utilities undertake to reach the target 
subgroups of customers with information to enhance understanding, awareness, and access to 
customer payment assistance programs. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 


The communications objectives in support of a customer payment assistance program are 
likely to include the following elements: 


 
• Increase general knowledge 


− Customers’ understanding of customer services and bill-paying process 
− Customers’ understanding of consequences of not paying bills 
− Customers’ understanding of consequences of how the water utility wants to help 


them avoid a shut-off 
• Increase awareness of assistance programs 


− Customers’ awareness of water utility assistance program 
− Customers’ awareness of other assistance programs 


• Improve understanding of utility assistance programs 
− Customer knows if the program is appropriate for them 
− Customer knows if they are eligible for assistance 
− Customer knows how to act on their knowledge 


• Improve accessibility and acceptability of utility assistance programs 
− Customer can find out how to apply for assistance 
− Customer can do what is needed to apply for assistance 
− Customer is willing to do what is needed to apply for assistance 


• Increase positive experiences 
− Customer is favorably impressed with the utility assistance program 
− Customer is better informed for next experience 
− Customer spreads positive report to others 


 
AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 


 
One outcome of 9/11, weather-related disasters, and recent disease emergencies is the 


increased the attention on planning and implementing practices to identify, locate, and reach 
vulnerable or at-risk populations. Whether in emergencies or normal situations, the 
communication process remains the same: 


 
• Define the population groups in a community 
• Learn what information sources they trust and access 
• Use the most effective means and messengers to get information to them  


 
One of the first steps in audience analysis is to define the target population. In the list 


presented here, utility communications staff will recognize the subgroups of customers targeted 
by a customer payment assistance program on which to focus the form and content of their 
outreach. 
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Broad demographic categories: 
 
• Economically disadvantaged (low income) 


− Living at or below the Federal poverty guidelines 
− Living 150 to 200% above the poverty guideline 


• Limited language competency 
− Limited or non-English speaking 
− Low literacy 
− Deaf and hard of hearing (also disability) 


• Disability 
− Physical 


 Limited mobility 
 Visual impairment 
 Deaf and hard of hearing (also language competency) 
 Speech impairment 
 Hidden (epilepsy, arthritis, diabetes) 
 Medical (illness or injury that disrupts routine and makes work and life skills 


difficult) 
− Cognitive (developmental and learning disabilities, Alzheimer’s, stroke) 
− Mental (mental illness, drug and alcohol abuse) 


• Elderly 
− Frail 
− Disabled 


 
Nonpayment categories: 


 
• Before the fact—at risk 
• Households in crisis 


− Job loss 
− Sudden illness or death of primary bill payer 
− Unexpected expenses or increases in basic household expenses, such as food or 


fuel 
− Other crisis 


• Chronic late payer 
• Repeat delinquent, history of shut-offs 
 
A next logical step in audience analysis is to research the current perceptions and beliefs 


of members of the audience that may have a bearing on the approach to meeting communications 
objectives of the program. Focus groups are an excellent means of obtaining such insights. In the 
energy sector, customer perceptions found to inhibit participation in assistance programs include 
the following (Colton 1992): 


 
• Lack of awareness about the program’s existence 
• Lack of awareness of how to apply for the program 
• Lack of awareness of eligibility requirements for the program 
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• Belief that taking advantage of the program benefits would violate a “self-reliance” ethic, 
particularly evident among the elderly poor 


• Perceived sigma of receiving public benefits (related to the preceding factor) 
• Complex and overwhelming application process 
• Perceived hostile attitude of those taking the applications 
• Lack of transportation to apply for the program 
• Lack of telephone to apply for program  
• Language barriers facing a disproportionate number of low-income households 
• Disproportionately lower educational levels attained by low-income households 
• Mistrust of utilities by low-income individuals  
• The requirement for initial outlays of money by the household in order to take advantage 


of the program 
 


IDENTIFY BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATIONS 
 
A communication barrier is anything that prevents a person or group of people from 


receiving, understanding, and acting on a message. The following list identifies communication 
barriers for: 


 
• Economically disadvantaged 


− Education level or learning disability 
− Complacency or lack of interest 
− Low literacy or English language skills 
− Previous negative experiences with the utility (rudeness, unhelpfulness) 
− Lack of resources to respond to message 
− Misconceptions about eligibility 
− Lack of transportation to customer service offices 


• Limited language competency 
− Inability to hear messages (deaf and hard of hearing) 
− Inability to read information and forms, or communicate verbally 
− Limited or no-English language skills 
− Low literacy 
− Limited Internet use 


• Age vulnerable (65 or older) 
− Daily routines disrupted by lack of mobility or strength to carry out household 


tasks  
− Declining physical conditions, sight, hearing, mental acuity  
− Fear, sense of vulnerability 
− Lack of Internet access or use  
− Living alone  
− Perception of assistance as a handout 
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• Physical disabilities 
− Geographically hard to locate and reach as a group 
− Lack of transportation to customer service offices 
− Lack of Internet use 
− Sense of vulnerability 
− Limited sight, hearing, speech abilities 
− Impaired cognitive abilities 


• Mental illness or cognitive disabilities 
− Daily routines disrupted by mental illness and disintegration of ability to live 


independently 
− Inability to assess short- and long-term consequences 
− Inability to respond to message, i.e., mental disruption in how messages are 


received and interpreted; inability to assess reality and make choices 
− Math and/or reading learning disability 


 


IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION 
 
In designing an outreach strategy, it is extremely useful to engage other organizations in 


the community that may already be in communication with the target subgroups of customers in 
order to learn what works and what does not work—as well as to explore partnering 
opportunities to reach these target populations with multiple forms of assistance. 


 
• A water utility can send information directly to every ratepayer’s home or business 


through such traditional means as: 
− Bill inserts 
− Information printed on the bill itself 
− Water quality or Consumer Confidence Reports  


• A water utility can also reach the community at large through: 
− Citizen Advisory Panel 
− Community events, such as festivals and fairs  
− Media articles and broadcasts 
− Newspaper advertisements 
− Public service announcements (PSAs) on television and radio 
− Newsletters 
− Web site content 


• Other channels for reaching most audiences with messages about customer payment 
assistance programs 
− Bill payment and customer assistance information in welcome packet for newly 


connected residences  
− Community-based organizations (CBOs) and faith-based organizations (FBOs)  
− Community events, such as festivals and fairs, to hand out information about the 


water utility, bill payment process, and customer payment assistance  
− CSRs in shopping malls, community centers, schools, public health centers, 


student unions, and other places where identified audiences congregate 
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− Customer surveys with question about registering for special services 
− Fliers 
− Local chapters of national affinity organizations 
− Posters placed in public places 
− Radio 
− Scheduled, free home visits  
− Telephone/text telephone (TTY) 
− Television 


• Specific channels for people who live in poverty include: 
− Community-based social service network or center, such as a call center, which 


provides one-call application process for eligible low-income households 
− FBOs that offer emergency services or financial management programs 
− Income eligible assistance programs, such as LIHEAP, Temporary Assistance for 


Needy Families, and Head Start 
− A learning exchange (youth and/or adult) that offers classes on bill payment and 


assistance options  
− Meter readers or volunteers to distribute fliers about bill payment process and 


assistance in neighborhoods with higher-than-average levels of arrearages 
− Legal aid  
− Local public heath department serving families with young children eligible for 


Medicaid or SCHIP assistance 
− Schools with a significant number of children who are eligible for free or reduced 


cost lunches 
• Specific channels for people with limited language competency include: 


− English as a second language (ESL) teachers and classes 
− Ethnic restaurants, groceries, and other gathering places 
− Informational displays at government and neighborhood community centers 
− Local chapters of ethnic, racial, and tribal organizations 
− Local ethnic media to provide stories about bill payment process and customer 


assistance 
− Materials sent home with school-aged children 
− Phone calls (including text messages and TTY) 
− Resettlement agencies for recent immigrants 


• Specific channels for people who are age vulnerable include: 
− Bill inserts  
− Councils on aging 
− LIHEAP  
− Meals on Wheels 
− Peer-group calling tree 
− Senior citizen centers 
− Trusted caregivers 
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• Specific channels for people with disabilities include: 
− Affinity groups and local chapters of national organizations 
− Drug and alcohol educators 
− Fax or email to receive and respond to customers with speech or hearing 


impairments 
− Internet (email and Web site) 
− Internet (software is available for people with visual impairment to convert 


printed messages to Braille) 
− Mental health centers 
− State associations and schools for the deaf and blind 
− TTY, an electronic device  
− Text messages 
− Training centers for people with developmental disabilities  
− Workshops for people with disabilities 
− Trusted caregivers 


 
DEVELOP APPROPRIATE MESSAGES AND MATERIALS 
 


Messages and formats need to be tailored to overcome specific communication barriers of 
different social groups: 


 
• Limited language competency/literacy 


− Translate customer information, such as bill inserts, into the predominant non-
English language in the utility’s service area 


− Work with ethnic media to translate articles about bill payment and customer 
payment assistance 


− Improve Web site usability for low-literacy visitors 
 Simplify text  
 Put main point at the top of the page 
 Streamline page design 


− Develop picture guides about bill payment, water conservation, and customer 
payment assistance programs 


− Create and distribute refrigerator magnets with customer service telephone 
numbers printed on them 


• Disabilities 
− Print material in simple terms that outlines services provided by the drinking 


water utility 
− Update Web site to meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards for 


accessible design 
− Make available large print versions or cassettes with information on bill payment 


and customer assistance 
• Age vulnerable 


− Emphasize benefits⎯allows older adults to stay in their homes, to live on their 
own, and to receive back what they paid into the tax system 


− Make available larger print versions of bills and bill payment information  
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MEASURE PERFORMANCE AND CONTINUALLY IMPROVE 
 
Measurement is essential to determine if a utility’s communication strategies are 


working. The measurements should assist utility management and communicators in making 
decisions about resources used to reach people with messages on bill paying and customer 
assistance. The measurements must align with the communication objectives by answering such 
questions as: 


 
• Are the communication objectives being achieved? 
• Are the communication strategies working? 
• Are the tactics effective and cost-efficient? 
• What needs to happen next? 


 
Major strategies to follow in evaluating the performance of mass communications 


campaigns include the following: 
 
• Measure results, not activities 


− Change in number of:  
 Customers applying for payment assistance  
 Customers in arrears 
 Inquiries about payment assistance program 


− Customer surveys 
− Focus groups 
− Interviews with representatives of CBOs, FBOs, affinity groups, government 


agencies, consumer groups  
− Number of community partnerships participating in communication efforts 
− Number of media inquiries, articles, broadcasts 
− Tracking responses 


 Call center 
 Customer feedback 
 Customer service telephone calls 
 Web site hits  


• Measure awareness and understanding 
− Questions to ask in a focus group or survey about understanding 


 What does the customer know about the utility’s bill-paying process? 
 What are the consequences of not paying a utility bill? 
 What is the utility’s reputation for assisting people who cannot pay their water 


bill? 
 How accessible is the utility’s customer payment assistance? 


 How flexible are customer service personnel in negotiating bill payment?  
 How does the customer describe experiences with the customer payment 


assistance programs? 
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− Questions to ask about awareness 
 How did the customer learn about the available customer payment assistance? 
 Does the customer know who is eligible for customer assistance? 
 Does the customer believe the program was appropriate for them? 
 Does customer know how to apply for assistance? 
 How willing was the customer to apply for assistance?  


• Measure effectiveness and efficiency 
− Strategy issues for management to address in customer surveys: 


 What percentage of customers knows about the utility’s bill paying process?  
 How has that number changed in a year? 
 What percentage of customers can recall information about 


 Bill paying process? 
 Availability of customer payment assistance? 
 Eligibility for customer payment assistance? 


 How did those numbers change in a year? 
 How many people were reached with a given activity?  
 What adjustments need to be made? 


− Budget issues for management to address 
 What is the cost per customer reached? 
 How much staff time is spent per customer reached? 
 How current is staff training on special equipment? 
 How realistic is the budget based on return? 
 What effect did efforts to increase customers’ understanding and awareness 


have on bill payments? 
 What adjustments need to be made? 
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CHAPTER 21 
SUPPORT PROCESSES: COMMUNICATING WITH VULNERABLE AND 


HARD TO REACH POPULATIONS 
 
 


This chapter describes the importance of audience 
analysis and defines characteristics, communication barriers, 
and effective channels to overcome those barriers for vulnerable 
and at-risk populations—specifically, people who are isolated 
from the mainstream by poverty, language skills, disability, 
and/or conditions associated with aging. This may include 
working people who have moderate household incomes 
($25,000 to $50,000 annually), but who are considered at risk of 
falling behind in their bill payments. As described in Chapter 6, 
this moderate income, at-risk group represents a much larger 


percentage of a water utility’s customer base than do chronic late payers. Effectively 
communicating with this at-risk group may prevent nonpayment and help reduce past due 
accounts. Other audiences of significance include people who represent, serve, or advocate for 
these special populations.  


Studies of income-eligible programs, such as Medicaid, SCHIP, and LIHEAP, have 
identified common barriers to participation and clearly show the need for more effective or 
enhanced communication and outreach. The following barriers apply across most vulnerable and 
at-risk population groups:  


 
• Lack of knowledge 
• Lack of program awareness 
• Access to program offices (transportation) 
• Administrative hassles 
• Misconceptions about eligibility 
• Perception of assistance as a handout (Colton 2000; Kenney and Haley 2001; Kenney, 


Haley, and Dubay 2001) 
 
Communication strategies for vulnerable or hard-to-reach populations often differ from 


mainstream strategies because of the barriers to receiving information and a lack of 
connectedness to the mainstream culture. Successfully identifying and reaching vulnerable and 
at-risk groups requires an understanding of who people trust as an information source, how they 
choose to get information (e.g., ethnic media sources, word-of-mouth through friends and 
family), and what motivates them to take action.  


To identify communications strategies for target subgroups within a utility’s customer 
base, communication staff can start by asking and answering such questions as: 


 
• Who can benefit from customer payment assistance programs? 
• Whose behavior does the utility want to change or influence? 
• Who influences the targeted population?  
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• Who can help communicate about customer assistance programs, e.g., media, employers, 
educators, or community-based organization (CBOs)? 
 
The major subgroups of customers who share characteristics that render them at risk of 


nonpayment of water bills are the same as those for customers who experience barriers to 
mainstream communications. Consideration of these broad categories can help utilities to frame 
an effective and manageable communications strategy. Applicable subgroups include the 
following:  


 
• Economically disadvantaged 


− Living below, at or slightly above, the national poverty guidelines 
− Medicaid recipients 
− Working families with young children 
− Recent immigrants 
− Living on fixed incomes 


• Limited language proficiency  
− Immigrants/refugees 
− Limited or non-English speaking residents 
− Low literacy groups 
− Aging adults with dementia or loss of sight and hearing 
− Deaf and hard of hearing  


• Elderly 
− Frail elderly 
− Senior citizens (age 65+) 


• Disability 
− Medical 


 Short-term illness, injury 
 Catastrophic illness, injury 
 Hidden illnesses (diabetes, epilepsy, arthritis, etc.) 


− Physical 
 Limited mobility 
 Deaf and hard of hearing 
 Visual impairment 
 Speech impairment 


− Cognitive 
 Developmental disability 
 Learning disability 
 Stroke 


− Mental 
 Mental illness 
 Dementia, Alzheimer’s disease 
 Alcohol and substance abuse 
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ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED 
 
Many hard-to-reach populations live at or below Federal poverty guidelines. For a family 


of four, the Federal poverty point is $21,200 (USDHHS 2008). The US Census estimated that 
36.5 million people lived below Federal poverty guidelines in 2006 (US Census Bureau 2006). 
Another report estimated that about 10 million households that pay water bills have incomes of 
less than $20,000 (Rubin 2005). A majority of the communities served by large utilities have a 
percentage of individuals living in poverty at least equal to or in excess of the national average of 
11.76% (US Census Bureau 2000).  


This subgroup includes households with incomes at 150% to 200% of the Federal poverty 
guideline. For a family of four, this would include families with $31,800 to $42,200 annual 
incomes (USDHHS 2008). One-third of households with young children have incomes that fall 
within this range. They are what is often described as the “working poor,” who don’t earn 
enough to cover ordinary expenses. Some of these families receive assistance from Federal and 
State programs, but they are not always able to keep up with the cost of living. During difficult 
economic times when rising fuel prices cause food bills to escalate, when a plummeting stock 
market causes jobs to disappear, or when serious illness results in unexpected expenses, these 
working families have no cushion and are at risk of falling behind in bill payment (Zedlewski, 
Chaudry, and Simms 2008).  


The 2008 Energy Costs Survey showed that many households tried to keep their energy 
bills down by closing off rooms, setting temperatures at uncomfortable levels, or simply leaving 
the home because it was too hot or too cold. Nevertheless, 29% of low-income and 20% of 
moderate-income households either did not pay or only paid a portion of their monthly energy 
bills. They were also often behind in credit card payments, mortgages, rent, and car payments 
(NEADA 2008). 


 
Communication Barriers  


 
Poor access to information, learning disabilities, and low-literacy or language skills all 


create potential communication barriers for individuals and families living in or near poverty. 
One of the biggest outcomes of these barriers is an apparent lack of awareness of possible 
consequences to their welfare and the well-being of their family if, for example, the water is 
disconnected and the family is then evicted (Jane Mobley Associates and Simon 2006). 


A report on debt and disconnections in the United Kingdom (Accent 2007) cited the 
following as barriers in low-income and nonpaying customers’ ability and willingness to 
communicate with the utility: 


 
• Any perceived rudeness, general unhelpfulness, or lack of understanding was seen as 


rationale for no future effort to contact the utility 
• Time factors, such as being put on hold, delays in answering the phone, particularly 


among those with pay-as-you-go phone contracts 
• Feelings that the utility has been particularly unhelpful, such as a poor record of 


responses, or a sense that the customer service representatives (CSR) was reading a script 
rather than conducting a conversation 


• Lack of understanding of individual circumstances 
• Threatening tone of disconnection letters leading to feelings of helplessness and distress 
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Overcoming Communication Barriers 
 
Identifying where a community has concentrations of people living in poverty is a critical 


step in targeting those vulnerable or at risk of nonpayment of water bills. Mapping poverty as a 
baseline is a good starting point. Metropolitan planning organizations frequently provide 
community-mapping services and base maps on the most recent census data.  


People who are economically disadvantaged can be reached through traditional 
communication channels, particularly radio and television. PSAs about customer payment 
assistance can reach many other audiences as well, including friends, families, and those who 
can influence people with low incomes.  


More targeted approaches may also be needed. One such approach is to team with trusted 
individuals in human service agencies, other city departments (e.g., neighborhood services), 
public housing authorities, schools, neighborhood community centers, and faith-based 
organizations (FBOs) to help get information to ratepayers. These individuals and organizations 
can play an intermediary role to disseminate: 


 
• Notices about how to apply for assistance 
• Information about where to get financial help if struggling to pay bills or facing water 


disconnection 
• Fliers about the billing process, conservation, and assistance programs 
• Posters about the drinking water utility’s customer payment options 


 
LIMITED LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 
 


According to the 2000 US Census, 3 million households could be classified as having 
limited language proficiency. More specifically, 21.3 million people who spoke a language other 
than English said they spoke English less than “very well;” more than half of these were 
Spanish-speaking adults (Bergman and US Census Bureau 2003). 


 
This population segment includes people who: 
 


• Are limited English proficient (LEP) 
• Have low literacy skills or are not literate in English 
• Have certain cognitive or sensory disabilities 


 
The number of people who spoke a language other than English at home grew by 38% in 


the 1980s and by 47% in the 1990s. The number who spoke a language other than English at 
home more than doubled (Shin, Bruno, and US Census Bureau 2003).  


In addition, the 2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy determined that 13% of all 
adults in the US—or 30 million people—had below basic prose literacy, meaning they could not 
do much more than sign their name or read a simple form. Another seven million adults were 
considered nonliterate in English; four million more could not be assessed because of language 
barriers (Institute of Education Sciences, US Department of Education, and National Center for 
Education Statistics 2005).  


Individuals who have developmental disabilities, learning disabilities, hearing or speech 
impairments, mental illness, or visual impairments may also experience limited language 
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proficiency. Although many of these individuals have support systems to help them with life 
skills, such as bill payment, others live independently, including many aging adults who often 
lose language competency due to dementia, loss of vision and hearing, and other medical 
conditions (Jane Mobley Associates and Simon 2006).  


While many non-English speaking people establish homes and find work, a significant 
percentage still have incomes below or slightly above Federal poverty guidelines, which puts 
them at risk of not paying their water bills.  


Depending on the geographic location, languages other than English can vary widely. 
However, Spanish represents the largest non-English language group in the US with an estimated 
9.2 million households, of which an estimated 2.3 million are considered to be linguistically 
isolated (McGovern, Griffin, and US Census Bureau 2003). 


States in the South and West contain the highest representation of Spanish-speaking 
individuals. Many large urban water utilities located on the coasts have non-English speaking 
populations considerably greater than the national average of 18% (US Census Bureau 2000). 
Because these are all metropolitan areas, the actual number (rather than percentage) of non-
English speakers is significant. For example, New York City recorded 3.6 million non-English 
speaking residents or 44.39% of its population in the 2000 US Census. 


 
Communication Barriers  


 
Communication barriers experienced by those who have limited language proficiency 


may seem obvious, but the strategies to overcome them are not always apparent to water utility 
management. Drinking water utilities will need to look beyond the translation of materials and 
explore cultural differences that influence how different groups trust “the government or 
authority” and address the need for qualified intermediaries in the delivery of information. They 
also will have to consider alternative ways to reach people who have low-literacy skills or other 
difficulties in reading and understanding even the simplest documents. People with language 
barriers often ignore written materials and do not view it as “true” communication with the 
utility (Accent 2007). 


While the Web has become an increasingly popular method of communication, individuals 
with low-literacy skills use the Internet very differently than higher literacy users. The most 
notable difference is that low-literacy users do not scan text, but read word-for-word. They have 
trouble navigating, scrolling, and searching Web sites and often skip over large amounts of text. As 
a result, they often make decisions based on limited information (Nielsen 2005).  


Researchers have found that a smaller percentage of Latinos in the US use the Internet 
when compared to the non-Latino population. Approximately 56% of Latinos use the Internet 
compared to 71% of the non-Latino Caucasian population (Fox and Livingston 2007). Other 
studies have found that there is a tremendous disparity in Internet use by income and education 
level (Madden 2006). 


Other communication barriers can be caused by cultural differences within ethnic, racial, 
tribal, and national groups in terms of how they receive information, their dialects, and ways of doing 
business and running a household. For example, Hispanics and Latinos define themselves according 
to national origin because they speak different dialects and have distinct cultural practices. 
Considerations such as these must inform development of water utility communication programs. 
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Overcoming Communication Barriers 
 
A plan to identify groups of individuals with no- or limited-English proficiency 


(including those with very low literacy levels) will yield one subgroup—Limited Language 
Proficient—that consists of many individuals with similar communication challenges. 
Effectively, their main communication barrier is simply language proficiency and, therefore, 
many of the strategies for adapting messages can be the same for all members of this subgroup 
even if their limited proficiency arises from different factors. 


The importance of ethnic media in reaching people who speak little or no English cannot 
be overemphasized. Every day, 25% of the adults in the US use ethnic media; for many, it is the 
only media they use (Jane Mobley Associates and Simon 2006). One water utility considered one 
of its more successful grassroots programs to be the placement of advertisements in ethnic and 
foreign language weekly newspapers. 


LEP populations have a strong preference for face-to-face communication, particularly 
from people whom they already know and trust, such as community service providers. A utility 
might consider augmenting written materials with phone calls or free home visits that are 
scheduled in advance. Schools are also integral to communicating with this group because they 
have established relationships with the LEP population and existing communication systems.  


Water utilities can print all information, including bills, bill inserts, and shut-off 
notifications, in English and in the predominant foreign language in the community, as well as 
on an audiotape. A more cost-efficient approach could be to develop picture books or guides that 
provide information about conservation, bill payment, and customer payment assistance.  


Research for a previous Water Research Foundation study found that African American 
and Hispanic water utility customers placed significantly more value than Caucasians on displays 
at government centers, booths at local events, and information sent home with children (Tatham, 
Tatham, and Mobley 2004). One way water utilities can maximize this preference would be to 
find trusted individuals in human service agencies, schools, community centers, and FBOs who 
can distribute: 


 
• Appropriately translated brochures or flyers about the billing process, conservation, and 


assistance programs 
• Picture-based guides about water conservation, bill payment, and customer payment 


assistance 
• Notices about when and where customers can get help if they cannot pay their water bill 
• Refrigerator magnets with customer service numbers on them (Jane Mobley Associates 


and Simon 2006) 
 
Other methods of reaching this population include using the ESL network that provides 


trusted communicators for many non-English speaking people. Other trusted individuals or 
groups include: 


 
• Employers 
• Ethnic restaurants and grocery owners  
• Programs that provide translation services 
• Schools 
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ELDERLY 
 
Many large utility communities have a percentage of people aged 65 or older that exceeds 


the national average of 12.05% (US Census Bureau 2000). Nationally, the number of people 
older than 65 grew by 12% between 1990 and 2000, with the greatest increase occurring in the 
age 85 and older group. Federal statistics estimate that the number of senior adults (65 and older) 
and, in particular, those aged 75–84, will continue to increase dramatically in the next few years 
as the baby-boom generation ages (US Census Bureau 2000). By 2050, 25% of the 
US population will be elderly (US Census Bureau 2008). 


Information about the economic status of older adults is not well documented. The 
number of older adults in poverty has declined significantly since the 1960s, but the poverty 
thresholds set in 1963 do not reflect spending patterns of older adults, especially when it comes 
to their resources and their healthcare expenses. Alternative poverty measures that account for 
health spending produce higher poverty rates than census numbers. Adults 85 and older are 
particularly hard hit because they have little housing equity or financial assets (Butrica, Murphy, 
and Zedlewski 2008). Confronted with higher prices for gas and energy, prescription drugs, 
groceries, and housing, seniors living on a fixed income can be at risk of not paying their bills. 


 
Communication Barriers 


 
Age alone does not classify individuals as part of a vulnerable or at-risk population. 


However, some individuals over the age of 65 possess certain characteristics, such as lack of 
strength, limited mobility, or susceptibility to disease that can label them as “frail elderly.” A 
significant number of people over the age of 65 also have a disability (primarily mobility and 
sensory, but also cognitive and mental), which can make them more vulnerable or put them at 
additional risk of falling behind in bill payment. An estimated 10 to 15% have mild to moderate 
memory loss and about 5% experience dementia (Jane Mobley Associates and Simon 2006). 


Existing disease or disability, limited mobility, and fear and frustration from living with 
physical and economic challenges can prevent some senior adults from understanding and 
responding to messages about customer assistance. Older adults, in particular, perceive financial 
assistance as a handout and, therefore, are reluctant to apply (Colton 2000).  


People who are homebound because of physical or cognitive issues are harder to communicate 
with than most other groups of older persons (Jane Mobley Associates and Simon 2006).  


 
Overcoming Communication Barriers 


 
Most people over the age of 65 can be reached through traditional channels, such as 


television and radio and printed materials. In fact, seniors are more likely to read information on 
bill inserts or in newspaper than any other age group (Tatham, Tatham, and Mobley 2004). Some 
senior adults, however, have hearing, sight, speech, and cognitive impairments that can prevent 
them from understanding and responding to information from their drinking water utility.  
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Effective strategies for reaching seniors include: 
 


• Distribute information about billing, conservation, and customer payment assistance 
through trusted caregivers (such as visiting nurses and home health agencies), family 
members, senior centers, councils on aging, meals on wheels programs, and neighbors. 


• Print monthly messages on bill inserts about how to save money and what the water 
utility is doing to keep costs down. 


• A senior citizen calling tree, in which participants call each other in their community, 
also can be an effective outreach tool. 


• Arrange for customers who feel vulnerable to choose a password to be used when utility 
personnel visit or talk with them. (Connect with energy or gas companies in the area that 
may offer a similar password system.) 


 
DISABILITY 


 
This population includes people who have physical, mental, sensory, or cognitive 


limitations. The ADA describes a disability as a condition that limits a person’s ability to 
function in major life activities—including communication—and which is likely to continue 
indefinitely, resulting in the need for supportive services. The ADA definition of disability does 
not distinguish between type, severity, or duration of a disability. 


More than 51 million people in the US have some level of disability. Of these, 32.5 million 
have a severe disability that may affect their capacity to work; in fact, only l3% of people who 
have severe disabilities are able to work fulltime year round (US Census Bureau 2000). 


Although 9% of persons with severe disabilities live in households with incomes above 
$80,000, the median income for persons with a severe disability is $12,800, just slightly above 
the 2008 Federal poverty guideline for a one-person household.  


People with disabilities are usually concerned about their health issues or the things that 
cause them to have special needs. They expend much of their energy in compensating for the 
factors that set them apart, and naturally attempt to cope or adjust. While most people with 
disabilities do not dwell on their challenges, they feel more at risk than nondisabled people 
because of their circumstances (Jane Mobley Associates and Bond 2004). Their vulnerability is 
real and can be exacerbated by unexpected circumstances, such as loss of a caregiver, loss of 
income, or acute illness. If these or other unexpected circumstances upset a person’s daily 
routines, there may be a general disintegration in their ability to organize and follow through on 
activities associated with independent living. 


 
Communication Barriers 


 
Individual disabilities, or multiple disabilities, may present different types of 


communication barriers and require different methods to reach individual customers. Those who 
face obvious communication barriers include people who are:  


 
• Blind and visually impaired 
• Deaf and hard of hearing 
• Developmentally or learning disabled 
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• Speech impaired 
• Seriously mentally ill 


 
Less apparent disabilities that can influence how people receive and act on messages may 


include primary bill payers who are or become ill or injured to the extent that work and life skills 
are difficult or impossible to carry out, or who are challenged daily by “hidden” or chronic 
illness, such as diabetes or arthritis. 


People with disabilities who are not in an institutionalized setting tend not to live in 
clusters, making them isolated and difficult to identify and reach. As a group, they are very 
difficult to map; some utilities have tried a voluntary registry for people who need specialized 
assistance in bill payment and customer service, but getting people to sign up for a registry—
even for emergency services, such as fire or police—has proved difficult. Also, utilities may not 
have the staff and other resources necessary to update and maintain a registry. 


Mental disabilities are considered to be the most challenging special needs because 
people who cannot understand and/or follow directions potentially jeopardize themselves and 
those who depend on them. The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) defines mental 
illness as a medical condition that disrupts a person’s thinking, feeling, mood, ability to relate to 
others, and daily functioning and can result in a diminished capacity for coping with ordinary 
routines. NAMI estimates serious mental illness affects one in five American families annually.  


Mental illness and other cognitive disabilities can disrupt how information is received; 
the ability to sequence information; the ability to assess reality and make choices and take action 
consistent with reality; and the ability to assess short- and long-term consequences. 


Web sites and electronic communication will not be the most effective means of reaching 
people with disabilities. Nationally, only 29% of disabled persons aged 15–64 years use the 
Internet (US Census Bureau 2000). 


 
Overcoming Communication Barriers  


 
In general, people with disabilities can usually be reached through traditional means, such 


as television and radio, newspapers, brochures, and bill inserts. In reaching people with 
disabilities, utilities may also consider using the following approaches: 


 
• Communicate availability of special adaptive services, such as Braille, audiocassettes, 


and TTY devices to intermediary groups, CBOs, and FBOs, and local chapters of national 
organizations 


• Contact organizations that can be conduits of information, such as affinity groups, which 
are organizations where people with similar disabilities create a social and information-
sharing community 


• Use bill inserts or printing on bills, customer surveys, radio PSAs, or fliers to invite 
customers to register their request for special adaptive services 


• Include information about adaptive services in information packets given to residents of 
newly connected homes 


• Make sure utility customer service offices offer Braille signage and signing or assistive 
devices for customers who are deaf 


• Reach out to local chapters of national organizations, such as NAMI, United Cerebral 
Palsy, National Federation of the Blind, Alcoholics Anonymous, and Disabled Veterans 
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• Update utility Web site to meet ADA standards for accessible design 
 
For customers who have visual impairments, a utility can use large print versions of 


information, cassette recordings, or radio announcements. 
For customers who have hearing and speech impairments, a utility can: 
 


• Make arrangements for communicating with people who are deaf and hard of hearing or 
who have speech impairments, such as a TTY device. 


• Use email or fax communication to reach and respond to customers with speech or 
hearing impairments.  


• Develop picture guides for bill payment or customer assistance information for people 
who are deaf and hard-of-hearing or who have learning disabilities. 


 
For customers who are mentally ill, cognitively disabled, or physically unable to manage 


household accounts a utility can: 
 


• Print materials about water utility services in the simplest terms. 
• Allow customers to assign bill payment to a trusted caregiver or family member who 


would also be the first contact about nonpayment issues.  
 


Many within this last group, such as persons with developmental disabilities, may have 
case managers or trusted caregivers to oversee personal and household accounts. 


 
ENGAGING OTHER AUDIENCES 


 
Previous research has shown that customers consider some of the most useful information 


a water utility can provide to be about billing, specifically how fees and rates are determined. 
Only information about water safety and service disruption rated higher with customers (Tatham, 
Tatham, and Mobley 2004). General communication on billing issues should include messages 
explaining how a water bill is calculated, whom to call for questions, and where to apply for 
payment assistance.  


Communicating this information to influencers, such as caregivers, friends, family, 
employers, trusted community leaders, and faith-based representatives, will help spread the word 
to other customers who may be more difficult to reach. These audiences want their local water 
utility to address the needs of all customers fairly and responsibly. Communication to them about 
bill payment and assistance will help them understand the challenges a water utility faces in bill 
collections (as well as with disconnections), and will build public support for future capital needs 
(Mobley et al. 2006). These general audiences can include: 


 
• Representatives of CBOs, such as: 


− United Way and funded organizations 
− American Red Cross 
− Multi-cultural community centers 
− Ethnic and racial minority organizations 


• Representatives of FBOs such as: 
− Salvation Army 
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− Catholic Charities 
− Lutheran Social Services 


• Trusted community leaders 
• Elected and appointed officials  
• Businesses, such as  


− Employers of target audiences 
− Owners and managers of ethnic groceries and restaurants 
− Operators of daycare centers (child and adult) 


 
Effective outreach to specific audiences is possible when drinking water utilities integrate 


the knowledge and skills of other government and local public service providers, CBOs, and 
FBOs toward enhancing understanding, awareness, and action. This is an arena where water 
utility management can take a leadership role by either initiating or joining collaborations and 
working with partners in public health, CBOs and FBOs, and others to help address health, 
financial, and cultural needs of vulnerable populations.  


The following list is adapted from the principles of community engagement for the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The work has been used nationally and 
internationally to guide agencies in the community engagement process. 


 
• Be clear about the purposes or goals of the engagement effort and the populations you 


want to engage. 
• Learn about the community in terms of its economic conditions, political structures, 


values, demographics, history, and experience with engagement efforts. 
• Go to organizations and agencies that are serving the target populations, specifically 


those that offer payment assistance programs. Establish relationships, build trust, work 
with the formal and informal leaders, and seek commitment to create a process for 
partnerships. 


• All aspects of community engagement must recognize and respect diversity. Awareness 
of the various cultures in a community must be paramount in designing and 
implementing engagement approaches. 


• Community collaboration requires long-term commitment by the engaging organization 
and its partner. 


 
EXAMPLES 
 
Blanket Approach 
 


Salt Lake City HEAT (SLCH) defines itself as Utah’s version of the Federal LIHEAP. 
Funded 100% by the HHS, SLCH provides payment assistance to low-income households, 
including people who are elderly (27%), disabled (44%), and families with pre-school aged 
children (households at or below 125% of the Federal poverty line). Services are contracted 
through local Community Action Programs, Association of Government Agencies, and other 
nonprofit entities that take applications directly. This agency does not process applications for 
assistance. 


SLCH used a “blanket approach” to communication that resulted in 40% of the eligible 
population accessing services. Communication channels included the Web, brochures, outreach 
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organizations, newsletters, media releases, and posters placed with CBOs and FBOs. Few 
households sought assistance through the Web. For families with children age six and younger 
and for the disabled, representatives from public assistance organizations frequently made 
referrals. Bilingual representatives are on staff at SLCH.  


The affiliation with LIHEAP did not affect the incidence of nonpayment because incomes 
did not change and utility rates increased. In Salt Lake City, the Red Cross coordinated a 
payment assistance program with the water utility. 


 
Language Barriers 


 
The Family Service Center of San Francisco is an example of how drinking water utilities 


can partner with community organizations to get the word out about customer assistance options 
to people who otherwise might not receive, understand, or trust material disseminated by the 
utility. In San Francisco, English language competency is a significant barrier with many 
different nationalities and languages such as Korean, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Mandarin, and 
numerous African languages. To help reach these different groups, the Family Service Center, a 
nonprofit social service agency for the city and county, offers 34 programs in 11 languages and 
serves a wide range of ages, races, ethnic minorities, and economic backgrounds. This center 
does not provide assistance, but helps people with housing and rehabilitation and fills the roll of 
trusted communicator among these diverse populations. 


 
Keeping It Simple 


 
Akron Summit Community Action, Inc., the principal anti-poverty social service agency 


for Summit County, Ohio, found that simple techniques to reach people work the best: 
 


• Placing information about programs inside utility bills (EITC information has been 
included in water bills). 


• Sending news releases to mainstream and ethnic outlets at the beginning of the year to 
alert customers about a call center where appointments can be made 24-hours a day. 


• Spreading the word about available programs and requirements through word-of-mouth 
also plays a significant role.  


 
Community Collaboration in Assistance Programs 
 


An excellent example of community collaboration is the $1 Energy Fund, a program 
sponsored by 18 electric, gas, and water utilities in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 
The $1 Energy Fund found a call center approach (800 number) was its most effective outreach. 
Sponsoring utilities can automatically transfer callers to the center or enroll target users 24 hours 
a day via the Internet. Community partnerships with 160 different CBOs are a vital piece of 
$1 Energy Fund’s approach to providing a holistic approach to serving clients in need. The 
services these organizations offer provide solutions to issues above and beyond utility bill 
payment trouble and are essential to allowing the client to move along the path to self-
sufficiency. 


The $1 Energy Fund’s call center staff included persons who benefited from the program 
themselves and had been trained as CSRs. Their holistic approach includes after-care to address 
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recidivism with referrals job training and employment opportunities, offered after a household 
received utility assistance. Other key partnerships included companies with call centers, such as 
banks, healthcare providers, and other utilities, that provided job search assistance for their 
customers as well. 


The $1 Energy Fund offers gas, electricity, and water assistance in the form of grants, 
discounted monthly service charges, water-saving devices, and conservation information. 
Program funding comes from customer donations matched by corporate contributions from 
participating utilities. 


 
Awareness of Programs and Eligibility 


 
Feedback from food banks and pantries to the Food Research Action Center (FRAC) led 


Congress to create the Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) for children in 1968 after agencies 
had noticed a sharp increase in requests for assistance during summer months. FRAC is a leading 
national nonprofit organization whose goal is to impact public policies and public-private 
partnerships that address hunger and under-nutrition in the US. Information is sent to every State. 
FRAC has identified “target states” with low participation and continues to work with them 
through grants. 


Although addressing an urgent need, FRAC reported that the summer nutrition program 
was underutilized in every State. The reasons were varied: 


 
• Families were not aware of the assistance 
• Families were not aware they qualified 
• No other summer activities drew enough children to justify the program 
• Rural locations brought special transportation issues with travel distances and money for 


gasoline presenting problems 
• Schools did not want to open in the summer 


 
To increase participation, FRAC targeted schools, parks and recreation departments, and 


community centers for program development, and then worked with State and local partners to 
alert individual families and children regarding program availability, such as putting fliers in 
backpacks. In Wisconsin, a State group (as part of a larger media campaign) successfully used 
volunteers to canvass neighborhoods with information about SFSP. The best outreach was at the 
local level with food agencies involved directly with recipients; the challenge was in finding the 
right groups to reach. 


Email blasts followed by focus group activities proved to be the most effective 
communication strategy to identify and reach appropriate groups. FRAC also included 
information in utility bills and worked with area companies in displaying ads and posters.  


 
Promoting Other Assistance Programs 


 
Making people aware of other types of assistance programs can make a difference in their 


ability to pay a utility bill. EITC, for example, asked utilities across the nation to provide 
information to their customers about EITC, which, in turn, would help low-income working 
individuals and families who qualify to receive a Federal income tax refund. The refund does not 
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affect eligibility in other income-based programs. According to the IRS, in the 2006 tax year, 
22.4 million people received $43.7 billion in refunds.  


The EITC outreach campaign was created in 1975 through the Center on Budget and 
Policy Priorities (CBPP), a foundation-funded, nonprofit research institute. The Center’s tax 
campaigns were in response to the government’s increased interest in moving individuals to 
employment, the substantial tax burden to low-income earners, and the limited number of 
mechanisms to ensure that workers knew about available credits. 


EITC targets were advocacy organizations and their affiliates, such as United Way, Head 
Start, churches, unions, chambers of commerce, and utilities, which learned about CBPP 
assistance from workshops, national conferences, the IRS, and Web sites.  


CBPP mailed about 7,000 information kits annually with both retail and organization-
level materials. A “Top 10 List of Things Utilities Can Do to Promote EITC” recommended 
customer contacts just before April 15 with newsletters, bill inserts, billboards, and electronic 
media. The Web version of the kit proved to be effective with an added benefit that families 
could compute the EITC online, a feature that is not available through other media. 


Reported obstacles to program implementation included a lack of staff time and focus, 
lack of funding resources, and the inability to connect with partners who could collaborate. 
CBPP provides client groups with lists of potential community organizations. EITC advises 
organizations to start small, do what is possible, and find others to share the load. 


 
Coalitions 


 
A nonutility program, Covering Kids & Families (CKF) is a national initiative of the 


Robert Wood Johnson Foundation whose focus is to reduce the number of eligible, but uninsured 
children and adults who qualify for Medicaid or the SCHIP. CKF works through more than 
5,500 coalitions nationwide which include public officials, health professionals, educators, 
businesses, social service agencies, and FBOs.  


For all communications, CKF emphasized that printed materials should be clear and 
generate attention, written at a seventh grade reading level, and without government or technical 
jargon. Focus groups were particularly valuable in identifying effective communication channels 
because they allowed input from different populations. 


 
Community Outreach 


 
Families USA is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to the achievement of 


high quality, affordable health care for all Americans. Established in 2006, the Campaign for 
Children’s Health Care (CCHC) was a lobbying effort to highlight concerns about the nation’s 
nine million uninsured children before Congress as it considered reauthorization of SCHIP. 
Targets for communication were individuals and organizations that touched children and health 
and would support signatures for a petition drive. 


In general, email and Web site messages provided the most effective outreach strategies 
to individual and organizational advocates. CCHC’s use of an online Story Bank—which 
included stories about children who are either uninsured or underinsured—resulted in many 
requests for assistance from target groups. The online program collected and shared stakeholder-
related information from which campaign partners, events, call-in days, or an expanded email list 
were developed. A satellite town hall meeting captured input from 36 hospitals and was followed 
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by local town hall gatherings. For CCHC, most connections with interested organizations came 
through the Web site. 
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CHAPTER 22 
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND CONTINUOUS 


IMPROVEMENT 
 
 
Providing assistance to low-income households, elderly and disabled persons, and 


culturally isolated populations is inherently difficult. Even dedicated social service organizations 
that have provision of such assistance as a core mission often have difficulty reaching these 
target populations. For this reason, it is best to adopt a comprehensive and multifaceted approach 
to the design of customer payment assistance programs. The business process model of customer 
payment assistance used as a framework for this report (Figure 22.1) illustrates a broad 
collection of strategies and practices that should be considered in order to take advantage of 
every opportunity to boost the rate of favorable outcomes. Some strategies and practices may 
appear more cost-effective in producing favorable outcomes, but special attention should be paid 
to how one practice adds leverage to another, thus complicating cost-effectiveness analysis. In 
the end, the mix of strategies and practices being deployed by a utility should be the best 
combination that is most suited to the unique characteristics of the customer base. 


 


 


Figure 22.1 Business process model of customer payment assistance program 
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
 
Following this business process approach, a best practice utility is one that is constantly 


striving to improve the provision of assistance to payment-troubled customers at each individual 
step in this process as well as in the aggregate. Such a utility is one that is continually asking and 
answering the following questions: 


 
• Do we fully understand the nature and significance of nonpayment of utility bills in the 


community? Is this embedded as part of the shared values of staff, management and 
governing board members? (Chapter 5) 


• Have we identified a meaningful set of subgroups within the customer base that require 
targeted assistance to alleviate nonpayment problems? Have we established objectives for 
treating nonpayment issues within these subgroups? (Chapter 6) 


• Have we assembled an effective combination of strategies and practices to “shrink the 
bills” for the target subgroups? Are we implementing these strategies and practices as 
well as possible? (Chapters 7–10) 


• Have we assembled the best possible combination of strategies and practices to “shrink 
the overdue caseload and arrearages” for the target subgroups? Are we implementing 
these strategies and practices as well as possible? (Chapters 11–15) 


• Are we tracking the cost and effectiveness of our overall program in order to determine 
the best way to “shrink the cost of collections” while also achieving our broader, longer-
term objectives in the community? (Chapter 16) 


• Have we assembled an effective combination of strategies and practices in our support 
processes to provide legal support, personnel training, and IT and communications 
support to the overall customer payment assistance process? (Chapters 17–21) 


• Have we developed and implemented a comprehensive set of activity and outcome 
measures to evaluate the application and effectiveness of individual strategies and 
practices? Is measurement and evaluation tied in to re-evaluation of objectives and 
performance goals to push continual improvement of the customer payment assistance 
process? (Chapter 22) 
 
An effective means by which to track progress in continuous improvement is the 


development of a process maturity analysis. Although this practice has been developed to a high 
art in the management literature (Hammer 2007), it is possible to employ the concept rather 
simply, as illustrated in Table 22.1. The exercise involves engaging the staff team responsible for 
the overall process (from one end to the other) to score each of the individual components of the 
process twice—once to reflect the current status, and a second time to reflect the desired status to 
be attained within the planning period. Results are averaged together and summarized in the 
form of a bar chart as illustrated in Figure 22.2. Even in this simple application of process 
maturity analysis, the resulting bar chart provides a valuable means of drawing a focus on critical 
areas for continuous improvement.  
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Table 22.1 
Process maturity scoring matrix 


Chapter Program element 


As is Should be 


1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 


5 Leadership and shared sense of significance   X      X  


6 Understanding and targeting of sub groups   X      X  


7 Conservation assistance  X      X   


8 Billing practices   X     X   


9 Bill discounts  X     X    


10 Alternative rate structures X     X     


11 Prevention before-the-fact   X      X  


12 Effective intervention after-the-fact   X      X  


13 Crisis assistance  X       X  


14 Deferred payment plans   X      X  


15 Programs to minimize recurrences  X      X   


16 Managing the cost of collections  X      X   


17 Legal support  X      X   


18 Personnel training   X      X  


19 Information technology support  X       X  


20 and 21 Communications support  X      X   


22 Performance measurement and continuous improvement   X      X  


 
 


PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
The development of performance measures is an important and distinct aspect of the 


continuous improvement process. Within each component of a multi-faceted process such as 
customer payment assistance, there are certain obvious activities and outcomes that can be 
readily counted. To paraphrase Albert Einstein, however, not everything that is countable really 
counts. Development of performance measures requires refinement over the course of time and is 
often enhanced by viewing a number of indicators in combination to obtain the best overall 
picture of process performance. At the outset, however, it is nonetheless appropriate to start by 
identifying the most obvious places where program activities and outcomes can be easily 
counted to get a beginning sense that the process is indeed working and is indeed producing 
outcomes. Relative changes in the levels of these activities and outcomes from one period to the 
next at least provide a starting indication of whether changes prompted by the desire for 
improvement are progressing in the right direction. 
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One refinement is absolutely necessary, however. An over-arching principle of the 
approach to implementing this process model advocated in Chapter 6 and throughout this report 
is the call for customized combinations of strategies and practices to address the needs of 
explicitly targeted subgroups of payment-troubled customers. While the aggregate performance 
of a program across all customers provides a high level picture that has some usefulness, 
disaggregation of the same indicators in terms of the targeted subgroups of payment-troubled 
customers provides an understanding of how well the individualized strategies are working. 
Keeping the need for disaggregation in mind, the following obvious measures of program 
activities and outcomes could be associated with individual elements of the business process 
model of Figure 22.1.  


 
• Conservation assistance 


− Number of accounts in target subgroups with high usage 
− Number of conservation mailings to targeted accounts 
− Number of audits with retrofit for targeted accounts 


• Billing practices 
− Number of billing errors in targeted subgroups of accounts 
− Number of accounts offering customized billing vs. number in target subgroups 


• Billing discounts 
− Number of accounts with nonpayment issues in targeted subgroups 
− Number of accounts eligible for discounts vs. number in target subgroups 


• Alternative rate structures 


1 2 3 4 5
Leadership and Shared Sense of Significance
Understanding and Targeting of Sub Groups
Conservation Assistance
Billing Practices
Bill Discounts
Alternative Rate Structures
Prevention Before-the-Fact
Effective Intervention After-the-Fact
Crisis Assistance
Deferred Payment Plans
Programs to Minimize Recurrences
Managing the Cost of Collections
Legal Support
Personnel Training
Information Technology Support
Communications Support
Performance Measurement & Continual Improvement


AS IS
SHOULD BE


PERFORMANCE LEVEL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ELEMENT


 


Figure 22.2 Continuous improvement goals 
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− Number of accounts with nonpayment issues in targeted subgroups 
− Fixed charge proportion of total bills in targeted accounts 


• Prevention before-the-fact 
− Number of accounts in each target subgroup eligible for other assistance 
− Number of targeted mailings about other assistance programs 
− Number of direct referrals to other assistance programs 


• Effective intervention after-the-fact 
− Number of inbound calls from accounts in target subgroups 
− Number of outbound phone calls to accounts in target subgroups 
− Number of first call resolutions 
− Number of successful “self-cure” resolutions 
− Number of new payment troubled accounts in target subgroups advancing to 


disconnection 
• Crisis assistance 


− Number of crisis cases logged 
− Number provided/referred to crisis assistance 
− Number of crisis cases advancing to disconnection—by target subgroup 


• Deferred payment plans 
− Total arrears of accounts in target subgroups 
− Percent of total arrears in target subgroups covered by deferred payment plans 
− Number of accounts in arrears in target subgroups 
− Percent of total accounts in target subgroups on deferred payment plans 
− Total new arrears in target subgroups 
− Number of new accounts in arrears in target subgroups 
− Number of successfully completed payment plans for accounts in target 


subgroups 
− Number of unsuccessful payment plans for accounts in target subgroups 
− Number of failed payment plans advancing to disconnection—by target subgroup 


• Programs to minimize recurrences 
− Number of new incidences of nonpayment in accounts with history of 


nonpayment issues 
− Number of recurrences within each targeted subgroup 


• Managing the cost of collections 
− Cross functional tracking and roll-up of program costs 


• Legal support 
− Number of formal or informal complaints about assistance and/or disconnection 


efforts 
• Personnel training 


− Number of formal or informal complaints about assistance and/or disconnection 
efforts 


− Number of first call resolutions 
− Number of successful “self-cure” resolutions 
− Number of new payment troubled accounts in target subgroups advancing to 


disconnection 
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− Number of successfully completed payment plans for accounts in target 
subgroups 


− Number of unsuccessful payment plans for accounts in target subgroups 
− Number of failed payment plans advancing to disconnection—by target subgroup 


• IT support 
− Number of accounts matched to databases of other assistance programs—by 


target subgroup 
− Number of first call resolutions 
− Number of successfully completed payment plans for accounts in target 


subgroups 
• Communications support 


− Number of conservation mailings to targeted accounts 
− Number of audits with retrofit for targeted accounts 
− Number of targeted mailings about other assistance programs 


• Continuous improvement 
− Customer surveys and focus groups 
− Year-over-year changes in all the above indicators 


 
It is worth noting that the potential performance indicators listed above are most useful to 


a utility in comparing its own performance to that of prior years. This area of practice does not 
lend itself to inter-utility comparisons of benchmarks due to the inherent differences in a wide 
array of variables relating to local economic circumstances, income levels, the cost of living, and 
the cost of water service. 


 
ADVANCED PRACTICES 


 
Too often, a utility and its governing board will respond to the negative impression of 


disconnection policies with some version of a customer payment assistance program, but seldom 
is it the comprehensive and continually improving approach advocated in this report. Without 
both of these elements—comprehensiveness and continual improvement—programs can simply 
lead to complacency. Once it is possible to say that a utility has a program to try to help 
payment-troubled customers, that is often enough until the next time the issue flares up. 
Unfortunately, this limited approach serves the best interests of no one. Advanced practitioners 
assert that a comprehensive best practice approach is, in fact, supported by a net positive 
business case (Colton 1991, Victoria 2005) that is further enhanced by the additional spillover 
benefits that accrue to the utility in improving its image in the community and among customers. 
Moreover, such deliberate intention to assist payment-troubled customers can actually reduce the 
scope of the utility bill payment problem and make an important difference in many lives.  


Within the energy utility sector, there is a developed literature around the issue of 
“universal service.” The ideal that all households should have uninterrupted essential utility 
services has also been articulated in the water sector. Achieving the standard of universal service 
may seem impractical and unrealistic in face of the hard realities facing some households and the 
hard realities facing utility finance managers as well. There is a tendency to accept a nominal 
level of performance such as 5% of customers on payment plans and 1% disconnections 
(Victoria 2005) as an acceptable set of outcomes in an imperfect world. Water utility survey 
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results reported in Chapter 4 similarly confirm that uncollectibles in a range of 1−3% is not 
considered to represent an urgent problem.  


In contrast to this perspective, another view of the goal of universal service maintains that 
while it may be presently impossible for us to see a way of pushing the number of disconnections 
down to zero, that does not mean we should not be continually striving to reduce the number. In 
effect, therefore, continual improvement of customer payment assistance programs can be used 
as a measure of a utility’s efforts to attain the goal of universal service (Colton 1998). Universal 
service may not mean zero disconnections, but it should mean making an effort to approach zero 
as far as practical. An advanced approach to documenting this level of continual improvement 
was outlined in testimony before the Pennsylvania PUC (Colton 1998) as follows. A universal 
service performance review indicator for these purposes should involve the following 
components: 


 
Termination of Service 


 
The performance of the utility is to be measured by the “termination rate.” Termination 


rate is calculated by dividing the number of residential service terminations by the number of 
residential customers. Termination rate enables a comparison of termination practices among 
utilities without regard to differences in utility size. As a result, the figure represents an absolute 
comparison of performance. 


The first component compares the performance of a specific utility to the termination rate 
for that utility in a base period. If the utility is at the base period level, it will receive a score of 5. 
For every 10% divergence from the base period, it will receive a plus or minus rating of 1 
respectively up to a score of +/-10. 


 
Payment Agreements 


 
A successful completion of a deferred payment agreement involves a customer that 


retires his or her arrears without need for renegotiation of the agreement and without need for the 
disconnection of service. Given the general mandate that utilities enter into only “reasonable” 
deferred payment agreements, virtually all deferred payment agreements presumably should be 
successfully completed. 


The second component compares the performance of the utility in a specified time period 
to the deferred payment plan success rate in a base period. If the utility is at the base period level, 
it will receive a score of 5. For every 4% divergence up or down from the base period, it will 
receive a plus or minus rating of 1 respectively up to a score of +/-10. 


 
Money at Risk 


 
The money at risk to a utility provides insight into the total financial exposure that the 


utility experiences due to nonpayment of current bills. Collectability rates of 95% and more 
should be expected for current bills, while collectability rates for arrears of older than 60 days 
drop sharply. The rate at which money is placed at risk is calculated by summing the total dollars 
in arrears along with the total dollars subject to deferred payment arrangements. The summed 
dollar figure for the study year is then indexed to a base period. If the base period sum is $100, 
for example, and the study period amount is $150, the index is 1.5. 
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The third component compares the annual performance of a specific utility to the “money 
at risk” for a base period. If the utility is at the base period level, it will receive a score of 5. For 
every 0.2 divergence up or down from the base period index, it will receive a plus or minus 
rating of 1 respectively up to a score of +/-10. 


 
Customers in Arrears 


 
Households that are in arrears, but that have not entered into a deferred payment 


agreement, represent a serious risk of loss to a utility. Moreover, by entering into a deferred 
payment plan, the risk that the customer will ultimately lose its utility service is lessened. One 
aspect of universal service involves both getting—and keeping—late paying customers on 
deferred payment arrangements. 


The rate at which customer service is placed at risk due to nonpayment is calculated by 
summing the total customers who are in arrears but who have not entered into a deferred 
payment plan with the utility. The fourth component compares the annual performance of a 
specific utility to the “customers in arrears” rate for a base period. If the utility is at the base 
period level, it will receive a score of 5. For every 2% divergence up or down from the base 
period, it will receive a plus or minus rating of 1 respectively up to a score of +/-10. 


 
Weighted Arrears 


 
In addition to the number of accounts in arrears, the amount of money in arrears is an 


indicator of the extent to which customers have their service in jeopardy because of nonpayment. 
Comparisons of arrears between utilities (as well as between time periods), however, can be 
misleading because of differences in bill sizes. For this reason, a weighted statistic is calculated 
so that the effect of different average bills is taken into consideration. More specifically, the 
score used in this performance indicator is a weighted arrears for all customers who are not in 
deferred payment agreements. It is calculated by dividing the total monthly arrears not subject to 
deferred payment agreements by the average monthly customer bill. Weighted arrears that 
exceed the base period level point to a practice of allowing household arrears to persist without 
placing such households on to deferred payment agreements. 


This component thus compares the performance of a utility to the “weighted arrears” rate 
for a base period. If the utility is at the base period level, it will receive a score of 5. For every 
two-tenths (0.20) “bill behind” divergence up or down from the base period, it will receive a plus 
or minus rating of 1 respectively up to a score of +/-10. 


 
Need for Each Component 


 
All five components are necessary to reach the desired results of universal service 


performance measurement without creating perverse incentives to pursue counter-productive 
collection strategies. Consider: 


 
• To create rewards for reducing arrears without creating penalties for increasing shutoffs 


would lead a utility to refuse to negotiate reasonable payment plans with those least able 
to pay. The utility would then follow with the termination of service. The end sought, 
however, is not simply the reduction of arrears, but rather the pursuit of universal service. 
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• Similarly, to create an incentive for increasing the number of payment plans without 
penalizing high proportions of unaffordable plans would lead a utility to place customers 
on deferred payment arrangements without regard to the chance of those plans to 
succeed. There is not only a need to get payment-troubled customers on deferred payment 
arrangements, but to get them on affordable plans with a reasonable opportunity for 
success. 


• To create an incentive for maximizing the percent of customers on deferred payment 
arrangements, without creating an incentive to minimize total customers in debt at the 
same time, may well divert resources from the overall goal of full and timely payment. 
The first step, of course, is to minimize overall levels of debt. To the extent there is debt, 
that debt should be made subject to a deferred payment arrangement. 


 
Calculation of Final Score 
 


The composite universal service measurement of a utility is calculated by adding the 
various component scores. 


 
 


Line Measure Score 


1 Termination Rate  


2 Money at Risk Index  


3 Deferred Payment Plan Success Rate  


4 Weighted Arrears  


5 Percent Customers in Debt  


6 Total Score Sum lines 1–5 
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CHAPTER 23 
CUSTOMER PAYMENT ASSISTANCE IN SMALL SYSTEMS 


 
 


All of the strategies and practices 
identified in the business process model 
of customer payment assistance 
programs can be applied in small utility 
systems—with appropriate scaling to 
meet the inherently different 
circumstances. In fact, some practices 
may actually be much easier to apply in 
the context of a small community.  


Much depends upon the both the 
size and demographics of a community. 
A small community has a smaller base 
across which to spread the costs of 
assisting others. Outside assistance from 
private or governmental sources can help 


to ease this burden. In cases where small community utility systems exist within pockets of 
extreme poverty, the case for outside assistance may be compelling.  


In the course of this research project, the strategies and practices comprising the business 
process approach to customer assistance were presented to a seminar audience consisting of field 
representatives of the Rural Community Assistance Partnership from programs located in 
impoverished areas of Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Indiana, South Carolina, Michigan, New 
Mexico, and New Jersey. Compared to the 1-to-3% level of uncollectible utility bills reported as 
typical in the survey of water utilities summarized in Chapter 3, members of this group believed 
that the communities they serve sometimes face uncollectibles problems that are ten times as 
great, constituting a true threat to financial sustainability.  


Where demographic factors allow, many small systems can succeed in applying the 
strategies and practices of the business process approach as appropriate to their circumstances. 
This chapter reviews the major components of the model from the perspective of application to 
small systems. 


 
OBJECTIVES 


 
While most of the organizational objectives of a customer assistance program are similar 


at small scale, a small utility is likely to have a more personal relationship with its customers. A 
small water system is a clear benefit to a community. Many rural residents in impoverished areas 
can still remember when there was no central water and sanitation service. As many as half a 
million people in impoverished rural areas still lack such basic services today (RCAP 2004). 


One of the biggest differences in a small community is related to the old saying that 
everyone knows everyone’s business. Inability to pay utility bills can be an embarrassment to the 
customer and present the water system administrator who has to inquire about the missing 
payment with a sensitive task. By contrast, when a customer in a large city is confronted by a 
large and impersonal utility bill collection department, there is less at stake for the reputations of 
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both the customer and the utility. In the anonymity of the big city environment, people do not 
feel as if their every move is being carefully watched and judged.  


Another concern involves program implementation consistency. If word spreads that 
someone got a special break on paying their utility bill, others will want similar treatment or they 
will see things as unfair. But even when the small utility is as even-handed and fair as it can be in 
trying to resolve nonpayment issues, a single disconnection can provoke a backlash and spread 
an impression that the utility is unfair and uncaring to disadvantaged families.  


Nothing can be done to alter the realities of small town life. On the plus side, there may 
be much greater opportunity to target or customize some types of assistance efforts because the 
smaller number of customers makes it more tractable to do so. Some highly effective practices 
that might only reach a fraction of the target subgroup of customers in a large city might reach a 
much larger proportion of a small community, partially because it is easier to identify program 
target recipients and conduct the needed outreach. In the end, the small utility wants to achieve 
the same objectives in customer assistance programs—to help people, to keep the utility 
sustainable, to give the utility a positive image, and to help the community.  


 
STRATEGY 1—SHRINK THE BILLS 


 
Conservation retrofits to reduce water consumption (Chapter 7) is a prime example of a 


practice that is very appropriate for a small utility system. If there are meters to indicate which 
customers have higher than average consumption, it is easy to target such customers for 
outreach. Unlike the big city, outreach does not have to be limited to an impersonal bill-stuffer 
promoting conservation. In a small town, it is possible to contact customers directly and talk to 
them about it personally. If installing conservation fixtures is impeded by constraints of 
household finances, subsidized assistance by the utility can be a good bargain since conservation 
retrofit has only a small fixed cost and produces a lasting impact on reducing bills and improving 
collections. 


Customization of billing practices (Chapter 8) represents another tool that may be 
particularly appropriate under small system conditions. Some rural residents may be more likely 
to have seasonal variations in their water use and/or employment and income patterns. These 
factors can be accommodated with customized forms of budget billing intended to better align 
cost recovery with available household income. This may be a disadvantage to a small system 
that uses billing software with limited flexibility. However, manual handling of a targeted 
subgroup of accounts might not be too great a burden, especially if it offsets later collections 
activities. 


As discussed in Chapter 9, bill discounts may not be legally feasible in all institutional 
settings. But where allowed, a small system may benefit from this approach and even find it 
easier to administer if the number of accounts involved is relatively small and eligibility is 
established through an established social services program.  


Alternative rate structures discussed in Chapter 10 may require some upfront analysis to 
develop the best approach, but lowering the cost of water for essential uses can be beneficial and 
light on administrative burdens once established. 
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STRATEGY 2—SHRINK THE OVERDUE CASELOAD AND ARREARAGES 
 
As discussed in Chapter 11, an effective way to prevent problems of nonpayment of 


utility bills is to help make customers aware of other social service programs that can decrease 
their living expenses. This strategy can be even more effective in a small community where there 
is a manageable number of accounts and where personal appeals can be undertaken, in addition 
to mass communications. 


Chapter 12 describes a number of approaches for effective intervention once a bill has 
gone past due. Many of these approaches can be adapted by small systems, but if the number of 
delinquent accounts is manageable, there is a better opportunity in a small system to rely more 
heavily on the personal touch, increasing the odds that assistance programs will actually reach 
those in need. 


Crisis assistance programs discussed in Chapter 13 are a valuable component of an 
overall approach to assisting payment troubled utility customers. Crisis situations such as job 
loss or a major illness are often the reasons why low-income households get behind on utility 
bills. While resources for a crisis assistance fund may be relatively limited in a small community, 
other assistance programs may be available drawing on State or Federal sources. 


Ultimately nonpayment is resolved through either deferred payment plans or 
disconnections. Chapter 14 provides a thorough review of the steps involved in developing and 
managing deferred payment plans. This process entails one-on-one interaction with the customer, 
so there is no advantage to large scale. The same methods can be applied one customer at a time, 
regardless of system size. 


Chapter 15 provides additional steps that all utilities should remember to include in an 
assistance program in order to help customers minimize the recurrence of nonpayment problems 
in the future. 


 
STRATEGY 3—SHRINK THE COST OF COLLECTIONS 


 
Chapter 16 reviews a number of considerations that enter into a utility’s need to 


continually evaluate its assistance programs from the perspective of optimizing the expenditure 
of resources in pursuit of delinquent accounts. These issues are identical for small systems and, 
in fact, costs might be easier to isolate and track in a small scale operation. However, as also 
discussed in Chapter 16, cost-effectiveness in collections should not be the only objective under 
consideration. The broader benefits of a customer assistance program to a utility and a 
community must also be weighed when determining an acceptable level of costs to be borne in 
customer assistance. 


 
SUPPORT SERVICES 


 
Small system efforts in customer assistance are subject to the legal considerations and 


constraints described in Chapter 17. Most importantly, it is necessary to involve legal counsel in 
designing a program containing any new or different elements since local legal restrictions may vary. 


Chapter 18 describes training needs for customer service representatives assigned to 
customer assistance programs. In very small systems, these functions may fall on a very few 
people. It is essential that these individuals have the necessary sensitivities discussed in 
Chapter 18 in order to make efforts in customer assistance as effective as possible. While the 
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collections function can be more personal in a small system, it is best to view this as a positive 
opportunity to develop relationships that will help customers find more lasting solutions to 
underlying causes of payment problems. 


Chapter 19 describes database and analytical support requirements to help implement and 
administer customer assistance programs in large utilities. Many of these needs may be 
addressed through much simpler means in small systems. 


Chapters 20 and 21 describe approaches to communications efforts intended to help 
spread the word about assistance programs to target subgroups of customers. Many of these ideas 
may not apply in the setting of a small system. 


 
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 


 
As described in Chapter 22, the objective of performance measurement should not be to 


compare one utility against another, but rather to track the year-over-year progress of an 
individual utility’s customer assistance programs. This enables managers to assess what is 
working and what is not working, leading to continual improvement of program outcomes over 
the course of time. The performance measures suggested in Chapter 22 are tractable for any size 
utility and, in fact, some may be easier to record and track at small scale. It is important to follow 
through. When a program is implemented without deliberate performance measurement, it 
suggests a lack of appropriate management attention to the issue of nonpayment. Even if the 
measures are simple and the results seem apparent in a small system, it is good practice to 
formally measure and report results. 
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CHAPTER 24 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 


 
 


CONCLUSIONS 
 
A central finding of this research is that while most water utilities can say that they take 


steps to help payment-troubled customers, their “programs” of activity are usually little more 
than ad hoc collections of practices, not well integrated with other utility management practices 
and operated without a strong sense of objectives or mission. Customer payment assistance 
programs have sometimes arisen out of the politics of the moment, following bad economic 
times when disconnections have risen to levels drawing negative attention. Yet, this can lead to a 
sense of complacency that “something” is being done about the problem, suppressing the 
initiative to try to do better. This was confirmed in a survey conducted by the AWWA in 2004. 
Two-thirds of respondents reported their level of uncollectibles was below 1% and was not 
considered to be a big problem. Economic conditions have changed drastically since the AWWA 
survey was conducted in 2004. Comprehensive utility programs that reflect the deliberate 
intention and follow-through of a business process are likely to function better than ad hoc 
programs in both good and bad economic conditions. It is not enough to say, “we have a 
customer assistance program.” Water utilities should aspire to be able to say, “we have a 
customer assistance program that reflects the standard of best practice in the industry and we are 
continually improving it.” 


One of the beneficial outcomes of applying a Quality Management framework to a 
business process is the almost immediate identification of “low-hanging fruit.” There are always 
a number of gaps that are revealed by the initial application of a comprehensive and systematic 
framework which can lead to early successes and quick program improvements. There are also 
longer-term benefits from the simple disciplines of defining the objectives of a business process 
and undertaking deliberate efforts to measure the performance of the process in meeting the 
objectives. 


Consideration of the objectives of customer payment assistance programs yields a 
number of significant observations for water utilities. Whereas a 1% level of uncollectibles 
implies a small problem, statistics show that nationally about 15% of residential water customers 
are low-income households that are constantly at risk of payment problems. This proportion can 
obviously be much larger in some jurisdictions⎯and, costs have been continually rising faster 
than inflation. So, although only 1% may be in arrears at any given time, a much larger 
proportion of the customer base may come into contact with a utility’s collections process over 
the course of time. Word of mouth will also expand awareness of the utility’s reputation in this 
area of performance. While it may not seem like it, this area of business practice may have a 
great bearing on a utility’s ability to build and sustain customer loyalty, satisfaction, and trust 
over the long haul. Business research has shown that customers have long memories about their 
positive and negative experiences with customer service. 


An important insight stemming from consideration of program objectives pertains to 
whether the utility should be striving to simply “resolve” instances of nonpayment, or trying to 
“help solve” the endemic problem of nonpayment by incorporation of strategies and practices 
that address, or are sensitive to, underlying causes of nonpayment. While utilities are not in the 
social services business, a proactive approach is ultimately more effective than waiting for 
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accounts to appear as past due. The most obvious strategy is to choose from an array of options 
for integrating the utility’s activities more closely with those of the actual social service 
providers in the community. One of the greatest challenges in providing social services is 
identifying and reaching families in need. Utilities can help make these connections to the 
benefit of the entire community.  


Other solution-oriented strategies available to utilities involve provision of direct 
assistance to customers in various forms (crisis assistance, bill discounts, debt forgiveness, etc.) 
constituting a cross-subsidy⎯where one group of customers bears costs on behalf of another. 
Such deliberate cross-subsidies are illegal in many jurisdictions and forbidden by utility policies 
in others. However, in the standard commercial approach to collections, much collections effort 
is wasted and costs of excessive disconnections, reconnections, and write-offs are incurred with 
no means of recovery except through the very same mechanism of cross-subsidy by full-paying 
customers. 


Another critical factor in the success of a customer assistance program is recognition of 
the fact that there are various different causes of nonpayment at the household level, including 
job loss, illness, disability, domestic turmoil, and unexpected expenses that upset fragile budgets 
in low-income households. Given that the causes are different, it follows that a utility collections 
program that treats all cases following the same protocol is going to be less effective than a 
program which recognizes that one size will not fit all circumstances. The best practice is to 
develop custom approaches for specific target subgroups of customers with recurring patterns of 
payment problems. Commercial approaches to collections make no distinction between 
delinquent accounts, driving all those that either “can’t pay” or “won’t pay” toward termination. 
If a collections strategy instead recognizes that many simply “can’t pay when due,” there are 
numerous options for recovering substantial revenue with fewer terminations. 


A final consideration of importance to water utilities is the relationship of payment 
problems to health issues. Poverty researchers have documented that utility bills compete with 
other necessities such as food and medical care in the household budgets of low-income families. 
Potential impacts relate to many of the same public health endpoints targeted by SDWA 
standards such as effects on children and the unborn. Utilities must acknowledge this connection 
between affordability and public health as another compelling reason to go beyond normal 
commercial collections practices and help meet higher community goals in this area of service. 


 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UTILITIES 


 
A best practice utility is one that adopts a comprehensive and systematic view of its 


customer assistance program, treating it as a mainline business process that has clearly 
articulated strategic and operational objectives and that is submitted to regular evaluation and 
refinement based on well-defined measures of process performance.  


A best practice utility should be proactive rather than reactive in assisting payment-
troubled customers. A proactive utility will: 


 
• Examine patterns of nonpayment to define key subgroups of payment-troubled customers 


and design custom approaches to meet their differing needs. 
• Integrate its assistance efforts with those of private and governmental social service and 


assistance providers in the community⎯such as sharing of database resources to 
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identify potential clients and improve outreach for assistance programs at a community-
wide level. 


• Implement communications campaigns to expand awareness of utility and other 
assistance programs, conveying effective knowledge to target subgroups of customers, 
enabling and encouraging them to seek assistance. 


• Develop custom approaches to treating different types of nonpayment situations for 
various subgroups and train customer service staff to a high level of readiness to connect 
clients with the appropriate assistance on the first call, or at the first point of contact. 


• Provide various forms of after-care to assist customers in the aftermath of resolving an 
incidence of payment troubles in order to help minimize recurrences. 
 
A best practice utility is one that recognizes that going beyond the normal realm of 


standard commercial collections practices is pragmatic and worthwhile when weighed in terms 
of the overall mission of the utility within the community. Some utilities have even reported a 
net positive business case can be made for making this effort. It is certain that the total benefits 
outweigh costs when viewed from the most holistic perspective. 


 
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 


 
The utility survey conducted in 2004 by AWWA to characterize customer assistance 


programs and the extent of uncollectibles is clearly out of date in the wake of recent economic 
disturbances. It would be a straightforward matter to replicate the survey at this time in order to 
measure the changes that have resulted and recalibrate an understanding of the baseline 
conditions.  


The best practice business process model outlined in this report is anchored in quality 
management principles that require routine measurement of performance and evaluation of 
program effectiveness in order to foster continual improvement. A number of potential 
approaches to performance measurement are suggested in Chapter 22. An established method for 
enhancing the development of a business process and of performance measurement is to convene 
a research consortium of practitioners who share the desire to improve the same process. By 
working together, the participants can learn and advance more rapidly through their combined 
experiences. Such a consortium could be convened as a follow-up research project. In the 
consortium benchmarking study design, participating utilities would meet initially to refine the 
process model proposed here and to nominate a comprehensive set of performance measures. 
They would then implement their chosen combinations of strategies and practices while 
measuring performance for a specified period (say, a year), after which, they would meet again 
to compare notes and propose both process and measurement improvements. Unlike, competitive 
benchmarking, the measures proposed in Chapter 22 are most useful in measuring the 
effectiveness of an individual utility’s program and are not intended for inter-utility comparisons, 
but participants in a consortium effort still benefit from more rapid learning through comparison 
of experiences and, as a research effort to be documented, a consortium study would help to 
advance the entire industry along this path. In conceiving such a study, it is also recommended 
that the water sector combine forces (and funding sources) with the energy sector to expand the 
scope to encompass both water and energy utilities. While some energy utilities have more 
advanced practices as a result of their higher bills, the energy literature is still lacking a 
comprehensive business process approach and work on performance measurement has only 
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begun in the energy sector. A major push on measurement and continuous improvement would 
be the best way to advance the entire field of utility customer assistance quickly and efficiently 
to a higher plateau. 


Water utilities are not in the business of providing social services. This is a standard 
refrain that is often invoked as a reason to hold back from devising programs to help payment-
troubled customers. While it is true that provision of social services is not the core mission of 
water utilities, the process model proposed here asserts that some part of a utility’s mission⎯and 
arguably, an important part⎯does have some of the character of social services and can benefit 
from a closer appreciation of best practices in social services. The good news is that provision of 
social services to low-income and other disadvantaged subpopulations has been the object of 
extensive research and much has been discovered that is quite useful. The bad news is that this 
learning is buried away in literature that lies far outside the domain of utility practitioners. This 
deficiency could be easily corrected by a research study designed to develop an authoritative 
primer on the intersection of poverty and essential utility services⎯perhaps along the lines of the 
recent primer on climate change produced by the Water Research Foundation (Miller and Yates 
2006). The primer would be useful as a fact base for utilities and public policymakers to dispel 
myths that become part of organizational belief systems in the absence of facts. It would also 
serve as a tool to help utilities customize their assistance programs and provide training to front-
line staff administering customer assistance. 


Provision of various forms of customer assistance is illegal in many locations due to a 
steadfast restriction against any form of cross-subsidy⎯the instance where one customer bears 
costs incurred on behalf of another customer. Ultimately, providing assistance may entail some 
cross-subsidy and the restrictions must be loosened to admit many of the practices described 
here. The origins of such restrictions in ratemaking policy are quite understandable and yet, they 
are, in practice, quite imperfect. A relentlessly commercial one-size-fits-all approach to 
collections and terminations can result in higher administrative costs than a more 
accommodating approach to collections. Since the cost of collections is necessarily borne by 
paying customers, it is a cross-subsidy⎯and, a larger one than necessary. Other forms of cross-
subsidy also exist. Careful analysis should be applied to such issues as whether the full cost of 
extending new service is being recovered in connections fees or whether fund transfers to local 
government entities are legitimate. In the current environment, very visible and deliberate cross-
subsidies such as those involved in customer assistance are vulnerable whereas less visible cross-
subsidies buried away in the nuances of ratemaking and accounting can escape notice. The entire 
subject of “full cost pricing” is ripe for rigorous research attention. As it currently stands, the 
phrase has a significant presence in water policy literature and debates, but there is no agreed 
method of defining or documenting it. 


Databases can be a valuable resource in targeting and customizing a customer assistance 
program, but the data has to first be made available for use. Two obvious sources of valuable 
information are within easy reach of most utilities, but might benefit from research efforts to 
stimulate their full exploitation.  


First, the Federal LIHEAP has been in existence for 30 years and has a highly developed 
information infrastructure involving energy utilities and State and local social service agencies. 
Tapping into this existing network is one of the surest ways for a water utility to quickly obtain 
data with which to customize a customer assistance program. Accessing client data raises 
concerns for privacy, but the intention of benefiting the clients is usually regarded as a sufficient 
reason to proceed, albeit with due care. More generally, close integration of water utility 
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programs with the existing LIHEAP programs is an excellent means of improving overall 
outcomes for the community. There have been repeated calls for a water version of the LIHEAP 
legislation to create a parallel program for water utilities. Were such an effort to go forward, it is 
the resulting integration with the existing LIHEAP network that would constitute the largest 
benefit. Research might be applied to review the options for a water LIHEAP program and make 
a specific recommendation for adoption. 


The second, and by far the greatest, information resource available to utilities is their own 
customer information systems (CIS). However, the barriers to bringing such systems to bear on 
customization of assistance programs can be substantial. CIS are designed primarily to perform 
billing functions and adapting them to other purposes or integrating them with other data systems 
can be viewed as a threat by system owners who have a specific responsibility to produce correct 
billings on a schedule and correctly track collections activities. These are legitimate concerns, 
but they are also surmountable with the right type of effort. Research could usefully be applied to 
this question of adapting CIS to permit integration with other data systems and mining of utility 
customer data to produce alternative types of outputs. An even broader study might be 
envisioned since this issue has been raised in other areas⎯such as water demand analysis and 
asset management. 


The present research project has focused exclusively on providing assistance to single-
family residential customers. Nationally, this covers only about half of the low-income 
population. The other half live in rental apartments. For the most part, rental units do not have 
individual water meters so the customer relationship is between the utility and the landlord. This 
is a totally different dynamic and requires a totally different set of strategies and practices from 
those described here. Moreover, water utilities are alone in this area since energy use is metered 
in most individual apartments. Policies for coping with payment-troubled landlords are a 
significant challenge that call for the utility to closely integrate its activities with local housing 
officials and regulators. Disconnection may or may not be an available remedy. Although the 
available strategies and practices applicable to this problem are ultimately very local, it is still 
likely that utilities could learn substantially from their mutual experiences. A consortium 
research study on this topic could be very fruitful in this regard. Rather than limiting participants 
to utility personnel, it could also seek to enlist participants from city housing and regulatory 
agencies as well as drawing upon appropriate State and Federal research and funding sources to 
supplement the effort. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 
AMWA Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies 
ATM automated teller machine 
AWWA American Water Works Association 
 
CARES Customer Assistance and Referral Evaluation System 
CBO community-based organization  
CBPP Center on Budget and Policy Priorities 
CCHC Campaign for Children’s Health Care 
CES Consumer Expenditures Survey 
CIS customer information system 
CKF Covering Kids & Families 
CSR customer service representative  
 
D/I disposable income 
 
ECA Energy Coordinating Agency 
EITC Earned Income Tax Credit 
ESL English as a second language 
 
FBO faith-based organization  
FCC Federal Communications Commission 
FPL Federal Poverty Level 
FRAC Food Research Action Center 
 
HHS US Department of Health and Human Services 
 
IRS Internal Revenue Service  
IT information technology 
 
LEP limited English proficient 
LIHEAP Low Income Heating and Energy Assistance Program 
 
MHI median household income 
 
NAMI National Alliance on Mental Illness 
 
PIPP percentage of income payment plan 
PSA Public Service announcement 
PUC Public Utility Commission 
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SBC system benefits charge 
SCHIP State Children’s Health Insurance Program 
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act 
SFSP Summer Food Service Program 
SLCH Salt Lake City HEAT 
 
TTY text telephone 
 
UN United Nations 
US United States 
USF Universal Service Fund 
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Executive Summary 


The 2005 Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) is a national survey that collected 


energy-related data for occupied housing units and households.  The Office of Community 


Services (OCS) in the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) of the U.S. Department 


of Health and Human Services (HHS) funded a special set of questions for low income 


households responding to the 2005 RECS.  Those questions collected information on residential 


and home energy-related problems faced by low income households and measured the extent to 


which participation in LIHEAP helped to ameliorate those problems.
1
  The purpose of this report 


is to present the findings from analyses of those questions. 


Study Goals 


In RECS surveys prior to 2005, survey questions on energy affordability issues were limited to 


heating service disconnections and other electric service disconnections.  However, low income 


households can experience other problems as result of having high energy bills.  For example, in 


order to make their home energy bill affordable, a household might have to keep the home at a 


temperature that is unhealthy, particularly for young children, disabled, or elderly individuals.  


The 2005 RECS included a set of questions that documented the different types of energy 


affordability problems that low income households face. The purpose of this study is use the 


2005 RECS data to develop information on the Energy Insecurity
2
 of low income households, 


including:  


 Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity – Estimation of the rate at which low income 


households face various types of energy problems; examination of survey respondent 


reports on the extent to which LIHEAP restores home heating and cooling for households 


experiencing utility service or fuel delivery interruptions. 


 Factors Related to Energy Insecurity – An analysis of the factors associated with energy 


problems including income, energy burden, geographic region and other demographic 


and housing factors. 


                                                 
1
 Unless otherwise indicated, “low income” refers to households with income at or below the Federal maximum 


LIHEAP eligibility standard (i.e., the greater of 150 percent of HHS Poverty Guidelines or 60 percent of State 


median income). 
2
 In the literature, Energy Insecurity is defined as the “lack of consistent access to enough of the kinds of energy 


needed for a healthy and safe life in the geographic area where a household is located.” (Cook et al., A Brief 


Indicator of Energy Security: Associations with Food Security, Child Health, and Child Development in US Infants 


and Toddlers. Pediatrics; Oct 2008, 122; e867-e875.) 
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 Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale – An assessment of the performance 


of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale
3
 in measuring the impacts of energy costs on low 


income households compared to other Energy Insecurity measures used in the past. 


This exploratory study furnishes important information regarding the performance of LIHEAP, 


as well as the types of information that should be collected to assess the energy needs of low 


income households. 


Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity 


The most observable types of Energy Insecurity are the interruption of space heating services 


during the heating season and the interruption of air conditioning services during the cooling 


season. The 2005 RECS furnishes information on the estimated number of low income 


households that reported heating or air conditioning interruptions in the twelve months prior to 


the survey.     


Figure 1 presents statistics on heating and air conditioning interruptions. Payment interruptions 


refer to those caused by loss of service due to energy bill payment problems.  Equipment 


interruptions refer to those that occurred when heating or cooling equipment malfunctioned and 


the household could not afford to pay for its repair or replacement.  The figure shows that 9.1 


percent of low income households had some type of space heating interruptions due to any 


reasons; 5.9 percent had interruptions due to bill payment problems, 4.4 percent had interruptions 


due to equipment problems, and 1.2 percent experienced both types of problems.  The figure also 


shows that 7.0 percent of low income households that cooled had some type of air conditioning 


interruptions due to any reasons; 3.5 percent had interruptions due to bill payment problems, 4.0 


percent had interruptions due to equipment problems, and 0.5 percent had both types of 


interruptions.  Overall, 11.6 percent of low income households experienced a space heating 


interruption, an air conditioning interruption, or both types of problems. 


                                                 
3
 Colton, R. (2003). Measuring the Outcomes of Low-Income Energy Assistance Programs through a Home Energy 


Insecurity Scale.  A Publication prepared for:  LIHEAP Committee on Managing for Results. U.S. Department of 


Health and Human Services. Administration for Children and Families. Office of Community Services, Division of 


Energy Assistance.  
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Figure 1 
Space Heating and Air Conditioning Service Interruptions in the Past 12 Months 


By Reason for Interruption 
Low Income Households, 2005 
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About 5.9 percent of low income households had space heating interruptions during the heating 


season due to bill payment problems in 2005.  A review of statistics from previous RECS 


surveys finds that the 2005 incidence of space heating interruptions is the highest ever measured, 


and is more than twice the incidence observed in the 2001 RECS survey (2.7 percent). 


The households, which reported experiencing heating or cooling interruptions in the past year 


and also self-reported that they received energy assistance in the 2005 RECS survey, were asked 


a series of questions to assess the role of energy assistance in restoring the service for these 


households.   The 2005 RECS showed that energy assistance plays an important role in restoring 


space heating and air conditioning service.  Of the estimated 1.2 million energy assistance 


recipient households that reported space heating interruptions, 59.0 percent indicated that energy 


assistance assisted them in restoring heating service, either by helping them to pay their heating 


bill or by helping to pay for repair or replacement of their space heating system.  Similarly, of the 


estimated 0.5 million energy assistance recipient households that reported air conditioning 


interruptions, 40.3 percent indicated that energy assistance assisted them in restoring air 


conditioning service, either by helping to pay the electric bill or by helping to repair or replace 


their air conditioning equipment. 


The 2005 RECS included survey questions to help measure the financial and health/safety 


dimensions of Energy Insecurity.  These questions are presented in Table 1. For each dimension, 


respondents were asked to report whether they experienced that problem “almost every month, 


some months, only one or two months, or never.”   


In this part of the Executive Summary, low income households are identified as having financial 


Energy Insecurity if they answered at least one of the financial Energy Insecurity questions in 


Table 1 as almost every month, some months, or only one or two months.  Similarly, low income 
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households are identified as having health and safety Energy Insecurity if they answered at least 


one of the health and safety questions in Table 1 as almost every month, some months, or only 


one or two months. 


Table 1 
Financial and Health/Safety Energy Insecurity Questions, 2005 RECS 


Financial Energy Insecurity Health and Safety Energy Insecurity 


Did you worry that you would not be able to pay 


your home energy bill? 


Did you close off part of your home because you 


couldn’t afford to heat or cool it? 


Did you reduce your expenses for what you 


consider to be basic household necessities? 


Did you keep your home at a temperature that you 


felt was unsafe or unhealthy at any time of the 


year? 


Did you borrow from a friend or relative to pay 


your home energy bill? 


Did you leave your home for part of the day 


because it was too hot or too cold? 


Did you skip paying your home energy bill or pay 


less than your whole home energy bill? 


Did you use your kitchen stove or oven to provide 


heat? 


Did you have a supplier of your electric or home 


heating service threaten to disconnect your 


electricity or home heating fuel service, or 


discontinue making fuel deliveries? 


 


Figure 2 presents statistics on respondent reports of the financial dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity and the health and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity.  The figure shows that 23.6 


percent of low income households had one or more types of financial Energy Insecurity “almost 


every month,” and that an additional 25.4 percent had one or more types of financial Energy 


Insecurity “some months.”  In total, 57.8 percent of low income households reported some type 


of financial Energy Insecurity in the previous twelve months.  


By comparison, somewhat fewer households reported health and safety Energy Insecurity.  


About 6.3 percent reported having some type of health and safety Energy Insecurity “almost 


every month.”  In total, about 26.0 percent of households reported some type of health and safety 


Energy Insecurity in the past twelve months. 
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Figure 2 
Financial and Health/Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Frequency of Energy Insecurity 
Low Income Households, 2005 
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The analysis also shows that there is a relationship between the incidence of financial Energy 


Insecurity and the other Energy Insecurity dimensions.  Almost one-fourth of households that 


reported experiencing financial Energy Insecurity “almost every month” also reported a space 


heating interruption, while only 8 percent of those who reported financial Energy Insecurity in 


“one or two months” had a space heating interruption.  About one-half of households that 


reported having financial Energy Insecurity “almost every month” also reported experiencing 


some type of health and safety Energy Insecurity. 


The analysis of the 2005 RECS Energy Insecurity data finds that the series of questions help to 


better understand the energy affordability problems faced by low income households.  The data 


on different types of energy insecurity (heating disruptions, air conditioning disruptions, 


financial energy insecurity, and health and safety energy insecurity) and the intensity measures 


of energy insecurity (almost every month, some months, one or two months, or never) serve to 


broaden the understanding of energy affordability problems.  Key findings include: 


 Incidence – The data show that over two-thirds of low income households faced some 


type of energy insecurity during 2005. 


 Overlap – Some households faced only one type of problem; but many others 


experienced multiple problems during the year. 


 Intensity – The intensity of any dimension of energy insecurity was directly related to the 


number of types of energy insecurity faced by a low income household. 
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While it is still important to track the rate at which households experience heating system and/or 


air conditioning service disruptions, these data demonstrate the broader relationships between 


energy bills and impacts faced by low income households. 


Factors Related to Energy Insecurity 


The 2005 RECS facilitates the development of a better understanding of the geographic, 


demographic, and programmatic dimensions of Energy Insecurity for low income households.  


This study developed tabulations that show how Energy Insecurity varies by Census Region, by 


income and poverty group, by income source and vulnerability group, and by level of energy 


burden.  The tabulations also illustrate how the experiences of LIHEAP recipient households 


compare to income eligible nonrecipient households. 


Geography 


The RECS data show that low income households in the South and West Census regions 


experienced higher rates of heating and air conditioning service interruptions than households in 


the Northeast and Midwest.  Similar patterns are observed for other types of Energy Insecurity: 


 Heating and Air Conditioning Interruptions – About 7.1 percent of low income 


households in the Northeast and 8.8 percent of those in the Midwest had heating and/or 


air conditioning interruptions during the past 12 months. In the South and West regions, 


more than 14.1 percent of low income households experienced heating and/or air 


conditioning interruptions. 


 Financial Energy Insecurity – Low income households in the Northeast are less likely 


than those in other regions to report financial Energy Insecurity; about 39.0 percent of 


low income households in the Northeast reported having to reduce expenses for 


household necessities, compared to at least 49.5 percent in the other three regions. 


 Health and Safety Insecurity – There are also some differences by region in health and 


safety measures.  For example, about 5.7 percent of low income households in the 


Northeast reported keeping their home at a temperature that they felt was unsafe 


compared to 10.1 percent of low income households in the South.  However, in general, 


low income households in the Northeast reported lower rates of health and safety Energy 


Insecurity than those in other regions. 


Previous research has shown that restrictions on cold weather service terminations in the 


Northeast and Midwest may be one important reason why low income households in those 


regions are less likely to experience heating service interruptions than low income households in 


the South and West.  However, it is unclear why households in the Northeast region also have 


lower rates of health and safety Energy Insecurity than households in other regions.  One 


possibility is that winter service termination restrictions allow clients to defer winter bills so that 


they do not need to make health and safety trade-offs when it is cold. Another possibility is that 
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non-LIHEAP fuel assistance programs may affect the differential rates of Energy Insecurity in 


different regions. 


Poverty Level 


Figure 3 shows the incidence of service interruptions, financial Energy Insecurity, and health and 


safety Energy Insecurity by poverty level.  Households with income at or below the HHS 


Poverty Guidelines have higher rates for all types of Energy Insecurity than other types of low 


income households. 


Figure 3 
Service Interruptions, Financial Energy Insecurity, and  


Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 
By Poverty Level 


Low Income Households, 2005 
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These data show that poverty level is one important dimension of Energy Insecurity.  However, 


they also show that some households with income at or below the HHS Poverty Guidelines do 


not experience Energy Insecurity while many households with higher income do experience 


Energy Insecurity.  Since LIHEAP’s funding level does not allow it to serve all low income 


households, it may be appropriate to target households that are experiencing higher levels of 


Energy Insecurity. 


Vulnerability Group 


Elderly individuals and young children are more vulnerable to the health implications from 


inadequate heating or cooling.
4
  Figure 4 shows the incidence of service interruptions, financial 


Energy Insecurity, and health and safety Energy Insecurity by vulnerability group.  It is restricted 


                                                 
4
 Note that the LIHEAP statute also considers disabled individuals to be vulnerable.  However, the 2005 RECS did 


not collect information on disability. 
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to households with income at or below the HHS Poverty Guidelines to eliminate any income 


dimension from the analysis.  The figure shows that elderly households are less likely to have 


service interruptions than young child households and other types of households, and are slightly 


less likely to have financial Energy Insecurity.  However, elderly households have higher rates of 


health and safety Energy Insecurity than the other household groups. 


Figure 4 
Service Interruptions, Financial Energy Insecurity, and  


Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 
By Vulnerability Group 


Households with Income at or below HHS Poverty Guidelines, 2005 
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Previous research has shown that elderly households are more likely to pay their energy bills and 


are less likely to lose energy service than other types of households.  This research confirms that 


finding.  Moreover, this research further finds that low income elderly households are no more 


likely than other types of low income households to report that they have to reduce expenses for 


basic necessities to pay their energy bills.  However, it does find that low income elderly 


households are more likely to keep their home at a temperature that they feel is unsafe because of 


the cost of energy.  Further research on these findings might reveal whether these findings relate 


to differences in behavior, differences in financial resources, or differences in reporting by 


different groups of households. 


Energy Burden 


There are two types of energy burden examined in the study: residential energy burden, which is 


the percent of household income spent on all residential energy bills, and home energy burden, 


which is the percent of household income spent on space heating and cooling. Figure 5 shows the 


incidence of service interruptions, financial Energy Insecurity, and health and safety Energy 


Insecurity by residential energy burden level and Figure 6 shows those statistics by home energy 
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burden level.
5
  Figure 5 shows that higher residential energy burden is associated with higher 


levels of all types of Energy Insecurity.  However, Figure 6 shows that home energy burden is 


not associated with Energy Insecurity.  


Figure 5 
Service Interruptions, Financial Energy Insecurity, and  


Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 
By Residential Energy Burden Level 


Low Income Households, 2005 
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5
 This study defines high energy burden as the “energy share” of severe housing (shelter) burden.  Severe housing 


burden is considered by some researchers to be 50% of income.  (See Cushing N. Dolbeare. 2001. “Housing 


Affordability: Challenge and Context.” Cityscape: A Journal of Policy Development and Research, (5)2:111-130. A 


Publication of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and 


Research.)  The median total residential energy costs for households at or below 150 percent of the HHS’ Poverty 


Guidelines are 21.8 percent of housing costs.  This study defines a residential energy burden of 10.9 percent of 


income as a high burden, moderate energy burden as costs at or above 6.5 percent of income but less than 10.9 


percent of income, and low energy burden as costs less than 6.5 percent of income.  Heating and cooling 


expenditures comprise 39.3 percent of total residential energy expenditures for all households.  Therefore, high 


home energy burden is defined for purposes of this study as heating and cooling costs that exceed 4.3 percent of 


income.  Moderate home energy burden is defined as heating and cooling costs above 2.6 percent of income but less 


than 4.3 percent of income. 
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Figure 6 
Service Interruptions, Financial Energy Insecurity, and  


Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 
By Home Energy Burden Level 
Low Income Households, 2005 
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By law, LIHEAP focuses, in part, on home energy burden in the distribution of LIHEAP 


benefits.  However, the findings from this research suggest that residential energy burden is a 


more robust indicator of the potential for Energy Insecurity compared to home energy burden.  It 


is important to note that the RECS uses regression analyses to provide estimates of the amounts 


of residential energy expenditures going to various end uses, including home heating and 


cooling.  Actual heating and cooling expenditures may differ than those estimated by the RECS. 


LIHEAP Recipiency 


Figure 7 shows the incidence of service interruptions, financial Energy Insecurity, and health and 


safety Energy Insecurity for LIHEAP recipients and for income eligible nonrecipients.  LIHEAP 


recipients have higher rates for all types of Energy Insecurity than income eligible nonrecipients.  


This suggests that LIHEAP is effectively targeting households with higher levels of Energy 


Insecurity. 
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Figure 7 
Service Interruptions, Financial Energy Insecurity, and  


Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 
By LIHEAP Recipient Group 


Low Income Households, 2005 
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Figure 7 also shows that some LIHEAP recipients do not experience Energy Insecurity.  One 


important research question that cannot be answered with the existing RECS survey data is 


whether recipient households do not experience Energy Insecurity because they received 


LIHEAP benefits or if they would not experience Energy Insecurity even if they did not receive 


LIHEAP. 


Multivariate Analysis 


Data tabulations from the 2005 RECS show the geographic, demographic, and programmatic 


dimensions of Energy Insecurity.  However, a multivariate analysis of the data is needed to see 


how all these factors simultaneously affect the Energy Insecurity of low income households and 


to assess which are the most important factors associated with levels of Energy Insecurity.  Some 


key findings from the multivariate analysis included: 


 Census Region – The multivariate analysis confirmed that households in the South and 


West were more likely to have service interruptions than households in the other regions 


and households in the Northeast had the lowest rate of health and safety Energy 


Insecurity.  However, the multivariate analysis found that lower rates of financial Energy 


Insecurity in the Northeast are related to other factors and that households in all regions 


experience financial Energy Insecurity at about the same level. 


 Residential Energy Burden – The multivariate analysis confirmed the findings that both 


poverty level and residential energy burden are associated with all types of Energy 


Insecurity.  Furthermore, the analysis also showed that residential energy burden has the 


strongest relationship with Energy Insecurity. 
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Most findings from the multivariate analyses were consistent with the findings from the tabular 


analyses of the data.  Therefore, the reader can rely on the results from the tabular analyses. 


Multivariate analysis indicated that high residential energy burden is the strongest factor related 


to Energy Insecurity of low income households compared to other factors included in the 


analysis. 


Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


Colton originally developed the Home Energy Insecurity Scale in 2003 for OCS as a tool to 


describe the home energy status of LIHEAP income-eligible households.  The Scale combines 


information obtained from various Energy Insecurity questions into a single measure that can 


characterize the energy needs of low income households.  Based on responses to these questions, 


households are categorized in one of the five thresholds: 


 “A thriving household is one that has achieved generally accepted standards of well-


being. A thriving household can engage in the full range of home energy uses of its 


choice without outside assistance and without financial strain. 


 A capable household is secure, even though not having achieved the full range of 


generally accepted standards of well-being. 


  A stable household does not face significant threats and is unlikely to be in immediate 


crisis.  A stable household may on infrequent occasion need to engage in temporary or 


inappropriate actions because it lacks money to pay its home energy bills, but it does not 


do so regularly. 


 A vulnerable household is one that is not in immediate danger, but that may avoid this 


danger only through temporary or inappropriate solutions.  A vulnerable household may 


occasionally face energy choices that require it to compromise not merely on comfort 


and/or convenience, but on basic household energy needs such as heating and/or hot 


water. 


 An in-crisis household faces immediate needs that threaten the household’s physical 


and/or emotional safety.  Three alternative conditions exist of which anyone might place 


someone in the “in-crisis” threshold: (1) the household goes without energy; or (2) the 


household has energy, but has to routinely compromise on its energy use for basic 


household necessities; or (3) the household does not compromise on its energy use, but in 


order to maintain that energy use, must compromise on non-energy basic necessities.” 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale was initially developed as a tool for caseworkers to measure 


the impact of energy assistance programs on the home Energy Insecurity of low income 


households.  APPRISE subsequently collaborated with Colton and developed a modified set of 


questions.  The modified instrument could be used by interviewers, and allows a systematic and 


automated assessment of Energy Insecurity based on survey responses. 
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Most of the previous research using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale was focused on LIHEAP 


recipients or was collected for a set of households in a particular geographic area.  The 2005 


RECS furnishes the first national data on Energy Insecurity for all low income households.   


Figure 8 shows the level of Energy Insecurity using the initial categorization methodology.  It 


can be seen that the original scale assigns almost all households to three categories – Thriving, 


Vulnerable, and In-Crisis.  After reviewing the categorization methodology, an alternative 


assignment procedure was tested to assess whether minor revisions to the categorization 


procedures would change the distribution of households.   In fact, the changes resulted in a 


significant redistribution.  This suggests that more research needs to be done on assignment to 


the scale. 


Figure 8 
Home Energy Insecurity, Original Scale  


Low Income Households, 2005 
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Figure 9 presents Home Energy Insecurity on the revised scale.  The modified scale shows that 


about 40 percent of low income households are thriving (i.e., report no Energy Insecurity 


problems), while about one-fourth are vulnerable or in-crisis, indicating that they needed 


immediate action during the year to resolve Energy Insecurity problems. 
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Figure 9 
Home Energy Insecurity, Modified Scale  


Low Income Households, 2005 
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The modified Home Energy Insecurity Scale furnishes useful summary information about the 


factors related to Energy Insecurity. 


 Geographic Distribution – While households in the South and West are most likely to be 


categorized as vulnerable or in-crisis, a substantial percentage of low income households 


in all regions are at risk. 


 Poverty Level – About one-third of households with income below poverty are vulnerable 


or in-crisis, compared to about one-fifth of households with income above 150 percent of 


the poverty level. 


 Vulnerability Group – About 40 percent of elderly households with incomes below 


poverty are categorized as thriving, compared to about one-fourth of households with 


young children and other households. 


 Residential Energy Burden – About one-third of households with high residential energy 


burden are vulnerable or in-crisis, compared to one-fourth of moderate burden 


households, and one-fifth of low-burden households. 


 LIHEAP Recipients – Almost one-half of LIHEAP recipients were vulnerable or in-crisis, 


compared to one-fourth of nonrecipients. 


The modified Home Energy Insecurity Scale appears to be a useful way to assess the need for 


energy assistance for low income households.  It shows that certain groups of households are 


more likely to be at greater risk for having energy problems, but it also shows that low income 


households of all types report Energy Insecurity.  It may be appropriate to use the Home Energy 


Insecurity Scale as a performance measure to assess the rate at which LIHEAP is reaching those 


with the greatest need for energy assistance.  Furthermore, when measuring Energy Insecurity 
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for LIHEAP recipient households, it is important to focus on whether Energy Insecurity is 


measured before or after receiving LIHEAP assistance so that the change in Energy Insecurity 


can be assessed. 


Study Implications 


The 2005 RECS included a set of questions that documented the different types of energy 


affordability problems that low income households face. The study finds that the Energy 


Insecurity questions administered in the 2005 RECS offer a much more comprehensive 


understanding of the energy problems faced by low income households than did the more limited 


set of questions included in prior RECS surveys.  The analysis suggests that the questions added 


to the 2005 RECS represent an important contribution to document and understand the energy 


needs of low income households. 


The study finds that there are certain factors that are associated with Energy Insecurity.  These 


findings suggest that States may be able to increase the effectiveness of LIHEAP by considering 


these factors when they target households for LIHEAP outreach and when they set LIHEAP 


benefit levels.  Relevant findings from the analysis include: 


 Poverty Level – The analysis shows that poverty level, rather than income level, is 


associated with all types of Energy Insecurity.   


 Energy Burden – Residential energy burden is associated with Energy Insecurity 


while home energy burden is very weakly associated; States might be able to 


increase the effectiveness of their LIHEAP programs by using actual residential 


energy bills to help set benefit levels. 


 Vulnerable Groups – It is important for States to consider all types of Energy 


Insecurity in setting benefits.  While low income elderly households have lower rates 


of service interruptions and financial Energy Insecurity, they report similar rates of 


health and safety Energy Insecurity as non-elderly low income households.   


The 2005 RECS furnishes the first opportunity to estimate Energy Insecurity for all low 


income households.  This study furnishes the following three important findings with respect 


to the Home Energy Insecurity Scale and its uses: 


1. LIHEAP Targeting – The Home Energy Insecurity Scale makes it easier for LIHEAP 


program managers to see what groups of households are at greatest risk for problems 


resulting from energy affordability. 


2. Performance Measurement – It is clear that some low income households have a 


higher level of Energy Insecurity than others.  It may be appropriate to use the 


reduction in Energy Insecurity as a performance measure for LIHEAP.  


3. Study and Analysis – It is important to measure how the different levels of Home 


Energy Insecurity relate to the long term health and well-being of low income 
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households.  For that reason, it would be appropriate to continue to study the Home 


Energy Insecurity Scale and its policy implications. 
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I. Introduction 


The 2005 Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) is a national survey that collected 


energy-related data for occupied housing units and households.  The Office of Community 


Services (OCS) in the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) of the U.S. Department 


of Health and Human Services (HHS) funded a special set of questions for low income 


households responding to the 2005 RECS.  Those questions collected information on residential 


and home energy-related problems faced by low income households and measured the extent to 


which participation in LIHEAP helped to ameliorate those problems.
6
  The purpose of this report 


is to present the findings from analyses of those questions. 


A. Background 


The RECS is a household energy survey that was first conducted in 1978 and has been 


periodically conducted since that time. (The two most recent surveys conducted in 2001 and 


2005).  The RECS collects information from households on the energy using characteristics 


of their housing units and their household.  In addition, the survey obtains energy 


consumption and expenditure data directly from energy suppliers.  The RECS furnishes a 


rich database of energy-related information on households and housing units.
7
 


For most of the RECS surveys, HHS provided funding to improve the information available 


on low income home energy issues, including supplemental samples of low income 


households and LIHEAP-recipient households to increase the precision of survey estimates, 


and special questions related to LIHEAP recipiency and the energy-related problems faced 


by low income households. For the 2005 RECS, HHS funding was used to oversample 


LIHEAP recipient households, obtain administrative data on LIHEAP recipiency and 


benefits for survey respondents, and administer a set of questions on energy-related 


problems.  The LIHEAP oversample increased the number of LIHEAP recipient households 


in the RECS sample from about 200 interviews to 434 interviews.  The collection of 


LIHEAP administrative data furnished higher quality information on LIHEAP recipiency 


and benefits than the respondent self-reports from previous RECS surveys.
8
  The 2005 


RECS also included a battery of questions related to home energy problems faced by low 


income households. 


                                                 
6
 Unless otherwise indicated, “low income” refers to households with income at or below the Federal maximum 


LIHEAP eligibility standard (i.e., the greater of 150 percent of HHS Poverty Guidelines and 60 percent of State 


median income). 
7
 Information on RECS can be accessed at the EIA website at http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs/. 


8
 The problem with respondent self-reports is that respondents may confuse LIHEAP with other energy assistance 


programs in the State and may not remember the exact amount of the LIHEAP benefit they received.  Finally, 


respondents generally underreport participation in public assistance programs on surveys. 
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B. Study Goals 


The purpose of this study is to use the 2005 RECS data to develop information on the 


Energy Insecurity of low income households, including:  


 Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity – Estimation of the rate at which low income 


households face various types of energy problems and examination of survey respondent 


reports on the extent to which LIHEAP restores home heating and cooling for households 


experiencing service interruptions. 


 Factors Related to Energy Insecurity – An analysis of the factors associated with energy 


problems including income, energy burden, geographic region and other demographic 


and housing factors. 


 Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale – An assessment of the performance 


of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale in measuring the impacts of energy costs on low 


income households compared to other Energy Insecurity measures used in the past. 


This study furnishes important information to OCS regarding the performance of LIHEAP, 


as well as the types of information that OCS should collect to assess the energy needs of low 


income households. 


C. Organization of Report 


Four sections follow this introduction. 


 Section II – Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity 


 Section III – Factors Related to Energy Insecurity 


 Section IV – Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


 Section V – Study Implications 


APPRISE prepared this report for the Office of Community Services’ Division of Energy 


Assistance under contract with the Energy Information Administration (Contract #DE-


AM01-04EI4006, Task #DE-DT0000095). The statements, findings, conclusions, and 


recommendations are solely those of analysts from APPRISE and do not necessarily reflect 


the views of EIA or HHS. 
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II. Level and Types of Energy Insecurity 


In RECS surveys prior to 2005, survey questions on energy affordability issues were limited to 


heating service disconnections and electric service disconnections.  However, low income 


households can experience other problems as result of having high energy bills.  For example, in 


order to make their home energy bill affordable, a household might have to keep their home at a 


temperature that is unhealthy, particularly for young children or elderly individuals.  The 2005 


RECS included a set of questions that documented the different types of energy affordability 


problems that low income households face.  This section of the report presents information on 


the level and types of energy affordability problems. 


A. Space Heating Disruptions 


One problem that some low income households face when they are unable to pay their 


energy bills is that they go without energy service and are unable to heat their homes with 


their main heating equipment when heat is needed.  Questions on space heating disruptions 


have been asked on RECS surveys since 1982.  While the format of the questions has 


changed somewhat over time, there is a consistent series of information on heating service 


disruptions from 1982 through 2005. 


In the 2005 RECS, the following space heating disruption questions were asked. 


K-2: Was there ever a time during the last 12 months when you wanted to use your main 


source of heat, but could not, for one or more of the following reasons: 


K3a: Your heating system was broken and you were unable to pay for its repair 


or replacement? 


K3b: You ran out of fuel oil, kerosene, propane (bottled gas), coal, or wood 


because you were unable to pay for a delivery? 


K3c: The utility company discontinued your electric service because you were 


unable to pay your bill? 


K3d: The utility company discontinued your gas service because you were unable 


to pay your bill? 


One important element of these questions is that they refer to the household’s main sources 


of heat. For example, if a household’s main source of heat is a gas warm air furnace, they 


might be unable to use that furnace because it was broken, because the gas company 


disconnected their service for nonpayment, or because the electric company disconnected 


service for nonpayment and electricity was needed to run the gas furnace. 


Disruption of a household’s main source of heat does not necessarily mean that the 


household is completely without heat.  Some heat interruptions are relatively short.  For 
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example, data from the 2001 RECS show 4.3 percent of heat interruptions (question K-3d) 


were less than two hours.  In addition, data from the 2001 RECS show that during 35 


percent of heat interruptions, low income households were able to heat their home in some 


other way.  However, a space heating disruption does imply that the household is having 


significant energy affordability problems. 


On the other hand, a household may have other energy affordability problems even though 


the household does not have a space heating disruption.  In many jurisdictions, utility 


companies are prohibited from disconnecting energy service during the winter heating 


season (typically from November 1 to April 1).  In these jurisdictions, utility service 


disconnections do not necessarily result in space heating disruptions during heating season. 


Table II-1 presents data from the 2005 RECS on space heating disruptions for low income 


households. For each type of space heating disruption, the table shows the number of low 


income households that experienced that type of disruption, the percent of low income 


households where reason is applicable
9
 that experienced that disruption, and the percent of 


all low income households that experienced that disruption.    Table II-1 shows that 0.3 


million low income households that had a space heating disruption due to being “unable to 


pay for bulk fuel delivery”  out of about 5.7 million low income households that used a bulk 


fuel as their main heating fuel, representing 5.3 percent of these households.  Table II-1 also 


shows that such interruptions affected 0.8 percent of the entire population of low income 


households. 


Table II-1 
Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Reason for Space Heating 


Disruption 


Number of Low Income 


Households 


Percent of Low Income 


Households Where 


Reason Applicable 


Percent of All Low 


Income Households 


Unable to pay for the repair 


of broken heating system 
1,581,233 4.5% 4.4% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
300,284 5.3% 0.8% 


Unable to pay for electric 


service 
1,671,636 4.7% 4.7% 


Unable to pay for gas 


service 
621,956 3.8% 1.7% 


Disruption due to any 


reason 
3,265,563 9.2% 9.1% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table II-1 shows that between 3.8 percent and 5.3 percent of all main heating fuel groups 


(electric, gas, and bulk fuels) were unable to use their main source of heat because they were 


                                                 
9
 For example, the reason “unable to pay for bulk fuel delivery” is only applicable to those households that have a heating 


system and heat their home with bulk fuel. 
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unable to pay for energy service at some time during the winter of 2004-2005.  In addition, 


about 4.5 percent of low income households had a broken main heating system during that 


winter.  In total, over 9 percent of low income households had a space heating disruption. 


Some households use natural gas or a bulk fuel as their main source of heat, but are unable 


to use their heating equipment because they have lost their electric service.  The 2005 RECS 


shows that about 300,000 households that heat with natural gas or a bulk fuel were unable to 


use their main source of heat because they lost their electric service. This is about 12 percent 


of the main heat disruptions for gas and bulk fuel main heaters. 


Table II-2 furnishes data from the series of RECS surveys regarding the number of low 


income households that have reported space heating payment disruptions over time. These 


statistics show that during the winter of 2004-2005 space heating disruptions were the 


highest of any year since the question was first asked in the 1984 RECS.
10


 


Table II-2 
Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat  


Because of Payment Problems in the Past 12 Months 
Low Income Households, Selected Years 


Reason for Space Heating 


Disruption 


Percent of All Low Income Households 


1983-84 1987-88 1990-91 1996-97 2000-01 2004-05 


Payment disruptions 5.1% 2.1% 4.1% 3.6% 2.7% 5.9% 


Source: FY 2007 LIHEAP Home Energy Notebook and 2005 RECS 


B. Air Conditioning Disruptions 


Another problem that some low income households face when they are unable to pay their 


energy bills is that they go without energy service and are unable to cool their homes with 


their air conditioning equipment when cooling is needed.  Questions on air conditioning 


disruptions were included in RECS for the first time in the 2005 survey. 


In the 2005 RECS, the following air conditioning disruption questions were asked. 


K-4: Was there ever a time during the last 12 months when you wanted to use your air 


conditioner, but could not, for one or more of the following reasons: 


K4a: Your air conditioner was broken and you were unable to pay for its repair 


or replacement? 


K4b: The utility company discontinued your electric service because you were 


unable to pay your bill? 


                                                 
10


 Some of the previous RECS surveys have also collected information on equipment related interruptions. The 


historical data on this type of interruptions were not readily available for this study. 
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One important element of these questions is that they refer to the household’s air 


conditioning equipment. Disruption of a household’s air conditioning equipment does not 


necessarily mean that the household is completely without the ability to keep their home 


cool.  Households can keep their home cooler than the outside temperature by using active 


cooling strategies at night when it is cool outside (e.g., using window fans) and by using 


passive cooling strategies during the day (i.e., closing shades on the south and west sides of 


the homes) However, an air conditioning disruption does imply that the household is having 


significant energy affordability problems. 


Table II-3 presents data from the 2005 RECS on air conditioning disruptions for low income 


households. For each type of air condition disruption, the table shows the number of low 


income households that experienced that type of disruption, the percent of eligible 


households that experienced that disruption, and the percent of all low income households 


that experienced that disruption.  The percent reason applicable to experience a particular 


type of disruption is based on the number of households that have air conditioning. Table II-


3 shows that 2.5 million low income households had that disruption out of 28.7 million low 


income households that have air conditioning equipment, representing 8.7 percent of the 


these households.  Table II-3 also shows that such interruptions affected 7.0 percent of the 


entire population of low income households. 


Table II-3 
Inability to Use Air Conditioning in the Past 12 Months 


Low Income Households, 2005 


Reason for Air 


Conditioning Disruption 


Number of Low Income 


Households 


Percent of Low Income 


Households Where 


Reason Applicable 


Percent of All Low 


Income Households 


Unable to pay for the repair 


of broken heating system 
1,427,509 4.9% 4.0% 


Unable to pay for electric 


service 
1,240,278 4.3% 3.5% 


Disruption due to any 


reason 
2,507,547 8.7% 7.0% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Air conditioning disruptions were evenly split between equipment disruptions and electric 


service disruptions.  This indicates that households need both space cooling energy 


assistance and assistance with cooling equipment repairs. 
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C. LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Home Heating and Cooling11 


The 2005 RECS included some questions on LIHEAP’s role in restoring energy service for 


households experiencing heating or cooling disruptions.  The households that experienced 


heating or cooling interruptions in the past year and reported on the survey that they 


received energy assistance were asked the following questions to assess LIHEAP’s role in 


restoring the service for the households receiving LIHEAP. 


K-3: Was there ever a time during the past 12 months when you wanted to use your main 


source of heat, but could not, for one or more of the following reasons: 


K-3a: Your heating system was broken and you were unable to pay for its repair or 


replacement? 


K-3a1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore heating of your 


home? 


K-3b: You ran out of fuel oil, kerosene, propane (bottled gas), coal, or wood because 


you were unable to pay for a delivery?  


K-3b1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore heating of your 


home? 


K-3c: The utility company discontinued your electric service because you were 


unable to pay your bill? 


K-3c1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore heating of your 


home? 


K-3d: The utility company discontinued your gas service because you were unable to 


pay your bill?  


K-3d1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore heating of your 


home? 


K-4: Was there ever a time during the past 12 months when you wanted to use your air-


conditioner, but could not, for one or more of the following reasons:  


K-4a: Your air-conditioner was broken and you were unable to pay for its repair or 


replacement? 


K-4a1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore cooling of your 


home? 


                                                 
11


 In Section 2C of the report, LIHEAP recipiency is self-reported by the survey respondents.  In other parts of the 


report, LIHEAP recipient households refer to those survey respondents that were verified to be LIHEAP recipients 


using State administrative LIHEAP records. 
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K-4b: The utility company discontinued your electric service because you were 


unable to pay your bill? 


K-4b1: Did receiving energy assistance help you to restore cooling of your 


home?” 


Table II-4 furnishes information on the helpfulness of LIHEAP in restoring home heating for 


the households that reported receiving LIHEAP assistance.  The results indicate that LIHEAP 


benefits were very important in restoring heat for the households that experienced heating 


interruptions. Of the households that reported receiving LIHEAP, 69 percent that had heating 


interruption because of the inability to pay for electric service reported that receiving LIHEAP 


restored their home heating. Of the households that reported receiving LIHEAP, all that had a 


heating interruption because of the inability to pay for bulk fuel reported that receiving 


LIHEAP restored their home heating.  


Table II-4  
Heating Interruption: LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Service, 2005  


Households Reporting LIHEAP Receipt 


Reason for Heating Interruption 


Did Receiving LIHEAP Restore Heating? 


YES NO 


Number Percentage Number Percentage 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
176,301 42% 241,265 58% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
103,646 100% 0 0% 


Unable to pay for electric service 322,077 69% 144,775 31% 


Unable to pay for gas service 126,034 51% 119,293 49% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table II-5 presents information on the percent of all low income households that LIHEAP 


restored home heating. The table shows that LIHEAP restored home heating for 11 percent of all 


low income households that had a heating interruption because of a broken heating system. 


Twenty percent of all low income households that had a heating interruption because of the 


inability to pay for gas service had their heating restored by LIHEAP.  
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Table II-5 
Heating Interruptions: LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Service, 2005  


All Low Income Households 


Reason for Heating Interruption 
Number of Low 


Income 


Households  


Number  of Low Income 


Households LIHEAP 


Restored Heating  


Percent of All Low Income 


Households LIHEAP 


Restored Heating  


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
1,581,233 176,301 11% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel delivery 300,284 103,646 35% 


Unable to pay for electric service 1,671,636 322,077 19% 


Unable to pay for gas service 621,956 126,034 20% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table II-6 reports on the helpfulness of LIHEAP in restoring home cooling for the households 


that reported receiving LIHEAP. The results indicate that LIHEAP restored home cooling for 


about 200 thousand households that had their electric service discontinued.  However, LIHEAP 


restored home cooling for very few households that had a cooling interruption because of the 


inability to pay for the broken cooling equipment. 


Table II-6 
Cooling Interruptions: LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Service, 2005  


Households Reporting LIHEAP Receipt 


Reason for Heating Interruption 


Did Receiving LIHEAP Restore Cooling? 


YES NO 


Number Percentage Number Percentage 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken air conditioner 
4,084 2% 183,398 98% 


Unable to pay for electric service 200,029 63% 119,269 37% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table II-7 presents information on the percent of all low income households that LIHEAP 


restored home cooling. The table shows that LIHEAP restored home heating for 16 percent of all 


low income households that had a cooling interruption because of inability to pay for electric 


service.   
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Table II-7 
Cooling Interruptions: LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Service, 2005  


All Low Income Households 


Reason for Cooling Interruption 
Number of Low 


Income 


Households  


Number  of Low Income 


Households LIHEAP 


Restored Cooling 


Percent of All Low Income 


Households LIHEAP 


Restored Cooling 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken air conditioner 
1,427,509 4,084 0% 


Unable to pay for electric service 1,240,278 200,029 16% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


D. Electric Service Disruptions 


Some low income households have payment problems but do not lose their space heating or 


air conditioning services because termination restrictions or energy assistance helps them to 


maintain service during the heating season and/or the cooling season.  However, such 


households are sometimes vulnerable to electric service disconnections.  These 


disconnections may result in a risk of fire if households without electricity use candles for 


lighting. Questions on electric service disruptions were included in RECS for the first time 


in the 2001 survey and were expanded in the 2005 survey. In 2001, 0.9 million low income 


households reported that they had electric service disruptions.  In 2005, an error in the 


survey administration procedures resulted in collection of insufficient data to estimate these 


statistics.  However, if the electric service disruptions experienced the same percentage 


increase as the space heating disruptions, it can be estimated that 1.9 million low income 


households had electric service disruptions in 2005. 


E. Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


The 2005 RECS also asked low income survey respondents questions related to the financial 


dimension of Energy Insecurity. The survey questions included: 


K-1: As a result of energy price increases, some households have faced challenges in 


paying home energy bills.  The next set of questions is about challenges you may have 


faced.  In the past 12 months did you almost every month, some months, only 1 or 2 


months, or never do the following because there wasn’t enough money for your home 


energy bill? 


K1a: Did you worry that you wouldn’t be able to pay your home energy bill? 


K1b: Did you reduce your expenses for what you consider to be basic household 


necessities? 


K1c: Did you borrow from a friend or relative to pay your home energy bill? 
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K1d: Did you skip paying your home energy bill or pay less than your whole 


home energy bill? 


K1e: Did you have a supplier of your electric or home heating service threaten to 


disconnect your electricity or home heating fuel service, or discontinue making 


fuel deliveries? 


Table II-8 presents data from the 2005 RECS on the financial elements of Energy Insecurity 


for low income households. For each type of financial insecurity, the table shows the percent 


of low income households that experienced that type of financial Energy Insecurity. Table 


II-8 shows that 57.8 percent of low income households had at least one type of financial 


insecurity during the past 12 months. 


The most common types of financial insecurity are “worry about their ability to pay” and 


“reduce spending for basic necessities.”  Almost half of low income households indicated 


that they experienced that insecurity at least once during 2005.  However, it is interesting to 


note that about 43 percent of households say that they “worried about their ability to pay” 


and they “reduce spending for basic necessities,” while seven percent of households report 


that they “worry” but that they didn’t “reduce spending” and another seven percent say that 


they “reduce spending” but did not “worry about their ability to pay.” 


It is common for low income households to borrow money to pay their energy bills, skip 


paying at least one bill, and receive service termination threats.  About 25 percent of low 


income households report experiencing that Energy Insecurity at some time during 2005. 


Table II-8 
Financial Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


Low Income Households, 2005 


Dimension 
Percent Almost 


Every Month 


Percent Some 


Months 


Percent 1 or 2 


Months 
Percent Never 


Worry about ability to pay 14.9% 23.6% 7.4% 54.1% 


Reduce basic necessities 17.0% 23.3% 6.7% 53.0% 


Borrow to pay bill 3.9% 11.6% 7.2% 77.3% 


Skip paying bill 3.9% 13.0% 9.4% 73.7% 


Service termination threat 2.7% 8.7% 9.5% 79.2% 


Any financial insecurity 23.6% 25.4% 8.9% 42.2% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


An analysis of the relationship among the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity shows 


that low income households adopt different strategies for addressing Energy Insecurity 


problems. 


 Almost all of the households that borrow to pay energy bills, skip paying a bill, or 


receive a service termination threat, report that they reduce spending on necessities.  
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For example, about 25 percent of households say that they had to borrow to pay their 


energy bill.  Of those who borrow, 84 percent said that they had to reduce spending 


for basic necessities.  Similarly, of the households that say that they received a 


service termination notice, 85 percent reported that they had to reduce spending for 


basic necessities. 


 It appears that some households borrow money to avoid skipping a payment or 


receiving a service termination notice.  About one-third of households that reported 


borrowing did not need to skip paying a bill and - about half of low income 


households that borrowed to pay their bill did not have a service termination notice. 


It is clear that the heating and cooling disruption statistics understate the level of Energy 


Insecurity among low income households.  While about 10 percent of households experience 


space heating disruptions, almost half of households reduce spending for basic necessities 


and about one-fourth of households have threats of service termination. 


F. Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


The 2005 RECS also asked low income survey respondents questions related to the health 


and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity. The survey questions included: 


K-1: As a result of energy price increases, some households have faced challenges in 


paying home energy bills.  The next set of questions is about challenges you may have 


faced.  In the past 12 months did you almost every month, some months, only 1 or 2 


months, or never do the following because there wasn’t enough money for your home 


energy bill? 


K1f: Did you close off part of your home because you couldn’t afford to heat or 


cool it? 


K1g: Did you keep your home at a temperature that you felt was unsafe or 


unhealthy at any time of the year? 


K1h: Did you leave your home for part of the day because it was too hot or too 


cold? 


K1i: Did you use your kitchen stove or oven to provide heat? 


Table II-9 presents data from the 2005 RECS on the health and safety elements of Energy 


Insecurity for low income households. For each type of health and safety insecurity, the 


table shows the percent of low income households indicating how often they experienced 


that type of financial Energy Insecurity. Table II-9 shows that 26.0 percent of low income 


households had at least one type of health and safety insecurity during the past 12 months. 
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Table II-9 
Health and Safety Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Dimension 
Percent Almost 


Every Month 


Percent Some 


Months 


Percent 1 or 2 


Months 
Percent Never 


Close off part of your home 4.6% 6.4% 2.4% 86.6% 


Keep home at unsafe 


temperature 
1.8% 4.1% 2.5% 91.6% 


Leave home for part of the 


day 
1.0% 4.2% 3.6% 91.2% 


Use stove or oven for heat 0.7% 4.9% 4.5% 89.9% 


Any health or safety 


insecurity 
6.3% 12.4% 7.3% 74.0% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


The most commonly reported type of Energy Insecurity is “closing off part of your home.”  


However, for each of the listed types of Energy Insecurity, close to 10 percent of low 


income households report experiencing the problem.  The health and safety problems do 


seem to be somewhat independent of each other.  For example, of the 10 percent of 


households report that they used their kitchen stove for heat, about one-third report that they 


also had to keep their home at an unsafe temperature.   


G. Correlation Among Types of Energy Insecurity 


It is important to understand the relationships among the different dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity.  The most obvious relationship is between financial Energy Insecurity and 


heating or cooling disruptions.  However, it also is important to assess whether there is a 


direct relationship between financial Energy Insecurity and Energy Insecurity related to 


health and safety. 


The RECS data show that households with financial Energy Insecurity “almost every 


month” are far more likely to have heating or cooling service disruptions than other types of 


households. Table II-10 shows that almost one-fourth of households that have financial 


Energy Insecurity “almost every month” report that they had a heating service disruption, 


while only about 10 percent of households that have financial insecurity “some months” or 


“one or two months” have a heating disruption.  About 60 percent of all heating disruptions 


are among households that have financial Energy Insecurity “almost every month.”  


Similarly, Table II-11 shows that 55% of air conditioning disruptions are among households 


that have financial Energy Insecurity “almost every month.” 
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Table II-10 
Relationship of Financial Energy Insecurity to Heating Service Disruptions 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Frequency of Financial 


Energy Insecurity 
No Heating Disruption Any Heating Disruption Heating Disruption Rate 


Almost Every Month 20.0% 5.9% 23% 


Some Months 24.0% 3.2% 12% 


One or Two Months 7.8% 0.7% 8% 


Never 38.0% 0.5% 1% 


ALL 89.7% 10.3% 10% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table II-11 
Relationship of Financial Energy Insecurity to Air Conditioning Disruptions 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Frequency of Financial 


Energy Insecurity 


No Air Conditioning 


Disruption 


Any Air Conditioning 


Disruption 


Air Conditioning 


Disruption Rate 


Almost Every Month 21.2% 4.9% 19% 


Some Months 24.1% 3.2% 13% 


One or Two Months 8.0% 0.6% 7% 


Never 38.0% 0.2% 1% 


ALL 91.2% 8.8% 9% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


The RECS data also show that households with financial Energy Insecurity “almost every 


month” are far more likely to have health or safety Energy Insecurity. Table II-12 shows that 


half of the households that have financial Energy Insecurity “almost every month” also 


report that they had health and safety Energy Insecurity. By comparison, among those low 


income households that have no indicators of financial Energy Insecurity, only 7 percent 


have a health and safety Energy Insecurity. 
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Table II-12 
Relationship of Financial Energy Insecurity to Health and Safety Energy Insecurity 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Frequency of Financial 


Energy Insecurity 


Any Health and Safety 


Problem 


No Health and Safety 


Problem 


Health and Safety Energy 


Insecurity Rate 


Almost Every Month 13.0% 13.0% 50% 


Some Months 11.4% 16.6% 42% 


One or Two Months 1.9% 6.6% 22% 


Never 2.7% 35.9% 7% 


ALL 28.0% 72.0% 28% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


The RECS data show that the intensity of health and safety Energy Insecurity, as measured 


by the frequency of health and safety Energy Insecurity, is also correlated with heating and 


air conditioning disruptions.  Tables II-13 and II-14 show that about 27 percent of low 


income households that have health and safety Energy Insecurity “almost every month” 


have a heating disruption and 30 percent have a cooling disruption.   


Table II-13 
Relationship of Health and Safety Energy Insecurity to Heating Service Disruptions 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Frequency of Health and 


Safety Energy Insecurity 
No Heating Disruption Any Heating Disruption Heating Disruption Rate 


Almost Every Month 4.6% 1.7% 27% 


Some Months 10.9% 2.9% 21% 


One or Two Months 6.2% 1.7% 21% 


Never 68.0% 4.0% 6% 


ALL 89.7% 10.3% 10% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table II-14 
Relationship of Health and Safety Energy Insecurity to Air Conditioning Disruptions 


Low Income Households, 2005 
 


Frequency of Health and 


Safety Energy Insecurity 


No Air Conditioning 


Disruption 


Any Air Conditioning 


Disruption 


Air Conditioning 


Disruption Rate 


Almost Every Month 4.3% 1.8% 30% 


Some Months 10.5% 2.1% 20% 


One or Two Months 7.2% 1.3% 15% 


Never 69.2% 3.7% 5% 


ALL 91.2% 8.8% 9% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


In total, about 13 percent of low income households have either a heating or air conditioning 


disruption; 4.0 percent have a heating disruption only, 2.9 percent have an air conditioning 


disruption only, and 5.9 percent have both a heating and an air conditioning disruption. 


H. Summary of Findings 


The analysis of the 2005 RECS Energy Insecurity data finds that the series of questions help 


to better flesh out the energy affordability problems faced by low income households.  The 


data on different types of Energy Insecurity (heating disruptions, air conditioning 


disruptions, financial Energy Insecurity, and health and safety Energy Insecurity) and the 


intensity measures of Energy Insecurity almost every month, some months, one or two 


months, or never) serve to broaden the understanding of energy affordability problems. Key 


findings include: 


 Incidence – The data show that over two-thirds of low income households faced some 


type of Energy Insecurity during 2005. 


 Overlap – Some households faced only one type of problem; but many others 


experienced multiple problems during the year. 


 Intensity – The intensity of any dimension of Energy Insecurity was directly related to the 


number of types of Energy Insecurity faced by a low income household. 


While it still seems important to track the rate at which households experience heating 


system and/or air conditioning service disruptions, these data demonstrate the broader 


relationships between energy bills and impacts faced by low income households. 
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III. Factors Related to Energy Insecurity 


Section II presented information on the incidence of each type of Energy Insecurity and the 


relationship among the different types of Energy Insecurity.  This section furnishes detailed 


information on how Energy Insecurity levels vary for key population subgroups. 


A. Definition of Analysis Factors 


The factors reviewed in this section include: 


1. Geography – The geographic dimension considered is Census Region. 


2. Poverty – The analysis uses the HHS Poverty Guidelines as one way of defining income.  


The poverty levels examined include at or below the 100% of the poverty guidelines, 


above 100% but at or below 150%, and above 150% but at or below 60% of State median 


income.  (Note: In the 2005 RECS, households were eligible for Section K - the Energy 


Insecurity questions - if their income was at or below the Federal Maximum Eligibility 


Standard for their State.) 


3. Income – The analysis also uses income groups based on reported household income.  


Households are categorized as having annual household income at or below $10,000, 


above $10,000 but at or below $20,000, and $20,000 or more.  (Note: Households with 


income that is above the Federal Maximum Income Standard for their State are excluded 


from the analysis because they were not asked the Section K questions.) 


4. Income Type – Based on reported sources of income households are categorized into four 


income groups: 


o Employed – Households that reported receiving some income from wages or self-


employment. 


o Retired – Households that did not report receiving employment income, but did 


report receiving retirement income such as Social Security or pensions. 


o Public Assistance – Households that did not report receiving employment income 


or retirement income, but did report receiving public assistance. 


o Other – Households that did not report receiving employment income, retirement 


income, or public assistance income.  


5. Vulnerability Group – Households are categorized into the following vulnerability 


groups. 
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o Young Child – A household is categorized as young child if one or more 


individuals in the home is 5 years or younger. (Note: If a household contains both 


an elderly and young child member, it is categorized as Young Child.)
12


 


o Elderly – A household is categorized as elderly if one or more individuals in the 


home are aged 60 years or older and there is no young child in the household. 


o Other – A household is categorized as other if there is no elderly individual and 


no young child in the home.
13


  - 


6. Energy Burden – For the purpose of the study, households are categorized as having high 


energy burden if residential energy burden is greater than 10.9 percent (i.e., if annual 


energy expenditures are greater than 10.9 percent of annual income), as having moderate 


energy burden if energy burden is less 10.9 percent, but greater than or equal to 6.5 


percent, and low if energy burden is less than 6.5 percent.
14


 


7. LIHEAP Status – In the 2005 RECS, survey respondents were checked against State 


LIHEAP administrative records to assess whether they had received LIHEAP. 


These factors are used to examine how Energy Insecurity is distributed geographically and 


demographically for the population of low income households. 


B. Energy Insecurity by Geography 


Tables III-1 through III-5 present information on the geographic dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity for LIHEAP income eligible households.  The 2005 RECS estimates that there 


were 38.6 million households that were income eligible for LIHEAP. Of these households, 


8.1 million live in the Northeast, 9.4 million in the Midwest, 13.9 million in the South, and 


7.2 million in the West census regions.  The statistics presented here are for the households 


that responded to the Section K questions, representing 35.9 million of the 38.6 million low 


income households.
15


 


Table III-1 shows that in 2005, 9.2 percent of LIHEAP income eligible households were 


without heat at some point during the year. This corresponds to about 3.6 million 


households. Heat interruptions tend to occur at a higher rate in the South and West Census 


Regions regardless of the underlying reason. In 2005, 13.4 percent (1.0 million) of 


households in the West and 10.3 percent (1.4 million) of households in the South went 


without heat in 2005. The lower incidence of heat interruptions in the Northeast and 


                                                 
12


 According to the 2005 RECS, there are about 470 thousand low income households that contain both elderly and 


young child members.  
13


 Note that LIHEAP also considers disabled individuals to be vulnerable.  However, the 2005 RECS did not collect 


information on disability. 
14


 LIHEAP Energy Burden Evaluation Study, March 2005, prepared by APPRISE Incorporated under PSC Order 


No. 043Y00471301D. 
15


 Section K questions were not asked to some of the households that did not answer the household income question 


but later turned out to be income eligible for LIHEAP after their household income was imputed. 
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Midwest may be due to utility shutoff protection laws that are in effect in most states in 


these regions. However, this does not explain the lower incidence of heat disruptions in 


these regions for households using delivered fuels. Table III-1 also shows that equipment 


interruptions are as important as payment interruptions.  


Table III-1 
Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


By Census Region, 2005  


Reason for Heat Interruption 
Census Region 


U.S. 
Northeast Midwest South West 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system (households 


with heating equipment) 


4.3% 2.5% 3.8% 8.5% 4.5% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel delivery 


(households with bulk fuel main heat) 
3.3% 3.1% 9.1% 8.2% 5.3% 


Unable to pay for electric service 
(households with heating equipment) 


3.5% 3.9% 5.7% 5.3%   4.7%   


Unable to pay for gas service 


(households with gas main heat) 
1.3% 4.5% 5.2% 3.8% 3.8% 


Heat Interruption due to any of the 


four reasons (all households) 
6.9% 6.5% 10.3% 13.4% 9.2% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-2 focuses on the type of service interruptions. In 2005, 9.2 percent of LIHEAP 


income eligible households were without heating at some point during the heating season 


and 8.7 percent were without air conditioning at some point during the cooling season.  


Eleven and half percent of LIHEAP income eligible households (4.4 million) experienced at 


least one type of service interruption. Both heating and cooling disruptions occurred at the 


highest rate in the South and West. 


Table III-2 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Census Region, 2005 


Type of  Interruption 
Census Region 


U.S. 
Northeast Midwest South West 


Heating Interruption (households 


with heating equipment) 
6.9% 6.5% 10.3% 13.4% 9.2% 


Cooling Interruption (households with 


air conditioning equipment) 
2.9% 6.2% 12.7% 9.3% 8.7% 


Any Interruption (all households) 7.1% 8.8% 14.7% 14.1% 11.6% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table III-3 focuses on the category of service interruptions.  For most Census Regions, 


home energy service interruptions are almost equally split between payment interruptions 


and equipment interruptions.  However, in the West, equipment interruptions are responsible 


for substantially more service disruptions than payment interruptions. 


Table III-3 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Census Region, 2005 


Category of  Interruption 
Census Region 


U.S. 
Northeast Midwest South West 


Payment Only 2.4% 3.9% 6.7% 4.8% 4.8% 


Equipment/System Only 2.8% 3.4% 5.9% 7.7% 5.0% 


Both 1.9% 1.5% 2.1% 1.5% 1.8% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-4 furnishes information on the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


introduced in Section II of the report.  The analysis presented in Section II found that there 


was a high level of correlation (correlation coefficient =0.71) between the first two 


dimensions of financial Energy Insecurity – worry about the ability to pay for home energy 


bills and reducing expenditures for basic necessities.  For that reason, this analysis examines 


the information on reducing expenditures for basic necessities.  Similarly, there was 


considerable correlation among the dimensions of borrowing to pay the home energy bill, 


skipping a home energy payment, and receiving a threat of service disconnection.  This 


analysis focuses on the threat of service termination. 


Table III-4 focuses on the constraints households face on household necessities or whether 


they received shutoff notices or threats by region. Nationally, 47 percent (18.1 million) of 


LIHEAP income eligible households reduced expenditures on basic household necessities to 


pay for their energy bills in 2005; 20.8 percent (8.0 million) of LIHEAP income eligible 


households received a notice or threat to discontinue their heating service.  Table III-4 


shows that households in the Northeast are the least likely to reduce expenses for household 


necessities due to not having enough money for their energy bill. They are also least likely 


to receive shutoff notices. 


The pattern for the intensity of financial problems appears to be the same in all Census 


Regions.  For example, in all Census Regions, we find that a significant fraction of 


households have to reduce spending on necessities every month, another group of 


households has to reduce spending on necessities in some months (perhaps during those 


months with the highest bills), and relatively few households have problems only one or two 


months per year.  For service termination threats, very few households have them every 


month, while large numbers report having them in some months or in one or two months.  


Given the substantial differences in the type of protections across the country, as well as the 


differences in the way energy bills vary during different seasons, it is interesting that the 


patterns of problems are so similar. 
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Table III-4 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Census Region, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 


Census Region 


U.S. 


Northeast Midwest South West 


Reduced Expenses for 


Household Necessities Due 


to Not Having Enough 


Money for the Energy Bill 


During the Past Year  


Almost Every Month 12.4% 15.7% 20% 18.1% 17.0% 


Some Months  20.5% 27.3% 22.9% 22.0% 23.3% 


1 or 2 Months 6.1% 6.3% 6.7% 8.0%   6.7%   


Never / No 61.0% 50.7% 50.5% 51.8% 53.0% 


Received Notice or Threat 


to Disconnect or 


Discontinue Electricity or 


Home Heating Fuel Due to 


Not Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill During 


the Past Year 


Almost Every Month 2.3% 2.1% 3.8% 1.6% 2.7% 


Some Months  6.1% 9.3% 9.2% 9.6% 8.7% 


1 or 2 Months 7.4% 10.5% 9.6% 10.3%   9.5%   


Never / No 84.3% 78.1% 77.4% 78.6% 79.2% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-5 furnishes information on the health and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


by Census Region.  This analysis presents information on three important aspects of health 


and safety Energy Insecurity – keeping the home at an unsafe temperature, leaving the home 


for part of the day, and using the kitchen stove or oven for heat. Nationally, 8.4 percent (3.2 


million) of LIHEAP income eligible households reported that they kept their home at an 


unsafe temperature, 10.1 percent (3.8 million) used kitchen stove or oven to provide heat, 


and 8.8 percent (3.4 million) left home during day because it was too hot or cold for at least 


1 or 2 months.  The overlapping between these three actions is relatively low. Only 0.4 


million of households took all three actions and 1.8 million took any two of the three 


actions. 20 percent (7.7million) of LIHEAP income eligible households engaged in at least 


one of the three actions. This is the total number of households that faced a constraint on 


energy use because of unaffordable energy.  


At the Census Region level, households in the Northeast Region are the least likely to 


experience any of these types of health and safety Energy Insecurity.  Households in the 


South Region were the most likely to keep their home at an unsafe temperature and to use 


their kitchen stove or oven for heat.  Households in the West Region were the most likely to 


leave their home for part of the day because it was too hot or too cold. 
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Table III-5 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Census Region, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 


Census Region 


U.S. 


Northeast Midwest South West 


Kept Home at Temperature You 


Felt Was Unsafe or Unhealthy 


Due to Not Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.3% 1.0% 2.8% 1.5% 1.8% 


Some Months  2.6% 4.0% 4.9% 4.2% 4.1% 


1 or 2 Months 1.8% 3.5% 2.5% 2.0%   2.5%   


Never / No 94.3% 91.5% 89.9% 92.3% 91.6% 


Used Kitchen Stove or Oven to 


Provide Heat Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the Energy Bill 


During Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
0.5% 0.1% 1.6% 0% 0.7% 


Some Months  3.6% 4.6% 5.3% 5.9% 4.9% 


1 or 2 Months 3.0% 5.5% 5.2% 3.5%   4.5%   


Never / No 92.9% 89.8% 87.9% 90.6% 89.9% 


Left Home for Part of the Day 


Because it was Too Hot or Too 


Cold Due to Not Having Enough 


Money for the Energy Bill During 


Past Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
1.4% 0.2% 1.3% 1.2% 1.0% 


Some Months  3.0% 2.9% 3.5% 8.2% 4.2% 


1 or 2 Months 2.1% 3.5% 3.5% 5.4%   3.6%   


Never / No 93.4% 93.4% 91.7% 85.2% 91.2% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


C. Energy Insecurity by Poverty Level and Income Group 


Tables III-6 through III-10 present information on the income dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity for LIHEAP income eligible households. Table III-6 shows that in 2005, 


households with income at or below the HHS Poverty Guidelines had the highest rate of heat 


interruptions of all types – 12.9 percent.  Similarly, the lowest income households – those 


with incomes less than $10,000 were the most likely to have heat interruptions. 
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Table III-6 
Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Reason for Heat Interruption 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
6.3% 3.4% 2.5% 7.0% 3.3% 3.9% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
7.2% 4.4% 2.7% 5.4% 4.3% 6.7% 


Unable to pay for electric service 6.6% 4.1% 2.1% 6.4%   3.8%   4.6%   


Unable to pay for gas service 5.1% 3.1% 2.8% 3.6% 1.9% 6.1% 


Heat Interruption due to any of 


the four reasons 
12.9% 7.0% 5.5% 12.9% 6.2% 10.1% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-7 focuses on the type of service interruptions. Households with incomes at or 


below poverty and households with incomes at or below $10,000 had the highest rates for 


both heating and cooling interruptions.  However, the rates of heating and/or cooling 


interruptions are significant for all LIHEAP income eligible households. About 10.0 percent 


of households with incomes between 101 and 150 percent of poverty and 8.3 percent of 


income eligible households with incomes above 150 percent of poverty had heating and/or 


cooling interruptions. 


Table III-7 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Type of  Interruption 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Heating Interruption 12.9% 7.0% 5.5% 12.9% 6.2% 10.1% 


Cooling Interruption 10.1% 8.6% 6.1%` 10.2% 6.8% 9.8% 


Any Interruption 14.5% 10.0% 8.3% 14.3% 8.4% 13.3% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-8 focuses on the category of service interruptions. The lowest income households 


have higher rates of payment only heating and cooling disruptions, as well as much higher 
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rates of both payment and system interruptions.  The differences in the rates of equipment 


only disruptions are smaller than for payment interruptions. 


Table III-8 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Category of  Interruption 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Payment Only 6.1% 3.4% 4.3% 4.4% 3.8% 6.3% 


Equipment/System Only 5.4% 5.4% 3.6% 6.6% 3.2% 5.9% 


Both 3.0% 1.2% 0.4% 3.3% 1.5% 1.1% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-9 furnishes information on the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


introduced in Section II of the report.  Table III-9 focuses on whether households reduced 


expenses on household necessities and/or whether they received shutoff notices or threats. 


The table shows that the lowest income households are the most likely to reduce spending 


for basic necessities (53 percent) and the most likely to receive a service termination notice 


(26 percent). However, a significant share of other LIHEAP income eligible households also 


reduce spending and have service termination threats. 
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Table III-9 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Reduced Expenses for 


Household Necessities 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
22.4% 14.1% 11.2% 23.8% 15.1% 14.0% 


Some Months  22.3% 26.2% 20.8% 20.1% 21.8% 27.7% 


1 or 2 Months 8.0% 5.6% 6.0% 5.6% 6.1% 8.5% 


Never / No 47.3% 54.2% 62.1% 50.5% 57.0% 49.9% 


Received Notice or 


Threat to Disconnect or 


Discontinue Electricity 


or Home Heating Fuel 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
3.9% 1.4% 2.1% 4.6% 2.2% 1.7% 


Some Months  11.5% 6.6% 6.1% 11.4% 7.6% 7.8% 


1 or 2 Months 10.7% 9.5% 7.2% 9.0% 8.0% 11.8% 


Never / No 73.8% 82.5% 84.5% 74.9% 82.3% 78.7% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-10 furnishes information on the health and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


by Census Region.  This analysis presents information on three important aspects of health 


and safety Energy Insecurity – keeping the home at an unsafe temperature, leaving the home 


for part of the day, and using the kitchen stove or oven for heat. This table shows that 


households at the lowest income level have the highest rate of health and safety Energy 


Insecurity.  For example, about 12 percent of households with income at or below poverty 


report that they kept their home at a temperature that they felt was unsafe, while only about 


4 percent of the households with income above 150 percent of poverty reported that.  The 


rates of health and safety Energy Insecurity is generally 10 percent of the lowest income 


households and 5 percent of less for the other LIHEAP income eligible households. 
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Table III-10 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Kept Home at 


Temperature You Felt 


Was Unsafe or 


Unhealthy Due to Not 


Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill 


During Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
2.9% 0.6% 1.3% 3.9% 1.3% 0.7% 


Some Months  5.4% 4.3% 1.2% 5.3% 4.9% 2.2% 


1 or 2 Months 3.8% 1.3% 2.0% 4.0% 2.7% 1.1% 


Never / No 87.9% 93.7% 95.6% 86.9% 91.2% 96.0% 


Used Kitchen Stove or 


Oven to Provide Heat 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
0.9% 0.9% 0.0% 0.5% 0.7% 0.9% 


Some Months  7.2% 3.3% 2.7% 6.6% 5.4% 2.9% 


1 or 2 Months 5.6% 4.1% 2.9% 5.5% 4.8% 3.3% 


Never / No 86.3% 91.7% 94.4% 87.4% 89.2% 92.9% 


Left Home for Part of 


the Day Because it was 


Too Hot or Too Cold 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.2% 0.5% 1.6% 1.6% 1.2% 0.4% 


Some Months  5.4% 3.2% 3.3% 6.0% 4.5% 2.4% 


1 or 2 Months 4.4% 3.7% 1.8% 4.1% 3.3% 3.6% 


Never / No 89.0% 92.6% 93.3 % 88.4% 91.0% 93.7% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


D. Energy Insecurity by Vulnerability Group and Income Type 


Tables III-11 through III-15 present information on the demographic dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity for LIHEAP income eligible households. Table III-11a shows that in 2005, 


elderly households were the least likely to report heating interruptions; about 5.5 percent of 


elderly households had a heating interruption, while 13.1 percent households with a young 


child and 10.6 percent of other households reported a heating interruption.  However, Table 


III-11b shows that for households with income at or below poverty, the heat interruptions 


reported by elderly households are much more comparable to those of other types of 


households.  However, even in Table III-11b, it can be seen that the major types of heat 


interruptions for elderly households are from equipment problems and bulk fuel payment 


issues.  Very few elderly households report electric service or gas service heat interruptions. 
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Table III-11a 
Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
All LIHEAP Income Eligible Households 


Reason for Heat Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


or Other 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
6.1% 4.2% 3.9% 4.1% 3.6% 7.4% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
5.7% 4.4% 6.5% 5.9% 4.0% 6.6% 


Unable to pay for electric 


service 
7.3% 1.7% 6.1% 5.6%   2.2%   6.0%   


Unable to pay for gas service 6.2% 0.5% 5.4% 4.6% 0.9% 6.1% 


Heat Interruption due to any 


of the four reasons 
13.1% 5.5% 10.6% 10.0% 5.2% 13.3% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 
Table III-11b 


Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 
By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 


Households with Income at or Below the HHS Poverty Guidelines 


Reason for Heat Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


or Other 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
6.1% 8.0% 5.1% 5.6% 6.5% 7.9% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
1.3% 6.2% 11.0% 7.9% 7.5% 4.8% 


Unable to pay for electric 


service 
7.3% 1.5% 10.4% 8.2%   3.4%   6.5%   


Unable to pay for gas service 3.6% 0.0% 10.7% 7.1% 0.8% 5.6% 


Heat Interruption due to any 


of the four reasons 
12.6% 9.2% 16.2% 14.1% 9.5% 14.4% 


 Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table III-12a focuses on the type of service interruptions. Elderly households have the 


lowest rate of both heating and cooling interruptions.  However, Table III-12b shows that 


the interruption rates for elderly households with incomes at or below poverty are much 


closer to those of other types of households. 


Table III-12a 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
All LIHEAP Income Eligible Households 


Type of  Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Heating Interruption 13.1% 5.5% 10.6% 10.0% 5.2% 13.3% 


Cooling Interruption 13.1% 5.3% 9.5% 10.0% 4.2% 11.6% 


Any  Interruption 15.5% 6.9% 13.7% 12.9% 6.4% 15.7% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-12b 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
Households with Income at or Below the HHS Poverty Guidelines 


Type of  Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Heating Interruption 12.6% 9.2% 16.2% 14.1% 9.5% 14.4% 


Cooling Interruption 12.2% 7.5% 11.2% 11.5% 5.7% 12.7% 


Any  Interruption 14.3% 10.5% 18.0% 16.1% 10.7% 15.5% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Tables III-13a and III-13b focus on the category of service interruptions. LIHEAP income 


eligible elderly households have the lowest rate of payment interruptions.  Among 


households with income below poverty, elderly households are also the least likely to have 


payment interruptions.  However, elderly households have a higher rate of equipment 


interruptions, and Table III-13b shows that elderly households with income below poverty 


have the highest rate of equipment interruptions. 
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Table III-13a 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
All LIHEAP Income Eligible Households 


Category of  Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Payment Only 6.5% 0.8% 7.3% 6.1% 1.0% 6.5% 


Equipment/System Only 6.6% 5.0% 4.2% 4.9% 3.9% 7.3% 


Both 2.4% 1.1% 2.1% 1.9% 1.5% 1.9% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-13b 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
Households with Income at or Below the HHS Poverty Guidelines 


Category of  Interruption 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Payment Only 5.5% 0.0% 11.4% 7.9% 1.5% 7.4% 


Equipment/System Only 6.1% 8.4% 2.5% 4.2% 6.5% 6.8% 


Both 2.6% 2.1% 4.1% 4.0% 2.7% 1.3% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-14a furnishes information on the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


introduced in Section II of the report (i.e., constraints households face on household 


necessities or whether they received shutoff notices or threats). The table shows that the 


elderly households are less likely to reduce spending for basic necessities and are the least 


likely to receive a service termination notice. The table also shows that employed 


households face similar levels of financial Energy Insecurity as households on public 


assistance.  Table III-14b presents statistics for all households in poverty. That table shows 


that, even for elderly households in poverty, such households are much less likely than other 


types of households to receive threats of service termination.  However, elderly households 


with incomes below poverty report that they need to reduce spending for basic necessities at 


almost the same rate as other types of households.  
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Table III-14a 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
All LIHEAP Income Eligible Households 


Dimension Frequency 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


and Other 


Reduced Expenses for 


Household Necessities 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
16.7% 13.9% 19.9% 16.5% 12.7% 26.8% 


Some Months  26.4% 18.3% 25.9% 26.0% 18.3% 21.3% 


1 or 2 Months 12.4% 4.4% 6.0% 7.6% 6.1% 4.3% 


Never / No 44.5% 63.5% 48.1% 49.9% 62.9% 47.6% 


Received Notice or 


Threat to Disconnect or 


Discontinue Electricity 


or Home Heating Fuel 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.9% 1.9% 3.7% 2.8% 1.5% 4.1% 


Some Months  8.5% 3.7% 13.0% 10.3% 2.5% 13.3% 


1 or 2 Months 16.2% 2.9% 12.0% 12.1% 2.7% 11.3% 


Never / No 73.5% 91.6% 71.4% 74.8% 93.3% 71.3% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-14b 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
Households with Income at or Below the HHS Poverty Guidelines 


Dimension Frequency 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


and Other 


Reduced Expenses for 


Household Necessities 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
18.9% 20.3% 26.0% 18.1% 21.4% 33.4% 


Some Months  24.0% 21.1% 22.4% 24.6% 20.3% 19.3% 


1 or 2 Months 12.9% 6.1% 6.9% 9.6% 9.1% 3.0% 


Never / No 44.2% 52.5% 44.7% 47.7% 49.2% 44.2% 


Received Notice or 


Threat to Disconnect or 


Discontinue Electricity 


or Home Heating Fuel 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During the 


Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
3.6% 3.5% 4.5% 3.9% 3.3% 4.8 


Some Months  10.3% 5.2% 17.4% 13.4% 4.0% 16.3% 


1 or 2 Months 15.0% 3.1% 14.6% 12.5% 4.6% 13.7% 


Never / No 71.0% 88.3% 63.5% 70.2% 88.2% 65.2% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Tables III-15a and 15b furnish information on the health and safety dimensions of Energy 


Insecurity.  This analysis presents information on three important aspects of health and 


safety Energy Insecurity – keeping the home at an unsafe temperature, leaving the home for 


part of the day, and using the kitchen stove or oven for heat. This table shows that all 


vulnerable groups experience these problems at about the same rate.  For example, 6.5 


percent of young child households, 9.0 percent of elderly households and 8.7 percent of 


other households reported that they kept their home at a temperature that they felt was 


unsafe.  A similar pattern is observed for households with income at or below the poverty 


level, all vulnerable groups and all income type groups have similar rates of health and 


safety Energy Insecurity. 


Table III-15a 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
All LIHEAP Income Eligible Households 


Dimension Frequency 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


and Other 


Kept Home at 


Temperature You Felt 


Was Unsafe or 


Unhealthy Due to Not 


Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill 


During Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.1% 2.7% 1.3% 1.6% 2.3% 1.6% 


Some Months  3.8% 3.6% 4.7% 4.1% 3.5% 5.3% 


1 or 2 Months 1.6% 2.8% 2.8% 2.4% 2.8% 2.6% 


Never / No 93.5% 91.0% 91.3% 92.0% 91.4% 90.5% 


Used Kitchen Stove or 


Oven to Provide Heat 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.4% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 0.1% 1.1% 


Some Months  3.7% 4.3% 6.0% 4.7% 4.2% 7.1% 


1 or 2 Months 3.9% 3.8% 5.3% 5.5% 2.5% 4.2% 


Never / No 91.0% 91.5% 88.0% 89.0% 93.2% 87.5% 


Left Home for Part of 


the Day Because it was 


Too Hot or Too Cold 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
0.5% 1.1% 1.3% 0.7% 1.2% 1.9% 


Some Months  3.0% 2.9% 5.9% 4.2% 0.9% 9.9% 


1 or 2 Months 5.6% 2.7% 3.4% 4.2% 2.4% 3.5% 


Never / No 91.0% 93.4% 89.4% 91.0% 95.5% 84.6% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table III-15b 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 
Households with Income at or Below the HHS Poverty Guidelines 


Dimension Frequency 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


and Other 


Kept Home at 


Temperature You Felt 


Was Unsafe or 


Unhealthy Due to Not 


Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill 


During Past Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
1.6% 5.6% 1.4% 2.1% 5.3% 1.7% 


Some Months  4.4% 5.2% 6.2% 5.3% 4.3% 7.1% 


1 or 2 Months 3.2% 3.8% 4.0% 4.0% 3.7% 3.4% 


Never / No 90.1% 85.5% 88.4% 88.6% 86.8% 87.8% 


Used Kitchen Stove or 


Oven to Provide Heat 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every 


Month 
2.7% 0.2% 0.5% 0.8% 0.3% 1.8% 


Some Months  4.4% 8.0% 8.3% 7.3% 6.3% 8.6% 


1 or 2 Months 4.9% 5.3% 6.1% 7.7% 2.3% 4.4% 


Never / No 88.0% 86.5% 85.0% 84.2% 91.1% 85.3% 


Left Home for Part of 


the Day Because it was 


Too Hot or Too Cold 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year  


Almost Every 


Month 
1.0% 1.8% 0.8% 1.0% 2.4% 0.3% 


Some Months  2.9% 3.5% 8.4% 3.7% 2.1% 13.2% 


1 or 2 Months 6.0% 4.8% 3.2% 4.6% 4.1% 4.5% 


Never / No 90.1% 89.9% 87.7% 90.8% 91.5% 82.1% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


E. Energy Insecurity by Energy Burden 


Tables III-16 to III-20 show how energy burden relates to Energy Insecurity for LIHEAP 


income eligible households. These tables furnish information on residential energy burden 


(i.e., the percent of income spent on heating, cooling, water heating, and appliances) and 


home energy burden (i.e., the percent of household income spent on heating and cooling).  


This study estimates that, in 2005, there were 14.0 million LIHEAP income eligible 


households with high residential energy burden, 12.5 million with moderate burden, and 


12.1 million with low burden.
16


 The study estimates that, in 2005, there were 15.6 million 


LIHEAP income eligible households with high home energy burden, 9.3 million with 


moderate burden, and 13.7 million with low burden.
17


  It is important to note that the RECS 


                                                 
16


 This study defines high energy burden as the “energy share” of severe housing burden. This study defines 


residential energy burden of 10.9 percent of income as a high burden, moderate energy burden as costs at or above 


6.5 percent of income but less than 10.9 percent of income, and low energy burden as costs less than 6.5 percent of 


income. 
17


 Heating and cooling expenditures comprise 39.3 percent of total residential energy expenditures.  Therefore, high 


home energy burden is defined as heating and cooling costs that exceed 4.3 percent of income.  Moderate home 
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uses regression analyses to provide estimates of the amounts of residential energy 


expenditures going to various end uses, including home heating and cooling.  Actual heating 


and cooling expenditures may differ than those estimated by the RECS. 


Table III-16 shows that in 2005, households with high residential energy burden were much 


more likely to have a heat interruption than households with moderate or low burdens.  


However, it appears that there is very little relationship between home energy burden and 


heat interruptions.   One reason that high residential energy burden is better associated with 


heat interruptions compared to home energy burden may be the fact that if the household 


cannot pay its whole energy bill, it will be without heat regardless of what portion of the 


energy bill was for space heating.   


Table III-16 
Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Reason for Heat Interruption 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Unable to pay for the repair of 


broken heating system 
5.4% 3.8% 4.1% 3.9% 4.0% 5.4% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel 


delivery 
4.6% 6.4% 5.6% 1.9% 8.5% 12.7% 


Unable to pay for electric 


service 
6.9% 3.3% 3.7% 4.8%   4.2%   4.9%   


Unable to pay for gas service 6.4% 3.2% 2.0% 6.3% 2.3% 1.8% 


Heat Interruption due to any of 


the four reasons 
12.7% 7.4% 7.2% 9.8% 8.8% 9.0% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-17 focuses on the type of service interruptions. It shows that when all types of 


service interruptions are considered, households with high residential burden are still more 


likely to have heat interruptions.  However, home energy burden is not correlated with 


service interruptions, in part because high home energy burden households report the lowest 


rate of cooling interruptions. 


                                                                                                                                                             
energy burden is defined as heating and cooling costs above 2.6 percent of income but less than 4.3 percent of 


income. 
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Table III-17 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Type of  Interruption 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Heating Interruption 12.7% 7.4% 7.2% 9.8% 8.8% 9.0% 


Cooling Interruption 9.7% 8.7% 7.4% 7.7% 9.8% 9.0% 


Any Heating/Cooling Interruption 14.2% 10.7% 9.5% 11.0% 12.1% 11.9% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-18 focuses on the category of service interruptions.  The households with high 


residential energy burden have a higher rate of payment-related service interruptions. 


Equipment/system interruptions do not appear to be related to energy burden. 


Table III-18 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Category of  Interruption 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Payment Only 6.2% 4.3% 3.6% 5.2% 5.1% 4.1% 


Equipment/System Only 5.1% 5.4% 4.5% 4.0% 5.9% 5.5% 


Both 2.9% 1.1% 1.3% 1.7%   1.2%   2.4%   


Source: 2005 RECS 


 
 


Table III-19 furnishes information on the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


introduced in Section II of the report.  Table III-19 focuses on the constraints households 


face on household necessities or whether they received shutoff notices or threats. The table 


shows that both types of financial Energy Insecurity appear to be related to residential 


energy burden, but - not related to the level of home energy burden.
18


 


                                                 
18


 The results were similar when net energy burden was used instead of the gross energy burden.  For the LIHEAP 


recipient households, the household’s net energy burden is defined as the share of annual household income that is 


used to pay annual energy bills net of the household’s LIHEAP grant.  
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Table III-19 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Reduced Expenses for 


Household Necessities Due 


to Not Having Enough 


Money for the Energy Bill 


During the Past Year  


Almost Every Month 20.7% 18.4% 11.5% 19.5% 14.7% 15.9% 


Some Months  25.2% 22.1% 22.3% 22.0% 26.9% 22.2% 


1 or 2 Months 5.2% 8.5% 6.7% 5.9% 8.1% 6.7% 


Never / No 48.9% 51.0% 59.6% 52.7% 50.3% 55.2% 


Received Notice or Threat 


to Disconnect or 


Discontinue Electricity or 


Home Heating Fuel Due to 


Not Having Enough 


Money for the Energy Bill 


During the Past Year 


Almost Every Month 4.0% 2.8% 1.0% 3.7% 2.7% 1.6% 


Some Months  11.2% 8.3% 6.1% 9.7% 8.8% 7.4% 


1 or 2 Months 10.0% 9.7% 8.7% 8.8% 8.0% 11.4% 


Never / No 74.8% 79.2% 84.1% 77.9% 80.6% 79.7% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table III-20 furnishes information on the health and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


by Census Region.  This analysis presents information on three important aspects of health 


and safety Energy Insecurity – keeping the home at an unsafe temperature, leaving the home 


for part of the day, and using the kitchen stove or oven for heat. This table shows that 


households with the highest residential energy burden are the most likely to keep their 


homes at a temperature that they felt was unsafe.  However, for most other indicators, 


neither residential energy burden nor home energy burden appears to be related to higher 


levels of Energy Insecurity. 
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Table III-20 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Dimension Frequency 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


 Kept Home at 


Temperature You Felt 


Was Unsafe or 


Unhealthy Due to Not 


Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill 


During Past Year 


Almost Every Month 2.3% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.3% 2.4% 


Some Months  5.4% 4.5% 2.2% 4.7% 3.9% 3.6% 


1 or 2 Months 3.0% 3.0% 1.5% 3.0% 2.4% 2.0% 


Never / No 89.3% 91.1% 94.8% 90.8% 92.2% 92.1% 


Used Kitchen Stove or 


Oven to Provide Heat 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every Month 0.8% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6% 0.4% 1.0% 


Some Months  7.1% 4.7% 2.7% 6.6% 3.5% 4.0% 


1 or 2 Months 4.7% 4.4% 4.3% 5.0% 3.3% 4.7% 


Never / No 87.4% 90.3% 92.4% 87.8% 92.7% 90.3% 


Left Home for Part of 


the Day Because it was 


Too Hot or Too Cold 


Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the 


Energy Bill During Past 


Year 


Almost Every Month 0.6% 1.1% 1.5% 0.6% 0.7% 1.8% 


Some Months  4.1% 4.5% 4.0% 2.9% 4.2% 5.6% 


1 or 2 Months 4.1% 2.4% 4.2% 3.3% 2.7% 4.5% 


Never / No 91.2% 92.0% 90.2 % 93.2% 92.4% 88.1% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


F. Energy Insecurity by LIHEAP Recipiency 


Tables III-21 to III-25 show how LIHEAP recipiency relates to Energy Insecurity for 


LIHEAP income eligible households. As part of the 2005 RECS processing, the addresses of 


survey respondents were compared to State LIHEAP administrative records to assess 


whether these households received LIHEAP benefits.  Table III-21 shows that, in 2005, 


LIHEAP recipient households had higher rates of heat interruptions than nonrecipients; 


recipients had about 50 percent more interruptions than nonrecipients.  At some level, this 


finding suggests that LIHEAP had been successful in targeting those households that have 


the greatest need for energy assistance since they have heating interruptions.   
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Table III-21 
Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat in the Past 12 Months 


By LIHEAP Recipiency, 2005 


Reason for Heat Interruption LIHEAP Recipients LIHEAP Nonrecipients 


Unable to pay for the repair of broken heating 


system 
6.8% 4.3% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel delivery 13.5% 4.7% 


Unable to pay for electric service 6.1% 4.6%   


Unable to pay for gas service 7.9% 3.4% 


Heat Interruption due to any of the four reasons 13.6% 8.9% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-22 focuses on the type of service interruptions. It shows that when all types of 


service interruptions are considered, LIHEAP recipient households are still more likely to 


have heat interruptions; LIHEAP recipients have about 50 percent more heating 


interruptions and about 25 percent more cooling interruptions. 


Table III-22 
Type of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By LIHEAP Recipiency, 2005 


Type of  Interruption LIHEAP Recipients LIHEAP Nonrecipients 


Heating Interruption 13.6% 8.9% 


Cooling Interruption 10.8% 8.5% 


Any  Heating/Cooling Interruption 15.7% 11.3% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-23 focuses on the category of service interruptions.  LIHEAP recipient households 


have about 50 percent more payment interruptions than nonrecipients and about 25 percent 


more equipment interruptions.  LIHEAP recipients are also much more likely to have both 


types of service interruptions. 


Table III-23 
Category of Service Interruption in the Past 12 Months 


By LHEAP Recipiency, 2005 


Category of  Interruption LIHEAP Recipients LIHEAP Nonrecipients 


Payment Only 6.8% 4.6% 


Equipment/System Only 6.1% 4.9% 


Both 2.8% 1.7%   


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table III-24 furnishes information on the financial dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


introduced in Section II of the report.  Table III-24 focuses on the constraints households 


face on household necessities or whether they received shutoff notices or threats. The table 


shows that LIHEAP recipients are much more likely to have both types of Energy Insecurity 


than nonrecipients.  About 65 percent of LIHEAP recipients had to reduce expenditures for 


basic necessities compared to about 45 percent of nonrecipients.  Similarly, almost 40 


percent of LIHEAP recipients had received service termination threats, compared to about 


20 percent of nonrecipients.  These statistics furnish additional evidence that LIHEAP is 


targeting the low income households with the highest level of need for energy assistance. 


Table III-24 
Financial Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By LIHEAP Recipiency, 2005 


Dimension Frequency LIHEAP Recipients 
LIHEAP 


Nonrecipients 


Reduced Expenses for Household 


Necessities Due to Not Having 


Enough Money for the Energy 


Bill During the Past Year  


Almost Every Month 25.9% 16.5% 


Some Months  33.5% 22.4% 


1 or 2 Months 6.1% 6.8% 


Never / No 34.5% 54.3% 


Received Notice or Threat to 


Disconnect or Discontinue 


Electricity or Home Heating Fuel 


Due to Not Having Enough 


Money for the Energy Bill During 


the Past Year 


Almost Every Month 7.1% 2.4% 


Some Months  16.8% 8.0% 


1 or 2 Months 14.5% 9.1% 


Never / No 61.6 % 80.4% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table III-25 furnishes information on the health and safety dimensions of Energy Insecurity 


by LIHEAP Recipiency.  This analysis presents information on three important aspects of 


health and safety Energy Insecurity – keeping the home at an unsafe temperature, leaving 


the home for part of the day, and using the kitchen stove or oven for heat. This table shows 


that LIHEAP recipient households are more likely than nonrecipients to experience all types 


of health and safety Energy Insecurity than nonrecipient households. 
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Table III-25 
Health and Safety Dimensions of Energy Insecurity in the Past 12 Months 


By LIHEAP Recipiency, 2005 


Dimension Frequency LIHEAP Recipients 
LIHEAP 


Nonrecipients 


Kept Home at Temperature You Felt 


Was Unsafe or Unhealthy Due to Not 


Having Enough Money for the Energy 


Bill During Past Year 


Almost Every Month 3.3% 1.7% 


Some Months  6.1% 3.9% 


1 or 2 Months 2.3% 2.5% 


Never / No 88.3% 91.9% 


Used Kitchen Stove or Oven to Provide 


Heat Due to Not Having Enough Money 


for the Energy Bill During Past Year 


Almost Every Month 0.9% 0.7% 


Some Months  12.6% 4.4% 


1 or 2 Months 5.8% 4.4% 


Never / No 80.7% 90.6% 


Left Home for Part of the Day Because it 


was Too Hot or Too Cold Due to Not 


Having Enough Money for the Energy 


Bill During Past Year  


Almost Every Month 1.1% 1.0% 


Some Months  7.6% 3.9% 


1 or 2 Months 4.5% 3.5% 


Never / No 86.8 % 91.5% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


G. Multivariate Analysis 


Data tabulations in this section showed how Energy Insecurity was distributed 


geographically and demographically for the low income households. They furnished detailed 


information on how Energy Insecurity levels vary for key population subgroups.  This part 


assesses the relationship between the different dimensions of Energy Insecurity and the 


geographic, demographic, and income/energy burden factors based on multivariate analyses 


of the data. A multivariate analysis allows one to see how all these factors simultaneously 


affect the Energy Insecurity of low income households. 


This study used multiple regression analysis19 to examine the effects of these factors on 


Energy Insecurity of LIHEAP income eligible households. Multiple regression analysis 


allows one to discriminate between the effects of the explanatory variables, making 


allowance for the fact that they may be correlated. The regression coefficient of each 


explanatory variable provides an estimate of its influence on Energy Insecurity, controlling 


for the effects of all the other explanatory variables included in the model.  


The explanatory variables included in the regression model were Census Region indicators, 


poverty level, residential (or home) energy burden, presence of an elderly or young child 


                                                 
19


 In multiple regression analysis, a single dependent variable, Y, is considered to be a function of one or more 


explanatory variables, X1, X2, and so on. 
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member in the household, and whether the household uses bulk fuel. Although the overall 


model was statistically significant, the amount of variation in various forms of Energy 


Insecurity that can be explained by the regression model was low. That means that there is a 


significant amount of variation in Energy Insecurity that cannot be explained by the 


explanatory variables included in the model. 


Key findings from the data tabulations in this section were: 


 Geography – Low income households in the South and West Census Regions were 


more likely to experience service interruptions. Households in the Northeast were 


less likely to have financial or health and safety Energy Insecurity. 


 Income – Lower household income was associated with a higher level of Energy 


Insecurity. 


 Vulnerability – Elderly low income households experienced lower levels of service 


interruptions and financial Energy Insecurity compared to other groups of vulnerable 


households.  However, all vulnerable households experienced health and safety 


Energy Insecurity at about the same rate. 


 Energy Burden – Households with high residential energy burden experienced higher 


levels of Energy Insecurity. The association between the level of home energy 


burden and level of Energy Insecurity was weak.   


 LIHEAP Recipiency – LIHEAP recipient households had higher rates of service 


interruptions and both financial and health and safety Energy Insecurity compared to 


nonrecipient low income households. 


The multivariate analysis of data confirmed the following findings from the tabular analysis: 


 Low income households in the South and West were likely to experience higher rates of 


service interruptions and households in the Northeast were likely to have lower levels of 


health and safety Energy Insecurity when poverty level, residential energy burden, 


presence of an elderly or young child member in the household, and whether the 


household uses bulk fuel were controlled for.  


 Lower household income was associated with a greater incidence of Energy Insecurity of 


any type when other factors were controlled for. 


 High residential energy burden was associated with a greater incidence of Energy 


Insecurity of any type when other factors were controlled for.  


 


 Elderly low income households experienced lower levels of service interruptions and 


financial Energy Insecurity when other factors were controlled for. 


The multivariate analysis of data showed the following differences: 
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 Low income households in different Census regions were likely to experience similar 


rates of financial Energy Insecurity when other factors were controlled for.  


 Elderly low income households experienced lower levels of health and safety Energy 


Insecurity when other factors were controlled for. 


Key new findings from the multivariate analysis include: 


 Both the level of residential energy burden and household poverty level are strong factors 


related to Energy Insecurity. However, high residential energy burden is a better predictor 


of Energy Insecurity than household poverty level. 


 High home energy burden is also associated with higher levels of Energy Insecurity. 


However, once household poverty level is controlled for, this association no longer 


exists. This suggests that household poverty level is a better predictor of household 


Energy Insecurity than home energy burden. 


Most findings from the multivariate analyses were consistent with the findings from the tabular 


analyses of the data. Therefore, the reader can rely on the results from the tabular analyses. 


Multivariate analysis indicated that high residential energy burden is the strongest factor related 


to Energy Insecurity of low income households compared to other factors included in the 


analysis. 
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IV. Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


This section of the report examines the Home Energy Insecurity Scale developed by Colton for 


OCS in 2003.  The scale was developed as a way to describe the overall status of households 


with respect to Energy Insecurity.  In this section, data from the 2005 RECS are used to compute 


the Home Energy Insecurity Scale classifications of all LIHEAP income eligible households.  In 


addition, an alternative way to define the scale is proposed. 


A. The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


Colton originally developed the Home Energy Insecurity Scale in 2003 for OCS as a tool to 


describe the home energy status of LIHEAP income-eligible households.
 20


 The Scale 


combines information obtained from various Energy Insecurity questions into a single 


measure that can characterize the energy needs of low income households.  Based on 


responses to these questions, households are placed in one of the five thresholds: 


 “A thriving household is one that has achieved generally accepted standards of well-


being. A thriving household can engage in the full range of home energy uses of its 


choice without outside assistance and without financial strain. 


 A capable household is secure, even though not having achieved the full range of 


generally accepted standards of well-being. 


  A stable household does not face significant threats and is unlikely to be in immediate 


crisis. A stable household may on infrequent occasion need to engage in temporary or 


inappropriate actions because it lacks money to pay its home energy bills, but it does not 


do so regularly. 


 A vulnerable household is one that is not in immediate danger, but that may avoid this 


danger only through temporary or inappropriate solutions. A vulnerable household may 


occasionally face energy choices that require it to compromise not merely on comfort 


and/or convenience, but on basic household energy needs such as heating and/or hot 


water. 


 An in-crisis household faces immediate needs that threaten the household’s physical 


and/or emotional safety. Three alternative conditions exist of which anyone might place 


someone in the “in-crisis” threshold: (1) the household goes without energy; or (2) the 


household has energy, but has to routinely compromise on its energy use for basic 


                                                 
20


 Colton, R. (2003). “Measuring the Outcomes of Low-Income Energy Assistance Programs through a Home 


Energy Insecurity Scale.” A Publication Prepared for: LIHEAP Committee on Managing for Results. U.S. 


Department of Health and Human Services. Administration for Children and Families. Office of Community 


Services, Division of Energy Assistance.  
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household necessities; or (3) the household does not compromise on its energy use, but in 


order to maintain that energy use, must compromise on non-energy basic necessities.” 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale was initially developed as a tool for caseworkers to 


measure the impact of energy assistance programs on the home Energy Insecurity of low 


income households.  APPRISE subsequently collaborated with Colton and developed a 


modified set of questions.  The modified instrument can be used by interviewers, and allows 


a systematic and automated assessment of Energy Insecurity based on survey responses.  


The 2005 RECS questionnaire used this modified set of questions.  The response patterns 


used to classify households on the 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale are given in 


Table IV-1. 
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Table IV-1 
The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


 Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis 


Receipt of Outside Assistance      


K-1c. Did you need to borrow from a friend or 


relative to pay your home energy bill? 
Never 


Some 


months 
Some months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Constraints on Energy Use      


K-1f. Did you close off part of your home because 


you could not afford to heat or cool it? 
Never 


1 or 2 


months 
Some months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


K-1g. Did you keep your home at a temperature that 


you felt was unsafe or unhealthy at any time of the 


year? 


Never Never 1 or 2 months 
Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-1h. Did you leave your home for part of the day 


because it was too hot or too cold? 
Never Never 1 or 2 months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-1i. Did you use your kitchen stove or oven to 


provide heat? 
Never Never Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Constraints on Household Necessities      


K-1b. Did you reduce your expenses for what you 


consider to be basic household necessities? 
Never Never Never 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


Nonpayment on Energy Bills      


K-1d. Did you skip paying your home energy bill or 


pay less than your whole home energy bill? 
Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some months 


(combined 


with “never” 


in K-1e) 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-1e. Did you have a supplier of your electric or 


home heating service threaten to disconnect your 


electricity or home heating fuel service or 


discontinue making fuel deliveries? 


Never Never Never 
Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-6. Was your electricity ever discontinued because 


you were unable to pay your electric bill? 
No No No No Yes 


K-3b. Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because you 


ran out of fuel oil, kerosene, LPG, propane, coal, or 


wood because you were unable to pay for a 


delivery? 


No No No No Yes 


K-3d.  Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because the 


utility company discontinued your gas service 


because you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


K-3c.  Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because the 


utility company discontinued your electric service 


because you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


K-4b. Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your air conditioner but could not because the utility 


company discontinued your electric service because 


you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


Financial Strain      


K-1a. Did you worry that you wouldn’t be able to 


pay your home energy bill? 
Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Almost every 


month 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 
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Table IV-2 shows the Scale classification of LIHEAP income eligible households by region. 


Nationally, approximately 25 percent (9.2 million) of households are classified as in-crises, 28 


percent (10.1 million) as vulnerable, and about 40 percent (14.3 million) as thriving. Households 


in the South and West are most likely to be in-crisis. Households in the West are least likely to 


be thriving. A very small proportion of households are classified as either capable or stable in 


each census region. 
Table IV-2 


The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 
By Census Region, 2005 


Threshold 
Census Region 


U.S. 
Northeast Midwest South West 


Thriving 46.9% 38.0% 39.4% 34.5% 39.6% 


Capable 2.3% 2.6% 3.5% 4.3% 3.2% 


Stable 5.2% 4.9% 2.4% 2.8%   3.6%   


Vulnerable 27.4% 32.8% 24.6% 29.0% 28.0% 


In-Crisis 18.2% 21.8% 30.2% 29.4% 25.6% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
 


Table IV-3 shows the Scale classification of LIHEAP income eligible households by poverty 


level and income group. More than 60 percent of households with incomes below poverty (9.6 


million) are either vulnerable or in-crisis. The likelihood of being in crisis or vulnerable 


decreases as poverty level increases. Higher annual income is associated with a lower probability 


of being in-crisis. 


 
Table IV-3 


The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 
By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Threshold 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 101%-150% >150% <$10K 
$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Thriving 32.7% 42.9% 48.2% 37.6% 43.2% 36.7% 


Capable 3.1% 3.4% 3.2% 2.4% 3.6% 3.4% 


Stable 3.2% 4.1% 3.9% 2.6% 4.0% 4.0% 


Vulnerable 27.5% 28.9% 27.5% 23.8% 25.9% 33.9% 


In-Crisis 33.6% 20.8% 17.3% 33.7% 23.3% 22.0% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table IV-4 shows the Scale classification of LIHEAP income eligible households by 


vulnerability group and income type. About 65 percent of young child households (4.8 million) 


are either vulnerable or in-crisis compared to about 40 percent of elderly households (5.5 


million).  The likelihood of being in crisis or vulnerable is higher for the households that are on 


cash assistance or have other types of incomes compared to households with employment or 


retirement income. 


Table IV-4 
The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 
By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 


Threshold 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Thriving 27.7% 53.0% 34.0% 35.4% 53.0% 32.5% 


Capable 4.1% 2.6% 3.3% 3.5% 3.4% 1.8% 


Stable 4.2% 2.8% 4.1% 4.5% 1.9% 3.3% 


Vulnerable 37.0% 22.8% 28.1% 30.7% 23.9% 24.7% 


In-Crisis 27.1% 18.8% 30.6% 25.9% 17.8% 37.8% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table IV-3 illustrated that households below poverty are much more likely to be in-crisis or 


vulnerable. Table IV-5 shows the Scale classification of households below poverty by 


vulnerability group and income type. About 68 percent of young child households are either 


vulnerable or in-crisis compared to about 53 percent of elderly households. The percentage of 


elderly households that are in-crisis or vulnerable is significantly higher for households below 


poverty than that for above poverty. The difference in the Scale ratings across households of 


different vulnerability groups or income types is smaller for households below poverty than 


those above poverty. 
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Table IV-5 
The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type for Households below Poverty, 2005 


Threshold 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Thriving 24.1% 42.7% 29.1% 29.8% 41.2% 29.2% 


Capable 2.7% 3.4% 3.0% 3.5% 3.2% 2.0% 


Stable 5.4% 1.1% 3.7% 4.8% 0.3% 3.0% 


Vulnerable 37.6% 25.3% 23.7% 30.3% 26.3% 22.4% 


In-Crisis 30.2% 27.5% 40.5% 31.8% 29.0% 43.5% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


 


Table IV-6 shows the Scale classification of LIHEAP income eligible households by residential 


and home energy burden. Higher residential energy burden is associated with a worse Scale 


threshold classification. The association of home energy burden and the Scale rating is weaker 


than that for residential energy burden and the Scale. 


Table IV-6 
The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


By Energy Burden, 2005 


Threshold 


Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Thriving 35.5% 38.3% 45.7% 38.8% 39.5% 40.7% 


Capable 2.8% 3.1% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 3.0% 


Stable 3.5% 3.5% 3.8% 3.4% 4.3% 3.4% 


Vulnerable 27.3% 30.2% 26.5% 25.9% 32.9% 27.0% 


In-Crisis 31.0% 24.8% 20.2% 28.1% 20.7% 26.0% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
 


Table IV-7 shows the Scale classification of LIHEAP income eligible households by LIHEAP 


status. Nearly 75 percent of LIHEAP recipient households are either vulnerable or in-crisis 


compared to about 52 percent of LIHEAP nonrecipients. A very small percentage of LIHEAP 


recipient or nonrecipient households are classified as either capable or stable. 
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Table IV-7 
The 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


By LIHEAP Status, 2005 


Threshold LIHEAP Recipients LIHEAP Nonrecipients 


Thriving 17.7% 41.2% 


Capable 4.8% 3.2% 


Stable 3.8% 3.6% 


Vulnerable 34.2% 27.5% 


In-Crisis 39.6% 24.6% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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B. The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale is a convenient way of combining information from the 


Energy Insecurity questions into one measure that characterizes the needs of the low income 


population.  After reviewing the categorization methodology on the Scale, an alternative 


assignment procedure was tested to assess whether minor revisions to the categorization 


procedures would change the distribution of households.   


One problem associated with the version of the 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale is 


that it places a very small percentage of households that are not thriving into capable and stable 


categories and pushes the rest into vulnerable or in-crisis categories. This makes it hard to 


characterize the needs of low income households. 


This study investigated the underlying factors that place households in vulnerable and in-crisis 


status on the Scale and revised the classification of households based on the responses to the 


following questions: 


 Did you need to borrow from a friend or relative to pay your home energy bill? 


 Did you close off part of your home because you could not afford to heat or cool it? 


 Did you worry that you wouldn’t be able to pay your home energy bill? 


 Did you have a supplier of your electric or home heating service threaten to disconnect 


your electricity or home heating fuel service or discontinue making fuel deliveries? 


 Did you reduce your expenses for what you consider to be basic household necessities? 


According to the new classification, a household can be capable it closes off part of home for 


some months and stable if it does it for almost every month. The question about financial strain 


is used only to separate thriving households from the rest. A household can still be stable if it 


receives shutoff notice or threat for 1 or 2 months but does not actually experiences a shutoff.  


The question about the reduction in expenditures on household necessities does not clearly 


specify what these necessities are. About half of the RECS respondents said that they reduced 


their expenditures on household necessities in order to pay for their energy bills.  The Scale 


places all of these households into either vulnerable or in-crisis categories.  This study proposes a 


different classification based on this question that moves some households into stable and 


capable thresholds. 


Moreover, the households that were identified to be LIHEAP recipients from the State 


administrative records were classified to be capable instead of thriving on the Alternative Home 


Energy Insecurity Scale even though these households answered each and every question on the 


Scale as “never” or “no.”     
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The response patterns used to classify households on the Alternative Home Energy Insecurity 


Scale are given in Table IV-7. The changes from the 2005 RECS Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


are highlighted in the table. 
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Table IV-7  
The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


 Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis 


Receipt of Outside Assistance      


K-1c. Did you need to borrow from a friend or 


relative to pay your home energy bill? 
Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Constraints on Energy Use      


K-1f. Did you close off part of your home because 


you could not afford to heat or cool it? 
Never 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


K-1g. Did you keep your home at a temperature that 


you felt was unsafe or unhealthy at any time of the 


year? 


Never Never 
1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-1h. Did you leave your home for part of the day 


because it was too hot or too cold? 
Never Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-1i. Did you use your kitchen stove or oven to 


provide heat? 
Never Never Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Constraints on Household Necessities      


K-1b. Did you reduce your expenses for what you 


consider to be basic household necessities? 
Never 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Nonpayment on Energy Bills      


K-1d. Did you skip paying your home energy bill or 


pay less than your whole home energy bill? 
Never 


1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


K-1e. Did you have a supplier of your electric or 


home heating service threaten to disconnect your 


electricity or home heating fuel service or 


discontinue making fuel deliveries? 


Never Never 
1 or 2 


months 


Some 


months 


Almost 


every month 


K-6. Was your electricity ever discontinued because 


you were unable to pay your electric bill? 
No No No No Yes 


K-3b. Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because you 


ran out of fuel oil, kerosene, LPG, propane, coal, or 


wood because you were unable to pay for a 


delivery? 


No No No No Yes 


K-3d.  Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because the 


utility company discontinued your gas service 


because you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


K-3c.  Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your main source of heat but could not because the 


utility company discontinued your electric service 


because you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


K-4b. Was there ever a time that you wanted to use 


your air conditioner but could not because the utility 


company discontinued your electric service because 


you were unable to pay your bill? 


No No No No Yes 


Financial Strain      


K-1a. Did you worry that you wouldn’t be able to 


pay your home energy bill? 
Never 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 


Almost 


every month 
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Table IV-8 shows the classification of low income households on the 2005 RECS Home Energy 


Insecurity Scale and the Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale. The Alternative Scale 


classifies a significantly larger percentage of households as “capable” or “stable” compared to 


the 2005 RECS Scale. 


Table IV-8 
The Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


Threshold The 2005 RECS Scale The Alternative Scale 


Thriving 39.6% 38.5% 


Capable 3.2% 18.2% 


Stable 3.6%   17.0%   


Vulnerable 28.0% 12.5% 


In-Crisis 25.6% 13.9% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table IV-9 shows the Energy Insecurity of LIHEAP income eligible households according to the 


Alternative Scale classification by region. Nationally, this time approximately 14 percent (5.0 


million) of households are classified as in-crisis, 13 percent (4.5 million) as vulnerable, and 


nearly 39 percent (13.8 million) as thriving. Households in the South and West are most likely to 


be in-crisis. Households in the Northeast are least likely to be in-crisis or vulnerable.  


Table IV-9 
The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


By Census Region, 2005 


Threshold 
Census Region 


U.S. 
Northeast Midwest South West 


Thriving 44.0% 36.7% 39.1% 33.7% 38.5% 


Capable 21.6% 20.2% 15.6% 16.9% 18.2% 


Stable 15.7% 19.4% 16.5% 16.4%   17.0%   


Vulnerable 9.3% 13.2% 10.4% 18.7% 12.5% 


In-Crisis 9.5% 10.5% 18.4% 14.3% 13.9% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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Table IV-10 shows the Energy Insecurity of LIHEAP income eligible households according to 


the Alternative Scale classification by poverty level and income group. Nearly 35 percent of 


households with incomes below poverty are either vulnerable or in-crisis. The likelihood of 


being in crisis or vulnerable decreases as poverty level or household income increases. 


Table IV-10 
The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


By Poverty Level and Income, 2005 


Threshold 


Poverty Level Annual Income 


<=100% 
101%-


150% 
>150% <$10K 


$10K-


<$20K 
>=$20K 


Thriving 31.0% 41.9% 47.6% 35.9% 41.9% 36.2% 


Capable 17.7% 19.1% 17.9% 15.3% 16.3% 22.9% 


Stable 17.1% 17.9% 15.4% 14.9% 16.7% 19.1% 


Vulnerable 15.3% 10.5% 10.0% 15.4% 12.4% 10.3% 


In-Crisis 18.9% 10.7% 9.1% 18.5% 12.8% 11.5% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table IV-11 shows the Energy Insecurity of LIHEAP income eligible households according to 


the Alternative Scale classification by vulnerability group and income type. More than 25 


percent of young child households are either vulnerable or in-crisis compared to about 18 percent 


of elderly households. The likelihood of being in crisis or vulnerable is higher for households 


that are on cash assistance or have other types of incomes compared to households with 


employment or retirement income. 
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Table IV-11 
The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  
By Vulnerability Group and Income Type, 2005 


Threshold 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance 


or Other 


Thriving 26.7% 51.4% 33.0% 34.7% 51.4% 30.3% 


Capable 21.3% 17.9% 17.0% 18.5% 19.4% 15.1% 


Stable 26.4% 13.0% 16.1% 18.3% 15.1% 15.5% 


Vulnerable 11.0% 8.9% 16.3% 13.9% 5.6% 19.1% 


In-Crisis 14.9% 8.9% 17.6% 14.7% 8.5% 20.0% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table IV-10 illustrated that households below poverty are much more likely to be in-crisis or 


vulnerable. Table IV-12 shows the Scale classification of households below poverty by 


vulnerability group and income type. Twenty-nine percent of young child households are either 


vulnerable or in-crisis compared to 26 percent of elderly households. The percentage of elderly 


households that are in-crisis or vulnerable is significantly higher for households below poverty 


than that for above poverty.  


The difference in the Scale ratings across households of different vulnerability groups or income 


types is smaller for households below poverty than those above poverty. 
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Table IV-12 
The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  


By Vulnerability Group and Income Type for Households below Poverty, 2005 


Threshold 


Vulnerability Group Income Type 


Young 


Child 
Elderly Other Employed Retired 


Cash 


Assistance or 


Other 


Thriving 23.1% 40.3% 27.8% 28.9% 42.38.9% 26.6% 


Capable 23.1% 19.6% 13.1% 18.6% 20.5% 12.1% 


Stable 24.8% 14.0% 15.4% 15.3% 19.6% 18.4% 


Vulnerable 12.8% 12.1% 19.3% 17.0% 6.8% 21.7% 


In-Crisis 16.2% 14.0% 24.3% 20.2% 14.2% 21.2% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table IV-13 shows the Energy Insecurity of LIHEAP income eligible households according to 


the Alternative Scale classification by residential and home energy burden. Higher residential 


energy burden is associated with a worse Scale threshold classification. The association of home 


energy burden and the Scale rating is weaker than that for residential energy burden and the 


Scale. 


 
Table IV-13 


The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  
By Energy Burden, 2005 


Threshold 
Residential Energy Burden Home Energy Burden 


High Moderate Low High Moderate Low 


Thriving 34.3% 37.0% 44.7% 37.6% 38.1% 39.7% 


Capable 18.9% 17.2% 18.4% 18.8% 21.0% 15.6% 


Stable 15.7% 18.9% 16.6% 15.9% 17.1% 18.2% 


Vulnerable 13.0% 14.6% 9.7% 12.3% 12.6% 12.7% 


In-Crisis 18.3% 12.2% 10.6% 15.4% 11.2% 14.0% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 


Table IV-14 shows the Energy Insecurity of low income households according to the Alternative 


Scale classification by LIHEAP status. About 45 percent of LIHEAP recipient households are 
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either vulnerable or in-crisis compared to about 25 percent of LIHEAP nonrecipients. The 


percentage of LIHEAP recipients that are classified as either capable or stable is similar to that 


for nonrecipients. The LIHEAP statute requires LIHEAP grantees to provide, in a timely manner, 


that the highest level of assistance will be furnished to those households that have the highest 


home energy needs. This finding shows that LIHEAP is targeting households with greater energy 


needs.  


 
Table IV-14 


The Alternative Home Energy Insecurity Scale  
By LIHEAP Status, 2005 


Threshold LIHEAP Recipients LIHEAP Nonrecipients 


Thriving 0.0% 41.2% 


Capable 34.7% 17.1% 


Stable 21.2% 16.7% 


Vulnerable 19.3% 11.9% 


In-Crisis 24.8% 13.2% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 


Source: 2005 RECS 
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V. Study Implications 


In RECS surveys prior to 2005, survey questions on energy affordability issues were limited to 


heating service disconnections and electric service disconnections.  The 2005 RECS included a 


set of questions that documented the different types of energy affordability problems that low 


income households face. This study used the 2005 RECS data to develop information on the 


Energy Insecurity of low income households, including:  


 Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity – The study estimated the rate at which low 


income households face various types of energy problems and examined survey 


respondent reports on the extent to which LIHEAP restores home heating and cooling for 


households experiencing service interruptions. 


 Factors Related to Energy Insecurity – The study included an analysis of the factors 


associated with energy problems including income, energy burden, geographic region and 


other demographic and housing factors. 


 Performance of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale – The study assessed the performance 


of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale for measuring the impacts of energy costs on low 


income households compared to other Energy Insecurity measures used in the past. 


This study furnishes important information regarding the performance of LIHEAP, as well as the 


types of information that should be collected to assess the energy needs of low income 


households. 


A. Levels and Types of Energy Insecurity 


The study finds that the Energy Insecurity questions administered in the 2005 RECS offer a 


much more comprehensive understanding of the energy problems faced by low income 


households than did the more limited set of questions included in prior RECS surveys.  


Findings from the analysis include: 


 Heating and Cooling Service Interruptions - Tracking the levels and types of home 


heating and cooling service interruptions continues to be an important purpose of the 


RECS survey.  The 2005 RECS showed during 2005 that 9.1 percent of low income 


households had heating interruptions during the heating season and 7.0 percent had 


air conditioning interruptions during the cooling season.  The space heating 


interruption rate was the highest measured since the question was added to the RECS 


in 1984 (note: The air conditioning interruption questions were new for 2005). 


 LIHEAP’s Role in Restoring Service – Adding questions on whether LIHEAP was 


successful in helping to restore heating and air conditioning service to RECS 


provides the ability to document one important performance indicator for LIHEAP.  


The statistics from the 2005 RECS show that LIHEAP helped to restore home 
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heating for 59 percent of LIHEAP recipient households with heating interruptions 


and 17 percent of all low income households with heating interruptions.
21


  The 2005 


RECS also showed that LIHEAP helped to restore air conditioning for 40 percent of 


LIHEAP recipient households with air conditioning interruptions and 8 percent of all 


low income households with air conditioning interruptions.  LIHEAP was able to 


restore service for a relatively lower percentage of households having air 


conditioning interruptions compared to households having heat interruptions because 


there are relatively fewer States that provide home cooling/air conditioning 


equipment repair assistance.  


 Financial Energy Insecurity – The inclusion of questions that document financial 


Energy Insecurity for low income households provides a much better understanding 


of the extent to which energy costs affect low income households; the statistics show 


that almost 60 percent of low income households face financial Energy Insecurity 


and that about one-fourth of those households face financial Energy Insecurity 


“almost every month.”  Moreover, the analysis also found that financial Energy 


Insecurity is an indicator of an increased risk for heating and air conditioning service 


interruptions. 


 Health and Safety Energy Insecurity – The inclusion of questions that document 


health and safety Energy Insecurity for low income households gives additional 


information on the other ways that energy affordability problems can affect low 


income households.  For example, it showed that, in 2005, almost 10 percent of low 


income households kept their home at a temperature that they thought was unsafe to 


deal with energy affordability problems.  Overall, about one-fourth of low income 


households experienced health and safety Energy Insecurity.  Moreover, about 90 


percent of the households that reported health and safety Energy Insecurity did not 


report heating or air conditioning interruptions, indicating that the questions from 


previous RECS surveys on interruptions were not capturing the entire set of risks 


faced by low income households because of energy affordability problems. 


The analysis suggests that the questions added to the 2005 RECS represent an important 


contribution to the ability to document and understand the energy needs of low income 


households. 


B. Factors Related to Energy Insecurity 


The study finds that there are certain factors that are associated with Energy Insecurity.  


These findings suggest that States may be able to increase the effectiveness of LIHEAP by 


considering these factors when they target households for LIHEAP outreach and when they 


set LIHEAP benefit levels.  Relevant findings from the analysis include: 


                                                 
21


 Helpfulness of LIHEAP in restoring service is self-reported.  Because service shutoff is a major problem for the 


household, the respondent would remember it and report correctly.  However, service restoration cannot be 


attributed to LIHEAP with certainty, as the respondent may confuse LIHEAP with other fuel assistance programs in 


the State. 
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 Poverty Level – It is clear from the analysis that poverty level, rather than income 


level, is associated with all types of Energy Insecurity.  This shows that household 


size plays an important role.  When developing benefit assignment procedures, States 


might be able to increase the effectiveness of LIHEAP if they group households by 


poverty level, rather than income level. 


 Energy Burden – Residential energy burden is associated with Energy Insecurity 


while home energy burden is very weakly associated; States might be able to 


increase the effectiveness of their LIHEAP programs by using actual residential 


energy bills to help set benefit levels. 


 Vulnerable Groups – It is important for States to consider all types of Energy 


Insecurity in setting benefits.  While low income elderly households have lower rates 


of service interruptions and financial Energy Insecurity, they report similar rates of 


health and safety Energy Insecurity.  Since it is harder to directly observe health and 


safety Energy Insecurity, local LIHEAP intake offices may need to conduct more 


extensive outreach to identify such households. 


In general, the analysis shows it is appropriate to target LIHEAP to the households with the 


highest needs.  However, the analysis also shows that subtle changes in targeting (i.e., 


focusing on residential energy burden rather than home energy burden) may be appropriate. 


C. Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


The 2005 RECS furnishes the first opportunity to estimate Energy Insecurity for all low 


income households.  This study furnishes the following three important findings with respect 


to the scale and its uses 


1. LIHEAP Targeting – The Home Energy Insecurity Scale makes it easier for 


LIHEAP program managers to see what groups of households are at greater risk 


for problems resulting from energy affordability. By targeting such households, 


program managers may be able to increase the effectiveness of LIHEAP. 


2. Performance Measurement – It is clear that some low income households have a 


higher level of Energy Insecurity than others.  It may be appropriate for LIHEAP 


to use the reduction in Energy Insecurity as a performance measure for LIHEAP. 


3. Study and Analysis – However, there are some important questions about the 


Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  In particular, it is important to measure how the 


different levels of Home Energy Insecurity relate to the long term health and well-


being of low income households.  For that reason, it would be appropriate for 


OCS to continue to study the Home Energy Insecurity Scale and its policy 


implications. 


The 2005 RECS furnishes a rich database of information on the energy needs of low income 


households.  By supplementing heat interruptions questions with questions on the broader 
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range of energy problems, the survey has given policymakers much better information on 


the impacts of energy affordability. 
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VI. Appendix 


A. 2005 RECS Section K:  Energy Assistance Questions 


K-1 As a result of energy price increases, some households have faced challenges in paying 
home energy bills.   The next set of questions are about the challenges you may have 
faced.  Please look at Card 29.  In the past 12 months, did you almost every month, some 
months, only 1 or 2 months, or never do the following because there wasn’t enough 
money for your home energy bill? 


 
  Almost  Only 
  Every Some 1 or 2   
  Month Months Months Never  


K-1a SCALEA   Did you worry that you wouldn’t 
 be able to pay your home energy bill? .................................. 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 


 
K-1b SCALEB   Did you reduce your expenses for what  


you consider to be basic household necessities? ............... 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 
 


K-1c SCALEC   Did you need to borrow from a friend  
or relative to pay your home energy bill? ............................. 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 


 
K-1d SCALED   Did you skip paying your home energy 


bill or pay less than your whole home energy bill? ............. 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 
 


K-1e SCALEE   Did you have a supplier of your electric 
 or home heating service threaten to disconnect 
 your electricity or home heating fuel service, or 
 discontinue making fuel deliveries? ...................................... 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 
 
K-1f SCALEF   Did you close off part of your home 
 because you could not afford to heat or cool it? ................. 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 


 
K-1g SCALEG   Did you keep your home at a 
 temperature that you felt was unsafe or 
 unhealthy at any time of the year? ......................................... 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 


 
K-1h SCALEH   Did you leave your home for part of 
 the day because it was too hot or too cold? ......................... 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 


 
K-1i SCALEI   Did you use your kitchen stove or 


oven to provide heat? .............................................................. 1 ............. 2 ............. 3 .............. 4 
 
 
K-2 ENERGYAID  There is a home energy assistance program that helps people pay for their 


heating, cooling and other home energy costs and/or repair or replacement of their 
heating/cooling equipment. During the past 12 months did anyone in your household 
receive energy assistance? 
 


Yes ........................................... 1 
No ............................................. 0 
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K-2a [If ENERGYAID=Yes]  AIDADDRESS  Did you receive energy assistance at this 
address? 


 
Yes ........................................... 1 
No ............................................. 0 


 
 
K-3 [If FUELHEAT<>99 and DNTHEAT<>2]  Was there ever a time during the past 12 months 


when you wanted to use your main source of heat, but could not, for one or more of the 
following reasons: 


  
 Yes No  


K-3a NOPYFIX   Your heating system was broken and you 
were unable to pay for its repair or replacement? ............................................... 1 .............. 0 
 
K-3a1 [If NOPYFIX=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYFIXREST 
 Did receiving energy assistance help  
 you to restore heating of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 
 


K-3b [If ELWARM<>Yes and UGWARM<>Yes]  NOPYFL  You ran out 
 of fuel oil, kerosene, propane (bottled gas), coal, or wood 


because you were unable to pay for a delivery? .................................................. 1 .............. 0 
 
K-3b1 [If NOPYFL=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYFLREST 


Did receiving energy assistance help  
you to restore heating of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 


 
K-3c NOPYEL   The utility company discontinued your electric 


service because you were unable to pay your bill? ............................................. 1 .............. 0 
 
K-3c1 [If NOPYEL=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYELREST 
 Did receiving energy assistance help  
 you to restore heating of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 


 
K-3d [If UGWARM=Yes]  NOPYGA   The utility company discontinued  


your gas service because you were unable to pay your bill? ............................. 1 .............. 0 
 
K-3d1 [If NOPYGA=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYGAREST   
 Did receiving energy assistance help  
 you to restore heating of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 


 
 
K-4 [If AIRCOND=Yes]  Was there ever a time during the past 12 months when you wanted to 


use your air-conditioner, but could not, for one or more of the following reasons:  
 Yes No  


K-4a NOPYFIXAC   Your air-conditioner was broken and you 
were unable to pay for its repair or replacement? ............................................... 1 .............. 0 
 
K-4a1 [If NOPYFIXAC=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYFIXACREST   
 Did receiving energy assistance help  
 you to restore cooling of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 
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K-4b NOPYELAC   The utility company discontinued your electric 
service because you were unable to pay your bill? ............................................. 1 .............. 0 
 
K-4b1 [If NOPYELAC=Yes and ENERGYAID=Yes]  NOPYELACREST   
 Did receiving energy assistance help   
 you to restore cooling of your home? ...................................................... 1 .............. 0 


 
K-5 [If NOPYEL=Yes or NOPYELAC=Yes, GO TO QUESTION K-7]  SOMEPY  In the past 12 


months, has there been a time when your household did not pay the full amount due for an 
electric bill? 


 
Yes  .........................................  1 
No ............................................  0 


 
K-6 NOPY  In the past 12 months was your electricity ever discontinued because you were 


unable to pay your electric bill? 
 


Yes  .........................................  1 
No ............................................  0 


 
K-6a [If NOPY=Yes]  MTHSNOPY  In which months was your electricity discontinued?  


(Mark all that apply.) 
 


January  . ………………1 July ............................   7 
February ...................... 2 August ......................... 8 
March  . ………………3 September .................. 9 
April  ....................... 4 October ..................... 10 
May  ....................... 5 November ................. 11 
June  ....................... 6 December ................. 12 


 
 


K-6b [If NOPY=Yes]  NTIMEWOEL  How many separate times were you without electricity 
because your electric service was discontinued? 


 
 


Enter the number of times ..........   
 


K-6c [If NOPY=Yes] NDAYSWOEL  Altogether, how many days were you without 
electricity in the past 12 months because your electric service was discontinued? 


 
Enter the number of whole days .............   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This report presents a comprehensive energy needs assessment for the State of Idaho.   Several 
themes underlie the discussion that follows.  First, there is a lack of sufficient household 
resources to allow low-income households to consistently pay their home energy bills on a full 
and timely basis.  This inability-to-pay is not a “budgeting” problem.  No amount of household 
“budgeting” will allow a household with an annual income of $30,000 meet basic family needs 
of $45,000.  It may be possible to improve the situation with budget facilitators (such as levelized 
budget billing).  At some point, however, additional financial resources must be made available.  
One element of this report, therefore, is to try to inventory the existing resources and to identify 
how and to what degree those existing resources might be supplemented.  
 
Second, the search for additional resources seeks to set ideology aside.  On the one hand, the 
report seeks to engage in problem-solving.  In this regard, it specifically addresses and rejects the 
notion often advanced by utility industry stakeholders, that inability-to-pay is a “social” problem 
and no a “utility” problem (i.e., “whatever the problem is, it is not our problem”).  In a variety of 
contexts, the observation that “that’s not my responsibility” would be the easy, but inappropriate, 
response.   
 
On the other hand, the report also rejects the notion that society “owes” low-income households 
continuing home energy service without reciprocal obligations on the part of the customer.  Low-
income customers do not earn credits toward pre-existing arrears without making corresponding 
“copayments” toward the first $180 of past-due bills.  Moreover, once an affordable discount is 
provided, if payments are still not made, the low-income program participant goes into the 
collection cycle, including the disconnect cycle, the same as anyone else. 
 
Third, the report seeks to emphasize the cross-cutting nature of the issues presented by home 
energy unaffordability.  The Home Energy Affordability Gap is not just an energy problem; it is 
also a housing problem.  A proposal to increase the self-interested participation of Section 8 
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landlords is thus included.  The Affordability Gap is not just a utility problem; it is also a public 
safety problem.  A proposed to increase the self-interested participation of the insurance industry 
is thus included.  The Affordability Gap is not just an energy problem; it is also a food and 
nutrition problem.  A proposal to build on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP, formerly known as Food Stamps) “excess shelter deduction” process is included. 
 
Finally, the report seeks to emphasize the need for a “toolbox approach’ to addressing home 
energy affordability problems.  It builds on the age-old maxim that “when your only tool is a 
hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail.” There is a need for long-term efficiency 
improvements in low-income housing, and the report makes recommendations for such.  But 
weatherization can never be an adequate response (standing alone) to low-income energy 
unaffordability.  There is a need for ongoing rate assistance, but there will also be, for quite 
legitimate reasons, an ongoing need for short-term crisis assistance.  There is a need for financial 
assistance; but there is also a need for customer service assistance.  There is a need for aid to 
regulated natural gas and electric utilities; but there is also a need to aid propane customers.  
 
The pages that follow will seek to explore the what, the why, and the how of maximizing 
existing sources of energy assistance and developing new sources.  This assessment is presented 
with the following structure: 
 


 Part 1 presents an assessment of low-income home energy affordability needs in 
Idaho; 
 


 Part 2 documents the various factors that contribute to the incidence and depth of 
home energy unaffordability in Idaho;  


 
 Part 3 reviews the consequences of those affordability needs from the perspective 


both of society and of the public utilities serving the low-income community;  
 
 Part 4 documents the various sources of currently-existing energy assistance for low-


income Idaho residents;  
 
 Part 5 proposes a low-income rate affordability program for Idaho utilities;  
 
 Part 6 considers a “business case” for pursuing a rate affordability program in Idaho; 


and 
 
 Part 7 reviews a series of specific actions that Idaho could take to expand existing and 


potential sources of energy assistance to address the unaffordability of home energy. 
 
The last section of this report compiles and summarizes the complete set of recommendations 
that are discussed throughout the text of the document.  In their essence, these parts will present 
a tapestry considering the extent and geographic distribution of home energy affordability needs 
in Idaho. The assessment then identifies the existing and potential resources available to meet 
those affordability needs and makes recommendations. 
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PART 1: 
HOME ENERGY AFFORDABILITY IN IDAHO 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The State of Idaho has a large Home Energy Affordability Gap facing its low-income 
households, with available resources grossly insufficient to address the problem.  As a result of 
this mismatch between energy bills and the resources needed to pay them, many low-income 
households incur unpaid bills and experience the termination of service associated with those 
arrears. In addition, the paid-but-unaffordable bill is a real phenomenon in Idaho.  Even when 
low-income households pay their bills in a full and timely manner, they often suffer significant 
adverse hunger, education, employment, health and housing consequences in order to make such 
payments. 
 
THE HOME ENERGY AFFORDABILITY GAP IN IDAHO 
 
Energy prices have placed a substantial burden on the public and private energy assistance 
agencies in Idaho. Current home heating, cooling and electric bills in Idaho have driven the 
average per-household Home Energy Affordability Gap for households living with incomes at or 
below 185% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) to crushing levels.  The average annual shortfall 
between actual and affordable home energy bills for households at or below 185% of FPL now 
reaches more than $800 per household. The aggregate Home Energy Affordability Gap in Idaho 
now reaches more than $114 million statewide.   
 
This $114 million is not the total low-income home energy bill in Idaho. Rather, the $114 million 
is the Affordability Gap, the dollar amount by which actual home energy bills exceed affordable 
home energy bills.  
 
The Affordability Gap differs by geographic region within the state.  The aggregate Home 
Energy Affordability Gap will differ by factors that include the heating degree days (HDDs) and 
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cooling degree days (CDDs); the number of low-income households and the poverty level at 
which those households live; the type and size of housing unit; the mix of heating fuels (e.g., 
natural gas, electricity, fuel oil); and other similar factors.   
 
The Affordability Gap in Idaho is rapidly increasing.  Spiraling home energy prices have 
increased the per-household Affordability Gap by nearly $300 since 2006.  Compared to the 
average Affordability Gap of $523 given 2006 fuel prices in Idaho, the average Affordability 
Gap for 2010 reached $802.  
 


Table 1: Home Energy Affordability Gap: 2006 – 2010 
(Idaho) 


 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Statewide aggregate Affordability Gap $74,790,645 $122,730,326 $79,127,486 $75,266,341 $114,530,581 


Per Household Affordability Gap $523 $859 $554 $526 $802 


NOTES: 
 
SOURCE: Annual Home Energy Affordability Gap. The Home Energy Affordability Gap is published each year releasing data for the prior year. 
The 2010 Affordability Gap, for example, was released in April 2011. 
 


 
The total Home Energy Affordability Gap (for all households) is not the only concern presented 
in Idaho. One additional cause for particular concern is the fact that the Affordability Gap is 
reaching increasingly into what historically has been seen to be more moderate income 
households. Home energy burdens (bills as a percentage of income)1 now exceed the affordable 
level for households with income between 150% and 185% of Federal Poverty Level.   
 
These burdens for households with income between 150% and 185% of Federal Poverty Level, 
the highest income level studied, are significant because the home energy burden increases as 
household incomes decrease.  Home energy burdens for households at lower Poverty levels will 
be substantially greater than twice the affordable level. 
 
The generally accepted measure of "being poor" in the United States today indexes a household's 
income to the “Federal Poverty Level" published each year by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS).  The Poverty Level looks at income in relation to household size.  This 
measure recognizes that a three-person household with an annual income of $6,000 is, in fact, 
"poorer" than a two-person household with an annual income of $6,000.  The federal government 
establishes a uniform "Poverty Level" for the 48 contiguous states. A household's "level of Poverty" 
refers to the ratio of that household's income to the Federal Poverty Level. For example, the year 
2011 Poverty Level for a two-person household was $14,710.  A two-person household with an 
income of $7,355 would thus be living at 50% of Poverty.  A three-person household with an 
income of $7,355 would be living at 40% of Poverty Level. Table 2 presents the Federal Poverty 
guidelines by household size for the years 2007 through 2011. 


                                                 
1 A “home energy burden” is simply the ratio of the home energy bill to gross household income.  A household with 
an annual income of $8,000 and a total home energy bill of $2,000, for example, has a home energy burden of 25% 
($2,000 / $8,000 = 0.25).   
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Table 2. Federal Poverty Guidelines by Household Size (2007 – 2011) 


HH Size 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


1 $10,210 $10,400 $10,830 $10,830 $10,890 


2 $13,690 $14,000 $14,570 $14,570 $14,710 


3 $17,170 $17,600 $18,310 $18,310 $18,530 


4 $20,650 $21,200 $22,050 $22,050 $22,350 


5 $24,130 $24,800 $25,790 $25,790 $26,170 


6 $27,610 $28,400 $29,530 $29,530 $29,990 


 
For each additional person, add: 
2007: $3,480 
2008: $3,600 
2009: $3,740 
2010: $1,740 
2011: $3,820 
 


 
Table 3 below documents the growth in Idaho’s Home Energy Affordability Gap in recent years 
by Poverty Level.  Note that while the dollar growth in the total Home Energy Affordability Gap 
is not substantially higher in the top two income tiers (125-149% and 150-185% of Federal 
Poverty Level), the percentage growth in the top two tiers is much higher.  The reason is that 
increasing energy prices have pushed households at these income levels into the “unaffordable” 
range.  While in the past, home energy bills to these households would have been affordable, and 
thus not contributed to the Home Energy Affordability Gap, at current prices, they are 
unaffordable and thus contribute to the Gap in a substantial way.   
 


Table 3: Increase in Home Energy Affordability Gap by Federal Poverty Level
(2004 – 2010) (Idaho) 


 Ratio of Income to Federal Poverty Level 


 Below 50% 50 - 74% 75 - 99% 100 - 124% 125 - 149% 150 - 185% 


2004   $22,506,458 $10,197,693 $9,452,902 $6,328,928 $1,674,045 $310,533 


2010  $36,108,819 $18,477,457 $19,942,026 $18,152,025 $13,840,271 $8,009,982 


Growth  in Gap (dollars) $13,602,361 $8,279,764 $10,489,124 $11,823,097 $12,166,226 $7,699,449 


Growth in Gap (percent) 60% 81% 111% 187% 727% 2,479% 
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The growth in Idaho’s Affordability Gap in the more moderate income ranges has significant 
policy ramifications for fuel assistance funding.  As the Home Energy Affordability Gap expands 
“upwards” (to more moderate income households), the need to provide assistance expands 
“upwards” as well.  The significance of this is two-fold:   
 
First, if funding remains constant, when the number of households that must be served increases, 
fewer dollars are available on a per-household basis.  This is true even though the per-household 
Affordability Gap in Idaho has increased significantly since the base year  
 
Second, the number of households in each range of Federal Poverty Level is not equal.  Indeed, 
the number of households in each Poverty Level range increases as incomes increase.  Table 4 
below presents the number of Idaho households in each range of Poverty Level as of the 2010 
Census. There are: 
 


 more households in the 50 – 99% range of Federal Poverty Level than in the below 
50% range;  


 
 more in the 100 – 149% range than in the 50 – 99% range;  


 
 more in the 150 – 200% range than in the 100 – 149% range. 


 


Table 4. Poverty Households in Idaho (2010) 


Poverty Level No. of Households 


Below 50% 29,000 


50 – 99% 49,000 


100 – 149% 62,000 


150% - 200% 68,000 


SOURCE: CPS Table Creator, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement 
(Idaho), U.S. Census Bureau.  


 
As the need for energy assistance expands into higher income households, in other words, there 
is a need to provide proportionately more energy assistance simply to remain even.   
 
The increasing home energy affordability gap in Idaho results from the fact that home energy 
bills are increasing faster than incomes, thus increasing the “home energy burden” imposed on 
low-income households.  Increasing energy prices have placed a clear and substantial burden on 
low-income households. In 2010, all Poverty ranges at or below 185% of the Federal Poverty 
Level have average home energy burdens above an affordable level of six percent (6%). 
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Home energy burdens should be of concern to a public utility when they exceed 6% of household 
income.  An affordable home energy burden is 6% of income.2 This affordable home energy 
burden is to be distinguished from a “severe” energy burden of 15%.   
 
It is generally accepted that a household’s “shelter burden” (rent/mortgage plus taxes plus utilities) 
should not exceed 30% of income.3  In addition, a household’s home utility bill should not exceed 
20% of the household’s shelter costs. Combining those two yields an affordable home energy 


                                                 
2 See generally, Carroll, Colton and Berger (2007). Ratepayer Funded Low-Income Energy Programs: Performance 
and Possibilities, at 16, Apprise Inc.: Princeton (NJ).  The 6% threshold is for heating, cooling and baseload electric. 
To the extent that particular components of home energy are viewed apart, the affordable burden would be lower. 
An affordable baseload electric burden, for example, is considered to be 3% if the household heats with natural gas. 
3 It is universally accepted that total shelter costs are “unaffordable” if they exceed 30% of income.  Total shelter 
costs include not only rent/mortgage, but all utilities.  See generally, Schwartz and Wilson (2008). Who Can Afford 
to Live in a Home: A Look at Data from the 2006 American Community Survey” U.S. Census Bureau: Washington 
D.C.  They state in relevant part:  
 


The conventional public policy indicator of housing affordability in the United States is the 
percent of income spent on housing. Housing expenditures that exceed 30 percent of household 
income have historically been viewed as an indicator of a housing affordability problem. The 
conventional 30 percent of household income that a household can devote to housing costs before 
the household is said to be “burdened” evolved from the United States National Housing Act of 
1937. 


* * * 
Because the 30 percent rule was deemed a rule of thumb for the amount of income that a family 
could spend and still have enough left over for other nondiscretionary spending, it made its way to 
owner-occupied housing too. Prior to the mid-1990s the federal housing enterprises (Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac) would not purchase mortgages unless the principal, interest, tax, and insurance 
payment (PITI) did not exceed 28 percent of the borrower’s income for a conventional loan and 29 
percent for an FHA insured loan. Because lenders were unwilling to hold mortgages in their 
portfolios, this simple lender ratio of PITI to income was one of many “hurdles” a prospective 
borrower needed to overcome to qualify for a mortgage. There are other qualifying ratios as well; 
most of which hover around 30 percent of income. The amount of debt outstanding and the size 
and frequency of payments on consumer installment loans and credit cards influence the lender’s 
subjective estimation of prospective homebuyers’ ability to meet the ongoing expenses of 
homeownership. Through the mid-1990s, under Fannie Mae guidelines for a conventional loan, 
total allowable consumer debt could not exceed eight percent of borrower’s income for 
conventional mortgage loans and 12 percent for FHA-insured mortgages. So through the mid-
1990s, underwriting standards reflected the lender’s perception of loan risk. That is, a household 
could afford to spend nearly 30 percent of income for servicing housing debt and another 12 
percent to service consumer debt. Above these thresholds, a household could not afford the home 
and the lender could not afford the risk. While there are many underwriting standards, none of 
them made their ways into the public policy lexicon like the 30 percent of income indicator of 
housing affordability.  
 
The mid to late 1990s ushered in many less stringent guidelines.  Many households whose housing 
costs exceed 30 percent of their incomes are choosing then to devote larger shares of their incomes 
to larger, more amenity-laden homes. These households often still have enough income left over to 
meet their non-housing expenses. For them, the 30 percent ratio is not an indicator of a true 
housing affordability problem but rather a lifestyle choice. But for those households at the bottom 
rungs of the income ladder, the use of housing costs in excess of 30 percent of their limited 
incomes as an indicator of a housing affordability problem is as relevant today as it was four 
decades ago. 
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burden of six percent (6%).4  Table 5 shows the home energy burdens by range of Federal Poverty 
Level, along with the average per-household and aggregate Affordability Gap on a statewide basis.  
The Gap is now considerable throughout all ranges of Poverty.   
 


Table 5. Affordability Gap by Range of Federal Poverty Level  
(2010) (Idaho) 


Poverty Level  Number of Households 
Average per HH 


Burden (%) 
Average Per HH Gap 


($) 
Aggregate Gap 


0 – 49% 21,426 45.0% $1,685 $36,108,819 


50 – 74% 14,317 18.0% $1,291 $18,477,457 


75 – 99% 19,086 12.9% $1,045 $19,942,026 


100 – 124% 23,265 10.0% $780 $18,152,025 


125 – 149% 26,443 8.2% $523 $13,840,271 


150 – 184% 38,338 6.7% $209 $8,009,982 


 
Two observations become evident about the home energy burdens facing Idaho’s low-income 
households.  Table 5 shows that:  
 


 First, the most dramatic burden of unaffordable home energy bills falls on Idaho’s 
lowest income households. In 2010, Idaho households with income at or below 50% 
of the Federal Poverty Level were billed 45% of their income simply for their home 
energy bills.5 


 
 Second, “moderately” low-income households (those with income between 100% and 


150% of the Federal Poverty Level) are experiencing home energy burdens that will 
result in almost assured payment problems at some point in the year.  While a 6% 
energy burden is considered to be the trigger of “affordability,” home energy burdens 
of 10% to 12% are considered to be the trigger for probable bill payment problems.6 
These households, which had been above “affordability” but below the payment-
trouble trigger, have moved into a dangerous range of unaffordability.  


 
Clearly, the largest per-household Home Energy Affordability Gap falls in the lowest income 
ranges.  The lowest range examined involves households with income between 0% and 50% of 
the Federal Poverty Level.  In reviewing these results, however, it is important to remember that 
Poverty Level involves income taking into account household size.  A 2-person household with 
income at 30% of Poverty Level has a lower dollar income than a 3-person household with 
income at 30% of Poverty Level.  Since mean household size differs by county, the dollar level 
of income will differ as well, even given identical levels of Poverty.  A county with a mean 
household size of 2.62 persons per household, in other words, will exhibit different income 


                                                 
4 This report sets aside for the moment the inclusion of water and sewer utility bills in this six percent. 
5 One should note that being “billed” 55% of income for home energy, and actually paying 55% of income for home 
energy are two separate issues.   
6 While these bill payment problems may, but will not necessarily, be chronic throughout the year, such problems 
will arise at some point during the year.   
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characteristics, and thus home energy burdens with a corresponding Affordability Gap, than a 
county with a mean household size of 2.12 persons per household all other things equal.   
 
Finally, as Table 6 documents, the “higher income” low-income households (those with income 
between 150% and 185% of the Federal Poverty Level) now see unaffordable home energy bills 
on average.  While households with income at 150% to 185% of Federal Poverty Level had 
home energy burdens below the 6% affordability threshold in 2008, they had bills that are 
noticeably higher than that which would be considered “affordable” by 2010.   
 


Table 6. Affordability Gap by Range of Federal Poverty Level  
 (2008 - 2010) (Idaho) 


Poverty Level  


2008  2009  2010 


Average per 
HH Burden 


(%) 


Average Per 
HH Gap ($) 


Average per 
HH Burden 


(%) 


Average Per 
HH Gap ($) 


Average per 
HH Burden 


(%) 


Average Per 
HH Gap ($) 


0 – 49%  39.0%  $1,371  37.8%  $1,377  45.0% $1,685 


50 – 74%  15.6%  $990  15.1%  $981  18.0% $1,291 


75 – 99%  11.2%  $756  10.8%  $729  12.9% $1,045 


100 – 124%  8.7%  $500  8.4%  $468  10.0% $780 


125 – 149%  7.1%  $254  6.9%  $209  8.2% $523 


150 – 184%  5.8%  $74  5.6%  $34  6.7% $209 


 
Table 6 shows also that home energy affordability has increased in Idaho from 2008 to 2010. 
The average home energy burden for households with income at or below 50% of Federal 
Poverty Level increased from nearly 40% in 2008 to 45% in 2010.  The home energy burden for 
households with income between 125% and 150% of Federal Poverty Level increased from 7% 
in 2008 to just over 8% in 2010.   
 
Care should be taken whenever considering “average” figures, however, as experience in 
individual counties can vary widely from the average.  For households with income less than 
50% of Poverty Level, for example, the per household Affordability Gap in Idaho in 2010 ranges 
widely, with the $1,409 in Nez Perce County (lowest) being just more than half of the $2,648 
Affordability Gap in Oneida County (highest) for households with income below 50% of Poverty 
Level.   For households with income at or below 50% of Poverty level, the average Affordability 
Gap was between $1,400 and $1,700 in fifteen (15) counties and above $2,000 in twelve (12) 
counties.  Roughly two-thirds of Idaho’s counties (29 of 44) had an average Affordability Gap of 
more than $1,700 for their lowest income households.  Table 7 presents the data. 
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Table 7. 2010 Affordability Gap by County  
(Income at or below 50% of Federal Poverty Level) (Idaho) 


Average Affordability Gap Number of Counties 
Average Unweighted Gap  


in Dollars /a/ 


At or below $1,400 0 --- 


$1,401- $1,700 15 $1,556 


$1,701 - $2,000 17 $1,836 


$2,001 - $2,500 11 $2,214 


$2,501 or more 1 $2,648 


NOTES: 
 
/a/ Average Gap reported here is not weighted by population.  Each county is given equal weight. 


 
While the number of counties with the higher per-household Affordability Gaps is large, these 
counties do not necessarily represent the bulk of Idaho’s population.  The 15 counties with an 
Affordability Gap of less than $1,700 for households with income below 50% of Federal Poverty 
Level represent more than 68% of the State’s population.  The 12 counties with an Affordability 
Gap of greater than $2,000 represent only eight percent (8%) of the State’s population.  
 
 ACTUAL VERSUS AFFORDABLE UTILITY BILLS 
 
One way to look at the problem of high energy burdens leads to the same results, but focuses on 
why these low incomes present a business problem to Idaho utilities as the providers of local 
home energy service.  Actual average 2010 home energy bills in Idaho reached $162 per month.7  
In contrast, in order for monthly home energy bills to be affordable for the following specific 
populations, home energy bills would need to reach the following levels (defining an affordable 
bill to be 6% of household income):  
 


 Single mother:  $133.04 
 
 Single father: $199.92 


 
 Food Stamp recipient (gross income) (2010):  $48.48 


                                                 
7 The average annual residential bill was $1,943 in 2010. Fisher, Sheehan & Colton (April 2011).  2010 Home 
Energy Affordability Gap: Idaho.  
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 SSI recipient (December 2010): $30.36 


 
The average Idaho residential home energy bill, in other words, ranges from 20% ($162 / 
$133.04 =  1.22) to more than five times ($162 / $30.36 = 5.34) higher than that which is 
affordable to the state’s low-income customers.  Only a single father with the average income 
identified above would be able to afford a home energy bill.   
 
As can be seen, delivering energy at an affordable burden cannot happen without additional 
assistance from Idaho energy vendors. For Idaho’s public utilities, as the vendor of the 
unaffordable services, to argue that “the problem” is exclusively a social problem of inadequate 
income refuses to acknowledge the impacts which this unaffordability generates for the utility as 
a utility.   
 
A GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THE HOME ENERGY AFFORDABILITY GAP IN IDAHO 
 
Home energy affordability in Idaho can be examined geographically as well as by income.  The 
Affordability Gap is substantial and it is statewide. It reaches into every region of the state, 
including both urban and rural areas.  Idaho counties with the lowest aggregate Affordability 
Gap nonetheless still have a Gap in the millions of dollars each year.   
 
By Region 
 
Idaho’s Home Energy Affordability Gap is a statewide phenomenon.  The state’s counties have 
been categorized into the following regions:8 
 


1. Northern: Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai, Benewah, Shoshone 
2. North Central: Clearwater, Idaho, Latah, Lewis, Nez Perce 
3. Southwestern: Ada, Adams, Boise, Canyon, Elmore, Gem, Owyhee, Payette, Valley, 


Washington 
4. Central:  Blaine, Butte, Camas, Custer, Lemhi, 
5. South Central: Cassia, Gooding, Jerome, Lincoln, Minidoka, Twin Falls 
6. Eastern: Bonneville, Clark, Fremont, Jefferson, Madison, Teton 
7. Southeastern: Bannock, Bear Lake, Bingham, Caribou, Franklin, Oneida, Power 


 
Aggregate and Per-Household Gap by Region 
 
Not surprisingly, due to the sheer size of the population, the biggest aggregate Affordability Gap 
arises in the Ada County region.  Indeed, of the state’s total $114.5 million Affordability Gap in 
2010, $34.4 million was in Region 3. This large aggregate Affordability Gap arises 
notwithstanding the fact that Region 3 has the second lowest (out of seven regions) per-
household Affordability Gap ($803) in the state.  Only Region 5 ($800/household) has a lower 


                                                 
8 The seven regions identified here are those regions recognized by the Idaho Department of Commerce. 
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per-household Affordability Gap.  Indeed, the Region 3 average per-household Affordability 
Gap is 20% lower than the statewide average ($980).9   
 


Table 8. Aggregate and Average Home Energy Affordability Gap by Region 
and Selected Poverty Level Ranges (Idaho) (2010) 


 Total < 50% FPL 76% - 100% 125% - 150% FPL 150% - 185% FPL 


Region /a/ 
Total  


($000) 
Average 


Total  
($000) 


Average 
Total 


($000) 
Average 


Total  
($000) 


Average 
Total  


($000) 
Average 


1 $16,318 $817 $2,741 $1,637 $2,934 $1,020 $1,834 $527 $980 $231 


2 $10,431 $881 $1,801 $1,675 $1,582 $1,072 $1,144 $589 $608 $299 


3 $34,356 $803 $5,657 $1,696 $6,298 $1,059 $4,106 $550 $1,290 $244 


4 $4,066 $1,151 $635 $1,963 $700 $1,351 $504 $862 $403 $569 


5 $14,267 $800 $2,347 $1,729 $2,657 $1,068 $1,814 $539 $970 $221 


6 $18,528 $1,360 $2,713 $2,287 $2,996 $1,587 $2,293 $1,027 $1,971 $691 


7 $16,562 $1,128 $2,584 $2,112 $2,779 $1,436 $2,143 $896 $1,787 $572 


Avg / Sum $114,528 $980 $18,478 $1,868 $19,946 $1,223 $13,838 $706 $8,009 $396 


Avg.+10%  $1,078  $2,055  $1,345  $777  $436 


Avg –10%  $882  $1,681  $1,101  $635  $356 


/a/ The statewide average presented in this Table is not population-weighted.  It is the sum of the individual county figures divided by the number 
of counties.  It is not comparable to the average Home Energy Affordability Gap discussed earlier in this paper. 


  
The significant geographic spread of the Affordability Gap is evident in the aggregate Gaps.  
Even outside Ada County (and Region 3), four regions (Regions 1, 5, 6 and 7) had an aggregate 
Affordability Gap of more than $14 million.  In addition, Region 2 had an Affordability Gap in 
excess of $10 million, while the lowest Gap in the state ($4.1 million) occurred in Region 4.   
 
Table 8 shows the aggregate and average affordability Gap by region for the total population 
below 185% of Federal Poverty Level along with selected ranges of Poverty Level. 
 
Idaho is clustered reasonably closely around the unweighted regional average. In only three 
regions (4, 6 and 7) are the average per household Gaps greater than the unweighted regional 
average gap plus 10% ($980 average vs. $1,078 average + 10%).  Similarly, in three regions (1, 3 
and 5) is the average per household Gap less than the unweighted regional average gap minus 


                                                 
9 References to a “statewide average” in this section alone are to an unweighted average of the county figures.  The 
“statewide average” figure in this section alone does not take into account population size.  The figure cannot be 
compared to the earlier “statewide average” Affordability Gap. 
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10% ($1,078 average vs. $882 average minus 10%). In Region 2, the average per-household Gap 
is almost identical to the statewide average minus 10% ($881 Gap for Region 2 v. $882 for 
statewide average minus 10%).   
 
The variance from the unweighted regional average does not vary much as incomes vary.  For 
the income range of between 125% and 150% of Poverty, four regions (4, 6 and 7) have per 
household Gaps above the unweighted regional Gap plus 10%).  At that Poverty Level, three 
regions (1, 2 and 3) have per household Gaps less than the statewide Gap minus 10%.  By the 
time incomes reach 200% to 300% of Poverty Level, while three regions (3, 6 and 7) have per 
household Gaps greater than the unweighted regional average Gap plus 10%, the remaining four 
had per household Gaps $100 or more smaller than that average minus 10%..   
 
As is evident, care must be taken in considering a statewide average as being illustrative of the 
affordability of home energy in any particular region.  The per-household Affordability Gap in 
each region is likely to differ from the statewide number; in addition, the extent to which 
regional data varies from the statewide average depends on the specific region being considered.  
While some regions (e.g., 4, 6 and 7) consistently exhibit higher per household Affordability 
Gaps than the state as a whole, others just as consistently exhibit lower Affordability Gaps than 
the state as a whole.   
 
Regional Contributions to State Totals 
 
As incomes increase, the disparities in the aggregate Affordability Gap (per Poverty Range) 
smooth out as well.  Table 9 shows the aggregate Affordability Gap by region and selected 
Poverty Level along with the percentage contribution each region makes to the state total.   
 
One can see, for example, that Region 3 contributes 30% of the aggregate statewide Gap ($34.4 
million of $114.5 million) and 30.6% of the Gap for households with income at or below 50% of 
Poverty Level ($5.7 million of $18.5 million).  In contrast, Region 3 contributes only 16.1% of 
the aggregate Affordability Gap between 150% and 185% of Poverty level.  For households with 
income between 150% and 185% of Poverty Level, two of Idaho’s seven regions make 
contributions of more than 22% to the state total, while these two regions contributed only 16% 
and 14% to the total statewide Gap respectively.  The two regions with the highest contribution 
to the Affordability Gap for households with income between 150% and 185% of Poverty 
(Region 6: 24.6%; Region 7: 22.3%) contributed less than 15% to the statewide Gap for 
households at or below 50% of the Poverty Level.   
 
Overall, with the exception of Region 3 on the high end and Region 4 on the low end, the 
aggregate Affordability Gap is spread reasonably consistently throughout the state at each 
Poverty Level.   
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Table 9. Aggregate Home Energy Affordability Gap by Region  
and Percentage Regional Contribution to Statewide Total (Idaho) (2010) 


 Total < 50% FPL 76% - 100% 125% - 150% FPL 150% - 185% FPL 


 
Total  


($000) 
State % 


Total  
($000) 


State% 
Total 


($000) 
State % 


Total  
($000) 


State % 
Total  


($000) 
State % 


1 $16,318 14.2% $2,741 14.8% $2,934 14.7% $1,833 13.2% $980 12.2% 


2 $10,432 9.1% $1,802 9.8% $1,582 7.9% $1,144 8.3% $60 7.6% 


3 $34,355 30.0% $5,657 30.6% $6,297 31.6% $4,107 29.7% $1,290 16.1% 


4 $4,066 3.5% $634 3.4% $698 3.5% $504 3.6% $403 5.0% 


5 $14,268 12.5% $2,347 12.7% $2,656 13.3% $1,814 13.1% $970 12.1% 


6 $18,5289 16.2% $2,713 14.7% $2,997 15.0% $2,293 16.6% $1,971 24.6% 


7 $16,563 14.5% $2,584 14.0% $2,779 13.9% $2,143 15.5% $1,788 22.3% 


Total $114,531 100.0% $18,477 100.0% $19,943 100.0% $13,840 100.0% $8,010 100.0% 


  


Table 10 presents the corresponding contribution percentages at the regional level for selected 
Poverty Level ranges.  Table 10 shows, within each region, how much each of the selected 
Poverty Level ranges contributes to the aggregate Affordability Gap within that region. 
Households are grouped together into four ranges below 185% of Poverty (0 – 50%, 76 – 100%, 
125 – 150%, and 150 – 185%).10 
 
As can be seem in Table 10, the group of households living with income of less than 50% of 
Poverty Level make a consistent contribution to each regional total, irrespective of the aggregate 
Affordability Gap for the region.  The lowest contribution from the “below 50% FPL” range 
(14.6% in Region 6) is associated with an aggregate Gap of $18.5 million, while the highest 
(17.3% in Region 2) was associated with an aggregate Gap of $10.4 million.  Each level of 
Poverty contributed roughly the same proportion of the total aggregate Gap by region, except for 
the highest range of Poverty. At that point, not surprisingly, the contribution became somewhat 
lower (7.0% on a statewide basis for the 150% to 185% of Poverty Level range vs. 16.1% for the 
below-50% of Poverty Level range).  Households in the 125 to 150% Poverty Level range began 
to evidence a step-down in their contribution to the statewide (and to each regional) Gap (12.1% 
vs. 17.4% for 76 – 100% of Poverty).   
 
What can be concluded from Table 10 is that common statewide strategies can be utilized to 
address the impact of energy unaffordability in different regions of the state of Idaho.  In no 
region, for example, should the emphasis of assistance be directed toward the lowest income 


                                                 
10 The other two ranges (50 – 75% and 100 – 125% are not presented due to space limitations. 
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households in order to reach the greatest need; in other regions of the state, directing assistance 
only to the lowest income levels would miss a considerable portion of the total aggregate 
Affordability Gap.  In no region of the state would expanding income eligibility to the higher 
ranges of income be effective in meeting an increasing proportion of the aggregate Affordability 
Gap to the exclusion of directly addressing the need for a different set of income targeting in 
other regions of the state.  
 


Table 10. Aggregate Home Energy Affordability Gap by Region  
and Percentage Contribution to Region Totals by Selected Poverty Levels 


(Idaho) (2010) 


 Total < 50% FPL 76% - 100% 125% - 150% FPL 150% - 185% FPL 


 
Total  


($000) 
State % 


Total  
($000) 


State% 
Total 


($000) 
State % 


Total  
($000) 


State % 
Total  


($000) 
State % 


1 $16,318 100% $2,741 16.8% $2,934 18.0% $1,833 11.2% $980 6.0% 


2 $10,432 100% $1,802 17.3% $1,582 15.2% $1,144 11.0% $60 5.8% 


3 $34,355 100% $5,657 16.5% $6,297 18.3% $4,107 12.0% $1,290 3.8% 


4 $4,066 100% $634 15.6% $698 17.2% $504 12.4% $403 9.9% 


5 $14,268 100% $2,347 16.4% $2,656 18.6% $1,814 12.7% $970 6.8% 


6 $18,528 100% $2,713 14.6% $2,997 16.2% $2,293 12.4% $1,971 10.6% 


7 $16,563 100% $2,584 15.6% $2,779 16.8% $2,143 12.9% $1,788 10.8% 


Total $114,531 100% $18,477 16.1% $19,943 17.4% $13,840 12.1% $8,010 7.0% 


  


Interaction between Average and Aggregate Affordability Gap 
 


Finally, it should be noted that as income increases, while the per-household Affordability Gap 
will decrease, the aggregate Gap will not decrease proportionately.  Table 11 shows the data.  In 
Regions 1 through 3, for example, while the average Affordability Gap decreased by roughly 
45% to 50% between the 76 – 100% of Poverty range and the 125 to 150% of Poverty range, the 
aggregate Gap decreased by a much smaller degree (28% to 38%).  While the average per-
household Gaps in Regions 6 and 7 decreased by 35% and 38% respectively between those two 
Poverty ranges, the aggregate Gap decreased by only 23%.  The same occurs at the higher 
Poverty ranges as well.  For Regions 6 and 7, while the average  per-household Gap decreased 
by 33% and 36% respectively between the 125% to 150% range and the 150% to 185% of 
Poverty range, the aggregate Gap decreased by only 23% in each of those regions. 
 
What occurs is that the increased numbers of households in the higher Poverty Level range is 
sufficient to offset some substantial portion of the decreases in the per-household Gap in these 
regions.  It is, in other words, important to remember in Idaho that merely because home energy 
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is more affordable at higher income ranges does not necessarily mean that the total Affordability 
Gap in those ranges will be proportionately smaller.   


 


Table 11. Change in Per Household and Aggregate Affordability Gap  
at Higher Poverty Level Ranges 


(Idaho Regions) (2010) 


Region 


76% - 100% Poverty Level 125% - 150% Poverty Level 150% - 185% Poverty Level 


Per-
Household  
in Income 


Range 


Aggregate 
In Income 


Range (000) 


Per 
Household in 


Income 
Range 


Aggregate in 
Income 


Range (000) 


Per 
Household in 


Income 
Range 


Aggregate in 
Income 


Range (000) 


1 $1,020 $2,934 $527 $1,833 $231 $980 


2 $1,072 $1,582 $589 $1,144 $299 $60 


3 $1,059 $6,297 $550 $4,107 $244 $1,290 


4 $1,351 $698 $862 $504 $569 $403 


5 $1,068 $2,656 $539 $1,814 $221 $970 


6 $1,587 $2,997 $1,027 $2,293 $691 $1,971 


7 $1,436 $2,779 $896 $2,143 $572 $1,788 


 


By County  
 


In addition to examining the regional implications of the Home Energy Affordability Gap, it is 
important to examine the Affordability Gap on an individualized county basis.  When looking at 
counties, it is possible to gain insights into how the Affordability Gap might be influenced by the 
number of households in any particular Poverty range as well as the impact (or lack thereof) of 
the penetration of primary heating fuels.   
 


The same counties throughout Idaho consistently evidence the “highest” and “lowest” Home 
Energy Affordability Gaps on a per-household basis.  While not in the precise same order in all 
ranges of Federal Poverty Level, the same counties nonetheless appear. Nez Perce, for example, 
has the lowest per-household Affordability Gap at each Poverty Level examined.  Elmore is 
consistently the third to fifth lowest, while Ada is consistently among the three lowest.  While 
Kootenai and Canyon have somewhat higher Affordability Gaps, they nonetheless are 
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consistently in the ten lowest statewide.  Blaine has one of the ten lowest Affordability Gaps for 
households with income less than 50%, and 75 – 100%, of Poverty Level, but not for any of the 
higher Poverty Level ranges examined.   
 


Table 12. Idaho Counties with 10 Lowest Per Household Affordability Gap  
by Selected Poverty Level Ranges (2010) 


Counties with Lowest Per HH Affordability Gap 


< 50% FPL 75 – 100% FPL 125 – 150% FPL 150 – 185% FPL Total 


County 
HH 
Gap 


County 
HH 
Gap 


County HH Gap County 
HH 
Gap 


County HH Gap 


Nez Perce  $1,409 Nez Perce  $806 Nez Perce  $324 Nez Perce  $35 Elmore  $544 


Shoshone  $1,432 Shoshone  $844 Ada  $344 Ada  $42 Ada  $607 


Latah  $1,470 Ada  $847 Elmore  $364 Elmore  $50 Nez Perce  $637 


Ada  $1,476 Latah  $872 Shoshone  $373 Canyon  $84 Kootenai  $638 


Kootenai  $1,527 Elmore  $886 Kootenai  $393 Shoshone  $90 Washington $655 


Elmore  $1,539 Kootenai  $897 Latah  $394 Kootenai  $90 Canyon  $656 


Blaine  $1,546 Canyon  $936 Canyon  $403 Latah  $106 Payette  $675 


Washington $1,590 Blaine  $944 Payette  $427 Payette  $113 Shoshone  $681 


Canyon $1,601 Payette  $952 Gem  $445 Gem  $136 Gem  $696 


Twin Falls $1,603 Washington  $958 Washington  $452 Washington  $149 Twin Falls  $717 


 


The same results appertain to the counties with the ten highest Affordability Gaps in the state.  
As Table 13 shows, Bear Lake and Valley counties both consistently have amongst the highest 
Affordability Gaps amongst Idaho’s counties, but Valley is not in the ten highest for households 
with income less than 50% of Poverty.  Similarly, while Camas, Butte and Jefferson counties all 
have somewhat lower per-household Gaps, they nonetheless all appear in the ten highest gaps for 
the Poverty Levels studied.  In contrast, while Madison county has the second highest 
Affordability Gap for the below 50% of Poverty Level range, it does not appear amongst the 
counties with the ten highest Gaps in any of the other ranges.   
 
The per-household Affordability Gap can vary for a variety of reasons.  The penetration of 
heating fuels may vary by county, with some counties having a higher proportion of high-priced 
heating. The penetration of homeowners and renters, with a corresponding difference in housing 
unit sizes and types, may differ sharply between counties.  Average household sizes may 
different between counties.  The differences between counties, however, are not sufficient to 
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result in a substantial re-ordering of counties when the Affordability Gap is considered on a per-
household basis. 


 


Table 13. Idaho Counties with 10 Highest Per Household Affordability Gap  
by Selected Poverty Level Ranges (2010) 


Counties with Highest Per HH Affordability Gap 


< 50% FPL 75 - 100 FPL 125 – 150% FPL 150 – 185% FPL Total 


County HH Gap County HH Gap County HH Gap County HH Gap County HH Gap 


Bear Lake  $2,163 Valley  $1,454 Bear Lake  $975 Bear Lake  $658 Valley  $1,199 


Madison  $2,202 Bear Lake  $1,503 Valley  $977 Valley  $690 Franklin  $1,245 


Camas  $2,207 Camas  $1,592 Butte  $1,086 Jefferson  $756 Camas  $1,309 


Butte  $2,231 Butte  $1,595 Camas  $1,100 Butte  $781 Jefferson  $1,317 


Fremont  $2,387 Jefferson  $1,676 Jefferson  $1,101 Franklin  $793 Fremont  $1,417 


Jefferson  $2,395 Fremont  $1,706 Franklin  $1,138 Camas  $805 Madison  $1,431 


Teton  $2,403 Franklin  $1,715 Fremont  $1,161 Fremont  $834 Butte  $1,480 


Franklin  $2,435 Teton  $1,735 Teton  $1,200 Teton  $879 Teton  $1,512 


Clark  $2,482 Clark  $1,794 Clark  $1,243 Clark  $913 Clark  $1,541 


Oneida  $2,648 Oneida  $1,982 Oneida  $1,450 Oneida  $1,130 Oneida  $1,610 


 


Similar findings appear when one examines the aggregate (as opposed to the per-household 
average) Affordability Gap by county. 
 
HOME ENERGY BURDENS IN IDAHO 
 
The affordability of energy bills is measured by what is called a household’s “home energy 
burden.”  Energy burdens are simply the household energy bill as a percent of household income.  
If a household has a $10,000 annual income and a $1,000 home energy bill, for example, that 
household has an “energy burden” of 10%. The energy burdens of low-income Idaho households 
show the problem that the public and private energy assistance programs are designed to address.   
 
Energy burdens can be used to compute the Home Energy Affordability Gap for various 
geographic areas.  The Affordability Gap is the dollar amount by which actual low-income home 
energy bills exceed affordable home energy bills, as measured by an affordable home energy 
burden.  
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Home energy is a crippling financial burden for low-income Idaho households. Idaho households 
with incomes of below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level pay 45% (or more) of their annual 
income for their home energy bill.  Households living between 50% and 100% of the Federal 
Poverty Level pay, on average, between one-fifth and one-eighth of their annual income for their 
home energy bills.  On average, households at every income range less than 185% of Poverty 
Level in Idaho receive unaffordable bills for home energy service.   
 
Table 14 presents Idaho home energy burdens disaggregated by Federal Poverty Level for the 
years 2007 through 2010 (compared to a base year of 2004).  Home energy burdens in Idaho 
have not reached the levels experienced in 2007, when the state experienced dual spikes in prices 
for both natural gas and fuel oil.  Indeed, the 2008 and 2009 burdens moderated from 2007, due 
to dips in fuel prices and somewhat higher incomes.  Idaho’s home energy burdens, however, 
have resumed their upward trend in 2010, and continue to substantially exceed those burdens 
experienced in the base year of 2004.   
 
The trend in energy affordability in Idaho is clear.  While there was a dip in home energy 
burdens in 2008 and 2009 relative to 2007, home energy burdens are higher in 2010 than they 
were in 2004, even after taking into account increases in income.   
 


Table 14: Increase in Home Energy Burdens by Federal Poverty Level 
(2007 – 2010) (Idaho) 


 Ratio of Income to Federal Poverty Level 


 Below 50% 50 - 74% 75 - 99% 100 - 124% 125 - 149% 150 - 185% 


Base (2004) 34.4% 13.7% 9.8% 7.6% 6.2% 5.1% 


2007 47.8% 19.1% 13.6% 10.6% 8.7% 7.1% 


2008 39.0% 15.6% 11.2% 8.7% 7.1% 5.8% 


2009 37.8% 15.1% 10.8% 8.4% 6.9% 5.6% 


2010  45.0% 18.0% 12.9% 10.0% 8.2% 6.7% 


 
Table 15 presents summary data on the home energy burdens experienced by Idaho residents at 
differing ranges of the Federal Poverty Level in the various counties.   For Idaho households in 
“deep poverty,” which is the term commonly attached to households with income of 50% of 
Poverty Level or below, home energy bills alone exceed the 30% burden considered to be 
“affordable” for total shelter costs.  In two (2) counties, home energy burdens for households 
with income at or below 50% of Poverty exceed 60% of income.  An additional 16 counties face 
home energy burdens of more than 50% up to and including 60% of income.   
 
At the “most affordable” level, 26 counties have average burdens for households in deep poverty 
of more than 40% but less than 50%.  Overall, out of Idaho’s 44 counties, 18 had average home 
energy burdens for households with income at or below 50% of Poverty Level of more than 50% 
of income. 
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By the time incomes reach between 125% and 150% of Poverty Level, home energy burdens 
have significantly decreased, but nonetheless remain at unaffordable levels.  Burdens may appear 
to be “low” at this range of Poverty Level only because of the magnitude of the burdens at the 
lowest Poverty ranges discussed above.  At 125% to 150% of Poverty Level, no county has a 
burden below the affordability threshold of 6% of income.  Indeed, only 13 counties have 
average burdens in the 100% to 125% range of between 6% and 8% of income.  In contrast, 10 
counties have average burdens of 10% or more. 
 
When household income reaches into the range of 150% to 185% of Federal Poverty Level, 
Table 15 shows that no counties report average home energy burdens which are equal to or less 
than the 6% affordability threshold.  While 20 counties have an average home energy burden of 
between 6% and 7% of income for households with income between 150% and 185% of Poverty 
Level, 11 more have an average burden of more than 8%.   
 


Table 15. Number of Idaho Counties by Home Energy Burdens of 
Households  


at Differing Poverty Ranges (2010) 


< 50% FPL 75 - 100 FPL 125 – 150% FPL 150 – 185% FPL 


Burden 
Range 


Number 
of 


Counties 


Burden 
Range 


Number of 
Counties 


Burden 
Range 


Number of 
Counties 


Burden 
Range 


Number of 
Counties 


40% or less 0 6% or less 0 6% or less 0 6% or less 0 


>40% - 50% 26 >6% – 13% 17 >6% - 8% 13 >6% - 7% 20 


>50% - 60% 16 >13% - 15% 14 >8% - 10% 25 >7% - 8% 13 


>60% 2 > 15% 13 >10% 10 >8% 11 


 
Table 15 is significant in showing both that home energy unaffordability in Idaho is statewide, 
with no counties in the state experiencing an affordable burden for households with income at or 
below 185% of Poverty Level.  Moreover, it documents once again that home energy 
unaffordability is no longer the province of households at the lowest income ranges.  Households 
with income well in excess of 150% of Poverty Level are experiencing unaffordable bills today.   
 
EIGHT IMPORTANT FINDINGS  
 


1. The State of Idaho has a large Home Energy Affordability Gap facing its low-income 
households, with available resources grossly insufficient to address the problem.  The 
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average annual shortfall between actual and affordable home energy bills for households 
at or below 185% of FPL now reaches more than $800 per household.  
 


2. The Home Energy Affordability Gap in Idaho now reaches more than $114 million 
statewide.  This $114 million is not the total low-income home energy bill in Idaho. 
Rather, the $114 million is the dollar amount by which actual home energy bills exceed 
affordable home energy bills.  
 


3. The Affordability Gap in Idaho is rapidly increasing.  Spiraling home energy prices have 
increased the per-household Affordability Gap by nearly $300 since 2006. 
 


4. The Affordability Gap is increasingly reaching into more moderate income households. 
Home energy burdens (bills as a percentage of income) now exceed the affordable level 
for households with income between 150% and 185%.   
 


5. Idaho households with incomes below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level pay 45% (or 
more) of their annual income for their home energy bill.  Households living between 50% 
and 100% of the Federal Poverty Level pay, on average, between one-fifth and one-
eighth of their annual income for their home energy bills.  On average, households at 
every income range less than 185% of Poverty Level in Idaho receive unaffordable bills 
for home energy service.   
 


6. The Affordability Gap is statewide. It reaches into every region of the state, including 
both urban and rural areas.  Idaho counties with the lowest aggregate Affordability Gap 
nonetheless still have a Gap in the millions of dollars each year.   
 


7. In Idaho, merely because home energy is more affordable at higher income ranges does 
not necessarily mean that the total Affordability Gap in those ranges will be 
proportionately smaller.  As income increases, while the per-household Affordability Gap 
will decrease, the aggregate Gap will not decrease proportionately.  The increased 
numbers of households in the higher Poverty Level ranges are sufficient to offset some 
substantial portion of the decreases in the per-household Gap.  
 


8. The trend in energy affordability in Idaho is clear.  While there was a dip in home energy 
burdens in 2008 and 2009 relative to 2007, home energy burdens are higher in 2010 than 
they were in 2004, even after taking increases in income into account.   
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NOTES 
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PART 2: 
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO HOME ENERGY 


UNAFFORDABILITY IN IDAHO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The unaffordability of home energy bills can be attributed to many factors.  The size of the home 
energy bill is one factor, on both a seasonal and annual basis.  On the one hand, some home 
energy bills are too high for households to afford on an annual basis. For these households, even 
if their energy were to be billed on an equal monthly basis, with no seasonal variation, they 
would not be payable.  On the other hand, some home energy bills, even if affordable on an 
annual basis, present unaffordable burdens in particular seasons of the year.  Households 
receiving such bills may experience payment problems and other consequences from home 
energy unaffordability when facing high heating and/or cooling bills.   
 
Not all home energy unaffordability, however, is attributable to the level of the home energy bill.  
Many low-income households have incomes that are sufficiently low that nearly any home 
energy bill would be unaffordable.  A household with an annual income of $4,000, for example, 
receiving an annual home energy bill (heating, water heating, electricity, cooling) of $600 ($50 
per month), would face a home energy burden of 15%, well above that burden considered to be 
affordable.  In this case, it is the household income rather than the level of the bill that should be 
viewed as the primary “cause” of the unaffordability.  Even reducing the annual bill by one-third 
(to $400) would leave a home energy burden of 10%, still above an affordable level.   
 
The discussion below considers various factors that contribute to home energy unaffordability in 
Idaho.   
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THE ROLE OF INADEQUATE FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
 
While the unaffordability of home energy in Idaho is driven by the interaction of home energy 
bills and household income, the overall inadequacy of household income to cover the 
household’s basic family budget should be taken into account standing alone as well.  A basic 
family budget takes into account the entire range of household expenses, including housing, 
food, childcare, transportation, health care, necessities and taxes.  To the extent that household 
income is insufficient to cover these basic expenditures, trade-offs must occur in what gets paid 
and what does not.  A basic family budget varies based on both the household size and the 
household composition.  Not only will a three-person family have a different budget than a two-
person family, but a one-parent/two-child three-person family will have a different basic family 
budget than a two-parent/one-child three-person family.    
 
Basic Family Needs Budgets 
 
Table 16 shows the inadequacy of incomes in Idaho for households with income even 
moderately in excess of 200% of Federal Poverty Level.  Basic Family Budgets11 for four 
different family configurations were calculated, using different family composition and family 
size.  Within Idaho’s seven metropolitan areas (and the rural areas separately stated), the Basic 
Family Budget for a one-parent/one-child family ranges from a low of 252% of the Federal 
Poverty Level (Pocatello) to a high of 281% of the Poverty Level (Coeur d’Alene).  Idaho’s rural 
areas had a somewhat lower Basic Family Budget (241% of Poverty Level).  Three-person 
families, whether configured as one-parent/two-child or two-parent/one-child families, were 
grouped more closely within the state (between 260% and 270% of Federal Poverty Level) 
(again, with the rural areas being somewhat less expensive).  A one-parent/two-child family has 
a somewhat higher Basic Family Budget in Idaho than a two-parent/one-child family.   
 
Finally, while the absolute dollar amounts of the Basic Family Budget for a two-parent/two-child 
family are higher than the corresponding budgets for smaller families, the ratio of those incomes 
to the Federal Poverty Level are lower.  Families with income at between 240% and 250% of 
Poverty Level meet the Basic Family Budget in Gem County, Idaho Falls, Lewiston, Logan and 
Pocatello. Moreover, families at between 250% and 260% of the Poverty Level in Boise/Nampa 
and Coeur d’Alene are living with an income that would cover the Basic Family Budget.  In 
contrast, it would require an income of “only” 233% of Poverty Level in the rural area of the 
state to cover the Basic Family Budget for a 2-parent/2-child family.   


                                                 
11 Unless the context otherwise clearly shows, a “family” and a “household” are considered to be synonymous for 
purposes of this discussion.   
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Table 16: Basic Family Budget 
in Dollars and Percentage of Federal Poverty Level by Geographic Area 


(Idaho) 
 1 parent/1 child 1 parent/2 children 2 parents/1 child 2 parents/2 children 


 Dollars /a/ FPL /b/ Dollars /a/ FPL Dollars /a/ FPL Dollars /a/ FPL 


Boise City-Nampa, ID 
HUD Metro FMR Area 


$28,473 274% $39,429 282% $35,095 251% $44,685 254% 


Coeur d'Alene, ID MSA $29,177 281% $39,982 286% $35,371 253% $44,926 255% 


Gem County, ID HUD 
Metro FMR Area 


$26,690 257% $37,885 271% $33,083 236% $42,894 244% 


Idaho Falls, ID MSA $26,901 259% $38,118 272% $33,279 238% $43,129 245% 


Lewiston, ID-WA MSA $26,874 258% $38,091 272% $33,253 238% $43,086 245% 


Logan, UT-ID MSA $27,304 263% $38,396 274% $33,593 240% $43,441 247% 


Pocatello, ID MSA $26,218 252% $37,339 267% $32,646 233% $42,514 242% 


Rural $25,086 241% $34,513 247% $32,037 229% $41,081 233% 


 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ Basic Family Budget presented in 2008 dollars.   
/b/ FPL is the ratio of the Basic Family Budget to 100% of the Federal Poverty Level for the particular household size.  100% of 
Federal Poverty Level in 2008 for a two-person household was $10,400; for a three-person household was $14,000; and for a 
four-person household was $17,600.   
 
SOURCE: Economic Policy Institute, Basic Family Budget Calculator. 


 
Income by Poverty Range 
 
Income eligibility for various public assistance programs is often misconstrued in the assessment 
of home energy unaffordability.  Income-eligibility might be set “at or below 200% of Federal 
Poverty Level” for the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Weatherization Assistance Program 
(WAP) or “at or below 60% of median income” for the federal Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  In considering those income eligibility parameters, however, 
people frequently look at the incomes “at” the maximum while forgetting to consider those 
households within the “or below” ranges.   
 
Table 17 below presents data on the mean income of Idaho households by the ratio of income to 
Federal Poverty Level.12 The data reported is for the years 2006 through 2010. For example, in 
2007, the average income of households with income below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level 
was $3,689.  In 2008, the average income had increased to $4,189 for this Poverty range.  In 


                                                 
12 The mean income is based on the average of each range.   
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2010, the average income of households with income between 150% and 175% of Poverty level 
was $39,690.   
 
The observation that stands out from the data on mean income disaggregated by Federal Poverty 
Level is that the income of households below 200% of Federal Poverty Level is inadequate to 
meet Idaho’s Basic Family Budgets.  These households consistently experience an absolute 
mismatch between household basic needs and the income available to meet those needs.   
 
Table 17 documents that it cannot be assumed that incomes are constantly increasing from year-
to-year.  In 2010, income for households at between 50% and 75% of Poverty Level, as well as 
at between 75% and 100% of Poverty Level were lower than in the preceding year.  Households 
living between 125% and 150% of Poverty Level experienced a decline in their average incomes 
after 2007 and, by 2010, had still not climbed back to that 2007 level.  Households living below 
50% of Poverty Level had a lower average income in 2009 than they had in 2008.  In sum, Idaho 
households with income at or below 200% of Poverty Level do not consistently experience 
growing income over time.   
 


Table 17. Mean Household Income by Ratio of Income to Federal Poverty 
Level (2006 – 2010) (Idaho) 


 
Below 
50% 


50 –  
< 75% 


75 – 
< 100% 


100 –  
< 125% 


125 – 
< 150% 


150 –  
< 175% 


175 -  
< 200% 


200% and 
above 


Total 


2006 $3,825 $13,730 $14,042 $21,790 $27,621 $31,481 $36,048 $83,794 $64,375 


2007 $3,689 $10,037 $14,781 $22,541 $31,461 $31,856 $37,418 $90,659 $70,652 


2008 $4,189 $10,420 $16,345 $24,182 $26,692 $35,059 $41,290 $84,617 $63,303 


2009 $4,086 $12,601 $18,968 $26,160 $27,467 $30,452 $38,262 $88,151 $65,462 


2010 $5,389 $11,740 $17,986 $30,454 $29,426 $36,611 $39,690 $90,119 $65,320 


CPS Table Creator, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement (Idaho), U.S. Census Bureau. 


 
The number of households living in these Poverty Ranges is not insubstantial in Idaho.  And the 
proportion of Idaho residents that are “poor” by virtually any definition is growing.  Table 18 
presents the proportion of Idaho residents living at different level of Poverty.  The percentage of 
Idaho residents in “deep Poverty” (at or below 50% of the Poverty Level) has more than doubled 
since 2007 (from 2.7% to 6.0%).  The proportion of households with income at or below 150% 
of Poverty has increased by one-quarter (from 21.3% to 25.8%).  The proportion of persons 
living below 100% of the Poverty Level has increased by nearly half (from 9.5% to 14.0%). 
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Table 18: Idaho Population Living with Income  
at or Below Multipliers of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) 


(2006 -2011) 
 Percent of Persons Statewide 


 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Persons with income below 50% FPL 2.7% 4.0% 5.6% 4.7% 6.0% 


Persons with income below 100% FPL 9.5% 9.9% 12.2% 13.7% 14.0% 


Persons with income below 150% FPL 21.3% 20.1% 23.8% 24.2% 25.8% 


Persons with income below 185% FPL 27.4% 24.2% 29.5% 29.1% 32.0% 


Persons with income below 200% FPL 32.5% 30.0% 35.1% 35.1% 38.7% 


CPS Table Creator, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement (Idaho): 2006 – 2010, U.S. Census 
Bureau. 


 
When discussions occur of the home energy affordability problems facing the poor of Idaho, 
those discussions relate to a large and growing population.   
 
Stagnating Median Incomes 
 
Income problems are not limited to low-income households.  Idaho median income has 
stagnated, if not declined in real terms, in recent years.  According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 
the state median income in 2010 was $43,490, a modest increase (in inflation-adjusted terms) 
over the 2006 median income of $42,865.  For the past two years (2009 and 2010), however, 
inflation-adjusted median income in Idaho has declined.  The state median income reached its 
highest point in 2008, at $47,576.  It declined by nearly $2,700 in 2009 (down to $44,926).  
Median income declined an additional $1,450 from 2009 to 2010.  Table 19 presents the data.   
 


Table 19. Household Median Income by Year (Idaho) (2005 – 2010) 


 
Total 


Households 


Median Income 


2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Median Income 576,609 $41,443 $42,865 $46,283 $47,576 $44,926 $43,490 


U.S. Factfinder, American Community Survey (annual) (Table B25119) 


 
Income by Demographics 
 
The unaffordability of home energy has specific demographic implications to it.  Pursuant to the 
statute governing the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), for 
example, LIHEAP benefits are to be targeted to three particularly “vulnerable” populations, 
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including the very young, the aged and the disabled.  The discussion of health, safety and 
nutrition impacts of unaffordable home energy presented elsewhere in this report further 
demonstrates that the considering the demographics of home energy unaffordability is an 
important element of the equation. 
 
Income and Aging Persons 
 
Income in Idaho has age implications to it.  Median income in Idaho is stagnating, at best, at all 
age levels in Idaho.  For the young working population, the 2010 median income is less than it 
was in 2005, while the median income for householders aged 25 through 44 is virtually identical.  
Median income for householders aged 45 to 64 slightly increased in Idaho from 2005 through 
2010, while for the aging population it increased moderately.   
 
Overall, however, in all years 2005 through 2010, median income increases through a 
householder’s working years; the level of median income is higher at each working age level 
than for the age level immediately below.  For householders aged 65 and above, however, there 
is a dramatic drop in income. 
 


Table 20. Median Income by Age of Householder  
(Idaho) (2005 – 2010) 


 


Median Income 


2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


15 – 24 $24,274 $27,183 $27,215 $28,577 $25,703 $23,046 


25 – 44 $45,522 $47,485 $51,457 $50,500 $48,486 $46,437 


45 – 64 $50,698 $52,079 $55,829 $57,931 $54,646 $53,080 


65 and older $28,789 $29,846 $30,813 $33,570 $32,084 $33,725 


U.S. Factfinder, American Community Survey (annual) (Table 19049) 


 
This drop in income for the aging population occurs over all poverty brackets.  People in the 
post-retirement aging bracket (age 65 or older) have a noticeable decline in their income, holding 
Poverty Level constant.  This decline occurs for the population as a whole and for both men and 
women.  The data for 2011 is presented in Table 21.  Data for persons aged 17 and younger is 
not separately presented in this Table.   
 
The increased earning capacity during adult working years is evident for the population as a 
whole and for both men and women in Table 21.  In every Poverty Level range for both men and 
women (and thus for the total population as well), households whose householder is age 65 or 
older have less income than the income both for the total population and for the population aged 
18 through 64.   
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Table 21.  Mean Income by Poverty Level, Age and Gender (Idaho 2011) 


 
All Men Women 


Poverty Level Total 18 - 64 
65 or 
older 


Total 18 - 64 
65 or 
older 


Total 18 - 64 
65 or 
older 


0 - 50% $3,969 $4,137 $856 $4,097 $4,338 $0 $3,870 $3,984 $1,619 


50 - 75% $10,667 $10,667 --- $9,520 $9,520 --- $11,467 $11,467 --- 


75 - 100% $15,937 $17,278 $10,304 $16,888 $17,238 $12,041 $15,206 $17,318 $9,992 


100 - 125% $26,356 $28,666 $13,124 $27,131 $30,089 $13,295 $25,746 $27,609 $12,937 


125 - 150% $26,437 $29,342 $18,569 $28,425 $29,062 $22,987 $25,240 $29,581 $17,813 


150 - 175% $32,444 $34,095 $23,905 $33,852 $35,208 $25,730 $31,258 $33,117 $22,672 


175 - 200% $34,859 $37,926 $23,555 $35,510 $37,028 $25,707 $34,262 $38,924 $22,631 


SOURCE:  CPS Table Creator, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement (Idaho) 2011, U.S. Census Bureau. 


 
In contrast, the mean income for men at various ranges of Poverty Level is lower than the mean 
income level for women.  In the working years (18 – 64), women have higher average income at 
the 50 – 75% of Poverty Level, 125 – 150% of Poverty Level and 175 to 200% of Poverty Level 
ranges.  In contrast, women over age 65 have lower incomes than men in all Poverty Level 
ranges except below 50% of Poverty. 
 
The dollar disparity between older and younger households tends to grow larger as incomes get 
bigger when measured against the Federal Poverty Level.  Aging households living at 75% to 
150% of Poverty Level have income of roughly $5,000 less than households in the same Poverty 
range but aged 18 to 64.  When incomes increase to between 150% and 200% of Poverty Level, 
the disparity between the aged and non-aged increases to roughly $12,000.  The same growth 
pattern is evident in the dollar disparity for women as well.   
 
The data presented in Table 21, it should be noted, holds Poverty Level constant, but not 
household size.  The Federal Poverty Level is a measure of income taking into account both 
dollars of income and household size.  A 3-person household with an income of $15,000, for 
example, is considered “poorer” than a 2-person household with an income of $15,000.  While 
not having examined the data, it is likely that the lower incomes of aging households, holding 
Poverty Level constant, is an indicator of smaller household sizes.  Nonetheless, when 
considering ability-to-pay home energy bills, it is important to remember that aging households 
have substantially fewer resources than do non-aging households.   
 
The difference between aging and non-aging household incomes cannot be exclusively attributed 
to a difference in household size.  Table 22 presents data by Poverty Level, age and employment 
status.  Employment status is divided into three categories: (1) full-time worker; (2) part-time 
worker; and (3) non-worker. 
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Aging households with workers tend not to have incomes in the lowest ranges of the Federal 
Poverty Level.  No full-time aging workers fall within the Federal Poverty Level ranges of less 
than 75% of Poverty Level.  Aging households that do have full-time workers have higher 
incomes when falling into the income ranges of 175% to 200% of Poverty.  No aging households 
with either part-time workers or non-workers have higher income than their younger 
counterparts.  
 


Table 22.  Mean Income by Poverty Level, Age and Employment Status 
(Idaho 2010) 


 
Full‐Time Worker  Part‐time Worker  Non‐Worker 


Poverty Level  Total  18 ‐ 64 
65 or 
older 


Total  18 ‐ 64 
65 or 
older 


Total  18 ‐ 64 
65 or 
older 


0 ‐ 50%  $6,416 $6,416 --- $4,300 $4,300 --- $3,213 $3,410 $856 


50 ‐ 75%  $10,953 $10,953 --- $9,724 $9,724 --- $10,799 $10,799 --- 


75 ‐ 100%  $19,161 $20,291 $9,917 $16,377 $16,377 --- $13,922 $15,756 $10,372 


100 ‐ 125%  $27,346 $28,002 $13,900 $24,866 $26,047 $15,053 $26,004 $31,058 $12,639 


125 ‐ 150%  $26,405 $26,418 $26,158 $29,985 $29,985 --- $25,555 $33,226 $18,020 


150 ‐ 175%  $34,170 $34,170 --- $33,091 $33,759 $26,758 $30,091 $34,180 $23,574 


175 ‐ 200%  $37,140 $37,040 $43,668 $38,917 $41,261 $18,698 $30,184 $37,771 $23,182 


SOURCE: CPS Table Creator, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement (Idaho), U.S. Census Bureau. 


 
It would appear that household size is not the exclusive factor influencing income by age, 
holding Poverty Level constant.   
 
Child Poverty 
 
Children living in families with single parents are more likely to face home energy 
unaffordability.  Table 23 documents that fully one-fifth of families with children in Idaho live 
with single parents (5.9% with single mothers; 14.0% with single fathers).  Both types of single-
parent families have median income less than married couple families,  Even more importantly, 
both types of single-parent families in Idaho have median incomes considerably less than the 
Basic Family Budget presented above.   
 
Single-mother families have income less than single-father families.  Single-mother families in 
2010 had a median income more than $13,000 less than single-father families.  Indeed, single-
mother median family incomes declined in 2010 relative to 2009.  Their 2010 income was 
virtually identical (in non-inflation-adjusted terms) to their median income in 2008.  In contrast, 
single-father incomes, while higher than single-mother families, had declined in 2009 relative to 
2008 and, by 2010, had not yet climbed back to the 2010 level. 
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Table 23. Median Income of Families with Children by Family Type 
(Idaho) (2005 – 2010) 


 Distribute 


Median Income 


2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Total with Children 401,806  


Married Couple 80.2% $54,714 $56,797 $60,829 $61,369 $58,634 $59,169 


Single Mother 5.9% $21,730 $25,670 $25,646 $26,548 $27,053 $26,608 


Single Father 14.0% $35,390 $35,969 $35,882 $40,243 $37,101 $39,984 


U.S. Factfinder, American Community Survey (annual) (Table B19126) 


 
Educational Attainment 
 
Educational attainment is a critical influencing factor in the determination of household income 
(and thus home energy affordability).  Table 24 documents that as educational attainment 
increases for Idaho residents, so, too, does the corresponding annual income.  Idaho residents 
with a Bachelor’s degree (from a college or university) have income 70% higher than a resident 
with a high school diploma.  A person holding a Bachelor’s degree has a 50% higher income 
than does a person with some college experience (but not a degree). 
 


Table 24. Income by Educational Attainment 
(Idaho) (2005 – 2009) 


Population 25+ 
Distribute 


(2009) 


Median Income 


2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 


Total 987,829  


Less than High 
School 


11.7% $16,286 $19,001 $20,415 $20,182 $18,124 


High School grad 28.6% $22,948 $24,749 $27,362 $25,292 $22,850 


Some college 35.3% $26,026 $26,620 $32,096 $29,044 $26,077 


Bachelor’s degree 16.7% $36,915 $37,606 $42,645 $40,534 $38,645 


Graduate or 
professional degree 


7.7% $49,682 $52,207 $54,369 $54,459 $55,678 


SOURCE: California Postsecondary Education Commission, citing, U.S. Factfinder, American Community Survey 
(annual)  
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Table 24 further shows the prevalence of residents with differing levels of educational 
attainment.  The lack of educational attainment is not a minor issue.  More than 40% of all Idaho 
workers have a high school education or less. 
 
Inadequacy of Wages 
 
The inability to meet basic needs in Idaho is no longer the province of households traditionally 
considered to be low-income.  The increasing movement of home energy unaffordability into the 
middle class is reflective of the growing mismatch between working incomes and the income a 
household requires to meet its basic family needs.  The most recent Basic Family Needs Budget 
for various geographic regions in Idaho was presented above.   
 
Table 25 presents the average wage and salary per job as reported by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce for various regions throughout Idaho.  As can be seen, the average wage per job is 
inadequate to cover a Basic Family Budget in Idaho.13  Across-the-board, a working household 
with a single income would not be able to provide adequately for basic household needs such as 
housing, food, energy and clothing. 
 
Moreover, as Table 25 shows, despite the inadequacy of wages and salaries to provide sufficient 
income to meet basic family needs, wages and salaries did not keep pace with inflation 
statewide.  In Boise and Coeur d’Alene, wage and salary growth in percentage terms fell below 
what wage and salary growth would have been had they tracked inflation, while in Lewiston, 
wage growth almost exactly matched inflation.  In Idaho Falls and Pocatello, wage growth 
slightly bettered what wages would have been had they tracked inflation. 
 


Table 25. Average Wage and Salary per Job by Metropolitan Area 
(2007 - 2009) (Idaho) 


 2006 2007 2008 2009 


Growth 


06 to 09 07 - 09 08 - 09 
If at 


Inflation 
(06 – 09) 


Boise City-Nampa $37,410 $38,330 $38,073 $38,395 2.6% 0.2% 0.8% $39,811 


Coeur d'Alene $30,561 $31,898 $32,279 $32,432 6.1% 1.7% 0.5% $32,522 


Idaho Falls $29,582 $30,992 $31,495 $32,077 8.4% 3.5% 1.8% $31,480 


Lewiston $31,398 $32,554 $33,375 $33,474 6.6% 2.8% 0.3% $33,413 


Pocatello $29,366 $30,486 $31,930 $31,857 8.5% 4.5% -0.2% $31,250 


SOURCE: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Accounts, U.S. Department of Commerce. 


 


                                                 
13 The average wage per job is not separately reported for “rural” areas of Idaho.   
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THE ROLE OF PRICES AND BILLS 
 
One primary cause of increasing home energy burdens, and the spiraling Home Energy 
Affordability Gap, in Idaho lies primarily in increasing home energy prices.  Home energy 
prices, which present themselves in substantially increased bills, are not merely of concern on an 
annual basis.  Even bills that may be affordable on an annual basis can be unaffordable on a 
seasonal basis. 
 
Home Energy Prices 
 
Home energy prices increased substantially in Idaho in recent years. Natural gas prices rose from 
$0.957 per therm in 2005 to $1.160 per therm in 2009 before moderating in 2010.  In contrast, 
electricity heating season prices have seen steady price increases, with a 2005 price per kWh of 
$0.059 rising to a 2010 price per kWh of $0.077. Similarly, electricity cooling season prices have 
increased, moving from $0.068 in 2005 to $0.085 in 2010. Propane prices have seen significant 
price increases, moving from $1.453 per gallon in 2005 to $2.160 per gallon in 2010.  Fuel oil 
prices also have experienced substantial price increases.   
 


Table 26: Fuel Prices: 2005 – 2010 
(Idaho) 


 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Natural gas heating (ccf) /a/ $0.957 $1.216 $1.171 $1.072 $1.160 $0.898 


Electric heating (kWh) $0.059 $0.061 $0.0058 $0.064 $0.072 $0.077 


Propane heating (gallon) $1.453 $1.745 $1.800 $2.335 $2.037 $2.160 


Fuel oil heating (gallon) $1.887 $2.222 $2.246 $3.059 $1.762 $2.412 


Electric cooling (kWh) /b/ $0.068 $0.063 $0.070 $0.076 $0.084 $0.085 


 
SOURCE: Home Energy Affordability Gap (annual). 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ Heating prices reflect prices in February of each respective year.   
/b/ Electric cooling prices reflect prices in August of each respective year. 


 
Natural gas, electricity and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG or propane) are the three primary 
heating fuels in Idaho.  Amongst Idaho homeowners, more than 224,000 use natural gas to heat 
their homes.  Substantially fewer households use electricity for their primary heating fuel, with 
LPG users representing an even smaller (but still significant) market share.   
 
In contrast, more renters heat with electricity than with natural gas (80,000 vs. 76,000).  A 
roughly equal number of renters heat with LPG as heat with fuel oil or kerosene.   
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Table 27: Housing Units by Primary Heating Fuels by Tenure Status 
(Idaho) 


 Total Natural Gas Electricity Bottled/Tank/LPG Fuel Oil/Kerosene 


2010—1 year data 


     Homeowners  401,532 224,568 103,041 25,543 9,855 


     Renters 175,177 75,659 80,481 5,940 3,465 


SOURCE: 2010 Census. 


 
Impact of Seasonal Prices and Bills 
 
The unaffordability of home energy in Idaho is not merely an annual problem.  For many 
households, even if annual bills might be an affordable percentage of income, seasonal variations 
in bills can present affordability problems.  Home heating, of course, presents the most dramatic 
seasonal impacts.  These impacts occur because of both usage and price.  A review of natural gas 
consumption and prices is illustrative of the seasonal problem.   
 
Seasonal Bills 
 


Not surprisingly, in Idaho, residential natural gas 
consumption increases significantly in the winter 
heating months of October through April.  While 
Idaho’s natural gas residential deliveries ranged 
between 435 and 810 million cubic feet (mmCF) 
in June through September 2010, for example, 
natural gas deliveries in the winter heating 
months of November 2010 through March 2011 
ranged from roughly 3,349 (November) to 4,395 
mmCF (January). While natural gas 
consumption ranged from 532 to 573 mmCF in 
June through September 2009, natural gas 
deliveries in the winter months of November 
2009 to March 2010 ranged from 3,214 
(November) to 4,817 mmCF (December).  As 


can be seen, the delivery of monthly natural gas supplies to Idaho’s residential customers 
increases by five- to ten-fold in the winter months reflecting temperature-driven consumption. 
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This sharply increased usage presents itself to consumers in the natural gas bill that consumers 
have become accustomed to receiving in the winter months.  In 2010, monthly natural gas bills in 
Idaho were nearly identical over the four summer months (ranging from a low of $12 in August 


to a high of $22 in June).  In contrast, in the 2009/2010 
heating season, natural gas heating bills ranged up to a 
high of $123 (December 2009) and $93 in January 
2010. In 2009, the summer monthly natural gas bills 
were nearly identical, ranging from a low of $18 
(August) to a high of $21 (September).  In contrast, the 
winter season bills ranged from a low of $95 
(November 2008) to a high of $152 (December 2009) 
(and $141 in January 2009).  For many low-income 
customers, even if the May through October bills might 
be affordable, the sharp fly-up in winter home heating 
costs creates a seasonal inability-to-pay.   


 
Moreover, some heating seasons are less affordable than others, due to a combination of price 
and usage.  While the 2009/2010 winter period generated an average natural gas bill of $490 in 
Idaho, the same winter period of 2006/2007 generated a natural gas bill of $678. Despite these 
year-to-year differences, in each calendar year (2007 through 2009), the winter month period 
generated between 74% (2007) and 85% (2009) of the total annual residential natural gas bill in 
Idaho.   
 
Seasonal Burdens 
 
Based upon this data, Table 28 below presents the low-income winter heating burden for four 
winter heating seasons (2006-2007, 2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2009-2010). The winter period is 
defined to include the six months of November through April.  Income is defined to be one-half 
of annual income at various Poverty Levels. The bills underlying Table 28 include only natural 
gas consumption. They do not include electric consumption for natural gas customers.   
 
The winter natural gas burdens for low-income households represent serious affordability 
problems for low-income households.  The 2006-2007 winter bills presented energy burdens of 
63% for households in deep poverty (below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level). Even those 
households for whom heating burdens approached an affordable level on an annual basis (150% 
to 185% of Poverty Level) are called upon to pay between 6% and 8% of their income for natural 
gas in the winter heating season, between two and three times higher than what is considered to 
be an affordable heating burden (3%).   
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Table 28. Winter Season Low-Income Natural Gas Burdens 
(Idaho) (2006/07 – 2009/10) 


Poverty Range 2006 – 2007 2007 - 2008 2008 - 2009 2009 - 2010 


0-49% 63% 61% 58% 43% 


50-74% 25% 24% 23% 17% 


75-99% 18% 17% 17% 12% 


100-124% 14% 14% 13% 10% 


125-149% 11% 11% 11% 8% 


150-184% 9% 9% 9% 6% 


185-200% 8% 8% 8% 6% 


Seasonal bills /a/ $678 $671 $666 $490 


NOTES 
 
/a/ Seasonal bills are defined to include consumption for the months of November through April 


 
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Housing affordability has a direct impact on the ability of Idaho’s low-income households to be 
able to afford their home energy bills.  As housing prices increase, low-income households are 
increasingly forced out of higher-quality, higher-priced homes into older, lower-quality, less-
energy efficient homes.  As quality (and energy efficiency) decrease, these low-income Idaho 
residents face ever-increasing home energy bills thus making the overall cost of shelter even less 
affordable.  Each step of the cycle contributes to the continuation of the cycle.   
 
In particular, a disproportionate number of renters in Idaho are low-income.  As Table 29 shows, 
while 6% of all homeowners have income at or below the Poverty Level, 30% of Idaho renters 
have incomes this low.  There exist 10,000 more low-income (defined as at or below 100% of 
Poverty for these purpose) renters in Idaho than low-income homeowners. This occurs even 
though, in total, there are more than three times more homeowners overall.   
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Table 29: Tenure Status by Poverty Level Status 
(Idaho) (2010) 


 
Total 


Homeowners 


Homeowners with Income  
at or Below Poverty Level 


Total Renters 


Renters with Income  
at or Below Poverty Level 


Number Percent Number Percent 


Idaho 307,555 18,305 6% 94,251 28,233 30% 


SOURCE: 5010 American Community Survey, Table C17019. 


 
The prevalence of tenants within the low-income population is also significant when considering 
the ability of residents to exert control over their energy consumption. The fact that low-income 
households disproportionately tend to be tenants has significance in two respects for the 
consideration of the availability of accessible energy efficiency as a bill reduction technique.  First, 
tenants have little or no incentive to improve their landlord's property.  They do not receive any of 
the increased value of the property and, in fact, may face rent hikes as a result of the improvements. 
Second, tenants do not generally have the authority to make decisions over improvements to major 
housing systems, whether it be a heating system or a hot water system.  Indeed, even major 
appliances such as refrigerators are often owned (and thus controlled) by the property owner rather 
than by the tenant. 
 
The very lack of income also impedes the ability of these households to invest in energy 
efficiency measures and thus address their energy affordability problems.  When a household 
lacks sufficient income to pay for basic needs, that household is unlikely to invest in energy 
efficiency measures, no matter how “cost effective” that investment might be. 
 
The Cost Characteristics of Idaho’s Housing  
 
The very fact of high energy costs to Idaho’s low-income customers creates a barrier to the 
implementation of energy efficiency strategies as a strategy to control those costs.  As home 
energy prices increase as a percentage of income, low-income households have fewer available 
discretionary resources to invest in measures that could reduce their family expenditures.  The 
discussion below examines the stress on household income by focusing on total shelter costs.  
The relationship between shelter costs and home energy costs is considered as well. Sharply 
rising home energy prices are a major factor in driving overall shelter prices upwards in Idaho. 
This impact is true throughout the state. It is a particular problem for the lowest income 
households.   
 
One impact of the high home energy bills facing Idaho’s low-income households is the stress 
that such bills place on the household budgets of Idaho’s poor.  A previous section of this report 
presented the family budgets required to allow Idaho households to meet their essential needs.  
One assumption in those Basic Family Budgets, however, is that total shelter costs represent no 
more than 30% of a household’s income. A household devoting in excess of 30 percent of 
income toward shelter costs is nearly universally considered to be over-extended. 
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In Idaho, more than 52,000 renter households, and an additional 33,000 homeowner households, 
with annual incomes less than $20,000 have housing burdens of more than 30% of income.  An 
additional 57,000 Idaho households with income between $20,000 and $35,000 have housing 
burdens of more than 30% of income.  Overall, as shown in Table 30, more than 140,000 Idaho 
households with income less than $35,000 have housing burdens of more than 30% of income.  
Overall, more than 60% of Idaho households with income below $35,000, including nearly 70% 
of Idaho tenants with these incomes, have housing burdens that exceed 30% of income. 
 


Table 30: Housing Burdens by Income (Idaho) (2010) 
 Total Households Housing Burden > 30% Pct with Housing Burden >30% 


 Renter Owner Renter Owner Total Renter Owner Total 


Less than $10,000 27,959 17,242 22,849 12,736 35,585 82% 74% 79% 


$10 - $19,999 37,220 34,494 28,991 20,146 49,137 78% 58% 69% 


$20 - $34,999 46,940 66,911 25,114 32,305 57,419 54% 48% 50% 


Below $35,000 112,119 118,647 76,954 65,187 141,141 69% 55% 61% 


SOURCE: 2010 Census, Table B25095 and B25105. 


 
As can be seen, the unaffordability of housing is particularly acute for low-income Idaho renters.  
While the affordability of housing prices has remained relatively constant for two-bedroom units 
in 2010 in Idaho, overall, housing remains unaffordable. In every region of the state, nearly half 
of all renters were not able to afford a two-bedroom housing unit in 2010.  In no region did the 
percentage of renters unable to affordable a two-bedroom unit fall below 40% for low-income 
households.  
 
As Table 31 below shows, throughout the state, Idaho rental housing was often unaffordable in 
2010. The minimum income required to rent a two-bedroom unit (for a two-person household) 
ranged from a low of 85% of median income (Boise-Nampa MSA) to a high of 108% of median 
income (Lewiston). 
 
Energy costs and shelter costs march hand-in-hand in any discussion of “affordability.”  The 
energy (and other utility) costs associated with housing are one component of the overall “rent” 
that is used to determine “housing affordability.” Fair Market Rents (FMRs), published annually 
by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), include all utility costs 
(except telephone).  One aspect of the overall unaffordability of the rents presented above is the 
unaffordability of the underlying home utility costs.   
 
The National Low-Income Housing Coalition measures the affordability of rental housing by 
reference to what is termed the “housing wage.”  The “housing wage” is that wage required for a 
recipient to be able to afford a two-bedroom unit at the Fair Market Rent published by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  In contrast, the “renter wage” is the 
actual median wage received by a renter household in the geographic area being studied.  As 
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Table 31 shows, the “housing wage” in Idaho ranges from just over 120% to more than 180% of 
the renter wage.  Statewide, the housing wage (that wage needed to be able to afford a two-
bedroom unit) is nearly 130% of the actual wage renter wage.   
 


Table 31. Housing Affordability in Idaho by Geographic Region (2010) 


COUNTY/METRO 
Mean Renter 


Income 


Income 
needed to 


afford 2 bdrm 
FMR 


Percent of 
median renter 


income 
needed to 


afford 2 bdrm 
FMR 


Housing Wage 
for 2 bdrm 
FMR /a/ 


Rent 
affordable 


with full‐time 
job paying 
mean renter 


wage 


2 bdrm 
housing wage 
as % of mean 
renter wage 


Estimated 
percent of 
renters 
unable to 


afford 2 bdrm 
FMR 


State $29,841 $27,335 92% $13.14 $532 128% 44% 


Non-Metro $28,860 $26,680 92% $12.83 $538 124% 45% 


Boise City-
Nampa HMFA 


$32,891 $28,080 85% $13.50 $575 122% 41% 


Coeur d'Alene 
MSA 


$32,214 $29,600 92% $14.23 $523 142% 45% 


Gem County 
HMFA 


$27,956 $27,200 97% $13.08 $396 172% 47% 


Idaho Falls MSA $28,895 $26,040 90% $12.52 $429 152% 43% 


Lewiston MSA $24,357 $26,200 108% $12.60 $466 141% 52% 


Logan MSA $28,324 $27,080 96% $13.02 $371 183% 47% 


Pocatello MSA $24,241 $24,960 103% $12.00 $405 154% 50% 


SOURCE: Out of Reach: National Low‐Income Housing Coalition (2011)


NOTES: 


/a/ Wage required to be able to afford two‐bedroom units at Fair Market Rent.  


 
As noted above, this housing unaffordability has two implications from an energy perspective.  
On the one hand, as housing prices increase, low-income households are increasingly forced out 
of higher-quality, higher-priced homes into older, lower-quality, less-energy efficient homes.  On 
the other hand, the unaffordability of shelter also impedes a lower-income household’s ability to 
respond to high energy costs.  High shelter costs divert resources that might otherwise be 
available to invest in cost-effective energy usage reduction measures.  When households cannot 
afford to pay their basic shelter costs, they do not “invest” money in measures to save energy, 
even if those measures might generate even a moderate-term payback. 
 
Physical Characteristics of Rental Housing 
 
Quite aside from the characteristics of Idaho’s low-income tenants, and the cost characteristics of 
Idaho’s housing units, the physical characteristics of the housing units occupied by the state’s 
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low-income population have a substantial influence on the unaffordability of home energy as 
well.   
 
The age of Idaho’s low-income housing is perhaps the most significant of these attributes. 
Having found that a substantial number of Idaho’s low-income households, particularly those 
that are tenants, cannot be expected to implement energy efficiency on their own, this section 
turns to a discussion of the extent to which there is likely to be a need for energy efficiency 
investments.  The first way to develop a surrogate for energy efficiency is to consider the age of 
the housing units in which low-income households live.  While no direct measurement exists of 
the number of energy inefficient housing units in Idaho, some correlation can be drawn between 
energy efficiency and the age of housing units.  
 
Tens of thousands of Idaho households live in old, and presumptively energy inefficient, housing 
units.  Table 32 shows that nearly one-quarter of Idaho’s Poverty Level homeowners, and 
roughly 20% of Idaho’s Poverty Level renters, live in housing that was constructed before 1950.  
More than 30% of both homeowners and renters live in housing units that were constructed 
before 1960. 
 


Table 32: Tenure Status by Poverty Status by Age of Housing Unit 
(Idaho) (2000) 


 Total 
Below 
Pov. 
Level 


Year in which Housing Unit Built 
(Households with Income < Poverty Level) 


1999 – 
Mar 
2000 


1995 - 
1998 


1990 - 
1994 


1980 - 
1989 


1970 - 
1979 


1960 - 
1969 


1950 - 
1959 


1940 - 
1949 


1939 
or 


earlier 
Homeowners 21,453 571 1,893 1,548 2,679 5,562 2,200 2,082 1,865 3,053 


Renters 31,120 501 2,545 1,955 4,182 8,586 3,793 3,092 2,332 4,154 


SOURCE: 2000 Decennial Census, Table HCT023. 


 
While the age of the housing unit is not a conclusive indicator of energy inefficiency for all end-
uses, the age of a housing unit and the efficiency of home heating have been found to be closely 
associated.  The U.S. Department of Energy’s Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS), 
for example, reports on energy consumption devoted to space heating disaggregated by the year 
in which a housing unit was constructed.  That data is presented in Table 33 below.   
 
For all types of heating fuels, the oldest housing units have the greatest energy consumption.  For 
electric space heating, which is used by more than 180,000 Idaho households, the oldest housing 
uses more than 1,200 additional kWh than does the average housing unit, and 640 more kWh 
than does the most recently constructed housing.  For natural gas space heating, used by 300,000 
Idaho households, residents of Idaho’s oldest housing use 14 more MCF than do the average 
housing units, and more than 30 MCF more than the most recently constructed. Households 
using LPG for space heating demonstrate the same patterns of consumption.   
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Table 33: Space-Heating Energy Consumption by Year of Housing Unit 
Construction 


 Before 
1940 


1940 - 
1949 


1950 - 
1959 


1960 - 
1969 


1970 -
1979 


1980 - 
1989 


1990 - 
1999 


2000 – 
2005 


Space Heating Btu Consumption per Household where the Main Space Heating Fuel is (mmBtu): 


Electricity 2,715 1,663 1,909 1,980 2,064 2,203 2,272 2,075 


Natural gas (MCF) 72 49 51 50 45 37 42 38 


Fuel oil 718 619 643 624 667 638 636 505 


LPG 595 612 489 507 527 468 563 663 


SOURCE: Residential Energy Consumption Survey (2005) Table SH7. 


 
TWELVE IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 


1. The income required to meet a Basic Family Budget in Idaho ranges from considerably 
more than 200% of Federal Poverty Level to nearly 300% of Poverty Level.  The income 
of households below 200% of Federal Poverty Level is inadequate to meet Idaho’s Basic 
Family Budgets.  These households consistently experience an absolute mismatch 
between household expenditures on basic needs and the income available to pay those 
expenses.   
 


2. The proportion of Idaho residents that are “poor” by virtually any definition is growing.  
The percentage of Idaho residents in “deep Poverty” (at or below 50% of the Poverty 
Level) has more than doubled since 2007.  The proportion of households with income at 
or below 150% of Poverty has increased by one-quarter.  The proportion of persons 
living below 100% of the Poverty Level has increased by nearly half.   
 


3. Declining income is not merely the province of the poor in Idaho. Median income has 
stagnated, if not declined in real terms, in recent years.  The state median income reached 
its highest point in 2008.  It declined in 2009.  Median income declined again from 2009 
to 2010.  
 


4. Income in Idaho has age implications to it.  In all years 2005 through 2010, median 
income increases through a householder’s working years; the level of median income is 
higher at each working age level than for the age level immediately below.  For 
householders aged 65 and below, however, there is a dramatic drop in income. 
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5. Children living in families with single parents are more likely to face home energy 
unaffordability.  Fully one-fifth of families with children in Idaho live with single 
parents. Both single-mother and single-father families have median income less than 
married couple families.  Both types of single-parent families have median incomes 
considerably less than the Basic Family Budget.   
 


6. The increasing movement of home energy unaffordability into the middle class is 
reflective of the growing mismatch between working incomes and the income a 
household requires to meet its basic family needs.  The average wage per job is 
inadequate to cover a Basic Family Budget in Idaho. 
 


7. Home energy prices have increased substantially in Idaho in recent years. Natural gas 
prices rose from 2005 to 2009 before moderating in 2010.  Electricity heating prices have 
seen steady price increases. Propane prices have seen significant price increases, as have 
fuel oil prices. Natural gas is the primary space heating fuel in Idaho. Substantially fewer 
households use electricity for their primary heating fuel, with LPG users representing an 
even smaller (but still significant) market share.   
 


8. The unaffordability of home energy in Idaho is not merely an annual problem.  For many 
households, even if annual bills might be an affordable percentage of income, seasonal 
variations in bills can present affordability problems.  Home heating presents the most 
dramatic seasonal impacts.  These impacts occur because of both usage and price.   
 


9. Housing affordability has a direct impact on the ability of Idaho’s low-income 
households to be able to afford their home energy bills.  As housing prices increase, low-
income households are increasingly forced out of higher-quality, higher-priced homes 
into older, lower-quality, less-energy efficient homes.  As quality (and energy efficiency) 
decrease, these low-income Idaho residents face ever-increasing home energy bills thus 
making the overall cost of shelter even less affordable.  Each step of the cycle contributes 
to the continuation of the cycle.   
 


10. A disproportionate number of renters in Idaho are low-income.  There exist 10,000 more 
low-income renters in Idaho than low-income homeowners. This occurs even though 
there are more than three times more homeowners overall.   
 


11. The physical characteristics of the housing units occupied by the state’s low-income 
population have a substantial influence on the unaffordability of home energy.  The age 
of Idaho’s low-income housing is perhaps the most significant of these attributes. Tens of 
thousands of Idaho households live in old, and presumptively energy inefficient, housing 
units.   
 


12. While the age of housing units is not a conclusive indicator of energy inefficiency for all 
end-uses, the age of a housing unit and the efficiency of home heating have been found to 
be closely associated.  Older homes are significantly less energy efficient. 
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PART 3: 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF HOME ENERGY 


UNAFFORDABILITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Addressing the unaffordability of low-income home energy in Idaho will generate positive social 
benefits.  It will improve public health and safety and bolster the competitiveness of local 
business and industry.  Addressing the unaffordability of low-income home energy, however, 
will also generate positive utility benefits.  It will reduce the costs of nonpayment and improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of utility collection efforts.  It would be inappropriate to view 
low-income unaffordability simply as a non-utility “social” problem. 
 
The discussion below considers an array of consequences arising from unaffordable home 
energy. 
 
THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF HOME ENERGY UNAFFORDABILITY  
 
The findings of the unaffordability of home energy in Idaho are sobering from a social perspective. 
The unaffordability of energy manifests itself in more than simply unpaid bills. While researchers 
have not studied the issue specifically in Idaho, research from other jurisdictions is informative.  
According to a series of survey studies published by the National Energy Assistance Directors 
Association (NEADA),14 “despite. . .significant residential energy expenses, most low-income 
households pay their energy bills regularly. But at what cost?” The NEA survey found that 
“LIHEAP recipients faced life-threatening challenges.”15 NEADA reports: 
 


 17% of the national respondents had their heating disconnected or discontinued because of 
an inability-to-pay. 


 
 8% had their electricity (as opposed to heating) disconnected due to an inability-to-pay. 


                                                 
14 Apprise, Inc. (April 2005). National Energy Assistance Survey Report, National Energy Assistance Directors 
Association: Washington D.C. Similar survey studies, with similar results, have been published in 2003, 2008 and 
2009.   
15 LIHEAP is the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, the federally-funded fuel assistance program in 
the United States.  
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 38% went without medical or dental care in order to have money to pay their home energy 


bill; 
 
 30% went without filling a prescription or taking the full dose of a prescribed medicine. 


 
 22% went without food for at least one day. 


 
Low-income customers frequently have little incentive, and even fewer choices, to pursue 
constructive responses to their energy poverty. All too frequently, the customer is faced with an 
immediate need (e.g., bill payment by a date certain) with the available constructive responses to an 
inability-to-pay unable to deliver assistance either in the form, the time period, or the magnitude 
necessary to meet that need.  Given the immediate consequences of failing to address the short-term 
nonpayment crisis, the customer is presented with a choice between untenable alternatives. 
 
Public Health Implications 
 
The disconnection of electricity and/or natural gas service represents a distinct public health 
threat, particularly to aging households and to low-income households with children.  The impact 
of service disconnections on the public’s health and safety can hardly be debated in light of 
recent research. According to the 2005 NEADA survey, the loss (and threatened loss) of home 
heating service has significant health consequences to low-income households with children. 
NEADA found that survey respondents reported becoming ill because their home was too cold in 
the winter heating months.  Nearly 1-in-6 of all energy assistance recipients reported that 
someone in the home became sick because the home was too cold in the past five years.  
 
These illnesses were frequently severe enough to require medical treatment. According to 
NEADA, 11% of the surveyed energy assistance recipients reported that someone in the home 
had become ill enough to require going to a doctor or hospital because the home was too cold in 
the past five years. 
 
A variety of reasons contribute to the overall rate of illness, as well as to the rate at which 
illnesses required medical treatment within the low-income energy assistance recipient 
population.16 The primary contributing factor to the adverse health outcomes involves the 
tendency of low-income households to keep their homes at unsafe or unhealthy temperatures, 
given the unaffordability of home energy to the household.  Of the households with children 
under age 18, between 20% and 25% kept their homes at “unsafe or unhealthy temperatures” 
because they did not have enough money to pay their home heating bills.  Aside from households 
with children, the adverse health impacts of cold temperatures within a home are particularly 
acute for elderly households.17 


                                                 
16 See generally, Wilkins et al (2001). Cold Comfort: The Social and Environmental Determinants of Excess Winter 
Death in England 1986 – 1996. The Policy Press: Bristol; Maheswaran et al. (2004). Socio-economic deprivation 
and excess winter mortality and emergency hospital admissions in South Yorkshire Coalfields Health Action Zone, 
UK. Public Health 118. 167 – 176. 
17 Brennan et al. (1982). Seasonal variation in arterial blood pressure, British Medical Journal. 285. 919 – 923; 
Wilkinson et al. (2004). Vulnerability to winter mortality in elderly people in Britain: population based study. 
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Other research, both in the United States and elsewhere, confirms these NEADA findings.  A 
2006 study by the Child Health Impact Assessment Working Group, at the Boston Medical 
Center, reported that “a five city (Baltimore, Boston, Little Rock, Minneapolis, Washington 
D.C.) study of predominantly low-income children under 3 years of age seen in primary care 
clinics and emergency departments found significant associations between not receiving 
LIHEAP and important health and growth indicators.”18 For example, “young children not 
receiving LIHEAP were 30% more likely to be admitted to the hospital.”  In addition, the 
CHIWG report found that “budget tradeoffs between energy costs and food expenditures result 
in food insecurity. . .[F]ood insecure children are 2 – 3 times more likely to be in fair or poor 
health or chronically ill.” The reason is that “a nutritionally inadequate diet makes children 
susceptible to an ‘infection-malnutrition cycle’ by impairing children’s immune functions 
making them more prone to infection and illness.” 
 
The association between unaffordable home energy and adverse health outcomes is rapidly 
becoming better understood.  A 2001 study in the United Kingdom (UK), for example, found 
that, in the UK, 45,000 more deaths occurred in winter than in summer each year. “For every 1° 
C fall in temperature below 20° C, mortality increases by between one and two percent in the 
UK.”19  According to Rudge: 
 


The widespread perception is that hypothermia causes cold-related deaths, but this 
accounts for very small numbers of annual deaths.  In fact, winter has the greatest 
proportional effect in respiratory mortality.  Cardiovascular disease accounts for 
the greatest number of excess winter deaths and 10% of these are attributable to 
cold, independently of other factors.   
 


* * * 
 
Circulatory illness, or cardiovascular disease, is exacerbated by ‘cold stress,’ 
which results from fluctuations in temperature.  This can arise from. . .moving 
between warm and cold rooms indoors. If the fuel poor can only afford to keep 
one room heated, the risk of cold stress in the home is increased.  This affects 
older people in particular, whose blood pressure is likely to be raised in the 
winter.  Furthermore, moving from a cold dwelling to the cold outside produces 
greater cardiovascular strain than going out from a warm house. 


                                                                                                                                                             
British Medical Journal 329. 647 – 652; Collins (1986). Low indoor temperatures and morbidity in the elderly. Age 
and Aging 15(4):212-20. 
18 Child Health Impact Working Group (April 2007). Unhealthy Consequences: Energy Costs and Child Health, 
Boston Medical Center: Boston (MA). 
19 Rudge and Gilchrist (2007). “Measuring the health impact of temperatures in dwellings: investigating excess 
winter morbidity and cold homes in the London Borough of Newham.” Energy and Buildings, 39:847-858; see also, 
Rudge. And Gilchrist (2006). “Health impact of fuel poverty: contributing to the evidence base,” in Proceedings of 
Healthy Buildings 2006, Lisbon, 4-6 June 2006 (Fernandes et al, Eds), Vol V:327-330; Rudge (March 2006). “Poor 
Housing Makes for Poor Health - finding the evidence,” Energy Action, Issue 96; Rudge and Gilchrist (2005). 
“Excess winter morbidity among older people at risk of cold homes: a population-based study in a London borough” 
Journal of Public Health, Vol. 27, No.4: 353-358.  
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These adverse health outcomes not only create social consequences, but they also impose 
substantial economic costs.  “Although these costs are often difficult to measure, one example is 
the substantial cost of preventable hospitalizations, borne by low-income families, payers, and 
health care providers.”20 Nationwide, the average charge for a “general pediatric hospitalization” 
was $9,945 in 2006.  The average hospitalization charge for bronchitis and asthma was $7,386.  
“These economic costs are 5 to 8 times the average cost of heating a home in the Northeast and 7 
to 10 times the maximum home heating benefit from the LIHEAP program in 2006.”21 
 
Nutrition Implications 
 
Unaffordable home energy has a substantial impact on the nutrition of low-income households.  
According to the Congressionally-funded NEADA study, one-in-five low-income energy 
assistance recipients went without food for at least one day due to energy bills in the past five 
years.  Renters experience food deprivation more frequently than do homeowners. While 10% of 
elderly homeowners went without food because of the need to pay home energy bills, 17% of 
elderly renters did.  While 24% of non-elderly owners went without food due to energy bills, 
28% of non-elderly renters did.   
 
The impact of unaffordable home energy bills on nutrition is a phenomenon in all parts of the 
United States and across all climate regions.  While the highest penetration of households going 
without food was in the West (31%), the existence of food deprivation attributable to the need to 
pay home energy bills was consistent throughout the remaining regions, including the Northeast 
(20%), Midwest (17%), and South (19%).  There is no reason to believe, therefore, that the data 
presented in the NEADA survey is not transferable to Idaho.   
 
The conclusions of the NEADA survey are bolstered by significant academic research 
documenting a relationship between unaffordable home energy bills and nutritional deficiencies.  
One November 2006 article published in Pediatrics, the journal of the American Academy of 
Pediatrics, reports that “convergent evidence suggests that the periodic stress of home heating 
and cooling costs may adversely impact the health and nutritional status of children and other 
vulnerable populations.”22 According to this Pediatrics article, a study of children 6 to 24 months 
of age in Boston (MA) found higher proportions of children with weight-for-age below the 5th 
percentile in the three months after the coldest months, compared with all of the other months of 
the year.   
 
The article reported further that: 
 


there is also evidence that hunger and food insecurity are associated with high 
utility costs and cold weather.  In the United States, data show that families 
reporting unheated days or threats of utility turnoff are more likely to report that 


                                                 
20 Children’s Sentinel Nutritional Assessment Program (C-SNAP). Fuel for our Future: Impacts of Energy 
Insecurity on Children’s Health, Nutrition and Learning, Boston Medical Center: Boston (MA). 
21 Id. 
22 Frank et al. (2006). “Heat or Eat: Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program and Nutritional Risk Among 
Children Under 3 Years Old.” Pediatrics. 
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their children were hungry or at risk for hunger than families without either 
experience.  In addition, national data collected from 1995 to 2001 as part of the 
Current Population Survey Food Security Supplement suggest that rates of food 
insecurity with hunger increased during the winter and early spring among low-
income families in areas with high winter heating costs and during summer in 
regions with high summer cooling costs.23 


 
Other research on food insecurity has shown that food budgets are those most often sacrificed to 
meet other survival needs in low-income families.24 
 
The nutrition threats are not limited simply to children. A November 2006 article in The Journal 
of Nutrition examined the association between household food insecurity and seasonally high 
heating and cooling costs for low-income elderly.25  The study “examined the extent to which 
greater proportions of poor households, especially poor elderly households, experienced very 
low food security (the more severe range of food insecurity) during times of the year when home 
heating and cooling costs were high, controlling for important covariates.”   “Very low food 
security” is a severe range of food insecurity, which the U.S. Department of Agriculture referred 
to as “food insecurity with hunger” in its pre-2006 reports.  The study found that “the odds of 
very low food security were 27% higher in the summer than in the winter in a high-cooling state.  
In a high-heating state, the odds of very low food security were 43% lower in the summer than in 
the winter. . .”   
 
The study found that there was a direct relationship between unaffordable home energy bills and 
the nutrition deficiencies that were documented. It concluded that “the association of interest 
appears, therefore, to represent a causal effect of home heating and cooling costs and not to be a 
spurious artifact caused by other seasonally variable economic factors.  If anything, the effects of 
seasonally high home heating and cooling costs on food insecurity may be somewhat 
ameliorated by seasonal differences in economic factors.” The authors concluded that “our 
analysis shows that in high-heating states, households with incomes below the poverty line were 
substantially more vulnerable to very low food security during the winter than during the 
summer, whereas the opposite was true in high-cooling states.” 
 


                                                 
23 Heat or Eat, supra. 
24 See generally, Frank, et al. (1996). “Seasonal variation in weight-for-age in a pediatric emergency room,” Public 
Health Reports, 1996; 111:366-371; Bhattacharya , DeLeire and Currie (2006).  “Heat or eat? Cold-weather shocks 
and nutrition in poor American families,” Am. J. Public Health. 2003; 93:1149-1154; Frank, et al. (2006). Unhealthy 
Consequences: Energy Costs and Child Health: A Child Health Impact Assessment of Energy Costs and the Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program, Child Health Impact Working Group: Boston Medical Center: Boston 
(MA); Colton (2008). Public Health Outcomes Associated with Energy Poverty: An Analysis of 2007 Behavioral Risk 
Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) Data from Iowa, Iowa Department of Human Rights: Des Moines (IA).   
25 Nord and Kantor (2006). “Seasonal Variation in Food Insecurity is Associated with Heating and Cooling Costs 
Among Low-Income Elderly Americans,” Journal of Nutrition. 2006; 136:2939-2944. 
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Public Safety Implications 
 
In addition to these public health and nutrition issues, the unaffordability of home heating service 
represents a distinct public safety threat as well. According to the Canadian Housing and Rental 
Association, energy poverty can cause households to turn to unsafe heating practices, including 
heating their home with an open oven door or faulty electric heater.  Supplemental heaters cause 
120,000 residential fires and 600 deaths annually in the United States. 
 
The loss of electric service (not merely heating service) poses a particular threat to the health and 
safety of low-income Idaho households with children. The home electric service that is being 
disconnected to low-income households is frequently essential to the operation of some 
medically-necessary equipment in the home.  A full 25% of all energy assistance recipients 
surveyed for the NEADA study, that had children under the age of 18, reported that a member of 
the household used medical equipment that requires electricity. A full 6% of all energy 
assistance recipients surveyed by NEADA reported that the equipment using electricity was used 
to treat asthma. Nearly as many (4%) said that someone in the household was taking medication 
that required refrigeration.  
 
The move to auxiliary heating sources when primary heating fuels are disconnected opens up the 
possibility of an associated fire risk for low-income households. While home heating equipment 
is no longer the single most substantial cause of home fires,26 it remains one of the leading 
factors contributing to fires, as well as to fire-related injuries and deaths. In particular, portable 
and fixed space heaters present a risk of harm. While portable space heaters are not the major 
cause of home heating fires, they play a much more substantial role in deaths and injuries.  
Portable and fixed space heaters (and their related equipment such as fireplaces, chimneys and 
chimney collectors) accounted for roughly two of every three (65%) home heating fires in 1998 
and three of every four (76%) associated deaths.27  Each of these devices has a higher death rate 
per million households using them than do the various types of central heating units or water 
heaters.   
 
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) reports data confirming these data and 
conclusions. According to the NFPA, “not being able to afford utilities” is one of the “major 
factors of increased fire risks” for low-income households. “In poor homes, small portable 
heaters or space heaters may be used to heat areas much too large for their capacity, and some 
households supplement heating equipment by turning on their ovens and leaving the door 
open.”28 
 


                                                 
26 The term “`homes’ refers to one- and two-family dwellings (which includes manufactured homes) and apartments. 
. .” The share of fires involving heating equipment, the National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA) says, “is quite 
different for the two types of homes.”  While heating equipment is the second leading cause of fires in one- and two-
family dwellings, it was only the seventh highest cause of fires in apartments.   
27 Ahrens (June 2001). The U.S. Fire Problem Overview Report: Leading Causes and Other Patterns and Trends, at 
55, National Fire Protection Association: Quincy (MA). 
28 “Burning Issues,” NFPA Journal, at 104 (January/February 1996). 
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The Competitiveness of Business and Industry  
 
Not all impacts arising from unaffordable home energy affect only the individual (or household) 
experiencing the unaffordable bill.  An increasing body of research has documented how the 
problems associated with inability-to-pay affect the competitiveness of local business and 
industry as well.   
 
This conclusion is neither profound nor much disputed by researchers that consider the impacts 
of programs such as home energy affordability subsidies on private employers.  One 
comprehensive study published in 2004 concluded: 
 


[E]mployers have good reason to be concerned that large numbers of working 
people with low family incomes do not take advantage of the public benefits 
intended to help them and their families achieve economic sufficiency -- benefits 
that also help employers by contributing to the economic stability of their 
workforces.  These public benefits bolster the ability of low-income workers to 
meet their basic needs, in effect providing a wage supplement to employers.29 


 
This joint study, performed in collaboration with the Center for Workforce Preparation of the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Center for Workforce Success of the National Association 
of Manufacturers, reports that many low wage workers fail to access public benefits. 
 


This not only hurts the workers who miss out on income and benefits; it also hurts 
their employers through higher turnover and increased absenteeism.  Unreliable 
transportation, inadequate child care, and poor health are leading contributors to 
absenteeism, tardiness, and turnover among low-income workers.  An evaluation 
of [households leaving the TANF program]30 in New Jersey by Mathematica 
Policy Research reported that 52 percent had been fired as a result of frequent 
tardiness or absenteeism related to child care or health problems. In the words of a 
call center manager who has hired many entry-level workers through the Annie E. 
Casey Foundation’s Jobs Initiative, “these peoples’ lives are in chaos. They have 
so many problems they cannot pay attention to work.” 
 
An unpublished survey conducted by ASE in Detroit, Michigan, highlights 
workplace problems that employers can experience when employees’ non-work 
needs are not addressed.  ASE asked entry-level workers and their supervisors in 
five companies about barriers to employee advancement. After “caring for a 
dependent,” “money problems” were reported more frequently than 19 other 
potential problems ranging from “understanding work assignments” to “getting 
along with colleagues.”  “Financial worry about making ends meet” appears to 


                                                 
29 Scott (2004). Private Employers and Public Benefits, Workforce Innovation Networks (WINS): Boston (MA) and 
Washington D.C.  WINS is a collaboration of Jobs for the Future, the Center for Workforce Preparation of the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, and the Center for Workforce Success, The Manufacturing Institute of the National 
Association of Manufacturers. 
30 TANF is the Temporary Aid for Needy Families program, that program generally considered to be “welfare” in 
the United States.  
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contribute to absenteeism, distraction on the job, strained relations with 
supervisors and co-workers, and a number of other factors that reduce 
productivity.31 


 
Affordable home energy can be analogized to other public goods that have been found to provide 
direct benefits to businesses. The Committee on Economic Development32 has quantified the 
beneficial impacts to business from reducing the causes of employee absenteeism and employee 
turnover associated with unaffordable child care.  According to the Committee:  
 


Studies have found that employee turnover produces disruption and 
inefficiency in the work environment and that the cost of replacing 
employees is high.  For example, Merck & Co., Inc. found that it costs. . . 
about 75 percent of salary to replace a clerical or technical employee.  It also 
found that it may take considerable time to fill a vacant position and an 
average of 12.5 months for a new employee to become adjusted to the job.33 


 
Other research reaches similar findings.  One professor at Johns Hopkins University considered 
the extent to which increased low-income status results in increased overall costs to business.  
She found a variety of costs to business, reporting:  
 


Poverty. . .produces ill-prepared workers whose lives are easily disrupted by 
small catastrophes.  If the car breaks down, if the kid gets sick, it suddenly 
becomes impossible to be a reliable worker.  Poverty also generates poor 
health among workers, making them less reliable still and raising the cost of 
employing them.34 


 
The conclusion from this multitude of research is that the unaffordability of home energy 
impedes the competitiveness, productivity and profitability of business. With low-wage 
employees, in particular, unaffordable home energy directly contributes to lowered productivity 
related to the unaffordability of home energy. Increased personal illness, increased employee 
turnover, and increased family care responsibilities are but three of the factors contributing to 
lower employee productivity.   
 


                                                 
31 “Private Employers and Public Benefits,” at 5. 
32 CED is a national business-academic partnership.  One objective of CED is “to unite business judgment and 
experience with scholarship in analyzing the issues and develop recommendations to resolve the economic problems 
that constantly arise in a dynamic and democratic society.” Objectives of the Committee for Economic Development.  
The Research and Policy Committee of the CED is directed under the organization’s bylaws to “initiate studies into 
the principles of business policy and of public policy which will foster the full contribution by industry and 
commerce to the attainment and maintenance” of the objectives of the organization. 
33 Research and Policy Committee (1993). Why Child Care Matters: Preparing Young Children for a More 
Productive America, A Statement by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic 
Development, at 1, Committee for Economic Development: New York. 
34 Schoenberger (1999). The Living Wage in Baltimore: Impacts and Reflections, John Hopkins University 
Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering: Baltimore (MD). 
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Summary 
 
The unaffordability of home energy facing low-income Idaho residents has severe social, 
economic, and business consequences that ramify throughout all sectors of the economy.  From a 
social perspective, unaffordable home energy not only threatens the ability of low-income 
customers to maintain access to their utility service, but also imposes a range of adverse 
consequences threatening the health, housing, and general welfare of those households.  The 
paid-but-unaffordable home energy bill is a real phenomenon in Idaho.  Paying an unaffordable 
home energy bill means that low-income Idaho residents will go without food, medical care, and 
other life necessities.   
 
In addition, research has found that the prevalence of money problems (such as unaffordable 
home energy bills) has a direct and substantial impact on the ability of business and industry to 
remain competitive.   
 
In short, unaffordable home energy has an adverse impact not only on low-income households, 
but also on the local utilities serving those households and on the Idaho economy generally. 
 
WHY THE “SOCIAL PROBLEM” OF ENERGY UNAFFORDABILITY IS ALSO A UTILITY PROBLEM. 
 
Quite aside from the impacts that unaffordable home energy has on individual low-income 
households and local businesses, the unaffordability of home energy has substantial adverse 
financial and economic impacts on the utility itself. As the vendors charged with serving these 
low-income customers who cannot afford to pay their bills, these local public utilities incur the 
expenses associated with non-payment, including collection expenses, working capital, and 
uncollectibles. 
 
Home Energy Burdens and Utility Bill Payment Problems 
 
An extensive body of research finds that the unaffordability of energy, and the payment 
problems resulting from that unaffordability, represent issues specifically associated with energy 
bills as they relate to low-income status, and are not simply associated with the poverty status of 
low-income households.  One tool that is used to comprehensively measure the impact of energy 
unaffordability on household well-being is the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  The Home 
Energy Insecurity Scale was developed for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) to take into account the multiple aspects of energy unaffordability.35 When households 
face unaffordable home energy bills, they can engage in different types of behavior.  They might 
pay their energy bills while experiencing deprivation in other household necessities.  They might 
not pay their energy bills, while maintaining their other necessities. Or they might engage in a 
reduction in energy use, beyond mere conservation, and face household deprivation in those 
respects. 
 


                                                 
35 Colton (2003). Measuring the Outcomes of Low-Income Energy Assistance Programs through a Home Energy 
Insecurity Scale, LIHEAP Committee on Managing for Results, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  
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A study of “energy poverty” in Missouri, performed for the National Low-Income Energy 
Consortium (NLIEC)36 in 2004, found that home energy insecurity was not simply a function of 
poverty and/or income but rather a function of energy burdens.37 “Energy burden” is a 
household’s home energy bill as a percentage of income. Households with lower energy burdens 
tended to have higher home energy security in Missouri.38  Twice as many households with 
energy burdens of 6% or less had Home Energy Insecurity thresholds of Stable or higher as 
compared to households with energy burdens in excess of 12%. In addition, households with 
higher energy burdens (i.e., their home energy bills took increasingly larger portions of their 
income) had progressively lower Home Energy Insecurity ratings.  
 
Other research confirms these findings. The 2006 evaluation of the New Jersey Universal 
Service Fund (USF) left little question but that utility bill payment problems were a function of 
energy burdens rather than simply being a function of income and/or poverty. The USF 
Evaluation expressly found that increasing the percentage of income burdens charged to USF 
participants had an adverse impact on the ability of USF participants to maintain payment 
compliance under the program.  The New Jersey evaluation reported:  
 
 “More than 80% of households with an effective [energy burden] below 3 percent 


covered 100 percent or more of their annual bill. Less than 60 percent of households with 
a [net energy burden] at or above 8 percent covered 100 percent of their annual bill.”  


 
 While 26% of the participants with net energy burdens exceeding 8% of income paid 


between 50% and 90% of their bill, only 6% of households with energy burdens of 
between 2% and 3% had coverage rates that low.   


 
The USF evaluation reported the same types of results for gas/electric combination USF 
participants.   
 
 While nearly 80% of participants with burdens of less than 4% paid 100% or more of 


their bills, only 43% of participants with burdens exceeding 12% did.   
 
 While 31% of USF participants with burdens exceeding 12% paid between 50% and 90% 


of their bills, only 9.0% of participants with burdens less than 4% had bill coverage rates 
that low.   


 


                                                 
36 NLIEC is a public-private partnership, governed by a board of organizations representing the full spectrum of 
perspectives in the low income energy community.  
37 Colton (2004). Paid but Unaffordable: The Consequences of Energy Poverty in Missouri, National Low-Income 
Home Energy Consortium: Washington D.C. 
38 “Energy insecurity” is a comprehensive measurement of the impacts of home energy affordability developed for 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the federal agency that administers the federal fuel 
assistance program in the United States.   The Home Energy Insecurity Scale, modeled after the U.S.  Department of 
Agriculture’s “food security” scale, places households in one of five levels of “energy security,” depending upon 
their ability-to-pay their home energy bills.  The lowest level of energy security is “in-crisis” while the highest level 
is “thriving.”  The middle levels in order from top to bottom are “capable,” “stable” and “vulnerable.”   
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The New Jersey USF evaluation documents quite clearly that as percentage of income payment 
responsibilities increase, payment compliance decreases.  Recognizing that high energy burdens 
are directly related to nonpayment, a variety of payment and collection data is examined below. 
 
Utility Bill Payment Problems 
 
Given the extraordinary home energy burdens facing low-income utility customers today, it 
comes as no surprise that many of those customers cannot afford to pay their bills in a full, 
timely and regular basis.  As a result, not only do these low-income customers face the social and 
economic deprivations associated with their inability-to-pay, but the utilities that provide service 
to them incur the business expenses associated with that inability-to-pay as well.  These business 
expenses include not only the costs of carrying arrears, but the costs of charge-offs and the cost 
of collections also.   
 
The Early Data 
 
The energy bill payment problems associated with energy poverty have long been recognized.  
Early national data published by the U.S. Census Bureau documented the disproportionate utility 
bill payment problems faced by low-income households. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 
while 9.8% of non-poor families could not pay their utility bills in full, 32.4% of poor families could 
not do so.39 The Census Bureau reported that while 1.8% of non-poor families had their electric 
and/or natural gas service disconnected for nonpayment, 8.5% of poor families suffered this same 
deprivation.40 
 
Information from various states corroborated this national data.41 While one 1998 Illinois report 
indicated that 44.5% of low-income natural gas customers were in arrears,42 an analysis by the 
staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission estimated that roughly 35% of the low-
income electric customers entering that state’s Electric Assistance Program (EAP) entered the 
program with arrearages.43 After an extensive empirical review, the Pennsylvania Public Utilities 
Commission estimated that 40% of all identified low-income gas and electric customers are in 
arrears at any given time.44 
 
A study of low-income and non-low-income customers45 on the Missouri Gas Energy (MGE) 
system presents one of the most complete examinations of bill payment problems by poverty 


                                                 
39 U.S. Census Bureau, Extended Measures of Well-Being: 1992, P70-50RV (November 1995). 
40 U.S. Census Bureau, Extended Measures of Well-Being: 1992, P70-50RV (November 1995). 
41 Some care must be taken in interpreting this data.  Frequently, “low-income” data is available only for households 
identified as being low-income.  A low-income customer that pays in a full and timely fashion, however, has no 
reason to have been identified as low-income by the energy company. 
42 Department of Energy and Community Affairs, Residential Energy Costs and Assistance in Illinois: The 1997 – 
98 Winter, at 6, Springfield (IL). 
43 Colton (2002). Payment-Problems, Income Status, Weather and Prices: Costs and Savings of a Capped Bill 
Program, at 4, Fisher, Sheehan & Colton: Belmont (MA). 
44 Bureau of Consumer Services (1992). Final Report on the Investigation into the Control of Uncollectible 
Balances, at 33 - 34, Docket NO. I-900002, Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission: Harrisburg (PA).  
45 “Low-income” and “non-low-income” were defined as “energy assistance recipients” and “energy assistance non-
recipients.” In turn, the “no-energy assistance” population was, in fact, a population selected irrespective of whether 
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status for a single utility.  This MGE study found that low-income customers performed less well 
than their higher income counterparts on a number of different payment metrics.46  Four payment 
attributes were considered in the MGE study:  
 
 A measurement of complete payments of bills;  


 
 A measurement of the prompt payment of bills;  


 
 A measurement of the regular payment of bills; and  


 
 A measurement of the automaticness of payment of bills.47 


 
The Missouri Gas Energy study found that low-income customers, unassisted by the bill payment 
program offered by the company, exhibited substantively less favorable payment characteristics 
than did the total residential population.  The study found: 
 
 While roughly half of the energy-assistance population carried arrears in any given month, 


only one-in-five customers in the general residential population did;  
 


 While energy assistance recipients carried an average of between $150 and $200 in arrears, 
the general population carried an average of between $50 and $100 in arrears;  
 


 While energy assistance recipients experienced arrears of between 2.0 and 4.0 “bills 
behind,”48 with substantial seasonal deterioration, the general population experienced arrears 
of between 1.0 and 2.0 bills-behind, with little seasonal variation;  


                                                                                                                                                             
the customers received energy assistance.  The population was, in other words, a combination of energy assistance 
and non-energy assistance accounts. 
46 Colton (October 2003). The Impact of Missouri Gas Energy’s Experimental Low-Income Rate (ELIR) on Utility 
Bill Payments by Low-Income Customers: A Preliminary Assessment, prepared for Missouri Gas Energy: Kansas 
City (MO)).  
47 “Automatic” bill payment was, in turn, defined as bill payment without need for the utility to resort to any 
collection activity.  “Un-promoted bill payment” (or “unsolicited bill payment”) may perhaps be better descriptors 
of this measurement. 
48 The use of “weighted arrears” as a mechanism to assess payment outcomes is based on a foundation first provided 
by the Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) of the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission.  According to a 1983 
BCS analysis, contrary to the argument by that state’s utility companies, the Pennsylvania winter shutoff 
moratorium did not result in an increase in the number of unpaid bills, or the amount of unpaid bills, that would have 
existed in the absence of a moratorium. The BCS study reported that:   
 


Average overdue bills are at a low in November and rise to a high point in March or April.  The apparent 
relationship of this pattern to Public Utility Commission regulations is obvious.  That is, arrears are greatest 
at the end of the Commission’s winter termination restrictions (December 1 to March 31 of the following 
year) and have been reduced to their lowest point immediately prior to the introduction of those restrictions 
for the following year.  This pattern is consistent with the assertion put forward by utilities that they would 
be able to control arrearages if there were no winter termination restraints.  However, the seasonal 
fluctuations are substantial only for heating accounts.  Arrearages for non-heating accounts show only 
minor seasonal fluctuations.  A comparison of [the data] suggests a simple explanation for this difference, 
that is, that the size of arrearages is related to the size of monthly bills.  Heating customers’ bills grow 
radically in the winter and so do their arrearages.  Non-heating customers’ bills change very little 
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 While energy assistance recipients made between 0.5 and 0.7 payments for each monthly 


bill that was rendered, the general population made 0.9 (or more) payments per bill. 
 
With respect to each payment metric, the general population exhibited more favorable results than 
did the energy assistance population.49 
 
The More Recent Data: SIPPs and RECS 
 
The conventional wisdom that low-income customers are disproportionately payment-troubled50 
appears to have a solid empirical basis in recent research occurring both at the national level and 
at the individual state level.  
 
The federal LIHEAP office, in seeking to test the Home Energy Insecurity Scale (HEIS) 51 asked 
one of the country’s leading analysts of low-income energy assistance and weatherization 
programs –Apprise, Inc. of New Jersey—to analyze “insecurity” data collected through two 
national surveys: (1) the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Residential Energy Consumption 
Survey (RECS); and (2) the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program Participation 
(SIPP). 
 
Apprise found from the RECS that not only heating service disruptions, but also the threat of 
heating service disruptions was related to income as a percent of Federal Poverty Level.52  
According to Apprise, 1.7% of all low-income customers experienced a heating service 
disruption because they were unable to pay for natural gas service; an additional 4.7% 
experienced a heating service disruption because they were unable to pay for electric service.53 
 
Apprise found that the loss of heating service due to the inability-to-pay for a bill was directly 
associated with income as a percentage of Federal Poverty Level.  While 6.6% of households 
                                                                                                                                                             


seasonally and their arrearages follow suit.  In other words, if the assertion that winter termination restraints 
invite nonpayment were correct, then non-heating arrearages should show the same seasonal pattern of 
variations as do heating arrearages.  That they do not casts substantial doubt on the assertion that PUC 
winter termination restraints are responsible for willful non-payment and consequent collection problems.  


 
Farrell (1983). Utility Payment Problems: The Measurement and Evaluation of Responses to Customer Nonpayment, 
at 19, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission: Harrisburg, PA 
49 With each payment metric, also, the population receiving ratepayer-provided rate affordability assistance 
exhibited more favorable characteristics than did the population receiving only energy assistance. 
50 This is not to say that all low-income customers are payment-troubled.  This is to indicate that low-income 
customers are disproportionately payment-troubled.   
51 Colton (2003). Measuring the Outcomes of Home Energy Assistance Programs through a Home Energy 
Insecurity Scale, at 1, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, 
Office of Community Services, Division of Energy Assistance: Washington D.C. (hereafter, LIHEAP Home Energy 
Insecurity Scale).  
52 Apprise, Inc. (February 2010). LIHEAP Special Study of the 2005 Residential Energy Consumption Survey: 
Dimensions of Energy Insecurity for Low Income Households, prepared for U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Administration for Children and Families, Office of Community Services, Division of Energy Assistance: 
Washington D.C. (hereafter, Dimensions of Energy Insecurity). 
53 Dimensions of Energy Insecurity, at 4.  An additional number experienced disruptions due to an inability-to-pay 
for bulk fuel service.   
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with income below 100% of Poverty Level lost heating service due to their inability-to-pay for 
electricity, only 2.1% of households with income over 150% of Poverty Level did. While 5.1% 
of households with income less than 100% of Poverty Level lost heating service due to their 
inability-to-pay for natural gas, only 2.8% of those with income above 150% of Poverty Level 
did.54  The data is set forth in Table 34.  
 


Table 34. Heat Interruption: Inability to Use the Main Source of Heat  
in the Past 12 Months by Poverty Level (2005). 


Reason for Heating Interruption 


Poverty Level 


<=100% 101% – 150% >=150% 


Unable to pay for bulk fuel delivery 7.2% 4.4% 2.7% 


Unable to pay for electric service 6.6% 4.1% 2.1% 


Unable to pay for natural gas service 5.1% 3.1% 2.8% 


SOURCE: 2005 RECS. 


 
The loss of utility service, however, is not related exclusively to home heating.  The RECS data, 
Apprise reported, indicates both substantial heating and cooling service losses.   
 
It is not merely the actual loss of heating service that is critical to an analysis of the impact of 
low-income status on utility bill payment problems. The problem extends further to the potential 
(or threatened) loss of service as well.  As shown in Table 34, nearly twice as many low-income 
customers as non-low-income customers face that potential (or threat) as evidenced by a receipt 
of a shutoff or disconnection notice.  While 3.9% of households with income less than 100% of 
Poverty received a shutoff notice “almost every month,” only 2.1% of households with income 
above 150% of Poverty did.    


                                                 
54 Dimensions of Energy Insecurity, at 23. 
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Table 35. Received Notice or Threat to Disconnect or Discontinue Electricity or 
Home Heating Fuel Due to not having Enough Money  


for the Energy Bill During the Past Year:  By Poverty Level (2005). 


 


Poverty Level 


<=100% 101% – 150% >=150% 


Almost every month 3.9% 1.4% 2.1% 


Some months 11.5% 6.6% 6.1% 


1 or 2 months 10.7% 9.5% 7.2% 


Never / No 73.8% 82.5% 84.5% 


SOURCE: 2005 RECS. 


 
In fact, it is perhaps not income so much as energy burden that is the primary driving factor in 
the loss, or potential loss, of home heating service.  The Apprise analysis of RECS data 
considered three levels of “residential energy burdens”:55 (1) a “high” burden, defined as a 
burden exceeding 4.3%; (2) a “moderate” burden, defined as a burden above 2.6% but less than 
4.3%; and (3) a “low” burden, defined as a burden less than 2.6%.  As the energy burdens 
increased, so, too, did the incidence of heating service interruptions due to the inability-to-pay.   
 
 6.2% of all “high” burden households lost heating service due to their inability-to-pay a 


bill;  
 


 4.3% of “moderate” burden households lost heating service due to their inability-to-pay a 
bill;  
 


 3.6% of “low” burden households lost heating service due to their inability-to-pay a 
bill.56 


 
Finally, Apprise found that there was a significant continuum of bill payment problems from the 
lowest income to the highest income.  In its study of the 2005 SIPP data,57 Apprise found that the 
incidence of both “service disconnections” and “bill payment problems” decreased as income 
increased. The data is set forth in Table 36. 
 


                                                 
55 “Residential energy burdens” included all home energy service, not merely the primary heating fuel. 
56 Dimensions of Energy Insecurity, at 34. 
57 Apprise, Inc. (November 2011). LIHEAP Home Energy Notebook for FY 2009: SIPP Study of Energy 
Affordability, prepared for U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and 
Families, Office of Community Services, Division of Energy Assistance: Washington D.C. 
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Table 36. Energy Affordability Problems by Income Group 


 
At or Below 
100% FPL 


>100% 
<=150% FPL 


>150% FPL 
<=60% SMI 


>60% SMI 
<=75% SMI 


>75% SMI 
<= 100% SMI 


>100% SMI 


Bill payment problems 27.1% 17.3% 14.5% 12.6% 9.4% 3.8% 


Service disconnections 5.8% 2.7% 2.1% 2.6% 1.4% 0.5% 


SOURCE: 2004 SIPP Panel. 
 
FPL = Federal Poverty Level 
SMI = State Median Income 


 
The Indiana Billing and Collection Reports 
 
For three years, 2005 – 2007, the Coalition to Keep Indiana Warm, a multi-stakeholder 
organization comprised of state government agencies, public utilities, and low-income service 
providers, collected information on the collection circumstances facing Indiana’s six largest 
utilities.  The objective of the reporting was to compile data that would assist Indiana 
policymakers, public and private, to identify and respond to the energy needs of low-income 
Indiana residents.  Information was presented for a July through June reporting period.   
 
This report was intended to contribute to that objective in two ways: 
 


 To collect data on a uniform basis among Indiana utilities so that information could 
be aggregated and evaluated on a statewide basis knowing that the data is comparable 
between companies; and  


 
 To institutionalize reporting data on an annual basis among the Indiana utilities so 


that information could be assessed from year-to-year given the different external 
factors that are affecting utility customers. 


 
Data from individual companies was combined into a single statewide figure.58  Information 
provided for this report included data on two different populations. First, data was provided for 
all residential accounts.  Second, data was provided for all “low-income” accounts.59  
 
The Indiana data found that low-income customers consistently had a higher incidence of arrears 
(i.e., more accounts in arrears) than did their residential counterparts.60 The proportion of 
residential customers in arrears ranged from 24% in 2005 to 20% in 2007, while the proportion 
of low-income customers in arrears ranged from 56% in 2005 to 31% in 2006. 
 


                                                 
58 As a result, it is not accurate to refer to “customers” in making collection assessments.  Instead, the report referred 
to customer “accounts.”  This difference in terminology is significant.  One customer may have had more than one 
account if that customer took natural gas and electric service from different utility providers.   
59 For purposes of the Indiana annual reports, a “low-income” account was defined as an account to which the 
company has posted a benefit payment from the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). 
60 The comparison was not “low-income” to “non-low-income.”  The comparison was “low-income” to “residential 
as a whole,” which would contain a population irrespective of whether or not customers were low-income. 
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Table 37. Payment-Troubled Status  
of Residential and Low-Income Residential Customers 


(Indiana) (2005 – 2007) 


Residential 2005 2006 2007 


Percentage of accounts in arrears 24% 21% 20% 


Average arrears of accounts in arrears $89 $144 $92 


Low-Income 2005 2006 2007 


Percentage of accounts in arrears 56% 31% 41% 


Average arrears of accounts in arrears $94 $196 $236 


SOURCE: Indiana Billing and Collection Reporting: Natural Gas and Electric Utilities (annual). 


 
In each year, not only the percentage of accounts in arrears, but also the average dollars of 
arrears, was higher for the low-income (energy assistance) population than it was for the 
residential population as a whole.   
 
Summary 
 
In sum, it is clear that the unaffordability of home energy presents more than simply “social” 
problems to the state of Idaho.  Indisputably, the unaffordability of home energy creates a range 
of social problems as discussed above.  Equally indisputable, however, is the observation that the 
unaffordability of home energy manifests itself in a series of business problems presented to the 
utility.  Just as it would be inappropriate to focus on the social problems to the exclusion of the 
utility problems, it would be equally inappropriate to focus on the positive impacts generated by 
addressing the social problems to the exclusion of also considering the positive utility impacts by 
addressing the inability-to-pay.  
 
The disproportionate loss of utility service by low-income households in Idaho is a phenomenon 
that should be reasonably expected.  This loss of service presents distinct a business problem to 
the utilities seeking to serve Idaho’s low-income households.   
 
TWELVE IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 


1. The unaffordability of energy manifests itself in more than simply unpaid bills. While 
researchers have not studied the issue specifically in Idaho, research from other jurisdictions 
is informative.  According to a series of survey studies published by the National Energy 
Assistance Directors Association (NEADA), “despite. . .significant residential energy 
expenses, most low-income households pay their energy bills regularly. But at what cost?” 
The NEA survey found that “LIHEAP recipients faced life-threatening challenges.” 
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2. The disconnection of electricity and/or natural gas service represents a distinct public 


health threat, particularly to aging households and to low-income households with 
children.  The impact of service disconnections on the public’s health and safety can 
hardly be debated in light of recent research. Nearly 1-in-6 of all energy assistance 
recipients reported that someone in the home became sick because the home was too 
cold. Illnesses were frequently severe enough to require medical treatment. 
 


3. These adverse health outcomes not only create social consequences, but they also impose 
substantial economic costs.  One example is the substantial cost of preventable 
hospitalizations, borne by low-income families, payers, and health care providers. The 
average hospitalization charge is five to eight times the average cost of heating a home in 
the Northeast and seven to ten times the maximum home heating benefit from LIHEAP. 
 


4. Unaffordable home energy has a substantial impact on the nutrition of low-income 
households.  One-in-five low-income energy assistance recipients went without food for 
at least one day due to energy bills.  Renters experience food deprivation more frequently 
than do homeowners.  
 


5. There is a direct relationship between unaffordable home energy bills and the nutrition 
deficiencies.  In high-heating states, households with incomes below the poverty line 
were substantially more vulnerable to very low food security during the winter than 
during the summer, whereas the opposite was true in high-cooling states.  
 


6. The unaffordability of home heating service represents a distinct public safety threat as 
well.  The move to auxiliary heating sources when primary heating fuels are disconnected 
opens up the possibility of an associated fire risk for low-income households. While 
home heating equipment is no longer the single most substantial cause of home fires, it 
remains one of the leading factors contributing to fires, as well as to fire-related injuries 
and deaths. While portable space heaters are not the major cause of home heating fires, 
they play a much more substantial role in deaths and injuries.  The National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) reports that “not being able to afford utilities” is one of 
the “major factors of increased fire risks” for low-income households.  
 


7. An increasing body of research has documented how the problems associated with 
inability-to-pay affect the competitiveness of local business and industry.  The failure of 
low-income worker to access public benefits not only hurts the workers who miss out on 
income and benefits, it also hurts their employers through higher turnover and increased 
absenteeism.  Unreliable transportation, inadequate child care, and poor health are 
leading contributors to absenteeism, tardiness, and turnover among low-income workers.   
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8. The unaffordability of home energy impedes the competitiveness, productivity and 
profitability of business. With low-wage employees, in particular, unaffordable home 
energy directly contributes to lowered productivity related to the unaffordability of home 
energy. Increased personal illness, increased employee turnover, and increased family 
care responsibilities are but three of the factors contributing to lower employee 
productivity.   
 


9. Quite aside from the impacts that unaffordable home energy has on individual low-
income households and local businesses, the unaffordability of home energy has 
substantial adverse financial and economic impacts on the utility itself. The local public 
utilities incur the expenses associated with non-payment, including collection expenses, 
working capital, and uncollectibles. 
 


10. An extensive body of research finds that the unaffordability of energy, and the problems 
resulting from that unaffordability, represent issues specifically associated with energy 
bills as they relate to low-income status, and are not simply associated with the poverty 
status of low-income households.  Home energy “insecurity” is not simply a function of 
poverty and/or income but rather a function of energy burdens.  
 


11. More narrowly, there is little question but that energy unaffordability problems are a 
function of energy burdens rather than simply being a function of income and/or poverty. 
Increasing the percentage of income burdens charged to low-income customers yields an 
adverse impact on the ability of customers to maintain payment compliance. Payment-
troubled status can be examined by metrics measuring the completeness, promptness, 
regularity and unsolicited nature of bill payments.  With respect to each payment 
metric, the general population exhibits more favorable results than does the energy 
assistance population. 
 


12. The conventional wisdom that low-income customers are disproportionately payment-
troubled appears to have a solid empirical basis in recent research occurring both at the 
national level and at the individual state level. Recent national data confirms that not only 
heating service disruptions, but also the threat of heating service disruptions is related to 
income as a percent of Federal Poverty Level. A significant continuum of bill payment 
problems exists from the lowest income to the highest income. The incidence of both 
“service disconnections” and “bill payment problems” decreases as income increases. 
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NOTES 
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PART 4: 
EXISTING LOW-INCOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE IN IDAHO


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The primary source of government funds to help pay low-income energy bills in Idaho is generally 
considered to be the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program. While LIHEAP 
provides considerable fuel assistance to the poor of Idaho, to focus exclusively on LIHEAP is to 
miss millions of dollars of additional resources.   
 
From the perspective of public assistance generally available to help pay low-income home energy 
bills in Idaho, LIHEAP is by far the major player.  A "county indigent assistance" program exists, 
which represents a government program providing limited emergency funds for a variety of 
purposes (e.g., food, shelter, energy) to households. Emergency assistance provided through the 
Federal Emergency Management Act (FEMA) is also quite limited. Two of the three major sources 
of energy-related assistance are the utility allowances provided as part of affordable housing 
programs, as well as the “excess shelter deduction” provided through the federal Food Stamp 
program, but both are limited to participants in specific programs.  In addition, the State of Idaho 
has institutionalized a sales tax exemption for home energy, albeit not limited to low-income 
households.   
 
THE LOW-INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (LIHEAP) 
 
The primary fuel assistance program generally available in Idaho is the federally-funded Low 
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  Through LIHEAP, the state provides basic 
cash grants to income-eligible households to cover home heating bills. LIHEAP is a federal block 
grant program.  As a block grant program, the state receives a designated amount of funding each 
federal fiscal year.  When that funding is exhausted, the state must stop providing LIHEAP 
grants.  Idaho does not receive additional funding, in other words, merely because its need might 
have increased (e.g., due to increasing prices) or because the number of applications might have 
increased (e.g., due to a severe winter). 
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Congress does supplement its basic LIHEAP appropriation with “contingency” funding that may 
be released from time-to-time at the order of the President.  When such contingency funds are 
released, however, Idaho may, but need not necessarily, receive a portion of such funds.  For 
example, the contingency funds released in August 2007 were limited to states with cooling-
related emergencies.  Contingency funds released in February 2008 were limited to states with 
high penetrations of fuel oil used for home heating. 
 
Not all LIHEAP funding is devoted to the payment of home energy bills.  A portion of LIHEAP 
dollars –not to exceed 10% under federal law-- is used for administrative expenses.  In addition, 
states may earmark portions of their LIHEAP dollars for use in weatherizing homes rather than 
providing cash grants.  Idaho makes use of this weatherization earmark of LIHEAP funds. 
 
The Availability of LIHEAP Funding. 
 
Over the past four years, Idaho’s LIHEAP program has received roughly $89.2 million as its basic 
annual allocation.  In 2009 and 2010, Congress appropriated additional LIHEAP “contingency” 
funding, of which Idaho received roughly $3.0 million each year. Contingency funds were 
substantially reduced in the 2011 LIHEAP program ($1.090 million for Idaho). Contingency 
funding should not be considered a stable LIHEAP funding source.  Nor should it be considered a 
source to pay basic home heating bills.  Contingency funding is made available only in those 
circumstances where weather or home heating fuel prices have created an emergency situation.  The 
ongoing, fundamental unaffordability of energy that is not related to specific exigent events (such as 
severe weather or price spikes) is not addressed by LIHEAP contingency funding.   


 


Table 38: LIHEAP Allocations to Idaho by Fiscal Year 
(2008 – 2011) 


 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Basic allocation $12,238,378 $25,632,242 $25,632,242 $25,736,498 


   Tribal set-aside $593,868 $1,307,238 $1,307,238 $1,315,660 


   State allocation & tribal set-aside $11,644,510 $26,939,480 $26,939,480 $27,052,158 


Contingency release $1,603,043 $2,923,679 $3,092,659 $1,090,945 


   Contingency tribal set-aside $74,708 $149,102 $125,423 $55,637 


   Contingency and tribal set-aside $1,677,751 $3,072,681 $3,218,112 $1,146,582 


Total for year $13,916,129 $30,012,161 $30,157,592 $26,827,443 


SOURCE: 
 
LIHEAP Clearinghouse, www.ncat.org/liheap/Funding/funding.htm (November 2011). 
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The Adequacy of LIHEAP Funding  


Federal appropriations for the Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance 
Program are inadequate, and are 
becoming more so every year. In 
reaching this conclusion, it is 
important to remember that LIHEAP 
is a heating/cooling program.  
LIHEAP is not intended to cover 
home energy bills for end-uses other 
than heating and cooling.  While the 
total Home Energy Affordability Gap 
in Idaho was $114.5, in 2010, the total 
Affordability Gap for heating/cooling 
standing alone was $62.5 million.61 
 


Nonetheless, it is possible to compare Idaho’s LIHEAP allocations with Idaho’s heating/cooling 
Home Energy Affordability Gap. The 2010 LIHEAP coverage ratio in Idaho (41.0%) is 
noticeably higher than the 2004 LIHEAP coverage ratio of 26.9%. In 2004, Idaho’s LIHEAP 
allocation of $11.040 million covered a heating/cooling Affordability Gap of $40.998 million.  In 
2010, the LIHEAP allocation of $25.638 million covered an Affordability Gap of $62.448 
million.  Despite this proportionate increase, LIHEAP is falling further behind.  Since 2004, 
while the heating/cooling Affordability Gap in Idaho has increased by nearly $21.4 million, the 
federal LIHEAP allocation to Idaho has increased by only $14.6 million.  Moreover, the increase 
in the federal LIHEAP appropriation due to the combination of increasing energy prices and 
economic recession is considered to be temporary at best.    
 
Federal LIHEAP Coverage 
 
Much of the burden for the Home Energy Affordability Gap facing Idaho will fall on the private 
sector (should resources be there to address the problem). As discussed immediately above, 
funding for the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) has 
historically been grossly insufficient to meet the Affordability Gap, and is decreasing in its 
ability keep up with increasing energy prices. 
 
A common misperception is that the dramatic increase in LIHEAP funding in Fiscal Year 2009 
placed low-income households in a much better position than they had experienced in previous 
years.  In fact, however, the increase in 2009 LIHEAP funding just continues to meet a small 
percentage of the total home energy affordability needs in the state.  Table 39 presents data 
comparing LIHEAP appropriations to the total Home Energy Affordability Gap.  While LIHEAP 
covered 10.9% of the Home Energy Affordability Gap in 2002, providing $10.5 million of 
energy assistance against an Affordability Gap of $96 million, even with increased funding, 


                                                 
61 The 2011 Home Energy Affordability Gap has not been calculated as of the date of this report.   
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LIHEAP covered only 22% of the Home Energy Affordability Gap in 2010, providing $25.6 
million against an Affordability Gap of $114.5 million.  Remember, again, however, that 
LIHEAP is intended to be a heating/cooling program; it was never intended to be a 
comprehensive home energy affordability program to address, among other things, low-income 
residential electric bills. 
 


 
Table 39. LIHEAP and Idaho’s Home Energy Affordability Gap 


 
Affordability Gap Year 


Total Home Energy 
Affordability Gap62 


Regular Block Grant 
LIHEAP Allocation 


LIHEAP Coverage 
Ratio 


2002 $96,063,279 $10,478,978 10.9% 


2010 $114,530,581 $25,632,242 22.4%  


Increase $18,527,302 $15,153,264 --- 


 
Even this “LIHEAP coverage ratio” overstates the effectiveness of LIHEAP in keeping up with 
increasing home energy bills.  The LIHEAP Coverage Ratios in 2002 and 2010 (10.9% and 
22.4% respectively) might be construed to indicate that LIHEAP has somewhat improved its 
ability to fill the state’s Affordability Gap.  Such a conclusion would be wrong. 
 
In fact, as the Table above shows, while the LIHEAP Coverage Ratio has somewhat increased 
relative to the Coverage Ratio in 2002 on a percentage basis, the dollar level of the Affordability 
Gap not covered by LIHEAP has nonetheless increased.   
 
LIHEAP continues to be severely inadequate in Idaho.  LIHEAP covers a fraction of the Home 
Energy Affordability Gap for a fraction of income-eligible households.   
 
UTILITY ALLOWANCES FOR PUBLIC AND ASSISTED HOUSING 
 
One of the most substantial sources of energy assistance in Idaho, as elsewhere, involves the 
“utility allowance” provided to households in HUD-supported housing with tenant-paid utilities.  
A utility allowance is provided only to residents of rental housing; homeowners do not receive a 
utility allowance. Nor do tenants who live in master-metered housing units with utility bills that 
are an undifferentiated part of rent receive a utility allowance. 
 
HUD utility allowances offer substantial advantages over the home energy assistance provided 
through the federal fuel assistance program (LIHEAP).  While LIHEAP is offered as a heating 
and cooling program, HUD utility allowances are intended to cover complete home energy bills 
(both heating/cooling and electric appliances).  While LIHEAP provides a one-time annual grant, 
utility allowances provide monthly credits to HUD tenants year-round.  While LIHEAP is a 
federal block grant, with individual benefits only loosely related to individual energy bills or 
home energy burdens, HUD utility allowances are intended to be tied to typical energy bills 
based on actual local rates, housing size and type, weather, and other usage-factors.  Finally, 


                                                 
62 The total Home Energy Affordability Gap includes electricity and hot water usage. 
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while LIHEAP grants are limited by federal appropriations, utility allowances are required, by 
federal law, to be updated annually, or whenever utility rates –including changes in the price of 
bulk fuels (e.g., propane, Liquefied Petroleum Gas [LPG])—changes by ten percent (10%) or 
more, retroactive to the day the change reaches the ten percent level.   
 
The various mechanisms through which HUD housing programs provide energy assistance in  
Idaho are described below. 
 
Public and Assisted Housing 
 
Nationally, HUD utility allowances provide more energy assistance to low-income households 
than does the federal LIHEAP program.  Table 40 documents how, while fewer households 
nationwide receive HUD utility allowances, a substantially similar amount of money is spent in 
providing utility assistance through the HUD programs.   HUD tenants received $3.139 billion in 
utility allowances in 2005.  In contrast, although the dates do not exactly match, the total basic 
LIHEAP appropriation in 2011 was $4.5 billion. LIHEAP energy affordability benefits would 
have been lower than that figure, however, since the total appropriation would be reduced by 
block grant transfers to weatherization and the social services block grant programs, as well as 
dollars used for administration.   
 


Table 40. Utility Allowance Expenditures Nationwide (2005) 
 


Subsidized 
Housing Units 


Occupied 
Units 


% with Utility 
Allowances 


# with Utility 
Allowances 


Amount Spent 
($M) 


Public Housing 1,213,949 1,090,579 46% 501,666 $411.2 


Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers 2,138,214 1,805,498 91% 1,643,003 $2,122.0 


Section 8 Moderate Rehab  39,337 37,764 61% 23,036 $19.8 


Section 8 New + Substantial Rehab 845,832 811,999 69% 560,279 $357.1 


Section 236 174,175 167,208 54% 90,292 $65.5 


Other 390,442 374,824 59% 221,146 $163.0 


Total Section 8 (all types) 3,023,383 2,655,261 84% 2,226,318 $2,498.0 


Total (non-public/non-Section 8) 564,617 542,032 57% 311,438 $228.50 


Total 4,801,949 4,287,872 61% 3,039,423 $3,139.0 


SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Promoting Efficiency at HUD in a Time of Change, Report to 
Congress, at Table 2, page 11 (August 2006). 


 
As can be seen in Table 40, most of the HUD tenants receiving a utility allowance include 
households living in either public housing or Section 8 housing. A full 90% of those housing 
units nationwide receiving HUD utility allowances (2.728 million of 3.039 million) were either 
Section 8 or public housing units.  Nationwide, roughly 82% of the combined public/Section 8 
housing is, in fact, Section 8 (2.226 million of 2.728 million). A far higher proportion of Section 
8 tenants receive a utility allowance (74%) than do public housing units (46%); more public 
housing units have master-metered home energy. 
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Idaho public housing authorities administer nearly 12,000 units of public and subsidized housing, 
more than 10,000 of which receive a utility allowance.  In its most recent Picture of Subsidized 
Housing (2008), the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
reported that Idaho housing authorities owned 831 units of public housing (793 of which were 
occupied), and administered 6,567 units of Section 8 housing (6,175 of which were occupied).63  
This public and assisted housing serves the very low-income.   
 
Of the 793 occupied public housing units, nearly half (48%) were occupied by households with 
annual income less than $10,000, while 10% were occupied by households with annual income 
less than $5,000. Of the 6,200 occupied Section 8 housing units, nearly 60% were occupied by 
households with income less than $10,000, while 5% were occupied by households with annual 
income less than $5,000.  
 


Table 41: Selected Assisted Housing Units by Annual Income  
(2011) (Idaho) 


 $0 
$ 1 - 


$5,000 
$5 - 


$10,000 
$10 - 


$15,000 
$15 - 


$20,000 
$20 - 


$25,000 


More 
than 


$25,000 
Total 


Public housing 3% 7% 38% 26% 12% 7% 6% 828 


Section 8 voucher housing 5% 10% 40% 23% 13% 6% 4% 6,999 


Totals //b// 5% 9% 40% 23% 13% 6% 4% 7,382 


SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Resident Characteristics Report (September 30, 2011). 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ Individual numbers may not sum exactly to total due to rounding.   
/b/ Does not include Housing Tax Credit program. 


 
Table 42 shows that Idaho’s assisted housing closely reflects national data on the percentage of 
units that receive utility allowances to cover their home energy bills; a somewhat higher 
proportion of public housing units receive utility allowances in Idaho than in the nation as a 
whole. (In fact, utility allowances are designed to pay not only home energy, but all utilities 
except telephone).  More than 80% of all public housing units, and more than 90% of all Section 
8 units in Idaho received a utility allowance in 2008.  


                                                 
63 Housing authorities administer other types of HUD-assisted housing.  Due to the fact that public and Section 8 
housing represents the bulk of those units, these other programs are not considered in this narrative.   
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Table 42. Public and Housing Choice Voucher (Section 8) Housing Units 
(Idaho) (2008) 


 
Total  
Units 


Occupied 
Units 


Occupied Units with Utility Allowances 


   Number Percent 


Average 
Monthly 
Utility 


Allowance 


Sum Annual 
Utility 


Allowance 


Public Housing 831 793 701 84% $41 $344,892 


Section 8 6,567 --- 6,175 94% $95 $7,039,500 


 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, A Picture of Subsidized Households in 2008. 
 


 
The home energy assistance provided to these public and assisted housing tenants in 2008 
reached nearly $7.5 million in 2008.  Table 42 provides the aggregate utility allowances paid in 
Idaho in 2008.  While public housing tenants received $350,000 in utility assistance, Section 8 
tenants received more than $7.0 million.  The bulk of this assistance was distributed to 
households with income between $5,000 and $15,000   
.   
It is not possible to precisely update the 2008 data to current figures.  HUD has not prepared a 
recent update to its Picture of Subsidized Households. As a result, detailed data disaggregated by 
each local housing authority is not publicly available.  A review of annual reports filed with 
HUD by each housing authority, however, reveals that the number of public and Section 8 
housing units has remained relatively constant between 2008 and 2011.   
 
Accordingly, even if the level of utility allowances had remained constant since 2008 –this is 
unlikely given price increases in that time and the federal mandate that utility allowances be 
updated annually or whenever prices change by 10% or more—the amount of HUD utility 
allowance flowing into Idaho in 2011 will exceed the $7.3 million figure experienced in 2008.  
 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Developments 
 
The significance of utility allowances promulgated by Idaho’s local housing authorities goes well 
beyond the public housing (owned by the housing authorities themselves) and assisted (Section 
8) housing administered by those housing authorities. In addition, developers constructing (or 
rehabbing) affordable rental housing funded with federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credits 
(LIHTC) are required by federal law to provide utility allowances to tenants living in these units.  
As in public and assisted housing, in Tax Credit housing also, the utility allowance is intended to 
cover the entire utility bill (both energy and water/sewer) to assure that the total shelter costs 
paid by LIHTC tenants do not exceed 30% of a household’s income. LIHTC developers do not 
promulgate their own utility allowances, however.  Instead, they rely on the utility allowances 
promulgated by the Local Housing Authority in the jurisdiction in which the LIHTC units are 
located.   
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Idaho has seen substantial LIHTC development in the past twenty years.  The U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) publishes information on the number of LIHTC 
units developed in each state.  Between 1988 and 2009 (the last year for which data is available), 
Idaho has seen the development of more than 8,500 LIHTC low-income units, of which 7,700 
were units for low-income tenants. The bulk of these units had either one-bedroom (2,545 units), 
two-bedrooms (3,767 units), or three-bedrooms (2,036 units).  
 
If these LIHTC developments provide a utility allowance of only $80 per month (somewhat 
lower than the somewhat older Section 8 units), the utility allowances provided to Idaho’s 
LIHTC tenants will reach more than $7.5 million in additional energy assistance in Idaho each 
year. As with HUD housing, utility allowances are provided only for LIHTC rental housing 
units, not homeownership units. 
   


Table 43. Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Developments (Idaho) 
 


2004 and 
before 


2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Total /b/ 


(1988 – 2009) 


No. of total units 6,650 265 589 295 392 345 8,510 


No. of LI units 5,905 251 579 280 390 343 7,748 


0 bedrooms /a/ 72 0 0 0 0 4 76 


1 bedroom /a/ 2,002 62 191 22 158 110 2545 


2 bedrooms /a/ 2,851 118 294 190 152 162 3767 


3 bedrooms /a/ 1,611 86 100 83 82 74 2036 


4 bedrooms /a/ 114 0 4 0 0 5 123 


SOURCE:  
 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development inventory of LIHTC developments. 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ Not limited to low-income units.   
/b/ Some totals may not equal the sum of the columns due to rounding.   


 
As can be seen, the provision of utility allowances to low-income renters living in LIHTC tax 
credit developments throughout Idaho represents a substantial source of energy assistance for the 
poor of Idaho.  
 
HOME-Supported Affordable Housing Developments 
 
Affordable rental housing developments in Idaho supported through programs such as the federal 
Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME) also provide energy assistance to the residents 
of these publicly-subsidized units.  The federal HOME program provides funding directly to 
specified cities throughout Idaho as well as to the state. HOME dollars received by the state are 
then distributed through an application process.  HOME-assisted housing units involving tenant-
paid utilities receive a “utility allowance” of the same type received by tenants of public and 
Section 8 housing.   
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HOME dollars provide significant numbers of new housing units throughout the State of Idaho. 
Table 44 shows the number and types of housing units produced in Idaho with federal HOME 
funds since the inception of the HOME program in 1992. More than 5.500 affordable housing 
units have been newly constructed or rehabbed using federal HOME funds in Idaho since 1992.  
Different jurisdictions focus their HOME funds on different types of housing development.  Both 
the City of Boise and the State of Idaho produce mostly units for homebuyer purchase. While the 
state produces more new construction units, the City of Boise produces modestly more rehabbed 
units.  For purposes of energy assistance, rental units are important because they receive a 
“utility allowance” as a credit against rent, in much the same way that a tenant of public or 
Section 8 housing would receive a utility allowance, while homeownership units do not.  
Somewhat over 1,100 rental units in Idaho have been assisted with HOME funds.   


 


Table 44. Cumulative HOME-Supported Affordable Housing Production  
(Idaho)  


 HOME Investment Partnership Production  


Participating Jurisdiction 
Cumulative 
Expenditure 


Cumulative 
units /a/ 


Home- 
buyer 


HO Rehab Rental TBRA /b/ 
Year 


Became 
PJ 


State of Idaho $92,824,219 5,048 3,944 77 1,027 0 1992 


Boise Idaho $13,206,823 514 331 33 81 69 1992 


Total $106,031,042 5,562 4,275 110 1,108 69 --- 


 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Integrated Disbursement and Information System (IDIS), 
Dashboard Report Reference Sheet, Snapshot of HOME Performance (June 30, 2011). 
 
NOTES:  
 
/a/ Through June 2011. 
 
/b/ TBRA = Tenant-Based Rental Assistance. 
  


 
CRISIS ASSISTANCE 
 
Crisis assistance involves funding directed toward households that face emergency situations that 
not only might affect the household’s ability to stay in its home (thus contributing to 
homelessness), but also might present an immediate threat to public health and safety as well.  
Crisis funding can be publicly- or privately-generated.   
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Publicly-Provided Crisis Assistance Funding. 
 
Idaho provides two major types of publicly-funded crisis assistance for home energy bills.  Using 
locally-generated funds, Idaho counties provide what is called “non-medical indigent assistance.”  
These dollars can be used to respond to a range of hunger, housing, energy and other related 
problems.  In addition, federal FEMA dollars are distributed, primarily to prevent homelessness, 
on a local basis.  A limited amount of HUD dollars are made available statewide for 
“homelessness prevention” through the HUD Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) program.  These 
funds, while limited, are also spread over multiple uses (including rental payments, utility 
payments and the like).   
 
County Non-Medical Indigent Assistance 
 
Idaho provides emergency assistance to low-income households through its “nonmedical 
indigent assistance” program.64  Under this program, county commissioners are mandated to 
“evaluate the need and provide for indigent person(s) nonmedical assistance in a temporary 
situation. . .”  Under the statute, assistance need only be provided “when no alternatives exist. . 
.”65  Moreover, the statute provides that “nothing in this chapter shall imply county assistance is 
to be provided on a continuing basis.”66   


Circumstances under which nonmedical indigent assistance will be granted are to be identified in 
policies and procedures to be promulgated by county commissioners.  Funding for the program 
may be provided by an ad valorem tax which county commissioners are authorized to levy.67 


Under the Idaho program, an “indigent” person is considered to be any household “who does not 
have resources available from whatever source which shall be sufficient to enable the applicant 
to provide nonmedical assistance. . .”68  An “emergency” is defined to include “any 
circumstances demanding immediate action.”69  Nonmedical assistance will be made available 
for the “reasonable costs for assistance which includes food and shelter and other such necessary 
services” as determined by each county.70  Counties may, but are not required to, provide 
assistance for more than one month out of any 12-month period.71 


There is a considerable process that must be negotiated to receive nonmedical indigent assistance 
in Idaho.  A county resident must apply in writing for such assistance on prescribed forms.  The 
application must be sworn to under oath and must “set forth and describe all household 


                                                 
64 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3401 (2010). 
65 In particular, “if federal, state or other programs for assistance are available to meet the needs of a household, an 
eligible applicant must apply to those programs.” 
66 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3401 (2010). 
67 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3508 (2010). 
68 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3403(10) (2010). 
69 Idaho Statutes Section 31-3403(8) (2010). 
70 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3405 (2010). 
71 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3405 (2010. 
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resources.”72 “Evidence of need, indigency and residency” must be supplied as part of the 
application.  Finally, “applicants and all household members  who are not fully employed and are 
capable of employment shall be required to file an application with the department of 
employment, use their best efforts seek employment and to provide verification of such efforts to 
the county. . .”73 


Finally, Idaho requires recipients of nonmedical indigent assistance to repay any assistance 
provided.  The statute provides that “by acceptance of county assistance an applicant agrees to 
repay the county for all or any portion of expenses paid, when the board finds the applicant is 
able to repay all or any portion of the charges over a reasonable period of time and/or has assets 
which can be encumbered for future repayment.”74 


No entity maintains consolidated records of the amounts of assistance provided by Idaho’s 
counties in nonmedical indigent assistance, let alone the amount of indigent assistance 
specifically provided to help pay past-due utility bills.  Different counties appear to have 
significantly different commitments to indigent assistance.  For example, Ada County, the most 
populated county in the state, reports that in 2009, it considered 139 “special cases” and 34 
“hardship requests” for indigent services (not specifying any distinction between medical and 
non-medical services).  In contrast, Bannock County (with a population about one-fifth the size 
of Ada) reports that it reviewed 391 indigent claims in Fiscal Year 2010 (July – June), while 
granting 268 of those claims (again, not specifying any distribution between medical and non-
medical claims).  The Bannock County data for 2004 through 2010 is set forth in Table 45 shows 
that, while available, the non-medical indigent assistance funds are not a major source of funding 
for energy assistance in Idaho. 


Table 45. Indigent Claims Reviewed and Paid  
Bannock County (Idaho) (2004 – 2010) 


 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Indigent claims reviewed 665 362 282 351 348 416 391 


Indigent claims paid 187 148 143 168 157 222 268 


 
SOURCE: Bannock County “Operation Indicators’, Schedule 15 (FY 2010). 
 
No distinction is made in the Bannock County report between the specific uses of the “indigent claims paid” (e.g., whether used 
for rent, medical, utility, etc.). 
 


  


                                                 
72 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3404 (2010). 
73 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3404 (2010). 
74 Idaho Statutes, Section 31-3414 (2010). 
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Federal Emergency Management Assistance (FEMA) Funding 
 
In addition to these locally-generated funds, the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) provides limited funds to Idaho that can be used, in part, to help address home energy 
payment problems.  FEMA money can be used to help retire arrears in order to prevent the 
disconnection of service and the potential resulting forced homelessness of the assisted 
household.  FEMA monies are distributed through the Emergency Food and Shelter National 
Board Program (EFSP).  EFSP was created to help meet the needs of hungry and homeless 
people.  Chaired by a FEMA representative, the EFSP national governing board is made-up of 
representatives of organizations such as the Red Cross, the United Way, Catholic Charities, and 
the Salvation Army, amongst others.   
 
EFSP funds are distributed nationally on a formula basis. According to FEMA, the National 
Board “uses a formula involving population, poverty, and unemployment data to determine the 
eligibility of a civil jurisdiction.”  For the most recent round of funding, local jurisdictions 
qualified for EFSP funding if they met any one of the following criteria:  
 
 The number of unemployed reached 300+ with a 11.5% rate of unemployment; or 
 
 The number of unemployed was 300 or more with a 14.4% rate of poverty. 


 
One of the eligible uses for EFSP funding is the payment of one month of utility bills for a 
person in danger of becoming homeless due to an unpaid utility arrears. 
 
The State of Idaho has received between $370,000 and $820,000 each year in EFSP funding for 
the past four federal fiscal years. The EFSP funding received a bump upwards in 2010 (to 
$823,140) and received a one-time influx of ARRA funding in 2009 ($545,639 of ARRA 
funding in addition to EFSP funding of $369,218).  The FY2010 award of $424,426 is roughly 
the same allocation Idaho received in 2008 ($410,901).  EFSP funding to Idaho is provided 
entirely through direct awards to local jurisdictions.  The State has not received independent 
funding in recent years.   
 
Table 46 sets forth total EFSP/FEMA funding to Idaho for 2007 through 2011.  No data is 
available, however, on the distribution of specific EFSP/FEMA grant uses (e.g., shelter, rent, 
food, etc.).   
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Table 46. EFSP/FEMA Awards to Idaho: 2007 – 2011 
Year Direct Award /a/ State Award Total Award /b/ 


2007 $462,409 $0 $462,409 


2008 $410,901 $0 $410,901 


2009 $369,218 $0 $369,218 


2009 (ARRA) $545,639 $0 $545,639 


2010 $823,140 $0 $823,140 


2011 $424,426 $0 $424,426 


 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ Direct awards include those awards made directly to local jurisdictions meeting EFSP qualification criteria. 
/b/ This total award includes assistance for both utility and non-utility emergencies. 
 
SOURCE: Emergency Food and Shelter National Board Program, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 
www.efsp.unitedway.org/EFSP. 
 


 
HUD Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) Funding 
 
One limited source of utility assistance in Idaho involves funding set aside from the state’s 
allocation of HUD Emergency Service Grant (ESG) grants.  Administered by the Idaho Housing 
and Finance Association (IHFA), the ESG program provided a statewide allocation of $533,040 
in 2009 and $535,848 in 2010.  According to IHFA, the state seeks to devote 10-15% of its ESG 
funding to “homeless prevention” activities each year.  In 2010, IHFA allocated $50,000 of ESG 
funding, matched with $50,000 in “private resources” for such purposes.75 
 
In addition to being limited in quantity, the ESG assistance is limited in purpose.  IHFA says that 
these funds “will be distributed to each region of the state to be used in conjunction with other 
available homeless prevention funds to assist eligible persons receive mortgage/rental assistance 
and utility assistance.” ESG funds can be used to “help prevent individuals and families from 
losing their homes through a limited, one-time rental and utility assistance.” 
 
The ESG assistance is not considered to be adequate.  According to IHFA, “anecdotally, most 
providers offering emergency assistance have insufficient resources to keep up with growing 
demand.”76  The state does not, however, track the actual expenditures on utility assistance 
provided through ESG funds.   
 


                                                 
75 IHFA (2010). Five-Year Strategic Plan for Housing & Community Development Programs: April 2, 2010 through 
to March 31, 2014, at 45. 
76 Id., at 88. 
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PRIVATE ENERGY ASSISTANCE 
 
Private energy assistance in Idaho is made available both to supplement insufficient levels of 
resources that are publicly made available to low-income households and to cover the gaps that 
many stakeholders believe exist in the energy affordability safety net.   
 
Idaho, however, does not generate substantial sums of private “fuel fund” crisis assistance 
throughout the State.  Idaho’s LIHEAP office reports fuel fund expenditures and community/church 
contributions toward energy assistance as part of its annual “leveraging” report to the federal 
government.   Church and community contributions comprise the bulk of these funds.  No separate 
funding is listed for “fuel funds.”  Nor do the State’s utilities contribute to crisis assistance.  Private 
energy assistance in Idaho is presented in Table 47.   


 


Table 47. Private Energy Assistance Benefits  
(Idaho) (2007 – 2010) 


 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 


Fuel funds $0 $0 $0 $0 


Church and community contributions $457,327 NA $223,417 $272,937 


Utility waivers $0 $9,165 $0 $0 


SOURCE:  LIHEAP Clearinghouse, State Leveraging Reports (annual). 


 
NON-ENERGY-RELATED ENERGY ASSISTANCE 
 
Not all “energy assistance” in Idaho (or elsewhere) is delivered in the form of direct dollars of 
benefits to help pay a low-income household’s home energy bill.  One of the primary programs that 
delivers assistance based, in part, on the size and unaffordability of a home energy bill is the federal 
Food Stamp program.  The availability of the Food Stamp program’s “excess shelter deduction” to 
Idaho residents is discussed below. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), too, places cash in the 
hands of low-income households jut at the time the customer might most need funds to retire winter 
arrears.   
 
Food Stamp Excess Shelter Deduction77 
 
The federal Food Stamp program can deliver some energy-related relief to low-income households 
as home heating prices continue to escalate from year-to-year.  One part of the calculation of a 
family's Food Stamp benefits is a determination of whether the family is entitled to an "excess 
shelter cost deduction."  To the extent that a family has excess shelter costs, the amount of the 


                                                 
77 The “Food Stamp” program is now called the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).  Since the 
name change is relatively recent, and many people do not recognize SNAP as being the equivalent of “Food 
Stamps,” this discussion will continue to refer to the program as “Food Stamps.”   
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excess is, under a prescribed formula, deducted from the family's income for purposes of 
determining an appropriate monthly Food Stamp allotment up to a federal ceiling.  
 
In brief, the excess shelter cost deduction for Food Stamps works like this.  The amount of Food 
Stamps a family receives is based on the family's "countable income."  Countable income includes 
pre-tax earnings and welfare benefits, minus an earnings deduction (for families with earnings), 
minus a child care deduction (for families with out-of-pocket child care expenses), minus the 
excess shelter cost deduction (for families with high shelter costs relative to their incomes). The 
"excess" shelter cost is the extent to which a family’s shelter costs exceed 50% of the family's total 
adjusted income up to a maximum dollar ceiling established by federal regulation. "Shelter costs," 
for purposes of calculating the excess shelter deduction, include both rent/mortgage and utility 
costs.78 
 
The assumption behind the distribution of Food Stamps is that the cost of food takes up a particular 
proportion of a household's available resources.  If, due to substantial increases in energy prices, 
however, that available income is much less, the cost of food will take up a much greater portion of 
the available income, thus making it more likely that inadequate nutrition will result. It is now 
commonly recognized that high home energy bills have substantive adverse impacts on a 
household’s nutrition intake.   
 
Under the Food Stamp excess shelter deduction, increases in home energy prices will have one of 
two impacts on Food Stamp families: 
 


 Some families that had not previously qualified for an excess shelter cost deduction 
now will qualify; and 


 
 Some families that had previously qualified for an excess shelter cost deduction will 


now qualify for a bigger deduction. 
 
In either case, the family would be entitled to a larger allotment of Food Stamps as a result of 
increases in energy costs.  Ensuring that low-income families re-qualify themselves for Food 
Stamps, with an excess shelter cost deduction appropriately based on the increasing energy prices, 
would certainly help low-income families absorb spiraling energy costs in Idaho.   
 
On a statewide basis, the Excess Shelter Deduction provides additional financial resources to a 
significant number of Idaho households.  According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
(USDA) Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), in 2010, nearly four-of-five Idaho Food Stamp 
recipients claimed an Excess Shelter Deduction.  Table 49 reports that in 2010, 60,000 (78.0%) of 
Idaho’s Food Stamp recipients claimed the Excess Shelter Deduction.  
 
While USDA does not track the cause of changes in the claim of excess shelter deductions, Table 
49 documents that the number of families claiming an Excess Shelter Deduction in Idaho more 
than doubled in the four years 2007 to 2010. In 2007, 28,000 Idaho Food Stamp recipient 
households claimed the Excess Shelter Deduction (79.5% of the total Food Stamp population). By 


                                                 
78 “Utility” costs do not include telephone costs.   
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2010, that figure had increased to 60,000 (78.0%).  Even though the absolute numbers of Food 
Stamp recipient households claiming the Excess Shelter Deduction have continued to climb, the 
proportion of recipient households has stabilized.   
 


Table 48. Excess Shelter Deductions for Idaho Food Stamp Recipients 
(2007 – 2010) 


 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Households with shelter deduction 28,000 32,000 43,000 60,000 


Households with shelter deduction 79.5% 79.2% 79.5% 78.0% 


Households at shelter cap 6,000 7,000 12,000 18,000 


Households at shelter cap 16.2% 18.7% 22.6% 23.5% 


Average monthly shelter expense /a/ $584 $629 $710 $731 


Average shelter deduction /b/ $294 $308 $351 $348 


NOTES:  
 
/a/ Over households having shelter expenses.  
/b/ Over households having a shelter deduction. 
 
SOURCE: 
 
USDA, Characteristics of Food Stamp Households, Table B-4 (annual). 


 
The availability of the Food Stamp Excess Shelter Deduction to deliver continuing energy-related 
assistance is substantial as well. Even though the average shelter deduction increased by 20% 
between 2007 and 2010 (from $294 to $348), few Idaho households have reached the statutory 
ceiling on the Excess Shelter Deduction that is available to them.  Only 23.5% of the Idaho Food 
Stamp population has reached the maximum Excess Shelter Deduction available under the law. It is, 
however, necessary to acknowledge the converse.  The 23.5% of Idaho Food Stamp families having 
reached the cap on their excess shelter deduction available under federal law represent 18,000 Idaho 
families that cannot receive additional Food Stamp benefits as their home energy bills continue to 
increase.   
 
The Earned Income Tax Credit as Energy Assistance 
 
One group of households that is often “missed” by existing fuel assistance programs involves the 
working poor. Often with incomes too high to qualify for public assistance programs, these 
households nonetheless also have too little income to be able to afford their winter home heating 
bills. The discussion earlier in this narrative documents how the working poor lack sufficient 
funds to meet their Basic Family Budget.  The federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) helps to 
meet the needs of these households.   
 
The Importance of the EITC to Idaho’s Utilities 
 
EITC funding is important for low-income utility customers in three respects.  
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 First, coming as part of the federal income tax return process, the money will come at 
the time when low-income households are most vulnerable to unpaid energy bills. 
Tax returns filed in January and February would easily put cash in the hands of low-
income households during the high bill winter months.  


 
 Second, tax credits coming back to customers in April may well also serve as a source 


of downpayment on a payment plan to prevent the loss of service at the very time 
Idaho’s winter shutoff protections are ending. 


 
 Third, while a low-income household would need to file a tax return in order to 


receive the EITC, the household need not have a tax liability in order to receive the 
credit.  The credits can place actual cash in the pockets of households. Under the 
EITC, workers can receive a refundable tax credit from the federal government.  If a 
household has had taxes withheld, the federal government will return her withheld 
taxes and pay her an additional amount up to the maximum EITC to which she is 
entitled.  If the household has had no taxes withheld, the federal government will send 
her a check for the maximum EITC to which she is entitled. 


 
In addition to these substantive benefits of the EITC, the EITC provides process benefits as well. 
Perhaps most importantly, the EITC is not a “use it or lose it” proposition.  An income-eligible 
household may make “back claims” for EITC credits within a three-year statutory limit. Claims 
for Tax Year 2009, in other words, expire only if not made by April 15, 2012. 
 


It would seem evident on its face that a 
utility would benefit from any increase in 
financial resources to be brought to bear on 
low-income living expenses.  More than 
intuition, however, supports the conclusion 
that increasing EITC claims will help pay 
utility bills. According to a study of EITC 
recipients in New York, performed by 
faculty at Colgate University, 40% of the 
households reporting using their EITC to 
pay bills used those benefits to pay utility 


bills, a higher percentage than those using the EITC to pay for rent (31%), credit cards (28%), 
car payments (22%), and groceries (21%).79 More than two-thirds of EITC recipients use their 
credits to pay for basic needs, while half use their credits to pay off a debt. Another study found 
that 65% of EITC recipients have a “making ends meet” use for their credits, with the payment 
of utility bills and rent the most important use, followed by the purchase of food and clothing.80  
 


                                                 
79 Simpson, et al. (October 2006). The Efficacy of the EITC: Evidence from Madison County (New York), Colgate 
University Department of Economics. 
80 Smeeding, et al. (December 2000). “The EITC: Expectation, Knowledge, Use and Economic and Social 
Mobility,” National Tax Journal, 53(4): 1187, 1198.  Smeeding is with the Center for Policy Research, The 
Maxwell School, Syracuse University (NY).   
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In addition, an Edison Electric Institute (EEI) staffperson reports, for example, that 90 percent of 
New Jersey EITC recipients used their tax credit to pay household living expenses. One-third of 
all recipients used their EITC to pay past-due bills and one-quarter used part of their refund to 
pay utility bills. In addition, according to data provided by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), 
which administers the EITC at the federal level, fully one-half of households receiving the EITC 
use those dollars to “pay bills” as their first use.  More than 70% of EITC recipients use those 
funds to “pay bills” as either their first or second use.   
 
One benefit of the EITC is that it can reach beyond merely serving the objective of helping EITC 
recipients pay their home utility bills.  One study in San Antonio, for example, found that every 
$1 in EITC benefits received in that city generated $1.58 in local economic activity. The San 
Antonio study found further that every $37,000 in local economic activity would generate one 
additional permanent job.81  According to the Brookings Institution, the EITC generates a 
concentrated infusion into local economies, in many cities, more than $1.0 million per square 
mile.  One study in Cuyahoga County (OH) found that the EITC benefits claimed in the early 
months of 2003 exceeded all the wages and benefits paid in the local hotel industry in that 
quarter.82 
 
The EITC brings substantial dollars into the State of Idaho.  As Table 49 shows, in 2009, 138,860 
Idaho taxpayers received $293 million in EITC benefits, of which $258 million was paid in cash 
(the remainder being paid as a credit against tax liability). These EITC credits claimed in Idaho 
were a substantial increase over 2006, when 107,000 taxpayers received $196 million, of which 
$171 million was paid in cash.   


                                                 
81 Berube (2005). Using the Earned Income Tax Credit to Stimulate Local Economies, Brookings Institution: 
Washington D.C. 
82 Berube (2005). Connecting Cleveland’s Low-Income Workers to Tax Credits, Brookings Institution: Washington 
D.C. 
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Table 49. EITC Credits Claimed in Idaho by Year (2006 – 2009) 
 2006 2006 2008 2009 /a/ 


Earned income credit (number) 106,991 115,917 120,054 138,860 


Earned income credit (amount) $196,083,000 $215,286,000 $232,572,000 $293,028,000 


Average credit (amount) $1,833 $1,857 $1,937 $2,110 


Excess earned income credit (refundable) /b/ 92,592 100,244 104,535 121,534 


Excess earned income credit (amount) $171,082,000 $186,915,000 $203,171,000 $258,096,000 


Average excess credit (amount) $1,848 $1,865 $1,944 $2,124 


SOURCE: 
 
Internal Revenue Service, Table 2, Individual Income and Tax Data by State and Size of Adjusted Gross Income. 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ 2009 is the last year for which data has been published.   
/b/ The “excess” earned income credit is that portion of the EITC that is in excess of total tax liability. The excess credit includes any 
portion of the EITC that is paid as an “advance earned income credit payment” for those returns that had an excess. 


 
Helping income-eligible households claim their entire federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) 
is one initiative that Idaho stakeholders should pursue for the state’s high range poverty 
households.  The EITC is the nation’s primary anti-poverty program.  In Idaho: 
 


 In 2007,83 more than 115,000 households claimed a total of $215.3 million in 
Federal EITC credits (an average credit of $1,857);  


 
 In 2008, 120,000 households claimed a total of $232.6 million in Federal EITC 


credits (an average credit of $1,937);  
 
 In 2009, 139,000 households claimed a total of $293.0 million in Federal EITC 


credits (an average credit of $2,220).  
 
Taxpayers receiving their EITC as cash (above and beyond any reduction in their tax liability) 
actually receive somewhat more money on average than the EITC population as a whole.  While the 
average EITC amount in 2009 for all Idaho taxpayers receiving the EITC was $2,110, persons 
receiving their EITC as cash (rather than a reduction in their tax liability) received $2,124. 


                                                 
83 2007 is the last year for which data is available. 
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Table 50. EITC Tax Returns, Refund Anticipation Loans, Paid Tax Preparers  
(2005 – 2008) (Idaho) 


 EIC Number Paid Preparers Refund Anticipation Loans 


2005 102,577 61,869 15,523 


2006 103,318 61,560 18,157 


2007 111,246 64,537 18,404 


2008 116,430 64,767 16,613 


SOURCE:  Brookings Institution, EITC Interactive (annual) 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ 2008 is last tax year for which data is reported.   


 
Even aside from helping those working poor households that have not historically claimed the 
EITC, helping those who have filed such claims can generate benefits for low-income ratepayers.  
In Idaho, of the low-income households claiming the EITC in 2008, more than 55% used paid 
tax preparers, while more than one-in-seven received “tax anticipation loans.”  In these 
circumstances, the cost of the tax preparation, according to one Brooking Institution study, is 
$150, with an additional cost of $130 for the Refund Anticipation Loan (RAL), $280 total.  The 
Brookings Institution found that low-income households receiving such Refund Anticipation 
Loans pay an annual percentage rate of 171% in interest. These two processes (i.e., the use of 
paid tax preparers and the use of RALs) pull millions of dollars out of the low-income 
community in Idaho each year.   
 
The Households Who Claim the EITC 
 
In Idaho, the EITC is focused in the lowest income brackets.  Table 51 presents a distribution of 
EITC tax returns by income for the years 2005 through 2008.  More than 70% of all EITC returns in 
Idaho were filed by households with income less than $15,000 in each of the past four years for 
which data is available. Indeed, roughly one-in-three of all EITC returns were filed by households 
with income less than $10,000.  In 2008, a 2-person household living at 100% of the Federal 
Poverty Level would have had an income of $14,000; a 3-person household would have had an 
income of $17,600 at 100% of Federal Poverty Level in 2008.   
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Table 51. EITC Tax Returns by Adjusted Gross Income  
(2005 – 2008) (Idaho) 


 $0 - 
$5000 


$5 - 
$10,000 


$10 - 
$15,000 


$15 - 
$20,000 


$20 - 
$25,000 


$25 - 
$30,000 


$30 - 
$35,000 


$35 - 
$40,000 


>$40,000 


2005 12,685 19,630 16,858 13,732 13,372 12,495 8,123 1,814 --- 


2006 12,043 18,809 17,101 13,338 13,358 12,576 9,008 2,964 --- 


2007 14,132 19,963 18,585 13,501 13,514 12,638 10,101 4,853 --- 


2008 /a/ 13,891 19,909 19,469 14,024 13,720 12,807 10,503 6,103 1,069 


SOURCE:  Brookings Institution, EITC Interactive (annual) 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ 2008 is last tax year for which data is reported.   


 
Sales Tax Exemption 
 
The State of Idaho provides a sales tax exemption for residential utility and heating fuels.  Idaho 
imposes a six percent (6%) sales tax.  State statute, however, exempts the “sale or purchase of 
natural gas, electricity and water when delivered to consumers at the place of consumption. . .”84  
Moreover, the state exempts “the sale or purchase of any matter used to produce heat by burning. 
. .for domestic home use. . .”85 Specifically included in this latter exemption are wood, coal, 
petroleum and gas.   
   
The sales tax exemption is not limited to low-income customers or even to residential customers.  
According to the state, in Fiscal year 2011, the sales tax exemption for all customers was valued 
at $90.638 million for utilities and at $5.232 million for heating fuels.   
 
SUMMARY OF EXISTING RESOURCES 
 
While the State of Idaho faces a daunting Home Energy Affordability Gap, considerable resources 
exist within the state to help fill that Gap.  The largest program generally available to provide home 
energy assistance is the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  In 
Idaho, however, LIHEAP is currently insufficient and is falling further behind. While LIHEAP is 
“covering” a higher proportion of home heating and cooling bills today than in the past, in absolute 
dollar terms, low-income Idaho residents are falling further and further behind.  Moreover, LIHEAP 
is designed to cover only heating and cooling bills.  When compared to affordability needs defined 
to also include home electric bills, the program covers a fraction of the bill for a fraction of the 
eligible population.   
 


                                                 
84 Idaho statutes, section 63-3662F (2010). 
85 Idaho statutes, section 63-3662G (2010). 
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Other energy affordability resources exist in the state that equal or exceed the reach of LIHEAP.  
While each is extensive in its own right, each also has its own limitations.  Compared to 
LIHEAP’s provision of an average benefit of $355 to 55,000 Idaho households, for example, the 
federal Food Stamp program provides an “excess shelter deduction” averaging $348 to 60,000 
households. Excess shelter costs incorporate all shelter costs, including utility costs (energy plus 
water/sewer plus local telephone). Idaho’s county non-medical indigent assistance program 
distributed “county assistance” dollars, but these funds are limited and available only on an 
emergency basis.  The federal Earned Income Tax Credit distributed a cash tax credit averaging 
more than $2,100 to nearly 140,000 Idaho households.  The EITC, however, is focused primarily 
on the working poor.  
 
Aside from LIHEAP, perhaps the largest direct energy assistance program available in Idaho 
involves the “utility allowance” provided through HUD’s housing programs.  Utility allowances, 
while helping fewer households than LIHEAP, provide substantial dollars of assistance.  Utility 
allowances cover the complete home energy bill for more than 6,600 Section 8 tenants, more 
than 800 Public Housing tenants, more than 7,700 tenants of homes built or rehabbed with Low-
Income Housing Tax Credits and more than 1,100 tenants in homes built or rehabbed with 
federal Home Investment Partnership (HOME) funds.  To receive a “utility allowance,” 
however, a household must be a tenant with tenant-paid utilities in one of the HUD-assisted 
housing programs. Nonetheless, it appears that there may be more than 16,000 such households 
throughout Idaho.   
 
Historically, attention devoted to “home energy assistance” has focused almost exclusively on 
maintaining current levels of LIHEAP funding.  Such a narrow focus runs counter to the multiple 
programs available in Idaho and the sources of funds that can and should be accessed to help pay 
low-income home energy bills.   
 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE 
 
In contrast to cash assistance discussed throughout above, energy efficiency and weatherization 
programs targeted to the poor reduce bills and promote affordability by reducing consumption. 
Efficiency investments can be an effective tool to use in reducing low-income energy needs for 
some, but not all, households.86 
 
Energy efficiency investments are an effective supplement to the distribution of bill assistance to 
address low-income energy needs over the long term. Energy efficiency provides continuing 
benefits year-in and year-out.  Investments in residential energy efficiency help deliver efficient 
end-uses to consumers. In both the medium- and long-term, energy efficiency will reduce the costs 
of the rate assistance program.   
 


                                                 
86 “Weatherization” and “energy efficiency” programs are sometimes distinguished below.  An “energy efficiency” 
program may deliver non-weatherization services.  Both terms are used so as to indicate that funding for both 
weatherization and non-weatherization is beneficial.  
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Sources of Low-Income Efficiency and Weatherization Funding 
 
While the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) is 
often considered to be “the” low-income weatherization program in the country, in Idaho, WAP 
provided less than 20% of total low-income energy efficiency funding in 2010.  Table 52 shows 
that while, with the exception of a bump in 2009 WAP funding, the Idaho low-income 
weatherization program receives funding from a LIHEAP weatherization set-aside as well as 
from utility energy efficiency expenditures.   
 
The Idaho state fuel assistance agency appears to have committed to an effort to fund roughly 
half of the state’s total weatherization funding.  In the three years 2006 through 2008, half of 
those energy assistance funds came from a LIHEAP set-aside while the other half came from “oil 
overcharge” funds.87  When oil overcharge funds, which were comprised of a limited non-
recurring fund, ran out, the LIHEAP contribution was able to meet the difference.88  
 


Table 52. Weatherization Funding by Year and Source  
(2006 – 2010) (Idaho) 


 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


Total $7,846,308 $9,782,584 $8,311,847 $10,257,617 $7,839,911 


   DOE $1,961,577 $2,445,646 $1,964,431 $3,366,002 $1,558,041 


      DOE pct 25.0% 25.0% 23.6% 32.8% 19.9% 


   LIHEAP $1,961,577 $2,445,646 $2,008,734 $4,476,820 $4,476,820 


      LIHEAP pct 25.0% 25.0% 24.2% 43.6% 57.1% 


   Other (utility, BPA) $1,961,577 $2,445,646 $2,328,948 $2,414,795 $1,805,050 /b/ 


      Other pct 25.0% 25.0% 28.0% 23.5% 23.0% 


   PVE $1,961,577 $2,445,646 $2,009,734 $0 $0 


      PVE pct 25.0% 25.0% 24.2% 0.0% 0.0% 


Total $5,884,731 $7,336,938 $6,302,113 $10,257,617 $7,839,911 


SOURCE: National Association of State Community Service Programs (2010 Funding Survey). 
 
NOTES: 
 
/a/ No ARRA monies are included in this Table since that funding was not ongoing. 
/b/ Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) annual funding of roughly $500,000 was no longer available beginning in 2010. 


 
                                                 
87 “Oil overcharge funds” are also commonly referred to as Petroleum Violation Escrow (PVE) funds. 
88 LIHEAP funding was substantially increased at the federal level in those years.  As a result, the LIHEAP 
weatherization set-aside could increase in dollar terms without increasing in percentage terms. 
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By federal statute, the state LIHEAP office may not set aside more than 25% of the state’s total 
LIHEAP allocation for weatherization funding.89 Given the substantial increase in LIHEAP 
funding in 2009 and 2010, the corresponding weatherization set-aside could increase as well.  To 
the extent that these levels of federal LIHEAP expenditures are not expected to continue, 
however, the Idaho LIHEAP allocation will decrease along with a concomitant cut in the 
absolute dollar amount of the weatherization set aside. 
 
Utility funding of low-income weatherization in Idaho was maintained at nearly $2.5 million for 
the years 2007 through 2009.  Those utility dollars, however, were supplemented with a one-time 
three-year commitment of $500,000 annually from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).  
Beginning in 2010, these BPA funds were no longer available and the overall utility contribution 
to low-income weatherization decreased correspondingly.   
 
In sum, Idaho weatherization funding is likely to experience a significant decrease in future 
years.  PVE and BPA monies will no longer be available.  Moreover, to the extent that overall 
LIHEAP funding decreases at the federal level, resulting in lower LIHEAP allocations to Idaho, 
even if the set-aside remains at the statutory maximum, Idaho will return to a more predominant 
reliance on federal WAP funds to deliver low-income weatherization services.  
 
Benefits of Weatherization and Energy Efficiency as Affordability Assistance 
 
The delivery of energy efficiency investments to low-income customers not only yields resource 
conservation and avoided cost benefits to the affected utility, but delivers a broad range of other 
utility cost reductions as well. Accordingly, low-income energy efficiency programs should be 
implemented not only as a resource efficiency measure, but also as an important tool in 
controlling other system-wide utility costs.  Avoided costs commonly associated with low-
income energy efficiency would include savings such as reduced arrears, reduced working 
capital, reduced credit and collection expenses, and the like.90 
 
The existence of direct financial benefits to utilities arising from energy efficiency programs 
targeted specifically to low-income households has been recognized for nearly 25 years.  The 
presence of such avoided costs was first postulated in 1987.  That analysis stated that targeted 
electric energy efficiency programs had advantages that went beyond the traditional energy and 
capacity savings associated with energy efficiency measures: 
 


The cost-effective reduction of system costs is relevant and important in every 
part of the business operations of the utility, not simply to the power supply 
function. Accordingly, a utility should be concerned with the problem of 
nonpayment, overdue payment, and partial payment of utility bills. Bad debt 
arises when ratepayers demand power from the system and then do not pay for it 
on a timely basis. . . .[A] new conservation program [can be proposed] that is 


                                                 
89 The State may set aside 15% of LIHEAP funding for low-cost weatherization or may, with federal approval, set-
aside up to 25% of LIHEAP funding for weatherization.  42 U.S.C. Section 8623(k) (2010). 
90 In this fashion, low-income energy efficiency programs are closely akin to low-income rate affordability programs 
in their ability not only to serve the social function of addressing energy unaffordability problems, but also in 
serving the business purpose of reducing the business costs associated with an inability-to-pay.   
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justified on an avoided cost basis. The proposal rejects the historical view that 
avoided costs include only an energy and a capacity component. Instead, it 
introduces the notion of avoided bad debt. As long as the energy efficiency 
program costs less than the bad debt it will avoid, the program is cost-justified.91 


 
In this 1987 article, “bad debt” was defined to include all aspects of costs associated with 
payment troubles.  The term was used to include not only written-off accounts, but credit and 
collection expenses, working capital expenses, and a host of other expenses related to 
nonpayment. Since that time, the existence and importance of such expanded avoided costs has 
become generally-accepted. Analysts have since repeatedly confirmed that low-income energy 
efficiency generates benefits beyond simply energy and capacity savings.  
 
These benefits are not theoretical.  They are both real and substantial.  Pennsylvania’s natural gas 
and electric utilities operate what that state’s Public Utility Commission (PUC) calls the Low-
Income Usage Reduction Program (LIURP).  LIURP involves the offer of the following types of 
usage reduction packages to low-income households: (1) an electric space heating package; (2) 
an electric water heating package; (3) a baseload electric package; and (4) a natural gas heating 
package. 
 
Pennsylvania’s electric utilities deliver “baseload” electric LIURP services to homes that do not 
heat with electricity.   Since LIURP first began in 1989, baseload electric jobs have represented 
roughly two-in-five (115,098 of 292,071 total jobs: 39.4%) of all LIURP homes.92 Over a 20-
year period, baseload electric usage reduction jobs have outnumbered every other type of usage 
reduction treatment, including the treatment of electric space heating homes (n=85,999 jobs).   
 
The objectives established for the Pennsylvania LIURP initiative are similar to the objectives 
that underlie most low-income weatherization and non-weatherization efficiency programs, 
including:  
 


 To assist low-income residential customers in conserving energy by reducing their 
energy consumption; 


 
 To assist participating households in reducing their energy bills; 


 
 To decrease the incidence and risk of customer payment delinquencies and the 


attendant utility costs associated with customer arrearage and uncollectible 
accounts; and  


 
 To reduce residential demand for electricity and gas, and peak demand for 


electricity. 
 


                                                 
91 Colton and Sheehan (1987). “A New Basis for Conservation Programs for the Poor: Expanding the Concept of 
Avoided Costs,” 21 Clearinghouse Review 135, 139. 
92 Customer Services Information System Project, Pennsylvania State University (January 2009). Long-Term Study 
of Pennsylvania’s Low-Income Usage Reduction Program: Results of Analyses and Discussion, prepared for 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Penn State University: State College (PA).   
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In January 2009, Penn State University released a comprehensive long-term evaluation of the 
LIURP program.  According to that Penn State evaluation of the LIURP initiative:  
 


To meet these goals, LIURP is targeted toward low-income households with the 
highest energy consumption. Of these households, those with payment problems 
and high arrearages are targeted. Since the program’s inception in 1988 through 
2006, the major electric and gas companies required to participate in LIURP have 
spent over $330 million to provide weatherization treatments to more than 292,071 
low-income households in Pennsylvania. 


 
Prepared for the Pennsylvania PUC, the Penn State evaluation examined data over the first 18 
years of program operation.  The evaluation provides important lessons with respect to 
recognizing the full-range of benefits from low-income weatherization and energy efficiency 
programs in Idaho.  The LIURP evaluation reported: 
 


 “LIURP is a cost-effective method of reducing both energy consumption and 
energy bill arrearages. . .Sixty nine percent of LIURP households reduce their 
energy consumption following weatherization treatments, with an average 
reduction of 16.5 percent.” Electric baseload jobs generated a usage reduction of 
698.2 kWh, or 19.1%.   


 
 “Of those households with energy bill arrearages, 40 percent reduce their arrearage 


following weatherization services. Thirty-seven percent of electric industry 
households reduce their arrearages. . .”93 LIURP was targeted to households with 
arrears (within the population of high use consumers). The LIURP evaluation 
found that “by the end of the year following weatherization, 68 percent of the 
households have an energy bill arrearage, a decrease of 29 percent. . .Although the 
average number of full payments made does not vary from the pre- to post-period, 
the percent of households with missed payments decreased and the average 
number of partial payments increased.”94 


 
 “The [third] most significant, and most common, variable that is positively related 


to reductions in energy consumption is the amount of arrearage owed in the pre-
period [before usage-reduction treatments are installed], suggesting that 
households with large arrearages are motivated to make the necessary behavioral 
changes to contribute toward additional reductions in energy consumption.  It 
therefore makes sense to target households with higher arrearages when 
prioritizing LIURP jobs.” 


 


                                                 
93 The LIURP evaluation found that this result was consistent with prior U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
research, which found that “low-income families who receive weatherization have a lower rate of default on their 
utility bills and require less emergency heating assistance.” Tonn, et al. (2001). Weatherizing the Home of Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program Clients: A Programmatic Assessment, U.S. Department of Energy: 
Washington D.C. 
94 The evaluation noted that participation in LIURP was associated with increased participation in energy assistance 
programs.  It was difficult to distinguish the impact of the two. 
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While low-income energy efficiency investments generate the traditional benefits (i.e., avoided 
energy and capacity costs) associated with usage-reduction programs, as is evident, the benefits 
flowing from low-income efficiency extend far beyond those traditional benefits.   
 
Limits of Weatherization as Affordability Assistance 
 
Despite the benefits of low-income weatherization and efficiency programs identified above, the 
effectiveness of the role that energy efficiency can play in addressing home energy affordability, 
however, is limited by several considerations:  
 


 For many low-income customers, energy efficiency cannot deliver affordable 
home energy service because unaffordability is driven by income rather than 
consumption. Even an extremely low consumption level yields a bill that imposes 
an unaffordable home energy burden on the household. 


 
 For many low-income customers, energy efficiency cannot deliver affordable home 


energy service because consumption is driven by factors that are beyond the ability of 
efficiency investments to control.  Even a substantial reduction in energy 
consumption leaves annual usage at high levels.   


 
 The need for affordability assistance in Idaho extends to tens of thousands of low-


income households per year, a number significantly beyond the ability of the state 
(including all sources of weatherization and efficiency funding) to treat through 
efficiency services.   


 
 For many low-income customers, energy efficiency cannot deliver affordable home 


energy service because the unaffordability is driven by arrears rather than by current 
consumption.  Even if efficiency services were to reduce future bills for current use 
to an affordable burden, the asked-to-pay amount of the customer would exceed the 
ability-to-pay due to the need to retire arrears.   


 
A multi-state study of affordability programs in the United States found that “every state that has 
adopted a home energy affordability program has incorporated an energy efficiency component 
into that affordability initiative.”95 The study found that “these [low-income efficiency] programs 
can effectively complement the impacts of affordability programs.” The study reported that 
energy efficiency “programs can have the greatest overall impact if they target lower income 
households, households with vulnerable household members, and customers that are 
participating in a ratepayer-funded affordability program.”  
 
TWELVE IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 


1. The primary source of government funds to help pay low-income energy bills in Idaho is 
generally considered to be the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program. 


                                                 
95Carroll, Colton and Berger (2007). Ratepayer Funded Low-Income Energy Programs: Performance and 
Possibilities, at 132, Apprise, Inc.: Princeton (NJ). 
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While LIHEAP provides considerable fuel assistance to the poor of Idaho, to focus 
exclusively on LIHEAP is to miss millions of dollars of additional resources.   
 


2. Through LIHEAP, the state provides basic cash grants to income-eligible households to 
cover home heating bills. LIHEAP is a federal block grant program.  As a block grant 
program, the state receives a designated amount of funding each federal fiscal year.  
When that funding is exhausted, the state must stop providing LIHEAP grants.  
 


3. Federal appropriations for the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program are 
inadequate, and are becoming more so every year. In reaching this conclusion, it is 
important to remember that LIHEAP is a heating/cooling program.  LIHEAP is not 
intended to cover home energy bills for end-uses other than heating and cooling.   
 


4. A common misperception is that the dramatic increase in LIHEAP funding in Fiscal Year 
2009 placed low-income households in much better position than they had experienced in 
previous years.  In fact, however, the increase in 2009 LIHEAP funding just continues to 
meet a small percentage of the total home energy affordability needs in the state.   
 


5. One of the most substantial sources of energy assistance in Idaho involves the “utility 
allowance” provided to households in HUD-supported housing with tenant-paid utilities.  
A utility allowance is provided only to residents of rental housing; homeowners do not 
receive a utility allowance. Nor do tenants who live in master-metered housing units with 
utility bills that are an undifferentiated part of rent receive a utility allowance. 
 


6. The significance of utility allowances promulgated by Idaho’s local housing authorities 
goes well beyond the public housing (owned by the housing authorities themselves) and 
assisted (Section 8) housing administered by those housing authorities. In addition, 
developers constructing (or rehabbing) affordable rental housing funded with federal 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) are required by federal law to provide utility 
allowances to tenants living in these units.  Affordable housing developments in Idaho 
supported through programs such as the federal Home Investment Partnership Program 
(HOME) also provide energy assistance to the tenants of these publicly-subsidized rental 
units.   
 


7. Idaho provides two major types of publicly-funded crisis assistance for home energy 
bills.  Using locally-generated funds, Idaho counties provide what is called “non-medical 
indigent assistance.”  These dollars can be used to respond to a range of hunger, housing, 
energy and other related problems.  In addition, federal FEMA dollars are distributed, 
primarily to prevent homelessness, on a local basis.  A limited amount of HUD dollars 
are made available statewide for “homelessness prevention” through the HUD 
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) program.  These funds, in addition to being quite 
limited, are also spread over multiple uses (including rental payments, utility payments 
and the like).   
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8. The State of Idaho provides a sales tax exemption for residential utility service and 
heating fuels.  The sales tax exemption is not limited to low-income customers or even to 
residential customers.   
 


9. Private energy assistance in Idaho is made available both to supplement insufficient 
levels of resources that are publicly made available to low-income households and to 
cover the gaps that many stakeholders believe exist in the energy affordability safety net.  
Idaho, however, does not generate substantial sums of private “fuel fund” crisis assistance 
throughout the State.   
 


10. The federal Food Stamp program can deliver some energy-related relief to low-income 
households as home heating prices continue to escalate from year-to-year.  One part of the 
calculation of a family's Food Stamp benefits is a determination of whether the family is 
entitled to an "excess shelter cost deduction."  To the extent that a family has excess shelter 
costs, the amount of the excess is, under a prescribed formula, deducted from the family's 
income for purposes of determining an appropriate monthly Food Stamp allotment up to a 
federal ceiling.  
 


11. One group of households that is often “missed” by existing fuel assistance programs 
involves the working poor. Often with incomes too high to qualify for public assistance 
programs, these households nonetheless also have too little income to be able to afford 
their winter home heating bills. The federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) can be an 
important source of “energy assistance” to help to meet the needs of these households.   
 


12. Energy efficiency and weatherization programs targeted to the poor reduce bills and 
promote affordability by reducing consumption.  Energy efficiency investments are an 
effective supplement to the distribution of bill assistance to address low-income energy 
needs over the long term. While the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Weatherization 
Assistance Program (WAP) is often considered to be “the” low-income weatherization 
program in the country, in Idaho, WAP provided less than 20% of total low-income 
energy efficiency funding in 2010.  The Idaho low-income weatherization program 
receives funding from a LIHEAP weatherization set-aside as well as from utility energy 
efficiency expenditures.   
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PART 5: 
A LOW-INCOME AFFORDABILITY PROGRAM FOR IDAHO


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In response to the affordability problems documented above, and the broad range of utility, 
social, and business competitiveness impacts arising because of these problems, this report 
outlines the essential components comprising an effective and efficient low-income affordability 
program for Idaho.  These components include: 
 


 A rate assistance component; 
 
 An arrearage management component; and 


 
 A crisis intervention component. 


 
Since utility energy efficiency programs have been addressed in detail in separate proceedings 
before the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, energy efficiency is not considered in this report.  
This exclusion should not be construed as an indication that efficiency investments are 
unimportant, but rather that they are beyond the purview of this analysis.   
 
THE RATE ASSISTANCE COMPONENT 
 
The first critical component of a low-income affordability program is a rate assistance program.  
Through the rate assistance program component, the price of home energy is set at a percentage 
of income, a level that will generate an enhanced ability of low-income customers to make actual 
payments. The state should adopt a program for both electric and natural gas service. 
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An Overview and Summary. 
 
Building a rate assistance program consists of the following basic steps:96 
 


1. Eligibility:  Defining the eligibility for the rate assistance program should allow the 
program to be open to enrollment by any low-income consumer. For purposes of this 
program, a "low-income consumer" is any consumer with gross household income at 
or below 185% of the Federal Poverty Level.  


 
2. Outreach:  Informing low-income customers of the availability of the rate assistance 


program involves both education about the existence of the program and education 
about how to enroll in the program. The most effective forms of outreach for 
ratepayer-funded programs have been found to involve the use of community-based 
organizations as well as organizations that deliver social assistance benefits to the 
same households that are eligible to receive rate affordability benefits.  Outreach 
should also occur through the local utility channeling customers to the program when, 
based on utility records, those customers are found to be payment-troubled.  


 
3. Intake:  Enrolling customers in the rate assistance program involves making 


customers into program participants.  The primary intake should occur by contracting 
with relevant federal and state agencies to “match” electronic lists of residential 
customers with lists of social assistance program participants.97 This income 
verification is effective and inexpensive. In addition, consumers should be given the 
opportunity to complete an in-person application through a community-based site 
whether or not they participate in a social assistance program. 


 
4. Collections:  Enforcing customer payment obligations after a customer receives a 


rate assistance benefit should occur through the same credit and collection activities 
directed toward any residential customer.  If a customer receiving service through an 
affordable rate does not make appropriate payments, that customer enters the 
collection cycle with the same rights and responsibilities as any other customer.  In 
this fashion, no new or special administrative process is created for the rate assistance 
participants. 


 
5. Recertification: Recertifying income for customers whose income cannot reasonably 


be determined to be non-variable over the long-term should occur on an annual basis.  
Most participants will have their income recertified automatically through a contract 
with the appropriate social assistance agency.  For those customers whose income 
cannot be recertified in this fashion, the customer will be notified at an appropriate 
time before his or her anniversary date of the need for recertification.   


 


                                                 
96 See generally, Colton (2007). Best Practices: Low-Income Affordability Programs, Articulating and Applying 
Rating Criteria, prepared for Hydro-Quebec, Fisher, Sheehan & Colton: Belmont (MA). 
97 This is the process used by Massachusetts utilities, as dictated by the Massachusetts Department of Public 
Utilities, for enrollment of customers into that state’s low-income discount program.  
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Having provided this summary, the remainder of this section will address the structural and 
operational issues of rate assistance in more detail. 
 
Proposed Structure for an Idaho Rate Assistance Program. 
 
Rate assistance for Idaho customers should be tied to the current year Federal Poverty Level. The 
proposal here is to set eligibility equal to 185% of Poverty.  For a household with three persons, 
the maximum eligibility98 under this guideline would be $33,948.99 
 
Why Percentage of Income 
 
It should be recognized that under a rate assistance program that is based on affordable home 
energy burdens, if, because of relatively higher income or relatively lower home energy bills, the 
pre-determined percent of a household's income will exceed their annual electric bill, the 
household will receive no benefit.  In those instances, the home energy bill is deemed 
"affordable" and the local utility will collect the entire bill calculated at standard residential rates.  
Only in those instances where the household, due to low incomes or high bills, faces a utility bill 
that exceeds the designated percentage of its income, is the bill deemed to be “unaffordable” and 
the rate is offered to reduce the burden to an affordable level.100  
 
Rate assistance in Idaho should be distributed on a percentage of income basis. Using a 
percentage of income approach to targeting provides a more efficient use of scarce rate 
assistance resources.  This can be demonstrated by comparing a percentage discount to a 
percentage of income approach. While a percentage of income approach delivers those benefits, 
but only those benefits, needed to bring low-income bills into an affordable range, a percentage 
discount does not. Using a percentage discount, the rate assistance program would pay some 
customers more than is necessary to bring bills into an affordable range while paying other 
customers less than is necessary to bring bills into an affordable range.  Accordingly, it is most 
appropriate to base the rate assistance component of the low-income affordability program on a 
percentage of income targeting mechanism.101 
 
Why a Fixed Credit 
 
Although a variety of percentage-of-income based approaches exist, delivery of rate affordability 
assistance using a fixed credit approach is most appropriate. The fixed credit approach begins as 
an income-based approach. In order to be eligible for the rate, a household must meet both 


                                                 
98 The fact that the maximum eligibility is discussed here does not mean that the average income for eligible 
customers will be at this income level.  The average income will be much lower.   
99 The 2011 Federal Poverty Level for a three-person household was $18,350.  Accordingly, 185% of Poverty would 
be $18,530 * 1.85 = $33,948. 
100 To illustrate, assume a household has an annual income of $25,000, an annual energy bill of $1,200, and is asked 
to pay six percent (6%) of her income toward her energy bill in an income-based program.  This customer's income-
based energy bill payment would be $1,500 ($25,000 x .06 = $1,500).  Hence, this customer would not participate in 
the income-based rate, since her bill at standard residential rates is less than the bill rendered under the rate 
assistance program. 
101 Two states in the United States have adopted a “tiered discount” program to serve as an alternative to an across-
the-board discount (New Hampshire and Indiana).  
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eligibility criteria: (1) that the household income is at or below the income eligibility; and (2) 
that the household energy burden exceeds the burden deemed to be affordable.102   
 
The Benefit Calculation 
 
The fixed credit approach calculates what bill credit would need to be provided to the household 
in order to reduce the household's energy bill to a designated percent of income.  To calculate the 
fixed credit involves three steps: (1) calculating a burden-based payment; (2) calculating an 
annual bill; and (3) calculating the fixed credit necessary to reduce the annual bill to the burden-
based payment.  Each step is explained below. 
 


1. Burden-based payment: The first step in the fixed credit model is to calculate a 
burden-based payment.  Assume -- simply for the sake of illustration here -- that the 
household has an annual income of $8,000 and is required to pay six percent (6%) for 
its home energy bill.  The required household payment is thus $480.103   
 
Distinctions in the percentage of income payment are made based upon whether the 
customer is a heating or non-heating customer. The payment is split evenly between 
the heating and non-heating component of the utility bill.  Under a 6% scenario, a 
natural gas heating customer would be asked to pay three percent (3%) of the 
household's income toward her home heating bill, and another three percent (3%) 
toward her electric bill. An all-electric customer would pay six percent (6%) toward 
her electric bill.104  
 
The energy burden represented by a combined heating and non-heating energy bill 
should not generally exceed six percent (6%) of income.105  It is generally accepted that 
a household’s “shelter burden” (rent/mortgage plus taxes plus utilities) should not 
exceed 30% of income.  In addition, a household’s home utility bill should not exceed 
20% of the household’s shelter costs.  Combining those two yields an affordable home 
energy burden of six percent (6%).106  


 
2. Projected annual bill: The second step is to calculate a projected annual household 


energy bill.  This calculation is to be made using whatever method the local utility 
currently uses to estimate annual bills for other purposes. A utility, for example, will 
likely have an established procedure for estimating an annual bill for purposes of 
placing residential customers (low-income or not) on a levelized Budget Billing Plan 


                                                 
102 A customer may still participate in the arrearage management program component even if he or she does not 
participate in the rate affordability component. 
103 This is calculated simply by: $8,000 x .06 = $480. 
104 Should the state select a percentage of income other than 6%, that alternative percentage burdens would be 
similarly split half-and-half (8% converts to 4% toward each fuel; 10% converts to 5% for each fuel). 
105 Clearly, however, the reasonableness of an energy burden is a range and not a point.  Ultimately, whether an 
affordable burden should be set as 6% or as 8% (or some other figure) is a policy decision. The percentage of income 
burden that triggers significant payment-troubles (e.g., service disconnections) appears to be in the range of 10% to 12% 
of annual income.  
106 This report sets aside for the moment the inclusion of water and sewer utility bills in this six percent. 
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(where bills are paid in equal installments over 12 months).  That same process can be 
used to estimate an annual bill for purposes of calculating the needed fixed credit.   


 
3. Fixed credit determination: The final step is to calculate the necessary fixed credit 


to reduce the annual bill to the burden-based payment.  Given an annual bill 
projection of $1,200 and a burden-based payment of $480, the annual fixed credit 
would need to be $720 ($1,200 - $480 = $720).  The household's monthly fixed credit 
would be $60 ($720 / 12 = $60).  


 
The Conservation Incentive 
 
In addition to various administrative benefits from the use of a fixed credit, the fixed credit also 
offers the advantage of providing a strong conservation incentive to the low-income customer. 
Under the fixed credit model, the local utility provides a monthly $60 fixed credit to the low-
income household irrespective of the household's actual bill.  If the household increases its 
consumption, and thus has a higher bill, the household pays the amount of the increase.  If, in 
contrast, the household conserves energy and thus lowers its bill, the household pockets the 
savings.  
 
The Administrative Advantages 
 
The administrative advantages of the fixed credit program are two-fold.  First, use of fixed 
credits as a benefit distribution mechanism allows the program to work within a fixed operating 
budget.  Once a low-income customer is enrolled in the universal service program, the maximum 
possible financial exposure for the time of the enrollment is established.  In contrast, benefit 
expenditures through either a straight percentage of income program or a percentage of bill 
program may vary based upon changes in consumption.   
 
In addition to this budgeting advantage, the fixed credit approach makes the billing less 
complicated as well.  Using the same process that currently exists to establish a levelized budget-
billing plan, fixed credits can be subtracted from a customer's levelized annual bill. The monthly 
bill is then rendered based upon this one-time annual adjustment.  The utility does not need to 
make monthly billing adjustments as is the case with either the straight percentage of income, or 
with the percentage of bill, approach.  
 
Fixed Credit Summary 
 
In sum, the following critical components of the proposed rate affordability component of a rate 
assistance program are proposed above: 
 


 Eligibility is set at 1.85% of the Federal Poverty Level; 
 
 Enrollment should be, to the maximum extent feasible, implemented through an 


automated data exchange with social assistance agencies; 
 
 Rate assistance benefits are to be delivered through a fixed credit approach; 
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 The level of “affordability” should be set at 6% of household income.  This 


affordability factor should be split evenly between baseload electric usage (3%) and 
space heating (3%). An all-electric household should pay the full 6%.107 


 
A “Small Utility” Alternative Structure for a Rate assistance program. 
 
Not all electric and/or natural gas utilities have the financial wherewithal to adopt the fixed credit 
rate affordability described above.  For small utilities in particular,108 a rate assistance alternative 
is available.  The substantive benefits of a rate assistance program can be generated without 
incurring the administrative costs of implementing a fixed credit program.   
 
The alternative to a fixed credit program involves the adoption of a tiered discount program.  As 
with the fixed credit program, a tiered discount program is tied to an affordable energy burden.  
The tools this alternative uses to reach the affordability objectives, however, are somewhat 
blunter and less-well tailored to assure that all customers achieve affordability.  Instead of the 
targeted affordability benefits, a tiered discount program is aimed at ensuring affordability on 
average. 
 
The purpose of a rate assistance program is to promote the supply of affordable home energy 
service to low-income customers. As described above, energy burdens are the generally-accepted 
mechanism by which to measure “affordability.”  The fixed credit approach to distributing home 
energy affordability benefits, as described above, explicitly reduces low-income electric bills to a 
point where those bills present an affordable burden. The fixed credit is based on a household’s 
actual annual income and actual home energy bills (with some exceptions). The fixed credit 
defrays the cost of bills that exceed the affordable burden. 
 
In contrast to the fixed credit approach, a tiered discount approach can only approximate an 
affordable burden. A tiered discount approach to distributing benefits is designed to reduce a bill 
to an affordable percentage of income (with the percentage differing depending on whether the 
customer is a base load customer or a space heating customer) assuming that the household 
consumes at the average level of consumption. To the extent that a household consumes more or 
less than average, the household will bear a burden either higher or lower (respectively) than the 
affordable burden.   


                                                 
107 As discussed in more detail above, however, the affordable burden is a range and not a point. Total energy 
burdens of up to as high as 10% could be determined, by policy, to be within a range of reasonableness.   
108 The Belmont (MA) Electric Light Department, a municipal utility serving 10,000 residential customers, adopted 
a “small utility” rate affordability alternative effective January 2006. One alternative to defining “small utility” by 
policy is to establish the “small utility” alternative and require a utility to petition regulators for the option of 
adopting the small utility alternative.   
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The Tiered Discount Calculation 
 
To calculate a tiered discount, all low-income customers are placed into buckets demarcated by 
annual income levels. Buckets used to develop a tiered discount can be disaggregated into as 
large (or small) of a range as desired. Using the mid-point of each income bucket, an affordable 
bill can be calculated by applying the energy burden determined to be “affordable.”109   
 
The difference between the average bill and the affordable bill is determined. For example, in 
Table 53 below, the amount by which the actual average bill exceeds the affordable bill for a 
household in the bucket with less than $10,000 of income (mid-point of $5,000) is $1,500 for 
electric heating customers ($1,800 - $300 = $1,500) and $560 for electric baseload customers 
($710 - $150 = $560).  
 
This difference is the benefit that a tiered discount is designed to deliver. So long as a customer 
has annual expenditures that are equal to the company’s residential average, application of a 
tiered discount will reduce that customer’s annual electric bill to the burden determined to be 
affordable. Converting the data above into discounts would result in the discounts illustrated in 
Table 53. 
 


Table 53. Affordable Bills by Electric Heating and Electric Baseload 
 Electric Heating  Electric Baseload 


Annual Income 
Average 


Bill 
Average 
Deficit 


Discount Average Bill 
Average  
Deficit 


Discount 


< $10,000 $1,800 $1,500 80% $710 $560 80% 


$10 - $19,999 $1,800 $900 50% $710 $260 37% 


$20 - $29,999 $1,800 $300 15% $710 $0 15% 


$30 - $39,999 $1,800 $0 CCW $710 $0 CCW 


$40 - $49,999 $1,800 $0 CCW $710 $0 CCW 


$50 - $59,999 $1,800 $0 CCW $710 $0 CCW 


$60,000 or more $1,800 $0 CCW $710 $0 CCW 


 
CCW = 100% Customer charge waiver.  The percentage discounts are otherwise applied to the customer charge.   


 
Table 53 demonstrates that a six percent (6%) energy burden is achieved for a household with an 
annual income at the mid-point between $10,000 and $19,999 ($15,000) by providing a 50% 
discount to an $1,800 home energy bill.  An affordable burden (6%) is achieved for a household 
with an annual income at the mid-point between $20,000 and $29,999 ($25,000) by providing a 
discount of 15%.  


                                                 
109 A further refinement of the tiered discount approach is to base the discounts on a tiered energy burden.  This 
approach quite reasonably is based on the observation that 3% of income is “more important” to households in the 
lowest income tiers than it is to households in the higher income tiers.  This refinement, however, is set aside for 
now. 
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The discount is “tiered” because, as incomes decrease, it takes a deeper discount to deliver a 
benefit equal to the difference between an affordable bill and the average bill. The more levels of 
discount that exist (i.e., the more “tiers”), the more highly targeted the discount will be. State 
policymakers would need to determine, by policy, how many tiers they might wish, should they 
choose to adopt a tiered discount program.   
 
In all matters other than benefit level, a tiered discount affordable rate should deliver the same 
program components (e.g., arrearage management, crisis assistance, availability to energy 
efficiency) to all tiers.  
 
The Policy Choices between the Two Alternative Rate assistance programs. 
 
A decision on whether to implement a fixed credit program or implement a tiered discount 
alternative for Idaho presents two levels of issues.  The issues are of two kinds: 
 


 A policy issue, and 
 


 A program issue 
 
The Policy Issue   


 
The first issue is one of policy. On the one hand, the fixed credit program clearly better targets 
benefits to low-income customers.  A customer would consume at a utility’s average residential 
consumption only by happen chance.  Because discounts are based on average consumption, in 
nearly every case, low-income customers will receive either more benefits than are needed to 
reduce their expenditure to an affordable burden or fewer benefits than are needed.   


 
And this result does not even consider the fact that average consumption is combined with the 
use of the mid-point of the income range.  Even if a customer consumes exactly at a company’s 
average, unless that customer also has annual income exactly at the mid-point of the income 
bracket for which the discount is established, a tiered discount will give the customer either “too 
much” or “too little.” 


 
The response to this is that, setting aside whether the tiered discount is exactly correct in its 
reduction of energy burdens to an affordable level, in every case, the customer is better off than 
had the customer received no discount at all.  The adage that it is better to be approximately 
correct than precisely wrong informs this observation. Even if the lowest income customers do 
not have their electric burdens reduced to exactly six percent (6%), paying eight percent (8%) 
with the discount leaves the customer better off than paying 40% without the discount.  


 
The fixed credit, on the other hand, precisely targets benefits.  The issue of whether some 
customers receive “too much” and others receive “too little” does not arise.  This precision in 
targeting, however, comes with a cost. Some utilities argue that the cost of setting-up and 
administering a fixed credit program is higher than the cost of setting-up and administering a 
tiered discount program. The significance of the higher set-up and administrative costs is that 
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every dollar that goes for set-up and administration is a dollar that is not going to pay energy 
assistance benefits.  


 
The Program Issue 
 
The program issue is raised by the fact that a fixed credit is “fixed.” Once determined at the 
beginning of the program year, the risk that bills will change (based either on weather or on 
price) lies with the customer.  If the customer has a lower bill, he or she pockets the difference. If 
the customer has a higher bill, he or she bears the burden of the increase. 


 
In addition to creating a conservation incentive, this approach provides operational benefits.  The 
maximum program expenditure for each customer is established at the time the customer enters 
the program.  Changes in weather or price will not drive program costs up. In contrast, with a 
tiered discount, program costs will fluctuate based on both weather and price.  If there is a very 
cold winter (or a very hot summer), with correspondingly higher bills, the program must bear the 
cost of the higher discounts that will be provided.  
 
Tiered Discount Summary  


 
Outside of these two major issues, the fixed credit and tiered discount programs should operate 
in much the same fashion.  No inherent differences exist.  The tiered discount and the fixed 
credit are simply alternative ways of delivering benefits. The programs remain basically 
constant. The fixed credit program assures that all rate affordability assistance is precisely 
targeted; this assurance comes with a somewhat more involved administrative structure. The 
tiered discount program has a somewhat less involved administrative structure; this simplicity 
comes with an inherent level of mis-targeting, with some customers receiving “too little” and 
other customers receiving “too much.”   
 
THE ARREARAGE MANAGEMENT COMPONENT. 
 
The second critical component to a low-income affordability program involves arrearage 
management.  An arrearage management program component is designed to reduce pre-program 
arrears to a manageable level over an extended period of time. Through an arrearage 
management program, a customer earns credits toward his or her preprogram arrears over a 
period of time, so long as the customer remains current on the affordable rate.  By the end of the 
time period, the household’s preprogram arrears will be reduced to $0. 
 
The Need for an Arrearage Management Program Component 
 
An arrearage management program component is necessary to help get low-income customers 
"even" so they have a chance at future success in making payments.  It makes no difference to 
have current bills be affordable if the total bill is unaffordable due to payment obligations 
required to retire past due bills incurred before the program began (known as preprogram 
arrears).   
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The 2006 evaluation of the New Jersey Universal Service Fund (USF) left little question but that 
that program’s arrearage management provisions (called the “Fresh Start program”) were 
necessary to help participants in the New Jersey affordability program (called the Universal 
Service Fund, or “USF”) to successfully comply with the payment terms of USF bills.110 In the 
absence of Fresh Start, USF program participants would be responsible for complete payment of 
their pre-program arrears.  These arrearage payments would be above and beyond the percentage 
of income burdens found to be affordable.   
 
The New Jersey evaluation expressly found that increasing the percentage of income burdens 
charged to USF participants had an adverse impact on the ability of USF participants to maintain 
payment compliance under the program. As the evaluation noted, “more than 80% of households 
with a [net energy burden] below 3 percent covered 100 percent or more of their annual bill. Less 
than 60 percent of households with a [net energy burden] at or above 8 percent covered 100 
percent of their annual bill.” Indeed, while 25.6% of the participants with net energy burdens 
exceeding 8% of income paid between 50% and 90% of their bill, only 6.0% of households with 
energy burdens of between 2% and 3% had coverage rates that low. 
 


Table 54. Distribution of Effective Bill Payment Coverage Rate  
by Net Energy Burden: New Jersey Universal Service Fund (USF) 


Net Energy Burden 
Bill Payment Coverage Rate 


<50% 50% - <90% 90% - <100% 100% or more 


Less than 2% 0.0% 2.7% 5.3% 92.0% 


2% - 3% 0.0% 6.0% 11.5% 82.5% 


3% - 4% 0.0% 10.0% 13.2% 76.9% 


4% - 6% 0.0% 11.6% 16.6% 71.6% 


6% - 8% 0.4% 16.6% 17.4% 65.5% 


Over 8% 1.0% 25.6% 16.1% 57.4% 


 
The New Jersey evaluation reported the same types of results for gas/electric combination USF 
participants.  While nearly 80% of participants with burdens of less than 4% paid 100% or more 
of their bills, only 43% of participants with burdens exceeding 12% did.  While 31.1% of USF 
participants with burdens exceeding 12% paid between 50% and 90% of their bills, only 9.0% of 
participants with burdens less than 4% had bill coverage rates that low.  The New Jersey USF 
evaluation documents quite clearly the need for an arrearage management program component in 
a low-income affordability program.  Making payments toward pre-existing arrears increases 
payments as a percentage of income.  As percentage of income payment responsibilities increase, 
payment compliance decreases.   
 


                                                 
110 Apprise, Inc. (2006). Impact Evaluation and Concurrent Process Evaluation of the New Jersey Universal Service 
Fund, prepared for the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, Apprise, Inc.: Princeton (NJ). 
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The Operation of an Arrearage Management Program Component 
 
While some utilities simply forgive all arrears brought into a low-income program at the time the 
program begins, most utilities provide arrearage management over an extended period of time.  
In the latter situations, the time period over which to provide preprogram arrears credits needs to 
stay within the reasonable planning horizon of the customer.111 The program design 
recommended for Idaho involves an arrearage management period of three years.  Arrearage 
credits are earned on a monthly basis.112 
 
No Prerequisite for Arrearage Credits 
 
No prerequisite is proposed for the offer of arrearage management credits.  While at first blush, it 
may seem desirable to make the grant of credits toward preprogram arrears contingent upon full 
and timely payment of current bills, there are both policy and operational reasons not to do this. 
 
First, there are the operational issues.  To implement such a contingent credit, the local utility 
would need to develop an information system process that determines, on a monthly basis, not 
only whether the full bill has been paid, but whether it has been paid on a timely basis.  
Depending on the answer to those inquiries, different bills will be generated by the utility (either 
one reflecting an arrears credit or one not reflecting such a credit).  Layering a process for 
“curing” missed payments adds further administrative complexity.113   


 
Second, from a policy perspective, program administrators have learned that creating layer upon 
layer of “incentives” for payments clouds the fundamental underlying proposition of the rate 
assistance program. That proposition posits that, in recognition of the underlying unaffordable 
burden posed by utility bills at fully-embedded rates, the low-income customer is allowed to take 
service under the low-income program.  Given that response to unaffordability, customers then 
have the responsibility to make full and timely payment of their bills irrespective of any further 
“incentive.”  
 
Accordingly, nonpayment for service provided under the affordable low-income rate will be met 
by placing the customer into the same collection process as that which would be faced by any 
other customer. Nonpayment does not result in suspension from the program. Instead, while the 
customer would continue to take service under the low-income rate, nonpayment under the low-
income rate will place the program participant in the collection process.   
 


                                                 
111 To suggest, for example, that arrears will be reduced to $0 over a period of four or more years is outside the 
horizon within which low-income households do their planning. 
112 While arrearage credits are to be earned on a monthly basis, they can be credited to the account (or “posted” to 
the account) on a quarterly or semi-annual basis. The point at which earned preprogram arrears credits are actually 
credited is often a matter of billing system programming rather than a program policy question. 
113 A reasonable “middle ground” involves granting an arrearage credit upon full payment of a bill, whenever that 
payment occurs.  So, if a customer misses her February payment, but brings her payments current in March, that 
customer would receive the arrearage credit for both February and March. 
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Monthly Copayments toward Arrears 
 
The program proposal recommended for Idaho involves low-income customers making a 
monthly co-payment toward preprogram arrears. In this fashion, customers with minimum levels 
of payment troubles will not receive credits toward their arrears.  In addition, in this fashion, 
low-income customers will bear some responsibility for their preprogram debt.114  
 
The requirement of a customer copayment toward a preprogram arrears, however, should not 
interfere with the underlying affordability goals of the affordable rate.  Accordingly, this proposal 
recommends setting the customer copayment level equal to $5 per month. Over the three-year 
arrearage management period, low-income customers will pay $180 toward their pre-existing 
arrearages ($5/month x 12 months/year x 3 years = $180).  Only if customers have a pre-existing 
arrearage greater than $180 will the arrearage management component of the program create a 
program cost. 
 
Arrearage Management Summary 
 
In sum, the following critical elements of the proposed arrearage management component of a 
low-income affordability program are proposed above: 
 


 Arrears are to be retired over a three-year period; 
 
 Customers are to make copayments toward their arrears; 


 
 Copayments are to be set equal to $5 per month ($60 per year); 


 
 No pre-condition is established for the grant of arrearage management credits; and 


 
 The appropriate response to nonpayment is to place the program participant in the 


same collection process as any other residential customer.   
 
THE CRISIS INTERVENTION COMPONENT. 
 
The third critical component of a low-income affordability program involves crisis intervention. 
The need for a crisis intervention program arises from three different attributes of low-income 
households.   
 


 First, one attribute of low-income households is their lack of cash assets to allow 
them to weather the storm of unexpected expenses or unexpected loss of income.  
Low-income households do not have the ability to withstand a significant expense 
associated with a family emergency, or the loss of income associated with such an 
emergency.  Given such exigencies, there is a likelihood that some proportion of 


                                                 
114 However, some utilities have decided that the cost of developing a billing capacity for the customer copayment is 
not merited by the amount of revenue produced by the copayment process. These utilities provide credits toward 
100% of the preprogram arrears. 
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customers taking service under the low-income program will have occasional 
exigencies that can be met through a crisis intervention program.   


 
 Second, one attribute of a low-income household is that low wage workers tend to be 


hourly wage workers. The overwhelming majority of these workers lack paid leave.  
The need for either medical leave or family care leave, in other words, leads directly 
to lost income when paid leave is not provided. The lack of paid leave time may 
directly affect the ability of a working poor customer to maintain payments on their 
monthly utility bill.  A person working 35 hours a week on hourly wages may lose 
three days of work simply due to a sick child missing school and requiring care.  If no 
paid leave time exists for that employee, the sick child translates into permanently 
lost wages.  


 
 Third, low wage workers tend to have lower quality jobs, often marked by 


considerable income fluctuations due to the number of hours they are called upon to 
work.  The number of lost hours, and thus the amount of lost wages, is referred to as 
involuntary part-time employment. This fact of unstable income presents no 
commentary on the working poor individuals themselves.  Rather it reflects the nature 
of work in which the working poor find themselves. 


 
Given these attributes of the target population, the crisis component of the low-income program 
represents a budget from which to provide crisis intervention assistance on an as-needed basis.   
 
Income Eligibility for Crisis Assistance 
 
Crisis intervention assistance should not be based on income eligibility such as that established 
for the rate assistance. Crisis intervention is frequently triggered by unusual expenses rather than 
by persistently low-income.  A senior citizen facing medical expenses, as well as a working poor 
household facing substantial automobile repair expenses, may be marginally capable of paying 
their monthly bills but for their unusual expenses.  The agency or community-based organization 
administering crisis interventions should be provided the flexibility to distribute crisis 
intervention funding on an as-needed basis rather than be bound by income limitations.   
 
Given this, assistance provided through the crisis intervention component should be on a limited-
time basis.  The crisis intervention is intended to help meet financial exigencies rather than to 
provide monthly rate affordability assistance to customers.  
 
Crisis Assistance Summary 
 
In sum, the following critical elements of the crisis intervention component of a low-income 
program are proposed above: 
 


 The crisis intervention component should not be based on income-eligibility; 
 


 The crisis intervention component should provide administering agencies with the 
flexibility to distribute assistance on an as-needed emergency basis;   
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 The crisis intervention component should be on a limited-time basis; and 
 
 The crisis funding should be distributed through existing crisis intervention programs.   


 
THE COLORADO MODEL FOR AN ENERGY AFFORDABILITY PROGRAM 
 
A low-income rate affordability program can be adopted pursuant to statute.  The statutory basis 
for a low-income program can be of two types.  A statute can authorize a low-income program or 
a statute can mandate a low-income program.   
 
The most recent low-income program to be adopted is the program authorized by Colorado 
statute and subsequently mandated by the Colorado Public Utility Commission.  Under Senate 
Bill 22 (2007), the Colorado legislature provided that: 
 


Notwithstanding any provision of articles 1 to 7 of this title to the contrary, the 
Commission may approve any rate, charge, service, classification, or facility of a 
gas or electric utility that makes or grants a reasonable preference or advantage to 
low-income customers, and the implementation of such commission-approved 
rate, charge, service, classification, or facility by a public utility shall not be 
deemed to subject any person or corporation to any prejudice, disadvantage, or 
undue discrimination.115  


 
The statute defined a “low-income” customer as being a household with income at or below 
185% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The regulations ultimately adopted by the Colorado PUC 
pursuant to this legislation are set forth in Appendix A to this report.116 
  
The Colorado Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) adopted a “safe harbor” approach to 
providing low-income affordability assistance.  All low-income affordability programs adopted 
by Colorado electric and natural gas utilities must have certain specified program components: 
 
 An integration with exiting energy efficiency or utility “demand side management” 


programs, or, in the alternative, an integration with existing weatherization programs 
offered by the state;  
 


 An integration with the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
(LIHEAP); and  
 


 An offer of arrearage forgiveness sufficient to reduce pre-existing arrears to $0 within 
twenty-four (24) months).   
 


                                                 
115 Codified as C.R.S. 40-3-106(d) (2010). 
116 These regulations are effective December 15, 2011.  
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In addition, each program is to be supported by a “needs assessment identifying an estimate of 
the total number of low-income participants; the number of identified low-income participant 
accounts; and the projected program enrollment.” 
 
The “safe harbor” provision of the Colorado PUC’s regulations provides that it represents “an 
option that each utility may propose as a low-income energy assistance program.”  A program 
reflecting the safe harbor provisions “may be adopted by a utility in satisfaction of the 
requirements of this rule. . .”  If the Commission verifies that a program is in compliance with 
the safe harbor design, “the Commission will deem the filing in compliance and approve the safe 
harbor program without setting it for evidentiary hearing or otherwise subjecting the tariff filing 
to any further adjudicatory process.”   
 
The safe harbor program would be limited to a utility’s LEAP participants.  Under the program 
“participant payments for electric bills rendered to safe harbor participants shall not exceed a 
percentage of the participant’s annual income.”117  The Colorado PUC adopted a tiered 
percentage of income program: 
 
 For electric accounts for which electricity is the primary heating fuel, households with 


income at or below 75% of Poverty Level would pay four percent (4%) of income; 
households with income exceeding 75% but at or below 125% of Poverty would pay five 
percent (5%); and households with income exceeding 125% but at or below 185% of 
Poverty would pay six percent (6%). 


 
 For electric accounts for which electricity is not the primary heating fuel, as well as for 


natural gas service, households with income at or below 75% of Poverty Level would pay 
four percent (4%) of income; households with income exceeding 75% but at or below 
125% of Poverty would pay five percent (5%); and households with income exceeding 
125% but at or below 185% of Poverty would pay six percent (6%). 


 
 Despite the percentage of income requirements, a utility may establish a minimum 


payment of no more than $20 per month for electric heating accounts and no more than 
$10 a month for electric non-heating (and natural gas) accounts. 
 


The Colorado regulations provide that “a utility shall, unless infeasible, deliver safe harbor 
benefits as a percentage of income-based fixed credit on a participant’s bill.”  In those situations 
where the utility finds a fixed credit to be “infeasible,” “a participant’s annual payment each year 
shall be calculated as a percentage of household income and converted to a percentage of the 
participant’s full annual bill.  A participant will pay that percentage of the total bill irrespective 
of the level of the full annual bill.” Again, with an “infeasibility” exemption, the Colorado 
regulations finally provide that a utility shall enroll a program participant in its “levelized budget 
billing program as a condition of participation in safe harbor.”   
 
The Colorado affordability program dictates an “arrearage credit” program component.  
Arrearage credits are to be sufficient to reduce pre-existing arrears to $0 over a 24-month period.  


                                                 
117 An equivalent natural gas program was adopted as well.   
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Utilities are allowed, but not required, to condition the grant of arrearage credits on “the receipt 
of regular payments toward safe harbor bills for current usage.”  Moreover, utilities are allowed, 
but not required, to condition arrearage credits on “the payment of a participant copayment 
toward the arrearages so long as the participant copayment does not exceed one percent of gross 
household income.”  Under the Colorado program, an income-eligible household may receive 
arrearage credits whether or not the household also qualifies for safe harbor fixed credit benefits 
(e.g., if the bill as a percentage of income is less than the percentage of income levels).   
 
The safe harbor program has the same income eligibility as the affordability program as a whole.  
The safe harbor program, too, is to be targeted to payment-troubled customers.  While program 
eligibility is to extend to all income-eligible customers, the program outreach is directed 
specifically (“targeted”) toward income-eligible customers who historically have had difficulty 
in paying their bills.   
 
Aside from the “safe harbor” provisions of the low-income affordability program, the Colorado 
PUC adopted specific regulations regarding cost-recovery.  Cost recovery is allowed for program 
credits or discounts; for program credits applied against pre-existing arrearages; for 
administrative costs. And for “other reasonable costs that the utility is able to demonstrate are 
attributable to the program.   
 
The Colorado PUC, however, explicitly acknowledges the existing of expense reductions 
attributable to the program” that reduce the net cost of the program to non-participating 
ratepayers.  The Colorado PUC provides:  
 


The utility shall apply, as an offset to cost recovery, all program expense 
reductions attributable to the program.  Program expense reductions include 
decreases in utility operating costs; decreases in the return requirement on cash 
working capital for carrying arrearages; decreases in the cost of credit and 
collection activities for dealing with low-income participants; and decreases in 
uncollectable account costs for these participants. 


 
Overall, the Colorado low-income affordability program statute applies to “electric [natural gas] 
utilities with Colorado retail customers. . .” The Colorado low-income affordability regulations 
of the Colorado PUC apply to “investor-owned electric [natural gas] utilities subject to rate 
regulation” by the Colorado PUC.   
 
THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE PROPOSED LOW-INCOME AFFORDABILITY PROGRAM 
 
The estimated annual cost of the proposed Idaho rate assistance program is $58.5 million.  The 
program cost is divided into three sections: (1) rate discount; (2) arrearage management; and (3) 
crisis intervention.   The rate discount and arrearage management costs are considered together.   
 
The Cost of the Rate Discount 
 
The total cost of the rate discount program is estimated to be $55.7 million.  This cost is based on 
a 40% participation rate and average 2010 residential bills. The program cost is based on an 8% 
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affordable energy burden for electric heating customers and a 4% affordable energy burden for 
natural gas heating and electric baseload customers.   
 
The cost of the rate discount includes an arrearage management program.  This cost is based on 
the following observations about low-income participation in affordability programs:  
 


 35% of eligible customers will participate in the program;118  
 
 40% of program participants will enter the program with pre-existing arrears;  


 
The Cost of the Crisis Intervention  
 
The cost of the crisis intervention program should be set equal to a reasonable percentage of the 
sum of the rate discount and arrearage management.  A crisis intervention program funded at 5% 
of the costs of these two program components is not unreasonable.  The annual cost of the crisis 
intervention would thus be $2.8 million. 
 
Total Program Costs 
 
The total cost of the proposed low-income affordability program is $15.50 million.  The 
derivation of this total cost is set forth in Table 55. 
 


Table 55. Total Costs of Proposed Idaho Low-Income Affordability Program 
(million $s) 


Rate discount (plus arrearage management) $55.7 


Crisis intervention $2.8 


Total $58.50 


 
Cost Recovery for Non-Efficiency Program Components 
 
This proposal recommends the recovery of costs through a fixed meters charge. The use of a meters 
charge minimizes differences in intra-class burdens that might arise if cost recovery is undertaken 
on a volumetric basis. A meters charge cost recovery structure imposes a fixed charge on 
customers varying by customer class.  The fee within any given class, however, does not vary 
between customers.  A residential customer using 600 kWh each month pays the same fee that a 
residential customer using 1,500 kWh pays.  
 


                                                 
118 In program year 2010, the Idaho LIHEAP program had roughly 55,000 participants out of a total eligible 
population of 188,800 (29%).  This program participation rate has been slightly increased to introduce a 
conservativeness to the cost estimate.   
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A meters charge is structured to obtain a payment from each customer class, while at the same 
time protecting high use customers within any given class from bearing a disproportionate 
burden of the program costs.119 
 


Table 56. Distribution of Low-Income Affordability Program Costs  
through Meters Charge (Idaho) 


Electric customers /a/ 
Number of  
Customers 


Months 
In Year 


Monthly 
Meters Charge 


Annual 
Meters Charge 


Total 
Revenue 


Residential 552,798 12 $1.00 $12.00 6,633,576 


Commercial  85,699 12 $10.00 $120.00 $10,283,880 


Industrial 23,238 12 $150 $1,800 $41,828,856 


Total revenue     $58,745,856 


Total program cost      $58,468,329 


NOTES: 
 
/a/ On a post-LIHEAP basis, an Idaho rate assistance program for natural gas customers would impose no cost on residential 
customers.   


 
WHY ALL CUSTOMER CLASSES SHOULD CONTRIBUTE TO PROGRAM COSTS 
 
Should Idaho adopt a program to redress the unaffordability of home energy, the question of which 
other customers may legitimately be called upon to pay for such programs presents itself.  The 
analysis below concludes that all customer classes should bear some responsibility for a share of 
any charge that is imposed in support of affordability programs.  
 
 
The reasoning of the Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) of the Pennsylvania PUC, in 
recommending cost recovery from all classes for the BCS’s proposed low-income affordability 
program, is instructive on the question of who should pay.  When BCS submitted its report on 
the PUC’s investigation into the control of uncollectible balances, it found that “the problem of 
the inability of some low income customers to pay their entire home energy bills is caused 
primarily by societal economic conditions that are unrelated to any one rate class.” (emphasis 
added).120  BCS continued to find: 
 


The Bureau does not find any logic to the argument that because the larger 
societal economic conditions are negatively affecting the ability of some low 
income residential customers to pay their bills, that the problem is somehow 
caused by the residential class and should therefore be paid for by that class.  If 
the Commission, as a regulatory authority, decides that it is in the public interest 
to provide home energy services for necessities of life to disadvantaged ratepayers 


                                                 
119 In fact, however, the rate increases will be much lower.  This calculation of a percentage increase does not 
account for any decreases in normal operating costs caused by the low-income rate. 
120 Bureau of Consumer Services, Final Report on the Investigation of Uncollectible Balances, at 157, Docket I-
900002 (February 1992).   
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without full payment, then the costs should be borne by all ratepayers who benefit 
from the companies operating as public utilities.121 


 
Aside from this BCS analysis, the discussion below separately considers three rationales for 
spreading the costs of affordability programs over all customer classes: 
 


 The need for all customer classes to pay the public compensation provided by utilities 
for the grant of certain public perquisites. 


 The need for all customer classes to pay for “public goods” from which they derive 
benefits. 


 The need for all customer classes to contribute to the resolution of inability-to-pay 
problems to which they, themselves, contribute. 


Each rationale will be examined in more detail below. 
 
Payment for Public Perquisites 
 
The offer of programs in support of universal service for all customers is an explicit quid pro quo 
that was exacted in exchange for substantial --and continuing-- public perquisites provided to the 
public utility industry.  So long as all customer classes enjoy the fruits of that exchange, they should 
also contribute to paying for the obligations that were bargained for as part of the exchange. 
 
Public utilities have been granted two sets of public perquisites in their capacity as public utilities: 
(1) the right to exercise eminent domain;122 and (2) the right to use the public's streets, alleys and 
public ways as transportation corridors.123 In accepting these public perquisites, public utilities have 
dedicated the property supported by these perquisites to a public use.  The "bargain" that has been 
made in consideration of these two public perquisites is both explicit and continuing.   
 
In accepting and exercising the power of eminent domain, and the right to use public streets and 
ways, an explicit exchange has occurred. The utilities have received the two perquisites and, as 
compensation for those benefits, have agreed to “pay” the local governments providing the 
perquisites through the support of universal service. As the Practicing Law Institute, a national 
organization charged with documenting the law in various subject areas, has articulated for cable 
television: 
 


                                                 
121 Bureau of Consumer Services, at 157 - 158. 
122 See generally, "Progress of Regulation, Trends and Topics, Electric Utilities and Eminent Domain Laws," 106 
Pub. Util. Fort. 49-51 (July 28, 1980).  
123 McQuillan, The Law of Municipal Corporations, section 34.01 (3d ed. 1986). ("One thing should be kept 
constantly in mind, and that is that the rules of law governing franchises to use the streets do not depend, except to a 
very limited extent, on whether the grantee of the franchise is a gas company, or a water company, or an electric 
light company, or a telegraph or telephone company, or a street railway company, or any other public service 
company.") 
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 Local governments are realizing the unique value of public rights-of-way for which 
they act as trustee.  Public rights-of-way are acquired and paid for through 
government action, usually the exercise of a jurisdiction's eminent domain powers.  
Thus, the public rights of way are the most valuable property rights in the hands of 
government. . .Local governments must receive fair compensation for granting use 
of the rights-of-way.  Otherwise, government is merely subsidizing the businesses of 
private rights-of-way users. . .Traditional users of the public rights-of-way were 
deemed to provide public compensation in the form of universal service and 
regulated rates. . .With traditional users of public rights-of-way, compensation for 
use of the public rights-of-way was passed onto the end consumer through rate 
regulation and other public benefits like universal service, rather than being paid 
directly to the governments, the actual owner of the public rights-of-way.124 


 
The principle has been recognized in the electric industry as well.   
 


Others argue that the obligation to provide for universal service is not one imposed 
upon the industry, but rather an obligation that the utility industry accepted as part of 
its franchise agreement.  This obligation is one that serves as the industry's 
“payment” for the grant of substantial public benefits provided to it.  So long as the 
utilities enjoy the fruits of that exchange, they must abide by the obligations that 
were bargained for as part of that exchange.125 


 
In sum, the support of public purpose programs in furtherance of home energy affordability (and, by 
extension, universal service) is a type of public compensation for two different public perquisites 
granted to public utilities: (1) the grant of the right to exercise the power of eminent domain (which 
power is otherwise reserved exclusively to government); and (2) the grant of the right to use public 
streets, alleys and public ways.  
 
This principle then supports the conclusion that all customer classes should help fund public 
purpose programs. The public perquisites that have been provided to the utility have not simply a 
discernible value to the utility, but they have a substantial value.126  That value inures to the benefit 
of all ratepayers.  If a utility could not use eminent domain, in other words, or if it could not use the 
streets and public ways as transportation corridors for its lines or pipelines, the increased costs that 
would arise as a result would be borne by all ratepayers.  By having the utility receive the public 
perquisites, therefore, all customers of the utility gain substantial financial benefits. 
 


                                                 
124 Miller and Nven (1996). "What is the Emerging Role of Local Governments in This New World of 
Telecommunications," in Cable Television Law 1996: Competition in Video and Telephony, at 12 - 13 (1996: 
Practicing Law Institute). 
125 Fox-Penner (1997). Electric Utility Restructuring: A Guide to the Competitive Era, at 329, Public Utility Reports: 
Arlington (VA). 
126 Indeed, the right to eminent domain is not only valuable, but is essential to public utilities. ". . .the specific right 
of the power of eminent domain has been given to most utilities.  This right enables them to condemn private 
property and, with the payment of just compensation, to take it for `public use' when necessary to the proper conduct 
of their business.  This right is essential to resolve the complex property acquisitions required for powerline and 
pipeline right of way."  Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies, Utility Obligations in Competitive Markets, at 10, 
Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies: Queenstown, MD. 
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Having received the financial benefits of the bargain, all customers of the utility should thus pay 
some part of the financial compensation to the public for having provided those benefits. There has 
been an exchange of consideration. With all end users having pocketed their share of the benefits of 
the bargain, all end users should then also be required to pay their fair share of the responsibility 
part of the bargain.  To allow otherwise would be to grant the benefit while forgiving the costs. 
 
Payment for Public Goods 
 
One well-accepted tenet of utility ratemaking is that certain expenses incurred by a public utility are 
for “public goods.” Due to the nature of public goods, all customers receive benefits from public 
goods and, accordingly, the costs of such goods are spread over all customer classes.  Each end user 
makes a financial contribution to the utility’s delivery of public goods.   
 
The “public goods” doctrine is applied in a variety of settings as a justification to spread designated 
utility costs over all customer classes.  Fire hydrants and street lights, for example, have been found 
to be public goods.  Subway service has been found to be a public good. The basic 
telecommunications network has been found to be a “public good” as a justification for spreading 
network costs over all customer classes.. 
 
In economic theory, public goods are those products and services that are valuable to society but 
which are undersupplied when society relies on private markets to provide them. Even though 
deemed to be needed, public goods will not be made sufficiently available through private 
markets. Classic examples of public goods include street lights, city roads, and police protection.   
 
The undersupply of public goods occurs because individuals cannot be prevented from using 
these items whether or not they pay for them.  Furthermore, the use of such goods by one person 
does not diminish the ability of others to use that product.  Under such circumstances, everyone 
has a powerful incentive to be a free-rider—to consume but not to pay—and there can be little 
effective opposition to their doing so.127 One commentator defined a “public good” as: 
 


one which is available for consumption to anyone regardless of whether or not 
one is able to pay for it.  Once it is produced, it is not subject to the exclusion 
property.128  Moreover, the additional cost of providing another unit is at least 
negligible129 


 
A product can represent a “public good” even though the direct service is provided to an 
individual.  For example, businesses do not go to school, individuals do. Businesses do not go to 
doctors, individuals do.  Businesses do not place their children in day care, individuals do.  
Despite this, in each of these instances, the direct benefits to business from the affordable 
provision of these “public goods” have been documented. Affordable health care and child care 
are all akin to affordable home energy in their nature as public goods which provide direct and 


                                                 
127 Mandle and Mandle (Sept./Oct. 1999). “Elections as a Public Good,” 42 Challenge 50.  
128 The “exclusion property” refers to the ability to withhold goods or services from those who are unwilling or 
unable to pay for them.” 
129 Karsten (April 1995), “Health Care: Private Good vs. Public Good,” 54 The American Journal of Economics and 
Sociology, 129. 
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substantial benefits to business as well as individuals.  Accordingly, business, as well as 
individuals, should be responsible for helping to pay for these public goods.   
 
Affordable health care –to be distinguished from health insurance—is considered to be a public 
good under these definitions.  The reasoning cites the widespread public benefits that will arise 
from a healthy workforce. Health care is an important analogy to affordable energy because of 
the direct benefits it has been found to provide to business. It is recognized that, while it is 
obviously individuals who see doctors, affordable health care does not simply inure to the benefit 
of the individuals receiving health care.  For example, business benefits as well. “The. . 
.improvement in the stock of human capital, similar to that derived from universal education, 
would increase the productivity and competitiveness of labor, resulting in an upward shift in 
society’s production function.”130 


 
Investment in child care has been found to yield direct benefits to business. On a macro basis, as 
the Committee for Economic Development has reported, “business and the economy as a whole 
gain a more productive work force when employees feel confident that their children are secure 
and learning.”131 This is not merely a statement of policy, it is a conclusion based on 
considerable empirical research: “Those companies that have taken steps to address the child 
care needs of their work force report that they have improved their ability to attract and retain 
high-quality personnel, thereby enhancing their current work force and their competitiveness.”132 


 
The corresponding problems arising from unaffordable home energy bills have been documented 
in detail above.  


 
 Unaffordable home energy bills lead to the frequent mobility of households. 


 Unaffordable home energy leads to more frequent childhood illnesses. 


 The inability to stay warm due to unaffordable home energy bills leads to increased 
illnesses, including pneumonia, influenza, and other infectious diseases. 


As can be seen, the same business benefits arising from affordable health care and child care arise 
from affordable home energy as well.  Increased productivity, decreased absenteeism, decreased 
staff turnover, decreased staff training, decreased costs of replacing employees, and decreased 
“disruption and inefficiency in the work environment.” 
 
The Committee for Economic Development stated with respect to business financial investment in 
universal education that:  
 


a firm and enduring commitment to excellence in education on the part of 
America’s business community is not merely a matter of philanthropy; it is 


                                                 
130 Karsten, supra. 
131 Research and Policy Committee (1993). Why Child Care Matters: Preparing Young Children for a More 
Productive America, A Statement by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic 
Development, at 1, Committee for Economic Development: New York. 
132 Why Child Care Matters, at 3. 
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enlightened self-interest.  As employers, taxpayers, and responsible community 
members, business can regard an investment in education as one that will yield a 
handsome return.133 


 
Precisely the same can be said about an investment in affordable home energy. It “is not merely a 
matter of philanthropy, it is enlightened self-interest.” In sum, affordable energy is a public good 
from which all customer classes derive benefits.  As a result, all customer classes should bear 
some part of the responsibility of paying for providing that public good.   
 
Contribution to Problem Being Solved 
 
The case for business participation in helping to pay the costs of universal service programs, as a 
public good, is strengthened even further when one recognizes the contribution which business 
makes to the creation of the “problem” being addressed.   
 
One of the major contributing factors to the inability of households to make their home energy bill 
payments is the lack of a livable wage paid to workers. This is not to say that businesses should pay 
for rate affordability programs on a direct cost causation basis.  It is to say, however, that if all 
workers were paid a livable wage with which to begin, the need for affordability programs funded 
through a system benefits charge would be mitigated, if not eliminated.  All sectors of society 
contribute to the need and, as a result, all customer classes should contribute to the solution.  
 
Recognizing the subsidies provided to employers paying a poverty wage has been a long-
established basis for supporting the federal minimum wage.  One analysis of “living wages” 
reported, for example, that: 
 


. . .employers who pay poverty wages are effectively being subsidized by taxpayers 
through government assistance programs (e.g., food stamps, Earned Income Tax 
Credit) which help many low-wage employees survive. . .[B]usinesses that pay 
poverty wages indirectly rely on government assistance programs to make up the 
difference between these wages and what it costs their employees to live.  Without 
the intervention of government and private charities, paying poverty wages wouldn’t 
be a sustainable business practice.134 


 
The same analysis applies to public utilities. In the absence of cost sharing across all customer 
classes, what is occurring is that the employers who pay less than a livable wage, in effect, transfer 
the employee/employment costs of running their business to other ratepayers (in the form of unpaid 
bills, collection costs, and the like). The transfer is made more likely for public utilities (than for 
other businesses) because of the essential nature of utility service and the regulated nature of public 
utilities which places restrictions on the termination of service due to nonpayment. Requiring all 


                                                 
133 Research and Policy Committee (1985). Investing in our Children: Business and the Public Schools, A Statement 
by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic Development, at 5, Committee for Economic 
Development: New York. 
134 Kraut, Klinger and Collins (2000). Choosing the High Road: Businesses that Pay a Living Wage and Prosper, at 
14, 16, Responsible Wealth: Boston (MA). 
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customer classes to help pay for the programs which respond to the inability-to-pay simply 
recognizes the role which all customers play in creating the problem. 
 
This notion that employers paying less than a livable wage are being paid a direct “wage 
supplement” by the public through assistance programs is well-accepted.  One of the leading 
academic research institutions examining the use of public assistance to subsidize low wage 
employment is the Institute for Labor and Employment at the University of California.  The 
seminal study by this Institute found that:  


a growing segment of Californians work year-round but earn too little to provide 
for their families.  As a consequence, these families must often resort to publicly 
funded ‘safety net’ programs to supplement their earnings and meet basic needs.  
Increasingly, public assistance is become an ongoing wage supplement for low 
wage workers. . .135 


 
The study found that some employers “rely[…] on public assistance programs to meet some of 
their labor costs.” The California study found that the highest concentrations of workers needing 
a wage supplement through public assistance were employed in the retail industry. Moreover, 
“most of public assistance to working families went to families with full-time workers, dispelling 
the notion that part-time work largely accounts for the low earnings of poor working families.” 
 
The California study is far from the only study reaching these conclusions.  A study by the 
Center on Wisconsin Strategy concluded that “. . .increasing evidence suggests that our system is 
out of balance. Some employers may be increasingly taking advantage of Wisconsin’s strong 
safety net—using publicly-funded assistance programs as a private subsidy.”136  The Wisconsin 
study fund that “families with strong labor market connections account for 45 percent of the total 
families in these [public assistance] programs and 45 percent of the costs of these five 
programs.” The study found that health care, retail trade, and durable manufacturing “all stand 
out for the sheer numbers of workers who are enrolled in public support programs.” 
 
In addition, a study by the Center for Urban Economic Development, at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago, found that: 
 


It is vital for public benefits programs to provide assistance to Illinois’ neediest 
families. But when profitable industries fail to pay family-supporting wages, they 
push their costs onto the state and its taxpayers. These hidden public costs of low 
wage work are an implicit subsidy to these employers.137 


 
 The Illinois study found that families with at least one full-time worker account for 42% of all 


families enrolled in these programs, and approximately 38% of total benefits costs. 
                                                 
135 Zabin, et al (November 2004). The Hidden Public Costs of Low-Wage Jobs in California, at 3, University of 
California Institute for Labor and Employment, UC Berkeley. 
136 Dresser (December 2006). When Work Doesn’t Pay: The Hidden Cost of Low-Wage Work, at 4, Center for 
Wisconsin Strategy, Madison (WI). 
137 Nik and Doussard (September 2006). The Hidden Cost of Low-Wage Work in Illinois, at 23 – 24, Center for 
Urban Economic Development, University of Illinois at Chicago (Chicago, IL).  
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In sum, the reason some businesses can offer low wage employment to so many of their 
employees is because of the external programs such as the low-income rate affordability program 
that has been proposed in this paper and made available to help fill the wage gap. One analysis 
reports, for example, that businesses paying low wages: 
 


. . .are effectively being subsidized by taxpayers through government assistance 
programs (e.g., food stamps, Earned Income Tax Credit) which help many low-
wage employees survive. . .[B]usinesses that pay poverty wages indirectly rely 
on government assistance programs to make up the difference between these 
wages and what it costs their employees to live.138 


 
The same analysis applies to Idaho utilities. The businesses that pay low wages indirectly rely on 
the willingness of these utilities to make up the difference between low wages and what it costs the 
employees to live.  Requiring all customer classes to help pay for the rate affordability program 
which responds to the inability-to-pay resulting from the payment of low wages is simply one 
mechanism to have all customer classes that contribute to the need for the affordability program pay 
some part of the costs of that program.  
 
TEN IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 


1. In response to the affordability problems documented above, and the broad range of 
utility, social, and business competitiveness impacts arising because of these 
problems, this report outlines the essential components comprising an effective and 
efficient low-income affordability program for Idaho.  These components include: (1) 
a rate assistance component; (2) an arrearage management component; and (3) a crisis 
intervention component. 
 


2. The first critical component of a low-income program is a rate assistance program.  
Through the rate assistance program component, the price of home energy is set a 
percentage of income, a level that will generate an enhanced ability of low-income 
customers to make actual payments. The state should adopt a program for both 
electric and natural gas service. 


 
3. Using a percentage of income approach to targeting provides a more efficient use of 


scarce rate affordability resources.  This can be demonstrated by comparing a 
percentage discount to a percentage of income approach. While a percentage of 
income approach delivers those benefits, but only those benefits, needed to bring low-
income bills into an affordable range, a percentage discount does not. Using a 
percentage discount, the rate assistance program would pay some customers more 
than is necessary to bring bills into an affordable range while paying other customers 
less than is necessary to bring bills into an affordable range.   


 


                                                 
138  Kraut, Klinger and Collins (2000). Choosing the High Road: Businesses that Pay a Living Wage and Prosper, at 
14, 16, Responsible Wealth: Boston (MA). 
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4. Rate affordability in Idaho should be distributed on a fixed-credit basis.  In addition 
to various administrative benefits from the use of a fixed credit, the fixed credit also 
offers the advantage of providing a strong conservation incentive to the low-income 
customer.  


 
5. The second critical component to a low-income affordability program involves 


arrearage management.  An arrearage management program component is designed to 
reduce pre-program arrears to a manageable level over an extended period of time. 
Through an arrearage management program, a customer earns credits toward his or 
her preprogram arrears over a period of time, so long as the customer remains current 
on the affordable rate.  By the end of the time period, the household’s preprogram 
arrears will be reduced to $0. 


 
6. An arrearage management program component is necessary to help get low-income 


customers "even" so they have a chance at future success in making payments.  It 
makes no difference to have current bills be affordable if the total bill is unaffordable 
due to payment obligations required to retire past due bills incurred before the 
program began (known as preprogram arrears).   


 
7. The third critical component of a low-income affordability program involves crisis 


intervention. The need for a crisis intervention program arises from the inherent 
“fragility” of income for low-income households.   


 
8. The estimated annual cost of an Idaho rate affordability program is $58.5 million.  
 
9. The recovery of costs for this low-income affordability program should occur through a 


fixed meters charge.  A meters charge is structured to obtain a payment from each 
customer class, while at the same time protecting high use customers within any 
given class from bearing a disproportionate burden of the program costs. 


 
10. Since utility energy efficiency programs have been addressed in detail in separate 


proceedings before the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, energy efficiency is not 
considered in this report.  This exclusion should not be construed as an indication that 
efficiency investments are unimportant, but rather that they are beyond the purview of 
this analysis.   
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PART 6: 
ASSESSING THE “BUSINESS CASE” OF  


THE LOW-INCOME PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A business case can be made for the low-income program advanced in this paper.  Considering 
the “business case” is important for three reasons.   
 
 First, the business case is contrary to the conclusion that the affordability program should 


be pursued exclusively at public expense.  No reason exists for the public, through state 
legislative action, to be the exclusive funder of activities that will generate real and 
substantial financial benefits to the utility.   
 


 Second, the business case shows that stakeholders who might argue that utility rates are 
not an appropriate mechanism through which to pursue “social” policy miss the point of 
what a low-income program accomplishes.   
 


 Finally, the business case shows that the net costs to be paid by ratepayers are 
substantially less than the costs identified in the meters charge discussion.  While bills 
will increase due to the meters charge, they will decrease due to the offsetting business 
benefits. 


 
In this chapter, the discussion will consider the elements of a “business case” for a low-income 
affordability program such as has been proposed for Idaho.  The discussion will further review 
the regulatory basis for a low-income affordability program as has been adopted in other state 
jurisdictions. This business case is not presented in lieu of the social benefits discussed above.  It 
is presented to show that addressing the social problems can also be good business.   
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SUPPORT OF AFFORDABILITY ASSISTANCE BASED ON TRADITIONAL REGULATORY 


PRINCIPLES. 
 
A review of the basis for the adoption of two of the oldest low-income rate assistance programs 
in the United States reveals that such programs are not grounded simply on the social pressure to 
help those in need of rate assistance. Rather, low-income rate assistance programs are found to 
serve fundamental regulatory purposes quite apart from, and in addition to, their social functions.  
The regulatory foundation for these low-income programs is reviewed below. The programs that 
are reviewed below support the conclusion that such programs have sound regulatory 
foundations grounded in fundamental utility regulatory principles.   
 
Ohio’s Percentage of Income Plan (PIP) 
 
The State of Ohio initiated the first straight Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) in the 
United States.139 The Ohio PIPP was developed by the Public Utility Commission of Ohio 
(PUCO).  The PUCO created the Ohio PIPP in 1983 in response to an emergency arising from 
the inability of low-income Ohio residents to maintain their home energy service.140 The 
Commission found that the disconnection of utility service for nonpayment by those who were 
financially unable to pay constituted an “emergency” as described by Ohio statute.141 
 
The Ohio PIPP, as initially conceived by the PUCO, did not represent a discounted rate for low-
income customers.  Instead, the PIPP was designed to enable low-income customers to retain 
their utility service by entering into an agreement pursuant to which the customer would make a 
utility bill payment equal to a prescribed percentage of income.  Customers entering into such 
agreements, however, would not be relieved of paying bills in excess of the percentage of 
income.  Rather, customers would continue to be liable for those arrears. Those accrued arrears 
would be subject to repayment by the customers when such customers left the PIPP.   
 
In its 1983 decision, the PUCO found that there were both legal and “practical” reasons to adopt 
the proposed PIPP.  According to PUCO, no legal impediment existed to the adoption of PIPP:  
 


Contrary to the arguments of those who oppose the percentage of income payment 
plan, the plan adopted by the Commission. . .does not constitute income 
redistribution, and is reasonable and lawful.  This plan does not constitute income 
redistribution because those customers who qualify for the plan are still liable for 
any arrearages on their bills. There is no debt forgiveness.  The Commission is just 
foreclosing one method by which a utility may exercise its rights to collect for the 
debt.  The utility still has available to it all of its other remedies at law.  Because the 
customer is still liable for his/her arrearages, the Commission’s percentage of 
income payment plan does not constitute free service or a rebate as charged by 
opponents to the plan. . .Nor does the plan adopted by the Commission unlawfully 
discriminate.  All residential consumers similarly situated can take advantage of this 


                                                 
139 A “straight PIPP” is a rate that bases bills on a percentage of household income for income-qualified customers.  
It stands in contrast to a “fixed credit” program or a “tiered discount” program, both of which are income-based. 
140 Docket No. 83-303-GE-COI (November 23, 1983).   
141 O.R.C., § 4909.16 (2007). 
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plan.  The policy of this Commission to prevent those without the present ability to 
pay their utility bills from freezing is a valid state purpose and is the basis upon 
which the Commission has established this plan.  We believe it to be a rational 
basis.142   


 
The PUCO proceeding that gave rise to Ohio’s PIPP in 1983 considered a broad range of issues 
relating to payment plans, deposits, and voluntary fuel check-offs as a means to generate energy 
assistance funding. Early in the proceeding, the PUCO declared that an “emergency” existed 
because of the number of residential gas and/or electric customers who were unable to obtain 
service for the winter heating season because of the disconnection for nonpayment attributable to 
economic recession, increases in the cost of gas and electric service, and a decrease in the level 
of governmental assistance.  Based on that emergency, PUCO prohibited the disconnection of 
gas or electric service during the ensuing winter season, and ordered the reconnection of service 
by customers who paid either one-third of their outstanding balance or $200, whichever was less. 
Commonly referred to as the Winter Reconnect Order, that Order is still issued annually as an 
“emergency” measure, though the payment requirement has been changed to $175 with 
customers using the rule required to enroll in a payment plan; PIPP is one of the optional 
payment plans.143    
 
Consideration of the PIPP arose out of utility objections to the Commission’s “failure to take into 
consideration a customer’s ability-to-pay before imposing the moratorium. . .” At least in partial 
response to that objection, the PUCO docketed an investigation into “long-term solutions to the 
problems arising from the winter emergency situations.”   
 
The Commission rejected arguments by Ohio’s utilities that proposals such as the PIPP were not 
"long-term solutions” to winter inability-to-pay problems. PUCO noted that “the utility position 
in this proceeding is that the only long-term solution to the problem is economic assistance and 
that all other proposals, falling short of being long-term solutions, are outside of the scope of this 
proceeding.”    
 
In dismissing that argument, the Commission agreed that “the legislature needs to adequately 
fund energy assistance and weatherization and conservation programs for low income 
consumers.  That does not mean that such aid is the only ingredient of a comprehensive solution 
to the problem, only that it is a necessary ingredient.”  (emphasis added) Moreover, the PUCO 
found that the proposed Ohio PIPP best accomplished the goals the Commission sought relative 
to other available alternatives.  The goal, PUCO noted, involves protection of the interests of two 
disparate groups of ratepayers:   
 


We are not willing to stand by while others, too poor to pay for utility service 
during the winter, freeze.  At the same time, we are ever mindful of protecting the 
vast majority of customers of utilities under our jurisdiction who pay their bills in 
full from responsibility for greatly increasing uncollectibles.   


 


                                                 
142 Docket No. 83-303-GE-COI, Opinion and Order, at 14. 
143 Docket No. 06-1075-GE-UNC, Entry (September 6, 2006).) 
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The proposed PIPP, according to the Commission, best served both of those goals given 
available alternatives:   
 


We have in this proceeding looked at such alternatives to the percentage of income 
plan as maintaining the status quo, extending payment plans from six months to 
twelve or more months, and having another moratorium.  All things considered, the 
percentage of income plan adopted by the Commission today will do the most to 
assist those in need to maintain utility service while protecting the companies’ 
remaining ratepayers. 


 
In sum, the PUCO found that “from our perspective, the true long-term solution to the problem is 
three-fold: adequate tax funded energy assistance programs, adequate tax funded weatherization 
and conservation programs, and adequate Commission rules.  Of those, only the first, energy 
assistance, is totally outside of this Commission’s jurisdiction.”  
 
The PUCO’s decision to adopt the PIPP for Ohio was affirmed by the state Supreme Court, even 
though the court originally disapproved the initial cost-recovery mechanism.144 Despite this 
disapproval of the PIPP cost recovery,145 the Supreme Court approved the lawfulness of the 
underlying PIPP decision.  The Court noted:  
 


Pursuant to its emergency powers under R.C. 4909.16, the PUCO created the PIP 
plan as a response to growing concern “about the number of residential gas. . 
.[and] electric customers unable to obtain service as a result of disconnection for 
nonpayment of bills because of the economic recession, increases in the cost of 
gas and electric service, and a decrease in the level of governmental assistance . . 
.”   (internal citation omitted). . .[I]t is the opinion of this court that it is clearly 
within the PUCO's emergency powers under R.C. 4909.16 to fashion such relief 
as that provided by the PIP plan and we find the plan of the commission to be 
manifestly fair and reasonable as a solution to the crisis.146 


 
In sum, while the Ohio electric PIPP is today embedded in statute, its original development 
occurred under the general regulatory authority of the Ohio state utility commission.  In Ohio, 
the commission has authority to take action under circumstances that it deems to be an 
“emergency.”  Having declared that emergency, the commission was authorized to develop 
payment plans responding to that emergency. The Ohio courts declared the Ohio PIP to be 
“manifestly reasonable.”  
 


                                                 
144 Montgomery County Board of Commissioners v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 28 Ohio St.3d 171, 503 
N.E.2d 167, 171 (Ohio 1986). 
145The Court informed the PUCO: “while we cannot condone the recovery of arrearages through the EFC rate in 
light of the specific statutory language of R.C. 4905.01 and  4909.191, we do not express the opinion that the PUCO 
would be precluded from fashioning an alternative accelerated recovery mechanism which is not contrary to statute, 
including recovery of arrearages on a more current basis rather than only after a twelve-month delinquency.” Id., at 
fn4.   The PUCO quickly approved an alternative cost recovery mechanism. Docket No.  87-244-GE-UNC.   
146 503 N.E.2d at 170 (internal footnotes omitted).   
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Pennsylvania’s Customer Assistance Program (CAP) 
 
The rate assistance programs operated by Pennsylvania natural gas and electric utilities for their 
low-income customers began more than 20 years ago with a small pilot project by Columbia Gas 
Company.147  Since that time, the universal service concept has expanded for Pennsylvania’s 
energy utilities so that the companies now devote more than $400 million each year to support 
their low-income customers.148  While the genesis of the Pennsylvania universal service 
programs can be found in the Pennsylvania PUC’s generic authority over the operations of 
energy utilities, the preservation of those programs has since been written into statute.   
 
Two utilities in Pennsylvania pioneered the use of affordable rates as a means to address the 
payment troubles experienced by low-income customers.  Columbia Gas Company responded 
with a willingness to pursue a program first proposed by the state Office of Consumer Advocate. 
Equitable Gas Company also proposed an income-based rate for its low-income customer 
population.   
 
The Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania Energy Assurance Program (EAP) 
 
The Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) proposed that Columbia Gas Company 
adopt an “Energy Assurance Program” (EAP) as part of Columbia’s 1990 rate case.  According 
to the OCA, the issue was one of collection efficiency.  “The issue in this proceeding,” OCA 
said, “is not to devise a social response to the broad inability to pay problems of low-income 
households.  The issue is one of what is the most cost-effective means of collection. It is the 
same issue as whether a utility should pursue new central station capacity, cogeneration or 
conservation. . .The requirement that utilities provide least-cost service should govern utility 
collection activities too.”149  The OCA continued: “the issue is this: how can Columbia Gas most 
effectively and least expensively collect as much as possible from households [that] cannot 
afford to pay?”150 
 
The Pennsylvania Commission agreed. The Commission found that “it is incumbent upon us to 
initiate a pilot project to test empirically some of the claims made by [OCA] for an EAP.  
Hopefully, the results of the pilot will prove [OCA’s] thesis that EAP will enable more 
customers to avoid termination and collection actions, while also reducing the uncollectible 
expense that can be anticipated if existing approaches remain unchanged.”151 The PUC then 
articulated its philosophy that would govern Pennsylvania’s regulatory policy for the next two 
decades:  
 


                                                 
147 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, R-891468, Final Order, at 150 – 160 
(September 19, 1990). (hereafter Columbia Gas EAP Order). 
148 Pennsylvania PUC, Bureau of Consumer Service (August 2011). 2010 Report on Universal Service Programs 
and Collections Performance of the Pennsylvania Electric Distribution Companies and Natural Gas Distribution 
Companies, at 45 – 46, Pennsylvania PUC: Harrisburg (PA). (Electric CAP delivered benefits of $202 million in 
2010; natural gas CAP delivered benefits of $198 million in 2010.)   
149Columbia Gas EAP Order, at 152.  
150 Id., at 153. 
151 Id., at 158. 
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We, in conjunction with utilities, and social service agencies, have all worked 
hard to devise ways to [e]nsure that low-income Pennsylvanians have utility 
services which really are necessities of life as the tragic fire deaths associated 
with the loss of utility service underlined. . . 
 
However, for the poorest households with income considerably below the poverty 
line, existing initiatives do not enable these customers to pay their bills in full and 
to keep their service. . .Consequently, to address realistically these customers’ 
problems and to stop repeating a wasteful cycle of consecutive, unrealistic 
payment agreements that cannot be kept, despite the best of intentions, followed 
by service termination, then restoration, and then more unrealistic agreements, we 
believe that new approaches like PECO’s CAP program and the OCA’s proposed 
EAP program should be tried.152 


  
Based on this analysis, the Commission directed Columbia Gas to begin a 1,000 customer pilot 
EAP. 
 
The Equitable Gas Low-Income Rate 
 
Shortly after directing Columbia Gas to implement a pilot low-income rate assistance program, 
the Pennsylvania Commission further approved a proposal by Equitable Gas Company to pursue 
a similar program.153 Unlike the Columbia Gas program, which had been proposed by the state 
Office of Consumer Advocate (and not opposed by the company), the Equitable Gas program 
originated with the gas utility, itself.154 According to the company, the proposed program was: 
 


Needed to (1) remove these customers from the discouraging and expensive 
collection cycle, (2) motivate them to increase conservation, (3) increase their 
annual participation in available funding assistance programs, and (4) encourage 
consistent bill-payment efforts.155 


 
The Equitable Gas program was, at first, disapproved by the hearing examiner who decided the 
Equitable rate case. While the program is “an apparently well-intentioned attempt to assist those 
of Equitable’s ratepayers who most need assistance in paying their bills,” the hearing examiner 
“concluded that this Commission is without authority to approve a program such as the EAP.”  
The hearing examiner reasoned that if the commission “were to approve the subject [energy 
affordability] program, our action would be tantamount to authorizing a utility to collect money 
from one group of ratepayers and to use that money for another group of ratepayers for a reason 
completely unrelated to the ratemaking process (the subsidization of low-income individuals 
who are unable to pay their utility bills).”156 The hearing examiner finally concluded that 


                                                 
152 Id., at 159. 
153 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Equitable Gas Company, Docket No. R-901595, Final Order, at 63 – 
74 (November 21, 1990). (hereafter Equitable Order). 
154 Equitable Gas had been working with the state Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS), a bureau of the state utility 
commission, to develop an appropriate program design. Equitable Order, at 63. 
155 Id., at 63. 
156 Id., at 66. 
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“neither judicial precedent nor the Public Utility Code discuss our statutory authority for the 
implementation of utility rates based solely on ‘ability to pay.’”157 
 
The Pennsylvania Commission, however, reversed the hearing examiner’s disapproval of the 
proposed Equitable Gas low-income program.  Noting that “we are aware that this Commission’s 
main function in ratemaking is to assure that every rate made, demanded, or received by any 
public utility shall be just and reasonable,” the Commission found that the Pennsylvania statute 
prohibits only unreasonable preferences or advantages to any person.  The statute, the 
Commission said, prohibits any unreasonable difference as to rates between classes of service.158  
“The relevant question, therefore, is whether or not the funding of Equitable’s proposed [energy 
affordability] program results in the ‘unreasonable’ rate discrimination prohibited by the Public 
Utility Code.”159 
 
According to the Pennsylvania Commission, “a mere difference in rates does not violate” the 
Pennsylvania statute.160 The Commission then found, on a number of bases, that “the record in 
this proceeding clearly demonstrates that any ‘preference’ that EAP would yield to program 
participants is reasonable, and further, the creation of EAP is in the best interest of all Equitable 
ratepayers, not just program participants.”161 
 
The Commission found that “the company’s total costs of service will be less with 
implementation of [the program] than they would be in the program’s absence.” While the 
company currently collects approximately 7.5% of household income of prospective EAP 
participants, the Commission found, the program requires a payment of 8% of income toward 
their gas bill, thus increasing revenues.162 In addition, the Commission said, the program cost is 
substantially less than the uncollectible expense associated with the program participants. 
Customers that are eligible for the Equitable Gas program “who currently have payment 
arrangements either negotiated by BCS or the Company pay on average little more than 50 
percent of the presubscribed amount.”  In sum, the Commission concluded that:  
 


This analysis suggests that the $1.8 million future test year [program] expenses 
should result in an overall reduction to the Company’s cost of service, through its 
uncollectible expense and savings in credit and collection expenses.163 


 
In sum, the Commission said that “we commend Equitable for taking the initiative to propose the 
[energy affordability] pilot.  This program could make it one of the leaders among utilities in the 
uncollectible arena.”164 
 


                                                 
157 Id. 
158 Id., at 69 (emphasis in original). 
159 Id., at 69. 
160 Id., at 70. 
161 Id., at 70. 
162 Id., at 71. 
163 Id., at 71. 
164 Id., at 73. 
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The Permanent Pennsylvania Low-Income Affordability Programs 
 
Only two years after initiating the Columbia Gas pilot, the Pennsylvania PUC decided to expand 
the use of universal service programs to the state’s other natural gas and energy utilities.165  
Consistent with its view of the function of such programs as expressed in the early Columbia Gas 
decision, the policy decision of the Commission was that low-income rate assistance programs 
were a necessary tool for utilities to use in combating the problem of nonpayment. Indeed, the 
decision to implement what would become known as Pennsylvania’s Customer Assistance 
Programs (CAPs) arose out of the PUC’s investigation into the control of uncollectible 
accounts.166 Through that investigation, the Pennsylvania PUC’s Bureau of Consumer Services 
(BCS) had developed recommendations for implementation of CAPs. 
 


CAPs provide alternatives to traditional collection methods for low-income, 
payment troubled customers.  Generally, customers enrolled in a CAP agree to 
make monthly payments based on household family size and gross income. These 
regular monthly payments, which may be for an amount that is less than the 
current bill, are made in exchange for continued provision of utility service.167 


 
The Commission continued: 
 


As a result of our investigation, the Commission believes that an appropriately 
designed and well implemented CAP, as an integrated part of a company’s rate 
structure, is in the public interest.  To date, few utilities have implemented CAPs. 
The purpose of this Policy Statement is to encourage expanded use of CAPs and 
to provide guidelines to be followed by utilities who voluntarily implement CAPs.  
These guidelines prescribe a model CAP which is designed to be a more cost-
effective approach for dealing with issues of customer inability to pay than are 
traditional collection methods.168 


 
In sum, while preservation and expansion of the CAP programs was eventually written into 
statute as part of the restructuring of the electricity and natural gas industries, the Pennsylvania 
CAP programs were initiated by the state PUC without explicit statutory authorization.  Instead, 


                                                 
165 The Commission directed that utilities adopt pilot projects.  The PUC decision was based on the BCS 
recommendation that CAP pilots “should be large enough to provide some relief to the low-income, payment-
troubled customer problem and at the same time small enough that changes can be made to the programs without 
incurring major costs.” Bureau of Consumer Service (Feb. 1992). Final Report on the Investigation of Uncollectible 
Balances, Docket No. I-900002, at 115. (hereafter BCS Uncollectibles Report). The Commission directed that pilot 
programs were to involve either 1,000 customers or 2% of a company’s residential customer base, whichever was 
greater. 
166 In the Matter of the Investigation into the Control of Uncollectible Accounts, Docket No. I-900002 (initiated 
October 11, 1990). 
167 Policy Statement on Customer Assistance Programs (CAP), Docket No. M-00920345, at 2 (July 2, 1992). 
168 Id., at 2.  This Commission decision was supported by the BCS Final Report, which indicated: “The Bureau’s 
position is that ratepayers are already bearing significant costs attributable to the problems of payment troubled 
customers and uncollectible balances.  Further, BCS believes that incorporating the following recommendations into 
utility operations will lead to a more rational and cost effective use of existing resources. Over time, proper 
implementation of the recommendations may result in a reduction of total utility costs.” BCS Uncollectibles Report, 
at 120 
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the PUC found that CAPs should be an “integrated part of a company’s rate structure.”  The 
purpose of these programs, the Commission found, was not a social purpose.  Rather, the CAPs 
represent “a more cost effective approach for dealing with issues of customer inability to pay 
than are traditional collection methods.”   
 
The focus of the Pennsylvania CAPs as a tool to respond to low-income payment troubles has 
continued throughout the years.  CAPs were considered to be an alternative to a way of doing 
business that simply wasn’t working.  The objective of CAP was “to stop repeating a wasteful 
cycle of consecutive, unrealistic payment agreements that cannot be kept, despite the best of 
intentions, followed by service termination, then restoration, and then more unrealistic 
agreements. . .” 
 
ASSESSING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR AFFORDABLE LOW-INCOME RATES 
 
Assessing the business case for a low-income affordability program involves performing the 
following steps:  
 
 Articulating the outcomes the program seeks to accomplish;  
 
 Assessing the effectiveness of the program in achieving those outcomes;  


 
 Assessing the productivity of the program in achieving those outcomes;  


 
 Comparing the costs of the low-income program against the costs of alternatives that 


would achieve the same or comparable outcomes. 
 
Each of these steps is examined in greater detail below.  
 
Articulating the Objectives of a Low-Income Program  
 
Articulating the objectives of a low-income program is a necessary first step in assessing the 
business case for a low-income rate assistance program.  Without having first identified the 
business objectives it seeks to accomplish, a utility cannot hope to assess whether it is spending 
money wisely or unwisely.  Identifying the program objectives helps a utility to determine up-
front the extent to which it is committing resources in furtherance of some purpose.   
 
For purposes here, the objectives of a low-income affordability program are limited to those 
objectives that are exclusively related to the utility as a utility.  Without endorsing the notion that 
any social function is beyond the purview of ratepayer dollars –utilities certainly spend money 
on such “social” functions as workplace safety, environmental protection (including clean air and 
water), and workplace diversity—for the purposes of the instant analysis, the social function of 
providing affordable rates because of the social benefits generated by affordability (e.g., housing, 
public health and safety, nutrition, business competitiveness) is set aside for the moment. 
 
Having done that, the business objectives of a low-income rate assistance program are two-fold: 
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 To provide an uninterrupted supply of the products and services the utility seeks to sell; 
and  


 
 To collect the revenue from those sales in a full and timely fashion. 


 
Effectiveness of an Affordability Program in Achieving Business Outcomes  
 
A business case for a low-income program affordability program must consider the effectiveness 
of the program in accomplishing the articulated outcomes. No matter what level of cost is being 
incurred, by the program or by the alternatives against which the program is being compared, to 
the extent that the business objectives are not being accomplished, a “business case” cannot be 
made for that activity.169 With this in mind, assessing the business case of a low-income program 
first considers whether the identified desired outcomes are being accomplished. 
 
The Effectiveness in Maintaining Uninterrupted Service 
 
A low-income rate assistance program can be a more effective mechanism for providing an 
uninterrupted supply of the products and services which the utility seeks to sell than existing 
alternatives.  For purposes of this analysis, the “interruption of sales” is measured by the 
involuntary disconnection of service for nonpayment.170  In turn, the disconnection of service is 
measured in two ways: (1) the frequency of disconnections; and (2) the duration of 
disconnections.   
 
The impact of a low-income affordability program on the disconnection of service was directly 
studied for the rate assistance programs offered by two Indiana utilities.  The evaluation of 
Indiana’s disconnections for nonpayment compared the disconnections without the program to 
the disconnections with the program.  It further compared the rate of disconnections for program 
participants to the rate of disconnections for the residential customer base as a whole.171 
 
The Indiana “Universal Service Program” (USP) was more effective in achieving the outcome of 
uninterrupted service than was the status quo (i.e., delivering undiscounted bills coupled with 
collection activity, payment plans, and the like).  The empirical evaluation found: 
 
 The USP succeeded in reducing the low-income shutoff rate to virtually the same level as 


the residential population as a whole.  In the “high disconnect” months of April and May, 


                                                 
169 Consider the farmer who is assessing the “business case” for how to keep the grass in his back pasture short. He 
identifies three alternatives: (1) a push mower (with a low capital investment but high labor costs); (2) a power 
mower (with a high capital investment but low labor costs); and (3) a herd of sheep.  The first question the farmer 
asks is not “what is the cost?”  The first question must be: is the grass being kept short? 
170 A second way to measure service interruptions would involve an examination of “final bills.” The level of final 
billed accounts is a more comprehensive metric in that it picks up the voluntary disconnection of service, including 
the voluntary disconnection associated with frequent mobility. See generally, Colton (1996). The Road Oft Taken: 
Forced Mobility and Childhood Education in Missouri, 2 Journal on Children in Poverty 23. 
171 Colton (2007). An Outcome Evaluation of Indiana’s Low-Income Rate Affordability Programs, Citizens Gas and 
Coke Utility/Vectren Energy Delivery/Northern Indiana Public Service Company.; see also, Colton (2009). An 
Outcome Evaluation of Indiana’s Low-Income Rate Affordability Programs: 2008 – 2009 Program Year, Citizens 
Gas and Coke Utility/Vectren Energy Delivery/Northern Indiana Public Service Company. 
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while Vectren Energy disconnected 13 accounts for each 1,000 residential accounts, the 
company disconnected between nine (9) and 18 accounts within the low-income 
population.   


 
 If one limits the comparison to accounts with arrears, the low-income program 


participants outperformed the residential population as a whole.  While Vectren 
disconnected services for nonpayment to between 13 and 15 of each 100 residential 
accounts at least 60 days in arrears, the company disconnected service to between 10 and 
11 accounts of each 100 low-income program participants who were at least 60 days in 
arrears.  


 
The improved performance could be attributed to the rate affordability initiatives.  In November 
2006, the evaluation found, “it is evident that the households who would eventually become 
program participants were performing less well than the total population.  This is true for all 
three metrics (DNPs172 to total accounts; DNPs to accounts in arrears; DNPs to accounts 60+ 
days in arrears).  It is not until after the Vectren program delivers its bill payment assistance 
during the winter months that the DNP performance begins to substantially improve.” Low-
income customers receiving payment assistance experienced a decrease in disconnections, while 
low-income customers not receiving such assistance continued to see an increase in the number 
of disconnections they experienced.   
 
The performance of Indiana’s rate affordability participants was far superior to the performance 
of low-income customers for all utilities statewide in Indiana, including those not offering rate 
assistance.  The 2006 annual “Billing and Collections Report” reported that, statewide, a low-
income account in Indiana receiving a shutoff notice was more likely to move to the actual 
disconnection of service than was a residential account in general.  The rate assistance program 
reversed that result for program participants.   
 
In addition to reducing the frequency of involuntary disconnections for nonpayment, the Indiana 
USP reduced the duration of disconnections as well.  The Indiana evaluation found that “Vectren 
succeeded in lessening the duration of service disconnections for nonpayment when compared to 
the total residential customer base as a whole.”173 The evaluation reported that “low-income 
customers consistently outperformed the total residential customer base in having their service 
quickly reconnected. In no month did the reported proportion of short-term reconnections for 
low-income program participants fall below the proportion of residential customers generally.” 
 
The Effectiveness in Collecting Billed Revenue 
 
In addition to the success in maintaining the uninterrupted supply of product, the Indiana rate 
assistance program generated positive outcomes regarding the collection of revenue as well.  
This positive outcome was measured in terms of whether the program generated revenue 
neutrality. Revenue neutrality examines the extent to which, if at all, a low-income rate 
assistance program generates the same dollars of revenues to the utility despite the offer of 


                                                 
172 A “DNP” is “disconnect for nonpayment.” 
173 2007 Indiana Outcome Evaluation, supra. 
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discounted rates or bills.  Revenue neutrality occurs when the discounted rates or bills improve 
payment patterns sufficiently to offset any reduced billings through the offer of the rate discount. 
 
Revenue neutrality for Indiana’s rate assistance program was measured by comparing low-
income program participants to customers known to be low-income but not participating in the 
rate assistance program.  One impact of the rate assistance program was to significantly increase 
the rate at which low-income customers paid their Vectren bills.  Customers that participated in 
the Vectren program paid 82% of their Vectren bill, compared to a payment of 50% for Vectren 
low-income non-participants.   
 
The results of the Citizens Gas and Coke Utility (CGCU) rate assistance program, while not as 
substantial, nonetheless demonstrated the same outcome.  While CGCU participants paid 79% of 
their current utility bill, non-participants paid only 64%.  The Indiana evaluation found: “As can 
be seen, the [rate assistance program] was better than revenue neutral to Citizens Gas.  While 
[program] participants were billed 90% of what nonparticipants were billed, they paid 111% of 
what nonparticipants paid.”174  Table 57 presents the results: 
 


Table 57. Billings and Revenues under CGCU Rate assistance program 
Population Billed Revenue  Collected Revenue ($s) Collected Revenue (%) 


Program participants $273,627 $215,897 79% 


Program non-participants $304,072 $194,577 64% 


Ratio: participant : nonparticipant 0.90 1.11 -- 


NOTES: Based on study sample. 


 
As the Indiana evaluation found, had the CGCU low-income non-participants paid at the same 
rate as program participants did, they would have paid nearly $46,000 more than they actually 
paid (on a base billing of $304,000).   
 
Similar results were found in the recent evaluation of the Xcel Pilot Energy Assistance Program 
(PEAP) operated by Xcel Energy in Colorado.  The PEAP evaluation found that program 
participants paid 67% of their current bills, compared to PEAP non-participant payments of 51%.  
According to the PEAP evaluation, rather than collecting $533,684 from customers if they had 
not participated in PEAP, Xcel Energy collected $701,278 from customers enrolled in PEAP, a 
gain of $167,469 attributable to the program.175   
 
Productivity of an Affordability Program in Achieving Business Outcomes  
 
In addition to assessing the effectiveness of a low-income program in accomplishing desired 
business outcomes (relative to the alternatives), it is necessary to judge the productivity of the 
program (i.e., the efficient use of company resources) in accomplishing the desired outcomes.  


                                                 
174 2007 Indiana Outcome Evaluation, supra. 
175 Colton (2010). Interim Report on Xcel Energy’s Pilot Energy Assistance Program (PEAP): 2010 Interim 
Evaluation, Xcel Energy: Denver (CO).   
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Assessing productivity supplements the assessment of “effectiveness” from two different 
perspectives.   
 
Addressing the productivity of utility efforts helps the utility assess whether there is a proper 
match between the tool being employed and the type of payment problem that is sought to be 
remedied.  On the one hand, in other words, evaluating the productivity of the program (relative 
to its alternatives) helps to identify when inappropriately extensive tools are being employed by 
the utility.  An involuntary disconnection of service, for example, is not a collection tool that 
addresses temporary inability-to-pay.  The bill would be paid whether or not the disconnection 
was employed.  In these circumstances, the disconnection serves no business purpose.  It is not 
“productive,” in that it generates no additional revenue. 
 
On the other hand, evaluating productivity will help the company evaluate whether it is using a 
tool that is insufficient given the types of problem extent on the utility’s system. Considering 
productivity, in other words, helps identify when tools are being employed that have no hope for 
success.  A deferred payment plan, for example, is not a tool that addresses chronic inability-to-
pay.  If a customer could not pay his or her full bill in the past because of a lack of money, it 
lacks good sense to use a tool that would require that customer to pay the full bill plus some 
increment to retire arrears in the future.  In these circumstances, the tool is likely to be 
unsuccessful. It is not “productive,” in that it generates no additional revenue. 
 
Productivity implies not only some absolute level of output (i.e., “effectiveness”) but some level of 
output given a designated level of input as well.176  In order to evaluate productivity, both the input 
and the output data are needed.  
 
Enhanced Productivity of Individual Collection Activities 
 
The use of a rate assistance program helped the Indiana utilities discussed above to enhance the 
productivity of their collection efforts.  Vectren Energy’s rate assistance program, for example, 
allowed that company to move to an increased reliance on payment plans as a collection device for 
its low-income program participants rather than relying on the disconnection of service for 
nonpayment when low-income customers falls into arrears.  Table 58 shows that that while the 
payment plan-to-disconnect ratios are similar for all customers and for low-income customers in the 
early study months, as the company implemented its rate assistance program, it consistently moved 
to a greater reliance on payment plans rather than on service disconnections to respond to low-
income arrears.  In the pre-winter month of November, the ratios of payment plans to service 
disconnections for nonpayment were virtually identical.177  The data is disaggregated by the three 
“tiers” of the rate assistance program (called USP, “Universal Service Program”).178 
                                                 
176 If one were to compare the effectiveness of two district offices in collecting bills, the absolute amount of revenue 
collected would not be the exclusive performance factor to use in the comparison.  Even assuming that both offices 
faced identical numbers of payment-troubled customers with identical payment problems, it would be invalid to say 
ipso facto that one office was more “productive” if it collected 10% more revenue. If the office which collects more 
had twice the staff, but collected only 10% more revenue, the revenue collection per staff member would be much 
lower. If the office that collected more had a substantially greater investment in equipment (e.g., auto-dialers), but 
collected only 10% more revenue, the revenue collection per dollar of capital investment would be much lower.  
177 The Table presents ratios.  A ratio of 1.0 means that for every disconnection of service for nonpayment, there is 
an account on a deferred payment plan.  If there were 100 disconnections for nonpayment, in other words, there 
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 In April, while USP3 customers had 11.1 payment plans for each disconnection for 


nonpayment, the residential customer base as a whole had only 2.7 payment plans;  
 
 In May, while USP1 customers had 6.9 payment plans for each disconnection, the 


residential customer base as a whole had only 1.6 payment plans.   
 


Table 58. Ratio of Deferred Payment Arrangements to Disconnections for 
Nonpayment: Pre- and Post-Winter Heating Season: 2006/2007  


(Vectren) 
 Nov 2006 /a/ April 2007 /a/ May 2007 /a/ 


All residential 3.1 2.7 1.6 


USP 1 4.4 9.1 7.7 


USP 2 3.7 12.1 8.2 


USP 3 2.8 11.1 6.0 


NOTES: 
 
/a/ Winter months not considered given Indiana’s winter shutoff moratorium.   


 
The ability to treat the arrears of its low-income customers in a less intensive fashion is also evident 
from an examination of the ratio of field collections to the number of other collection activities.  
Table 59 presents data on the ratio of field collection activities to mail collection activities.  If the 
ratio is 1.0, there is one field collection activity for every 100 mail collection activities.  If the ratio 
is 3.0, there are three field collection activities for every 100 mail collection activities.  A higher 
ratio evidences a greater reliance on the more intensive (and more expensive) field collection 
activities. 


                                                                                                                                                             
were also 100 accounts on payment plans.  A ratio of 3.0 means that for every one account subject to disconnection, 
there were three accounts on a deferred payment plan.   
178 The Tiered Rate Discount has three tiers to the Discount.  “USP1” includes the low-income program participants 
in the highest income tier; “USP3” includes the low-income customers in the lowest income tier.  “USP” represents 
Universal Service Program, the name of the Tiered Rate Discount. 
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Table 59. Ratio of Field Collection Activities to 100 Mail Collection Activities: 
Pre- and Post-Winter Heating Season: 2006/2007 (Vectren) 


 Nov 2006 /a/ April 2007 /a/ May 2007 /a/ 


All residential 4.7 6.7 10.0 


USP 1 5.3 3.1 3.8 


USP 2 7.8 2.4 2.9 


USP 3 8.9 2.7 4.2 


NOTES: 
 
/a/ Winter months not considered given Indiana’s winter shutoff moratorium.   


 
The Vectren rate assistance program allowed it to move to a less intensive collection activity 
directed toward its low-income customers when compared to its residential customer base as a 
whole.  In the pre-winter/pre-program month of November, the ratio of field collection activities per 
100 mail collection activities was similar between the low-income population and the residential 
population as a whole.  If anything, the intensity of collection effort was greater for a significant 
portion of the low-income population (USP2 and USP3), with noticeably more field collection 
activities per 100 mail collection activities than for the residential customer base as a whole.   
 
After operating its rate assistance program, however, Vectren could collect its low-income revenue 
with less intensive collection activities. Contrary to the pre-program results, after the company 
implemented its rate assistance program for low-income customers, the company was exerting 
between two and three times more field collection activities (per 100 mail collection activities) for 
its residential customer base as a whole than it was for its low-income population.179 
 
Enhanced Productivity of Aggregate Collection Activities 
 
In addition to considering the impact of a low-income affordability program on individual 
collection activities, a productivity analysis should look at the overall collection effort as well.  
The level of collection effort is an important constraint on any evaluation of revenue collection. 
Two groups of customers, each of which have paid 80% of their bills for current usage, present 
substantially different pictures of cost and risk to the utility if one group makes payments with 
little or no collection effort while the other makes the same dollar payment, but only after the 
utility exerts considerable collection interventions directed toward the customers.  
 
Improvements in the productivity of collection activities can occur in either of two ways: 
 
                                                 
179 These results are consistent with the “theory” of a low-income program.  A low-income program will not likely 
result in an absolute decrease in the number of collection activities.  Instead, a low-income program allows a utility 
to switch its commitment of collection resources away from low-income customers, where the collection activity is 
not likely to be effective, to non-low-income customers where the activity is more likely to have a positive effect on 
revenue collection. 
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 The need for collection interventions can be reduced thus allowing an increased payment 
per each collection intervention performed; in the first instance, improvement can be seen 
even if total dollars collected remains the same (but the interventions needed to generate 
those dollars decreases); or 


 
 The customer response to the collection activity can improve thus allowing an increased 


payment per each collection intervention performed. In this second instance, 
improvement can be seen if the total number of collections activities remains the same 
but the dollars generated by those activities increase.180 


 
In essence, this evaluation process considers the effectiveness and efficiency of collection 
activities from two different but related perspectives. On the one hand, it examines how much 
revenue is generated by each collection intervention. On the other hand, it examines how many 
collection activities are associated with the generation of the revenue.  
 
In the discussion below, the effectiveness of collection activities directed toward participants in 
the Indiana rate assistance program is measured by reference to the average payment per 
collection activity month.181 The Indiana utilities exhibited the ability to generate greater 
payment advantage for its longer-term USP participants. In eleven of the seventeen study 
months, customers who had participated in USP for both 2007 and 2008 paid more per collection 
month than did customers who began their USP participation in 2008. This payment productivity 
increased as the length of participation in the rate assistance program increased.  An increase in 
the average payment per collection month occurs for one or both of two reasons: (1) the 
payments made in response to collection activity increases; and/or (2) the number of payments 
made without need of any collection activity increases. The cumulative average payment of the 
CGCU USP participant by the end of the study period was $366, compared to $291 for the 
nonparticipant. 


 
Putting it Together: The Cost-Effectiveness of Achieving Business Outcomes 
 
It is finally possible to dollarize the increase in collections efficiency for purposes of assessing 
whether the utility delivers benefits to its ratepayers through a low-income program. While such 
an analysis is not required to build a business case based on the increased effectiveness and 
productivity of a utility in achieving its business objectives,182 some decisionmakers expect to 
see such an approach.   


                                                 
180 Productivity is measured by the ratio: DC / CE, where “DC” = dollars collected; and “CE” = collection effort. In 
the first illustration, “CE” (the denominator) is reduced.  In the second illustration, “DC” (the numerator) is 
increased. 
181 A “collection activity month” is a month in which any level of collection activity occurs.   
182 “. . .many opponents of [cost-benefit analysis], defined as a procedure that seeks to monetize benefits, do not 
oppose cost effectiveness analysis. . .Cost effectiveness analysis evaluates the costs of different means of achieving 
a pre-determined goal.” Driesen (2005). Is Cost-Benefit Analysis Neutral, Syracuse University College of Law. A 
significant body of literature exists distinguishing a “cost-effectiveness” analysis from a cost-benefit analysis.  See 
generally, Stewart, “A New Generation of Environmental Regulation,” 29 Cap.U.L.Rev. 21, 41 (contrasting cost 
effectiveness analysis with cost-benefit analysis); Hahn et al., “Empirical Analysis: Assessing Regulatory Impact 
Analysis: The Failure of Agencies to Comply with Executive Order 12866,” 23 Harv.J.L. & Pub.Pol’y 859, 872-74 
(2000) (cost effectiveness analysis does not involve monetization of benefits); Anderson et al, “Regulatory 
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The analysis of benefits should take the following form.  The analysis considers the costs of 
collecting the revenue deficit occurring with and without the rate assistance program.  The 
analysis thus takes into account both of the factors that have been considered above: (1) the 
effectiveness of the programs in generating payments; and (2) the productivity of the collection 
effort needed to generate those payments.  If the rate assistance program is less effective at 
collecting revenue, the “revenue deficit” increases as does the total cost.183 In addition, if the rate 
assistance program is less productive at collecting revenue, the number of “needed collection 
activity months” will increase along with the total cost.   
 
Finally, through the use of this Effectiveness/Productivity Analysis, the utility can further assess 
the impact of other utility activities.  A utility might, for example, change the parameters of the 
analysis by adopting a budget-billing plan.  Through a budget billing plan, the revenue deficit or 
the payment per collection activity month might change, thereby changing the relationships in 
the calculation.  Through application of this analysis, however, the utility would be able to 
determine whether such a supplemental effort enhances or impedes (or has no effect on) the 
effectiveness and productivity of collections.  If the supplemental efforts increase the 
effectiveness or productivity, the benefits will have been enhanced.  If it decreases the 
effectiveness or productivity, the benefits will have been impeded.   
 
Table 60 shows the positive financial benefits generated by the low-income program in two 
ways.  On the one hand, Table 60 shows the positive financial benefits attributed to the increased 
collection productivity.   
 


 On the revenue side, the company collected $21,320 more in revenue from 
program participants, even though it billed less with which to begin.  
 


 On the collection expense side, the company spent $3,447 less to collect the 
$215,897 from program participants than it did to collect the $194,577 from non-
participants; 


 
If there had been a difference in collection costs –which would be likely since the Xcel 
evaluation found that program participants required less intense collection activity—the expense 
differential would have been even greater.   
 
Clearly, the rate assistance program presents the more productive and lesser cost approach to 
collecting low-income revenue.  With the program, the company collected more revenue and 
spent less on collection costs in the process of doing so. 


                                                                                                                                                             
Improvement Legislation: Risk Assessment, Cost-Benefit Analysis, and Judicial Review,” 11 Duke Ent’l L. & Pol. 
89, 93 (2000 – 2001) (cost effectiveness analysis is used instead of  cost-benefit analysis for many applications in 
public health and medicine); Posner, “Transfer Regulations and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis,” 53 Duke L.J. 1067, 
1069 (2003) (cost effectiveness analysis compares different means of achieving the same regulatory end). 
183 Presumably, if the rate affordability program is less effective at collecting revenue, the productivity (i.e., payment 
per collection activity) will also decrease.   
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Table 60. Effectiveness/Productivity Cost-Benefit Ratio  
for CGCU Rate Assistance Program 


 Billed Revenue  
Collected 
Revenue 


Payment per 
Collection 


Activity Month 


Needed 
Collection 
Activity 
Months 


Cost per 
Collection 


Activity Month 
Total Cost 


CGCU Initial Collections 


  With RAP $273,627 $215,897 $360 599.7 $50 $29,986 


  No RAP $304,072 $194,577 $291 668.6 $50 $33,432 


Sub-total benefit $21,320  $3,447 


Total benefit (sum sub-totals) $24,767 


 
Had the original discount resulted in a revenue loss, this loss would be used as an offset to the 
collections gain. The decreased billing through the rate assistance program, however, resulted in 
an absolute (and percentage) increase in collected revenue.  That increased revenue resulted in an 
even greater positive financial benefit to CGCU.184 
 
The metric of cost-effectiveness outlined in Table 60 is called “net back.”  Net back determines 
the percentage of revenue collected minus collection costs.  The low-income participants 
generated a “net back” of 0.68 ($215,897 billed revenue minus $29,986 collection costs divided 
by $273,627 billed revenue).  The non-participants generated a “net back” of 0.53 ($194,577 
revenue minus $33,432 collection costs divided by $304,072 billed revenue). Using “net back” 
as the cost-effectiveness test, the low-income program for CGCU was clearly good business. 
 
The ultimate conclusion is that a low-income program can be justified through a business case 
analysis. The low-income programs that have been implemented in other jurisdictions have 
found that the result is both an improved effectiveness in collecting revenue, and an improved 
productivity in collecting revenue (both on an individual collection activity basis and an 
aggregate collection activity basis). In addition, the low-income programs help utilities to 
achieve their objective of providing an uninterrupted supply of the product that they seek to sell.   
 
Adding in the Indirect Business Benefits of Affordable Low-Income Home Energy 
 
Aside from the direct financial benefits of promoting home energy affordability as discussed above, 
the provision of affordable rates will generate considerable additional financial benefits to Idaho’s 
utilities as well.  These benefits should be considered by the utility as instrumental uses in furthering 
business objectives.185 The extent of these instrumental uses document that the offer of low-income 
                                                 
184 The utility receives further benefit through the collection of additional revenue from nonprogram participants 
because of the ability of the utility to deploy the resources freed-up by the increased productivity of low-income 
collections.   
185 See e.g., The Conference Board of Canada (1995). Dimensions of Diversity in Canadian Business: Building a 
Business Case for Valuing Ethnocultural Diversity, The Conference Board of Canada: Ottawa (ONT); see also, 
Taylor (1995). Building a Business Case for Diversity, Canadian Business Review, 22(1):12-14.  
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affordability programs can be “grounded in economic rationality and self-interest.”186 In this 
respect, the consideration of these additional business benefits can be viewed in the same way that 
the business benefits of multiculturalism are viewed.  As one analysis found:  
 


Another problem that emerges in respect of cross-cutting, strategic policies, such as 
multiculturalism, is the public nature of the benefits they produce. Expenditures on 
multicultural policies oftentimes yield non-specific benefits (externalities) that 
cannot be entirely appropriated by any one agency or department.  This is a situation 
that chronically leads to under-investment, even where there is a business case to be 
made because overall benefits outweigh costs.187 


 
The benefits of providing affordable energy are much akin to the business benefits of providing 
multiculturalism in these regards.  The affordability of home energy yields “non-specific benefits” 
(e.g., public health, public safety, improved nutrition, improved education) that cannot be entirely 
appropriated by the Idaho utilities providing the energy.  As a result, the utility traditionally under-
invests in affordability programs.   
 
Workforce Impacts/Internal Productivity 
 
Initiatives such as the affordable home energy program proposed herein can deliver business 
benefits through enhanced staff productivity.  The inability (or unwillingness) to effectively manage 
the growing presence of factors creating conflict creates business costs that impede “desired 
organization and business outcomes.”188 According to a February 2010 analysis of the costs and 
benefits of promoting workplace diversity by the U.S. Military Leadership Diversity Commission, 
“such costs can be direct (i.e., produced by turnover and absenteeism among employees who are the 
minority in their work group) or indirect (i.e., the result of conflict or reduced communication 
between employees who are different).”189 
 
The provision of affordable low-income rates allows utility customer service representatives to 
avoid imposing similar direct and indirect productivity costs on the company.  The provision of 
affordable low-income rates provides utility staffpersons greater satisfaction in their jobs.  By 
enhancing home energy affordability on the front-end, utility staff face fewer customer 
confrontations, have a greater number of options available leading to successful conclusions from 
the customer/company interaction, generate a higher success rate in obtaining payment, and reduce 
the daily stress imposed on staff addressing nonpayment situations.  
 
Improving employee satisfaction delivers business benefits to the utility.190  “[E]mployees with 
supportive workplaces are the most satisfied with their jobs and the most loyal, which leads to 
                                                 
186 Compare, Burstein (2004). Developing the Business Case for Multiculturalism, at 9, Outreach and Promotion 
Directorate, Multiculturalism and Human Rights Branch, Department of Canadian Heritage: Ottawa (ONT); see 
also, Gandz (2001). A Business Case for Diversity, Richard Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario. 
187 Business Case for Multiculturalism, at 12. 
188 Military Leadership Diversity Commission (2010). Business-Case Arguments for Diversity and Diversity 
Programs and Their Impact in the Workplace, 2, Issue Paper #14, Military Leadership Diversity Commission: 
Arlington (VA).  
189 Id. 
190 Duboff and Heaton (Jan/Feb. 1999). “Employee Loyalty: A Key Link to Value Growth,” Planning Review, 27(1). 
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reduced turnover among workers as well as a reduction in the costs related to such turnover.”191 As 
the Military Leadership Diversity Commission found, “retention and turnover of personnel are 
fundamental concerns for. . .businesses. There are significant costs associated with recruiting for 
replacements, and organizations make considerable investments in training each individual.”192 
Helping to reduce “avoidable turnover costs” may have “real bottom-line financial implications for 
firms.”193 Costs are associated with retention, recruitment, training and related employee activities.   
 
Revenue Impacts: Business Locational Decisions. 
 
Offering affordable rates to low-income customers can be expected to have long-term positive 
impacts for the utility from the perspective of maintaining and expanding its revenue base.  The 
provision of a strong social safety-net so that individuals and households do not face the deprivation 
of basic household necessities is a strong and growing factor in businesses making locational 
decisions. These locational factors are particularly important for high technology firms, which 
represent a particularly strong future growth potential for the economy. Research for Ontario’s 
Ministry of Enterprise, Opportunity and Innovation, in collaboration with the Institute for 
Competitiveness and Prosperity, reports that sound economic development policy includes ensuring 
that “the right social investments are made to ensure social harmony.”194 
 
These results are confirmed by research looking specifically at the relationship between poverty 
and business competitiveness. The Competitive Assessment of the Indiana economy was prepared 
by Market Street Services for the Indiana Department of Commerce.  According to the final 
report, released in January 2002, the purpose of that Department of Commerce sponsored study 
was “to help the State clearly assess its competitive position both in relation to other states and 
the nation.”  The Indiana Department of Commerce report said: 
 


The Corporation for Enterprise Development (CFED) identified several key 
challenges that must be overcome at the state level in particular, to achieve 
successful economic development in the near future.  The primary barriers or 
problems that exist today include sprawl and unmanaged growth, the negative 


                                                 
191 Fairfax (2003). “The bottom line on board diversity: A cost-benefit analysis of the business rationales for 
diversity on corporate boards,” 2005 Wisconsin Law Review 795, 829 (2005); see also, Harter et al. (2002). 
“Business-Unit-Level relationship between employee satisfaction, employee engagement, and business outcomes,” 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 87, 268 – 274, 
192 Business-Case Arguments for Diversity, at 3. 
193 McKay et al. (2007). “Racial differences in employee retention: Are diversity climate perceptions the key?”, 
Personnel Psychology, 60, 35-62; see also, Jackson et al. (1991).  “Some differences make a difference: Individual 
dissimilarity and group heterogeneity as correlates of recruitment, promotions and turnover,” Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 76, 675-689. 
194 Gertler (2002). Competing on Creativity: Placing Ontario’s Cities in North American Context, report produced 
for the Ontario Ministry of Enterprise, Opportunity and Innovation and the Institute for Competitiveness and 
Prosperity. In this sense, affordable home energy can be viewed in the same way that health and education are 
viewed.  “There are numerous empirical studies that demonstrate the links between education, health and 
competitiveness.  In particular, both health and education are correlated with superior economic outcomes such as 
higher productivity, higher per capita incomes, and faster growth.” Business Case for Multiculturalism, at 8.  
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impacts of globalization, such as fragmenting markets and global competitors, 
and income inequality from unequal earnings.195  


 
(emphasis added).  The Indiana Competitive Assessment reported that “cost of living is a 
common consideration for employers making expansion and relocation decisions as they attempt 
to retain and recruit qualified employees.”  The Department of Commerce’s report then found: 
“Regional meeting participants stated time and again that they feel Indiana is a very affordable 
place to live for people of all income levels. Participants felt that the moderate cost of living 
helps their competitive [posture] with other Midwestern states as well as places around the 
country.” (emphasis added). The report then finally noted that Indiana should:  “keep[…] in 
mind that pockets of poverty –whether the businesses locate there or not—is not a business 
climate asset overall.” 
 
While this assessment was made with respect to telecommunications, it is consistent with the 
continuing statements made throughout the Indiana Competitive Assessment report about the 
need, from the perspective of maintaining the competitiveness of Indiana business and industry, 
to address pockets of poverty to ensure that these pockets are not “left behind.” 
 
The observation here is being increasingly recognized as relevant to various services.  “It should 
be noted that businesses focus on quality of life considerations when making location decisions 
because they are relevant for attracting a high quality workforce.”196 
 


Economic developers are increasingly recognizing the importance of quality of 
life in business location decisions. Quality of life has been deemed particularly 
influential for companies involved in research and development and high 
technology, and in enterprises employing highly skilled workers in information or 
knowledge-based services and production. Evidence of this observation is a study 
conducted by Love and Crompton in which they surveyed 174 decision makers of 
businesses that had initiated, expanded or relocated to Colorado in the previous 
five years. . .quality of life was considered the second most important factor for 
prompting the business move and not selecting a specific community, as well as 
the third most important factor in the final selection of a specific community.197 


 
The relationship between affordable energy and the competitiveness of a local economy is real.  
The connection between assuring access to basic household necessities and maintaining the 
competitiveness of the local economy, however, has been recognized throughout Canada.198 
Given the reliance of utility sales, revenues and profit on a strong economy, to the extent that an 


                                                 
195 Market Street Services. Indiana Competitive Assessment, at 8, Indiana Department of Commerce: Indianapolis 
(IN). 
196 Taylor, et al. (2006). A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Universally-Accessible Pre-Kindergarten Education in Texas, 
Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University: College Station (TX). 
197 Id. (citations omitted).   
198 Improving the Competitiveness and Standard of Living of Canadians: Common Position of Provincial and 
Territorial Finance Ministers (December 1999); see also, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, Social 
and Economic Impact of Labor Standards (March 2008); Pindus et al. (2007). Place Matters: Employers, Low-
Income Workers and Regional Economic Development, The Urban Institute: Washington D.C. (“racial inclusion and 
income equality can enhance regional economic growth”) (citations omitted). 
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Idaho utility contributes to this local competitiveness, the company will derive benefits as a 
result.  In this regard, the local utilities are not merely participants in the local economy, but are 
direct and active beneficiaries of a thriving local economy. 
 
Reputational Capital. 
 
The adoption of an affordable home energy program will benefit Idaho’s utilities in that it will 
expand the “reputational capital” of the utility.  Adopting a low-income program allows the utility to 
acknowledge that it is taking proactive efforts to ensure the availability of home energy as a basic 
human need.  Pursuing such programs allows the utility to speak from a position of strength of 
community involvement.  The enhanced ability of the utility to speak with “moral authority” is a 
business asset that adds value to the corporation.199 
 
This notion of “moral authority” is not a theoretical construct that has little practical meaning to the 
financial performance of the utility.200  It is associated with “reputational capital,” which in turn has 
multiple operational (and thus financial) implications.  On the one hand, corporations that enhance 
their reputational capital through programs such as the low-income discount proposed in this paper 
help to preserve what the Center for Corporate Citizenship refers to as their “license to operate” 
(sometimes referred to as their “freedom to operate”).  “In coming years, it will be important for 
companies to find ways to prevent or reduce the cost of challenges to their projects and operations. 
By developing a presence as corporate citizens through positive actions in communities and society, 
businesses can preserve and enhance their license to operate.”201  Viewed in this way, the business 
benefits associated with this impact arise with respect to projects ranging from construction and 
development proposals to acquisition strategies, both of which are particularly applicable to electric 
utilities.  Enhanced reputational capital attributable to social performance has been found, for 
example, to allow companies to forego and/or minimize costly battles for site placement with 
communities and/or government officials.202 
 
The contribution which an affordable home energy program makes to enhanced reputational capital 
generates business benefits to Idaho’s utilities in a number of ways.203  An enhanced reputational 
capital affects the full-range of stakeholders in the utilities’ communities: customers, employees, 
regulators, and the broader community.  Each of these stakeholders with whom the state’s utilities 
interact will contribute to the financial benefits derived by the companies.   
                                                 
199 Business Case for Multiculturalism, at 9.   
200 “A University of Pittsburgh Business School review of 46 studies on the links between [corporate social 
performance] and [corporate financial performance] found a positive relationship between social and financial 
performance. . .thirty-two studies found a positive relationship between social and financial performance. Five 
studies found a negative relationship between social and financial performance. Fourteen studies found no effect or 
an inclusive relationship between social and financial performance.” Roman at al. (1999). “The Relationship 
Between Social and Financial Performance.” Business and Society 38(1).   
201 Determining the Value of Corporate Community Involvement, at 7. 
202 Waddock and Graves (March 1996). Good Management and Good Stakeholder Relations; Are They 
Synonymous,” presented at the Annual IAMBS Annual Meeting.; see also, Waddock and Graves (1997). “The 
Corporate Social Performance-Financial Performance Link,” Strategic Management Journal, 18(4). 303-319. 
203 Rochlin and Googins (2005). The Value Proposition for Corporate Citizenship, at 12, Center for Corporate 
Citizenship: Boston College, Chestnut Hill (MA); citing Nelson and Bergrem (2003). Values and Value: 
Communicating the Strategic Importance of Corporate Citizenship to Investors, World Economic 
Forum/International Business Leaders Forum. 
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Economic Development 
 
Low-income rate assistance programs generate substantial economic development impacts in the 
jurisdictions in which they operate.  As a significant contributor to economic development, low-
income rate assistance programs provide substantive benefits to the utility as well as to all 
customer classes.  Because rate assistance programs contribute to additional disposable income 
within the low-income population, it helps drive additional job creation, income generation, and 
economic activity for local businesses. 
 
A study for Entergy Services Corporation, a major electric utility serving the Middle South, found 
that a low-income rate assistance program would be a significant generator of jobs, economic 
activity, and income throughout the region. The report found: 
 


The distribution of energy assistance first creates economic activity for the Entergy 
states through the direct delivery of benefit dollars.  In addition to the dollars of 
cash benefits, however, the delivery of energy assistance will also free up 
household dollars that would have been devoted to the costs arising from the 
payment and behavior consequences of energy bill unaffordability. These dollars, 
too, can then instead be spent (and circulated) in the local economy. 
 


* * * 
While the discussion of the economic impacts of energy assistance looks at 
economic benefits on a statewide basis, in fact, the economic impacts provide 
particular advantage to low-income communities.  Existing research indicates that 
low-income households tend to shop at local retail establishments.  For food in 
particular, low-income households tend to shop at small, local food stores. 
Moreover, not only are low-income households more likely to shop locally, but 
the businesses serving low-income households are more likely to shop locally as 
well. It is clear, therefore, that not only will the provision of energy assistance 
provide income and employment to low-income households, but the earnings and 
employment that are delivered to such households will likely be spent, retained 
and re-circulated within the low-income community as well.204 


 
Ultimately, the Entergy study found that “energy assistance serves as an economic stimulant 
for the economy in three distinct ways. It creates economic activity.  It generates additional 
earnings.  It supports jobs.”   
 
TWELVE IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 
A business case can be made for low-income rate assistance programs such as that which has 
been advanced in this paper.  Considering the “business case” is important for three reasons.  
First, the business case is contrary to the conclusion that the affordability program should be 


                                                 
204 Colton (August 2003). The Economic Development Impacts of Home Energy Assistance: The Entergy States. 
Entergy Services Corp: Little Rock (AR). 
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pursued exclusively at public expense.  No reason exists for the public, through state legislative 
action, to be the exclusive funder of activities that will generate real and substantial financial 
benefits to the utility.   Second, the business case shows that stakeholders who might argue that 
utility rates are not an appropriate mechanism through which to pursue “social” policy miss the 
point of what a low-income program accomplishes.  Finally, the business case shows that the net 
costs to be paid by ratepayers, if any, are substantively less than the costs identified in a cost-
recovery mechanism (such as the proposed meters charge). 
 


1. A review of the basis for the adoption of two of the oldest low-income rate assistance 
programs in the United States (Ohio, Pennsylvania) reveals that such programs were not 
grounded simply on the social pressure to help those in need of rate assistance. Rather, 
low-income rate assistance programs are found to serve fundamental regulatory purposes 
quite apart from, and in addition to, their social functions.   
 


2. A business case for a low-income program affordability program must consider the 
effectiveness of the program in accomplishing outcomes such as preserving service and 
collecting revenue. The performance of a rate assistance program in maintaining 
uninterrupted service has been found to generate performance superior to traditional 
collection activities directed toward non-participant customers.  In addition to reducing 
the frequency of involuntary disconnections for nonpayment, a rate assistance program 
can be expected to reduce the duration of disconnections as well.   
 


3. Rate assistance programs out-perform traditional collection activities in collecting 
revenue as well.  This positive outcome can be measured in terms of whether the program 
generates the same dollars of revenue to the utility despite the offer of discounted rates.  
An evaluation of an Indiana rate assistance program found that: “the [rate affordability 
program] was better than revenue neutral to Citizens Gas.  While [program] participants 
were billed 90% of what nonparticipants were billed, they paid 111% of what 
nonparticipants paid.” 
 


4. Similar results were found for the Pilot Energy Assistance Program (PEAP) operated by 
Xcel Energy in Colorado.  PEAP program participants paid 67% of their current bills, 
compared to PEAP non-participant payments of 51%.  According to the PEAP 
evaluation, rather than collecting $533,684 from customers if they had not participated in 
PEAP, Xcel Energy collected $701,278 from customers enrolled in PEAP, a gain of 
$167,469 attributable to the program. 
 


5. The use of a rate assistance program helped Indiana utilities enhance the productivity of 
their collection efforts.  The Vectren rate assistance program allowed it to move to a less 
intensive collection activity directed toward its low-income customers when compared to its 
residential customer base as a whole. The program allowed the company to substitute mail 
and telephone collections where historically field collections had been required.   
 


6. The effectiveness of collection activities directed toward participants in the Indiana rate 
assistance program increased as measured by the dollars of payment per collection 
month. The increase in the average payment per collection month occurred for two 
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reasons: (1) the payments made in response to collection activity increased; and (2) the 
number of payments made without need of any collection activity increased. 
 


7. A low-income program can be justified through a business case analysis. The low-income 
programs that have been implemented in other jurisdictions have found that utilities 
collect more revenue, while incurring a lower cost of collection in the process.     
 


8. Aside from the direct financial benefits of promoting home energy affordability, providing 
affordable rates will generate considerable “secondary” business benefits to Idaho’s utilities.  
These benefits should be considered by the utility as instrumental uses in furthering business 
objectives. These instrumental uses document that the offer of low-income affordability 
programs can be grounded in economic rationality and self-interest. 
 


9. Initiatives such as an affordable home energy program will deliver business benefits through 
enhanced staff productivity.  The provision of affordable low-income rates allows utility 
customer service representatives to avoid imposing both direct and indirect productivity and 
staff turn-over costs on the company.   
 


10. Offering affordable rates to low-income customers can be expected to have long-term 
positive impacts for the utility from the perspective of maintaining and expanding its 
revenue base.  The provision of a strong social safety-net so that individuals and households 
do not face the deprivation of basic household necessities is a strong and growing factor in 
businesses making locational decisions. 
 


11. The adoption of an affordable home energy program will benefit Idaho’s utilities by 
expanding the “reputational capital” of the utility.  The enhanced ability of the utility to 
speak with “moral authority” is a business asset that enhances the financial performance of 
the utility and adds value to the corporation. “Moral authority” (discussed as “reputational 
capital”) has multiple operational (and thus financial) implications.   
 


12. Low-income rate assistance programs generate substantial economic development 
impacts.  As a significant contributor to economic development, low-income rate 
assistance programs provide benefits to the utility, as well as to all customer classes. Rate 
assistance programs contribute to additional disposable income within the low-income 
population, thus driving additional job creation, income generation, and economic 
activity for local businesses. 
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 PART 7: 
ADDITIONAL ENERGY ASSISTANCE  


FOR IDAHO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As Idaho struggles to address the affordability problems associated with increasing home energy 
prices, state policymakers should pay particular attention to avoid leaving potential resources on 
the table.  The discussion below identifies sets of new resources that the State of Idaho might 
capture for low-income energy assistance. 
 
STATE PUBLIC BENEFITS PROGRAMS 
 
One of the most effective low-income fuel assistance program structures outside LIHEAP involves 
the delivery of rate affordability assistance through public utilities. While clearly not all low-income 
households use utility fuels such as natural gas and electricity as their primary heating source, the 
use of electricity is nearly universal and the combination of gas and electric heating covers a 
substantial proportion of low-income households in Idaho. A variety of program designs, target 
populations, and justifications exist for the utility programs that operate around the nation. The 
experience from these programs merits their emulation in Idaho.  A comprehensive low-income 
affordability program was outlined earlier in this narrative.   
 
The Pennsylvania Customer Assistance Program (CAP) represents an exemplary comprehensive 
statewide effort on the part of utilities to address the payment problems of their low-income 
households.  Under the 1990 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC) order directing the 
establishment of CAPs by both electric and gas utilities, affordable rate programs were to be 
directed toward income-eligible payment-troubled customers. 
 
The Pennsylvania CAP programs were directed to be implemented by a 1992 Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission order.  That order, titled Policy Statement on Customer Assistance Programs 
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(CAP),205 found that "CAPs provide alternatives to traditional collection methods for low-income, 
payment troubled customers.  Generally, customers enrolled in a CAP agree to make monthly 
payments based on household family size and gross income.  These regular monthly payments, 
which may be for an amount that is less than the current bill, are made in exchange for continued 
provision of utility service."  The PUC concluded: "as a result of our investigation, the Commission 
believes that an appropriately designed and well implemented CAP, as an integrated part of a 
company's rate structure, is in the public interest. These guidelines prescribe a model CAP which is 
designed to be a more cost effective approach for dealing with issues of customer inability to pay 
than are traditional collection methods." 
 
Other state universal service programs include: 
 
 New Hampshire’s Electric Assistance Program (EAP), operating as a “tiered discount” 


program; 
 
 New Jersey’s Universal Service Fund (USF), operating as a “fixed credit” program; 


 
 Maryland’s Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP), operating as a LIHEAP 


supplement program; and 
 
 Indiana’s Universal service Programs (USPs), operating as a tiered rate discount program.  


 
A variety of other states (Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Colorado, Oregon, California) also operate 
public benefits programs that provide rate affordability assistance.206 
 
PROMOTING THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT 
 
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is the largest public assistance program serving low-
income households in Idaho.  As discussed in detail above, the EITC delivered roughly $258 
million dollars in federal benefits for the Tax Year 2009 (claimed in 2010).  Nonetheless, 
according to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), national data suggests that jurisdictions leave 
between 15% and 25% of available EITC benefits on the table each year.  In Idaho, this means 
that between $46 million and $86 million in federal EITC benefits go unclaimed each year. 
 
The increase in EITC benefits, while not uniformly helping all areas of the state, would 
nonetheless deliver substantial benefits to all counties within Idaho. Not surprisingly, the largest 
dollars lie in the larger urban counties. At the 25% unclaimed rate, the largest amounts of 
unclaimed benefits lie in:  
 


 Ada County ($14.645 million) 


                                                 
205 Docket M-00920345 (July 2, 1992). 
206 The National Consumer Law Center, in Boston, maintains an up-to-date list of public benefits programs.  
Because such a list is so constantly changing, one is not included in this publication. An analysis of “best practices” 
within ratepayer-funded rate affordability programs was recently prepared for Hydro-Quebec. Colton (November 
2007). Best Practices: Low-Income Rate Affordability Programs: Articulating and Applying Rating Criteria, Fisher, 
Sheehan & Colton: Belmont (MA).   
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 Bannock County ($4.464 million) 


 
 Bonneville County ($5.556 million),  


 
 Canyon County ($11.909 million),  
 
 Kootenai County ($6.434 million), and 
 
 Twin Falls County ($4.438 million). 


 
According to the Brookings Institution, few jurisdictions lack the capacity to increase the rate at 
which EITC benefits are distributed by five percent (5%) or more in a given year. The D.C.-
based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP), which administers the national EITC 
Outreach Campaign, reports that populations that are particularly underserved include part-time 
workers, women workers, and Hispanic workers.  Such an increase in Idaho would deliver nearly 
$12.9 million in increased federal EITC benefits to the State.  From that $12.9 million, utilities 
could expect that between four and five million dollars each year would be used to pay for 
unaffordable home energy bills.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Given the particular benefits of the EITC as “energy assistance,” Idaho utilities should take the 
following action steps:   
 
 Direct targeted EITC outreach to customers in arrears.  Indeed, utilities should direct 


EITC outreach to payment-troubled customers that the utility has previously identified as 
being low-income through mechanisms discussed throughout this report (e.g., winter 
payment plan, deferred payment plans, LIHEAP receipt)..   


 
 Fund outreach efforts targeted toward populations that under-utilize the EITC.  Rather 


than doing generic outreach campaigns, Idaho utilities could help fund “gap-filling” 
outreach.  According to the national EITC Outreach Campaign, women fill a 
disproportionate number of part-time and low-wage jobs. Newly employed women, in 
particular, are less likely to file for EITC benefits.  Moreover, Hispanic parents are much 
less likely to file for EITC benefits.  An Urban Institute study found that only 32% of 
low-income Hispanic parents knew about the EITC, and only 20% of such parents 
claimed their EITC.  In addition to performing LIHEAP outreach, Idaho utilities should 
direct funding to specific community-based organizations that can document their ability 
to reach these under-served populations. 


 
 Refer payment-troubled customers to free tax preparation clinics (called Volunteer 


Income Tax Assistance, or “VITA,” sites). Customers who contact the utility during the 
tax preparation season who have received energy assistance in the past, are currently 
receiving the low-income discount, or have otherwise been identified as “low-income,” 
can be directed toward VITA sites in addition to being directed toward energy assistance 
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agencies.  Information on VITA sites can be included with shutoff notices, with written 
confirmation of payment plan terms, or in other collection initiatives.  According to EITC 
outreach specialists, the primary problem with VITA sites is that not enough people use 
them.  Most people do not know about VITA sites; those that do often find it difficult to 
find them.  Unfortunately, the local IRS telephone assistance lines through which people 
might obtain information on the location of VITA sites are often busy.  


 
 Add EITC outreach to their existing contacts with its customers.  Adding an EITC 


information message during the call-center hold time would be helpful. Adding EITC 
outreach materials to the utility web sites would reach a different population.  Including 
EITC outreach with shutoff notices would provide an opportunity for payment-troubled 
customers to seek additional financial resources.    


 
 In addition to EITC outreach efforts, utilities should financially support the provision of 


free tax preparation clinics designed to help income-eligible households claim their 
EITC.  The cost to low-income taxpayers of relying on paid tax preparers, as well as 
using Refund Anticipation Loans (RALs) was outlined above. 
 


Finally, while this report recommends specific action steps for Idaho utilities to take, not all steps 
need be funded and advanced by the utility industry.  Increasing the number of EITC claims in 
Idaho would benefit the state as a whole, including the business community. Accordingly, one or 
more of Idaho’s utilities (not in their status as utility but in their status as a major player in the 
Idaho economy) should convene a business roundtable in Idaho, along with appropriate 
leadership within the nonprofit community, to develop and implement plans specific to Idaho for 
EITC outreach above and beyond that outreach that the utilities directs to their own low-income, 
payment-troubled population.   
 
REQUIRING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF UTILITY FUEL FUND CHECK-OFFS  
 
Private fuel funds can be an important source of energy assistance for Idaho’s low- and 
moderate-income households.  Fuel funds generally provide private, charitable assistance to low- 
and moderate-income households that face the imminent loss of home energy service.  Unlike 
rate assistance provided through a rate affordability program such as is described above, and 
public energy assistance provided through federal programs such as the Low-Income Home 
Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and HUD utility allowances, fuel funds are not directed 
toward addressing persistent home energy affordability issues.  They are instead directed toward 
preventing the adverse impacts associated with the loss of utility service due to an inability-to-
pay.   
 
The Potential for Short-term Payment Crises 
 
Low- and moderate-income households often face the potential crisis associated with the loss of 
utility service due to inability-to-pay.  This potential is not only possible, but is likely, because 
low- and moderate-income households live within financial constraints that do not allow the 
household to respond to financial exigencies. This “fragility” of household income poses real 
risks to low-income households.  The fragility of income refers to the fact that low-income 
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households are prone to income losses due to exigent circumstances, such as missed work due to 
family emergencies (combined with a lack of paid leave), involuntary part-time employment, and 
other related problems associated with low-quality, low-wage jobs.  Problems can arise on the 
expense side of household finances as well.  The need for an auto or appliance repair, along with 
unexpected household medical bills, can push a previously good-paying customer into a 
nonpayment situation.   
 
Low- and moderate-income households generally do not have the financial assets (contrasted to 
income) to help them respond to unexpected financial events without major disruption.  Assets 
may include simple protections against month-to-month financial fluctuations such as a small 
savings account.   
 
The recent Georgia REACH program207 was designed to help identify and address these non-
energy problems that create, or exacerbate, home energy affordability problems.  According to 
the Georgia REACH evaluation:   
 


The inability to address financial exigencies also was a commonly identified risk. 
Indeed, the inability to respond to exigencies due to a lack of savings, as well as 
the inability to afford high winter bill burdens (an exigency unto itself), were the 
most commonly identified risks aside from inadequate income.  The lack of 
control over expenses is a type of acknowledgment of the inability to handle 
unexpected (or unexpectedly high) household expenses.208  


 
The experience of New Jersey SHARES, a statewide fuel fund, confirms these observations.  As 
of the end of September, 2006, New Jersey SHARES had distributed crisis benefits to 11,945 
households.  Of these, the overwhelming majority experienced needs based on temporary 
circumstances: 
 


 7,813 (65.4%) reported a temporary financial crisis (reduced hours, temporary layoff, 
transportation expenses, family/household expenses); 


 
 262 (2.2%) reported being unemployed;  


 
 558 (4.7%) reported medical expenses. 


 
In addition, 3,071 (25.7%) reported a need for crisis funding because of high energy costs.   
 
The Role of a Utility Hardship Fund 
 
The fact that many of these households have incomes too high to qualify for low-income energy 
assistance exacerbates these problems.  As the Pennsylvania Bureau of Consumer Services 
(BCS) most recent report on universal service programs correctly notes:  


                                                 
207 The REACH program is a component of the federal LIHEAP office.  REACH is the acronym for Residential 
Energy Assistance CHallenge grant.   
208 Colton (April 2006). Georgia REACH Project Energize: Final Impact Evaluation, at 19 - 20, Georgia 
Department of Human Services: Atlanta (GA).   
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Utility company hardship funds provide cash assistance to utility customers who 
‘fall through the cracks’ of other financial assistance programs, or to those who 
still have a critical need for assistance after other resources have been exhausted. 
The funds make payments directly to companies on behalf of eligible customers. 
Contributions from shareholders, utility employees and customers are the primary 
sources of funding for these programs.209 


 
Hardship funds, while not generating sufficient revenue to support a basic affordability program, 
can nonetheless support significant crisis benefits.  In Pennsylvania, natural gas hardship fund 
programs distributed more than $4.979 million in the 2009/2010 program year. The natural gas 
programs assisted nearly 9,950 households.  In addition, the Pennsylvania electric hardship fund 
programs generated disbursements of more than $4.979 million in 2009/2010 and helped nearly 
11,400 households. Electric benefits distributed through the state’s hardship funds averaged 
$330, while the average natural gas benefit reached $414.  
 
Recommendation 
 
Every natural gas and electric utility in Pennsylvania is required to operate a hardship fund.210 
So, too, does Iowa law require utilities to solicit fuel fund contributions through a hardship fund.  
The Iowa statute provides in relevant part as follows:211   
 


The utilities board shall adopt rules which shall require each electric and gas public 
utility to establish a fund whose purposes shall include the receiving of 
contributions to assist the utility's low-income customers with weatherization 
measures to improve energy efficiency related to winter heating and summer 
cooling, and to supplement the energy assistance received under the federal low-
income home energy assistance program for the payment of winter heating electric 
or gas utility bills. 
 
The rules shall require each utility to periodically notify its customers of the 
availability and purpose of the fund and to provide them with forms on which they 
can authorize the utility to bill their contribution to the fund on a monthly basis.212 


 
The statute makes clear, of course, that “existing programs to receive customer contributions 
established by public utilities shall be construed to meet the requirements of this section. Such 
plans shall be subject to review by the utilities board.”213   
 


                                                 
209 Bureau of Consumer Services (2011).  2010 Report on Universal Service Programs & Collections Performance, 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission: Harrisburg (PA).   
210 The “operation” of a hardship fund may, of course, simply involve providing the hardship fund contributions 
generated from a utility’s customers to a private fuel fund for distribution.   
211 Additional language in the statute concerns the operation of the “customer contribution fund.”   
212 Iowa Code Annotated, Section 476.66 (2006). 
213 Section 476.66(7), Iowa Code Annotated. 
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Just like other company initiatives directed toward resolving low-income payment troubles, fuel 
fund contributions, as well as participation in the solicitation of contributions to local fuel funds, 
evidence a company’s ability to bring outside resources to bear in helping to address low-income 
customers’ immediate payment troubles. The State of Idaho should adopt legislation akin to that 
adopted in Iowa. All Idaho utilities should engage in the solicitation and distribution of fuel fund 
contributions. All Idaho gas and electric utilities, including municipal utilities and Rural Electric 
Cooperatives (RECs) should engage in the solicitation and distribution of fuel fund 
contributions.  
 
CAPTURING ESCHEATED UTILITY DEPOSITS  
 
Idaho provides for the escheat of abandoned property to the state.  Under state law, property that 
remains unclaimed for more than five (5) years is “presumed abandoned.”214  Expressly included 
in the escheat process is any “deposit, including any interest thereon, made by a subscriber with a 
utility to secure a payment or any sum paid in advance for utility service to be furnished.  . .”215 
For purposes of this statute, a “utility” is not merely a regulated utility; nor does the statute apply 
only to energy utilities.216 


Idaho allows these unclaimed utility properties to be devoted to low-income energy assistance.  
The statute provides as follows: 


The public utilities commission may certify that a utility is participating in a 
financial assistance program which assists the utility’s low income and 
disadvantaged customers with their utility bills.  Upon certification to the 
administrator, the utility shall pay the funds which would have been presumed to 
be abandoned under [the statute] to the financial assistance program certified by 
the public utilities commission. 217 


Despite the fact that state law allows for the use of abandoned deposits and prepayments for low-
income assistance, the Idaho state commission has not certified the creation of any low-income 
“financial assistance program.”   


A program by which utilities would commit that funding to the Community Action Partnership 
Association of Idaho (CAPAI) for distribution as emergency assistance to prevent shutoffs would 
be an appropriate use of these funds.  Such a program need only be certified by the Commission 
to allow utilities to access these funds for low-income assistance.  
 
Devoting abandoned utility deposits to low-income assistance is sound public policy.  There is little 
question but that the mobility of households that leads to the abandonment of utility deposits is 
likely to be concentrated in the low-income community.  Low-income households, overall, have a 
much higher mobility rate than do households in general. According to the Census Bureau’s 
American Community Survey (ACS), while 33% of all Idaho persons with income below 100% of 


                                                 
214 Idaho statutes, section 14-502 (2010). 
215 Idaho statutes, section 14-508 (2010).   
216 Idaho statutes, section 15-501(15) (2010). 
217 Idaho statutes, section 15-508(2) (2010).   
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the Federal Poverty Level moved in 2010, only 12% of persons with income above 150% of 
Poverty did; 20% of persons between 100% and 150% moved in 2010. 
 
The abandonment of utility deposits is likely to be primarily caused by households moving from 
their current home and failing to provide the utility a forwarding address.  The information 
presented above leads to the conclusion that not only will low-income Idaho households more likely 
be called upon to post cash security deposits, but those low-income Idaho households will also more 
likely be amongst those households that are likely to lose their deposits because of their mobility.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Abandoned utility deposits are available under Idaho state statute for use as low-income energy 
assistance.  The fact that the funding is not used for such assistance is simply attributable to the 
fact that certifications have not been provided, not that such certifications may not be provided.  
The way to access these otherwise abandoned funds is for the state utility commission to certify 
low-income crisis assistance programs for each utility.  The Commission, in collaboration with 
CAPAI and the state’s utilities, should initiate an immediate proceeding to design and certify a 
statewide program that could serve all utilities. 
 
DEVELOPING NON-TRADITIONAL CHECK-OFFS 
 
Historically, primary attention with check-off systems in support of state or local fuel funds has 
been devoted toward check-offs involving regulated utility (natural gas and electricity) 
customers.  Idaho should consider the advantages of funding mechanisms that extend beyond 
those regulated limits.  The discussion below considers not only how (and why) to reach into the 
Rural Electric Cooperative (REC) industry, but also how (and why) to reach into the financial 
services industries (such as banking and insurance) as well.   
 
The Potential Role of Co-op Patronage Capital Credits 
 
The State of Idaho should seek to work with Idaho’s Rural Electric Cooperatives (RECs) to 
expand the customer contribution financial base for serving low-income customers.  One 
initiative that Idaho should explore involves seeking customer donations from their annual 
patronage capital credits (or patronage capital refunds as some would refer to them).   
 
The benefits of tapping into refunded money that is flowing back to residential and commercial 
customers –there is no reason that such an initiative be limited exclusively to residential and 
commercial customers, but we make that limitation here simply to ease the process of analysis—
can be substantial.   
 
In seeking to estimate the impact of solicitations asking REC customers to donate some or all of 
their annual capital credits to their local customer contribution fund, important lessons can be 
learned from the past experiences of the Colorado Energy Assistance Foundation (now known as 
Energy Outreach Colorado, EOC).  EOC generated substantial fuel fund contributions through a 
solicitation directed toward recapturing customer refunds provided through Public Service 
Company of Colorado (PSCO).  In a notice to customers, PSCO told its customers: 
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We are very pleased to be returning this money (which includes taxes and interest) 
and would like to introduce you to an agency which would appreciate a donation of 
all or a portion of this refund to be used for a very worthy purpose.   
 
The Colorado Energy Assistance Foundation (CEAF) is a non-profit agency 
helping the Low-Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP) provide funds to 
people who need help paying their energy bills.  CEAF’s operation costs are paid 
entirely through corporate donations, so all private donations go directly to the 
people who need help. 
 
This is a great way to give!  Just check the box on the tear-off form below, mail it 
in the enclosed return envelope so that it reaches us by February 26 and your tax 
deductible donation will be sent to CEAF.  You have the option of donating all or 
a part of your refund amount. 


 
In addition to PSCO’s support, CEAF sought to publicize the donation program through local 
print and broadcast media.  Moreover, local churches were asked to solicit donations through 
their congregation’s newsletters or weekly bulletins.  
 
The Colorado initiative recovered $1,126,638 of the $29,657,910 refunds owed to “active” 
PSCO customers, or about 3.8% of the total refund.  While the refund averaged about $35 per 
customer, the refund donations received averaged about $25 per refund.  Nearly one-in-ten of the 
total number of customers eligible to receive refunds donated something through the program.  
According to CEAF, the refunds were considered to be “found money,” thus making it easier for 
customers to make the requested donation. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Implementing an initiative that would ask Co-op members to donate all or part of their annual 
patronage capital credits to the local customer contribution fund would generate a substantial 
fund that could be made available for low-income payment-troubled customers of RECs.  
 
The impact would be statewide. Using a three percent (3%) return on solicitations (which is 
somewhat less than PSCO received in reality), and using the average capital credit reported by 
the Iowa Association of Electric Cooperatives (IAEC) in its analysis of the economic impact that 
RECs have on local communities ($60/member),218 asking Idaho Co-op customers to donate all 
or part of their patronage capital credits to the local customer contribution fund, would generate 
nearly $130,000 in new funds each year.   
 
Idaho should propose that the state’s RECs pursue an initiative asking Co-op members to donate 
all or part of their annual patronage capital refunds to the local customer contribution fund.  
These donations would be used to make grants to low-income payment-troubled Co-op 


                                                 
218 The Iowa Co-ops reported that the average patronage capital refund was $67.32 each year.  That figure has been 
rounded down to $60.  Similar data is not available for Idaho co-ops.   
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customers or for weatherization purposes.  Adopting such an initiative would be in the best 
traditions of the seventh Cooperative Principle, to demonstrate concern for the community, and 
to promote the sustainable development of the community.  This initiative would also be in the 
best traditions of the fourth Cooperative Principle, to operate as a self-help institution.219 
 
The Potential Role of Financial Institutions 
 
Public utilities are not the only sector of the Idaho economy that would benefit from low-income 
weatherization.  In particular, financial institutions such as depository institutions and insurance 
companies could play an important role.  Each of these is discussed below.  
 
Depository Institutions 
 
Banks and similar depository financial institutions would benefit not only the community, but 
themselves, by supporting energy efficiency investments in low-income housing through a customer 
check-off process similar to utility check-offs.  A bank check-off could take one of two primary 
forms: (1) a voluntary check-off fee attached to each monthly financial statement; or (2) a voluntary 
check-off fee attached to each monthly mortgage payment received.220   
 
Check-off revenue could be used either to supplement weatherization funding in the state of Idaho 
or to supplement crisis fuel funds to help prevent the termination of service for nonpayment.  At an 
average investment of $3,500 per weatherized housing unit, every $200,000 in check-off revenue 
would weatherize about 60 low-income homes.  The use of bank check-off funds for low-income 
weatherization would not only help make energy more affordable, but would generate substantive 
benefits for the banks themselves.   
 


 Preventing mortgage defaults:  A bank-based check-off program for weatherization 
would help low-income consumers stay in their homes once those homes have been 
purchased. Affordable energy directly affects the ability of homebuyers to avoid crisis 
situations involving unpaid bills. One federal study found, for example, that high 
energy prices increase the default on home mortgages. This study, performed for the 
U.S. Federal Energy Administration, found that in 1974 and 1975, 2.5 percent of 
HUD mortgages failed because of high energy prices.221 This impact is of particular 
importance today.  Natural gas, fuel oil and propane energy prices are at historic 
highs.  


 
 Building home value: A bank-based check-off program would help low-income 


homebuyers derive additional value from their home, thus providing added protection 
for home loans. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found in 1998 that 
energy-efficient homes have a higher market (or resale) value regardless of how long 
a consumer owns the home.  According to the EPA study, home value increases $20 


                                                 
219 To prevent the need to devote an inordinate proportion of the new funds to administration of multiple tiny local 
hardship funds, these funds could be distributed through existing community-based organizations.   
220 In either case, this fee would be similar to a utility check-off fee attached to the monthly utility bill. 
221 Metrostudy Corporation (1976). An Analysis of the Contribution of Energy Price Changes to HUD-Insured 
Mortgage Failures, Federal Energy Administration: Washington D.C. 
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for every $1 reduction in average annual utility bill.  An energy efficiency audit that 
reduces average annual home energy bills by $420 a year, EPA found, will add 
$8,400 to the market value of the home.222 


 
 Increasing the purchasing power for affordable housing:  A bank-based 


check-off program would increase the market for affordable housing.  A 2003 
study by Fisher, Sheehan & Colton (FSC) found that energy costs in Colorado 
substantively reduce the purchasing power for housing.  According to the FSC 
analysis, “the reduction in purchasing power is substantial.  While a retail 
sales person could afford a $464 monthly mortgage payment without utilities, 
that sales person could afford only $354 with utilities being taken into account 
(a reduction of 24% in purchasing power).  The elementary school teacher 
could afford a monthly home mortgage payment of $766 without considering 
utilities, but could afford only $669 with utilities (a reduction of 13%).”223 


 
 Increasing the market for homeownership: A bank-based check-off 


program would expand the ability of low-income households to access credit.  
The impact of energy efficiency mortgages, for example, has long been 
recognized as a way to expand first time homebuyership. In 1985, Harvard and 
MIT's Joint Center for Urban Studies found that the use of home energy ratings 
would enable a minimum of 11% more first-time home buyers to be able to 
afford mortgage loans. The Center's study was based on data collected from 
Hartford (CT); Houston (TX); Portland (OR); Chicago (IL); and Seattle 
(WA).224  Similarly, the FSC Colorado study found that “taking home utility 
bills into account reduces the availability of affordable units in Colorado by 
nearly 20%.” 


 
 Increasing the affordability of homeownership:  A bank-based check-off 


program would improve the affordability of homeownership. Reducing costs 
through the installation of weatherization measures has the same effective 
impact as reducing interest rates. In its Colorado study, FSC quantified what 
interest rate reduction on the underlying mortgage would be necessary to 
provide the same dollar savings to the consumer as energy efficiency 
measures.  FSC reported that over a 15-year period, “in order to achieve the 
same savings as generated by the proposed energy efficiency partnership, 
consumers would need to have interest rate reductions of between 22 and 45 
basis points. For the household buying a low cost home with an average utility 
bill, the efficiency investments would have the same effect as reducing 
interest rates by 0.31%.” 


                                                 
222Nevin and Watson (October 1998). “Evidence of Rational Market Valuation for Home Energy Efficiency,” The 
Appraiser Journal, 401-409 (forty-five regression analyses of American Housing Survey data shows that residential 
real estate markets assign an incremental value that reflects the discounted value of annual fuel savings). 
223 Colton (2003). Energy Efficiency as an Affordable Housing Tool in Colorado, Fisher, Sheehan & Colton: 
Belmont (MA).   
224 Residential Energy Services Network (2004). Home Energy Ratings: A Primer,  at Chapter 4, available at: 
http://www.natresnet.org/herseems/HERSPrimer/HERSPrimer.htm (April 2004).   
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A bank check-off fee could generate substantial funds. Check-offs can be expected to generate the 
participation of no less than two percent of the customer base.225  Moreover, contributions can 
reasonably be expected to reach $10 per year per check-off participant.  Every 100,000 mortgage 
holders could thus generate $20,000 in check-off funding.  
 
The Potential Role of Insurance Institutions 
 
Idaho’s insurance institutions would benefit not only the community, but themselves, by supporting 
energy efficiency investments in low-income housing through a customer check-off process similar 
to utility check-offs.  An insurance company check-off could take the same form as a utility check-
off.  It would involve a voluntary fee attached to each periodic statement. 
 
Check-off revenue could be used either to supplement weatherization funding in the state of Idaho 
or to supplement crisis fuel funds to help prevent the termination of service for nonpayment.  At an 
average investment of $3,500 per weatherized housing unit, every $200,000 in check-off revenue 
would weatherize about 60 low-income homes.  The use of insurance check-off funds for low-
income weatherization would not only help make energy more affordable, but would generate 
substantive benefits for the insurance industry itself.   
 
An insurance check-off fee could generate substantial funds. A check-off could be expected to 
generate the participation of two percent of the customer base. Moreover, contributions could 
reasonably be expected to reach $10 per year per check-off participant.  Every 100,000 insurance 
customers could thus generate $20,000 in check-off funding.  
 
The interest of the insurance industry in weatherizing low-income homes is akin to the industry’s 
interest in other risk management strategies. Energy efficiency serves the same function as 
technologies such as seat belts/air bags, smoke alarms, and preventive medicine.226  The insurance 
benefits from weatherization arise from the full range of weatherization measures: 
 


 Insulation, air sealing, and duct sealing:  Using the installation of insulation, air 
sealing, and duct sealing to prevent heat losses through the roofs of homes will help 
prevent the formation of ice dams on roof eaves.  Ice dams cause damage not only to 
the roof, but also to the structure of the home.  “Ice dams form because of preventable 
heat leaks caused by air leakage, insufficient insulation levels, or leaky heating 
ducts.”227 


 
 Energy efficient windows: The installation of energy efficient windows is an 


effective fire loss prevention technique.  Energy efficient windows are less subject to 
breakage during a fire. According to Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBL), 


                                                 
225 Colton (1996). Funding Fuel Assistance: State and Local Strategies to Help Pay Low-Income Home Energy 
Bills, at 8 – 27 Fisher, Sheehan & Colton: Belmont (MA). 
226 Mills (2003). “The insurance and risk management industries: new players in the delivery of energy-efficient and 
renewable energy products and services,” 31 Energy Policy 1257 (hereafter, New Players).  
227 Mills and Knoepfel (1997). Energy Efficiency Options for Insurance Loss Prevention, at 8, Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory: Berkeley (CA) (hereafter, Insurance Loss Prevention).   
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“during a fire, heat-stressed windows can shatter as a result of differential expansion 
near the frames.”228  The broken windows then feed a fresh supply of air to the fire, 
thus contributing to the spread of the fire and toxic fumes.  LBL reports that “efficient 
windows reduce the likelihood that fire will cause breakage.”229 


 
 Pipe insulation:  The installation of pipe insulation (or insulation of cold spaces 


where pipes run) reduces the likelihood of freeze damage. Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory reports that “cold winters correlate to significant reductions in the 
profitability of pipe insurance providers.” 230 


 
 Duct sealing: Ensuring that ducts for combustion appliances such as water heaters 


and furnaces are properly sealed provides substantial health and property benefits to 
low-income households. According to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, duct sealing 
“can help avoid dangerous pressure imbalances in a building, which can lead to fires 
or health and life risks from carbon monoxide back-drafting of combustion 
appliances.”231 


 
The losses that weatherization can help prevent are substantial: 
 
 The insurance industry paid out $450 million per year in insured losses from frozen pipes 


over one ten year period in just 17 Southeastern states. 
 


 The property insurance industry in Connecticut paid out over 15,000 claims, averaging 
$2,000 per claim, because of just one snow storm in 1995. 


 
 There are 72,000 structural fires per year caused by heating equipment, 385 fire-related 


deaths, 2,142 injuries, and $551 million in fire-related losses.  Residential buildings carry 
80% of the insured losses and nearly all of the fires, deaths and injuries. 


 
 There are 85,000 structural fires per year caused by electrical equipment and appliances, 360 


fire-related deaths, 3,500 injuries, and $1.2 billion fire-related losses. Residential buildings 
carry two-thirds of the insured losses, and a “considerably higher” share of the fires, deaths 
and injuries.232 


 
In sum, efficiency measures can reduce losses from fire, ice, wind and water damages in addition to 
reducing health risks and generating other benefits to the insurance industry. Even where efficiency 
cannot eliminate the risk, efficiency measures reduce insured losses. According to Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, “the short-term loss prevention benefits of these energy efficiency measures 
would have distinct value to insurers and their customers. . .” 
 


                                                 
228 New Players, supra, at 1258. 
229 Id., at 1258. 
230 Id., at 1258. 
231 Insurance Loss Prevention, supra, at 3.  
232 Insurance Loss Prevention, supra, at 10; see also, Mills, Deering and Vine (March 1998). “Energy Efficiency: 
Proactive Strategies for Risk Managers,” Risk Management Magazine, at 12 – 16. 
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The insurance industry should be involved with generating funding for low-income energy 
efficiency investments in Idaho. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The statute requiring the implementation of a “customer contribution fund” on the part of local 
utilities should extend to depository institutions and insurance companies as well.  While not 
requiring industry contributions, such a statute would require each business to make available a 
customer check-off process.   
 
PUBLIC HOUSING AUTHORITY UTILITY ALLOWANCE OBLIGATIONS 
 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides energy assistance to 
tenants of public and assisted housing.  “Public housing” refers to housing owned by local public 
housing authorities (PHAs).  “Assisted housing” refers primarily to what is called Section 8 
housing.233 In addition, private housing developed with the assistance of the federal Low-Income 
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program is governed by utility allowances promulgated by local 
housing authorities.   
 
HUD’s energy assistance comes in the form of what is called a “utility allowance.”  Under 
federal law, a utility allowance is supposed to be sufficient to pay a tenant’s entire utility bill 
(electricity and space heating/cooling).234  Separate utility allowances are calculated for each fuel 
used by a tenant (and sometimes for each end use). Unlike LIHEAP, the allowance is not paid in 
cash to the tenant (or directly vendored to the tenant’s utility service provider).  Instead, the 
amount of the allowance is provided as an offset to the tenant’s rent.235  The effect, however, is 
to put additional cash in the pocket of the tenant so that the tenant can pay his or her utility bills 
as they come due.236 
 


                                                 
233 While other miscellaneous types of assisted housing exist, as well, to which this analysis applies, the bulk of 
“assisted housing” is Section 8 housing. 
234  Under the law, a tenant’s shelter costs (including rent plus all utilities other than telephone) is not to exceed 30% 
of income. Rent is set equal to 30% of income. Accordingly, to comply with the law, utility costs must be covered in 
their entirety to keep total shelter costs at 30%. 
235 If the tenant has a rent of $250 and a utility allowance of $150, the rent is reduced to $100. 
236 If the utility allowance exceeds what the tenant would pay out-of-pocket for rent, the excess is paid to the tenant 
as a cash benefit.   
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Enforcing Federal Regulatory Requirements 
 
A utility allowance is set by the local Public Housing Authority. Pursuant to federal regulations, 
each PHA is, at a minimum, supposed to review (and revise where appropriate) its utility 
allowance on an annual basis.237  In addition, under federal law, each PHA is supposed to adjust 
its utility allowance whenever there is a rate change of 10% or more.238 Local Public Housing 
Authorities however, all too frequently fail to comply with these “requirements,” and low-
income tenants simply do not have the resources to constantly challenge PHA inaction. 
 
The law does not require that the entire bill of a tenant be paid.  Instead, the legal test is whether 
the utility allowance will be sufficient to cover the utility bill of an “energy conservative 
household of modest means.”239  Much can be written about what that phrase means. The basic 
message, however, is that while there is no guarantee that the entire bill will be paid, PHA 
discretion is not absolute. If the tenant uses more energy than is paid by the utility allowance, 
that energy consumption must be more than what would be used by an “energy conservative 
household of modest means.” In addition, federal law provides that a utility allowance is to cover 
all energy consumption that is not within the ability of the tenant to control. 
 
Despite the legal constraints identified above, local Public Housing Authorities often set utility 
allowances so as to substantially underpay tenants of public and assisted housing.   
 
This failure of local Public Housing Authorities to comply with federal law imposes substantial 
costs on the public utilities charged with serving these low-income customers.  As a result of 
inadequate utility allowances, these tenants are required to pay much of what is supposed to be 
covered by a utility allowance out of their own pocket. These utility costs can be devastating to a 
tenant of public and assisted housing.  An analysis by the U.S. General Accounting Office 
(GAO) reported that public and assisted housing tenants, on average, live with incomes of below 
50% of Poverty Level, a finding consistent with the incomes of Idaho’s Section 8 and public 
housing tenants reported above.240 Accordingly, public utilities experience higher collection 
costs, increased working capital expenses, and escalated bad debt over what they would have 
experienced had utility allowances been properly set.   


                                                 
237 24 C.F.R. § 965.507(a) (2006) (“The PHA shall review at least annually the basis on which utility allowances 
have been established and, if reasonably required in order to continue adherence to the standards stated in §965.505, 
shall establish revised allowances.”) 
23824 C.F.R. §965.507(b) (2006).  (“The PHA may revise its allowances for resident-purchased utilities between 
annual reviews if there is a rate change (including fuel adjustments) and shall be required to do so if such change, by 
itself or together with prior rate changes not adjusted for, results in a change of 10 percent or more from the rates on 
which such allowances were based. Adjustments to resident payments as a result of such changes shall be retroactive 
to the first day of the month following the month in which the last rate change taken into account in such revision 
became effective.”) 
239 24 C.F.R.  §965.505 (2006). (“The objective of a PHA in designing methods of establishing utility allowances for 
each dwelling unit category and unit size shall be to approximate a reasonable consumption of utilities by an energy-
conservative household of modest circumstances consistent with the requirements of a safe, sanitary, and healthful 
living environment.”) 
240 General Accounting Office (March 1991). Assisted Housing: Utility Allowances Often Fall Short of Actual Utility 
Expenses: Volume I, General Accounting Office: Washington D.C. General Accounting Office (March 1991). 
Assisted Housing: Utility Allowances Often Fall Short of Actual Utility Expenses: Volume II, General Accounting 
Office: Washington D.C. 
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It is not clear why HUD utility allowances receive so little attention by persons interested in 
seeing that the government programs designed to help low-income customers pay their home 
energy bills are adequately funded and appropriately administered. Consider that: 
 


 Unlike LIHEAP, utility allowances are not seasonal benefits, but are year-round; 
 


 Unlike LIHEAP, utility allowances are intended to cover total energy consumption, 
including electricity, hot water and space heating, not simply home heating (or 
cooling);241 


 
 Unlike LIHEAP, utility allowances are not limited by the amount of a block grant 


allocation to the state.   
 


Recommendation 
 
The State of Idaho should take an active role in ensuring that its local Public Housing Authorities 
comply with federal regulatory requirements regarding the promulgation of utility allowances.  
Housing Authorities are, after all, creatures of state law.  While they are independent local 
authorities, it is nonetheless appropriate for the State to take an active role in enforcing 
compliance with requirements that adequate and appropriate energy assistance be provided, both 
to ensure the affordability of housing and to ensure the affordability of home energy.  
 
The State, through either regulatory or legislative action, should adopt the following procedures: 
 


 Each natural gas, electric and water/sewer utility shall, whenever it implements a 
retail residential rate change, including any rate change attributable to fuel costs or 
purchased gas costs, notify all Public Housing Authorities within their service 
territory of the rate change.   


 
 Each PHA shall, by September 1 of each year, submit to the State each schedule of 


utility allowances to be in effect for the immediately upcoming year.  Each PHA 
filing shall document the adjustments to be made for changes in home energy (and 
water/sewer) prices, including adjustments for rate changes of 10% or more 
retroactive to the first month in which the rate change became effective. 


 
 If a PHA fails to make its annual filing, or fails to adjust its utility allowances to 


reflect rate changes during the year, including adjustments for rate changes of 10% 
or more retroactive to the first month in which the rate change became effective, the 
State shall promulgate utility allowances for the PHA and shall mandate their 
implementation effective October 1 of the filing year and retroactive, if appropriate, 
to the first month after a rate change of 10% or more became effective.  


 


                                                 
241 Other “utilities” included in HUD utility allowances include water/sewer and trash, but not telephone service. 
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 Any tenant adversely affected by the failure of a PHA to promulgate or revise a 
utility allowance may, upon complaint to the State, seek review of whether a PHA 
has complied with requirements that utility allowances be adequately promulgated 
and updated.   


 
Enforcing Individualized Relief Requirements 
 
Idaho utilities should take a more active role in helping their low-income customers seek 
additional utility assistance from the housing authorities. Often overlooked in discussions 
regarding public housing utility allowances is the provision for "individual relief" provided by 
HUD regulations.242 HUD regulations provide that under the HUD-funded public housing: 
 


Requests for relief. . .from payment of utility supplier billing in excess of the 
allowances for resident-purchased utilities, may be granted by the PHA on 
reasonable grounds, such as special needs of elderly, ill or disabled residents, or 
special factors affecting utility usage not within the control of the resident, as the 
PHA shall deem appropriate.  The PHA’s criteria for granting such relief, and 
procedures for requesting such relief, shall be adopted at the time the PHA adopts 
the methods and procedures for determining utility allowances.243  


 
Several important observations arise from this regulation:   
 
 It is important to note the disjunctive nature of the availability of relief set forth in the 


federal regulations.  There need not be "special needs" and "special factors," but rather 
only one "or" the other.   


 
 A PHA does not have the discretion to decide not to provide "individual relief" pursuant 


to these regulations.  HUD regulations state that: “The PHA's criteria for granting such 
relief, and procedures for requesting such relief, shall be adopted at the time the PHA 
adopts the methods and procedures for determining utility allowances.” (emphasis added). 


 
 The individualized relief extends to relief "from payment of utility supplier billings in 


excess of the allowance."  This “relief” is to be provided by the Housing Authority in the 
form of additional benefit dollars, not by the utility supplying the service.   


 
Recommendation 
 
In this respect, Idaho utilities can play three important roles with regard to individualized relief 
for recipients of utility allowances.   
 
 First, each utility should direct payment-troubled public and assisted housing tenants in 


the company's various low-income programs244 to the individualized relief provisions. 


                                                 
242 24 C.F.R. § 965.508 (2009). 
243 24 C.F.R. § 965.508 (2009). 
244 Such programs might involve the winter payment plan program, LIHEAP, a deferred payment arrangement, or 
one of the programs recommended in this paper.  
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Just as LIHEAP "crisis grants" are a source of home energy benefits for low-income 
households, so, too, should the individualized relief benefits be a means by which 
unaffordable home energy bills can be redressed. Public housing units can be identified 
and flagged on a utility system.245 Utility staff, therefore, could direct payment-troubled 
customers to their respective PHA to apply for individual relief as established by the local 
PHA.   


 
 Second, each utility should play an active role as a primary stakeholder in enforcing the 


obligation of their respective PHAs in their service territory to establish reasonable 
standards under which to grant individualized relief. PHAs have a regulatory obligation 
to adopt "criteria for granting such relief." Under the federal regulations, the Housing 
Authorities are to grant “individualized relief” where specified factors give rise to “utility 
usage not within the control of the resident.”  The local utility should be able to offer 
unique expertise in assessing the extent to which such usage “not within the control of the 
tenant” exists.   


 
 Finally, each utility should promote an aggressive definition of both the "special needs" 


and the "special factors" criteria which are to be applied to determine the availability of 
individualized relief.  The individualized relief provisions, in other words, provide no 
relief either to a low-income household, or to the utility serving that low-income 
household, if eligibility for the relief is so narrowly drawn as to make it virtually non-
existent.  Utility involvement in the criteria-setting process is important.   


 
In sum, low-income households who face unaffordable utility bills notwithstanding their receipt 
of federal subsidies through utility allowances for public and assisted housing may have an 
additional source of benefits available to them.  Through the "individualized relief" provisions of 
public housing programs, participating tenants are entitled to "relief from. . .payment of utility 
supplier billings in excess of the allowances for tenant-purchased utilities."   
 
Pursuing Direct Vendor Payments of Utility Allowances 
 
Despite the utility allowance benefits provided to tenants of public and assisted housing, these 
dollars of benefits to pay utility bills are often used for non-utility purposes.  The problem arises 
because of the way in which the utility allowances are distributed.   
 
The crux of the public and assisted housing programs is the provision of a housing subsidy that 
reduces the shelter costs of such households to 30 percent of the household's income.  The shelter 
subsidy is paid directly to landlords. The payment of utility allowances is wrapped into this 
payment of the larger shelter assistance.   
 
The process of utility allowances was described briefly above.  Utility allowances are generally 
“paid” to the tenants of public and assisted housing in the form of a rent credit.  If, for example, a 
tenant has an out-of-pocket rental payment of $350 and a “utility allowance” of $150, the utility 


                                                 
245 Public housing references the housing unit, not the tenant.  If, for example, 123 Main Street is a public housing 
unit, it will be a public housing unit irrespective of who the tenant might be at any given time.   
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allowance is provided as a rent credit to reduce the out of pocket rent to $200 ($350 rent - $150 
utility allowance = $200 rent).246  In this fashion, the assumption is simply that the reduction in 
out-of-pocket rent frees up the $150 to allow the tenant sufficient funds to make his or her utility 
bill payment.   
 
As can be seen, this process of paying the utility allowance transfers the risk of nonpayment 
from the landlord to the utility company.  The landlord receives the direct payment of cash from 
the federal government.  Direct vendor payments of utility allowances are not generally made. A 
“direct vendor payment” is a payment of the utility subsidy directly to the utility company.247 
 
Why Idaho Utilities should be Concerned 
 
This process of distributing utility allowances in the form of rent credits rather than as direct 
vendor payments to the utility harms the utility in several different ways. To the extent that a 
tenant chooses to use the money that is “freed up” by the rent credit to purchase other household 
necessities, the process effectively has transferred money intended to pay home energy bills to 
the payment of rent instead.  As a result, Idaho utilities experience increased costs attributable to 
lost revenues, working capital expenses, credit and collection expenses, bad debt and the like.   
 
Given the extremely low-incomes as discussed above (significantly below the Federal Poverty 
Level), the likelihood of this diversion of utility allowances to other purposes is high. This will 
occur even in those situations where annual utility bills exactly equal annual utility allowances. 
Given the seasonal nature of utility bills, for example, it is unlikely that a household will pay 
more than the billed amount for utility service in any given month.248  
 
Instead, the household will likely divert the excess allowance to non-utility uses in those months 
the monthly allowance exceeds the currently monthly bill.  Hence, if there is a current bill of 
$75, and rent credit attributable to the utility allowance frees up $100, the household quite 
reasonably will pay the current bill and use the "extra" $25 for other household necessities such 
as food and clothing.  This scenario would seem to be the "best case" from the perspective of the 
utility.  The scenario assumes that the household diverts no more of its utility allowance to non-
utility uses than the excess of the monthly allowance over the monthly bill.   
 
The costs of the mismatch between monthly utility allowances and monthly utility bills are two-
fold: (1) an absolute revenue loss to the utility that is unlikely ever to be made up; and (2) the 
costs of carrying the arrears of the public and assisted housing tenants.  In addition, of course, the 
utility will incur whatever costs are associated with the credit and collection activities directed 
toward the unpaid bill.  
 


                                                 
246 The utility allowance is then paid to the landlord as a cash payment from HUD to make up for the reduced out-of-
pocket rent received from the tenant. 
247 LIHEAP payments, for example, are “directly vendored” to utility companies. 
248Hence, for example, in a month where the current month utility bill is $75 without arrears, and the utility 
allowance is $100, the household is assumed to pay only the $75 rather than to make a $100 payment thus 
creating a bill credit. 
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Recommendation 
 
Idaho’s utilities should work with the local housing authorities in their respective service 
territories to identify the Section 8 and public housing tenants in their territory.  For these 
tenants, the utility should solicit direct vendor payments of utility allowances. Through such 
direct vendor payment agreements, utility allowances would be paid directly to the utility by the 
local Public Housing Authority (PHA).249  As a result of such payment, the utility will capture 
the full annual utility allowance to be credited against the annual utility bill.250 
 
Each utility should offer the incentives necessary to gain the participation of public and assisted 
housing tenants in a direct vendor payment program.  Under federal regulations, direct vendor 
payments of the utility allowance are allowed only if both the utility company and the tenant 
agree to such payments.  
 
Incentives would be necessary since a refusal to enter into a direct vendor program would retain 
for the tenant the greatest discretion and control over its entire month-to-month allocation of 
household resources.  Without such participation, in other words, the household retains the 
discretion to divert its utility allowance to uses such as food and clothing.  Even in situations 
where the annual utility allowance equals the annual bill, a public or assisted housing tenant 
could divert “excess” utility allowances over monthly bills in low-bill months to other household 
necessities.  
 
The incentive to be paid by the utility to gain participation in a direct-vendor program should 
involve a credit paid against the current bill.  A payment set equal to $8 per month would 
provide a total annual credit of roughly $100. The payment is not a “discount.”  It is instead a 
payment for value received. In this sense, the credit is no different from the bill reduction paid to 
customers taking service under an interruptible service tariff.  Similarly, the credit is akin to 
credits paid by many electric utilities to customers agreeing to the direct control of load that is 
likely to be in use at the time of peak demand (e.g., cooling, hot water).   
 
In general, the following reasons support a decision to provide an $8/month payment as an 
incentive to gain the participation of assisted and public housing tenants in a direct vendor 
payment program.   
 
 To the extent that unaffordable bills are charged to public and assisted housing tenants, 


the utility would likely incur credit and collection costs to collect the excess.  To provide 
a bill credit for direct vendor payments will help avoid those credit and collection 
expenses.   


 
 Direct vendor payments will provide cash flow and working capital advantages to the 


utility. Not only will credit and collection expenses be eliminated, but given that the 


                                                 
249Federal regulations provide that: "if the Family and the utility company consent, a PHA or Owner may 
pay the Utility reimbursement jointly to the Family and the utility company, or directly to the utility 
company."  See, e.g., 24 CFR §236.735; 24 CFR §290.9; 24 CFR §881.501, 24 CFR §891.560 (2009). 
250 Capturing the utility allowance as a direct vendor payment would have the added advantage of allowing a direct 
observation of whether the utility allowance is sufficient or insufficient to cover the entire utility bill.   
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direct vendor payment can be timed to automatically be paid on the billing “due date,” 
costs associated with carrying bills past the due date will be eliminated as well.   


 
 The automatic payment of direct vendor utility allowances will eliminate any bad debt or 


other write-offs associated with the bills covered by those payments.   
 
Idaho utilities should seek to ensure that federal monies intended to be provided for utility 
assistance is, in fact, captured as energy assistance.  Pursuing the direct vendor payment of utility 
allowances would advance that objective. As described above, the dollars of energy assistance 
involved are substantial. 
 
Summary 
 
Tenants of public and assisted housing in Idaho have some of the lowest incomes in the state.  
Tenants of both public and assisted housing have incomes that place them below the Federal 
Poverty Level, sometimes substantially so.  As tenants experience such low incomes, they are 
more likely to experience utility bill payment troubles as well.   
 
These bill payment troubles occur despite the fact that specific federal financial assistance is 
provided to tenants of public and assisted housing to pay utility bills in their entirety.  It makes 
sense for Idaho utilities to convert as many public and assisted housing tenants as possible to 
direct vendor payment agreements to receive such assistance.  Moreover, Idaho’s utilities would 
be justified in offering incentives for public and assisted housing tenants to enter into agreements 
through which their respective utility allowances are directly vendored to the utility.   
 
Aside from capturing this ongoing utility assistance, HUD’s public housing program provides for 
“individualized relief” when specified factors give rise to utility bills outside the ability of the 
tenant to control.  Local housing authorities are required to specify both the circumstances under 
which individualized relief will be granted and type of relief that will be provided.  Clearly, this 
individualized relief benefits not only the tenants that receive such relief, but the utilities whose 
bills would be paid through such relief.  Idaho utilities should take specific action steps to ensure 
that individualized relief is available where appropriate, that it is of appropriate magnitude, and 
that the procedures for accessing are reasonable and adequate.  
 
AN ENERGY EFFICIENT UTILITY ALLOWANCE FOR PUBLIC AND ASSISTED HOUSING 
 
As described immediately above, one primary source of low-income energy assistance in Idaho 
involves the utility allowances provided to tenants of public and assisted housing units. While 
the number of households receiving such assistance may well be lower than the number of 
households receiving LIHEAP, the dollar value of such assistance in Idaho is considerable.  This 
is true because HUD utility allowances are not simply heating/cooling benefits, but are instead 
designed to pay all component of the annual home utility bill of a HUD tenant (e.g., electricity, 
hot water, heating, water/sewer, trash).  In addition to HUD utility allowances, utility allowances 
provided for privately-developed housing, such as housing developed using Low-Income 
Housing Tax Credits, also represent a significant source of home energy assistance.   
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As described in detail above, the delivery of energy efficiency to rental housing faces substantial 
impediments that are not common to other types of housing.  While renters have little incentive 
to spend money to improve their landlord’s property, landlords, too, have little incentive to spend 
money to reduce their tenant’s utility bill.  Moreover, tenants almost never have the authority to 
make decisions as to improving the energy efficiency of major household systems (e.g., heating, 
cooling, hot water), and frequently lack the authority to make decisions on whether to replace 
major household appliances (such as refrigerators).   
 
Despite the real problem posed by split incentives in rental housing, Idaho could work with local 
utilities, and local housing providers, to identify a significant population where that split incentive 
could be remedied. These utility efforts would focus on Section 8 housing units with tenant-paid 
utility bills.  
 
Section 8 is a federal housing program under which low-income tenants are provided subsidies to 
live in private rental housing.  As described above, the assistance provided to Section 8 tenants is 
designed to subsidize two different shelter costs.  On the one hand, the Section 8 subsidy 
includes a “utility allowance.”  The utility allowance is, by federal law, intended to cover all 
component of a he utility bill by the tenant.  On the other hand, the Section 8 payment includes a 
benefit that subsidizes a tenant’s contract rent.  The “contract rent” is that amount of money that 
a landlord can charge for the housing unit.   
 
An “energy efficient utility allowance” is based on the interdependence of these two 
components.  The combined level of the utility allowance and the contract rent for any given 
jurisdiction may not exceed a federally-prescribed maximum, called the Fair Market Rent 
(FMR). So, given that maximum, if the contract rent is higher, the utility allowance must be 
lower; if the utility allowance is higher, the contract rent must be lower.  
 
The Outline of an Energy Efficient Utility Allowance 
 
An energy efficient utility allowance involves offering a lower utility subsidy paid to Section 8 
tenants to reflect the lower utility costs incurred subsequent to the installation of energy 
efficiency measures.  Through California’s “Designed for Comfort” Efficient Affordable 
Housing Program, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) sought to promote the 
adoption of EEUA’s as an energy efficiency strategy directed toward both public and assisted 
housing.251  
 


The DfC Program tries to encourage energy efficiency by introducing the [energy 
efficiency-based utility allowance]. The EEBUA can be used in buildings that are 
significantly more energy efficient than average.  If their local public housing 
authority adopts the EEBUA, owners or developers who achieve certain levels of 
energy efficiency in their new or existing affordable multifamily properties can 
collect higher rents.  These higher rents are possible because the EEBUA has 
reduced the tenant’s utility allowance to correspond with the reduction in utility 


                                                 
251 “Public” housing involves housing owned and operated by local public housing authorities.  “Assisted” housing 
involves housing that, while privately-owned, is nonetheless subsidized through a public program such as Section 8. 
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costs that have been achieved by the energy-efficiency measures installed in the 
property.252 


 
Despite unanticipated challenges in the implementation of the energy efficient utility allowances, 
discussed further below, the CPUC’s Designed for Comfort program met or exceeded its goals in 
the adoption of such utility allowances.  According to the 2006 program evaluation, while the 
objective was to generate the approval of energy efficient utility allowances by ten (10) local 
housing authorities, through 2005, nine housing authorities had done so, and two more had 
committed to adopting the energy efficient utility allowance in 2006.253 Efforts to promote the 
adoption of EEUAs continue in California.   
 
Operation of the Energy Efficient Utility Allowance Program 
 
According to one assessment of the CPUC program,254 implementation of the EEUAs, along 
with energy efficiency measures, in an illustrative 53 unit development would generate benefits 
for both the property owner and the tenants over a fifteen-year period.  The analysis compared 
rental income on a project with 40 two-bedroom units and 12 three-bedroom units (and one 
manager unit).  All but one of the units were designed to be affordable to low- and very-low 
income households.   
 
The result of the EEUA was to generate more than $11,000 each year in additional return to the 
property owner without increasing the shelter burden to the tenant.  This revenue impact is set 
forth in Table 61. 


                                                 
252 KEMA, Inc. (November 2006). Evaluation of the 2004-2005 Designed for Comfort: Efficient Affordable Housing 
Program: Final Report, at 2-1, KEMA, Inc.: Oakland (CA).  (hereafter, DfC Evaluation). 
253 San Diego Housing and Community Development Commission (2004); San Diego Housing Commission (2004); 
Monterey Housing Authority (2004); Contra Costa Housing Authority (2004); Yolo Housing Authority (20040; 
Marin County Housing Authority (2005); Community Development Commission of City of Long Beach (2005); San 
Joaquin County Housing Authority (2006); San Francisco Housing Authority (2006); Glendale Housing Authority 
(2006-2007); and City of LA Housing Authority (2006-2007). 
254 Brown and Benfield (July/August 2004). “The Role of Local Governments in Promoting Housing Affordability 
through Energy Efficiency,” Currents: An Energy Newsletter for Local Governments. 
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Table 61. Illustrative Annual Revenue Impact to Property Owner  
from Implementation of Energy Efficient Utility Allowance:  


California Designed for Comfort Efficient Affordable Housing Program 
(Riverside CA) 


Standard Utility Allowance Schedule 


Unit Type Bedrooms No. of Units 
Total Cost of 


Hsg Unit 
Monthly Utility 


Allowance 
Monthly Net  
Rent per Unit 


Yearly Gross:  
All Units 


2-bedroom 2 40 $482 $169 $313 $150,470 


3-bedroom 3 12 $482 $201 $281 $40,533 


Total rent per year $191,003 


Energy Efficient Utility Allowance for New Construction 


Unit Type Bedrooms No. of Units 
Total Cost of 


Hsg Unit 
Monthly Utility 


Allowance 
Monthly Net  
Rent per Unit 


Yearly Gross:  
All Units 


2-bedroom 2 40 $482 $152 $330 $158,630 


3-bedroom 3 12 $482 $181 $301 $43,408 


Total rent per year $202,038 


Difference $11,035 


 
According to the California assessment, “even with a larger debt service payment for the initial 
four years (more than enough to cover the additional cost of measures even without a utility 
program incentive), the cumulative residual cash by the 7th year is about $75,866 greater and 
approximately $181,009 after 15 years.”255 
 
The County of Riverside (CA) explained how it developed its EEUA in implementing the 
CPUC’s Designed for Comfort (DfC) program.  Riverside relied on software certified by the 
California Energy Commission to provide an energy “budget” for three categories of energy use: 
heating, cooling and hot water.256  That software allowed a comparison between a “standard” 
building and an energy efficient building.  Since CPUC efficiency programs generate 15% 
reductions in energy use compared to the minimum requirements of existing energy standards, 
“this would mean that the energy cost estimates for residential properties qualifying for the 
energy efficient utility allowance could be reduced by 15%.”  In fact, Riverside reduced its 
utility allowances by an average of 11.25% “to (a) provide a safe and prudent margin based on 
using estimation tools, and (b) so that part of the direct benefit of the energy efficiency 
improvements would flow to the tenants rather than giving the landlords all of the economic 
benefits.”257   
 
In contrast to this Riverside approach was the approach taken in Ventura County (CA).  Under 
the Designed for Comfort program, the CPUC program provided the owner $100 per unit toward 
a $125 per unit efficiency investment.  The Energy Efficient Utility Allowance then allowed the 


                                                 
255 Id. 
256 Razzo (2002). Establishing and Implementing the Energy Efficiency Utility Allowance Schedule: Housing 
Authority of the County of Riverside. 
257 Id. 
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owner to recapture 75% of the value of the energy savings.  “Allowing the owner to recapture 
75% of the value of the energy savings, and allowing the owner a 15% return on investment, the 
entire investment and interest is earned in three and one half years.  A 20% ROI can be earned in 
just less than four years.”258 
 
Under the Ventura approach, the alternative utility allowance can be in force for four years.  
“After that, the rents would drop back down to the level they would have been with the standard 
utility allowance. . .the tenant receives ¼ of the economic benefit for the first four years and all 
of it for the remainder of the contract. . .The developer receives 75% of the economic benefit for 
the first four years, usually earning 15-20% on his/her money.”259 
 
Barriers to Adoption of the Energy Efficient Utility Allowance 
 
Despite meeting or exceeding the goal for EEUA adoption by California housing authorities, the 
CPUC’s Designed for Comfort (DfC) program identified a number of substantial barriers “that 
made it difficult for the PHAs to adopt” the energy efficient allowance. The barriers that were 
identified included, but were not limited to:  
 


 “PHAs were too busy or understaffed to even become familiar with the EEBUA 
concept.” According to the DfC evaluation, “one of the program’s biggest challenges 
was simply getting the attention of the PHA so that the educational process could 
begin.”260 


 
 “Limits on the applicability of the EEBUA concept.”  As the DfC evaluation found, 


“there are many types of affordable housing that either cannot benefit from the 
EEBUA or where benefits would be minimal.”  Housing units without tenant-paid 
utilities, or units where rents are limited by other than the total percentage of income, 
are two such circumstances.  In addition, some California localities experience 
weather too moderate for the change in utility allowances to make a significant 
difference.261 


 
 The lack of an explicit HUD endorsement of energy efficient utility allowances.  


While HUD publications list the promulgation of energy efficient utility allowances 


                                                 
258 Heschong Mahone Group (May 20020.  A Two-Tiered Utility Allowance: Encouraging Energy Efficient Low-
Income Housing Construction, submitted to Area Housing Authority of Ventura County and Southern California 
Edison Company (CPUC Designed for Comfort Program).   
259 DfC Evaluation, at 2-1. 
260 The DfC evaluation found, however, that the promotion of the energy efficient utility allowances was occurring 
at a time when Congress was slashing overall Section 8 budgets.  As a result, the DfC program was competing for 
the attention of housing authority administrators at precisely the time those administrators were laying off staff and 
reducing services due to budget reductions.  The program evaluation quoted one DfC staffperson as saying “All their 
competing issues were very real and they made our EEBUA look like a luxury item when there were just trying to 
keep people in homes”; another DfC staffer acknowledged, “it was the center of our universe but not theirs.”  
261 Id., at 4-1. 
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as a “best practice” by local housing authorities,262 no formal directive explicitly 
approving such allowances has been issued.  According to the DfC evaluation, “PHAs 
are subject to periodic audits from HUD and some are cautious about adopting 
unendorsed policies for this reason. . .They look to HUD to put it in writing.”263 


 
Finally, one major concern with the concept of the energy efficient utility allowance in 
California was that the program failed to sufficiently explain how it would benefit the Housing 
Authority as a Housing Authority.  The program placed “too much emphasis on how the program 
would benefit the developers and did not make the case for benefits to the PHA and its tenants. ‘I 
don’t care how it is going to benefit some private developer,’ one PHA official remarked.”264 
 
The energy efficient utility allowance is an important tool to help bring the benefits of energy 
efficiency to a large segment of Idaho’s low-income rental housing market.  While the 
introduction of energy efficient utility allowances might be easier in Idaho than it was in 
California, the lessons of the CPUC’s Designed for Comfort program must not be lost.  In 
particular, the promotion of how an Idaho energy efficient utility allowance benefits the housing 
authority in addition to benefiting the Section 8 property owner and tenant, would be an 
important component to an Idaho program modeled after the California initiative.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Idaho utilities should pursue a model for the delivery of low-income efficiency measures 
involving energy efficient utility allowances.  This recommendation involves a combination of 
several efforts.  It involves: 
 


 Marketing and technical assistance to Idaho’s local public housing authorities 
encouraging them to adopt energy efficient utility allowances;  


 
 Marketing and direct partial subsidies to Section 8 property owners to implement 


sufficient energy efficiency measures to qualify to use the energy efficient utility 
allowance;  


 
 The subsidy of the use of Home Energy Raters sufficient to determine a building’s 


qualification for an energy efficient utility allowance.   
 
This three-part initiative, largely modeled on California’s Designed for Comfort Energy 
Efficiency-Based Utility Allowance (EEBUA) program, will leverage utility-provided efficiency 
dollars with property-owner dollars and funding provided through the EEUA.  It will not only 
present a strategy to reach some of the state’s lowest income household, it presents a specific 
strategy to do so by leveraging the benefits of utility expenditures beyond that which might 
otherwise be generated through a 100% funded, direct install utility program.   


                                                 
262 See, e.g., Public Housing Energy Conservation Clearinghouse News, “Housing Authority of the City of 
Riverside (California): A new energy efficient utility allowance schedule takes energy efficient buildings into 
account.” (March-April 2004). Published by HUD’s Public Housing Energy Conservation Clearinghouse (PHECC).   
263 Id., at 4-2. 
264 Id., at 4-10. 
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DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVES TO CASH SECURITY DEPOSITS 
 
Idaho utilities could make significant resources available to retire low-income arrears by 
revisiting the manner and extent to which they impose cash security deposits on low-income 
customers. Whether or not in literal compliance with the regulations of the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission (PUC) regarding the imposition of cash security deposits, little question exists but 
that the State’s utilities over-secure themselves through the security deposit process.  While data 
is not available for the state’s natural gas utilities, the state’s electric utilities report their security 
deposit holdings to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in their annual FERC 
“Form 1s.”  According to their year-end 2010 Form 1s, the three major investor-owned electric 
utilities in Idaho held over $40 million in customer deposits, while writing off only $20 million 
in bad debt, a security-to-write-off ratio of 2:1.265  Avista is particularly over-secured, with 
deposit-to-uncollectible ratios in the 2007 through 2010 time period ranging from 3:1 (2009) to 
4.8:1 (2010).  PacifiCorp, too, had security higher than required, with deposit-to-uncollectible 
ratios ranging from 1.5:1 (2008) to 2.6:1 (2009). 
 


Table 62. Cash Security Deposits and Uncollectible Accounts  
(2008 -2010) (Idaho IOUs) 


Deposits by Utility 2007 2008 2009 2010 


  Avista $6,331,722 $6,979,171 $8,140,853 $7,958,557 


   PacifiCorp $1,159,231 $311,092 $464,233 NA 


   Idaho Power $21,686,771 $21,919,032 $31,895,824 NA 


Uncollectibles by Utility 2007 2008 2009 2010 


  Avista $1,635,521 $1,927,667 $2,735,983 $1,674,638 


   PacifiCorp $2,009,863 $3,681,954 $5,268,902 NA 


   Idaho Power $8,551,037 $14,674,714 $12,175,795 NA 


SOURCE:  FERC Form 1 (calendar years 2008, 2009 and 2010). 


 
Clearly, not all deposits held by an electric utility in Idaho are posted by residential customers 
generally, or by low-income residential customers in particular. Nor are all write-offs associated 
with low-income residential accounts.  Experience counsels, however, that the overwhelming 
majority of deposits are posted by residential customers and that a disproportionate share of 
those deposits, as well as a disproportionate share of write-offs, is associated with low-income 
customers.   


                                                 
265 The utilities do not report data on a state-by-state basis.  Accordingly, PacifiCorp and Avista data is presented in 
a total-company basis. Idaho Power and PacifiCorp data was not available for 2010.   
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Low-income customers often find themselves with such high arrears that their available 
household cash simply is not sufficient to retire the arrears while also paying required cash 
security deposits and all fees.  Substituting guarantees for cash security deposits would allow 
available household cash to be devoted to retiring existing arrears while at the same time 
providing Idaho utilities with the same level of security against the loss of revenue due to bad 
debt.  Accepting guarantee letters from nonprofit organizations or community-based 
organizations would also allow those institutions to stretch scarce energy assistance dollars, that 
would otherwise have to be used to pay deposits on a dollar-for-dollar basis.  
 
Recommendation 
 
Idaho utilities need not substantially modify their decision rules on when to impose cash security 
deposits in order to see the potential of cash security deposits as a resource to help retire low-
income arrears.  Rather than forgoing cash security deposits altogether for low-income 
customers, several options are available:   
 


 Idaho utilities should seek to systematically substitute letters of guarantee (or 
sureties) for cash deposits.  The dollars of cash deposit can then be used to help retire 
arrears.  In substituting guarantees for cash deposits, no utility forfeits its ability to 
protect against the loss of revenue due to nonpayment.  A guarantee provides the 
same protection against bad debt as does a cash security deposit.  Through such a 
process, non-profit community-based organizations, whose funds are limited with 
which to begin, can leverage the dollars devoted to providing cash security by 
capitalizing a guarantee fund rather than by paying each deposit on a dollar-for-dollar 
basis.266   


 
 Idaho utilities should seek to substitute customer behavior in lieu of cash deposits.  


The Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW), for example, has agreed to allow customers to 
substitute entry into a levelized budget-billing plan in lieu of a cash security deposit. 
Substituting certified completion of a financial literacy or family budget counseling 
course could also serve as a satisfactory substitute for a cash security deposit.   


 
ACCESSING NON-TRADITIONAL SOURCES OF UTILITY FUNDING  
 
The pursuit of low-income energy efficiency and arrearage retirement programs support multiple 
regulatory and business-oriented objectives for a public utility.  Nonetheless, it is frequently 
difficult to find a stream of utility dollars that can be used to fund low-income efficiency 
investments or arrearage retirement credits. Idaho can, however, access a stream of revenue 
“belonging” to neither ratepayers nor investors. These funds, or some substantial portion thereof, 
can legitimately be captured and used to benefit both low-income customers and the utility 
industry (on behalf of both investors and ratepayers).   
 


                                                 
266 A guarantee fund need not be capitalized on a dollar-for-dollar basis of the amount guaranteed.  The value of the 
fund can be less than the sum of the guaranteed bills.   
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Natural gas utilities occasionally receive funding through federal regulation that would be passed 
through to ratepayers without really “belonging” to either ratepayers or investors.  Sources of 
money for natural gas companies include: 
 


 Discounts obtained off of their transportation gas rates.   
 
 Dollars representing unauthorized usage charges from transportation customers.   


 
 Pipeline refunds generated at the federal level.  


 
Pipeline refunds to distribution utilities may, but do not generally, represent substantial annual 
dollar figures.  PECO Energy, a natural gas utility serving suburban Philadelphia with roughly 
450,000 residential customers,267 received $180,000 in refunds in 2009 and $290,000 in 2010.  
PECO, however, received $6.7 million in pipeline refunds in 2008.  If PECO had adopted a 20% 
set-aside such as was done for PSCO in Colorado, the utility would have devoted more than $1.4 
million to low-income assistance from funding that did not “belong” to any particular 
stakeholder group.   
 
Since these streams of revenue do not represent entitlements for any particular customer (or class 
of customers), it is not unreasonable to set aside a portion of those funds to invest in a low-
income energy affordability trust fund.  The proceeds of the fund should be used to support 
efficiency investments or arrearage retirement programs as determined to be in the best interests 
of the State of Idaho at the time.  
 
While not all utility proposals to use these alternative revenue streams have been approved by 
state regulators, the discussion below presents illustrations of creative proposals to use streams of 
revenue that have not historically been viewed as potential sources of low-income energy 
assistance.   
 
Colorado’s Distribution of Ad Valorem Tax Refunds 
 
Colorado’s treatment of the Kansas ad valorem tax refunds made available to utilities throughout 
much of the Midwest in the early 2000s provides one illustration of how a state might access 
federally-ordered pipeline refunds for purposes of providing low-income energy assistance. In 
1999, Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCO) was faced with refunding certain federal ad 
valorem tax dollars collected by pipelines between October 1983 and June 1988.   
 
The Colorado utility commission approved a proposal by the local distribution utility to set-aside 
a portion of this federal refund for low-income assistance.  As the commission noted, 
“developing and processing a refund on this test period would be virtually impossible and, at the 
very least, would not be a cost-effective way to process the Kansas ad valorem tax refunds 
received.” The Commission approved a set-aside of $3.3 million to be paid directly to the 
Colorado fuel fund at the beginning of the refund.  
 


                                                 
267 In contrast, Idaho has a total of roughly 300,000 residential natural gas customers.   
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The decision of the Colorado commission was based, in part, on the specifics of the refund 
agreement at the federal level.  Since part of the purpose of that federal settlement with the 
pipeline, PSCO had told the Commission, was to have “refunds paid to Public Service and the 
other distribution companies so that they could be used to help offset customers’ high winter 
heating bills resulting from high gas prices,” to force the Colorado fuel fund to wait for the 
amount of undistributed funds to be determined would be to unreasonably delay these funds.   
 
Another factor was the length of time that had elapsed since the underlying events giving rise to 
the refund had first occurred. “An attempt to identify. . .customers from the 1980s would not 
only be costly, it would take many months to accomplish.” To facilitate getting funds in the 
hands of the Colorado fuel fund, PSCO proposed, and the Commission approved “carving out. . 
.a portion of the [pipeline] refund to be donated directly to [the fuel fund].” 
 
Laclede Gas Catch-up/Keep-up Tariff 
 
While a similar (though not identical) proposal by a Missouri utility did not receive the same 
favorable treatment, the decision of the Missouri commission was based on factors unique to the 
specific proposal.  In September 2002, Laclede Gas Company filed a proposed arrearage 
forgiveness program with the Missouri Public Service Commission.  Under the proposed “Catch-
up/Keep-up Plan,” the company would use discounts obtained off of its transportation gas rates, 
in part, to fund the reduction of arrears for low-income customers.   According to the Missouri 
PSC, rather than flowing 100% of its pipeline discount back as refunds to all customers, the 
company would flow 70% of the discounts back as refunds and use the remaining 30% to fund 
an arrearage forgiveness program called the Catch-up/Keep-up tariff.268 
 
Under Laclede’s proposed program, as qualifying customers made payments toward three 
months of their current bills (billed on a levelized monthly budget billing basis), one-fourth of 
the outstanding arrearages for such customers (or $375, whichever was less) would be 
forgiven.269  As those arrearages were forgiven, funds would flow from the escrow account 
holding the pipeline discount into Laclede’s accounts receivables. 
 
Unfortunately, the Missouri Commission identified what it termed “numerous problems with the 
design” of the proposed Catch-up/Keep-up program.  The program, for example, was “not 
properly designed to address the low-income consumer needs for rate affordability and usage 
reduction.”  Even though “the success of the Program is dependent on the modification of the 
behavior of the low-income customer,” the Commission said, “the expectation that low-income 
customers in the Program will become better able to pay their bills may be unrealistic.” One 
problem noted by staff, according to the Commission, was that the proposed arrearage 
forgiveness program “does not provide any means to assist participants with payment of current 
gas bills. . .”270  


                                                 
268 In the Matter of the Tariff Filing of Laclede Gas Company to Implement an Experimental Low-Income 
Assistance Program Called Catch-up/Keep-up, Case No. GT-2003-0117, Report and Order, at 4 (January 16, 2003). 
(hereafter, 2003 Laclede Order). 
269 Accordingly, the total arrears would be forgiven over a 12-month period.  
270 Id., at 5 (emphasis added).  The Program proposal required eligible customers to apply for assistance “from 
available sources.” Id. 
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Missouri Gas Fuel Fund Contribution 
 
The Missouri Public Service Commission also disapproved a proposal by Missouri Gas Energy 
(MGE) to devote a portion of the company’s federal “unauthorized use charges” to fund low-
income energy assistance. In 2001, MGE asked the Missouri PSC to allow the company to assign 
certain federal refunds and unauthorized use charges to the Mid-America Assistance Coalition 
(MAAC) to assist low-income MGE customers who were having difficulty paying their bills.271  
 
MGE’s tariffs provide that revenues received from unauthorized use charges recovered through 
federal proceedings would be returned to ratepayers as a reduction in its gas cost recovery 
proceedings. MGE initiated the 2001 proceedings because it anticipated recovering 
approximately $356,715 from its transportation customers pursuant to bills issued in January 
2001, for unauthorized usage by transportation customers in December 2000.  In addition, the 
company had received a pipeline refund of roughly $620,000 by order of the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC).   
 
The company committed to matching the use of these federal refunds with a contribution of 
$250,000 of its own funds.  The company argued that distribution of the $976,000 “to all 
customers through a reduction in [purchase gas recovery] rates would have a de minimis impact 
on the prospective rate of all sales customers.”   
 
The Commission denied MGE’s request.  Missouri statutes, the Commission said, forbid a utility 
from rebating any part of a collected rate “when such a rebate results in a lesser compensation by 
one person for the same service than is paid by another person for a like and contemporary 
service under the same or substantially similar circumstances.”  MGE’s proposal, the PSC said, 
would give low-income customers an “indirect rebate” by transferring the funds at issue to 
MAAC. 
 
Recommendation 
 
While the Missouri commission disapproved both of these specific proposals to use federal funds 
for purposes of low-income energy assistance,272 several important lessons can be gleaned from 
the efforts.  First and foremost, the use of federal funding (e.g., pipeline refunds, unauthorized 
use charges) may well be a possible source of funding for temporary or short-term low-income 
assistance programs.  The proposed uses advanced by Laclede Gas and MGE are ideal examples 
of how such funding might be used. The funds might be transferred to a fuel fund (such as the 
Mid-American Action Coalition in Kansas City or Energy Outreach Colorado in Denver) for 
crisis assistance in a particular year.  The funds might be used for short-term arrearage 
forgiveness such as Laclede’s Catch-up/Keep-up program.  In addition, the use of such funds for 
purposes of a weatherization supplement would be particularly appropriate.   


                                                 
271 In the Matter of Missouri Gas energy’s Application for Variance from Sheet Nos. 24.18 and 61.4 to Permit the 
Use of Certain Federal Refunds and Unauthorized Use Charge Collections for the Benefit of Low-Income 
Customers in the Company’s Service Area, Case No. GE-2001-393.    
272 It should be noted that, both for Laclede and for Missouri Gas Energy, the Missouri PSC subsequently did 
approve a low-income program using other sources of funding.   
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Second, to the extent that such funds are generated at the federal level, the treatment of the funds 
should perhaps be determined at the federal level as well.  One reason the Colorado commission 
agreed to the earmark of the refunds to the statewide fuel fund was because of the agreement at 
the federal level that the refunds were intended for use to help customers address high natural gas 
prices in the current heating season.  Given that these funding streams are frequently the subject 
of express agreements between parties at the federal level, articulating the proposed use of the 
funds in that agreement would more narrowly constrain the ability of state regulators to 
disapprove what is part of the terms of settlement at the federal level.   
 
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF BULK FUEL USERS 
 
One area of ongoing concern for service providers in the low-income energy field involves the 
difficulties in generating price support and consumer protections for users of bulk fuels.  Bulk 
fuels include fuels such as propane, fuel oil, liquefied natural gas (LNG), and the like.  Vendors 
of bulk fuels are not subject to comprehensive regulation by any state oversight body.  Moreover, 
given the multiplicity of bulk fuel vendors, it is difficult to negotiate “voluntary” agreements that 
are sufficiently wide-spread to reach a majority of low-income users.  Despite these difficulties, 
there are specific strategies that could be pursued in Idaho to ensure that the issue of affordable 
home energy is not limited simply to regulated utilities.   
 
The Propane Education and Research Council (PERC) 
 
Providing assistance to low-income customers in Idaho using propane (LPG) is of particular 
importance to the state.  Overall, without accounting for Poverty Level, the state has more than 
30,000 households who use propane as their primary heating fuel.  More than twice as many 
household use propane as use fuel oil and/or kerosene for their primary heating source.   
 
In 1996, Congress authorized establishment of the Propane Education and Research Council.273  
The purpose of PERC was to provide for programs for propane research and development, safety 
and training, and consumer education. In Fiscal Year 2009, PERC had an annual budget of 
$46.501 million, of which $9.210 million was provided in grants to the states.  In 2010, the 
PERC budget was $38.328 million, of which $7.666 million was provided in grants to the states.  
 
PERC is funded through an assessment on each gallon of odorized propane gas.  This assessment 
is not to be passed on to consumers. In 2010, the assessment was 0.4 cents ($0.004) per gallon.  
According to the federal General Accounting Office (GAO), “by operation of the law” and the 
rules adopted by PERC, 20 percent of the assessment collections is rebated to state propane 
councils or similar entities. This is accomplished by channeling 20% of the PERC assessment 
collected in a state back to the state council, if the state has a propane council (or similar entity). 
 


                                                 
273 Propane Education and Research Act of 1996, October 11, 1996 (15 U.S.C. 6401). 
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Policy Basis 
 
In 2003, the GAO found that it was appropriate to use PERC funding to address the 
unaffordability of propane prices to low-income households.274 GAO reported that “more than 35 
percent of the households using propane to heat their homes are eligible for low-income 
government financial assistance in meeting energy needs.” 
 
According to the GAO: 
 


Propane prices can be as volatile and as unpredictable as the weather that drives 
residential consumers’ demand for propane.  While prices can move sharply up and 
down, it is the drastic price spikes upward that grab the attention of consumers, 
particularly those low-income consumers who represent a significant portion of 
residential propane users and are the most vulnerable to price increases.  
Compounding this problem is the fact that prices typically spike when more 
propane is needed to combat cold weather. 


 
GAO continued: 
 


While price stabilization options exist to cope with price fluctuations, many 
consumers may not have opportunities to participate in these programs.  This 
presents a challenge to government programs designed to inform consumers and 
those that assist low-income consumers with energy needs.  Efforts that increase 
propane market information and make price stabilization options more available 
to consumers, particularly low-income households, may help mitigate the impact 
of sudden price spikes to some degree. 


 
Recommendations 
 
Idaho should pursue PERC funding to promote consumer education among low-income users of 
propane regarding energy efficiency (including water conservation that has energy implications).  
The objective of such a program would be to ensure that low-income households living in 
housing units using propane as a primary heating source take all reasonably available 
opportunities to moderate their usage in order to reduce overall home energy bills and to protect 
themselves against volatility in the price of this home heating fuel. 
 
The Community Action Partnership Association of Idaho (CAPAI) should develop a proposal to 
submit to the Rocky Mountain Propane Association, for submittal to PERC, regarding the 
development and dissemination of information to low-income propane customers regarding 
energy efficiency. This information and education should include, in addition to energy 
efficiency education, education with respect to the following:  
 


                                                 
274 General Accounting Office (2003). Causes of Price Volatility, Potential Consumer Options, and Opportunities to 
Improve Consumer Information and Federal Oversight, GAO report #GAO-03-762, Government Printing Office: 
Washington D.C. 
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 The use of price stability programs such as those identified in the 2003 GAO report on 
price volatility (e.g., off-season purchases; budget-billing); 


 
 Weatherization problems uniquely (or disproportionately) experienced by propane users; 


and 
 
 Consumer protection problems uniquely (or disproportionately) experienced by propane 


users. 
 
Through this propane energy efficiency education program, CAPAI could reach a population of 
customers that historically has been difficult to reach with weatherization services.  While, 
unquestionably, natural gas and electricity are the primary heating fuels in Idaho, propane is the 
third most-common heating fuel in the state.   
 
Bulk Fuel Consumer Protections to Improve Affordability 
 
"Fuel assistance" for low-income users of bulk fuels need not necessarily take the form of financial 
assistance.  At least two states have adopted proposals that certain winter practices by vendors who 
sell bulk fuels to residential customers be prohibited pursuant to state consumer protection statutes.  
Administrative regulations adopted in both Vermont and Maine prohibit the denial of service during 
cold weather months, during which months such denial may pose a threat to the health, safety and 
life of the customer. 
 
Vermont Fair Trade Regulations for Propane 
 
Regulations adopted by the Vermont Attorney General’s Office, pursuant to the state’s Unfair and 
Deceptive Acts and Practices Statute (UDAP), provide a reasonably comprehensive framework of 
consumer protections for consumers of liquefied petroleum gas (“propane” or “LPG”).275 The 
Attorney General declared it to be an “unfair and deceptive trade act and practice” for a retail 
distributor of propane to fail to provide specified protections.  Amongst those protections are: 
 


 No propane dealer may involuntarily disconnect service without providing notice of not 
less than 14 days, no more than twenty days, prior to the disconnection.  A 
“disconnection” of service for a propane dealer is defined as “the deliberate refusal to 
deliver gas or an interruption or disconnection of service to a consumer previously 
receiving service from the company.” 


 
 A consumer in arrears to a propane dealer must be given an opportunity to enter into a 


reasonable payment agreement. The reasonableness of such an agreement is to consider 
the amount of the delinquency, the consumer’s ability-to-pay, and the reason the account 
became delinquent. 


 
 No disconnection may occur if the delinquency to the dealer is less than $30 and less 


than 60 days past due, so long as the customer uses propane as a primary source of heat. 


                                                 
275 Code of Vermont Rules, 06-031 CVR 011.01, et seq. (2008). 
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 If a dealer wishes to disconnect service to a customer using propane gas as the primary 


source of heat during the heating season, the dealer must, in addition to providing 
written notice of the disconnection, also provide oral notice. This oral notice may be by 
telephone, but if telephone contact cannot be accomplished, a personal visit to the 
residence must be made. 


 
 A propane dealer may not require a customer to make a minimum purchase of more than 


100 gallons at a time, or more than the total capacity of the customer’s existing tank, 
whichever is less.276 


 
 A propane dealer may not refuse to sell gas if the consumer is ready, willing and able to 


pay by cash, certified or cashier’s check, commercial money order, or their equivalent. 
In addition, a propane dealer may not refusal to sell gas if a governmental or private 
agency has made an unconditional commitment to pay for the delivery. 


 
Other consumer protections apply to propane dealers in Vermont under the Attorney General 
regulations. 
 
Maine’s Fair Trade Practices Regulations for Fuel Oil 
 
Similar to Vermont’s propane regulations, the Maine Attorney General has promulgated fair trade 
practice regulations governing the sale of residential heating oil.277 The Maine regulations apply to 
the sale of number 2 fuel oil, as well as to the sale of kerosene, used to heat the interior of a person’s 
primary residence.   The Maine regulations govern all retail oil dealers. 
 
The Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act Regulations on "Sale of Residential Heating Oil" apply to 
heating sales from October 15 through April 30 of each year.  Under these regulations, dealers must 
sell fuel within their service areas to anyone who pays cash, even if the customer has not paid for a 
previous delivery, or is not an established customer.  Likewise, fuel must be delivered if a 
government agency (or a fuel assistance sub-grantee) guarantees payment.   
 
In addition, once a Maine household has become an “established customer” of a particular dealer –
defined as having made two cash purchases in a row from the dealer—the customer is entitled to 
certain consumer protections.  One such protection, for example, is that a dealer may not 
discriminate amongst established customers on providing such services as requests for immediate 
service or unscheduled deliveries. Nor may a dealer discriminate amongst established consumers as 
to additional charges for deliveries of less than a minimum delivery requirement.  In essence, the 
regulation provides for equal service for all established customers.   
 
Moreover, the Maine regulations provide that a heating oil dealer must sell heating oil to a customer 
willing to pay cash for the oil, even if the customer is not an established customer and even if the 


                                                 
276 If a consumer has a tank larger than 100 gallons, the gas company may require larger minimum purchases in 
accord with a prescribed schedule, but must offer the customer an opportunity to enter into a reasonable payment 
plan or reasonable budget billing plan.   
277 Code of Maine Rules, 26-239, Ch. 100, §1, et seq. (2008). 
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customer has a past-due bill for a previous delivery.  As in Vermont, a “cash” payment is defined 
broadly to include payment by a certified or cashier’s check, a commercial money order, or their 
equivalent.  It also includes situations where a government or community action agency has 
guaranteed to pay on behalf of the person the cost of the fuel oil sale.   
 
The Maine regulations finally require a fuel oil dealer to make scheduled deliveries of 20 gallons or 
more.  Dealers may, under the regulations, however, add a “penalty” of not to exceed $5 for 
deliveries of less than 50% of the customer’s tank, or 100 gallons, whichever is less. No other 
“penalty” is permitted under the regulations.278 
 
Recommendation 
 
In sum, to the extent that Idaho might wish to extend certain consumer protections to households 
using bulk fuels for home heating, there is ample precedent for the state to do so through its state 
Attorney General’s office.   
 
Idaho consumer groups, or low-income service providers, should petition the Attorney General’s 
office to adopt regulations, promulgated under the state’s Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Practices 
(UDAP) statute, to be used not only to provide winter protections, but to provide more fundamental 
protections as well.  
 
UTILITY CUSTOMER SERVICE ACTIONS TO FACILITATE PAYMENT 
 
The first obligation of any utility customer to his or her supplier is to pay the bills rendered for 
service in a full and timely fashion.  Having said that, there are legitimate impediments that can 
interfere with a customer fully meeting his or her responsibility.  Persons living on the edge of 
financial difficulties frequently face not only the lack of household funds, but face the lack of 
financial flexibility as well.  One form of “energy assistance” that can be made available to Idaho 
customers, therefore, involves sensitivity to this lack of customer financial flexibility.  The state’s 
utilities, in other words, should have far greater capacity to be flexible in those circumstances where 
the customer lacks such financial capacity. 
 
Levelized Monthly Budget Billing and Pre-Existing Arrears 
 
Levelized monthly budget billing provides the opportunity for customers with marginal incomes to 
pay their annual home energy bills in equal monthly billing amounts over the course of the year 
irrespective of the actual monthly bills the customer incurs.  Levelized budget billing offers three 
advantages to the economically marginal consumer.   
 
 First, a levelized bill helps take the peak off seasonal weather-sensitive usage.  High 


monthly bills that might present a problem in any particular severe weather month –that 
month can reflect either cooling needs or heating needs—are instead spread over several 
months.   
 


                                                 
278 Other consumer protections are specified in the Maine regulations. 
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 Second, a levelized bill helps provide certainty to the customer regarding what his/her 
payment responsibility will be.  Rather than trying to “fit” an unexpectedly high summer 
cooling bill into a warm weather budget that is already strained because of the loss of the 
children’s participation in the free and reduced school lunch/school breakfast program, a 
customer will know at the beginning of the summer cooling season what level of utility bill 
to expect each month.   
 


 Finally, a levelized monthly budget billing plan represents a type of “forced savings” for 
economically marginal households.  Rather than needing to set aside an estimated portion of 
the cold weather natural gas bills, in anticipation of accessing those savings to pay heating 
bills in cold weather months, the levelized monthly budget billing creates an obligation to 
pay the time-shifted winter bill when those bills are rendered a little at a time during the 
lower-usage months.  The “overpayment” is accrued by the utility as a bill credit and applied 
to the higher-cost months as appropriate. 


 
Part of the efficiency of using a Budget Billing plan to improve the seasonal affordability of home 
energy involves the extent to which such plans are available to those customers who would most 
benefit from them.  If Budget Billing is made available only to persons who have the capacity to pay 
their bills irrespective of the time-shifting inherent in the levelized payment, the plan, while perhaps 
a sound money management tool, offers no “energy assistance” benefit for improving affordability.   
 
It would be unreasonable to expect a utility to promulgate billing regulations that explicitly make 
levelized Budget Billing unavailable to low-income customers who might most benefit from it.  
Public utilities do, however, often tend to promulgate procedural guidelines that have the effect of 
excluding the poor from taking advantage of levelized Budget Bills.  One such availability criterion 
stands out in particular.   
 
Idaho utilities require customers to be free of arrears in order to enter into levelized Budget Billing 
plans.279  These tariff provisions would appear to conflict with Idaho PUC regulations, which 
provide that “payment arrangements may be in the form of a Level Pay Plan that will equalize 
monthly payments of all arrears, if any, and anticipated future bill amounts over a period of not 
less than one (1) year.”280  It would appear, in other words, that the Idaho PUC’s regulations 
specifically contemplate allowing a customer to enter into a levelized budget billing plan while 
in arrears. 
 
Other states have demonstrated that the use of levelized budget billing is not only consistent with 
reducing arrears, but is an important tool to use in reducing arrears.  For example, in 2005, the 
Tennessee state utility regulatory commission faced circumstances of substantially increased arrears as a 
result of spiraling natural gas prices. In response to this problem, the Tennessee Regulatory Authority 


                                                 
279 Idaho Power’s tariff, for example, states explicitly that “In order to be eligible for the Budget Pay Plan, the 
Customer’s account must not be in arrears.” (Rule I, IPUC No. 29, Tariff 101). The Avista Idaho tariff reads: “A 
Customer with an unpaid balance may join the Comfort-Level Billing Plan. Any unpaid balance will typically be 
paid off through a payment plan. Upon completion of that payment plan, the customer will begin their Comfort-
Level Billing Plan.” IPUC No. 28, para. 15.1 (“personalized billing plans”).   
280 Idaho PUC Regulation 313.06 (2010). 
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“approved a budget billing plan under which a natural gas customer who cannot pay his or her monthly 
bill in total will be enrolled automatically in an equal payment plan.”281  
 
Based on the customer’s historical usage, Tennessee utilities divided the customer’s bill into 12 equal 
monthly payments; the payments were then trued up annually with the actual bill received by the 
customer.282 The Tennessee program succeeded in reducing service disconnections without imposing 
undue risk on the state’s utilities.  Indeed, the program was extended due to its success.   
 
Recommendation 
 
A policy encouraging customers in arrears to enter into budget billing plans in Idaho would be 
reasonable.  Unfortunately, it is the presence of arrears that may well be the indicator of a need for 
Budget Billing.  Those customers who have a marginal ability-to-pay, but simply cannot afford the 
higher winter bills associated with heating load, can be expected to exhibit particular payment 
patterns.  Rather than excluding customers with arrears from Budget Billing, Idaho’s utilities would 
be well-served to seek out those customers who have seasonal arrears combined with a documented 
willingness to pay something during the winter heating months, even if that “something” is less than 
full payment.283  
 
Extended Due Date Alternatives 
 
A second type of bill-shifting authorized for Idaho utilities allows a customer to choose the billing 
date on which to receive his or her monthly bill for service.  The Idaho PUC regulations provide that 
“When a residential customer certifies in writing to the utility that payment by the ordinary due date 
creates a hardship due to the particular date when the customer receives funds, the due date shall be 
extended up to an additional fifteen (15) days or at the option of the utility the customer shall be 
billed in a cycle that corresponds to the customer’s receipt of funds.”284 
 
Such a billing selection alternative does not appear in the customer service tariffs of Idaho’s public 
utilities.  No effort is made to notify customers of this extended due date option. 
 
The payment problem faced by some customers is often one more of timing rather than one 
involving an absolute mismatch between household income and expenses.  Households on a limited, 
fixed income whose utility bill due date falls late in the month, can find themselves consistently late 
in paying their bill, even though they regularly are able to pay their bill in full.  Under such 
circumstances, even though the bill is paid in full each month, the customer is routinely charged a 
late payment fee that they likely can ill afford to pay.   
 
The problem arises when the bill due date and the date on which income is received are on 
significantly different cycles. Problems arise, in particular, for aging households whose Social 


                                                 
281 Historically, a customer was allowed to enter into a levelized budget billing plan only during the warm weather 
months, in order to pre-pay some portion of the expected heating bills for the forthcoming winter. 
282 “Winter Heating Bills,” 3747 PUR Util. Reg. News 6 (December 9, 2005).  TRA Docket 05-00281 (Order issued 
October 17, 2005).   
283 The Winter Payment Plans contained in the Idaho PUC’s regulations is an excellent example of this policy of 
accepting something, even if that something is less than full payment of the bill.  
284 Idaho PUC Regulation 202 (2010) (“due date of bills—delinquent bills”). 
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Security checks arrive on a particular date each month; for households on public assistance whose 
benefits arrive on a particular day each month; and for other households receiving similar fixed-
date/fixed-amount incomes.   
 
Offering extended due date options is not uncommon for public utilities. For example, Indianapolis 
Power & Light Company (“IPL”) offers what it calls its “Due Date Deferral Plan” for these 
customers.  IPL makes its alternative billing plan available to any customer “who either receives a 
social agency, Social Security, or pension check, and who is not engaged in any fulltime 
employment, including self-employment.”  IPL’s process applies when the due date of a bill falls 
between the 21st of one month and the 4th of the immediately following month (e.g., between 
March 21st and April 4th). Under such circumstances, IPL allows the customer to defer the bill 
payment due date to the 5th of the month (e.g., from August 22nd to September 5th; from 
September 2nd to September 5th).  If the bill due date is extended in such a fashion, the customer is 
not charged a late fee during the deferral period.  If, however, a customer misses two deferred due 
dates in a calendar year, the customer is removed from the program and subjected to a one-year 
stay-out period.   
 
Duke Power also offers an "Adjusted Due Date” billing option.  Duke’s optional billing date is 
available to the same population as IPL’s.  In addition, however, Duke extends its “Adjusted Due 
Date” program to a member of the Reserves or National Guard on active duty, as well as to a 
customer who “has special circumstances as determined at the discretion of a Customer Service 
Representative.” According to Duke, a participating customer can defer his or her payment due date 
“a maximum of ten billing cycles—about two (2) weeks.”  
 
No Idaho utility has adopted a due date deferral program that is quite as extensive as available for 
some utilities in other parts of the country.  One utility serving the Mid-South region (Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and some parts of Texas), for example, offers what it calls its “Pick-a-Date” 
program.  Under Pick-a-Date, a customer may select the day of the month on which he or she 
wishes her due date to fall. In this fashion, the customer can eliminate any mismatch between the 
timing of income and the timing of the utility bill payment date.  Similarly, New Jersey’s Public 
Service Electric and Gas (PSE&G) allows customers entering into deferred payment plans to retire 
arrears to select their bill payment date.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Entering into an extended due date billing option should be at the choice of the customer.  These 
programs, which appear to be authorized by PUC Rule 202, should be codified in utility tariffs and 
should allow a customer to select the billing date that makes it least likely that the customer will be 
unable to comply with billing due dates not because of an absolute inability-to-pay, but rather 
because of a mismatch between the receipt of income and the issuance of monthly bills.   
 
UTILITY CUSTOMER SERVICE ACTIONS IN RESPONSE TO NONPAYMENT 
 
Aside from the treatment of current bill payment, the manner in which utilities treat the payment 
of arrears can provide important “energy assistance” benefits to low-income customers.  The 
affordability of a monthly bill to a low-income customer, of course, is dictated by the total 
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payment obligation, not merely the current bill payment obligation.  Accordingly, the manner in 
which a utility treats the retirement of arrears can affect not only the ongoing affordability of a 
monthly bill, but can also affect whether a low-income customer is capable of retaining service.   
 
This section of the discussion of basic consumer protections examines utility actions that are taken 
in response to customer nonpayment.  The actions that are identified below not only are not 
productive from the perspective of the utility‘s effort to collect revenue, but have been found to be 
counter-productive.  Three specific collection practices are examined and proposals made with 
respect to each: 
 


 The imposition of late payment fees;  
 


 The issuance of notices of the disconnection of service for nonpayment; and 
 


 The negotiation of deferred payment plans for arrears. 
 
Late Payment Charges 
 
Idaho’s investor-owned utilities all impose a late payment fee.  These fees lack any cost basis. 
Moreover, these late fees disproportionately and adversely affect low-income customers.  Not only 
do higher proportions of low-income customers (compared to all customers) incur arrears (against 
which a late fee will be charged), but the level of arrears incurred by low-income customers is 
higher as well. These arrears are largely due to an inability-to-pay rather than to conscious choices 
to pay other bills prior to paying local utility bills.  Increased bills attributable to high prices are 
associated with increases in low-income payment troubles.   
 
Late Fees Relative to Collection Costs 
 
The primary purpose of a utility late payment charge is to compensate the utility for expenses 
associated with delinquent payments.  A customer's delinquent payment of her utility bill can 
result in two types of expenses to the company.  The utility may first experience out-of-pocket 
collection expenses.  A second expense involves the carrying charge associated with delinquent 
payments.  A utility is entitled to compensation for each. 
 
Late payments by utility customers can create out-of-pocket collection expenses for the utility. 
These expenses might include, for example, the postage associated with delivering reminder 
notices or shutoff notices, the costs of telephone calls to make "personal contact" prior to a 
shutoff, and the cost of fuel used in making a premise visit to disconnect service. Idaho utilities, 
however, overcharge their late payment charges by imposing such charges prematurely. Given 
the fact that late payment charges are intended only to compensate for out-of-pocket expenses, 
the imposition of such a charge must be triggered by some event that also triggers the incurrence 
of the expenses.  
 
Idaho utilities set their past due date a prescribed number of days after a bill is rendered, with a 
penalty and interest charge levied for all unpaid amounts outstanding after that date. With each 
utility, however, no collection activity begins at the time the bill first becomes overdue. 
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Customers making payments during that interim period (between the time a bill becomes past 
due and the time collection activities begin) are paying compensation for collection expenses that 
were never incurred.   
 
This realization --that payments must be overdue by some time before the utility begins its 
collection process and thus before the utility begins to incur expenses --is particularly important 
to ensure that households who pay late, but who do not have collection activities directed against 
them, are not discriminated against. Discrimination would exist if a late payment fee were 
imposed on the day after the due date, failing to recognize that collection activity is not initiated 
until some later date.   
 
In addition to timing, Idaho utilities operate using a minimum arrears below which they will not 
begin any collection activity. Local utility officials generally begin their collection process with 
the largest bills first.  The smaller bills are not made subject to collection interventions. In such 
an instance, charging the penalty and interest charges immediately after the bill payment due 
date charges the customer for expenses the local utility has not yet incurred.   
 
Late Fees Relative to Carrying Costs 
 
A second cost component that a utility is entitled to collect through its late payment fee is the 
carrying cost of money. The maximum carrying cost of money for a utility will be the short-term 
borrowing rate incurred by the utility. Utilities do not incur long-term debt to cover unpaid bills 
by home energy customers.  A long-term interest rate would thus be an inappropriate measure for 
an interest charge.   
 
The annual cost of short-term borrowing is likely to range between 2.0 % and 3.0% in today’s 
environment. The addition of a reasonable premium (calculated in terms of basis points) would 
provide adequate compensation for out-of-pocket credit and collection expenses. Local utility 
annual late payment charges above 6% (0.5% per month) are excessive under these 
circumstances. 
 
The Disproportionate Late Fee Impact on Low-Income Customers 
 
The late payment fees charged by Idaho utilities disproportionately and adversely affect low-
income customers. The basis for reaching this conclusion was presented in detail earlier in this 
narrative.  As discussed above, recent studies based both on the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) and on the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of 
Income and Program Participation (SIPP) have found that payment-troubles and income are 
positively related. 
 
Moreover, late payment fees disproportionately affect low-income customers in that these 
customers do not gain the incentive provided through high fees.  The argument often posited in 
support of high late payment fees is that such fees are necessary to serve as a disincentive for 
customers paying their credit card bills prior to paying their utility bills. Even accepting this 
incentive function as a legitimate policy reason to impose non-cost-based late payment fees, the 
incentive function bears little relationship to the finances of low-income customers.   
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In January 2003, staff of the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) published its analysis of consumer 
finances based on the FRB’s 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances.285 According to this FRB staff 
analysis, few low-income customers have credit cards and fewer still carry credit card balances.  
The FRB reports that while 44.4% of all households hold a credit card balance, only 30.3% of 
households in the bottom 20% of income (the bottom quintile) do.  This stands in sharp contrast to 
the proportion of households in the second through fourth quintiles of income (between 50% and 
60% of whom hold credit card debt). This data simply cannot be reconciled with the impact of late 
fees on low-income customers.  These low-income customers are charged a non-cost-based late fee 
to have those fees be competitive with credit card debt that they do not hold on credit cards that they 
do not own. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Idaho Public Utilities Commission should adopt certain guidelines regarding the imposition 
of residential late payment charges:   
 
 Late fees should be waived for identified low-income customers.   


 
 Late fees should be limited to a utility’s short-term cost of borrowing plus two percent 


(2%).   
 


 Late fees should be imposed only when a bill exceeds 60-days in arrears. 
 


 Late fees should not be imposed when there are regulatory constraints on collection 
activity, including on balances subject to a deferred payment plan on which the 
customer’s payments are current.   


 
Disconnect Notices 
 
As with any other business, Idaho’s public utilities have the right to expect the bills rendered for 
their services to be paid.  However, also as with any other business, these utilities must operate 
under limits on how they can seek to collect their unpaid bills.  Designated credit and collection 
practices, because of their unfair and/or deceptive nature, have been found to constitute 
inappropriate collection practices.  Placing limits on these practices does not deny either the 
existence or the legitimacy of the underlying debt.  It merely recognizes that the interest of the 
vendor in collecting its bills is outweighed by the interest of the customer in being free of unfair 
and deceptive collection tactics.   
 
For Idaho’s utilities, the disconnection of service for nonpayment, along with the issuance of 
notices associated with such service terminations, should be governed by these same principles.  
The following recommendations flow from this discussion. 
 


                                                 
285 Aizcorbe, et al. (January 2003). “Recent Changes in U.S. Family Finances: Evidence from the 1998 and 2001 
Survey of Consumer Finances,” Federal Reserve Bulletin (January 2003). 
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Notices with no Present Intent to Disconnect 
 
Idaho utilities should not threaten to terminate service when they have no present intent to 
terminate service or when actual termination is prohibited.  Notice of the intent to terminate shall 
be used only as a warning that service will in fact be terminated in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in utility regulations, unless the ratepayer or occupant remedies the situation 
which gave rise to the enforcement efforts of the utility. 
 
It is common for Idaho utilities to distribute shutoff notices when they have no present intent to 
terminate service.  Either the utility does not have the staff to effectuate a service discontinuance 
for each customer receiving a notice of discontinuance or the utility finds that it is not cost-
effective to discontinue service for customers with arrears that are either less than some 
internally established “treatment amount” or younger than some internally-prescribed threshold.   
 
Aside from the unlawful nature of threatening collection activities when no present intent exists 
to engage in those activities, the provision of a notice of a service discontinuance when there is 
no present intent to engage in the discontinuance is counterproductive to the entire purpose of 
notice with which to begin. One purpose of a notice is to provide a clear and believable warning 
that a service termination is about to occur.  In response to such a notice, the customer must 
either take the steps necessary to prevent the service termination or take those steps needed to 
protect himself or herself against the dangers to life, health and property that might result from 
the loss of service.   
 
It can hardly be argued that providing notice of a pending discontinuance of service, when in fact 
such discontinuance is not imminent or intended, can be destructive to a customer’s life, health 
and property.  This is particularly true for low-income consumers.  One study by the Iowa 
Department of Human Rights, for example, found that, with energy bills, Iowa energy assistance 
recipients go to extraordinary lengths to pay unaffordable bills.286 The Iowa study found, for 
example, that: 
 


 More than 12% of the more than 3,000 Iowa survey respondents reported going 
without food for at least one meal a week to try to save enough money to pay their 
utility bills. 


 
 More than 20% reported going without medical care, by either not filling 


prescriptions, taking prescription medicines in lower than prescribed doses, or by 
skipping or postponing doctor’s appointments in order to save money to pay for 
utility bills. 


 
The presence of these responses to threatened loss of service was confirmed by research with 
respect to Missouri low-income households,287 as well as by national research completed for the 


                                                 
286 Mercier, Mercier and Collins (June 2000). Iowa’s Cold Winters: LIHEAP Recipients’ Perspective, Iowa 
Department of Human Rights: Des Moines (IA). 
287 Colton (June 2004). Paid but Unaffordable: The Consequences of Energy Poverty in Missouri, National Low-
Income Energy Consortium: Washington D.C. 
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National Energy Assistance Directors Association (NEADA).288  Low-income customers should 
not be forced into making these decisions by threats of non-existent collection actions. 
 
The Business Cost of “Over-Noticing” Shutoffs. 
 
Aside from the social cost of empty collection threats, there is a business cost as well.  A study 
by the New York Public Service Commission staff, for example, reported that:  
 


The effectiveness of Final Termination Notices as a means to encourage payments 
or to make payment arrangements prior to field action has deteriorated. The rate 
of customer non-responses to Final Termination Notices has increased from 33% 
in 1983 to 46% in 1987. This may result in part from customer perception that 
utilities threaten to terminate service, but rarely do. In 1983, 16% of the customers 
who did not make arrangements on their arrears in response to a termination 
notice had their service terminated; in 1987, only 9% of those customers had their 
service terminated.289 


 
While some utilities take it as an article of faith that shutoffs, and thus shutoff notices, are 
necessary to control any growth in bad debt, that assumption is not supported by any empirical 
data.  Indeed, the evidence is to the contrary.   
 
Consider, for example, that in 2004, the Pennsylvania legislature enacted the “Responsible 
Utility Consumer Protection Act.” That statute, amongst other things, facilitated a utility’s 
authority to disconnect service to nonpaying customers.  The statute required the Pennsylvania 
PUC to report on the implementation of, and outcomes generated by, the statute every two years.  
The PUC filed reports in 2006 and 2008.290  The implementation of the Pennsylvania statute 
resulted in an increase in electric disconnections for nonpayment by more than 60%. It resulted 
in an increase in natural gas disconnections for nonpayment by more than 50% for companies 
other than Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW).  PGW reported a decrease in service disconnections 
of 21%. According to the PUC’s 2008 biannual report, both the level of electric disconnections 
and the level of non-PGW natural gas disconnections were “record levels.”   
 
The Pennsylvania PUC reported that despite an increase of more than 60% in the number of 
disconnections for nonpayment, “the overall collection performance for the electric industry has 
shown some deterioration since the passage of Chapter 14, offsetting the improvements shown in 
the pre-Chapter 14 period from 2002-04.”   The Pennsylvania Commission reported that “it does 
not appear that the electric industry’s strategy of terminating a record high number of customers 
since the passage of Chapter 14 has been successful.”   
 


                                                 
288 Apprise, Inc. National Energy Assistance Survey: Final Report, National Energy Assistance Directors 
Association: Washington D.C. (surveys completed in 2003, 2005, 2008 and 2009). 
289 Sawyer and Teumin, Gas and Power Utility Uncollectibles and Collection Activity, A Report by the consumers 
Services Division of the New York State Public Service Commission. 
290 See e.g., Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission (2008). The Second Biennial Report to the General Assembly 
and the Governor Pursuant to Section 1415: Implementation of Chapter 14, Pennsylvania PUC: Harrisburg (PA).  
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In addition, the Commission reported that while the “overall collections performance for the gas 
industry improved from 2004-07. . .this improvement reflects the continuation of a trend that had 
already begun in the pre-Chapter 14 period from 2002-04.” Finally, the Commission reported 
that for PGW, which was the only utility to decrease the number of disconnections: “The 
analysis of the various collections data shows a dramatic pattern of improvement for PGW since 
the passage of Chapter 14.  PGW has outperformed its peer companies in terms of the magnitude 
of this improvement.  . .Significantly, PGW stands out for decreasing the number of terminations 
by 21.1% while improving collections performance since the passage of Chapter 14, including a 
27.0% decrease in its gross residential write-offs ratio.”   
 
The experience of the Pennsylvania utilities is consistent with research done by Wisconsin 
Public Service.  In its study of payment-troubled customers, Wisconsin Public Service found that 
the disconnection of service would be an effective collection tool for only 15% of its residential 
customers.291 In addition, a study of payment-troubled customers performed for Tacoma Public 
Utilities (TPU) found that extending the terms of deferred payment plans resulted in greater 
revenue and reduced bad debt as compared to its existing process of service disconnections.292   
 
For both these business and social reasons, as well as because it is in violation of consumer credit 
law in any event, Idaho regulators should make clear that sending a notice of a pending service 
termination when there is no present intent to undertake that termination is prohibited.  
 
Recommendation 
 
Idaho’s utilities should not make a practice of delivering more than two consecutive notices of 
discontinuance for past due bills without engaging in the collection identified in the notice. 
Through a shutoff notice, a consumer should be provided with the information she needs to 
quickly and intelligently take available steps to prevent the threatened termination of service.  
The notice should meet sufficiently stringent standards so as to protect all customers, given that 
customers are of various levels of education, experience and resources.  The notice should be 
made at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.  It should present truthful information. 
To fulfill the notion that the notice be "meaningful," it should give a clear and believable 
warning that termination is about to occur. 
 
The issuance of notices must be read in light of the purpose of a notice. To meet the requirement 
that the notice be "meaningful," it must give a clear and believable warning that termination is 
about to occur.  The key word in this formulation is that the notice be "believable." One can, for 
example, consider the United States federal district court case of Palmer v. Columbia Gas Co., 
where the utility's notice was invalidated when that utility sent out 120,000 to 140,000 shutoff 
notices each year while actually disconnecting only 6,000 households.293 
 


                                                 
291 Gross (1997). Win-Win Alternatives for Credit & Collections. Wisconsin Public Service Corporation: Green Bay 
(WI). 
292 Colton (June 2009). An Outcome Planning Approach to Serving TPU Low-Income Customers, prepared for 
Tacoma Public Utilities: Tacoma (WA). 
293 342 F.Supp. 241, 242 - 243 (N.D.Ohio 1972)  
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Like Columbia Gas, Idaho’s public utilities, by sending repeated disconnect notices, with no 
collection follow-up, destroy the message contained by the notice.  The recommendation above 
seeks to prevent this situation. 
 
Deferred Payment Plans 
 
Idaho utilities provide a form of “energy assistance” to payment-troubled customers when they 
offer such customers an opportunity to defer payments toward arrears over an extended period of 
time.  Under such circumstances, the utility requires a customer in arrears to make a 
downpayment toward the unpaid bill, with monthly payments toward the remaining balance 
along with a payment of each current monthly bill as it becomes due. 
 
Formalized Payment Plan Processes in Filed Tariffs 
 
Idaho’s investor-owned utilities have not formalized their deferred payment plan procedures as 
filed tariffs. As a result, guidance on deferred payment plan policies can be garnered only from 
the regulations of the Idaho PUC.  According to those agency rules, “when a customer cannot 
pay a bill in full, the utility shall continue to serve the customer if the customer and the utility 
agree on a reasonable portion of the outstanding bill to be paid immediately, and the manner in 
which the balance of the outstanding bill shall be paid.”294  The PUC regulation provides that “in 
deciding on the reasonableness of a particular agreement, the utility will take into account the 
customer’s ability-to-pay, the size of the unpaid balance, the customer’s payment history, and the 
amount of time and reasons why the debt is outstanding.295 
 
The residential tariffs of Idaho’s utilities do not set forth their policies on deferred payment 
plans.  No public guidance is given as to the amount of downpayment required, or limitations, if 
any, on the length of the plan.  Guidance on what the PUC has deemed to be reasonable, 
however, can be derived from PUC Regulation 313.06, providing that “payment arrangements 
may be in the form of a Level Pay Plan that will equalize monthly payments of all arrears, if any, 
and anticipated future bill amounts over a period of not less than one (1) year.” (emphasis 
added).  Under such a regulation, a practice by one or more of Idaho’s utilities to offer payment 
plans of less than one year, or to offer uniform payment plans of exactly one year, would be in 
violation of this regulation. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Idaho utilities should undertake several actions to ensure the efficacy of their deferred payment 
plan processes.  Idaho utilities should: 
 
 Formalize their payment plan processes in filed tariffs, including a documentation of the 


downpayment requirements for residential payment plans;  
 


 Formalize their recognition that payment plans must be a minimum of one year in length.   


                                                 
294 Idaho PUC Regulation 313.01 (2010). 
295 Idaho PUC Regulation 313.02 (2010). 
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Second Payment Plans 
 
The Idaho PUC should modify its regulations governing the offer of “second” payment plans.  
Under current regulations, the PUC provides that “if a customer fails to make the payment 
agreed upon by the date that it is due, the utility may, but is not obligated to, enter into a second 
such agreement.”296  Clearly, under this regulation, a utility is authorized, but not obligated, to 
offer a second payment plan when a customer has defaulted on the first payment plan.   
 
This PUC regulation fails to take into account the potential instability of income amongst the 
working poor as one aspect of ability-to-pay. Income for the working poor, in particular, can be 
erratic and unpredictable.  A working poor customer may not know in April what his or her 
income is going to be in July or August, let alone in the following December or January.  Periods 
of unstable wages may make payments that were reasonable in April unreasonable at a later date.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Three recommendations are advanced with respect to the renegotiation of deferred payment 
agreements with low-income customers in the event of a default on the plan.   
 


 If a customer’s economic or financial circumstances change during the effective 
period of a deferred payment agreement, and not more than 14 days have elapsed 
since the customer defaulted on the deferred payment agreement, the utility shall be 
obliged if the customer so requests, to renegotiate the terms and conditions of the 
deferred payment agreement, taking into consideration the changed economic and 
financial circumstances substantiated by the customer.  The reinstatement of a 
previously defaulted deferred payment agreement shall not prevent the renegotiation 
of a deferred payment agreement. 


 
 If a customer defaults on a deferred payment agreement but has not yet had service 


discontinued by the utility, the utility shall permit such customer to be reinstated on 
the deferred payment agreement if the customer pays in full the amounts which 
should have been paid up to that date pursuant to the original payment agreement 
(including any amounts for current usage which have become past due).  


 
 If a customer defaults on a deferred payment agreement, the utility shall offer a 


second payment agreement under prescribed circumstances. 
 
These proposals prevent a local utility from falling into the classic error of equating the term 
“ability-to-pay” of a customer with the “income” of a customer.  The need to avoid this error was 
explained in a study performed for the National Fuel Funds Network (NFFN) in 2002.297 That 
study examined reasonable payment plan practices for working poor households in particular.  


                                                 
296 Idaho PUC Regulation 313.04 (2010).   
297 Colton (March 2002). A Fragile Income: Deferred Payment Plans and the Ability to Pay of Working Poor Utility 
Customers, National Fuel Funds Network: Washington D.C.  
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That NFFN study reported that standard regulations adopted by utility regulators provide that a 
utility shall take into account designated factors in deciding what payment plans are 
“reasonable.” These factors include, but are not limited to, “ability-to-pay.” The phrase “ability-
to-pay,” however, is often treated as being synonymous with “level of income.”  If a household’s 
income is sufficiently high, the reasoning goes, the household is deemed to have an ability-to-
pay its home energy bills.  
 
Taking into account the “ability-to-pay” of the working poor should involve more than simply 
taking into account income level. The stability of income is one additional aspect of the ability-
to-pay of the working poor. The negotiation of a deferred payment plan for utility arrears should 
take into account the potential instability of income amongst the working poor as one aspect of 
ability-to-pay.   
 
Working poor families tend to find themselves in lower quality hourly wage jobs, often marked 
by considerable income fluctuations due to the number of hours they are called upon to work.  
The Urban Institute quantified the types of occupations which characterize the working poor. 
Even aside from the level of wages, the presence of hourly wages and unpredictable hours mark 
occupations that are the province of the working poor.298 


 
The NFFN study finally reported that families in the bottom quartile of income are significantly 
less likely to have access to paid sick leave, paid vacation leave, or flexible work schedules than 
families with higher incomes.  More than three fourths (76 percent) of workers that are in the 
bottom quartile of family income lack regular sick leave; more than half (58 percent) do not have 
consistent vacation leave.  Families in the bottom income quartile are more likely than other 
workers to lack both sick leave and vacation leave.  
 
The lack of paid leave time may directly affect the ability of a working poor customer to 
maintain payments on a deferred payment arrangement.  A person working 35 hours a week on 
hourly wages may lose three days of work simply due to a sick child missing school and 
requiring care.  If no leave time exists for that employee, the sick child translates into 
permanently lost wages.  Personal illness, too, results in permanently lost wages, whether illness 
keeps a worker away from his or her job for a day, for two days, or for a week.   
 
One of the primary recommendations of the NFFN report was to avoid the one-strike-you’re-out 
approach to payment plan compliance.  
 
The Iowa Utilities Board (IUB) has promulgated one of the nation’s premier regulations 
regarding the offer of payment plans to residential customers.  Under this Iowa approach, the 
Idaho PUC would adopt a regulation substantially providing that:  
 


                                                 
298 Acs, Ross-Phillips and McKenzie (May 2000). Playing by the Rules but Losing the Game, at 10 – 11, Urban 
Institute: Washington D.C. 
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A. If a customer defaults on a deferred payment agreement but has not yet had 
service discontinued by the utility, the utility shall permit such customer to be 
reinstated on the deferred payment agreement if the customer pays in full the 
amounts which should have been paid up to that date pursuant to the original 
payment agreement (including any amounts for current usage which have become 
past due).299 The reinstatement of a previously defaulted deferred payment 
agreement shall not prevent the renegotiation of a deferred payment agreement. 
 


B. A utility shall offer a second payment agreement to a customer who is in default 
of a first payment agreement if the customer has made at least two consecutive 
full payments300 under the first payment agreement. The second payment 
agreement shall be for the same term as or longer than the term of the first 
payment agreement. The customer shall be required to pay for current service in 
addition to the monthly payments under the second payment agreement and may 
be required to make the first payment up-front as a condition of entering into the 
second payment agreement. The utility may also require the customer to enter into 
a level payment plan to pay the current bill. The utility may offer additional 
payment agreements to the customer. Nothing in this section shall preclude a 
utility and a residential customer from renegotiating the terms of an installment 
agreement in circumstances other than those referenced above. 
 


The language recommended above distinguishes between two situations.  In the first instance, 
the language permits a customer to cure his or her payment plan default so long as the customer 
does so prior to the disconnection of service.  If done before a disconnection, the customer may 
pay in full the amounts that should have been paid to that date and the original installment 
payment agreement will be reinstated.  The payment agreement that is reinstated is the plan 
originally agreed to.  The customer makes good the previously missed payments and continues 
with future payment as originally agreed to.  Should the customer proceed to a service 
termination, however, that customer loses the right to cure his or her missed installment payment 
plan payments.   
 
In the second instance, the language provides a customer with the right to enter into a new 
(“second”) installment payment agreement.  In order to have this right, the customer must have 
made at least two consecutive full payments under the first agreement.  A customer may not, in 
other words, enter into an installment plan, fail to make any payments, and then request a new 
plan.  The language allowing for a second payment plan mirrors the language adopted by the 
Iowa Utilities Board and found to successfully work by Iowa’s natural gas and electric utilities.   


                                                 
299 The customer can “cure” a payment plan.  But, if the customer needs to do so, they must arrange that cure before 
they get disconnected.  There must be some consequences associated with waiting until the utility disconnects your 
service.   
300 The Iowa utilities at first argued that this rule meant that the two consecutive payments had to come out of 
customer resources (and could not include a LIHEAP payment). Not only was this in violation of the federal 
LIHEAP statute, but the utilities eventually conceded that they had no way to know whether a payment came from 
the customer’s resources, the customer’s in-laws, the customer’s church, a Community Action Agency, a fuel fund, 
or somewhere else.  So, this just means “two consecutive payments” toward a customer’s account.  Moreover, under 
the Iowa regulations regarding second payment plans, if a LIHEAP payment creates a credit on a bill that is the 
equivalent of two (or more) months of payment, that single LIHEAP payment meets the terms of this section. 
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TEN IMPORTANT FINDINGS 
 


1. Despite the resources that the State of Idaho devotes to low-income energy assistance 
today, the state is nonetheless still leaving a considerable amount of resources untapped 
that could be used to help low-income residents pay their home energy bills.   
 


2. Some of those resources involve existing public programs.  Optimizing the extent to 
which customers claim the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), as well as enforcing 
federal regulations on how, when and to what degree local housing authorities update 
utility allowances to reflect increases in home energy prices involve programs that do not 
require adjustment in order to increase federal funding to Idaho.  Ensuring updates to the 
Standard Utility Allowance used for calculating the Excess Shelter Deduction for Food 
Stamps could generate significant low-income benefits.  
 


3. Other sources of dollars involve making relatively minor changes that could result in 
significant dollars of benefits to low-income households.  Capturing abandoned utility 
deposits and rate refunds for use as energy assistance, including weatherization, has the 
advantage of using those dollars for the benefit of the customers, or for the group of 
customers, who likely paid them in the first place. Providing an opportunity for utility 
customers to make voluntary check-off contributions does not involve major changes in 
the respective systems of the affected utilities. 
 


4. Some potential sources of funding simply involve stakeholders expanding activities that 
they currently pursue in any event.  Encouraging REC customers to make voluntary 
contributions of patronage capital credits involves the solicitation of “found” money. 
 


5. Some potential sources of dollars involve enlisting the support of stakeholders who, 
while they have an interest in low-income energy unaffordability, have not previously 
been provided the opportunity or the mechanism to act upon that interest.  Involving 
Section 8 landlords in efficiency programs, as well as soliciting the involvement of the 
financial services industry (banking, insurance) in providing voluntary check-offs 
represent significant new initiatives.   
 


6. It is important not to focus exclusively on the needs of public utility customers.  
Promulgating basic consumer protections for customers of bulk fuels involve regulatory 
responses that, while not cash oriented, can nonetheless deliver substantive financial 
benefits to low-income households.  Seeking funds for a propane education initiative 
would involve an existing program. 
 


7. While much of the inability-to-pay by low-income households can be attributed to an 
absolute mismatch between household expenses and the resources available to pay those 
expenses, not all can be.  In many instances, the inability-to-pay is attributed to a timing 
problem.  In other instances, the inability-to-pay involves a temporary (rather than 
chronic) financial problem.  In such circumstances, the best “energy assistance” might 
involve a redistribution of the timing responsibility for the bill payment rather than a cash 
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subsidy.  Perhaps, the best “energy assistance” is simply a forbearance, whether that 
forbearance is of collection activity or the imposition of additional financial obligations.  
Perhaps, the best “energy assistance” is the exercise of allowed discretion not to take 
some action or not to impose some fee.   
 


8. Not all “energy assistance” in Idaho is provided in the form of cash grants.  Idaho utilities 
provide various bill payment options that allow customers who are marginally able to pay 
their bills, but only marginally able, to take specific actions to provide flexibility in bill 
payment in order to maintain utility service.  The primary bill payment alternative 
involves the use of levelized monthly Budget Billing, under which customers may time-
shift payment responsibility to take the spike off of high winter heating bills (or summer 
cooling bills).  It would benefit low-income customers to eliminate artificial and 
unnecessary barriers to budget billing.  Extended due date programs address the needs of 
a particular finite population. 
 


9. The treatment of past-due bills is another form of energy assistance that can be provided 
by Idaho utilities.  Under PUC regulations, Idaho utilities need not offer reasonable 
responses to the inability to maintain a “first” payment plan.  Procedures requiring the 
opportunity to “cure” payment plans, to renegotiate payment plans, and to enter into 
subsequent payment plans under prescribed circumstances, are reasonable.  
 


10. Finally, energy assistance can be, but is not commonly, provided by Idaho utilities 
through their acceptance of non-cash alternatives to the posting of security deposits.  
Utilities should be required to allow customers to post a guarantee or surety in lieu of a 
cash security deposit.   
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NOTES 
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 PART 8: 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS  


FOR IDAHO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information and discussion presented above supports the following recommendations for 
Idaho.  Each of these recommendations was discussed in more detail above: 
 


1. Idaho should establish a home energy affordability program directed toward 
households with income at or below 185% of the Federal Poverty Level.  This 
program should consist of the following components:  


 
 A rate affordability component 


 
 An arrearage management component  


 
 A crisis intervention component 


 
Idaho should implement a rate assistance program using a Fixed Credit model.  
The affordability program should include a specific component directed toward 
arrearage management, designed to retire pre-existing arrears over no more than a 
three year period.  The State should impose a customer copayment of $5 per 
month in support of the arrearage management program. 


 
The affordability program should also include a crisis intervention component.  
The crisis intervention program should not be income-tested, but should instead 
be administered by local community-based organizations responsive to individual 
needs of company customers.   
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2. The State should promote the Earned Income Tax Credit.  In particular, given the 
objective of seeking out EITC benefits as a supplemental source of “energy 
assistance,” Idaho’s utilities should take specific action-steps, including pursuing 
EITC outreach toward payment-troubled customers, funding “gap-filling” 
outreach campaigns, and promoting free tax preparation (VITA) clinics.  In 
addition, the utilities, not in their role as utilities but rather as major players in the 
Idaho economy, should convene a business roundtable to consider EITC outreach. 
(Narrative, at page 147). 


 
3. Idaho should enact legislation mirroring Iowa’s “customer contribution fund” 


statute, which provides that each natural gas and electric utility should establish a 
fund to receive customer contributions to supplement low-income weatherization 
and crisis assistance. (Narrative, at page 150). 


 
4. The Idaho PUC, in collaboration with CAPAI and the state’s utilities, should 


convene an immediate proceeding to design and certify a statewide crisis 
intervention program that could receive abandoned utility deposits that would 
otherwise escheat to the state. (Narrative, at page 152). 


 
5. The Idaho LIHEAP office, in collaboration with CAPAI, should implement an 


initiative that would ask Co-op members to donate all or part of their annual 
patronage capital credits to the statewide crisis intervention fund (to be used 
locally for weatherization or crisis assistance).  (Narrative, at page 153). 


 
6. Idaho should include, in its legislation establishing “customer contribution funds,” 


the participation of depository institutions and insurance companies. (Narrative, at 
page 158). 


 
7. Idaho should promulgate a state administrative process to ensure enforcement of 


the utility allowance obligations of local Public Housing Authorities.  This 
administrative process should provide for state promulgation of utility allowances 
when PHAs are found to have defaulted on their obligations. It should provide for 
an administrative procedure for receiving tenant complaints about the failure to 
promulgate timely utility allowance updates. (Narrative, at 160). 


 
8. Idaho utilities should become more aware of, and involved with, the promulgation 


of “individualized relief” procedures for tenants of public housing.  Payment-
troubled households living in public housing should routinely be referred to their 
local PHA for individualized relief.  Utilities should participate in the 
promulgation of individualized relief criteria. (Narrative, at 161). 


 
9. Idaho utilities should work with the local PHAs in their respective service 


territories to identify public housing and Section 8 tenants.  Utilities should seek 
to implement “direct vendor payment” programs for Section 8 and public housing 
utility allowances that mirror the direct vendor payment of LIHEAP. (Narrative, 
at 164). 
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10. Idaho utilities should pursue a model for the delivery of low-income energy 


efficiency involving energy efficient utility allowances (EEUAs) for public and 
assisted housing.  The model should mirror the EEUA program successfully 
pursued through California’s Designed for Comfort (DfC) program. (Narrative, at 
170). 


 
11. Idaho utilities should systematically substitute letters of credit (and guarantees) 


for cash deposits.  The dollars of cash deposit should then be used to retire pre-
existing arrears.  Letters of guarantee should be accepted from nonprofit and 
community-based organizations in lieu of cash deposits.  Moreover, Idaho utilities 
should accept participation in customer financial literacy training programs as a 
substitute for cash security deposits. (Narrative, at 172). 


 
12. Missouri utilities, particularly natural gas utilities, should devote substantial 


portions of federal funding (e.g., gas refunds, unauthorized usage charges) for 
temporary or short-term low-income financial assistance programs.  Utilities 
should consider making the determination of the use of such funds at the federal 
level in federal settlement documents. (Narrative, at 175). 


 
13. The Community Action Partnership Association of Idaho (CAPAI) should 


develop a proposal to submit to the Rocky Mountain Propane Association, for 
submittal to the Propane Education and Research Council (PERC), regarding the 
development and dissemination of information to low-income propane customers 
regarding energy efficiency, budget billing and other price stabilization programs 
(e.g., off-season purchases). (Narrative, at 177). 


 
14. Idaho consumer groups, and/or low-income service providers, should petition the 


Idaho Attorney General’s office to promulgate regulations pursuant to the state’s 
Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Practices (UDAP) statute to provide winter 
protections, and other fundamental consumer protections, for customers of bulk 
fuel users.  (Narrative, at 180). 


 
15. The Idaho PUC should, on its own motion or on the motion of interested 


stakeholders, consider regulations removing artificial barriers to the entrance of 
payment-troubled customers into levelized budget billing plans.  (Narrative, at 
182). 


 
16. The Idaho PUC should, on its own motion or on the motion of interested 


stakeholders, adopt regulations allowing fixed-income customers to enter into an 
‘extended due date” program at his or her discretion. (Narrative, at 183). 


 
17. The Idaho PUC should adopt guidelines regarding the imposition of residential 


late payment charges.  Late fees should be waived for low-income customers.  
Late fees should be limited to a utility’s short-term cost of borrowing plus two 
percent.  Late fees should be imposed only when a bill exceeds 60-days in arrears.  
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Finally, late fees should not be imposed when there are regulatory constraints on 
collection activity, including on balances subject to a deferred payment plan on 
which the customer’s payment is current or on arrears subject to a winter payment 
plan. (Narrative, at 186). 


 
18. Idaho utilities should be prohibited from delivering more than two consecutive 


notices of disconnection for past-due bills without engaging in the collection 
identified in the notice.  No disconnection notice should be issued without a 
present intent to disconnect service.  Disconnect notices should be required to 
provide a clear and believable warning that a termination is about to occur at a 
meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.  (Narrative, at 189). 


 
19. Idaho utilities should undertake several actions to ensure the efficacy of their 


deferred payment plan processes.  The utilities should formalize their payment 
plan processes in filed tariffs, including a documentation of the downpayment 
requirements for payment plans.  Idaho utilities should further formalize their 
recognition that residential payment plans must be for a minimum of one year in 
length. (Narrative, at 190). 


 
20. The Idaho PUC should adopt a “second payment plan” regulation that mirrors the 


Iowa Utilities Board (IUB) second payment plan regulation.  This regulation 
should provide that customers may cure defaulted payment plans in the prescribed 
manner; may renegotiate the terms and conditions of payment plans when 
circumstances change;  should they default on a “first” payment plan, shall have 
the right to enter into a “second” payment plan provide that they had made a good 
faith payment effort on the first plan.  (Narrative, at 191). 
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APPENDIX A: COLORADO AFFORDABILITY 


PROGRAM REGULATIONS (2011) 
 
 
 
 
 


COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 


Public Utilities Commission 


4 CODE OF COLORADO REGULATIONS (CCR) 723-3 


PART 3 
RULES REGULATING ELECTRIC UTILITIES 


BASIS, PURPOSE, AND STATUTORY AUTHORITY.  


The basis and purpose of these rules is to describe the electric service to be provided by jurisdictional 
utilities and master meter operators to their customers; to designate the manner of regulation over such 
utilities and master meter operators; and to describe the services these utilities and master meter 
operators shall provide.  In addition, these rules identify the specific provisions applicable to public utilities 
or other persons over which the Commission has limited jurisdiction.  These rules address a wide variety 
of subject areas including, but not limited to, service interruption, meter testing and accuracy, safety, 
customer information, customer deposits, rate schedules and tariffs, discontinuance of service, master 
meter operations, flexible regulation, procedures for administering the Low-Income Energy Assistance 
Act, electric service low-income program, cost allocation between regulated and unregulated operations, 
recovery of costs, the acquisition of renewable energy, small power producers and cogeneration facilities, 
and appeals regarding local government land use decisions.  The statutory authority for these rules can 
be found at §§ 29-20-108, 40-1-103.5, 40-2-108, 40-2-124(2), 40-3-102, 40-3-103, 40-3-104.3, 40-3-106, 
40-3-111, 40-3-114, 40-4-101, 40-4-106, 40-4-108, 40-4-109, 40-5-103, 40-7-113.5, 40-7-116.5, 
40-8.7-105(5), and 40-9.5-107(5), C.R.S. 


* * * * * 


 [indicates omission of unaffected rules] 


 


BILLING AND SERVICE 


3400. Applicability.  


Rules 3400 through 3412 apply to residential customers, small commercial customers and agricultural 
customers served pursuant to a utility’s rates or tariffs.  In its tariffs, a utility shall define “residential,” 
“small commercial” and “agricultural” customers to which these rules apply.  The utility may elect to apply 
the same or different terms and conditions of service to other customers. 
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* * * * * 


[indicates omission of unaffected rules] 


[new rules] 


3412.  Electric Service Low-Income Program.  


(a) Scope and Applicability.  


(I) Electric utilities with Colorado retail customers shall file with the Commission a proposal 
to provide low-income energy assistance by offering rates, charges, and services that 
grant a reasonable preference or advantage to residential low-income customers, as 
permitted by § 40-3-106, C.R.S. 


(II) Rule 3412 is applicable to investor-owned electric utilities subject to rate regulation by the 
Public Utilities Commission of Colorado. 


(b) Definitions.  The following definitions apply only in the context of rule 3412.  In the event of a 
conflict between these definitions and a statutory definition, the statutory definition shall apply. 


(I) “Eligible low-income customer” means a residential utility customer who meets the 
household income thresholds computed annually by the Staff of the Commission 
pursuant to subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(A). 


(II) “Non-participant” means a utility customer who is not receiving low-income assistance 
under rule 3412. 


(III) “Participant” means an eligible low-income residential utility customer who is granted the 
reasonable preference or advantage through participation in an electric service low-
income program. 


(IV) “Program” means an electric service low-income program approved under rule 3412. 


(V) “Percentage-of-income plan thresholds” means household income levels for different 
numbers of persons adjusted by the federal poverty levels specified in subparagraphs (1) 
and (2) of subparagraph 3412(h)(II)(B)(i) as calculated annually by the Staff of the 
Commission.  


(VI) “Arrearage” means the past-due amount appearing, as of the date on which a participant 
newly enters the program, on the then most recent prior bill rendered to a participant for 
which they received the benefit of service. 


(VII) “Fixed credit” means an annual bill credit established at the beginning of a participant’s 
participation in a program each year delivered as a monthly credit on each participant’s 
bill.  The fixed credit is the participant’s full annual bill minus the participant’s affordable 
percentage of income payment obligation on the full annual bill. 


(VIII) “Full annual bill” means the current consumption of a participant billed at standard 
residential rates.  The full annual bill of a participant is comprised of two parts:  (1) that 
portion of the bill that is equal to the affordable percentage of income payment; and 
(2) that portion of the bill that exceeds the affordable percentage of income payment. 
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(IX) “LEAP” means Low Energy Assistance Program, a county-run, federally-funded, program 
supervised by the Colorado Department of Human Services, Division of Low-Income 
Energy Assistance. 


(X) “LEAP participant” means a utility customer who at the time of applying to participate in a 
program has been determined to be eligible for LEAP benefits by the Department during 
either (1) the Department’s current six-month (November 1 – April 30) LEAP application 
period, if that period is open at the time the customer applies for program participation; or 
(2) the Department’s most recently closed six-month (November 1 – April 30) LEAP 
application period, if that period is closed at the time the customer applies to participate in 
the program and the Department’s next six-month (November 1 – April 30) LEAP 
application period has not yet opened, provided, however, that in order to retain status as 
a LEAP participant under part (2) of this definition, the utility customer must apply to the 
Department during the Department’s next six-month (November 1 – April 30) LEAP 
benefit application period and be determined eligible for such benefits. 


(c) Program requirements. 


(I) Program components.  A utility’s proposed program, required by this rule, shall address 
the following four aspects of energy assistance. 


(A) How it integrates with existing energy efficiency or DSM programs offered by the 
utility or other entity; 


(B) How it integrates with existing weatherization programs offered by the state of 
Colorado or other entities; 


(C) How it integrates with LEAP or other existing low-income energy assistance 
programs; and 


(D) Consideration of arrearage forgiveness for participants who enter the program.  
Arrearage credits shall be sufficient to reduce the pre-existing arrearage to $0.00 
over twenty-four months. 


(II) Participant eligibility phase-in. 


(A) On or before March 1 of each year, the Staff of the Commission shall compute 
household income levels for households containing different numbers of persons 
for Phase I, II and III eligibility under subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B), below.  For this 
purpose the Staff shall obtain the most recent federal poverty level for 
households of different sizes from the federal poverty guidelines updated 
periodically in the Federal Register by the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services under the authority of 42 U.S.C. 9902(2).  For each size household, 
these federal poverty level incomes shall be multiplied by the federal poverty 
level percentages in subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B), below.  On or before April 1 of 
each year, the Commission shall send a letter to each utility subject to these 
rules stating the resulting subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B) Phase I, II and III income 
eligibility thresholds for households of different sizes as computed by Staff.  
Annually following receipt of the Commission’s letter, each utility shall file an 
advice letter or application, as appropriate, revising its tariffs effective on or 
before July 1 to show the same current Phase I, II and III income eligibility 
thresholds. 


(B) A utility’s plan shall phase in the eligibility requirements over three years in 
accordance with the following schedule:  
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(i) Phase I:  Eligible participants are limited to those with a household 
income at or below one hundred twenty-five percent of the current 
federal poverty level during the first year of operation of the program. 


(ii) Phase II:  Eligible participants are limited to those with a household 
income at or below one hundred fifty percent of the current federal 
poverty level during the second year of operation of the program. 


(iii) Phase III:  Eligible participants are limited to those with a household 
income at or below one hundred eighty-five percent of the current federal 
poverty level during the third and subsequent years of operation of the 
program. 


(C) Utilities that have implemented a low-income electric service pilot program prior 
to January 1, 2011 may continue to provide benefits to pilot program participants 
that are enrolled in the pilot program at the time of filing under subparagraph 
3412(d)(I), regardless of the customer’s level of poverty, so long as the 
customer’s household income is at or below 185 percent of Federal Poverty 
Limits. 


(III) Maximum impact on non-participant. 


(A) The utility shall quantify the anticipated impact of its program on non-participants, 
for each phase identified in subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B), as required by 
§ 40-3-106(d)(III), C.R.S. 


(B) If program cost recovery is a fixed fee, then the program’s maximum cost impact 
on residential non-participants are: 


(i) Phase I:  No more than $0.25 per month; 


(ii) Phase II:  No more than $0.28 per month; and  


(iii) Phase III:  No more than $0.315 per month.  


(C) If program cost recovery is usage-based, then the program’s maximum cost 
impact on non-participant’s volumetric rates are: 


(i) Phase I:  No more than $0.0004 per kWh; 


(ii) Phase II:  No more than $0.00045 per kWh; and  


(iii) Phase III:  No more than $0.0005 per kWh.  


(d) Program implementation. 


(I) Each utility shall file tariffs containing its proposed program no later than March 19, 2012. 


(II) At a minimum, the utility’s filing shall include the following information: 


(A) A tariff containing the rules that govern the operation of the program, including all 
of the requirements of paragraph 3412(c). 
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(B) A narrative description of the proposed program, including: 


(i) An explanation of the manner and the extent to which the program 
operates in an integrated manner with other components of utility billing, 
credit and collection policies and programs, and usage reduction 
processes of the utility to accomplish the program goals. 


(ii) A needs assessment identifying an estimate of the total number of 
low-income participants; the number of identified low-income participant 
accounts; and the projected program enrollment.  


(C) A hard budget cap for each year the plan is in operation, including program 
administrative costs. 


(D) The number of participants currently receiving low-income energy assistance 
from the utility; the average amount of base consumption that occurs in 
low-income homes; and the potential impact of energy efficiency/DSM upon 
average low-income consumption. 


(E) Other information necessary to adequately support its proposal to the 
Commission. 


(e) Cost recovery. 


(I) Each utility shall address in its filing how costs of the program will be recovered.   


(II) Each utility shall provide information regarding impacts on the various participant classes 
and on participants within a class. 


(III) The following costs are eligible for recovery by a utility as program costs: 


(A) Program credits or discounts applied against bills for current usage. 


(B) Program credits applied against pre-existing arrearages. 


(C) Program administrative costs. 


(D) Other reasonable costs that the utility is able to demonstrate are attributable to its 
program. 


(IV) The utility shall apply, as an offset to cost recovery, all program expense reductions 
attributable to the program.  Program expense reductions include decreases in utility 
operating costs; decreases in the return requirement on cash working capital for carrying 
arrearages; decreases in the cost of credit and collection activities for dealing with 
low-income participants; and decreases in uncollectable account costs for these 
participants.  The utility shall begin providing the offset to cost recovery expense 
reductions data by Phase III of program implementation pursuant to the timeline in 
subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B)(iii). 


(f) Energy assistance grants 


(I) The utility shall apply energy assistance grants to the dollar value of credits granted to 
individual Program participants. 
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(II) A utility providing a program as a percentage of income plan shall apply any energy 
assistance grant to that portion of the program participant’s full annual bill that exceeds 
the participant’s affordable percentage of income payment. 


(A) If the dollar value of the energy assistance grant is greater than the dollar value 
of the difference between the program participant’s full annual bill and the 
participant’s affordable percentage of income payment, the dollar amount by 
which the energy assistance grant exceeds the difference will be applied: 


(i) First, to any pre-existing arrearages that at the time of the energy 
assistance grant continues to be outstanding. 


(ii) Second, to the account of the program participant as a benefit to the 
participant. 


(B) No portion of an energy assistance grant provided to a program participant may 
be applied to the account of a participant other than the participant to whom the 
energy assistance grant was rendered. 


(g) Annual report. 


(I) No later than May 31 each year, each utility shall file an annual report, based on the 
previous 12 month period ending March 31, containing the following information:  


(A) Monthly information on the program including number of participants, amount of 
benefit disbursement, type of benefit disbursement, and revenue collection; 


(B) The number of applicants for the program; 


(C) The number of applicants qualified for the program; 


(D) The number of participants;   


(E) The average assistance provided, both mean and median;  


(F) The maximum assistance provided to an individual participant; 


(G) The minimum assistance provided to an individual participant; 


(H) Total cost of the program and the average rate impact on non-participants by rate 
class, including impact based on typical monthly consumption of both its 
residential and small business customers;  


(I) The number of participants that had service discontinued as a result of late 
payment or non-payment, and the amount of uncollectable revenue from 
participants; 


(J) An estimate of utility savings as a result of the implementation of the program 
(e.g., reduction in trips related to discontinuance of service, reduction in 
uncollectable revenue, etc.); and 


(K) Recommended program modifications based on report findings. 


(h) Safe harbor program option. 
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Paragraph (h) describes an option that each utility may propose as a low-income energy 
assistance program.  The program detailed in this paragraph may be adopted by a utility in 
satisfaction of the requirements of this rule 3412 and, as such, constitutes a safe harbor for 
compliance.  Each utility electing the safe harbor program option shall file a notice describing the 
safe harbor program pursuant to rules 1206 and 1210 of the Commission's rules of Practice and 
Procedure applicable to tariff filings.  If, after review, the Commission verifies the program is in 
compliance with this paragraph (h), the Commission will deem the filing in compliance and 
approve the safe harbor program without setting it for evidentiary hearing or otherwise subjecting 
the tariff filing to any further adjudicatory process. 


(I) Customer eligibility for the safe harbor program shall be phased in as provided in 
subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B). 


(II) Safe harbor design requirements.  The following design requirements shall be included in 
the safe harbor tariff filing of a utility.  


(A) Safe harbor enrollment shall be limited to the utility’s LEAP participants based on 
the three-year phase-in schedule contained in subparagraph 3412(c)(II)(B). 


(B) Payment plan proposal.  Participant payments for electric bills rendered to safe 
harbor participants shall not exceed a percentage of the participant's annual 
income. 


(i) Percentage of income plan.  The total payment for all electric home 
energy under a percentage of income plan is determined based upon a 
percentage of the participant's annual gross household income.  On or 
before March 1 of each year, the Staff of the Commission shall compute 
percentage-of-income plan thresholds for each percentage of the 
Federal Poverty Level indicated in subparts (1) and (2) of this 
suparagraph 3412(h)(III)(B)(i).  For this purpose the Staff shall obtain the 
most recent federal poverty level for households of different sizes from 
the Federal Poverty Guidelines updated periodically in the Federal 
Register by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services under 
the authority of 42 U.S.C. 9902(2). On or before April 1 of each year, the 
Commission shall send a letter to each utility subject to these rules that 
sets forth the resulting current percentage-of-income plan thresholds for 
subparts (1), and (2) of this subparagraph 3412(h)(III)(B)(i).  Annually 
following receipt of the Commission’s letter, each utility shall file an 
advice letter revising its tariffs to be effective on or before July 1 to show 
the same new percentage-of-income plan thresholds. 


(1) For electric accounts for which electricity is the primary heating 
fuel, maximum participant payments shall be set at the following 
percentage of income burdens: 


(a) Household income at or below 75 percent of Federal 
Poverty Level:  four percent of income. 


(b) Household income exceeding 75 percent but at or below 
125 percent of Federal Poverty Level:  five percent of 
income. 


(c) Household income exceeding 125 percent but at or 
below 185 percent of Federal Poverty Level:  six percent 
of income. 
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(2) For electric accounts for which electricity is not the primary 
heating fuel, maximum customer payments shall be set at the 
following percentage of income burdens: 


(a) Household income at or below 75 percent of the Federal 
Poverty Level:  two percent of income; 


(b) Household income exceeding 75 percent but at or below 
125 percent of the Federal Poverty Level:  two and one-
half percent of income; and 


(c) Household income exceeding 125 percent but at or 
below 185 percent of the Federal Poverty Level:  three 
percent of income. 


(3) Notwithstanding the percentage of income limits established in 
subparagraphs 3412(h)(III)(B)(i) (1) and (2), a utility may 
establish minimum monthly payment amounts for participants 
with household income of $0, provided that: 


(a) The participant’s minimum payment for an electric 
heating account shall be no more than $20 a month. 


(b) The participant’s minimum payment for an electric non-
heating account shall be no more than $10 a month. 


(ii) In the event that a primary heating fuel for any particular safe harbor 
participant has been identified by LEAP, that determination shall be final. 


(C) Full annual bill calculation.  The utility shall be responsible for estimating a safe 
harbor participant’s full annual bill for the purpose of determining the participant’s 
fixed credit. 


(D) Fixed credit benefit delivery.  


(i) A utility shall, unless infeasible, deliver safe harbor benefits as a 
percentage of income-based fixed credit on a participant’s bill. 


(ii) Fixed credits shall be adjusted during a program year in the event that 
standard residential rates, including commodity or fuel charges, change 
to the extent that the full annual bill at the new rates would differ from the 
full annual bill upon which the fixed credits are currently based by 
25 percent or more. 


(iii) If a utility demonstrates that it is infeasible to deliver safe harbor benefits 
as a percentage of income-based fixed credits on a participant’s bill, a 
participant's annual payment each year shall be calculated as a 
percentage of household income and converted to a percentage of the 
participant’s full annual bill.  A participant will pay that percentage of the 
total bill irrespective of the level of the full annual bill. 


(E) Levelized budget billing participation.  A utility shall, unless infeasible, enroll safe 
harbor participants in its levelized budget billing program as a condition of 
participation in safe harbor.  Should a safe harbor participant fail to meet monthly 
bill obligations and be placed by a utility in its regular delinquent collection cycle, 
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the utility may remove the participant from levelized budget billing in accordance 
with the utility’s levelized budget billing tariff.   


(F) Arrearage credits.  


(i) Arrearage credits shall be applied to pre-existing arrearages. 


(ii) Arrearage credits shall be sufficient to reduce, when combined with 
participant copayments, if any, the pre-existing arrearages to $0.00 over 
twenty-four months. 


(iii) Application of an arrearage credit to a safe harbor account may be 
conditioned by the utility on one or more of the following: 


(1) The receipt of regular participant payments toward safe harbor 
bills for current usage; or 


(2) The payment of a participant copayment toward the arrearages 
so long as the participant copayment does not exceed one 
percent of gross household income. 


(iv) Pre-existing arrears under this subparagraph shall not serve as the basis 
for the termination of service for nonpayment or as the basis for any 
other utility collection activity while the customer is participating in the 
safe harbor program.  


(v) A participant may receive arrearage credits under this section even if that 
participant does not receive a credit toward current bills, if the participant 
enters into and maintains a levelized budget billing plan. 


(G) Cost recovery.   


(i) Each utility shall include as part of its safe harbor the cost recovery 
requirements listed in paragraph 3412(e). 


(ii) Safe harbor program costs shall be allocated to each retail rate based on 
each rate class's share of the test year revenue requirement.  Cost 
recovery shall also be based on a fixed fee. 


(iii) Each utility shall include as part of its safe harbor a hard budget cap for 
each year the program is in operation, including program administrative 
costs, that complies with subparagraph 3412(c)(III). 


(H) Energy assistance grants.  The utility shall apply energy assistance grants to the 
dollar value of credits granted to the individual program participants as set forth 
in paragraph 3412(f). 


(I) Cost control features. 


(i) A utility shall refer safe harbor participants who historically use 
150 percent or more of the median use of its residential class 
participants to public or private usage reduction programs, including the 
utility’s own demand-side management programs and the usage 
reduction programs of local weatherization agencies that provide free 
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energy efficiency upgrades to income-qualified consumers based on 
availability of funding. 


(ii) Households approved to receive a safe harbor benefit must agree to 
have their dwelling weatherized if contacted by a state-authorized 
weatherization agency.  Failure to permit or complete weatherization 
may result in the denial of safe harbor benefits for the following year, 
subject to the following exceptions: 


(1) Households containing a member(s) whose mental or physical 
health could be jeopardized because of weatherization shall be 
exempt from this requirement.  Such participants must provide a 
certificate of medical hardship which shall be in writing sent to 
the utility from the office of a licensed physician, and show 
clearly the name of the participant or individual whose health is 
at issue; the Colorado medical identification number, phone 
number, name, and signature of the physician or health care 
practitioner acting under a physician’s authority certifying the 
medical hardship. 


(2) A household whose landlord refuses to allow weatherization 
shall not have benefits denied. 


(3) A household shall not have benefits denied for failure to provide 
matching funds for weatherization. 


(J) Targeted outreach.  Within its residential customer base, a utility shall make 
special efforts to target safe harbor outreach to payment-troubled customers. 


(K) Portability of benefits.  A safe harbor participant may continue to participate 
without reapplication should the participant change service addresses, but 
remain within the service territory of the utility providing the benefit, provided that 
the utility may make necessary adjustments in the levelized budget billing 
amount to reflect the changed circumstances.  A safe harbor participant who 
changes service addresses and does not remain within the service territory of the 
utility providing the benefit must reapply to become a participant at the 
participant’s new service address. 


(L) Maximum cost impact on non-participants.  The maximum cost impact to 
non-participants shall be no more than the limits established in 
subparagraph 3412(c)(III)(B). 


(M) Program requirements conflict.  In the event there is a conflict between 
participant benefits in subparagraphs 3412(h)(II)(B) and (F) and non-participant 
impacts in subparagraph 3412(h)(II)(L), the non-participant impact limits shall not 
be exceeded. 


(N) Administrative program components.  The safe harbor program administration 
shall include: 


(i) A written explanation of safe harbor provided to participants. 


(ii) Consumer education programs that shall include information on the 
benefits of energy conservation, and that may include referrals to other 
appropriate weatherization and income supplement programs. 
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(iii) An annual process that verifies a participant's continuing income 
eligibility for benefits, provided that: 


(1) A process through which a participant may reapply on a less 
frequent basis may be implemented for categories of participants 
that are not likely to experience annual fluctuations in income; 
and 


(2) A process through which a participant must verify income on a 
more frequent basis may be implemented for participants for 
whom the calculation of benefits is based on a $0 income. 


(3) A utility shall notify the participant for whom the benefit is based 
on a $0 income of the frequency with which income must be 
verified. 


(4) A utility must provide an income verification process for a 
participant for whom the benefit is based on a $0 income. 


(5) A participant whose benefit is based on a $0 income who fails to 
timely verify income shall be removed from safe harbor. 


(O) Payment default provisions.  Failure of a participant to make his or her monthly 
bill payments will result in a utility placing the participant in its regular collection 
cycle.  A single missed, partial or late payment shall not result in the automatic 
removal of a participant from safe harbor. 


 
3413. – 3499. [Reserved]. 


* * * * * 


[indicates omission of unaffected rules] 
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Whereas, the compilation of billing and arrearage data assists policymakers in evaluating the adequacy of financial assistance
programs, such as the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and other government assistance programs,
utility fuel funds, and community assistance resources in helping customers pay utility bills;2 and


Whereas, a lack of consistent reporting of billing and arrearage data impedes the identification and/or aggregation of credit and
collection best practices and the adoption of credit and collection benchmark standards that can be used in the States; and


Whereas, public policy supports the development of cost effective credit and collection policies and practices3 that make
disconnection of gas and electric services the remedy of last resort, occurring only after all other reasonable collection tools have
been exhausted; and


Whereas, data regarding the imposition of cash deposits is necessary to evaluate their effectiveness and whether alternative
methods should be used to help consumers demonstrate creditworthiness; and
2
Whereas, the collection of data concerning the additional charges and fees such as late payment charges, deposits, third-party
fees for credit card or electronic payments, and reconnection charges are measures of the impact that customers are experiencing
paying utility bills; and


Whereas, evaluations concerning the design and effectiveness of payment extensions and multi-month payment plans, including
the number of disconnections avoided through the use of payment plans, can be performed much more effectively when there is a
basis for evaluation through quantitative data uniformly reported across comparable utilities; and


Whereas, data concerning the length of time that customers are living without gas and or electric services following disconnections
for non-payment is indicative of the difficulty  consumers are experiencing securing access to continuous, essential utility services;
and


Whereas, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (“NARUC”)


has previously passed a resolution4 supporting the gathering of terminations and arrearages data, including an emphasis on
bringing interested stakeholders to the process  of developing strategies for using such data effectively;


Now, therefore, be it resolved, that NASUCA urges the states to collect uniform data on gas and electric billing, arrearages and
disconnections;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA urges the states to adopt uniform reporting standards, enabled by reporting category
requirements that are carefully defined and explained, such that commissions and advocates can view the data obtained from
separate utilities for each reporting category alongside other utilities within the same industry, and draw not only utility-specific
conclusions but industry-wide conclusions by aggregating the data, regarding the effectiveness or impact of specific disconnection,
credit and collection practices or policies;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the collection and reporting of publicly available data on billings, arrearages and
collections that enables an understanding of issues of affordability impacting customers in paying utility bills and the effectiveness
of available resources to help consumers;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the collection and reporting of data on billing arrearages and disconnections that is
timely enough for prompt analysis as needed;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the accessibility of uniform and reliably collected disconnections, credit and
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collection, billing and arrearages data to enable commissions and advocates to better evaluate credit and collection policies and
practices, and setting and adopting benchmark standards and best practices;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the uniform gathering of the following defined data by the states on an annual basis:
3
a. number of residential customers who were required to pay a deposit to demonstrate creditworthiness to initiate gas or electric
service and the average amount of the deposit;


b. number of residential customers who used alternative methods to a deposit to demonstrate financial responsibility while initiating
service;


c. number of residential customers who were required to pay a deposit to initiate gas or electric service but were unable to do so;


d. number of customers enrolled in each specific and distinct low-income payment plan;


e. average payment amount for customers in each specific and distinct low-income payment plan;


f. number of customers enrolled in every other type of payment plans offered by the utility to other (non-low-income) customers;


g. the aggregate dollar amount that is being deferred in each specific and distinct type of low-income or other payment plan;


h. the aggregate dollar amount that has been collected in each specific and distinct type of low-income and other payment plan;


i. number of customers who defaulted on each specific and distinct type of payment plan;


j. provide the dollar value and number of residential accounts (and low-income  accounts) written off as gross uncollectibles, in
that the accounts have been written off and sent to a collection agency;


k. the dollar value and number of residential accounts (and low-income accounts) written off as net uncollectibles, in that the
accounts have been written off after a collection agency has failed to collect payment;


l. separately provide the total number of accounts in arrears between 30 – 60 days, 60 – 90 days, more than 90 days;


m. separately provide the total dollar amount of the arrears that were owed between 30 – 60 days, 60 -90 days, more than 90
days;


n. number of residential customers receiving a disconnection notice;


o. number of low-income customers receiving a disconnection notice;


p. number of residential customers disconnected for non-payment;


q. number of low-income customers disconnected for nonpayment;


r. number of customers enrolled in a low-income payment assistance program when they were disconnected for non-payment;


s. number of residential customers who used special medical certification procedures to avoid disconnection;
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t. separately provide the number of residential disconnections, and low-income residential disconnections, where service was
reconnected within ten business days, ten to thirty days, thirty to sixty days, sixty to ninety days, and greater than ninety days.


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the gathering and reporting of information related to the number of residential
customers who received LIHEAP, fuel funds, or other financial assistance and the average amount of assistance received;


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA supports the gathering and reporting of the additional charges and fees that consumers pay
on an annual basis to pay utility bills


a. to pay bills at authorized agents of the utilities;


b. to pay bills via credit cards or electronic checks;


c. in late payment charges;


d. in reconnection charges.


Be it further resolved, that NASUCA authorizes its Executive Committee to develop specific positions and take appropriate actions
consistent with the terms of this resolution. The Executive Committee shall advise the membership of any proposed action prior to
taking action if possible. In any event the Executive Committee shall notify the membership of any action pursuant to this
resolution.


Submitted by Consumer Protection Committee
Approved June 28, 2011
San Antonio, Texas


[1] 2008 Individual State Report by the NARUC Consumer Affairs Subcommittee on Collections Data Gathering, NARUC
Consumer Affairs Committee (Nov. 17, 2008),
http://www.naruc.org/Publications/2008%20NARUC%20Collections%20Survey%20Report.pdf.


[2] Tracking the Home Energy Needs of Low-income Households Through Trend Data on Arrearages and Disconnections,
National Energy Assistance Directors’ Association (May 2004), available at http://www.neada.org/publications/TrackingtheNeed.pdf.


[3], Ron Grosse, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation, with Collaboration of Nancy Brockway, National Regulatory Research
Institute (Revised 2008), available at http://nrri.org/pubs/multiutility/Win-WinAlternativesforCreditCollections.pdf.


[4] National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, Resolution Supporting the Gathering of Data for Electric and Natural
Gas Distribution Companies by Individual State Utility Commissions or Energy Offices (Nov. 14, 2007), available at
http://www.naruc.org/resolutions.cfm.
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Executive Summary 


Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE) designed and implemented pilot programs to determine the 


effect of energy bill discounts and payment counseling on the payment timeliness of limited- 


income customers.  This report presents findings from a process and impact evaluation of these 


pilots.  The evaluation assessed the effectiveness of these pilots in improving customers’ bill 


payment compliance and on reducing their energy usage. 


Evaluation 


The objectives of the evaluation were to compare the impact of the various programs on bill 


payment and usage behavior of program participants.  The evaluation addressed the 


following questions. 


1. To what extent did the pilot programs produce improvement in on-time bill payment by 


program participants? 


2. To what extent did the improvements in on-time bill payment produce reductions on 


BGE collections and non-payment expenses? 


3. Are there potential changes to the program design that could improve cost-


effectiveness? 


4. Could the programs, as implemented or with recommended changes, be scaled up for all 


BGE limited-income customers?  What would be the costs of such a program? 


5. Would any other changes be recommended to the pilot designs or for full scale 


implementation of the programs? 


The evaluation included the following research activities. 


1. Program Database Analysis:  We analyzed pilot program data and developed statistics 


on program participation and services delivered.   


2. BGE Interviews:  We conducted interviews with BGE managers about the program to 


obtain a better understanding of the program parameters, customer selection for pilot 


participation, collection strategies and implementation, and potential improvement to the 


programs’ policies and procedures. 


3. Dollar Energy Interviews:  We requested information from managers and outreach 


workers at Dollar Energy to document any barriers to implementing the program, their 


perceptions of customers’ interest and concerns about the new offerings, and their 


perceptions of customer response to the payment counseling calls. 
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4. Customer Survey:  We provided input on a participant survey that was conducted by a 


survey consultant hired by BGE. 


5. Billing, Usage, and Collection Data Retrieval and Analysis:  We conducted analysis to 


estimate the impacts of the pilots on energy usage, payment compliance, arrearages, 


collections actions, and collections costs. 


6. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: We conducted an analysis of the costs and benefits of the 


pilots and estimated the cost-effectiveness of implementing the program at full scale.   


CAMP Design  


BGE introduced their Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) program in 1994 


to provide limited-income customers with a monetary incentive to pay their gas and electric 


bills on time and in full.  Since that time, CAMP has provided discounts to limited-income 


customers who pay their BGE bills on time and in full each month.  BGE implemented the 


payment pilot to determine whether they could cost-effectively increase the on-time bill 


payment of limited-income customers.  The specific goals of the pilot were as follows. 


 Increase the on-time payment rate. 


 Reduce collections expenses, bad debt, and write-offs. 


 


The pilot created three pilot cells with approximately 300 customers in each.  Customers in 


each cell received a different set of benefits. 


 CAMP 1 – Double bill credit only – Customers received double the historical CAMP 


credit amount. 


 CAMP 2 – Existing credits and payment counseling – Customers received the historical 


CAMP credit and payment counseling if they did not pay their bill two days before the 


due date.   


 CAMP 3 – Double bill credit and payment counseling – Customers received double the 


historical CAMP credit amount and received payment counseling if they did not pay 


their bill two days before the due date. 


GRAD Design  


The goals of the Graduated Rate Discount (GRAD) were as follows. 


 Make gas and electricity bills more manageable for limited-income customers. 


 Provide tools to make bills lower through conservation. 


 Encourage more on-time bill payment by payment-troubled customers. 


 


The GRAD program was also designed with three cells, each with a different combination 


of benefits. 
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 GRAD 1 – Graduated credits only – Customers received credits on their electric and gas 


bills, with higher discounts for lower monthly usage. 


 GRAD 2 – Graduated credits and Quick Home Energy Check-up (QHEC) – Customers 


received the credits and were required to participate in a home energy audit.  They also 


received follow-up information on conservation. 


 GRAD 3 – Graduated credits and payment counseling – Customers received the credits 


and payment counseling when they did not pay their bills on time. 


Participant Feedback 


BGE retained a marketing research company to conduct a survey with program participants.  


APPRISE provided feedback on the survey design and advance letters.  The purpose of the 


survey was to assess the following key issues. 


 Understanding of pilot benefits and services. 


 Impacts of pilot on bill payment, energy consumption, and program participation. 


 Impacts of payment counseling and energy audits. 


 Satisfaction with pilot benefits and services. 


 


Because large samples of each group of customers were released and not completely dialed, 


survey response rates are relatively low.  The low response rate of 31 percent should be 


taken into account when assigning weight to these findings. 


 Understanding of the Pilot: Many customers did not have a good understanding of the 


pilot program.  Only 25 and 16 percent of participants in the two CAMP pilots with 


double credits said that they received a discount larger than the previous camp discount 


and 41 percent of the CAMP participants said that their discount was based on usage.  


However GRAD customers had a somewhat better understanding in that 65 percent said 


that they received a discount based on the amount of energy they used. 


 Pilot Impacts: About half of the customers said that they pay their bill on time more 


often since participating in the pilot.  About one third of the CAMP participants and one 


half of the GRAD participants said that they have been using less energy since they 


began participating in the pilot.  About one quarter of the pilot participants said that they 


participated in another energy program as a result of their pilot program participation. 


 Payment Counseling: Customers were not likely to recall payment counseling.  Only 13 


percent of the customers in the groups where payment counseling was offered recalled a 


phone call. 


 Quick Home Energy Check-up: Customers were more likely to recall the audit than the 


payment counseling.  Of those in the pilot group that received the audit, 69 percent said 


that they received one.  Of those who recalled the audit, 71 percent said that they were 


using less energy since the audit. 
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 Satisfaction: Most customers said it was very or somewhat easy to sign up for the pilot, 


that the pilot provided enough assistance to pay their BGE bill on time, and that they 


would rate the program as excellent or good. 


Program Impacts 


APPRISE analyzed pre and post data for participants and a limited-income comparison 


group to estimate the impacts of the pilot on energy usage, payments, credits received, 


arrearages, and collections actions. 


 Usage – We did not see significant net changes in usage for CAMP pilot participants but 


we did find significant changes for GRAD participants. 


o GRAD Electric Baseload – Pilot participants did not have a significant net reduction 


in electric baseload usage.   


o GRAD Electric Heating - Overall, GRAD electric heating participants had a net 


reduction in electric usage of 524 kWh, or four percent of pre-treatment usage.  


GRAD 1 electric heating pilot participants reduced their net electric usage by 624 


kWh or five percent of pre-treatment usage.   


o GRAD Gas Heating - GRAD 2 pilot participants, who received graduated credits 


and the Quick Home Energy Check-up, reduced their gas usage by 35 Therms or 


four percent of pre-treatment usage. 


 Payments – The number of on-time payments was assessed by the number of months 


with no collections actions.  The analysis showed that overall the treatment group had no 


change in the mean number of months without actions, but the comparison group 


reduced the number of on-time payments made, so the net change was an increase of .5 


on-time payments.   


Those in GRAD 2 and GRAD 3, who received payment counseling or the Quick Home 


Energy Check-up in addition to the graduated discounts or credits had greater increases 


in payments than those who only received the discounts or credits. 


The percent of GRAD participants with on-time payments in 11 or 12 months increased 


from 43 percent in the pre-pilot period to 49 percent in the pilot period, but there was 


essentially no change for CAMP participants.  GRAD participants with the Quick Home 


Energy Check-up or payment counseling in addition to the Quick Home Energy Check-


up had larger increases in the percent who made 11 or 12 on-time payments. 


 Credits – CAMP pilot participants were required to make on-time payments to receive 


program credits but GRAD participants were not, so we expect differences in the 


number and total amount of credits received. 
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o CAMP pilot participants received a mean of 4.5 credits, and the mean number did 


not vary significantly by pilot type.  However, CAMP pilot participants with greater 


poverty levels received more credits on average and those who were in the group of 


customers who previously made more payments received more credits on average. 


CAMP pilot participants, for the most part, were still not paying their bills on time 


each month.  Only nine percent of CAMP pilot participants received credits in 11 or 


12 months of the year. 


CAMP participants averaged $51 in credits.   


o GRAD pilot participants received an average of 8.5 months of credits or discounts.  


The number of discounts or credits they received did not vary by GRAD pilot type, 


but customers who made more payments in the pre-pilot period received a greater 


number of months of credits or discounts during the pilot. 


GRAD customers received credits or discounts all 12 months in 47 percent of the 


cases.  GRAD participants who received the audit were less likely to receive 11 or 


12 months of discounts or credits than the other GRAD pilot groups. 


GRAD participants averaged $239 in discounts and credits. 


 Arrearages – Mean arrearages increased by $33 on average for CAMP participants and 


decreased by $26 on average for GRAD participants.  However, the comparison group’s 


arrearages increased by $93 on average, so the net change was a reduction for CAMP 


and GRAD pilot participants overall.  While 27 percent of GRAD participants reduced 


their arrearages by more than $100, only 16 percent of CAMP participants had this large 


of a reduction in arrearages.  


CAMP participants who received double credits only had a greater reduction in 


arrearages than the other CAMP pilot groups. 


GRAD pilot participants with the audit or counseling in addition to the graduated 


discounts or credits had greater reductions in arrearages. 


 Collections Actions – CAMP pilot participants had a statistically significant net 


reduction in the percentage with field calls and GRAD participants had a statistically 


significant net reduction in the percentage with turn off notices.  None of the pilot 


groups had a statistically significant net decline in the number of denials of service. 


o CAMP – CAMP participants who received payment counseling but no additional 


credit had the greatest reduction in turn-off notices.  CAMP participants who 


received double credits only had the greatest reduction in field calls. 
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o GRAD – GRAD participants who only received the graduated discount or who 


received the graduated discount and counseling had greater reduction in turn-off 


notices than those who received the Quick Home Energy Check-up. 


Cost Effectiveness 


The goal of the pilots was to test different methods to cost-effectively provide incentives for 


on-time bill payment and reduced usage.  However, an examination of program costs, and 


potential reductions in collections actions and arrearages, shows that it was not likely for 


these programs to be cost-effective through a reduction in collections actions.   


The pilots that resulted in statistically significant changes in collections actions and 


arrearages were CAMP 1 and the three GRAD pilots.  While none of the pilot programs 


were cost-effective, CAMP 1 was the closest to being cost-effective.  The net costs for 


CAMP 1 were $44 per customer plus the estimated $3,500 to re-program the system.  If half 


of the estimated 65,000 limited-income customers participated in the new program, the 


programming costs would only be a few cents per customer, so the net total costs for the 


program are about $44 per customer. 


The net costs of the three GRAD pilots were very similar to one another.  The net total costs 


ranged from $239 to $273 per customer, depending on the pilot that was implemented. 


Recommendations 


Recommendations are made with respect to program administration, customer education 


pilot implementation, and full scale program implementation. 


Program Administration 


Program administration issues were information that was available to the Dollar Energy 


Fund (DEF) and customer payment flexibility. 


 Data access – DEF reported that the ability to access real time information in BGE’s 


system would enable them to respond more fully to questions that customers have. 


During the pilot, DEF had to refer customers to BGE’s customer service department at 


times because they did not have this access.  If BGE decides to implement a program 


that involves counseling by such an outside agency, BGE should investigate whether 


they can provide this data access to allow for improved customer service. 


 Payment timing – DEF reported that some customers who received Social Security 


benefits had difficulty making on-time bill payments because of the timing of their 


benefits and the BGE bill. If BGE enrolls customers in a new pilot or full-scale program, 


they should consider resetting the customer’s bill due date to allow for alignment of the 


bill payment with the receipt of Social Security benefits. 
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Customer Education 


There was an opportunity for improved communication to pilot participants. 


 While BGE took many steps to educate customers about the specific benefits of the pilot 


they were enrolled in, the customer survey showed that many customers did not have a 


good understanding of the pilot program.  BGE sent an invitation letter, had customers 


enroll on the phone with a Dollar Energy representative who explained the pilot, and 


sent a confirmation letter that also explained the details of the pilot.  BGE may increase 


the effectiveness of these efforts by shortening and simplifying the written 


communications.  The invitation and confirmation letters were quite long and 


complicated, and a much shorter letter that bulleted the major points may be more 


effective. 


Pilot Implementation 


If BGE decides to implement another payment pilot, we recommend that they incorporate 


the following design features. 


 Pilot stratification – stratify all pilots to represent the full population of customers who 


would be targeted for a full scale program.  As a result, the research would allow for a 


better understanding of what the results from full scale implementation could be. 


 Customer tracking – provide better tracking of pilot participants to allow for a more 


complete understanding of customer attrition, including service terminations and moves. 


 Customer targeting – target those customers who are most likely to have a beneficial 


outcome from the pilot and construct a comparison group of similar customers.  For 


example, the CAMP program may have the greatest success with customers who are not 


paying all of their bills on time and who are not missing all of their payment due dates.  


The GRAD program may have the greatest success with the subset of these mid-level 


payment compliant customers who are high users, if an on-time payment requirement 


was added. 


 Program potential – examine the potential cost savings from the program against the 


potential costs.  Only implement the pilot if it appears that the program would have real 


potential for achieving cost-effectiveness, if the program is to be assessed primarily on 


this dimension.   


Full Scale Program 


The program that proved to be the most cost-effective was CAMP 1, which only provided 


double credits and no additional services.  The average credit under this pilot was $59 per 


customer, compared to $23 under the original CAMP program.  The percent of customers 


who received a credit each month was 38 percent, compared to 27 percent under the original 


CAMP pilot.  Given the $36 per customer average increase in credit costs compared to the 
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potential additional cost savings, the original CAMP program may be more cost-effective 


than the new pilot. 


Payment assistance programs generally have not been found to be cost-effective through 


their impacts on payment compliance.  The one exception that has been seen is where 


payments under the program were designed to be no less than what the customer was paying 


prior to program entry.  If the program can result in customers paying as much or more than 


what they were paying in the pre-program period and increase payments on average, the 


resulting program may be cost-effective.  However, such a pilot would require additional 


programming to calculate each customer’s past annual payments and develop an 


individualized plan based on those payments.  If BGE is able to implement such a program, 


it may be more cost-effective than the pre-pilot CAMP structure. 
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I. Introduction 


Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE) designed and implemented pilot programs to determine the 


effect of energy bill discounts and payment counseling on the payment timeliness of limited- 


income customers.  This report presents findings from a process and impact evaluation of these 


pilots.  The evaluation assessed the effectiveness of these pilots in improving customers’ bill 


payment compliance and on reducing their energy usage. 


A. Limited Income Pilot Programs 


The goals of BGE’s pilot programs were to test alternative approaches to improving 


affordability and bill payment and reducing usage for limited-income customers.  The 


Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) pilot tested changes to BGE’s CAMP, 


including increased bill credits, payment counseling, or both.  The Graduated Rate Discount 


(GRAD) Program provided a range of usage-based discounts.  Some of the customers also 


receive a home energy audit or payment counseling phone calls.   


B. Evaluation Objectives and Activities 


The objectives of the evaluation were to compare the impact of the various programs on bill 


payment and usage behavior of program participants.  The evaluation addressed the 


following questions. 


1. To what extent did the pilot programs produce improvement in on-time bill payment by 


program participants? 


2. To what extent did the improvements in on-time bill payment produce reductions on 


BGE collections and non-payment expenses? 


3. Are there potential changes to the program design that could improve cost-


effectiveness? 


4. Could the programs, as implemented or with recommended changes, be scaled up for all 


BGE limited-income customers?  What would be the costs of such a program? 


5. Would any other changes be recommended to the pilot designs or for full scale 


implementation of the programs? 


The evaluation included the following research activities. 


1. Program Database Analysis:  We analyzed pilot program data and developed statistics 


on program participation and services delivered.   


2. BGE Interviews:  We conducted interviews with BGE managers about the program to 


obtain a better understanding of the program parameters, customer selection for pilot 
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participation, collection strategies and implementation, and potential improvement to the 


programs’ policies and procedures. 


3. Dollar Energy Interviews:  We requested information from managers and outreach 


workers at Dollar Energy to document any barriers to implementing the program, their 


perceptions of customers’ interest and concerns about the new offerings, and their 


perceptions of customer response to the payment counseling calls. 


4. Customer Survey:  We provided input on a participant survey that was conducted by a 


survey consultant hired by BGE. 


5. Billing, Usage, and Collection Data Retrieval and Analysis:  We conducted analysis to 


estimate the impacts of the pilots on energy usage, payment compliance, arrearages, 


collections actions, and collections costs. 


6. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: We conducted an analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the 


pilots and estimated the cost-effectiveness of implementing the program at full scale.   


C. Organization of the Report 


Five sections follow this introduction. 


 Section II – Program Design and Implementation 


 Section III – Participant Feedback 


 Section IV – Program Impacts 


 Section V – Cost-Effectiveness 


 Section VI – Findings and Recommendations 


APPRISE prepared this report under contract to Baltimore Gas and Electric. BGE facilitated 


this research by furnishing program data and information to APPRISE. Any errors or 


omissions in this report are the responsibility of APPRISE. Further, the statements, findings, 


conclusions, and recommendations are solely those of analysts from APPRISE and do not 


necessarily reflect the views of BGE.  
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II. Program Design and Implementation 


This section provides a detailed discussion of the pilot program design and implementation, 


including customer eligibility, program benefits, program budgets, and implementation timeline 


and challenges. 


A. CAMP Pilot Design 


BGE introduced their Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) program in 


1994.  Since that time, CAMP has provided discounts to limited-income customers who pay 


their BGE bills on time and in full each month.  The program was designed to provide 


limited-income customers with a monetary incentive to pay their gas and electric bills on 


time and in full. 


Customers are automatically eligible for CAMP credits when they meet the following 


conditions. 


 Qualify for a state energy assistance program.  The state Office of Home Energy 


Programs (OHEP) offers the Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) and the 


Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) to customers with household income at 


or below 175 percent of the Federal Poverty Level.  These programs provide financial 


assistance to help limited-income customers pay their energy bills.   


o The EUSP is a ratepayer-funded program that assists customers to pay their current 


electric bills, their past due electric bills, and home energy efficiency measures that 


will reduce future electric bills.  EUSP grants range from $96 to $1,400 depending 


on the customer’s poverty level and utility bill.  The grant is targeted to cover 45 to 


75 percent of the annual utility bill. 


o The MEAP is a Federally-funded block grant (LIHEAP) that provides assistance 


with home heating bills. 


 Enroll in the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP).  This program requires entry 


into a special payment plan to retire outstanding arrearages (or reduce arrearages to $400 


if service is off) and participation in budget billing.  The equal monthly payment plan is 


based on the estimated cost of the customer's average annual utility usage minus the 


MEAP benefit.  Customers who miss two consecutive months of payments are removed 


from USPP and can have their service terminated. 


CAMP credits range from $5 per month to $12 per month, depending on the household 


poverty level, as determined by the Maryland Office of Home Energy Programs during 


application for energy assistance.  The CAMP credits are structured as shown in Table II-1.  


Customers in subsidized housing with heat included in their rent are in level 5. 
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Table II-1 


CAMP Credits 


 


BGE Level Poverty Level Monthly CAMP Credit 


1 ≤75% $12 


2 76%-110% $9 


3 111%-150% $7 


4 151%-175% $5 


5 Subsidized Housing $5 


 


Customers receive a CAMP credit each month that they meet the following requirements. 


 Pay their amount due on time. 


 Have an amount due that is greater than zero. 


 Have a budget billing installment that is greater than the CAMP credit. 


Only 65,000 of BGE’s estimated 200,000 eligible customers (based on 2008 ACS data) are 


on CAMP.  Additionally, with the current recession, there could be many more customers 


who are eligible, as the state only considers the most recent 30 days of income when 


verifying enrollments.  Customers who call BGE’s collections department are referred to 


OHEP.  Program information is also provided in messages on customers’ bills, bill inserts, 


flyers left at customers’ homes if a turnoff occurs, and on the BGE website (www.bge.com).   


The average annual total of BGE CAMP credits issued has been approximately $1.1 million, 


and the average monthly credit has been about $6.86.  In 2009, approximately 44,000 BGE 


customers received CAMP credits in at least one month during the year.  This is 87 percent 


of the customers enrolled in USPP.  In the average month, only about one third of these 


customers received a credit for timely bill payment. 


BGE implemented the payment pilot to determine whether they could cost-effectively 


increase the on-time bill payment of limited-income customers.  The specific goals of the 


pilot were as follows. 


 Increase the on-time payment rate. 


 Reduce collections expenses, bad debt, and write-offs. 


 


The pilot created three pilot cells with approximately 300 customers in each.  Customers in 


each cell received a different set of benefits. 


 CAMP 1 – Double bill credit only – Customers received double the historical CAMP 


credit amount. 


 CAMP 2 – Existing credits and payment counseling – Customers received the historical 


CAMP credit and payment counseling if they did not pay their bill by the due date.   
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 CAMP 3 – Double bill credit and payment counseling – Customers received double the 


historical CAMP credit amount and received payment counseling if they did not pay 


their bill by the due date. 


Customer Stratification 


For the CAMP pilot, BGE created 15 different customer “types,” based on five levels of 


household income and three levels of payment history. 


 Payments – Customers were divided into groups based on whether they made 0-1 on-


time payments in the past year, 2-6 on-time payments, or 7-12 on-time payments. 


 Poverty Level – Customers were divided into groups based on their household poverty 


level.  BGE does not conduct income assessments for their customers.  The state 


conducts eligibility verification for the EUSP and MEAP programs, and BGE codes 


their customers based upon the state certification. 


The selection and enrollment of CAMP participants by subgroup is shown in Table II-2.  


Approximately 300 customers were enrolled in CAMP 1 and CAMP 3 and 238 customers 


were enrolled in CAMP 2, for a total of 838 customers enrolled in the three CAMP pilots. 


Table II-2 


CAMP Customer Stratification 


 


CAMP 


Sub Cell 
Payments Poverty Level 


Maximum 


Enrollment 


by Program 


Actual Enrollment 


CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 Total 


1 0-1  <75% FPL 17 14 12 17 43 


2 0-1  76%-110% FPL 16 10 7 8 25 


3 0-1  111%-150% FPL 26 23 10 26 59 


4 0-1  151%-175% FPL 7 7 6 4 17 


5 0-1  Subsidized housing 34 32 14 29 75 


6 2-6  <75% FPL 23 23 23 23 69 


7 2-6  76%-110% FPL 21 21 21 21 63 


8 2-6  111%-150% FPL 35 35 26 35 96 


9 2-6  151%-175% FPL 9 7 8 9 24 


10 2-6  Subsidized housing 46 46 37 49 132 


11 7-12  <75% FPL 11 11 12 12 35 


12 7-12  76%-110% FPL 11 12 13 11 36 


13 7-12  111%-150% FPL 17 19 19 21 59 


14 7-12  151%-175% FPL 5 7 6 6 19 


15 7-12  Subsidized housing 22 31 24 31 86 


TOTAL   300 298 238 302 838 
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B. GRAD Pilot Design 


The goals of the Graduated Rate Discount (GRAD) were as follows. 


 Make gas and electricity bills more manageable for limited-income customers. 


 Provide tools to make bills lower through conservation. 


 Encourage more on-time bill payment by payment-troubled customers. 


 


The GRAD program was also designed with three cells, each with a different combination 


of benefits. 


 GRAD 1 – Graduated credits only – Customers received credits on their electric and gas 


bills, with higher discounts for lower monthly usage. 


 GRAD 2 – Graduated credits and Quick Home Energy Check-up (QHEC) – Customers 


received the credits and were required to participate in a home energy audit.  They also 


received follow-up information on conservation. 


 GRAD 3 – Graduated credits and payment counseling – Customers received the credits 


and payment counseling when they did not pay their bills on time. 


 


The GRAD discounts are shown in Tables II-3A and II-3B.  Discounts were applied to both 


supply and distribution charges for the entire month’s usage.  The only requirements for 


customers to receive the monthly credits were for them to have active service (not have their 


service turned off) and for the credits or discounts not to make their total amount due 


negative.  They are not required to make their monthly payments. 


Table II-3A 


GRAD Electric Discounts and Credits 


 


Monthly Usage (kWh) Bill Discount or Credit 


≤500  40% 


501-750 30% 


751-1,000 20% 


1,001-1,500 10% 


>1,500 $15 credit 


 


Table II-3B 


GRAD Gas Discounts and Credits 


 


Monthly Usage (Therms) Bill Discount or Credit 


≤40  40% 


41-60 30% 


61-80 20% 


81-120 10% 


>120 $10 credit 
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Customer Stratification 


GRAD customers were selected from customers who were CAMP participants prior to the 


pilot.  These customers were temporarily removed from CAMP to participate in the GRAD 


pilot.  For the GRAD pilot, BGE created 27 different customer “types,” based on low, 


medium and high levels of payment history, energy usage levels and arrearage amounts. 


 Payments – Customers were divided into groups based on whether they made 0-1 on-


time payments in the past year, 2-6 on-time payments, or 7-12 on-time payments. 


 Energy Usage – Customers were divided into groups based on their annual electric 


usage of less than 716 kWh, between 717 and 1726 kWh, and over 1726 kWh.  This 


division did not take account of whether the customer used electricity for heating or only 


for baseload usage. 


 Arrearages – Customers were divided into groups based on their arrearages of $0, less 


than $200, or $200 to $1,000. 


The selection and enrollment of GRAD participants by subgroup is shown in Table II-4.  


About 300 customers were enrolled in GRAD 1, and closer to 250 customers were enrolled 


in GRAD 2 and GRAD 3, for a total of 824 customers enrolled in the GRAD pilots. 


Table II-4 


GRAD Customer Stratification 


 


GRAD 


Sub Cell 
Payments 


Usage 


(kwh/mnth) 
Arrearage 


Maximum 


Enrollment 


by Program 


Actual Enrollment 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 Total 


1 0-1  <716 $0 17 17 18 20 55 


2 0-1  <716 <$200 8 7 8 8 23 


3 0-1  <716 $200-$1,000 8 5 8 1 14 


4 0-1  717-1726 $0 17 17 18 11 46 


5 0-1  717-1726 <$200 8 4 7 5 16 


6 0-1  717-1726 $200-$1000 8 8 8 3 19 


7 0-1  >1726 $0 18 15 11 7 33 


8 0-1  >1726 <$200 8 10 5 5 20 


9 0-1  >1726 $200-$1000 8 8 8 3 19 


10 2-6  <716 $0 23 27 24 29 80 


11 2-6  <716 <$200 11 15 12 9 36 


12 2-6  <716 $200-$1,000 11 11 12 12 35 


13 2-6  717-1726 $0 22 21 22 22 65 


14 2-6  717-1726 <$200 11 12 9 10 31 


15 2-6  717-1726 $200-$1000 11 14 10 12 36 


16 2-6  >1726 $0 23 23 13 18 54 


17 2-6  >1726 <$200 11 11 11 9 31 
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GRAD 


Sub Cell 
Payments 


Usage 


(kwh/mnth) 
Arrearage 


Maximum 


Enrollment 


by Program 


Actual Enrollment 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 Total 


18 2-6  >1726 $200-$1000 11 11 11 12 34 


19 7-12  <716 $0 11 14 4 12 30 


20 7-12  <716 <$200 5 2 0 3 5 


21 7-12  <716 $200-$1,000 6 5 0 3 8 


22 7-12  717-1726 $0 11 13 11 14 38 


23 7-12  717-1726 <$200 5 5 4 5 14 


24 7-12  717-1726 $200-$1000 6 6 6 1 13 


25 7-12  >1726 $0 11 13 12 12 37 


26 7-12  >1726 <$200 5 6 5 5 16 


27 7-12  >1726 $200-$1000 6 4 6 6 16 


TOTAL    300 304 263 257 824 


 


C. Pilot Costs 


Table II-5 displays the pilot costs.  These include the costs for hiring the Dollar Energy Fund 


to conduct enrollment and payment counseling, billing system modification, mailing costs, 


program discounts and credits, and evaluation.  The table shows total pilot costs of $152,018 


for CAMP and $288,223 for GRAD.  Costs are greater for GRAD because on-time payment 


was not required to receive the discounts and credits, and a greater amount of these were 


paid out. 


Table II-5 


Pilot Costs 


 


Program Item CAMP GRAD Total Cost 


DEF Enrollment $17,700 $17,700 $35,400 


DEF Payment Counseling $35,400 $17,700 $53,100 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $7,000 


Printing and Mailing Costs $10,622 $10,622 $21,244 


Discounts and Credits $42,296 $196,201 $238,497 


Evaluation $42,500 $42,500 $85,000 


Total Cost $152,018 $288,223 $440,241 


 


Table II-6 displays the amount of CAMP credits by CAMP group and program stratification 


cell.  The total number in the table does not include all enrolled, as credit information and 


discounts were provided for 824 of the 888 customers who enrolled.   As expected, credits 


were greater in the double credit programs (CAMP 1 and CAMP 3), generally greater for the 


lower poverty groups that received higher credits, and were generally greater for those 


groups who made more payments in the pre-treatment period. 
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The first set of columns excludes customers who did not receive any credits and the second 


set includes the 206 participants who did not receive any credits.  The means with those who 


did not receive any credits are a better representation of the average participant costs, as if 


the program is implemented on full scale, there will be a group of customers who do not 


receive credits.  Including those with no credits reduces the average credits from $77 to $59 


for CAMP 1, from $42 to $32 for CAMP 2, and from $78 to $58 for CAMP 3. 


Table II-6 


CAMP Credits 


 


Cell 
Pay 


Cell 


Poverty 


Level 


Enrollment and Mean Credits 


$0 Credit Participants Excluded 


Enrollment and Mean Credits 


$0 Credit Participants Included 


CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 


# Mean  # Mean  # Mean  # Mean  # Mean  # Mean  


1 0-1  <75%  6 $102 3 $20 10 $76 14 $44 12 $5 17 $44 


2 0-1  76%-110%  5 $51 4 $56 3 $65 9 $28 7 $32 8 $25 


3 0-1  111%-150%  20 $69 3 $28 10 $34 22 $63 10 $8 25 $13 


4 0-1  151%-175%  2 $10 2 $38 2 $10 6 $3 6 $13 4 $5 


5 0-1  Sub housing 12 $48 9 $21 17 $51 31 $19 13 $14 28 $31 


6 2-6  <75%  15 $71 13 $56 14 $112 21 $50 23 $32 23 $68 


7 2-6  76%-110%  17 $71 16 $37 18 $91 21 $57 21 $28 21 $78 


8 2-6  111%-150%  30 $86 19 $41 29 $75 35 $73 23 $34 35 $62 


9 2-6  151%-175%  5 $54 6 $43 8 $50 7 $39 8 $32 9 $44 


10 2-6  Sub housing 35 $58 28 $28 33 $54 45 $45 37 $21 49 $37 


11 7-12  <75%  10 $128 11 $64 11 $115 11 $117 12 $59 12 $105 


12 7-12  76%-110%  11 $97 13 $51 10 $108 12 $89 13 $51 11 $98 


13 7-12  111%-150%  18 $106 19 $52 20 $97 19 $101 19 $52 21 $93 


14 7-12  151%-175%  7 $87 6 $44 6 $76 7 $87 6 $44 6 $76 


15 7-12  Sub housing 29 $75 22 $46 31 $90 31 $70 23 $44 31 $90 


TOTAL 222 $77 174 $42 222 $78 291 $59 233 $32 300 $58 


 


Table II-7 displays the amount of GRAD discounts and credits by GRAD group and 


program stratification cell.  Discount and stratification information are available for all 804 


customers who received discounts and/or credits.    


The first set of columns excludes customers who did not receive any credits and the second 


set includes the 18 participants who did not receive any credits.  The differences in mean 


discounts and credits are small, as most customers received some discounts and/or credits.  


Including those with no discounts or credits reduces the average from $249 to $243 for 


GRAD 1, from $232 to $228 for GRAD 2, and from $250 to $244 for GRAD 3. 
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Table II-7 


GRAD Discounts and Credits 


 


Cell 
Pay 


Cell 


Usage 


(kwh/ 


mnth) 


Arrears 


Enrollment and Mean Credits 


$0 Credit Participants Excluded 


Enrollment and Mean Credits 


$0 Credit Participants Included 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount 
Discount & 


Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount & 


Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


# Mean # Mean # Mean # Mean # Mean # Mean 


1 0-1  <716 $0 16 $239 18 $174 19 $263 17 $225 18 $174 20 $250 


2 0-1  <716 <$200 7 $203 8 $234 7 $304 7 $203 8 $234 8 $266 


3 0-1  <716 $200-$1,000 5 $195 8 $237 1 $60 5 $195 8 $237 1 $60 


4 0-1  717-1726 $0 16 $259 18 $212 11 $242 17 $244 18 $212 11 $242 


5 0-1  717-1726 <$200 4 $357 7 $258 5 $260 4 $357 7 $258 5 $260 


6 0-1  717-1726 $200-$1,000 5 $292 8 $243 2 $239 8 $182 8 $243 3 $159 


7 0-1  >1726 $0 15 $161 11 $181 7 $199 15 $161 11 $181 7 $199 


8 0-1  >1726 <$200 8 $162 5 $215 5 $212 10 $129 5 $215 5 $212 


9 0-1  >1726 $200-$1,000 8 $258 8 $157 2 $329 8 $258 8 $157 3 $219 


10 2-6  <716 $0 27 $212 24 $215 29 $227 27 $212 25 $206 29 $227 


11 2-6  <716 <$200 15 $226 11 $246 9 $261 15 $226 11 $246 9 $261 


12 2-6  <716 $200-$1,000 11 $245 12 $305 12 $307 11 $245 12 $305 12 $307 


13 2-6  717-1726 $0 21 $309 20 $245 21 $246 21 $309 21 $233 22 $235 


14 2-6  717-1726 <$200 12 $279 9 $247 10 $289 12 $279 9 $247 10 $289 


15 2-6  717-1726 $200-$1,000 13 $305 10 $294 12 $322 14 $283 10 $294 12 $322 


16 2-6  >1726 $0 23 $200 13 $176 18 $193 23 $200 13 $176 18 $193 


17 2-6  >1726 <$200 11 $220 11 $222 9 $198 11 $220 11 $222 9 $198 


18 2-6  >1726 $200-$1,000 11 $238 10 $226 12 $246 11 $238 10 $226 12 $246 


19 7-12  <716 $0 14 $279 2 $273 12 $269 14 $279 4 $136 12 $269 


20 7-12  <716 <$200 2 $202 0 -- 3 $340 2 $202 0 -- 3 $340 


21 7-12  <716 $200-$1,000 5 $374 0 -- 3 $260 5 $374 0 -- 3 $260 


22 7-12  717-1726 $0 13 $284 11 $310 13 $194 13 $284 11 $310 14 $180 


23 7-12  717-1726 <$200 5 $342 4 $261 5 $327 5 $342 4 $261 5 $327 


24 7-12  717-1726 $200-$1,000 6 $310 6 $339 1 $263 6 $310 6 $339 1 $263 


25 7-12  >1726 $0 13 $268 12 $248 12 $234 13 $268 12 $248 12 $234 


26 7-12  >1726 <$200 6 $259 5 $205 5 $285 6 $259 5 $205 5 $285 


27 7-12  >1726 $200-$1,000 4 $267 6 $208 6 $264 4 $267 6 $208 6 $264 


TOTAL 296 $249 257 $232 251 $250 304 $243 261 $228 257 $244 
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D. Pilot Timeline 


The pilot began on July 1, 2010 and BGE originally planned to conclude the pilot on April 


30, 2011.  The original pilot period was scheduled to last 10 months rather than a full year 


because BGE was in the process of launching a new customer billing system and its current 


billing system could not transfer the pilot computer programming into the new system.  


However, the implementation date for the new billing system was moved to July 2011, so 


the pilot was extended through June 2011 billings, allowing BGE to conduct the pilot for a 


full 12-month period.  Table II-6 displays key dates in the pilot implementation. 


Table II-6 


Pilot Timeline 


 


Activity Date 


PSC Filing 2/26/2010 


Final PSC Filing 3/24/2010 


Pilot Invitation Letters Sent 5/15/2010 


Pilot Start Date 7/1/2010 


Pilot End Date 6/30/2011 


E. Customer Recruitment and Enrollment 


Initial program recruitment was conducted by mailing letters to the targeted customers that 


explained the specific program and asked them to call the Dollar Energy Fund’s (DEF) toll-


free telephone number to enroll in the program.  DEF reported that most of the customers 


who responded to the initial enrollment letters appreciated the opportunity to participate. 


However, some customers expressed a reluctance to provide some of the information that 


was asked on the OHEP application such as dates of birth and social security numbers for 


their children.   


BGE did not receive nearly enough responses from the initial letter, so DEF made outbound 


calls to customers who were eligible for a program in a cell that was not filled by the 


customers’ inbound calling.   


During the inbound and outbound calls, DEF explained the programs for the cell that the 


customer was eligible for, explained that it was a pilot program and that their participation 


could impact whether the program was implemented at full scale. 


DEF was instructed to provide the following information during the enrollment calls. 


 The program is for a limited duration, starting in July 2010 and ending after April 2011, 


after which their billing would return to normal.   


 


 The program is only available to the invited customers.  Customers are not able to refer 


anyone else except those who received an invitation letter.  Each invited customer had 


received an individualized letter. 
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 The program is only available to a limited number of customers.  Once that number of 


customers enrolls, BGE cannot accept anyone else.    


 


 Customers are required to re-apply for energy assistance from the Maryland Office of 


Home Energy Programs, or OHEP.   


 Customers must renew their OHEP grant sometime during the 12 months that start 


on July 1 to remain eligible for this new program.  


 Once enrolled, BGE would send an information packet that fully explains the 


program and includes an OHEP application.   


 The customer should return the completed OHEP application, with the necessary 


supporting documents, to the local OHEP office as soon as possible. 


 


 Once enrolled, BGE would send a packet of information that explains the programs and 


the customer’s obligations under the program. 


 


Only a few customers were turned away from CAMP 1 and CAMP 3.  A waiting list was 


compiled, but the customers were not included because of the specific targeting by customer 


characteristics. 


Following customer enrollment with DEF, customers were sent enrollment confirmation 


letters.  The letters provided the following information. 


 The benefits of the new pilot program. 


 The requirement to receive assistance from OHEP. 


 An application for energy assistance and instructions on how and where to apply. 


 A sample bill showing the customer where to see information relating to the particular 


program the customer participated in.   


 Confirmation that the pilot program will end in April 2011.  After the program ends, the 


customer would remain in CAMP and receive credits every month that the bill is paid on 


time. 


F. Payment Counseling 


The Dollar Energy Fund (DEF) was retained to provide payment counseling services to pilot 


customers.  BGE asked DEF to use their existing payment counseling program, but to 


provide referrals to specific sources of assistance that are available in BGE’s service 


territory.  The counselors were instructed to approach customers not as collection agents, but 


as counselors able to assess the customer’s financial situation and need for additional help, 


while reminding them of the benefits of on-time bill payment.  During this call, one or two 


days before the customer’s bill was due, they reminded customers of the program benefits 


and informed the customers that the benefits would end if they did not make their payment.   
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The plan was that the counseling would be conducted in the following manner. 


 Contact List - BGE would send an electronic file to DEF with a list of customers who 


had not paid their bill within three days of the payment deadline and who were in the 


payment counseling groups. 


 Contact - DEF would contact all of the customers on the list, explain the customer’s 


responsibilities under the program, and offer budget counseling. 


 Payment Responsibility - DEF staff members would explain the need to make regular 


on-time payments to stay on the program, maintain the monthly credit, and maintain 


their utility service. 


 Referrals - DEF would provide customers with information on other assistance programs 


in the area. 


 Payment Option - DEF would accept customer bill payment by telephone.  This would 


make use of the SpeedPay service, and customers would be charged $1.65 for the 


transactions.  Very few customers utilized this option. 


 Energy Conservation – DEF would discuss how customers could reduce their monthly 


utility bills by taking steps to reduce their usage.  They would provide tips, refer 


customers to weatherization programs, and refer customers to the BGE website for more 


information.   


 Non Contact – Customers who could not be reached by telephone would receive a letter 


from DEF asking customers to call their toll-free number. 


 Reporting – DEF would provide daily and monthly reports to BGE with statistics on the 


calls made, call length, and individual outcomes. 


When asked what type of feedback they received from customers, DEF stated that some 


customers who received Social Security benefits had difficulty making on-time bill 


payments because of the timing of their benefits and the BGE bill.  Customers who had high 


usage and missed a payment because they were ill or had an unexpected expense had a 


difficult time catching up.  Other customers felt the program did not provide enough 


assistance. 


G. Quick Home Energy Check-up 


Customers in GRAD 2 were required to receive a Quick Home Energy Check-up.  During 


the program enrollment, DEF transferred the customer to schedule the Quick Home Energy 


Checkup.  Customers who were selected into the program segment that required the QHEC 


were only enrolled if they agreed to this transfer.  Customers who had not completed their 


QHEC by the end of August 2010, only 22 customers, were mailed a reminder letter, but no 


customer was removed from the program for failing to complete a QHEC. 
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Dollar Energy reported that in most cases the customer did schedule the QHEC, but that 


there were some customers who were reluctant to have a technician come to their home.  


Some were concerned that they would be told they needed to have work done and told that 


they needed to pay for that work.  Dollar Energy reported that they explained this was not 


the case and that they were sometimes able to change the customer’s mind about the audit. 


 


The Quick Home Energy Check-up includes an inspection of the home’s heating and 


cooling equipment, appliances, lighting and windows and doors to make sure they are 


operating efficiently. The provider recommends actions to improve home energy efficiency.  


If the customer allows the technician to install at least three energy-saving measures (at no 


cost to the customer) the $40 audit is waived. 


 


H. Program Refinement 


BGE has considered potential refinements to the pilot if implemented as a full scale 


program.  These opportunities are summarized below. 


 Payment incentives – BGE did not originally propose that the GRAD discounts should 


be awarded without regard to on-time bill payment, and they were concerned that the 


discounts alone would provide enough bill payment incentive to pass the cost-


effectiveness test.  BGE accepted the recommendation of PSC staff to omit this 


requirement from the GRAD program, and instead draw conclusions about the effect of 


the on-time payment requirement in the CAMP pilot that could be applied to a GRAD-


type program of usage-based bill discounts. 


 Arrearage impact – BGE hoped the data would show how the differences in initial 


arrearage levels correlated to the effectiveness of the GRAD discounts.  Depending on 


those results, they considered proposing that only customers with arrearages below a 


certain amount would be invited into a full scale GRAD program. 


 OHEP application – Because the pilot was time-limited, BGE did not program their 


system to automatically remove customers from the pilot if they failed to re-apply for 


OHEP assistance and reestablish their income eligibility. However, if BGE went full 


scale and permanent, they would need to program the system to remove customers who 


failed to reestablish their eligibility by reapplying for OHEP assistance.  BGE’s system 


currently removes customers from eligibility for CAMP credits after the Energy 


Assistance code attached to their accounts expires. 


 QHEC requirement – BGE did not remove any customers who failed to complete the 


QHEC.  This is a decision they would need to make about a full scale program, 


depending on whether the data showed completion of a QHEC produced a meaningful 


difference in on-time payment. 


DEF also had recommendations for modifications to the program if implemented at full 


scale. 
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 Data access – DEF would like to be able to access real time information in BGE’s 


system to enable them to respond more fully to questions that customers have. In some 


cases DEF had to refer customers to BGE’s customer service department because they 


did not have this access.  


 Customer specific representatives – DEF would like to assign specific blocks of 


customers to a designated representative, so that the customer would always be dealing 


with the same person and could build a rapport over time.   DEF believes that knowing 


why someone can’t pay the bill is the key to helping them find a solution that will enable 


them to pay on a regular basis. They stated that customers’ payment behavior may 


improve over time if the customer is put in touch with other services and DEF follows 


up to see if they have taken advantage of the additional help.  


 Referrals – DEF would like their representatives to be able to refer customers to their 


supervisors to place a 30-day dunning lock on an account if they are in threat of 


termination and have agreed to pay their bill.  
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III. Participant Feedback 


BGE retained a marketing research company to conduct a survey with program participants.  


APPRISE provided feedback on the survey design and advance letters.  The purpose of the 


survey was to assess the following key issues. 


 Understanding of pilot benefits and services. 


 Impacts of pilot on bill payment, energy consumption, and program participation. 


 Impacts of payment counseling and energy audits. 


 Satisfaction with pilot benefits and services. 


 


A. Survey Methodology 


BGE’s marketing research consultant conducted a ten-minute telephone interview with a 


sample of pilot program participants.  A total of 414 interviews were completed between 


June 27 and July 8, 2011.  Table III-1 provides statistics on the survey response. Because 


large samples of each group of customers were released and not completely dialed, survey 


response rates are relatively low. 


Table III-1 


Survey Response 


 


 TOTAL GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP1 CAMP2 CAMP3 


Completed 


interviews 
414 75 75 37 75 75 77 


Bad phone 


numbers 
307 53 65 42 59 40 48 


Not qualified/no 


such person 
11 3 1 0 2 2 3 


Refusals 74 11 16 7 19 12 9 


Overdialed 25 0 0 25 0 0 0 


Remaining live 527 114 58 8 123 82 142 


Total 1358 256 215 119 278 211 279 


Response Rate 31% 30% 35% 31% 27% 36% 28% 


 


B. Survey Findings 


This section examines findings from the survey research.  Findings in each area are 


presented and discussed below. 


Pilot Understanding 


Table III-2 displays responses to whether customers reported receiving credits prior to the 


pilot participation.  Because all of the customers in the pilot were in CAMP prior to the 


pilot, they should have received bill credits in the months that their bills were paid on time 
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and in full.  Table III-2 shows that only about 41 percent of the CAMP pilot participants and 


37 percent of the GRAD pilot participants said that they were receiving credits. Participants 


in CAMP 1 were most likely to report that they received a credit prior to participating. 


Table III-2 


CAMP Credits Prior to Pilot Participation 


 
Prior to your participation in the CAMP/GRAD program over the past year, were you receiving any 


CAMP program credits on your monthly BGE bill?  


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Yes 41% 47% 37% 38% 37% 37% 39% 32% 


No 41% 37% 40% 47% 50% 53% 41% 60% 


Don’t Know 18% 16% 23% 16% 13% 9% 20% 8% 


 


Customers were asked whether they received discounts larger than the CAMP discounts, 


discounts based on the amount of energy used, and payment counseling in the pilot.  Table 


III-3 shows the following with respect to understanding of these benefits. 


 In the groups that were receiving double CAMP credits, 25 percent in CAMP 1 and 16 


percent in CAMP 3 said that they were receiving credits larger than in CAMP.  About 


one third of the GRAD participants said they were receiving credits larger than in 


CAMP.   


 While CAMP credits were only based on payments, 41 percent of CAMP participants 


said that they received discounts based on usage.  However, 65 percent of the GRAD 


participants correctly understood that their discounts were based on usage. 


 Only eight to nine percent of the CAMP customers who were in the payment counseling 


groups said that they received payment counseling.  While five percent of the customers 


in the GRAD pilot that included payment counseling said that they received this benefit, 


the percentage was lower than the GRAD customers who received the audit but did not 


receive payment counseling. 
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Table III-3 


Pilot Benefits 


 
Which of the following things have you received based upon your participation in the CAMP/GRAD  


program over the past year? A discount on your monthly BGE bill larger than what you received in CAMP 


before this new program, a discount on your monthly BGE bill based on the amount of energy you use, 


counseling to help you find ways to pay your BGE bill? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 


1 2 3 
ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Discount larger 


than CAMP 
19% 25% 15% 16% 33% 31% 36% 32% 


Discount based 


on energy used 
41% 43% 45% 34% 65% 65% 65% 65% 


Payment 


counseling 
10% 13% 9% 8% 9% 7% 13% 5% 


 


Pilot Impacts 


Participants were asked whether they paid their bill on time more often, less often, or 


whether there was no change since before the pilot.  Table III-4 shows that 44 percent of the 


CAMP customers and 49 percent of the GRAD customers said that they paid their bill on 


time more often.  Differences were not seen between the different pilot participants. 


Table III-4 


Change in Bill Payment 


 
Since you have been participating in this program, would you say you have been paying your BGE bill on 


time more often, you have been paying your BGE bill on-time less often, or there has been no change in 


when you pay your BGE bill? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 


1 2 3 
ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


More Often 44% 48% 40% 44% 49% 49% 48% 49% 


Less Often 6% 7% 4% 8% 6% 4% 8% 5% 


No Change 50% 45% 56% 48% 46% 47% 44% 46% 


 


Table III-5 shows that about one third of the CAMP participants and about half of the 


GRAD participants said that they have been using less energy since participating in the pilot. 
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Table III-5 


Change in Energy Consumption 


 
Since you have been participating in this program, would you say you have been using less energy, you have 


been using more energy, or there has been no change in your use of energy? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Less Energy 32% 33% 35% 27% 51% 45% 56% 51% 


More Energy 12% 15% 13% 9% 10% 9% 11% 8% 


No Change 49% 44% 47% 56% 33% 41% 27% 27% 


Don’t Know 7% 8% 5% 8% 7% 4% 7% 14% 


 


Respondents were asked whether participation in the pilot led to participation in the state 


Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), BGE’s Limited Income Energy Efficiency 


Program (LIEEP), or any other energy assistance program.  The table shows that about one 


quarter of the CAMP participants said that they participated in WAP and about 20 percent 


said they participated in LIEEP or another energy assistance program.  About 28 percent of 


GRAD participants said that the pilot led to their participation in these other programs.  


However, customers who received the counseling in addition to the GRAD discount were 


more likely than the other groups to say that the program led to their participation in WAP, 


and they were less likely than the other groups to say that it led to their participation in 


LIEEP. 


Table III-6 


Change in Program Participation 


 
Has your participation in the program over the past year led to your participation in other energy programs 


such as: the Weatherization Assistance Program, BGE’s Limited Income Energy Efficiency Program, or any 


other energy assistance program? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


WAP 24% 24% 23% 26% 28% 28% 21% 43% 


LIEEP 20% 16% 21% 23% 27% 31% 31% 11% 


Other Energy 


Assistance 


Program 


20% 24% 16% 20% 27% 37% 21% 19% 


 


Payment Counseling and Energy Audit Impacts 


Customers in the pilots where counseling was included were asked whether they received a 


phone call from Dollar Energy to discuss BGE payments during the program.  Table III-7 


shows that overall 13 percent said that they had received a phone call. 
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Table III-7 


Recall of Payment Counseling Phone Call 


 


 


Did you receive a phone call from Dollar Energy during the 


course of the program to discuss your BGE payments?   


ALL 


CAMP GRAD 


2 3 3 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Yes 13% 11% 12% 19% 


No 65% 61% 75% 51% 


Don’t know 22% 28% 13% 30% 


 


Customers who recalled payment counseling were asked whether the payment counseling 


helped them to pay more of their monthly bill, pay their monthly bill on time more often, use 


less energy, and find additional help behind the utility assistance, such as with food, rent, 


medical expenses, or something else.  Because only 13 percent of the customers who were 


targeted with payment counseling recalled that they received a phone call from Dollar 


Energy, only 24 customers were asked these questions.  However, those who recalled the 


call were likely to say that the counseling helped them. 


 58% said it helped them to pay more of their monthly bill 


 71% said it helped them to pay their monthly bill on time more often 


 63% said it helped them to use less energy 


 38% said it helped them to find additional help 


 


Customers in GRAD 2, the pilot that included the Quick Home Energy Check-up were 


asked whether they received the Check-up as part of the program.  Table III-8 shows that 69 


percent of the respondents recalled receipt of the Check-up. 


Table III-8 


Recall of Quick Home Energy Checkup 


 


 


Did you receive a BGE Quick Home Energy 


Check-up as part of this program?  This is where 


someone came out to your home and made 


suggestions for things that could be done to help 


you use less energy. 


GRAD 2 


Discount & Audit 


Yes 69% 


No 29% 


Don’t Know 1% 
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Those customers who recalled receipt of the Check-up were asked whether they have been 


using less energy, more energy, or had no real change in their energy usage since receipt of 


the Check-up.  Table III-9 shows that 71 percent said they were using less energy. 


Table III-9 


Impact of Quick Home Energy Checkup on Energy Usage 


 


 


Would you say that since the BGE Quick Home 


Energy Check-up, you have been using less 


energy, you have been using more energy, or there 


has been no real change in your energy usage? 


GRAD 2 


Discount & Audit 


Less Energy 71% 


More Energy 0% 


No Change 23% 


Don’t Know 6% 


 


Pilot Satisfaction 


Customers were then asked several questions relating to satisfaction and assistance provided 


by the pilot.  Table III-10 shows that 67 percent said it was very easy to enroll in the pilot 


and 26 percent said it was somewhat easy. 


Table III-10 


Ease or Difficulty of Signing up for CAMP/GRAD Program  


 
How difficult or easy was the process to sign up for the CAMP/GRAD program – would you say it was very 


difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Very Easy 67% 79% 56% 66% 73% 79% 69% 69% 


Somewhat Easy 26% 18% 37% 23% 21% 19% 21% 29% 


Somewhat Difficult 5% 1% 6% 8% 4% 3% 7% 0% 


Very Difficult 2% 1% 2% 3% 2% 0% 3% 3% 


 


When asked how easy or difficult it was for customers to pay their BGE bill, about half said 


it was somewhat or very easy and half said it was somewhat or very difficult. 
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Table III-11 


Ease or Difficulty of Paying BGE Bill 


 
How difficult or easy is it for you to come up with the money to pay your BGE bill – would you say it is very 


difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Very Easy 20% 21% 21% 17% 21% 21% 20% 22% 


Somewhat Easy 33% 43% 27% 29% 38% 46% 38% 22% 


Somewhat Difficult 33% 26% 38% 36% 28% 21% 28% 41% 


Very Difficult 14% 11% 14% 17% 14% 13% 14% 16% 


 


Customers were asked whether the pilot program provided enough help to pay the monthly 


BGE bill on time.  The table shows that 67 percent of the CAMP participants and 75 percent 


of the GRAD participants said that the program provided enough help.  CAMP customers 


who received the double credit were more likely than the other CAMP participants to say 


that the program provided enough bill payment assistance.  GRAD customers with the 


discount alone were most likely of the GRAD groups to say that the program provided 


enough assistance. 


Table III-12 


CAMP/GRAD Sufficiency of Help in Bill Payment 


 
Do you feel as though the CAMP/GRAD program provides enough help for you to be able to pay your 


monthly BGE bill on-time? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


Yes 67% 75% 65% 60% 75% 83% 75% 62% 


No 25% 19% 23% 34% 14% 9% 15% 24% 


Don’t know 8% 7% 12% 7% 10% 8% 11% 14% 


 


When asked to rate the pilot program from A to F, 59 percent of CAMP customers gave the 


pilot an A grade and 29 percent gave the pilot a B grade.  CAMP customers with the double 


credit only were more likely than the other groups to rate the program as excellent.  Overall, 


66 percent of the GRAD participants gave the program an A rating and 28 percent gave the 


program a B rating.  GRAD customers with the discount alone were more satisfied than the 


others and customers with the discount and counseling were less satisfied than the others. 
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Table III-13 


Pilot Satisfaction 


 
Using the same grades used in school where “A” is excellent, “B” is good, “C” is average, “D” is below average 


and “F” is very poor, what overall grade would you give to your experience with the CAMP/GRAD Program 


over the past year? 


 


CAMP GRAD 


ALL 
1 2 3 


ALL 


1 2 3 


Double 


Credit 


Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 
Discount 


Discount 


& Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


A – Excellent 59% 70% 52% 53% 66% 76% 62% 54% 


B – Good 29% 24% 34% 29% 28% 18% 36% 30% 


C – Average 8% 1% 11% 12% 6% 6% 3% 14% 


D – Below Average 2% 1% 1% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 


F – Very Poor 2% 3% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 3% 


 


C. Summary of Findings 


This section provides a summary of the findings from the customer survey.  The low 


response rate of 31 percent should be taken into account when assigning weight to these 


findings. 


 Understanding of the Pilot: Many customers do not have a good understanding of the 


pilot program.  Only 25 and 16 percent of participants in the two CAMP pilots with 


double credits said that they received a discount larger than the previous camp discount 


and 41 percent of the CAMP participants said that their discount was based on usage.  


However GRAD customers had a somewhat better understanding in that 65 percent said 


that they received a discount based on the amount of energy they used. 


 Pilot Impacts: About half of the customers said that they pay their bill on time more 


often since participating in the pilot.  About one third of the CAMP participants and one 


half of the GRAD participants said that they have been using less energy since they 


began participating in the pilot.  About one quarter of the pilot participants said that they 


participated in another energy program as a result of their pilot program participation. 


 Payment Counseling: Customers were not likely to recall payment counseling.  Only 13 


percent of the customers in the groups where payment counseling was offered recalled a 


phone call. 


 Quick Home Energy Check-up: Customers were more likely to recall the audit than the 


payment counseling.  Of those in the pilot group that received the audit, 69 percent said 


that they received one.  Of those who recalled the audit, 71 percent said that they were 


using less energy since the audit. 
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 Satisfaction: Most customers said it was very or somewhat easy to sign up for the pilot, 


that the pilot provides enough assistance to pay their BGE bill on time, and that they 


would rate the program as excellent or good. 
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IV. Program Impacts 


This section analyzes the impact of the pilot payment programs on participants’ usage, payments, 


credits received, arrearages, and collections actions. 


A. Usage 


The tables below display the data that are available to examine changes in pilot participants’ 


electric and gas usage, compared to changes for the general low-income customers.  Usage 


data were provided for 562 CAMP customers and 543 GRAD customers.  However, the 


number that received any credits was much higher – 888 CAMP and 864 GRAD participants 


were in the discount and credit files.  Therefore, usage data were provided for 63 percent of 


CAMP customers and 63 percent of GRAD customers.   


Because we cannot determine the final number of customers who should be included in the 


analysis and whether the customer was an electric heating, baseload, or gas user without 


data contained in the usage file, we report the number contained in the usage file as the base 


number of customers.  Attrition numbers are significantly higher than reported below, as 


many customers enrolled in the program are not included in the base that we use.  We use 


these approximate percentages across groups to estimate the final percent of participants 


analyzed. 


Attrition tables are shown below for the electric baseload analysis, the electric heating 


analysis and the gas usage analysis.  Tables IV-1A, IV-1B, and IV-1C show that a very high 


percentage of customers who were included in BGE’s usage file were able to be included in 


the analysis, about 96 percent of the CAMP and GRAD customers for electric usage, and 80 


percent for gas usage.  Over 90 percent of the comparison group in the usage file had 


sufficient electric usage data and 79 percent had sufficient gas usage data to be included in 


the analysis.  However, we multiply these percentages by .63 to reflect the attrition in the 


number provided in the usage file.   


Table IV-1A 


Electric Baseload Usage Attrition Analysis 


 


 


CAMP GRAD Comparison 


Group of 


Low-Income 


Customers 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 397 143 107 147 387 140 119 128 23,702 


Zero or Missing Usage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 227 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Pre-Treatment Days 
1 1 0 0 3 2 1 0 535 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Post-Treatment Days 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 128 
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CAMP GRAD Comparison 


Group of 


Low-Income 


Customers 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Pre or Post Usage Below 


1200 kWh 
3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 107 


Pre or Post Usage >25,000 


kWh 
5 1 1 3 6 2 3 1 566 


Change in Total Usage>65% 7 1 3 3 8 2 1 5 638 


Sample Included 381 140 102 139 370 134 114 122 21,501 


% of Usage Included  96% 98% 95% 95% 96% 96% 96% 95% 91% 


% of Participants Included 60% 62% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% -- 


 


Table IV-1B 


Electric Heating Usage Attrition Analysis 


 


 


CAMP GRAD Comparison 


Group of 


Low-Income 


Customers 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 164 59 50 55 153 63 45 45 7,803 


Zero or Missing Usage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Pre-Treatment Days 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 128 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Post-Treatment Days 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 11 


Pre or Post Usage Below 


1200 kWh 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 


Pre or Post Usage >35,000 


kWh 
3 0 2 1 2 2 0 0 241 


Change in Total Usage>65% 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 85 


Sample Included 158 59 47 52 149 60 45 44 7,310 


% Included  96% 100% 94% 95% 97% 95% 100% 98% 94% 


% of Participants Included 60% 63% 59% 60% 61% 60% 63% 62% -- 


 


Table IV-1C 


Gas Usage Attrition Analysis 


 


 


CAMP GRAD Comparison 


Group of 


Low-Income 


Customers 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 321 126 84 111 321 117 103 101 18,934 


Zero or Missing Usage 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 126 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Pre-Treatment Days 
4 1 1 2 11 4 4 3 924 
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CAMP GRAD Comparison 


Group of 


Low-Income 


Customers 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Not Enough or Too Many 


Post-Treatment Days 
1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 153 


Pre or Post Usage Below 


300 Therms 
52 20 14 18 49 19 16 14 2,657 


Pre or Post Usage >3,000 


Therms 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 106 


Change in Total Usage>65% 6 4 2 0 5 3 2 0 257 


Sample Included 257 101 66 90 253 90 80 83 14,711 


% Included  80% 80% 79% 81% 79% 77% 78% 82% 78% 


% of Participants Included 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 49% 49% 52% -- 


 


Tables IV-2A, 2B, and 2C display changes in average usage for CAMP participants and the 


low-income comparison group.  As CAMP customers’ treatments consist of increased bill 


credits for on-time payment and payment counseling, there is not an expectation that this 


pilot group would reduce their energy usage as a result of participating in the pilot. 


However, payment counselors may refer customers to energy efficiency programs and 


customers may place additional focus on their energy usage due to the increased emphasis 


on bill payment.   


Table IV-2A shows that while CAMP customers reduced their electric baseload usage by an 


average of 269 kWh, a savings of three percent of their pre-treatment usage, they did not 


have net energy savings as compared to other low-income customers who did not participate 


in the pilot.  Customers in the CAMP 3 Pilot who received the double bill credit and 


payment counseling had the greatest reduction in electric baseload usage, a reduction of 381 


kWh, but the net savings, as compared with the limited-income customers who were not in 


the pilot, were only 95 kWh, a reduction of only one percent. 


Table IV-2A 


CAMP Average Usage and Savings 


Electric Baseload Customers 


 


ELECTRIC BASELOAD USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL CAMP 


Non Normalized 381 7,702 8,316 -614** -8% 115 1% 


Degree Day Normalized 381 8,264 7,996 269** 3% -17 >-1% 


CAMP 1 – Double Bill Credit 


Non Normalized 140 7,507 8,187 -680** -9% 49 1% 


Degree Day Normalized 140 8,062 7,915 146 2% -139 -2% 
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ELECTRIC BASELOAD USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


CAMP 2 – Existing Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 102 7,740 8,305 -565** -7% 164 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 102 8,271 7,987 284 3% -2 >-1% 


CAMP 3 – Double Bill Credit and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 139 7,871 8,454 -584** -7% 146 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 139 8,463 8,083 381** 5% 95 1% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-2B displays changes in average electric usage for electric heating customers for 


CAMP participants and the low-income comparison group.  These customers also reduced 


their electric usage, and by more than the comparison group.  Overall, the net impact was a 


savings of 324 kWh, a three percent usage reduction.  However, the change was not 


statistically significant.  Customers in CAMP 1, who only received the double bill credit, 


had the greatest reduction in electric usage, a net savings of 577 kWh, or five percent of 


their pre-treatment usage. 


Table IV-2B 


CAMP Average Usage and Savings 


Electric Heating Customers 


 


ELECTRIC HEATING IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL CAMP 


Non Normalized 158 12,140 12,452 -312 -3% 431** 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 158 12,485 12,279 206 2% 324 3% 


CAMP 1 – Double Bill Credit 


Non Normalized 59 11,057 11,082 -25 >-1% 718** 6% 


Degree Day Normalized 59 11,382 10,924 458 4% 577* 5% 


CAMP 2 – Existing Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 47 12,137 12,674 -536 -4% 206 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 47 12,519 12,505 15 <1% 133 1% 


CAMP 3 – Double Bill Credit and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 52 13,372 13,806 -434 -3% 309 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 52 13,706 13,613 92 1% 211 2% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 
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Table IV-2C displays changes in average gas usage for CAMP participants and the low-


income comparison group.  The table shows that these customers had a small increase in gas 


usage that was approximately the same as the increase for the comparison group.   


Table IV-2C 


CAMP Average Usage and Savings 


Gas Customers 


 


GAS USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use Therms % Savings Therms % Savings 


ALL CAMP 


Non Normalized 257 856 896 -40** -5% -7 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 257 884 939 -54** -6% -11 -1% 


CAMP 1 – Double Bill Credit 


Non Normalized 101 831 869 -38** -5% -6 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 101 857 908 -51** -6% -8 -1% 


CAMP 2 – Existing Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 66 917 963 -46** -5% -13 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 66 949 1,014 -65** -7% -22 -2% 


CAMP 3 – Double Bill Credit and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 90 840 877 -37** -4% -5 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 90 866 917 -51** -6% -8 -1% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-3A, 3B, and 3C display changes in average usage for GRAD participants and the 


low-income comparison group.  GRAD participants receive a credit on their bill based upon 


the amount of electric and gas used each month, with greater discounts for lower usage.  


Therefore, these customers have a large incentive to reduce their energy usage. 


Table IV-3A shows that while GRAD customers reduced their electric baseload usage by an 


average of 378 kWh, a savings of four percent of their pre-treatment usage, their net energy 


savings as compared to other low-income customers who did not participate in the pilot was 


only one percent.  GRAD 3 customers who received the graduated credits and payment 


counseling had the greatest reduction in usage, of 521 kWh, and their net reduction was 236 


kWh, but was not statistically significant.  The GRAD 2 customers who received the 


graduated credits and the Quick Home Energy Check-up did not have a significant change in 


energy usage. 
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Table IV-3A 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


Electric Baseload Customers 


 


ELECTRIC BASELOAD USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 370 8,211 8,760 -548** -7% 181* 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 370 8,873 8,495 378** 4% 93 1% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Credits Only 


Non Normalized 134 8,363 8,895 -532** -6% 197 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 134 9,036 8,599 437** 5% 152 2% 


GRAD 2 – Graduated Credits and Quick Home Energy Check-up 


Non Normalized 114 8,324 9,015 -691** -8% 38 <1% 


Degree Day Normalized 114 8,852 8,695 156 2% -129 -1% 


GRAD 3 – Graduated Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 122 7,940 8,372 -432** -5% 297* 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 122 8,713 8,192 521** 6% 236 3% 


* significant at 90% level; ** significant at 95% level 


 


Table IV-3B displays the change in electric usage for GRAD electric heating customers.  


The table shows that GRAD customers reduced their electric usage by an average of 405 


kWh, and their net energy savings as compared to other low-income customers who did not 


participate in the pilot was 524 kWh, equal to a four percent savings on pre-treatment usage.  


Customers who only received the graduated credits had the largest reduction and were the 


only group with a statistically significant reduction in electric heating usage.  This group 


reduced their usage by five percent. 


Table IV-3B 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


Electric Heating Customers 


 


ELECTRIC HEATING IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 149 13,100 13,270 -171 -1% 572** 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 149 13,531 13,125 405** 3% 524** 4% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Credits Only 


Non Normalized 60 12,557 12,620 -63 -1% 680** 5% 


Degree Day Normalized 60 12,983 12,477 505* 4% 624* 5% 
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ELECTRIC HEATING IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


GRAD 2 – Graduated Credits and Quick Home Energy Check-up 


Non Normalized 45 14,299 14,501 -202 -1% 541 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 45 14,815 14.377 438 3% 557 4% 


GRAD 3 – Graduated Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 44 12,614 12,899 -286 -2% 457 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 44 12,965 12,730 235 2% 353 3% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-3C displays the change in gas usage for GRAD customers.  The table shows that 


overall there was not a change in gas usage for GRAD customers, but customers with the 


graduated credit and the Quick Home Energy Check-up reduced their usage by 35 therms, a 


four percent reduction in usage. 


Table IV-3C 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


Gas Customers 


 


GAS USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use Therms % Savings Therms % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 253 873 903 -30** -3% 3 <1% 


Degree Day Normalized 253 904 945 -40** -4% 3 <1% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Credits Only 


Non Normalized 90 839 883 -43** -5% -11 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 90 877 921 -44** -5% -1 >-1% 


GRAD 2 – Graduated Credits and Quick Home Energy Check-up 


Non Normalized 80 877 881 -4 >-1% 28 3% 


Degree Day Normalized 80 907 916 -8 -1% 35* 4% 


GRAD 3 – Graduated Credits and Payment Counseling 


Non Normalized 83 906 946 -39** -4% -7 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 83 931 998 -67** -7% -24 -3% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


The next set of tables displays changes in GRAD participants’ energy usage by pre-


treatment energy usage.  Table IV-4A shows that customers in the group with usage over 


1,726 kWh were the only ones with statistically significant savings.  These customers saved 


an average of 617 kWh compared to the low-income non-participants, a savings of four 


percent of pre-treatment usage. 
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Table IV-4A 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


By Pre-Treatment Usage Group 


Electric Baseload Customers 


 


ELECTRIC BASELOAD USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 370 8,211 8,760 -548** -7% 181* 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 370 8,873 8,495 378** 4% 93 1% 


<716 kWh 


Non Normalized 141 4,451 4,974 -522** -12% 207 5% 


Degree Day Normalized 141 4,839 4,814 25 1% -260 -5% 


717-1726 kWh 


Non Normalized 142 8,316 8,979 -663** -8% 66 1% 


Degree Day Normalized 142 9,013 8,605 408** 5% 122 1% 


>1726 kWh 


Non Normalized 87 14,134 14,537 -403 -3% 326* 2% 


Degree Day Normalized 87 15,183 14,281 902** 6% 617** 4% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-4B shows that electric heating customers in the highest pre-treatment usage group 


were also the ones that had statistically significant savings.  These customers had average 


net savings of 926 kWh, or five percent of pre-treatment usage. 


Table IV-4B 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


By Pre-Treatment Usage Group 


Electric Heating Customers 


 


ELECTRIC HEATING IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 149 13,100 13,270 -171 -1% 572** 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 149 13,531 13,125 405** 3% 524** 4% 


<716 kWh 


Non Normalized 23 4,736 5,498 -762** -16% -19 >-1% 


Degree Day Normalized 23 4,866 5,389 -523* -11% -404 -8% 


717-1726 kWh 


Non Normalized 43 8,375 8,747 -372 -4% 371 4% 


Degree Day Normalized 43 8,692 8,565 127 1% 245 3% 
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ELECTRIC HEATING IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use kWh % Savings kWh % Savings 


>1726 kWh 


Non Normalized 83 17,865 17,768 97 1% 840** 5% 


Degree Day Normalized 83 18,439 17,632 807** 4% 926** 5% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Gas usage did not show the expected results.  Customers with mid-level usage, between 651 


and 1,000 therms had net savings averaging 45 therms, or five percent of pre-treatment 


usage, but the group with the highest pre-treatment gas usage did not have savings. 


Table IV-4C 


GRAD Average Usage and Savings 


By Pre-Treatment Usage Group 


Gas Usage 


 


GAS USAGE IMPACTS 


 Treatment Group Gross Savings Net Savings 


 # Pre-Use Post-Use Therms % Savings Therms % Savings 


ALL GRAD 


Non Normalized 253 873 903 -30** -3% 3 <1% 


Degree Day Normalized 253 904 945 -40** -4% 3 <1% 


≤ 650 Therms 


Non Normalized 95 465 504 -39** -8% -7 -2% 


Degree Day Normalized 95 479 519 -40** -8% 3 1% 


651-1,000 Therms 


Non Normalized 67 799 793 5 1% 38** 5% 


Degree Day Normalized 67 824 822 2 <1% 45** 5% 


1,001 Therms 


Non Normalized 91 1,354 1,400 -46** -3% -13 -1% 


Degree Day Normalized 91 1,408 1,479 -71** -5% -28 -2% 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


B.  Payments and Credits 


The next analysis examines payment compliance and program credits received.  Table IV-5 


displays the attrition for the collections actions.  Again we apply the attrition percentage of 


the file to the attrition from the initial sample (888 CAMP and 864 GRAD) to obtain final 


attrition numbers. 
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Table IV-5 


Collection Actions Attrition Analysis 


 


 
CAMP GRAD 


Comparison 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 715 247 196 272 770 277 255 238 86,446 


Missing Pre-Period Collection 


Actions Info 
41 13 12 16 46 17 15 14 29,230 


Missing Post-Period Collection 


Actions Info 
220 73 61 86 238 81 86 71 27,368 


Missing Arrearage Info 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 232 


Pre-treatment Arrearage>$2,000 9 3 1 5 1 0 0 1 1,975 


Final Collection Actions Sample 445 158 122 165 484 179 153 152 27,641 


% Included in Collection 


Actions Analysis 
62% 64% 62% 61% 63% 65% 60% 64% 32% 


% of Participants Included 50% 52% 50% 49% 56% 58% 53% 57% -- 


 


Table IV-6 displays the attrition for the analysis of credits received during the pilot period.  


The table shows that about 93 percent of the pilot customers could be included in the 


analysis. 


Table IV-6 


Pilot Credits Attrition Analysis 


 


 
CAMP GRAD 


All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 888 - - - 864 - - - 


Missing Group Info 57 - - - 41 - - - 


Population with Group Info 831 293 236 302 823 304 261 258 


Missing Subgroup Info 7 2 3 2 1 0 0 1 


Final Credits Sample 824 291 233 300 822 304 261 257 


% Included in Credits Analysis 93% 99% 99% 99% 95% 100% 100% 100% 


% of Participants Included 93% 93% 93% 93% 95% 95% 95% 95% 


 


Table IV-7 displays the mean number of on-time payments made by customers in the pre 


and post-treatment periods based on the number of months where they had no collections 


actions.  The table shows that overall there was no change in the number of months for the 


treatment group, but the comparison group reduced the number of on-time payments made, 


so the net change was an increase of one half of an on-time payment for the year.  The 


following differences were seen across the groups that we examined. 
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 CAMP participants in the lowest poverty group had the greatest increase in the number 


of on-time payments, compared to the other poverty groups. 


 CAMP participants with only 0-1 payments in the pre-treatment period had the greatest 


increase in the number of on-time payments. 


 GRAD 2 and GRAD 3 customers, those who received payment counseling or the Quick 


Home Energy Check-up in addition to the graduated credits, had greater increases in 


payments than those who only had the credits. 


Table IV-7 


Mean Number of On-Time Payments 


Based on Number of Months with No Collections Actions  


 


 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # # Pre # Post 
Gross 


Change 


All CAMP and GRAD 929 9.0 9.0 >-0.1 0.5** 


All CAMP 445 9.4 9.2 -0.1 0.4** 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 158 9.4 9.4 -0.1 0.5** 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 122 9.7 9.5 -0.2 0.3 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 165 9.1 9.0 -0.1 0.4** 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 74 8.7 9.0 0.3 0.8** 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 179 10.0 9.6 -0.3** 0.2 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 24 9.7 9.7 0.0 0.5 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 168 9.0 8.9 -0.1 0.4** 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 98 6.0 6.4 0.4 0.9** 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 222 9.5 9.2 -0.3* 0.2 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 125 11.9 11.7 -0.2** 0.3 


ALL GRAD 484 8.6 8.7 0.1 0.6** 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 179 8.7 8.5 -0.2 0.3 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 153 8.3 8.4 0.1 0.7** 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 152 8.9 9.2 0.3 0.8** 


GRAD <716 kWh 138 9.0 9.2 0.2 0.7** 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 176 8.6 8.8 0.1 0.6** 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 170 8.4 8.2 -0.1 0.4* 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 228 10.0 10.1 0.1 0.6** 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 130 8.7 8.6 -0.1 0.4* 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 126 6.1 6.3 0.2 0.7** 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 114 6.6 6.9 0.3 0.8** 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 256 8.3 8.2 -0.1 0.4** 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 114 11.4 11.6 0.1 0.6** 
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Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # # Pre # Post 
Gross 


Change 


Comparison Group 27,641 6.9 6.4 -0.5** -- 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-8 displays the distribution of on-time payments based on the number of months 


with no collections actions.  The table shows that while 50 percent of all CAMP and GRAD 


participants made 11 or 12 on-time payments in the pre-treatment period, 54 percent made 


11 or 12 on-time payments in the post treatment period.  While CAMP customers essentially 


had no change (an increase of 58 percent to 59 percent), GRAD customers increased from 


43 percent to 49 percent with 11 or 12 on-time payments. The comparison group had no 


change in the percent that made 11 or 12 on-time payments. 


Table IV-8 


Distribution of On-Time Payments 


Based on Number of Months with No Collections Actions  


 


 # 
0-6 Payments 7-8 Payments 9-10 Payments 11-12 Payments 


% Pre % Post % Pre % Post % Pre % Post % Pre % Post 


All CAMP and GRAD 929 26% 27% 12% 9% 12% 10% 50% 54% 


All CAMP 445 22% 25% 11% 7% 9% 9% 58% 59% 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 158 20% 23% 13% 8% 9% 9% 58% 60% 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 122 20% 24% 8% 7% 14% 7% 58% 62% 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 165 25% 28% 13% 5% 5% 10% 56% 56% 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 74 31% 26% 12% 12% 11% 7% 46% 55% 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 179 16% 21% 10% 6% 10% 11% 65% 63% 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 24 17% 25% 21% 0% 0% 4% 63% 71% 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 168 25% 30% 11% 7% 10% 8% 54% 55% 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 98 57% 55% 17% 11% 7% 7% 18% 27% 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 222 18% 25% 14% 8% 15% 13% 52% 55% 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 125 0% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 98% 94% 


ALL GRAD 484 30% 29% 13% 11% 14% 11% 43% 49% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 179 29% 29% 13% 16% 14% 7% 44% 47% 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 153 34% 31% 16% 12% 12% 12% 38% 46% 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 152 26% 28% 11% 5% 16% 13% 47% 54% 


GRAD <716 kWh 138 25% 22% 11% 11% 17% 12% 48% 55% 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 176 32% 28% 13% 10% 10% 10% 45% 52% 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 170 31% 36% 16% 13% 16% 11% 37% 41% 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 228 14% 14% 11% 9% 14% 11% 61% 67% 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 130 28% 31% 15% 12% 18% 15% 39% 43% 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 126 60% 55% 16% 16% 10% 6% 14% 23% 
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 # 
0-6 Payments 7-8 Payments 9-10 Payments 11-12 Payments 


% Pre % Post % Pre % Post % Pre % Post % Pre % Post 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 114 56% 53% 12% 9% 10% 7% 22% 32% 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 256 30% 31% 18% 16% 18% 14% 33% 38% 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 114 2% 2% 4% 3% 8% 5% 87% 90% 


Comparison Group 27,641 50% 56% 11% 9% 10% 7% 29% 28% 


 


Table IV-9 shows the mean number of months that customers received the credits during the 


pilot and the percentiles for the number of months received.  CAMP customers are required 


to make on-time payments to receive their credits.  The mean number of credits received by 


CAMP customers was 4.5 credits, 25 percent had one or fewer credits, and 25 percent had 


eight or more credits.  CAMP customers’ credits did not vary by CAMP pilot type, but 


CAMP customers with higher poverty levels received more credits on average, and CAMP 


customers who were in the group who had previously made more payments, received more 


credits on the pilot. 


GRAD customers were not required to make payments to receive the discounts or credits.  


The average number of discounts received by GRAD customers was 8.5, and 25 percent 


received all 12 discounts or credits.  GRAD customers’ number of discounts did not vary by 


GRAD pilot type.  However, customers who made more payments in the pre-pilot period 


received a greater number of months of credits or discounts. 


Table IV-9 


Number of Months with Credits or Discounts 


Pilot Participants Only 


 


 # Mean 
Percentile 


25th 50th 75th 


All CAMP and GRAD 1,646 6.5 3 7 11 


All CAMP 824 4.5 1 4 8 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 291 4.5 1 4 8 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 233 4.7 0 5 8 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 300 4.3 0 3 8 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 145 3.3 0 2 7 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 332 4.7 1 4 9 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 59 4.9 0 5 9 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 288 4.7 1 4 9 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 212 2.1 0 1 3 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 378 4.1 1 3 7 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 234 7.2 4 8 10 


ALL GRAD 822 8.5 6 10 12 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 304 8.7 6 11 12 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 261 8.2 5 10 11 
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 # Mean 
Percentile 


25th 50th 75th 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 257 8.7 6 10 12 


GRAD <716 kWh 286 8.3 5 10 12 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 277 8.6 6 10 12 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 259 8.8 6 10 12 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 438 8.6 6 10 12 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 191 8.6 6 10 12 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 193 8.5 6 10 12 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 245 7.7 4 9 11 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 400 8.5 6 10 12 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 177 9.7 9 11 12 


 


Table IV-10 displays the distribution of the number of months that customers received 


credits during the pilot.  Most of the CAMP customers were still not paying their bills on 


time each month.  Only 9 percent of CAMP customers received credits in 11 or 12 months 


of the year.  There was not a difference observed by the type of CAMP pilot they were in.  


GRAD customers were much more likely to receive 11 or 12 discounts or credits, as they 


were not required to make payments to receive the discounts or credits.  Customers who had 


the audit were somewhat less likely than the other groups to receive 11 or 12 discounts or 


credits. 


Table IV-10 


Number of Months with Credits Received During Pilot 


Pilot Participants Only 


 


 # 


Number of Credits or Discounts  


Received in Pilot Year 


0-6  7-8  9-10  11-12  


All CAMP and GRAD 1,646 47% 11% 15% 28% 


All CAMP 824 65% 12% 14% 9% 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 291 66% 13% 13% 8% 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 233 61% 15% 15% 9% 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 300 67% 9% 15% 9% 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 145 73% 16% 8% 3% 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 332 66% 9% 16% 9% 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 59 61% 10% 14% 15% 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 288 60% 14% 16% 9% 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 212 85% 7% 6% 2% 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 378 71% 11% 12% 5% 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 234 36% 18% 25% 21% 


ALL GRAD 822 30% 9% 15% 47% 
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 # 


Number of Credits or Discounts  


Received in Pilot Year 


0-6  7-8  9-10  11-12  


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 304 28% 9% 13% 50% 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 261 34% 8% 18% 41% 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 257 27% 10% 15% 48% 


GRAD <716 kWh 286 33% 10% 13% 44% 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 277 30% 10% 14% 47% 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 259 25% 7% 19% 49% 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 438 30% 9% 13% 48% 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 191 30% 6% 18% 46% 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 193 29% 10% 17% 45% 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 245 37% 12% 13% 38% 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 400 31% 8% 17% 44% 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 177 17% 7% 12% 64% 


 


Table IV-11 displays statistics on the amount of credits that participants received.  The table 


shows that the mean amount of discounts or credits across all CAMP and GRAD 


participants was $145.  While CAMP customers averaged $51 in credits, GRAD customers 


averaged $239 in discounts and credits.  Customers in CAMP 2 who did not have their 


credits doubled received a little more than half the credits that CAMP 1 and CAMP 3 


received with their credits doubled.  GRAD customers in all three GRAD pilots received a 


discount that varied by the amount of energy used, and the discount did not vary 


significantly across the groups.   


Table IV-11 


Amount of Credits 


Pilot Participants Only 


 


 # Mean 
Percentile 


25th 50th 75th 


All CAMP and GRAD 1,646 $145 $35 $100 $238 


All CAMP 824 $51 $3 $42 $80 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 291 $59 $10 $52 $98 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 233 $32 $0 $35 $54 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 300 $58 $0 $45 $100 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 145 $55 $0 $35 $96 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 332 $57 $14 $52 $88 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 59 $40 $0 $35 $60 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 288 $42 $3 $35 $80 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 212 $27 $0 $5 $36 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 378 $47 $5 $42 $72 
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 # Mean 
Percentile 


25th 50th 75th 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 234 $78 $42 $71 $110 


ALL GRAD 822 $239 $140 $236 $339 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 304 $243 $146 $247 $343 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 261 $228 $137 $216 $333 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 257 $244 $140 $245 $352 


GRAD <716 kWh 286 $238 $135 $242 $345 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 277 $264 $176 $274 $372 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 259 $213 $126 $208 $296 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 438 $227 $138 $226 $307 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 191 $245 $152 $244 $350 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 193 $260 $155 $286 $377 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 245 $214 $114 $206 $325 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 400 $241 $146 $236 $339 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 177 $266 $198 $264 $354 


 


C. Arrearages 


This section examines the impact of pilot participation on arrearages.  Table IV-12 shows 


the attrition of the arrearage data.  Customers with pre-treatment arrearages over $2,000 


were removed from the analysis as outliers.  This was more common in the comparison 


group than in the pilot groups.  Approximately 70 percent of the treatment customers and 34 


percent of the comparison group customers were included in the analysis. 


Table IV-12 


Arrearage Attrition Analysis 


 


 
CAMP GRAD 


Comparison 
All 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 


Original Population 830 293 236 301 830 306 263 261 94,534 


Missing Pre-Period 


Arrearage Info 
7 3 1 3 6 1 1 4 31,266 


Missing Post-Period 


Arrearage Info 
248 83 74 91 262 92 92 78 29,166 


Pre- or Post-


Arrearage  Too High 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 


Pre-treatment 


Arrearage>$2,000 
9 3 1 5 1 0 0 1 1,493 


Final Arrearage 


Sample 
566 204 160 202 561 213 170 178 32,109 


% Included in 


Arrearage Analysis 
68% 70% 68% 67% 68% 70% 65% 68% 34% 


% of Participants 63% 65% 63% 62% 65% 67% 62% 65% -- 
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Table IV-13 displays the mean arrearages and the change in the arrearages from the pre-


treatment to the post-treatment period.  The table shows that mean arrearages for CAMP 


pilot participants in the pre-treatment period were $197 and in the post-treatment period 


were $230.  However, the comparison groups’ arrearages increased by $93 on average, so 


the net change was a reduction in arrearages.  CAMP customers who received double credits 


only had the largest reduction in arrearages.  GRAD customers had a net reduction in their 


arrearages of $119.   


The analysis did not directly examine changes in customer payments.  However the gross 


change in arrearages indicates that customer payments probably declined.  The gross 


arrearage change was a small increase for CAMP and a small decrease for GRAD, but 


customers received more credits and discounts in both types of pilots, and had lower usage 


in the GRAD pilot, so arrearages should have gone done for these reasons, even if payments 


did not increase.  The fact that arrearages did not decline by more indicates that payments 


did not increase. 


Table IV-13 


Mean Arrearages 


 


 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # Pre Post 
Gross 


Change 


All CAMP and GRAD 1,127 $236 $240 $4 -$89** 


All CAMP 566 $197 $230 $33** -$60** 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 204 $181 $202 $21 -$72** 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 160 $187 $216 $29 -$64 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 202 $220 $268 $48* -$45 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 88 $229 $331 $102** $9 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 226 $152 $201 $49** -$44 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 36 $193 $124 -$68** -$162* 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 216 $231 $236 $5 -$88** 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 104 $412 $448 $36 -$57 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 269 $212 $254 $42** -$52 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 193 $59 $79 $19** -$74** 


ALL GRAD 561 $276 $251 -$26** -$119** 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 213 $257 $254 -$3 -$96** 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 170 $332 $289 -$43* -$136** 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 178 $246 $210 -$36** -$129** 


GRAD <716 kWh 181 $201 $194 -$7 -$100** 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 196 $252 $231 -$22 -$115** 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 184 $376 $327 -$48* -$141** 
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Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # Pre Post 
Gross 


Change 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 295 $162 $143 -$19* -$112** 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 137 $296 $303 $7 -$86* 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 129 $517 $441 -$76** -$169** 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 132 $349 $397 $49 -$44 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 285 $328 $271 -$57** -$150** 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 144 $107 $76 -$31** -$124** 


Comparison Group 32,109 $404 $497 $93** -- 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-14 displays the distribution of the change in arrearages.  The table shows that  


overall, approximately equal percentage of customers increased and decreased their 


arrearages.  While 37 percent decreased their arrearages by $25 or more, 34 percent kept 


their arrearages within a $25 increase or decrease, and 29 percent increased their arrearages 


by more than $25. GRAD customers overall did better than CAMP participants.  While 30 


percent of CAMP customers decreased their arrearages by more than $25, 43 percent of 


GRAD customers did so.  Furthermore, 27 percent of GRAD customers decreased their 


arrearages by more than $100, compared to 16 percent of CAMP pilot participants.  


Customers in GRAD 2 with the graduated discounts and the audit were most likely to reduce 


their arrearages by $100 or more. 


Table IV-14 


Distribution of Change in Arrearages 


 


 


Treatment Group 


>$250 


Increase 


$101- 


$250 


Increase 


≤$100 


Increase 


$25 


Increase - 


$25 


Decrease 


$25 - 


$100 


Decrease 


$101 - 


$250 


Decrease 


>$250 


Decrease 


All CAMP and GRAD 8% 8% 13% 34% 15% 13% 9% 


All CAMP 8% 9% 15% 38% 14% 9% 7% 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 7% 9% 14% 39% 13% 12% 7% 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 8% 9% 18% 38% 14% 7% 7% 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 8% 10% 13% 39% 15% 7% 8% 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 14% 7% 24% 26% 15% 8% 7% 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 8% 12% 13% 42% 11% 8% 5% 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 0% 6% 8% 44% 19% 14% 8% 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 6% 8% 14% 38% 15% 8% 10% 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 17% 8% 13% 13% 18% 13% 19% 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 8% 10% 13% 38% 12% 11% 8% 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 2% 9% 18% 53% 14% 4% 0% 
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Treatment Group 


>$250 


Increase 


$101- 


$250 


Increase 


≤$100 


Increase 


$25 


Increase - 


$25 


Decrease 


$25 - 


$100 


Decrease 


$101 - 


$250 


Decrease 


>$250 


Decrease 


ALL GRAD 9% 7% 11% 29% 16% 16% 11% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 11% 9% 13% 32% 12% 13% 11% 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 11% 6% 8% 22% 19% 19% 15% 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 4% 7% 13% 33% 17% 18% 8% 


GRAD <716 kWh 7% 6% 12% 40% 18% 10% 8% 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 9% 7% 12% 28% 16% 18% 10% 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 11% 10% 10% 20% 13% 21% 15% 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 5% 8% 11% 42% 13% 16% 5% 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 13% 9% 9% 20% 18% 20% 11% 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 13% 5% 13% 10% 19% 15% 25% 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 19% 8% 6% 24% 14% 17% 12% 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 8% 9% 12% 26% 14% 16% 15% 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 1% 4% 15% 41% 19% 16% 3% 


Comparison Group 21% 11% 12% 24% 10% 10% 13% 


  


D. Collections Actions and Terminations 


This section examines the number of collections actions experienced by customers in the 


pre-pilot and post-pilot periods.  Table IV-15 shows that CAMP customers experienced a 4 


percentage point net decline in the number of field calls and GRAD customers had a five 


percentage point net change in turn-off notices.   


Table IV-15 


Percent with Turn Off and Field Call Actions as Most Severe Action 


 


 # 


Turn Off Notice (T) Field Call (F) 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change Percent Gross 


Change 


Percent Gross 


Change Pre Post Pre Post 


All CAMP and GRAD 929 52% 44% -8%** -3% 4% 5% <1% -3%** 


All CAMP 445 43% 39% -5%** <1% 4% 4% 0% -4%* 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 158 44% 41% -4% 1% 4% 1% -3% -6%* 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 122 43% 34% -10%** -5% 4% 7% 2% -1% 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 165 42% 41% -2% 3% 4% 5% 1% -3% 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 74 47% 43% -4% <1% 5% 7% 1% -2% 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 179 40% 34% -6% >-1% 6% 4% -2% -5%* 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 24 33% 25% -8% -3% 4% 4% 0% -4% 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 168 47% 43% -4% 1% 2% 3% 1% -3% 
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 # 


Turn Off Notice (T) Field Call (F) 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change Percent Gross 


Change 


Percent Gross 


Change Pre Post Pre Post 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 98 63% 58% -5% >-1% 10% 9% -1% -5% 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 222 55% 46% -8%** -3% 4% 4% <1% -3% 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 125 8% 10% 2% 6% 0% 0% 0% -4% 


ALL GRAD 484 59% 49% -10%** -5%** 4% 5% 1% -3% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 179 61% 50% -12%** -7%* 4% 5% 1% -3% 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 153 58% 51% -7%* -2% 5% 6% 1% -3% 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 152 59% 47% -12%** -7% 3% 4% 1% -3% 


GRAD <716 kWh 138 54% 43% -11%** -6% 6% 7% 1% -3% 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 176 57% 43% -14%** -9%** 4% 6% 2% -2% 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 170 65% 60% -5% >-1% 3% 3% 0% -4% 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 228 46% 38% -9%** -4% 1% 1% >-1% -4% 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 130 68% 55% -13%** -8%* 1% 6% 5%** 2% 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 126 73% 63% -10%** -5% 13% 11% -2% -5% 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 114 68% 56% -12%** -7% 10% 10% 0% -4% 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 256 72% 62% -10%** -5% 4% 5% 1% -3% 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 114 22% 14% -8%** -3% 0% 1% 1% -3% 


Comparison Group 27,641 54% 49% -5%** -- 12% 16% 4%** -- 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


 


Table IV-16 examines the change in denial of service.  The table shows that net changes in 


the number of service terminations was small and was not statistically significant.  CAMP 3 


customers had a statistically significant gross reduction in denial of service from seven 


percent in the pre-treatment period to two percent in the post-treatment period, but the net 


change was not statistically significant. 


Table IV-16 


Percent with Denial of Service 


 


 


Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # % Pre % Post 
Gross 


Change 


All CAMP and GRAD 929 4% 3% -1% >-1% 


All CAMP 445 4% 3% -1% >-1% 


CAMP 1 – Double Credits 158 3% 5% 3% 3% 


CAMP 2 – Payment Counseling 122 2% 2% 0% <1% 


CAMP 3 – Credits & Counseling 165 7% 2% -4%* -4% 


CAMP ≤75% Poverty 74 5% 1% -4% -4% 


CAMP 76-150% Poverty 179 1% 3% 2% 2% 


CAMP 151-175% Poverty 24 4% 0% -4% -4% 
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Treatment Group 
Net 


Change # % Pre % Post 
Gross 


Change 


CAMP Subsidized Housing 168 6% 4% -2% -2% 


CAMP 0-1 Payments 98 9% 9% 0% <1% 


CAMP 2-6 Payments 222 4% 2% -1% -1% 


CAMP 7-12 Payments 125 0% 0% 0% <1% 


ALL GRAD 484 4% 3% >-1% >-1% 


GRAD 1 – Graduated Discount 179 4% 4% -1% <1% 


GRAD 2 – Discount and Audit 153 5% 5% 0% <1% 


GRAD 3 – Discount and Counseling 152 1% 1% -1% >-1% 


GRAD <716 kWh 138 4% 2% -1% -1% 


GRAD 717-1726 kWh 176 3% 3% 0% <1% 


GRAD > 1726 kWh 170 4% 4% 0% <1% 


GRAD $0 Arrearage 228 3% 2% >-1% >-1% 


GRAD ≤$200 Arrearage 130 4% 2% -2% -1% 


GRAD $201-$1,000 Arrearage 126 5% 6% 1% 1% 


GRAD 0-1 Payments 114 8% 8% 0% <1% 


GRAD 2-6 Payments 256 3% 2% >-1% >-1% 


GRAD 7-12 Payments 114 1% 0% -1% -1% 


Comparison Group 27,641 10% 10% >-1% -- 


*Significant at 90% level; **Significant at 95% level. 


E. Summary of Findings 


This section provides a summary of the findings with respect to the impact of the pilot 


programs on energy usage, payments, credits received, arrearages, and collections actions. 


 Usage – We do not see significant net changes in usage for CAMP pilot participants but 


we do find significant changes for GRAD participants. 


o CAMP – Pilot participants did not have a significant net reduction in electric 


baseload usage or gas usage.  CAMP 1 pilot participants with electric heat had a 


statistically significant net reduction in electric usage of 577 kWh or five percent of 


pre-treatment usage. 


o GRAD – Pilot participants did not have a significant net reduction in electric 


baseload usage.  Overall, GRAD electric heating participants had a net reduction in 


electric usage of 524 kWh, or four percent of pre-treatment usage.  GRAD 1 electric 


heating pilot participants reduced their net electric usage by 624 kWh or five percent 


of pre-treatment usage.  GRAD 2 pilot participants, who received graduated credits 


and the Quick Home Energy Check-up, reduced their gas usage by 35 Therms or 


four percent of pre-treatment usage. 
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GRAD participants with the highest usage had the largest electric savings.  GRAD 


electric baseload participants with pre-treatment usage over 1,726 kWh reduced their 


electric usage by 617 kwh, a four percent net reduction in pre-treatment usage, and 


GRAD electric heating participants with pre-treatment usage of 1,726 kWh reduced 


their electric usage by 926 kWh, a five percent net reduction. 


 Payments – The number of on-time payments is assessed by the number of months with 


no collections actions.  The analysis showed that overall the treatment group had no 


change in the mean number of months without actions, but the comparison group 


reduced the number of on-time payments made, so the net change was an increase of .5 


on-time payments.   


Differences across groups examined were as follows. 


o CAMP participants by Poverty Group – those in the lowest poverty group had the 


greatest increase in the number of on-time payments compared to the other poverty 


groups. 


o CAMP participants by Payment Group – those with only 0-1 payments in the pre-


treatment period ahd the greatest increase in the number of on-time payments. 


o GRAD participants – those in GRAD 2 and GRAD 3, who received payment 


counseling or the Quick Home Energy Check-up in addition to the graduated 


discounts or credits had grater increases in payments than those who only received 


the discounts or credits. 


We also found that the percent of GRAD participants with on-time payments in 11 or 12 


months increased from 43 percent in the pre-pilot period to 49 percent in the pilot 


period, but there was essentially no change for CAMP participants.  GRAD participants 


with the Quick Home Energy Check-up or payment counseling in addition to the Quick 


Home Energy Check-up had larger increases in the percent who made 11 or 12 on-time 


payments. 


 Credits – CAMP pilot participants were required to make on-time payments to receive 


program credits but GRAD participants were not, so we expect differences in the 


number and total amount of credits received. 


o CAMP pilot participants received a mean of 4.5 credits, and the mean number did 


not vary significantly by pilot type.  However, CAMP pilot participants with greater 


poverty levels received more credits on average and those who were in the group of 


customers who previously made more payments received more credits on average. 


CAMP pilot participants, for the most part, were still not paying their bills on time 


each month.  Only nine percent of CAMP pilot participants received credits in 11 or 


12 months of the year. 
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CAMP participants averaged $51 in credits.   


o GRAD pilot participants received an average of 8.5 months of credits or discounts.  


The number of discounts or credits they received did not vary by GRAD pilot type, 


but customers who made more payments in the pre-pilot period received a greater 


number of months of credits or discounts during the pilot. 


GRAD customers received credits or discounts all 12 months in 47 percent of the 


cases.  GRAD participants who received the audit were less likely to receive 11 or 


12 months of discounts or credits than the other GRAD pilot groups. 


GRAD participants averaged $239 in discounts and credits. 


 Arrearages – Mean arrearages increased by $33 on average for CAMP participants and 


decreased by $26 on average for GRAD participants.  However, the comparison group’s 


arrearages increased by $93 on average, so the net change was a reduction for CAMP 


and GRAD pilot participants overall.  While 27 percent of GRAD participants reduced 


their arrearages by more than $100, only 16 percent of CAMP participants had this large 


of a reduction in arrearages.  


o CAMP – Changes in arrearages varied by pilot group and pre-pilot characteristics. 


 CAMP participants who received double credits only had a greater reduction in 


arrearages than the other CAMP pilot groups. 


 CAMP participants in the highest poverty level had a greater reduction in 


arrearages than the other poverty groups. 


 CAMP participants with the greatest number of pre-pilot payments had a greater 


reduction in arrearages than the other payment groups. 


o GRAD – GRAD participants’ arrearage changes also varied by pilot group and pre-


pilot characteristics. 


 GRAD pilot participants with the audit or counseling in addition to the graduated 


discounts or credits had greater reductions in arrearages. 


 GRAD participants in the highest pre-pilot usage group and the greatest 


reduction in arrearages. 


 GRAD participants with the highest pre-pilot arrearages had the greatest 


reduction in arrearages. 


 Collections Actions – CAMP pilot participants had a statistically significant net 


reduction in the percentage with field calls and GRAD participants had a statistically 


significant net reduction in the percentage with turn off notices.  None of the pilot 


groups had a statistically significant net decline in the number of denials of service. 
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o CAMP – CAMP participants who received payment counseling but no additional 


credit had the greatest reduction in turn-off notices.  CAMP participants who 


received double credits only had the greatest reduction in field calls. 


o GRAD – GRAD participants who only received the graduated discount or who 


received the graduated discount and counseling had greater reduction in turn-off 


notices than those who received the Quick Home Energy Check-up. 
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V. Cost Effectiveness 


This section examines the potential cost-effectiveness of implementing the pilot programs at full 


scale. 


A. Pilot Costs 


Table V-1 displays the costs of the pilots for the CAMP and GRAD programs.  The table 


shows that CAMP costs totaled $152,018 and GRAD costs totaled $288,233. 


Table V-1 


Pilot Costs 


 


Program Item CAMP GRAD Total Cost 


DEF Enrollment $17,700 $17,700 $35,400 


DEF Payment Counseling $35,400 $17,700 $53,100 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $7,000 


Printing and Mailing Costs $10,622 $10,622 $21,244 


Discounts $42,296 $196,201 $238,497 


Evaluation $42,500 $42,500 $85,000 


Total Cost $152,018 $288,223 $440,241 


 


Table V-2A displays the mean CAMP credits by pilot type.  Credits were higher for CAMP 


1 and CAMP 3, as these participants received double the base CAMP credits. 


Table V-2A 


CAMP Credits 


 


CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit 
Payment 


Counseling 


Credit & 


Counseling 


# 
Mean 


Credits 
# 


Mean 


Credits 
# 


Mean 


Credits 


291 $59 233 $32 300 $58 


 


Table V-2B displays mean GRAD discounts and credits by pilot type.  Average discounts 


and credits were approximately the same for the three groups. 
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Table V-2B 


GRAD Discounts and Credits 


 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount 
Discount & 


Audit 


Discount & 


Counseling 


# 


Mean 


Discounts 


& Credits 


# 


Mean 


Discounts 


& Credits 


# 


Mean 


Discounts 


& Credits 


304 $243 261 $228 257 $244 


 


Table V-3A provides an estimate of CAMP costs per participant and table V-3B provides 


estimates for the program implemented at full scale.  The full scale program costs eliminate 


the DEF enrollment costs, as BGE would enroll customers automatically when they applied 


for state energy assistance.  BGE also would not undertake the intensive customer 


communication effort if implementing the pilot on full scale, and the printing and mailing 


costs would not be incurred.   


The pilot costs vary by pilot because of differences in services offered and differing credit 


amounts. 


Table V-3A 


CAMP Implementation Costs 


 


Program Item 
CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit Payment Counseling Credit & Counseling 


DEF Enrollment $20/customer $20/customer $20/customer 


DEF Payment Counseling -- $39/customer $39/customer 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 


Printing and Mailing Costs $12/customer $12/customer $12/customer 


Discounts $59/customer $32/customer $58/customer 


Total Cost 
$3,500 + 


$91/customer 


$3,500 + 


$103/customer 


$3,500 + 


$129/customer 


 


Table V-3B 


CAMP Full Scale Implementation Costs 


 


Program Item 
CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit Payment Counseling Credit & Counseling 


DEF Enrollment -- -- -- 


DEF Payment Counseling -- $39/customer $39/customer 
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Program Item 
CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit Payment Counseling Credit & Counseling 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 


Printing and Mailing Costs -- -- -- 


Discounts $59/customer $32/customer $58/customer 


Total Cost 
$3,500 + 


$59/customer 


$3,500 + 


$71/customer 


$3,500 + 


$97/customer 


 


Table V-3C provides an estimate of GRAD costs and Table V-3D provides estimates if the 


program were implemented at full scale.  The full scale program excludes the DEF 


enrollment costs, as BGE would enroll customers in the full scale program by either 


proactively identifying likely candidates according to their arrearages and bill payment 


characteristics or by responding to individual customer requests to enroll in GRAD. 


The costs vary by pilot because of differences in services offered.  The Quick Home Energy 


check-up did not impose costs on the program because it was funded through the ratepayer 


funded energy programs offered by BGE.  However, if the pilot was offered at full scale, it 


is unclear whether the QHEC could be provided to all customers. 


Table V-3C 


GRAD Implementation Costs 


 


Program Item 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount Discount & Audit 
Discount & 


Counseling 


DEF Enrollment $20/customer $20/customer $20/customer 


DEF Payment Counseling -- $39/customer $39/customer 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 


Printing and Mailing Costs $12/customer $12/customer $12/customer 


Discounts $243/customer $228/customer $244/customer 


Total Cost 
$3,500 + 


$275/customer 


$3,500 + 


$299/customer 


$3,500 + 


$315/customer 


 


Table V-3C 


GRAD Full Scale Implementation Costs 


 


Program Item 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount Discount & Audit 
Discount & 


Counseling 


DEF Enrollment -- -- -- 


DEF Payment Counseling -- $39/customer $39/customer 


Billing System Modification $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 
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Program Item 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount Discount & Audit 
Discount & 


Counseling 


Printing and Mailing Costs $12/customer $12/customer $12/customer 


Discounts $243/customer $228/customer $244/customer 


Total Cost 
$3,500 + 


$255/customer 


$3,500 + 


$279/customer 


$3,500 + 


$295/customer 


 


B. Pilot Benefits 


Table V-4A estimates the cost savings from the CAMP pilots.  Benefits are the sum of 


savings from the following improvements. 


 Reductions in turn-off notices and field calls. 


 Reductions in carrying costs, based on changes in the amount of arrearages. 


 Reductions in reserve costs, based on changes in the amount of arrearages. 


The only group that had statistically significant changes in collections actions and arrearages 


was CAMP 1, so there were no cost savings estimated for the other pilot groups. 


Table V-4A 


CAMP Benefit Calculation 


 


Program Item 
CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit Payment Counseling Credit & Counseling 


 Change $ Saved Change $ Saved Change $ Saved 


Turn Off Notice ($.35) -- --     


Field Call ($44) -6% $3     


Reduced Carrying Costs 


Change in arrearages *8.02% 
-$72 $6     


Reduced Reserves 


Change in arrearages*9.00% 
-$72 $6     


TOTAL Saved $15   


 


Table V-4B estimates the cost savings from the GRAD pilots.  Savings are estimated for all 


three pilot groups.  The savings vary based upon changes in collections actions and changes 


in arrearages. 
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Table V-4B 


GRAD Benefit Calculation 


 


Program Item 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount Discount & Audit 
Discount & 


Counseling 


 Change $ Saved Change $ Saved Change $ Saved 


Turn Off Notice ($.35) -7% <$1 -- -- -- -- 


Field Call ($44) -- -- -- -- -- -- 


Reduced Carrying Costs 


Change in arrearages *8.02% 
-$96 $7 -$136 $11 -$129 $10 


Reduced Reserves 


Change in arrearages*9.00% 
-$96 $9 -$136 $12 -$129 $12 


TOTAL $16 $23 $22 


 


C. Cost-Effectiveness 


Table V-5A summarizes the costs and benefits for the CAMP pilots.   The table shows that 


none of the programs were cost-effective, but CAMP 1 was the closest to being cost-


effective.  If half of the estimated 65,000 limited-income customers participated in the new 


program, the programming costs would only be a few cents per customer, so the net total 


cost would be about $44 per customer. 


Table V-5A 


CAMP Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 


 


Program Item 
CAMP 1 CAMP 2 CAMP 3 


Double Credit Payment Counseling Credit & Counseling 


Pilot Costs 
$3,500 + 


$59/customer 


$3,500 + 


$71/customer 


$3,500 + 


$97/customer 


Pilot Savings $15 -- -- 


Net Cost 
$3,500 + 


$44/customer 


$3,500 + 


$71/customer 


$3,500 + 


$97/customer 


 


Table V-5B summarizes the costs and benefits for the GRAD pilots.   The table shows that 


none of the programs were cost-effective, and that the net costs of the three GRAD pilots 


were very similar.  If half of the estimated 65,000 limited-income customers participated in 


the new program, the programming costs would only be a few cents per customer, so the net 


total cost would range from $239 to $273 per customer, depending on the pilot that was 


implemented. 
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Table V-5B 


GRAD Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 


 


Program Item 


GRAD 1 GRAD 2 GRAD 3 


Discount Discount & Audit 
Discount & 


Counseling 


Pilot Costs 
$3,500 + 


$255/customer 


$3,500 + 


$279/customer 


$3,500 + 


$295/customer 


Pilot Savings $16 $23 $22 


Net Cost 
$3,500 + 


$239/customer 


$3,500 + 


$256/customer 


$3,500 + 


$273/customer 


 


Of all of the pilots considered, CAMP 1, which provides a double benefit on monthly 


credits, came closest to being cost effective. 
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VI. Findings and Recommendations 


This section summarizes the key findings from the research and recommendations for additional 


pilots and/or implementation of the program at full scale. 


A. Pilot Design 


BGE’s payment pilots were designed by BGE staff to determine the impacts of the programs 


on bill payment and energy usage.  They stratified customers by payment compliance, 


poverty level, energy usage, and arrearages, and assigned customers to the pilot groups.  


While several of the design elements were effectively planned to measure impacts of the 


pilots, there are characteristics of the pilot design that make it challenging to estimate the 


impacts and draw conclusions as to how such pilots might impact BGE’s general population 


of limited-income customers. 


 Self-selection: Randomly selected groups of customers were sent letters to recruit them 


to enroll in each of the pilot program cells.  However, only those customers who took 


the initiative to call DEF in response to the invitation letter or who responded to a call 


received from DEF were enrolled in the pilot.  This self-selection makes it difficult to 


predict how the general group of limited-income customers might respond if enrolled in 


one of these pilot programs. 


 Differing stratification: Different stratification schemes were used for the CAMP pilot 


and the GRAD pilot, resulting in different characteristics of the customers who were 


enrolled in the pilots.  CAMP customers were stratified by number of on-time payments 


made in the previous year and by poverty level.  GRAD customers were stratified by 


number of on-time payments made in the previous year, electric usage, and arrearages.  


The differing characteristics of the customers in the two groups makes it difficult to 


compare the impacts of the different pilots.    


 Comparison group stratification: The limited-income comparison group was not 


stratified in the same way that the treatment group was stratified.  As a result, the 


limited-income comparison group has a different composition than the pilot treatment 


groups, and makes it difficult to understand the net impact of the pilot.  Because the 


stratification data are not available for the comparison group, the results cannot be 


weighted to reflect the full population of limited-income customers. 


 Data attrition: BGE did not have a verified final list of enrollees to use as the treatment 


group for whom we could examine data attrition issues.  Better data tracking would 


provide for better analysis of the data completeness and quality. 
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B. Program Impacts 


Given the issues discussed with the experimental design described above, notably the 


differences between the treatment populations and the comparison group, projections to the 


full limited-income population can be made with less confidence.  However, we present the 


findings on the impacts of the pilots as an indication of the impacts that these programs may 


be expected to have. 


 Usage – We do not see significant net changes in usage for CAMP pilot participants but 


we do find significant changes for electric usage for GRAD electric heating participants 


and for gas usage for GRAD participants who use gas. 


Overall, GRAD electric heating participants had a net reduction in electric usage of 524 


kWh, or four percent of pre-treatment usage.  GRAD 1 electric heating pilot participants 


reduced their net electric usage by 624 kWh or five percent of pre-treatment usage.   


GRAD 2 pilot participants, who received graduated credits and the Quick Home Energy 


Check-up, reduced their gas usage by 35 Therms or four percent of pre-treatment usage. 


 Payments – The analysis showed that overall the treatment group had no change in the 


mean number of months of on-time payments, but the comparison group reduced the 


number of on-time payments made, so the net change was an increase of .5 on-time 


payments for the pilot participants.   


Those in GRAD 2 and GRAD 3, who received payment counseling or the Quick Home 


Energy Check-up in addition to the graduated discounts or credits had greater increases 


in payments than those who only received the discounts or credits. 


The percent of GRAD participants with on-time payments in 11 or 12 months increased 


from 43 percent in the pre-pilot period to 49 percent in the pilot period, but there was 


essentially no change for CAMP participants.   


GRAD participants with the Quick Home Energy Check-up or payment counseling in 


addition to the Quick Home Energy Check-up had larger increases in the percent who 


made 11 or 12 on-time payments. 


 Credits – CAMP pilot participants were required to make on-time payments to receive 


program credits but GRAD participants were not, so we expect differences in the 


number and total amount of credits received. 


CAMP pilot participants received a mean of 4.5 credits, and the mean number did not 


vary significantly by pilot type.  However, CAMP pilot participants with greater poverty 


levels received more credits on average and those who were in the group of customers 


who previously made more payments received more credits on average. 
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CAMP pilot participants, for the most part, were still not paying their bills on time each 


month.  Only nine percent of CAMP pilot participants received credits in 11 or 12 


months of the year.  CAMP participants averaged $51 in credits.   


GRAD pilot participants received an average of 8.5 months of credits or discounts.  The 


number of discounts or credits they received did not vary by GRAD pilot type, but 


customers who made more payments in the pre-pilot period received a greater number of 


months of credits or discounts during the pilot. 


GRAD customers received credits or discounts all 12 months in 47 percent of the cases.  


GRAD participants who received the audit were less likely to receive 11 or 12 months of 


discounts or credits than the other GRAD pilot groups.  GRAD participants averaged 


$239 in discounts and credits. 


 Arrearages – Mean arrearages increased by $33 on average for CAMP participants and 


decreased by $26 on average for GRAD participants.  However, the comparison group’s 


arrearages increased by $93 on average, so the net change was a reduction for CAMP 


and GRAD pilot participants overall.  While 27 percent of GRAD participants reduced 


their arrearages by more than $100, only 16 percent of CAMP participants had this large 


of a reduction in arrearages.  


CAMP participants who received double credits only had a greater reduction in 


arrearages than the other CAMP pilot groups. 


GRAD pilot participants with the audit or counseling in addition to the graduated 


discounts or credits had greater reductions in arrearages. 


 Collections Actions – CAMP pilot participants had a statistically significant net 


reduction in the percentage with field calls and GRAD participants had a statistically 


significant net reduction in the percentage with turn off notices.  None of the pilot 


groups had a statistically significant net decline in the number of denials of service. 


CAMP participants who received payment counseling but no additional credit had the 


greatest reduction in turn-off notices.  CAMP participants who received double credits 


only had the greatest reduction in field calls. 


GRAD participants who only received the graduated discount or who received the 


graduated discount and counseling had greater reduction in turn-off notices than those 


who received the Quick Home Energy Check-up. 


C. Cost Effectiveness 


The goal of the pilots was to test different methods to cost-effectively provide incentives for 


on-time bill payment and reduced usage.  However, an examination of program costs, and 


potential reductions in collections actions and arrearages, shows that it was not likely for 


these programs to be cost-effective through a reduction in collections actions.   
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The pilots that resulted in statistically significant changes in collections actions and 


arrearages were CAMP 1 and the three GRAD pilots.  While none of the pilot programs 


were cost-effective, CAMP 1 was the closest to being cost-effective.  The net costs for 


CAMP 1 were $44 per customer plus the estimated $3,500 to re-program the system.  If half 


of the estimated 65,000 limited-income customers participated in the new program, the 


programming costs would only be a few cents per customer, so the net total costs for the 


program are about $44 per customer. 


The net costs of the three GRAD pilots were very similar to one another.  The net total costs 


ranged from $239 to $273 per customer, depending on the pilot that was implemented. 


D. Recommendations 


Recommendations are made with respect to program administration, customer education 


pilot implementation, and full scale program implementation. 


Program Administration 


Program administration issues were information that was available to the Dollar Energy 


Fund (DEF) and customer payment flexibility. 


 Data access – DEF reported that the ability to access real time information in BGE’s 


system would enable them to respond more fully to questions that customers have. 


During the pilot, DEF had to refer customers to BGE’s customer service department at 


times because they did not have this access.  If BGE decides to implement a program that 


involves counseling by such an outside agency, BGE should investigate whether they can 


provide this data access to allow for improved customer service. 


 Payment timing – DEF reported that some customers who received Social Security 


benefits had difficulty making on-time bill payments because of the timing of their 


benefits and the BGE bill. If BGE enrolls customers in a new pilot or full-scale program, 


they should consider resetting the customer’s bill due date to allow for alignment of the 


bill payment with the receipt of Social Security benefits. 


Customer Education 


There was an opportunity for improved communication to pilot participants. 


 While BGE took many steps to educate customers about the specific benefits of the pilot 


they were enrolled in, the customer survey showed that many customers did not have a 


good understanding of the pilot program.  BGE sent an invitation letter, had customers 


enroll on the phone with a Dollar Energy representative who explained the pilot, and sent 


a confirmation letter that also explained the details of the pilot.  BGE may increase the 


effectiveness of these efforts by shortening and simplifying the written communications.  


The invitation and confirmation letters were quite long and complicated, and a much 


shorter letter that bulleted the major points may be more effective. 
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Pilot Implementation 


If BGE decides to implement another payment pilot, we recommend that they incorporate 


the following design features. 


 Pilot stratification – stratify all pilots to represent the full population of customers who 


would be targeted for a full scale program.  As a result, the research would allow for a 


better understanding of what the results from full scale implementation could be. 


 Customer tracking – provide better tracking of pilot participants to allow for a more 


complete understanding of customer attrition, including service terminations and moves. 


 Customer targeting – target those customers who are most likely to have a beneficial 


outcome from the pilot and construct a comparison group of similar customers.  For 


example, the CAMP program may have the greatest success with customers who are not 


paying all of their bills on time and who are not missing all of their payment due dates.  


The GRAD program may have the greatest success with the subset of these mid-level 


payment compliant customers who are high users, if an on-time payment requirement 


was added. 


 Program potential – examine the potential cost savings from the program against the 


potential costs.  Only implement the pilot if it appears that the program would have real 


potential for achieving cost-effectiveness, if the program is to be assessed primarily on 


this dimension.   


Full Scale Program 


The program that proved to be the most cost-effective was CAMP 1, which only provided 


double credits and no additional services.  The average credit under this pilot was $59 per 


customer, compared to $23 under the original CAMP program.  The percent of customers 


who received a credit each month was 38 percent, compared to 27 percent under the original 


CAMP pilot.  Given the $36 per customer average increase in credit costs compared to the 


potential additional cost savings, the original CAMP program may be more cost-effective 


than the new pilot. 


Payment assistance programs generally have not been found to be cost-effective through 


their impacts on payment compliance.  The one exception that has been seen is where 


payments under the program were designed to be no less than what the customer was paying 


prior to program entry.  If the program can result in customers paying as much or more than 


what they were paying in the pre-program period and increase payments on average, the 


resulting program may be cost-effective.  However, such a pilot would require additional 


programming to calculate each customer’s past annual payments and develop an 


individualized plan based on those payments.  If BGE is able to implement such a program, 


it may be more cost-effective than the pre-pilot CAMP structure. 
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Introduction 


Background 


Over the past year, BGE has run a pilot program in an effort to help limited income customers pay their energy bills.  


Several different configurations that offer customers difference resources (bill credit, home energy audit, and/or 


payment counseling) were tested within two overall program groups.   


 CAMP offered a bill credit in an amount double that of the previous CAMP program (for participants in 


program cells that included a bill credit; one program cell received only payment counseling).  


 Those participating in the GRAD program were given a bill discount based on their energy usage – the 


more energy they used, the lower was their discount – in order to encourage a reduction in use. 


Methodology 


In order to understand customer perceptions of the various pilot program options, a research study was 


commissioned.  To encourage participation, BGE sent program participants a letter indicating they might be 


contacted by an independent research firm to participate in a ten-minute telephone interview regarding their 


experiences.   


A total of 414 telephone interviews were conducted between June 27 and July 8, 2011 from a list of 1,358 


participants supplied by BGE.  


 The survey goal was to complete 75 interviews in each of the 6 cells in the pilot program.  


 In one cell (known as GRAD3 and offering a bill discount and payment counseling), only 37 interviews 


were completed.  Of the 119 customers on the list, 41 were bad numbers, 7 refused to be interviewed, and 


34 could not be reached even though 6 – 8 attempts were made on different days of the week and at 


different times over a two-week period. 


  The distribution of completed interviews was: 


Pilot Program Cell # of Interviews 


GRAD1 – bill discount only 75 


GRAD2 – bill discount + home energy audit 75 


GRAD3 – bill discount + payment counseling 37 


CAMP1 – double bill credit only 75 


CAMP2 – double bill credit + payment counseling 75 


CAMP3 – payment counseling only 77 


Total 414 


187 GRAD participant interviews 


227 CAMP participant interviews 
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Executive Summary 


 Participants in both GRAD and CAMP appear to have been quite satisfied with these programs.  Overall, 93% 


rated their experience over the past year either an “A” or a “B.”  


 Slightly more GRAD (93%) than CAMP (88%) participants rated their overall experience an “A” or “B.” 


 Those in program cells that did not include counseling as part of the program (GRAD1=94%, GRAD2=97%, 


CAMP1=94%) gave higher marks to the experience than those who were supposed to be counseled 


(GRAD3=84%, CAMP3=82%, CAMP2=86%). 


 Participants most often said they were satisfied with the program because it saved them money (22%) or helped 


them when they needed it (18%). 


 Although nearly half (48%) said the program had no impact on their ability to pay their BGE bill on-time more 


often, nearly as many (46%) said it allowed them to pay on-time more often.  Results were not significantly 


different between those in the various program cells. 


 Only 13% of those in program cells that were supposed to receive payment counseling as part of the program 


could recall receiving a phone call from Dollar Energy to discuss their BGE payments. 


 Of the 24 individuals who recalled receiving counseling, 71% said it helped them pay their BGE bill on time 


more often, 63% said counseling helped them to use less energy, and 58% said it helped them to pay more 


of their monthly BGE bill.  Just over a third (38%) said counseling helped them to find additional help beyond 


just paying the utility bill. 


 Just over two-thirds (69%) of participants (in the GRAD2 cell) who were supposed to receive a BGE Quick 


Home Energy Check-up as part of their participation in the program could recall having this done. 


 A majority who had a Quick Home Energy Check-up (71%) said they have been using less energy since that 


inspection. 


 About 1 in 4 program participants said that GRAD or CAMP led them to participate in some other energy 


program – most often the Weatherization Assistance or WAP program offered by a local agency (26%), the 


BGE Limited Income Energy Efficiency Program or LIEEP (23%), or the Maryland Energy Assistance Program 


or MEAP (17%). 
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Executive Summary 


 More than a third (39%) of participants had received CAMP program credits on their monthly BGE bill prior to 


their participation in the GRAD/CAMP pilot program over the past year. 


 Although GRAD offers discounts based on the amount of energy used, just 65% of those participating in the 


program believe they received a bill discount based on this.  In addition, 41% participating in CAMP believe 


they received a bill discount based on the energy they used. 


 Overall, 25% believe they are receiving a discount that is larger than what they had received under the prior 


CAMP program.  In fact, more GRAD (33%) than CAMP (19%) participants believe they are receiving a larger 


credit.  If one factors out those in CAMP3, who received only counseling, still just 20% of those who received a 


double bill credit believe they have been receiving a larger credit over the past year. 


 Overall 1 in 10 said they received counseling to help find ways to pay their BGE bill and this proportion is no 


higher within cells that were supposed to receive counseling than in cells where counseling was not included as 


part of the program. 


 Almost half (45%) of participants said they find it difficult to come up with the money to pay their BGE bill, 


including 31% who find it somewhat difficult and 14% who find it very difficult.  The proportion who find it difficult 


to pay their bill is equally high among GRAD participants (42%) as among CAMP participants (47%). 


 Nearly everyone (94%) found it easy to sign up for GRAD or CAMP. 


 A majority (71%) believe GRAD or CAMP provides sufficient help to pay the BGE bill on time.  Still, 20% overall 


(and 25% in CAMP plus 14% in GRAD) believe it does not. 


 The most frequently offered suggestions concerning what BGE can do to help customers pay their bills are to 


lower rates (20%) or continue these assistance programs (9%). 


 The average study respondent is 58 years old and has an average household income of just over $13,000.  


Most (66%) have no education beyond high school and few are either married (16%) or working full-time (10%).  


Most are female (79%). 
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Executive Summary 


Conclusions 


 Participants were very satisfied with their experience with GRAD or CAMP.  It was easy to sign up for the program 


and these low income individuals (a majority of whom are out of work or retired) appreciate whatever help they can 


get with paying their bills.   


 GRAD seemed to generate slightly greater enthusiasm than CAMP.  Not only were their ratings of overall 


satisfaction with the program slightly higher, GRAD participants were also more likely to believe their bill credits 


were higher than under the previous CAMP program. 


 There seems to be a lack of understanding regarding the programs.  Less than two-thirds realized their bill credits 


through GRAD were based on their energy usage and only about 1 in 4 who received a double bill credit under 


CAMP realized this was a greater amount than they received in the prior program. 


 Counseling does not seem to have been memorable.  Those who received it were no more likely to say it helped 


them find ways to pay their BGE bill than those who did not receive it. 


 The BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up appears to be a useful part of the program since a majority of those who 


received a check-up believe they reduced their energy usage. 
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Detailed Findings 
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Overall Experience Over the Past Year  


 A majority (90%) rated their experience with GRAD or 


CAMP over the past year either an “A” or a “B.” 


 GRAD participants were slightly more likely to rate their 


experience either an “A” or “B” than CAMP participants 


(93% versus 88%). 


 Although still high, the lowest scores were given by 


those in program cells that included payment counseling. 


GRAD 


18%
36%


30%
29%


24%


29% 34%


52%53%
70%


59%54%
61%


76%
66%


27%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


"B"


"A"


93%


86%
82%


94%
88%


84%


97%
94%


(n) (181) (71) (73)(73)(71)(217)(37)(73)


CAMP 


1.  What overall grade would you give to your experience with the GRAD/CAMP program over the past year? 


"C", 7%


"D", 1%


"F", 1%


"B", 28%


"A", 62%


Overall (n=398) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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Reasons Behind Grade of Overall Experience 


Total GRAD CAMP 


Saved me money/reduced my bill 22% 26% 18% 


Helpful/was help when I needed it 18% 14% 22% 


Good program/satisfied with it 13% 12% 13% 


Have had no issues/problems 9% 8% 11% 


Didn’t notice (much) difference in bill 8% 8% 8% 


Helped me to pay my utility bill 7% 10% 5% 


Good/responsive service from personnel 4% 4% 4% 


I like getting discounts 3% 5% 1% 


It’s a confusing program/the savings fluctuates 3% 3% 3% 


My bill continues to increase 2% 2% 3% 


The program helped to make my bill affordable 1% 2% 1% 


It made me more conscious of/helped me to save energy 1% 3% 0% 


Appreciate it 1% 2% 1% 


They did what they said they would do 1% 1% 2% 


The program is easy/understandable 1% 1% 2% 


The energy audit was helpful 1% 1% * 


Counseling was helpful * 1% * 


Other 4% 4% 5% 


Not sure/no answer 8% 9% 7% 


(n) (414) (187) (227) 


 The main reasons for high satisfaction with the GRAD and CAMP experience are that these programs saved 


participants money and provided help when they needed it. 


2.  Why is that? 
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Impact of Program on Paying BGE Bill 


 Nearly half (46%) of participants said that since they 


have been participating in GRAD or CAMP, they have 


been paying their BGE bill on-time more often. 


 There was no significant difference in response 


between participants in the various program cells. 


GRAD 


4% 8% 5%
6%


7%
8%


4%


45% 47% 44% 46% 50% 45% 48%
56%


40%


44%48%44%49%48%49%49%


6%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


No


change


Paying


on-time


less often


Paying


on-time


more


often


(n) (187) (75) (75)(77)(75)(227)(37)(75)


CAMP 


3.  Since you have been participating in this program, would you say you have been paying your BGE bill on-time more often, you have been 


paying your BGE bill on-time less often, or there has been no change in when you pay your BGE bill? 


No change, 


48%


Paying on-


time less 


often, 6%


Paying on-


time more 


often, 46%


Overall (n=414) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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Impact of Program on Energy Usage 


 More than a third (40%) of participants said that since 


they have been participating in GRAD or CAMP, they 


have been using less energy. 


 GRAD participants (51%) were more likely than 


CAMP participants (32%) to say they have been 


using less energy. 


GRAD 


9%


11%
8%


12% 15%


9%


13%


33% 41%
27%


27%
49% 44%


56%
47%


4% 6%
14%


7% 5%


35%


27%


33%32%


51%
56%


46%
51%


9%


8%8%7%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


Don't


know


No


change


Using


more


Using less


(n) (187) (75) (75)(77)(75)(227)(37)(75)


CAMP 


4.  Since you have been participating in this program, would you say you have been using less energy, you have been using more energy, or 


there has been no change in your usage of energy? 


Don't know, 


7%


Using more 


energy, 11%


No change, 


42%


Using less 


energy, 40%


Overall (n=414) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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Payment Counseling 


 Participants in three program cells (GRAD3, CAMP2, and 


CAMP3) were supposed to receive payment counseling as part 


of their participation in the program. 


 Just 13% (24 out of 189) recalled receiving a phone call from 


Dollar Energy during the course of the program to discuss their 


BGE payments.   


 A majority of those who recalled receiving counseling said it 


helped them pay their BGE bill on time more often (17 out of 


24 or 71%), use less energy (15 out of 24 or 63%), or helped 


them pay more of their monthly BGE bill (14 out of 24 or 


58%). 


 Just over a third (9 out of 24 or 38%) said payment 


counseling assisted them in finding help beyond just paying 


the utility bill.) 


Results of Counseling 


38%


58%
63%


71%


(n=24 who recalled a phone call from Dollar Energy)


5. Did you receive a phone call from Dollar Energy during the course of the program to discuss your BGE payments? 


6. How, if at all, would you say the payment counseling call from Dollar Energy helped you?  Would you say it helped you to: 


 a.  Pay more of your monthly BGE bill?                b.  Pay your monthly BGE bill on time more often?                c.  Use less energy? 


 d.  Find additional help beyond just paying the utility bill, such as for food, rent, medical expenses, or something else? 


Received Counseling (n=189) 


Counseling helped 


them pay their BGE bill 


on time more often 


Counseling helped them 


use less energy 


Counseling helped them find 


additional help beyond just 


paying the utility bill 


Counseling helped 


them pay more of their 


monthly BGE bill 


Don't 


remember, 


22%


No 


counseling, 


65%


Yes, had 


counseling, 


13%
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Quick Home Energy Check-up 


 It was intended that participants in one program cell (GRAD2) receive a BGE Quick Home Energy 


Check-up as part of their participation in the program and over two-thirds (69%) recalled receiving this 


service.  


 Nearly three-quarters (71%) who recalled receiving a BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up said 


they have been using less energy since that inspection. 


Results of BGE  


Quick Home Energy Check-up 
(n=52) 


7. Did you receive a BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up as part of this program?  This is where someone came out to your home and 


made suggestions for things that could be done to help you use less energy. 


8. Would you say that since the BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up you have been using less energy, you have been using more 


energy, or there has been no real change in your energy usage? 


Received BGE  


Quick Home Energy Check-up 
(n=75) 


Not sure, 6%


Using more 


energy, 23%


Have been 


using less 


energy, 71%


Don't 


remember, 


1%


No, 30%
Yes, 69%
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Other Energy Programs 


 About a quarter of participants said that their participation in 


GRAD or CAMP over the past year led them to participate in 


other energy assistance programs – most often 


Weatherization Assistance offered by the local agency, the 


Limited Income Energy Efficiency Program offered by BGE, 


or the Maryland Energy Assistance Program. 


 Participants in the GRAD3 program were particularly 


likely to indicate they were led to the WAP program. 


 Participants in the GRAD1 or GRAD2 programs were 


more likely than others to indicate their participation in 


GRAD led them to participation in BGE’s Limited Income 


Energy Efficiency Program. 


GRAD 


Overall 


GRAD1 


Bill 


discount 


only 


GRAD2 


Bill 


discount + 


home 


energy 


audit 


GRAD3 


Bill discount + 


payment 


counseling 


CAMP 


Overall 


CAMP1 


Double bill 


credit only 


CAMP3 


Payment 


counseling 


only 


CAMP2 


Double bill 


credit + 


payment 


counseling 


WAP offered by local agency 28% 28% 21% 43% 24% 24% 26% 23% 


BGE LIEEP 27% 31% 31% 11% 20% 16% 23% 21% 


Other Energy Asst. Programs 27% 37% 21% 19% 20% 24% 20% 16% 


(n) (187) (75) (75) (37) (227) (75) (77) (75) 


9. Has your participation in the GRAD/CAMP program over the past year led to your participation in other energy programs such as: 


 a.  The Weatherization Assistance or WAP program that is offered by the local agency? 


 b.  The Limited Income Energy Efficiency Program or LIEEP program offered by BGE? 


 c.  any other energy assistance program?  Specify:  ______________________________________ 


Other Energy Programs Led to by 


GRAD/CAMP Participation 


 (n=414) 


Weatherization 


Assistance (WAP) 


offered by local 


agency 


BGE Ltd. Income 


Energy Efficiency 


Program (LIEEP) 


MEAP (Md. Energy Asst. Program)  17% 


Others mentioned by 1% or fewer: Fuel Fund of Maryland, BGE Budget 


Billing, Electric Universal Service Program, BGE PeakRewards, Home 


Energy Audit, Hawkeye Energy Solutions                                (n= 414)  


Other Energy 


Assistance 


Programs 


23%23%26%
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Perceived Benefits 


 More than a third (39%) of participants indicated that, prior to their 


participation in GRAD or CAMP over the past year, they had been 


receiving CAMP program credits on their monthly BGE bill. 


 Several segments of CAMP participants were particularly likely to 


say they were previously receiving CAMP credits: 


 Those with a household income under $10,000 (48%),  


 Unemployed participants (53%), or 


 Retired CAMP participants (40%). 


  More than half overall (52%), but more GRAD (65%) than CAMP 


participants (41%) said they have received a discount on their BGE bill 


based on the amount of energy they use. 


 About 1 in 4 overall, but more GRAD (33%) than CAMP (19%) 


participants, believe they receive a discount on their BGE bill that is 


larger than what they received under the prior CAMP program. 


 About 1 in 10 believe they received counseling to help find ways to pay 


their BGE bill. 


Total GRAD 


Overall 


GRAD1 


Bill 


discount 


only 


GRAD2 


Bill discount 


+ home 


energy audit 


GRAD3 


Bill discount + 


payment 


counseling 


CAMP 


Overall 


CAMP1 


Double 


bill credit 


only 


CAMP3 


Payment 


counseling 


only 


CAMP2 


Double bill 


credit + 


payment 


counseling 


Discount on monthly BGE 


bill larger than received in 


prior CAMP program 


25% 33% 31% 36% 32% 19% 25% 16% 15% 


BGE bill discount based on 


amount of energy used 
52% 65% 65% 65% 65% 41% 43% 34% 45% 


Counseling to help find 


ways to pay BGE bill 
10% 9% 7% 13% 5% 10% 13% 8% 9% 


(n) (414) (187) (75) (75) (37) (227) (75) (77) (75) 


10. Prior to your participation in the GRAD/CAMP program over the past year, were you receiving any CAMP program credits on your monthly 


BGE bill? 


11.  Which of the following things have you received based upon your participation in the GRAD/CAMP program over the past year? 


  a.  A discount on your monthly BGE bill larger than what you received in CAMP before this new program 


  b.  A discount on your monthly BGE bill based on the amount of energy you use 


  c.  Counseling to help you find ways to pay your BGE bill 


Received CAMP Credit Prior to 


Participating in Current Program 


 (n=414) 


41%
37%


39%


Overall GRAD CAMP


Received Based on Participation in GRAD or CAMP over the Past Year 
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21%
28%


41%
33%


26%


36% 38%


14%17%
11%14%16%14%


12%14%


28%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


Somewhat
difficult


Very
difficult


42%


52%53%


37%


47%


57%


42%


33%


(n) (183) (72) (71)(75)(73)(219)(37)(74)


Ease of Paying BGE Bill  


 Nearly half (45%) of participants overall said they find it 


difficult to come up with the money to pay their BGE bill. 


 More than half of participants in three program cells 


(GRAD3, CAMP3, and CAMP2) indicated they find it 


difficult to pay their bill.  These same three cells were the 


ones that were offered payment counseling as part of 


the program. 


 CAMP participants with an income below $10,000 were 


particularly likely to say they find it difficult to pay their 


monthly BGE bill (59%) 


GRAD CAMP 


12.  How difficult or easy is it for you to come up with the money to pay your BGE bill – would you say very difficult, somewhat difficult, 


somewhat easy, or very easy? 


Very difficult, 


14%


Somewhat 


difficult, 31%


Somewhat 


easy, 35% Very easy, 


20%


Overall (n=402) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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Ease of Signing Up for GRAD/CAMP 


 A majority (94%) found the process to sign up for GRAD or 


CAMP easy. 


 Participants in all program cells found it equally easy to 


sign up. 


GRAD 


18%


21%
28%


26%


18%


23%
37%


56%
66%


79%
67%69%69%79%73%


21%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


Somewhat


easy


Very easy


94% 93%89%97%93%
97%


90%


97%


(n) (182) (75) (68)(74)(71)(213)(35)(72)


CAMP 


13.  How difficult or easy was the process to sign up for the GRAD/CAMP program – would you say very difficult, somewhat difficult, 


somewhat easy, or very easy? 


Very difficult, 


2%


Somewhat 


difficult, 4%


Somewhat 


easy, 24%


Very easy, 


70%


Overall (n=395) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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23%


34%


19%
25%24%


15%
9%


14%


GRAD Overall GRAD1 GRAD2 GRAD3 CAMP Overall CAMP1 CAMP3 CAMP2


No, not


enough


help


(n) (187) (75) (75)(77)(75)(227)(37)(75)


GRAD/CAMP Provides Sufficient Help to Pay BGE Bill On-time 


 Although a majority (71%) of participants said GRAD or 


CAMP provides them with enough help to be able to pay their 


monthly BGE bill on-time, 1 in 5 (20%) indicated it does not. 


 CAMP program participants, particularly those in the 


CAMP3 cell who were offered only payment counseling, 


were particularly likely to say the program does not 


provide sufficient help. 


 Employed participants in both CAMP (38%) and GRAD 


(21%) were more likely than those not working to say the 


program provides insufficient assistance. 


GRAD CAMP 


14.  Do you feel as though the GRAD/CAMP program provides enough help for you to be able to pay your monthly BGE bill on-time? 


Not sure, 9%


No, 20%


Yes, 71%


Overall (n=414) 


bill discount 


only 


bill discount + 


home energy audit 


bill discount + 


payment counseling 


double bill 


credit only 


double bill credit + 


payment counseling 


payment 


counseling  only 
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Suggestions 


Total GRAD CAMP 


Lower rates/charges 20% 20% 20% 


Continue the assistance program 9% 13% 6% 


Provide a larger discount 6% 5% 6% 


Provide more assistance information 3% 2% 4% 


Offer more extensions 2% 3% 1% 


Pay the bill for them 1% 2% 1% 


Give a free month 1% 2% 1% 


Payment plan 1% 1% 1% 


Other 8% 5% 9% 


Nothing 15% 15% 15% 


Not sure 35% 33% 36% 


(n) (414) (187) (227) 


 Other than lowering utility rates, the most frequent suggestion for something BGE can do to help 


customers pay their utility bills is to continue the GRAD/CAMP assistance program – a suggestion that 


was particularly likely to come from GRAD participants. 


15.  What else could BGE do to help you to pay your monthly energy bill on-time?  PROBE:  Anything else?  (Multiple replies accepted.) 
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Survey Respondent Demographic Profile 


Total GRAD 


Overall 


GRAD1 


Bill 


discount 


only 


GRAD2 


Bill discount 


+ home 


energy audit 


GRAD3 


Bill discount + 


payment 


counseling 


CAMP 


Overall 


CAMP1 


Double 


bill credit 


only 


CAMP3 


Payment 


counseling 


only 


CAMP2 


Double bill 


credit + 


payment 


counseling 


Average Age 58 56 58 55 57 58 60 57 58 


Average Household Income $13.6k $13.3k $13.3k $12.8k $14.3k $13.9k $12.5k $14.0k $15.3k 


Education:   Less than High School 25% 19% 24% 12% 22% 30% 34% 28% 28% 


High School Graduate 41% 42% 46% 49% 19% 40% 32% 43% 43% 


At least some college 35% 39% 30% 39% 59% 30% 34% 29% 29% 


Marital Status:                      Single 35% 36% 30% 39% 44% 34% 35% 37% 30% 


Married 16% 17% 15% 19% 17% 16% 18% 15% 16% 


Divorced/Separated/Widowed 49% 47% 55% 42% 39% 50% 47% 48% 54% 


Children <18 in the household 27% 29% 26% 33% 28% 26% 20% 29% 28% 


Employment: Employed Full Time* 10% 9% 8% 11% 8% 11% 10% 10% 13% 


Employed Part Time 8% 9% 8% 11% 5% 8% 8% 8% 7% 


Not Employed 39% 46% 41% 49% 47% 33% 31% 35% 32% 


Retired 43% 36% 43% 29% 40% 48% 51% 47% 48% 


Gender:                                Female 79% 78% 84% 72% 78% 79% 73% 82% 83% 


Male 21% 22% 16% 28% 22% 21% 27% 18% 17% 


(avg. n) (405) (182) (73) (74) (36) (222) (73) (76) (74) 


*1% overall are self-employed 
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Appendix 
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Telephone Questionnaire 


Hollander Cohen & McBride Marketing Research                                                             June, 2011     #7992P 


  
GRAD/CAMP Limited Income Energy Assistance Pilot Survey 


 
 


Quota Group: -1  GRAD1 bill discount only     -4  CAMP1 double bill credit only       


    -2  GRAD2 bill discount + home energy audit  -5  CAMP3 payment counseling only 


           -3  GRAD3 bill discount + payment counseling -6  CAMP2 double bill credit + payment counseling                                               


 
Hello, may I speak with [NAME ON LIST].  This is    of HCM Marketing Research calling on behalf of BGE.  You should have received a 
letter in the past few weeks indicating we would be calling to get your feedback on your experience with the [INSERT PROPER PROGRAM 
BASED ON QUOTA GROUP]  


6. Graduated Rate Discount or GRAD program that helps you to pay your monthly BGE bill. 


OR 


7. Customer Assistance Maintenance or CAMP program that helps you to pay your monthly BGE bill. 
 


TIME BEGUN:  _________ 
 
1. Using the same grades used in school where “A” is excellent, “B” is good, “C” is average, “D” is below average and “F” is very poor, 


what overall grade would you give to your experience with the [INSERT PROGRAM NAME] over the past year? 


   -5 A    


   -4 B   


   -3 C   


   -2 D   


   -1 F     


   [  ] DK/NOT SURE/REF. 
 


2.  Why is that? __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 


3. Since you have been participating in this program, would you say:  [SINGLE RESPONSE/ROTATE] 


 -1 you have been paying your BGE bill on-time more often, 


 -2 you have been paying your BGE bill on-time less often, or 


 -3 there has been no change in when you pay your BGE bill? 
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Telephone Questionnaire 


4. Since you have been participating in this program, would you say:  [SINGLE RESPONSE/ROTATE] 


  -1 you have been using less energy, 


  -2 you have been using more energy, or  


  -3 there has been no change in your use of energy? 


ASK Q.5 IF QUOTA GROUP = 3, 5 OR 6 – HAS HAD COUNSELING: 


5. Did you receive a phone call from Dollar Energy during the course of the program to discuss your BGE payments?   


  -1 Yes 


  -2 No  Skip to Q.7 if quota group=2/all else skip to Q.9 


  -3 Not sure/don’t remember  Skip to Q.7 if quota group=2/all else skip to Q.9 


 
6. How, if at all, would you say the payment counseling call from Dollar Energy helped you?  Would you say it has helped you to:  


 
Yes No 


Not 
Sure 


ROTATE QUESTION ORDER, BUT “D” ALWAYS LAST  


 -1 -2 -3 a. Pay more of your monthly BGE bill? 


 -1 -2 -3 b. Pay your monthly BGE bill on time more often? 


 -1 -2 -3 c. Use less energy? 


 -1 -2 -3 
d. Find additional help beyond just paying the utility bill, such as for 


food, rent, medical expenses, or something else? 


 


SKIP NOW TO Q.9 UNLESS QUOTA GROUP=2 – HAD QUICK HOME ENERGY CHECK-UP: 


 7. Did you receive a BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up as part of this program?  This is where someone came out to your home and 
made suggestions for things that could be done to help you use less energy.  


  -1 Yes 


  -2 No  Skip to Q.9 


  -3 Don’t remember  Skip to Q.9 
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Telephone Questionnaire 


8. Would you say that since the BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up, [SINGLE RESPONSE/ROTATE]         


  -1 you have been using less energy, 


  -2 you have been using more energy, or 


  -3 there has been no real change in your energy usage? 


9. Has your participation in the [INSERT “CAMP” OR “GRAD” BASED ON SAMPLE] program over the past year led to your participation 
in other energy programs such as: 


 
Yes No 


Not 
Sure 


  


 -1 -2 -3 a. the Weatherization Assistance or WAP program that is offered by 
the local agency? 


 -1 -2 -3 b. the Limited Income Energy Efficiency Program or LIEEP program 
offered by BGE? 


 -1 -2 -3 c. any other energy assistance program?  
SPECIFY:_________________________________ 


 
10. Prior to your participation in the [INSERT “CAMP” OR “GRAD” BASED ON SAMPLE] program over the past year, were you receiving 


any CAMP program credits on your monthly BGE bill?  


  -1 Yes 


  -2 No   


  -3 Don’t remember   
 
11. Which of the following things have you received based upon your participation in the [INSERT “CAMP” OR “GRAD” BASED ON 


SAMPLE]  program over the past year? 


 
Yes No 


Not 
Sure 


ROTATE QUESTION ORDER 


 -1 -2 -3 
a. A discount on your monthly BGE bill larger than what you received 


in CAMP before this new program 


     


 -1 -2 -3 
b. A discount on your monthly BGE bill based on the amount of 


energy you use 


     


 -1 -2 -3 c. Counseling to help you find ways to pay your BGE bill   
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Telephone Questionnaire 


12. How difficult or easy is it for you to come up with the money to pay your BGE bill – would you say: 


  -1 very difficult, 


  -2 somewhat difficult,  


  -3 somewhat easy, or 


  -4    very easy? 
 
13. How difficult or easy was the process to sign up for the [INSERT “CAMP” OR “GRAD” BASED ON SAMPLE] program – would you 


say:  


  -1 very difficult, 


  -2 somewhat difficult,  


  -3 somewhat easy, or 


  -4  very easy? 
 
14. Do you feel as though the [INSERT “CAMP” OR “GRAD” BASED ON SAMPLE] program provides enough help for you to be able to 


pay your monthly BGE bill on-time?  


  -1 Yes 


  -2 No   


  -3 Not sure   
 
15. What else could BGE do to help you to pay your monthly energy bill on-time? PROBE:  Anything else? 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


Now, just a few final questions to help us analyze the results of the survey 


16. Please stop me when I reach the category that includes your age.  Are you. . . . 


   -1  Under 25      


   -2  25-34  


   -3  35 to 44,  


   -4  45 to 54,  


   -5  55 to 64, or   


   -6  65 or over?   
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Telephone Questionnaire 


17. What is the last grade of school you have had the opportunity to complete? 


   -1  less than high school   


   -2  high school graduate   


   -3  some college 


   -4  college graduate 


   -5  postgraduate work  
 
18. Are you single, married, divorced, separated, or widowed? 


   -1  single           


   -2  married             


   -3  divorced or separated           


   -4  widowed  
 
19. Are there any children under the age of 18 living in your household?  


   -1  yes  


   -2  no  
 
20. Are you currently employed full time, employed part time, not employed, or retired? 


        -2  employed full time  b. are you self-employed?        -1  Yes -2  No 


         -3  employed part time        


   -4  not employed 


   -5  retired    
 
21. And lastly, is the total income of all members of your household :  


   -1  under $5,000,      -6 $25,001 - $30,000, 


   -2 $5,001 to $10,000,      -7 $30,001 - $35,000, 


   -3 $10,001 - $15,000,      -8 $35,001 - $40,000, or 


   -4 $15,001 - $20,000,      -9 over $40,000? 


   -5 $20,001 - $25,000,      [  ]  REFUSED 


    
 
 22. OBSERVE GENDER:    -1  MALE   -2  FEMALE  
 
22. RECORD FROM SAMPLE:  ZIP, OHEP, PAYMENT HISTORY, ARREARS, ENERGY USAGE   
 
I want to thank you for taking the time to speak with me.  My name is ___________________ and this survey is being conducted for BGE by 
HCM Research.  Have a good day/evening.   


TIME ENDED:  ____________________   DATE:  __________________________  INTV:  ___________ 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ATTACHMENT 3 







BGE Limited-Income Pilot Program Evaluation 


BGE designed and implemented CAMP and GRAD pilot payment assistance programs to determine the effect 


of energy bill discounts and payment counseling on the payment timeliness of limited-income customers.  The 


three CAMP pilots provided double the existing CAMP bill credits, existing CAMP credits and payment 


counseling, or double CAMP credits and payment counseling.  The GRAD pilots provided graduated credits 


with discounts based on usage, graduated credits and a home energy audit, or graduated credits and payment 


counseling.  APPRISE Inc. conducted a process and impact evaluation of these pilots. 


Participant Feedback 
The participant survey showed that many customers did not have a good understanding of the pilot program.  


Participants felt that they had reduced usage and increased on-time bill payment after enrolling in the pilot.  


Most customers were very or somewhat satisfied with the program. 


Program Impacts 
APPRISE analyzed data for participants and a comparison group to estimate the impacts of the pilot. 


 Usage – CAMP pilot participants did not have statistically significant reductions in energy usage, but 


GRAD participants reduced electric heating and gas usage. 


 Payments – The pilot participants did not improve their on-time payments substantially. 


 Credits – CAMP participants received a mean of 4.5 credits over 12 months, averaging a total of $51.  


GRAD participants received an average of 8.5 months of credits or discounts, averaging $239. 


 Arrearages – Mean arrearages increased by $33 on average for CAMP participants and decreased by $26 on 


average for GRAD participants.      


 Collections Actions – CAMP participants had a reduction in field calls and GRAD participants had a 


reduction in turn off notices.  No group reduced the average number of denials of service. 


Cost Effectiveness 
It was not likely for these programs to be cost-effective through a reduction in collections actions, based on the 


level of program costs.  While none of the pilot programs were cost-effective, the CAMP pilot that only 


provided double credits came the closest to cost-effective.   


Recommendations 


 Education - BGE’s pilot invitation and confirmation letters were quite long and complicated, and a much 


shorter letter that bulleted the major points may be more effective. 


 Pilot Design - If BGE decides to implement another payment pilot, some revised design strategies could 


allow for more accurate evaluation of the pilot impacts. 


 Full Scale Program - The average annual credits awarded under the CAMP double credit pilot were $59 per 


customer, compared to $23 under the original CAMP program.  Given the $36 per customer average 


increase in credit costs compared to the potential additional cost savings, the original CAMP program may 


be more cost-effective than the new pilot. 


Payment assistance programs have only been found to be cost-effective where payments under the program 


were designed to be no less than what the customer was paying prior to program entry.  Such a program 


design may be more cost-effective than the pre-pilot CAMP structure. 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ATTACHMENT 4 
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Schedule R continued 


 


 


Minimum Charge:  Net Delivery Service Customer Charge. 


 


Billing Seasons:  Summer rates are billed for the four billing periods ending June through September.  
Non-Summer rates are billed for the eight billing periods ending October through May. 


 


Late Payment Charge:  Standard. (Sec. 7.4) 


 


Payment Terms:  Standard. (Sec. 7) 


 


 


 


Subject to Riders applicable as listed below: 


 
 1.  Standard Offer Service 


 2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


 3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


 4.  Budget Billing 


 5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


 6.  Controlled Water Heating Service 


 8.      Energy Cost Adjustment 


 9.  Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


10.    Administrative Cost Adjustment 


13.    Change of Schedule 


14.  Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


15.  Demand Response Service  


16.    Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


18.  Net Energy Metering 


20.   Financing Credit 


21.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


22.  Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses 


23.  Advanced Meter Services 


25.    Monthly Rate Adjustment 


26.    Peak Time Rebate 


28.  Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


31.    Graduated Rate Discount 


32.    Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
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Schedule RL continued 
 


Rating Periods: 


Summer 
 Peak - Between the hours of 10 am and 8 pm on weekdays, excluding the National holidays 


listed below. 
 Intermediate - Between the hours of 7 am and 10 am, and the hours of 8 pm and 11 pm on 


weekdays, excluding the National holidays listed below. 
 Off-Peak - All times other than those defined for the On-Peak and Intermediate-Peak rating 


periods.   


Non-Summer 
 Peak - Between the hours of 7 am and 11 am, and the hours of 5 pm and 9 pm on weekdays, 


excluding the National holidays listed below. 
 Intermediate - Between the hours of 11 am and 5 pm on weekdays, excluding the National 


holidays listed below. 


 Off-Peak - All times other than those defined for the On-Peak and Intermediate-Peak rating 


periods. 


 


The Non-Summer time periods shown above will begin and end one hour later for the period 


between the second Sunday in March and the first Sunday in April, and for the period between 


the last Sunday in October and the first Sunday in November. 
 


Holidays 
 All hours on Saturdays and Sundays and the following National holidays are Off-Peak:  New Year's 


Day, President's Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, 


Christmas, and the Monday following such of these as fall on Sunday. 


 
Late Payment Charge:  Standard. (Sec. 7.4) 


Payment Terms:  Standard. (Sec. 7) 


Term of Contract:  One year and thereafter until terminated by the Customer. 


 


Subject to Riders applicable as listed below: 


  1.  Standard Offer Service 


  2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


  3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


  4.  Budget Billing 


  5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


  6.  Controlled Water Heater Service 


 8.    Energy Cost Adjustment 


 9.    Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


 10.   Administrative Cost Adjustment 


 13.   Change of Schedule 


 14.   Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


 15.    Demand Response Service  


 16.   Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


 20.   Financing Credit 


 21.    Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


 22.    Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses                  


 23.    Advanced Meter Services 


 25.   Monthly Rate Adjustment 


 28.   Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


 31.   Graduated Rate Discount 


 32.   Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
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RIDER   INDEX 
 


1.  Standard Offer Service 


2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


4.  Budget Billing  


5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


6.  Controlled Water Heating Service 


7.  Economic Development 


8.  Energy Cost Adjustment 


9.  Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


  10.  Administrative Cost Adjustment 


  11.  Measured Demand 


12.  Reserved for Future Use 


  13.  Change of Schedule 


  14.  Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


  15.  Demand Response Service  


  16.  Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


  17.  Best Efforts Service 


  18.  Net Energy Metering 


  19.  Demonstration and Trial Installations 


  20.  Financing Credit 


  21.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


  22.  Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses 


  23.  Advanced Meter Services 


  24.  Load Response Program 


  25.  Monthly Rate Adjustment 


  26.  Peak Time Rebate 


27.  Reserved for Future Use 


  28.  Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


  29.  Rate Mitigation and Recovery Charge Adjustment 


  30.  Reserved for Future Use 


  31.  Graduated Rate DiscountReserved for Future Use  


 32.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP)  


 


 


Schedule 


 


Riders Applicable 


   R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 


26, 28, 31, 32 


   RL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 


28, 31, 32 


   G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29   


   GU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 21 


   GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29  


   GL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 


28, 29  


   P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29  


   T   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29 


   SL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 21, 29  


   PL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 9, 21 


   X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 


  SPE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 9, 21, 23, 24, 28, 29 
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28. Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


 


Availability: For all residential and non-residential customers within the Company’s service 


territory seeking to interconnect energy generation resources to the electric distribution system. 


 


 In accordance with COMAR 20.50.09: Small Generator Interconnection Standards, the 


Company has established protocols for the communication, metering, and interconnection with 


customers who are seeking to install a generation resource.  This protocol will ensure the proper 


engineering and compliance with local, regional, and national codes. 


 


Cost: The Customer will be charged in accordance with interconnection levels as determined by 


COMAR 20.50.09.  The following application fees apply: 


Level 1 - No charge; 


Level 2 - $50 plus $1 per kW of rated generating facility output;  


Level 3 - $100 plus $2 per kW of rated generating facility output; and 


Level 4 - $100 plus $2 per kW of rated generating facility output. 


 


Approval: After receiving a standard small generator interconnection agreement from the 


Company, the Customer will have the generation equipment installed and inspected by the local 


municipality.  Upon receiving a certification of inspection from the municipality, the Customer 


will submit a certificate of completion to the Company.  The company will then install the 


necessary meter equipment on the premises. 


 


 The Company shall maintain a database to track the installation of new generation 


resources within the service territory and will submit reports to the Commission in accordance 


with COMAR 20.50.09.  


 


29.   Rate Mitigation and Recovery Charge Adjustment 


 
 For the October 2011 – September 2012 billing period, the Type II Generation Market-


Priced Service rates for Schedules G and GS Customers are adjusted to recover previously 


mitigated charges limiting their total average bill increase to 15 percent for the June - August 


2008 billing period.  


 


 Distribution energy charges for all nonresidential Customers are likewise adjusted for the 


October 2011 – September 2012 Type II billing period to refund the actual mitigation costs 


incurred to reduce the rates for those newly-designated Type II Customers as of June 1, 2008. 


 


 Reconciliation of any over- or under-collection of the Rate Mitigation and Recovery 


Charge Adjustment shall be conducted upon conclusion of the rate effective period.  


 


Mitigation Cost Charges (October 2011 – September 2012 Billings): 


Schedule G Type II:   $0.01062/kWh 


Schedule GS Type II: $0.01336/kWh  


 


Mitigation Costs Credit (October 2011 – September 2012 Billings): 


 Applicable to all non-residential sales:   $(0.00038)/kWh 


 


30.  Reserved for Future Use 
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31.  Graduated Rate Discount Reserved for Future Use 


 
The Graduated Rate Discount Pilot Program will run for a period of 12 months, from July 


1, 2010 through June 2011 billings. The Graduated Rate Discount Pilot Program participants 


must meet the income eligibility requirements for the Maryland Energy Assistance Program 


(MEAP) and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP). The Rider 31 Pilot Program and the 


Graduated Rate Discount Pilot referenced in the Gas Rider 15 will consist of 3 groups of 


approximately 300 customers each.  One group is required to schedule and complete a Quick 


Home Energy Checkup (QHEC).  Failure to complete the QHEC requirement will result in 


disenrollment from the pilot.  Another group will receive case management services. 
 


The Graduated Rate Discount tiers are: 


 


 Total monthly usage               Bill Discount 


     


     0-500 kWh            40% 


501-750 kWh              30% 


751-1000 kWh            20% 


1001-1500 kWh            10% 


1501 + kWh           $15 Credit 


 


A single discount rate from the table above is applied to the total of the Electric Supply 


amount and the Electric Distribution Charge amount of a customer’s monthly bill.  The discount 


will be combined with any applicable discount earned by customers also participating in the Gas 


Rider 15 (Graduated Rate Discount) Pilot Program and appear as a separate line item on the 


customer’s bill.  


 


Customers having arrearages above $1,000.00, or have not made a payment in the 3 


months leading up to the date of enrollment selection, or with a record of theft and/or fraud may 


not enroll in the program. Customers enrolled in the Electric Rider 32 (CAMP) Pilot that runs 


concurrently from July 1, 2010 through June 2011 billings cannot also participate in the 


Graduated Rate Discount Pilot Program. Participants whose service is turned off for fraud, theft 


or nonpayment will be disenrolled from the pilot program.  However, a customer disqualified due 


to nonpayment may be reinstated into the pilot program with full payment.  
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Rider 32.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 


 


A. CAMP 


 


All residential customers enrolled in the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) 


and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP) are eligible to participate in this program.  


Customers who do not meet these requirements are not eligible to participate. 


 


Under this program, customers who pay their total outstanding bill in full and on-time 


will earn a credit based on their income level eligibility. If the total amount due on the 


customer’s bill is zero or less, or if the customer’s Budget Billing amount is less than the CAMP 


credit amount, the customer will not receive a CAMP credit on the subsequent bill. The income 


level eligibility and credit amounts are as follows: 


 


  0 – 75% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $12.00 per month credit  


  76% – 110% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $9.00 per month credit  


  111% – 150% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $7.00 per month credit  


  151% – 175% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $5.00 per month credit 


  Subsidized Housing recipients receive a $5.00 per month credit 


 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 


credit per account. 


 


 


B. CAMP Pilot 


 


The CAMP Pilot will run for a period of 12 months, from July 1, 2010 through June 2011 


billings.  The Pilot Program will be used to collect and analyze data on bill payment behavior. 


 


The CAMP Pilot referenced in the Gas Rider 16 and Electric Rider 32 will utilize 3 


groups of approximately 300 customers each with credits assigned as follows: 


 


Group #1 – doubles the CAMP credit amounts outlined in Section A above 


Group #2 – maintains CAMP credit amounts per Section A and provides limited  


telephone-based Case Management for delinquent customers 


Group #3 – doubles the CAMP credit amounts outlined in Section A and provides 


Case Management 


  


 Customers enrolled in the Electric Rider 31 (Graduated Rate Discount) Pilot cannot also 


participate in the Rider 32 (CAMP) Pilot that runs concurrently from July 1, 2010 through June 


2011 billings.  Customers participating in the CAMP Pilot must be enrolled in MEAP and USPP. 


 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 


credit per account. 
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Schedule R continued 


 


 


Minimum Charge:  Net Delivery Service Customer Charge. 


 


Billing Seasons:  Summer rates are billed for the four billing periods ending June through September.  
Non-Summer rates are billed for the eight billing periods ending October through May. 


 


Late Payment Charge:  Standard. (Sec. 7.4) 


 


Payment Terms:  Standard. (Sec. 7) 


 


 


 


Subject to Riders applicable as listed below: 


 
 1.  Standard Offer Service 


 2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


 3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


 4.  Budget Billing 


 5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


 6.  Controlled Water Heating Service 


 8.      Energy Cost Adjustment 


 9.  Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


10.    Administrative Cost Adjustment 


13.    Change of Schedule 


14.  Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


15.  Demand Response Service  


16.    Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


18.  Net Energy Metering 


20.   Financing Credit 


21.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


22.  Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses 


23.  Advanced Meter Services 


25.    Monthly Rate Adjustment 


26.    Peak Time Rebate 


28.  Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


32.    Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
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Schedule RL continued 
 


Rating Periods: 


Summer 
 Peak - Between the hours of 10 am and 8 pm on weekdays, excluding the National holidays 


listed below. 
 Intermediate - Between the hours of 7 am and 10 am, and the hours of 8 pm and 11 pm on 


weekdays, excluding the National holidays listed below. 
 Off-Peak - All times other than those defined for the On-Peak and Intermediate-Peak rating 


periods.   


Non-Summer 
 Peak - Between the hours of 7 am and 11 am, and the hours of 5 pm and 9 pm on weekdays, 


excluding the National holidays listed below. 
 Intermediate - Between the hours of 11 am and 5 pm on weekdays, excluding the National 


holidays listed below. 


 Off-Peak - All times other than those defined for the On-Peak and Intermediate-Peak rating 


periods. 


 


The Non-Summer time periods shown above will begin and end one hour later for the period 


between the second Sunday in March and the first Sunday in April, and for the period between 


the last Sunday in October and the first Sunday in November. 
 


Holidays 
 All hours on Saturdays and Sundays and the following National holidays are Off-Peak:  New Year's 


Day, President's Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, 


Christmas, and the Monday following such of these as fall on Sunday. 


 
Late Payment Charge:  Standard. (Sec. 7.4) 


Payment Terms:  Standard. (Sec. 7) 


Term of Contract:  One year and thereafter until terminated by the Customer. 


 


Subject to Riders applicable as listed below: 


  1.  Standard Offer Service 


  2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


  3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


  4.  Budget Billing 


  5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


  6.  Controlled Water Heater Service 


 8.    Energy Cost Adjustment 


 9.    Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


 10.   Administrative Cost Adjustment 


 13.   Change of Schedule 


 14.   Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


 15.    Demand Response Service  


 16.   Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


 20.   Financing Credit 


 21.    Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


 22.    Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses                  


 23.    Advanced Meter Services 


 25.   Monthly Rate Adjustment 


 28.   Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


 32.   Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
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RIDER   INDEX 
 


1.  Standard Offer Service 


2.  Electric Efficiency Charge 


3.  Miscellaneous Taxes and Surcharges 


4.  Budget Billing  


5.  Controlled Air Conditioning Service 


6.  Controlled Water Heating Service 


7.  Economic Development 


8.  Energy Cost Adjustment 


9.  Customer Billing and Consumption Data Requests 


  10.  Administrative Cost Adjustment 


  11.  Measured Demand 


12.  Reserved for Future Use 


  13.  Change of Schedule 


  14.  Qualified Rate Stabilization Charge 


  15.  Demand Response Service  


  16.  Nuclear Decommissioning and Standard Offer Service Return Credits 


  17.  Best Efforts Service 


  18.  Net Energy Metering 


  19.  Demonstration and Trial Installations 


  20.  Financing Credit 


  21.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 


  22.  Minimum Charge for Short-Term Uses 


  23.  Advanced Meter Services 


  24.  Load Response Program 


  25.  Monthly Rate Adjustment 


  26.  Peak Time Rebate 


27.  Reserved for Future Use 


  28.  Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


  29.  Rate Mitigation and Recovery Charge Adjustment 


  30.  Reserved for Future Use 


  31.  Reserved for Future Use  


 32.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP)  


 


 


Schedule 


 


Riders Applicable 


   R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 


26, 28, 32 


   RL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 


28, 32 


   G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29   


   GU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 21 


   GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29  


   GL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 


28, 29  


   P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29  


   T   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29 


   SL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 21, 29  


   PL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 9, 21 


   X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 


  SPE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 3, 9, 21, 23, 24, 28, 29 
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28. Small Generator Interconnection Standards 


 


Availability: For all residential and non-residential customers within the Company’s service 


territory seeking to interconnect energy generation resources to the electric distribution system. 


 


 In accordance with COMAR 20.50.09: Small Generator Interconnection Standards, the 


Company has established protocols for the communication, metering, and interconnection with 


customers who are seeking to install a generation resource.  This protocol will ensure the proper 


engineering and compliance with local, regional, and national codes. 


 


Cost: The Customer will be charged in accordance with interconnection levels as determined by 


COMAR 20.50.09.  The following application fees apply: 


Level 1 - No charge; 


Level 2 - $50 plus $1 per kW of rated generating facility output;  


Level 3 - $100 plus $2 per kW of rated generating facility output; and 


Level 4 - $100 plus $2 per kW of rated generating facility output. 


 


Approval: After receiving a standard small generator interconnection agreement from the 


Company, the Customer will have the generation equipment installed and inspected by the local 


municipality.  Upon receiving a certification of inspection from the municipality, the Customer 


will submit a certificate of completion to the Company.  The company will then install the 


necessary meter equipment on the premises. 


 


 The Company shall maintain a database to track the installation of new generation 


resources within the service territory and will submit reports to the Commission in accordance 


with COMAR 20.50.09.  


 


29.   Rate Mitigation and Recovery Charge Adjustment 


 
 For the October 2011 – September 2012 billing period, the Type II Generation Market-


Priced Service rates for Schedules G and GS Customers are adjusted to recover previously 


mitigated charges limiting their total average bill increase to 15 percent for the June - August 


2008 billing period.  


 


 Distribution energy charges for all nonresidential Customers are likewise adjusted for the 


October 2011 – September 2012 Type II billing period to refund the actual mitigation costs 


incurred to reduce the rates for those newly-designated Type II Customers as of June 1, 2008. 


 


 Reconciliation of any over- or under-collection of the Rate Mitigation and Recovery 


Charge Adjustment shall be conducted upon conclusion of the rate effective period.  


 


Mitigation Cost Charges (October 2011 – September 2012 Billings): 


Schedule G Type II:   $0.01062/kWh 


Schedule GS Type II: $0.01336/kWh  


 


Mitigation Costs Credit (October 2011 – September 2012 Billings): 


 Applicable to all non-residential sales:   $(0.00038)/kWh 


 


30.  Reserved for Future Use 


 


31.  Reserved for Future Use 
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Rider 32.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 


 


All residential customers enrolled in the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) 


and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP) are eligible to participate in this program.  


Customers who do not meet these requirements are not eligible to participate. 


 


Under this program, customers who pay their total outstanding bill in full and on-time 


will earn a credit based on their income level eligibility. If the total amount due on the 


customer’s bill is zero or less, or if the customer’s Budget Billing amount is less than the CAMP 


credit amount, the customer will not receive a CAMP credit on the subsequent bill. The income 


level eligibility and credit amounts are as follows: 


 


  0 – 75% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $12.00 per month credit  


  76% – 110% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $9.00 per month credit  


  111% – 150% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $7.00 per month credit  


  151% – 175% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $5.00 per month credit 


  Subsidized Housing recipients receive a $5.00 per month credit 


 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 


credit per account. 
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Schedule D continued 


 
5. GENERAL TERMS 
 


5.1 Minimum Charge:   Customer Charge 
 


5.2 Late Payment Charge:   Standard (Part 2, Sec. 7.5) 
 


5.3 Payment Terms:    Standard (Part 2, Sec. 7) 
 


5.4 Term of Contract with BGE:  The Customer’s initial term of contract 
with BGE for Delivery Service is 1 year, and thereafter until terminated by at 
least 30 days notice from the Customer to BGE.  


 
 


6. RIDERS APPLICABLE:  This Schedule is subject to Riders applicable as 
listed below: 


 
1. Gas Efficiency Charge 
2. Gas Commodity Price 
4. Even Monthly Payment Plan 
7. Gas Choice and Reliability Charges 
8. Monthly Rate Adjustment 
10. Billing in Event of Service Interruption 
11. Unaccounted – For Gas Factor 
12. Gas Administrative Charge 
15. Graduated Rate Discount  
16. Customer Assistance Maintenance Program 
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RIDER   INDEX 
 
 


1.    Gas Efficiency Charge 
2.    Gas Commodity Price 
3. Standby Service Price 
4. Even Monthly Payment Plan  
5.    (Reserved for future use) 
6.    Supplementary and Similar Service 
7.    Gas Choice and Reliability Charges 
8.   Monthly Rate Adjustment 
9.   Demonstration and Trial Installations 
10.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 
11.  Unaccounted - For Gas Factor 
12.  Gas Administrative Charge 
13.  (Reserved for future use) 
14.  (Reserved for Future Use) 
15.  Graduated Rate Discount(Reserved For Future Use) 
16.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Schedule Riders Applicable 
   D . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  1, 2,  4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16  
   C . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
   IS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3, 9, 11 
ISS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  3, 9, 11 
SP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  10, 11 
PLG    . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  2, 10, 11 
GRANTORS . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 
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Rider 14.  Reserved for Future Use 


 
 
 


Rider 15.  Graduated Rate Discount Reserved for Future Use 


 
The Graduated Rate Discount Pilot Program will run for a period of 10 months, from July 


1, 2010 through April 30, 2011. The Graduated Rate Discount Pilot Program participants must 
meet the income eligibility requirements for the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) 
and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP). The Rider 15 Pilot Program and The 
Graduated Rate Discount Pilot referenced in the Electric Retail Rider 31 will consist of 3 groups 
of approximately 300 customers each.  One group is required to schedule and complete a Quick 
Home Energy Checkup (QHEC).  Failure to complete the QHEC requirement will result in 
disenrollment from the pilot.  Another group will receive case management services. 
  


The Graduated Rate Discount tiers are: 
 
  Total monthly usage                     Bill Discount 
     


  0-40 Therms      40% 
41-60 Therms      30% 
61-80 Therms      20% 
81-120 Therms     10% 
121 + Therms                 $10 Credit 


 
A single discount rate from the table above is applied to the total of the Gas Commodity 


amount and the Gas Distribution Charge amount of a customer’s monthly bill.  The discount will 
be combined with any applicable discount earned by customers also participating in the Electric 
Retail Rider 31 (Graduated Rate Discount) Pilot Program and appear as a separate line item on 
the customer’s bill.  


 
Customers having arrearages above $1,000.00, or have not made a payment in the 3 


months leading up to the date of enrollment selection, or with a record of theft and/or fraud may 
not enroll in the program. Customers enrolled in the Gas Rider 16 (CAMP) Pilot that runs 
concurrently from July 1, 2010 to April 30, 2011 cannot also participate in the Graduated Rate 
Discount Pilot Program. Participants whose service is turned off for fraud, theft or nonpayment 
will be disenrolled from the pilot program.  However, a customer disqualified due to nonpayment 
may be reinstated into the pilot program with full payment.  
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Rider 16.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
 
A. CAMP 
 


All residential customers enrolled in the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) 
and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP) are eligible to participate in this program.  
Customers who do not meet these requirements are not eligible to participate. 


 
Under this program, customers who pay their total outstanding bill in full and on-time 


will earn a credit based on their income level eligibility. If the total amount due on the 
customer’s bill is zero or less, or if the customer’s Budget Billing amount is less than the CAMP 
credit amount, the customer will not receive a CAMP credit on the subsequent bill. The income 
level eligibility and credit amounts are as follows: 


 
  0 – 75% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $12.00 per month credit  
  76% – 110% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $9.00 per month credit  
  111% – 150% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $7.00 per month credit  
  151% – 175% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $5.00 per month credit 
  Subsidized Housing recipients receive a $5.00 per month credit 
 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 
credit per account. 
 
B. CAMP Pilot 
 


The CAMP Pilot will run for a period of 12 months, from July 1, 2010 through June 2011 
billings.  The Pilot Program will be used to collect and analyze data on bill payment behavior. 


 
The CAMP Pilot referenced in the Electric Rider 32 and Gas Rider 16 will utilize 3 


groups of approximately 300 customers each with credits assigned as follows: 
 
Group #1 – doubles the CAMP credit amounts outlined in Section A above 
Group #2 – maintains CAMP credit amounts per Section A and provides limited  


telephone-based Case Management for delinquent customers 
Group #3 – doubles the CAMP credit amounts outlined in Section A and provides Case 


Management 
  
 Customers enrolled in the Gas Rider 15 (Graduated Rate Discount) Pilot cannot also 
participate in the Rider 16 (CAMP) Pilot that runs concurrently from July 1, 2010 through June 
2011 billings.  Customers participating in the CAMP Pilot must be enrolled in MEAP and 
USPP. 
 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 
credit per account. 
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Schedule D continued 


 
5. GENERAL TERMS 
 


5.1 Minimum Charge:   Customer Charge 
 


5.2 Late Payment Charge:   Standard (Part 2, Sec. 7.5) 
 


5.3 Payment Terms:    Standard (Part 2, Sec. 7) 
 


5.4 Term of Contract with BGE:  The Customer’s initial term of contract 
with BGE for Delivery Service is 1 year, and thereafter until terminated by at 
least 30 days notice from the Customer to BGE.  


 
 


6. RIDERS APPLICABLE:  This Schedule is subject to Riders applicable as 
listed below: 


 
1. Gas Efficiency Charge 
2. Gas Commodity Price 
4. Even Monthly Payment Plan 
7. Gas Choice and Reliability Charges 
8. Monthly Rate Adjustment 
10. Billing in Event of Service Interruption 
11. Unaccounted – For Gas Factor 
12. Gas Administrative Charge 
16. Customer Assistance Maintenance Program 
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RIDER   INDEX 
 
 


1.    Gas Efficiency Charge 
2.    Gas Commodity Price 
3. Standby Service Price 
4. Even Monthly Payment Plan  
5.    (Reserved for future use) 
6.    Supplementary and Similar Service 
7.    Gas Choice and Reliability Charges 
8.   Monthly Rate Adjustment 
9.   Demonstration and Trial Installations 
10.  Billing in Event of Service Interruption 
11.  Unaccounted - For Gas Factor 
12.  Gas Administrative Charge 
13.  (Reserved for future use) 
14.  (Reserved for Future Use) 
15.  (Reserved For Future Use) 
16.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Schedule Riders Applicable 
   D . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  1, 2,  4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16  
   C . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
   IS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3, 9, 11 
ISS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  3, 9, 11 
SP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  10, 11 
PLG    . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  2, 10, 11 
GRANTORS . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 
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Rider 14.  Reserved for Future Use 


 
 
 


Rider 15.  Reserved for Future Use 
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Rider 16.  Customer Assistance Maintenance Program (CAMP) 
 
 


All residential customers enrolled in the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (MEAP) 
and the Utility Service Protection Program (USPP) are eligible to participate in this program.  
Customers who do not meet these requirements are not eligible to participate. 


 
Under this program, customers who pay their total outstanding bill in full and on-time 


will earn a credit based on their income level eligibility. If the total amount due on the 
customer’s bill is zero or less, or if the customer’s Budget Billing amount is less than the CAMP 
credit amount, the customer will not receive a CAMP credit on the subsequent bill. The income 
level eligibility and credit amounts are as follows: 


 
  0 – 75% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $12.00 per month credit  
  76% – 110% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $9.00 per month credit  
  111% – 150% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $7.00 per month credit  
  151% – 175% of Federal Poverty Level receives a $5.00 per month credit 
  Subsidized Housing recipients receive a $5.00 per month credit 
 


Customers receiving both gas service and electric service will receive only one CAMP 
credit per account. 
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Payment Objectives


Complete payment


Prompt payment


Regular payment


Automatic payment


NEW: Continuing payment
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Affordability Objective


Bills are affordable when they can be paid 
without the consumer regularly engaging 
in an activity that is harmful to their health, 
safety or welfare.


 “Paid-but-unaffordable” customer
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Company-Customer Interaction


 “Jointness” of effort


 But consider:  past 
objections


 But: “inappropriate” 
behavior is in eyes of 
beholder


 Helps control usage


 Applies for available 
assistance


 Regular 
communication


 Meets reasonable 
expectation


 Does not “game 
system”
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Customer-side Characteristics


 Knowledge


 Crisis-orientation


 “Soft skills”


 Energy use/costs


 Cost of housing


 Household budgeting


 Personal planning


 Fatalism


 Helplessness


 Personal interactions
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Outcome Summary


Primary outcomes: payment outcomes


Affordability on “exception basis”


Company/customer outcomes: secondary


Customer-side outcomes: tactics, not 
outcomes
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For more information:


roger@fsconline.com
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Executive Summary  
 
How many low-income households have recently had service terminated by their natural 
gas or electric company, or are on the verge of service termination?  The sad fact is that 
we cannot begin to comprehensively, or even adequately, answer this question.  
 
There is mounting evidence that, because of historically high prices and increasing price 
volatility, there are growing arrearage levels across the country, in terms of both numbers 
of customers in arrears and the dollar value of total arrears.  Further, more and more 
households are seeking assistance in paying their utility bills.  Arrearages and 
terminations are becoming less connected to severe weather (e.g., high winter heating or 
summer cooling bills). They instead reflect the growing gap between household incomes 
and energy prices.  
 
Despite this sea change in utility payment hardships, few utility commissions collect even 
the most basic data about arrearages and terminations. What is needed now from the 
states is a solid base of information that will allow for the tracking of trends in residential 
low-income arrearages and disconnections. Information must be comprehensible, timely 
and internally consistent between companies to allow for its use by regulators and other 
public policymakers.  Consistency of reporting within states will allow for examination  
of changes over time in the important indicators of low-income payment difficulties.  
Intrastate reporting consistency is more important than minor interstate data definition 
inconsistencies. 
 
Without timely trend data, it is not possible to appropriately respond to the payment 
troubles increasingly being experienced within the low-income population. It is, for 
example, unfeasible to satisfy one of the possible statutory criteria permitting the release 
of LIHEAP emergency contingency funds. The LIHEAP statute defines “emergency” to 
include “a significant increase in home energy disconnections reported by a utility, a 
State regulatory agency, or another agency with necessary data.” (42 U.S.C. § 
8622(1)(D)). (Emphasis added.) With the exception of a few jurisdictions that require 
systematic reporting of the numbers of customers in arrears, the severity (dollar amount) 
of the arrearages, the number of customers whose service has been terminated, and the 
duration of terminations, today’s data gathering and reporting does not allow for this 
determination to be made.   
 
In order to obtain more complete data than that which already exists, this paper provides 
practical guidelines for the regular reporting of arrearages and terminations, based on 
working models in several states.    
 
This paper summarizes the residential data collection practices in five states to 
demonstrate the broad range of data-gathering practices currently performed. The paper 
then proposes a template of four to eight data points that utilities routinely collect, and, 
therefore, should be readily available to utility commissions. The goal of this template is 
to propose a streamlined set of data points to use in identifying both short- and long-term 
trends in residential arrearages and disconnections. Data analysis can be prepared for 
individual states as well as on an aggregated national basis. 
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Introduction 
 
As the energy and utility industries continue to undergo rapid and sweeping structural 
change, state and federal policymakers and consumers are faced with difficult questions 
regarding the effectiveness of programs and policies designed to ensure regular payment 
for utility service while recognizing the essential nature of that service.  What is the 
appropriate expenditure for energy efficiency and payment assistance?  Are we currently 
spending enough?  Are we spending too much?  What credit and collection practices best 
meet broad policy goals?  How effective are existing state regulatory consumer 
protections in meeting such goals?  The answers to such questions can only come through 
careful analysis of trends in customer arrearages, service terminations and related 
indicators of the magnitude of utility payment troubles. 


Systematic reporting of the data points outlined in the protocols proposed in this paper is 
needed to better understand the extent to which energy prices, weather, and general 
economic conditions affect low-income customers’ access to energy and utility service.  
In addition, the data collection and reporting are necessary to make informed 
determinations regarding the adequacy and effectiveness of low-income energy 
assistance (payment assistance, energy efficiency measures and services and energy 
education services).  Finally, implementation of a protocol as outlined below is necessary 
to determine the effectiveness of credit and collection policies and practices. 


Traditionally, severe weather (especially cold weather) has been the primary cause of 
increased attention on low-income energy arrearages and disconnections.  While severe 
weather generally causes increases in arrearages and disconnections due to higher 
consumption of fuel for heating or cooling, high natural gas prices combined with an 
overall loss of jobs in the economy have become increasingly important factors as well.  
Home energy costs have become an unbearable burden for millions of low-income 
households.   


Consumers now have a hard time affording their utility bills even when weather 
conditions are not extreme.  Indeed, in the spring of 2003, following a relatively mild 
winter in Iowa, arrearage data from the state charted an increase in the number of low-
income clients that had fallen behind on their energy bills and an increase in the size of 
the outstanding balances.  This pattern continued in the spring of 2004 with the combined 
total of outstanding balances owed by these households exceeding any monthly total 
reported in the last six years.   


Natural gas prices have reached an historically unprecedented plateau.  Electricity prices 
are now tied to natural gas prices because virtually all newer electric generation plants 
use natural gas.  Unfortunately, state and federal policymakers do not have current data 
that track the impact of rising prices on the most vulnerable segment of the population, 
low-income consumers.  Getting this missing information is the key to fully 
understanding the changing nature of the need for low-income energy assistance.   
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There are significant utility system costs associated with credit and collection activities, 
and the write-off of uncollectible accounts is ultimately borne by all utility ratepayers.1 
Data as described herein are necessary to determine the extent to which these activities 
and the policies on which they are based are effective.  Further, ratepayers and taxpayers 
nationwide spend over 3 billion dollars annually on federal and non-federal energy 
assistance programs.  Timely data that can track the scope and magnitude of low-income 
payment problems are vital for demonstrating the need for appropriate funding for energy 
assistance, and for determining the effectiveness of existing programs. 
 


                                                 
1 See e.g., Howat and Oppenheim, “Analysis of Low-Income Benefits in Determining Cost-Effectiveness 
of Energy Efficiency Programs,”  National Consumer Law Center (1999); R. Grosse, “Win-Win 
Alternatives to Credit & Collections,” Wisconsin Public Service Co. (1997); Quaid, M. and Pigg, S., 
“Measuring the Effects of Low-Income Energy Services on Utility Customer Payment Behavior,” 
Proceedings of the 1991 Fifth International Energy Program Evaluation Conference, 1991; Alliance to Save 
Energy, “Evaluating the Benefits of Comprehensive Energy Management for Low-Income, Payment- 
Troubled Customers,” (1992); Colton, “Identifying Savings Arising From Low-Income Programs,” 
National Consumer Law Center (1994).  
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The Role of Data Collection and Distribution 
 
Arrearages and service terminations are two important indicators that illustrate the unmet 
need for energy assistance among low-income households.   
 
 
Past data collection 
 
The HHS LIHEAP Home Energy Notebook for FY 2002 shows that during the winter of 
2000-2001, 904,000 low-income households did not have heat for at least some period of 
time because they were unable to pay for their heating fuel. One reason for this loss of 
service is the fundamental unaffordability of home energy.  In addition, the 2002 
Notebook indicates that 3.5 million low-income households had energy bills that 
exceeded 25 percent of the household’s income in FY 2002. This limited data 
dramatically highlights the extent to which low-income households cannot pay for basic 
utility service.  
 
While the RECS collects data on a national and regional basis, the data are not only 
highly aggregated, but data collection occurs only once every four years.  There is also a 
need for state-level collection of better arrearage and termination data. Data need to be 
timely enough to allow for prompt analysis, local enough to allow for a consideration of 
local factors underlying the data, and uniform enough to allow for aggregation in order to 
gain a complete picture within a state or region.2


                                                 
2 The scope of this paper is limited to data provided by franchised electric and natural gas utility companies 
whose distribution activities are regulated by state public utility commissions.  Included within this scope 
are electric and natural gas distribution companies operating in states that have adopted and implemented 
some form of “retail access,” where supply functions have been “unbundled” from the activities 
traditionally performed by vertically integrated utility companies.  We have assumed, for purposes of this 
paper, that credit and collection activities will continue to be performed by distribution companies 
operating under jurisdiction of state public utility commissions.  It would be useful to obtain arrearage and 
termination data from publicly owned utility companies (e.g., municipal utilities, rural electric 
cooperatives) and bulk fuel delivery companies, particularly in light of the fact that there are several states 
where such companies provide a large proportion of home energy service.  However, given the lack of 
straightforward means of enforcement of data collection protocols for these non-jurisdictional entities, they 
are beyond the scope of this paper.   
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In addition to this periodic RECS, the 2003 National Energy Assistance (NEA) Survey 
found that some LIHEAP-recipient households faced serious health risks or even life-
threatening situations.  In the prior 12 months, 17% did not have heat for some period of 
time due to disconnected utility service or an inability to pay for fuel, and 8% had their 
electricity shut off due to nonpayment.  While the NEA Survey moves beyond the anecdotal 
and provides a national description of how households cope with unaffordable energy bills, 
it is a one-time snapshot of the distress LIHEAP households face and does not begin to 
document the incidence of utility arrearages and disconnections.3 
 
Prior arrearage and disconnection surveys of the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS), the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissions (NARUC) 
and the National Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI)4 have provided insight into how 
low-income households have fared during a particular window in time.   But they do not 
provide the longitudinal data that are proposed in this protocol. 
 
Finally, utility commissions are familiar with the regular collection of service quality 
metrics for another utility sector, telecommunications carriers.  Since 1987, the largest 
“incumbent local exchange carriers” (local phone companies) have been collecting 
monthly service quality data and reporting the monthly data to federal and state 
regulatory commissions.5  A recent NARUC white paper on telecommunications service 
quality6 articulated the policy justification for such extensive, coordinated data collection:  
 


“Periodic and consistent reporting of these metrics will insure that 
consumers are receiving appropriate quality of service and it will at least 
identify areas of concern.  Publicizing service quality performance results 
will both draw attention to potential problem areas before consumers are 
substantially impacted and provide strong incentive for carriers to improve 
quality year after year.”  


  
Analogous policy rationales also ring true for the collection of data regarding residential 
electric and natural gas customer arrearages and terminations.  
 


                                                 
3 While this paper focuses on utility bill payment problems, it is important to remember that LIHEAP-
recipient households across the country face common hardships in order to pay their utility bills. The NEA 
Survey documented the array of sacrifices that LIHEAP households make to pay their energy bills. Thirty-eight 
percent went without medical or dental care; 30% went without filling a prescription or taking a full dose of a 
prescribed medicine; 28% did not make a rent or mortgage payment; 22% went without food for at least one 
day; 21% became sick because their home was too cold; and, 7% became sick because their home was too 
hot.  
4 In 1985 NARUC, in cooperation with HHS, published a “Survey of Electric and Natural Gas Utility 
Uncollectible Accounts and Service Disconnections for 1984”.  In the early 1990’s, also in cooperation 
with HHS, NARUC prepared a “Survey of Electric and Natural Gas Utility Uncollectible Accounts and 
Service Disconnections for 1990”. In 2003, the National Regulatory Research Institute released its “Low-
Income Energy Policy Survey” (Sept. 2003).  
5 The FCC collects operational data for the largest incumbent local exchange carriers in its Automated 
Reporting Management Information System (ARMIS) database. 
6 NARUC Service Quality Subgroup, “NARUC Service Quality Whitepaper” March 5, 2004.  Available at 
www.naruc.org.  



http://www.naruc.org/
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Future data collection 
 
By looking at indicators involving arrearages and service terminations, not only 
regulators, but also service providers and the energy industry itself can track the extent to 
which federal fuel assistance combined with supplemental state and utility funding are 
sufficient to help ward off bill payment problems. In FY 2003, approximately 4.6 million 
households received about $2 billion in energy assistance benefits from the Low Income 
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).  However, even with LIHEAP, many low-
income households lose their utility service through terminations for nonpayment, or 
build up significant arrearages. 
 
The level of service terminations not only highlights the need for adequate funding of 
LIHEAP – it can act as a trigger for the release of LIHEAP “emergency” contingency 
funds:7 The LIHEAP statute defines the term “emergency” to mean “a significant 
increase in home energy disconnections reported by a utility, a State regulatory agency, 
or another agency with necessary data.”  (42 U.S.C.§ 8622 (1)(D)). (Emphasis added.) 
 
In order to produce the type of disconnection data called for by § 8622(1)(D) and 
additionally to have adequate information to respond to problems associated with utility 
payment troubles, legislators and other decision makers need reliable, time-series data for 
each state regarding: 
 
●  the total number of residential customers, and the number who are low income 
 
●   the total number of residential customers in arrears and total dollar amount of those 
arrearages 
 
●  the number of low-income customers in arrears and the total dollar amount of their 
arrearages 
 
●  the total number of residential disconnections and of low-income disconnections. 
 
Additional information that would also be very useful, but that may be more difficult to 
collect, includes the number of low-income and general residential service restorations, 
the dollar value of low-income and general residential accounts determined uncollectible, 
the number of disconnection notices issued to residential and low-income customers, total 
revenues from low-income and general residential customers, and the number of 
operative low-income deferred payment agreements.  Only a handful of state regulatory 
commissions currently collect some or all of this information.  Among the states that 
collect the data, even fewer routinely make it available – either in state-level aggregate 
form or disaggregated by individual utility company – to policymakers and the general 
public. 
 
The proposed protocol would result in the collection of data on a monthly basis for eight 
essential data points (number of residential accounts, number and dollar amount of 
                                                 
7 In March 2002 the National Energy Assistance Directors’ Association (NEADA) adopted a resolution 
encouraging state public utility commissions to require the utilities they regulate to make arrearage and 
disconnection data readily available to the public and to the state energy assistance agencies. 
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arrearages and number of disconnections, along with the same data points for identifiable 
low-income customers).   
 
The monthly reporting of this data would allow for tracking of the number of households 
who begin the winter heating season in trouble, the number of households in trouble as 
winter ends, the number of households in trouble as the summer cooling season begins, 
etc.   
 
The data will provide a powerful tool to help state LIHEAP agencies tailor energy 
assistance to meet upcoming needs; to help state commissions formulate better policies to 
assist residential customers; and to assist with administration of LIHEAP, especially 
regarding release of emergency funds and gauging the adequacy of the funding level.   
 
This paper is designed to serve as a departure point in future federal and state policy 
discussions regarding the systematic collection and distribution of arrearage and termination 
data.     
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Model State Data Collection and Distribution Protocols 
 


Legislators, utility regulators and others involved with LIHEAP and addressing the needs 
of low-income households will greatly benefit from the collection of termination and 
arrearage data.   But most states’ utility regulatory commissions do not require 
jurisdictional electric and natural gas utilities to regularly report on terminations and 
arrearages.  In this section we examine the practices in the following states where data is 
gathered and, in some cases, distributed on a monthly basis: 


 
• Iowa 


• Massachusetts 


• Ohio 


• Pennsylvania 


• Rhode Island 


 
The states noted above do not comprise the complete list of states where public utility 
commissions (PUCs) gather arrearage and termination data.  Rather, the states were 
chosen to demonstrate the broad range of data-gathering practices currently used around 
the United States.  In each of the summaries that follow, we will identify the specific data 
points that are provided by utility companies to the state PUC, the means by which data is 
compiled and distributed, and the legal authority asserted to compel utility compliance 
with specific data reporting protocols.   
 
Iowa 
 
Provisions in the Iowa Administrative Code require that investor-owned electric8 and 
natural gas9  utilities report residential customer statistics to the Iowa Utilities Board 
(IUB) on a monthly basis.  Utilities report the number of accounts, the number of 
accounts in arrears, dollar amounts in arrears, disconnection notices issued,  number of 
disconnections, number of reconnections, and uncollectible accounts.  Except for 
disconnection and reconnection reporting, companies differentiate between general 
residential customers and those who have been deemed eligible for energy assistance 
benefits.  The data collected by the IUB are distributed to interested parties on a monthly 
basis.  
 
Massachusetts 
 
At the request of low-income advocates in 2003, the Massachusetts Department of 
Telecommunications and Energy (DTE) directed Massachusetts investor-owned electric 
and natural gas utilities to report monthly on the numbers of accounts, billed amounts, 
numbers of customers with accounts in arrears, dollar value of arrears, and the dollar 
value of uncollectible account write-offs.  Arrearage data are broken down into 30 to 60 
day, 61 to 90 day, and 90+ day vintage increments.  Arrearage and amount billed 
                                                 
8 Iowa Admin Code 199-20.2(5)j. 
9 Iowa Admin Code 199-19.2(5)j. 
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information is reported separately for general residential and commercial/industrial 
accounts, as well as for accounts of households identified as “financial hardship,” “fuel 
assistance,”  “serious illness,” “elderly,” or having one or more infants.  In addition, the 
Massachusetts model calls for reporting of payment plans that are made, number of 
customers receiving LIHEAP, and the number of customers receiving the low-income 
discount rate that is mandated by Massachusetts statute.  The DTE also collects data on 
numbers of termination notices sent, numbers of accounts terminated for nonpayment, 
numbers of accounts restored, and the average duration of termination for each of the 
customer types noted above.  Currently there is no order, regulation or statute that 
requires data reporting, and some companies have not been reporting regularly.  The 
information that has been compiled is not routinely distributed or released but is available 
upon request. 
 
Ohio 
 
Of the models examined in this paper, Ohio reports the greatest volume of information, in 
part because the reports include detailed information about that state’s Percentage of 
Income Payment (PIP) program.  Ohio’s reporting requirement is the result of a 
stipulation in the first case adopting the state’s Percentage of Income Payment Program 
(PIPP), which affected all regulated companies.   The Public Utilities Commission of 
Ohio (PUCO) collects and tracks by fuel type (electric and gas) the number of general 
residential customers and, separately, the number of low-income customers receiving 
payment assistance through the PIP program.  For both general residential and PIP 
customers, PUCO also tracks the number of accounts in arrears by both vintage (e.g., 30-
60 days overdue, 61-90 days overdue) and dollar value increments (e.g., owing less than 
$1,000, $1,000 to $2,000, etc.).  The PUCO also tracks the number of termination 
notices, number of disconnections, number of reconnections, and duration of 
disconnections by customer type.  Utility payment plans are tracked by dollar value of 
arrears of participating customer accounts.  Ohio regulators also compile the total number 
of accounts with security deposits and the dollar amount of deposits by residential 
customer type.  Similarly, the PUCO tracks uncollectible accounts by customer type and 
dollar amount.  Finally, the PUCO gathers data on energy usage and revenues by 
customer type.  Monthly data from individual utilities are compiled by PUCO staff and 
made available to the public in aggregate by fuel type (gas and electric). 
 
Pennsylvania 
 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) regulations10 require that electric, 
natural gas and steam heat utilities file on a monthly basis information regarding 
residential customer accounts.  Monthly information includes arrearages by heating and 
non-heating usage, and dollar value and vintages of residential accounts in arrears.  In 
addition, utilities provide monthly data on residential termination notices sent and 
personal contacts made with customers prior to termination.  Companies also report on 
numbers of terminations completed by heating or non-heating usage, dollar value and 
vintage of arrears, and zip code.  Reconnections are reported by usage type, by 
circumstances associated with reconnection (i.e., payment plan settlement between 
                                                 
10 Monthly reporting requirements are in 52 PA Code § 56.231.  Annual reporting requirements are in 52 
PA Code § 62.5 and § 54.75. 
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company and customer, presentation of a medical certificate, or through making payment 
in full).  In addition to monthly data, utilities are required to report on an annual basis on 
number of residential payment arrangements entered into, annual collection expenses 
incurred, dollar value of residential uncollectible write-offs, numbers of residential 
customers in arrears but not in payment agreements, and total number of low-income 
households served.  The PA PUC produces and publicizes a detailed annual report 
presenting by company the information gathered pursuant to provisions in the PA Code. 
 
Rhode Island 
 
Electric and natural gas utilities provide the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission 
(RIPUC) with monthly reports of residential customer terminations and reconnections.  
Data are not disaggregated by residential customer type, and no information regarding 
arrearages, termination notices, payment plans or uncollectible account write-offs is 
reported.  Rhode Island utilities currently report on terminations and reconnections in 
response to requests by the RIPUC, and formal data requests from consumer advocates.  
The information is provided by utility company to consumer advocates, who in turn 
provide the data to state and local media outlets. 
 
Analysis of State Protocols 
 
There is considerable variability between the data reporting approaches that the states 
noted above have adopted.  The authority used to request data ranges from informal 
agreement between Commission and companies to provisions from Commission orders 
or regulations, to state statutory provisions.  Those states where regulations have been 
promulgated or a statute has been adopted achieve better compliance.  States that gather 
data by informal consensus are at greater risk of not obtaining complete and consistent 
data.  


 
There is also substantial variation in the number of data points that companies report.  
Ohio, on one end of the spectrum, gathers data using an 86-column spreadsheet.  
Reporting of customer accounts, arrears, termination notices, terminations, reconnections 
and other indicators of payment troubles are fully disaggregated by customer type, and 
where applicable, by dollar value and vintage.  Rhode Island utilities, on the other hand, 
report on two data points: residential terminations and residential reconnections.  
Pennsylvania gathers very detailed information, similar to Ohio, and Massachusetts has 
begun to gather fairly detailed information that is disaggregated by a broad range of 
customer types.  Iowa gathers information on 12 critical data points.  However, a 
substantial number of residential utility customers in Iowa are served by combined, or 
“dual-fuel,” utility companies that deliver both electric and natural gas service.  The dual-
fuel utilities currently do not specify the fuel to which reported statistics apply.11 Other 


                                                 
11 However, the vast majority of Iowa’s investor-owned utility consumers heat with gas-fired forced air 
systems where both natural gas and electric services are required in order to operate the heating system. 
From the customer’s point of view termination of either service for nonpayment will result in a loss of heat. 
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states examined in this report require that information be reported on a fuel-specific basis.  
The table on the following page provides a comparative summary of the data points 
collected in the model states. 
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Figure 1 - State Data Collection Summary 
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States considering the implementation of a data reporting program similar to one of the 
models outlined above will have to make tradeoffs between administrative efficiency 
(requiring few data points) and confidence that the data are providing an accurate view of 
utility affordability problems (requiring more data points). For example, while the Rhode 
Island “minimalist” approach may have some value in terms of ease of administration, it 
does not provide a meaningful overview of the extent to which low-income customers 
face payment troubles. 
 
 


 


Rhode Island Utility Service Shutoffs and Restorations
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Figure 2 - Rhode Island Service Terminations and Restorations 


 
This chart, produced using data supplied by Rhode Island electric and natural gas 
utilities, usefully portrays the absolute levels of terminations and disconnections for 
residential customers as a whole. It also illustrates the gap between terminations and 
restorations for those customers (a good indicator of levels of uncollectible accounts and 
duration of account termination).  However, the data provides no clear information about 
the extent to which low-income customers are faced with termination of service because 
of unaffordable bills. 
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On the other end of the spectrum, the PA PUC staff produce a 58-page annual report with 
dozens of tables that describe the many details of customer payment experience and 
utility credit and collection activities.12    


 
States considering implementation of a new data collection protocol for their public 
utilities would do well to emulate the Iowa regulatory scheme (apart from its weakness in 
not segregating gas from electric data, for companies that provide both services13).  The 
Iowa protocol involves specific data, delineated in the administrative regulations of the 
Iowa Utilities Board, that is required to be reported to the Board on a monthly basis.  This 
ensures that the data will continue to be compiled and reported regularly.  (The Iowa code 
language is provided in Appendix C).  In addition, the Iowa model appropriately balances 
considerations of administrative efficiency with data adequacy for policy-making 
purposes.  The reported data provide a good indication of the extent to which low-income 
households are having difficulty affording and paying for vital utility service.   
 
 
 


Iowa Utility Accounts Past Due
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Figure 3 - Iowa Accounts Past Due 


 
 


                                                 
12 See Report on 2002 Universal Service Programs and Collection Performance of the Pennsylvania 
Electric Distribution Companies and Natural Gas Distribution Companies, PA PUC (2003). 
13 However, the vast majority of Iowa’s investor-owned utility consumers heat with gas-fired forced air 
systems where both natural gas and electric services are required in order to operate the heating system. 
From the customer’s point of view termination of either service for nonpayment will result in a loss of heat. 
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Iowa Energy Assistance Eligibles with Accounts Past Due
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Figure 4 - Iowa Energy Assistance Eliglbles with Accounts Past Due 
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Figure 5 - Iowa Revenue of Energy Assistance Eliglbles with Accounts Past Due 
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Template for Data Collection 
 
This section presents a protocol through which public utility commissions can collect 
basic data on utility arrearages, service terminations and bad debt write-offs from their 
jurisdictional utilities.  The protocol builds upon categories of data that are already 
readily available to public utilities and, accordingly, should be readily subject to 
collection by state commissions.  The discussion that follows defines a uniform set of 
metrics (data points collected) that will be useful and acceptable to the key stakeholders: 
utility companies, utility commissions, HHS, and low-income consumer advocates. 
 
The goal of this data collection protocol is to generate periodic and consistent data 
throughout the various states.14  The streamlined template for data collection captures the 
four to eight most essential points. 
 
 
The Four to Eight Most Essential Data Points  
 
Residential arrearages and residential service disconnections are the two categories of 
data that are direct indicators of households in payment trouble.  Data on both indicators 
must be collected in order to track trends consistently on a statewide level, as well as to 
identify national trends.   
 
Data on arrearages and service disconnections have been divided into three tiers based on 
their ease of collection, as well as their importance in identifying areas of concern for 
state commissions, state and federal agencies, and low-income and consumer advocates. 
 


Tier 1 – Data That Commissions Should Be Able to Gather Immediately and on a Monthly 
Basis From Electric and Natural Gas Utilities 


 
1.   Total Number of Residential Accounts 
2.   Total Number of Residential Accounts in Arrears  
3.   Total Dollar Amount of Accounts in Arrears    
4. Total Number of Residential Disconnections 
 


                                                 
14 It is not contemplated here that, in developing data collection protocols, all states will adopt a uniform 
definition of lateness and arrearage.  States differ in their adopted definitions of what constitutes a late 
payment and an arrearage.  Rather, there is a need for reporting to be uniform within each state, so that 
changes over time within states may be analyzed.  As an increasing number of states report on arrearage 
and termination data, there will be a growing need to identify an appropriate coordinating entity to collect 
and analyze data, and to regularly report on regional and national trends.   
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Tier 2 – Additional Data That Commissions Should Gather, but That May Take Some Time 
and Resources in Some States:  Data on Identified Low-Income Customer Accounts (all 
subsets of Tier 1 data) 


 
1.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts 
2.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts in Arrears  
3.   Total Dollar Amount of Low-Income Accounts in Arrears    
4. Total Number of Low-Income Residential Disconnections   
 
 
-------------------------------------Optional----------------------------------------- 
 
 


Tier 3 –Additional Data Points for Tracking the Well-Being of Low-Income Energy 
Customers, in States Where These Data Are Available 


 
1. Dollar Value of Residential Accounts Written Off as Uncollectible 
2. Dollar Value of Low-Income Residential Accounts Written Off as 


Uncollectible 
3. Total Number of Residential Accounts Having Service Restored 
4. Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts Having Service 


Restored 
5. Total Number of Residential Accounts Sent Notice of Disconnection 
6. Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts Sent Notice of 


Disconnection 
7. Total Number of Low-Income Customer Deferred Payment 


Agreements (DPAs) 
 


 
 
Explanation of Data Points and Definitions 


Tier 1 
 
Tier 1 data points should be easily obtained from utilities in the vast majority of states 
without any substantial delay, so long as utility commissions request that this data be 
reported.   Since the focus of this template is to develop a tool to track trends (changes in 
the reported data across reporting periods), the fact that each state’s definition of the data 
points may vary somewhat will not undermine the primary purpose of tracking trends 
within particular states and nationwide.15   


                                                 
15 For example, a 20% increase in reported “dollar amount of accounts in arrears” will be significant, even 
if one state counts only amounts overdue by 30 days or more as “in arrears” while another state counts only 
amounts overdue 45 days or more as “in arrears.”  So long as each state uses a consistent definition for all 
of its utilities, the changes in reported results from one period to the next will be highly significant.   
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1.   Total Number of Residential Accounts means the total number of residential accounts 
for the reporting month.  There should be virtually no variability in how any utility or 
state would define and report these data.  
 
2.   In the category Total Number of Residential Accounts in Arrears, the goal is to have 
utilities consistently report all amounts that are not paid as of the due date.  In some 
states, a bill may be “due” upon receipt; in another, it may be “due” tens days after 
receipt.  However, any variations will not undermine the overall validity of the data.16   
 
3.   Total Dollar Amount of Accounts in Arrears is the dollar amount due on all 
outstanding bills that are past their due date.  Where available, these should be sorted into 
amounts that are 1-30 days overdue, 31-60 days, 61-90 days and more than 90 days past 
due.  Many utilities routinely sort their arrearage dollars into these “buckets” in order to 
better manage collections activities and bad debt write-offs.  Reporting of this 
disaggregated data will provide much more useful information to policymakers, by 
revealing, for example, whether any growth in the dollar amount is very recent and not 
yet creating a significant threat of massive terminations (i.e., an increase in 1-30 day 
arrearages) versus a longer-term and more serious problem (i.e., a growth in 90+ day 
arrearages). 
 


4. Total Number of Residential Disconnections tracks the number of residential 
accounts disconnected for nonpayment during the reporting month.  


 


Tier 2 
 
Tier 2 data points are a low-income specific subset of the Tier 1 data points.   While these 
data are ideal for tracking specifically the energy security of low-income households, not 
all utilities currently know which of their customers are low-income customers.  The 
utilities that can separately report on their low-income customers generally rely on 
account codes or flags that serve as a good proxy for their low-income customer base: 
codes for whether the customer receives LIHEAP payments on the account; whether the 
account is protected against termination  (i.e., during a winter moratorium); or whether 
the customer receives a low-income discounted rate.  While the coding of these accounts 
as low-income will vary by utility and by state, the data on identified low-income 
households should be collected wherever available.17    Tier 1 data should be available in 


                                                                                                                                                 
As indicated above, the most critical aspect of arrearage reporting is consistency over time.  However, for 
companies that are able to do so, reporting arrears that are 60 or more days old will provide the most 
meaningful account of customers with payment troubles.  Many customers delay paying their utility bills 
for a short period after they are due for reasons that may have little to do with ability to pay.  As the vintage 
of arrears increases, there is a greater likelihood that the delay is due to customer financial strain. 
 
16 (See previous footnote.)  So long as each state maintains a consistent definition of “arrears” for all of its 
reporting utilities, any changes in the reported data will be meaningful. 
17 Analysts should be aware that use of participation in one or more means-tested benefit programs (e.g., 
LIHEAP or a utility energy assistance program) as a proxy for low-income population is somewhat 
problematic.  Participation in the proxy program will undoubtedly be less than 100% of the income-eligible 
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any state where the utility commission is willing to request the data from utilities.  Tier 2 
data will likely be available in a smaller number of states.  However, national trends for 
all residential customers will be readily identifiable through the Tier 1 data, and useful 
conclusions will be able to be drawn about trends among low-income customers so long 
as any reasonable number of states can collect this additional Tier 2 level of detail. 
 
1.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts means the total number of low-
income residential accounts for the reporting month.  “Low-income” will have to be 
defined by each state commission, as utilities across the country vary in the extent to 
which they code accounts as “low-income” (receiving LIHEAP, receiving a low-income 
discount rate, etc.). 
 
2.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts in Arrears (see discussion under 
Tier 1, item 2, above).  
 
3.   Total Dollar Amount of Low-Income Accounts In Arrears (see discussion under Tier 
1, item 3, above). Where available, the amounts in arrears should be sorted by vintage (1-
30 days, 31-60 days, 61-90 days, and 90+ days past due). 
 
4.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Disconnections tracks the number of low-
income residential accounts disconnected for nonpayment during the reporting month.  
 


Tier 3   
 
Tier 3 data points are helpful for tracking other indicators of how low-income customers 
are faring, but are not essential for the core data necessary for making the case for the 
release of emergency energy assistance.   As indicated in the five-state data collection 
chart in Section III, some states are already collecting these data. 
 
1.   Dollar Value of Residential Accounts Written Off as Uncollectible, the dollar value 
of residential accounts the utility has written off as uncollectible during the reporting 
period.  Increases in this number would indicate the extent to which residential customers 
have fallen significantly enough into arrears to be terminated, have not been reconnected, 
and have not paid the outstanding bill for so long that the amount has been written off.  In 
Pennsylvania, the PA PUC asks utilities to report both gross uncollectibles and net 
uncollectibles.  Gross uncollectibles refer to the number of accounts that have been 
written off and sent to a collection agency.  Net uncollectibles refer to the number of 
accounts that are written off after the collection agency attempts to obtain payment from 
the customer.  We recommend that PUCs focus primarily on gross uncollectibles, since 
this measure has more to do with payment trouble than the practices of an individual 
collection agency. 
 


                                                                                                                                                 
population.  In such cases, it must be understood that general residential arrearages and terminations are 
attributable to some extent to non-participant low-income households.  In other words, when a program 
participation proxy is used, the full extent of low-income payment troubles will not be described. 
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2.   Dollar Value of Low-Income Residential Accounts Written Off as Uncollectible 
refines data point #1 to focus on low-income residential customer accounts. 
 
3.   Total Number of Residential Accounts Having Service Restored means the number of 
residential accounts designated as having natural gas or electricity service restored during 
the recording month.  These numbers help in the analysis of how many households that 
have been disconnected for nonpayment are getting reconnected.  If there is a growing 
gap between the number of houses terminated for nonpayment and becoming 
reconnected, it should be a flag for policymakers that there is a growing affordability 
problem.  This is a Tier 3 data point because some companies do not track reconnections, 
while other companies have varying definitions of when a terminated account is so old 
that any “reconnection” by the same customer is recorded as the opening of a new 
account.  However, as some utilities do track such reconnections, utility commissions in 
those states should collect that reconnection data. 
 
4.   Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts Having Service Restored refines 
data point #3 to focus on low-income residential customer accounts.  
 
5.  Total Number of Residential Accounts Sent Notice of Disconnection means the 
number of residential accounts for the reporting month that were sent a notice of 
disconnection for nonpayment.  Tracking this data point provides an indicator of those 
residential accounts facing immediate crisis, and also provides an earlier indication of the 
severity of payment problems than simply collecting termination data.   
 
6.  Total Number of Low-Income Residential Accounts Receiving Notice of 
Disconnection calls for breaking out the number of accounts reported in #5 that are coded 
as low-income. 
 
7.  Total Number of Low-Income Customer Deferred Payment Agreements (DPAs) 
means the number of low-income customers that are being served under the terms of a 
utility-approved deferred payment plan.  In most states customers with arrears may be 
offered a DPA to retain service.18    
  


                                                 
18 It should be noted that while the number of low-income DPAs that are operative in a given month may be 
a useful indicator of systemic payment troubles, caution should be used in the interpretation of this data 
point.  Conceivably, DPA trends could have as much to say about an individual utility company’s credit 
and collection policies and practices as changes in customers’ ability to pay.  Further, it should not be 
assumed that a customer has obtained more secure access to service simply because he or she has entered 
into a DPA.  Only the terms of a DPA when viewed in the context of a particular customer’s income and 
expense circumstances can shed light on whether the customer’s energy security has increased as a result of 
the DPA.  
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Responding to Possible Objections to Data Collection 
 


Several states already collect at least the four to eight essential data points included in 
Tiers 1 and 2 above.  Some states collect much more data – Ohio has been using an 86-
column reporting form for years.  But utilities and commissions in states that do not 
currently gather data may well raise objections to any new reporting obligation. Possible 
grounds for objection appear below, along with the reasons why such objections should 
not impede the pursuit of the needed data collection.  


o As a utility, we do not have the capability to provide these data in the desired 
format.  The data request will require redesign of our customer information 
system.  This could be cost prohibitive.  It is unlikely that more than a small 
handful of companies would need to modify their information systems to gather 
and report the Tier 1 data.  Tier 2 and 3 data should be sought where they are 
already collected, or easily collected with minimal modifications to existing 
information gathering and reporting systems.  Tier 2 data are ideal for tracking 
specifically the energy security of low-income households and is of higher 
priority than Tier 3. Utility commissions should exercise their sound judgment 
and confer with their utilities in deciding the depth and detail of data that will be 
collected. 


 
Numerous companies in several states have demonstrated that the data can be 
readily collected.  Utility companies routinely gather and prepare reports on 
numbers of service terminations, level and vintage of customer arrearages, levels 
of bad debt, and number of termination notices sent for internal management 
purposes.  Managing collection activities and bad debt is an important utility 
function.  While standard definitions for the data points may require some 
companies to modify their systems, there does not appear to be any significant 
barrier to collecting the four to eight high-priority data points described above. 
 


o As a utility, we do not track customer income and therefore cannot identify 
low-income customers.  Utilities in numerous states have developed systems to 
identify accounts associated with customers who participate in one or more 
means-tested benefit programs.  Probably the most frequently used method is to 
flag customer accounts where a LIHEAP payment is applied against bills.  In 
addition, for states where there is a utility-funded payment assistance or energy 
efficiency program, participants can readily be identified and flagged.  It is also 
possible for utilities to receive and match electronic data from participants in non-
energy means-tested benefit programs (e.g., Food Stamps, Medicaid), particularly 
in cases where participants consent to information transfer to utility service 
providers for data reporting purposes.  While such methods will never capture all 
low-income households in a utility service area,19 they provide information that 
can serve as a reasonable proxy for the population.  If we are able to develop 
consistent arrearage trend data on the LIHEAP recipient population, for example, 


                                                 
19 LIHEAP is not an entitlement program, and only serves a fraction of income-eligible households.  Even 
entitlement programs such as Food Stamps do not achieve full participation. 
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we may reasonably make certain inferences on arrearages in all low-income 
households. 


 
o If we report this data, it will be misused.  Two primary purposes for collecting 


this data are to be able to meet one of the federal criteria for the release of 
LIHEAP emergency contingency funds and to further document unmet need for 
energy assistance in general.  Whenever low-income advocates seek additional 
resources for LIHEAP and comparable state programs, they are asked to produce 
evidence of need.   Providing anecdotal evidence of terminations and arrearages is 
helpful but generally not sufficient.  Producing hard data on arrearages and 
terminations makes a difference.  Better data will lead to better public policy 
decisions, with benefits for low-income consumers, utility companies, and society 
in general. 


 
o The reported information will become a public record.  Who else will be 


interested in this information?  Information about real threats to the health and 
safety of vulnerable customers rightly belongs in the public domain.  Various 
groups interested in utility and low-income issues need this information as they 
work to develop state and national policies to assure adequate utility services for 
all American households.  Utility commissions, of necessity, will collect data on a 
company-specific level.  However, the reporting of the data would be in the 
aggregate, to allow for the identification of state-level trends.  State-level data 
would ultimately be aggregated at the national level.  The company-specific data 
could be treated as confidential, and would not become part of the public domain.  


 
o What if some conclude from what the data reveals that states should be doing 


more?  Will there be new rules or standards as a result of this information?  
The intent is to use the nationally aggregated data to allow policymakers to 
determine the level of customer need that is critical in establishing funding levels 
for LIHEAP and that triggers release of LIHEAP emergency contingency 
appropriations.  However, in states where these data are already collected, some 
PUCs use this information to devise policies that address the needs of low-income 
consumers.  This type of information has been used to make recommendations 
about customer payment agreements that allow customers to maintain utility 
service while holding the line on utility debt. 


 
 


o How will this benefit the customer?   
 


Low-income customers clearly will benefit from the collection of data that can 
form the basis for release of LIHEAP emergency funds, for increases in federal 
funding for LIHEAP, and for supplemental state programs that help low-income 
energy consumers.   All utility customers benefit from such federal and state 
programs as they reduce arrearages, uncollectibles, and the costs of collection 
activities.  On behalf of their customers, utilities should be in the forefront of 
supporting better data collection. 
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o Our state PUC doesn’t have adequate staff now, and this will require staff 
time. 


 
PUCs can collect the information with relatively little effort.  The reporting 
obligation is on the utility companies.  While some states devote resources to 
carefully compiling and analyzing the data that the utilities file in annual or other 
periodic reports, each PUC can decide the level of resources that it wishes to 
devote to this type of effort.  The experience in states that already collect data is 
that the mere collecting of the data from utilities takes relatively little time and 
resources. 
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Conclusion 
 
The energy and utility industries have undergone fundamental changes over the past 
decade.  Gas prices are at much higher levels than in the past, with few predicting any 
price declines.  Electricity prices have become much more volatile, with wholesale 
markets largely deregulated and many states moving away from strict price regulation as 
well.  Higher prices and increased price volatility threaten the ability of low-income 
families to stay warm in the winter and cool in the summer.  Utility terminations can be 
devastating to low-income households, especially the elderly, disabled and families with 
young children.  Loss of utility service places health and safety at risk and inevitably 
disrupts normal daily activities.  Studies of LIHEAP households show paying for even a 
basic level of utility service requires that other necessities such as food or medicine be 
forgone.  Utility bills that exceed low-income households’ ability to pay result in high 
credit and collection costs for utilities and increasing write-off of bad debt costs borne by 
all utility ratepayers. 
 
Utility regulators and other policymakers can and should design responses to the 
problems that low-income households face, and better collection of termination and 
arrearage data will make it far easier to do so.  Several state PUCs have recognized the 
value of collecting such data, and the electric and natural gas utilities that they regulate 
report it on a monthly basis.  While there will be some obstacles to address in order to 
implement an effective data-reporting program, the experience in these states shows they 
are certainly not insurmountable.  To minimize those obstacles, this paper strongly 
recommends collecting a short list of four to eight data points (Tiers 1 and 2, previously 
outlined) that should prove relatively easy to collect in almost every jurisdiction.  We 
recommend that all states that do not currently collect these data begin doing so as soon 
as is practicable.   
 
Clearly, all utility companies currently track number of residential accounts, number of 
accounts in arrears, the dollar value of those arrears, and the number of residential service 
terminations for nonpayment.  State PUCs should require that this information be 
provided forthwith.  In addition, PUCs should immediately begin discussions with their 
regulated companies to determine the extent to which information can be readily  
collected on a monthly basis on the number of low-income residential accounts, the 
number of low-income accounts that are in arrears, the dollar value of those arrears, and 
the total number of low-income accounts terminated for nonpayment.  PUCs that desire a 
more accurate and complete portrait of payment-troubled accounts and the costs 
associated with them may also decide to collect monthly data on the number of 
residential accounts written off as uncollectible, number of accounts having service 
restored, and the number of termination notices that are issued. 
 
There are a variety of routes to initiate the gathering and reporting of arrearage and 
termination data – legislative, formal regulatory proceedings, and less formal commission 
action.  The unique circumstances of each state will ultimately dictate which forum is 
most appropriate.  Moreover, if we are to preserve the concept of universal utility service 
for all, then we must do a better job of tracking information regarding threats to access to 
that service.
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Appendix A   Sample Letter to the State Utility Commission 
 


This appendix includes a sample letter to the state utility commission by which the 
signatories to the letter seek monthly reporting of arrearage and termination data.  Each 
state will present different possible routes for initiating a new protocol for collecting 
arrearage and termination data.  In some states, those who seek better data collection may 
decide to file a formal petition requesting that the Commission open its own investigation 
into rates of disconnection and companies’ payment policies.  Such investigations are 
underway or have recently been conducted in Rhode Island, Maryland and Texas.  
Alternatively, it may make more sense in some states for advocates to file a motion to 
obtain relevant information in an existing docket, so long as the motion is within the 
scope of the existing proceeding.  Another option may entail using an existing, less 
formal, “collaborative” process that operates under the approval and scrutiny of the 
Commission.  Whatever forum makes the most sense given the circumstances of a 
particular state, the idea is to obtain arrearage and termination data as expeditiously as 
possible. 


 


SAMPLE LETTER TO PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
SEEKING ADOPTION OF PERIODIC REPORTING BY COMPANIES 


OF ARREARAGE AND TERMINATION DATA 
 
 
[Insert names/address of the Commission’s Chair, or all commissioners]   
 
Dear [Commission Chair, or all commissioners] 
 
 We write this letter20 urging you to adopt protocols under which regulated gas and 
electric companies would be required to periodically report to the Commission [or other name of 
the regulatory body] basic information about the number of customers in arrears on their bills; 
the dollar amount of arrearages; and the numbers of customers being terminated.21      We believe 
that the Commission itself would greatly benefit from having current, accurate information about 
the problems customers are having in paying their bills.  We know that elected and appointed 
officials, both in Congress and here in [name of state], who oversee and operate the Low-Income 
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) would value having a better understanding of client 
need, which this reporting would certainly provide.  A number of states have been collecting this 
type of information for years and find it very beneficial.  Additionally, the National Regulatory 


                                                 
20  [EDITING NOTE] Try to choose a signer(s) of the letter, whether one or more individuals (advocates; 
sympathetic legislators; etc.) or one or more organizations, who the Commissioners know and respect, 
since they will be under no legal obligation to adopt protocols that require companies to report this data.     
21 [EDITING NOTE] In some states, the Commission may be collecting some information, and your letter 
will be seeking more regular or more complete reporting of data.  This sentence should be revised 
accordingly.  
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Research Institute (NRRI), in conjunction with NARUC’s 22  Consumer Affairs Committee, has 
begun collecting this information on an occasional, snapshot basis from states willing to report 
this information voluntarily to NRRI.  We are happy to share the information we have about 
existing reporting protocols.  We also would welcome working with the Commission and utilities 
in a collaborative process to design protocols that would not be burdensome to the companies yet 
that would generate very useful information. 
 
 LIHEAP is a $2 billion program that serves over 4 million households.  For the past 
several years,  Congress has appropriated base funds for the program (in recent years around $1.7 
billion) and a separate amount of $100 million to $200 million for “emergency” needs.  See 42 
U.S.C. § 8621(e), authorizing additional LIHEAP funds to deal with emergency needs.   Release 
of those emergency funds is contingent on actual circumstances during the heating and cooling 
season, and information about the numbers of low-income households with high arrearages or 
without utility service plays an important role in determining whether these funds are released.   
See 42 U.S.C. § 8622, defining “emergency” to include “a significant increase in home energy 
disconnections reported by a utility [or] a State regulatory agency.”  In addition, Congress 
routinely seeks information about arrearages and terminations in the annual debates over funding 
for this important program.  Furthermore, access to timely information on arrearages and 
disconnections is vital in arguing for additional fuel assistance funds, especially in a year such as 
FY 2004 where the full amount of emergency contingency funds was released in early February, 
leaving nothing for summer crises.  The Commission can play a very useful information-
gathering role by requiring utilities to report arrearage and termination data. 
 
 The Commission itself would also benefit by having this type of data.  On a daily basis, 
the regulated companies and Commission staff deal with customers having problems with paying 
their bills – resolving issues around the size of a security deposit, or the monthly amount of any 
payment plan established to catch up on an arrearage, or determining whether a particular 
customer’s service will be terminated or restored.23    The Commission would be in a much better 
position to establish fair and equitable policies around these issues by knowing more about how 
many customers are having problems paying their bills and the aggregate magnitude of the 
arrearage problem for each regulated company.   Recently, the NARUC Natural Gas Task Force 
published a “Toolkit” which addressed the problems that customers are having in light of high 
and increasingly volatile gas prices.  High on the list of its recommendations of actions for state 
commissions was the following: 
 


States may want to review, and perhaps modify or consider, adopting these [consumer 
protection and assistance] practices [including] . . . cold weather disconnection rules . . . 
service disconnection policies . . . levelized/budget billing plans [and] notifying 
consumers about existing energy assistance programs. 
 


 NARUC, “Natural Gas Information ‘Toolkit’” (Nov. 2003), at 42.  The Commission will 
be in a much better position to develop reasonable policies if it knows more about the actual 
number of customers who are having difficulty in paying their bills or experiencing termination 
of service, and the trends in those numbers over time. 
 


                                                 
22  [EDITING NOTE]  “NARUC” is the “National Association of  Regulatory Utility Commissions,” the 
association that includes every commission in the country. 
23 The wording of this sentence should be tailored to the circumstances of each state, as the commission 
staff in each state will play a more or less active role in helping customers negotiate payment plans; restore 
terminated service; etc. 
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 We hope you will seriously consider our request.  We look forward to discussing this 
further with you. 24   
 


                                                 
24 This sentence should also be tailored to circumstances in your state.  Suggest a follow-up step that fits 
your circumstances – whether a meeting with one or more commissioners, or a meeting with key staff, or 
the opening of a docket or proceeding to consider the adoption of reporting rules. 
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Appendix B    State Definitions of Late Payment 
 
States have, through rules and by statute, defined when a natural gas or electric service 
payment can be considered late.  Appendix B provides a chart of state regulatory and 
statutory definitions of when a payment is considered late.  Additionally, states have 
varying policies on the amount (if any) of late payment fees that utilities charge their 
customers.  One useful indicator of when a significant number of residential customers 
are falling behind is to track utility late payment fee revenues for both the number of 
residential customers assessed late payment fees and the dollar amount collected in late 
payment fees.   Regular tracking of this data could serve as an indicator of an increasing 
number of households falling behind.  This proxy metric is far inferior to the template 
provided in Section IV, but where there is no data collection at all in a state, it is one way 
to try to get a pulse on an emerging crisis.  
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States & D.C. Utilities Covered  Definition of Late Payment


Alabama gas & electric Payments due 10 days after billing date
Alaska electric Payments due 25 days after due date
Arizona gas & electric payments due, gas: 10 days from rendering, electric: 15 days from rendering
Arkansas gas & electric payments due 14 (22 if late paymt fee included) after mailing
California 
Colorado electric payments are delinquent if over 30 days past due 
Connecticut gas & electric payments are delinquent if unpaid over 30 days from receipt (monthly bill)
Delaware gas & electric payments due w/in 20 days (monthly bills)
Dist. of Col. gas & electric payments due w/in 20 days (monthly bills)
Florida gas & electric payments due w/in 20 days of mailing or delivery
Georgia gas & electric
Hawaii gas & electric payments due at least 15 days after bill issued
Idaho gas & electric payments due at least 15 days after billing date or 12 days after mailing or delivery
Illinois gas & electric payments due 21 days after postmark; late if 2 days after due
Indiana gas & electric payments due 17 days of postmark/mailing
Iowa gas & electric payments due w/in 20 days
Kansas gas & electric ?????
Kentucky gas & electric payment due w/in 27 days
Louisiana payments are delinquent if over 20 days from billing date
Maine gas & electric payments due not less than 25 days after mail or delivery
Maryland gas & electric
Massachusetts gas & electric payments due not less than 45 days of receipt or the time between receipt of bill and most recent previous bill, whichever is greater
Michigan gas & electric payments due not less than 17 days from rendering of bill or day of mailing
Minnesota gas & electric ?? late charge may be assessed no less than 25 days from current billing date
Mississippi gas & electric
Missouri gas & electric payments due w/in 21 days (monthly bills) or 16 days (quarterly)????
Montana gas & electric
Nebraska ???
Nevada gas & electric payments due no earlier than 15 days after issuance
New Hampshire gas & electric payments due no earlier than 25 days from mailing of bill
New Jersey gas & electric payment due at no earlier than 15 days from postmark
New Mexico gas & electric payment due 20 days from billing
New York gas & electric no earlier than 3 days after mailing of bill
North Carolina gas & electric payment due w/in 15 days of billing date or receipt
North Dakota gas & electric
Ohio gas & electric 14 days??
Oklahoma gas & electric payment due no earlier than 20 days after mailing
Oregon gas & electric
Pennsylvania payment due no earlier than 20 days after mailing or physical delivery
Rhode Island gas & electric
South Carolina gas & electric
South Dakota gas & electric payment due  w/in 20 days
Tennessee gas & electric
Texas electric payment due no earlier than 16 days after issuance
Utah gas & electric payment due no earlier than 20 days from date of current bill
Vermont gas & electric payment due in 30 days
Virginia gas & electric payment due in 20 days
Washington gas & electric minimum of 15 days to pay
West Virginia gas & electric due when rendered, delinquent if not paid w/in 30 days of becoming due
Wisconsin gas & electric payment due 20 days after issuance
Wyoming
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ource Additional Notes


L PSC gen rules, R.12
 AAC §52.430
Z Comp. R. &  Regs. 14-2-310(C); 14-2-210(C)
R PSC, Gen.Serv. R. 5.05 utilities must offer extended due date to certain seniors, customers with disabilities, TANF recipients, veterans
A PUC §392 et seq
 CO Code Regs.§723-3, Rule 13(c) payments due 10 days from mailing or delivery
N Agency Regs. §16-3-100(a) payments are delinquent if over 60 days of receipt of quarterly or bi-monthly bill
E Code Regs. §10 800 020 4.5
.C. Mun. Regs. Tit 15, § 306.1
la Admin. Code Ann. R.25-6.101; 25-7.090 
A Comp. R. & Regs. R. utiliity can disconnect if overdue for 45 days
ode HI Rules, tit.6, ch.60, §6-60-8
APA 31.21.01
 Admin. Code § 280.90


 Admin. Code tit. 170, r. 4-1-17; 6-1-13(A)
 Admin. Code r.199-19.4 residential customers can choose a payment date up 15 days after reciept of income, but not more than 30 days after bill???


II A
Y Admin Regs 5:006(14)
A PSC Gen Order 7-12-76
ode ME. R.  § 65 -407-81(2)(J) payments due not less than 30 days if mailed from or payment sent to a location out of state
D Regs. Code, tit. 20 § 31.01
20 CMR 25.02(1)
I Admin Code r. 460.21116, 460.2117
N R. 7820.5300
S ADC 26 000 002???
O Code Regs, tit. 4m § 240-13.020(7)
T Admin R. 38.5.901 to 38.5.904
E Admin R. & Regs. Tit. 291 ???
V Admin. Code ch. 704.339
H Code Admin. R. PUC 1202.08
J Admin. Code, Tit, 14 § 3-7.12 payment received w/in 2 business days of due date is still timely
M Admin. Code § 17.5.401.13 discontinuance permitted after 15 days from due date
Y tit. 16, §§11.4, 11.15 final termination notice may not be sent before 20 days from due date; no late fee if payment made withing 20 days of due date
C Admin. Code R. 12-9 late payment fee if after 25 days from due date
D Admin. Code §§ 69-09-02-02, 69-09-05-01
H Admin. Code § 4933.122
K Admin. Code §§165-35-19-32, 165-45-11-42
R Admin R. 860-021-0326, 860-021-0405 15 days for nonpaymnet, then a 5 days notice
2 PA Code §56.21
I Code R.90 000 013 § III(2) and (3) termination permitted if bill not paid w/in 40 days after mailing or 10 days after due (whichever is later)
C Code Regs. 103-339, 103-439 late payment fee permitted ???? 


min R. 20:10:20:03
enn R. & Regs. §§ 1220-4-4, 1220-4-5
ex. Admin. Code tit 16, § 26.25
tah Admin. R. 746-200-4
0 000 CVR 004 3.301
A CC opinion and Final Order 1/10/77 Utility must provide 1 full billing period before starting termination proceedings VA Code 56-247.1
A Admin Code §§ 480-90-178, 480-100-178
V Code of State Rules §§150-4-4.83,150-3-4.83
I Ad. Code PSC §§113.0406,134.062(7)
Y Code PSC 1925 
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Appendix C    Iowa’s Collection and Reporting Provision 
 


Iowa Administrative Code: Natural Gas Utilities’ Reporting Requirement 


199-20.2(5)j. Residential customer statistics. Each rate-regulated gas utility shall file 
with the board on or before the fifteenth day of each month one copy of the following 
residential customer statistics for the preceding month: 
(1) Number of accounts; 
(2) Number of accounts certified as eligible for energy assistance since the preceding 
October 1; 
(3) Number of accounts past due; 
(4) Number of accounts eligible for energy assistance and past due; 
(5) Total revenue owed on accounts past due; 
(6) Total revenue owed on accounts eligible for energy assistance and past due; 
(7) Number of disconnection notices issued; 
(8) Number of disconnection notices issued on accounts eligible for energy assistance; 
(9) Number of disconnections for nonpayment; 
(10) Number of reconnections; 
(11) Number of accounts determined uncollectible; and 
(12) Number of accounts eligible for energy assistance and determined uncollectible. 
 
 
 
Iowa Administrative Code: Electric Utilities’ Reporting Requirement   
 
199-19.2(5)j. Residential customer statistics. Each rate-regulated electric utility shall file 
with the board on or before the fifteenth day of each month one copy of the following 
residential customer statistics for the preceding month: 
(1) Number of accounts; 
(2) Number of accounts certified as eligible for energy assistance since the preceding 
October 1; 
(3) Number of accounts past due; 
(4) Number of accounts eligible for energy assistance and past due; 
(5) Total revenue owed on accounts past due; 
(6) Total revenue owed on accounts eligible for energy assistance and past due; 
(7) Number of disconnection notices issued; 
(8) Number of disconnection notices issued on accounts eligible for energy assistance; 
(9) Number of disconnections for nonpayment; 
(10) Number of reconnections; 
(11) Number of accounts determined uncollectible; and 
(12) Number of accounts eligible for energy assistance and determined uncollectible. 
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GLOSSARY


Affordable home energy burden: A home energy bill which, as a percentage of
household income, can regularly be paid on a full and timely basis without substantial
household hardship. An affordable home energy burden can be calculated for a
household’s total home energy bill or for specific fuels (e.g., electricity, natural gas).
Contrast to unaffordable home energy burden.


Arrearage forgiveness: A program or process through which a utility grants credits to
retire an unpaid past-due bill owing the company.


Case management: A process through which a utility seeks to address not only the
utility-related payment problems of a customer, but the holistic socio-economic
conditions of the household giving rise to the payment problems.


Crisis assistance: A cash payment made to a utility on behalf of a utility customer
designed to prevent a scheduled disconnection of service for nonpayment or to resolve
amounts outstanding sufficiently to permit a reconnection of service after a disconnection
for nonpayment.


Customer copayment: A customer payment required to be made in order to trigger a
credit by a rate affordability program to be applied against a pre-existing arrears.


Direct vendor payment: A cash payment from a rate affordability program paid directly
to a utility on a customer’s behalf rather than being paid to the customer.


Empirical evaluation: A program evaluation based on data collected from a utility or
other entity associated with the administration of a low-income rate affordability program
rather than being based on generalized knowledge or on data not specific to the program
or program service territory.


Empirical needs assessment: A needs assessment for a low-income rate affordability
program in a specified geographic area that is based on data collected from the area
served by the program rather than being based on generalized knowledge or on data not
specific to the area.


External benefit program: A low-income rate affordability program under which
funding is provided to a non-utility entity, whether a state agency or independent third
party administrator, for the purpose of distributing benefits to a utility on behalf of a rate
affordability program participant.


External source of funding: A source of funding generating a stream of revenue
intended to be provided to a non-utility entity, whether a state agency or independent
third party administrator, for the purpose of distributing benefits to a utility on behalf of a
rate affordability program participant.
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Federal Poverty Level: The dollar amounts, referred to by this phrase, published
annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services demarcating the income
level, disaggregated by household size, which represents being “poor” in the United
States.  The Federal Poverty Level is sometimes referred to simply as “Poverty Level.”
Separate Poverty Levels are published for the 48 contiguous states (plus the District of
Columbia), for Hawaii and for Alaska.


Fixed credit (fixed credit program): A utility rate affordability program under which a
program participant receives a fixed dollar payment toward his or her monthly bill
individually calculated to reduce the bill to an affordable home energy burden assuming
the bill remains no higher than historic levels.  Under a “fixed credit,” the program
participant is responsible for paying the difference between the fixed credit amount and
the monthly bill at standard residential rates.


Fixed monthly system benefits charge: A funding mechanism imposed on utility
ratepayers under which the per-customer payment is the same irrespective of
consumption. A fixed monthly system benefits charge may impose a uniform charge on
all customers, or may impose a uniform charge on all customers within any given
customer class (with charges differing between customer classes).


Home energy affordability gap: The dollar difference between actual home energy bills
and affordable home energy bills.  The Home Energy Affordability Gap can be calculated
on a per-household basis or can be aggregated for geographic areas (e.g., states, utility
service territories).  Historic calculations of Home Energy Affordability Gap data for
various jurisdictions in the United States can be found on-line at:
www.HomeEnergyAffordabilityGap.com.


Home energy burden: A household’s home energy bill as a percentage of the
household’s gross income.  Home energy burdens can be calculated for total home energy
bills or for the bills associated with specific fuels (e.g., electricity, natural gas).


Levelized budget billing: A utility billing process under which customers are asked to
pay a levelized monthly bill calculated by dividing the estimated annual bill by 12.  Some
utilities offer 11-month levelized budget billing amounts.  Some, but not all, utilities
subtract federal fuel assistance benefits from the annual bill before calculating the
levelized budget-billing amount.


LIHEAP:  The federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program.


Low-income Home Energy Assistance Program: The United States federal home
energy assistance program through which federal funding is provided primarily for
heating and cooling assistance to be distributed through state program administrators.


Low-income rate affordability program: A program or rate directed to low-income
households designed to reduce utility bills to an affordable level by supplementing bill
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payments or by reducing billed revenue independent of usage.  Low-income rate
affordability programs are to be distinguished from programs aimed at usage reduction,
household budgeting, or credit and collection alternatives not involving reduced bills.


Means-tested financial assistance program: A financial assistance program the
eligibility for which is determined by a household’s income and/or the ratio of the
household’s income to the Federal Poverty Level.


Net program donor: In a state where low-income rate affordability programs are not
operated on a utility-specific basis, but rather on a statewide basis, a utility where the
aggregate system benefits charge revenue paid by its customers exceeds the aggregate
rate affordability assistance received by its customers.


Net program recipient: In a state where low-income rate affordability programs are not
operated on a utility-specific basis, but rather on a statewide basis, a utility where the
aggregate rate affordability assistance received by its customers exceeds the aggregate
system benefits charge revenue paid by its customers.


Overpayment of rate affordability assistance: A payment of rate affordability
assistance to an individual customer which is more than the amount needed to reduce the
customer’s home energy bill to an affordable home energy burden.


Percentage-of-income based program: A low-income rate affordability program that is
explicitly designed to reduce the utility bills of program participants to a predetermined
home energy burden.


Poverty Level: The Federal Poverty Level published annually by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS).


Pre-existing arrears: The arrears of a participant in a low-income rate affordability
program incurred prior to the date the participant enrolled in the program.


Preprogram arrears: See, pre-existing arrears.


Program cost offsets: In reviewing the ratemaking treatment of total expenditures on a
low-income rate affordability program, a set of credits to be applied against the total
gross expenditures on the program to reflect both: (1) reduced expenditures on the normal
operating costs of the utility created by the program; and (2) those expenditures on the
program that have already been reflected in the utility’s base rates for other purposes.


Program eligibility: That set of characteristics that a customer must necessarily exhibit
in order to qualify to receive low-income rate affordability assistance should an
application for such assistance be made. Eligibility criteria may include income criteria
(e.g., household income at or below 150% of Federal Poverty Level) or non-income
criteria (e.g., household must be payment-troubled).
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Program entry: The process by which an eligible household applies for and is enrolled
in a low-income rate affordability program.


Program recertification: The process by which a participant in a low-income rate
affordability program periodically demonstrates to the satisfaction of the program
administrator that the household remains eligible to continue participating in the program.


Public benefit program: A low-income rate affordability program under which benefits
are distributed to a customer through a cash payment to the customer or a cash payment
to a utility on the customer’s behalf to be reflected as a payment on the customer’s bill.
A “public benefit” program is to be contrasted to a “rate structure” program.


Rate structure program: A low-income rate affordability program under which the
customer receives a reduced bill from his or her utility.  The utility offering the reduced
bill may be compensated for the foregone revenue either by receiving payments from an
external fund or by a funding mechanism directed to the utility’s own customers.   A
“rate structure” program is to be contrasted to a “public benefit” program.


Reconcilable rate rider: A ratemaking process by which actual expenditures on a low-
income rate affordability program are collected through a rate rider independently of a
utility’s distribution rates.  A rate rider is reconcilable when the actual expenditures in an
historic period are periodically compared to the revenues generated by the rate rider in
that period, with over-collections or under-collections rolled over into the calculation of
the appropriate level of the rate rider to be charged in a future period.


Retail choice: A program or process through which retail electric and/or natural gas
customers are given the choice of selecting the provider of their supply service.


System Benefits Charge: A mandatory charge imposed on all or some portion of a
utility’s customers to fund a low-income rate affordability program.  A System Benefits
Charge may be imposed on a volumetric or on a fixed monthly charge basis.


Tariffed discount: A bill reduction underlying a low-income rate affordability program
appearing in the tariffs of a natural gas or electric utility. A tariffed discount may be
either: (1) a percentage discount off bills at standard residential rates; or (2) a percentage-
of-income based rate.  A tariffed discount is to be contrasted to low-income rate
affordability assistance received from an external party and reflected as a payment on the
customer’s bill.


Tiered rate discount: A program or billing process under which a participant in a low-
income rate affordability program receives a bill for current usage set at a predetermined
percentage of the bill at standard residential rates. A rate discount is “tiered” when the
predetermined percentage discount varies based on household income or the ratio of
household income to the Federal Poverty Level.
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Unaffordable home energy burden: A home energy bill which, as a percentage of
household income, either: (1) can not regularly be paid on a full and timely basis, or (2)
can not regularly be paid on a full and timely basis without substantial household
hardship.


Underpayment of rate affordability assistance: A payment of rate affordability
assistance to an individual customer which is less than the amount needed to reduce the
customer’s home energy bill to an affordable home energy burden.


Volumetric system benefits charge: A funding mechanism imposed on utility
ratepayers under which the per-customer payment varies based on consumption. A
volumetric system benefits charge may impose a uniform volumetric charge on all
customers, or may impose a uniform charge on all customers within any given customer
class (with charges differing between customer classes).


Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP): The federal low-income energy
efficiency program administered by the U.S. Department of Energy.  For purposes here,
weatherization assistance provided with funding through “oil overcharge” funds are
deemed to be part of WAP.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


The analysis presented in this paper examines selected low-income affordability
programs currently in operation around the United States as determined by the author to
be best-in-class.  Eight United States programs have been reviewed in addition to the
low-income initiatives of Electricité de France (EDF) in France.


Necessary Program Components


Based on this analysis, we conclude that a best-in-class low-income rate affordability
program has five necessary components to it.  A low-income rate affordability program
should:


 Reduce bills for current usage to an affordable percentage of income. The
program should recognize the essential role played by home energy burdens in
defining home energy affordability.


 Retire pre-existing arrears within a reasonable time period, without raising the
overall monthly asked-to-pay amount to an unaffordable level.


 Protect against unexpected monthly bill volatility associated with changes in
price and/or weather through facilitating or requiring entry into levelized
budget billing plans.


 Promote the efficient use of energy, both through investments in usage
reduction measures for the housing unit and the preservation of conservation
incentives within the affordable rate structure.1


 Preserve funding to address crisis situations caused by the fragility of income
experienced by poverty-level households.


Lessons Learned


In addition to these necessary components, the analysis below supports the following
lessons learned from best-in-class programs:


 Lesson #1: A best-in-class rate affordability program should recognize the
essential role played by home energy burdens in defining home energy
affordability.


                                                
1 Conservation incentives can be preserved through mechanisms such as offering percentage-of-income
based benefits through a fixed credit on the bill or imposing bill or benefit caps.
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 Lesson #2: A best-in-class rate affordability program addresses not simply the
affordability of charges for future consumption, but the charges for pre-
existing arrears as well.


 Lesson #3: A best-in-class rate affordability program must be reasonably
open to all households in need, both in terms of the scope of eligibility and in
terms of the ease of entry into (and retention in) the program.


 Lesson #4: A best-in-class rate affordability program targets its rate
affordability assistance to eliminate or minimize the underpayment or
overpayment of benefits.


 Lesson #5: A best-in-class rate affordability program allows a full and timely
recovery of program expenditures, responsive to changes in factors affecting
program expenditures in ways outside the ability of a utility to control.


 Lesson #6: A best-in-class rate affordability program integrates its low-
income initiative into its existing rate structure within the constraints of
efficient program spending.


 Lesson #7: A best-in-class rate affordability program represents a more cost-
effective approach for dealing with issues of customer inability to pay than are
traditional collection methods.


 Lesson #8: A best-in-class rate affordability program recognizes that low-
income home energy affordability consists of more than helping a customer to
pay their bill for current usage.


 Lesson #9: A best-in-class rate affordability program need not be explicitly
authorized by the government’s legislative body, so long as the local
distribution utility offers the program as a mechanism to improve the
effectiveness and/or efficiency of utility operations, rather than exclusively as
a social benefit.


 Lesson #10: A best-in-class rate affordability program provides for
reasonable certainty in both the level and timing of program funding through
utility-based funding.


 Lesson #11: A best-in-class rate affordability program provides for timely
cost recovery through periodic reconcilable rate riders.


 Lesson #12: A best-in-class rate affordability program views the program
expenditures as a cost of operating as a public utility, the payment of which all
ratepayers must share some responsibility.
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 Lesson #13: A best-in-class rate affordability program, in its program cost
recovery, accounts for the benefits generated by the program as well as the
expenditures made to support the program.
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PART 1. INTRODUCTION


The analysis presented in this paper examines selected low-income affordability
programs currently in operation around the United States as determined by the author to
be best-in-class.  Eight United States programs have been reviewed, in addition to the
low-income initiatives of Electricité de France (EDF).2  The purpose of the assessment is
three-fold:


 To articulate a set of standards by which to measure the design and operation
of a low-income rate affordability program;


 To identify a set of design decisions and implementation practices that
favorably distinguish particular programs from their low-income counterparts
in other states or service territories; and


 To apply those standards, design decisions, and implementation practices to a
set of programs to determine their prevalence among best-in-class programs.


The analysis will focus exclusively on rate affordability programs.  Initiatives involving
usage reduction programs, as well as credit and collection practices directed primarily at
low-income households,3 are set aside not because they are unimportant, but rather
simply because they are beyond the scope of this review.


The analysis below examines nine programs:


 New Jersey’s Universal Service Fund (USF);


 The Columbia Gas Customer Assistance Program (CAP) (Pennsylvania);


 The Equitable Gas Company Customer Assistance Program (CAP)
(Pennsylvania);


 The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP);


 The Citizens Gas & Coke Utility/Vectren Energy Delivery Universal Service
Program (USP) (Indiana);


 The National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation Low-Income Rate Assistance
(LIRA) program (Pennsylvania);


                                                
2 Because the EDF “social tariff” is different in kind from the United States affordability initiatives, this
analysis describes the program, but does not apply the best-in-class criteria to the French program.  Such
application was found to seek to compare what are fundamentally non-comparable programs.
3 Such practices might include deferred payment plans, the waiver of late fees or other designated charges,
or the use of alternatives to the disconnection of service (e.g., service limiter adapters).
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 The Electric Assistance Program (EAP) (New Hampshire);


 The Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) (Maryland); and


 The “social tariff” of Electricité de France (France).


After providing a brief description of the structure of each program and its funding, the
discussion below will consider the background of each program. That background will
review what events triggered the promulgation of each program and the market
environment within which the program now operates.  Finally, the discussion below will
apply the best-in-class criteria to each program.


Before turning to a discussion of each program, however, the first section below will
provide a brief overview of the criteria that will be used to determine best-in-class.
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PART 2.
DEFINING THE BEST-IN-CLASS CRITERIA FOR


RATING LOW-INCOME RATE AFFORDABILITY PROGRAMS


Five criteria have been applied in the review of whether the programs below constitute a
set of “best in class” low-income rate affordability programs.  Each individual criterion,
in turn, has different components to it.  The criteria include:


2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all
households in need?


A best-in-class program should be reasonably open to all households in need.  This
criterion is comprised of multiple components.  To be reasonably open to all households
in need, the program administrator must be able to empirically define those customers in
need.  While it is possible to do that in the abstract, programs that have an empirical
needs assessment examining the specific territory to be served are more favorably
viewed.


A program must be open to all households in need based on both the scope of eligibility
and on the ease of entry into the program.  The scope of eligibility should recognize the
breadth of an inability-to-pay problem without imposing artificial eligibility criteria
unrelated to the lack of affordability.  Ease of entry refers to the actual process of
enrolling in the program. Being “eligible” for an affordability program does not deliver
benefits to a household if that household cannot actually participate in the program.
Enrollment generally consists of applying for, and being found eligible for, the program.
Ease of entry finally involves not only becoming a program participant, but also
remaining a program participant over time.


2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple
facets of energy affordability “need”?


Low-income home energy affordability consists of more than helping customers to be
able to pay their bill for current usage. The unaffordability of home energy does not
always manifest itself through an unpaid bill.  When home energy burdens –energy
burdens are the home energy bill as a percentage of household income--4 reach a certain
point, the household will either not be able to pay the bill on a full and timely basis or not
be able to pay the bill without substantial household hardship.  For a low-income
program to represent best-in-class, the program should recognize the essential role played
by home energy burdens in defining home energy affordability.


                                                
4 A household with an annual income of $8,000 and a home energy bill of $1,600 will, in other words have
a home energy burden of 20% ($1,600 / $8,000 = 0.20).
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Paying the bill for current usage, however, can not be the exclusive focus of home energy
affordability.  Addressing the affordability of bills for current usage does not provide
comprehensive assistance to a household if that household has incurred substantial pre-
existing arrears because of a past inability-to-pay.  The affordability of home energy
consists of the total asked-to-pay amount, not simply the bill for current usage. If a
customer cannot afford to pay a total home energy bill, it makes no difference whether
the bill’s unaffordability is caused by the charges for current usage or by the charges for
pre-existing arrears.  Not only should a program address the affordability of future
consumption, but the program must address pre-existing arrears as well.


The affordability of home energy bills generally involves the size of the annual home
energy bill.  Best-in-class programs address the affordability of annual home energy bills
relative to annual household income.  The volatility of bills, however, in addition to the
magnitude of bills, also contributes to home energy unaffordability.  Volatility can occur
through seasonal variations in bills.  Volatility can also occur through atypical changes in
weather and prices.5 Best-in-class low-income programs help protect customers against
unexpected bill volatility associated with changes in price and/or weather.


Finally, while the unaffordability of home energy is generally caused more by the lack of
income than by excess energy consumption, investments in the efficient use of energy
can be an important tool to use in reducing energy consumption (and thus reducing home
energy burdens).  Efficiency investments cannot be the exclusive tool for several reasons.
At certain levels of income, nearly any energy consumption will impose an unaffordable
home energy burden. Even reasonably low consumption can be unaffordable when such
bills are combined with extremely limited household incomes to yield high home energy
burdens.  Moreover, low-income energy efficiency programs can reach perhaps
thousands of households each year in a typical jurisdiction.  In contrast, the need for
home energy affordability programs typically requires addressing the home energy needs
of tens (or even hundreds) of thousands of customers.  Investments in energy efficiency
address an important affordability need, but cannot be the exclusive affordability tool.


2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program
funding?


Having created a low-income home energy affordability program, a best-in-class program
will adopt specific program elements that promote the efficient use of program funding.
An affordability program is not simply a mechanism through which to supplement the
resources of a low-income household.  It is instead designed to redress an excessive home
energy burden.6  As a result, a best-in-class program seeks to avoid underpaying or
overpaying assistance to program participants.  A program underpays if the assistance to
the household is insufficient to reduce the home energy burden to an affordable level.  A
program overpays if the assistance to the household is more than is necessary to reduce
                                                
5 Atypical changes in price are often associated with, or even caused by, atypical weather patterns.
6 The excess bill over an affordable home energy burden is generally called the Home Energy Affordability
Gap.  For a comprehensive review of the Home Energy Affordability Gap in the United States, see
generally, the materials at http:\\www.HomeEnergyAffordabilityGap.com.
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the home energy burden to an affordable level.  In the first case, the program is not likely
to be able to achieve its affordability objectives (e.g., reducing bill nonpayment, reducing
the non-energy consequences of paying unaffordable bills).  In the second case, the
program is devoting more resources than needed to achieving its affordability objectives.


Quite aside from matching program payments to household home energy affordability
needs, an efficient use of program funding recognizes that minimum customer payments
and maximum benefit payments are appropriate tools.  It is not unreasonable for a
program to require a program participant to make a minimum payment, so long as such
payments do not substantially violate affordability provisions. While minimum monthly
customer payments of $30 to $50 may be unreasonable, payments that equal fixed
monthly customer charges are not.  Conversely, affordability programs need not be open-
ended in their payments either.  Placing reasonable limits on either consumption (or bills)
to be covered by an affordability payment helps prevent a program from paying for
wasteful participant consumption.7


Finally, a home energy affordability program should not operate independently of other
public and private initiatives that are designed to provide assistance to customers in need.
Private utility initiatives, for example, might include levelized budget billing to help
address the unaffordability issues associated with seasonal bill volatility.  Public
initiatives might involve partnerships with government energy assistance programs;8 they
may also involve programs designed to supplement household resources for non-energy
expenses. Integrating a home energy affordability program with other public and private
initiatives is a best-in-class efficient use of program funds.


2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous
improvement?


Best-in-class home energy affordability programs engage in a process of continuous self-
assessment and improvement.  The first step in such an assessment and improvement is
the generation of standardized periodic data reporting on program operations and
outcomes.  Developing standardized data reporting requires the program to identify those
data elements that are needed to evaluate the efficacy of program operation.  Only then,
can the program put into place the processes and technology needed to ensure that this
data is generated and retained in accessible form when called upon.  Ad hoc data
collection too frequently results in data that has either not been retained, or that has been
retained in a format that cannot be reasonably accessed. In such circumstances,
evaluations are based on data that is available rather than data that is appropriate to


                                                
7 Such benefit ceilings should have an exception for consumption or bills that are outside of the ability of
the participant to control.
8 Government “energy assistance” can come through non-energy programs.  In the United States, for
example, the federal Food Stamp program has an income-offset for “excess shelter burdens.” Shelter costs
that exceed 50% of a household’s income are used to reduce household income for purposes of calculating
the amount of Food Stamp benefits. The “shelter costs” used include both rent/mortgage payments and all
utilities (including telephone).  Through this program, high energy bills relative to income may result in
increased Food Stamps even if they do not result in increased energy assistance.
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answering the evaluation questions.  Developing and implementing standardized data
reporting has implicit within it not only the data generation and capture, but also the
planning processes needed to determine what data is necessary and appropriate to use in
program evaluation.  Standardized data collection, in other words, involves formulating
appropriate questions in addition to capturing appropriate pieces of data.


The data must not only be generated, but should be periodically used to evaluate the
affordability program in order to determine what, if any, improvements should be
implemented.  Program evaluations should be scheduled frequently enough to be
meaningful, but not so frequently as to be repetitive or to fail to allow the program’s
outcomes and operations to manifest themselves over time.


2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost
recovery?


Best-in-class home energy affordability programs should provide for reasonable certainty
in the level and timing of program funding.  Given the nature of the home energy
affordability problem, all customer classes should contribute to the funding of these
programs.  As one regulatory staff found, “the problem of the inability of some low
income customers to pay their entire home energy bills is caused primarily by societal
economic conditions that are unrelated to any one rate class. The costs for [low-income
rate affordability] programs should be viewed as a cost of operating as a public utility for
which all ratepayers must share the costs.”


Given this cost recovery, a program should be allowed prompt program cost recovery and
a reasonably certain year-to-year stream of revenue.  Program expenditures that are
subject to year-to-year uncertainty, in either their existence or their magnitude, impede
efficient program operations.  Program planning processes are interrupted, staff retention
and training is impeded, and even medium-term capital expenditures (often in
information technology hardware, software, or programming time) are avoided.  Cost-
recovery should be complete and reasonably timely as part of a best-in-class program.


Cost-recovery also should not be limited to specific utility service territories.  It is
unreasonable to expect that needs and resources will be equal between service territories.
Statewide funding of programs, allowing for a distribution of funds based on need, allow
for a greater certainty that funding will be adequate. Indeed, utility service territories with
the greatest number of low-income customers, and thus the highest level of need, may be
least able to be self-supporting in their offer of rate affordability funding.  Funding not
tied to specific utility service territories further ensures that program benefits to
individual households will be similar, rather than being dependent on the fortuity of
where a customer lives.


Finally, cost-recovery should recognize that program expenditures generate cost offsets
as well as cost expenditures.  To the extent that a home energy affordability program
helps reduce payment troubles, a participating utility should realize savings in credit and
collection costs and reduced write-offs.  To the extent that a home energy affordability
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program reduces participant arrears, a participating utility will realize reductions in the
working capital associated with carrying those arrears.  Not all cost-offsets involve cost
reductions.  Some offsets simply account for program costs that are already incorporated
into a utility’s cost-of-service and which, accordingly, can not be separately attributed to
the low-income rate affordability program.9  A best-in-class affordability program should
account for the cost offsets generated by the program as well as the expenditures made to
support the program.


2.6 Summary


Best-in-class home energy affordability programs can be demarcated by five general
criteria.  These criteria define the design of the program, the availability of the program,
the operation of the program, and the funding of the program.  The criteria, all of which
have implementing metrics, include:


 Whether the program is reasonably open to all in need;


 Whether the program recognizes and incorporates the multi-faceted nature of
“need”;


 Whether the program efficiently uses program funds;


 Whether the program provides for continuous improvement; and


 Whether the program provides for reasonable funding.


The table below provides a more detailed assessment of what is involved with each of
these best-in-class criteria.


                                                
9 Perhaps the best example of this involves labor costs devoted to the rate affordability program which, in
the absence of the program, would otherwise be associated with other utility customer service activities.
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Best-in-Class Criteria for Low-Income Rate Affordability Programs
1 Reasonably open to all in need


a. Considers empirical needs assessment.


b. Provides appropriate scope of eligibility.


c. Allows ease of program entry.


d. Allows open enrollment.


e. Provides ease of recertification.


2 Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


a. Addresses affordability of bills for current usage.


b. Addresses resolution of pre-program arrears.


c. Targets assistance to high usage/high benefit participants.


d. Allocates risk of bill volatility based on weather and/or prices.


3 Efficiently uses program funds.


a. Matches payments to needs.


b. Imposes maximum benefit/minimum payment.


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing).


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.


e. Incorporates conservation incentives.


4 Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting.


5 Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.


b. Ensures timely and reasonably certain recovery of program costs.


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program.


d. Recovers program costs independently of utility service territory limits.
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PART 3.
ASSESSING NINE LOW-INCOME RATE AFFORDABILITY


PROGRAMS


In this chapter, the criteria that demarcate best-in-class home energy affordability
programs are applied to a series of existing low-income programs across the United
States to determine the prevalence of best-in-class practices. In addition, because of the
unique relationship which Quebec maintains with France, the low-income initiatives of
Electricité de France (EDF), the major French distribution electric utility, are considered
as well.


The programs below have been selected to represent a range of best-in-class practices.
Not all programs have every best-in-class practice.  Indeed, the programs have been
selected to provide a range of practices.  Conversely, not all programs that exhibit best-
in-class practices are included.  Appendix A provides information on the applicability of
best-in-class criteria to each program.  Appendix B rates each program relative to each
best-in-class criterion.


3.1 Program #1: The New Jersey Universal Service Fund (USF)


The New Jersey Universal Service Fund (USF) is a creature of statute.  In directing the
state to move to electric retail choice, the New Jersey legislature also provided that “there
is established in the Board of Public Utilities a non-lapsing fund to be known as the
Universal Service Fund.” The legislation provided that the Board of Public Utilities, the
state utility regulatory commission, was to determine, amongst other things:


 The level of funding and appropriate administration of the USF;


 The “purposes and programs” to be funded with monies from the fund;


 Which “social programs” should be provided by an electric utility “as part of
the provision of its regulated services”;


 How to integrate the other public funds available for low-income energy
assistance with the USF.


The New Jersey commission established the Universal Service Fund through a
proceeding devoted exclusively to this issue.  With the legislation enacted in 1999, the
New Jersey commission adopted an “interim” rate affordability program in 2001 and a
permanent program in 2003.
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3.1.1 An Outline of the Program


In the first “full” year of the permanent program, the New Jersey USF enrolled roughly
133,000 accounts (or about 100,000 households, since some households have separate
natural gas and electric accounts). Roughly 22,000 of the initial households were paying
more than 20% of their pre-tax income on energy bills, even after federal and state energy
assistance was applied against their bills.  Another roughly 35,000 families were paying
between 15% and 20% of their pre-tax income on energy.  According to the Commission,
“without USF, it would be very difficult for any of these customers to consistently pay
their energy bills.”


3.1.1.1 Program Description


The purpose of the USF, the commission said, was to “ensure that low-income customers
have access to affordable energy.” The commission determined that the program design
should:


 Operate on a statewide basis;


 Be available to households with income at or below 175% of the Federal
Poverty Level; and


 By available to customers “with automatic screening for eligibility from
means-tested financial assistance programs.”


The New Jersey commission included an arrearage program under which USF
participants with arrears greater than $60 could participate.  Under the arrearage program,
if a program participant pays his/her monthly utility bill for a 12-month period, then all of
his/her remaining arrears will be forgiven at the end of the 12 months.  The program does
not require a customer to make 12 consecutive on-time payments.  Instead, customers
will be evaluated at the end of the 12-month period to see if they have made the required
payments.  Customers that do not receive forgiveness after the 12-month period will have
a 3-month grace period to make-up the payments.


3.1.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The basic affordability benefits provided through the New Jersey USF are delivered
through a percentage-of-income-based “fixed credit” program. The fixed credit provided
through the New Jersey USF was designed to reduce participant natural gas and electric
bills to an affordable percentage of income, deemed to be 6%.  For customers taking
natural gas and electric service from different utilities, no more than 3% of income would
be devoted to each service respectively. In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden for
households with statewide average incomes in New Jersey was 1.8%; the natural gas
burden for New Jersey residents with average incomes was 1.2%.
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The New Jersey USF is a blended rate structure/public benefit program. The blended
nature of the program appears most clearly in the delivery of benefits. On the one hand,
The affordability benefits provided by New Jersey’s USF do not appear as payments
from an external third party. Rather, they are bill credits provided by the utility. In
addition, each customer’s benefit is individually determined based on the actual bills that
the customer is expected to pay to the utility. In this respect, the USF has attributes of a
rate structure program.


The dollars provided in the form fixed credits, however, are not simply collected from
each utility’s own ratepayers.  Rather, the statewide USF compensates each utility for the
affordability benefits credited against bills. Depending on the amount of credits provided
as affordability assistance, a utility can be either a net donor or a net recipient from the
statewide Fund. Through this process, it is the utility that receives money from the
statewide Fund, not the client. Moreover, each utility’s contributions to the USF fund are
tied to statewide funding needs, not to the specific needs of the utility’s own customers.
In this sense, the program adopts characteristics of an external benefit program. As can be
seen, the USF has characteristics of both a rate structure program and an external benefit
program.


3.1.1.3 Program Funding


The New Jersey commission approved the collection of universal service costs through a
system benefits charge (SBC). This SBC is structured as a uniform volumetric charge
imposed on the electric and natural gas bills of all customers. Since the SBC is set
prospectively each year, actual program expenditures may be greater than or less than the
program revenues generated by the SBC. Should this occur, the difference between actual
SBC costs and SBC recoveries is subject to deferral.  The SBC is then reset annually to
amortize the over- or under-recovered balances in addition to providing for current
program cost recovery in the immediately ensuing year.


Finally, the commission decided that it would “segregate the USF revenues and benefits
for gas and electric customers such that the total USF recoveries from gas customers will
be used to provide payment assistance to gas customers and the total revenue recoveries
from electric customers will be used to provide payment assistance to electric
customers.” This matching of revenues and benefits, however, does not occur on a utility-
by-utility basis.  Some companies may be net donors while other utilities may be net
recipients.


3.1.1.4 Program Background


The New Jersey legislature enacted the USF when it approved the state’s move to retail
choice for the electric industry.  The state-funded Division of Ratepayer Advocate (DRA)
had long-advocated for a low-income rate affordability program.  The DRA urged the
state’s utility commission to incorporate a low-income program into each retail choice
plan filed with the commission pursuant to the 1999 statute.  Rather than implementing a
rate affordability program on a utility-specific basis, the commission initiated a single
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proceeding through which to establish a uniform statewide program.  Since 1999, a
competitive retail market has not developed for residential customers in New Jersey.


3.1.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The New Jersey USF is one of the best designed and implemented utility rate
affordability programs in the United States.  The program is rated “exceptional” in ten of
the 20 best-in-class criteria.


3.1.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The New Jersey program is reasonably open to all households in need.  The program
defines income eligibility at 175% of the Federal Poverty Level.10 The program commits
to serving all customers in need with no ceiling on participation rates.  To the extent that
participation increases, program funding will be expanded to meet that need.


The New Jersey USF leads the nation in its ease of program entry.  Program enrollment
may occur year-round.  Households enrolling in the federal fuel assistance program
(called the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, LIHEAP) are automatically
enrolled in the USF as well.  While program participants must recertify their income
annually, they may do so either in-person through local community-based organizations
or by mail through the state USF administrator.


3.1.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The New Jersey program recognizes the multiple facets of energy affordability “need.”
The program defines an affordable home energy bill as one that does not exceed 6% of
household income for both natural gas and electricity (or for all electric homes).  In those
circumstances where customers use natural gas for heating, the affordable home energy
burden is allocated equally between natural gas (3%) and electricity (3%).


The USF provides the opportunity for program participants to earn the forgiveness of
preprogram arrears over a reasonable time period.  The program provides a reasonable
opportunity for participants to “cure” missed payments in order to earn their forgiveness.


One potential problem with the New Jersey USF is that it does not yet allocate federal
fuel assistance benefits over multiple months.  Instead, federal fuel assistance is applied
against a customer account in a lump sum, thus creating bill credits on participant bills in
                                                
10 The generally accepted measure of "being poor" in the United States today indexes a household's income to
the “Federal Poverty Level" published each year by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS).  The Poverty Level looks at income in relation to household size.  This measure recognizes that a three-
person household with an annual income of $6,000 is, in fact, "poorer" than a two-person household with an
annual income of $6,000.  The federal government establishes a uniform "Poverty Level" for the 48 contiguous
states. A household's "level of Poverty" refers to the ratio of that household's income to the Federal Poverty
Level. For example, the year 2005 Poverty Level for a two-person household was $12,830.  A two-person
household with an income of $6,415 would thus be living at 50% of Poverty.
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the early months of each year of program participation. The result of these bill credits is
that program participants frequently skip bill payments in months where they receive a
credit on their bill.  Without these regular monthly payments, subsequent high winter
bills sometimes prove to be unaffordable in the month received.11  If customer payments
had been made each month, if fuel assistance had been allocated across multiple months,
or if bills had been rendered on an equal monthly budget billing basis, these months of
unaffordable bills might have been avoided.


3.1.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The New Jersey USF efficiently uses program funding.  The individual calculation of
home energy burdens ensures that program funds do not underpay or overpay benefits
relative to need.  While no minimum customer payment has been established, the
program does establish a maximum benefit amount.12


The USF integration with the federal fuel assistance program provides substantial
program efficiencies.  Affordable energy burdens are determined after subtracting federal
fuel assistance dollars to avoid the overpayment of benefits.13 The automatic enrollment
of program participants through the federal fuel assistance program also provides an
efficiency of operation.


The program finally provides significant conservation incentives. USF benefits are
distributed as a fixed-credit on the bills of program participants.  To the extent that
program participants can reduce their bills through energy efficiency efforts, the
participants are allowed to retain the bill savings, thus creating a conservation incentive.
The “down” side of this approach is that by making the level of the credit fixed, any
fluctuation in bills yields a fluctuation in customer payment responsibility. Under this
approach, it is the customers that bear the complete risk of bill volatility attributable to
extreme weather or price fluctuations.  If winter heating bills increase because of extreme
cold, for example, program participants must pay the increase.


3.1.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


The USF provides for a reasonable, though not exceptional, process of continuous
improvement. Program objectives have been articulated by statute and commission
decision.  Based on those stated objectives, the New Jersey utility regulatory commission
requires regulated state utilities to provide limited standardized data reporting on program
outcomes.  While the commission has contracted for a program evaluation –this
evaluation was completed in 2007—a regular evaluation of the USF, at prescribed time
intervals, has not been incorporated into the program design.


                                                
11 Monthly bills, in other words, can be unaffordable even if the annual home energy bill is not.
12 Whether the ceiling on benefits is appropriately set is not considered at this juncture.
13 For example, if a household’s income is $10,000, a home energy bill of $2,000 would result in a home
energy burden of 20%.  If the household receives $500 in federal fuel assistance, however, the home energy
burden is considered to be only 15% (($2,000 - $500) / $10,000 = 0.15).
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3.1.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


New Jersey provides for stable, adequate funding of its USF program.  Program budgets
are estimated on an annual basis, with a proceeding before the state utility regulatory
commission to determine the volumetric charge needed to generate those program
dollars.  Cost recovery is obtained from all customer classes, both to recognize the
benefits provided to the utility as a whole along with its various customer classes, and to
recognize the societal commitment to support universal service for essential home energy
needs.  The New Jersey USF, however, does not account for the cost savings generated
by the program. To this extent, participating utilities receive windfall benefits on an inter-
rate-case basis.14


3.2 Program #2: The Columbia Gas Customer Assistance
Program (CAP) (Pennsylvania)


The Columbia Gas Company (Pennsylvania) Customer Assistance Program (CAP) is one
of the oldest low-income rate affordability programs in Pennsylvania. Begun as a pilot
program in 1990, the program was seen by the Pennsylvania utility regulatory
commission as a way “to address realistically these customers’ problems and to stop
repeating a wasteful cycle of consecutive, unrealistic payment agreements that cannot be
kept, despite the best of intentions, followed by service termination, then restoration, and
then more unrealistic agreements. . .”


3.2.1 An Outline of the Program


The Columbia Gas CAP is one of the biggest natural gas home energy affordability
programs in the state of Pennsylvania.15 As of December 31, 2006, Columbia Gas served
more than 24,000 low-income customers, roughly 40% of its confirmed low-income
eligible population.16 In 2006, Columbia Gas provided bill credits averaging $965 to
participating customers.  Customers with preprogram arrears received an additional $72
in arrearage credits each year.


3.2.1.1 Program Description


The Columbia Gas CAP is a percentage of income-based program. Bill credits are
provided to CAP participants so as to reduce annual natural gas bills to an affordable
percentage of income.  In fact, Columbia Gas offers three primary payment options to
participating customers.  Customers may pay the lowest of a bill based on a percentage of
income payment (either 7% or 9% depending on income) or a flat rate of 50% of their


                                                
14 At the time of a base rate case, the determination of revenue requirement will capture any cost reductions
generated by a universal service program and pass those cost reductions on to ratepayers on a going
forward basis through a reduced revenue deficiency.
15 Two natural gas utilities serving the Philadelphia metropolitan area have more participants, PECO and
the Philadelphia Gas Works.
16 The participation rate would be much lower if the rate reflected the estimated number of eligible
customers rather than the number of confirmed low-income customers.
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budget billing amount.17 In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden for Pennsylvania
households with statewide average income was 2.0%. The natural gas burden for
households with statewide average income was 1.5%.


In every case, a customer must pay at least the average of the bill payment made in the
year before entering the program. The program is available to payment-troubled heating
customers in the Columbia Gas service territory.


Columbia Gas provides for the forgiveness of preprogram arrears over a maximum of a
six year period.  Customers are required to make a $5 monthly copayment and to
maintain complete and timely payments in order to earn their arrearage forgiveness
credits.


3.2.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The Columbia Gas CAP is an integral part of the company’s rate structure for low-
income customers.  The program is operated under guidelines promulgated by the
Pennsylvania utility regulatory commission.  Bills are reduced; the asked-to-pay amounts
are lower.  The program does not simply provide a standard bill with external assistance
payments credited against the bill.


In mandating low-income programs, the Pennsylvania commission found that “an
appropriately designed and well-implemented CAP, as an integrated part of a company's
rate structure, is in the public interest.”  The Commission stated that its “guidelines
prescribe a model CAP that is designed to be a more cost-effective approach for dealing
with issues of customer inability to pay than are traditional collection methods.”


3.2.1.3 Program Funding


The Pennsylvania legislature included in its statute providing for the move of
Pennsylvania to retail choice a requirement that the utility regulatory commission “ensure
that universal service and energy conservation policies, activities and services are
appropriately funded and available in each electric distribution territory.”  Moreover, the
statute defined the low-income programs operated by the state’s electric utilities (known
as Customer Assistance Programs, or “CAPs”) as a component of universal service.
Similar language was also subsequently included in the natural gas retail choice statute.


While the statute provided that each CAP be “appropriately funded” and “available” in
each utility service territory, the statute further mandated that sponsoring utilities would
be allowed to “fully recover” their universal service costs, including CAP costs. The
Commission has since held that this statutory language allows each utility to recover its
CAP costs through a reconcilable rate rider should it choose to do so.


                                                
17 A “Senior CAP” provides that seniors (over age 60) with no history of bill payment troubles may pay
75% of the budget amount.
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3.2.1.4 Program Background


The Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) proposed that Columbia Gas
Company adopt an “Energy Assurance Program” (EAP) as part of Columbia’s 1990 rate
case.  According to the OCA, the issue was one of collection efficiency.  “The issue in
this proceeding,” OCA said, “is not to devise a social response to the broad inability to
pay problems of low-income households.  The issue is one of what is the most cost-
effective means of collection. It is the same issue as whether a utility should pursue new
central station capacity, cogeneration or conservation. . .The requirement that utilities
provide least-cost service should govern utility collection activities too.” The OCA
continued: “the issue is this: how can Columbia Gas most effectively and least
expensively collect as much as possible from households [that] cannot afford to pay?”


Columbia Gas did not completely oppose the OCA’s proposal given its experience with
the Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP).  “Columbia reiterated its policy
position that it is not philosophically opposed to percentage of income payment plans,
provided that the plan fully recognizes the costs of such a program and provides for the
timely and full recovery of such costs.”


The Pennsylvania utility regulatory commission ordered the company to implement a
1,000 participant pilot project.  The Company expanded its program after the
Pennsylvania legislature mandated continuation of such programs as part of the move to
retail choice.  After filing its initial comprehensive universal service plan in 1999, and
obtaining temporary funding for that plan, the company received a permanent funding
stream in 2003 through its distribution charge.  The funding is adjusted on a quarterly
basis as part of the quarterly gas cost adjustment proceeding.


The Columbia Gas CAP operates in a retail choice environment. Indeed, Columbia Gas
sought to aggregate the participants in its CAP in Pennsylvania. Columbia Gas began its
aggregation program in 1997.  The CAP customers were grouped together for the purpose
of obtaining lower cost gas from a marketer/supplier.  Columbia served as the appointed
purchasing agent for CAP customers. The aggregation program, however, no longer
generates savings from CAP participants.  Columbia Gas reported in 2004 that no
marketer was participating in its CAP aggregation, a situation that continues through
today.  Marketers could not procure gas at prices below that which Columbia Gas could
for its residential ratepayers generally.


3.2.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The Columbia Gas CAP is one of Pennsylvania’s best-designed, and most mature, low-
income rate affordability programs.  The program is rated “exceptional” in nine of the 20
best-in-class criteria.
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3.2.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The Columbia Gas CAP is reasonably open to all households in need.  Columbia Gas
defines income eligibility as 150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The Company limits its
program participation to payment-troubled customers.  Payment-troubled refers to any
customer that has failed a payment plan within the prior 12 months or has been identified
as payment-troubled through cross-referral or credit scoring.  Any customer that self-
declares himself or herself as a payment-troubled customer in a contact with the
company’s call center is referred to dedicated universal service staff to determine the
customer’s eligibility for CAP.  CAP enrollment is open year-round.  The company
places no ceiling on CAP enrollment.


Columbia Gas requires customers to recertify their program eligibility annually.
However, customers participating in the federal fuel assistance program or in some other
Columbia Gas universal service program are exempted from recertification. In addition,
elderly and disabled program participants are allowed biannual recertification.


3.2.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The Columbia Gas CAP provides exceptional rate affordability assistance.  The program
limits customer bill payments for current usage to the lesser of either 7% or 9% of
income (based on Poverty Level) or a designated percentage of the customer’s budget bill
for current usage.  A customer, however, must pay at least the average of what he or she
has paid in the past twelve months immediately preceding program enrollment (for
customers on the Columbia Gas system for at least six months).


The company provides arrearage forgiveness for customers who maintain current bill
payments and make a $5 copayment toward their preprogram arrears.  One weakness in
the Columbia Gas program, however, is its requirement that preprogram arrearage
forgiveness be spread over a six year period, longer than that which is reasonable.


High usage customers are given priority for treatment by the company’s low-income
usage reduction program.  Customers are enrolled in all available weatherization
programs at the same time they are enrolled in the CAP.


3.2.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


Columbia Gas appropriately matches benefit payments to customer needs.  Individual
determinations are made of the most affordable bill payment option available to the
customer, so long as the customer pays at least as much as he or she paid in the year prior
to entering the program.  While matching benefit payments to customer-specific needs,
the company does impose both minimum customer payment requirements ($25) and
benefit ceilings.
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The Columbia Gas CAP is not integrated administratively with the federal fuel assistance
program.  No automatic referral or enrollment exists between the fuel assistance program
and CAP.  Program participants are required to apply for federal fuel assistance, however,
with fuel assistance dollars being used to reduce the shortfall between the customer’s
affordable payment and the bill for current usage at standard residential rates.


The company seeks to integrate its CAP with other aspects of its residential customer
service operations. Customers who self-declare themselves as payment-troubled are
automatically referred to a dedicated, specially-trained universal service staff to
determine eligibility for the CAP.  The company waives deposits for its CAP participants.
It does not, however, require mandatory levelized budget billing.


3.2.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


Columbia Gas complies with state-imposed requirements for standardized data reporting
to the Pennsylvania state utility regulatory commission.  That commission further
provides, by regulation, for periodic program evaluations performed by an independent
third party.  In addition to these mandatory program evaluations, Columbia Gas performs
independent empirical evaluations of particular program operations in support of
decisionmaking regarding proposed program modifications.  In 2003, for example,
Columbia Gas undertook a study of why customers did not complete the enrollment
process to enter CAP.  In 2005, the company undertook a study of the barriers to program
recertification and why customers failed to remain on CAP.


3.2.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The Columbia Gas CAP provides for reasonable certainty in funding and a timely cost
recovery for the company.  The company’s cost recovery mechanism is adjusted
quarterly to take into account program participation rates and the amount of bill credits
provided.  Over- and under-collections are rolled forward into the next quarter’s cost
recovery mechanism.  One weakness in the Columbia Gas program involves the decision
to recover CAP costs only from the residential customer class.  In addition, Columbia
Gas does not take cost offsets into account in establishing its cost recovery.


3.3 Program #3: The Equitable Gas Company Customer
Assistance Program (CAP) (Pennsylvania)


The Equitable Gas Company Customer Assistance Program (CAP)18 is a utility-funded
rate affordability program based on energy burdens.  First adopted as a pilot program in
1990, according to the company, the program was:


                                                
18 Prior to 2007, the Equitable Gas CAP had been referred to as the Energy Assistance Program (EAP).
The company decided to change the name to CAP, both to standardize it with similar rate affordability
programs offered by other Pennsylvania utilities and to avoid customer confusion with the federal fuel
assistance program (LIHEAP).
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Needed to (1) remove these customers from the discouraging and
expensive collection cycle, (2) motivate them to increase conservation, (3)
increase their annual participation in available funding assistance
programs, and (4) encourage consistent bill-payment efforts.


The Equitable program is available to customers with income at or below 150% of the
Federal Poverty Level.


3.3.1 An Outline of the Program


The Equitable Gas CAP is an explicit percentage of income program, with customer
payments tied directly to an affordable percentage of income.  It is a utility rate program,
with revenues foregone from the utility discount collected from the company’s own
ratepayers as part of the rate structure. By 2007, the Equitable Gas program was projected
to serve more than 22,000 low-income customers.


3.3.1.1 Program Description


The Equitable Gas CAP is an explicit percentage of income program.  The program ties
its affordable percentages to three levels of the Federal Poverty Level.  Affordable home
energy burdens range from 7% (0 – 50% of Poverty Level), to 8% (51 – 100% of Poverty
Level), to 10% (101 – 150% of Poverty Level).  In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden
for Pennsylvania households with statewide average income was 2.0%. The natural gas
burden for households with statewide average income was 1.5%.


The affordability provisions of the Equitable Gas CAP differ from most percentage of
income programs.  Under the Equitable Gas program, a customer must make his or her
affordable monthly payment in order to earn a credit equal to the difference between the
affordable bill and the bill for that month’s consumption at standard residential rates.  If a
customer does not make a complete and timely payment, he or she forfeits the
affordability credit.  A missed monthly payment cannot be “cured” such that the credit
can be earned after-the-fact.


Equitable Gas offers arrearage forgiveness as part of its CAP program as well.  The
Equitable Gas arrearage forgiveness is based on matching credits.  The first five dollars
($5) of each customer payment is deemed to be a payment toward arrears.  For each
arrearage payment made in a timely fashion, the company matches the customer payment
with an arrearage credit of $15 (a match of $3 credit for each $1 of customer payment).
If a customer payment is not made, or not timely paid, no matching credit is provided.


3.3.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The Equitable Gas CAP is an integrated part of the company’s rate structure.  The
company provides discounts to its low-income customers.  In approving the Equitable
Gas initiative in 1990, the Pennsylvania state regulatory commission noted that “we are
aware that this Commission’s main function in ratemaking is to assure that every rate
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made, demanded, or received by any public utility shall be just and reasonable.” The
commission said that “the relevant question. . .is whether or not the funding of
Equitable’s proposed [energy affordability] program results in the ‘unreasonable’ rate
discrimination prohibited by the Public Utility Code.” In holding that it did not, the
Pennsylvania commission held that “a mere difference in rates does not violate”
Pennsylvania statutes. The commission then found, on a number of bases, that “the record
in this proceeding clearly demonstrates that any ‘preference’ that EAP would yield to
program participants is reasonable, and further, the creation of EAP is in the best interest
of all Equitable ratepayers, not just program participants.”


3.3.1.3 Program Funding


As with funding for other low-income affordability programs offered by Pennsylvania
utilities, funding of the Equitable Gas CAP is provided through the company’s
ratepayers.  The natural gas utility collects its non-administrative costs through a
reconcilable rate rider imposed only on residential customers.  The rider is reconciled on
an annual basis based on the actual number of CAP participants and the actual credits
provided to those participants.  Those credits may vary based on weather, prices, the mix
of program participants between income tiers –a higher mix of lower income customers
would result in lower percentage of income payments and thus higher amounts of
affordability credits—and the number of program participants actually earning their
credits by making full and timely payments.


3.3.1.4 Program Background


As with the National Fuel Gas and Columbia Gas affordability programs discussed
elsewhere, the Equitable Gas Company CAP was offered to the Pennsylvania utility
regulatory commission as a cost-effective way for the company to respond to low-income
nonpayment.  The Pennsylvania legislature, in adopting its natural gas retail choice
statute, provided that universal service programs offered by natural gas utilities were to
be continued in a retail choice environment.  Universal service programs, defined to
include each company’s CAP, were to be appropriately funded and “available” in each
company’s service territory.


Retail choice has not developed a competitive residential natural gas market in
Pennsylvania.  Spiraling natural gas prices since 2005, however, have dramatically
increased the need for the affordability programs such as that offered by Equitable Gas.


3.3.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The Equitable Gas CAP is one of Pennsylvania’s best-designed low-income rate
affordability programs.  The program is rated “exceptional” in eleven (11) of the 20 best-
in-class criteria.
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3.3.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The Equitable Gas CAP program is reasonably open to all households in need.  Income
eligibility is set at 150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  In addition to being income-
eligible, customers must also be payment-troubled, as is the case with other Pennsylvania
low-income rate affordability programs.  The company prepares a periodic needs
assessment that empirically determines the number of estimated low-income customers in
its service territory and reports the number of “confirmed” low-income customers (along
with the proportion of those confirmed low-income customers that are payment-
troubled).


The company has committed to serving all customers in need. Program enrollment is
open year-round. There is no ceiling on program participation.


The company makes exceptional efforts to ease program entry.  Payment-troubled
customers may enter the Equitable Gas CAP through either customer service
representatives at the company or through designated community-based organizations.
Rather than requiring substantial income documentation, however, Equitable Gas accepts
self-certification of income.  The company then randomly audits 10% of its CAP
participant base each year to determine whether the self-certification process results in
significant eligibility errors.  To date, it has not.


In addition to easing entry into the program, Equitable Gas seeks to facilitate customers
remaining in the program as well.  Equitable Gas requires recertification once every three
years to remain in the program.  Recipients of federal fuel assistance, however, are
automatically re-enrolled.  Moreover, the company engages in a data exchange with
electric companies serving a coterminous service area and automatically re-enrolls
program participants who are also participating in the corresponding electric company
CAP.


3.3.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The Equitable Gas CAP recognizes the multiple facets of energy affordability need.  The
company provides a three-tier home energy burden by which to measure energy
affordability for bills for current usage.  The energy burdens deemed to be affordable
range from 7% for households at 0 – 50% of the Federal Poverty Level, to 8% for
households with income between 51% and 100%, to 10% for households with income at
100% to 150% of Poverty.  Given the income-based asked-to-pay amount, the risk of bill
volatility attributable to prices or extreme weather rests with the program and not with the
low-income program participant.


In addition to the program component directed to current bills, Equitable Gas
incorporates arrearage forgiveness into its CAP.  The company deems the first $5 of each
customer payment to be a payment toward preprogram arrears.  For each such payment
made, Equitable provides a matching $15 arrearage credit (a matching grant of 3-for1).
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Equitable Gas finally recognizes the need for energy efficiency investments as a way to
address low-income affordability problems.  High usage program participants are not
only referred to the company’s usage-reduction program, but are also given priority for
the receipt of usage reduction services.  Bill reductions achieved through usage reduction
not only protect program participants against bill volatility and high bill burdens (in the
absence of the CAP), but also protect the CAP against bill volatility and high program
expenditures so long as the customer remains on CAP.


3.3.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The Equitable Gas CAP has implemented a variety of program measures that promote the
efficient use of program funds.  Bill assistance benefits are individually determined on a
household-specific basis.  Payments are, as a result, neither too little nor too much, to
reduce the household’s bill for current usage to an affordable burden.  Despite this
individual affordability determination, the company requires program participants to take
some minimum bill payment responsibility by making at least a minimum payment each
month.  The company also imposes a benefit cap on program benefits to ensure that the
program does not pay for wasteful usage. Exceptions to the benefit cap can be granted to
the extent that current usage is beyond the ability of the program participant to control.


Unlike most bill affordability programs, the Equitable Gas CAP requires program
participants to make their monthly bill payment on a complete and timely basis in order
to earn their monthly bill credit.  If payments are not made, the bill credit for current
usage is charged back to the customer account.  Moreover, a customer does not earn a
matching arrearage credit unless the current bill has been paid in a full and timely
fashion. Past missed payments must be resolved before future bills credits may be earned.
Customers are required to participate in the company’s levelized budget billing plan to
participate in the CAP.


3.3.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


Equitable Gas complies with data reporting and evaluation requirements imposed by the
Pennsylvania utility regulatory commission.  Standardized data reporting on program
operations and outcomes are provided on a monthly basis.19 Regular periodic evaluations
are prepared by an independent third party evaluator and submitted to both the company
and the regulatory commission.  The evaluation considers uniform evaluation questions
prescribed by the commission for all Pennsylvania utilities and offers program design and
operations recommendations based on the empirical analysis.  A new “universal service”
plan is submitted to the commission on a triennial basis and considered for
implementation after opportunity for hearing.


                                                
19 The actual submission of data may be done less frequently than monthly. Each submission, however, is
of monthly data.
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3.3.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


Equitable Gas has reasonable certainty in its budgeting and cost recovery process.  The
company recovers its CAP costs through a rate rider that is reconciled on an annual basis.
Reconciliation of actual against budgeted expenditures may find differences based on the
number of program participants, the price of natural gas, the mix of participants by
income, and other relevant factors.


The Equitable Gas cost recovery is problematic in that it assigns cost recovery only to the
residential class.  Cost recovery also does not account for cost savings to the company
(e.g., reductions in working capital, bad debt, credit and collection expenditures)
generated by the operation of the program.


3.4 Program #4: The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan
(PIPP)


The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) is a creation of the Ohio state
utility regulatory commission.  The Ohio PIPP is an affordability program designed to
limit low-income home energy bills to an affordable home energy burden.  First approved
in 1983, the Ohio PIPP had grown to serve nearly 210,000 households in 2006.


3.4.1 An Outline of the Program


The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) is an explicit percentage of income
program.  Customer bills are tied directly to a percentage of income deemed to be
affordable by the state.


3.4.1.1 Program Description


Under the Ohio PIPP, customer bills are limited to a prescribed percentage of income.
For customers taking service from two separate utilities, the customer is required to pay
10% of his or her income toward his or her primary heating source (generally natural
gas), with 5% of income being paid to the electric company.  Customers with income at
or below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level are required to pay only 3% of income for
non-heating electric service. In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden for Ohio households
with the statewide average income was 2.0%; the natural gas burden for households at the
statewide average income was also 2.0%.


The Ohio PIPP also offers arrearage forgiveness to low-income customers. The most
common electric arrearage forgiveness program involves the Ohio PIPP’s “graduate”
program.  Under this program, in the first year after a customer leaves PIPP, the
customer’s bills are still limited to the percentage of income payment.  In the second
year, the customer’s bills are set equal to the residential bill at standard residential rates.
In the third year, and years thereafter, a customer is required to make a monthly arrears
payment of an amount not to exceed $20.  The utility matches these payments on a
dollar-for-dollar basis.
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Ohio’s natural gas utilities offer a somewhat more generous arrearage forgiveness
program.  Preprogram arrears are forgiven over a three-year period in the Ohio natural
gas PIPP.  In order to gain arrearage forgiveness, a PIPP participant must make his or her
payments on a full and timely basis.  When such payments are made, one-third (33%) of
the preprogram arrears are forgiven at the end of the first year of participation, one-half
(50%) of the arrears are forgiven at the end of the second year, and the remaining 17% of
arrears is forgiven at the end of the third year.


3.4.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The Ohio PIPP is part of the rate structure of each natural gas and electric utility.  The
revenue shortfall between bills at standard residential rates and the percentage of income
payment requirement are tracked individually by each utility and recovered from that
utility’s ratepayers through either a rate rider or a system benefits charge.


Despite these linkages to the utility rate structure, the Ohio PIPP is not completely a rate
structure program.  The program administrator pays the bills of program participants.
Customer payments, federal fuel assistance dollars, and monies generated by supportive
rate riders and system benefits charges are aggregated by the administrator as the pool
from which to generate payments.  To the extent that the Ohio PIPP does not simply
reflect a discount off of the asked-to-pay amount of program participants, it can be
viewed as an external program rather than as a low-income component to the rate
structure.


3.4.1.3 Program Funding


Under Ohio’s statutory framework, the universal service fund is to include revenues from
a variety of sources, dedicated exclusively to the statutorily-created universal service
fund.  The statute provides that Ohio’s electric universal service programs are to be
funded through a “universal service rider.” In addition to the revenues generated by this
rider, the fund is to include all revenues previously collected through previously-
established riders approved by the state utility regulatory commission, revenues from
federal energy assistance programs, and general fund appropriations.  The rider, which is
placed under the jurisdiction of the utility regulatory commission, is to be sufficient to
“provide adequate funding for these programs.” The programs to be funded include rate
assistance through PIPP, weatherization, and consumer education.


The Ohio universal service rate rider is applied to all “retail electric distribution service
rates,” so long as the regulation commission action in setting or adjusting the rider does
not “shift among the customer classes of electric distribution utilities the costs of funding
low-income customer assistance programs.”


Natural gas cost recovery is somewhat different.  Cost recovery for the difference
between low-income percentage of income payments and low-income bills at standard
residential rates revenue is through a PIPP Rider which is embedded in distribution rates.
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Utilities file to increase or decrease the rider based on their judgment regarding the need
to adjust revenues to cover the shortfall in customer payments.


3.4.1.4 Program Background


The Public Utility Commission of Ohio (PUCO) created the Ohio PIPP in 1983 in
response to an emergency arising from the inability of low-income Ohio residents to
maintain their home energy service. The commission found that the disconnection of
utility service for nonpayment by those who were financially unable to pay constituted an
“emergency” as described by Ohio statute.


The Ohio PIPP, as initially conceived by the state regulatory commission, did not
represent a discounted rate for low-income customers.  Instead, the PIPP was designed to
enable low-income customers to retain their utility service by entering into an agreement
pursuant to which the customer would make a utility bill payment equal to a prescribed
percentage of income.  Customers entering into such agreements, however, would not be
relieved of paying bills in excess of the percentage of income.  Rather, customers would
continue to be liable for those arrears. Those accrued arrears would be subject to
repayment by the customers when such customers left the PIPP.


The regulatory proceeding that gave rise to Ohio’s PIPP in 1983 did not exclusively
concern establishment of the PIPP.  Instead, the proceeding considered a broad range of
issues relating to payment plans, deposits, and voluntary fuel check-offs as a means to
generate energy assistance funding.  The proceeding was initiated by Columbia Gas, who
filed a proposal to allow for the reconnection of service to customers upon payment by
those disconnected customers of one-half of the outstanding arrears and entry into an
agreement through which the remaining half would be paid in equal monthly
installments.


Early in the proceeding, the state regulatory commission declared that an “emergency”
existed because of the number of residential gas and/or electric customers who were
unable to obtain service for the winter heating season because of the disconnection for
nonpayment attributable to economic recession, increases in the cost of gas and electric
service, and a decrease in the level of governmental assistance.  Based on that
emergency, the commission prohibited the disconnection of gas or electric service during
the ensuing winter heating season and ordered the reconnection of service by customers
who paid either one-third of their outstanding balance or $200, whichever was less.


Consideration of the PIPP arose out of utility objections to the commission’s “failure to
take into consideration a customer’s ability to pay before imposing the moratorium. . .”
At least in partial response to that objection, the commission docketed an investigation
into “long-term solutions to the problems arising from the winter emergency situations.”
In responding to that search for long-term solutions, the commission found that the
proposed PIPP “will do the most to assist those in need to maintain utility service while
protecting the companies’ remaining ratepayers.”
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Since the inception of Ohio’s PIPP, the state has sought to promote the development of a
competitive retail choice environment for both natural gas and electric service.  While
some municipal aggregation has occurred for electric service, efforts to bring competition
to the provision of PIPP services have failed.


The State of Ohio sought to reduce the unaffordability of natural gas prices for
participants in Ohio’s Percentage of Income Payment Program (PIPP).  In Ohio’s PIPP,
the home energy bills of income-qualified households are capped at a designated
percentage of income.  Bills in excess of the designated percentage of income are paid
through dollars generated by a System Benefits Charge.  The State of Ohio first sought to
reduce the cost of the Ohio PIPP program through the aggregation of natural gas PIPP
customers. For natural gas PIPP customers, the aggregation initiative resulted in minimal
dollar savings. The failure to generate savings occurred because PIPP customers were a
tough pool to serve. Efforts to aggregate natural gas PIPP customers were eventually
abandoned.


The effort to aggregate Ohio’s electric PIPP customers never succeeded either. Ohio’s
state LIHEAP office (the Ohio Department of Development or “ODOD”) issued a
Request for Proposals (RFP) in 2002 seeking a supplier to aggregate electric PIPP
customers, either statewide or in selected regions or utility territories. ODOD received
three bids, but did not find savings significant enough to accept any of them. The RFP
was re-issued in 2004 but was subsequently withdrawn. Aggregation would have required
expensive and time-consuming technology and accounting changes for all parties. At the
time, ODOD concluded that any savings were likely to be minimal, and the change
possibly could result in higher rather than lower PIPP costs.


3.4.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) is one of nation’s oldest low-
income rate affordability programs.  The program is rated “exceptional” in five of the 20
best-in-class criteria.


3.4.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP) is reasonably open to all
households in need.  The Ohio PIPP is open to households that have income at or below
150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The program imposes no non-income-based
eligibility criteria.  The program commits to serve all customers in need.  The program
accepts enrollment year-round. No ceiling is placed on program enrollment.


The Ohio PIPP allows reasonable, though not exceptional, access to the affordability
program.  Customers must make in-person application (and provide income verification)
through local community-based organizations. The application for PIPP is a uniform
application allowing customers to apply for all available fuel assistance (including energy
efficiency programs) at the same time.
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The Ohio PIPP requires program participants to recertify annually.  The program seeks to
ease the process of recertification.  In this process, the program first matches PIPP
participants to participants in the federal fuel assistance program to determine if the
information required for recertification has already been obtained. If not, recertification
can be achieved through the mail; in-person income verification is not required.


3.4.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The Ohio PIPP recognizes the full range of energy affordability needs.  While Ohio’s
percentage of income payments (10% for primary heating; 5% for electricity) are
considered somewhat too high to be truly affordable, the PIPP nonetheless limits bill
payments for program participants to a percentage of income. Households with income at
or below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level need pay only 3% of their income toward
their electric bill.  The Ohio PIPP, as the very first model of utility rates taking account of
household energy burdens, does not otherwise tier its percentage of income payments.


The Ohio PIPP provides for limited arrearage forgiveness. Ohio operates separate
programs for natural gas and electric arrears.  Through each program, program
participants may earn the forgiveness of preprogram arrears.  The natural gas forgiveness
program, which provides complete forgiveness over a three-year period, offers more
reasonable relief than the electric matching grant program. The electric program provides
matching grants for every dollar paid toward arrears by persons who have “graduated”
from the underlying PIPP due to an increase in income. This matching grant program
spreads the retirement of arrears over an indefinite period of time after the household
leaves PIPP.


Finally, the Ohio PIPP recognizes the need for energy efficiency services.  High usage
PIPP participants are referred to public and private usage reduction programs and given
priority for the receipt of usage reduction services.


3.4.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The Ohio PIPP provides for an efficient use of program funds.  Bill affordability benefits
are determined on a customer-specific basis, with required bill payments tied to a
prescribed percentage of income.  No under- or over-payments are made.  The Ohio PIPP
imposes no minimum customer payment requirement, nor does it impose a ceiling on
program benefits.


While the Ohio PIPP does integrate with the federal fuel assistance program, the program
does not well integrate with company billing processes.  PIPP participants are not
required, for example, to participate in budget billing as part of the PIPP program.
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3.4.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


The Ohio PIPP has been subjected to an empirical outcome evaluation.  Such evaluations,
however, are ad hoc and not prescribed by law or program regulation. As with other state
programs, the Ohio PIPP is subject to a periodic sunset review.  During this review
process, potential program modifications and improvements are examined through a
multi-stakeholder work group.  Proposed regulations governing program operations are
further subject to a public hearing process.  Despite the lack of periodic outcome
evaluations, the Ohio state utility regulatory commission has adopted extensive
standardized data reporting by Ohio utilities on their PIPP participants.


3.4.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The Ohio PIPP provides for reasonable certainty in budgeting and cost recovery.  While
the specific processes differ, PIPP costs for both the natural gas and electric programs are
recovered through a volumetric charge imposed on all customer classes.  The volumetric
charge may be changed by the Ohio regulatory commission upon application of either the
state’s utilities or the Ohio Department of Development (ODOD), the PIPP program
administrator.


3.5 Program #5: The Citizens Gas & Coke Utility/Vectren
Energy Delivery Universal Service Programs (USP)
(Indiana)


The Universal Service Programs (USPs) operated by Citizens Gas & Coke Utility
(CGCU) and by Vectren Energy Delivery (collectively referred to as Indiana Utilities) are
grounded in the flexible regulation provided by statute to the Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission (IURC). The flexible regulation allowed under this Indiana statute permits
the Indiana commission to set aside traditional regulation for all or part of a utility’s rates
or services should the commission find it is in the public interest to do so.


Arguing that the Indiana utility low-income programs met that public interest standard,
Carey Lykins, president and Chief Executive Office of CGCU, noted that the objectives
of the USP were three-fold: (1) to protect the health and safety of the utilities’ low-
income customers by helping them maintain affordable natural gas service; (2) to help
low-income customers conserve energy and reduce residential heating bills; and (3) to
significantly lower the number of payment defaults by low-income customers, thereby
benefiting all of the utility’s customers.


3.5.1 An Outline of the Program


The Indiana Universal Service Programs represent tiered rate discount programs directed
toward participants in the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LIHEAP, known simply as EAP in Indiana).  The Citizens Gas program served roughly
17,300 low-income customers during the 2006/2007 winter heating season, while the
Vectren USP served 23,800 low-income customers.
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3.5.1.1 Program Description


The Citizens/Vectren program design offers income-eligible customers a discount off of
the natural gas bill they would otherwise receive from the respective companies.  Both
companies divide their low-income customer population into three tiers.  Customers are
placed in each tier based on the “State Benefit Matrix” used in the distribution of federal
fuel assistance through the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LIHEAP). The discount tiers are designed to approximate a 4% affordable home energy
burden under average incomes and usage levels. In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden
for Indiana households with the statewide average income was 2.2%; the natural gas
burden for households at the statewide average income was 1.7%.


Low-income customers must participate in LIHEAP in order to receive the utility
discounts in Indiana.  Enrollment in LIHEAP automatically places the customer into the
respective utility’s discount program.


3.5.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The Indiana USPs are an integral component of the utility rate structures. Citizens
provides a discount of either 9%, 18% or 24%; Vectren provides a discount of 15%, 26%
or 32% applied to their residential gas service bill.  When combined with LIHEAP
benefits, the combined benefit of the discount tiers and LIHEAP will represent an
approximate reduction of 27%, 40% or 50% in the overall heating costs to CGCU’s
eligible low-income customers. Vectren’s low-income customers will experience a
reduction of approximately 35%, 50% or 60%.  The highest benefits go to the households
with the lowest income. Vectren’s discounts are somewhat higher since the company has
somewhat higher rates than Citizens Gas.


3.5.1.3 Program Funding


Program funding for both Indiana low-income tiered rate discount programs is provided
through a rate rider imposed on all customer classes. The volumetric charges, while
imposed on all customer classes, are not uniform between classes.  The per therm
residential charge for CGCU, for example, is $0.0048, while the commercial charge is
$0.0026 per therm.  The corresponding payments by the large volume customers will be
$0.0005, but will not exceed $200 per year.  Vectren, too, collects is universal service
rider volumetrically from all customer classes, but using non-uniform per therm charges.


Both utilities use an annual true-up based on the balance of its USP funds, the projected
average residential bill for the upcoming 12-month period, and the projected
enrollment/eligibility requirements of the State’s fuel assistance program.  While neither
utility has needed to place a ceiling on program participation, both utilities place a cap on
the maximum per therm charge to be imposed.  CGCU, for example, agreed that in no
event would the per therm charge exceed $0.0068 for residential customers or $0.0036
for commercial customers.
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3.5.1.4 Program Background


The Indiana programs were adopted at the behest of the respective utilities.  Unlike many
other states, the Indiana programs did not arise out of a move to a retail choice
environment.  According to Niel Ellerbrook, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive
Officer of Vectren Utility Holdings, the parent company of Vectren Energy Delivery, the
primary driving factor behind his utility’s low-income proposal involved “the dramatic
rise in natural gas prices and the resulting impact on customers and the economy.”
According to Ellerbrook, “the impact of significantly higher energy costs creates
especially acute problems for low-income customers.” The company CEO justified the
program by stating:


Given the magnitude of the situation, no single solution has been found to
ensure that low income customers can obtain and retain utility service that
is necessary to sustain life.  For Vectren, the Universal Service Fund has
been part of the package of efforts designed to help those customers in
need of assistance.  There is a cost to serve customers who need heat but
are unable to pay the full cost of service for any number of reasons,
including job loss, cost of medicine, or the number of their dependents.
Like other real costs to provide service to our entire customer base, this
cost must be recognized and addressed in a constructive manner to assure
that people have service.


Ellerbrook concluded by noting that the universal service program “provides an answer in
conjunction with LIHEAP and other available programs, by identifying customers with
true need, determining in a consistent and accepted manner how much they can pay for
service, and providing them with more affordable bills that better match their ability to
pay.”


As can be seen, rather than being driven by a move to retail choice, the Indiana natural
gas low-income programs have been driven by spiraling natural gas commodity prices
and the adverse impacts those prices have had not only on low-income customers but
also, by extension, on the utilities serving those low-income customers (and their
remaining ratepayers).


3.5.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The Universal Service Program (USP) operated by Citizens Gas & Coke Utility and by
Vectren Energy Delivery is one of the nation’s best examples of a “tiered rate discount”
program that ties tariffed discounts for low-income customers to a determination of
affordable home natural gas bills. The Indiana USPs are rated “exceptional” in five of the
20 best-in-class criteria.
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3.5.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The Indiana Universal Service Programs (USPs) are reasonably open to households in
need.  The USPs are directly tied into the administration of the federal fuel assistance
program (LIHEAP).  A CGCU/Vectren customer enrolling in the fuel assistance program
is automatically enrolled into the USPs as well.  No separate application forms, and no
additional customer steps, are required for the utility program.


The fuel assistance program eligibility has been set at 150% of the Federal Poverty Level
in Indiana.  While the Indiana utilities contracted for an empirical needs assessment in
2007, such needs assessments are not periodically prepared either by the companies or by
the state LIHEAP office.


The integration of the company programs with the federal fuel assistance program has
both advantages and disadvantages. While tying USP enrollment to enrollment in the
federal fuel assistance program eases program entry, it also limits the time period of
enrollment to those months in which the federal program takes applications. Since the
federal program is primarily a heating program, USP enrollment does not occur year-
round. Moreover, no special efforts have been made to ease the retention of program
participants from year-to-year.  USP participation from year-to-year is simply tied to
LIHEAP participation.


3.5.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The Indiana USPs do not fully reflect the multiple aspects of home energy affordability
needs.  On the one hand, the Indiana programs are designed to promote the affordability
of bills for current usage. Citizens Gas and Vectren provide a tiered rate discount, with
three tiers tied primarily to the ratio of participant income to the Federal Poverty Level.
The discount tiers have been calculated so that, when coupled with the receipt of federal
fuel assistance benefits, net participant natural gas bills (i.e., bills minus benefits) are
reduced to an affordable percentage of income.  The Indiana programs do not address the
affordability of electricity.


The Indiana USPs do not offer an arrearage forgiveness program component. While
making bills for current usage more affordable has been found to also help reduce pre-
existing arrears, and to help prevent the incursion of new arrears, there is no specific
initiative to help retire pre-existing arrears so as to bring total bill payments down to an
affordable level.


Having said that, unlike most affordability programs, the Indiana utilities do offer
substantial crisis assistance as part of their affordability programs.  This crisis assistance
leverages private funding with utility-sponsored contributions to provide a supplemental
source of funding to customers facing the potential loss of service due to outstanding
arrears.  As with most such crisis assistance programs, the need for arrearage assistance
considerably outstrips the amount of funding provided.
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Both Indiana utilities fund low-income energy efficiency initiatives.  While high-use USP
program participants are referred to these usage reduction programs, however, high-use
program participants receive no priority over other households that are income-qualified
for the low-income efficiency programs.


3.5.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The Indiana utilities provide for reasonable efficiencies in the use of program funding.
The integration of the utility program intake and eligibility determinations with the
administrative activities of the federal fuel assistance program allows for nearly 100% of
utility funding to be distributed as benefits (rather than being devoted to administrative
purposes).


The tiered discounts provided by the companies have also been designed to reduce the
over- and under-payment of benefits often associated with discount programs. Typically,
discounts provide identical benefits to customers with identical usage, irrespective of the
income or home energy burden experienced by that customer. As a result, some
customers receive more benefits than needed to reduce their bills to an affordable burden
while others receive fewer benefits than are needed.  This problem of over- and under-
payments is exacerbated when the level of discount is not calculated to result in any
preset determination of affordability.  In contrast, the Indiana tiered rate discounts are
explicitly calculated to result, when combined with federal fuel assistance benefits, in an
affordable burden.  So long as program participants are at average income and
consumption level within their tier, benefits will match needs.  To the extent that
participants diverge from average consumption and income levels, the program will
somewhat over- or under-pay benefits relative to need.


The Indiana utilities are seeking to increase the integration of their tiered discount
programs with existing bill payment processes.  Both companies have announced that
they will target the promotion of levelized budget billing to program participants.
Neither company, however, will require budget billing as a condition of program
participation.


3.5.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


The Indiana utilities engage in a process of continuous improvement based on an
empirical review of program operations and outcomes.  The companies have agreed to
report a set of standardized monthly metrics documenting program impacts on arrears,
payments, bills, and various collection activities.  The programs have operated with
annual evaluations through their first three years of operation. In 2007, the programs
were extended for four years with ongoing review and data reporting continuing
throughout that time period.  A comprehensive program evaluation will occur at the end
of three years and serve as the basis for any consideration of additional extensions of the
programs.
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3.5.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The Indiana utilities provide for reasonable certainty in program budgeting and cost
recovery.  Program costs are recovered from all customer classes through a volumetric
rate rider.  The rate rider is reconciled annually to prevent under- or over-recovery of
program costs by the utilities. Customers are protected from excess program costs by a
maximum cap placed on the volumetric charge. The 2007 universal service charge,
however, is considerably below the allowed cap.  In addition to the overall cap on the per
unit of energy rate rider charge, a separate cap has been placed on the total payment
obligation which can be imposed on any individual industrial customer.  This separate
cap is to prevent a disproportionate imposition of universal service charges on large user
customers.


3.6 Program #6: The National Fuel Gas Distribution
Corporation’s Low-Income Rate Assistance (LIRA)
Program (Pennsylvania)


The Low-Income Rate Assistance (LIRA) program operated by National Fuel Gas
Distribution Corporation (NFGDC) is another excellent example of a “tiered rate
discount” program that ties tariffed discounts for low-income customers to a
determination of affordable home natural gas bills.


3.6.1 An Outline of the Program


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program represents a blending of tiered rate discounts and
percentage of income principles.  While LIRA is primarily a tiered rate discount program,
its discount tiers are explicitly tied to achieving predetermined levels of affordability as
defined by home energy burdens deemed to be affordable to low-income customers.  By
2007, the NFG LIRA program’s blended approach to rate affordability was serving more
than 11,300 program participants.


3.6.1.1 Program Description


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program is a blended tiered rate discount program. The
calculation of LIRA’s affordability benefits is tied to a structure of rate discounts, ranging
from 10% to 60% off of bills at standard residential rates.  In turn, however, the structure
of LIRA discounts is tied to a determination of what discounts are necessary to achieve
pre-determined levels of affordability defined by home energy burdens.


The LIRA program calculates its rate discount by beginning with an average bill
distinguished by household size.  These average bills are recalculated quarterly using
actual consumption data for existing program participants. From these bills, the company
subtracts the customer’s expected percentage of income payment along with the
assistance a program participant is expected to receive from the federal fuel assistance
program. The resulting net bill (average bill minus percentage of income household
payment minus federal fuel assistance benefit) is then converted into a percentage
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discount for the customer. If the average bill is, for example, $800 and the net bill is
$400, the customer is provided a 50% discount through the LIRA program.


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program also offers program participants arrearage
forgiveness.  Preprogram arrears can be retired, in exchange for complete and timely
payment of bills for current usage, over a 24 month period of time.


3.6.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The LIRA program is an explicit part of the National Fuel Gas rate structure.  Discounts
provided are calculated by reference to a percentage off the bills that would have been
rendered to program participants at standard residential rates. To the extent that bills
increase to individual customers during their program participation, whether because of
changes in usage, price or weather, the dollar amount of the discount increases as well
(even though the percentage discount will remain constant).


3.6.1.3 Program Funding


The revenue shortfall experienced by the company as a result of the discount is tracked
by National Fuel Gas and collected from residential customers through a reconcilable rate
rider approved by Pennsylvania utility regulators. Reconciliation between actual program
expenditures and program revenues generated by the rate rider is performed on an annual
basis.


3.6.1.4 Program Background


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program has expanded from a 1,000 customer pilot program
in 1991 to a program serving more than 11,000 low-income customers in 2007.  The
program arose out of the Pennsylvania state regulatory commission’s investigation into
the control of uncollectible accounts. Shortly after the Pennsylvania commission had
approved pilot low-income rates for Columbia Gas Company and Equitable Gas
Company, the commission began a further investigation into the control of uncollectible
accounts in general.  As a result of that investigation, the commission recommended that
low-income programs be adopted by other utilities throughout the state.  According to the
Pennsylvania commission, low-income rate affordability programs were a necessary tool
for utilities to use in combating the problem of nonpayment. Through its investigation
into the control of uncollectibles, the Pennsylvania commission concluded that:


As a result of our investigation, the Commission believes that an
appropriately designed and well implemented CAP, as an integrated part
of a company’s rate structure, is in the public interest.  To date, few
utilities have implemented CAPs. The purpose of this Policy Statement is
to encourage expanded use of CAPs and to provide guidelines to be
followed by utilities who voluntarily implement CAPs.  These guidelines
prescribe a model CAP which is designed to be a more cost effective
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approach for dealing with issues of customer inability to pay than are
traditional collection methods.


While the implementation of CAPs was left to the voluntary decision of the state’s energy
utilities, the PUC made clear that it believed “alternative programs must be supported as
clearly being in the public interest.” The National Fuel Gas LIRA program was one of the
CAP alternatives approved by the Pennsylvania regulators.


3.6.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation’s (NFGDC) Low-Income Rate
Assistance (LIRA) program is an excellent example of a utility-specific tiered rate
discount.  The program is rated “exceptional” in six of the 20 best-in-class criteria.


3.6.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program is reasonably open to all households in need.
Program eligibility is set at 150% of the Federal Poverty Level.  The program eligibility
is supported by an empirical needs assessment that is periodically updated by the
company and submitted to the Pennsylvania utility regulatory commission.  The program
imposes one non-income-based program eligibility requirement, that customers be
payment-troubled (i.e., have an arrears at the time of application or have at least one
existing, canceled or defaulted payment arrangement).  Program enrollment is open year-
round. No ceiling on program participation is imposed.


The company, however, creates unnecessary barriers that impede the ease of entry into its
LIRA program.  In particular, verification and application requirements are more onerous
than most other programs.  NFG requires that all adults in a household become
“customers” in order for a household to enter its program.  In addition, NFG imposes
documentation requirements (e.g., a copy of the household’s deed, mortgage or lease) to
enter the program.   NFG further requires that all LIRA program participants execute a
written “LIRA Service Agreement” in order to participate in the program.


3.6.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program recognizes the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”  While the LIRA program operates as a tiered discount program, its
tiered discounts are explicitly tied to reducing bills to an affordable percentage of income.
Bill affordability is defined to be 6.5% of income for households at 0 – 50% of Poverty,
8.0% for households with income at 51 – 100% of Poverty, and 9.0% for households with
income at 101 – 150% of Federal Poverty Level. In contrast, in 2006, the electric burden
for Pennsylvania households with the statewide average income was 2.0%; the natural
gas burden for households at the statewide average income was 1.5%.
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Irrespective of a household’s home energy burden, however, LIRA guarantees a
minimum discount of 10%.


National Fuel Gas also incorporates an arrearage forgiveness program for households
with preprogram arrears.  The LIRA program provides for a forgiveness of preprogram
arrears over 24 months.  For each month of a full and timely payment, LIRA provides for
a forgiveness of 1/24th of the preprogram arrears. In any month in which the customer
fails to make a full and timely payment, that customer forfeits the forgiveness for that
month.  If at the end of the 24 months, however, a LIRA participant has a sum of
forfeited arrears credits, the customer is given an additional 12 months over which he or
she may earn the forgiveness of those forfeited credits through full and timely payments.
Only at the end of this additional period does the customer lose the ability to earn
forgiveness altogether.


As with other Pennsylvania utilities, National Fuel Gas operates a Low-Income Usage
Reduction Program (LIURP) in conjunction with its rate affordability program.  While
high use LIRA customers are referred to the usage-reduction program, they are provided
no particular priority of treatment within that program.


3.6.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The LIRA program is particularly adept at making an efficient determination of
affordability benefits within the context of a tiered rate discount program. Unlike most
tiered discount programs, which have from three to six tiers (e.g., New Hampshire (6
tiers), Indiana (3 tiers), Maryland (4 tiers)), the National Fuel Gas LIRA program
distinguishes its discount tiers by income level and household size.  Separate discounts
are calculated for each “cell” in an affordability matrix determined by household income
and household size. LIRA uses this expanded system of tiers so that it can recognize that
household natural gas consumption (and thus household natural gas bills) varies by
household size.  Given the different levels of income (which vary in increments of
$1,000) and household size, National Fuel Gas offers discounts of between 10% and 60%
on current bills. Because the company takes into account a detailed disaggregation of
customer income, along with disaggregated consumption by household size, the LIRA
program provides far less under- and over-payments than do other tiered rate discount
programs.


The National Fuel Gas calculation of expected customer payments incorporates not only
minimum monthly customer payments ($12 per month), but also minimum discount
percentages (10%).


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program provides for an efficient use of program funds,
also, by requiring program participants to enter into a levelized monthly Budget Billing
plan.  Through this levelized billing, LIRA not only promotes the affordability of annual
home energy bills, but maintains the affordability of individual monthly bills as well.
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3.6.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


National Fuel Gas complies with state-imposed standardized monthly data reporting
regarding program costs, operations, and bill payment outcomes.  The company engages
in a program outcome evaluation by an independent third party evaluator on a prescribed
time interval.  The company files a new universal service plan with Pennsylvania
regulators on a triennial basis, which is subject to review through a public hearing
process.


3.6.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The National Fuel Gas LIRA program provides for reasonable cost budgeting certainty
and timely cost recovery.  The company recovers its costs through a rate rider imposed on
residential customers. Actual program expenditures are reconciled against revenues
generated by the rate rider on an annual basis.  The company takes limited account of
cost offsets for the incremental additions to program participation rates gained since its
last base rate case.  These cost offsets include primarily savings in reduced bad debt and
reduced working capital expenses.


3.7 Program #7: The Electric Assistance Program (EAP) (New
Hampshire)


The Electric Assistance Program (EAP) adopted by the New Hampshire state utility
regulatory commission is an excellent example of a “tiered rate discount” program that
ties tariffed discounts for low-income customers to a determination of affordable home
electric bills.


3.7.1 An Outline of the Program


The New Hampshire tiered rate discount is a uniform statewide program that provides
electric affordability assistance to participants in the federal Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP in New Hampshire. New Hampshire operates a single
uniform statewide program extending to each regulated electric utility. By design, the
program operates to provide substantial rate discounts to 30,000 low-income customers
each year.


3.7.1.1 Program Description


The New Hampshire EAP provides a tiered discount with tiers based on the ratio of
household income to the Federal Poverty Level.  The program is based on six tiers. The
lowest tier is for households with income at or below 75% of Poverty, while the highest
tier is for households between 175% and 185% of Poverty Level. Using the Federal
Poverty Level, New Hampshire stakeholders agreed, allows the benefits to be better
targeted to those with the most need as the Poverty Level takes into account not only
income but also the size of the household. Household payments toward their electric bills
are expected to range between 4% and 4.5% of gross household income. In contrast, in
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2006, the electric burden for New Hampshire households with the statewide average
income was 1.7%; the natural gas burden for households at the statewide average income
was 0.9%. Discounts range from 5% to 70% off of the total electric bill.  Average
benefits under the New Hampshire EAP reach roughly $400 per year.


The New Hampshire tiered discount program does not make a distinction for electric heat
usage.  The program assumes that most households eligible for program benefits will be
eligible for LIHEAP benefits for their primary source of heating.


3.7.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


The New Hampshire EAP is built right into each participating utility’s rate structure.
Percentage discounts are applied to the entire bill for electricity.20 The percentage
discounts are gradually reduced with the largest percentage discount applicable to the
bills of customers in the lowest income group and the lowest percentage discount applied
to the bills of customers in the highest income group.


The New Hampshire EAP, however, differs from the National Fuel Gas and Indiana
tiered rate discounts.  Both the NFGDC and Indiana programs are funded internally by
utility ratepayer funds.  Those three utilities (NFGDC, CGCU, Vectren) track the lost
revenue attributable to their respective tiered discounts and recoup those revenues
through a rider imposed on their own ratepayers.  In contrast, New Hampshire utilities
access the state’s System Benefits Charge as an outside source of revenue to compensate
them for their lost revenue. Unlike Indiana and NFGDC, the New Hampshire utilities
need not be self-supporting.  Indeed, some electric utilities are net donors (with their
ratepayers contributing more in SBC funds than the utility’s low-income customers use in
tiered discounts) while other electric utilities are net recipients.


3.7.1.3 Program Funding


Program funding for the New Hampshire EAP is provided by a statutorily-created System
Benefits Charge.  The SBC was created as part of New Hampshire’s 1996 approval of an
SBC of 3.0 mils ($0.003) per kWh, with 1.2 mils being devoted to low-income
assistance.21 The SBC was extended by the legislature in 2005 and is currently scheduled
to expire in 2008.  The low-income funding was retained at a level basis in the 2005
program extension.  The SBC generates roughly $13 million each year to support the
EAP.


3.7.1.4 Program Background


The New Hampshire System Benefits Charge (SBC) was adopted as part of that state’s
approval of legislation approving a move to retail choice in the electric power industry.
The SBC was designed to support what many stakeholders considered to be public


                                                
20 An exception to this principle is made for certain state-imposed taxes.
21 The remainder of the SBC is devoted to the support of energy efficiency programs, though not
necessarily low-income efficiency programs.
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purposes that would likely not be well-served by a competitive electric marketplace.
Since the enactment of the retail choice statute a competitive retail market for residential
customers has not developed in New Hampshire.


3.7.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The New Hampshire Electric Assistance Program (EAP) is one of the nation’s best
examples of a tiered rate discount program.  Developed by a working group of regulatory
staff, energy assistance staff, and representatives of poverty and electric utility
stakeholders, the program was explicitly designed to meet the objectives of a percentage
of income-based affordability approach while retaining the administrative efficiencies of
a tariffed rate discount.  The New Hampshire EAP is rated “exceptional” in seven of the
20 best-in-class criteria.


3.7.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The New Hampshire EAP is reasonably open to all households in need.  The EAP defines
eligibility as those households with income at or below 175% of the Federal Poverty
Level.  Customers who enroll in the federal fuel assistance program are automatically
enrolled in the EAP.  The program has limitations, however, created by its funding
ceiling.  As a result, it cannot commit to serve all program applicants.  Instead, if the
program projects that its committed budget will exceed its stream of revenue through the
state’s System Benefits Charge, the program will place program applicants on a waiting
list. In addition, since program enrollment is tied to enrollment in the federal fuel
assistance program, which is primarily a heating assistance program, program enrollment
is effectively limited by the enrollment period available for fuel assistance participants.


Despite the challenges facing New Hampshire’s EAP in program enrollment, the EAP is
well-served by its recertification processes.  The EAP generally requires annual
recertification by program participants. This recertification can occur by mail.  In
addition, biannual recertification is allowed for certain classes of customers whose
income is not expected to vary by year.  Included in this biannual recertification are the
aged and disabled.


The New Hampshire EAP is not supported by a periodic needs assessment.  Given its
intrinsic ties to the federal fuel assistance program, the program operates by reference to
past experience with fuel assistance participation.  The program is, however, overseen by
a multi-party workgroup consisting of representatives of various stakeholders.  This
workgroup commissions issue-specific empirical studies in support of discussions of
specific program modification proposals on an as-needed basis.


3.7.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The New Hampshire EAP is not designed as a comprehensive electric bill affordability
program.  While the EAP is structured to deliver rate affordability assistance directed
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toward bills for current usage, the EAP does not have an arrearage forgiveness
component.  This lack of arrearage forgiveness is driven not by a lack of recognized need
for such assistance, but rather by program funding limitations imposed by the New
Hampshire legislation authorizing the program. Neither does the program incorporate a
crisis assistance component.


While New Hampshire utilities have implemented energy efficiency programs directed
toward residential customers in general, there are no specific low-income efficiency
programs that are integrated with the EAP.  High use EAP customers are referred to the
federal weatherization assistance program (WAP) and to these utility programs, but are
given no priority for treatment.  No formal integration exists between the low-income rate
affordability and residential usage reduction programs.


3.7.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The New Hampshire EAP was developed so that program discounts would reduce low-
income electric burdens to an affordable percentage of income.  With discount tiers
targeted based on the ratio of household income to the Federal Poverty Level, the EAP
discounts are designed to reduce non-heating electric bills to between 4.0% and 4.5% of
household income.


A six-tier structure allows for reasonable targeting of discounts and a minimization of the
overpayment or underpayment of customers whose bills or income diverge below or
above the averages used in determining appropriate discount levels. An empirical
analysis of program participants found minimum divergence from averages within the
multiple rate discount tiers.


There is no minimum payment required in the New Hampshire EAP.  An empirical
analysis of program participant bills found that the proposed discounts would not result in
bills less than the fixed monthly customer charge.  Establishing a minimum payment was
thus considered to add administrative complexity without adding program efficiencies.
There are no maximum benefit amounts.  Conversely, however, no program participant
receives less than a 5% discount.


3.7.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


The New Hampshire EAP provides for a periodic program evaluation.  In 2007, the
program adopted required standardized monthly data reporting for participating utilities,
along with a prescribed program evaluation.  In addition, the program is overseen by a
multi-party working group that reviews program operations and, annually, recommends
program modifications (if any) to the New Hampshire utility regulatory commission for
its consideration. As with other New Hampshire government programs, the EAP also is
subjected to a periodic sunset review.
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3.7.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The greatest weakness in the New Hampshire EAP involves the limitations imposed by
statutorily imposed budget constraints.  The EAP is funded through a statewide System
Benefits Charge of 3.0 mils per kWh, of which 1.2 mils is directed toward low-income
rate affordability assistance.  The SBC has not been increased since the program’s
inception. The SBC is not indexed to fuel prices or to program participation.  Indeed, a
statutorily-mandated increase in program eligibility levels resulted in substantial
decreases in per-participant benefits as the higher participation levels were met with a
fixed program budget.22


Conversely, the fixed SBC charge of 1.2 mils per kWh provides a stable annual funding
base for EAP program operation.  Program administrators need not address the
inefficiency of not knowing whether funding will exist in any given year, or what that
level of funding might be.


The funding of New Hampshire’s EAP is assisted by the requirement that program
funding be allocated to all retail customers.  In this fashion, the burden of supporting the
low-income program does not become too great for any given customer class.


3.8 Program #8: The Maryland Electric Universal Service
Program (EUSP)


Maryland’s Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) is a creature of statute. Mandated
by the statute directing the state to move to retail choice, the EUSP was statutorily
established to deliver bill payment assistance, low-income weatherization, and arrearage
retirement to low-income customers. The statute generally provides that the Maryland
state utility regulatory commission: (1) shall order a universal service program to be
made available on a statewide basis to benefit low-income customers; (2) shall establish a
universal service program; and (3) shall have oversight responsibility for the universal
service program.


In contrast, the state Department of Human Resources, which is the state agency that
administers the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) (also
known as the Maryland Energy Assistance Program—MEAP), was statutorily charged
with the responsibility for administering the EUSP along with disbursing EUSP funds
(with oversight by the commission).


3.8.1 An Outline of the Program


The Maryland EUSP consists of both a rate discount for bills for current usage and an
arrearage forgiveness program.  The EUSP is available to electric customers who have


                                                
22 The primary benefit reduction was the elimination of heating benefits.  The EAP determined that
program participants would need to rely on the federal fuel assistance program for heating benefits with
EAP benefits limited to non-heating electric bills.
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income at or below 175% of the Federal Poverty Level.  In Fiscal Year 2007, EUSP
provided electric affordability grants to more than 93,000 households.


3.8.1.1 Program Description


Bill payment assistance is the EUSP program component designed to make monthly
electric bills more affordable.  While benefits are designed to make bills more affordable,
EUSP program administrators emphasize that they design their benefits to ensure that the
program will never exhaust its funding.  This limitation is to ensure that all applicants to
EUSP will receive a benefit.  Applications are taken on a year-round basis.


EUSP benefits are distributed as annual benefits representing a percentage discount
applied to an average electric bill.  Benefit amounts reflect a tiered rate discount
structure.  The program has adopted four tiers for households below 175% of the Federal
Poverty Level.  The lowest tier is for households at 0 – 75% of Poverty, while the highest
tier is for households at 150 – 175% of Poverty Level.  An average bill is calculated by
applying weighted electricity prices to average statewide consumption for EUSP
participants from the previous 12 month program year. Discounts range from 75% for the
lowest income participants to 30% for the highest income customers.23


In general, in 2006, the electric burden for Maryland households with the statewide
average income was 1.9%; the natural gas burden for households at the statewide average
income was 0.8%.


The arrearage retirement provision of EUSP is a key benefit provided through the
program.  This program component provides a one-time opportunity to eliminate past-due
bills.  Program administrators have recommended that customers have a minimum
arrearage of $300 in order to receive arrearage retirement benefits.  The minimum
arrearage will both help spread limited arrearage retirement funds further and prevent
customers from foreclosing future assistance when their need is perhaps greater.  EUSP
administrators report that they expect that privately available funds can meet the need for
customers with arrearages less than $300.  Arrearage retirement credits will be provided
to customers up to a maximum of $2,000.  Arrearage retirement benefits can be provided
to customers currently taking service and in arrears or to customers who are currently
“off-service” and who seek to re-establish service.  Off-service is defined as service that
has been terminated and the customer has received a final bill.


3.8.1.2 Relationship to Utility Rate Structure


Unlike the tiered rate discounts implemented in New Hampshire and in the National Fuel
Gas service territory in Pennsylvania, the Maryland EUSP’s tiered rate discount is not a
part of any utility’s rate structure.  Instead, EUSP is administered by a third party agency.
The EUSP benefits are distributed to utility customers as a single annual lump-sum
payment.  The payment is designed to subsidize a program participant’s annual electric
                                                
23 Discounts are provided only for non-heating electricity.  Heating bills are presumed to be offset by
receipt of federal fuel assistance benefits.
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bill so as to reduce that bill to an affordable amount.  The EUSP benefit, however, is an
external benefit, paid as a direct vendor payment to the program participant’s electric
company. It is not part of the rate structure of the company.  It is simply viewed as an
additional payment on the customer’s account, albeit a payment from non-customer
funds.


3.8.1.3 Program Funding


The Maryland EUSP is supported by a cost recovery mechanism that is uniform
statewide.  The statute provided not only a fixed program budget for the first three years
of the EUSP, but that a fixed contribution toward that budget be obtained from each
customer class. The residential charge was set at a uniform, statewide monthly fee, of
$4.97 to $5.00 annually ($0.41 to $0.42 monthly). A multi-step charge was established
for commercial and industrial customers. The commission explained, however, that it
sought:


. . .a funding methodology that results in sets of uniform Statewide fees for
commercial and industrial customers that apply irrespective of the service
territory in which the customers are located.  The use of Statewide fees
should not preclude the differentiation of charges by customer size or
electric usage, as long as the methodology proposed includes an
appropriate cap. . .The commission’s primary interest in a proposal of this
type is (i) to have flat fees that do not vary each month, thereby avoiding
customer confusion, and (ii) to ensure that similarly-situated customer that
happen to be located in different service territories pay the same charge,
thereby avoiding any questions of competitive advantage.24


The statute prohibited collecting the universal service charges on a per kilowatthour
basis. In adopting a fixed monthly fee, the commission agreed with the argument by the
commercial and industrial representatives that the universal service charge “is similar to a
utility ‘customer charge,’ which is traditionally designed and intended to recover a cost
that bears no relationship to a customer’s consumption.” The Maryland commission now
considers a proposed EUSP budget each year and annually sets the appropriate fixed
monthly fees to generate the necessary funds.


3.8.1.4 Program Background


The Maryland Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) was statutorily created as part
of that state’s move to retail choice in the electric industry.  The concern by state
legislators was not simply that electricity bills were unaffordable to low-income
customers, but also that the move to retail choice would create a market structure under
which low-income customers would not be actively solicited by competitive electric
service providers.25


                                                
24 Order 75401, at 5.
25 As it turns out, no residential customers are being actively solicited by competitive suppliers in
Maryland.
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Ultimately, a competitive electric industry did not develop for residential customers, with
customers choosing not to abandon their electric distribution utilities, and suppliers
choosing not to market to residential customers. Today, in 2007, as price caps continue to
be removed from market-based prices offered to residential customers, Maryland
consumers are experiencing substantial spikes (60% or more) in their electric prices.  In
these circumstances, EUSP has become both more important and more stressed, as the
need for affordability assistance grows but the burden of meeting that need outstrips the
ability to meet that burden.


3.8.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The Maryland Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) is one of the nation’s best
examples of an SBC-funded external benefit rate affordability program.  Adopted as part
of the legislation directing Maryland to move to a retail choice electric environment, the
EUSP has been implemented to pursue affordability targets within strict budget
constraints. The Maryland EUSP is rated “exceptional” in nine of the 20 best-in-class
criteria.


3.8.2.1 Criterion #1: Is the program reasonably open to all households in need.


The Maryland EUSP is reasonably open to all households in need.  Program eligibility is
set at 175% of the Federal Poverty Level. Program enrollment is open year-round.  There
is no ceiling on program enrollment.26


The population to be served by EUSP is supported by extensive empirical analysis.  An
annual needs assessment is filed with the program operating plan each year.  In addition,
the program completes an annual report examining the extent to which the EUSP met the
expected need within six months after the close of each fiscal year.


EUSP provides reasonable ease of entry into the program. No non-income eligibility
criteria are imposed through the EUSP. Unlike the corresponding federal fuel assistance
program, however, the EUSP does require that the program applicant be limited to the
named utility customer (the federal fuel assistance program requires the applicant to be
part of the household, but the applicant need not be the named customer).  EUSP entry
occurs primarily, though not exclusively, through the federal fuel assistance program.
The two programs use a unified program application.  Ease of entry into EUSP through
the federal fuel assistance program is impeded somewhat by the fact that the two
programs are on different fiscal years.27


                                                
26 In theory, the fixed nature of the EUSP budget would create a ceiling on program participation. The
program administrator, however, reports that it consciously sets benefits at a level to ensure that its budget
authorization will not be exhausted, so as to ensure that all applicants, at whatever point in the program
year, will be assured of receiving program benefits.
27 As a state program, EUSP is on the state fiscal year (July through June). The federal fuel assistance
program is on the federal fiscal year (October through September).  A household applying for EUSP in
July, August or September, in other words, may not also receive federal energy assistance benefits until
October, the beginning of the new federal fiscal year.
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The EUSP has adopted some, but nonetheless limited, mechanisms to facilitate the
required annual recertification.  While new applications must be submitted in person,
annual recertification applications may be submitted by mail. Unlike other programs, the
EUSP does not provide for less than annual recertification, for automatic certification
under prescribed circumstances, or for less stringent income verification under prescribed
circumstances.


3.8.2.2 Criterion #2: Does the program recognize the multiple facets of energy
affordability “need.”


The EUSP operates primarily as a bill affordability program for current usage.  Bill
discounts range from 30% (for households at 150 – 175% of Federal Poverty Level) to
75% (for households with income less than 75% of Poverty).  The EUSP has four
discount tiers.


The program operates a limited arrearage forgiveness program.  By law, however, the
budget to be allocated toward preprogram forgiveness is quite limited.  As a result, the
program administrator has imposed a minimum arrears requirement of $300 before a
program participant may access arrearage credits. Once accessed, arrearage credits can be
obtained up to a maximum of $2,000.  Arrearage retirement credits can be accessed only
once.28


The EUSP recognizes the role that energy efficiency plays in helping to resolve low-
income affordability problems.  The statutory budget, however, substantially limits the
use of EUSP funding for “weatherization” purposes.  Moreover, the state utility
regulatory commission has held that the statutory reference to “weatherization” as an
allowed use disallows the use of EUSP funds for usage reduction investments not
involving traditional building shell improvements.  The regulatory commission held, for
example, that “the commission does not view appliance replacement as within the scope
of a weatherization program.”


Even though traditional weatherization measures are often not applicable to an electric
affordability program, the inability to address the efficiency needs of electric program
participants is largely budget driven. Maryland’s regulatory commission held that it
“recognizes that there are other measures that also may reduce energy consumption but
do not fall within the parameters of weatherization.  Energy conservation. . .may come
within the scope of ‘universal service program,’ as defined and may be desirable.
However, [the statute] speaks to low-income weatherization and not the broader category
of energy conservation. The commission notes that the USP has finite resources. . .With
the limited amount of money that can be directed toward weatherization at this time, it is
appropriate that the measures undertaken meet the narrower parameters defined above.”


                                                
28 A proposal has been advanced by the program administrator to change this one-time only requirement to
a limitation of once every seven years.
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3.8.2.3 Criterion #3: Does the program efficiently use program funding?


The Maryland EUSP incorporates multiple program components that result in the
efficient use of program funding.  The EUSP program design does an exceptional job of
matching program benefits to individual needs.  While the EUSP is a type of a tiered rate
discount, the program delivers its benefits as a single lump sum payment based on an
individual calculation of customer needs.  Discounts vary based not only on the ratio of
household income to Federal Poverty Level, but also on the location of the customer
within the state (as measured by the electric distribution utility), and by the actual
electricity consumption of the household.


The EUSP is well-integrated with both the federal fuel assistance program and the billing
processes of the state’s regulated utilities.  EUSP provides bill affordability assistance
only for non-heating electricity.  Given the program’s integration with the federal fuel
assistance program, as with the New Hampshire EAP, the Maryland EUSP provides that
the heating component of any electricity affordability benefit should be paid by the
federal program.  Federal fuel assistance benefits increase rate discounts by 15% (from
75% to 90% for households with income below 75% of the Federal Poverty Level) for
electric heating customers.


Integration with utility billing processes helps protect program participants against
seasonal bill volatility.  Maryland’s EUSP requires program participants to enroll in the
levelized monthly budget billing programs of their respective electric companies.


3.8.2.4 Criterion #4: Does the program provide for continuous improvement?


The EUSP does a reasonable job of program assessment and continuous improvement.
On the one hand, while a comprehensive outcome evaluation was recently completed of
the EUSP, neither the program’s authorizing statute nor implementing regulations require
periodic outcome evaluations.  On the other hand, the EUSP program administrator files
an annual report in December of each year (after the June close of the prior fiscal year)
which outlines the immediately preceding year’s program operations.  That annual report
further assesses the extent to which the needs identified in the annual program operations
plan were satisfied.  The annual report does not, however, comprehensively review
program outcomes, including outcomes involving bill burdens or payment patterns and
practices.


To this extent, while the EUSP engages in limited standardized data reporting from the
program operations side, it falls short in gathering regular, periodic standardized data
from participating utilities on the payment practices of program participants.


3.8.2.5 Criterion #5: Does the program provide for reasonable cost recovery?


The EUSP provides for reasonable program budgeting and program cost recovery.  EUSP
program costs are collected as a fixed customer charge on all customer classes.  While the
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EUSP statute mandates that program costs be collected from all customers, the statute
prohibits that such cost recovery be accomplished on a volumetric basis.  The EUSP
program administrator submits a proposed annual budget to the Maryland utility
regulatory commission each year.  Based on that budget submission, the utility regulatory
commission establishes the fixed customer charge needed to generate the program
budget.


The Maryland EUSP suffers from the lack of any indexing of the program budget to
increases in energy prices or program participation. Indeed, increasing prices often drive
increasing participation.  Unlike programs with reconcilable rate riders through which to
collect programs costs, Maryland’s EUSP does not have the flexibility to increase its
budget to reflect increasing electric prices without legislative approval.


Given the expiration of price caps on electricity prices in Maryland in recent years, and
the corresponding spike in electric prices –electric prices have increased by 70% or more
in some electric service territories—the failure to adjust the program budget to reflect
these changes in the underlying environment has resulted in decreased benefits and
increasing hardships on Maryland’s low-income customers.


3.9 Program #9: The Electricité de France (EDF) “Social Tariff”
(France)


Electricité de France (EDF) serves nearly 28 million customers in that country.
According to the company, as a “responsible industrialist,” it seeks to “reconcile its
management constraints and therefore its constraints related to the strict collection of its
accounts receivable with its public service obligations.”  EDF actions are taken within the
context of a legally recognized “right to electricity.”


French law first articulated a “right to electricity” in 1998 as the country adopted statutes
providing for the “modernization and development” of the electric power industry.  In
October 2005, EDF signed an agreement that specified certain actions the company
would take to promote this right to electricity for “customers with precarious situations.”
The “right to electricity” is defined to mean “guaranteeing temporary maintenance of the
supply of electricity for people faced with precarious situations and contributing to the
Housing Solidarity Fund.”


3.9.1 An Outline of the Program


The EDF low-income electric affordability program consists of four distinct components:


3.9.1.1 Case Management


EDF seeks to prevent electricity debt through a network of what it calls “solidarity
correspondents,” “solidarity representatives” and “social mediators.”  This network of
specially-trained company staff provides case management services to customers having
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difficulty paying their bills.  These staffpersons, located in each Department in France,29


are charged with maintaining contact with public and private stakeholders, including not
merely those who can provide utility assistance but those who can provide health,
housing, employment and other types of social assistance.  While the primary role of the
company staff is to “help [payment-troubled customers] bring their energy bill under
control and, together with them, find a method of payment adapted to their situation,”
that process is tied to helping the customer address his or her underlying financial
problems in the meantime.


3.9.1.2 Energy Maintenance Service


EDF provides a system of “minimum electricity supply” in an effort to minimize the
number of service disconnections for nonpayment.  Known as the Energy Maintenance
Service, this system helped reduce the number of nonpayment disconnections from
670,000 in 1993 to fewer than 190,000 in 2004.  In 2004, more than 200,000 households
benefited from EDF’s Energy Maintenance Service.


The Energy Maintenance Service provides a minimum supply of electricity to a customer
facing nonpayment disconnections during the time it takes for a government public
assistance official to review the customer’s file to determine eligibility for public
assistance.  The Energy Maintenance Service guarantees power of 3,000 watts.  The
purpose is to allow the household to provide basic lighting, along with the use of a
refrigerator, television and one or two appliances.


Through the Energy Maintenance Service program, EDF installs a mini-switch without
charge in the home.  This switch automatically limits the power consumed in the home.
If the electricity consumption exceeds 3,000 watts, the power is interrupted for 15
seconds.  Before the switch can remain on, the customer must determine how to reduce
consumption.


When the Energy Maintenance Service is begun, the customer must agree, in writing, to
submit an application to the appropriate public assistance agency within fifteen days to
determine his or her eligibility for such assistance.


The company cannot, of course, always make personal contact with a household prior to
the disconnection of service for nonpayment.  In such situations, the company installs a
switch allowing for 1,000 watts of power to be consumed at any given time. According to
EDF, this Minimum Service allows for the customer to operate lighting and auxiliary
back-up heating.  A customer using this lesser Energy Maintenance Service then is
provided five days to contact the company to arrange for bill payment (or to move his or
her service to the 3,000 watt service).


                                                
29 A “Department” is the French equivalent to a “state” in the United States or a “province” in Canada.
Since 1790, France has been divided into 95 metropolitan départements.
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3.9.1.3 Solidarity Funds


EDF is a primary contributor to the country’s Solidarity Funds, the French equivalent to
local fuel funds.  According to the company, when a customer’s precarious utility bill
payment situation is presented to a social services agency, the customer is “likely to
benefit from financial assistance equivalent to total or partial payment of their electricity
bill.”


The funds are operated by local commissions that operate under the authority of the local
council which runs each of the 95 French départements.  These local commissions
include representatives of various public assistance agencies, businesses, and community-
based organizations, who seek to resolve not only the specific electricity bill payment
problem, but seek also to address the underlying economic situation of the household.


EDF is one of the primary funders of the Solidarity Funds. According to the company, in
2004, EDF provided 27% of the total funding of the Solidarity Funds, more than any
other single contributor.  The EDF contribution in 2004 reached 17 million Euros.
Through this EDF contribution, Energy Solidarity Funds provided financial assistance to
245,000 families with financial problems.


3.9.1.4 Rate for Absolute Essentials


Established by legislation approved in February 2000, the Rate for Absolute Essentials
was implemented by EDF effective January 1, 2005.  The Rate for Absolute Essentials is
expected eventually to be applied to 1.2 million households in France.


Eligibility for the Rate is determined through the country’s health insurance
organizations.  Once such an organization determines that the family income is less than
or equal to 400 Euros per month,30 the health insurance organization provides the
appropriate electric distribution utility (of which EDF is one) with the family’s contact
information.  EDF provides an application to the family who must complete it and return
it to the company.  Once a complete application is returned, the family “automatically
benefits from this special rate.”


The Rate for Absolute Essentials provides an annual reduction of 30%, 40% or 50%
(depending on family composition) off of the first 100 kWh of monthly consumption.
The program provides annual benefits of roughly 70 Euros.


Households may participate in the Rate for Absolute Essentials for one year, with an
annual confirmation of entitlement being required each subsequent year.


                                                
30 This income level is considered to be an “intermediate level between income ceilings providing
entitlement to financial aid and those providing entitlement to universal health coverage.”
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3.9.2 Application of Best Practices Criteria


The low-income rate initiatives offered by EDF in France differ in kind, and not merely
degree, from the universal service rate affordability programs offered in the eight United
States jurisdictions assessed in this report.  Because of these major differences in program
objectives, design and implementation, the Best Practices Criteria have not been applied
to the EDF program.  To do so would seek to compare fundamentally noncomparable
programs. For this reason, and to this extent, the EDF program is not considered to be a
best-in-class program as such programs are defined and assessed throughout this analysis.
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PART 4. LESSONS LEARNED FROM BEST PRACTICES


The discussion above examines selected low-income affordability programs currently in
operation around the United States as determined by the author to be best in class.  Eight
United States programs have been reviewed, in addition to the low-income initiatives of
Electricité de France (EDF) in France.


The analysis focuses exclusively on rate affordability programs.  Initiatives involving
usage reduction programs, as well as credit and collection practices directed primarily at
low-income households,31 are set aside not because they are unimportant, but rather
simply because they are beyond the scope of this review.


The discussion examined nine programs:


 New Jersey’s Universal Service Fund (USF);


 The Columbia Gas Customer Assistance Program (CAP) (Pennsylvania);


 The Equitable Gas Company Customer Assistance Program (CAP)
(Pennsylvania);


 The Ohio Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP);


 The Citizens Gas & Coke Utility/Vectren Energy Delivery Universal Service
Program (USP) (Indiana);


 The National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation Low-Income Rate Assistance
(LIRA) program (Pennsylvania);


 The Electric Assistance Program (EAP) (New Hampshire);


 The Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) (Maryland); and


 The “social tariff” of EDF (France).


4.1 Fundamentals of a Best Practice Rate Affordability
Program.


Low-income rate affordability programs are legitimate utility operations. While directed
at low-income customers, the best-in-class programs are designed to pursue utility-
oriented objectives.  Programs directed toward improving collections, reducing arrears,
and addressing inability-to-pay in a more cost-effective and cost-efficient manner than
traditional collection activity tend to be best-in-class.  There is no single “right” way to


                                                
31 Such practices might include deferred payment plans, the waiver of late fees or other designated charges,
or the use of alternatives to the disconnection of service (e.g., service limiter adapters).
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implement such a program.  There are, however, program attributes that make some
programs more effective, more cost-effective, and more cost-efficient than others.  Those
program attributes are discussed in more detail below.


4.1.1 The Values Underlying an Affordability Program


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program is directed toward addressing the
inability-to-pay problems of income eligible households.  Inability-to-pay, however, goes
beyond the mere existence of payment troubles. The unaffordability of home energy does
not always manifest itself through an unpaid bill. The paid-but-unaffordable bill is a real
phenomenon.


When home energy burdens –energy burdens are the home energy bill as a percentage of
household income-- reach a certain point, the household will either not regularly be able
to pay the bill on a full and timely basis or not regularly be able to pay the bill without
substantial household hardship. Best-in-class programs address the affordability of annual
home energy bills relative to annual household income.


Nearly all utilities offering best-in-class rate affordability programs explicitly take home
energy burdens into account. Programs such as the New Jersey Universal Service Fund
(USF), the Columbia Gas Customer Assistance Program (CAP), and the Equitable Gas
CAP, tie their affordable rates to an individually-calculated affordable home energy
burden.  Even programs such as the tiered discounts offered by the New Hampshire
Electric Assistance Program (EAP), the Citizens Gas/Vectren Universal Service Program
(USP), and the National Fuel Gas Low-Income Rate Assistance (LIRA) program base the
level of their discount on a calculation of what percentage of income burden will be
borne by low-income ratepayers as a result.


Lesson #1:


A best-in-class rate affordability program should recognize
the essential role played


by home energy burdens in defining home energy affordability.


Paying the bill for current usage can not be the exclusive focus of home energy
affordability. Low-income home energy affordability consists of more than helping a
customer to be able to pay their bill for current usage. Addressing the future affordability
of bills for current usage does not provide comprehensive assistance to a household if that
household has incurred substantial pre-existing arrears because of a past inability-to-pay.
The affordability of home energy consists of the total asked-to-pay amount, not simply
the bill for current usage. If a customer cannot afford to pay a total home energy bill, it
makes no difference to the customer whether the bill’s unaffordability is caused by the
charges for current usage or by the charges for pre-existing arrears.
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Addressing pre-existing arrears can occur in multiple ways.  Programs such as the New
Jersey USF, the Columbia Gas CAP and the Equitable Gas CAP provide credits toward
pre-existing arrears in exchange for full and timely payment of current bills over a period
of time.  The National Fuel Gas LIRA program provides matching credits for customer
payments toward arrears, offering a $15 match for each $5 customer payment in a given
month.  The Maryland Electric Universal Service Program (EUSP) provides arrearage
credits, but requires a minimum arrears of $300 for customers to be eligible and places a
$2,000 cap on arrearage credits.  The EUSP further provides an arrearage credit only one
time (though proposals have been advanced by the program administrator to modify this
to be one-time every seven years).


Lesson #2:


A best-in-class rate affordability program addresses
not simply the affordability of charges for future consumption,


but the charges for pre-existing arrears as well.


4.1.2 The Legitimacy of an Affordability Program


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program must balance the interests of a
utility’s low-income customers, the nonparticipating ratepayers of a utility, and utility
investors.


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program takes account of the interests of the
utility’s low-income customers by ensuring that the program is reasonably open to all
customers in need. The scope of eligibility should recognize the breadth of an inability-
to-pay problem without imposing artificial eligibility criteria unrelated to the lack of
affordability.  Ease of entry refers to the actual process of enrolling in the program. Ease
of entry, however, further involves not only becoming a program participant, but also
remaining a program participant over time.


In the United States, best-in-class programs tend to define eligibility exclusively in terms
of income-eligibility. Eligibility guidelines are defined by reference to income, taking
into account household size (a measure known as Federal Poverty Level).  While
Pennsylvania’s utilities –three of which are listed within the list of best-in-class in this
discussion—add the requirement that customers be “payment-troubled” to be eligible for
their low-income programs, “payment-troubled” is defined broadly. Overall, utilities
operating best-in-class rate affordability programs tend to shy away from imposing non-
income-based eligibility requirements.


Moreover, to ease program entry, most of the best-in-class utilities provide for year-round
enrollment with no ceiling on the number of customers that may enter the program.
Programs without year-round enrollment (e.g., the Citizens/Vectren USP) have tied their
rate affordability enrollment to the federal fuel assistance program.  While this
partnership provides for administrative efficiencies, one “price” to be paid for the
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partnership is to limit enrollment in the utility program to the same enrollment time
period of the seasonally-based federal fuel assistance program.


Many utilities have specifically addressed not simply the ease of entry into the program,
but the ease of remaining in the program from year to year.  Nearly all best-in-class
programs provide for mail recertification, limiting the need for personal applications to
the initial program entry. Programs such as the New Hampshire EAP, the Columbia Gas
and Equitable Gas CAP, and the National Fuel Gas LIRA allow for multi-year
certification for households whose income is not likely to vary from year-to-year.
Equitable Gas and Columbia Gas, in addition to the New Jersey USF, further provide for
an automatic re-enrollment of program participants so long as those participants also
receive benefits from other programs with similar income eligibility guidelines.


Indeed, Equitable Gas allows for a self-certification of income-eligibility by program
applicants, with ongoing testing of whether this self-certification leads to unreasonable
error rates in eligibility determination occurring through random audits of a small
percentage of program participants.


Lesson #3:


A best-in-class rate affordability program must be reasonably open
to all households in need, both in terms of the scope of eligibility


and in terms of the ease of entry into (and retention in) the program.


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program takes account of the interests of the
utility’s nonparticipating ratepayers by ensuring that program funds are efficiently
distributed. An efficient program distributes funding in the amount necessary to
accomplish its program objectives, but in an amount no greater than is necessary to
accomplish its program objectives.


An affordability program is not simply a mechanism through which to supplement the
resources of a low-income household.  It is instead designed to redress an excessive home
energy burden. As a result, a best-in-class program seeks to avoid underpaying or
overpaying assistance to program participants.  A program underpays if the assistance to
the household is insufficient to reduce the home energy burden to an affordable level.  A
program overpays if the assistance to the household is more than is necessary to reduce
the home energy burden to an affordable level.


The ideal mechanism to use to prevent the underpayment or overpayment of benefits is to
individually determine the rate discount needed to reduce a customer’s home energy
burden to an affordable percentage of income.  The New Jersey USF, along with the
Columbia Gas and Equitable Gas CAPs, as well as the Ohio Percentage of Income
Payment Plan (PIPP), all set natural gas and electric bills at an affordable percentage of
income.
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Tiered discount programs, such as those adopted by the New Hampshire EAP, the
National Fuel Gas LIRA, and the Citizens Gas/Vectren USP, are less well-targeted, but
are nonetheless specifically designed to reduce the bills of program participants to an
affordable percentage of income.  Each of these programs adopts rate discount tiers,
taking into account income and household size, within which, so long as the customer is
at the average, the customer will pay the targeted home energy burden.  To the extent that
the customer diverges from the average, however, there will be some overpayment or
underpayment.  The number of tiers a program uses minimizes this divergence. While,
for example, the Indiana utilities (Citizens Gas, Vectren) operate with three tiers, the New
Hampshire EAP operates with six.  National Fuel Gas creates a separate tier for each
income level in increments of $1,000.32


Lesson #4:


A best-in-class rate affordability program targets
 its rate affordability assistance to eliminate or minimize


the underpayment or overpayment of benefits.


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program takes account of the interests of the
utility’s investors by ensuring that program costs are recovered in a full and timely
fashion. Utility expenditures on a low-income rate affordability program will generally
vary based on factors largely outside of the ability of a company to control.  In particular,
programs that explicitly tie affordability benefits to an affordable percentage of income
bear the risks of volatility in bills associated with changes in price or weather.  Moreover,
total program expenditures will vary based on factors ranging from the number of
program participants, to the average income of program participants (as average
participant income decreases in a percentage-of-income based programs, average
participant program benefits will increase), to the level of bills for current usage based on
weather and fuel prices.


A rate rider is “reconcilable” when the actual expenditures in an historic period are
periodically compared to the revenues generated by the rate rider, with over-collections
or under-collections rolled over into the calculation of the appropriate level of the rate
rider to be charged in the next period.33 The period of reconciliation may differ from


                                                
32 A household with an income of $5,000, in other words, is in a different tier than a household with an
income of $6,000.
33 A reconcilable rate rider need not absolutely be adopted to ensure the full recovery of program costs.
Maine utilities, which operate programs not considered to be best-in-class for reasons other than cost
recovery, book their over-collections and under-collections in a reserve account. Any reserve surplus would
be treated as a deduction from rate base in future rate cases.  Net reserve deficiencies, if this situation were
to occur, would be treated as a rate base addition in future years.
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program to program; some programs are reconciled quarterly while most are reconciled
annually.34


Virtually all best-in-class rate affordability programs allow for program cost recovery
through a reconcilable rate rider. All three Pennsylvania rate affordability programs use
reconcilable rate riders for program cost recovery.  These utilities all operate under a
statutory framework which specifically requires “full recovery” of program costs. The
Pennsylvania commission rejected proposals to include rate affordability expenditures in
base rates, holding that base rate recovery allows only a “reasonable opportunity for cost
recovery” rather than the assurance of “full recovery” required by statute.  The New
Jersey USF, along with the Citizens/Vectren USPs, also adjust their rate riders
prospectively, including program over-collections or under-collections from the
immediately preceding year as part of their respective budgets.


Lesson #5:


A best-in-class rate affordability program allows a full and timely
recovery of program expenditures, responsive to changes in factors


affecting program expenditures in ways outside the ability of a utility to control.


4.1.3 The Integration of an Affordability Program with a Utility’s Full
Service Offerings


A best-in-class rate affordability program integrates the affordability provisions of the
low-income program with the existing processes and structures of the sponsoring utility
to the extent practicable.  Best-in-class programs seek to integrate the affordability
initiatives into the sponsoring utility’s existing rate structure and collection processes.


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program integrates the affordability benefits
into its existing rate structure within the constraints of efficient program spending.35 An
integrated program can involve either a tiered rate discount or an explicit percentage-of-
income based program. Integrating the affordability program into the rate structure makes
clear that rate assistance is being provided to the low-income customer from the utility.
Programs such as the New Jersey USF, as well as the Columbia Gas and Equitable Gas
CAPs, provide credits toward bills for current usage that appear on the face of the bill.
The tiered rate discount programs of the New Hampshire EAP, the National Fuel Gas
LIRA, and the Citizens Gas/Vectren USP also identify the bill reductions as part of the
rate structure.  These approaches stand in contrast to the Maryland EUSP, which provides


                                                
34 Some programs adjust their rate riders on a quarterly basis without making those riders reconcilable.
Under this approach, any under-collection or over-collection in program costs would result in a prospective
adjustment of the rate rider, but the past difference is not rolled forward into the future period.
35 While a rate discount may, for example, be integrated into a company’s rate structure, discounts tend to
be inefficient mechanisms through which to distribute affordability benefits. Straight discounts tend to
overpay some customers while underpaying others.
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the ratepayer funding to a third party administrator who then distributes the money back
to low-income customers in the form of an annual benefit payment.


Integrating low-income rate affordability programs into the normal collections process is
a second best-in-class practice.  By applying normal credit and collection practices to
program participants, utilities avoid the need to create special procedures to address
nonpayment by program participants.  Nonpayment by a low-income program participant
is not met with dismissal from the program (with the corresponding need to implement
processes to monitor late payments or the cure of missed payments meriting program
reinstatement).  Nonpayment is addressed by placing the low-income program participant
in the same collections process as any other customer, albeit under a separate tariffed
rate. Of the best-in-class programs, only Equitable Gas conditions its grant of
affordability benefits on full and timely payment of current bills.


Lesson #6:


A best-in-class rate affordability program integrates its
low-income initiative into its existing rate structure


within the constraints of efficient program spending.


4.1.4 The Impact of an Affordability Program on the General
Population


Low-income rate affordability programs have positive impacts on the general ratepayer
population. Low-income programs have been found to more effectively address
nonpayment problems caused by the unaffordability of home energy to limited income
households.  In this sense, low-income programs should not be viewed as social service
responses to poverty, but rather as a business response to the need to provide essential life
services to customers who are likely to have difficulty paying for those services.


In approving the Columbia Gas CAP, the Pennsylvania state utility regulatory
commission found that “an appropriately designed and well-implemented CAP, as an
integrated part of a company's rate structure, is in the public interest.”  After
investigation, the commission stated that the CAP approach to addressing low-income
payment problems is “a more cost-effective approach for dealing with issues of customer
inability to pay than are traditional collection methods.” As the state Office of Consumer
Advocate noted the issue to be: “The issue in this proceeding is not to devise a social
response to the broad inability to pay problems of low-income households.  The issue is
one of what is the most cost-effective means of collection.”


The Pennsylvania programs (Columbia Gas CAP, Equitable Gas CAP, National Fuel Gas
LIRA) were seen as a way to respond to low-income unaffordability so as “to address
realistically these customers’ problems and to stop repeating a wasteful cycle of
consecutive, unrealistic payment agreements that cannot be kept, despite the best of
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intentions, followed by service termination, then restoration, and then more unrealistic
agreements. . .”


Adopted at the behest of the respective utilities, the Indiana low-income rate affordability
programs were based on a similar finding. According to Niel Ellerbrook, Chairman of the
Board and Chief Executive Office of Vectren Utility Holdings, the parent company of
Vectren Energy Delivery, the primary driving factor behind his utility’s low-income
proposal involved “the dramatic rise in natural gas prices and the resulting impact on
customers and the economy.”  According to Ellerbrook, “There is a cost to serve
customers who need heat but are unable to pay the full cost of service for any number of
reasons, including job loss, cost of medicine, or the number of their dependents.  Like
other real costs to provide service to our entire customer base, this cost must be
recognized and addressed in a constructive manner to assure that people have service.”
He concluded by noting that “[T]he USF      program provides an answer in conjunction
with LIHEAP and other available programs, by identifying customers with true need,
determining in a consistent and accepted manner how much they can pay for service, and
providing them with more affordable bills that better match their ability to pay.”


Lesson #7:


A best-in-class rate affordability program represents a
more cost-effective approach for dealing with issues of customer


inability to pay than are traditional collection methods.


4.2 Common Elements of a Best Practice Rate Affordability
Program.


An effective low-income rate affordability program is designed to address the multi-
levels of need created by the inability of certain customers to pay for their essential home
energy service.  Not only should a program address the affordability of bills for current
usage, but the program should also address past-due arrears.  Not only should a program
address the annual unaffordability of bills, but the program should also address the
seasonal unaffordability of bills.  Not only should a program address the payment of
current bills, but the program should also address the consumption underlying those
current bills.


To perform these multiple tasks requires a partnership between the utility, community-
based organizations, government, and the low-income customers themselves.


4.2.1 The Necessary Components of a Rate Affordability Program


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program has five necessary components to
it.  A low-income rate affordability program should:
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 Reduce bills for current usage to an affordable percentage of income. The
program should recognize the essential role played by home energy burdens in
defining home energy affordability.


 Retire pre-existing arrears within a reasonable time period, without raising the
overall monthly asked-to-pay amount to an unaffordable level.


 Protect against unexpected monthly bill volatility associated with changes in
price and/or weather through facilitating or requiring entry into levelized
budget billing plans.


 Promote the efficient use of energy, both through investments in usage
reduction measures for the housing unit and the preservation of conservation
incentives within the affordable rate structure.36


 Preserve funding to address crisis situations caused by the fragility of income
experienced by poverty-level households.


Lesson #8:


A best-in-class rate affordability program recognizes
that low-income home energy affordability consists of more than
helping a customer to be able to pay their bill for current usage.


4.2.2 The Roles of the Different Actors


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program represents a partnership between
multiple stakeholders, each of which plays a key, though not exclusive, role in delivering
program benefits.  The key roles played by the various stakeholders include:


 A utility regulatory commission recognizes the need for a low-income rate
affordability program as a cost-effective mechanism for addressing the
inability-to-pay problems by the poor.  The commission provides policy
oversight of the program, in addition to providing fiscal oversight and control
of program cost-recovery.  In each of the best-in-class programs discussed
herein, the regulatory commission provides this policy and fiscal oversight.


 The local distribution utility serves as the delivery agent for the low-income
rate affordability program.  The delivery agent is the institution through which
affordability benefits are posted and communicated to the customer.  Rather
than providing cash benefits directly to a customer, affordability benefits are
delivered either through bill reductions, or through direct vendor payments
made to the utility.  In each of the best-in-class programs discussed herein,


                                                
36 Conservation incentives can be preserved through mechanisms such as offering percentage-of-income
based benefits through a fixed credit on the bill or imposing bill or benefit caps.
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benefits are distributed as bill credits, whether calculated by reference to
percentage-of-income-based rates (Columbia Gas CAP, Equitable Gas CAP,
Ohio PIPP, New Jersey USF), or by reference to tiered discounts (New
Hampshire EAP, Maryland EUSP, National Fuel Gas LIRA, Citizens
Gas/Vectren USP).


The local distribution utility further plays the primary role in targeting the rate
affordability program to payment-troubled low-income customers.  This
targeting involves recognizing a persistently payment-troubled customer and
referring that customer to the appropriate institution to determine whether the
customer is income-eligible for the rate affordability program.  Only the utility
has the capacity to use its existing processes (call center conversations,
collection processes) to recognize the persistently payment-troubled
customers that would benefit from a low-income rate affordability program.


 The state or provincial government, acting through its legislative body, may
act to authorize the implementation of a low-income rate affordability
program.  While such legislative action should not be necessary so long as the
local distribution utility offers the rate affordability program as a mechanism
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of utility operations, rather than
exclusively as a social benefit, enactment of legislation may eliminate any
ambiguity in regulatory jurisdiction over affordability programs.


In the event that the legislative body acts, the best-in-class programs find that
the legislative action is limited to language either authorizing (you “may”
implement an affordability program) or mandating (you “must” implement an
affordability program) regulatory agency action. Program design and
operational decisions are best not placed in legislation, but rather left to the
implementing agency.


 State and federal government agencies (other than the utility regulatory
commission) serve as the front-line in determining income eligibility for a
low-income rate affordability program.  While the local distribution utility
company is likely the institution who identifies a potential program
participant, referrals for the actual determination of income-eligibility are
generally made to a government agency.37 While some utilities retain the task
of determining income-eligibility for in-house utility staff, this is unusual.
Programs such as the New Hampshire EAP, the Maryland EUSP, the New
Jersey USP, and the Citizens Gas/Vectren USP rely on the federal fuel
assistance program nearly exclusively to determine income eligibility for
individual program applicants.


                                                
37 These government agencies, of course, frequently operate through contractual relationships with local
community-based organizations.  The determination of income eligibility for the federal fuel assistance
program, for example, is generally made through a contract with a local Community Action Agency.
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State agencies can play various roles in administering a low-income rate
affordability program. On the one hand, in some of the most successful
affordability programs, state agencies are completely divorced from the
program.  Outside of the utility commission, no state agency in Pennsylvania
plays an institutional role in the affordability programs of that state’s utilities.
In contrast, in some states, the state agency plays the primary role in the
program.  The Maryland EUSP generates a stream of revenue for the state’s
Office of Home Energy Programs (OHEP), which then distributes benefits to
program participants.  The only role for the utility is to receive the payment
and post it to the customer’s account. In yet other states, the state serves as the
financial repository. The utilities in New Hampshire and New Jersey post
prescribed bill credits to the accounts of program participants and seek
reimbursement from the state.  The state holds the funding generated by each
state’s system benefits charge pending a request for cost reimbursement.
Finally, in states such as Indiana, the state plays no role other than serving as
the intake agency.


 Community-based organizations perform critical outreach and intake
functions for a low-income rate affordability program.  Whether intake is
undertaken at the governmental or utility level, the actual field personnel
involved with outreach and intake are likely to be those persons who directly
interface with low-income customers on a day-to-day basis.  The staff of these
community-based organizations have both the professional expertise, a well as
the connection to the community, to allow them to perform these tasks
effectively.


 The program participants play multiple roles in the success of a low-income
rate affordability program.  Primarily, a program participant has the obvious
role of being responsible for the full and timely payment of monthly bills.
Bill reductions can be offered to bring energy burdens into an affordable
range, but the ultimate responsibility for bill payment remains with the
customer.  A program participant who does not pay will be subject to
traditional credit and collection processes.


Moreover, even once bills have been reduced to an affordable home energy
burden, program participants have ongoing fiscal responsibilities.  Program
participants must be aware of their own consumption patterns to prevent
program benefits from being curtailed for exceeding bill or benefit ceilings.


Finally, program participants must also be responsive to the need to maintain
their participation in the affordability program.  Notice of the need to recertify
income for continuing participation will come from the program; indeed, the
program may facilitate such recertification in various ways (e.g., allowing
mail recertification rather than in-person recertification). The ultimate
responsibility for maintaining program participation, however, remains with
the customer.
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Lesson #9:


A best-in-class rate affordability program need not be explicitly authorized by
the government’s legislative body, so long as the local distribution utility


offers the program as a mechanism to improve the effectiveness of utility operations,
rather than exclusively as a social benefit.


4.2.3 The Funding of a Rate Affordability Program


The funding of a low-income rate affordability program has implications for the program,
for the sponsoring utility, and for nonparticipating customers.  Funding involves not only
the level of dollars devoted to the program budget, but also the structure and timing of
program funding.


Best-in-class home energy affordability programs should provide for reasonable certainty
in the level and timing of program funding.  Program expenditures that are subject to
year-to-year uncertainty, in either their existence or their magnitude, impede efficient
program operations. Program planning processes are interrupted, staff retention and
training is impeded, and even medium-term capital expenditures (often in information
technology hardware, software, or programming time) are avoided. Reasonable funding
is accomplished by building the funding mechanisms into the utility rate structure.  In
contrast, relying on annual government appropriations leads to year-to-year uncertainty
as to whether funding will be provided or what that funding level will be.


The existence of utility-based low-income program funding is universal within the best-
in-class programs.  The utility-based funding does not depend on the structure of the
underlying delivery of benefits.  The New Hampshire EAP (tiered discount), New Jersey
USF (fixed credit percentage of income program), and Maryland EUSP (tiered discount)
all rely on a statewide system benefits charge.38 In contrast, the Citizens Gas/Vectren
USP (tiered discount), Columbia Gas and Equitable Gas CAPs (percentage of income
programs), and National Fuel Gas LIRA (tiered discount), all rely on a utility-specific
reconcilable rate rider.  No best-in-class program relies on state-appropriated funding for
its budget.


Lesson #10:


A best-in-class rate affordability program provides for reasonable certainty
in both the level and timing of program funding through utility-based funding.


                                                
38 Cost-recovery also should not be limited to specific utility service territories.  It is unreasonable to expect
that needs and resources will be equal between service territories.  Statewide funding of programs, allowing
for a distribution of funds based on need, allow for a greater certainty that funding will be adequate. Indeed,
utility service territories with the greatest number of low-income customers, and thus the highest level of
need, may be least able to be self-supporting in their offer of rate affordability funding.
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Just as the certainty of program funding is an attribute of best-in-class low-income rate
affordability programs from the program perspective, certainty of cost-recovery is an
attribute from the perspective of the sponsoring utility.  Certainty of cost-recovery is
generally provided through a reconcilable rate rider.  The nature and prevalence of
reconcilable rate riders is discussed elsewhere in this report within the context of
protecting investor-based interests.


Lesson #11:


A best-in-class rate affordability program provides for timely cost recovery
through periodic reconcilable rate riders.


A best-in-class low-income rate affordability program should protect the interests of
nonparticipating customers by ensuring that all stakeholders equitably contribute to
program funding.  In particular, given the nature of the home energy affordability
problem, all customer classes should contribute to the funding of these programs. The
costs for low-income rate affordability programs should be viewed as a cost of operating
as a public utility for which all ratepayers must share the costs. As one regulatory staff
found, “the problem of the inability of some low income customers to pay their entire
home energy bills is caused primarily by societal economic conditions that are unrelated
to any one rate class. The costs for [low-income rate affordability] programs should be
viewed as a cost of operating as a public utility for which all ratepayers must share the
costs.”


With the exception of Pennsylvania, whose utility commission has chosen to limit cost
recovery exclusively to the residential class, low-income rate affordability programs
recover their costs from all customer classes.  The New Jersey USF, Ohio PIPP,
Maryland EUSP, and Citizens/Vectren USPs all impose a system benefits charges (SBC)
on all customer classes. In each of these states, the charge varies between classes, but is
uniform within the class.  In contrast, the New Hampshire EAP is based on a uniform
charge across all customer classes.


Lesson #12:


A best-in-class rate affordability program views the costs
for low-income rate affordability programs as a cost of operating as a public utility


for which all ratepayers must share the costs.


Similarly, while the interests of utility investors should be protected through timely cost-
recovery, utility investors should not be the sole beneficiaries of cost reductions
generated by a low-income rate affordability program on a between-rate-case basis.
Instead, cost-recovery should recognize that program expenditures generate cost
reductions as well as cost expenditures.  To the extent that a home energy affordability
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program helps reduce payment troubles, a participating utility should realize savings in
credit and collection costs and reduced write-offs.  To the extent that a home energy
affordability program reduces participant arrears, a participating utility will realize
reductions in the working capital associated with carrying those arrears.  A best-in-class
affordability program should account for the benefits generated by the program as well as
the expenditures made to support the program.


Some, but not all, best-in-class rate affordability programs account for cost savings in
their ratemaking. National Fuel Gas agreed to implement a cost offset for the incremental
additions to its LIRA program since its last base rate case.39  Moreover, both Vectren and
Citizens Gas have agreed to make investor-contributions to their rate affordability
programs in partial recognition of the cost offsets generated by the program.  Other
programs, such as the New Hampshire EAP, the New Jersey USF, and the Maryland
EUSP, have not recognized program cost offsets in their ratemaking treatment of
program costs.


Lesson #13:


A best-in-class rate affordability program, in its program cost recovery,
accounts for the benefits generated by the program as well as


the expenditures made to support the program.


                                                
39 In a base rate case, any cost savings that are generated by a low-income rate affordability program are
recognized and accounted for through a reduced revenue requirement. The issue here involves the extent to
which, if at all, cost savings are accounted for on a between-rate-case basis.
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APPENDIX A:
IDENTIFICATION OF BEST-IN-CLASS CRITERIA
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Program Attribute
Universal


Service Fund
(NJ)


Columbia Gas
CAP (PA)


Equitable Gas
CAP (PA)


Percentage of
Income


Payment Plan
(OH)


Universal
Service


Programs
(Citizens Gas
and Vectren)


(IN)


National Fuel
Gas Low


Income Rate
Assistance (PA)


Electric
Assistance


Program (NH)


Electric
Universal
Service


Program (MD)


1. Reasonably open to all in need
a. Needs assessment prepared as basis for program design. No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes


b. Non-income criteria used to establish program eligibility. No Payment
troubled


Payment
troubled No No Payment


troubled No No


c. Rolling year-round program applications accepted. Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes


d. Reasonable definition of "low-income" established as eligibility
level. 175% FPL 150% FPL 150% FPL 175% FPL 150% FPL 150% FPL 185% FPL 175% FPL


e. Enrollment performed in conjunction with other public benefit
programs.


LIHEAP/Food
Stamps No No LIHEAP LIHEAP No LIHEAP LIHEAP


f. Multi-year income certification accepted for households with fixed
income. No Limited Yes No No Yes Limited No


g. Ceiling placed on participation numbers. No No No No No No Yes No


2. Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."
a. Bill for current usage tied explicitly to household home energy


burden. Yes Yes Yes Yes Tiered discount Tiered discount Tiered discount Tiered discount


b. Minimum payment required by customer. No Past year
average or $25 $25/month No No $12/month No No


c. Programs benefits subject to ceiling. Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes


d. Risk of increased bills due to weather/prices placed on customer,
on program, or shared. Customer Program Program Program Shared Shared Shared Customer


e. Preprogram arrears forgiven over time. 12 months 6-years Matching Matching No 24-months No Limited


f. High use program participants automatically referred to usage
reduction program. Referred Referred Referred Referred Referred Referred No No


g. Program includes proactive reminder telephone calling. PILOT No Yes No No No No No


h. Program offers crisis intervention funding. No Fuel fund
support


Fuel fund
support No Fuel fund


support
Fuel fund
support No No


3. Efficiently uses program funds.
a. Uses federal fuel assistance program as intake mechanism. Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes


b. Service delivered through partnerships with community-based
organizations. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


c. Joint intake/eligibility determination made through federal fuel
assistance program/joint application. Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes


d. Federal fuel assistance dollars explicitly used in setting rate
affordability assistance levels. Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes (heating) Yes (heating)


e. Rate affordability assistance combined with mandatory levelized
budget billing. No No No No Yes Yes No Yes
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Program Attribute
Universal


Service Fund
(NJ)


Columbia Gas
CAP (PA)


Equitable Gas
CAP (PA)


Percentage of
Income


Payment Plan
(OH)


Universal
Service


Programs
(Citizens Gas
and Vectren)


(IN)


National Fuel
Gas Low


Income Rate
Assistance (PA)


Electric
Assistance


Program (NH)


Electric
Universal
Service


Program (MD)


f. Conservation incentives designed into the rate structure or specific
control features. Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes


4. Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.
a. Program objectives explicitly articulated in public document. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


b. Program outcome evaluation performed at regularly designated
time intervals. No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No


c. Regular periodic standardized data reporting institutionalized. No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No


5. Provides for reasonable cost recovery.
a. Cost recovery spread over all customer classes. Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes


b. Program cost recovery annually determined/cost recovery annually
adjusted. Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes


c. Cost recovery accounts for program cost offsets generated by
program. No No Yes No Yes Yes No No


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. Yes No No No No No Yes Yes
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APPENDIX B:
RATINGS BASED ON BEST-IN-CLASS CRITERIA







Program Name:  Universal Service Fund (NJ)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment 0 While program evaluation assessed "need," needs assessment is not used to establish program budget or 
design.


b. Scope of eligibility * Sets eligibility at 175% of the Federal Poverty Level. 


c. Ease of program entry * Automatic enrollment through state-administered federal fuel assistance program eliminates entry barriers.


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serve all in need.  Program accepts enrollment year-round.  There is no ceiling on 
participation.  


e. Ease of recertification + Must recertify annually.  Can do in-person at local community based organization or by mail.  


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. * Seeks to reduce combined gas/electric home energy burden to 6% of income, split 3% for electric baseload and 
3% for heating (6% for all electric)


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. 
*


Programs "Fresh Start" component provides for the forgiveness of arrears after 12-months of timely payments. 
May "cure" missed payments within 3-months after first 12-month period. Eligible for Fresh Start forgiveness 
only once.


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. + High usage USP participants routinely referred to utility-funded "Smart Comfort" energy efficiency program. 
Explicit tie between USP and Smart Comfort.


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. - "Fixed credit" nature of program benefits places entire risk of increased bills due to weather or prices on 
program participant.


3


a. Matches payments to needs * Program individually determines an affordable home energy bill for each program participant. No under- or over-
payment occurs. 


b. Maximum/minimum payment. 0 No minimum customer payment. Program imposes $1,800 ceiling on benefit payment. Ceiling on benefit not 
indexed.


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). - Program's inability to move to budget billing results in federal fuel assistance creating bill credits in some 
months and high monthly bills in other months, even though annual energy burden is "affordable."


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  + High integration with federal LIHEAP program. LIHEAP benefits subtracted from bill prior to calculating home 
energy burden. LIHEAP used as automatic intake for USP.


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. * Fixed credit nature of benefit allows customers to retain benefits of usage reduction. Fixed credit requires 
customers to pay for increased consumption. Benefits subject to ceiling.  


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. + Program outcome evaluation performed under contract to state utility regulatory commission. Periodicity of 
evaluation not memorialized in program design or regulations.  


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. + BPU has prescribed limited standardized data reporting by all regulated utilities.  Information not compiled and 
made publicly available.  


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  * Universal service costs spread volumetrically over all customer classes.  


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. * State regulatory commission establishes annual budget, and annual USF charge, to cover program budget. 
Over/(under) cost recoveries for any given utility rolled over into the immediately subsequent program year. 


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. 0
Evaluation found inadequate information upon which to form a conclusion one way or the other regarding 
offsets.  State regulatory commission considered efficacy of program cost offsets and postponed consideration 
for lack of information.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. * Statewide funding distributed based on need irrespective of source of funding. Natural gas funding suppo


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  Columbia Gas CAP (PA)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment + Needs assessment periodically prepared as per regulatory commission directives.  


b. Scope of eligibility + 150% of Federal Poverty Level AND payment-troubled (one failed payment agreement, cross-referral, credit 
scoring).


c. Ease of program entry *
Emphasizes telephonic applications. Must apply for fuel assistance. Specialized dedicated staff trained in 
universal service program intake. Self-declared payment-troubled customer referred to dedicated universal 
service staff. 


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serve all in need.  Program accepts enrollment year-round. There is no ceiling on program 
participation.  


e. Ease of recertification *
Annual receritification required.  Mail-in recertification allowed.  Participants receiving LIHEAP, fuel fund benefits, 
or benefits from some other Columbia Gas universal service program exempt from annual recertification. Elderly 
and disabled allowed bi-annual recertification.


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. * Gives four payment options: percent of bill, percent of income, 50% of budget billing, or average of last 12-
months. Average of last 12 months is minimum payment.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. - Arrearages forgiven over six (6) years if regular payment is made (along with $5 copayment toward arrears).


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. *
Halted conservation education as ineffective. Refers high users to company usage-reduction program. Operates 
pilot program to address high usage in homes previously treated with usage-reduction measures. To be 
evaluated 2008.


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. + Percentage of income and average prior payment options place risk on the Company. Percentage of bill shares 
risk between company and customer.


3


a. Matches payments to needs *
Customer offered lowest payment option of four available, with minimum payment of average of last 12 months of 
customer payments. Percentage of income payment requirements tiered by ratio of income to Federal Poverty 
Level. 


b. Maximum/minimum payment + Program requires minimum customer payment. Program imposes ceiling on benefit level. Neither payment level 
indexed. 


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). + Waives security deposits for CAP participants. No mandatory budget billing.


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  + Federal fuel assistance funds used to reduce the shortfall between required customer payments and customer bill
at standard residential rates.  


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. * Ceiling on benefits imposed.  


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. *
Periodic program evaluation prepared pursuant to regulatory commission directive.  Program evaluation 
considers uniform outcome and process questions adopted by regulatory commission. Evaluation prepared by 
independent third party.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. * Regular periodic data is reported to state utility regulatory commission as per commission directive. Uniform data 
reporting required for all regulated gas and electric utilities.


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  - Costs of program assigned to residential class only.


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. + Program costs recovered through a reconcilable universal service rider.  


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. - Cost recovery does not take into account cost savings to the utility generated by the program.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. 0 Utility-specific funding.  


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  Equitable Gas Co CAP (PA)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment + Needs assessment periodically prepared as per regulatory commission directives.  


b. Scope of eligibility + Income eligibility set at 150% of Federal Poverty Level.  Must be payment-troubled to enter program. 


c. Ease of program entry *
May enter program through company representative or an external community-organization. Company accepts 
self-certified income.  Each year, 10% of participant base randomly audited to determine whether self-certification 
provided accurate information.


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serve all in need.  Program accepts enrollment year-round. There is no ceiling on program 
participation.  


e. Ease of recertification * Program requires recertification once every three years.  Recipients of federal fuel assistance automatically re-
enrolled. Participants in corresponding electric program are automatically re-enrolled. 


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. * Tiered affordability tied to ratio of income to Federal Poverty Level.  Payment percentages set at 7%, 8% and 10%
for households with income at 0 - 50%, 51-100% and 101-150% of Federal Poverty Level respectively.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. *
Company provides $3 in matching funds for each $1 in customer payment. First $5 of each monthly customer 
payment is deemed to be toward arrears.  Customers may "cure" missed arrearage payments and gain matching 
credits. Arrears projected to be forgiven over four years on average.


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. * High usage customers referred to the Company's Low-Income Usage Reduction Program (LIURP). High-usage 
referrals given priority for receipt of LIURP services.  


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. * Customer bills tied to percentage of income.  Risk of volatility in price/weather borne by program.  


3


a. Matches payments to needs *
Percentage of income payment requirements tiered by ratio of income to Federal Poverty Level. Affordability set 
at 7%, 8% and 10% for households with income at 0 - 50%, 51 - 100% and 101 - 150% of Federal Poverty Level 
respectively.


b. Maximum/minimum payment. + Program requires minimum customer payment. Program imposes ceiling on benefit level. Neither payment level 
indexed. 


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). 0 Customer must make payment to earn his or her credit toward the bill for current usage. Missed payments must 
be "made up" to earn future credits.  


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  + Federal fuel assistance funds used to reduce the shortfall between required customer payments and customer bill
at standard residential rates.  


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. * Ceiling on benefits provided. Discount nature of program provides for sharing of burden of increased usage.


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. *
Periodic program evaluation prepared pursuant to regulatory commission directive.  Program evaluation 
considers uniform outcome and process questions adopted by regulatory commission. Evaluation prepared by 
independent third party.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. * Regular periodic data is reported to state utility regulatory commission as per commission directive. Uniform data 
reporting required for all regulated gas and electric utilities.


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  - Costs of program assigned to residential class only.


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. + Program costs recovered through a reconcilable universal service rider.  


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. - Cost recovery does not take into account cost savings to the utility generated by the program.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. 0 Utility-specific funding.  


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  Percentage of Income Plan (OH)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment 0 No periodic empirical needs assessment underlies the Ohio program. 


b. Scope of eligibility + Income eligibility set at 150% of Federal Poverty Level.  No non-income-based eligibility requirements.


c. Ease of program entry 0 Household applies through local community-based organization. Must apply for all available energy assistance. 


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serve all in need.  Program accepts applications year-round. There is no ceiling on program 
participation.


e. Ease of recertification +
Each customer must re-certify annually. Federal fuel assistance list first checked to determine whether needed 
information already exists. If not, application sent to customer which can be returned by mail. PIPP participants 
reporting zero dollar income must re-certify every 90-days.  


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. +
Program sets payments at an affordable percentage of income.  Program "affordable" payments, however, set 
home energy burdens at somewhat high levels (5% for electricity; 10% for home heating).  If summer electric bills 
higher than 5% of income, must pay actual bills. Households with income below 50% of Poverty Level pay 3%, not 
5%, for non-heating.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. +
Most common arrearage forgiveness provided through "graduate" program. Year 1: PIPP payment required; Year 
2: actual bill required to be paid; Year 3 and after: actual bill plus some increment not to exceed $20 paid. Utility 
forgives amount equal to the additional amount paid. 


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. + High usage customer referred to, and given priority for, energy usage reduction services.


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. +
For heating customers, risk of bill volatility placed on program since bill is set at percentage of income. For electric 
customers, risk of bill volatility is placed on customer since customer must pay 5% of income or actual bill, 
whichever is higher, during non-heating season.


3


a. Matches payments to needs * Bill affordability benefit individually determined for each customer.  No under- or over-payment occurs. 


b. Maximum/minimum payment 0 No minimum customer payment. No ceiling on benefit payment.  No minimum benefit amount.


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). 0 No institutionalized integration of Ohio PIPP with utility bill payment processes.


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  * Benefits provided to program participants by limiting bill to a percentage of income. The distribution of particular 
benefits from the state or federal programs performed by state agency and is transparent to customer.


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. 0 Referrals of high use customers to usage reduction program, but no structured conservation incentive. 


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. 0 While outcome evaluation of Ohio PIPP has been performed, periodicity of evaluation not set by statute or 
regulation.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. * State regulatory commission prescribes standardized data reporting that is filed by utilities on annual basis. 


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  * Uniform charge per unit of energy imposed on all customer classes.  


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. + Utility cost recovery rider set by state regulatory commission. Adjusted on application of program administrator or 
utilities.  


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. 0 No consideration is given to program cost offsets.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. 0 Utility-specific funding.  


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  National Fuel Gas LIRA (PA)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment + Empirical needs assessment made a part of universal service plan. Prepared pursuant to regulations of state utility 
commission.


b. Scope of eligibility +
Program extends to households with income at or below 150% of Federal Poverty Level.  Customer must be 
payment-troubled (must have an arrears at the time of application or at least one current, canceled or defaulted 
payment arrangement). 


c. Ease of program entry - Requires all residents of household to become "ratepayer" to enter program. Requires program applicant to provide 
copy of household mortgage, deed or lease to enter program. Must execute written "LIRA Service Agreement." 


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serving all in need. Program accepts enrollment year-round. There is no ceiling on program 
participation. 


e. Ease of recertification * Household income must be reverified every two years, unless household situation changes or household reports 
$0 income or household does not receive federal fuel assistance. 


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. *
Affordability tied to tiered percentage of income based on ratio of income to Federal Poverty Level. Affordable 
burdens set at 6.5%, 8.0% and 9.0% of income for households with income at 0 - 50%, 51 - 100% and 01 - 150% 
of the Federal Poverty Level respectively.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. *
Households may earn forgiveness of 1/24th of preprogram arrears for each complete and timely payment. If 
complete and timely payment NOT made, household forfeits that month of forgiveness. At end of 24 month period, 
household may earn forgiveness of any forfeited months over 12-month period.


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. + High usage customers referred to low-income usage reduction program. No priority given to high-use LIRA 
customers.  


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. * The tiered discount shares the risk of changes in bills (either up or down). Company shares risk to the extent of the 
level of discount granted. Customer shares risk to the extent the undiscounted portion of the bill increases.


3


a. Matches payments to needs +
Company provides tiered discount based on income and household size.  Tiered discount directed toward reducing 
bills to an affordable percentage of income, tiered by Federal Poverty Level.  Discouts ranges from 10% to 60%. 
Minimum discount of 10% for income eligible household.


b. Maximum/minimum payment. + Program requires minimum customer payment. Program imposes ceiling on benefit level. Neither payment level 
indexed. Program provides for minimum benefit level. 


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). + Program requires participation in equalized monthly Budget Billing Plan.  


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  + Federal fuel assistance applied to reduce program participant's budget bill, without affecting customer's required 
percentage of income-based payment.


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. * Ceiling imposed on benefits provided.  Discount nature of program provides for sharing of increased usage.


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. +
Periodic program evaluation prepared pursuant to regulatory commission directive.  Program evaluation considers 
uniform outcome and process questions adopted by regulatory commission. Evaluation prepared by independent 
third party.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. + Regular periodic data is reported to state utility regulatory commission as per commission directive. Uniform data 
reporting required for all regulated gas and electric utilities.


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  - Costs of program assigned to residential class only.


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. + Program costs recovered through a reconcilable universal service rider.  


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. + Cost recovery takes into account limited cost offsets for incremental additions to number of participents entering 
program since resolution of last base rate case.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. 0 Utility-specific funding.  


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  CGCU & Vectren USPs (IN)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment 0 No periodic needs assessment prepared for each company. Each company participates in statewide uniform 
reporting of credit and collections data for all residential customers and for federal fuel assistance particpiants.


b. Scope of eligibility * Customer are antomatically enrolled in the utility programs upon enrollment in the federal fuel assistance 
program. No extra effort is neede to enroll in the utility programs. 


c. Ease of program entry + Utilities work with community-based organizations who enroll customers in federal fuel assistance to promote 
LIHEAP. 


d. Open enrollment +
Enrollment in the universal service program is tied to enrollment in the federal fuel assistance program. While this 
eases program entry, it limits the time period of enrollment to those months in which the federal program takes 
applications. Since the federal program is primarily a heating program, enrollment does not occur year-round.


e. Ease of recertification 0 Recertification is performed through the federal fuel assistance program.  No special recertification regulations 
are in effect. 


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. * Companies provide a tiered discount for three tiers of customers. Each tier is structured so that the discount plus 
the federal fuel assistance grant will, on average, reduce participant bills to an affordable percentage of income.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. 0 No special program component directed toward preprogram arrears. Utilities financially support local fuel fund 
which provides "crisis" grants.


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. + Customers with usage at or above 130% of median participant usage referred to each company's usage reduction
program. 


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. * The tiered discount shares the risk of changes in bills (either up or down). Company shares risk to the extent of 
the level of discount granted. Customer shares risk to the extent the undiscounted portion of the bill increases.


3


a. Matches payments to needs +
Tiered discount provides some overpayment to low-use customers and some underpayment to high use 
customers. On average, utility discount plus federal fuel assistance benefit lowers bill to a predetermined 
affordable percentage of income.


b. Maximum/minimum payment. 0 No minimum customer payment. No ceiling on benefit payment.  


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). + Both companies have announced their intention to require budget billing as a condition of program participation, 
at least for a period of months that include the winter heating months.  


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  * Outreach, intake and benefit determination are tied to LIHEAP.


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. 0 Referrals of high use customers to usage reduction program, but no conservation incentive structurall 
incorporated into program.  


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. + Annual reporting of monthly data used as basis for periodic evaluation.


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. + Two sets of monthly data.  Statewide credit and collection data are reported from all six Indiana utilities. In 
addition, the three utilities with low-income programs report on a set of agreed-upon 36 program metrics.


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  * All customer classes pay something toward programs.


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. 0 Pre-established funding stream on a per unit of energy basis for term of program (current term is four years).


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. + Without quanitfying program offsets, the companies agree to make investor contributions to programs in light of 
program cost offsets.


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. 0 Utility-specific funding.  


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  Electric Assistance Progrm (NH)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment +
No periodic needs assessment memorialized in regulation or statute.  Program overseen by multi-party work 
group of state agencies, electric utilities and community organizations who provide empirical data in support of 
specific inquiries regarding program operation.


b. Scope of eligibility * Income eligibility set at 175% of Federal Poverty Level. No non-income based eligibility requirements. 


c. Ease of program entry * Customers who enroll in federal fuel assistance program automatically enrolled in electric affordability program. 


d. Open enrollment +
Program enrollment capped by whether commited benefits exceed annual budget. Waiting list maintained. 
Waiting list participants moved onto main program as budget allows, with priority given to households at lowest 
Poverty Levels.


e. Ease of recertification + Annual recertification allowed by mail.  Biannual recertification provided for customers with types of income not 
likely to vary by year (e.g., elderly, disabled).


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. + Tiered discounts provided so that, at average income and usage level within range of Poverty Level, bills will 
equal affordable percentage of income. 


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. - No preprogram arrearage provided. 


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. 0 No institutionalized referrals of high usage customers to usage reduction program.


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. * The tiered discount shares the risk of changes in bills (either up or down). Company shares risk to the extent of 
the level of discount granted. Customer shares risk to the extent the undiscounted portion of the bill increases.


3


a. Matches payments to needs + Some overpayment to low-usage customers and some underpayment to high-usage customers. With five 
discount tiers, the over- or under-payment is minimized.  


b. Maximum/minimum payment. 0 No minimum customer payment. No ceiling on benefit payment.  Program provides at least a minimum rate 
discount to all eligible customers.


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). 0 No systematic program integration with specific utility payment processes.  


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  +
Program is administratively and financially integrated with federal fuel assistance. Federal fuel assistance 
recipients automatically enrolled in electric program. Electric heating benefits are provided through federal 
program rather than through electric affordability program. 


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. + No structural conservation incentives incorporated into program, but discount nature of program provides for a 
sharing of increased usage.  


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. * Periodic program outcome evaluation required by monitoring and evaluation manual adopted by state utility 
commission.  Performed by independent evaluator.  


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. * Program adopted monitoring and evaluation manual that articulates uniform data reporting by participating 
utilities.  


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  * System Benefits Charge collected on uniform volumetric basis from all customer classes.  


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. + Program costs recovered through statutorily established volumetric System Benefits Charge.


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. - Cost recovery does not take into account cost savings to the utility generated by the program.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. * Statewide funding distributed based on need irrespective of source of funding. 


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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Program Name:  Electric Univ Svc Program (MD)


Program Rating 
(see notes) Notes


1


a. Empirical needs assessment * Annual operational plan filed by program administrator with state regulatory commission contains an empirical 
needs assessment.  Annual program report provided to legislature.


b. Scope of eligibility * Program eligibility goes up to 175% of the Federal Poverty Level.  No non-income eligibility requirements.


c. Ease of program entry 0 Program entry attained through application process at local community-based organizations. Mail-in applications 
limited to repeat participants.  


d. Open enrollment * Program commits to serve all in need.  Program accepts enrollment year-round.  There is no ceiling on 
participation.  


e. Ease of recertification 0 Program participants required to annually recertify income. Program recertification may be done by mail.


2


a. Affordability of bills for current usage. +
Bill discounts are tiered based on ratio of income to Federal Poverty Level. Discounts are 30% (150%-175%), 
50% (110% - 150%), 60% (75% - 110%), or 75% (-0 - 75%). For households heating with electricity, bill 
reductions of an additional 15% are provided through the federal fuel assistance program.


b. Resolution of pre-program arrears. -
Program provides limited arrearage forgiveness. Must have minimum of $300 in arrears. Available only once per 
customer. Preprogram arrears credit can be up to $2,000 per program participant. Arrearage forgiveness may 
extend to "off-service" customers to help them restore service.


c. Targeted assistance to high usage/high benefit participants. 0
High usage participants referred to usage reduction program. Usage reduction only provides "weatherization" 
services and not appliance or other non-building shell services, thus limiting usefulness of efficiency services for 
the electric affordability program.


d. Allocation of risk of weather/price volatility. 0 The risk of bill volatility based on weather or price increases is borne by customer. The affordability benefit is paid 
in one lump sum at the time of the application for assistance. 


3


a. Matches payments to needs * The level of the rate discount plus the federal fuel assistance coordinated to reduce the participant's bill to an 
affordable percentage of income. Household benefit individually calculated for each program participant.


b. Maximum/minimum payment. 0 No minimum customer payment. Program imposes ceiling on benefit payment.


c. Integrates with other utility payment processes (e.g., budget billing). + Program requires participants to agree to enter into levelized monthly Budget Billing plan. 


d. Integrates financially with other energy assistance programs.  * Utility affordability application is identical to application for federal fuel assistance, even though programs are on 
different fiscal years. Amount of utility affordability benefit takes into account level of federal fuel assistance.


e. Conservation incentives designed into the program. *
Benefits established using average usage of program participants. Consumption over average must be borne by 
program participant.  Fixed payment nature of bill credit imposes burden for increased usage on program 
participant. 


4


a. Provides for periodic outcome evaluation relative to objectives. 0 Program has been subject to empirical outcome evaluation. Periodicity of outcome evaluation not established by 
regulation or statute.  


b. Provides for standardized data reporting. + Program provides annual report to legislature based on standardized program data reporting.  No standardized 
outcome data reporting is obtained from electric utilities.  


5


a. Spreads costs over appropriate customer base.  * Program costs collected from all customer classes on volumetric basis.  System Benefits Charge varies by 
customer class and, for some customer classes, by size of load of customer.  


b. Ensures timely and reasonable certain recovery of program costs. * Annual state regulatory commission proceeding establishes System Benefits Charge to be collected from each 
customer class.


c. Accounts for cost offsets generated by program. - Cost recovery does not take into account cost savings to the utility generated by the program.  


d. Cost recovery independent of utility service territory limits. * Statewide funding distributed based on need irrespective of source of funding. 


* Exceptional: An identified program attribute makes it stand out above other programs.  


+ Positive: An identified program attribute enhances program operation and success.


0 Neutral: No program attribute enhances or degrades program operation or success.


- Negatiive: An identified program attribute degrades program operation or success.


Notes: Four ratings are possible for each program attribute:


Provides mechanism for continuous improvement.  


Provides for reasonable cost recovery.


Criteria
Reasonably open to all in need


Recognizes and incorporates multi-faceted nature of "need."


Efficiently uses program funds.  
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 The first step of analysis in seeking to respond to problems involving 


utility customer nonpayment is to determine precisely why households might 


not pay their bills.  By understanding the full range of reasons why households 


may not pay, utilities and their regulators can adopt a flexible approach to bill 


collection, involving a full range of techniques addressing specific problems.  


This flexibility will help maximize the receipt of revenue while minimizing 


collection expenses. 


 


 A failure to inquire into why customers do not pay has ramifications on 


the need for collection efforts as well as on the effectiveness of collection 


efforts.  On the one hand, a failure to understand why people do not pay their 


bills may result in inappropriately severe collection techniques being imposed 


on nonpaying households.  The involuntary disconnection of service, for 


example, is particularly inappropriate for households who are facing short-term 


payment difficulties.  Temporarily losing employment, incurring extraordinary 


medical bills, or experiencing unusually high heating bills are all types of 


nonpermanent situations which might cause a household to face payment 


problems for some short period of time.  These circumstances do not warrant 


the disconnection of service.  Nor would the disconnection of service in these 


circumstances serve any collection purpose or protect the utility against the 


future loss of revenue.   


 


 


 On the other hand, failing to inquire into why households do not pay their 


bills on time may well result in collection techniques being pursued that have no 


hope for success.  Deferred payment agreements, for example, are a 


particularly inappropriate mechanism through which to seek full payment of 
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arrears for households that are chronically poor.  If a household could not pay 


the full current bill in the past because of a lack of money, it lacks good sense to 


call upon that household to enter into a deferred payment plan in which a 


promise is made to pay the full current bill plus some increment to retire the 


arrears in the future. 


 


 The imposition of a late payment charge is one collection technique the 


validity of which is particularly susceptible to an evaluation in terms of why 


people do not pay their bills.  Late payment fees are often justified as a means 


to accelerate payments.\1\  It might well be a rational collection strategy, in 


other words, to impose a late payment fee on a customer that does not make 


timely payments because she seeks to capture the time value of money while 


letting arrears develop.\2\  In contrast, however, if a customer does not pay 


because she cannot afford to pay, to seek to accelerate payments by 


increasing the bill through imposition of a late charge is not only bound to fail as 


a collection device, but is bound to exacerbate rather than to alleviate the 


                     
\1\Late fees can also be justified as a cost-based charge designed to compensate the utility for the expenses 


associated with late payment.  This justification, however, most often fails on close analysis.  
See generally, National Consumer Law Center, Determining the Cost-Effectiveness of Utility 
Credit and Collection Practices, at 67 - 90 (July 1990). 


\2\However, several studies indicate that the imposition of a late charge is not effective in accelerating 
customer payments.  See generally, Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Late Payment 
Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151 (July 1973).  Samuels notes in particular that late fees 
have no impact on accelerating payments for utilities that have due date 30 days or more from the 
date on which the bill is rendered.  Id., at 1159. 
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payment problems the household is experiencing.\3\  As one Michigan State 


study concluded: 


"Payment performance tends, moreover, to accord with socio-economic class, 


with better performance in middle-income and more affluent 


areas than in low-income areas* * *.  * * *Late payment is 


generally but by no means exclusively concentrated among 


inner-city and other poor neighborhoods, and among the elderly 


on fixed incomes.  It has been statistically confirmed that the late 


charge is not effective for those whose problem is not lack of 


incentive to pay but unemployment and poverty."\4\ 
                     
\3\The impact of a proposed late fee was recently examined in a rate case involving Columbia Gas of 


Pennsylvania.  See, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas Company of 
Pennsylvania, Docket No. R-891468 (Decision and Order, Sept. 19, 1990).  The Direct 
Testimony on behalf of the Office of Consumer Advocate found:  


 
"For the 3,907 customers in our sample, this late payment charge would, in many cases, add up to more 


than $200 per year to the cost of the arrears subject to the payment plan.* * *It is not the 
dollar amount, however, which is so important, as it is the strain that the added late 
payment charge will add to the Budget Plus plan.  A household making $5 "Plus" 
payments, who faces a $40 annual late payment charge, would face the equivalent of 
eight additional payments each year. Remember, that these equivalent additional 
payments are above and beyond the level of payment which has already been 
determined to be the limit of the participating customer's ability to pay.   


 
"The fallacy in any belief that a late payment charge will accomplish any constructive task is seen with a 


sub-sample of the 3,907 Budget Plus plans studied.  A late payment charge would add a 
monthly cost of $5 or more to 751 households who are charged the minimum $5 "Plus" 
amount because they already have an acknowledged negative ability to pay." 


 
Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Roger D. Colton, Docket No. R-891468 (filed April 14, 1990). 


\4\Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Late Payment Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151, 1159 - 
1160 (July 1973). 
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In this instance, therefore, both the efficacy and the legitimacy of the collection 


technique (i.e., imposing a late payment fee) depends upon a proper 


determination of why the household did not pay in the first place.\5\  Without 


looking at the reasons for nonpayment, a late fee qua collection device not only 


is ineffective, but is actually counterproductive as well. 


 


 Given the thesis that the rationality of particular utility collection 


mechanisms depends upon the reason for nonpayment in the first instance, it is 


surprising that so little information is available regarding the reasons for 


customer nonpayment.  The purpose of this evaluation is to help remedy that 


lack.  This evaluation will review the existing literature on why customers do 


not pay. It will review empirical research that has been undertaken in 


Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Washington State and Quebec. 


 


 I. THE PENNSYLVANIA STUDY. 


 A late 1985 Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) study looking at 


payment troubled households in Pennsylvania\6\ debunked the myth that 


                     
\5\See also, the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation study which concluded  "Finally, we come to the 


Group 5 people who have the money to pay but don't.  This problem might be handled by a 
finance charge on the unpaid balance.  However, a blanket finance charge might increase the 
financial burdens of Groups 1, 2 and 3.  Some sort of limitation might need to be designed into 
the finance charge."  Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their 
Bills," Public Utilities Fortnightly, at 44 (June 21, 1984).  The classification of the five groups is 
discussed infra, page 13. 


\6\Hyman, et al., "Optimizing the Public and Private Effects of Utility Service Terminations," Public 
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nonpaying households are characterized by "deadbeats."  The Penn State 


study found that "payment troubled households are experiencing considerable 


socioeconomic stress when compared to the pattern for the average (general) 


customer sample."\7\  The study noted that families encountering payment 


problems have a higher number of female heads of household, dependents, 


disabled members, nonmarried heads of households, and unemployed 


household members while also having lower levels of education, income and 


home ownership than households that do not experience difficulties.  


Ultimately, the study concluded: "thus, with regard to their socio-economic and 


demographic characteristics, the groups that encounter payment problems 


have higher proportions of the type of customers intended for protection by 


public policy."\8\  The data reported in the study are laid out in Table A. 


 TABLE A 


 Comparison of Four Survey Groups on Selected Socioeconomic 


 And Demographic Characteristics 
 


Characteristic General Notice Termination PUC-BCS 


(..continued) 
Utilities Fortnightly, at 29 (December 29, 1985). 


\7\The statewide study examined representative samples of four groups of households involving over 1,800 
interviews.  The four groups included: (1) general residential utility customers; (2) customers 
who received a termination notice; (3) households whose service was actually terminated; and (4) 
households who sought to have a proposed termination mediated by the Public Utility 
Commission Bureau of Consumer Services.  Id., at 30, n. 1. 


\8\Id., at 30. 
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Female heads of 
household 


22% 23% 31% 43% 


Aged heads of 
household 


24% 5% 8% 5% 


Unmarried heads of 
household 


24% 24% 31% 43% 


Median per capita 
income 


$6,403 $4,500 $4,035 $2,282 


Home ownership 83% 71% 67% 57% 


Unemployment 
during study year 


17% 29% 32% 66% 


Major source of 
income is welfare 


2% 3% 8% 17% 


Disabled members in 
household 


21% 20% 23% 37% 


Average family size 3.0 3.9 3.9 4.2 


Education -- lacks 
high school diploma 


21% 18% 31% 26% 


N= 559 532 265 271 


 
 


 The Penn State study found that six of ten customers who had utility 


payment problems indicated that some unusual condition hindered timely 


payment of their utility bill.\9\  Employment related problems (such as being laid 


off, having reduced working hours, or being unemployed) were most frequently 


                     
\9\While the Penn State study labelled "lack of money" as an "unusual condition," that assumption was not 


made for this analysis. 
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cited as the cause for the receipt of a shutoff notice as well as for the actual 


termination of service (22% for shutoff notice; 18% for termination of 


service).\10\  Unusually high medical expenses (resulting from hospitalization 


or illness) and unusually high bills (resulting from seasonal usage variations) 


were the second and third most common reasons cited for the termination of 


service. (19% and 18% percent respectively).  The Penn State study 


concluded: "in view of the lower-income levels and higher number of 


dependents in the payment-troubled households when compared to the 


general sample, it is not surprising that these difficulties readily manifest 


themselves in the form of overdue bills."\11\  Moreover, Penn State found that 


20 percent of the households with payment troubles  


                     
\10\Id., at 32, Table 2. 


\11\Id., at 32. 
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reported that they simply lacked adequate income.  The reasons underlying 


household payment problems are set forth in Table B. 


 TABLE B 


 Comparison of Three Study Groups on Circumstances 


 Surrounding the Overdue Bill 
 


Unusual Condition for 
Overdue Bill 


 
NOTICE 


 
TERMINATED 


 
PUC-BCS 


No income. No money 18% 18% 6% 


Illness. Medical 15% 19% 21% 


Extra high utility or 
other large bill 


22% 18% 16% 


Laid off. Less work 21% 21% 32% 


Other 14% 16% 11% 


No unusual condition 10% 8% 4% 


 
 


 Finally, the Penn State study found that payment troubled customers 


"made changes in their spending or lifestyle (or both) to deal with inflation and 


the high cost of energy."  In general, the study found that "payment troubled 


groups report cutting back more on essentials such as food, clothing and 


medical care than the general sample, and they also cut back more in other 


areas such as recreation, vacations, and gasoline for automobiles."\12\  


                     
\12\Id., at 32. 
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Indeed, the Penn State study reported that: 


"the payment-troubled groups, which may be living near or below the margin of 


adequacy for necessities, exhibit greater propensity to cut these 


items than the average residential consumer.  Furthermore, the 


more serious the degree of utility payment problems, the higher 


the rate of reported cutbacks."\13\ 


 In sum, the Penn State study concluded that looking at the 


"microdynamics of behavior and needs of the different utility consumers" 


suggests that "a uniform response to nonpayment may be inappropriate from 


both company economic and broader social perspectives.  In fact, a monolithic 


response may be suboptimal from the point of view of utility company profit 


maximization."\14\ 


 


 A second Penn State study (1988) sought to determine "the importance 


consumers place on utility services compared to other typical household 


expenses."\15\  Consumers were asked to indicate their "level of concern" 


                     
\13\Id., at 32. 


\14\Id., at 34.  The utility's profit is implicated because, by not automatically seeking to disconnect 
households who do not pay, "utility companies continued to receive payments, many of which 
might otherwise have been written off as bad debts had the customers' service been terminated." 
Id., at 34. 


\15\Drew Hyman, et al., Consumer Budget Priorities and Utility Payment Problems in Pennsylvania, 
Penn State University (1988).  According to this study: "The importance of utility service to 
consumers can be measured by how consumers rank these services as part of their household 
budgets.  To examine this issue, consumers were asked to indicate their level of concern (that is, 
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about nine major household budget items.\16\  A series of nonutility items was 


included "to put utility items in a larger context."  According to the study:  "a 


comparison of the importance of paying utility bills with other necessities of 


household life indicates the relative importance of utilities in modern 


society."\17\ 


 The study found that among utility expenses, heating is the most 


important.\18\  Sixty-three percent of consumers were concerned "a great deal" 


about their heating expenses.  Somewhat fewer households, 59% said they 


were concerned "a great deal" about monthly electric bills.\19\ 


 Among the nine budget items listed, winter heating costs were in the top 


three items of concern for consumer budgets.\20\  Monthly electric bills ranked 


fifth (59% concerned "a great deal"), right behind food expenses (60% 


concerned "a great deal").  The rankings are set out in Table C. 
(..continued) 


if they were concerned a great deal, to some extent, or not at all) about nine major budget items.  
The level of concern consumers placed on utility costs for heating, electricity, telephone, water 
and sewer, were then compared to other necessary household budget items, and to other major 
expenses related to a family's present and future security."   Id., at 1. 


\16\These included:  (1) income and property taxes, (2) medical and health expenses, (3) winter heating 
costs, (4) food, (5) monthly electric costs, (6) education expenses, (7) telephone costs, (8) 
mortgage or rent, and (9) water and sewer costs. 


\17\Id., at 2. 


\18\Id., at 2. 


\19\Id. 


\20\The study found that there were only "marginal differences" among the top three items.  The top two 
were income and property taxes and medical and health expenses respectively. 
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 TABLE C 


 
BUDGET ITEM\21\ 


 
GREAT 


DEAL (%) 


SOME 
EXTENT 


(%) 


NOT 
AT ALL 


(%) 


 
TOTAL 
(%)\22\ 


Income and 
property taxes 


 
67 


 
22 


 
11 


 
100 


Medical and 
Health expenses 


 
64 


 
27 


 
11 


 
102 


Winter heating 
costs 


 
63 


 
26 


 
11 


 
100 


Food 60 32 8 100 


Monthly electric 
costs 


 
59 


 
34 


 
7 


 
100 


Education 
expenses 


 
56 


 
26 


 
18 


 
100 


Telephone costs 49 44 8 101 


Mortgage or rent 48 29 24 101 


Water and sewer 
costs 


 
44 


 
38 


 
18 


 
100 


N=431     


  


 


                     
\21\Some respondents answered "not applicable" to particular budget items.  These respondents are not 


included in the statistics presented in this Table.  The proportion of respondents answering "not 
applicable" is: taxes (6%); medical (2%); heat (6%); electric (3%); education (27%); 
mortgage/rent (19%); water/sewer (30%). 


\22\Some items do not equal 100 percent due to rounding. 
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 The examination of relationships between social and demographic 


characteristics and their levels of concern show that neither age nor income 


were associated with greater or lesser concern for household budget items.\23\  


"Age differences do not have a statistically significant effect on consumer 


responses regarding the payment of utility bills."\24\  "All income groups have 


comparable levels of concern."\25\ 


 


 In sum, the 1988 Penn State study concluded that: "the degree of 


concern consumers place on public utility services is intermixed with the 


importance of other household budget items.  Heating and monthly electric 


costs are in the same general range of concern as such necessities as food 


and health care.  Telephone, water and sewer costs elicit less concern* * *."\26\ 


 


 II. THE WISCONSIN STUDY. 


 A 1983 study by the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation was 


designed "to find out why customers pay late, why they miss payments,  


what percentage is unable to pay, and what percentage could pay but do  


                     
\23\Id., at 4. 


\24\Id. 


\25\Id. 


\26\Id., at 5.  The study continued to state, however, that telephone, water and sewer costs "still evoke a 
great deal of concern among nearly half of Pennsylvania's consumers." Id. 
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not."\27\  The Wisconsin research broke the study population into five basic 


groups:\28\ 


1.The poor and the helpless who blame themselves for their status (19%). 


2.The poor and the helpless who are angry with their life (16%). 


3.The poor who are in transition (12%). 


4.People whose income should be sufficient to pay their utility bills, but who are 


poor money managers (41%). 


5.People who can pay their bills but do not (12%).\29\ 


The Wisconsin study found that roughly half (47%) of all customers who had a 


history of bill payment problems "did not have enough money to pay their 


bills."\30\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service described Group 1 as being "very poor.  They 


seem to be standing still economically."\31\  According to the utility, these 


                     
\27\Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their Bills," Public Utilities 


Fortnightly, at 41 (June 21, 1984). 


\28\Wisconsin Public Service provided the survey firm of Bergo & Matousek with a sample of 1,700 
customers in Green Bay who had a history of bill payment problems.  Some of these customers 
had been disconnected.  From this sample, 200 door-to-door interviews were completed.  The 
questionnaire took thirty to forty-five minutes to complete and did not identify the utility as the 
sponsor of the survey.   


\29\Id., at 42. 


\30\Id. 


\31\Id. 
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households "spend little on luxuries, have done what they can do to save 


money, and are still unable to manage on their incomes."\32\  Looking at their 


income versus family size and expenses, the utility concluded, "it appears they 


really do not have enough to live on."\33\   


 


 These households tend to be "primarily young women."  One-third 


(32%) are high school dropouts and one-half (47%) have spouses who are high 


school dropouts.\34\  Eight of ten (79%) have annual income less than $10,000 


and nine of ten (90%) have annual income less than $15,000.\35\ 


 


 Group 2 was described by Wisconsin Public Service as a group that 


"feels helpless.* * *they are angry and frustrated with their position."\36\  


According to the utility, this is the "poorest and least educated" of the  


                     
\32\Id. 


\33\Id. 


\34\In contrast, the general dropout rate for Green Bay was 15 percent. 


\35\The mean income for Brown County, in which Green Bay is located, is $24,000. 


\36\Id. 
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nonpayment groups.  "This group is down and out and apparently destined to 


stay down and out."\37\ 


 


 This group, too, is primarily young and female.  While half the Group 2 


households have an employed person, only one-quarter (28%) have a full time 


employed person; none have two people working full time.  Sixty-five percent 


of the Group 2 households are high school dropouts.  More than nine of ten 


(94%) have incomes less than $10,000. 


 


 Group 3 was described by Wisconsin Public Service as being 


"somewhat of a mixture."\38\  On the one hand, the group includes "some 


younger, well-educated people* * *who are moving up in the world."  On the 


other hand, the group contains households who appear "either to be rising from 


hard times or sinking into hard times. This portion is less educated and 


primarily blue collar."\39\ 


 


 Most Group 3 customers are women.  They are better educated with 


only 17 percent being high school dropouts.  They tend to be employed, with 


                     
\37\Id., at 43. 


\38\Id., at 43. 


\39\Id. 
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more than seven of ten (71%) having an employed person and nearly four of 


ten (38%) having at least one full time employed person.  The income level is 


somewhat higher, with only 54% making less than $10,000 and only 12 percent 


making less than $5,000 per year. 


 


 


 Group 4, Wisconsin Public Service concluded, "is the most diverse 


group in terms of demographics, attitudes, and life-styles."\40\  The one 


common attribute is that the households making up this group "are poor at 


managing their money.  They appear to be either spending beyond their 


means or to have bill paying priorities which are not realistic."  While education 


is lower in this group (with 26 percent being high school dropouts), employment 


is higher, with 75 percent having someone employed and 18 percent having 


two members employed full time. 


 


 


 The income of Group 4 is higher than any other group except Group 5, 


the most affluent group.  Only 30 percent of Group 4 makes less than $10,000 


per year.  According to the utility, for the households in this group, "their 


income level and family composition is such that they should be able to pay 


                     
\40\Id. 
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their bills if they manage their income carefully.  They appear to be in financial 


difficulty because they have not learned to budget properly."\41\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service reported that for Group 5 , "there is no 


apparent reason why they should not be paying their utility bills."\42\  The utility, 


according to the study, "is low on their list of priority" for this group of 


households.  Possibly these households do not pay their utility bills "because 


they would rather do other things than write out checks or, perhaps, they prefer 


to spend their money on other priorities."   


 


 This group is well-educated.  Only 12 percent of the persons 


interviewed had less than a high school education.  More than nine of ten 


(92%) have someone employed in these households and 20 percent have two 


people employed full time.  None of these households make less than $10,000 


per year and 72 percent make more than $20,000 per year.  According to the 


utility, "this group can pay their utility bill when they are threatened with a 


cutoff.* * *They have discretionary money and generally do not care to worry 


too much about money."\43\  The utility concluded that this last group of 


                     
\41\Id., at 43. 


\42\Id. 


\43\Id., at 44. 
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households "appear to be savvy people who know how to make the system 


work for them."   


 


 


 In addition to looking at the 1984 article by Wisconsin Public Service 


Corporation, the detailed study which underlies the article provides much 


useful information.   


 


 


 "Overall," Wisconsin Public Service concluded in this study, "it appears 


that about half the sample is quite hopeless, but half can learn to pay their bills 


with a little coaxing and coaching."\44\  The detailed study provides much 


useful information about the nonpaying population.  It is important to 


understand the characteristics which distinguish the households Wisconsin 


Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  Only in this way can efficient and 


effective collection mechanisms be designed to address both their particular 


needs and the needs of the company.  The "quite hopeless" customers 


include those households in Groups 1, 2 and 3. 


 


                     
\44\Wisconsin Public Service Corporation: Lifestyle Study: Selected Payment Patterns, at ii (July 1983).  


"Those people who cannot pay their bills because of income and family size appear to be doing 
just about all they can to pay their bills.  They are not indulging in luxuries they cannot afford.  
They're just scraping by."  Id. 
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 All households in Group 1 had been late in making a utility payment 


within the prior twelve months.\45\  Nearly half (45%) had been late four or 


more times.  The late payments, according to Wisconsin Public Service, were 


not surprising.  Four of ten of those households had an average monthly utility 


bill in excess of $100.\46\  This is to be added to rent/home mortgage 


payments\47\ of $200 - $300 per month.\48\ 


 


 The combination of home payments and utility bills often makes housing 


unaffordable.\49\  As a result, 24 percent of these households had moved 


within the past year.\50\  An additional 26 percent plan to move in the next year.  


Wisconsin Public Service reported that "the main reason they are moving is 


because they can't afford to live where they do."\51\ 


 


                     
\45\Id., at G-4. 


\46\Id., at G-5. 


\47\34% of these households own their homes; 66% rent. 


\48\47% of these households pay $200 - $300 per month.  An additional 16% pay more than $300 per 
month. 


\49\Remember, 80 percent of these households have incomes of less than $10,000 per year. 


\50\Id., at G-4. 


\51\Id. 
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 If this group had to make choices in which bills to pay first, they would 


pay the bills in the following order: 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 74% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 68% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 76% 


The reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an essential 


service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\52\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded with regard to Group 1 


that: "there is probably very little that can be done with these people.  Most 


likely, they will continue to pile up unpaid bills and do the best they can."\53\ 


 


 All households in Group 2 had been late in making a utility payment 


within the prior twelve months.\54\  More than half (54%) had missed four or 


more payments and roughly four of ten (36%) had missed more than five 


payments.  The utility bills for these households are somewhat lower than 


                     
\52\Id., at G-7. 


\53\Id., at G-7. 


\54\Id., at G-13. 
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Group 1, with only one-third (33%) having an average monthly bill in excess of 


$100.\55\  Again, this utility bill is to be added to rent or mortgage payments\56\ 


of $200 - $300 per month.\57\ 


 


 Like the households in Group 1, these payments tend to force 


households into a pattern of mobility.  More than one-third of Group 2 


households (36%) have lived in their current home for less than six months.  In 


addition, more than four of ten (42%) plan to move in the next year, citing the 


unaffordability of their current housing as the reason for the move.\58\ 


 


 If Group 2 households had to make choices in which bills to pay first, 


they would pay bills in the following order: 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 77% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 74% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 81% 


 


                     
\55\Id., at G-13. 


\56\Only 13% of Group 2 households own their own homes. 


\57\61% of Group 2 households make rental payments of $200 - $300 per month. 


\58\Id., at G-12. 
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As with Group 1, the reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an 


essential service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\59\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded that the Group 2 


households "offer() little opportunity for (the company) to work with."\60\ 


 


 All households in Group 3 had been late paying a bill within the past 12 


months.  More than six of ten (62%) had been late over four times in the past 


year.\61\  The utility bills for these households are somewhat higher.  Exactly 


half have average monthly bills in excess of $100.\62\  Unlike Groups 1 and 2, 


Group 3 households tend to own their own homes (46%).\63\  Nearly nine of ten 


(88%) pay $100 - $300 in house payments each month; roughly half (46%) pay 


$200 - $300 per month. 


 


 


 This group of households is quite stable.  Nearly all (88%) have lived at 


                     
\59\Id., at G-15. 


\60\Id., at G-16. 


\61\Id., at G-21. 


\62\Id., at G-22. 


\63\Id., at G-21.  "This may reflect that this is a more stable, settled group."  Id. 
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the same address for more than one year.\64\  While none has moved more 


than once in the past year, six in ten have moved more than once in the past 


five years. 


 


 If Group 3 households had to make choices in which bills to pay first, 


they would pay bills in the following order:\65\ 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 67% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 71% 


 


 Several items need attention in this discussion of the households that 


Wisconsin Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  First, these 


households generally try very hard to cut household expenses.  Group 1 


households, for example, spend less than $10 per month on recreation.  


Moreover, 66 percent spend less than $50 a week on groceries (for an average 


family size of more than 4).\66\  More than half (60%) own a car, but half of 


                     
\64\Id., at G-21. 


\65\Id., at G-24. 


\66\"Most" of these families have 3 or more people.  50% have 4 or more members and 40% have 5 or more 
people.  Most have small children.  Id., at G-1. 
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those own a car that is at least ten years old.\67\  Similar findings were made for 


Group 2 and Group 3 households as well.\68\ 


 


 Despite these cost-cutting measures, these households are forced into 


a mode of constant mobility.  As a result, one expense they cannot avoid is the 


expense of moving: the actual cost of moving; connect fees for telephone and 


utilities; rental deposits; and the like.  Stabilizing the living situation for these 


households would go a long way toward extending their budgets.  


 


 The bill paying priorities should be noted also.  For each group, nearly 


eight of ten households said that, if a choice were forced between which bills to 


pay, they would pay their utility bill first.  This is because, these households 


said, utility service is essential and is subject to disconnection.  (Remember, 


too, these households did not know the survey was being sponsored by the 


local utility company.)  These households went on to say that payment of 


credit card bills would come last.  As a result, it should be clear that consumer 


credit reports involving bills other than utility bills should be rejected as a basis 


for making utility credit and collection decisions.  For example, deposit 


demands should not be based upon nonpayment of a non-utility bill that 


                     
\67\Id., at G-1. 


\68\See, Id., at pp. G-11 (Group 2) and G-19 - G-20 (Group 3). 
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households consistently ranked as "last" in their order of priorities. 


 


 The futility in deferred payment plans should be recognized.  For Group 


1 households, for example, while 88 percent of the households said that 


someone from the utility talked to them, made arrangements to let them pay 


what they could, and put them on a budget, nevertheless, nearly six in ten 


(56%) missed 2 - 3 payments and nearly half (45%) missed 4 or more 


payments.\69\  Again, similar observations were made for Group 2 and Group 3 


households.\70\ 


 


 Finally, the futility (as well as the counterproductiveness) of utility late 


fees for these households should be noted.  In all three groups, eight of ten 


households have already decided that the utility would be the first bill to be paid 


with the limited income available.  To add a late fee, therefore, would be to add 


no incentive to pay and, indeed, would simply make the utility bills that much 


more unaffordable.  Moreover, nonpayment, according to the utility, is due to 


the unaffordability of the bills, not to a lack of incentive.  While eight of ten 


households in Group 1 had incomes less than $10,000, for example, (and 94% 


of households in Group 2 had incomes of less than $10,000), none of the 


                     
\69\Id., at G-4. 


\70\Id., at G-13 (Group 2) and G-21 - G-22 (Group 3). 
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households in the can-pay-but-don't group (Group 5) had incomes that low 


(with three-quarters [72%] making in excess of $20,000). 


 


 III. THE WASHINGTON STATE STUDY. 


 A 1989 Washington Natural Gas study was based upon a survey 


undertaken for the Washington Utility Group.\71\  The purpose of the study was 


to "develop() a mutually acceptable understanding of the ability of delinquent 


utility customers to pay their energy bills.  Is it that most can pay these bills on 


time, but choose not to, or is it that they truly are unable to pay* * *?"\72\ 


 


 


 The Washington study\73\ found that roughly half (47%) of all payment 


troubled customers experienced some "unusual condition" that prevented the 


                     
\71\This group consists of Washington Natural Gas, Pacific Power and Light, Washington Water Power, 


Northwest Natural Gas, Cascade, and Puget Power. 


\72\Mildred Baker, Utility Collection Customers: Understanding Why They Don't Pay on Time, at 1 
(1989).  Baker states that this paper only "represents the interpretations of Washington Natural 
Gas Company, one of the principal survey sponsors." The broader survey was titled: Investor 
Owned Utility Group Credit Customer Survey, Market Trends Research Corp. (1989). 


\73\The survey was undertaken during March of 1988.  It examined customers who either had received 
three late payment notices in the past year or had had their service disconnected for nonpayment.  
The study was designed to be statewide in scope rather than utility specific.  Thus, the sample 
size for any individual utility would be too small for accurate analysis, but the results, taken as a 
whole, would be projectible on a statewide basis.  Baker, at 2.  The surveyed customers had no 
notion that the survey was being sponsored by the consortium of utilities.  Baker, at 3. 
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timely payment of their utility bill.\74\  The most commonly cited condition (13%) 


was the loss of work, either being laid off or being reduced in hours.\75\  A 


second tier of conditions, receiving almost identical shares of citation, included 


the presence of an illness (7%), the presence of some other major bill (7%), the 


presence of an unusually high utility bill (6%) and the presence of a conflict 


between the billing date and the due date (5%).\76\ 


 


 In contrast, one third (33%) of all customers could cite no particular 


reason for their account being past due while one fourth (22%) of all customers 


cited having insufficient money in general as the reason. 


 


 TABLE D 


 UNUSUAL CONDITION THAT PREVENT 


 UTILITY BILL PAYMENT 
 


NONE 33% 


NO MONEY 22% 


LAID OFF/LESS WORK 13% 


                     
\74\The response of "no money" has been deemed for purposes of this paper not to be an "unusual 


condition." 


\75\Baker, at 6. 


\76\Id., at 6.  Being out of town (3%), having "family demands," (2%) and other reasons (4%) were also 
cited. 
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ILLNESS 7% 


OTHER BIG BILL 7% 


HIGH UTILITY BILL 6% 


CONFLICTING DATES 5% 


OUT OF TOWN 3% 


FAMILY DEMANDS 2% 


OTHER 4% 


REFUSED/NONE 4% 


 


 While aware of "support services" to help people pay their utility bills,\77\ 


very few delinquent customers had taken advantage of such services.  Eight 


of ten did not participate in Budget Billing (81%) or financial assistance (82%) 


while nine of ten (93%) did not participate in any type of credit counseling.\78\ 


 


 Like the households in Wisconsin, payment of utility bills was high on the 


list of bill payment priorities.  Most households (82%) said they would pay their 


rent or mortgage payment first with 13 percent saying they would pay their 


heating bill first.  Nearly six of ten persons (56%) said they would pay their 


heating bill as the second bill while only 21 percent said they would pay it as the 


                     
\77\Nearly six of ten  (57%) said they were aware of such services while four of ten (39%) said they were 


not). 


\78\Id., at 9. 
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third bill.\79\  An additional 10 percent said they would pay their heating bill as 


the fourth bill.  In general, most customers said they would pay their utility bills 


after their rent or house payment but before medical bills and car payments. 


 


 The Washington survey made particular efforts to develop demographic 


(age and income) profiles of their "collection customers."  The Washington 


study found that roughly 30 percent of all customers surveyed had incomes 


below the poverty level.\80\  No effort was made, however, to determine the 


portion of customers who were below the more common definition of "poor," 


150 percent of the Poverty Level. 


 


                     
\79\Id., at 10. 


\80\The Poverty Level is defined by the State of Washington consistent with the Federal Poverty Level.  
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 The Washington utilities sought, also, to identify "commonalities 


between various delinquent account customers."  Six "mutually exclusive 


groups" were identified as set forth in Table E.\81\ 


 TABLE E 


 PROFILE OF NONPAYMENT CLUSTERS/GROUPS 


POOR MANAGERS 39% 


TEMPORARY DOWNERS 16% 


WON'T PAYS 8% 


NEW POOR 22% 


SURVIVORS 9% 


CHRONIC POOR 6% 


 


 The largest group of nonpayers, the Washington utilities found, were 


poor money managers (39%).  This group of customers had "no apparent 


reason for nonpayment of their bill.  They just seem to be poor money 


managers who wait to pay until absolutely necessary."\82\  This group is 


typically a college graduate, with income above the poverty level, owning 


                     
\81\Id., at 10. 


\82\Id., at 19. 
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significant numbers of home appliances,\83\ and participating in medical 


insurance programs.   


 


 The next largest group involves the "new poor."  This group has had "a 


recent life-style change --such as unemployment or divorce."\84\  The persons 


in this group are "struggling with incomes temporarily below the poverty level.* 


**They have little or no money to meet their obligations."\85\  Nearly half of 


these households have no medical insurance.  They tend not to have 


appliances such as VCR's or microwaves and a "large percentage" have no 


telephone.  Washington Natural Gas reported that for these customers, 


"household incomes are below the poverty level and significant unemployment 


is seen."\86\ 


 


 The third group found by the Washington utilities is the group of 


"temporary downers."\87\  While this group has experienced a "temporary 


setback," such as unemployment or disability, they see things "getting better in 


                     
\83\These include washers and dryers, microwaves, VCR's and home computers. 


\84\Id., at 20. 


\85\Id. 


\86\Id., at 20. 


\87\Id., at 21. 
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the future."\88\  Household income is above poverty level, although a significant 


percent have experienced unemployment in the last year.  These households 


own a variety of appliances, including home computers, VCR's, microwaves 


and washer/dryers.  They have college education and carry medical 


insurance.   


 


 The fourth group is the group of "survivors."\89\  This group tends to be 


older households who "are barely making ends meet."  According to 


Washington Natural Gas, "retired or on disability, they are just trying to 


survive."\90\  These households generally have incomes "right at the poverty 


level."  They receive their income primarily through Social Security and/or 


disability.  They own few appliances other than washer/dryers and most do not 


have telephones.  These households, the utility reports, "have trouble paying 


their bills because of significant medical expenses* * *they are not 


spenders."\91\ 


 


 


                     
\88\Id., at 21. 


\89\Id., at 22. 


\90\Id. 


\91\Id. 
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 The fifth group is the "won't pays."\92\  Members of this group, even 


though they have the means to pay, do not pay.  The households in this group 


live "comfortably, but are not lavish spenders."  They tend to be "the older, 


cynical portion of the population."\93\  Most of these households report incomes 


above the poverty level.  A significant portion carry no medical insurance and 


most own appliances such as washer/dryers and microwaves.   


 


 The final group includes the "chronic poor."\94\  According to the utility: 


"this group represents the truly poor segment of the population.  They are 


always below the poverty level and are resigned to that position.  These are 


larger families with chronic unemployment and no money.  They don't pay 


because they can't." 


 


 


 Washington Natural Gas summarized by categorizing the six groups 


into two broader populations: (1) those who "can pay"; and (2) those who "can't 


pay."  Most payment-troubled customers (64%) can pay, according to the 


                     
\92\Id., at 23. 


\93\Id., at 23. 


\94\Id., at 24.     
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utility.  These include the poor money managers (39%), the temporary 


downers (16%) and the won't pays (8%).  A significant minority of 


payment-troubled households (36%), however, simply "do not have the means 


to pay."\95\  These include the new poor (22%), the survivors (9%) and the 


chronic poor (6%).   


 


 IV. HYDRO-QUEBEC. 


 In 1986, Hydro-Quebec conducted a study\96\ of the "lifestyle and 


payment habits" of its residential customers.\97\  The purpose of the 


Hydro-Quebec study, it said, was to "circumscribe the characteristics of HQ's 


residential customers with regard to their lifestyles and their payment habits in 


order to establish a strategy of efficient account management."\98\  


 According to the study, Hydro-Quebec customers carried nearly twice 


the arrears owed to the local natural gas company ($254 vs. $136) and nearly 


                     
\95\Id., at 25. 


\96\See, Customer Account Management Summary Report: Study of Residential Customers' Lifestyles 
and Payment Habits (January 1987).  Translated from French for the National Consumer Law 
Center by Jill Singer. 


\97 \The survey was conducted by the survey firm of Jolicoeur and Associates, Professional Survey 
Company, in October -November 1986.  It consisted of two phases.  The first phase involved a 
telephone survey of 1435 residential customers.  The second phase involved household 
interviews with 102 customers who had received a final notice or who had experienced an 
interruption of service. 


\98\Id., at 5. 
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three times the amounts owed to Bell Canada ($254 vs. $81).\99\  The 


difference in arrears, Hydro-Quebec found, was directly related to the reasons 


for nonpayment.  While roughly one-half of the delinquent Bell Canada payers 


(48%) stated that they simply forgot to pay their bills, nearly half (46%) of the 


delinquent Hydro-Quebec customers explained their arrears by noting the 


existence of personal financial problems and thus an inability to pay.\100\  The 


reasons found for nonpayment are set out in Table F. 
 TABLE F 
 REASONS FOR NONPAYMENT 
 OF VARIOUS HOME UTILITY BILLS 


REASONS GAS OIL TELEPHONE ELECTRICITY 


FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS 


 
34% 


 
9% 


 
17% 


 
46% 


NEGLECT 38% 29% 48% 27% 


DELAY 17% 34% 25% 18% 


OTHER 
REASONS 


 
11% 


 
28% 


 
10% 


 
9% 


AMOUNT OWED 
(last notice) 


 
$136.30 


 
$160.12 


 
$ 81.19 


 
$254.05 


 


 


 In general, households who don't receive notices from 


                     
\99\Id., at 3. 


\100\Id., at 4. 
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Hydro-Quebec\101\ "distinguish themselves" from the other households in a 


number of ways in terms of "financial structure", including: available savings, 


few dependents, stability of employment, household makeup\102\ and higher 


household revenues. 


 


 Moreover, Hydro-Quebec found, certain characteristic traits can be 


found based on the type of notice received.  Households receiving first notices 


have different characteristics from households who receive a final notice or 


interruption notice (who are relatively similar).  This latter group is composed 


of many people --of children and financial dependents-- or of people living 


alone.  Generally, Hydro-Quebec continued, "the family income of these 


groups is much less than the income of households who have never received a 


notice or who have only received a first notice."\103\  Four of ten (40%) final 


notices are sent to households in the 30 - 40 year old age group.  The receipt 


of either unemployment insurance or social security increases the probability of 


being sent an interruption notice.\104\ 


 


                     
\101\Hydro-Quebec sends three types of notices sequentially: missed payment notices, final notices, and 


interruption notices. 


\102\They have a smaller household size, with few or no children.  


\103\Id., at 6. 


\104\Id., at 7. 
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 In contrast, missed payment notices are sent out more to people with 


higher than average education.\105\  The characteristics of households 


receiving the various notices are set out in Table G. 
 TABLE G 
 
 DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSEHOLDS RECEIVING 
 
 VARIOUS COLLECTION NOTICES: HYDRO-QUEBEC 
 


 NO  


NOTICE 


MISSED 


PAYMENT 


FINAL 


NOTICE 


INTERRUPTION 


NOTICE 


AGE:  


Less than 40 36 49 56 52 


40 and older 64 51 44 48 


EDUCATION  


Less than 11 years 45 32 36 46 


High school 24 31 24 26 


Post high school 31 37 40 28 


NO OF PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD  


1 person 16 7 11 12 


2 - 3 person 52 56 40 35 


4 and over 32 37 49 53 


PRESENCE OF CHILDREN  


No children 58 46 37 34 


Children 32 54 63 66 


OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOLD 


                     
\105\Id., at 7. 
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AND SPOUSES  


Two spouses active 35 49 43 41 


One active spouse 43 40 49 49 


No active spouse 22 11 8 10 


HOUSEHOLD INCOME  


Less than $30,000 62 56 64 74 


$30,000 and more 38 44 36 26 


SAVINGS AVAILABLE  


Less than $1,000 41 57 65 74 


$1,000 and more 59 43 35 26 


 


 Hydro-Quebec found five distinct groups of households among its 


payment-troubled population.  These included:\106\ 
 TABLE H 
 BREAKDOWN OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
 BILL PAYING PROBLEMS 
 


GROUPS  PERCENT OF 
HOUSEHOLDS 


NUMBER OF 
HOUSEHOLDS  


1 Easy financial situation 34.7% 52,700 


2 Improving financial situation and future 
bills will be paid 


 
21.1% 


 
32,000 


3 Improving financial situation but 
insufficient income to pay future bills 


 
20.4% 


 
31,000 


4 Deteriorating financial situation but future 
bills will be paid 


 
11.0% 


 
16,700 


5 Very difficult situation, now   


                     
\106\Id., at 9. 
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getting worst, and future bills 
will not be paid 


 
12.9% 


 
19,600 


 


 Household income decreases with the household's index of financial 


difficulty, Hydro-Quebec reported.  Thus, households who consider their 


financial situation to be easy have an average annual income of nearly $38,000 


while those whose future appears difficult (Group 5) have an average annual 


income of $13,000.  More than that, the per capita income of the households 


perceiving a difficult future is only $3,000 as compared to a per capita income 


of more than $15,000 for those whose situation is perceived to be easier.\107\ 


 


 In sum, Hydro-Quebec concluded: 


the frequency of nonpayment of bills can be explained more 


strictly by financial situation: personal income of 


less than $10,000, unemployment insurance, social 


security and food assistance as sources of annual 


incomes, small amount of savings, people living 


alone, separated, or widowed, without a partner 


and with a small household income.\108\ 


The nonpaying population, Hydro-Quebec found, includes those people "who 


don't foresee an improvement in their situation and who tend to use their 


                     
\107\Id., at 10. 


\108\Id., at 17. 
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income for handling debt."\109\ 


 


 Customers who received a final notice or an interruption notice name 


rent as the highest priority bill to pay.  Besides the rent, Hydro-Quebec found, 


"those bills related to heat, like electricity and gas, are a priority (rank 1 and 2) 


for 48% and 57% of users, respectively."\110\  To the extent that these 


households will delay paying their electric bill to pay their rent, Hydro-Quebec 


found, they will delay paying their telephone bill to pay for electricity.\111\ 
 TABLE I 
 COST OF SERVICES AND PAYMENT PRIORITY 
 (population have received final or interruption notice) 


  


 


AVERAGE 


 MONTHLY 


EXPENDITURE 


 


 


PRIORITY 


 


 


RECEIPT 


 OF 


NOTICE 


  1 2 3 4 5 6+  


Rent or mortgage $354 88 5 0 5 1 0 4% 


Natural gas $42 11 46 20 23 0 0 38% 


Electricity $74 14 34 42 5 4 1 55% 


Telephone $32 1 32 33 20 10 4 40% 


Heating oil $136 0 32 29 12 21 6 10% 


Equipment rental $24 0 27 6 27 25 14 0% 


                     
\109\Id., at 17. 


\110\Id., at 18. 


\111\Id., at 19. 
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Insurance $50 3 15 13 30 35 4 0% 


Taxes $56 3 13 10 35 35 5 10% 


Services (cable TV) $19 0 0 15 33 30 21 12% 


 


 


 Hydro-Quebec found that roughly half of the nonpayment households 


would defer payment of their electric bill to pay other bills, primarily rent.  In 


contrast, the utility continued, only 33 percent of the households would defer 


other payments in order to pay their electric bill.\112\  The utility found, however: 


* * *in a difficult financial situation, the amount demanded by HQ when 


notices are sent is so high compared to other services that it 


becomes a substantial resource for rent payment.  In contrast, in 


order to obtain an amount sufficient to pay the HQ bill, it is almost 


useless to defer payment of some other services, unless they are 


all deferred.  Deferring other bills in order to pay HQ is thus a 


strategy with very minimal payment possibilities.\113\ 


 


 In sum, Hydro-Quebec found much the same results as the other 


utilities.  Households receiving electric shutoff notices tend to be 


overwhelmingly poor.  They more likely miss electric payments because of 


financial difficulties than for other reasons.  They place a higher priority on 


                     
\112\Id., at 20. 


\113\Id., at 20. (emphasis deleted). 
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paying their utility bills (except for telephones) than on paying other bills 


excepting rent.   


 


 V. DISCUSSION. 


 These empirical reports are significant in several regards.  For 


example, on the one hand, the Washington report identifies (as discussed 


above) payment-troubled households by reason for nonpayment.  Just as 


importantly, however, based on the Washington report, it is possible to work 


backwards as well: to characterize households with certain characteristics as 


particular types of nonpayers.  For example, if a household at 90 percent of 


poverty does not pay, it is possible to conclude from this report that this 


household is not likely a poor money manager (household incomes above 


poverty level),\114\ a temporary downer (income above poverty level),\115\ or a 


won't pay (most incomes above poverty level).\116\  (It is unfortunate, however, 


that the Washington study categorized only households at or below 100% of 


the Poverty Level as "poor."  It would be useful to know how many households 


in the "poor money managers" category would have been recategorized as 


"chronic poor" if the more typical definition of "poor" [150% of the Poverty Level] 


used for public benefits purposes would have instead been used.) 
                     
\114\Id., at 19). 


\115\Id., at 21. 


\116\Id., at 23. 
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 Other significant policy conclusions can be reached for that portion of 


the populations (in all three reports: Wisconsin, Washington, Pennsylvania) 


that these utilities found "do not have the means to pay."   


 


  oFirst, to impose late charges on these households makes little 


sense.  If these households do not pay their bills because 


they cannot afford to pay their utility bills, to respond by 


increasing their bills through late charges makes little 


sense.   


oSecond, deferred payment plans are not likely to succeed in retiring accrued 


arrears.  Again, if these households have not paid their 


bills in the past because they cannot afford them, to expect 


the households to pay their current bills in the future plus 


some additional increment to retire arrears is 


unreasonable.   


oFinally, credit counseling and budget billing is not the answer to the payment 


problems of these households.  If credit counseling or 


budget billing would have resolved the payment problems 


of these households, the households would already have 


been placed into the "poor money managers" group and 


categorized as a "can pay" household.  By instead 
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placing these households into the "can't pay" category, 


(defined as households that "do not have the means to 


pay"), the utilities have acknowledged the inapplicability of 


credit counseling and budget billing as a solution. 


 


 One observation can be made about the "can pay" population as well.  


This involves the use of late payment charges.  Of the 64 percent of the 


payment-troubled population that "can pay," late payment charges are 


inapplicable, unnecessary and likely counterproductive in 55 percent of the 


cases.  A late charge will not make a poor money manager (39%) a better 


money manager nor will a late charge give the temporary downer (16%) a job 


or eliminate her temporary disability.  The only population to which the late 


payment charge is applicable as an effective collection tool is the "won't pays" 


(8%).   


 


 Finally, these reports demonstrate the lack of any basis to demand 


deposits from low-income households who have poor credit histories with 


non-utility vendors.  In both Wisconsin and Washington, the utilities found that 


consumer utility bill payment came before any and all other credit payments.  


Ironically, therefore, to base the demand for a utility deposit based on a bad 


non-utility credit report may well penalize a poor person who paid the utility bill 


on time to the detriment of other outstanding consumer credit.  In any event, 
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however, these studies demonstrate that bad credit reports regarding 


payments consumers said they would pay "last" provides no basis to demand a 


deposit for payments that consumers said they would pay "first."  
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO


* * * * *


RE: THE TARIFF SHEETS FILED BY )
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) DOCKET NO. 08S-146G
COLORADO WITH ADVICE )
LETTER NO. 727-GAS. )


PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO PILOT ENERGY ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM (“PEAP”) PRE-IMPLEMENTATION REPORT


Pursuant to Rule 1400 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 4 Code of


Colorado Regulations (“C.C.R.”) 723-1-1400 and the Hearing Commissioner’s directive in


Decision No. R08-0916-I (mailed October 24, 2008), Public Service Company of Colorado


(“Public Service” or “the Company”), in the above-styled matter hereby respectfully submits its


“Pre-Implementation Report” related to its Pilot Energy Assistance Program.  In support of this


submission, Public Service states as follows:


This document presents the Pre-Implementation Report and Plan for the Public Service


Pilot Energy Assistance Program (“PEAP”).  The Implementation Plan is presented in the


following sections:


 Part 1--Program Objectives: This section articulates what the PSCo seeks to


accomplish. The program objectives are established independently of the specific


program design.  They represent the raison d’ētre for the Company’s low-income


interventions.


 Part 2--Program Design: This section articulates the activities that PSCo will pursue


in its effort to achieve the program objectives.  Implementation of these activities is
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not an end unto itself.  Instead, the program design is the means to the end, the


mechanism through which program objectives might be achieved.


 Part 3--Program Evaluation: This section articulates how PSCo intends to measure


the PEAP’s accomplishments.  The program evaluation will identify and measure


program outcomes, and assess whether those outcomes resulted in PSCo achieving


the Company’s desired objectives.  Should performance fall short of achieving the


articulated objectives, the evaluation will seek to identify whether the shortcoming is


inherent in the program design or whether the shortcoming results from program


implementation.


 Part 4--Program Policy Evaluation: This section identifies how PSCo intends to


assess the policy significance of the PEAP outcomes.  It articulates those


circumstances under which the Company will, with certainty, consider the program to


be “successful” and thus subject to full-scale implementation.  Alternatively, it further


articulates those circumstances under which the Company will, with certainty,


consider the program to be “not successful” and subject to abandonment or


substantial modification.  A “gray” area exits in between those two ends of the


continuum of “success” to “no success.”  The policy evaluation of outcomes falling


between those two ends of the continuum will involve a balancing of the results


achieved.


 Part 5--Program Predecessors:  This section briefly reviews the predecessor


programs that have been implemented by PSCo.  This review establishes a context


within which to understand why PSCo believes that its overall strategy to achieving


the articulated outcomes, as well as the specific proposed activities to be pursued
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through the PEAP program design, will predictably lead to accomplishment of the


program objectives.


The study objectives articulated below do not vary based upon the three alternative study


designs that will be implemented by PSCo in response to the Commission’s directives (explained


further in the Program Design section below).  The objectives remain the same, with the


alternative program designs simply being alternative “tools” through which to pursue those


objectives.


With this overview, the draft Program Implementation Plan turns first to the program


objectives.  In understanding this Implementation Plan, it is fundamental to understand a basic


precept of PSCo in pursuing PEAP.  The “objective” of the Company is not simply “to


implement PEAP.”  Implementation of PEAP is the tool that PSCo has chosen in an effort to


achieve certain outcomes.  Broadly speaking, the remainder of this Implementation Plan will: (1)


identify the desired outcomes; (2) explain the tool to be used in pursuing those outcomes; and (3)


explain how PSCo will ultimately review whether PEAP was the “right” tool for the job.


PART 1: PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: WHAT THE PEAP IS DESIGNED TO


ACCOMPLISH


The discussion below identifies proposed objectives for the PSCo PEAP.  After each


objective, there is presented a discussion of the program “outcome” which is envisioned will result


from the PEAP.  “Outcomes” measure what a program accomplishes.


Outcomes are to be distinguished from program “outputs” (what does a program produce)


(e.g., discounted bills; reduced bill burdens) and program “activities” (what does a program do)


(e.g., number of benefit dollars distributed, number of customers served).  While output measures
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and activity measures may be relevant to a discussion of how a program operates, neither of those


measurements contributes to a determination of whether the program’s objectives are being met.


Each objective below is associated with a stakeholder perspective. Different stakeholders


might have differing levels of interest in the various outcomes to be pursued through the PEAP.


It is important to identify through whose eyes particular objectives, and the outcomes associated


with those objectives, are to be viewed.


Objective #1: From the Perspective of the Company and Nonparticipating Customers:


The PEAP program should improve utility operations to the benefit of all customers.


Providing rate affordability assistance to low-income utility customers in Colorado


should seek to improve utility operations to the benefit of all customers, including non-


participating customers.  While this objective is a primary objective of the PEAP, it is not the


exclusive, and perhaps not the primary, objective.  Other objectives might predominate in


importance even if they “cost” PSCo money.


The following two specific outcomes will be measured in assessing this program objective:


 Revenue Neutrality:  The revenue neutrality of a low-income program examines the


extent to which, if at all, a low-income rate affordability program generates the same


dollars of revenues to the utility as would have been generated without the offer of


discounted rates or bills.  “Revenue neutrality” distinguishes between billed revenue and


collected revenue.  Revenue neutrality is based on the observation that it is better to


collect 90% of a $70 bill ($63 revenue) than it is to collect 60% of a $90 bill ($54


revenue).  Revenue neutrality occurs when a low-income program increases collected


revenue sufficiently to offset any reduction in billing attributable to the program’s bill


discount.
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 Cost-Efficiency Relative to Alternatives:  The cost efficiency of a low-income


program, relative to alternatives, measures whether the low-income rate affordability


program generates an increase in revenue to the Company, assuming an increase occurs,


in a less-costly way than available alternatives might generate the same increase. Cost-


efficiency considers the increase in revenue potentially generated by an increase in


collection activities not involving discounted bills.  Using the effectiveness of those


collection activities in generating additional revenue, along with the costs of those


collection activities, the analysis then assesses the extent to which available collection


alternatives could have produced the same increase in revenue as that generated by the


rate affordability program and, if so, at what cost. A comparison of the cost of the low-


income affordability program to the cost of an equivalent increase in collection activities,


is considered.


Objective #2: From the Perspective of the Participating Customer, the Company, and Low-


Income Service Providers:


The PEAP program should provide low-income customers with the capacity to sustain


complete bill payment.


Providing rate affordability assistance to low-income utility customers in Colorado


should provide low-income customers with the capacity to sustain complete bill payment.


“Sustaining complete bill payment” involves the following payment attributes with respect to bills


for current usage:


 Complete Bill Payment:  The most common indicator of whether complete payment


has been received from a utility customer involves measuring both the incidence and


extent of arrears.  The incidence of arrears considers the proportion of the total
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population in arrears.  The extent of arrears considers the size of arrears at any given


point in time.  A bill coverage ratio (the proportion of current bills paid) should also


be used (on a monthly, seasonal and annual basis) to consider complete bill payment


over a period of time.


 Prompt Bill Payment:  Prompt bill payment considers the timeliness of bill payment,


not merely whether a customer pays his or her utility bill in full.  If a utility renders a bill


for $100, that company wants a customer to pay the bill by the due date as well as


paying the bill in full. Bill promptness is primarily measured through one of two


metrics: (1) by the use of a “weighted arrears” statistic called “bills behind”; and (2) the


use of the more commonly recognized, but less complete, aging of arrears.


 Regular Bill Payment:  The regularity of bill payment measures the extent to which


customers make at least some bill payment each month. A customer may maintain a


relatively low level of arrears by paying multiple months of bills on an infrequent basis.


An examination of January arrears, for example, does not distinguish between the


customer that has made his or her last twelve monthly payments on time and in full, the


customer that has made $0 in payments during August through October (perhaps waiting


for a Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) benefit to pay those


arrears), and the customer who makes three payments over the year of amounts equal to


the total annual bill.  The regularity of bill payment measures the extent to which some


payment is made in response to each bill rendered.


 Unsolicited Bill Payment:  The extent to which bill payments are “solicited” considers


the extent to which, if at all, a company is required to engage in collection activities to


generate a bill payment.  An “unsolicited bill payment” involves a payment that is made
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in response to a bill without any need for company collection contact with the customer.


Measuring collection activities considers both the number and the intensity of collection


activities.  A more intense collection activity involves a more direct company-to-


customer contact than does a less intense activity.  Issuing a posted disconnect notice


involves a more intense activity than issuing a computer generated “reminder” notice.


The disconnection of service involves a more intense collection activity than does a call


center contact.


In sum, the second objective of the Company’s PEAP is to improve customer


management of their own bills as bills become more affordable.  Rather than having partial, late


or periodic payments, or payments that are made only in response to Company collection


activity, the objective is for low-income customers to address their bills for current usage in a


complete, regular, timely and unsolicited fashion on a monthly basis.


Objective #3:  From the Perspective of the Participating Customer, Low-Income Service


Providers, and Society as a Whole:


The PEAP program should help minimize the extent of home energy insecurity as


measured by the Home Energy Insecurity Scale


The final objective of a low-income rate affordability program is to minimize the extent


of home energy insecurity.  Administrators of low-income energy assistance programs have long


struggled to develop a mechanism to capture the many facets of home energy unaffordability.


 Some efforts have focused on lowering home energy burdens. A household’s “energy


burden” is the household bill divided by the household’s gross income. This process,


however, does not capture the circumstances of a household for whom the receipt of
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energy assistance results in an increase in the home energy burden because he or she


is no longer required to cut off all rooms of the home but one.


 Some efforts have focused on the nonpayment of home energy bills (as well as the


disconnection of service and other collection-related problems).  This process,


however, does not capture the circumstances of a customer that pays his or her bill,


but reduces spending on household necessities for food or medicine in order to do so.


 Some efforts have focused on reductions in energy consumption.  This process,


however, does not capture the circumstances of a household whose energy


unaffordability problems result from a combination of very low incomes (even


though usage is very low as well).


Home energy security is measured through application of the Home Energy Insecurity


Scale.  Developed for the federal LIHEAP office, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale allows the


program manager to capture all aspects of low-income energy affordability.  Through application


of the Scale, customers are categorized into one of five levels of the scale: thriving, capable,


stable, vulnerable, in-crisis. An improvement in home energy security is evidenced not merely by


where a customer falls on the scale, but by the change in status as represented by a move “up”


the scale (e.g., from vulnerable to stable, from in-crisis to vulnerable).


PART 2: PROGRAM DESIGN: PURSUING THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES.


PSCo has proposed a low-income program design based on the strategy that the three


program objectives could be achieved through a reduction of natural gas bill burdens to an


affordable level. The “affordability” of PSCo’s low-income bills is to be measured by application


of a percentage of income.  The basic “theory” of the PSCo program design is that if bill burdens
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can be reduced to an affordable percentage of income, PSCo can expect: (1) sustainable bill


payments from low-income customers; (2) increased home energy security on the part of low-


income customers; and (3) improvements in Company operations benefiting all customers.


Given this overall approach, the following program design sets forth the specific


operation of the proposed PEAP initiative.  This section will:


 Explain the basic program design features; and


 Articulate how PSCo proposes to incorporate alternative additional design features as


directed by the Commission.


BASIC PROGRAM DESIGN FEATURES


The PEAP program is designed to test the impact of ratepayer-provided supplemental


financial assistance and arrearage forgiveness upon the bill payment behaviors of low-income


customers. This ratepayer-provided supplemental assistance is provided through either a


percentage-of-income based fixed credit or through a tiered discount rate. The statutory authority


granted to the Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) concerning low-income


customers is a basis for the PEAP program.1


PSCo provided an overview of the proposed PEAP program through the Direct and


Rebuttal testimonies of Patrick J. Boland in Docket No. 08S-146G.  Commission Staff, Office of


Consumer Counsel, Energy Outreach Colorado, Seminole Energy Services, and Atmos Energy


Corporation filed Answer and Cross-Answer testimony. The Recommended Decision of Hearing


Commissioner Ronald J. Binz (hereafter “RD”) was issued on October 24, 2008, and the


Commission’s Order on Exceptions to Recommended Decision of Hearing Commissioner


Ronald J. Binz was issued on December 23, 2008.


                                                
1 § 40-3-106(d)(I) C.R.S.
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The following is an outline of the design features of the PEAP program as presented by


PSCo and ordered by the Commission:


• The provision of energy assistance services to low-income customers shall be


implemented on a pilot basis in order to test specific concepts and delivery strategies.


[R.D. ¶ 172]


• The pilot timeframe will include a three-month ramp-up period, 24 months of assistance,


and a three-month ramp-down period, for a total 30-month pilot program.  [R.D. ¶ 185]


• The project plan shall be modified to address service continuity during a possible


transition to a full-scale program.  [R.D. ¶ 172]


• The project plan shall test how operating systems and procedures would be administered


if the program were expanded to full scale.  [R.D. 172]


• PEAP must define the specific objectives of the study through a stakeholder group, which


will function in an advisory capacity to PSCo. [R.D. 173]


• The stakeholder advisory group shall include representation by Staff, OCC, EOC, PSCo


and two to four additional members with expertise in low-income energy assistance


and/or the evaluation of financial assistance services, to be chosen jointly by PSCo,


Office of the Consumer Counsel (“OCC”), Energy Outreach Colorado (“EOC”) and


Public Utilities Commission of Colorado Staff (“Staff”). [R.D. 174]


• The stakeholder advisory group shall discuss the study objectives, determine the criteria


to be used to determine if PEAP is a success, and identify the specific performance


factors to be evaluated. [R.D. 174]


• Experiences gained by PSCo in the past two low-income assistance pilot projects, the


Colorado Arrearage Management Project (“CAMP”) and the Affordable Rate Pilot
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Project (“ARP”), shall be factored into the PEAP project design and evaluation plan, with


the specific objective of improving the success rates achieved in those projects.  [R.D.


178]


• The PEAP design shall include a segment that studies a discounted rate as a means of


reducing the occurrence of arrears. [R.D. 180]


• The effect of a discounted rate shall be studied relative to sub-segments of the low-


income customers currently without arrears, at a minimum targeting the elderly and


disabled, while considering other identifiable segments.  [R.D. 180]


• The minimum target budget shall be $1,000 per customer to be allocated between


arrearage forgiveness, affordability credits, and discounted rates.  Using 15,000


customers as an outer limit of participants, a $15 million target budget is reasonable.


[R.D. 182]


• PSCo shall seek participants for all of the study groups, within reason and within the


limits of the $15 million project budget.  [R.D. 183]


• Arrearage forgiveness will be offered to income eligible customers other than Low-


Income Energy Assistance Program (“LEAP”) recipients.  [R.D. 184]


• Alternative outreach options to qualify customers for the PEAP program will be explored


through the Colorado Food Stamp Program and similar social programs.  [B.R. p. 8]


• Arrearage forgiveness will be offered to low-income customers who are at or below the


5% energy burden after the assistance grant.  [B.R. p. 9]


• There will be no usage cap for program participants.  [B.R. p. 10]


• Participating customers will be enrolled in the Average Monthly Payment (“AMP”) plan.


[B.R. pp. 4-5]
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• Customers who comply with PSCo’s re-connection requirements will continue to receive


the monthly benefit rather than being discontinued from the PEAP program.  [B.R. p. 12]


• A maximum 6% of customer income for both energy burden (5%) and arrears


forgiveness (1%) will be imposed.  [R.D. ¶ 184]


• PSCo will monitor the 5% energy burden and consult with the stakeholder advisory


group if the 5% burden proves unworkable.  [B.R. p. 13]


• LEAP payments will be distributed to PSCo as a direct payment to reduce the shortfall


between the customer’s percentage of income payment and the PEAP participant’s


residential bill at standard residential rates.  [B.R. pp. 13-14]


• The PEAP program and Energy $avings Partners (“E$P”) will be linked.  [B.R. p. 14]


• The PEAP program will target high consumption accounts for participation in the low-


income energy assistance and low-income energy efficiency programs.  [B.R. p. 14]


• PSCo will allocate the costs of the program to each rate class based on each rate class’s


share of the test year revenue requirement.  PSCo will then collect those costs within the


rate class on a per customer basis. PSCO need not break out this customer charge in the


bill or in the tariff. [F.D. ¶ 63]


• PSCo shall file a pre-implementation report with the Commission which shall outline:


• The specific components of the project (arrearage forgiveness, discounted rates, etc.);


• The study objectives for each component and corresponding definitions of success


and failure;


• The implementation and evaluation plans;


• The budget for the 30-month period at or below the budget maximum; and


• The design features that PSCo accepted in its Rebuttal testimony. [R.D. ¶ 188]
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• Recommended design features in which there was no concurrence will be left to the


discretion of PSCo and the advisory group.  [R.D. ¶ 188]


• PSCo shall file a status report with the Commission after 18 months of program


operations.  [R.D. ¶ 188]


• PSCo shall file a final report with the Commission 30 days after the end of the pilot,


addressing results, outcomes, recommendations, and next steps. [R.D. ¶ 188]


THE ALTERNATIVE RATE DISCOUNT PROGRAM DESIGN


In addition to the basic percentage of income “fixed credit” program offered to PSCo’s


low-income customers, the Commission has directed the Company to offer a discount rate


program to customers that are not necessarily in arrears as one alternative program structure.  In


his Recommended Decision, Commissioner Binz articulated the Commission’s directive:


The Hearing Commissioner directs Public Service to include within the PEAP design a


segment that studies a discounted rate as a means of reducing the occurrence of arrears.  This


might take a form similar to the Universal Service Programs in Indiana or the annual bill credit


proposed by Staff, the Minnesota Xcel plan, or some other approach developed by PSCo in


consultation with the stakeholder advisory group.  Also, the affect of a discounted rate shall be


studied relative to sub-segments of the low-income customers currently without arrears, at a


minimum targeting the elderly and disabled, while considering other identifiable segments.


In implementing this alternative program design, PSCo proposes to harmonize the


discounted rate structure with its proposed percentage of income-based “strategy” underlying its


basic program design.  In addition, PSCo proposes to harmonize the tiered discount rate structure


with its underlying basic program design to the extent that the Company:
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 can rely on existing energy assistance intake mechanisms (including both the state


LIHEAP office and/or EOC) to identify eligible customers and confirm the eligibility


requirements of those customers; and


 can deliver benefits on a “fixed credit” basis, thus maintaining a strong


“conservation” incentive.


Given that overview, the Company proposes the following alternative rate discount


program to supplement its basic percentage of income-based fixed credit program for low-


income payment-troubled customers.  The proposed discount rate program design borrows


heavily from the Universal Service Program (“USP”) design implemented by Indiana’s Citizens


Gas and Coke Utility (“CGCU”) and Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana (“VEDI”); from the


Northern Indiana Public Service Company (“NIPSCO”) “Winter Warmth” program; and from


the PECO Energy Company’s CAP Rate discount.


The following program components will be implemented:


 PSCo will offer a rate discount program to three specific sub-populations of PSCo’s


low-income customer base: (1) LIHEAP recipient households that are natural gas


customers of PSCo who are deemed by LIHEAP to be “elderly” households for


purposes of LIHEAP reporting; (2) LIHEAP recipient households that are natural gas


customers of PSCo who are deemed by LIHEAP to be “disabled” for purposes of


LIHEAP reporting;2 and (3) households with income greater than 150% of the


                                                
2 By federal statute, the LIHEAP program targets three specific populations: (1) the elderly; (2) the disabled; and (3)
households with young children.  State LIHEAP programs collect and report data on their respective recipient
populations to allow an assessment of the extent to which LIHEAP meets this statutory targeting requirement.
Rather than incurring the expense of adopting independent definitions and qualification criteria for what constitutes
an “elderly” or “disabled” household, PSCo proposes to defer to the state LIHEAP office for that definition.
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Federal Poverty Level, but less than 200% of the Federal Poverty Level, receiving


assistance through an EOC intake agency.3


 PSCo will offer a rate discount to these three sub-populations of customers whether


or not they have arrears, provided that elderly and disabled customers that would, in


the absence of the tiered discount program, qualify them for the percentage of


income-based fixed credit program will be placed on the fixed credit program.


 PSCo will enroll not to exceed 1,000 customers in the tiered discount program,


disaggregated by 500 customers enrolled through EOC and 500 customers enrolled


through LIHEAP.


 PSCo will offer a tiered discount to these three groups of customers.  PSCo proposes


three discount tiers: (1) customers with income at or below 100% of the Federal


Poverty Level: 25% discount on the total bill for current usage; (2) customers with


income above 100% but at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level: 20% on the


total bill for current usage; and (3) customers with income above 150% of the Federal


Poverty Level: 15% on the total bill for current usage.


 The tiered discount will be provided on a fixed credit basis.  It will be calculated as


follows:  (1) estimated annual bill calculated for purposes of enrolling in the


Company’s levelized monthly budget billing program; (2) minus the customer’s


LIHEAP payment; (3) times 1.0 minus the percentage discount.  The net bill


                                                
3 Energy Outreach Colorado has a different, and more extensive, intake network than does the Colorado LIHEAP
program.  Moreover, one population that EOC serves involves customers that are “over-income” for purposes of
LIHEAP.
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calculated in this fashion will be charged to the customer in equal monthly


installments.4


 As the need calls for, the tiered discount program will provide at the time of


enrollment a one-time fixed payment of not to exceed $200 that may be used to retire


arrears appearing on the customer’s bill at the time of enrollment. Customers are


otherwise responsible for paying arrears in excess of this amount.


 Enrollment, re-enrollment and collection program policies otherwise applicable to


participants in the percentage of income-based fixed credit program will be applicable


to participants in the tiered discount program as well.5


Should PSCo find, after the first year of operation, that the proposed discount levels


result in natural gas burdens that sharply diverge from those that have been deemed “affordable”


for purposes of the fixed credit program component, the Company will propose adjustments in


the tiered discount levels.


PART 3: PROGRAM EVALUATION: MEASURING PROGRAM OUTCOMES.


Evaluation of the PSCo PEAP program initiative will be based on three “experimental”


groups:


 Payment-troubled customers who will receive: (1) fixed credits to reduce bills for


current usage to 5% of income; and (2) arrearage forgiveness credits based on


customer percentage of income copayments;


                                                
4 To illustrate, assume a customer with income below 100% of Federal Poverty Level receiving a $1,200 annual bill
and a $400 LIHEAP payment. The tiered discount program would calculate the discounted bill as follows: $1,200 -
$400 = $800 x (1 – 0.25) = $800 x 0.75 = $600 / 12 = $50 monthly bill.


5 For example, program participants will be required to participate in the Company’s levelized monthly budget
billing program in order to participate in the tiered discount program.
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 Payment-troubled customers who do not need fixed credits to reduce bills for current


usage to 5% of income, but who will receive arrearage forgiveness credits based on


customer percentage of income copayments; and


 Tiered rate discount customers with the characteristics described in the Program


Operations section above.


As can be seen, the three experimental groups are distinct groups.  There is no anticipated


overlap between these groups.


Each “experimental” group will be matched with a control group of equal size.  The


Company believes that it will have no difficulty in generating control groups to match the


experimental groups described above.


PSCo does not propose to randomly assign low-income customers to the experimental


and control groups.  Instead, the experimental groups will be filled on a first-come, first-enrolled


basis.  The control groups will be selected after-the-fact on a random basis from a population


matching the characteristics of the experimental group.  Assignment of a customer to a control


group will be transparent to the customer.  A customer will have no reason to be aware of the use


of his or her account data in a control group.  Selected demographic characteristics for control


group accounts will be requested from the enrollment agency (e.g., LIHEAP, EOC).


Three sets of data will be presented in the Interim and Final Evaluation reports:


The first set of data involves activity data.  Activity data presents basic descriptive data


on what the three separate program components have done.  Presented on a monthly and annual


basis, along with seasonal data as appropriate, activity data includes items such as:


 The number of program participants;


 Program churn (new enrollment vs. program leavers);
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 The dollars of benefits paid (by type of benefit, e.g., fixed credit, tiered discount


credit, arrearage forgiveness credit);


 Administrative activities; and


 Enrollment/re-enrollment figures.


Activity data also presents basic descriptive data on the demographics of program


participants.


The second type of data involves output data.  Output data presents basic descriptive data


on what the program produces.  The fundamental output that the PEAP is designed to produce


involves an affordable percentage of income. This fundamental output is based on the program


strategy (or “theory”) that if a participant’s bill can be reduced to an affordable burden, the


Company can achieve the three objectives it has articulated.


Because of the fixed credit nature of the program components, however, actual


percentage of income burdens can differ from target burdens based on actual annual natural gas


consumption.  Descriptive statistics on projected versus actual home energy burdens will be the


primary reporting element of the evaluation’s output data for program participants.


In addition to customer-specific burden data, the output data will report data on funding


sources.  PSCo expenditures on its three program components (percentage of income-based fixed


credit, tiered discount credit, arrearage forgiveness) are compensated to the Company through


one of two sources of dollars: (1) program funding; or (2) assigned LIHEAP grants.  The extent


to which total program expenditures are paid by these two sources of funds will be reported in


the “outputs” section.


The third type of data involves outcome data.  Outcomes will be measured through a


comparison of the relevant experimental groups to the corresponding control groups.  This
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process allows, also, for a comparison of outcomes between the three alternative program types


(percentage of income-based fixed credit, tiered discount fixed credit, arrearage forgiveness


only).


Customers will be entered into their respective group at the time of their initial


enrollment into the program.  Customers will remain in their assigned group for the duration of


the program.  Under the program design, a customer is removed from the program only under


one of three circumstances: (1) the customer asks to be removed; (2) the customer fails to re-


enroll in the program; or (3) the customer leaves the PSCo system.


“Program leavers” who remain on the PSCo system will remain in the Company’s PEAP


database for possible future study as appropriate.  Program leavers will be replaced with new


program participants as the program budget allows.


Utility data will be archived on a monthly basis for all evaluation participants, including


both the control and experimental groups.  Utility data that will be collected includes the


following:


1. The levelized monthly amount due at the discounted rate;


2. The arrears copayment due (could be $0 under some circumstances) where


applicable);


3. Total amount due at standard rates for current usage in this month;


4. Total balance forward from monthly bill for immediately preceding month;


5. Miscellaneous fees (including late charges) appearing on this month’s bill


(separately state cash security deposit billed, if any);


6. Total asked-to-pay amount appearing on this month’s bill;


7. The date on which each bill is rendered;
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8. The date on which each payment is posted;


9. The dollar amount of each payment posted to an account;


10. If available, whether the payment is a “customer” or a “non-customer” payment;


11. Account activity (e.g., returned checks, account final billed, account written off);


12. The usage for this billing period;


13. The number of days in the billing cycle.


14. The arrearage forgiveness credit provided this month (where applicable);


15. The fixed credit (tiered discount credit; percentage of income-based credit)


provided this month (where applicable);


16. Whether account subject to mail contact not involving a notice of a pending


disconnection for nonpayment (yes/no);


17. Whether account subject to call center contact this month (yes/no);


18. Whether account subject to a field contact this month not involving the


disconnection for nonpayment (yes/no);


19. Whether account was issued a notice of a pending disconnection for nonpayment


this month (yes/no);


20. Whether account was disconnected for nonpayment this month (yes/no);


21. Whether account was reconnected/restored this month after a disconnection for


nonpayment (yes/no);


22. Whether the account was written off as uncollectible this month (yes/no);


23. Amount of dollars of write-off as uncollectible for this account in this month;


24. Whether account was issued a final bill this month (yes/no);


25. Amount of dollars final billed to this account this month;
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26. The date on which a customer left the system (if applicable); and


27. The zip code by account.


From the data elements listed above, items 1, 2, 14 and 15 are unique to the participants


in one of the PEAP programs.  All other items are applicable to all accounts, both control and


experimental.


In addition to this monthly data, the Company will provide certain data as of the time of


program enrollment, including:


1. The arrears subject to forgiveness at the time of program entry;


2. The estimated annual bill used to project the percentage of income-based or tiered


discount fixed credit;


3. The projected bill as a percentage of income without a fixed credit discount; and


4. The projected bill as a percentage of income after receipt of a fixed credit (either


percentage of income-based or tiered discount-based fixed credit).


Other data may subsequently be collected, also, as deemed to be appropriate.


Demographic data will be obtained once a year from the enrollment agency.  The


demographic data will include:


1. Gross household income;


2. Household income as percentage of Federal Poverty Level;


3. Whether LIHEAP recipient (yes/no);


4. Whether aged (yes/no); and


5. Whether disabled (yes/no).
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The Home Energy Insecurity Scale data collection will be implemented independently of the rest


of the program evaluation.  The proposed data collection for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale is


appended to this Implementation Plan as Attachment A.


PART 4: DEFINING “SUCCESS”: ASSESSING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROGRAM


ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Subsequent to completion of the program evaluation, the Company faces a decision


regarding whether or not to:


 Expand the low-income program (either the fixed credit component or the tiered


discount component, or both) to a larger low-income population base;


 Abandon the program as not achieving program objectives; or


 Modify and continue the program to address identified design or implementation


flaws that can reasonably be associated with the failure to meet program objectives.


Under certain circumstances, the Company will likely conclude that the program is a “success”


and recommend its expansion to a larger low-income population.  Under other circumstances, the


Company will likely conclude the program is “not a success” and recommend its abandonment


or modification.  The discussion below considers these circumstances, along with the situation


where recommendations as to future action are not clear-cut.


THE CERTAIN CONCLUSIONS


The “success” of the Company’s PEAP initiative cannot be quantitatively defined for all


potential circumstances where the program might be considered to be “successful.”


 First, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP achieve its first two program


objectives –to assist low-income customers sustain complete bill payment and to do so in


a manner that is beneficial to all customers-- the program will be considered a “success.”
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 Second, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP achieve its first and third program


objectives –to assist low-income customers improve their home energy security and to do


so in a manner that is beneficial to all customers—the program will be considered a


“success.”


 Third, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP fail to achieve any of the three


articulated program objectives, the PEAP initiative will be considered “not successful.”


No reason exists to pursue a low-income program that not only does not leave ratepayers


generally “better off,” but also fails to deliver improvements in either bill payment


patterns or home energy security.


 Finally, the likelihood of achieving Objective #1, while failing to achieve Objective #2 or


Objective #3 is sufficiently remote that no additional effort is devoted to assessing the


impact of such a scenario on defining the success, or lack thereof, of the PEAP initiative.


It is difficult to postulate circumstances where improvements in utility operations would


yield benefits to all customers, while at the same time generating improvements in


neither low-income bill payment patterns or home energy security.


CONCLUSIONS REQUIRING POLICY BALANCING


“Success” can be less certainly defined in quantitative terms in the event that the first


program objective is not achieved despite the program’s achievement of either or both Objective


#2 or Objective #3.  In such circumstances, the extent to which the PEAP initiative should be


considered a “success” depends on a balancing of various empirical results.  The final program


evaluation can inform a deliberative process under such circumstances, but the extent to which


empirical results identify a program that is “successful” or “not successful” depends on how


different stakeholders weigh the importance of the various objectives.
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For example, some stakeholders may believe that additional dollars of costs to ratepayers


generally may be merited so long as what is “purchased” with those dollars is an increase in the


home energy security of low-income customers.  Other stakeholders may believe that any


increase in costs to customers generally may not be merited; no matter what impact PEAP might


have had in generating improved payment patterns or home energy security.


The likelihood, however, is that these policy trade-offs will not be black and white.  To


the extent that PEAP results in costs to ratepayers generally –remember the “costs to ratepayers


generally” is measured by a lack of revenue neutrality; that cost is measured by the extent to


which collected revenue decreases, not by the amount of the discount from the full bill—most


stakeholders would weigh the extent to which net costs arise against the extent to which payment


patterns improve or the extent to which home energy security increases.  Different stakeholders


may apply different balances to this process of weighing.


PART 5: PROGRAM PREDECESSORS: UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT OF


PROGRAM STRATEGIES.


COLORADO ARREARAGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (CAMP)


This two-year research project, conducted from September 1992 through August 1994, was


designed to determine the effects of customer arrearage management, weatherization and


consumer credit counseling on customer payment performances, as well as the impacts on the


participating energy company’s revenue stream. The CAMP Committee and Stephen F. Browne


with SFB Research Incorporated conducted the research, and the final report was issued on


March 27, 1995.
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A universe of 4,737 Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo) customers was identified


as eligible to participate in the project.  Eligibility criteria included:


• Households located in PSCo’s five metropolitan divisions


• An arrearage of at least $180 per household


• Participation in LEAP during the1991-1992 energy assistance season


Three service groups were identified to allow evaluation of 1) arrearage management, 2)


weatherization/arrearage management, and 3) consumer credit counseling/arrearage


management.  Participating PSCo customers who paid their current monthly bills on time were


forgiven one twenty-fourth of their arrearages for each timely payment.  Customers in the


weatherization group were given free weatherization services.  Customers in the counseling


group were offered free counseling by Consumer Credit Counseling.   A control group was


selected to allow statistical comparisons with the three service groups.


Of the 4,737 eligible customers, 2,150 customers were drawn in 15 random sampling


procedures to fill the three service groups.  Of the 2,150 customers identified, 976 signed


contracts required by PSCo’s legal department and participated in the project.  An additional 196


customers were randomly selected into the control group, for a total of 1,172 customers


participating in CAMP in the four groups.


OBJECTIVES


The project was designed to evaluate the following:


• The impact of arrearage forgiveness only, weatherization/arrearage forgiveness, and


credit counseling/arrearage forgiveness on payment of energy bills


• The impact of weatherization on energy consumption


• The payment habits of participants in the service groups compared to the control group
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• Statistically compare the participants in the three service groups with the control group


• The financial impact on the company


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS


The measure of success or failure was whether or not a shut-off or delinquency notice


was issued for an account.  There were about 181 customers who did not fail once during the


program, and there were approximately 2,300 fewer shut-off notices generated and 88 fewer


shut-offs.  From the standpoint of delaying and reducing the number of payment failures, the


project was somewhat effective.


However, while shut-off and delinquency notices occurred earlier in the control group,


there were no differences between the service groups and the control group in terms of the


percentage of shut-offs after two years.  CAMP had little effect on the likelihood of being shut


off, despite the fact that it did reduce the number of delinquent payment notices for service group


customers. Control group customers were found to be as likely to pay their bills as the service


group customers on average.


The write-offs gained the company no additional revenue from the service group


customers by the end of the project.  From a cost standpoint, the write-off costs to the company


were not offset by the avoided collections costs, making the project unsuccessful financially.


AFFORDABLE BUDGET PILOT PROGRAM


The Affordable Rate Project of PSCo was designed to test the effectiveness of two


payment assistance programs in helping low income families living in the Denver area to pay


their energy bills in full and on time.  The research was conducted for PSCo and the Colorado


Energy Assistance Foundation by Steve Browne, PhD, and The Center for Human Investment


Policy by Marsha Gould, PhD, Donna Garnett and Tracey O’Brien.
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Two pilot programs, Percent of Bill (“POB”) and Percent of Income Plan (“PIP”), were


evaluated.  Participants in both programs had to be enrolled in LEAP at the time the pilot started


and had to have income below the federal poverty level.  POB participants were given a


reduction in their average energy bill based on where their income fell in relation to the federal


poverty level; PIP participants received a discount on their actual energy bill that was geared to


their income level.


Five hundred and forty-eight (548) households initially participated in the project, which


began on November 1, 1993 and ended on November 30, 1995.  As of November 30, 1995, only


222 (40.5%) of the households remained.  The reasons for not completing the program included:


failure to pay bill in full and on time, income over the eligibility limit, ineligibility for LEAP,


move out of the service area or to a location where they did not pay energy bills directly, request


to be removed from the project, or death of the participant.


A control group of 454 customers was drawn from those customers who were eligible to


participate but who failed to appear for interviews for PIP and POB group membership.


Participants were considered successful if they paid their bills in full and on time.  They


were able to “cure” a month in which they did not pay their bill in full by making it up the next


month.  Participants could be one month behind and still be considered successful in the project.


Participants who were greater than one month behind were defined as having failed the project.


Failure for control group customers was defined as receipt of a second shut-off notice.


Participants who were one month delinquent were sent reminder letters instead of shut-


off notices.  Control group customers were subject to the normal PSCo payment rules and did not


receive reminder letters.
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OBJECTIVES


The evaluation of the program was designed to address two basic questions.  First, would


participants in the pilot be more successful than a control group in paying their utility bills in full


and on time?  Second, would participants be able to meet the performance standards set for


them?  An important premise behind the pilot was that delinquent bills and shut-offs are costly


for PSCo, and a program to limit these situations would help both customers and the Company.


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS


The statistical analysis compared participants and control group members in several


areas: beginning arrears, number of payments made during the active period, number of months


to failure, and amount of arrearages remaining at the end of the project.  The findings were:


• Project participants remained successful longer than their control group counterparts and


had fewer delinquency notices.


• Project participants owed lower average arrearage amounts than the control group


members at the end of the project, despite higher beginning amounts.


• Project participants were much more likely to pay their monthly bills than were the


control group customers.


• Project participants took a longer time to fail, on the average, than control group


customers.


The statistical analyses clearly demonstrated that the Affordable Rate Project was successful in


helping participants make more full and on time payments.  Participants remained successful


longer than their control group counterparts and had significantly fewer shut-off notices.
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PART 6:  PEAP BUDGET & TRACKING ACCOUNT


Tracker Account


The PEAP tracker account is designed to track revenue, payments to customers,


administrative and general expenses, other expenses, and keep an ongoing life to date balance of


over or under recovery.  The tracker account will be updated and maintained by Xcel Energy’s


Regulatory Accounting group.  Report data points include:


• Revenue Dollars (split between residential and C&I customers)


• Revenue - Number of Customers (split between residential and C&I customers)


• Payments Dollars – customer program beneficiaries


• Payments – number of customers


• Administrative and General expenses


• Other expenses


• Life to data balance (balance sheet)


ADMINISTRAVIE AND GENREAL EXPENSE (BUDGET)


Expense to administer the PEAP program is projected to be approximately five percent


(5%) of the funded amount.  The six percent estimate was built from incremental Administrative


and General expenses to run the program’s daily operations.  The budget was built based on a


similar program operating in the Minnesota jurisdiction of Xcel Energy’s Northern States Power


Company (NSP-M).  Administrative and General expenses include:


• Xcel Energy labor, and labor overheads (pension, insurance, taxes)


• Contract labor, such as paying Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP)
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• IBM labor for pulling customer information data queries


• Employee expenses related to travel related to customer/neighborhood outreach


efforts


• Material expenses for office supplies


• Mailing or communication expense to customers


Expenses not included or expensed into the tracking account are non-incremental or


difficult to track.  These expenses include laptop, network, and IT maintenance expense, human


resources support, general corporate oversight, and facility expenses.


Other expenses that will be expensed into the tracker, but not included in the six percent


daily operational budget include:


• Roger Colton’s, Fisher, Sheehan & Colton, work recommended by the Advisory


Board and Commission.


• Expenses such as creating an automated system to accommodate additional


customers in a non-manual process.


• Other expenses due to future recommendations by the Commission or the PEAP


Advisory Group (outside of daily operations).


TRACKER CLARIFICATION:


Over- or under-recovered “life-to-date” balances will exist due to the collection of


revenue of approximately $500K monthly, $15M total over the life of the 30-month pilot


program.  The PEAP program started January 1, 2009.  A three-month “ramp-up period” was


discussed by the Commission in the Recommended Decision and is required to hire internal Xcel


Energy staff, establish Advisory Group participation, and creating process plan and controls.


There will likely be cyclical components to the PEAP program where more customers apply and
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are accepted during winter periods.  During the start-up of PEAP program, the life-to-date


tracker balance will likely over-recover revenue in early stages of the program.  Additionally,


most of the time the tracker balance will be either over- or under-recovered during the entire


course of the pilot program.  As a part of the final program evaluation, the Company recognizes


that it will have to address how to proceed with any remaining tracker balance either over- or


under-recovered.


Respectfully submitted,


By: ______________________________________
Larry M. Cowger, #12218
Assistant General Counsel
Xcel Energy Services Inc.
1225 17th Street, Suite 900
Denver, CO  80202
Phone: (303) 294-2059
Fax: (303) 294-2988
E-mail: larry.m.cowger@xcelenergy.com


ATTORNEY FOR
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO


Dated:  February 16, 2009
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Attachment A


Scope of Work/Budget: Home Energy Insecurity Scale Survey


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey work for Colorado’s PEAP program will be
undertaken by Apprise, Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey.  Apprise is the leading survey firm in the
nation addressing low-income energy affordability issues.  Apprise has administered the Home
Energy Insecurity Survey on numerous occasions for a variety of public and private sector
clients.


The Scope of Work prepared by Apprise is based on the following Treatment Groups: (1) a
group receiving percentage of income-based fixed credits; (2) a group receiving tiered discount
credits; (3) an arrearage forgiveness-only group; and (4) a control groups consisting of eligible
customers not recruited for the program.


Apprise proposes to conduct the Home Energy Insecurity Scale interviews and provide the
generated data to Roger Colton for analysis.  Apprise will also prepare a methodological report
as part of the interview process.


Apprise proposes to conduct interviews at three points of time in the program: (1) at intake; (2)
at the 12-month mark; and (3) at the 24-month mark.  The proposal to conduct interviews at 12-
months and 24-months (rather than 18- and 36 months) has the following impacts:


 It generates better data because interviews are conducted at the same time of year
each time;


 It generates information more quickly; and


 The Insecurity Scale survey process loses fewer clients between the first and second
interview.


The exact questions to be included in the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey, while based on
the survey questions developed for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
LIHEAP office, will be finalized in collaboration with the Company and the PEAP Advisory
Group.


One issue that inheres in multi-year survey work involves project attrition.  Apprise estimates
that it is reasonable to expect the project to “lose” 50% of the survey sample after 18 months and
another 50% after 36 months.  Working on a 12-month and 24-month schedule reduces that
attrition.  Nonetheless, it is reasonable to expect a 50% attrition at 12-months and a 75% attrition
at 24-months.


Based on the above, Apprise will perform the following work with the following costs:


 Baseline interviews: 1,600 15 minute interviews (400 per group) ($57,000) (sampling error
+/- 5% for each group).
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 12-month follow-up interviews: 800 15 minute interviews (200 per group) ($36,000)
(sampling error +/- 7% for each group).


 24-month follow-up interviews: 400 15 minute interviews (100 per group) ($28,000)
(sampling error +/- 10% for each group).


In sum, Apprise recommends the following:


 Use the 12-month and 24-month interview plan.


 Be conservative and field a large sample group at the baseline. If few clients drop out
of the program (low attrition), Apprise can subsample the customers who completed
the baseline interview. If there is high attrition, the large baseline sample will provide
an adequate sample for subsequent interviews.


 Develop a flexible contract, with sufficient funds to complete the required work, and
an allowance for a change in the scope of work as circumstances dictate.


Apprise, Inc contact: David Carroll, 609-252-8010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
08S-146G


I hereby certify that on this _____day of February, 2009, an original and seven (7) copies
of the foregoing “PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO PEAP PRE-
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT” were served via hand delivery on:


Doug Dean, Director
Colorado Public Utilities Commission
1560 Broadway, Suite 250
Denver, CO  80202


and a copy was electronically served in Adobe .pdf format, to the following:


*Stephen W. Southwick
First Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman Street, 7th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
stephen.southwick@state.co.us


*Michael J. Santisi
First Assistant Attorney General
Business and Licensing Section
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman Street, 5th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
michael.santisi@state.co.us


*Anne K. Botterud
First Assistant Attorney General
Business and Licensing Section
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman Street, 5th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
anne.botterud@state.co.us


Melvena Rhetta-Fair
Assistant Attorney General
Business & Licensing Section
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman St., 5th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
Melvena.Rhetta-Fair@state.co.us


*Christopher M. Irby, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman Street, 7th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
chris.irby@state.co.us


*Dennis Senger
Rate/Financial Analyst
Office of Consumer Counsel
1560 Broadway, Suite 200
Denver, CO 80202
dennis.senger@dora.state.co.us


*dale.hutchins@state.co.us
*chere.mitchell@dora.state.co.us


*Becky Bye
Assistant Attorney General
State Services Section
Office of the Attorney General
1525 Sherman Street, 5th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
becky.bye@state.co.us


*Billy Kwan
Trial Advocacy Staff
Public Utilities Commission
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1560 Broadway, Suite 250
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billy.kwan@dora.state.co.us
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Colorado Arrearage Managenent
Project Final Report


Executive Sr:mmary


Overview


The two year CoLorado Arrearage Management Project (CAMP)
evaluation was designed to answered a number of questions about
the ef f  ects of arrearage managiement, weatherizat j-on and consumer
credit counsel- ing on customer payment performances. It  also
looked at impacts on the energy vendors' revenue stream.
Customers who paid their current monthly bi l ls had one twenty-
fourth of their arrearages forgiven for each payment made on
time. Payment amounts were averaged across L2 months in average
month ly  b i l l ing p lans,  based on energy b i l l  h is tor ies.  Customers
in the weather izat ion group received f ree weather izat ion
services. Consumer counseling was offered by Consumer Credit
CounseLing to  customers in  the counsel ing sample.  E l ig ib i l i ty
criteria for customer part icipation in CAIvIP required an arrearage
of  at  least  $ l -80 per  household and the customer 's  par t ic ipat ion
in the Low-income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP) during the
L991- -L992  ene rgy  ass i s tance  season .


Sanrple Design


The e l ig ib le  populat , ion,  based on the e l ig ib i l i ty  cr i ter ia ,
to ta led 4,737 households.  Random sampl ing was done to a l low
eval-uation of the three types of service as incentives for
regular  customer b i l l  paym6nts.  o f  2 ,L50 customers sampled,  976
signed contracts  and par t ic ipated in  the pro ject .  An addi t ional
L96 customers were randomly sampled into a control group.


Evaluation Objectives


The evaluation was designed to 1) determine the impact .of
arrearage forgiveness only, weatherization/arrearage forgiveness,
and crediL counseling/arrearage forgiveness on individuals paying
thei r  energy b i1 ls ;  2)  determine the impact  o f  weather izat ion on
energy consumption; 3) determine the payment habits of
part icipants in the test groups compared to those of the control
group;  4)  s tat is t ica l ly  compare par t ic ipants in  the arrearage
forgj-veness, weatherLzat|on/arrearagie forgiveness, and consumer
credit counseling/arrearage forgiveness groups with those in the
control group; and 5) determine the f inancial impact on the
part icipating energy vendor.







MeaEure of Success


The measure of  success or  fa iLure was whether  or  not  a  shut-of f
de l inquency not j -ce was issued for  an account .  PSCo's  normal
decision rules governing the issuance of delinquency notices
remained in  p lace for  aL l  customers in  the pro ject ,  inc lud ing
those in  the contro l  group.


Service Group Descript ionE


The average CAMP part icipant reported a monthly income of $590,
3.5 fami ly  members,  a  pover ty  leve1 of  592,  an arrearage at  the
beginning of  the pro ject  o f  #527 and a PSCo account  ba l -ance
(defined as their arearage plus current energy usage amount) in
the f i rs t .  pro ject  month of  $654.  The or ig ina l  pro ject  in tent  was
to have al l  Lhe homes in the weatherizatj-on sample weatherized
and a l l  the customers in  the counsel ing sample counseled.  As a
resul-t of the small number of weatherized homes and counseled
customers,  there was l imi ted s tat is t ica l ly  va l id  in format ion
gained about  these two serv ices.  This  l imi ta t ion for  both
samples stemmed from the concern about the differences between
those customers who avai led themselves of  the weather izat ion or
counsel ing serv ices and those who d id not . .


Eval-uation of the Sarrpling Procesg


The sampl ing process successfu l ly  created four  comparable groups
to test  CAMP's arrearage forg iveness factor .  No d i f ferences were
found between the three service groups and the control group for
s , .ze of  household,  pover ty  leveI ,  month ly  income,  race,  LEAP
part ic ipat ion or  soc ia l  serv ice program par t ic ipat ion.


Customer Mobil i ty


CAMP customers were very mobj-Ie. Only a small percentage did not
move.  The major i ty  moved once.  A11 but  one of  the cust ,omers
l iving in weatherj-zed homes moved.


Delinquency Notice And Shut-off Delinquency Rates


Most of the shut-off notices in t.he control group occurred in thd
f i rs t  s ix  months of  the pro ject .  By the s ix th month,  ha l f  the
serv ice group customers had received shut-of f  not ices,  and two-
th i rds fa i led by the end of  the f i rs t  year .  Af ter  24 months,
almost al-I of the control group received at least one shut-off
notice compared to about three-quarters of the service group
customefs. Control group membeis also received. delinquency
not ices sooner  than d id the serv j -ces group customers.  Wi th
regards t ,o  serv ice shut-of fs ,  there were no d i f ferences between
the service groups and the control group in terms of the
percentage of  shut-of fs  af ter  two years.  CAMP had l i t t le  e f fect
on t ,he L ike l ihood of  be ing shut-of f ,  despi te  the fact  that  i t  d id
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reduce the number of delinguent payment, not,ices for service group
customers.


CAI{P Part icipant Paynent Performancen Prior To The First Shut-off
Not ice


The three service groups made higher payments on average, prior
to  a f i rs t  shut-of f  not ice being sent ,  than d id the customers in
the control group. Customers were not el iminated from the
pro ject  data co l lect ion ef for t  a f t .er  receiv ing the f i rs t
delinquency notice in order to track their payment performances.
Service group customers did not receive arrearag'e forgiveness
a f te r  t he  f i r s t  shu t -o f f  no t i ce .


Unpaid, Balances At L2 and 24 Months


At the end of twelve months, the service group customers had
higher average arrearag"es than the control group customers. By
t,he end of the second year, the service groups sLil t  did not have
a smalLer arrearage averages than the control group. The cont.rol
group matched the arrearage decrease shown by the service'- 
customers afiuer 24 months of the project. The control group
members should have had higher average arrearage balances than
the service group customers, i f  arrearage forgiveness was to be
credi ted wi th  hav ing a posi t ive impact .on pa)rment  behaviors .


The control group showed a sl ightly higher percentage of
customers with zero balances than the service group at the end of
24 months. The control group had a higher percentag:e of
customers wi th  arrearages ranging between $2L and $180,  and i t
had a smal l -er  percentage wi th  arrearages above $180.


The service group customers did not do weLl in avail ing
themsel-ves of the opportunity to el- iminate their arrearages


- through CAltP. The control group did about as wel-l- as the service
groups in this regard.


CAI{P Participantrs Perfonnance During The Tventy-Four Month
Proj  ect


The payment ,  wr i te-of f ,  e lect r ica l  and gas b i l l ing averag 'es show- 
no s tat is t ica l  d i f ferences between the serv ice groups and the
contro l  group wi th  one except ion.  The average tota l  gas b i l l ing
for  the arrearage only  group was stat is t ica l ly  d i f ferent  f rom the
control group. Control group customers were found to be as
l ikeIy  to  pay the i r  b i l l .s  as the serv ice group customers on
average.  From an economic s tandpoint ,  the wr i te-of fs  ga ined Lhe
company no addit ional revenue from the service group customers by
the  end  o f  t he  p ro iec t .
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Tventy-Four Month Delinquent Account Perfor:nance Evaluation


In twenty-four months, one-fourth of the service group customers
had no shut-off notices which was much greater than for the
control group. In addit ion, the averagie number of shut-off
notices for the control group was signif icantly higher than that
for  each of  the three serv ice groups.  None of  the d i f ferences
between t,he service group shut-off averages and the control
groupr  s  was st .a t . is t ica l ly  s ign i f  icant ,  however .


Analysie of Successful and Delinquent Account CustomerE


None of  the var iab les co l lected f rom PSCo and LEAP data bases,
showing customer payment histories or energiy assj-stance for the
t .wo year  per iod pr ior  to  seLect ion in to CAMP, expla ined customer
bil l  payment delinquency during CAMP part icipation. Customers
who had no delinquencies, orr the other hand, had l-ower beginning
arrearage balance averages than the customers who received
del inquency not ices whi le  in  CAMP.


Cost Avoidance Analysis


A  to ta l  o f  2 ,262  shu t -o f f  no t i ces  were  avo ided  by  the
group customers over  24 months.  These 2,262 not ices
substant ia l  par t  o f  the avoided co l - lect ion act iv i t ies
at t r ibutable to  CAMP. In  addi t ion,  88 serv ice group
were avoided.  Based on these co l lect ions act j -v i t j -es,
c o s t s  t o t a l e d  $ 7 9 , 2 3 2 .  T h e  w r i t e - o f f  f o r  t h e  s e r v i c e
cus tomers  to taLed  5225 ,389 .


servr_ce
const i tu te a


shu t  -o f f s
the avoided
group


ConclusionE


It cannot be said that arrearage forgiveness proved to be very
successfuL in  reducing unpaid bal -ances.  I f  anyth ing,  i t  must  be
said that the approach to arrearage forgiveness as structured and
def ined in  th is  p i lo t  pro ject  had no ef fect  on arrearage
reduct ion.  From the cust ,omers '  s tandpoint ,  the ant ic ipated
benef i t  o f  hav ing lower ut i l i ty  b i l ls ,  ds a resul t  o f  forg iven
arrearages,  was not .  rea l - ized.


Not only were there about 1-8L people who did not fai l  once during
the program, there ,were approx imate ly  2,300 fewer shut-of f
not ices generated and 88 fewer shut-of fs .  This  represents a
large number of t j-mes where customers were current in their bi l l
payments and where they were not the focus of the company's
collection process. From t,he standpoint of delaying and reducing
the number of payment fai l-ures, the project was somewhat
e f f e c t i v e .


From a cost  s tandpoint ,  the wr i te-of f  costs  to  the company were
not  of f -set  by the avoided co l lect ions cosLs,  making the pro ject
unsuccessfu l  f  inanciaLlv .


l_v







Colorado Arrearage Managenen!
Project Fina1 Report


Introduction


The Colorado Arrearage Management Project (CAIvlP) evaluation was


designed to answer a number of questions about the impacts of


arrearage manag'ement, weatherization and consumer credit


counseling on customer payment performances. ft  al-so looked at


impacts on the energy vendorsr revenue stream. The two year


project was modeLed after several pi lot projects from around. the


country in which a port ion of each customerrs outstanding


arrearage was forgiven (written-off) when bi1ls were paid each


monthl. fn CAIIP, customers paying their bi l1s were to have one


twenty-fourth of their arrearages forgiven for each palment.


Payment amounts were averaged across L2 months in an averagie


monthly bi l l  program, based on energy bi l l  histories. Customer


payments coul-d be made by the lrow-income Energy Assistance


Program (LEAP) or other heating assistance programs. Customers


in the weatherizat- ion/arrearage group were offered free'


weatherization services with the idea that their energ-y costs


woul-d decrease, making it  more 1ikely that they could pay their


1) Energy Assurance Program Pilot of the PhiLad.elphia Gas Works
and Low rncome weatherization program of the wisconsin Gas
Company







energy b i I ls .  Weather izat ion serv j -ces inc luded t i -ghtness


test ing,  heat  loss mi t igat ion,  heat ing system test ing and repai r ,


and energy conservation training. CAIIP's Weatherization


component was predicat.ed on the notion that low-income households


often get behind in paying their energy bi l ls and that by


reducing these b i l1s some posi t ive impacts would occur .  For


example, customers would have lower, more affordable energy


biI ls, fewer unpaid bi1ls and lower arrearages. The energy


company, on the other hand, wouLd have potential ly lower amounts


to wr i te-of f  and lower co l lect ion costs2.  Consumer counsel ing,


on the other hand, was offered by the Consumer Credit Counseling


organization. Customers in the counseling/arrearage group were


inv i ted to  at tend three f ree counsel ing sess ions and to  develop


budgets wi th  the ass is tance of  the credi t  counsel ing s taf f .  The


hypothesis was that counseled customers for whom budgets were


created would be more successful in managing their money and


wouLd be more l ike ly  to  pay the i r  energy b i l Is .


The init ial expectation was that both the Greeley Gas Company and


the Public Service Company would part icipate in CAMP.


El ig ib i l i ty  cr i ter ia  for  customer par t ic ipat ion requi red that  an


arrearage of at least $1-80 per household exist and that the


customer had been a L,ow-income Energy Assistance recipient during


Quaid,  M.  and Pigg,  S.  t rMeasur ing The Ef fects  Of  Low-Income
Energy Services On Uti l i ty Customer Paymentsr' ,  National
Consumer  Law Cen te r ,  I nc . ,  Bos ton ,  Mass . ,  Unda ted ,  Pg .  L .


2 )







the 199i - -1992 energy ass is tance season.  r t  arso was decided
that ,  for  pSCo customers,  on ly  those l iv ing in  i ts  f ive
metropoli tan divisions would be


Pilot program. Upon evaluation


customer base,  i t  was determined


numbers of customers who met the


i ts  par t ic ipat ion j_n the s tudy.


e l ig ib le  for  se lect ion in to the


of the Greeley Gas Company


that there were insuff icient.


e l ig ib i l i ty  cr i ter ia  to  warranr


SampJ.e Design


The universe of el igible PSCo customers was identif ied from the
PSCots customer in format ion system. The e l ig ib le  populat ion
tota led 4,737 househor-ds.  A sampl ing design was developed in
conjunction with the cAIvIp committee to al low evaluation of
arrearage management, weatherization /arrearage management and
consumer credit counseLing/arrearage management as incentives for
regular  customer b i l l  payments.  A contro l  group was serected to
a110w stat is t ica l  compar i -sons wi th  the three serv i_ce groups.
Part icipants were randomly ser-ected into each group. pubr_ic
service company's 1egal department regui-red that the serected
service group customers sign written ag,reements with psco to
part icipate in cAMp. The agreements were requi_red in order to
clearly establish that cAlvlp was a test program and that there
were payment requirements to be met by part icipating customers in
return for which arrearage forgiveness occurred. A contract,
therefore, was created between the household and the company,
stipulating the condit ions under which the arrearages were
forg iven.







Response to the contract by many customers was negative. Many


refused to sign, result ing in the need for repeated sampling to


achieve the desi red serv ice group sample s izes.  Dur ing the


init ial sampling phases, service group customers were interviewed


to determine the i r  ab i l i ty  to  pay the month ly  b i l1s set  by the


average b i l l ing process.  Those who were not  f inancia l ly  ab le to


make the payments were rejected from the CAMP service groups.


This  re ject ion process,  a long wi th  customer refusals  to  s ign


contracts, became a concern for the sampling process because a


populat ion universe larger  than the 4,737 customers would have


been needed to achieve the desi red sample s izes.  As a resul t ,


the decision was made to drop the abil i ty to pay requirement and


to se lect  the customers d i rect ly  in to eaCh group.  A11 serv ice


group customers st i l l  were required to sign the part icipation


contracts  wi th  PSCo.  Dropping the abi l i ty  to  pay cr i ter ion


result.ed in a much smaller attr i t ion rate and service groups


large enough for  analy t ica l  purposes.  In  a l l ,  2 , lSO customers


were drawn in 15 random sampling procedures from the 4,737


customer universe to  f i l l  the. three serv ice groups.  o f  the 2, ] -so


people sampled,  976 s igned contracts  and par t ic ipated in  the


project. An addit ionaL 196 customers were randomly samrpled into


the control- group


Evaluation Objectives


The areas mandated in the evaluation desi-gn are as fol lows:


Determine the impact of arrearage managiement,
weatherizaLion/arrearagre forgiveness, and credit
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counsel- ing/arrearage forgiveness on individuaLs paying
thei r  energy b i l Is .


Determine the impact of weatherization on energy
consumption.


Determine the payment habits of part icipants in the
test groups compared to those of the control group.


Stat is t ica l ly  compare par t ic ipants in  the arrearage
management, weatherizaiuion/arrearage management, and
consumer credit counseling/arrearage management groups
with those in the control group.


Determine the f inancial j-mpact on the part icipating
energy vendors due to arrearage management,
weather izat j -on or  consumer credi t  counsel inq.


Meaeure of Success


The measure of success or fai lure, as determined by the CAMP


commit tee,  was whether  or  not  a 'shut-of f  de l inquency not ice was


issued for  an account .  PSCors normal  dec is ion ru l -es govern ing


the issuance of  de l inquency not ices remained in  p lace for  a l l


customers in  the pro ject ,  inc lud ing those in  the contro l  group.


A11 CAMP project part icipants benefited from several t lpes of


holds such as LEAP and medical holds. The LEAP hold is a Go day


hold on shut-of fs  p laced on customer accounts when they qual i fy


for and are given LEAP assistance. Medical hoIds, oD the other


hand, are holds customers can avail  themselves of when


termination of energy services could negatively affect a medical


condit ion. Customers fai l ing to make delinquent payments were


subject  to  the normaL col lect ion processes and shut-of f  not ices


were issued.







CA![P Data Collection


The CAMP project began on Septembet a, L992 and ran unti l  August


31,  1994.  Dur ing the two year  per iod,  in format ion was co lLected


from the PSCo Customer Information System by PSCo staff.  These


data were reported to the evaluator on a monthly basis in four


d i f ferent  data bases.  In format , ion about  payments,  wr i te-of fs ,


ar rearage amounts,  energy consumpt ion,  shut-of f  not ices,  shut-


of fs ,  address changes and per t inent  dates was co l lected each


month for each of the four groups.


In format ion was co l l -ected for  a  24 month per iod on each customer.


Monthly information and the corresponding dates al lowed


summarization of customer performances over t ime. Using this


j-nformation, comparisons among the groups were developed


addressing 1-) total and average payments; 2) total and average


wr i t e -o f f s ;  3 )  t he  number  o f  shu t -o f f  no t i ces ;  and  4 )  cos t


analyses.  Because receipt  o f  the f i rs t  shut-of f  de l inquency


notice designated a faiLure, some payment information is


presented for the period between the project start up and the


f i r s t  no t i ce .


Service Group Deecriptions


A total of ! ,1-72 customers part icipated in CAI"IP in the four


groups. Table 1 j-ndicates the sample sizes for the four groups,


the numbers of homes weatherized and the number of customers


receiving consumer credit counseling. The original project







Table 1


Sarrple Sizeg, Weatherized, And Couneeled Customers
For The Tota1 CAI{P Project


Sarrple Number Weatherized Counseled


Arrearaqe 348


Weather izat ion 3 l_0 r- 04


Counsel- inq 3 t_8 7 8


Control l . 9 6


Tota l L L 7 2 1 0 4 7 8


intent was to have al l  the homes in the weatherization sample


weatherized and al l  the customers in the counseling sample


counseled.  Nei ther  of  these two object ives was accompl ished.


O f  the  31 -0  househo lds  i n  t he  wea the r i za t i on  samp le  ,  ! 04  (33 .6? )


were weather ized.  This  was accompl ished dur ing the f i rs t  pro ject


year. The decision by the CAMP Committee was made not to


eather ize homes af ter  the f i rs t  year  to  a l low the weather izat ion


ef fects  to  be assessed over  at  least  a  one year  per iod.


Diff iculty in weatherj-zing homes came from landlords and propertry


owners who refused to a l Iow the test ing and modi f icat ions.


Refusals were attr ibuted to a number of reasons such as l-andlord


fear of addit ional costs when ordered to bring propert ids into


code complj-ance. Al-so, occupants were aware of the fact that


they were not going to l ive at the address for very long and


would not permit the weatherization to be done.


The propor t ion of  customers counseled was smal ler  wi th  24.52 (28)







avail ing themselves of the free consumer credj-t counseling


sessions. Each customer in this sample was supposed to attend


three counseling sessions to learn how to budget his/her


available dollars and to have budgets established by the Consumer


Credi t  Counsel ing s taf f .  Of  the 78 customers at tending the


counse l - i ng  sess ions ,  on l y  6  (7 .72 )  a t tended  a l l  t h ree  sess ions ;


18  Q3 .1 "2  )  a t tended  two  sess ions  and  54  (69 .2e . )  a t tended  one


session. Repeated attempts were made to encourage customers


sampled into the counseling group to atLend at least one


counse l i ng  sess ion ,  w i th  l i t t I e  success .


As a result of the smaIl number of weatherized homes and


counseled customers,  there is  l imi ted evaluat ion in format ion that


can be gained about these two services. The reason for this


l imitation is that there is concern about the differences between


those customers whose homes were weatherized or those customers


who avaj-Ied themselves of the counseling services and those who


did not .  In  other  words,  the quest ion is  what  b iases might  ex is t


in the information because there are real differences between


those customers who took advantage of the services and those who


did not. Consequently, weatherization and counseling cinnot be


evaluated as factors in changing bi l l  payment or energy


consumpt ion behavior .  Despi te  the l imi ta t ions just  expressed,


some information can be shown comparing the two groups within the


weather izat ion and counsel ing samples.  This  in format ion is


presented in Appendix 1-.







Evaluation of the Sarrpling process


The f irst order of business is to determine whether the sampling


process produced comparable groups in terms of some of the key


var iab les.  The b i l l ing h is tory  j -n format ion presented below was


developed from the Public Service Company Customer Information


System and shows information about CAMP part icipants, pal.ment


histories, arrearages and consumption histories in the two years


preceding se lect ion in to the pro ject .  This  in format ion was drawn


f rom PSCors  da ta  sys tem in  Ap r i l ,  L992 .  As  shown  in  Tab le  2 ,


wi th  only  one except ion,  no s tat is t ica l ly  s ign i f icant  d i f ferences


existed between the three service groups and the control group


wi th regard to  aruearages,  account  ba l -ances,  credi t  h is tor ies,


and energy consumption. Account balances are the total arrearage


balances plus current energy consumption amounts. Energy


consumpt ion,  in  Table 2,  is  the average tota l  gas or  e lect r ic i ty


used dur ing the two years preceding se lect ion in to the pro ject .


Credit history scores were calculated by adding the monthly


numer ic  payment  codes to  create composi te  scores.  In  pSCo's


system of payment codes, customers are assigned higher values in


thei r  credi t  h is tor j -es when some type of  de l inquency ar ises.


Wi th regard to  the credi t  h is tor ies,  there were no s tat is t ica l ly


signif icant differences between either the arrearage only or the


weatherization groups and the control group. The counseling and


control groups were found to be different, however. The


counseling group, compared to the control- group, did not have as


many customers each month with as many shut-o.ff  derinquency







Public Service
During The Tvo


Tab1e 2


Courpany Aceount History Perfonnances
Year Period Prior To Projeet St,art-up
For CAMP Partieipants


Arrear-
age Only


Weatheri-
zat ion


CounseL-
ing


Control
Group


sigrni f  i -
caneel


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 0 5 3 0 8 ' 1 9 5


Average
Arrears


$ s 1 7 $ s 3  5 $ s 2 8 F 4 7 L None


Average
Account
Balance


s644 # 6 6 4 $ 5 s s $ s e 7 None


Credit
Historvl


z t 2 B 2 7 z t 3 , 4
( P < . 0 5 )


Average
E lec t r i c


b i l 1ed
$ 1 ,  0 4 1 Q q q ? A a


) J _ ,  U U U $ 1 , 0 3 1 None


Monthly
Average
E lec t r i c


B i 1 l e d


$ 4 3 $ 4 1 $ 4 2 $ 4 3 None


Average
Gas


B i 1 1 e d
$  e B s $ e o s $ 9 3 4 $ 9 3 4 None


Monthly
Average


Gas
B i 1 l e d


$ 4 1 $ 3 8 $ 3 e $ : g None


Signi f icance refers  to  the s tat is t ica l  s ign i f icance of
d i f ferences between the controL group and any 'of  the
three service groups. As seen in Table 2, the only
stat is t ica l ly  s ign i f icant  d i f ference found was bet .ween
the counseli-ng and the control groups for credit
h i s to r i es .
Credit HJ-story was computed using the pSCo payment
codes assigned each month to each customer based on the
payment performance. The higher the monthly code, the
more negative the rating. Each customersr monthly
codes were added and the averages compared, using
t - t e s t s .


t_0







not ices or  shut-of fs .  Looking at  the average scores for  the


counseling and the control groups, the difference was not


great ,  but  i t  was s tat is t ica l ly  s ign i f icant .  As s tated above,


one e l ig ib i l i ty  cr i ter ion was that  each c l - ient  have at  least  $180


in arrearages. The average arrearag'e in each group was much


larger than $180, ranging between #471 for the control group and


$535 for  the weather izat ion group.  By the t ime the sampl ing


process had been completed,  about  r3eo (1-55)  of  the to ta l  pro ject


part icipants had reduced their arrearage balances to less than


$L80.  These customers were not  e l - iminated f rom the pro ject


because their arrears were $180 or greater when the sampling


process began. The remaining customers had arrearages that


ranged  be tween  $1 -80  and  $4 ,s '70 .


Information showing customer LEAP assistance for the prior


heat ing season a lso was co l lected for  the pro ject  par t ic ipants.


This information was l imited, because a relatively large number


of sampled project customers were not found in the LEAP


information. Approximately 40? of the CAIUP part icipants were not


identif iable in the IJEAP information. Customer mobil i ty during


the warmer months resulted in new pSCo account numbers,


explaining the inabil i ty to locate customers in both the pSCo and


LEAP data bases. Under the Customer Information System in place


during CAI{P, new numbers were assigned to customers each time


their addresses changed. Also, the LEAP approved applicant


identif ied in the LEAP fi les frequently was not the person psco
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held responsib le for  the energy b i1 ls ,  e l iminat ing the


possibi l i ty of visual l inking of I-. ,EAP and PSCo records. The


available r,EAP information wil l  be shown, because there were no


apparent systematic reasons why customers were not found in the


LEAP f i l -es.  Fur ther ,  i t  appeared that  the same factors


accounting for the missing information were at work in each


sample.


Table 3


IIEAP Household Infomation Averages
For CAIIIP Participants


1)  Signi f icance refers  . to  the s t ,a t is t ica l  s ign i f icance of
differences between the control group and any of the
three service groups.


No differences were found between the service groups and the


control group for the size of the households, monthly income


(def ined as to ta l  cash received f rom al l  sources before taxes)  or


averag:e poverty Ievel (defined as the Department of Agriculture's


economy food plan for various family sizes mult ipl ied by three)


1,2


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zat ion


Counsel-
ing


Control
Group


sigmif  i -
cance'


Number 21,2 1 9 0 1 8 5 1,25


Family
Members


3 . 5 3 . 5 3 . 6 3 . 4 None


Poverty
Level


5 8 ? 6 t z 5 B ? 632 None


Monthly
Income


$ s e  0 $5r_0 $ s 7 0 $51_5 None







(Tabl -e 3) .  A l though the in format ion is  not  shown here,  no


differences were found for race, LEAP part icipation in the


previous year, or for the type of social service program


assis tance the pro ject  par t ic ipants received.


In summary, the avaiLable information indicates that the sampling


process was successful in creating four comparable groups to test


CAI"IP' s arrearage forgiveness f actor. As indicated before, only


one difference between the counseling and the controL group for


credi t  h is tory  was stat is t ica l ly  meaningfu l .


Custoner Mobility


Previous energy assistance program evaluations have reported high


mobil i ty within Iow-income populations. Customer mobil i ty in


CAMP was an important factor as weII. The mobil i ty issue is


being addressed if  only because the weatherization component, by


definit ion, needed customers to remain in their weatherized


homes. Irow-income customers move more often for a number of


reasons,  such as an inabi l i ty  to  pay ut i l i ty  b i1 ls  ( forced


mobi l i ty )  or  the need for  more af fordable sheI ter3.


CAMP customers were fair ly mobile. Less than l-0? did not move at


l eas t  once  (Tab le  4 ) .  The  ma jo r i t y  (57 .3? )  moved  once .  The


3 )  r b i d . ,  p .  G .
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Number
of Movee


Arrearage weatheri-
zat ion


Counsel-
ing


Control TotaI


None 2 0
(  s . 8 ? )


l -8
(  s . 8 ? )


2 4
(  7  . s z )


2 5
( r 2 . 8 2 )


8 7
(  7  . 4 + )


One 208
( s 9 .  B ? )


t 7 L
( 5 5 . 2 2 )


L75
( s s . 0 ? )


l_ l_8
( 6 0 . 2 2 )


6 7 2
( s 7  . 3 2 )


Two 9 4
Q 7  .  a + )


9 8
( 3 r _ . 6 ? )


L02
B 2 . a Z )


4 5
( 2 3  . 0 2 )


3 3 9
Qe .  ez )


Three or
More


2 5
(  7  . s z )


2 3
(  7 . 4 2 )


L 7
(  s . 3 ? )


8
(  4 . r z )


7 4
(  5 . 3 ? )


TotaL 3 4 8 3r_0 3 1_8 L 9 5 t r 1 2


Table 4


CAMP Customer Mobility During The 24 Month Project Period


range in the number of moves was between one and f ive t imes. Of


the customers who did not move, control and counseling group


customers were more l ikeIy to remain in the same home.


Weatherization group customers were least 1ike1y to remain j-n the


same home.


The small- number of weatherized homes and the potential of


systemat ic  b iases between customers in  weather ized and non-


weatherized homes in the weatherization sample el iminated any


possib i l i ty  for  s tat is t ica l  (parametr ic)  analyses of


weatherization as a f actor in CAI"IP. Very high mobil i ty among


customers who init ial ly l ived in weatherized homes el iminated the


presentat ion of  even descr ip t ive in format ion for  weather ized


customers.  A11 but  one of  the l -04 customers l iv ing in


weatherized homes moved. The mobil i ty among customers in the
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weather izat ion sample whose homes were weather ized (992)  was


somewhat higher than was found for the customers in non-


weather ized homes (9] - .72)  .


CAMP Project Participant Delinquent Account Performances


The f irst objective for this evaLuation was to determine the


impact of arrearage management, weatherization, and credit


counseling on energy bi l l  payments, especial ly when compared with


customers in the control group. After having signed a contract


to become service group part icipants, equal monthly bi l l ing plans


were established for each customer, based on their average


monthly energy bi l ls for the previous year. Customers in al l


groups were considered successfuL as long as they paid their


monthly biI ls. Service group customers who fai led to pay their


bi l1s were turned over to coLLections and worked through the


normal delinquent account process. When the delinquency notice


was sent ,  the account  was def ined as having fa i led.


The f i rs t  phase of  the co l lect ion process is  the generat ion of  a


shut-of f  not ice which is  mai led to  the customer,  ind icat ing a


del inquent  account .  Publ ic  Ut i l i t ies Commiss ion ru les def ine the


number and t lpes of  act ions,  such as ca l ls  and f ie ld  v is i ts ,  the


company must apply to aLlow the customers the opportunity to pay


the outstanding bi l l  amounts. The most severe company response


to non-payment  is  d isconnect ion of  serv ices.  Af ter  the f i rs t


shut-off notice was sent, CAIvIP continued to col lect payment,
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energy consumpt ion,  shut-of f  de l inquency not ice,  shut-of f  and


other  in format ion for  the customer unt i l  the pro ject ts


terminat ion.


Table 5 summarizes the success and fai lure performances of the


customers in each group. It  is immediately evident that the


control group did not do as well as the three service groups.


After 24 months about 942 of the control group received at least


one not ice.  Serv ice group customers were approx imate ly  3.5 t imes


as successful as control group customers in paying their monthly


b i I1s regular ly ,  aLbei t  on ly  about  25? d id not  fa iL  in  each


service group. The differences between the control group and


e a c h s e r v i c e g r o u p w e r e s t a t i s t i c a 1 1 y s i g n i f i c a n t ( p <


which is  to  sdy,  the d i f ferences were not  l ike1y to  be due to


TabLe 5


Total Shut-off DeJ.inquency Notices (Failureg)
Over The 24 Month Period By Sarrple


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zation


CounEel-
ing


Control
Group


TotaL


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 1_0 3 l_B L 9 5 r1-72


No
Shu t -o f f
Not i -ces


9 3
( 2 6 . 7 > " )


7 2
( 2 3 . 2 2 )


7 5
( 2 3  . 6 2 )


L Z


( 5 . 1 ? )
2 5 2


( 2 L . 5 % )


At Least
One


Shut  -o f f
Not ice


255
( 7 3 . 3 ? )


238
( 7 6 . 8 2 )


243
( 7 6 . 4 % )


1-84
( 9 3 .  e ? )


920
( 7 8 . s 2 )
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chance. Consequently, i t  can be said thac arrearage forgiveness


had some success in helping customers avoid account


del inquencies,  d t  Least  over  a 24 month per iod.


Figure 1 shows the cumulative percentage of shut-off notices


generated each month by group. The three service groups have


very s imi lar  shut-of f  not , ice d is t r ibut ions over  the 24 month


period. This point also is shown in TabLe 5. More control group


members received delinquency notices sooner than did the services


group customers. To show this fact more c1ear1y, the cumulative


percentage distr ibutions for the eontrol group and combined


service group customers are presented in Figure 2. rn this


Figure,  the magni tude of  the d i f ferences c lear ly  can be seen.


The controL group has a faster and higher rate of increase in


delinquent accounts over t ime than do the combined service


groups. CAIvlPrs success is seen in the dif f  erence between the two


curves in Figure 2. At no t ime in the 24 month period does the


service group catch up with the control group. During each


month, a higher proport ion of service group customers continued


to pay their bi l ls without company resources being used in an


attempt to col lect delinquent accounts. rn summary, the cA}lp


project had some posit ive effect on servj-ce group customers'


payment behaviors and on delaying account delinguency. Because


information beyond ,24 months is not available, i t  is not known


whether the service group customers wil l  catch up to the control


group in the proport ion of fai lures to pay bi1Is on t ime. The
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Table 6


Monthly Shut-off Delinquency Notices (Failures)
By Month By Group


Month


0 e / e 2
1 A / e 2
1,L /  e2
1-2 / e2
01,/ e3
0 2 / e 3
0 3 / e 3
0 4 / e 3
0 5 / e 3
0 5 . 9 3
0 7 / e 3
0 8 / e 3
o e / e 3
r o /e3
1 t  / q z


1,2 /  e3
o t /  e 4
0 2 / e 4
0 3 / e 4
0 4 / 9 4
o s / e 4
0 6 / e 4
o 7 / 9 4
o B / e 4


Arrear-
a!te


Weatheri-
zation


CounseL-
ing


Control
Group


TotaL


(  0 . 2 )
\ 2 r . 5  )
( 1 0 .  e )
( t _ 2 . 3 )


n
4 4
2 5
3 B
3 2
2 8
J - b


4
z


4
8
L
5
8
l_
7
7
7
7
4
3
1
l-
l-


(  0 . 0 )
( L 2  . 6 )
(  7 . 2 )
( 1 0 . 9 )


e . 2 )
8 . 0 )
4  . 6 )
1 . 1 )
0 . 6 )
1  1 \


z . J )


0 . 3 )
t - . 4 )
z . J l


0 . 3 )
2  . 0 )
z . v )
2  . 0 )
2  . 0 )
L . 1 )
0 .  e )


(  0 . 3 )
(  0 . 3 )
(  0 . 3 )


(  0 . 3 )
( 1 3 .  e )
( 1 - 0 . 3 )
( L 2  .  e )


e . 0 )
7  . t )
4 . s )
0 . 5 )
1 . 0 )
l - . e )
1 . 3 )
0 . 5 )
0 . 3 )
2 . 3 )
1 _ .  e )
1 . e )
0 . 5 )
2 . 5 )


0 . 3 )
1 _ . 3 )


(  0 . 3 )
(  1 . 6 )
(  0 . 3 )
(  0 . 0 )


(  0 . 0 )
( 1 , 6 . 7 )
( 1 3 . s )
( 1 3 . s )


6  . 6 )
5 . 3 )
3 . s )
l _ . 6 )
0 . 6 )
0 .  e )
L . 3 )
1 - . 3 )
0 .  e )
0 . 5 )
l _ . 6 )
t _ . 3 )
l _ . 3 )


(  0 . e )
(  0 . 6 )
(  0 . 0 )


0 . 5 )
0 .  e )
0 .  e )
0 . e )


(  0 . 5 )
( s 5 . 1 )
( l _ 4 . 3 )
( 1 1 . 7 )


4  . 5 )
2  . 6 )
l _ . s )
0 .  s )
0 . 0 )
0 . 0 )
n  q \


0 . 0 )
0 .  o )
0 . 0 )
0 . 0 )
0 .  s )
0 . s )
0 . 0 )
n  q )


0 . 0 )
n  n \


0 . 0 )
0 . 0 )
n  n ' l


z


250
]-28
: l . 4 4


9 0
7 5
4 4
L 2


7
L 3
L 7


7


L 7
t 2
1 8
t4
1,7
l_1


8


9
5
4


7 . 7 )
6  . 4 )
3 . 8 )
t - . 0 )
0 . 5 )
1 . 1 )
1  q ' l


0 . 6 )
0 . 8 )
1 _ . s )
1 . 0 )
l - . s )
L . Z l


l _ . s )
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posi t ive ( increasing)  s lope of  the serv ice group curve,  seen in


Figure 2,  impl ies that  th is  wi l l  occur ,  however .


contror Group Monthly DeJ.inqueney Notice Rates As E:rpectancy
Rates


The control- group's monthly shut-off del inquency


be used as a basel ine for  assess ing the serv ice


rate of  fa i lure.  The basel ine prov ides a set  o f


not ice rates can


group customersl


expected fa i lure


rates over t ime. Information in Table 7 shows the cumulative
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shut-of f  de l inquency not ice d is t r ibut ions over  t ime for  the


combined service groups and for the control group. rt also shows


the d i f ferences between the two d is t r ibut ions.


A number of observations can be made from the information in


Tab le  7 .  F i r s t ,  t he  l a rge  ma jo r i t y  o f  f a i l - u res  (90? )  i n  t he


control group occurred in the f irst six months of the project


with only about half of the service group fai lures occurrj-ng


during this t ime period. Second, i t  took the service groups


seven months to reach the same cumulative percentage of


delinquency notices shown by the control group after two months.


Third, i t  took the service groups 18 months to reach the same


percentage of fai lures shown by the control- group in three


months. Fourth, the service groups never reached the percentagre


of fai lures shown for the control groups aft.er 24 months. Fifth,


i t  was not  unt i l  a f ter  the th i rd  month of  the pro ject  that  the


service groups began to close the gap between the two groupst


rates of  de l inquency not ices.


Al -most  90? of  the contro l  group received at  least  one shut-of f


not ice by the s ix th pro ject  month.  Based on th is  j -n format ion,


the value of the arrearage forgiveness program appears to be in


delaying the delinquency for those receiving the forgiveness


incentive. The downside of the service group performance is


that., by the sixth month, half the service group customers had


not  pa id the i r  b i l Is ,  and two- th i rds had fa i led by the end of  t .he
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TabLe 7


Cunulative Shut-off Delinquency Notices (Failures)
By Month For Service And Control Groups


Month Service Groupe ControL Group Di f fe rences


o e / e 2 0 . 1 n q 0 . 4


r o / 9 2 1 4  . 4 5 6  . 6 4 2 . 2


t t /  e 2 2 4  . 6 7 0 . 9 4 6 . 3


L 2 / e 2 3 7 . 0 8 2  . 6 4 5  . 6


o L /  e 3 4 5 . 3 8 7  . 2 4 r  . 9


0 2 / e 3 5 2  . 5 8 9 . 8 3 7  . 3


0 3 / e 3 5 6 . 7 >  L . 5 3 4  . 6


0 4 / g z 5 7  . 8 9 1 . 8 3 4 . 0


0 s / e 3 5 8  . 5 9 1 _ .  B 3 3  . 3


0 6 / e 3 5 9 . 8 9 1 . 8 3 2  . 0


0 7 / e 3 6 j - . 4 9 2 . 3 3 0 . 9


0 8 / e 3 o z .  L 9 2 . 3 3 0 . 2


o e / e 3 6 ? O 9 2 . 3 2 9 . 3


L o / e 3 6 4  . 7 9 2 . 3 2 7  . 6


r t /  e 3 6 5  . 9 9 2 . 3 2 6  . 4


1 2 / e 3 6 7  . 6 9 2  . 8 2 5 . 2


01,/ 94 5 8 . 9 9 3  . 3 2 4  . 4


0 2 / e 4 7 0  . 6 9 3  . 3 z z .  I


0 3 / e 4 7 1 ,  . 6 9 3  . 8 z z . z


0 4 / e 4 7 2 . 4 9 3  . 8 2 r  . 4


o s / e 4 7 3  . 0 9 3  . 8 2 0  . 8


0 6 / g + 7 3  . 9 9 3  . 8 1 9  . 9


o 7 / e 4 7 4 . 4 9 3 . 8 1 9  . 4


o 8 / 9 4 7 4 . 8 9 3 . 8 l _ 9 . 0


z z







f i rs t  year .  Thus,  whi le  the serv ice groups show re lat ive success


compared to the control group, the majority had fai led by the end


of  the f i rs t  year .


CAII{P Part icipant Shut-Off Delinquenciee


A second measure of customer payment performance is provi-ded by


the number of  shut-of fs  repor ted for  the CAMP pro ject  customers.


The percentage of  shut-of f  de l inquencies for  the three serv ice


groups ranged between 22.1,2 and 26.12 as is  shown in  Table g.


Table 8


CAI{P Project Customer Shut-Off Performance
By Group


on average, the service group customers showed a 242 rate while


the contro l  group 's  rate was 27.62.  The d i f ference was not


s tat is t ica l ly  s ign i f icant ,  however .  r t  is  ev j -dent  f rom th is


information that the CAI"IP project had l i t t le effect on the


combined serv ice group customers '  l ike l ihood of  be ing shut-of f ,


despi - te  the fact  that  the pro ject  d id  have a posi t ive ef fect  on


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zation


Counsel-
ing


Control
Group


Total


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 1 0 3 1 8 1 , 9 6 1 , 1 7 2


No
Shut-
o f f s


271,
( 7 7 . e 2 )


241-
( 7 7 . 7 r " )


235
( 7 3  .  e % )


]-42
( 7 2 . 4 2 )


8 8 9
( 7 5  .  e Z )


Customer
Shu t -o f f


7 7
( 2 2 . 1 " 2 )


6 9
( 2 2 . 3 2 )


8 3
( 2 6 . ] - 4 )


5 4
( 2 7  . 5 e " )


283
( 2 4 . L 2 )
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the i r  shut-of f  not ice rate.  By compar ison to  the genera l  pSCo


annua l  res iden t i a l  shu t -o f f  ra te ,  be tween  2 .4% and  3 .0?  o f  a l l


shu t -o f f  no t i ces  resu l t  i n  a  shu t -o f fa .  The  shu t -o f f  ra te  fo r


the CAMP project customers is approximately nine t imes hlgher.


This is not surprisi-ng because the project focused on customers


who had arrearages of at least $l-Bo, who were low income and who


were more l ikely to have diff iculty paying energy bi l ls


cons i s ten t l y .


CAIIP Part icipant Account Performances Prior To The First Shut-off
Not ice


Payment and consumption billing for each glroup are shown in Table


9,  for  the per iod between the pro ject  s tar t  up and the receipt  o f


a shut-of f  not ice or  the end of  the pro ject ,  whichever  came


f i rs t .  The 24 month per iod in format ion wi l l  be shown la ter .  In


tota1,  a l l  customers made $9L8,1-67-  in  payments,  e i ther


personally, through I-,EAP assistance or through some other


ass is tance agency,  dur ing th is  per iod.  Serv ice group


customers accounted for  $84L,721 or  91- .7*  of  the to ta l  payments


made prior to the f irst shut-off notice. Arrearage group


customers paid the largest amounts, but this is to be expected,


because there were more customers in the group. Averagb payment


amounts, shown in Table 10, wilL al low for comparisons among


groups.  B i l l ings for  e lect r ica l  and gas consumpt ion to ta led


f tCost  o f  Credi t  and Col lect ions for  L992n,  publ ic  Serv ice
Company of  Colorado,  Denver ,  Co. ,  March,  l_993;  r tThe
ColLections Activity Review't, publ- ic Service Companv of
Colorado, Denver , Co. , 1992, 1-993, auguJt i .-9g4.


d l
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Table 9


Participant Payurent and uee Performance Prior To The First
Shut-off Notice For CAtdP Participante


$ 1 , 0 8 L , 8 7 2 .  O f  t h i s  a m o u n t ,  $ 5 0 5 , 8 1 5  ( 5 5 . 0 ? )  w a s  f o r  e l _ e c t r i c a l


u s e ,  a n d  $ 4 7 6 , 0 5 5  ( 4 4 . A e " )  w a s  f o r  g a s  u s e .  T h e  e l e c t r i c a l


consumption bi l l ings reported for each service group ranged


be tween  54 .92  and  55 .6 r "  o f  t he  to ta l  ene rgy  b i I I s .  The i r


e lect r ica l  b i l l ings propor t ional ly  were lower than that  repor ted


for  the contro l  group which compr ised 50.8? of  the to ta l  contro l


consumpt ion b i l l ings pr ior  to  the f i rs t .  shut-of f  not ice.  The


difference in the average payment amounts and the uti l i ty


bi l l ings seen in Table i-0 for service group customers is due to


the averag:e bi l l ing process which resulted in lower payments


during the winter months when most of the delinguent accounts


occurred.


While the information shown in Tab1e 9 is informative, i t  cannot


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zation


Counsel-
ing


Control
Group


TotaI


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 31- 0 3 r_8 L 9 6 1,r72


Tota l
Payments


$ 3 3 9 , 4 r 7 $ 2 5 1 , 5 6 2 $ 2 5 0 , 7 4 2 $ 7 6 , 4 4 0 $ 9 1 8  ,  L 6 1 -


Tota l
E lec t r i c
B iL l i nq


$ 2 2 2 , 9 6 2 $ l _ 6 9  , 7  0 4 $ 1 5 5 , 9 9 I $ 4 7 , l - 5 9 $ 5 0 5 ,  8 1 5


TotaI
Gas


B i l l i ng
$ 1 8 2 ,  8 L 1 $ 1 , 2 9  , 9 5 8 $ 1 3 2 ,  8 5 6 $ 3 0 , 4 2 1 $ 4 7 6 , 0 5 5
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Table 10


Average Total Part icipant Performance Prior To The First
Shut-off Notice For CAITIP Part icipantE


1)  S ign i f i cance  re fe rs  to  the  s ta t i s t i ca l  s i gn i f i cance  o f
differences between the control group and any of the
three serv ice qroups.


be used for comparative purposes due to the differences in sample


s izes.  Consequent ly ,  averages were ca l -cu l -ated for  payments,


energy consumption bi11ing, and energ:y consumption. These


averages are shown in Tabl-e L0. These per customer averages are


heavily inf luenced by the success and fai lure of the four groups


as measured by the percentage of shut-off notices and the months


in which the delinquencies occurred. The control group cusc,omers


2 6


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zat ion


CounEel-
ing


Control
Group


S ign i f i -
cancet


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 1 0 3 1 8 1 9 6


Average
Tota l


Pa\rments
$ e 7 s $8r -2 $ 7 8  9 $ 3  e o A11


( P < . 0 1 )


Average
Total-


E lec t r i c
B i l l e d


$54 r_ $547 f is22 $241, A11
( P < . 0 1 )


Average
Tota l


E lec t r i c
Use


8  , 4 4 8 7  , 1 , 5 5 5  , 8 2 3 3 ,  l _ 4 0 A11
( P < . 0 1 )


Average
Tota l


Gas
B i l 1 e d


$ s 2 s $41_ 9 $41-  8 $ 1 s s A11
( P < . 0 1 )


Average
Tota l


Gas Use
r , 3 4 5 1 , , 0 4 6 1 , 0 4 1 3 4 8 A11


( P < . 0 1 - )







became delinquent with their bi l l  payment sooner than the service


group customers. This is to say, the period over which pa)rment


and energy usage was collected for the control group was shorter


than for the service group customers, explaining the marked


difference in the palrment averages and the energy usages.


One performance measure of importance, from an evaluation


standpoint, is the average payment made by each customer in each


group. The three service groups paid much more on average, prior


to  a f i rs t  shut-of f  not ice being sent ,  than d id the customers in


the control group. The three service groups ranged in average


payment between $8L2 and $975 compared to $390 shown for the


contro l  group.  The d i f ferences were s tat is t ica l ly  s ign i f icant


(p < .01)  .  The serv ice group and contro l  group d i f ferences


would be larger  i f  the wr i te-of fs  were factored in  for  the


service groups. The fact that the control group customers became


delinquent with their bi l l  payment sooner than the service group


customers explains the marked difference in the payment averages.


This f inding indicates the success of arrearage forg' iveness in


delay ing shut-of f  not ices whi le  avoid ing co l lect ion costs


associated wi th  del inquent  accounts.  As ind icated prev ious ly ,


the service groups did have a lower fai lure rate than the control


group dur ing the pro ject 's  24 month h is tory .


Unpaid Balancee At 12 and 24 Monthg


An indication of the payment behavior of the service group and
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control group customers is provided by the average arrearages at


the beginning of the project compared to the arrearages at the


end of 12 months and 24 months. The average beginning


arrearages, shown in Table 1-t, ref lect the unpaid balances


reported in the f irst project month, not the arrearages when the


customers were sampled in to the pro ject .  The f i rs t  and second


year averages were computed using the payment, write-off and


energy bi l l ing information reported monthly for each customer.


Speci f ica l ly ,  the 12 and 24 month averages were ca lcu lated by


adding customerst monthly energy bi l l ing information to their


beginning arrearagle amounts and subtracting the monthly payment


and write-off amounts for the control group and for the combined


servj-ce groups. The magnitude of the control group decrease is


understandable given that they were reguired to pay larger


proport ions of their unpaid balances than the service group


customers who had one twenty-fourth of their arrearages forgiven


i f  t he i r  b i I I s  were  pa id  on  t ime .


The important difference is seen at the end of the second year.


Here, the arrearage averag:e for the control group showed no


further decrease over the f irst year. The service group


customers, however, continued to decrease their unpaid balances.


A decrease of  5 .52 in  the average arrearage was seen between the


first and second year for the service group. This is due to the


accumulation of arrearag'e forgiveness over t ime for those


customers remain ing e l ig ib le  for  the wr i te-of fs  in  the serv ice
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Table 11


Beginning, one year And Tvo year Arrearagre AveragreE


Per iod Service Group 99qtro1 Group Sign i f i canee


Average
Beginning


Arrears
$ s s 2 S4s l - P < . 0 5


Average Total
Fi-rst Year


E l e c t r i c  B i l l
ss50 $s :  z None


Average Total
F i - rs t  Year


Gas  B i l l
$ 4 7 4 $ 4 4  0 None


Average Total
F i rs t  Year


Payments
$ e 0 8 $ 1 0  1 0 P < .  0 5


Average Total-
Fi-rst Year
Wr i te -o f f


$r -67 $ o L L f  A


Averag,e
Fi rs t  Year
Arrearaqes


$sr_t_ $41_8 P < .  0 5


Average Total
Second Year


E lec t r i - c  B i l l
s4s7 $ 4 s 0 None


Average Total
Second Year


Gas  B i l l
$ 3 8 0 fi377 None


Average Total
Second Year


Payments
$ 8 0 5 $ 8 2 B None


Average Total-
Second year


Wr i te -o f f
$ 5 4 $ o n /a


Average
Second Year
Arrearages


$ 4 7 8 $ 4  1 8 None
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groups. The difference between t,he arrearage averages for the


two groups of customers at 24 months was not statist ical ly


s ign i f icant .  By the twenty- four th month,  the serv ice group st i I l


had not matched the percentage decrease found in the control


group,  but  the two averages were not  s tat is t ica l ly  d i f ferent  a t


this point. The expected outcome was that the service group


arrearages would be signif icantly lower than the control group's


b y  t h e  p r o j e c t ' s  e n d .


The information in Table 1l- does not lend support to the notion


that customers gained directly in reducing unpaid balances from


the regular payment of bi1ls among the service group customers.


At  the end of  the f i rs t  year ,  a  s ign i f icant  d i f ference st i I l


existed between the service and control- customer average


arrearages which were high. The difference between the two


groups only decreased sl ightly after the f irst 1-2 months of the


pro ject .  This  was expected,  because arrearage forg iveness


accumulated at a lower rate for the service group than the


arrearage pay-off of control group customers on average monthly


b i l l i ng  p Ians .


The difference between the arrearages for the two groups found at


the end of the f irst year further decreased by the end of the


second year, but the service group sti l l  did not have a smaller


average arrearage than the'control group. In other words, the


control group generally matched the arrearage decrease shown by
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the serv ice cusLomers af ter  24 months of  the pro ject .  By the


24Lh month, the control group members should have had higher


average arrearage balances than the service group customers i f


arrearage forgiveness was to be credj-ted with having a posit j-ve


impact on payment behavj-ors of customers in this population.


Given Lhat one objective of the arrearage management program was


to help customers e l iminate the i r  unpaid account  ba lances,  the


s ize of  customer balances was determined (Tab1e L2)  to  see how


Table 12


Arrearages At 12 Months And 24 Months For Service
And Control Group Customers


Arrearage Arrearage
Range


Service Group Control Group


Arrearage
at  L2 Months


$ 0  t o  $ 2 0 5  . 5 2 ! 2  . 8 e "


$ 2 1  t o  $ 1 8 0 L 4  . 9 2 2 3  . 9 2


More Than $180 7 8 . 5 2 6 3 . 3 2


Arrearage
at, 24 Months


$ 0  t o  $ 2 0 L 5 . 7 2 1 7 . 9 2


# 2 r  r o  $ 1 8 0 t 5 . 7 2 1 9  . 9 2


More Than SL80 6 7 . 6 2 6 2 . 2 2


welL the program did in  terms of  th is  ob ject ive.  Because


arrearages vary from month to month, a decision was made to alIow


some lati tude in the arrearag'e amounts by defining customers with


arrearages of  up to  $20.00 as having achieved a t 'zero ba1ance" .


At the end of one year, a small percentage of the service


customers (6.5%) had zero arrearage balances,  as is  shown in


Table 12, but the control group had about twice that percentage
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(LT.BZ) .  By the end of  the second year ,  a  l i t t le  more than twice


the percentage of service customers had zero arrearage balances


as compared to the f irst year. The control group sti I l  showed a


sl ightly higher percentage than the service group at the end of


24 months, however. The control group had a higher percentage of


customers wi th  arrearages ranging between $21 and $180,  and i t


had a smal l -er  percentage wi th  arrearages above $180.


Two observations can be made from the informati-on in TabLe 12.


F i rs t ,  the serv ice customers d id not  do weLl  in  avai l ing


themsel-ves of the opportunity to el iminate their arrearages


through CAMP. Second, the control group did about as weLl as the


service group in this regard. In summary, i t  has been shown that


the large major i ty  (84.3?)  of  the serv ice group customers d id not


meet  the object ive of  e l - iminat ing the i r  unpaid balances wi th


PSCo. In fact, the control group had a higher proport ion of


customers with zero bal-ances than the service group.


A number of factors account for why the arrearages remained high.


One is the mobil i ty already shown among CAI{P customers. Each


tlme service was disconnected and reconnected after movbs,


deposit and service charges were assessed to the accounts. In


addit ion, some customers were alLowed to apply appliance repair


costs  to  the i r  accounts.  Given that  th is  populat ion had


di f f icu l ty  meet ing the i r  energy consumpt ion b i I ls ,  the addi t ional


serv ice,  appl iance and deposi t  costs  fur ther  added to the i r
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unpaid balances.  PSCo has changed i ts  po l icy  on appl iance repai r


pa)rments by reviewing credit rat ings before al lowing such costs


to be added to accounts.


CAI{P Participant'E Performanee During The l\renty-Four Month
Proj  ect


Based on the shut-of f  de l inquency not ice in format ion a l ready


presented. ,  there is  some suppor t  for  the ef fect iveness of


arrearage forgiveness in assist ing customers with arrearages to


pay their monthl-y energy bi l ls. As shown in Table 13, customer


payments t .o ta l led $2,032,705.  This  is  considerably  h igher  than


Table 13


Total Participant Perfornance During The
24 Month Project Period For CAIr{P Part ieipantE


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zation


Counsel-
ing


Control
Group


TotaL


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 1 0 3r_B 1,9 6 L 1 - 7 2


Tota l
Payments


$ 5 1 _ 3 , r 8 2 $ 5 2 0 , l _ 0 5 $ 5 3 9 , 2 6 5 $ 3  5 0  ,  l _ 5 1 F 2  ,  O 3 2  , 7  0 5


Tota l
Wr i te -


o f f
$ 7 9 , 7 ' 7 7 # 7 3  , 4 9 2 $ 7 2 , t 2 0 $ o , $ 2 2 5 , 3 8 9


Tota l
E lec t r i c
B i l l i nq


$ 3 6 4 , 9 6 2 $ 3 1 _ 7 ,  1 1 1 $ 3 1 0 ,  5 9 3 $ 1 9 3 , 5 0 3 $ 1 ,  l - 8 6 ,  l - 5 9


Tota l
Gas


B i l l i ng
$ 3 1 7 , 3 5 4 $ 2 5 1 - , r 4 0 $ 2 5 5 ,  0 0 9 $ t - 5 0 , 2 2 7 $ 9 9 3 , ' 7 3 0
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the $918,LGL repor ted for  a l l  the pro ject  par t ic ipants dur ing the


per iod pr ior  to  the f i rs t  shut-of f  not ice being sent .  The


$918 ,L6 : -  cons t i t u ted  45 .2% o f  t he  to ta l  paymen ts  rece i ved  by  the


company. The comparisons between the percentages of payment


amounts made prior to the f irst del inquency notice and the t,otal


24 month pro ject  per iod revealed d i f ferences i r i  the three serv ice


groups.  For  example,  55.42 of  the arrearagie only  groupts to ta l


payments to PSCo were made during the period prior to the f irst


de l inquency not ice compared to  48.4eo and 45.5t  o f  the


weather izat ion and counsel ing groups,  respect ive ly .  The h igher


proport ion of payments by the arrearage only group was due to the


slightly lower number of these customers receiving shut-off


notices and to a higher number remaining in good standing for a


s l ight ly  longer  per iod.


The control- group's average payments were lower than the combined


payment and write-offs made by the three service groups (Tab1e


L4) .  The combined average payments and wr i te-of fs  for  the


arrearage only ,  weather izat ion.  and counsel ing groups were $L,99L,


$ l - ,915 and $1,923,  respect ive ly .  None of  these combined averages


was stat is t ica l ly  d i f ferent  f rom the contro l -  group ($1,838)  .  The


payment and write-off averag:es were combined because the control


group was required to pay for both energy used each month and for


a port ion of the unpaid baLances in their arrearages. Looking


only at the paynents made by each group and excluding the
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Table 14


Average Participant Performanee During The 24 Month project
Period For CAIvtP Participants


company 's  wr i te-of f ,  the serv ice group customers made average


paymen ts  o f  be tween  $ t ,678  and  $ i - , 762 .


rn general, the service groups consumed more energy, as.measured


by the i r  gas and e lect r ic  b i l I ings,  than the contro l  group.  The


gas b i l l ing for  the arrearag:e group was stat j -s t ica l ly  d i f ferent


from the control group. Only the average electr ical bi l l ing for


the counseling group and the average gas bi l l ing for the


weatherization group were lower than the corresponding control


group averages.
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Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zat ion


Counsel-
ing


Control-
Group


Signi f i -
cance


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 3 1-0 3 1 8 ]-96 I t 7 2


Average
Tota l


Payments
f i r  , 7  6 2 $ L , 6 7 8 $ 1 ,  5 9 5 $ t - , 8 3 8 None


Average
To ta I


Wr i te -
o f f


$ 2 2 9 $ 2 3 7 f i227 $ o n /a


Average
Tota l


E lec t r i c
e i l L inq


$ 1 ,  0 4 9 $ L , 0 2 3 # e 7 7 $ e B 7 None


Average
Tota l


u a D


e i l l i nq


$e l -2 $  8 1 0 $ 8 3 3 $81_8 t ' 4
( P < . 0 s )







The payment ,  wr i te-of f ,  e lect r ica l  b i l l ing and gas b i l l ing


averages show only one statist ical- dif ference between the


arrearage only group and the control group for average total gas


bi l l ing (Table 1,4) .  The stat is t ica l  d i f ferences seen between the


service groups and the control group for payments to the company


at  the t ime of  the f i rs t  shut-of f  not ice (Tab1e l -O)  d isappeared


by the end of the project. I t  appears that the advantage in


averag'e payments of the service groups over the control group


existed only before the f irst del inquency. Customers in the


serv ice groups,  o f r  average,  d id  no bet ter  in  pay ing the i r  b i l1s


than control group customers at the end of two years. Control


group customers were no less l ikeIy  to  pay the i r  b i l ls  than the


serv ice group.  From a cost  s tandpoint ,  the wr i te-of fs  ga ined the


company no additional revenu'e from the service group customers by


the end of  the pro ject .


Looking at energy consumption over the 24 month period, the


arrearage group paid about 90r" of their usage compared to 9L.5?


and 93. '72 for  the weather izat ion and counsel ing groups.  These


percentages were beLow the contro l  group 's  which paid 100? of


the i r  energy consumpt ion on average.  I t  must  be noted, 'however ,


that the control group was bi l led to pay a higher port ion of i ts


arrearage balance and its energy consumption. This is to sdy, by


covering only i ts uti l j - ty servj-ce costs, the control group fai led


to pay its entire obligation to PSCo by not covering the unpaid


balances por t ion in  i ts  b i1 Is .  The d i f ferences between the
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payment averages and the energy consumption amounts for the


service group customers resulted in addit ional arrearages after


they had received the i r  f i rs t  shut-of f  not ices and are a funct ion


of customers in the service group having become delinquent.


Tvrenty-Four Month Delinquent Account Performance Evaluation


The total number of shut-off notices and shut,-offs experienced by


each group over the two year project period provides a different


assessment  of  CAIyIP 'g impact  on the pro ject  customers.  fE was


imp l i c i t  i n  t he  p ro jec t r s  l og i c  t ha t ,  i f  cus tomers  e l im ina ted


their arrearage obligations, they had a higher probabil i ty of


staying current on their monthly bi l l  payments. Customers


staying current in paying their arranged bi l l  amounts would be


less l ikeIy to become delinquent, rel- ieving the company of


co l lect ion costs .  The to ta l  number of  shut-of f  not ices for  each


sample group over the two year period, then, is a measure of the


pro ject rs  success in  achiev ing more regular  payment  pract ices.


I t  has been establ ished that ,  .o f  the 976 customers in  the three


serv ice groups,  240 (24.62)  had no shut-of f  de l inquency not ices,


compared  to  L2  (6 .1? )  f o r  t he  con t ro l  g roup .  I n  add i t i bn ,  98


(10?) customers in the service group had only one delinquency


not ice dur ing the two year  pro ject ,  compared to  3 (1.5?)  in  the


control group. The range in shut-off del inquent notices for the
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Tab1e 15


Average Number Of Shut-Off Delinquency Noticee (FaiLures)
For The Tventy-Four Month period


By Sample


remain ing customers was f rom two to L6.  As is  shown in  Table 15,


the average for the contror group was signif icantly higher than


that  for  each of  the three serv ice groups.  Consequent ly ,  i f


there are any cost savings to the company, i t  is in the form of


decreased col lect ion costs  for  the serv ice group customers.


Customers exper ienced mul t ip le  shut-of f  de l inquencies in  a


l imi ted number of  cases.  whi le  ' lG.5r"  o f  the combined serv ice


group customers and 72.6% of the control- group were never shut-


of f  de l inquent  dur ing the pro ject ,  !5 .7e"  ( t -53)  of  the serv ice


group customers had one shut-of f  compared to  15.3? (30)  of  the


contro l  customers.  Mul t ip le  shut-of fs  were repor ted for  7 .gz


(76)  of  the serv ice customers and 12.2t  (24)  for  the controL


customers. The average number of shut-offs for each group is


Arrear-
age


Weatheri-
zation


CounseL-
ing


Control
Group


sigmi f  i -
Cance


Sample
S i z e


3 4 8 5 l _  u 3 r_8 ] . 9 6


No
Shut  -of f
Not ices


9 3
( 2 5 . 7 2 )


7 2
( 2 3 . 2 2 )


7 5
( 2 3  . 6 2 )


1-2
( 5 . 1 ? ) n/a


Average
Number


o f
Shut  -o f f
Not ices


3 . 3 3 . 5 3 . 4 5 . 5 A11
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Table 15


Average cAIt[P Projeet cuEtomer shut-off perforurance
During The Trro year project period


By Group


shown in Table ]-6. None of the differences between the service


group shut-off averages and the control- grouprs was statist ical ly


s ign i f icant .  The shut-of f  not ice in format ion wi l l  be


incorporated into the cost analyses which folIow.


Arral.ysie of Succeesful and DeLinquent Account Customers


Despi te  the fact  that  on ly  240.  customers,  which represent  24.52


of the three service groups, did not receive shut-off notices,


there are sufficient numbers to determine who was more likely to


succeed in the program. To accomplish this, factors considered


to have some potential for explaining the success or fai lure were


analyzed. Four variabLes were loaded into a stepwise reg:ression


model to determine their rel-ative importance i-n explaining


customer delinquency notices. The regression model al lows


Arrear-
aste


Weatheri-
zation


Counsel-
ing


Control
Group


sigrnif i-
cance


Sample
S i z e


348 3 1 0 3 r-8 L96


No
Shut-
o f f s


2 7 1
( 7 7 . e 2 )


24L
( 7 7 . 7 2 )


235
( 7 3 . e 2 )


]-42
( 7 2  . 6 2 )


n/a


Average
Number


o f
Shut-
o f f s


. 3 L . 3 4 . 3 7 . 4 5 None
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multiple variabl-es to be added to the analysis in the process of


trying to determine what variables are related to the bad debt


behavior. The four variabl-es were beginning arrearages, poverty


Ieve1,  income and fami ly  s ize.  There is  some in teract ion between


pover ty ,  income,  and fami ly  s ize var iab les because they a l l


contr ibute to  the overa l l  economic descr ip t ion of  each household.


This interaction was seen in the correlation j-nformation produced


in the regression analyses. None of the four variables alone nor


in any combination provided much explanation for customer shut-


of f  behavior ,  however .  Based on the regress ion analyses,  the


concLusion must be drawn that factors other than the customersl


previous economic statuses accounted for the fai lure to pay


behaviors. other factors, such as current employment statuses


and poverty leve1s for which there were no avaiLable data in this


study, may have been more useful in accounting for the shut-off


n o t i c e s .


Looking at those customers who were successful, as defined by not


having any shut-of f  not ices,  a .  ser ies of  t - tests  were run to


determine if  they were different from those who were not


successfu l .  The four  factors use in  the regress ion anaiys is  were


used in  the d i f ference of  means tests  ( t - tests)  .  No d i f ferences


between successful and unsuccessful customers were found for


income, number of family members or poverty leve1. A statist ical


difference was found for beginning arrearage amounts. Successful


customers had a much lower average beginning arrearage average
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($474)  than the customers who had at  Least


($5OB) .  The  d i f f e rence  was  s ign i f i can t  a t


one


the


shu t -o f f  no t i ce


.  0 1  ] e v e I .


This f inding was contrary to an underlying assumption for the


CAIUP project. The assumption was that customers who owed PSCo


more money in unpaid balances at the beginning of the project


wouLd be more l ikely to remain in good standing because they had


more to  gain f rom arrearage forg iveness.  As s tated prev ious ly ,


there was no personal history or employment information available


for  any customer dur ing the pro ject  par t ic ipat ion per iod.


Consequent ly ,  i t  is  not  poss ib le  to  determine other  d i f ferences


between successful and unsuccessfuL customers which coul-d account


for  the d i f ference in  the beginning arrearages.


CAITIP Project Cost Analyeee


Determining the costs and benefits derived from the CAMP Project


necessi ta tes look ing at  these factors f rom two standpoints  -  the


customers '  and the company 's .  A l l  the serv ice group customers


had arrearages before being se lected in to the pro ject .  T imely


payment of monthly energy bi1ls should have resulted in decreases


in their outstanding arrearage bal-ances and avoidance df the


cal ls  and v is i ts  f rom company cc i lLect ions s taf f .  E l iminat ion of


their arrearagfe balances was expected to produce new starts with


the company. From the company's perspective, regular payments


meant revenue, potential ly smaller arrearage balances and


avoidance of  co l lect ions costs .  There is  a lso a potent ia l
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Tabl-e L7


MonthJ-y Revenue To PSCo Fron Service Group Cuetoners
Who Did Not Receive Shut-Off Notiees At Expected Rates


Month Dif ference Number Average
Palmrents


Monthly
Revenue


0 e / e 2 0 . 4 4 $ 8 8 $ 3  s 2


t o / e 2 4 2  . 4 41_4 $ 7 8 f i 3 2  , 2 9 2


L r /  e 2 4 6 . 3 453 $ 7 4 # 3 3  , 5 2 2


1 2 / 9 2 4 5  . 6 445 ( A A $ 2 9 , 3 7 0


o a /  e 3 4 t  . 9 4 0 9 $ 5 4 f i 2 6 , L 7 5


0 2 / e 3 3 7  . 3 3 6 4 $ 7 s s 2 7 , 3 o O
0 3 / e 3 3 4  . 6 3 3 8 $ 1 0  1 $34  ,  l _3  8


0 4 / e 3 3 4  . 0 5 5 2 $ 1 1 0 $ 3 5 ,  5 2 0


o s / e 3 3 3 . 3 32s $ 5 8 $22  ,  ] - 00


0 6 / e 3 3 2  . 0 3]-2 9 7 4 $ 2 3 , 0 8 8


0 7 / 9 3 3 0 . 9 5 V Z $ e g $ 2 0 ,  8 3 8


o 8 / e 3 3 0 . 2 295 $sz $ 1 5 ,  8 1 5


a e / e 3 2 9 . 3 2 8 6 $ 5 4 $ l - 8 , 3 0 4


1 0 / e 3 2 7  . 6 2 6 9 $ 6 7 $ 1 8 ,  0 2 3


r t /  e 3 2 6  . 4 2 5 7 $ s 9 A .  F


) J - f , ,  J _ O J


t 2 / g t 2 5 . 2 2 4 6 i L 2 , 5 4 6


o r /  e 4 2 4  . 4 238 $ e o $ 1 4 , 2 8 0


0 2 / e 4 2 2 . 7 2 2 2 $ o s $ t _ 5 ,  0 9 5


0 3 / e 4 2 2 . 2 2 r 7 $ 8 1 $ L 7 , 5 7 7


0 4 / e 4 2 L . 4 209 $ 8 e $ 1 - 8 ,  5 0 1


o s / e 4 2 0  . 8 203 $ 7 0 $ 1 4  , 2 ] - 0


0 5 / e 4 r _ 9 . 9 1,94 $ 7 0 $ 1 3 , 5 8 0


0 7 / e 4 L 9  . 4 1 9 8 $ 7 0 $ 1 3 , 8 5 0


0 B / e 4 1 9 .  0 1 8 5 # 6 2 sLt , 4'7 O


Tota l 6 , 7 1 7 $ 7 2 $ 4 8 5 , 2 2 1
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non-revenue benefit  to the company derived from a more posit ive


corporate image, ?s the company endeavors to work with customers


who, but for their arrearages, could maintain regular bi l l


payments.  This  factor  is  very d i f f icu l t  to  quant i fy ,  because i t


may be offset by potential ly negative evaluations of


s tockhol -ders.


Previously, the argument had been made that the monthly shut-off


notice rates shown by the control group can be used as expectancy


rates for the service groups. Table i_7 builds upon the


information shown in Table 7 by taking the differences between


the service group shut-off percentages and those of the controL


group by month and using them to show the number of service


customers who d id not  receive the *expectedt '  shut-of f  not ices.


The averagle monthly payments for al l- project customers were


determined and used to calculate the monthly revenue to the


company, unencumbered by shut-off del inquency costs. over the


course of  the pro ject ,  $485,22L was paid to  the company by


service group customers who did not become delinquent at the rate


they were expected to  as def ined by the contro l  group 's  rates.


It  is not implied that alL these doll-ars would have become unpaid


arrearagles, but they were paid without the need for psco to apply


any co l lect ion act iv i ty .


Cost Avoidance Analyeis


The analysis of the total payments made by service group and
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contro l  group c l ients  showed that ,  by the end of  the pro ject ,


there were no differences between the groups (Table L4). CAMP


service group customers did not demonstrate a payment advantage


or  the e l iminat ion of  ar rearages as expected by the pro ject rs


design. Analyses were presented showing that there were


differences in the average number of shut-off del inquency notices


between service and control group customers, however. One


benefit  to PSCo derived from the CAI'IP program resulted from cost


avoidances in  not  hav ing to  use the co l lect ion process to  co l lect


unpa id  b i l I s .


The cost  analyses which fo I low are based on four  dat ,a  sources:  1)


a study completed by the Public Service Company on coLl-ection


costs ;  2)  Publ ic  Serv ice Company Col lect ion Act iv i ty  nev iewsi


3)  on t ime studies of  co l l -ectors both in  the of f ice and in  the


field; and 4) the monthly CAMP information. These sources


provided standard data elements necessary for determining credit


and co l lect ions expensess.  The PSCo coLlect ions s tudy,  ent i t l -ed,


t 'Cost  o f  Credi t  and Col lect ions for  L992, t t  was completed in


March,  !9936.  The study took in to account  personnel  costs  for


of f ice,  f ie ld  and superv isory personnel ;  legaI  costs  of '


col lections, '  operations and maintenance costs,- carrying costs for


f, '  Colton, R. ' t ldentifying Savings Arising From Low-Income
Programsr ' ,  Nat ional  Consumer Law Center ,  Inc. ,  Boston,
M a s s .  ,  1 - 9 9 3  ,  P g .  2 .


6)  Publ ic  Serv ice Company,  Op.  Ci t .
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receivables;  losses f rom in terest  on deposi ts  he ld;  la te payment


charges; reconnect fees, '  and energy revenues. The study was


adjusted for  in f la t ion to  l -993,  us ing a 4t  in f ra t ion factor


developed by the company. The adjusted colrection costs were


ca l - cu l -a ted  to  be  $L5 ,385 ,499  fo r  1993 .  The  ad jus tmen t  was  made


for  one year  rather  than two,  because the major i ty  o f  shut-of f


not ice act iv i ty  occurred by the end of  1-993.


The Collections Activity Reports were used to determine the


number of notices maiLed to customers, the number of phone


attempts by company collectors to encourage payments (typica1Iy,


f i r s t - ca l1s ) ,  t he  number  o f  f i e l d  con tac ts  ( t yp i ca l l y ,  second


cal ls) ,  and the number of  shut-of fs  ( th i rd  ca l ls)  .  Three


separate repor ts  f rom 1,992,  !993 and l -994 were used to ca lcu late


monthly averagles for the company coll-ections activityT. Mu1tiple


repor ts  were used because of  the var iab i l i ty  in  the co l lect ions


activity seen from month to month. Twenty-seven months of


col lections activity were used to improve the chances that the


averages were representat ive of  the co l lectors '  actual  work loads.


The numbers shown in Table l-B for the 27 months of workload are


for al l  divisions in the company, not just for the Denver


metropoli tan region. Total company workload was used in order to


conform to the "Credi t  and Col lect ions Repor t "  which ref lected


1 ) Publ ic  Serv ice Company,  Op.  Ci t .
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PSCo's co l l -ect ions act iv i ty  f  or  a l - l  d iv is ions.  This  work load


informat ion wi l l  be used to develop rat j -os between the f i rs t ,


second and th i rd  ca l l -s  as par t  o f  the cost  avoidance est imates.


The number of project customers for whom second cal1s and re-


checks on disconnected services were made is unknown, but the


number of  customers shut-of f  was repor ted by the PSCo staf f .  The


ratios developed from the information in Table l-8 wil l  be used


to estimate the number of second cal1s and re-checks for the CAIUP


serv ice group customers.


Table 18


Collections Activity WorkLoad Totals And Average
For The Pub1ic Service Company


Workload
Tagks


Tventy Seven Month
Totals


Monthly Average


Not ices mai led 2 , 9 3 3 5 9 4 1 _ 0 8 ,  5 5 5


F i rs t  Ca l l s 3 8 9  , 5 7 9 1 4  , 4 2 9


Second Cal ls 2 6 8  , 2 4 3 o  q ? t r


Third Cal ls 7 7 , 9 5 3 2 , 8 8 7


Return Checks L l - , 9 5 8 443


Phone Ca11s 7 2 5  , 5 3 ' 7 2 6  , 8 7 2


Time studies of  co l lectors t


determine how much t ime was


as phoning customers (phone


reviewing customer records


act iv i t ies were conducted to


required by the various tasks, such


power) ,  rev iewing customer pr in touts ,


on the Customer Information System
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( tube t ime) ,  contact ing customers in  the f ie1d,  removing meters,


or  re-checking d isconnected serv ices.  Each task was t imed and


recorded with annotations indicating the type of task and t.he


outcome.  For  example,  i f  the co l lector  made phone cal ls  to


customers, the t ime taken on the call  was noted as were comments


about whether the collector did or did not speak to someone. The


time taken to enter comments onto customer computer records al-so


was noted.  Three d i f ferent  sess ions wi th  co l lectors  were


necessary to col lect suff icient numbers of observations on which


to base the ca lcu lat ion of  average t imes for  each task.  These


calculations are taken as general approximations even though the


three sess ions were held wi th  three d i f ferent  co lLectors.  This


is because the collection activity only covered the Denver


region. Consequently, no representation can be made that the


est imates ref lect  the co l lect ion act iv i ty  for  a l l  company


col lectors .  Despi te  th is  l imi ta t ion,  the est imates are usefu l ,


because they a1low the determination of weighting factors needed


to d is t r ibute co l lect ion dol lars  across the var ious tasks and


act iv i t ies making up the co l le .c t ions process.  This  is  a


signif icant point because the t ime study conducted for the CAI', IP


study only can be generalized to the Denver region and i loes not


necessari ly correspond to cost analyses developed by psco for


other  purposes.


The evaluations in the f ield and the t ime spent in the off ice


with col lectors reveared that the phone caLl-s and checking of
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accounts on the company data system averaged 2.4 minutes, whiLe


f ie ld  v is i ts  to  customers averaged 5.5 minutes and th i rd  ca l ls


and re-checks averaged L5 minutes including driving t ime. Using


these t ime factors and the coLlectj-on activity information from


TabLe 23,  an a lgor i thm was developed to determine a cost  factor


for  co l l -ect ions serv ices:


As shown in Table 15, the three service groups were comparable in


terms of the percentage of customers not receiving shut-off


notices during the two year project. Consequently, the three


groups again will be combined into one service group whe.n


calcu l -at ing the coLlect ions costs .  As s tated prev ious ly ,  the


combined service group had 240 (24.6%) customers who did not


receive shut-of f  not ices.  This  compares to  t2  (5.1?)  for  the


control group. It  is the difference in these two percentages


that represents the cost savings (avoidances) to the company.


4 8


F i rs t  Ca l l s


Second CalLs


Thi rd Cal ls


Four th Ca11s


=  2 . 4 c  ( 3 8 9 , 5 7 9 )


=  5  .  5 c  ( 2 6 8  , 2 4 3 )


=  L 5  . 0 c  ( 7 7  , 9 5 3 )


=  l - 5  .  O c  ( 1 L ,  9 5 8  )


=  9 3 4 , 9 9 0 e


=  I , 4 7 5 , 3 3 7 c


=  t , l - 6 9 , 2 9 5 c


=  1 , 7 9 , 3 7 0 c


3  , 7 5 8  ,  g 9 2 c $ l _ 6 ,  3 9 5 , 4 9 8


$ 4 . 3 6


Where c = the cost per mJ-nute of co l lect ion serv ice







TabLe 19


Shut,-Off Delinquency NoticeE For Service
And ControJ. Group Custoners Over


The Tvrenty-Four Month Project


Shut-of f  not ice avoidance was ca lcu lated by mul t ip ly ing
the totaL number of service group customers by the
percentagies in the difference column and mult iplying
the result j-ng product by the number of shut-off notices


Number of
Shut-of f
Not, iees


Service
Group


Control
Group


Di f ference Number of
Not ices
Avoidedl


None 2 4 0  ( 2 4  . 6 + ) L 2  (  5 . l - ? ) 1 B  . 5 ? t_81-


1 9 8  ( 1 0 . 0 ? ) 3  (  l - .  s ? ) (  8 .  s ? ) ( 8 3  )


2 L 0 9  ( L r . 2 Z ) t 4  (  7  . t Z ) (  4 . L Z ) ( 8 0 )


3 t 2 3  ( L 2  . 5 e . ) 2 6  ( l _ 3 . 3 ? ) 0 . 7 2 2 t


4 r - 0 3  ( 1 0 . 5 ? ) 2 3  ( L r . 7 Z ) 1-.1-Z 4 4


5 5 8  (  7  . 0 2 ) 2 3  ( r 1 , . 7 2 ) 4 . 7 2 230


6 6 4  (  6 . 6 2 ) 2 s  ( 1 , 2 . 8 2 ) 6 . 2 2 3 5 5


7 5 0  (  5 . 1 ? ) 2 7  ( L 3 . 8 ? ) 7  . 7 2 52s


I 3 5  (  3 . 7 % ) L 2  (  5 . 1 ? ) 2 . 4 2 l _84


9 3 4  (  3 .  s ? ) r _ 0  (  s . 1 ? ) 1 - . 6 2 744


1 n L 4  (  L . 4 Z ) 5  (  3 . 1 - ? ) 1 - . 7 2 1,7 0


1 1 r _ r -  (  1 . 1 _ ? ) 8  (  4 . 1 2 ) 3  . 0 ? 3 1 9


L Z B  (  0 . 8 ? ) 3  (  l - . 0 ? ) 0 . 2 2 2 4


1-3 4  (  0 . 3 ? ) z (  1 . 0 ? ) 0 . 7 2 > L


I 4 3  (  0 . 1 ? ) 0  (  0 . 0 ? ) ( o . t - ? ) L 4


1_5 r_  (  0 .  r_?) 1  (  0 . s ? ) 0  . 4 2 5 0


_ L O 0  (  0 . 0 ? ) 1 -  (  0 .  s ? ) 0 . 5 ? 8 0


Tota l 9 7 6 L96 3 6 . 7 2 ' 2 , ,  z o z
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Using th is  d i f ference,  co l lect ions costs  for  l -81-  customers were


avoided over the course of the project. In addit ion, there were


costs avoided for the smal-Ier number of total shut-off notices


among the service customers.


The total number of avoided shut-off notices are shown in


Table 19 where the contro l  group 's  not ices again are used as a


benchmark of those expected for service group customers.


Where the control group had higher percentages of shut-off


notices, the differences were taken and shown as posit i-ve


numbers. The only exception to this was in the case where the


number of  customers wi thout  not ices was ca lcu lated.  Here,  the


higher percentage of service group customers was taken as a


posit ive. Negative numbers were shown where the service group


had h igher  percentages of  shut-of f  not ices.  The resuLt ing to ta l


o f  2 ,262 is  the expected number of  shut-of f  not ices the serv ice


group cuscomers would have had if  they fai led at the same rate as


the contro l  group customers.  These 2,262 not ices are the avoided


col lect ion act iv i t ies at t r ibutable to  CAMP. The 2,262 avoided


shut-off notices provides a monthly average of 94 avoided notices


and a 2.3 average per servj-ce group customer.


The second set of avoided costs accrues-from the lower number of


shut-offs experienced by the service group customers. Applying


the same logic used in the calculation of the cost avoided


through lower numbers of shut-off notices, 88 service group shut-
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of fs ,  predic ted by the contro l  group rates,  were avoided.  As


shown in  Table 2a,  the number of  shut-of fs  for  a l_ l  customers


ranged between one and f ive. The control gr:ouprs average was .45


shut-of fs  compared to  .34 for  the serv j -ce group,  c lear ly


indicating how infrequently shut-offs occur. The average avoided


s h u t - o f f s  p e r  m o n t h  w a s  3 . 5 .


Tab1e 20


Shut-Off Delinquencies For Service
And ControJ. Group Customers Over


The Tvrenty-Four Month Project


t Shut-off avoidanee was cal-culated by mult iplying the
total number of service group customers b1 the
percentages in the difference column and mult iplying
the resul t ing product  by the number of  shut-of fs .


Number of
Shu t -o f f s


Service
Group


Control
Group


Di f ference Number of
Shut-of fs
Avoidedl


None 7 4 7
( 7 5 . s 2 )


1 4 2
( 7 2  . 4 2 )


4 . t z 4 0


1 r_53
( ] - s . 7 ? )


3 0
( 1 s . 3 ? )


(  0  . 4 ? ) (  4 )


2 5 7
(  s .  B ? ) (  8 . 2 2 )


2  . 4 2 2 3


3 1_3
(  1 . 3 ? )


7
(  3 . 5 ? )


2 . 3 2 z z


4 4
(  0  . 4 ? )


0
(  0 . 0 ? )


(  0  . 4 ? ) 4


5 z
(  0 . 2 2 )


1_
(  0 .  s ? )


0 . 3 ? 5


Tota l 9 7 5 ]-96 6 . B Z 8 8
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Because information was not availabl-e for the CAMP part icipants,


showing a l l  t lpes of  co l lect ion act iv i t ies expended on each


del inquent  customer in  the pro ject  by co l lectors ,  the rat ios


between f i rs t  and second cal ls  and between th i rd  caI Is  and re-


checks were appl ied to  the shut-of f  not ice and shut*of f


delinquent information shown in Tables 1,9 and 20. The ratio


information (Tab1e 2L) was derived from the Collection Report


Table 21


Proport ion Of Second CalLE, Third CaIIs Arrd ReturnE
As Functions Of The Nunber Of Firet CalLs


Relationship (Ratio) Percent


Fi rs t  CaI l  to
Not ices MaiLed


l_3 ?


Second CalLs to
F i r s t  Ca l1s


692


Third Cal1s to
Second Cal1s


292


Return Checks to
Thi rd CaLls


1 5 ?


Phone Calls to
Mai led Not ices


252


information, as presented prevl-ously. The calculated ndmber of


expected shut-of fs  (88)  is  used rather  than pro ject j -ng a number


based on the rat io  f rom the co l lect ion act iv i ty  repor ts .  This


does not  skew the cost  analyses,  because the rat io  of  shut-of fs


to shut-of f  not ices for  CAMP (4.02)  is  very c lose to  that


calculated using the collection Activity Report informatj-on
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( 3 .  O ? )  8 .


Having developed the cost  per  minute of  co l lect j -ons serv ices,  the


necessary rat ios for  coLLect ions act iv i t ies and the number of


avoided not ices and shut-of fs ,  the to ta l  avoided costs  for  the 24


TabLe 22


Cost Avoidance Analysis For Service Customers
For Shut-Off Notice And Shut-Off


Collections Activity


month project for the service group customers was calculated to


tota l  #7g,232.  The ca lcu lat ions suppor t ing th is  to ta l  are shown


in Table 22.  The analys is  in  TabLe 22 is  based on two


assumpt ions:


1- .  A11 the customers who received shut-of f  not ices
received f i rs t  ca l ls  f rom col lectors .  This  assumpt ion
was predicated on the fact that al l  cAMp part icipants
had arrearages of at least 9180 when start ing the
pro j  ect  .


8)  Publ ic  Serv ice Company,  op.  Ci t .


5 3


Co l l ec t i on
Act iv i ty


Weighting
Factor


Number of
Customers


Cost  per
Act iv i ty


Tota l
Cos ts


F i r s t
Ca lLs


n /a 2  , 2 6 2 $ 1 0 . 4 5 $ 2 3  , 6 6 1 -


Second
CaL ls


692 L ,  5 5 1 $ 2 8 .  e 8 $ 4 5 , 2 3 8


Third
Ca1 ls


n/a 8 8 $ 6 s  . 4 0 $ 5 ,  7 5 5


Re-checks L5Z 7 0 $ 5 s . 4 0 $ 4 , 5 7 8


TotaL # 7 9  , 2 3 2







2.  The rat io  of  second caI ls  to  f i rs t  caLls  (692)  and of
re-checks to  th i rd  ca l ls  (15?)  found in  the Col lect ion
Reports held true for the CAII|P customers.


Without making the f irst assumption, the avoided costs wouLd have


been Lower.  For  example,  the rat io  of  f i rs t  ca1ls  to  not ices


mai led,  shown in  Table 2I ,  is  13?.  I t  is  not  unreasonable to


make assumption #1- given the large arrearages heLd by CAIvlp


part icipants which generally remained high for these customers.


In summary, the write-off for the service group customers totaled


$225,389.  This  cost  to  t ,he company was of fset  by the avoided


col lect ions costs  of  f i79,232.  The avoided costs  needed to be


much higher for PSCo to argue cAl4Prs economic viabil i ty to the


Publ ic  Ut i l i t ies Commiss ion,  leg is la ture,  or  the publ ic .
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ConeLusions


The CAIVIP evaluation has been total ly statist ical in nature to


this point because that is the way evaluations g:eneraIIy are


done. However, the concLusj-ons drawn from these data cannot be


in terms of only the average payments customers made or the


stat is t ica l -  s ign i f icance in  d i f ferences found in  shut-of f


de l inquency not ices.  The conclus ions must  take in to account  the


customers who part icipated in the project and PSCo which agreed


to  do  the  tes t  p ro jec t .


When CAMP began, there were high expectations that customers in


the service groups would successful ly reduce their arrearagies to


the point  they could pay the i r  u t i l i ty  b i1 ls  wi thout  again


becoming delinquent or having to face shut-offs. The assumptS-on


was that the addit ional unpaid balances were burdens on these


customers who, but for the arrearages, would pay their bi1ls


regularly. The zero balance objective was not achieved to the


degree i t  was hoped.  There was a percentage ( l -S.7Z)  of  the


customers who did have zero balances when the project ended, but


the contro l  group had a s l ight ly  h igher  percentage ( t7 .9v")  .  As a


result,  i t  cannot be said that arrearage forgiveness prdved very


successful- in reducing unpaid balances. rf anything, i t  must be


said that the arrearagie forgiveness had no effect on arrearagie


reduct ion.  From the customersr  s tandpoint ,  the ant ic ipated


benefit  of having lower uti l i ty bi11s which were affordabl-e was


not realized. Factors were at play, such as service chargres and
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deposits associated with moving from one address to another which


were not  accounted for  in  the pro ject 's  des ign.  Average payments


were based on b i l l ing h is tor ies which only  par t ia l ly  accounted


for  the costs  generated by the customers.  A s imi lar  s tatement


can be made for fai l ing to take into account other charges to


customer accounts,  such as appl iance repai rs .  This  was an


inadver tent  omiss ion in  the pro ject 's  des ign.


The diff iculty in making the observation that other costs should


have been taken into account is that the sol-utions to the problem


may not  be v iab le.  For  example,  cust ,omersr  average b i l1s could


have taken the add. i t ionaL costs  in to account .  The d i f f icu l ty


with this is that the customers probably could not, afford to make


the higher payments that wou1d have resuLted. LEAP assistance,


for  example,  is  based on energy costs ,  meaning a def ic i t ,  c reated


by these oLher  costs ,  would have ex is ted.  A second a l - ternat ive


would have been for PSCo to forgo required deposits or applying


serv ice charges.  This  may not  be Iegal ,  g iven the prohib i t ion of


pass ing such costs  on to  rate payers in  Colorado.  I t  is  c lear


that CAMP, Ers i t  was structured, was ineffective in helping


customers el iminate their substantial arrearages or in reducing


them signif icantly in comparison to those customers who did not


receive the same financiaL considerations as the service group


customers. The servj-ce group customers remained as burdened as


the control group customers with unpaid balances at the end of


the  p ro jec t .
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A second concl-usion, relevant to the service group customers, was


that a signif icantly large number did not fai l  in the program by


get t ing shut . -o f f  not ices.  Approx imate ly  18? of  the serv ice group


customers d id not  receive a shut-of f  not ice as expected.  This  is


a meaningful dif ference compared to the control- group. Not only


were there about 1-81 peopl-e who did not fai l  once during the


program as the control group's basel- ine rate predicted they


would,  there were approx imate ly  2,300 fewer shut-of f  not ices


generated and 88 fewer shut-off than were expected. This


represents a large number of t imes where customers were current


in their bi l l  payments and they were not the focus of the


companyrs co l l -ect ion process.  This  is  pos i t ive for  both the


service group customers and PSCo. From the standpoint of


delaying and reducing the number of payment fai l-ures, the project


was somewhat  ef fect ive.  where the pro ject  fa i led was in  i ts


abi l i ty  to  susta in these posi t ive ef fects  over  t ime.  The


downside to this is that the large majority of the customers in


the service group fai led (about 74+ after two years) and about


two- th i rds fa iLed af ter  one year .  For  the customer in  the


service groups, the majority experienced no net effect from CAITIP


in avoid ing complete ly  the companyrs co l lect ion ef for ts  because a


payment delinquency occurred.


An objective evaluation of the reductions in fai lures is


diff icult at this point because there was no benchmark


established by which to gauge the f inding. rt would have been
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more precise to have established an expectancy objective for


avoided shut-of f  not ices or  shut-of fs .  This  is  the evaluatorrs


error, because ample opportunity was given prior to the project,s


star t  to  develop such an object ive.  what  is  le f t  is  a  much less


precise judgement, and one which can be the subject of much


discuss ion,  that  i f 'a t  least  ha l f  the serv ice group customers had


had no fa j - Iures,  the pro ject rs  per formance wi th  regards to  the


bil l  payments coul-d have been judged successful more easily.


Clear1y, the control group was much less successful, but gj_ven


the serv ice grouprs very h igh fa i l -ure rate,  i t  is  d i f f icu l t  to


at t r ibute the pro ject 's  success to  about  a 20? marginal  success


r a t e .


These previous conclusions were primari ly focused on the l imited


beneflt  for the service customers. PSCo did experience a


substant ia l  do lLar  loss in  the pro ject  because there were


i n s u f f i c i e n t  o f f - s e t s  t o  t h e  a r r e a r a g e  w r i t e - o f f s  ( 9 2 2 s , 3 8 9 ) .


The avoided costs  (979,232)  were considerably  1ess than the bad


debt created by the forgiveness. Had the avoided costs


approached those written-off,  a defensible argument could be made


that cAIvIP was f inancial ly justi f  iable. rn that the economic


cosLs and benefits needed to approach zero, i t  is not possible to


attr ibute success to CAMP from a f inancial standpoint.
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Appendix


Weatherization Arrd Couneeling Group Account Performancer


Analysis of the address changes reported in the PSCo customer


informatj-on data base revealed that mobil i ty was frequent in the


weather izat ion sample,  ds j - t  was for  the other  samples.  A l l -  but


one customer l iving in the weatherized. homes moved. The


weather ized customers moved more f requent ly  (99.  O?)  than the


customers in  homes not  weather ized (91- .74)  .  Because the mobi l i ty


was so h igh,  no ef fects  of  the weather izat ion program can be


determined.  Some descr ip t ive in format ion is  presented,  but  no


evaluat ion of  weather izat ion as a factor  in  CAMP is  poss ib le .


Counseling group customers did not part icipate in the counseling


session to any great degree either. Customers who attended


counseling sessions also may have been different from those who


did not, l imit ing the type of information that can be presented


for the counseling group. Counseled customers made higher


average payments and used more. energy than the customers who were


not counseled in the counseling sample. The expectation was not


that counseled customers would be more energy eff icient, '  but that


they wouLd manage their money more effectively and pay their


energy b i l ls .  As shown in  Table A-1,  th is  expectat ion was borne


out .  The counseled customers were less 1 ike1y to  have shut-of f


not ices.  o f  the 78 counseled customers,  32. !e"  d id  not  receive
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Tab1e A-1


Weatherization and Counseling Saurpte
Shut-Off Notices


shut-of f  not ices compared Lo 20.  B? of  the customers who were not


counseled.


A more detai led analysis of the customers receiving two and three


counsel ing sess ions showed that  they received fewer shut-of f


notices proport ionally than those who received only one session


(Tab1e A-2)  .  Whi le  29.62 of  the customers receiv ing one sess ion


had  no  shu t -o f f  no t i ces ,  33 .3?  and  50 .0?  o f  t hose  rece i v ing  two


and three sess ions,  respect ive ly ,  had no not ices.  r t  was not  the


intent of the project to test whether the number of counseling


sessions was related to customer success in paying their monthly


b i I Is .  This  became possib le  when customers refused to at tend a l l


three sessions. It  must be remembered that no assumption can be


made about the causali ty between the number of counseling


Not
Weatherized Weatherized


Not
Counseled Counsel-ed


Number 2 0 5 1-04 240 7 8


No
Shut  -of f
No t i ces


3 7
( 1 8 . 0 ? )


3 5
( 3 3 . 7 2 )


5 0
( 2 0 .  B ? )


2 5
( 3 2 . L e " )


At Least
One


Shut  -o f f
No t i ce


] -69
( 8 2  . 0 2 )


6 9
( 5 6 . 7 e " )


1 _ 9 0
( 7 e . 2 2 )


5 3
( 5 8 . 9 ? )
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Table A-2


Consuner Counseling SeeeionE And Cuetomer
Shut-Off Noticeg By Nr:mber Of Coungeling Sessions


sessions and the decrease in  shut-of f  not j -ces.  Perhaps those


people at tending the three counsel ing sess ions had d i f ferent


at t i tudes or  ab iL i t ies to  pay the i r  b i l ls ,  account ing for  the


di f ferences in  the percentage of  not ices.  What  can be sa id is


that the relationship between the increased number of counseling


sessions and the smal ler  number of  shut-of f  not ices is  in  the


right. direction. A similar rel-ationship was found for the number


of  shut-of fs  repor ted for  the three counseled groups.  Seventy


(29.2+)  of  the customers not  a t tending counsel ing were shut-of f ,


compared  to  12  (22 .22 ) ,  l -  ( 5 .62 ) ,  and  0  o f  t he  cus tomers  hav ing


one,  two,  and three sess ions respect ive ly .


The weatherized households tended not to have as many shut-off


delinquency notices as those not weatherized. About one-third of


the weather ized househords d id not  receive shut-of f  not ices


Not
CounEeLed


One
Sess ion


I\ro
Sese ions


Three
SessionE


Number 240 5 4 1 8 6


No
Shu t -o f f
No t i ces


5 0
( 2 0  . 8 % )


1,6
( 2 e  . 6 2 )


6
( 3 3 . 3 ? )


3
( s 0 . 0 ? )


At  Least
One


Shut  *of f
Not ice


L 9 0
( 7 e . 2 2 )


3 8
( 7 0  . 4 % )


1,2
( 6 6 . 7 2 )


3
( s 0 . 0 ? )
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I


compared to  L8.0? of  the households not  weather ized (TabLe A-L)  .


This relationship held for ehut-offs as well with about 84+ of


the weatherized households not being shut-off compared to 75l< of


those who were not weatherized. This observation in the


differences between the weat,herized and the non-weatherized


!_ househol-ds supports the concern that the two groups were


otherwise different, because weatherization as a factor was


eliminated when al l  but one customer in the weatherized homes


moved.
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 The first step of analysis in seeking to respond to problems involving 


utility customer nonpayment is to determine precisely why households might 


not pay their bills.  By understanding the full range of reasons why households 


may not pay, utilities and their regulators can adopt a flexible approach to bill 


collection, involving a full range of techniques addressing specific problems.  


This flexibility will help maximize the receipt of revenue while minimizing 


collection expenses. 


 


 A failure to inquire into why customers do not pay has ramifications on 


the need for collection efforts as well as on the effectiveness of collection 


efforts.  On the one hand, a failure to understand why people do not pay their 


bills may result in inappropriately severe collection techniques being imposed 


on nonpaying households.  The involuntary disconnection of service, for 


example, is particularly inappropriate for households who are facing short-term 


payment difficulties.  Temporarily losing employment, incurring extraordinary 


medical bills, or experiencing unusually high heating bills are all types of 


nonpermanent situations which might cause a household to face payment 


problems for some short period of time.  These circumstances do not warrant 


the disconnection of service.  Nor would the disconnection of service in these 


circumstances serve any collection purpose or protect the utility against the 


future loss of revenue.   


 


 


 On the other hand, failing to inquire into why households do not pay their 


bills on time may well result in collection techniques being pursued that have no 


hope for success.  Deferred payment agreements, for example, are a 


particularly inappropriate mechanism through which to seek full payment of 
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arrears for households that are chronically poor.  If a household could not pay 


the full current bill in the past because of a lack of money, it lacks good sense to 


call upon that household to enter into a deferred payment plan in which a 


promise is made to pay the full current bill plus some increment to retire the 


arrears in the future. 


 


 The imposition of a late payment charge is one collection technique the 


validity of which is particularly susceptible to an evaluation in terms of why 


people do not pay their bills.  Late payment fees are often justified as a means 


to accelerate payments.\1\  It might well be a rational collection strategy, in 


other words, to impose a late payment fee on a customer that does not make 


timely payments because she seeks to capture the time value of money while 


letting arrears develop.\2\  In contrast, however, if a customer does not pay 


because she cannot afford to pay, to seek to accelerate payments by 


increasing the bill through imposition of a late charge is not only bound to fail as 


a collection device, but is bound to exacerbate rather than to alleviate the 


                     
\1\Late fees can also be justified as a cost-based charge designed to compensate the utility for the expenses 


associated with late payment.  This justification, however, most often fails on close analysis.  
See generally, National Consumer Law Center, Determining the Cost-Effectiveness of Utility 
Credit and Collection Practices, at 67 - 90 (July 1990). 


\2\However, several studies indicate that the imposition of a late charge is not effective in accelerating 
customer payments.  See generally, Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Late Payment 
Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151 (July 1973).  Samuels notes in particular that late fees 
have no impact on accelerating payments for utilities that have due date 30 days or more from the 
date on which the bill is rendered.  Id., at 1159. 
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payment problems the household is experiencing.\3\  As one Michigan State 


study concluded: 


"Payment performance tends, moreover, to accord with socio-economic class, 


with better performance in middle-income and more affluent 


areas than in low-income areas* * *.  * * *Late payment is 


generally but by no means exclusively concentrated among 


inner-city and other poor neighborhoods, and among the elderly 


on fixed incomes.  It has been statistically confirmed that the late 


charge is not effective for those whose problem is not lack of 


incentive to pay but unemployment and poverty."\4\ 
                     
\3\The impact of a proposed late fee was recently examined in a rate case involving Columbia Gas of 


Pennsylvania.  See, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas Company of 
Pennsylvania, Docket No. R-891468 (Decision and Order, Sept. 19, 1990).  The Direct 
Testimony on behalf of the Office of Consumer Advocate found:  


 
"For the 3,907 customers in our sample, this late payment charge would, in many cases, add up to more 


than $200 per year to the cost of the arrears subject to the payment plan.* * *It is not the 
dollar amount, however, which is so important, as it is the strain that the added late 
payment charge will add to the Budget Plus plan.  A household making $5 "Plus" 
payments, who faces a $40 annual late payment charge, would face the equivalent of 
eight additional payments each year. Remember, that these equivalent additional 
payments are above and beyond the level of payment which has already been 
determined to be the limit of the participating customer's ability to pay.   


 
"The fallacy in any belief that a late payment charge will accomplish any constructive task is seen with a 


sub-sample of the 3,907 Budget Plus plans studied.  A late payment charge would add a 
monthly cost of $5 or more to 751 households who are charged the minimum $5 "Plus" 
amount because they already have an acknowledged negative ability to pay." 


 
Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Roger D. Colton, Docket No. R-891468 (filed April 14, 1990). 


\4\Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Late Payment Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151, 1159 - 
1160 (July 1973). 
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In this instance, therefore, both the efficacy and the legitimacy of the collection 


technique (i.e., imposing a late payment fee) depends upon a proper 


determination of why the household did not pay in the first place.\5\  Without 


looking at the reasons for nonpayment, a late fee qua collection device not only 


is ineffective, but is actually counterproductive as well. 


 


 Given the thesis that the rationality of particular utility collection 


mechanisms depends upon the reason for nonpayment in the first instance, it is 


surprising that so little information is available regarding the reasons for 


customer nonpayment.  The purpose of this evaluation is to help remedy that 


lack.  This evaluation will review the existing literature on why customers do 


not pay. It will review empirical research that has been undertaken in 


Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Washington State and Quebec. 


 


 I. THE PENNSYLVANIA STUDY. 


 A late 1985 Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) study looking at 


payment troubled households in Pennsylvania\6\ debunked the myth that 


                     
\5\See also, the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation study which concluded  "Finally, we come to the 


Group 5 people who have the money to pay but don't.  This problem might be handled by a 
finance charge on the unpaid balance.  However, a blanket finance charge might increase the 
financial burdens of Groups 1, 2 and 3.  Some sort of limitation might need to be designed into 
the finance charge."  Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their 
Bills," Public Utilities Fortnightly, at 44 (June 21, 1984).  The classification of the five groups is 
discussed infra, page 13. 


\6\Hyman, et al., "Optimizing the Public and Private Effects of Utility Service Terminations," Public 
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nonpaying households are characterized by "deadbeats."  The Penn State 


study found that "payment troubled households are experiencing considerable 


socioeconomic stress when compared to the pattern for the average (general) 


customer sample."\7\  The study noted that families encountering payment 


problems have a higher number of female heads of household, dependents, 


disabled members, nonmarried heads of households, and unemployed 


household members while also having lower levels of education, income and 


home ownership than households that do not experience difficulties.  


Ultimately, the study concluded: "thus, with regard to their socio-economic and 


demographic characteristics, the groups that encounter payment problems 


have higher proportions of the type of customers intended for protection by 


public policy."\8\  The data reported in the study are laid out in Table A. 


 TABLE A 


 Comparison of Four Survey Groups on Selected Socioeconomic 


 And Demographic Characteristics 
 


Characteristic General Notice Termination PUC-BCS 


(..continued) 
Utilities Fortnightly, at 29 (December 29, 1985). 


\7\The statewide study examined representative samples of four groups of households involving over 1,800 
interviews.  The four groups included: (1) general residential utility customers; (2) customers 
who received a termination notice; (3) households whose service was actually terminated; and (4) 
households who sought to have a proposed termination mediated by the Public Utility 
Commission Bureau of Consumer Services.  Id., at 30, n. 1. 


\8\Id., at 30. 
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Female heads of 
household 


22% 23% 31% 43% 


Aged heads of 
household 


24% 5% 8% 5% 


Unmarried heads of 
household 


24% 24% 31% 43% 


Median per capita 
income 


$6,403 $4,500 $4,035 $2,282 


Home ownership 83% 71% 67% 57% 


Unemployment 
during study year 


17% 29% 32% 66% 


Major source of 
income is welfare 


2% 3% 8% 17% 


Disabled members in 
household 


21% 20% 23% 37% 


Average family size 3.0 3.9 3.9 4.2 


Education -- lacks 
high school diploma 


21% 18% 31% 26% 


N= 559 532 265 271 


 
 


 The Penn State study found that six of ten customers who had utility 


payment problems indicated that some unusual condition hindered timely 


payment of their utility bill.\9\  Employment related problems (such as being laid 


off, having reduced working hours, or being unemployed) were most frequently 


                     
\9\While the Penn State study labelled "lack of money" as an "unusual condition," that assumption was not 


made for this analysis. 
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cited as the cause for the receipt of a shutoff notice as well as for the actual 


termination of service (22% for shutoff notice; 18% for termination of 


service).\10\  Unusually high medical expenses (resulting from hospitalization 


or illness) and unusually high bills (resulting from seasonal usage variations) 


were the second and third most common reasons cited for the termination of 


service. (19% and 18% percent respectively).  The Penn State study 


concluded: "in view of the lower-income levels and higher number of 


dependents in the payment-troubled households when compared to the 


general sample, it is not surprising that these difficulties readily manifest 


themselves in the form of overdue bills."\11\  Moreover, Penn State found that 


20 percent of the households with payment troubles  


                     
\10\Id., at 32, Table 2. 


\11\Id., at 32. 
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reported that they simply lacked adequate income.  The reasons underlying 


household payment problems are set forth in Table B. 


 TABLE B 


 Comparison of Three Study Groups on Circumstances 


 Surrounding the Overdue Bill 
 


Unusual Condition for 
Overdue Bill 


 
NOTICE 


 
TERMINATED 


 
PUC-BCS 


No income. No money 18% 18% 6% 


Illness. Medical 15% 19% 21% 


Extra high utility or 
other large bill 


22% 18% 16% 


Laid off. Less work 21% 21% 32% 


Other 14% 16% 11% 


No unusual condition 10% 8% 4% 


 
 


 Finally, the Penn State study found that payment troubled customers 


"made changes in their spending or lifestyle (or both) to deal with inflation and 


the high cost of energy."  In general, the study found that "payment troubled 


groups report cutting back more on essentials such as food, clothing and 


medical care than the general sample, and they also cut back more in other 


areas such as recreation, vacations, and gasoline for automobiles."\12\  


                     
\12\Id., at 32. 
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Indeed, the Penn State study reported that: 


"the payment-troubled groups, which may be living near or below the margin of 


adequacy for necessities, exhibit greater propensity to cut these 


items than the average residential consumer.  Furthermore, the 


more serious the degree of utility payment problems, the higher 


the rate of reported cutbacks."\13\ 


 In sum, the Penn State study concluded that looking at the 


"microdynamics of behavior and needs of the different utility consumers" 


suggests that "a uniform response to nonpayment may be inappropriate from 


both company economic and broader social perspectives.  In fact, a monolithic 


response may be suboptimal from the point of view of utility company profit 


maximization."\14\ 


 


 A second Penn State study (1988) sought to determine "the importance 


consumers place on utility services compared to other typical household 


expenses."\15\  Consumers were asked to indicate their "level of concern" 


                     
\13\Id., at 32. 


\14\Id., at 34.  The utility's profit is implicated because, by not automatically seeking to disconnect 
households who do not pay, "utility companies continued to receive payments, many of which 
might otherwise have been written off as bad debts had the customers' service been terminated." 
Id., at 34. 


\15\Drew Hyman, et al., Consumer Budget Priorities and Utility Payment Problems in Pennsylvania, 
Penn State University (1988).  According to this study: "The importance of utility service to 
consumers can be measured by how consumers rank these services as part of their household 
budgets.  To examine this issue, consumers were asked to indicate their level of concern (that is, 
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about nine major household budget items.\16\  A series of nonutility items was 


included "to put utility items in a larger context."  According to the study:  "a 


comparison of the importance of paying utility bills with other necessities of 


household life indicates the relative importance of utilities in modern 


society."\17\ 


 The study found that among utility expenses, heating is the most 


important.\18\  Sixty-three percent of consumers were concerned "a great deal" 


about their heating expenses.  Somewhat fewer households, 59% said they 


were concerned "a great deal" about monthly electric bills.\19\ 


 Among the nine budget items listed, winter heating costs were in the top 


three items of concern for consumer budgets.\20\  Monthly electric bills ranked 


fifth (59% concerned "a great deal"), right behind food expenses (60% 


concerned "a great deal").  The rankings are set out in Table C. 
(..continued) 


if they were concerned a great deal, to some extent, or not at all) about nine major budget items.  
The level of concern consumers placed on utility costs for heating, electricity, telephone, water 
and sewer, were then compared to other necessary household budget items, and to other major 
expenses related to a family's present and future security."   Id., at 1. 


\16\These included:  (1) income and property taxes, (2) medical and health expenses, (3) winter heating 
costs, (4) food, (5) monthly electric costs, (6) education expenses, (7) telephone costs, (8) 
mortgage or rent, and (9) water and sewer costs. 


\17\Id., at 2. 


\18\Id., at 2. 


\19\Id. 


\20\The study found that there were only "marginal differences" among the top three items.  The top two 
were income and property taxes and medical and health expenses respectively. 
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 TABLE C 


 
BUDGET ITEM\21\ 


 
GREAT 


DEAL (%) 


SOME 
EXTENT 


(%) 


NOT 
AT ALL 


(%) 


 
TOTAL 
(%)\22\ 


Income and 
property taxes 


 
67 


 
22 


 
11 


 
100 


Medical and 
Health expenses 


 
64 


 
27 


 
11 


 
102 


Winter heating 
costs 


 
63 


 
26 


 
11 


 
100 


Food 60 32 8 100 


Monthly electric 
costs 


 
59 


 
34 


 
7 


 
100 


Education 
expenses 


 
56 


 
26 


 
18 


 
100 


Telephone costs 49 44 8 101 


Mortgage or rent 48 29 24 101 


Water and sewer 
costs 


 
44 


 
38 


 
18 


 
100 


N=431     


  


 


                     
\21\Some respondents answered "not applicable" to particular budget items.  These respondents are not 


included in the statistics presented in this Table.  The proportion of respondents answering "not 
applicable" is: taxes (6%); medical (2%); heat (6%); electric (3%); education (27%); 
mortgage/rent (19%); water/sewer (30%). 


\22\Some items do not equal 100 percent due to rounding. 
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 The examination of relationships between social and demographic 


characteristics and their levels of concern show that neither age nor income 


were associated with greater or lesser concern for household budget items.\23\  


"Age differences do not have a statistically significant effect on consumer 


responses regarding the payment of utility bills."\24\  "All income groups have 


comparable levels of concern."\25\ 


 


 In sum, the 1988 Penn State study concluded that: "the degree of 


concern consumers place on public utility services is intermixed with the 


importance of other household budget items.  Heating and monthly electric 


costs are in the same general range of concern as such necessities as food 


and health care.  Telephone, water and sewer costs elicit less concern* * *."\26\ 


 


 II. THE WISCONSIN STUDY. 


 A 1983 study by the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation was 


designed "to find out why customers pay late, why they miss payments,  


what percentage is unable to pay, and what percentage could pay but do  


                     
\23\Id., at 4. 


\24\Id. 


\25\Id. 


\26\Id., at 5.  The study continued to state, however, that telephone, water and sewer costs "still evoke a 
great deal of concern among nearly half of Pennsylvania's consumers." Id. 
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not."\27\  The Wisconsin research broke the study population into five basic 


groups:\28\ 


1.The poor and the helpless who blame themselves for their status (19%). 


2.The poor and the helpless who are angry with their life (16%). 


3.The poor who are in transition (12%). 


4.People whose income should be sufficient to pay their utility bills, but who are 


poor money managers (41%). 


5.People who can pay their bills but do not (12%).\29\ 


The Wisconsin study found that roughly half (47%) of all customers who had a 


history of bill payment problems "did not have enough money to pay their 


bills."\30\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service described Group 1 as being "very poor.  They 


seem to be standing still economically."\31\  According to the utility, these 


                     
\27\Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their Bills," Public Utilities 


Fortnightly, at 41 (June 21, 1984). 


\28\Wisconsin Public Service provided the survey firm of Bergo & Matousek with a sample of 1,700 
customers in Green Bay who had a history of bill payment problems.  Some of these customers 
had been disconnected.  From this sample, 200 door-to-door interviews were completed.  The 
questionnaire took thirty to forty-five minutes to complete and did not identify the utility as the 
sponsor of the survey.   


\29\Id., at 42. 


\30\Id. 


\31\Id. 
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households "spend little on luxuries, have done what they can do to save 


money, and are still unable to manage on their incomes."\32\  Looking at their 


income versus family size and expenses, the utility concluded, "it appears they 


really do not have enough to live on."\33\   


 


 These households tend to be "primarily young women."  One-third 


(32%) are high school dropouts and one-half (47%) have spouses who are high 


school dropouts.\34\  Eight of ten (79%) have annual income less than $10,000 


and nine of ten (90%) have annual income less than $15,000.\35\ 


 


 Group 2 was described by Wisconsin Public Service as a group that 


"feels helpless.* * *they are angry and frustrated with their position."\36\  


According to the utility, this is the "poorest and least educated" of the  


                     
\32\Id. 


\33\Id. 


\34\In contrast, the general dropout rate for Green Bay was 15 percent. 


\35\The mean income for Brown County, in which Green Bay is located, is $24,000. 


\36\Id. 
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nonpayment groups.  "This group is down and out and apparently destined to 


stay down and out."\37\ 


 


 This group, too, is primarily young and female.  While half the Group 2 


households have an employed person, only one-quarter (28%) have a full time 


employed person; none have two people working full time.  Sixty-five percent 


of the Group 2 households are high school dropouts.  More than nine of ten 


(94%) have incomes less than $10,000. 


 


 Group 3 was described by Wisconsin Public Service as being 


"somewhat of a mixture."\38\  On the one hand, the group includes "some 


younger, well-educated people* * *who are moving up in the world."  On the 


other hand, the group contains households who appear "either to be rising from 


hard times or sinking into hard times. This portion is less educated and 


primarily blue collar."\39\ 


 


 Most Group 3 customers are women.  They are better educated with 


only 17 percent being high school dropouts.  They tend to be employed, with 


                     
\37\Id., at 43. 


\38\Id., at 43. 


\39\Id. 
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more than seven of ten (71%) having an employed person and nearly four of 


ten (38%) having at least one full time employed person.  The income level is 


somewhat higher, with only 54% making less than $10,000 and only 12 percent 


making less than $5,000 per year. 


 


 


 Group 4, Wisconsin Public Service concluded, "is the most diverse 


group in terms of demographics, attitudes, and life-styles."\40\  The one 


common attribute is that the households making up this group "are poor at 


managing their money.  They appear to be either spending beyond their 


means or to have bill paying priorities which are not realistic."  While education 


is lower in this group (with 26 percent being high school dropouts), employment 


is higher, with 75 percent having someone employed and 18 percent having 


two members employed full time. 


 


 


 The income of Group 4 is higher than any other group except Group 5, 


the most affluent group.  Only 30 percent of Group 4 makes less than $10,000 


per year.  According to the utility, for the households in this group, "their 


income level and family composition is such that they should be able to pay 


                     
\40\Id. 
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their bills if they manage their income carefully.  They appear to be in financial 


difficulty because they have not learned to budget properly."\41\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service reported that for Group 5 , "there is no 


apparent reason why they should not be paying their utility bills."\42\  The utility, 


according to the study, "is low on their list of priority" for this group of 


households.  Possibly these households do not pay their utility bills "because 


they would rather do other things than write out checks or, perhaps, they prefer 


to spend their money on other priorities."   


 


 This group is well-educated.  Only 12 percent of the persons 


interviewed had less than a high school education.  More than nine of ten 


(92%) have someone employed in these households and 20 percent have two 


people employed full time.  None of these households make less than $10,000 


per year and 72 percent make more than $20,000 per year.  According to the 


utility, "this group can pay their utility bill when they are threatened with a 


cutoff.* * *They have discretionary money and generally do not care to worry 


too much about money."\43\  The utility concluded that this last group of 


                     
\41\Id., at 43. 


\42\Id. 


\43\Id., at 44. 
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households "appear to be savvy people who know how to make the system 


work for them."   


 


 


 In addition to looking at the 1984 article by Wisconsin Public Service 


Corporation, the detailed study which underlies the article provides much 


useful information.   


 


 


 "Overall," Wisconsin Public Service concluded in this study, "it appears 


that about half the sample is quite hopeless, but half can learn to pay their bills 


with a little coaxing and coaching."\44\  The detailed study provides much 


useful information about the nonpaying population.  It is important to 


understand the characteristics which distinguish the households Wisconsin 


Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  Only in this way can efficient and 


effective collection mechanisms be designed to address both their particular 


needs and the needs of the company.  The "quite hopeless" customers 


include those households in Groups 1, 2 and 3. 


 


                     
\44\Wisconsin Public Service Corporation: Lifestyle Study: Selected Payment Patterns, at ii (July 1983).  


"Those people who cannot pay their bills because of income and family size appear to be doing 
just about all they can to pay their bills.  They are not indulging in luxuries they cannot afford.  
They're just scraping by."  Id. 
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 All households in Group 1 had been late in making a utility payment 


within the prior twelve months.\45\  Nearly half (45%) had been late four or 


more times.  The late payments, according to Wisconsin Public Service, were 


not surprising.  Four of ten of those households had an average monthly utility 


bill in excess of $100.\46\  This is to be added to rent/home mortgage 


payments\47\ of $200 - $300 per month.\48\ 


 


 The combination of home payments and utility bills often makes housing 


unaffordable.\49\  As a result, 24 percent of these households had moved 


within the past year.\50\  An additional 26 percent plan to move in the next year.  


Wisconsin Public Service reported that "the main reason they are moving is 


because they can't afford to live where they do."\51\ 


 


                     
\45\Id., at G-4. 


\46\Id., at G-5. 


\47\34% of these households own their homes; 66% rent. 


\48\47% of these households pay $200 - $300 per month.  An additional 16% pay more than $300 per 
month. 


\49\Remember, 80 percent of these households have incomes of less than $10,000 per year. 


\50\Id., at G-4. 


\51\Id. 
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 If this group had to make choices in which bills to pay first, they would 


pay the bills in the following order: 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 74% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 68% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 76% 


The reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an essential 


service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\52\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded with regard to Group 1 


that: "there is probably very little that can be done with these people.  Most 


likely, they will continue to pile up unpaid bills and do the best they can."\53\ 


 


 All households in Group 2 had been late in making a utility payment 


within the prior twelve months.\54\  More than half (54%) had missed four or 


more payments and roughly four of ten (36%) had missed more than five 


payments.  The utility bills for these households are somewhat lower than 


                     
\52\Id., at G-7. 


\53\Id., at G-7. 


\54\Id., at G-13. 
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Group 1, with only one-third (33%) having an average monthly bill in excess of 


$100.\55\  Again, this utility bill is to be added to rent or mortgage payments\56\ 


of $200 - $300 per month.\57\ 


 


 Like the households in Group 1, these payments tend to force 


households into a pattern of mobility.  More than one-third of Group 2 


households (36%) have lived in their current home for less than six months.  In 


addition, more than four of ten (42%) plan to move in the next year, citing the 


unaffordability of their current housing as the reason for the move.\58\ 


 


 If Group 2 households had to make choices in which bills to pay first, 


they would pay bills in the following order: 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 77% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 74% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 81% 


 


                     
\55\Id., at G-13. 


\56\Only 13% of Group 2 households own their own homes. 


\57\61% of Group 2 households make rental payments of $200 - $300 per month. 


\58\Id., at G-12. 
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As with Group 1, the reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an 


essential service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\59\ 


 


 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded that the Group 2 


households "offer() little opportunity for (the company) to work with."\60\ 


 


 All households in Group 3 had been late paying a bill within the past 12 


months.  More than six of ten (62%) had been late over four times in the past 


year.\61\  The utility bills for these households are somewhat higher.  Exactly 


half have average monthly bills in excess of $100.\62\  Unlike Groups 1 and 2, 


Group 3 households tend to own their own homes (46%).\63\  Nearly nine of ten 


(88%) pay $100 - $300 in house payments each month; roughly half (46%) pay 


$200 - $300 per month. 


 


 


 This group of households is quite stable.  Nearly all (88%) have lived at 


                     
\59\Id., at G-15. 


\60\Id., at G-16. 


\61\Id., at G-21. 


\62\Id., at G-22. 


\63\Id., at G-21.  "This may reflect that this is a more stable, settled group."  Id. 
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the same address for more than one year.\64\  While none has moved more 


than once in the past year, six in ten have moved more than once in the past 


five years. 


 


 If Group 3 households had to make choices in which bills to pay first, 


they would pay bills in the following order:\65\ 


1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 


2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 


3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 67% 


4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 71% 


 


 Several items need attention in this discussion of the households that 


Wisconsin Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  First, these 


households generally try very hard to cut household expenses.  Group 1 


households, for example, spend less than $10 per month on recreation.  


Moreover, 66 percent spend less than $50 a week on groceries (for an average 


family size of more than 4).\66\  More than half (60%) own a car, but half of 


                     
\64\Id., at G-21. 


\65\Id., at G-24. 


\66\"Most" of these families have 3 or more people.  50% have 4 or more members and 40% have 5 or more 
people.  Most have small children.  Id., at G-1. 
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those own a car that is at least ten years old.\67\  Similar findings were made for 


Group 2 and Group 3 households as well.\68\ 


 


 Despite these cost-cutting measures, these households are forced into 


a mode of constant mobility.  As a result, one expense they cannot avoid is the 


expense of moving: the actual cost of moving; connect fees for telephone and 


utilities; rental deposits; and the like.  Stabilizing the living situation for these 


households would go a long way toward extending their budgets.  


 


 The bill paying priorities should be noted also.  For each group, nearly 


eight of ten households said that, if a choice were forced between which bills to 


pay, they would pay their utility bill first.  This is because, these households 


said, utility service is essential and is subject to disconnection.  (Remember, 


too, these households did not know the survey was being sponsored by the 


local utility company.)  These households went on to say that payment of 


credit card bills would come last.  As a result, it should be clear that consumer 


credit reports involving bills other than utility bills should be rejected as a basis 


for making utility credit and collection decisions.  For example, deposit 


demands should not be based upon nonpayment of a non-utility bill that 


                     
\67\Id., at G-1. 


\68\See, Id., at pp. G-11 (Group 2) and G-19 - G-20 (Group 3). 
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households consistently ranked as "last" in their order of priorities. 


 


 The futility in deferred payment plans should be recognized.  For Group 


1 households, for example, while 88 percent of the households said that 


someone from the utility talked to them, made arrangements to let them pay 


what they could, and put them on a budget, nevertheless, nearly six in ten 


(56%) missed 2 - 3 payments and nearly half (45%) missed 4 or more 


payments.\69\  Again, similar observations were made for Group 2 and Group 3 


households.\70\ 


 


 Finally, the futility (as well as the counterproductiveness) of utility late 


fees for these households should be noted.  In all three groups, eight of ten 


households have already decided that the utility would be the first bill to be paid 


with the limited income available.  To add a late fee, therefore, would be to add 


no incentive to pay and, indeed, would simply make the utility bills that much 


more unaffordable.  Moreover, nonpayment, according to the utility, is due to 


the unaffordability of the bills, not to a lack of incentive.  While eight of ten 


households in Group 1 had incomes less than $10,000, for example, (and 94% 


of households in Group 2 had incomes of less than $10,000), none of the 


                     
\69\Id., at G-4. 


\70\Id., at G-13 (Group 2) and G-21 - G-22 (Group 3). 
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households in the can-pay-but-don't group (Group 5) had incomes that low 


(with three-quarters [72%] making in excess of $20,000). 


 


 III. THE WASHINGTON STATE STUDY. 


 A 1989 Washington Natural Gas study was based upon a survey 


undertaken for the Washington Utility Group.\71\  The purpose of the study was 


to "develop() a mutually acceptable understanding of the ability of delinquent 


utility customers to pay their energy bills.  Is it that most can pay these bills on 


time, but choose not to, or is it that they truly are unable to pay* * *?"\72\ 


 


 


 The Washington study\73\ found that roughly half (47%) of all payment 


troubled customers experienced some "unusual condition" that prevented the 


                     
\71\This group consists of Washington Natural Gas, Pacific Power and Light, Washington Water Power, 


Northwest Natural Gas, Cascade, and Puget Power. 


\72\Mildred Baker, Utility Collection Customers: Understanding Why They Don't Pay on Time, at 1 
(1989).  Baker states that this paper only "represents the interpretations of Washington Natural 
Gas Company, one of the principal survey sponsors." The broader survey was titled: Investor 
Owned Utility Group Credit Customer Survey, Market Trends Research Corp. (1989). 


\73\The survey was undertaken during March of 1988.  It examined customers who either had received 
three late payment notices in the past year or had had their service disconnected for nonpayment.  
The study was designed to be statewide in scope rather than utility specific.  Thus, the sample 
size for any individual utility would be too small for accurate analysis, but the results, taken as a 
whole, would be projectible on a statewide basis.  Baker, at 2.  The surveyed customers had no 
notion that the survey was being sponsored by the consortium of utilities.  Baker, at 3. 
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timely payment of their utility bill.\74\  The most commonly cited condition (13%) 


was the loss of work, either being laid off or being reduced in hours.\75\  A 


second tier of conditions, receiving almost identical shares of citation, included 


the presence of an illness (7%), the presence of some other major bill (7%), the 


presence of an unusually high utility bill (6%) and the presence of a conflict 


between the billing date and the due date (5%).\76\ 


 


 In contrast, one third (33%) of all customers could cite no particular 


reason for their account being past due while one fourth (22%) of all customers 


cited having insufficient money in general as the reason. 


 


 TABLE D 


 UNUSUAL CONDITION THAT PREVENT 


 UTILITY BILL PAYMENT 
 


NONE 33% 


NO MONEY 22% 


LAID OFF/LESS WORK 13% 


                     
\74\The response of "no money" has been deemed for purposes of this paper not to be an "unusual 


condition." 


\75\Baker, at 6. 


\76\Id., at 6.  Being out of town (3%), having "family demands," (2%) and other reasons (4%) were also 
cited. 
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ILLNESS 7% 


OTHER BIG BILL 7% 


HIGH UTILITY BILL 6% 


CONFLICTING DATES 5% 


OUT OF TOWN 3% 


FAMILY DEMANDS 2% 


OTHER 4% 


REFUSED/NONE 4% 


 


 While aware of "support services" to help people pay their utility bills,\77\ 


very few delinquent customers had taken advantage of such services.  Eight 


of ten did not participate in Budget Billing (81%) or financial assistance (82%) 


while nine of ten (93%) did not participate in any type of credit counseling.\78\ 


 


 Like the households in Wisconsin, payment of utility bills was high on the 


list of bill payment priorities.  Most households (82%) said they would pay their 


rent or mortgage payment first with 13 percent saying they would pay their 


heating bill first.  Nearly six of ten persons (56%) said they would pay their 


heating bill as the second bill while only 21 percent said they would pay it as the 


                     
\77\Nearly six of ten  (57%) said they were aware of such services while four of ten (39%) said they were 


not). 


\78\Id., at 9. 
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third bill.\79\  An additional 10 percent said they would pay their heating bill as 


the fourth bill.  In general, most customers said they would pay their utility bills 


after their rent or house payment but before medical bills and car payments. 


 


 The Washington survey made particular efforts to develop demographic 


(age and income) profiles of their "collection customers."  The Washington 


study found that roughly 30 percent of all customers surveyed had incomes 


below the poverty level.\80\  No effort was made, however, to determine the 


portion of customers who were below the more common definition of "poor," 


150 percent of the Poverty Level. 


 


                     
\79\Id., at 10. 


\80\The Poverty Level is defined by the State of Washington consistent with the Federal Poverty Level.  
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 The Washington utilities sought, also, to identify "commonalities 


between various delinquent account customers."  Six "mutually exclusive 


groups" were identified as set forth in Table E.\81\ 


 TABLE E 


 PROFILE OF NONPAYMENT CLUSTERS/GROUPS 


POOR MANAGERS 39% 


TEMPORARY DOWNERS 16% 


WON'T PAYS 8% 


NEW POOR 22% 


SURVIVORS 9% 


CHRONIC POOR 6% 


 


 The largest group of nonpayers, the Washington utilities found, were 


poor money managers (39%).  This group of customers had "no apparent 


reason for nonpayment of their bill.  They just seem to be poor money 


managers who wait to pay until absolutely necessary."\82\  This group is 


typically a college graduate, with income above the poverty level, owning 


                     
\81\Id., at 10. 


\82\Id., at 19. 
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significant numbers of home appliances,\83\ and participating in medical 


insurance programs.   


 


 The next largest group involves the "new poor."  This group has had "a 


recent life-style change --such as unemployment or divorce."\84\  The persons 


in this group are "struggling with incomes temporarily below the poverty level.* 


**They have little or no money to meet their obligations."\85\  Nearly half of 


these households have no medical insurance.  They tend not to have 


appliances such as VCR's or microwaves and a "large percentage" have no 


telephone.  Washington Natural Gas reported that for these customers, 


"household incomes are below the poverty level and significant unemployment 


is seen."\86\ 


 


 The third group found by the Washington utilities is the group of 


"temporary downers."\87\  While this group has experienced a "temporary 


setback," such as unemployment or disability, they see things "getting better in 


                     
\83\These include washers and dryers, microwaves, VCR's and home computers. 


\84\Id., at 20. 


\85\Id. 


\86\Id., at 20. 


\87\Id., at 21. 
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the future."\88\  Household income is above poverty level, although a significant 


percent have experienced unemployment in the last year.  These households 


own a variety of appliances, including home computers, VCR's, microwaves 


and washer/dryers.  They have college education and carry medical 


insurance.   


 


 The fourth group is the group of "survivors."\89\  This group tends to be 


older households who "are barely making ends meet."  According to 


Washington Natural Gas, "retired or on disability, they are just trying to 


survive."\90\  These households generally have incomes "right at the poverty 


level."  They receive their income primarily through Social Security and/or 


disability.  They own few appliances other than washer/dryers and most do not 


have telephones.  These households, the utility reports, "have trouble paying 


their bills because of significant medical expenses* * *they are not 


spenders."\91\ 


 


 


                     
\88\Id., at 21. 


\89\Id., at 22. 


\90\Id. 


\91\Id. 
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 The fifth group is the "won't pays."\92\  Members of this group, even 


though they have the means to pay, do not pay.  The households in this group 


live "comfortably, but are not lavish spenders."  They tend to be "the older, 


cynical portion of the population."\93\  Most of these households report incomes 


above the poverty level.  A significant portion carry no medical insurance and 


most own appliances such as washer/dryers and microwaves.   


 


 The final group includes the "chronic poor."\94\  According to the utility: 


"this group represents the truly poor segment of the population.  They are 


always below the poverty level and are resigned to that position.  These are 


larger families with chronic unemployment and no money.  They don't pay 


because they can't." 


 


 


 Washington Natural Gas summarized by categorizing the six groups 


into two broader populations: (1) those who "can pay"; and (2) those who "can't 


pay."  Most payment-troubled customers (64%) can pay, according to the 


                     
\92\Id., at 23. 


\93\Id., at 23. 


\94\Id., at 24.     
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utility.  These include the poor money managers (39%), the temporary 


downers (16%) and the won't pays (8%).  A significant minority of 


payment-troubled households (36%), however, simply "do not have the means 


to pay."\95\  These include the new poor (22%), the survivors (9%) and the 


chronic poor (6%).   


 


 IV. HYDRO-QUEBEC. 


 In 1986, Hydro-Quebec conducted a study\96\ of the "lifestyle and 


payment habits" of its residential customers.\97\  The purpose of the 


Hydro-Quebec study, it said, was to "circumscribe the characteristics of HQ's 


residential customers with regard to their lifestyles and their payment habits in 


order to establish a strategy of efficient account management."\98\  


 According to the study, Hydro-Quebec customers carried nearly twice 


the arrears owed to the local natural gas company ($254 vs. $136) and nearly 


                     
\95\Id., at 25. 


\96\See, Customer Account Management Summary Report: Study of Residential Customers' Lifestyles 
and Payment Habits (January 1987).  Translated from French for the National Consumer Law 
Center by Jill Singer. 


\97 \The survey was conducted by the survey firm of Jolicoeur and Associates, Professional Survey 
Company, in October -November 1986.  It consisted of two phases.  The first phase involved a 
telephone survey of 1435 residential customers.  The second phase involved household 
interviews with 102 customers who had received a final notice or who had experienced an 
interruption of service. 


\98\Id., at 5. 
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three times the amounts owed to Bell Canada ($254 vs. $81).\99\  The 


difference in arrears, Hydro-Quebec found, was directly related to the reasons 


for nonpayment.  While roughly one-half of the delinquent Bell Canada payers 


(48%) stated that they simply forgot to pay their bills, nearly half (46%) of the 


delinquent Hydro-Quebec customers explained their arrears by noting the 


existence of personal financial problems and thus an inability to pay.\100\  The 


reasons found for nonpayment are set out in Table F. 
 TABLE F 
 REASONS FOR NONPAYMENT 
 OF VARIOUS HOME UTILITY BILLS 


REASONS GAS OIL TELEPHONE ELECTRICITY 


FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS 


 
34% 


 
9% 


 
17% 


 
46% 


NEGLECT 38% 29% 48% 27% 


DELAY 17% 34% 25% 18% 


OTHER 
REASONS 


 
11% 


 
28% 


 
10% 


 
9% 


AMOUNT OWED 
(last notice) 


 
$136.30 


 
$160.12 


 
$ 81.19 


 
$254.05 


 


 


 In general, households who don't receive notices from 


                     
\99\Id., at 3. 


\100\Id., at 4. 
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Hydro-Quebec\101\ "distinguish themselves" from the other households in a 


number of ways in terms of "financial structure", including: available savings, 


few dependents, stability of employment, household makeup\102\ and higher 


household revenues. 


 


 Moreover, Hydro-Quebec found, certain characteristic traits can be 


found based on the type of notice received.  Households receiving first notices 


have different characteristics from households who receive a final notice or 


interruption notice (who are relatively similar).  This latter group is composed 


of many people --of children and financial dependents-- or of people living 


alone.  Generally, Hydro-Quebec continued, "the family income of these 


groups is much less than the income of households who have never received a 


notice or who have only received a first notice."\103\  Four of ten (40%) final 


notices are sent to households in the 30 - 40 year old age group.  The receipt 


of either unemployment insurance or social security increases the probability of 


being sent an interruption notice.\104\ 


 


                     
\101\Hydro-Quebec sends three types of notices sequentially: missed payment notices, final notices, and 


interruption notices. 


\102\They have a smaller household size, with few or no children.  


\103\Id., at 6. 


\104\Id., at 7. 
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 In contrast, missed payment notices are sent out more to people with 


higher than average education.\105\  The characteristics of households 


receiving the various notices are set out in Table G. 
 TABLE G 
 
 DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSEHOLDS RECEIVING 
 
 VARIOUS COLLECTION NOTICES: HYDRO-QUEBEC 
 


 NO  


NOTICE 


MISSED 


PAYMENT 


FINAL 


NOTICE 


INTERRUPTION 


NOTICE 


AGE:  


Less than 40 36 49 56 52 


40 and older 64 51 44 48 


EDUCATION  


Less than 11 years 45 32 36 46 


High school 24 31 24 26 


Post high school 31 37 40 28 


NO OF PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD  


1 person 16 7 11 12 


2 - 3 person 52 56 40 35 


4 and over 32 37 49 53 


PRESENCE OF CHILDREN  


No children 58 46 37 34 


Children 32 54 63 66 


OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOLD 


                     
\105\Id., at 7. 
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AND SPOUSES  


Two spouses active 35 49 43 41 


One active spouse 43 40 49 49 


No active spouse 22 11 8 10 


HOUSEHOLD INCOME  


Less than $30,000 62 56 64 74 


$30,000 and more 38 44 36 26 


SAVINGS AVAILABLE  


Less than $1,000 41 57 65 74 


$1,000 and more 59 43 35 26 


 


 Hydro-Quebec found five distinct groups of households among its 


payment-troubled population.  These included:\106\ 
 TABLE H 
 BREAKDOWN OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
 BILL PAYING PROBLEMS 
 


GROUPS  PERCENT OF 
HOUSEHOLDS 


NUMBER OF 
HOUSEHOLDS  


1 Easy financial situation 34.7% 52,700 


2 Improving financial situation and future 
bills will be paid 


 
21.1% 


 
32,000 


3 Improving financial situation but 
insufficient income to pay future bills 


 
20.4% 


 
31,000 


4 Deteriorating financial situation but future 
bills will be paid 


 
11.0% 


 
16,700 


5 Very difficult situation, now   


                     
\106\Id., at 9. 
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getting worst, and future bills 
will not be paid 


 
12.9% 


 
19,600 


 


 Household income decreases with the household's index of financial 


difficulty, Hydro-Quebec reported.  Thus, households who consider their 


financial situation to be easy have an average annual income of nearly $38,000 


while those whose future appears difficult (Group 5) have an average annual 


income of $13,000.  More than that, the per capita income of the households 


perceiving a difficult future is only $3,000 as compared to a per capita income 


of more than $15,000 for those whose situation is perceived to be easier.\107\ 


 


 In sum, Hydro-Quebec concluded: 


the frequency of nonpayment of bills can be explained more 


strictly by financial situation: personal income of 


less than $10,000, unemployment insurance, social 


security and food assistance as sources of annual 


incomes, small amount of savings, people living 


alone, separated, or widowed, without a partner 


and with a small household income.\108\ 


The nonpaying population, Hydro-Quebec found, includes those people "who 


don't foresee an improvement in their situation and who tend to use their 


                     
\107\Id., at 10. 


\108\Id., at 17. 
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income for handling debt."\109\ 


 


 Customers who received a final notice or an interruption notice name 


rent as the highest priority bill to pay.  Besides the rent, Hydro-Quebec found, 


"those bills related to heat, like electricity and gas, are a priority (rank 1 and 2) 


for 48% and 57% of users, respectively."\110\  To the extent that these 


households will delay paying their electric bill to pay their rent, Hydro-Quebec 


found, they will delay paying their telephone bill to pay for electricity.\111\ 
 TABLE I 
 COST OF SERVICES AND PAYMENT PRIORITY 
 (population have received final or interruption notice) 


  


 


AVERAGE 


 MONTHLY 


EXPENDITURE 


 


 


PRIORITY 


 


 


RECEIPT 


 OF 


NOTICE 


  1 2 3 4 5 6+  


Rent or mortgage $354 88 5 0 5 1 0 4% 


Natural gas $42 11 46 20 23 0 0 38% 


Electricity $74 14 34 42 5 4 1 55% 


Telephone $32 1 32 33 20 10 4 40% 


Heating oil $136 0 32 29 12 21 6 10% 


Equipment rental $24 0 27 6 27 25 14 0% 


                     
\109\Id., at 17. 


\110\Id., at 18. 


\111\Id., at 19. 
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Insurance $50 3 15 13 30 35 4 0% 


Taxes $56 3 13 10 35 35 5 10% 


Services (cable TV) $19 0 0 15 33 30 21 12% 


 


 


 Hydro-Quebec found that roughly half of the nonpayment households 


would defer payment of their electric bill to pay other bills, primarily rent.  In 


contrast, the utility continued, only 33 percent of the households would defer 


other payments in order to pay their electric bill.\112\  The utility found, however: 


* * *in a difficult financial situation, the amount demanded by HQ when 


notices are sent is so high compared to other services that it 


becomes a substantial resource for rent payment.  In contrast, in 


order to obtain an amount sufficient to pay the HQ bill, it is almost 


useless to defer payment of some other services, unless they are 


all deferred.  Deferring other bills in order to pay HQ is thus a 


strategy with very minimal payment possibilities.\113\ 


 


 In sum, Hydro-Quebec found much the same results as the other 


utilities.  Households receiving electric shutoff notices tend to be 


overwhelmingly poor.  They more likely miss electric payments because of 


financial difficulties than for other reasons.  They place a higher priority on 


                     
\112\Id., at 20. 


\113\Id., at 20. (emphasis deleted). 
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paying their utility bills (except for telephones) than on paying other bills 


excepting rent.   


 


 V. DISCUSSION. 


 These empirical reports are significant in several regards.  For 


example, on the one hand, the Washington report identifies (as discussed 


above) payment-troubled households by reason for nonpayment.  Just as 


importantly, however, based on the Washington report, it is possible to work 


backwards as well: to characterize households with certain characteristics as 


particular types of nonpayers.  For example, if a household at 90 percent of 


poverty does not pay, it is possible to conclude from this report that this 


household is not likely a poor money manager (household incomes above 


poverty level),\114\ a temporary downer (income above poverty level),\115\ or a 


won't pay (most incomes above poverty level).\116\  (It is unfortunate, however, 


that the Washington study categorized only households at or below 100% of 


the Poverty Level as "poor."  It would be useful to know how many households 


in the "poor money managers" category would have been recategorized as 


"chronic poor" if the more typical definition of "poor" [150% of the Poverty Level] 


used for public benefits purposes would have instead been used.) 
                     
\114\Id., at 19). 


\115\Id., at 21. 


\116\Id., at 23. 
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 Other significant policy conclusions can be reached for that portion of 


the populations (in all three reports: Wisconsin, Washington, Pennsylvania) 


that these utilities found "do not have the means to pay."   


 


  oFirst, to impose late charges on these households makes little 


sense.  If these households do not pay their bills because 


they cannot afford to pay their utility bills, to respond by 


increasing their bills through late charges makes little 


sense.   


oSecond, deferred payment plans are not likely to succeed in retiring accrued 


arrears.  Again, if these households have not paid their 


bills in the past because they cannot afford them, to expect 


the households to pay their current bills in the future plus 


some additional increment to retire arrears is 


unreasonable.   


oFinally, credit counseling and budget billing is not the answer to the payment 


problems of these households.  If credit counseling or 


budget billing would have resolved the payment problems 


of these households, the households would already have 


been placed into the "poor money managers" group and 


categorized as a "can pay" household.  By instead 
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placing these households into the "can't pay" category, 


(defined as households that "do not have the means to 


pay"), the utilities have acknowledged the inapplicability of 


credit counseling and budget billing as a solution. 


 


 One observation can be made about the "can pay" population as well.  


This involves the use of late payment charges.  Of the 64 percent of the 


payment-troubled population that "can pay," late payment charges are 


inapplicable, unnecessary and likely counterproductive in 55 percent of the 


cases.  A late charge will not make a poor money manager (39%) a better 


money manager nor will a late charge give the temporary downer (16%) a job 


or eliminate her temporary disability.  The only population to which the late 


payment charge is applicable as an effective collection tool is the "won't pays" 


(8%).   


 


 Finally, these reports demonstrate the lack of any basis to demand 


deposits from low-income households who have poor credit histories with 


non-utility vendors.  In both Wisconsin and Washington, the utilities found that 


consumer utility bill payment came before any and all other credit payments.  


Ironically, therefore, to base the demand for a utility deposit based on a bad 


non-utility credit report may well penalize a poor person who paid the utility bill 


on time to the detriment of other outstanding consumer credit.  In any event, 
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however, these studies demonstrate that bad credit reports regarding 


payments consumers said they would pay "last" provides no basis to demand a 


deposit for payments that consumers said they would pay "first."  
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Executive Summary 
 


In the First Biennial Report to the General Assembly and Governor Pursuant to 


Section 1415 of the Public Utility Code submitted on Dec. 14, 2006, the Pennsylvania Public 


Utility Commission (Commission or PUC) concluded that a comprehensive evaluation of the 


impact of Chapter 14 was premature.  In both the second report submitted on Dec. 14, 2008, 


and the third report submitted on Jan. 14, 2011, the Commission concluded that the electric 


industry implementation of the Act showed some deterioration since the passage of Chapter 


14 while the natural gas industry, especially Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW), showed 


improvement.  Utility data from 2002 through 2011 has been analyzed for this report. 


 


Based on the evidence in the Fourth Biennial Report contained herein, the PUC 


concludes that the utilities have successfully implemented Chapter 14 since its passage on 


Dec. 14, 2004.  


 


Highlights from the Fourth Biennial Report:  


 


 Despite a prolonged declining economy since the passage of Chapter 14, utilities have 


effectively managed residential collections expenses.  Total gross collections costs 


increased modestly from 8.8 percent of revenues in 2004 to 8.9 percent of revenues in 


2011. 


 


 Terminations have increased dramatically since the passage of Chapter 14.  On the 


positive side, utilities are using terminations as a collections tool to effectively manage 


customer debt.  However, more customers now enter the winter without a central heating 


source and the Commission is concerned about the health and safety of the occupants in 


these homes. 


 


 Overall, low-income customers have fared better since the passage of Chapter 14.  The 


utilities have adopted the Commission’s request for lenient restoration terms in our annual 


Prepare Now Campaign.  Low-income customers are given many opportunities to have 


utility service entering the wintertime.  Most significantly, enrollment in Customer 


Assistance Programs (CAPs) increased by 66 percent from 2004 to 2011. 


 


 The report concludes that, while some instances of non-compliance remain, overall the 


utilities have effectively complied with Chapter 14. 


 


 Chapter 14 has had an impact on the number of Payment Agreement Requests (PARs).  


The Commission has turned away 134,218 customers who are ineligible to receive a PAR 


since the passage of Chapter 14.   


 


Chapter 14 requires the PUC to provide a report to the General Assembly and Governor 


every two years (§ 1415).  The reports are to review the implementation of the provisions of 


Chapter 14, including, but not limited to, the following four areas:  
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 The degree to which the Chapter’s requirements have been successfully 


implemented; 


 The effect upon the cash working capital or cash flow, uncollectible levels and 


collections of the affected public utilities;  


 The level of access to utility services by residential customers including low-


income customers; and 


 The effect upon the level of consumer complaints and mediations filed with and 


adjudicated by the Commission.  (Mediations are currently classified as payment 


agreement requests (PARs) under § 1415.) 


 


Section I – The Degree to Which the Chapter’s Requirements Have Been Successfully 


Implemented 


 


 Chapter 14 has been in effect for eight years.  The Commission has taken steps to 


implement Chapter 14 in a manner that achieves the policy goals of increasing utility 


account collections and eliminating the subsidization of bad debt costs by paying 


customers.   


 


 The Commission revised the “Standards and Billing Practices for Residential Utility 


Service” regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56, bringing it into compliance with Chapter 


14 (Docket No. L-00060182). The regulations are now in effect following publication in 


the Pennsylvania Bulletin on Oct. 8, 2011. The Commission works to implement Chapter 


14 fairly and ensure that service remains available to all customers on reasonable terms 


and conditions. 


 


 Upon review, the Commission concludes that, overall, the utilities have effectively 


complied with Chapter 14.  Some compliance issues are apparent from a review of 


informal complaints filed with the Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) and informal 


investigations conducted by the Commission’s Bureau of Investigation & Enforcement 


(I&E). However, no indications of widespread, systemic violations of the Chapter 


currently exist.  The utilities appear to have brought their operations into compliance with 


the requirements of the Chapter, and the Commission is generally satisfied with the level 


of compliance to date. 


 


 Neverthless, instances of non-compliance are present. This is evidenced by the number of 


informally verified infractions found by the Commission relative to the electric, gas and 


water industries as shown in Tables 1 through 7 of this report and in the settlement 


resulting from an informal investigation by I&E.  Infractions are defined here as 


misapplications or violations of Chapter 14 found by BCS staff as part of an informal 


complaint investigation.  BCS staff verifies infractions by reviewing the informal 


complaint and information provided by the utility concerning the allegation and 


determining that the information indicates a possible violation of the Chapter has 


occurred.  An infraction also may be verified if the utility chooses not to contest the 


allegation, or admits that a violation may have occurred.   
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Section II – The Effect Upon the Cash Working Capital or Cash Flow, Uncollectible 


Levels and Collections of the Affected Public Utilities 


 


 The overall collections performance for the electric industry is beginning to show some 


improvement since the passage of Chapter 14, despite the weak economy. 


   


 Specifically, residential revenues have increased 48.2 percent since 2004, with a 


number of utilities reporting record earnings and profits during this period.  


Collections operating expenses, as a percentage of residential revenues, have declined 


slightly from 1.6 percent in 2004 to 1.4 percent in 2011. 


   


 Due to the economic downturn and the implementation of Chapter 14, a significant 


increase in the number of low-income, payment-troubled customers has occurred since 


2004.  Enrollment in Universal Service programs has increased dramatically, resulting 


in higher Universal Service costs.  However, these costs are recoverable for the 


utilities. The combination of total collections and Universal Service costs as a 


percentage of gross revenues has increased from 7.1 percent in 2004 to 7.7 percent in 


2011.   


 


 The gross residential write-offs ratio, which is the percentage of billings written off as 


uncollectible, declined from 2.1 percent in 2004 to 1.8 percent in 2011.  


     


 The overall collections performance for the gas industry improved from 2004-11.  This 


improvement reflects the continuation of a trend that had begun in the pre-Chapter 14 


period from 2002-04. 


   


 Since the implementation of Chapter 14, the percent of customers in debt declined 


from 22.63 percent in 2004 to 15.82 percent in 2011.  Meanwhile, the total dollars in 


debt declined by 44.6 percent.  


  


 The gross residential write-offs ratio declined by 33.7 percent since the passage of 


Chapter 14, going from 5.61 percent in 2004 to 3.72 percent in 2011. 


 


 Overall, the analysis of the various collections data since the passage of Chapter 14 


continues to show a dramatic pattern of improvement for PGW. 


 


 Significantly fewer residential customers owe money to PGW, while the amount of 


debt has also significantly declined since 2004.  


  


 PGW also stands out for a 30.6 percent decrease in its gross residential write-offs ratio.   


 


 PGW’s upgraded bond rating also reflects its improved collections performance and 


overall financial health. 
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Section III – The Level of Access to Utility Services by Residential Customers, Including 


Low-Income Customers 


 


 The Cold Weather Survey data is the most important indicator of the level of access to 


utility service. 


  
 The companies reported that as of Dec. 19, 2011, 17,475 households entered the 


winter season without heat-related service. 


  
 An additional 2,559 residences were using potentially unsafe heating sources, bringing 


the total number of homes not using a central heating system to 20,034.  This number 


is 34 percent higher than the pre-Chapter 14 average from 2001-04 of 14,992.  


  
 Terminations increased dramatically, by 95.2 percent for the electric industry and by a 


more modest 11.9 percent for the gas industry from 2004-11.   


 


 Additionally, the Commission turned away 134,218 customers seeking PARs who 


were deemed ineligible under Chapter 14 since its passage (from 2005-11). 


 


 Both the electric and gas industries have seen a significant increase in CAP enrollment 


since the passage of Chapter 14.  This has led to a corresponding increase in CAP 


spending, which is borne by all residential ratepayers.  Specifically, since 2004, the 


electric industry has increased CAP spending 108.7 percent and the gas industry has 


increased cap spending 62.1 percent.  Reductions in collections costs have partially offset 


the increase in CAP costs.  Low-income households that are placed into CAP and 


successfully manage to pay their CAP bills represent the success of the program. 


 


 The Commission continues to promote energy efficiency and conservation as well as 


customer responsibility as tools for maintaining access to utility service. 


 


Section IV – The Effect Upon the Level of Consumer Complaints and Mediations Filed 


with and Adjudicated by the Commission (Mediations are Currently Classified as 


Payment Agreement Requests Under § 1415) 


  


 Chapter 14 continues to have an impact on the number of Payment Agreement Requests 


(PARs). 


   


 PARs decreased 35 percent from 2004-11 and have been well below the 2004 level 


in each year since then. 


 


 The Commission turned away 19,756 customers in 2011 due to the restrictions on 


its ability to grant payment agreements.   


 


 Since the passage of Chapter 14, through the end of 2011, the Commission has 


turned away 134,218 customers seeking PARs. 
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 While the Commission continues to issue payment terms for customers whose 


service was terminated, this authority is exercised judiciously and only in instances 


where the customer has made a good-faith effort to pay their bill. 


 


 In addition, informal consumer complaint volume declined by 28 percent from 2004-11. 


 


Recommendations by the Commission for Legislative Amendments 


 


 The Commission is not recommending legislative amendments at this time.  The 


Commission will continue to evaluate what, if any, legislative amendments may be 


necessary to further promote the goals of the Act and the public interest and will 


communicate those recommendations to the General Assembly and Governor in its Fifth 


and final Biennial Report in Dec. 2014.  The Commission appreciates the opportunity to 


continually evaluate Chapter 14 so that the goals of increasing utility account collections 


and eliminating the subsidization of bad debt costs by paying customers do not erode 


consumer protections.  


 


Target Dates for Future Biennial Reports 


 


 The Commission will issue its fifth biennial report by Dec. 14, 2014, and will include data 


from 2012-13.  Through the issuance of the Biennial Report, the Commission will keep 


the General Assembly and Governor abreast of the implementation of Chapter 14.  In 


recognition of the sunset of Chapter 14 on Dec. 14, 2014, the Commission may target an 


earlier release date of the final biennial report so that it is available for the legislature to 


use in its decision-making on whether to allow Chapter 14 to sunset, to modify it, or to 


continue it without change. 
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Introduction 
 


 On Nov. 30, 2004, Senate Bill 677, also known as Act 201, the Responsible Utility 


Consumer Protection Act, was signed into law.  The Act went into effect on Dec. 14, 2004, 


and amended Title 66 by adding Chapter 14 (66 Pa. C.S. §§ 1401-1418) (Responsible Utility 


Customer Protection Act).  Chapter 14 is applicable to electric distribution companies, water 


distribution companies and larger natural gas distribution companies (those having annual 


operating income in excess of $6 million). 


 


 Chapter 14 requires the PUC to provide a report to the General Assembly and 


Governor every two years (§ 1415).  The first report was due no later than Dec. 14, 2006, and 


the final report is due in December 2014.  The reports are to review the implementation of the 


provisions of Chapter 14, including, but not limited to: 


 


1. The degree to which the Chapter’s requirements have been successfully 


implemented;  


 


2. The effect upon the cash working capital or cash flow, uncollectible levels and 


collections of the affected public utilities; 


 


3. The level of access to utility services by residential customers including low-


income customers; and 


 


4. The effect upon the level of consumer complaints and mediations filed with and 


adjudicated by the Commission.  (Mediations are currently classified as 


payment agreement requests under § 1415.)  


 


 Chapter 14 directs public utilities affected by this Chapter to provide data, as required 


by this Commission, to complete the reports.  The PUC’s report also may contain 


recommendations to the General Assembly and Governor regarding recommended legislative 


amendments or other changes that the Commission deems appropriate. 


  


Chapter 14 includes the Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW), a city natural gas distribution 


operation, within the category of natural gas distribution utilities.  The category specifically 


excludes natural gas distribution utilities with operational revenues of less than $6 million per 


year except where the public utility voluntarily petitions the Commission to be included or 


where the public utility seeks to provide natural gas supply services to retail gas customers 


outside its service territory.  Natural gas distribution utilities that are not connected to an 


interstate gas pipeline are similarly excluded from the provisions of Chapter 14 under § 1403. 
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Section I - The Degree to Which the Chapter’s Requirements Have Been 


Successfully Implemented 
 


As part of the first section of this report, the Commission will provide a summary of 


the Chapter 14 implementation process by both the Commission and the utilities.  It will 


include a report on verified infractions of Chapter 14 committed by utilities, as determined 


through a random sampling of informal complaints before the Commission’s BCS,
1
 and 


possible violations of Chapter 14 from informal PUC investigations resolved in the last two 


calendar years.  Although these violations represent non-compliance with Chapter 14, the 


violations are, for the most part, isolated occurrences, and the Commission concludes that 


overall, the utilities have effectively implemented and complied with Chapter 14.        


 


Commission Regulations 


 


The Commission revised the “Standards and Billing Practices for Residential Utility 


Service” regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56, bringing it into compliance with Chapter 14 


(Docket No. L-00060182). The regulations are now in effect following publication in the 


Pennsylvania Bulletin on Oct. 8, 2011. The Commission works to implement Chapter 14 


fairly and ensure that service remains available to all customers on reasonable terms and 


conditions. 


 


The PUC’s Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) continues to work in a collaborative 


manner with utilities and consumer representatives on implementation issues as they arise.  


This included revising the “Rights and Responsibilities” booklet that offers consumers a 


plain-language explanation of their basic rights and responsibilities as utility customers under 


the new regulations. Utilities have made this document available to all of their consumers and 


it is also available on the Commission’s website.   


 


To further facilitate implementation of the Act, Commission staff met with utility 


companies to address specific concerns and questions.  Commission staff provided informal 


written guidance to the utility companies relating to areas of particular concern, such as 


winter termination rules and the annual change in the federal poverty guidelines.   


 


The BCS informal compliance process has also facilitated the implementation of the 


Act by giving utilities specific examples of possible infractions of Chapter 14.  The informal 


compliance process uses consumer complaints to identify, document and notify utilities of 


possible infractions.  A utility that receives notification of a possible infraction has an 


opportunity to refute the allegation.  The utility can use the information to identify and 


voluntarily correct deficiencies in its customer service operations.  Corrective actions may 


include modifying a computer program; revising the text of a notice, bill, letter or company 


procedure; or providing additional staff training to ensure the proper use of a procedure.  The 


                                                 
1
 The random sampling consists of a statistically valid sample, with a reasonable margin of error, of informal complaints 


opened within the calendar year.  An automated process that sorts through the cases as they are closed and is intended to 


produce a representative sample of BCS informal complaint activity selects the sample.  The selected sample is then 


reviewed for evaluative and compliance purposes.  Utilities whose activity with the BCS is insufficient to produce a valid 


sample are excluded from sampling. 
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notification process also allows utilities to receive written clarifications of Chapter 14 and 


Commission regulations and policies.  This is an informal process intended to address 


compliance deficiencies in a quick, non-punitive manner.   


 


Informal Complaint Infractions 


 


One measure of Chapter 14 compliance that the PUC’s BCS uses is the frequency of 


Chapter 14 infractions that are found and verified during an informal complaint investigation.  


BCS typically keeps track of Chapter 14 infractions against energy and water utilities, 


including, but not limited to, infractions related to the collection of security deposits, to 


defective service termination notices, to unauthorized service terminations, and to untimely 


reconnections of service.     


 


Upon review of informal complaints filed, the BCS recorded the following verified 


infractions of Chapter 14.  As the data shows, while there are possible infractions of the 


Chapter documented, there is no indication of widespread, systemic violations of the Chapter.  


For the most part, it appears that the utilities have brought their operations into compliance 


with the requirements of the Chapter. 


 


Table 1 – 2005 Infractions  


 
2005 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 2 5 1 8 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  10 11  21 


§ 1405 Payment Agreements  1  1 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


 


14 


 


32 


 


4 


 


50 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  9 6 5 20 


§ 1406(c) Grounds for Immediate 


Termination  


 


1 


 


2 


  


3 


§ 1406(e) Winter Termination  1  1 


§ 1406 Medical Certificates 1 1  2 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee  1  1 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


 


11 


 


14 


  


25 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


  


1 


 


4 


 


5 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


 


2 


 


2 


  


4 


Total 50 77 14 141 
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Table 2 – 2006 Infractions  


 
2006 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 4 13 1 18 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  2 14  16 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


5 25  34 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  9 2 4 13 


§ 1406(c) Grounds for Immediate 


Termination  


  2 1 


§ 1406 Medical Certificates  1 1 1 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee  2  2 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


5 13  18 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


1 3 1 5 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


2 11 1 14 


Total 28 84 10 122 


 


 


Table 3 – 2007 Infractions  


 
2007 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 4 5  9 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  6 25  31 


§ 1405 Payment Agreements  1 1 2 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


7 29 9 45 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  4 6 6 16 


§ 1406(c) Grounds for Immediate 


Termination  


 1 2 3 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee 1   1 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


3 13  16 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


1 2  3 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


5 12 2 19 


§ 1417  Nonapplicability - 


Protection From Abuse 


1 1  2 


Total 32 95 20 147 
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Table 4 – 2008 Infractions  


 
2008 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 8 8 1 17 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  7 21 1 29 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


8 27 15 50 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  2 2 3 7 


§ 1406(f) Medical Certificates  1   1 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee 2 4  6 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


4 20  24 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


6 17 4 27 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


5 4 2 11 


§ 1410 Complaints    2 2 


Total 43 103 28 174 


 


 


 


Table 5 – 2009 Infractions  


 
2009 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions  6 4 10 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  11 8  19 


§ 1405 Payment Agreements 1   1 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


13 12 10 35 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  1 2 2 5 


§ 1406(c) Grounds for Immediate 


Termination  


 1  1 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee  3 3 6 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


1 5  6 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


2   2 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


3 7 1 11 


§ 1410  Complaints  2  2 


Total 32 46 20 98 
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Table 6 – 2010 Infractions  


 
2010 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 1 1 1 3 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  6 14  20 


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


9 6 3 18 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  1  1 2 


§ 1406(c) Grounds for Immediate 


Termination  


  1 1 


§ 1407(a)  Reconnection Fee 1 1 1 3 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


5 4  9 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


4   4 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


3 2  5 


Total 30 28 7 65 


 


 


Table 7 – 2011 Infractions  


 
2011 


 


Section of Chapter 14 


Electric 


Utilities 


Gas 


Utilities 


Water 


Utilities 


 


Total 


§ 1403 Definitions 2 2 2 6 


§ 1404 Credit and Deposits  8 7  15 


§ 1405 Payment Agreements     


§ 1406(a) Authorized 


Termination 


12 6 4 22 


§ 1406(b)  Notice of Termination  1 1  2 


§ 1407(b) Reconnection of 


Service – Timing 


8 5  13 


§ 1407(c) Reconnection – 


Payment to Restore Service 


1 1 1 3 


§ 1407(d)(e) Payment of 


Outstanding Balance at Premise   


5 4 1 10 


§ 1414 Without Grounds Placed 


Lien on Property 


 1  1 


§ 1417 Nonapplicability - 


Protection From Abuse 


1   1 


Total 38 27 8 73 
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Formal Commission Actions 
 


Pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 331(a), 506 and 52 Pa. Code § 3.113, the Commission’s 


Bureau of Investigation & Enforcement (I&E) along with BCS, continues to conduct informal 


investigations into alleged Chapter 14 infractions.  These informal investigations have 


resulted in the Commission’s approval of settlement agreements reached between companies 


and I&E staff to resolve these matters.  It can take six months or longer to bring an informal 


investigation to settlement.  In all of the settlements, each company denied any Chapter 14 


violations.  The settlements are significant in that they may indicate systemic problems that 


need to be corrected.  They also may involve public health and safety issues that the 


Commission takes very seriously. 
 


In the First, Second, and Third Biennial Reports submitted pursuant to Section 1415, 


the PUC reported on 13 settlements related to alleged Chapter 14 violations.²   For this 


reporting period, the Commission acted on the following settlement that involved alleged  


violations of Chapter 14: 
 


 On Jan. 27, 2011, the Commission finalized a settlement with Peoples Natural 


Gas LLC, which resulted from an investigation into the company’s handling of 


an account that was terminated on October 14, 2009, for non-payment.  (Docket 


No. M-2010-2147821)  I&E staff alleged that the company failed to provide the 


customer with information about obtaining a medical certificate in order to 


restore service and failed to determine if the customer was satisfied with the 


calls to the company.  In reviewing the company’s actions related to the 


incidents, I&E staff alleged that Peoples violated portions of the state Public 


Utility Code, including Chapter 14 and Commission regulations.  Under the 


terms of the settlement, the company agreed to provide ongoing training for its 


customer representatives regarding customer medical certification information 


and ensure that representatives expressly inquire at the conclusion of every 


customer telephone call if the call has been resolved to the customer’s 


satisfaction.   


_________________ 


2
 (i) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Prosecutory Staff v. PECO Energy Company, Public Meeting of Dec. 1, 


2005. M-00051904; (ii) PUC Prosecutory Staff Informal Investigation of the Pennsylvania Electric Company Service 


Terminations in Hastings and Erie, Pennsylvania.  Public Meeting of Dec. 15, 2005. M-00051906; (iii) PUC Prosecutory 


Staff Informal Investigation of the PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Residential Service Terminations.  Public Meeting 


of Aug. 17, 2006.  M-00061942; (iv) Settlement Agreement Between PUC Prosecutory Staff and West Penn Power Co., 


t/d/b/a Allegheny Power, Public Meeting of Oct. 19, 2006. M-00061952; (v) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 


Prosecutory Staff v. PECO Energy Company, Public Meeting of June 24, 2008.  M-00072051;  (vi) Pennsylvania Public 


Utility Commission, Prosecutory Staff v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Public Meeting of March 26, 2009, M-2008-


2057562; (vii) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff v. Philadelphia Gas Works, Public 


Meeting of  December 18, 2008, M-00072017; (viii) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; (ix) Pennsylvania Public 


Utility Commission Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff v. Metropolitan Edison Company, Public Meeting held April 22, 2010, 


M-2009-2035436; (x) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff  v. PPL Electric Utilities 


Corporation, Public Meeting held November 19, 2009, M-2009-2058182; (xi) Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 


Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff, Public Meeting held November 19, 2009, M-2009-2059414; (xii) Pennsylvania Public 


Utility Commission Prosecutory Staff  v. Metropolitan Edison Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company and 


Pennsylvania Power Company d/b/a FirstEnergy, Public Meeting held December 3, 2009, M-2009-2112849; (xiii) Re: 


Informal Investigation of Pennsylvania-American Water Company, Public Meeting held March 26, 2009, M-2008-


2066530; (xiv) Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff v. Pennsylvania Electric Company, Public Meeting of March 12, 2009, M-


2008-2027681.  
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The company also agreed to pay a civil penalty of $1,500 to resolve the alleged 


violations. The company did not admit to any wrongdoing under the settlement.   


 


Conclusion:  Section I – The Degree to Which the Chapter’s Requirements Have Been 


Successfully Implemented 


 


 Chapter 14 has been in effect for eight years.  The Commission has taken steps to 


implement Chapter 14 in a manner that achieves the policy goals of increasing utility account 


collections and eliminating the subsidization of bad debt costs by paying customers.  The 


Commission revised the Chapter 56 regulations to make them consistent with the mandates of 


Chapter 14.  The Commission works to implement Chapter 14 fairly and ensure that service 


remains available to all customers on reasonable terms and conditions. 


Overall, the utilities have effectively complied with Chapter 14.  While some 


compliance issues are apparent from a review of informal complaints filed with BCS and 


informal investigations conducted by the Commission’s I&E, no indication of widespread, 


systemic violations exist.  It appears the utilities have brought their operations into 


compliance with the requirements of the Chapter, and the Commission is generally satisfied 


with the level of compliance demonstrated by the utilities to date. 


 


Instances of non-compliance are evident in the number of informally verified 


infractions found by the Commission relative to the electric, gas and water industries and 


alleged infractions shown in the list of formal settlements resulting from I&E informal 


investigations.  The Commission continues to be concerned with unlawful or erroneous 


terminations, which present serious issues of health and safety for both the individuals 


directly involved and the surrounding community.  The Commission notes that many of these 


infractions are isolated occurrences. However, where a systemic failure is involved, 


appropriate corrective and, if need be, punitive action has been taken.  The Commission 


further notes that prior to the enactment of Chapter 14, utilities experienced similar 


compliance issues related to improper service terminations, etc. under the PUC’s Chapter 56 


billing regulations and/or Section 1501 of the Code (pertaining to reasonable service).  Thus, 


these types of compliance issues are not unique to Chapter 14.  In any event, the Commission 


takes such matters seriously and continues to work diligently to address these issues with 


utilities on a case-by-case basis. 
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Section II - The Effect Upon the Cash Working Capital or Cash Flow, 


Uncollectible Levels and Collections of the Affected Public Utilities 
 


Chapter 14 requires the Commission to report on the effect of Chapter 14 on cash 


working capital or cash flow, uncollectible levels and residential collections of the affected 


utilities.  The following section will begin with an overview of the collections process 


followed by a review of the type of collections data that the Commission receives and utilizes 


to, among other things, assess the impact of Chapter 14 on energy and water utility 


uncollectible levels and collections, etc.  This section concludes with data on the collections 


impact of Chapter 14 on affected utilities.  Based on this data, the overall collections 


performance for the electric industry is beginning to show some improvement since 


enactment of Chapter 14, while the overall collections performance for the gas industry 


continues to improve.  Noting the current economic conditions, utilities have effectively 


managed their overall collection levels during the report period.   


 


Overview of the Collections Process 


 


The collections process begins when a customer does not pay his/her bill in full and on 


time.  Active account balances are those accounts with service still on.  The number of active 


accounts in debt and the corresponding dollars in debt are included in this report.   


 


Inactive account balances are those accounts that have been terminated or discontinued 


but not yet written-off by the company.  Inactive account balances will either be paid by the 


customer or written off as uncollectible by the company.  The Commission’s Collections 


Reporting Interim Guidelines require utility reporting of inactive accounts beginning with 


2007 data (See Appendix 30).  Write-offs are accounts that the company determines to be 


uncollectible.   


 


Companies move accounts from inactive status to write-offs on differing timelines, 


varying from two months to one year following termination or discontinuance, according to 


individual company accounting strategies.  Collections Operating Expenses represent the 


costs to the company for pursuing the dollars owed by customers.  Universal Service 


Programs costs reflect the costs associated with those programs that serve as alternative 


collections devices for low-income customers.  Security Deposits on Hand represent a cash 


asset for utilities and are treated as an offset to collections costs in the calculation of a 


company’s Distribution Charges (See Appendix 31). 


 


Collections Data Process 


 


The Commission sought comments from the industry and interested parties on 


collections data issues associated with Chapter 14 reporting requirements, including, but not 


limited to, the following: 


 


 Applicability of the reporting requirements; 


 Content of the list of collections data variables to be included under the reporting 


requirements; 
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 Frequency of utility reporting under the requirements; 


 Due dates for the utility reporting under the requirements; 


 Establishment of the Collaborative Process Working Group; 


 Transfer of historical data from the Commission to the utilities; 


 Link between the Chapter 56 rulemaking and the Collections Reporting 


Requirements; and 


 Process for making collections data available to the public. 


 


Applicability 


 


 Larger Utilities - Electric 


 


By order entered July 24, 2006, at Docket No. M-00041802F0003, the Commission 


established that larger utilities – those electric, gas and water distribution utilities with annual 


operating revenues greater than or equal to $200 million – are subject to full reporting 


pursuant to § 1415.  The complete list of collections data variables appears in Appendix 1.  


The electric distribution utilities subject to the Chapter 14 evaluation collections reporting 


requirements include:  Duquesne Light Co. (Duquesne), Metropolitan Edison Co. (Met-Ed), 


PECO Electric Inc. (PECO), Pennsylvania Electric Co. (Penelec), Pennsylvania Power Co. 


(Penn Power), PPL Electric Utilities Corp. and West Penn Power Co. (formerly Allegheny). 


 


Treatment of West Penn Power (formerly Allegheny Power) 


 


On Feb. 24, 2011, PUC approved a joint application where Allegheny and TrAILCo 


each became a wholly owned subsidiary of FirstEnergy Co.  Subsequent to the approval, 


Allegheny Power began identifying itself to customers as “West Penn Power, A FirstEnergy 


Company”.  Starting with this year’s report, we will identify the company as West Penn 


Power. 


 


Larger Utilities – Natural Gas 


 


The natural gas distribution utilities include: Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 


(Columbia), Peoples Natural Gas Co. (formerly Dominion Peoples), Equitable Gas Co. 


(Equitable), National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp. (NFG), PECO Gas, UGI Penn Natural Gas 


(PNG), PGW and UGI-Gas. 


 


Larger Utilities – Water  


 


The water utilities include: Aqua  (Aqua Pennsylvania) and Pennsylvania American 


Water Co. (PAWC). 


 


Smaller Utilities 


 


The Commission established that smaller utilities covered by Chapter 14 are required 


to report only a limited number of residential collections data variables beginning with 2007 


data.  This abbreviated list of collections variables includes the number of residential 
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customers, annual residential billings, annual gross residential write-offs, the number of 


terminations and the number of reconnections.   


 


Number of Years to be Included in the Biennial Report 


 


The historical reporting period for the residential collections data in the Commission’s 


Fourth Biennial Report is 2002, 2004 and 2006 through 2011.  Data for the years 2003 and 


2005 are excluded from this report but can be found in the three previously issued reports.  


Under Commission regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 56.202 (Record Maintenance), utilities are 


required to maintain a minimum of four years written or recorded disputes and complaints.   


 


Chapter 56 Rulemaking and the Collections Reporting Requirements/ 


Frequency of Utility Reporting 


 


In 2011 the Commission revised the “Standards and Billing Practices for Residential 


Utility Service” regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56 to bring them into compliance with 


Chapter 14.   In the Chapter 56 rulemaking, the Commission revised § 56.231 to incorporate 


the Interim Guidelines for collections data reporting.  Utilities are to report data on an annual 


basis.  This reporting frequency is sufficient. 


 


Utility Reporting Due Dates 


 


The Commission set Sept. 1, 2006, as the initial reporting deadline.  For subsequent 


reporting, the Commission established April 1 as the due date for the previous year’s 


information (i.e. 2011 data was due April 1, 2012).  The annual reporting will continue 


through April 1, 2014, which will cover the year 2013.  The Final Order also set utility 


reporting due dates which are reflected in the Interim Guidelines. 


 


Making Collections Data Available to the Public 


 


The Commission received comments asking that collections data be made available on 


the PUC website www.puc.pa.gov.  The Commission agreed and placed the initial historical 


data submission covering the period 2002-05 on its website in December 2006.  The 


Commission continues to post annual data submissions to the PUC website by May 31 of 


each year.  Data for the period 2002-11 is now on our website and can be found at: 


http://www.puc.state.pa.us/filing_resources/biennial_report_pursuant_to_section_1415.aspx  


 


Collections Data 


 


Residential Collections Data 2002–11 


 


All residential collections data tables presented in this report are based on data 


previously submitted to the Commission by the affected companies and subsequently 


validated by the companies.  The validation process was set forth in the Commission’s Final 


Order at Docket No. M-00041802F0003.  The historical data set for this report covers 2002-


11 and was recently validated and updated by the utilities during 2012 for this report.  In 



http://www.puc.pa./

http://www.puc.state.pa.us/filing_resources/biennial_report_pursuant_to_section_1415.aspx
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some cases, data has been revised since its prior publication in the first two reports and the 


corrected data is contained herein. 


 


Treatment of Electric and Gas Industry Totals and Averages 


 


 All electric and gas industry totals shown throughout the tables in this report are based 


on industry totals and do not represent an average of the company scores.  This rule applies to 


all tables, regardless of whether the table shows total lines that are simple additions or 


whether the table shows totals that are derived from calculated variables, which are based on 


equations using at least two input variables.   


 


Gas industry totals in the report tables include PGW beginning in 2004 since the 


Commission does not have PGW data prior to the implementation of Chapter 14.  However, 


the narrative descriptive highlights below the gas industry tables are based on industry totals 


excluding PGW.  In this way, PGW can better be compared to its industry peers.      


 


Collections Performance Measures and Data 


 


The Commission believes that specific collections performance measures such as the 


percent of customers in debt, the percent of billings in debt, the weighted arrearage and the 


percent of billings written off provide a comprehensive picture of collections performance.  


These primary collections measures appear in Section II, along with annual residential 


billings and annual Universal Service Program costs.  Billings are included because billings 


are used to calculate the percentage of billings in debt and the percentage of billings written 


off.  In addition, the amount of billings shows the magnitude of the dollars involved in 


residential collections.  Universal Service costs are included because Universal Service 


Programs provide a safety net for low-income customers and, as such, represent a significant 


part of the utilities’ overall collections strategy.   


 


Other collections data appear in the appendices of this report.  While the Commission 


views this data as secondary to the performance measures presented in Section II, the 


Commission considers the data important enough to include in this report.  In all cases, the 


additional data presented in the appendices offers significant supporting and summary data.  


The Commission’s goal is to provide a comprehensive view of collections performance and 


the appendices allow us to do so.  The appendices include: the dollars in gross write-offs; the 


number of active accounts in debt; the total dollars in debt for active accounts; average 


arrearages; annual utility collections operating expenses; collections costs as a percentage of 


billings; Universal Service Program costs as a percentage of billings; Customer Assistance 


Program (CAP) Costs; Low Income Usage Reduction Program (LIURP) costs; summaries of 


select collections and Universal Service costs; monthly average bills; the number of accounts 


and dollars in debt for inactive accounts; and the number of accounts and total dollars in 


security deposits on hand. 


 


Definitions for each collections performance measure and data variable are provided 


prior to all data tables in Section II and in the various appendices that provide additional 


supporting collections data.  
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Collections Trend Analysis of Pre-Chapter 14 Data versus Post-Chapter 14 Data 


 


 The data presented in Tables 8-28 illustrate the Pre-Chapter 14 versus Post-Chapter 14 


collections trends.  These tables show collections data from 2002 and 2004 for the pre-


Chapter 14 period and data from 2006-11 for the post-Chapter 14 period.  The line graphs in 


this section present collections data from 2002, 2004 and 2006 to 2011.    
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The annual residential billings shown below represent the total amount of the residential billings for calendar years 2002-11.  This 


includes normal tariff billings and late payment fees. 
 


Table 8 – Annual Residential Billings ($) – Electric  
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 335,199,000 314,096,238 367,688,569  451,564,521 469,775,020 466,507,432 511,240,918 523,025,310 -6.3 66.5 


GPU* 794,398,727            


Met-Ed  459,899,488 490,102,735  556,775,006 585,043,618 626,478,569 690,183,918 741,983,813 3.5*** 61.3 


PECO** 1,801,779,619 1,957,092,865 2,281,139,333  2,453,497,423 2,429,827,312 2,366,957,059 2,530,246,332 2,576,470,996 8.6 31.6 


Penelec  375,076,999 391,403,521  451,605,105 467,879,472 472,113,272 503,077,503 599,475,621 0.5*** 59.8 


Penn 


Power 
136,838,297 139,365,836 134,567,931  174,449,198 184,277,941 183,328,312 179,027,401 172,679,614 1.8 23.9 


PPL 1,066,109,848 1,119,311,100 1,300,025,518  1,383,051,077 1,450,626,903 1,487,538,825 1,856,148,702 1,858,691,507 5.0 66.1 


West Penn 472,083,703 461,441,708 494,672,069  547,374,217 554,454,172 599,340,971 682,938,695 679,101,765 -2.3 47.2 


Total 4,606,409,194 4,826,284,234 5,459,599,676 6,018,316,547 6,141,884,438 6,202,264,440 6,952,863,469 7,151,428,626 4.8 48.2 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO’s data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 
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Table 9 – Annual Residential Billings ($) – Gas  


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 188,343,042 334,443,294 418,132,074 402,803,625 481,827,700 387,454,010 359,493,889 346,316,467 77.6 3.6 


Equitable 217,196,523 283,893,176 287,990,871 302,131,240 363,574,586 308,905,022 282,496,294 251,683,545 30.7 -11.3 


NFG 184,074,895 244,711,222 287,197,446 262,091,560 292,267,922 259,746,550 183,821,950 182,111,890 32.9 -25.6 


Peoples 181,078,432 290,778,050 322,086,340 286,731,554 331,893,654 259,501,732 215,310,143 249,251,788 60.6 -14.3 


PGW*  572,312,071 632,699,250 622,743,570 649,689,318 629,654,666 553,513,141 499,921,332 * -12.6 


UGI-Gas 232,474,943 260,933,261 310,939,761 333,604,769 343,459,192 311,515,001 280,090,582 251,635,022 12.2 -3.6 


UGI Penn 


Natural 
149,164,424 184,696,814 199,170,443 220,805,764 233,511,186 239,555,679 186,321,235 172,666,044 23.8 -6.5 


Total 1,152,332,259 2,171,767,888  2,458,216,185  2,430,912,082  2,696,223,558 2,396,332,660 2,061,047,234 1,953,586,088 * -10.0 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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The following tables show the percentage of customers in debt for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  The 


percentage of customers in debt is calculated by dividing the number of residential customers in debt by the total number of residential 


customers.  A company with a low percentage of its residential customers in debt will experience better cash flow than one with a higher 


percentage.
3
 


 


Table 10 – Percentage of Residential Customers in Debt
3
 – Active Accounts – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 15.85 11.78 10.20 9.50 9.50 9.41 9.73 7.67 -25.7 -34.9 


GPU* 20.52          


Met-Ed  18.79 18.69 18.82 19.12 19.88 20.90 21.91 -3.9*** 16.6 


PECO** 19.78 19.77 26.58 23.26 23.80 23.71 22.56 22.86 0.0 15.6 


Penelec  19.88 19.79 19.63 19.24 19.46 19.99 21.41 -3.5*** 7.7 


Penn Power 21.44 19.23 19.17 19.18 18.76 19.31 19.36 18.41 -10.3 -4.3 


PPL 15.62 15.97 17.20 17.28 17.28 17.56 17.94 18.58 2.2 16.3 


West Penn 18.68 17.54 15.55 16.07 15.89 16.83 17.24 17.68 -6.1 0.8 


Total 18.40 17.59 19.43 18.47 18.59 18.85 18.86 19.16 -4.4 8.9 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


The percentage of residential customers in debt for the electric industry declined by 4.4 percent in the pre-Chapter 14 period from 


2002-04 but has since increased by 8.9 percent in the post-Chapter 14 period from 2004-11. 
 


 


 


                                                 
3
 These are customers with utility account arrearages. 
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Table 11 – Percentage of Residential Customers in Debt – Active Accounts – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 10.44 14.14 13.13 12.85 13.34 11.49 11.09 12.04 35.4 -14.9 


Equitable 16.99 27.44 14.25 13.43 12.31 11.84 11.95 12.27 61.5 -55.3 


NFG 15.03 16.54 13.81 12.09 12.33 12.07 10.66 11.54 10.0 -30.2 


Peoples 18.10 18.03 15.61 14.61 14.19 12.76 10.05 12.60 -0.4 -30.1 


PGW*  37.95 26.41 25.20 24.01 23.73 22.47 23.34 * -38.5 


UGI-Gas 14.15 15.22 13.12 16.61 17.52 16.39 15.79 16.78 7.6 10.2 


UGI Penn Natural 16.66 17.52 17.02 17.14 17.92 19.20 17.54 17.75 5.2 1.3 


Total 14.93 22.63 17.14 16.86 16.68 15.90 14.77 15.82 * -30.1 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


The percentage of residential customer in debt for the gas industry, excluding PGW, increased by 19.4 percent in the pre-Chapter 


14 period from 2002-04 and declined by 23.9 percent in the post-Chapter 14 period from 2004-11.  PGW’s improvement since the 


passage of Chapter 14 was more dramatic than most of its industry peers as the percent of customers in debt declined by 38.5 percent 


from 2004-11.  See page 18 for additional data included in this analysis. 
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 18.40 17.59 19.43 18.47 18.59 18.85 18.86 19.16


Gas Exluding PGW* 14.93 17.83 14.26 16.86 14.44 13.52 12.45 13.57


PGW 37.95 26.41 25.20 24.01 23.73 22.47 23.34
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 


Percentage of Customers in Debt - Active Accounts 


Electric Gas Exluding PGW* PGW
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The following tables show the percentage of billings in debt for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  The percentage 


of billings in debt is calculated by dividing the total annual billings by the total monthly average dollars in debt.  This calculated variable 


provides another way to measure the extent of customer debt.  In the two tables that follow, the higher the percentage, the greater the 


potential collections risk. 


 


Table 12 – Percentage of Billings in Debt – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 11.75 7.13 4.27 3.41 3.99 4.22 4.22 3.46 -39.3 -51.5 


GPU* 5.74          


Met-Ed  5.44 5.29 5.05 4.85 4.81 5.10 5.62 -2.9*** 3.3 


PECO** 4.92 6.32 4.10 5.77 8.11 7.39 4.91 5.05 28.5 -20.1 


Penelec  6.62 6.26 5.79 5.31 5.27 5.27 5.59 3.0*** -15.6 


Penn Power 3.90 5.76 6.19 5.29 5.29 5.63 5.91 5.86 47.7 1.7 


PPL 4.58 5.15 5.86 5.87 5.94 6.08 5.30 6.15 12.4 19.4 


West Penn 3.60 3.38 2.05 2.01 2.04 2.20 2.24 2.45 -6.1 -27.5 


Total 5.31 5.74 4.66 5.20 6.12 5.86 4.77 5.10 8.1 -11.1 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


The percentage of billings in debt was worsening for the electric industry prior to the passage of Chapter 14, as evidenced by the 


8.1 percent increase from 2002-04.  Since the passage of Chapter 14, the electric industry showed a decrease of 11.1 percent. 
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Table 13 – Percentage of Billings in Debt – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 5.61 4.78 4.18 3.73 3.53 5.12 3.61 4.56 -14.8 -4.6 


Equitable 8.50 9.44 5.36 4.19 3.23 3.99 3.86 3.88 11.1 -58.9 


NFG 3.09 3.54 2.75 2.45 2.31 2.76 2.56 2.81 14.6 -20.6 


Peoples 21.99 14.48 15.27 12.92 10.36 12.18 7.15 7.62 -34.2 -47.4 


PGW*  18.33 10.80 9.67 9.32 9.96 9.45 10.47 * -42.9 


UGI-Gas 2.17 3.04 2.72 3.48 4.06 3.52 3.20 3.84 40.1 26.3 


UGI Penn Natural 3.38 3.76 4.07 3.41 3.68 4.18 3.90 3.74 11.2 -0.5 


Total 7.34 9.82 7.12 6.19 5.67 6.45 5.46 6.05 * -38.4 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


The percentage of billings in debt decreased by 7.6 percent for the gas industry, excluding PGW, prior to the passage of Chapter 14 


from 2002-04 and showed a more dramatic decrease of 33.2 percent since 2004.  PGW showed a dramatic improvement since the passage 


of Chapter 14, based on the 42.9 percent decrease in the percentage of billings in debt.  See page 21 for additional data included in this 


analysis. 
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 5.31 5.74 4.66 5.20 6.12 5.86 4.77 5.10


Gas-Excluding PGW* 7.34 6.78 5.77 6.19 4.41 5.20 3.99 4.53


PGW 18.33 10.80 9.67 9.32 9.96 9.45 10.47
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 


Percentage of Billings in Debt 


Electric Gas-Excluding PGW* PGW
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The following tables show the weighted average of arrearages compared to bills for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 


2011.  The weighted arrearage is calculated by dividing the average arrearage by the average bill.  It represents the number of average 


bills in an average arrearage.  The larger the number, the greater the collections risk. 


 


Table 14 – Weighted Arrearage – Active Accounts – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 8.81 7.29 5.03 4.42 5.07 5.96 5.84 6.23 -17.3 -14.5 


GPU* 3.35          


Met-Ed  3.17 3.40 3.21 3.04 2.93 2.94 3.08 -7.6*** -2.8 


PECO** 2.98 3.83 1.85 4.06 4.09 3.74 3.39 3.77 28.5 -1.6 


Penelec  3.99 3.77 3.51 3.32 3.25 3.16 3.13 18.8*** -21.6 


Penn Power 3.53 3.16 3.86 3.31 3.38 3.51 3.68 3.80 -10.5 20.3 


PPL 3.58 3.96 4.14 4.12 4.09 4.20 4.44 5.58 10.6 40.9 


West Penn 2.48 2.33 1.58 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.55 1.67 -6.0 -28.3 


Total 3.99 4.13 3.24 3.91 4.24 4.02 3.65 3.93 3.5 -4.8 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


From 2002 to 2004, the weighted arrearage for the electric industry increased by 3.5 percent.  It improved somewhat after the 


passage of Chapter 14, as reflected by the 4.8 percent decrease from 2004-11. 
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Table 15 – Weighted Arrearage – Active Accounts – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 4.73 3.48 3.56 3.36 3.04 5.53 3.74 4.45 -26.4 27.9 


Equitable 5.32 3.84 3.87 3.36 2.91 3.39 3.60 3.47 -27.8 -9.6 


NFG 2.50 2.63 2.46 2.44 2.24 2.75 2.87 2.82 5.2 7.2 


Peoples 10.15 7.21 8.33 7.64 6.33 7.94 6.37 6.34 -29.0 -12.1 


PGW*  5.85 5.04 4.56 4.64 4.94 5.23 4.89 * -16.4 


UGI-Gas 2.20 2.33 2.19 2.53 2.43 2.48 2.35 2.50 5.9 7.3 


UGI Penn Natural 2.46 2.61 2.73 2.48 2.52 2.66 2.59 2.43 6.1 -6.9 


Total 5.11 4.77 4.45 4.06 3.71 4.38 4.14 4.20 * -11.9 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


The weighted arrearage for the gas industry, excluding PGW, improved significantly, decreasing by 20.7 percent from 2002-04.  


The gas industry showed an improvement following the passage of Chapter 14 as the decline measured 10.6 percent from 2004-11.  


PGW’s weighted arrearage improved more dramatically than that of its industry peers since the passage of Chapter 14 as the weighted 


arrearage declined by 16.4 percent from 2004-11.  See page 24 for additional data included in this analysis. 
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 3.99 4.13 3.24 3.91 4.24 4.02 3.65 3.93


Gas-Excluding PGW 5.11 4.05 4.22 4.06 3.32 4.02 3.45 3.62


PGW 5.85 5.04 4.56 4.64 4.94 5.23 4.89
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 


Weighted Arrearage - Active Accounts 


Electric Gas-Excluding PGW PGW
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The following tables show the gross residential write-offs ratio for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  The gross 


residential write-off ratio is the percentage of billings written off as uncollectible.  The percentage of residential billings written off as 


uncollectible is the most commonly used long-term measure of collections system performance.  This measure is calculated by dividing 


the annual total gross dollars written off for residential accounts by the annual total dollars of residential billings. 


  


Table 16 – Percentage of Gross Residential Write-Offs Ratio – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 5.19 3.15 2.62 1.15 1.26 1.76 1.14 1.23 -39.3 -61.0 


GPU* 2.49          


Met-Ed  2.11 1.89 1.93 1.91 1.71 1.68 1.92 17.2*** -9.0 


PECO** 2.31 2.12 1.84 2.24 2.11 2.22 1.84 1.43 -8.2 -32.5 


Penelec  2.33 2.20 2.07 2.00 1.76 1.67 1.79 7.9*** -23.2 


Penn Power 1.35 1.69 1.93 1.74 1.81 1.82 1.61 1.85 25.2 9.5 


PPL 1.51 1.99 1.63 1.68 1.78 2.36 2.13 2.68 31.8 34.7 


West Penn 1.65 1.86 1.17 1.09 1.01 0.93 0.93 1.03 12.7 -44.6 


Total 2.27 2.14 1.81 1.87 1.83 2.00 1.74 1.79 -5.7 -16.4 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


The percentage of gross residential write-offs ratio for the electric industry declined by 5.7 percent prior to the passage of Chapter 


14.  The residential write-offs ratio continued to decline after the passage of Chapter 14, as indicated by the 16.4 percent decrease from 


2004-11. 
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Table 17 – Percentage of Gross Residential Write-Offs Ratio – Gas 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 3.87 4.81 3.04 2.61 2.26 3.11 2.27 2.82 24.3 -41.4 


Equitable 7.44 2.79 5.32 3.73 3.46 2.97 2.19 2.13 -62.5 -23.7 


NFG 3.61 2.45 2.55 3.17 2.09 2.33 3.39 2.00 -32.1 -18.4 


Peoples 7.70 4.79 3.23 3.86 2.87 4.06 3.59 1.82 -37.8 -62.0 


PGW*  11.52 14.93 8.41 7.08 8.45 8.44 7.99 * -30.6 


UGI-Gas 2.56 2.60 2.73 2.93 3.39 3.08 2.43 2.27 1.6 -12.7 


UGI Penn Natural 2.17 2.79 2.53 2.81 3.57 3.83 2.75 2.10 28.6 -24.7 


Total 4.62 5.61 6.25 4.51 3.90 4.58 4.22 3.72 * -33.7 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


The percentage of gross residential write-offs ratio for the gas industry, excluding PGW, declined by 24.5 percent prior to the 


passage of Chapter 14 and continued to decline after the passage of Chapter 14, as indicated by the 35.5 percent decrease from 2004-11.  


PGW did better than most of its industry peers following the passage of Chapter 14 as indicated by the decline of 30.6 percent.  See page 


27 for additional data included in this analysis. 
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 2.27 2.14 1.81 1.87 1.83 2.00 1.74 1.79


Gas-Excluding PGW 4.62 3.49 3.25 4.51 2.89 3.20 2.67 2.25


PGW 11.52 14.93 8.41 7.08 8.45 8.44 7.99
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 


Percentage of Gross Residential Write-Off Ratio 


Electric Gas-Excluding PGW PGW
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The following tables show total universal service costs for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  Universal Service 


Programs are targeted to low-income customers and include the Customer Assistance Program (CAP), the Low Income Usage Reduction 


Program (LIURP), Customer Assistance and Referral Evaluation Services (CARES) and Hardship Funds.  Universal Service Programs 


offer an alternative payment strategy for low-income customers aimed at making bills more affordable.  Customers who participate in 


CAP are removed from mainstream collections data and are tracked under Universal Service Program Costs, consistent with the 


Commission’s treatment of such costs for ratemaking purposes.  Consistent with reporting in the Commission’s annual Universal Service 


Report, the total Universal Service Program Costs include CAP, LIURP and CARES. 


 


Table 18 – Total Universal Service Program Costs – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $7,740,834 $6,396,250 $11,566,730 $13,027,031 $14,816,236 $17,508,094 $19,464,980 $20,275,094 -17.4 217.0 


GPU* $12,965,640          


Met-Ed  $6,686,226 $7,989,825 $9,995,788 $16,144,867 $22,015,084 $26,884,978 $31,294,913 3.0*** 368.1 


PECO** $66,179,850 $86,102,371 $82,440,873 $100,361,093 $120,605,511 $115,914,246 $109,598,048 $117,318,571 30.1 36.3 


Penelec  $8,571,959 $10,422,216 $12,694,954 $21,988,893 $27,570,954 $30,436,815 $32,726,847 9.8*** 281.8 


Penn Power $2,498,900 $2,353,117 $2,333,840 $3,182,635 $6,183,737 $9,725,640 $11,109,118 $11,164,436 -5.8 374.5 


PPL $16,235,685 $20,334,191 $24,579,346 $27,672,369 $31,868,731 $37,859,371 $55,095,434 $60,937,485 25.2 199.7 


West Penn $5,464,748 $7,109,745 $9,759,595 $10,275,264 $9,529,798 $9,252,313 $11,416,768 $13,376,386 30.1 88.1 


Total $111,085,657 $137,553,859 $149,092,425 $177,209,134 $221,137,773 $239,845,702 $264,006,141 $287,093,732 23.8 108.7 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Spending on Universal Service programs increased dramatically prior to the passage of Chapter 14, and this trend continued after 


the passage of Chapter 14 as the electric companies continued to expand these programs for low-income customers. 
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Table 19 – Total Universal Service Program Costs – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $10,408,791 $16,344,747 $27,380,104 $24,816,225 $25,879,596 $31,551,847 $21,875,493 $21,567,265 57.0 32.0 


Equitable $2,717,462 $6,596,751 $16,745,551 $12,506,073 $16,675,577 $30,380,400 $15,964,898 $13,072,242 142.8 98.2 


NFG $3,098,569 $5,833,965 $10,015,338 $7,884,198 $9,420,781 $8,119,399 $4,298,336 $3,870,753 88.3 -33.7 


Peoples $2,214,685 $6,161,196 $8,389,190 $23,570,907 $9,448,364 $11,046,754 $6,710,862 $8,718,959 178.2 41.5 


PGW*  $59,808,697 $105,440,734 $108,307,951 $105,892,522 $108,636,123 $96,192,935 $102,964,829 * 72.2% 


UGI-Gas $1,097,623 $2,615,634 $4,119,883 $5,075,209 $5,749,679 $6,781,836 $4,931,486 $5,100,032 138.3 95.0 


UGI Penn 


Natural 
$686,930 $1,036,120 $1,763,766 $1,604,466 $2,963,411 $4,450,767 $3,187,398 $4,197,023 50.8 305.1 


Total $20,224,060 $98,397,110  $173,854,566 $183,765,029  $176,029,930 $200,967,126 $153,161,408 $159,491,103 * 62.1 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


Spending on Universal Service programs increased prior to the enactment of Chapter 14, and this trend increased dramatically after 


the passage of Chapter 14 as gas companies expanded these programs for low-income customers during the era of volatile gas prices since 


2002. 
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The following table is a summary of various significant collections data variables and 


collections data performance measures that appear in Section II, Section III and in various 


appendices in this report.  For both the electric and gas industries, the pre-Chapter 14 trend is 


shown in the columns indicating the change from 2002-04 and the post-Chapter 14 analysis is 


shown in the columns indicating the change from 2004-11.  


 


Table 20 – Summary of Collections Measures – Percent Change 2002-04 


and Percent Change 2004-11 
 


 


Collections 


Measure 


Electric 


Industry 


2002-04 


Electric 


Industry 


2004-11 


Gas 


Industry 


2002-04* 


Gas 


Industry 


2004-11* 


 


PGW 


2004-11 


Billings 4.8 48.2 38.8 -9.1 -12.6 


Gross Write-Offs Ratio -5.7 -16.4 -24.5 -35.5 -30.6 


Percent of Billings in Debt 8.1 -11.1 -7.6 -33.2 -42.9 


Percent of Customers in Debt** -4.4 8.9 19.4 -23.9 -38.5 


Weighted Arrearage 3.5 -4.8 -20.7 -10.6 -16.4 


Universal Service Programs 


Costs 
23.8 108.7 90.8 46.5 72.2 


*Excludes PGW – PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


**See Appendix 2 for the explanation of variability among the companies for reporting when they consider an 


account to be overdue and see Appendix 3 for the explanation of variability of when they move an account from 


active status to inactive status following a termination or discontinuance of service. 


 


Conclusion:  Section II – The Effect Upon the Cash Working Capital or Cash Flow, 


Uncollectible Levels and Collections of the Affected Public Utilities 


 


Despite the weak economy, the overall collections performance for the electric 


industry is showing some improvement since the passage of Chapter 14.  A 48.2 percent 


increase in residential revenues has occurred since 2004.  The gross residential write-offs 


ratio, which is the percentage of billings written off as uncollectible, declined from 2.1 


percent in 2004 to 1.8 percent in 2011 and the percent of billings in debt declined 11.1 


percent for the same period. 


 


Due to the economic downturn and the implementation of Chapter 14, a significant 


increase in the number of low-income, payment-troubled customers since 2004 has occurred.  


Enrollment in Universal Service programs has increased dramatically, resulting in higher 


Universal Service costs.  However, these costs are recoverable for the utilities and the 


combination of total collections and Universal Service costs as a percentage of gross revenues 


have only increased from 7.1 percent in 2004 to 7.7 percent in 2011.  In support of the 


evidence of the economic downturn, the Commission offers the statewide increase in the 
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percentage of Pennsylvania households at or below 150 percent of the Federal Poverty Level, 


from 19 percent in 2000 to over 26 percent in 2010.   


     


The overall collections performance for the gas industry improved from 2004-11.  This 


improvement reflects the continuation of a trend that had already begun in the pre-Chapter 14 


period from 2002-04.  During the post-Chapter 14 years, the percentage of customers in debt 


declined from 22.63 percent in 2004 to 15.82 percent in 2011.  Meanwhile, the total dollars in 


debt declined by 44.6 percent.  The gross residential write-offs ratio declined by 33.7 percent 


since the passage of Chapter 14, going from 5.61 percent in 2004 to 3.72 percent in 2011.  


Finally, the gas industry has expanded CAP spending by 59.1 percent since 2004. 


 


Overall, the analysis of the various collections data continues to show a dramatic 


pattern of improvement for PGW since the passage of Chapter 14.  Significantly fewer 


customers owe money to PGW while the amount of debt has also significantly declined since 


2004.  PGW also stands out for a 30.6 percent decrease in its gross residential write-offs ratio.  


PGW’s improved collections performance and overall financial health is reflected by its 


upgraded bond rating. 


 


As shown above, the impact on residential collections continues to be more developed 


since our initial report.  The collections data presented in this report do not include CAP 


accounts, consistent with the Commission’s historical treatment of CAP accounts.  For 


ratemaking purposes, CAP costs are recovered as a Universal Service Program Expense and 


not as a collections expense.  The increase in the enrollment in CAP since the passage of 


Chapter 14 is a factor in the overall collections trend line.  Based on data from the previously 


released annual reports on Universal Service programs, the corresponding year-end CAP 


enrollments increased from 305,303 in 2004 to 492,986 in 2011.  The net effect in the growth 


of the CAP programs is that these customer arrearages are removed from the amount of 


current arrearages.  Reduction in collection costs have partially offset the increase in CAP 


costs.  
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Section III - The Level of Access to Utility Services by Residential Customers, 


Including Low-Income Customers 
 


This report also is designed to measure the impact of Chapter 14 on access to utility 


services by residential customers, including low-income customers.   


 


To help measure access, the PUC uses monthly termination and reconnection data 


received from the electric and gas distribution companies.  The Commission also uses limited 


information on terminated households through the annual Cold Weather Survey (CWS).  The 


electric and natural gas distribution companies gather CWS data annually during the fall 


months.  The utilities survey residential properties where heat-related service was terminated 


during the calendar year and not reconnected.  Survey results are reported to the Commission 


and categorized according to income status.  The CWS does not provide any indication as to 


how long the household has been without utility service.  A further limitation of the CWS is 


that customers whose service was terminated and not reconnected in a prior year will not be 


in the pool of customers to be surveyed in the current year. 
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Termination of utility service is the most serious consequence of customer nonpayment.  The termination of utility service is a last 


resort when customers fail to meet their payment obligations.  The following tables contain information on the number of terminations for 


electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011. 


 


Table 21 – Terminations – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 9,307 10,694 20,885 22,624 22,081 23,143 21,915 22,927 14.9 114.4 


GPU* 9,268          


Met-Ed  4,506 8,465 15,432 16,359 12,915 10,676 18,169 26.9*** 303.2 


PECO** 46,040 55,098 42,336 53,729 84,323 76,862 78,180 81,408 19.7 47.8 


Penelec  5,881 11,307 14,061 13,442 9,878 6,750 17,513 12.1*** 197.8 


Penn Power 1,483 1,446 3,016 4,598 4,030 3,196 1,705 3,622 -2.5 150.5 


PPL 7,736 9,061 21,221 25,873 38,917 33,247 33,536 33,641 17.1 271.3 


West Penn 8,777 12,007 21,514 21,689 19,650 17,057 16,803 15,351 36.8 27.9 


Total 82,611 98,693 128,744 158,006 198,802 176,298 169,565 192,631 19.5 95.2 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Terminations for the electric industry were on the rise prior to the passage of Chapter 14.  For example, terminations increased by 


19.5 percent from 2002-04.  Since 2004, terminations have reached record levels, increasing 95.2 percent during the period from 2004 to 


2011. 
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Table 22 – Terminations – Gas 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 5,832 7,545 14,571 12,825 12,188 11,662 9,878 9,650 29.4 27.9 


Equitable 11,012 7,023 12,793 12,593 11,979 10,836 10,967 10,471 -36.2 49.1 


NFG 5,880 7,422 13,243 11,138 11,022 12,290 9,296 9,472 26.2 27.6 


Peoples 5,131 6,054 5,083 5,302 7,867 7,640 7,135 3,696 18.0 -38.9 


PGW*  29,695 30,808 23,437 28,674 38,536 29,865 28,868 * -2.8 


UGI-Gas 7,824 8,911 13,778 14,571 16,415 14,891 11,885 11,206 13.9 25.8 


UGI Penn Natural 4,041 5,169 5,179 7,065 7,735 8,672 8,569 6,967 27.9 34.8 


Total 39,720 71,819  95,455  86,931  95,880 104,527 87,595 80,330 * 11.9 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


Terminations for the gas industry (excluding PGW) rose to record levels since the passage of Chapter 14, with an overall increase 


of 22.2 percent from 2004-11.  This followed a period of a more modest increase of 6.1 percent from 2002-04.  Meanwhile, PGW has 


shown a 2.8 percent decline in terminations since 2004, while also showing improvement across the board for the residential collections 


performance measures presented in this report.  See page 35 for additional data included in this analysis. 
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 82,611 98,693 128,744 158,006 198,802 176,298 169,565 192,631


Gas-Excluding PGW 39,720 42,124 64,647 63,494 67,206 65,991 57,730 51,462


PGW 29,695 30,808 23,437 28,674 38,536 29,865 28,868
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 
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The following tables show termination rates for electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  The termination rate is 


calculated by dividing the number of terminations by the number of customers. 


 


Table 23 – Termination Rate – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 1.77 2.03 3.98 4.31 4.21 4.41 4.18 4.37 14.7 115.3 


GPU* 0.98          


Met-Ed  0.98 1.78 3.22 3.39 2.67 2.20 3.73 24.1*** 280.6 


PECO** 3.32 3.95 3.01 3.82 5.95 5.43 5.51 5.71 19.0 44.6 


Penelec  1.17 2.24 2.78 2.66 1.96 1.34 3.46 12.5*** 195.7 


Penn Power 1.10 1.05 2.17 3.30 2.88 2.29 1.22 2.58 -4.5 145.7 


PPL 0.68 0.78 1.79 2.16 3.23 2.75 2.77 2.77 14.7 255.1 


West Penn 1.48 2.00 3.54 3.55 3.21 2.78 2.73 2.49 35.1 24.5 


Total 1.75 2.06 2.66 3.25 4.07 3.60 3.46 3.92 17.7 90.3 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Terminations for the electric industry have risen to record high levels since the passage of Chapter 14, increasing from 2.06 to 3.92 


from 2004-11.  Overall, the termination rate has increased by 90.3 percent from 2004-11. 
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Table 24 – Termination Rate – Gas 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 1.67 2.11 4.00 3.48 3.29 3.14 2.65 2.58 26.3 22.3 


Equitable 4.66 3.00 5.51 5.28 5.01 4.52 4.61 4.36 -35.6 45.3 


NFG 3.01 3.81 6.86 5.62 5.57 6.22 4.70 4.77 26.6 25.2 


Peoples 1.59 1.87 1.57 1.63 2.41 2.34 2.18 1.12 17.6 -40.1 


PGW*  6.23 6.44 4.87 5.96 8.01 6.23 6.02 * -3.4 


UGI-Gas 3.06 3.30 4.85 4.96 5.50 4.92 3.89 3.61 7.8 9.4 


UGI Penn Natural 2.91 3.69 3.68 4.95 5.38 5.99 5.93 4.79 26.8 29.8 


Total 2.65 3.60 4.73 4.24 4.66 5.07 4.24 3.87 * 7.5 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


 


The termination rate for the gas industry, excluding PGW, has risen to record high levels since the passage of Chapter 14, going 


from 2.77 in 2004 to 3.22 in 2011.  PGW’s termination rate went from 6.23 in 2004, peaked at 8.01 in 2009, and declined to 6.02 in 2011.  


PGW has shown significant improvement in overall collections performance under Chapter 14.  See page 38 for additional data included 


in this analysis.  
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2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011


Electric 1.75 2.06 2.66 3.25 4.07 3.60 3.46 3.92


Gas-Excluding PGW* 2.65 2.77 4.20 4.24 4.26 4.17 3.64 3.22


PGW 6.23 6.44 4.87 5.96 8.01 6.23 6.02
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*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004 
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Reconnection of service occurs when a customer pays his/her debt in full or makes a significant up-front payment and agrees to a 


payment agreement for the balance owed to the company.  The following tables contain information on the number of reconnections for 


electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.    
 


 


Table 25 – Reconnections – Electric 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 4,461 6,182 14,587 16,360 16,443 16,877 15,946 16,846 38.6 172.5 


GPU* 3,205          


Met-Ed  1,953 6,338 12,457 14,002 10,279 7,650 14,696 43.7*** 652.5 


PECO** 30,118 35,469 24,874 36,468 58,296 52,281 55,863 58,323 17.8 64.4 


Penelec  2,558 7,482 10,162 10,754 7,603 4,111 14,209 36.9*** 455.5 


Penn Power 550 589 2,178 3,740 3,687 2,739 1,104 3,316 7.1 463.0 


PPL 3,742 3,681 15,578 18,595 29,053 23,424 22,158 22,727 -1.6 517.4 


West Penn 4,176 6,084 13,766 14,184 12,308 10,500 10,121 9,914 45.7 63.0 


Total 46,252 56,516 84,803 111,966 144,543 123,703 116,953 140,031 22.2 147.8 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Reconnections for the electric industry were on the rise prior to the passage of Chapter 14, by 22.2 percent.  Since 2004, electric 


reconnections have increased dramatically, 147.8 percent from 2004-11.  
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Table 26 – Reconnections – Gas 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 4,670 2,797 7,973 7,489 7,212 6,559 5,336 4,958 -40.1 77.3 


Equitable 4,225 1,964 10,529 9,393 7,988 7,392 7,873 7,587 -53.5 286.3 


NFG 2,923 3,304 8,284 7,234 7,192 8,249 6,445 6,449 13.0 95.2 


Peoples 2,384 2,320 1,854 2,380 4,048 4,597 4,602 2,660 -2.7 14.7 


PGW  24,937 22,873 22,247 27,434 33,815 30,626 26,011 * 4.3 


UGI-Gas 6,235 2,819 8,639 9,182 10,018 8,752 6,703 5,426 -54.8 92.5 


UGI Penn Natural 2,495 3,131 2,853 3,716 4,524 4,871 5,548 4,276 25.5 36.6 


Total 22,932 41,272 63,005 61,641 68,416 74,235 67,133 57,367 * 39.0 


 


As with terminations, reconnections for the gas industry, excluding PGW, rose to record levels since the passage of Chapter 14, 


with an overall increase of 92.0 percent from 2004-11.   PGW also showed an increase of 4.3 percent in reconnections during this same 


period.  
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The following tables show the reconnection ratios of electric and gas utilities from 2002 through 2011.  The reconnect ratio is 


calculated by dividing the number of reconnections by the number of terminations in a calendar year.   
 


 


Table 27 – Reconnect Ratio – Electric 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 47.9 57.8 69.8 72.3 74.5 72.9 72.8 73.5 20.7 27.2 


GPU* 34.6          


Met-Ed  43.3 74.9 80.7 85.6 79.6 71.7 80.9 13.1*** 86.8 


PECO** 65.4 64.4 58.8 67.9 69.1 68.0 71.5 71.6 -1.5 11.2 


Penelec  43.5 66.2 72.3 80.0 77.0 60.9 81.1 22.2*** 86.4 


Penn Power 37.1 40.7 72.2 81.3 91.5 85.7 64.8 91.6 9.7 125.1 


PPL 48.4 40.6 73.4 71.9 74.7 70.5 66.1 67.6 -16.1 66.5 


West Penn 47.6 50.7 64.0 65.4 62.6 61.6 60.2 64.6 6.5 27.4 


Total 56.0 57.3 65.9 70.9 72.7 70.2 69.0 72.7 2.3 26.9 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


**Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


The electric industry’s reconnect ratio showed little improvement prior to the passage of Chapter 14.  The overall reconnection 


ratio for the electric industry improved with a 26.9 percent increase from 2004-11.   
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Table 28 – Reconnect Ratio – Gas 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 80.1 37.1 54.7 58.4 59.2 56.2 54.0 51.4 -53.7 38.5 


Equitable 38.4 28.0 82.3 74.6 66.7 68.2 71.8 72.5 -27.1 158.9 


NFG 49.7 44.5 62.6 65.0 65.3 67.1 69.3 68.1 -10.5 53.0 


Peoples 46.5 38.3 36.5 44.9 51.5 60.2 64.5 72.0 -17.6 88.0 


PGW  84.0 74.2 94.9 95.7 87.8 102.6 90.1 * 7.3 


UGI-Gas 79.7 31.6 62.7 63.0 61.0 58.8 56.4 48.4 -60.4 53.2 


UGI Penn Natural 61.7 60.6 55.1 52.6 58.5 56.2 64.8 61.4 -1.8 1.3 


Total 57.7 57.5 66.0 70.9 71.4 71.0 76.6 71.4 * 24.2 


 


 


From 2002 to 2004, the reconnection ratio for the gas industry, excluding PGW, declined by 32.8 percent.   The reconnection ratio 


for the gas industry, excluding PGW, increased 57.1 percent since the passage of Chapter 14.  PGW’s reconnection ratio also increased 


7.3 percent during this time.  
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Cold Weather Survey (CWS) 


 


Every December, the PUC releases its CWS results, which assess the number of 


households without heat-related service entering the winter months.  As part of the survey, the 


PUC requires natural gas and electric utilities to check residential properties where service has 


been shut off. Contact is attempted through mail, telephone calls and in-person visits to the 


homes.  In the pre-Chapter 14 period of 2001-04, there was an average of 12,049 households 


that entered the winter heating season without heat-related utility service.  This number peaked 


in 2011 at 17,475 households. 


Homes using potentially unsafe heating sources also are counted because the home is not 


relying on a central heating system. According to the National Fire Protection Association, 


potentially unsafe sources of heat include kerosene heaters, kitchen stoves or ovens, electric 


space heaters, fireplaces and connecting extension cords to neighbors’ homes.  According to the 


2011 survey, 2,559 residences were using potentially unsafe heating sources, bringing the total 


homes not using a central heating system to 20,034.  The total number of homes not using a 


central heating system continues to be considerably higher than the pre-Chapter 14 average of 


14,979. 


The 2011 survey results also show that as of Dec. 15, 2011: 


 5,206 residential households were without electric service; 13,136 residences where 


service was terminated now appear to be vacant; and 186 households are heating with 


potentially unsafe heating sources. The total electric residences without safe heating 


are 5,392. 


 12,269 residential households that heat with natural gas are without service; 5,977 


residences where service was terminated now appear to be vacant; and 2,373 


households are heating with potentially unsafe heating sources. The total natural gas 


residences without safe heating are 14,642.  


 PGW reported that 8,524 households that heat with natural gas are without service - 


the highest number of all utilities. A total of 11,233 or 56 percent of the total off 


accounts that have no service live in the Philadelphia area. 


The Commission urges customers to call their utility and the PUC for help in getting their 


service restored.  


The CWS Charts that follow show the number of residential properties without service 


for each of the major, regulated electric and natural gas distribution companies in the 


Commonwealth.  The charts show only post-Chapter 14 results, which include the average of the 


years 2006-2009 and individual results for 2010 and 2011.   The years 2010 and 2011, as shown 


in Tables 29 and 30, represent the two most recent years of available data.  



http://www.puc.state.pa.us/general/publications_reports/pdf/Cold_Weather_Results2005.pdf
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Table 29 


4-Year Average, 2010 & 2011 Cold Weather Survey Results – Electric 
 


Survey 


Outcome Duquesne Met-Ed PECO
1
 Penelec 


Penn 


Power PPL 


UGI-


Electric 


West 


Penn Total 


Percent 


Change 


from Avg. of 


2006-2009 to 


2010 


Percent 


Change 


from Avg. of 


2006-2009 to 


2011 


Percent 


Change 


2010 to 


2011 


Total Vacant Residences 


Avg. of 2006-2009 1,502 1,097 2,589 1,197 576 2,931 128 2,119 12,139       


2010 863 1,738 3,207 1,299 485 3,383 106 1,974 13,055 8      


2011 923 1,677 3,418 1,376 452 3,649 162 1,479 13,136   8  1  


Total Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources
2
 


Avg. of 2006-2009 3 10 13 14 2 1 4 39 86       


2010 1 10 85 5 5 0 2 38 146 70      


2011 1 6 139 9 3 0 0 28 186   116  27  


Total Households Without Service After Completion of the Survey 


(Excludes Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources, Other Central Heating Sources and Vacant) 


Avg. of 2006-2009 849 264 1,841 338 83 13 34 166 3,588       


2010 1,356 192 2,189 235 36 0 94 251 4,353 21      


2011 1,392 438 2,570 426 38 0 89 253 5,206   45  20  


Total Households Without a Central Heating Source Due to Termination of Utility Service 


(Includes Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources and Excludes Other Central Heating Sources and Vacant Residences) 


Avg. of 2006-2009 852 274 1,854 352 85 14 38 205 3,674       


2010 1,357 202 2,274 240 41 0 96 289 4,499 22      


2011 1,393 444 2,709 435 41 0 89 281 5,392   47  20  


                                                 
1
 PECO statistics include electric and gas. 


2
 Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources include kerosene heaters, electric space heaters, oil-filled space heaters, fireplaces, kitchen stoves or ovens, and use of 


extension cords to neighbor’s service. 
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Table 30 


4-Year Average, 2010 & 2011 Cold Weather Survey Results – Gas 
 


Survey 


Outcome Columbia Equitable NFG Peoples 


Peoples 


TWP PGW
1
 


UGI 


Central 


Penn 


UGI-


Gas 


UGI 


Penn 


Natural Total 


Percent 


Change 


from Avg. 


of 2006-


2009 to 


2010 


Percent 


Change 


from Avg. 


of 2006-


2009 to 


2011 


Percent 


Change 


2010 to 


2011 


Total Vacant Residences 


Avg. of 2006-2009 892 789 935 802 168 1,780 208 702 597 6,873       


2010 801 639 614 822 115 2,201 138 581 357 6,268 -9      


2011 941 546 631 599 137 1,985 202 715 221 5,977   -13  -5  


Total Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources
2
 


Avg. of 2006-2009 329 311 635 108 75 911 241 430 416 3,456       


2010 265 307 267 140 58 684 80 269 147 2,217 -36      


2011 356 340 287 59 53 773 103 247 155 2,373   -31 7  


Total Households Without Service After Completion of the Survey 


(Excludes Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources, Other Central Heating Sources and Vacant) 


Avg. of 2006-2009 951 1,080 536 787 149 6,475 202 1,217 323 11,720       


2010 935 911 345 951 71 7,732 228 1,027 741 12,941 10      


2011 805 862 392 442 105 7,751 216 999 697 12,269   5  -5  


Total Households Without a Central Heating Source Due to Termination of Utility Service 


(Includes Households Using Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources and Excludes Other Central Heating Sources and Vacant Residences) 


Avg. of 2006-2009 1,280 1,391 1,171 895 224 7,386 443 1,647 739 15,176       


2010 1,200 1,218 612 1,091 129 8,416 308 1,296 888 15,158 0      


2011 1,161 1,202 679 501 158 8,524 319 1,246 852 14,642   -4  -3  


 


                                                 
1
 PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 


2
 Potentially Unsafe Heating Sources include kerosene heaters, electric space heaters, oil-filled space heaters, fireplaces, kitchen stoves or ovens, and use of 


extension cords to neighbor’s service. 
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Media Reported Incidents Related to Lack of Utility Service 


 


 When alerted to a possible utility-related tragedy, historically through media reports, 


the Commission investigates the incident by contacting the utilities involved, and, if 


necessary, health and safety officials in the municipality.  If it appears that a lack of utility 


service was involved, staff initiates a preliminary investigation into possible compliance 


issues.  If possible compliance issues are identified, staff refers the matter to the appropriate 


bureau for possible enforcement action.  The Commission tracks the incidents as well as 


subsequent informal and formal investigations and settlements or other outcomes. 


 


 To make the investigating and reporting of these incidents more consistent and 


comprehensive, on Jan. 16, 2009, the Commission issued a Secretarial Letter instituting an 


interim reporting requirement.  Electric and gas utilities were directed to report to the 


Commission when, in the normal course of business, they become aware of a household fire, 


incident of hypothermia or carbon monoxide poisoning or another event  that resulted in a 


death at a residence where the utility service was off at the time of the event.  Additionally, 


the Commission’s revisions to the Chapter 56 regulations require utilities to report to the 


Commission anytime they become aware of a death at a residence lacking utility service. 


 


Conclusion:  Section III – The Level of Access to Utility Services by Residential 


Customers, Including Low-Income Customers  


 


As for access to utility service, the CWS data is the most important indicator of the 


level of access to utility service because the survey verifies service status.  The companies 


reported as of Dec. 15, 2011, 17,475 households entered the winter season without heat-


related service.  This total is comparable to 2005 levels.  Terminations increased by 95.2 


percent from 2004-11 for the electric industry and by 11.9 percent for the natural gas 


industry.  Reconnections increased by 147.8 percent for the electric industry during this same 


time and by 39.0 percent for the natural gas industry.  While the corresponding increase in 


reconnections has helped maintain reasonable access to utility service, overall these results 


show that more Pennsylvanians are without electric and gas service since the passage of 


Chapter 14. 


 


Low-income consumers placed into CAP programs who successfully manage to pay 


their CAP bills represent the success of the safety net in place for our poorest customers.  


Thus, it is essential that utilities design CAP programs to be reasonably affordable.  The 


Commission will examine and focus on CAP affordability on a case-by-case basis as utilities 


submit their triennial Universal Service Plans to the Commission. 


 


Lastly, the Commission continues to promote energy efficiency and conservation as 


well as customer responsibility as tools for maintaining access to utility service. 
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Section IV - The Effect Upon the Level of Consumer Complaints and Mediations 


Filed with and Adjudicated by the Commission 
 


The Commission measures the effect of Chapter 14 on the level of consumer 


complaints and payment agreement requests filed with and adjudicated by the Commission.  


 


Generally, customer contacts to BCS fall into three categories: consumer complaints, 


payment agreement requests (PARs) and inquiries.  BCS classifies contacts regarding 


complaints about utilities’ actions - including those related to billing, service delivery and 


repairs - as consumer complaints.  Contacts involving payment negotiations for unpaid utility 


service are PARs.  Consumer complaints and PARs collectively are informal complaints.   


 


Inquiries include information requests and opinions from consumers and most do not 


require investigation by BCS.  Also, since the passage of Chapter 14, PARs that are ineligible 


for BCS assistance per Section 1405(d) and payment agreement requests from active CAP 


customers are categorized as inquiries.   


 


The fourth section of this report includes a comparison of the number of consumer 


complaints and PARs received pre-Chapter 14 from 2002 and 2004 versus post-Chapter 14 


from 2006-2011.  This report also includes data on the number of non-CAP customers denied 


a PAR by the Commission for eligibility or other reasons, beginning in 2005.  As the data 


shows, the number of consumer complaints and PARs received has decreased significantly 


since the passage of Chapter 14. 
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Consumer Complaints 
 


The following represents the number of residential consumer complaints to BCS from 


2002-12.  As shown by the table, the number of residential customer complaints referred to 


BCS since the passage of Chapter 14 has declined significantly.   


 


Table 31 – Consumer Complaints 


 


 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* 


Electric 4,680 5,330 4,212 5,106 5,214 4,831 4,872 5,956 5,087 


Gas 4,346 5,992 5,912 4,666 4,150 3,992 2,301 2,233 2,028 


Water 1,064 1,189 1,104 1,261 1,233 1,071 934 787 567 


Totals 10,090 12,511 11,228 11,033 10,597 9,894 8,107 8,976 7,682 


*The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the most 


current and comprehensive data as possible. 


 


PARs 


 


 PARs primarily include contacts to BCS or to utilities involving requests for payment 


terms in one of the following situations: 


 


 Termination of service is pending; 


 Service has been terminated and the customer needs payment terms to have 


service restored; and  


 The customer wants to retire an arrearage. 


 


The table below represents the number of PARs to BCS from 2002-12.  As with 


residential customer complaints, the number of PARs to BCS has declined considerably since 


the passage of Chapter 14.   


 


Table 32 – Payment Agreement Requests 


 


 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* 


Electric 41,735 45,758 25,048 28,173 38,661 34,950 37,338 42,580 29,645 


Gas 29,612 40,378 18,271 16,112 16,537 14,779 11,948 11,160 9,111 


Water 3,073 3,805 3,499 4,171 4,027 4,548 5,059 4,568 3,560 


Totals 74,420 89,941 46,818 48,456 59,225 54,277 54,345 58,308 42,316 


*The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the 


most current and comprehensive data as possible. 
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Number of Non-Cap Customers Denied a Payment Agreement by the Commission 


 


 Beginning in 2005, BCS started tracking the number of customers calling the 


Commission’s termination hotline seeking assistance to avoid termination, but were turned 


away because the customer was not eligible for assistance.  Section 1405(d) of Chapter 14 


prohibits the Commission from establishing a second payment agreement if the customer has 


defaulted on a previous payment agreement.  The only permitted exception is if the customer 


has experienced a change in income since the previous agreement as defined in Section 1403 


definitions: “A decrease in household income of 20 percent or more if the customer’s 


household income level exceeds 200 percent of the federal poverty level or a decrease in 


household income of 10 percent or more if the customer’s household income level is 200 


percent or less of the federal poverty level.”    


 


The table below represents the number of customers turned away by the Commission because 


it was determined that the customer was not eligible for a payment agreement per the above 


mentioned section of Chapter 14.  These customers are not participating in the utility’s CAP. 


 


Table 33 


 


Non-CAP Customers Turned Away by Call Center Because of Ineligibility 


 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* TOTAL 


Service is on 23,326 6,812 6,888 5,597 6,679 6,107 7,362 4,914 67,685 


Service is off 4,760 523 191 274 221 199 106 85 6,359 


Totals 28,086 7,335 7,079 5,871 6,900 6,306 7,468 4,999 74,044 


*The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the most 


current and comprehensive data possible. 


 


 In addition to the above noted restrictions, Section 1405(c) forbids the Commission 


from establishing a payment agreement for customers who participate in a utility’s CAP.  The 


table below represents the number of customers turned away by the Commission because it 


was determined the customer was not eligible for a payment agreement because they were a 


participant in the utility’s CAP. 


 


Table 34 


 


CAP Customers Turned Away by Call Center Because of Ineligibility 


 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* TOTAL 


CAP Customers 5,403 5,240 7,114 7,861 13,888 13,379 12,288 8,120 73,293 


*The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the most 


current and comprehensive data possible. 
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PARs Dismissed Without a Decision 


 


 In addition to those already described as ineligible for a PUC payment agreement, 


occasions also exist where a PAR will be opened with BCS but will be subsequently 


dismissed because the customer is not eligible for a new payment agreement.  This normally 


occurs for the reasons previously discussed, namely the customer has previously defaulted on 


a payment agreement and is not eligible for a second agreement.  


 


The table below represents the number of customers that had their BCS case dismissed 


because it was determined they were not eligible for a subsequent payment agreement. 


 


Table 35 


 


Payment Agreement Requests Dismissed Without a Decision 


 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* TOTAL 


Cases Dismissed 14,225 7,328 6,005 6,411 5,969 6,347 6,572 5,151 58,008 


*The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the most 


current and comprehensive data possible. 


 


Customers Under a Protection From Abuse (PFA) Order Who Received a Payment 


Agreement from the PUC 


 


Section 1417 of Chapter 14 specifies that the chapter “shall not apply to victims under 


a PFA Order as provided by 23 Pa. C.S. Ch. 61 (relating to protection from abuse).”  In May 


2005, BCS modified its complaint tracking system to allow the tracking of complaints that 


involved customers with PFA orders.  The table below represents the number of such 


complaints. 


 


Table 36 


 


Complaints From Customers With PFA Order 


 2005* 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012** TOTAL 


Number of Complaints 2 21 14 10 5 5 100 150 307 


*The Bureau of Consumer Services started tracking PFA cases in mid-2005. 


**The 2012 data is based on data as of Sept. 28, 2012.  It is included in this report because it provides the most 


current and comprehensive data possible. 
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Conclusion:  Section IV – The Effect Upon the Level of Consumer Complaints and 


Mediations Filed with and Adjudicated by the Commission (Mediations are Currently 


Known as Payment Agreement Requests Under § 1415)  


 


Chapter 14 has had an impact on the number of PARs.  PARs decreased 35 percent 


from 2004-11 and have been well below the 2004 level in each year since then.  The 


Commission turned away 19,756 callers in 2011 due to the restrictions on its ability to grant 


payment agreements.  Since the passage of Chapter 14 through the end of 2011, the 


Commission has turned away 134,218 customers seeking PARs. 


 


In late 2005, the Commission revised its interpretation of Section 1405(d) to permit the 


issuance of at least one payment agreement for all customers (except those participating in 


CAP), including those whose service was terminated.  While the Commission continues to 


issue payment terms for customers whose service has been terminated, this authority is 


exercised judiciously and only in instances where the customer has made a good-faith effort 


to pay the bill. 


 


In addition, annual informal consumer complaint volume has declined by 28 percent 


from 2004-11.  
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Appendix 1 – Collections Data Variables  


 


 


Collections data variables include the total: 


 


1. Number of residential customers;  


 


2. Dollar amount of annual collections operating expenses; 


 


3. Dollar amount of annual residential billings; 


 


4. Dollar amount of gross residential write-offs; 


 


5. Number of active residential accounts in arrears and not on a payment agreement; 


 


6. Dollar amount in arrears for active residential accounts in arrears and not on a 


payment agreement; 


 


7. Number of active residential accounts in arrears and on a payment agreement; 


 


8. Dollar amount in arrears for active residential accounts in arrears and on a 


payment agreement; 


 


9. Number of inactive residential accounts in arrears; 


 


10. Dollar amount in arrears for inactive residential accounts in arrears; 


 


11. Number of terminations for non-payment as defined at § 1406(a)(1) or § 


1406(a)(2) or § 1406(a)(3); 


 


Number of terminations for other reasons including failure to permit access, 


unauthorized use of service, fraud, meter tampering and safety as defined at § 


1406(a)(4), § 1406(c)(1)(i), § 1406(c)(1)(ii), § 1406(c)(1)(iii) and 


§ 1406(c)(1)(iv); 


 


12. Number of reconnections for customer payment by income level; 


 


13. Number of reconnections for medical certification by income level; 


 


14. Number of reconnections for reasons other than customer payment or medical 


certification; 


 


15. Number of applicants that are billed a security deposit; 


 


16. Dollar amount of security deposits billed to applicants; 
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17. Number of customers that are billed a security deposit; 


 


18. Dollar amount of security deposits billed to customers; 


 


19. Number of security deposits on-hand; 


 


20. Dollar amount of security deposits on-hand; 


 


21. Dollar amount of actual LIURP spending for the previous year; 


 


22. Dollar amount of CAP administrative costs for the previous year; 


 


23. Dollar amount of CAP credits for the previous year; 


 


24. Dollar amount of CAP pre-program arrearage forgiveness for the previous year; 


 


25. Dollar amount of Customer Assistance and Referral Evaluation Services 


(CARES) program costs for the previous year; and 


 


26. Dollar amount of hardship fund administrative costs assessed to ratepayers for the 


year just completed.  
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The BCS has advocated that the bill due date is equal to day zero, the starting point for 


determining when an account should be considered overdue, and this position is clarified in 


the Collections Data Dictionary filed at the Docket M-00041802F0003.  The table below 


shows the individual company variations for the historical data set presented in this report and 


applies to all tables that show overdue customers or overdue dollars.  


 


Appendix 2 – When is an Account Considered to be Overdue? 
 


Company When is Day Zero (0) 


How Many Days 


Overdue 


Days of Variance from 


BCS Interpretation 


Duquesne Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


Met-Ed and Penelec Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


PECO-Electric Bill Transmittal Date 30 Days 20 Days Sooner 


Penn Power Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


PPL Bill Transmittal Date 30 Days 20 Days Sooner 


West Penn Bill Due Date 10 Days 20 Days Sooner 


Columbia Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


Equitable Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


NFG Bill Rendition Date* 60 Days 9 Days Later 


PECO-Gas Bill Transmittal Date 30 Days 20 Days Sooner 


Peoples Bill Transmittal Date 30 Days 20 Days Sooner 


PGW Bill Transmittal Date 30 Days 20 Days Sooner 


UGI-Gas Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


UGI Penn Natural Bill Due Date 30 Days 0 Days 


*Bill Rendition Date is one day prior to the Bill Transmittal Date. 
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After an account is terminated or discontinued, it is no longer considered to be an 


active account.  These accounts then become “inactive” accounts.  Ultimately, these accounts 


are either paid or written-off according to each company’s accounting or write-off 


procedures.  The Commission began to quantify the number of inactive accounts and 


corresponding arrearages beginning with 2007 collections data.   


 


Appendix 3 – When Does an Account Move from Active to Inactive Status? 


 


Company After an Account is Terminated After an Account is Discontinued 


Duquesne 7 Days after Termination Date 3 to 5 Days after Discontinuance 


Met-Ed and Penelec 10 Days after Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


PECO-Electric 30 to 32 Days after Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


Penn Power 10 Days after Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


PPL 5 to 8 Days after Termination Date Bill Transmittal Date 


West Penn 10 Days after Termination Date 
0 to 1 Day after Final Bill 


Transmittal Date 


Columbia 5 to 7 Days after Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


Equitable 3 Days after Termination Date 3 Days after Discontinuance 


NFG Same Day as Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


PECO-Gas 30 to 32 Days after Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


Peoples 10 Days after Termination Date 10 Days after Discontinuance 


PGW 0 to 30 Days after Termination Date 
0 to 1 Day after Final Bill 


Transmittal Date 


UGI-Gas Same Day as Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 


UGI Penn Natural Same Day as Termination Date Same Day as Discontinuance 
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Gross Residential Write-Offs that are reported below represent the cumulative total dollar amount written off as of the end of the calendar 


year.  CAP Preprogram Arrearage Forgiveness dollars are excluded. 


 


Appendix 4 – Gross Residential Write-Offs – Electric  


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $17,390,593 $9,909,654 $9,642,363 $5,171,219 $5,931,737 $8,233,551 $5,824,162 $6,452,062 -43.0 -34.9 


GPU* $19,772,525           


Met-Ed  $9,690,456 $9,238,677 $10,749,694 $11,169,498 $10,684,730 $11,592,188 $14,257,828 21.1*** 47.1 


PECO** $41,668,666 $41,562,593 $41,995,496 $55,042,062 $51,306,178 $52,491,564 $46,511,742 $36,808,916 -0.3 -11.4 


Penelec  $8,748,857 $8,591,608 $9,328,168 $9,374,695 $8,313,201 $8,390,194 $10,718,918 8.7*** 22.5 


Penn Power $1,844,651 $2,361,062 $2,592,509 $3,027,132 $3,342,208 $3,335,176 $2,889,882 $3,192,700 28.0 35.2 


PPL $16,149,965 $22,326,252 $21,194,274 $23,284,516 $25,774,438 $35,132,218 $39,598,997 $49,731,802 38.2 122.8 


West Penn $7,772,522 $8,571,821 $5,810,269 $5,951,335 $5,616,484 $5,561,835 $6,355,180 $7,016,809 10.3 -18.1 


Total $104,598,922 $103,170,695 $99,065,196 $112,554,126 $112,515,238 $123,752,275 $121,162,345 $128,179,035 -1.4 24.2 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Appendix 5 – Gross Residential Write-Offs – Gas  


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $7,285,213 $16,079,652 $12,725,454 $10,505,925 $10,874,843 $12,039,187 $8,162,827 $9,761,318 120.7 -39.3 


Equitable $16,153,080 $7,922,823 $15,314,485 $11,270,907 $12,591,877 $9,187,767 $6,176,012 $5,371,481 -51.0 -32.2 


NFG $6,644,662 $6,001,579 $7,316,442 $8,320,871 $6,116,105 $6,040,660 $6,228,075 $3,649,936 -9.7 -39.2 


Peoples $13,941,290 $13,926,284 $10,408,974 $11,069,703 $9,514,663 $10,537,331 $7,733,999 $4,526,442 -0.1 -67.5 


PGW*  $65,949,043 $94,470,467 $52,392,930 $45,999,914 $53,230,377 $46,724,536 $39,957,380 * -39.4 


UGI-Gas $5,949,289 $6,790,705 $8,474,161 $9,767,598 $11,659,360 $9,595,433 $6,810,703 $5,704,577 14.1 -16.0 


UGI Penn Natural $3,235,694 $5,157,851 $5,037,797 $6,198,446 $8,329,440 $9,181,367 $5,122,162 $3,624,732 59.4 -29.7 


Total $53,209,228 $121,827,937 $153,747,780 $109,526,380 $105,086,202 $109,812,122 $86,958,314 $72,595,866 * -40.4 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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The number of customers in debt as reported below is a combination of customers in arrears who are on a payment agreement with customers 


in arrears who are not on a payment agreement.  The Commission considers these customers to represent active accounts, i.e., accounts that have not 


been either discontinued or terminated (the service is still on).   


 


Appendix 6 – Number of Customers in Debt – Active Accounts – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne 83,376 61,960 53,472 49,799 49,812 49,326 51,033 40,265 -25.7 -35.0 


GPU* 194,607           


Met-Ed  86,297 88,711 90,217 92,292 96,298 101,577 106,648 -2.4*** 23.6 


PECO** 274,073 275,634 373,315 327,346 337,267 336,140 320,269 325,775 0.6 18.2 


Penelec  100,221 100,071 99,151 97,151 98,246 101,040 108,249 -3.3*** 8.0 


Penn Power 28,943 26,442 26,664 26,753 26,202 26,998 27,120 25,841 -8.6 -2.3 


PPL 177,723 185,375 204,206 206,966 208,037 212,255 217,394 225,563 4.3 21.7 


West Penn 111,052 105,331 94,543 98,215 97,390 103,346 106,013 108,795 -5.2 3.3 


Total 869,774 841,260 940,982 898,447 908,151 922,609 924,446 941,136 -3.3 11.9 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported combined under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 
 


Appendix 7 – Number of Customers in Debt – Active Accounts – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia 36,396 50,485 47,845 47,274 49,365 42,606 41,356 45,078 38.7 -10.7 


Equitable 40,177 64,152 33,057 32,007 29,445 28,398 28,393 29,462 59.7 -54.1 


NFG 29,337 32,266 26,675 23,935 24,389 23,837 21,085 22,891 10.0 -29.1 


Peoples 58,298 58,319 50,692 47,658 46,357 41,708 32,845 41,551 0.0 -28.8 


PGW*  180,908 126,396 121,335 115,559 114,115 107,779 111,848 * -38.2 


UGI-Gas 36,113 41,142 37,295 48,773 52,292 49,602 48,304 52,098 13.9 26.6 


UGI Penn Natural 23,137 24,524 23,955 24,454 25,755 27,781 25,357 25,797 6.0 5.2 


Total 223,458 451,796 345,915 345,436 343,162 328,047 305,119 328,725 * -27.2 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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The total amount of money in debt has an impact on a company’s expenses.  The specific expense category is called Cash-Working-Capital 


and is part of a company’s distribution charge.   


 


 


Appendix 8 – Dollars in Debt – Active Accounts – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $39,381,306 $22,386,725 $15,684,578 $15,647,727 $18,753,698 $19,688,979 $21,578,760 $18,087,200 -43.2 -19.2 


GPU* $45,600,237            


Met-Ed  $24,996,155 $25,944,388 $28,116,879 $28,352,528 $30,141,424 $35,223,159 $41,730,249 0.4*** 66.9 


PECO** $88,648,050 $123,606,844 $93,578,748 $141,578,061 $196,946,691 $174,966,336 $124,264,918 $130,098,817 39.4 5.3 


Penelec  $24,821,329 $24,512,581 $26,135,992 $24,843,496 $24,874,089 $26,517,340 $33,515,100 3.4*** 35.0 


Penn Power $5,339,438 $8,023,260 $8,328,922 $9,221,929 $9,742,309 $10,319,699 $10,584,312 $10,121,363 50.3 26.2 


PPL $48,804,828 $57,647,458 $76,242,112 $81,192,011 $86,117,707 $90,442,588 $98,431,119 $114,230,430 18.1 98.2 


West Penn $16,994,925 $15,613,294 $10,145,305 $11,000,827 $11,292,516 $13,215,351 $15,296,743 $16,613,700 -8.1 6.4 


Total $244,768,784 $277,095,065 $254,436,634 $312,893,426 $376,048,945 $363,648,466 $331,896,351 $364,396,859 13.2 31.5 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 
 


Appendix 9 – Dollars in Debt – Active Accounts – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $10,573,365 $15,990,488 $17,495,368 $15,042,071 $17,009,255 $19,839,351 $12,964,497 $15,799,448 51.2 -1.2 


Equitable $18,457,221 $26,808,380 $15,436,814 $12,663,147 $11,760,342 $12,335,719 $10,908,470 $9,756,950 45.2 -63.6 


NFG $5,679,036 $8,664,869 $7,903,032 $6,410,084 $6,746,330 $7,176,682 $4,710,086 $5,119,383 52.6 -40.9 


Peoples $39,827,219 $42,105,099 $49,198,137 $37,045,039 $34,394,910 $31,599,923 $15,392,195 $18,997,672 5.7 -54.9 


PGW*  $104,917,102 $68,349,548 $60,206,779 $60,523,636 $62,740,950 $52,281,264 $52,357,938 * -50.1 


UGI-Gas $5,036,542 $7,927,107 $7,263,727 $11,596,233 $11,801,753 $10,968,226 $8,972,801 $9,651,339 57.4 21.8 


UGI Penn Natural $5,040,940 $6,952,897 $8,115,685 $7,519,359 $8,588,592 $10,007,648 $7,257,657 $6,463,851 37.9 -7.0 


Total $84,614,323 $213,365,942 $173,762,311 $150,482,712 $150,824,818 $154,668,499 $112,486,970 $118,146,581 * -44.6 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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Average arrearage is calculated by dividing the total dollars in debt by the number of customers in debt.  Larger average arrearages 


may take more time for customers to pay off and, as such, pose more of an uncollectible risk than smaller arrearages. 


 


 


Appendix 10 – Average Arrearage – Active Accounts – Electric 
 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $472.33 $361.31 $293.32 $314.22 $376.49 $399.16 $422.84 $449.20 -23.5 24.3 


GPU* $234.32            


Met-Ed  $289.65 $292.46 $311.66 $307.20 $313.00 $346.76 $391.29 2.9*** 35.1 


PECO** $323.45 $448.45 $250.67 $432.50 $583.95 $520.52 $388.00 $399.35 38.6 -10.9 


Penelec  $247.67 $244.95 $263.60 $255.72 $253.18 $262.44 $309.61 7.0*** 25.0 


Penn Power $184.48 $303.43 $312.37 $344.71 $371.82 $382.24 $390.28 $391.68 64.5 29.1 


PPL $274.61 $310.98 $373.36 $392.30 $413.95 $426.10 $452.78 $506.42 13.2 62.8 


West Penn $153.04 $148.23 $107.31 $112.01 $115.95 $127.87 $144.29 $152.71 -3.1 3.0 


Total $281.42 $329.38 $270.39 $348.26 $414.08 $394.15 $359.05 $387.19 17.0 17.6 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Appendix 11 – Average Arrearage – Active Accounts – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $290.51 $316.74 $365.67 $318.19 $344.56 $465.65 $313.49 $350.49 9.0 10.7 


Equitable $459.40 $417.89 $466.98 $395.64 $399.40 $434.39 $384.20 $331.17 -9.0 -20.8 


NFG $193.58 $268.54 $296.27 $267.81 $276.61 $301.07 $223.39 $223.64 38.7 -16.7 


Peoples $683.17 $721.98 $970.53 $777.31 $741.96 $757.65 $468.63 $457.21 5.7 -36.7 


PGW*  $579.95 $540.76 $496.20 $523.75 $549.80 $485.08 $468.12 * -19.3 


UGI-Gas $139.47 $192.68 $194.76 $237.76 $225.69 $221.12 $185.76 $185.25 38.2 -3.9 


UGI Penn Natural $217.87 $283.51 $338.79 $307.49 $333.47 $360.23 $286.22 $250.57 30.1 -11.6 


Total $378.66 $472.26 $502.33 $435.63 $439.51 $471.48 $368.67 $359.41 * -23.9 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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Annual collections operating expenses include administrative expenses associated with termination activity, field visits, negotiation of 


payment agreements, budget counseling, investigation and resolution of informal and formal complaints associated with payment agreements, the 


securing and maintenance of security deposits, the tracking of delinquent accounts, collection agencies’ expenses, litigation expenses other than those 


already included, dunning expenses and winter survey expenses. 
 


Appendix 12 – Annual Collections Operating Expenses – Electric 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $28,100,000 $16,164,612 $16,221,301 $12,707,668 $16,384,435 $21,347,215 $12,136,755 $13,156,923 -42.5 -18.6 


GPU* $26,489,856           


Met-Ed  $13,567,289 $12,131,756 $14,428,576 $14,927,475 $13,874,375 $14,840,980 $17,837,820 21.7*** 31.5 


PECO** $31,173,745 $9,576,151 $4,460,572 $7,130,283 $16,112,191 $15,056,392 $16,615,043 $17,837,156 -69.3 86.3 


Penelec  $13,526,387 $12,313,795 $13,385,070 $13,490,269 $11,592,885 $11,726,539 $14,451,221 11.2*** 6.8 


Penn Power $2,529,787 $3,619,639 $3,606,710 $4,280,996 $4,804,770 $4,450,336 $3,998,266 $4,349,207 43.1 20.2 


PPL $3,372,022 $4,878,365 $9,403,446 $9,947,961 $9,202,775 $9,455,645 $13,514,027 $13,235,587 44.7 171.3 


West Penn $14,287,272 $14,313,568 $13,488,737 $14,498,093 $13,140,612 $13,872,516 $16,115,403 $16,327,452 0.2 14.1 


Total $105,952,682 $75,646,011 $71,626,317 $76,378,647 $88,062,527 $89,649,364 $88,947,013 $97,195,366 -28.6 28.5 
*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Appendix 13 – Annual Collections Operating Expenses – Gas 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $1,523,315 $2,463,992 $3,535,836 $3,636,146 $3,597,442 $3,271,167 $2,424,579 $2,920,498 61.8 18.5 


Equitable $3,817,120 $3,950,187 $4,746,027 $3,739,605 $3,317,026 $2,999,286 $2,789,079 $2,756,402 3.5 -30.2 


NFG Not Available $1,154,535 $961,454 $945,881 $910,088 $662,580 $721,655 $625,590 -1.0* -45.8 


Peoples $1,963,339 $3,224,084 $2,430,649 $1,927,923 $1,125,826 $1,083,342 $1,200,898 $801,057 64.2 -75.2 


PGW**  $10,102,014 $9,629,280 $9,694,140 $9,821,543 $8,884,858 $4,687,640 $2,517,589 ** -75.1 


UGI-Gas $3,108,658 $3,349,562 $3,061,646 $2,877,793 $3,035,334 $2,549,522 $2,972,628 $2,898,253 7.7 -13.5 


UGI Penn Natural $1,967,380 $2,403,614 $2,673,634 $2,837,916 $3,094,913 $2,483,722 $838,274 $842,229 22.2 -65.0 


Total $12,379,812 $26,647,988 $27,038,526 $25,659,404 $24,902,172 $21,934,477 $15,634,753 $13,361,618 ** -49.9 
*Percent change from 2003-04. 


**PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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Collections operating expenses as a percentage of billings is calculated by dividing the collections operating expenses by the annual 


residential billings.  The higher the percentage the more a company is spending on collections operating expenses.  Appendices 14 and 15 show the 


percentage for the year 2011, which is the most current data available. 


 


Appendix 14 – 2011 Collections Operating Expenses as a Percentage of Residential Billings – Electric 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating Expenses 


Collections Operating 


Expenses as a Percent 


of Billings 
Duquesne $523,025,310 $13,156,923 2.5 


Met-Ed $741,983,813 $17,837,820 2.4 


PECO* $2,576,470,996 $17,837,156 0.7 


Penelec $599,475,621 $14,451,221 2.4 


Penn Power $172,679,614 $4,349,207 2.5 


PPL $1,858,691,507 $13,235,587 0.7 


West Penn $679,101,765 $16,327,452 2.4 


Total $7,151,428,626 $97,195,366 1.4 


*PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


 


Appendix 15 – 2011 Collections Operating Expenses as a Percentage of Residential Billings – Gas 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating Expenses 


Collections Operating 


Expenses as a Percent 


of Billings 
Columbia $346,316,467 $2,920,498 0.8 


Equitable $251,683,545 $2,756,402 1.1 


NFG $182,111,890 $625,590 0.3 


Peoples $249,251,788 $801,057 0.3 


PGW $499,921,332 $2,517,589 0.5 


UGI-Gas $251,635,022 $2,898,253 1.2 


UGI Penn Natural $172,666,044 $842,229 0.5 


Total $1,953,586,088 $13,361,618 0.7 
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The aggregate spending for Universal Service programs is shown in Appendices 16 and 17 for the year 2011 and that spending is also shown 


as a percentage of residential billings for 2011.   


 


 


Appendix 16 – 2011 Universal Service Program Costs* as a Percentage of Residential Billings – Electric 


 


Company 2011 Billings 


2011 


Universal Service Costs* 


Universal Service 


Costs as a Percent 


of Billings 
Duquesne $523,025,310 $20,275,094 3.9 


Met-Ed $741,983,813 $31,294,913 4.2 


PECO** $2,576,470,996 $117,318,571 4.6 


Penelec $599,475,621 $32,726,847 5.5 


Penn Power $172,679,614 $11,164,436 6.5 


PPL $1,858,691,507 $60,937,485 3.3 


West Penn $679,101,765 $13,376,386 2.0 


Total $7,151,428,626 $287,093,732 4.0 


*Includes CAP, LIURP, and CARES. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


 


Appendix 17– 2011 Universal Service Program Costs* as a Percentage of Residential Billings – Gas 


 


Company 2011 Billings 


2011 


Universal Service Costs* 


Universal Service 


Costs as a Percent 


of Billings 
Columbia $346,316,467 $21,567,265 6.2 


Equitable $251,683,545 $13,072,242 5.2 


NFG $182,111,890 $3,870,753 2.1 


Peoples $249,251,788 $8,718,959 3.5 


PGW $499,921,332 $102,964,829 20.6 


UGI-Gas $251,635,022 $5,100,032 2.0 


UGI Penn Natural $172,666,044 $4,197,023 2.4 


Total $1,953,586,088 $159,491,103 8.2 


*Includes CAP, LIURP, and CARES. 
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Customer Assistance Programs (CAPs) provide an alternative to traditional collections methods for low-income, payment troubled customers.  


Customers make regular monthly payments, which may be for an amount that is less than the current bill for utility service. 


 


Appendix 18 – Annual Total CAP Costs – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $5,275,000 $5,275,000 $10,375,795 $11,508,948 $13,460,999 $14,977,956 $17,074,234 $18,565,822 0.0 252.0 


GPU* $9,457,535           


Met-Ed  $4,966,221 $6,149,163 $8,087,480 $14,167,515 $19,321,710 $24,391,452 $28,075,091 1.4*** 465.3 


PECO** $59,078,443 $79,088,439 $75,017,655 $93,096,247 $113,300,164 $106,871,181 $100,218,942 $107,947,486 33.9 36.5 


Penelec  $6,914,194 $8,494,452 $10,683,202 $19,470,323 $24,480,070 $27,498,718 $29,080,721 13.3*** 320.6 


Penn Power $1,882,134 $1,825,678 $1,705,114 $2,461,202 $5,346,829 $8,964,942 $10,151,973 $9,863,285 -3.0 440.3 


PPL $10,829,095 $14,691,811 $17,090,500 $20,919,308 $24,149,702 $28,929,342 $47,255,396 $53,148,044 35.7 261.8 


West Penn $3,069,116 $4,987,081 $7,551281 $8,043,013 $7,680,209 $7,922,756 $9,586,776 $10,916,940 62.5 118.9 


Total $89,591,323 $117,748,424 $126,383,960 $154,754,400 $197,575,741 $211,467,957 $236,177,491 $257,597,389 31.4 118.8 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Appendix 19 – Annual Total CAP Costs – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $8,894,938 $14,708,222 $25,788,593 $23,214,621 $24,358,427 $28,084,379 $18,260,343 $18,141,003 65.4 23.3 


Equitable $2,098,071 $5,694,802 $15,801,900 $11,496,437 $15,735,516 $29,451,600 $14,810,218 $12,162,295 171.4 113.6 


NFG $2,137,966 $4,613,226 $9,074,207 $6,595,173 $8,118,056 $6,743,167 $2,992,877 $2,778,028 115.8 -39.8 


Peoples $1,399,490 $5,358,196 $7,586,249 $22,767,942 $8,645,396 $10,266,754 $5,772,862 $7,664,959 282.9 43.1 


PGW*  $57,800,000 $105,440,734 $106,027,731 $102,525,112 $105,782,371 $93,023,754 $96,254,993 * 66.5 


UGI-Gas $555,482 $1,898,609 $3,396,393 $4,335,537 $4,721,569 $5,051,419 $4,076,933 $3,996,287 241.8 110.5 


UGI Penn Natural $271,454 $590,454 $1,322,719 $1,131,095 $1,989,428 $3,520,853 $2,291,790 $3,243,172 117.5 449.3 


Total $15,357,401 $90,663,509 $165,703,174 $175,568,536 $166,093,504 $188,900,543 $141,228,777 $144,240,737 * 59.1 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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The LIURP is a statewide, utility-sponsored, residential usage reduction program mandated by PUC regulations at 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 58.  


The primary goal of LIURP is to assist low-income residential customers in lowering energy bills through usage reduction (energy conservation) and 


thereby making bills more affordable. 


 


Appendix 20 – Annual Total LIURP Costs – Electric 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Duquesne $2,365,834 $1,021,250 $1,090,935 $1,393,083 $1,230,237 $2,405,138 $2,265,746 $1,584,272 -56.8 55.1 


GPU* $3,508,105            


Met-Ed  $1,720,005 $1,840,662 $1,908,308 $1,977,352 $2,693,374 $2,493,526 $3,219,822 7.7*** 87.2 


PECO** $6,475,000 $6,475,000 $6,474,997 $6,475,000 $6,475,000 $7,825,001 $7,850,000 $7,850,000 0.0 21.2 


Penelec  $1,657,765 $1,927,764 $2,056,752 $2,518,570 $3,090,884 $2,938,097 $3,646,126 -2.7*** 119.9 


Penn Power $599,649 $527,439 $628,726 $721,433 $836,908 $760,698 $957,145 $1,301,151 -12.0 146.7 


PPL $5,406,590 $5,642,380 $7,488,846 $6,753,061 $7,719,029 $8,930,029 $7,840,038 $7,789,441 4.4 38.1 


West Penn $2,217,965 $2,053,981 $2,133,124 $2,125,938 $1,752,070 $1,278,715 $1,812,314 $2,457,707 -7.4 19.7 


Total $20,573,143 $19,087,820 $21,585,054 $21,433,575 $22,509,166 $26,983,839 $26,156,866 $27,848,519 -7.2 45.9 


*Met-Ed and Penelec reported jointly under GPU in 2002. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


***Percent change from 2003-04. 


 


Appendix 21 – Annual Total LIURP Costs – Gas 


 


Company 2002 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 


Percent 


Change 


2002-04 


Percent 


Change 


2004-11 


Columbia $1,376,403 $1,399,634 $1,364,003 $1,326,765 $1,127,535 $3,148,334 $3,235,040 $3,057,749 1.7 118.5 


Equitable $393,834 $602,699 $704,128 $644,006 $542,207 $548,056 $832,697 $623,379 53.0 3.4 


NFG $943,743 $1,199,392 $924,211 $1,272,306 $1,285,326 $1,364,323 $1,293,934 $1,087,765 27.1 -9.3 


Peoples $610,856 $610,000 $609,941 $609,965 $609,968 $610,000 $768,000 $884,000 -0.1 44.9 


PGW*  $2,008,697 $2,118,621 $1,691,250 $2,578,214 $2,046,452 $2,341,176 $5,889,212 * 193.2 


UGI-Gas $460,280 $648,025 $659,649 $693,374 $989,233 $1,682,262 $755,161 $1,068,201 40.8 64.8 


UGI Penn Natural $335,481 $365,191 $358,619 $393,014 $911,409 $917,614 $851,297 $928,115 8.9 154.1 


Total $4,120,597 $6,833,638 $6,739,172 $6,630,680 $8,043,892 $10,317,041 $10,077,305 $13,538,421 * 98.1 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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The following two appendices show the three major collections cost categories and the Universal Service program costs for the year 2011.  


The corresponding residential billings are also shown as a basis for comparison against the four cost categories in the tables.  Please note that only a 


fraction of the total dollars in debt is recovered in rates, perhaps up to 10 percent of the total dollars in debt. 


 


Appendix 22 – Summary of 2011 Collections and Universal Service Program Costs* – Electric 


 


Company 


2011 


Residential 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating 


Expenses 


2011 


Gross Write-


Offs 


2011 


Total Dollars in 


Debt 


2011 


Universal 


Service 


Programs* 
Duquesne $523,025,310 $13,156,923 $6,452,062 $18,087,200 $20,275,094 


Met-Ed $741,983,813 $17,837,820 $14,257,828 $41,730,249 $31,294,913 


PECO** $2,576,470,996 $17,837,156 $36,808,916 $130,098,817 $117,318,571 


Penelec $599,475,621 $14,451,221 $10,718,918 $33,515,100 $32,726,847 


Penn Power $172,679,614 $4,349,207 $3,192,700 $10,121,363 $11,164,436 


PPL $1,858,691,507 $13,235,587 $49,731,802 $114,230,430 $60,937,485 


West Penn $679,101,765 $16,327,452 $7,016,809 $16,613,700 $13,376,386 


Total $7,151,428,626 $97,195,366 $128,179,035 $364,396,859 $287,093,732 


*Includes CAP, LIURP, and CARES. 


** PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


Appendix 23 – Summary of 2011 Collections and Universal Service Program Costs* – Gas 


 


Company 


2011 


Residential 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating 


Expenses 


2011 


Gross Write-


Offs 


2011 


Total Dollars in 


Debt 


2011 


Universal 


Service 


Programs* 
Columbia $346,316,467 $2,920,498 $9,761,318 $15,799,448 $21,567,265 


Equitable $251,683,545 $2,756,402 $5,371,481 $9,756,950 $13,072,242 


NFG $182,111,890 $625,590 $3,649,936 $5,119,383 $3,870,753 


Peoples $249,251,788 $801,057 $4,526,442 $18,997,672 $8,718,959 


PGW $499,921,332 $2,517,589 $39,957,380 $52,357,938 $102,964,829 


UGI-Gas $251,635,022 $2,898,253 $5,704,577 $9,651,339 $5,100,032 


UGI Penn Natural $172,666,044 $842,229 $3,624,732 $6,463,851 $4,197,023 


Total $1,953,586,088 $13,361,618 $72,595,866 $118,146,581 $159,491,103 


*Includes CAP, LIURP, and CARES. 
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For the purpose of showing individual company variations and differences in collections costs, collections operating expenses, gross write-


offs and Universal Service program costs are added together and shown as a percentage of the residential billings.   


 


Appendix 24 – 2011 Collections Costs* as a Percentage of Billings – Electric 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating 


Expenses 


2011 


Gross Write-


Offs 


2011 


Universal 


Service 


Programs 


2011 


Total 


Collections 


Costs* 


Collections 


Costs* as a 


Percent of 


Billings 
Duquesne $523,025,310 $13,156,923 $6,452,062 $20,275,094 $39,884,079  7.6 


Met-Ed $741,983,813 $17,837,820 $14,257,828 $31,294,913 $63,390,561  8.5 


PECO** $2,576,470,996 $17,837,156 $36,808,916 $117,318,571 $171,964,643  6.7 


Penelec $599,475,621 $14,451,221 $10,718,918 $32,726,847 $57,896,986  9.7 


Penn Power $172,679,614 $4,349,207 $3,192,700 $11,164,436 $18,706,343  10.8 


PPL $1,858,691,507 $13,235,587 $49,731,802 $60,937,485 $123,904,874  6.7 


West Penn $679,101,765 $16,327,452 $7,016,809 $13,376,386 $36,720,647  5.4 


Total $7,151,428,626 $97,195,366 $128,179,035 $287,093,732 $512,468,133   7.2 


*Includes collections operating expenses, gross write-offs and Universal Service program costs. 


** PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


Appendix 25 – 2011 Collections Costs* as a Percentage of Billings – Gas 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections 


Operating 


Expenses 


2011 


Gross Write-


Offs 


2011 


Universal 


Service 


Programs 


2011 


Total 


Collections 


Costs* 


Collections 


Costs* as a 


Percent of 


Billings 
Columbia  $346,316,467 $2,920,498 $9,761,318 $21,567,265 $34,249,081  9.9 


Equitable $251,683,545 $2,756,402 $5,371,481 $13,072,242 $21,200,125  8.4 


NFG $182,111,890 $625,590 $3,649,936 $3,870,753 $8,146,279  4.5 


Peoples $249,251,788 $801,057 $4,526,442 $8,718,959 $14,046,458  5.6 


PGW $499,921,332 $2,517,589 $39,957,380 $102,964,829 $145,439,798  29.1 


UGI-Gas $251,635,022 $2,898,253 $5,704,577 $5,100,032 $13,702,862  5.5 


UGI Penn Natural $172,666,044 $842,229 $3,624,732 $4,197,023 $8,663,984  5.0 


Total $1,953,586,088 $13,361,618 $72,595,866 $159,491,103 $245,448,587  12.6 


*Includes collections operating expenses, gross write-offs and Universal Service program costs. 
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Appendices 26 and 27 show the percentage of billings for collections operating expenses, gross residential write-offs and Universal Service 


Programs costs.  These two tables, though similar to Appendices 28 and 29, differ in that they show the individual contributions to the overall 


collections costs for the three specific expenses, rather than showing the dollar amounts of each expense category. 


 


Appendix 26 – 2011 Individual Expense Categories as a Percentage of Billings – Electric 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections Operating 


Expenses as a 


Percent of Billings 


2011 


Gross Write-Offs 


as a Percent of 


Billings 


2011 


Universal Service 


Programs as a 


Percent of Billings 


2011 


Total Collections 


Costs* 


2011 


Collections Costs* 


as a Percent of 


Billings 


Duquesne $523,025,310 2.5 1.2 3.9 $39,884,079  7.6 


Met-Ed $741,983,813 2.4 1.9 4.2 $63,390,561  8.5 


PECO** $2,576,470,996 0.7 1.4 4.6 $171,964,643  6.7 


Penelec $599,475,621 2.4 1.8 5.5 $57,896,986  9.7 


Penn Power $172,679,614 2.5 1.9 6.5 $18,706,343  10.8 


PPL $1,858,691,507 0.7 2.7 3.3 $123,904,874  6.7 


West Penn $679,101,765 2.4 1.0 2.0 $36,720,647  5.4 


Total $7,151,428,626 1.4 1.8 4.0 $512,468,133  7.2 


*Includes collections operating expenses, gross write-offs and Universal Service program costs. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


Appendix 27 – 2011 Individual Expense Categories as a Percentage of Billings – Gas 


 


Company 


2011 


Billings 


2011 


Collections Operating 


Expenses as a 


Percent of Billings 


2011 


Gross Write-Offs 


as a Percent of 


Billings 


2011 


Universal Service 


Programs as a 


Percent of Billings 


2011 


Total Collections 


Costs* 


2011 


Collections Costs* 


as a Percent of 


Billings 


Columbia $346,316,467 0.8 2.8 6.2 $34,249,081  9.9 


Equitable $251,683,545 1.1 2.1 5.2 $21,200,125  8.4 


NFG $182,111,890 0.3 2.0 2.1 $8,146,279  4.5 


Peoples  $249,251,788 0.3 1.8 3.5 $14,046,458  5.6 


PGW $499,921,332 0.5 8.0 20.6 $145,439,798  29.1 


UGI-Gas $251,635,022 1.2 2.3 2.0 $13,702,862  5.5 


UGI Penn Natural $172,666,044 0.5 2.1 2.4 $8,663,984  5.0 


Total $1,953,586,088 0.7 3.7 8.2 $245,448,587  12.6 


*Includes collections operating expenses, gross write-offs and Universal Service program costs. 
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Customers are classified as either heating or non-heating.  Heating and non-heating bills are shown for the beginning (2002) and end (2011) 


of the historical collections data period for this report.  The size of customer bills is impacted by both company rates and customer usage levels.  


Appendices 28 and 29 also show the percent change in bills from 2002-11. 


 


Appendix 28 – Monthly Average Bill: Heating vs. Non-Heating Accounts 2002-11 – Electric 


 


Company 


2002 


Average Bill – 


Heating 


Customers 


2011 


Average Bill – 


Heating 


Customers 


Percent 


Change 


2002-11 


2002 


Average Bill – 


Non Heating 


Customers 


2011 


Average Bill – 


Non Heating 


Customers 


Percent 


Change 


2002-11 


Duquesne $95.33 $115.13 20.8% $51.45 $69.20 34.5 


Met-Ed* $111.00 $173.00 55.9%  $63.00 $114.00 81.0 


PECO** $137.86 $107.14 -22.3% $110.87 $104.61 -5.6 


Penelec* $111.00 $144.00 29.7% $63.00 $93.00 47.6 


Penn Power $87.72 $169.00 92.7% $47.66 $91.00 90.9 


PPL $110.42 $118.52 7.3% $61.08 $76.36 25.0 


West Penn $94.67 $134.11 41.7% $55.61 $82.25 47.9 


*In 2002 Met-Ed and Penelec were reported jointly under GPU and the 2002 data shown in this table was reported by GPU.  This data does not 


reflect the actual bills for either Met-Ed or Penelec, but rather reflects a combination of the bills for these two companies. 


**PECO data includes electric and gas. 


 


Appendix 29 - Monthly Average Bill: Heating vs. Non-Heating Accounts 2002-11 – Gas 


 


Company 


2002 


Average Bill – 


Heating 


Customers 


2011 


Average Bill – 


Heating 


Customers 


Percent 


Change 


2002-11 


2002 


Average Bill – 


Non Heating 


Customers 


2011 


Average Bill – 


Non Heating 


Customers 


Percent 


Change 


2002-11 


Columbia  $62.39 $79.60 27.6% $21.93 $31.08 41.7 


Equitable $86.88 $95.74 10.2% $27.12 $31.83 17.4 


NFG $78.54 $80.21 2.1% $40.15 $46.54 15.9 


Peoples $68.25 $72.78 6.6% $22.32 $29.50 32.2 


PGW* * $99.75 *  * $37.72 * 


UGI-Gas $72.89 $80.00 9.8% $21.90 $26.00 18.7 


UGI Penn Natural $94.17 $107.00 13.6% $23.17 $30.00 29.5 


*PGW did not come under reporting requirements until 2004. 
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Appendix 30 – 2011 Inactive Accounts 
 


Company 


Number of 


Inactive Accounts Dollars in Debt Average Debt 


Duquesne 10,126 $3,043,016 $301 


Met-Ed  8,249 $4,095,302 $496 


PECO* 17,888 $17,177,114 $960 


Penelec 8,265 $3,102,905 $375 


Penn Power 1,798 $776,802 $432 


PPL 20,225 $16,623,668 $822 


West Penn 1,941 $561,808 $289 


Electric – Total 68,492 $45,380,615 $663 


Columbia 2,302 $1,116,986 $485 


Equitable 895 $376,166 $420 


NFG 11,348 $4,595,821 $405 


Peoples 10,380 $6,037,682 $582 


PGW 10,908 $15,812,646 $1,450 


UGI-Gas 4,575 $1,810,743 $396 


UGI Penn Natural 2,244 $1,264,458 $563 


Gas – Total 42,652 $31,014,502 $727 


*PECO data includes electric and gas. 
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Appendix 31 – 2011 Security Deposits on Hand 
 


Company 


Number of 


Security Deposits Dollars on Hand 


Average Deposit 


on Hand 


Duquesne 21,634 $3,179,719 $147 


Met-Ed 50,682 $6,197,058 $122 


PECO* 134,831 $13,303,689 $99 


Penelec 45,085 $4,647,343 $103 


Penn Power 10,792 $1,264,942 $117 


PPL 36,894 $8,633,974 $234 


West Penn 77,055 $16,670,366 $216 


Electric – Total 376,973 $53,897,091 $143 


Columbia 7,302 $1,073,166 $147 


Equitable 8,304 $1,448,600 $174 


NFG 204 $42,557 $209 


Peoples 26,594 $2,951,783 $111 


PGW 18,512 $3,025,705 $163 


UGI-Gas 28,610 $5,087,578 $178 


UGI Penn Natural 17,243 $4,072,158 $236 


Gas – Total 106,769 $17,701,547 $166 


*PECO data includes electric and gas. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


In federal fiscal year 2002, Georgia submitted the state’s request for four proposed projects to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Administration for Children and
Families (ACF) Office of Community Services (OCS) and received one project approval.
DHR’s Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS) and the community action agency
Partnership for Community Action, Inc. of Decatur (GA) collaborated to submit the “Project
Energize” project to assist with addressing the need for reducing the energy burdens of low-
income families, increasing the regularity of energy payments, increasing energy supplier
contributions to the reduction of household energy burdens, and providing energy conservation
tips and household budgeting education to low income families.


Project Energize was designed to target a specific segment of the LIHEAP client base. Georgia
chose to focus on single-parent, female-headed DeKalb County households with children.
Additional project eligibility criteria included living at the current residence for at least 12
months and not expecting to move within the next 12 months. Program outreach was targeted to
families that have at least some income from wages


Project Energize was designed to improve the energy self-sufficiency of participating Cohort
households. To accomplish this move toward self-sufficiency, Project Energize was designed to
address some of the systemic barriers to energy self-sufficiency and to help families identify
areas in which knowledge and behavioral changes would make a difference to long-term energy
burden and payments.  Project Energize provided an array of services to the 300 households that
it intended to bring through the program.  Included within that array of services were the
following:


 Energy efficiency workshops;


 Mediation with energy providers to reduce arrearages and establish reasonable payment
plans;


 Modified “weatherization” of housing units;


 Counseling in financial literacy and manageable budgeting;


 Referrals to community resources to serve as “effective bridges to outside services”; and


 Connecting families to “other services that can make a difference in their disposable
income.”


Not all of these interventions, however, were provided to all participants. Instead, the REACH
project was designed to identify household-specific barriers to self-sufficiency and to implement
specific interventions designed to overcome each of these specific barriers.


The goal of  “energy self-sufficiency” is a difficult concept to define, let alone to operationalize,
through a program such as REACH.  Given the delivery of Project Energize services, it is
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reasonable to expect that energy usage (and thus bills) will be reduced, home energy burdens will
be made more affordable, usage will be brought more within the conscious control of individual
households, and self-sufficiency will be enhanced.


PROGRAM SERVICES


One key activity in the delivery of energy efficiency services to Georgia REACH participants
was the delivery of individualized energy education. Project Energize family advocates worked
with family members to identify historical spending patterns and to prepare a future family
budget. Family advocates also discussed income with the household and made appropriate
referrals where necessary and appropriate to supplement household income. A less
individualized, but nonetheless major source of energy efficiency training was provided through
a formal group workshop presented by Southface Institute, one of the region’s leading energy
efficiency nonprofit organizations.


Project Energize devoted a limited amount of program funding to the payment of pre-existing
utility arrearages in order to allow Cohort participants to free themselves of arrears that would
make future bill payments unaffordable, even given usage and bill reductions attributable to the
energy efficiency interventions directed toward the households.  REACH family advocates
helped Cohort participant households negotiate deferred payment plans for pre-existing arrears.


The Georgia REACH program invested considerable dollars in infrastructure improvements to
the homes of Cohort participants in addition to providing energy education.  The efficiency
improvements came in the form of air sealing efforts (and the installation of other low-cost
conservation measures) at the time of the home energy assessment.  In addition, some major
appliance replacement was funded.


During the six month period of program participation, Project Energize family advocates made
periodic contact with the Cohort participants to assess whether the households were succeeding
in the household budget and spending plans they had developed in collaboration with the family
advocate, whether questions had arisen about energy usage or energy savings issues, or whether
some other type of family crisis (e.g., loss of job) had arisen that might benefit from outside
intervention.


TWO PROCESS ISSUES


Risk Assessment


As part of its holistic approach to helping clients address their home energy affordability
problems, the Georgia REACH project engaged a Risk Assessment Matrix.  This Matrix allowed
the REACH family advocates to identify a full range of issues arising as a result of home energy
unaffordability. The family advocates could then not only address the energy issues through
energy-specific interventions, but also address the corollary issues to enhance the effectiveness
of the energy interventions.
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The energy corollaries that were most commonly identified by the REACH family advocates
within the Georgia REACH Cohort population included carrying utility arrears and paying late
payment charges, experiencing high winter bill burdens, experiencing a non-weatherized home,
experiencing a lack of control over expenses, experiencing an inability to respond to exigencies,
and living with old and inefficient appliances.  By far the most commonly identified risk,
however, was simply that the household’s income was insufficient. Of the non-energy risks,
those associated with employment (or the lack thereof) and children predominated.


Energy-related risks were common to all levels of Federal Poverty Level within the Georgia
REACH Cohort population. The percentage of all risks involving “energy risks” was roughly
equal between Poverty Levels. The specific types of energy risks identified, however, differed
markedly between income levels. For example, households at the lowest Poverty Level identified
high winter burdens proportionately less often than did their higher income counterparts.  In
contrast, the lowest income households identified a “lack of control over expenses”
proportionately more often than did their somewhat higher income counterparts.


The Georgia REACH project responded to each of these identified risks by identifying an
intervention designed specifically to address the risk.  The interventions, however, could easily
differ as between households, since the interventions were intended to respond to the specific
circumstances of the household.  Targeting interventions tailored to the specifically-identified
risks facing a household is an intense, and more expensive, proposition than delivering more
generic energy assistance (either cash or efficiency investments).  Nonetheless, the experience of
the Georgia REACH project supports the conclusion that the adverse impacts of unaffordable
home energy bills can manifest themselves as other than an “energy” problem. The experience of
Project Energize supports the conclusion that targeted, tailored, household-specific interventions
are an important aspect of responding to home energy unaffordability.


Client Satisfaction


Participants in Project Energize provided overwhelmingly favorable responses to the program
through the exit interviews.


 120 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize provided the services that were
explained during the intake process.


 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize met their expectations.


 123 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said “strongly agree”
when asked whether Project Energize staff were caring, professional, knowledgeable
and friendly.


 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether the household would continue to use the energy saving
measures learned through Project Energize in the future.
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The only possible component of Project Energize where satisfaction lagged involved the impact
of the program on the total family. Only 74 of the households participating in the exit interviews
responded “strongly agree” when asked whether Project Energize benefited the participant’s
children and made the children more energy conscious.  In addition, 54 participants “agreed” that
Project Energize benefited the children, while eight (8) Project Energize participants “disagreed”
that the program benefited their children and made them more energy conscious. The efforts to
encompass the entire family in Project Energize initiatives perhaps fell short of program
expectations.


When providing unaided answers to open-ended questions in the exit interviews, Project
Energize Cohort participants emphasized the conclusion that the intense interventions, and
ongoing working relationships between project staff and the program’s Cohort participants lay at
the heart of the program. Of the 104 persons providing a response to the open-ended question
about what respondents “liked best” about Project Energize, 61 provided a comment that
explicitly cited the Project Energize staff.


While the list of quoted comments in the narrative is lengthy, each of these specific staff-related
comments standing alone --and certainly the sum of these comments when considered in their
totality-- support the conclusion that Project Energize accomplished one of the major objectives
of the Georgia REACH program.  Early in its REACH application, the State of Georgia said that
what Project Energize was all about was to “systematically assess and identify the areas and
levels of risk the family faces, assist the family in setting and working toward concrete goals, and
combine supportive relationships with tangible help.”  It is impossible to review the exit
interviews provided through Project Energize and conclude that the program did anything but
accomplish that objective.


IMPACT EVALUATION


The broad objective of Project Energize was to assist participant households move toward energy
self-sufficiency.  “Self-sufficiency,” however, is a squishy concept at best. The concept can be
operationalized through the impact evaluation measures discussed below.


Home Energy Insecurity


The Georgia REACH program generated positive impacts on improving the self-sufficiency of
program participants. Georgia REACH Cohort participants improved their performance on the
Home Energy Insecurity Scale more frequently, and to a greater extent, than did the Georgia
REACH control participants.


The REACH Cohort group generated “thriving” households, while the control group did not. The
REACH Cohort population generated far more “capable” households than did the control group.
The REACH Cohort population succeeded in removing households from their vulnerable status.
The REACH Cohort population experienced a greater increase in home energy stability than did
the control group. Twice as many Cohort participants as control participants experienced an
improved Home Energy Insecurity status. However, even though the Georgia REACH Cohort
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population removed most households from their “in-crisis” status, others Cohort households fell
into crisis during the program.


The Georgia REACH program helped to improve the Home Energy Insecurity status of the
program’s Cohort participants even if that improvement did not move those participants
completely into the “capable” or “thriving” categories.  A sharp improvement was particularly
found in moving Cohort participants out of the “in-crisis” and “vulnerable” categories and into
more secure, more self-sufficient, Home Energy Insecurity classifications.  Whether or not the
program succeeded in moving Cohort participants to the highest category, it did, indeed, succeed
in improving the self-sufficiency of Cohort participants.


The Georgia REACH Cohort participant population begins to approach a level of having all
households, on average, rate “stable” on the aggregate index.  The REACH program
improvement eliminated nearly half of the gap between the beginning Home Energy Self-
Sufficiency Index and an ending Home Energy Self-Sufficiency Index representing an average
categorization of stable.


Energy Usage Reductions


The combination of energy efficiency interventions had a substantive impact on the energy
consumption of Georgia REACH participants. The energy impact of the REACH Program was
calculated for both the electric and natural gas program participants. The Georgia REACH
program generated an average net reduction in electricity consumption of 835 kWh or 5.7% of
the average pre-participation normalized annual consumption (when comparing Cohort and
control populations).   The Georgia REACH program generated a net savings of 122 therms, or
12.6% of the average pre-participation normalized annual consumption (when comparing Cohort
and control populations).


Blower-Door Aided Leakage Reductions


The homes of Georgia REACH Cohort participants were universally subject to potentially
significant air sealing before the blower-door-guided home energy assessment by REACH
project staff.  None of the pre-treatment Cohort homes were “tight” as measured by home
“leakiness” metrics. One primary metric used involved Air Changes per Hour (ACH).


While the air sealing efforts improved the air tightness of Cohort participant homes, the Georgia
REACH home energy assessments did not achieve the goal of making Cohort participants homes
“tight” from an air leakage perspective.  When viewed from the perspective of air changes per
hour, the improvements generated by Project Energize in preventing air leakage moved five (5)
homes from a classification as “leaky” to a classification as “moderate.”  All “moderate” homes,
however, remained moderate, rather than being moved to the classification of being “tight.”  On
the other end of the spectrum, nearly all of the homes that were “leaky” prior to the air sealing
efforts remained classified as “leaky” after the air sealing efforts as well.


This is not to say that these homes did not experience improvement in their tightness-- in some
cases substantial improvement, merely that the magnitude of the improvement was insufficient to
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change the classification of the air tightness of the home. Despite the inability of Project
Energize to accomplish all that it had perhaps hoped to achieve through the air sealing efforts,
the project, nonetheless, generated significant improvements in the tightness of Cohort
participant homes.


The Project Energize air sealing efforts generated impressive improvements in the tightness of
Cohort participant homes through its blower-door guided home energy assessments. The air
sealing efforts generated significant ACH reductions in 62% of the homes classified as
moderately tight on the blower-door pre-tests, with 31% of those homes experiencing
“substantial” ACH reduction and 31% experiencing “moderate” ACH reductions.


The Georgia REACH Cohort participant homes that were originally classified as “leaky”
experienced even better results.  The ACH reduction was moderate or greater in 70% of those
leaky homes, with 41% experiencing a “substantial” reduction in air infiltration. The Project
Energize air sealing efforts generated the greatest reductions in the leakiest homes.


Bill Reductions from CFL Installation


One of the primary reductions in energy bills accruing from the Project Energize energy
efficiency interventions involved the installation of energy efficiency compact fluorescent
(CFLs) in Cohort recipient homes.  Project Energize staff installed CFLs at the time of the in-
home energy assessment.  While the number of CFLs installed was generally limited to six units
per home, a few number of homes received more than this number.


Georgia REACH consumers saved, on average, between $50 and $67 each year depending on
whether the CFLs installed through Project Reach replaced 75W or 100W incandescent light
bulbs.  Over a three year period, the Georgia REACH project generated between $150 and $200
in electric savings (assuming constant electric prices) for its Cohort participants. The installation
of CFLs, standing alone, reduced the energy bills of Georgia REACH Cohort participants by
significant percentages. In the scenario involving replacement of 100W light bulbs, electricity
savings generated dollar savings ranging from 2% to 6% of the household’s electricity bill. In the
scenario involving replacement of 75W light bulbs, electricity savings generated dollar savings
ranging from 2% to 12% of the household’s electricity bill.


Utility Bill Payment Impacts


One key attribute of the self-sustainability of home energy within Project Energize Cohort
participants is achieving an ability to make utility bill payments in a full and timely fashion.
Three parameters were used to measure bill payment outcomes: (1) the completeness of
payments; (2) the timeliness of payments; and (3) the regularity of payments.


The most common indicator of whether complete payment have been received from a utility
customer involves measuring both the incidence and extent of arrears.  The incidence of arrears
considers the proportion of the total population in arrears.  The extent of arrears is measured by
assessing the degree to which dollars of payments each month cover the dollars of current bills.
The provision of Georgia REACH services appears to substantively increase the completeness of
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bill payment within the Cohort population. The net improvement in the cohort group’s current
bill coverage index was 15% over the first four months after the treatment. Moreover, the
provision of Georgia REACH services appears to substantively reduce the incidence of arrears in
the low-income population. The net change in the percentage of Cohort accounts in arrears
indicates a reduction of 12% in the percentage of Cohort accounts in arrears.


The promptness of bill payment considers not merely whether a customer pays his or her utility bill
in full, but whether the customer pays his or her utility bill on time on a monthly basis.  If a utility
renders a bill for $100, that company wants a customer to pay the bill by the due date as well as
paying the bill in full.  Cohort participants demonstrated a substantive net increase in the proportion
of bills that resulted in a payment yielding a $0 balance in the next month. Georgia REACH cohort
recipients experienced a net increase of 0.06 in the proportion of monthly payments yielding a $0
balance. In addition, Georgia REACH cohort participants experienced an improvement in the
proportion of payments that equal or exceed the current bill relative to what would have been
experienced in the absence of the program. While the Georgia REACH program interventions did
not result in an increase in the number of payments that equal or exceed the current bill, the
program resulted in an improvement in current bill payments relative to what would have been
experienced in the absence of the program.  The program generated a net improvement of 0.11 in
the proportion of payments that equal or exceed the current bill each month.


An examination of the regularity of bill payment measures a different aspect of a customer’s
payment profile than does an examination of customer arrears.  A customer may maintain a
relatively low level of arrears by paying multiple months of bills on an infrequent basis.  An
examination of January arrears, for example, does not distinguish between the customer that has
made his or her last twelve monthly payments on time and in full, the customer that has made $0 in
payments during August through October (perhaps waiting for the annual LIHEAP benefit to pay
off those arrears), and the customer who makes three payments over the year of amounts equal to
the total annual bill.  While the “bills behind” statistic has a regularity of payment implicit in it, the
regularity of payments can be directly measured.


There was a substantive improvement in the payment-to-bill ratio for Georgia REACH Cohort
participants subsequent to the receipt of a Project Energize home energy audit. The data supports
a conclusion that there was a slight, but measurable, improvement in the payments-to-bills ratio
for Georgia REACH cohort participants.  Not only did the payment-to-bills ratio increase, but
also the monthly volatility in payments-to-bills was reduced.


Overall, the Georgia REACH program interventions substantively improved the utility bill
payment outcomes for the program’s Cohort participants. Payment outcomes were considered for
the full range of a payment profile for the REACH participants.  The profile included the
completeness of payment, the timeliness of payments, and the regularity of payments.  While the
improvement in the regularity of payments was subtler and less substantive than other payment
metrics, across-the-board, Georgia REACH Cohort participants improved their utility bill
payment patterns as a result of program interventions.
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Energy Efficiency Knowledge from Workshop Training


In addition to generating measurable energy savings through a combination of the energy
efficiency interventions discussed throughout (e.g., air sealing, appliance replacement, energy
education), one of the goals of Project Energize was to raise the level of energy efficiency
awareness and educational levels among the Project Energize Cohort population.


REACH participants had modest knowledge about energy use in their homes prior to attending
the energy efficiency workshops. The seminar resulted in significantly improved scores. The
seminar improved REACH participant knowledge to allow substantial improvements in the
highest test scores. In addition, more than one-third of the incorrect responses found on the pre-
test were eliminated by the Georgia REACH half-day training.


Workshop attendees showed particularly significant improvement on six of the fifteen questions
designed to measure the effectiveness of the Georgia REACH energy efficiency training. The
biggest improvement came in knowledge about taking showers rather than baths.  The second
greatest improvement came in the knowledge exhibited regarding warming a cold home.
Workshop attendees correctly responded that a home does not heat more quickly if the
thermostat is set higher (e.g., 80 degrees rather than 70 degrees). The third greatest improvement
came in knowledge about the benefits that households derive from lowering household utility
bills.  More REACH participants correctly answered on the post-test that lowering utility bills
generated benefits beyond simply saving money.


Despite this improvement, some gaps in energy efficiency knowledge remained after receiving
training. The most frequently incorrectly answered question was about whether it was false that a
toaster oven uses less energy than a microwave to cook two potatoes.  Moreover, more than one-
third of workshop attendees incorrectly answered whether it was true that utility expenses,
including the refrigerator, can be as high as the costs of heating for a typical household in the
course of a year.


CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


Evaluation Questions


At the inception of Project Energize, the Georgia REACH project staff established eight
“evaluation questions” which they wished to be answered by the end of the project. Given the
above assessment of Project Energize, the evaluation questions are answered as follows:


 Did the program operate as designed and intended?  Yes.  The program combined
energy efficiency education with energy efficiency investments with intense one-on-
one case management to provide compelling energy affordability services to REACH
Cohort participants.  Each program component “worked.”  Home energy audits were
performed resulting in a combination of air sealing and appliance replacement where
appropriate. Household financial counseling was delivered (coupled with a limited
amount of cash assistance to pay pre-existing arrears).  Energy education was
provided, both on an individualized one-on-one setting and in group workshop
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settings.  Intensive case management was provided, resulting not only in improved
financial literacy, but also in referrals to appropriate additional community resources.


 Are the interventions implemented for each individual household related to the
specific risks facing that household?  Yes.  A specific individualized risk
assessment was performed for each Project Energize Cohort participant.  Project
Energize interventions were tailored not only to the specific energy needs of the
households, but to the specific social and economic consequences manifesting
themselves as a result of the unaffordability of home energy.  Ongoing case
management allowed project staff to assess not only the family needs at the entry of
each Cohort participant into REACH, but throughout the Cohort participant’s
continuing involvement with REACH.  The tailored risk responses arising from the
individualized risk assessment and case management were one of the most heavily
praised aspects of the Georgia REACH program.


 Does the program result in reductions in energy consumption? Yes.  The
combination of energy education, appliance replacement, and air sealing efforts
resulted in measurable reductions of both natural gas and electricity consumption.


 Does the program result in reduced energy bills (and thus improved energy
burdens)? Yes.  In addition to the reduced energy bills attributable to the air sealing
efforts, appliance replacement, and energy education, one particular program
component leading to a reduction in electricity bills (and thus improved energy
burdens) involved the replacement of incandescent light bulbs with new energy
efficiency compact fluorescent light bulbs.  This program component, standing alone,
resulted in significant bill reductions for program participants.


 Is there an improvement in energy efficiency knowledge? Yes.  The energy
education workshops delivered by the Southface Institute through Project Energize
were particularly effective in improving energy efficiency knowledge. REACH
participants entered the program with a modest knowledge of energy efficiency
matters.  The REACH workshops substantively improved the knowledge on
important ways in which households can take action to improve the energy efficiency
of their home, reduce home energy bills, and improve home energy affordability.
While some knowledge gaps remained after the workshops, the measured gain in
energy efficiency knowledge was impressive.


 Is there an improvement in utility bill payment patterns? Yes.  Utility bill
payments patterns were measured in terms of the completeness, timeliness and
regularity of utility bill payments.  Substantive improvement occurred within the
Cohort population for all three parameters.


 Is there an improvement in energy self-sufficiency? Yes.  Energy self-sufficiency
was measured using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale first developed for the federal
LIHEAP office in 2003.  The Georgia REACH project resulted in a demonstrated
improvement in the number of households found to be capable and a demonstrated
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reduction of those households that are vulnerable.  Even for the REACH participants
not moving up the Home Energy Insecurity Scale, Project Energize reduced the
number of indicators that placed those households in lower insecurity thresholds.


 Were clients satisfied with the services delivered? Clients universally expressed
not only satisfaction with, but enthusiasm for, the Georgia REACH program.  The
caring, professional, involved efforts of the staff were repeatedly noted as being the
highlights of the project to Cohort participants.  Each of these client comments
provided in their respective exit interviews standing alone --and certainly the sum of
the comments when considered in their totality-- support the conclusion that Project
Energize accomplished one of the major objectives of the Georgia REACH program.


Early in its REACH application, the State of Georgia (and Partnership for Community Action,
the administrating community action agency) said that what Project Energize was all about was
to “systematically assess and identify the areas and levels of risk the family faces, assist the
family in setting and working toward concrete goals, and combine supportive relationships with
tangible help.”  It is impossible to conclude anything but that the program accomplished that
objective.


Recommendations for Improvement


The Georgia REACH program operated as intended, produced the services promised, and
generated the outcomes it desired.  The program’s overall design and operation are to be
commended.  Should the program be replicated in other jurisdictions, three design enhancements
might be appropriate and are recommended for future REACH programs:1


 First, while REACH customers appeared to be able to make full, timely and regular
payments toward their current bills, program participants appeared to continue to
struggle with pre-existing arrears.  While REACH participants succeeded in
preventing increased arrears, and generated modest results in arrearage reduction,
they frequently were unable to fully retire the arrears that they brought into the
program. Future REACH programs should consider involving regulators with the
extensive social service interventions in an effort to incorporate a modest arrearage
forgiveness program through which timely current payments will be “rewarded” with
credits applied against pre-existing arrears that exceed affordable levels.  Through
this added initiative, REACH participants that have a demonstrated ability to stay
current will be able to work with a clean slate in the future.


 Second, while REACH staff provided an impressive range of interventions directed
toward bringing the full range of community resources to bear on resolving household
financial problems, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) did not appear in the range
of public resources accessed through the REACH program.  Telephone lifeline


                                                
1 Other specific recommendations on individual program details are included throughout the narrative discussion in
the body of this evaluation.  These recommendations regarding program implementation details most often address
the ease of implementation rather than the appropriateness of program design.
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credits, Food Stamps, the National School Lunch/Breakfast program, subsidized child
care, Peachcare for Kids (health care), and the Standard Utility Allowance (for food
stamps) were all accessed to provide support for communications, food, housing, and
child care. While the REACH program was, by design, directed toward customers
already participating in the federal fuel assistance program (LIHEAP), the program
would benefit from targeting outreach for the EITC toward its payment-troubled
participants.  With an average benefit of more than $2,000, the EITC would provide
an important additional resource to help these low-income customers meet their total
winter fuel payments.


 Third, while REACH generated impressive results in all aspects of the program it
adopted, a future program might wish to consider elevating the importance of one
response to a risk that was amongst the most commonly cited.  The energy education
resulted in increased energy efficiency knowledge.  The energy efficiency
interventions (air sealing, appliance replacement) generated reductions in both natural
gas and electric bills.  The case management (along with other interventions)
generated improved utility bill payment outcomes and improved Home Energy
Security.  One corollary issue frequently identified in the REACH risk assessments,
however, involved both the lack of a savings account and the inability to develop
personal resources to allow a cushion to use in responding to financial exigencies
(either increased expenses or decreases household income).  One financial exigency
identified as an “increased expense” involved unexpectedly high home energy bills.
Future REACH programs may wish to target not only the short-term outcome of
helping participants meet their immediate needs in paying home energy bills (while at
the same time putting food on the table), but in building household assets as well.
Particularly if a REACH program were to incorporate an EITC outreach component
into a future initiative, bringing REACH participants into the mainstream of financial
markets, helping participants build savings, and focusing on not only the resolution of
immediate income problems, but also the building of long-term household assets, can
and should be incorporated into a broader program outcome.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION


In federal fiscal year 2002, Georgia submitted the state’s request for four proposed projects to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Administration for Children and
Families (ACF) Office of Community Services (OCS) and received one project approval.
DHR’s Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS) and the community action agency
Partnership for Community Action, Inc. of Decatur (GA) collaborated to submit the “Project
Energize” project to assist with addressing the need for reducing the energy burdens of low-
income families, increasing the regularity of energy payments, increasing energy supplier
contributions to the reduction of household energy burdens, and providing energy conservation
tips and household budgeting education to low income families.  “Project Energize” was selected
as a recipient of a FY02 Residential Energy Assistance Challenge (REACH) award.


TARGET POPULATIONS


Project Energize was designed to target a specific segment of the LIHEAP client base. Georgia
chose to focus on single-parent, female-headed DeKalb County households with children.
Additional project eligibility criteria included living at the current residence for at least 12
months and not expecting to move within the next 12 months. Program outreach was targeted to
families that have at least some income from wages


PROGRAM SERVICES


Project Energize was designed to address some of the systemic barriers to energy self-sufficiency
and to help families identify areas in which knowledge and behavioral changes would make a
difference to long-term energy burden and payments.  Project Energize provided an array of
services to the 300 households that it intended to bring through the program.  Included within
that array of services were the following:


 Energy efficiency workshops;


 Mediation with energy providers to reduce arrearages and establish reasonable
payment plans;


 Modified “weatherization” of housing units;


 Counseling in financial literacy and manageable budgeting;


 Referrals to community resources to serve as “effective bridges to outside services”;
and


 Connecting families to “other services that can make a difference in their disposable
income.”
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Project Energize was designed to provide “high intensity services” that “systematically assess
and identify the areas and levels of risk the family faces, assist the family in setting and working
toward concrete goals, and combine supportive relationships with tangible help.”


PROGRAM OBJECTIVES


The basic hypothesis of the Georgia REACH project was set forth in Georgia’s application for
REACH funding:


The barriers to self-sufficiency. . .are for the most part, systemic--not personal--
barriers.  No REACH project can substantially affect income and asset disparities,
lack of affordable housing, limited access to living-wage employment, or utility
deregulation legislation.  What Project Energize Can do is to. . .provid[e] tangible,
concrete benefits that address some of the systemic barriers (air sealing to reduce
energy consumption in substandard housing; partial arrearage payments to lessen
the effects of deregulation-caused gas prices), and second, helping families
identify areas in which new knowledge and personal behavioral changes will
(emphasis in original) make a difference to long-term energy burden and
payments.


The central hypothesis of Project Energize is that, for participants who complete
an Energy Efficiency Education workshop series, are provided with home
weatherization measures, and work for six months with a supportive Energy
Advocate, we can moderately reduce the energy burden, meaningfully reduce
arrearages, improve the comfort, indoor air quality, safety, and security of
housing, and significantly increase both the ability to pay and timely payment of
utility costs for 300 families. . .


The measurable outcomes that Project Energize hypothesized at the beginning of the program
included:


 Project participants gain increased knowledge about energy use and budgeting;


 Arrearages are immediately reduced and affordable payment plans are designed;


 Project participants are provided “some means by which to reduce energy
consumption”;


 Participants make measurable progress toward addressing the barriers to energy self-
sufficiency;


 Weatherization measures reduce participant usage (and costs).


From a program perspective, Project Energize hypothesized that by the end of the program, we
“expect to learn a great deal about which interventions are most--and least-- helpful to which
families.”
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS


Given this overview of Project Energize, the evaluation questions to be addressed in the narrative
below include the following:


 Did the program operate as designed and intended?


 Are the interventions implemented for each individual household related to the
specific risks facing that household?


 Does the program result in reductions in energy consumption?


 Does the program result in reduced energy bills (and thus improved energy burdens)?


 Is there an improvement in energy efficiency knowledge?


 Is there an improvement in utility bill payment patterns?


 Is there an improvement in energy self-sufficiency?


 Were clients satisfied with the services delivered?


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


Project Energize is designed to improve the energy self-sufficiency of participating Cohort
households. To accomplish this move toward self-sufficiency, an array of interventions were
provided to REACH Cohort participants. Not all of these interventions, however, were provided
to all participants. Instead, the REACH project was designed to identify household-specific
barriers to self-sufficiency and to implement specific interventions designed to overcome each of
these specific barriers.


The goal of  “energy self-sufficiency” is a difficult concept to define, let alone to operationalize,
through a program such as REACH.  Given the delivery of Project Energize services, it is
reasonable to expect that energy usage (and thus bills) will be reduced, home energy burdens will
be made more affordable, usage will be brought more within the conscious control of individual
households, and self-sufficiency will be enhanced.
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CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM SERVICES PROVIDED


The Georgia REACH project was based on a model of intensive individual interventions.  While
somewhat more expensive than a broader-based delivery of affordability services, the Georgia
REACH model was based on the hypothesis that program effectiveness would be enhanced by
devoting the time and resources to assessing individual family needs, crafting individual
responses, and delivering individual services.  The services provided by Project Energize can be
categorized into three broad areas:


 Individualized education;


 Energy efficiency investments; and


 Extended personalized assistance.


INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION


The individualized education provided by Project Energize involved working with each Cohort
participant family to deliver education on household finances and energy use in the home.  The
individualized education was based primarily on the “homework” that each Cohort participant
was required to prepare as part of the REACH application process.  This homework involved
preparing an estimate of family income and expenses, by category.


Individualized Energy Efficiency Training


One key activity in the delivery of energy efficiency services to Georgia REACH participants
was the delivery of energy education.  Energy education was provided in two different forms.
First, at the time Project Energize weatherization staff were undertaking the home energy
assessment, a Project Energize family advocate met one-on-one with the program participant.
This individualized training focused on how energy was consumed within the home, what the
major uses of energy were in the home, what costs specific individual uses imposed upon the
household, and how the household might reduce specifically-identified energy uses in an effort
to control the impact of energy bills on the household budget.  Using a standardized worksheet
with individual end-uses identified, Project Energize staff filled in daily consumption and price
data and then estimated the daily and monthly costs of energy uses such as lighting, television,
hot water for bathing, cooking, dishwashing, and other daily activities.2


In addition to usage and cost estimates, information was imparted to teach households how to
read their natural gas, electric and water meters.  Education was provided on how to understand
the information that is provided on each monthly utility bill.
                                                
2 One common finding was that households erroneously believed that one of the primary uses of energy in the home
involved the television set and that, if television usage were better controlled, substantial energy savings would be
experienced. Most households did not recognize the refrigerator as a primary user of electric energy. Virtually no
household knew how to calculate the financial savings that would arise from substituting CFLs for existing light
bulbs.
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In addition to the family education provided at the time of the in-home energy assessment, the
in-home energy assessment involved doing a walk-through of the home to identify places where
the home might be wasting energy.  Leaky faucets and toilets were repaired on the spot.  High-
use light bulbs were replaced with compact fluorescent bulbs. Faucet aerators and low-flow
showerheads were installed during the walk-through.


Individualized Budget Counseling


At the time of the in-home energy assessment, the Project Energize family advocate worked with
family members to identify historical spending patterns and to prepare a future family budget.
At the time of program intake, each Cohort participant was provided a “budget diary.”  Through
this diary, the participant tracked each expenditure (“major” and “minor”) made by the
household.3  Cohort participants commented on how the budget diary identified a host of
“miscellaneous” expenditures that occurred on a day-to-day basis that were individually small
enough to not be noticed, but cumulatively substantial enough to have an impact on total
household spending.


Household expenditures were classified and tracked by the following categories: tithes, utility
expenditures (electric, water, sanitation, telephone, natural gas), housing (rent/mortgage,
insurance, taxes, maintenance), food, transportation (auto, public transit, maintenance, insurance,
fuel/oil), insurance, debt, clothing, savings, entertainment, medical, miscellaneous,
school/children, and laundry/cleaning.


At the time of the budget counseling session, each category of expenditures was reviewed to
determine both whether there was room for savings and whether there were additional resources
that might be brought to bear on helping the household pay these expenditures.


During these home energy assessment budget counseling sessions, the family advocate identified
the potential for referrals to programs that might provide additional resources to the family.
These included programs such as Peachcare for Kids (medical insurance), telephone lifeline
assistance, Food Stamps (food), standard utility allowances (SUA) (shelter costs),
pharmaceutical assistance (medical), free and reduced school meals (food), and a variety of other
public assistance programs.  Assistance with making applications for such assistance was
subsequently provided through the extended assistance component of the Project Energize
program.


Finally, family advocates discussed household income during these budget counseling sessions.
Referrals to non-REACH programs offered by Partnership for Community Action (PCA), the
community action agency sponsoring REACH, were made for initiatives such as job skill
development, micro-enterprise training for self-employed workers, and GED certificate
completion (education).


                                                
3 The diary was part of what was known within Project Energize as a Cohort participant’s “homework.”  The
homework consisted not only of preparing the diary, but also efforts taken by the Cohort participant to develop a
household budget and to identify the primary uses of energy in the home.
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The specific training that was provided was guided by the risk assessment performed for each
Cohort household by the family advocates.  This risk assessment process is discussed in more
detail below.


Arrearage Payments/Utility Deferred Payment Plans


Project Energize devoted a limited amount of program funding to the payment of pre-existing
utility arrearages in order to allow Cohort participants to free themselves of arrears that would
make future bill payments unaffordable, even given usage and bill reductions attributable to the
energy efficiency interventions directed toward the households.  REACH family advocates
helped 39 Cohort participant households negotiate deferred payment plans for pre-existing
arrears.4  The purpose of negotiating payment plans was not only to address the underlying
arrears, but also to free the household from paying ongoing late payment charges imposed on
arrears carried by a utility account that had not been made subject to agreement.


In addition to helping negotiate payment plans, REACH made a limited number of cash
payments toward arrears.  Within the Georgia REACH Cohort population, 204 households owed
a cumulative arrearage of $54,200 when they entered the program. REACH made payments
toward the arrears of 177 of those Cohort participants with arrears, with payments reaching a
total of $27,500.  The discussion below is limited to those Cohort participants receiving
payments.


There was a wide range of pre-existing arrears. Of the Cohort participants owing arrears, the
number of households owing more than $500 out-numbered the number of households owing
less than $100.  More than 50 REACH Cohort participants owed more than $300 on their utility
bills before receiving REACH arrearage assistance.


Pre-Existing Utility Arrears Entering Georgia REACH Program
Before and After REACH Arrears Payment


Number of Cohort Participants
Receiving REACH Arrears Payments


Level of Arrears Before REACH Payment After REACH Payment


$0 --- 56


$1 - $100 14 50


$101 - $200 59 31


$201 - $300 50 17


$301 - $400 24 12


$401 - $500 13 3


$501 or more 17 8


Total 177 177


                                                
4 This is not to say that only 39 REACH Cohort participants negotiated payment plans.  Only 39 REACH Cohort
participants were reported to have received the assistance of REACH family advocate staff in negotiating deferred
payment plans.
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REACH would generally pay up to a maximum of $150 toward helping Cohort participants retire
their arrears. In only 34 instances were payments of more than $150 made. With 56 of these
arrearage payments, the entire arrears was retired (leaving a balance of $0).  After the REACH
payments were made, only 40 Cohort participants owed more than $200 (down from 104), while
only 11 owed more than $400 (down from 30).


Energy Efficiency Workshop Training


A less individualized, but nonetheless major source of energy efficiency training was provided
through a formal group workshop presented by Southface Institute, one of the region’s leading
energy efficiency nonprofit organizations.5  REACH participants were “required”6 to attend a
half-day workshop. Workshops were scheduled so that they were convenient to working persons;
child-care was provided.  The workshop was designed to educate attendees about energy use in
their homes and to inform attendees on simple ways in which energy-using behaviors could be
modified so as to reduce consumption and thus bills.  The objective of the seminar was to
provide REACH participants with the opportunity to gain greater knowledge so as to enable
them to exert greater control over energy bills placing burdens on household incomes.


The energy efficiency curriculum delivered through REACH’s Southface workshops focused on
the following themes:


 What affects utility bills.  Southface told workshop attendees that factors affecting
utility bills included how you live in the house; what utility rates you pay; and what
improvements are made to improve energy efficiency.


 How energy is used in the home.  Southface told workshop attendees that, in a
typical home in Atlanta (GA), only 25% of a home energy bill is attributable to home
heating.  In addition, 18% of a bill comes from hot water, while 41% of a home’s
energy bill is attributable to electric usage, including appliances (21%), lighting
(10%), and refrigeration (10%).


 Energy savings strategies.  Southface told workshops that it was a “myth” that
adding insulation was the only way to improve energy efficiency in the home.
According to Southface trainers, 40% of energy used in the heating season is for air
leakage, while 27% of energy used in the cooling season is lost to air leakage.


 Energy savings activities. Southface provided energy saving tips to workshop
attendees, including repairing faucet leaks (could save $39 a year), taking showers
rather than baths, using “soaker hoses” rather than sprinklers for watering plants
outdoors (could save $33 a year), using compact fluorescent light bulbs (could save
up to $50 each), washing clothes in cold water, and using a microwave oven for


                                                
5 The Southface website can be viewed at http://www.southface.org.
6 The Georgia REACH project was not universally successful in getting REACH program participants to attend the
energy efficiency workshops.  Of the 270 REACH participants, 179 attended one of the half-day events.  REACH
participants who attended the workshop were provided a $50 stipend.
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cooking small amounts of food (for one potato, a toaster oven uses three times more
electricity than a microwave).


 Reading meters: Southface provided information on how to read meters (electric
meters are easier to read than natural gas meters, according to the trainers).


 Appliance replacement.  Southface provided information on when it makes financial
sense to replace air conditioners, old refrigerators and old washing machines.


Southface emphasized to workshop attendees that “most measures and improvements we have
discussed you can accomplish yourself.”  By undertaking these energy efficiency steps,
Southface said, “you will be able to reduce your utility costs and save dollars.”


Southface Institute presented REACH efficiency workshops on ten dates. The seminars were
presented in interactive small group sessions.  Each seminar lasted roughly one-half day.


ENERGY EFFICIENCY INVESTMENTS


The Georgia REACH program invested considerable dollars in infrastructure improvements to
the homes of Cohort participants in addition to providing energy education.  The efficiency
improvements came in the form of air sealing efforts (and the installation of other low-cost
conservation measures) at the time of the home energy assessment.  In addition, some major
appliance replacement was funded.


Air Sealing


One major aspect of the Project Energize home energy assessment involved blower-door aided
air sealing designed to reduce energy consumption (and thus energy bills).  At the same time
family advocates were meeting with household members to discuss energy education and family
budget issues, a Project Energize crew was performing air sealing work.  Pre- and post-air-
sealing blower door readings were recorded to determine the extent to which the air sealing
efforts reduced the air leakage in and out of the home. The air sealing effort involved:7


 Installing caulking in 110 homes;


 Providing foam in 67 homes;


 Providing weather-stripping in 119 homes;


 Providing door sweeps in 86 homes;


 Providing pipe insulation in 175 homes;


                                                
7 A variety of low-income energy conservation measures are included within the rubric of “air sealing.”  Measures
such as aerators, low-flow shower heads, water heating jackets, furnace filters and pipe insulation obviously are not
“air sealing” measures, but are included in this discussion nonetheless.
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 Installing heat jackets in 181 homes;


 Providing outlet seals in 107 homes;


 Providing switch seals in 84 homes;


 Providing furnace filters in 28 homes; and


 Providing insulation board in 64 homes.


Low flow showerheads were installed in 146 homes, and faucet aerators were installed in 130
homes.


The most commonly installed efficiency measure involved compact fluorescent lightbulbs.
Nearly 2,800 CFLs were installed in more than 210 homes.


In addition to the energy conservation measures, the in-home energy assessment identified health
and safety issues. These issues were addressed by providing smoke alarms in 97 homes, carbon
monoxide detectors in 110 homes, and fire extinguishers in 111 homes.


Appliance Replacement


In addition to the low cost energy conservation measures commonly installed at the time of the
in-home energy assessment, the energy assessment also identified extraordinary cases where
replacement of major appliances was merited on either economic or on health and safety
grounds.  This major appliance replacement program component resulted in:


 Furnace replacements for 28 homes;


 Refrigerator replacements in 52 homes;


 Natural gas stove replacements in 24 homes;


 Electric stove replacements in 16 homes;


 Wall oven replacements in 7 homes;


 Cook top replacements in 7 homes;


 Slide-in/pop-in kitchen range replacements in 3 homes;


 Air conditioner replacements in 9 homes; and


 Water heater replacements in 11 homes.
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EXTENDED PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE


The Georgia REACH program was designed to provide ongoing personalized attention to Cohort
participants over the six month period of program participation.  During this time period, Project
Energize family advocates made periodic contact with the Cohort participants to assess whether
the households were succeeding in the household budget and spending plans they had developed
in collaboration with the family advocate, whether questions had arisen about energy usage or
energy savings issues, or whether some other type of family crisis (e.g., loss of job) had arisen
that might benefit from outside intervention.


The extended personalized assistance was driven in part by the Risk Assessment Matrix prepared
for each household by the REACH family advocates as well.  The Risk Assessment Matrix is
explained in greater detail below.


Since the Georgia REACH program was targeted to single parent households, one area of
particular extended personalized assistance involved helping parents address child-related
household expenses.  One common intervention was to use the Thrifty Parenting training module
developed by Oregon State Extension Service to help address child-related expenses. The Thrifty
Parenting program is designed for families with young children. It shows ways that parents can
cut the expense of raising children, while maintaining health and safety standards. Topics
included in the Thrifty Parenting training include food and health care; clothing; and equipment,
toys, and entertainment.  According to the risk assessment matrices prepared by family
advocates, the Thrifty Parenting training was used in personalized training with 62 Cohort
participants.


Providing assistance on applying for free and reduced school meals was a second personalized
service that was commonly provided.  One concern frequently expressed to REACH family
advocates involved the impact that paying unaffordable home energy bills had on the family’s
ability to put food on the table for the children.  REACH family advocates reported helping 50
different households apply for free and reduced price school meals in response to these concerns
about “kid-related food expenses.”


Working on developing a savings plan was a common intervention as well.  One common risk
that was identified by Project Energize family advocates was not only the “lack of savings,” but
also the inability to respond to financial emergencies (either on the income side, such as loss of
job or reduction in hours, or on the expense side such as unexpectedly high home winter heating
bills).  Family advocates reported working with 91 REACH Cohort participant families to
develop a savings plan.  In 22 of those instances, family advocates helped the Cohort participant
family establish a low-cost/no-cost “lifeline” banking account.


Other less common interventions included:


 Help in finding a less expensive apartment in response to high housing costs
(provided to 3 Cohort participants);


 Help in applying for subsidized child care (provided to 5 Cohort participants); and
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 Help in preparing a debt retirement plan (for debts other than the utility arrears that
were addressed above) (provided to 7 Cohort participants);


The impact of these extended services is evident from the responses of REACH Cohort
participants reported in the program exit interviews discussed in the outcome section below.


SUMMARY OF SERVICES


Projects Energize provided an array of intensive personalized services in helping REACH Cohort
participants seek energy self-sufficiency.  The services ranged from personal in-home assistance
with budget counseling and energy education, to group energy education, to investment in the
physical infrastructure of the home (both in air sealing and appliance replacement).  In addition,
Project Energize provided individualized financial and counseling services to address utility bill
payment problems and the factors that contribute to those problems.  Not only did REACH
provide limited payments toward pre-program arrearages, but REACH family advocates worked
with each family to identify specific risks facing those families and developing individualized
interventions to help address those risks.  Given this array of services, this evaluation will
address whether REACH succeeded in generating the outcomes it posited for the program upon
the program’s inception.


Before turning to the outcome evaluation, however, the next section will first examine the
internal operation and processes of the program.
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CHAPTER 3: PROCESS EVALUATION


This section presents a process evaluation of the Project Energize program. This process evaluation
is directed toward three narrow questions:


 Was the project implemented in an appropriate and timely fashion and as proposed?


 Did the project comply with the broad parameters of the "logic model" of problem
identification and intervention, the implementation of which lies at the heart of the
REACH process?


 Was the overall design appropriate, given what was learned during the course of the
project?


This section is not designed to consider the effectiveness of the Georgia REACH efforts in
achieving its goals.


This process evaluation is based on four lines of inquiry:


1. Personal interviews were performed with several sets of staff, including: (1) the
project management responsible for implementation of the program as a whole; and
(2) field personnel responsible for actual client contact and service delivery.


2. A series of project staff meetings was attended.  Project staff meetings were held on
a monthly basis to discuss project activity and to engage in problem-solving.
Attendance at project staff meetings was designed to observe actual project
implementation.


3. Program documentation was collected and reviewed, including training materials,
forms, the staff manual, and staff work product.


4. Finally, written staff work products were reviewed from each field staff with respect
to Project Energize participants. Part of this review involved reviewing the complete
client files maintained for each Project Energize Cohort and control participant at the
end of the program. Staff work products included items such as the in-home energy
assessment reports, the in-home financial counseling reports, staff intake interview
forms, and the risk assessment matrices prepared by staff.


The discussion, conclusions and recommendations below are based upon the interviews, personal
observations, and document review.


OVERALL PROJECT ENERGIZE PROCESS


The overall Project Energize Process consisted of four basic steps, each of which is described
below.  Outreach and enrollment was the first step.  The second step involved an initial interview
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and discussion of household finances.  The third step involved the delivery of an in-home energy
assessment.  Finally, the fourth step involved maintaining ongoing contact between the Project
Energize family advocates and each of the Cohort participants.


Outreach


Outreach for Project Energize was focused almost exclusively on households that submitted
applications for energy assistance through the federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP).  During the LIHEAP program year, REACH staff would review every
LIHEAP application taken by Partnership for Community Action (PCA), the community action
agency administering REACH, to screen those households against REACH program eligibility
criteria.  According to REACH staff, using the LIHEAP application process facilitated the
REACH outreach activities since project staff were assured that the household would be income
eligible.  Nonetheless, other REACH program criteria included whether the household had
children as well as whether the household had lived in the same home for at least twelve (12)
months.  That criterion, standing alone, proved to be a severely limiting factor.  The residency
requirement:


 Eliminated roughly 50% of the persons who lived in rental units that had applied for
LIHEAP assistance; and


 Eliminated roughly 25% of the persons who lived in homeownership units.


Once the REACH program eligibility was determined (on a preliminary basis), REACH program
staff would randomly select LIHEAP applicants surviving the screens to 100 households inviting
REACH participation as a control participant as well as to 100 households inviting REACH
participation as a Cohort participant.


In addition to these direct solicitation efforts, Project Energize circulated program flyers along
with LIHEAP applications.  The messages on these flyers, according to program staff, were
particularly effective.  The flyers outlined the benefits of REACH program participation.  For
control participants, the “cash was important.”  REACH control participants were provided a $50
check upon completing all aspects of their participation.  For Cohort participants, the flyers
emphasized the possibility that REACH would help pay arrears, the potential that appliances
would be replaced, and the likely savings that would result from the home energy audit
performed for each Cohort participant’s home. Outside of program participation, however, no
incentive was provided for LIHEAP recipients to respond to either the letter or to the flyers.


REACH program staff reported that they would recommend no changes to the recruitment
process.  To the extent that changes would improve the recruitment process, staff indicated, those
changes would involve making eligibility guidelines “a little broader.”  The biggest barriers to
recruitment involved the requirements that households have children in addition to documenting
a minimum length of residency at the client’s current place of residence.
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Intake/Enrollment and First In-Home Visit


After a household responded to a program participation solicitation, potential REACH
participants would contact the REACH office by telephone.  This intake process involved an
initial interview to confirm income eligibility and to confirm that the household complied with
other program requirements.  Program staff noted that “we interviewed a lot more folks than we
enrolled.”  This initial interview eliminated a large number of potential participants, primarily on
the basis that there were no children in the family.


The intake process differed based upon whether the family had been invited to participate in
REACH as a control participant or as a Cohort participant.  The intake process for control
participants was accomplished almost exclusively by telephone.  Potential participants would
contact the REACH office.  During that first telephone interview, eligibility was confirmed and
the first Home Energy Insecurity Survey was administered.  In addition to collecting this basic
household information, certain paperwork was required to be collected.  Among this paperwork
was a signed release form authorizing Project Energize to contact the control participant’s
natural gas and electric utilities and authorizing the utility to release billing and payment data to
PCA over a three year period to be used in the Project Energize final evaluation.  Signed release
forms could be dropped off in-person at the PCA office or could be FAXed to PCA. Utilities did
not require an original signed signature in the release form provided to them.


Upon receipt of a signed release form, Project Energize would mail the control participant a
check for $50.


In contrast to the intake for the control participants, Cohort participants would only have a
preliminary income-eligibility confirmed in their initial telephone contact with Project Energize
staff.  Upon conclusion of that initial telephone interview, the Project Energize staff would then
schedule an in-office appointment with the Cohort participant.  The Cohort participant would be
required to come to the office for an in-person interview, bringing with them documentation of
income.


The in-person interview for Cohort participants sought to accomplish several objectives in
addition to income verification.  The first Home Energy Insecurity Survey was administered at
this time to create a base line against which to measure subsequent changes, if any, in energy
self-sufficiency.  Just as importantly, the interview included an initial conversation about
household finances.


According to the family advocate staff, the attempt to have a conversation about household
finances, and household budgeting in particular, was “not well received” at the time of the initial
interview.  The household money management activities involved four distinct steps with the
Cohort participant household:


 At the initial intake interview, staff asked about household budgeting and money
management.  The staff then distributed the household’s “homework” to be discussed
at a future in-home visit.
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 The homework consisted of keeping a daily “money diary” for a full month.  In this
diary, the household logged all expenditures, major and minor.  While most
households did not understand or appreciate the roll of the diary at the time of the
initial office intake interview, according to the family advocacy staff, as the time
went on, the household grew to appreciate the function of the diary in tracking money
leaks.


 After one month, the household sat down with a family advocate to review the money
diary in detail during an in-home visit.  The family advocacy staff reported that going
into the home was a critical component to this step.  Going into the home, staff
reported, made the process “more personal.”  Going into the home “allowed people to
share.”  They ”felt more comfortable” talking about their personal finances as they sat
in their own homes, and felt “more free to talk.”


 Finally, at the time of this in-home review, the staff and household developed, and
committed to paper,8 a household budget and money management plan for the
household.  In subsequent contacts, the ability of the household to comply with their
money management plan was reviewed on an ongoing basis.  “Some people wanted
to call every month to talk about their [success or shortcoming] with their money
management plan,” reported one family advocate.


The financial education inherent in this Project Energize process was a key element of the
REACH program. One family advocate likened it to the following three-step process:


 The first step involved the family guessing at what its monthly expenditures and
family budget was.


 The second step involved documenting their real expenditures, by tracking, and
recording, actual household expenditures as they occurred.


 The third step involved taking control of their expenditures, by prioritizing the
expenditures, creating a money management plan and seeking to adhere to it, with an
ongoing after-the-fact review of compliance or non-compliance.


As documented in the discussion regarding client reactions expressed in the exit interviews, this
process of involvement with the Cohort participant households was one of the most acclaimed
program components of the Georgia REACH program.


In-Home Energy Assessment


One of the primary energy efficiency interventions offered by Project Energize involved the
“home energy assessment” performed on the home of each Cohort participant.  The home energy
assessment occurred in three steps:


                                                
8 Staff reported that committing the budget to paper was as important as developing the budget.  Households
appeared to take more ownership in a written budget that was memorialized in some semi-formal fashion rather than
simply orally agreed to.
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 A one-on-one conversation with each participant exploring how energy was
consumed in the home, including the appliances used, the household’s energy
consuming behavior, and the household’s energy efficiency habits;9


 A walkthrough of the home to identify places where significant home energy waste
might be occurring (along with the distribution of low-income efficiency devices such
as light bulbs, faucet aerators, and plug caps as appropriate);10 and


 A blower-door-guided air sealing effort directed toward identifying and correcting
places in each home where air leakage would let warm air out (or cold air in).


The blower-door-guided air sealing in particular presented the opportunity to substantially lower
energy consumption and, accordingly, improved energy affordability.  Every cubic foot of heated
air that escapes during cold weather (or cooled air escaping during hot weather) represented an
amount of air that would need to be heated (or cooled) again.


The blower-door energy audit, in turn, consisted of three steps:


 Obtaining a pre-air-sealing reading of the leakiness of each Cohort participant’s
home.  After measuring an air flow in each home (in Cubic Feet per Minute--CFM),
the home energy assessor then calculated the air changes per hour (ACH) for the
home using the following formula:


ACH50 Pascal = [air flow50 Pascal x 60 minutes per hour] / volume of home


 After using the blower door to depressurize each home, the Project Energize energy
assessment crew identified and sealed the openings through which the home was
losing significant energy to the outside; and


 A final post-sealing air flow reading (in CFM) was generated using the blower door
and a post-sealing ACH was calculated.  The difference between the pre-sealing ACH
and the post-sealing ACH represented the energy efficiency improvement generated
in the home for the REACH Cohort participant.


Using a constant to reflect the orientation and type of home, the REACH home energy
assessment crew also calculated a pre- and post-sealing “natural” air infiltration rate.  For
purposes of this discussion, this calculated value will be referred to as the Estimated Natural
Infiltration Rate (ENIR).  In short, the three measures generated or calculated in the Georgia
REACH air-sealing efforts included:


 The cubic feet per minute (CFM), which measures the flow at a designed pressure (50
Pascal);


                                                
9 The one-on-one education is described in more detail in Chapter 2.
10 The one-on-one home energy assessment walk-through was described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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 The air changes per hour (ACH), which converts the CFM for each home to a
measure taking into account the size of the home (again, at a designated pressure of
50 Pascals);11 and


 The Estimated Natural Infiltration Rate (ENIR), which accounts for housing type and
orientation.


No major problems existed with the blower-door aided in-home energy assessment. A home
energy assessment crew of two persons worked on providing the blower-door audit, and air
sealing efforts, at the same time that the Project Energize family advocate was meeting with
family members to discuss household finances.


The only place where the audit process broke down, to a certain extent, involved the impact on
family advocates from scheduling and implementing the audit.  The audit team, and thus the
family advocate, accordingly was “in the field” three days a week. Family advocates noted that
the process of extensively being scheduled out-of-the-office frequently interfered with the ability
to perform office work.  Rather than being in the office to respond to telephone calls from
existing Cohort participants, or to work with the intake of potential Cohort participants, family
advocates instead had to respond to messages with “call-backs” that were difficult to complete.
Moreover, the “one-day in/next-day out” routine frequently interrupted the continuity of service
provision necessary to respond to client needs.  Family advocates recommended that any future
project divorce the delivery of the in-home energy audit from the in-home personal
consultations.


Ongoing Client Contact


Over the six month period of Cohort household participation in the Georgia REACH program,
REACH family advocates continued to maintain contact with, and monitor, the progress of
Cohort participants.  The objective of these contacts was several-fold.  First, there was a
somewhat subjective objective of “maintaining a presence” in the life of the family.  This
objective was in furtherance of additional goals of trouble-shooting in case extraordinary or
unexpected circumstances arose with respect to either household expenses or income.  A second
objective was to monitor the household’s progress in complying with its individualized
household money management plan.  In those circumstances where non-compliance was found,
the family advocate discussed the plan with the household to determine whether the plan was
realistic or whether the household could, with additional time, live within the plan.


One family advocate noted that one struggle with the ongoing contact was to ensure that the
advocate maintained a working relationship with the family unit, and not simply with a single
adult within the family.  Another family advocate emphasized the need to empathize with the
family and not merely prescribe staff-directed solutions. The family advocacy staff was provided
specific training on developing these people skills.  In addition, the family advocacy staff noted
that each of them, as part of their training, was required to do every activity they would later ask
the client to do.  This included keeping a money diary, discussing that diary with a fellow
                                                
11 ACH refers to the number of times in one hour that the inside air volume is replaced with outside air at a
designated house pressure difference.
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staffmember, and seeking to maintain compliance with the ensuing money management plan.
Through such training, the staff sought to break down the barriers created by common participant
beliefs that “you don’t know what you’re really asking.”


The role of the family advocacy staff in the ongoing contact was to “broaden the vision of what
could be done” in response to family circumstances.  Staff reported finding that, frequently,
“clients had no idea of what they could do on their own.”  Solutions to household issues, the
family advocacy staff reported, were frequently discovered to be “not as complex as they
thought.” One advocate reported that her most frequently repeated phrase in her ongoing contacts
with the Cohort population presented the question: “what can we do about that?”


The entire family advocate staff reported the impacts of performing in-home work with Cohort
participants on the ability to accomplish work at the office.  Staff work patterns ultimately
worked out to include having family advocate staff in the field doing in-home visits three days a
week, while being in the office doing intake interviews and telephone contacts on the other two
days.  One family advocate reported that the constant problem-solving “became somewhat
overwhelming.” One family advocate reported that she “got burned out.” One family advocate
reported that between field work keeping her out of the office, and intake work that often filled
her office time, she felt that she did not have adequate time to appropriately respond to telephone
contacts by her clients.  No resulting problems could be specifically identified, however.


TWO CRITICAL PROCESSES


Risk Assessment-Driven Household Interventions


One of the primary emphases of the Georgia REACH project involved holistically addressing the
energy unaffordability problems facing REACH participants.  The Home Energy Insecurity
Scale administered to both REACH Cohort and REACH control participants documented how
the adverse social and economic impacts of unaffordable home energy bills ramify throughout a
household’s well-being.  Unaffordable home energy bills, even if paid, can manifest themselves
as health care, food insecurity, housing, or other problems.


Consider that 501 Georgia REACH participants (Cohort and Control combined) completed the
first Home Energy Insecurity Survey administered through REACH.  Of those 501 households:


 298 said they frequently “worried whether my home energy bill would become
overdue before I could get money to pay it,” while only 15 said they “never” did.


 124 said they often had their “home energy bill become due, “and I didn’t have
money to pay it without somebody’s help" while only 82 said they “never” did.


 189 said their household frequently “reduced our energy consumption to
uncomfortable or inconvenient levels because I was running out of money to pay our
home energy bill,” while only 76 said they never did.
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 164 said their household frequently reduced “your expenses for what you consider to
be basic household necessities because there was not enough money to pay for these
and to pay your home energy bill,” while only 39 said they “never” did.


To respond to energy unaffordability problems exclusively as an “energy” problem --such
responses might include not only credit and collections actions such as utility shutoffs, but
responses such as payment plans and levelized budget billing plans -- would be to ignore many
of the tools available to mitigate the adverse impacts of unaffordable home energy bills. Instead
of adopting the narrow vision of energy affordability being a bill payment problem, the Georgia
REACH program responses were designed to help REACH participants avoid the
transmogrification of their energy problems into other social and economic problems that might
reasonably be expected to impede a household reaching for self-sufficiency.


The Georgia REACH project, as part of its holistic approach to helping clients address their
home energy affordability problems (and those other self-sufficiency issues that appertain to
home energy unaffordability), engaged a Risk Assessment Matrix.  This Matrix allowed the
REACH family advocates to identify a full range of issues arising as a result of home energy
unaffordability.  The family advocates could then not only address the energy issues through
energy-specific interventions, but also address the corollary issues to enhance the effectiveness
of the energy interventions.


The table below sets forth the energy corollaries that were most commonly identified by the
REACH family advocates within the Georgia REACH Cohort population.


Georgia REACH Cohort Participants with Identified Energy-Related Household Risks
Risks12 No. of  Cohort Participants for which Risk Identified /a/


Carries utility arrears and pays late payment charges 41


Experiences high winter bill burdens 103


Home never weatherized 83


Income is inadequate 220


Lack of control over expenses 55


No savings and inability to respond to exigencies /b/ 109


Old and inefficient appliances 31


NOTES


/a/ Individual Cohort participants may have had more than one identified energy risk and thus may appear more than
once in these figures.


/b/ A separate but related risk was that the household had “no bank account and no place to cash a check or keep
money.” (n=5)


As can be seen, by far the most commonly identified risk was simply that the household’s
income was insufficient. The inability to address financial exigencies also was a commonly


                                                
12 Similar risks have been collapsed into more generalized categories for reporting purposes in this evaluation.
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identified risk. Indeed, the inability to respond to exigencies due to a lack of savings, as well as
the inability to afford high winter bill burdens (an exigency unto itself), were the most commonly
identified risks aside from inadequate income.  The lack of control over expenses is a type of
acknowledgment of the inability to handle unexpected (or unexpectedly high) household
expenses.


In addition to the energy-specific risks identified by Georgia REACH advocates, there were a
series of non-energy specific risks that Georgia REACH advocates identified for REACH Cohort
participants as well.


 Kid-related food expenses (n=112)
 Limited marketable work skills (n=39)
 Employment related/under- or unemployed (n=34)
 Credit card expenses/old bills (n=9)
 Child care expenses (n=5)


Clearly, of these non-energy risks, those associated with employment (or the lack thereof) and
children predominated.  Housing and credit-related expenses, along with childcare, fell far
behind "“kid-related food expenses” as a financial risk facing Georgia REACH Cohort
participants.


Risks by Poverty Level and Income Deficit.


The pattern of energy and corollary risks between Georgia REACH Cohort participants differed
markedly as between their Poverty Levels and income deficits.  The REACH Cohort participants
were classified into four different Poverty Levels.13


 Category 1 (income between 0 and 50% of Federal Poverty Level)
 Category 2 (income between 51 and 100% of Federal Poverty Level)
 Category 3 (income between 101 and 150% of Federal Poverty Level)
 Category 4 (income over 150% of Federal Poverty Level.


In addition, each Cohort participant was categorized by one of four “income deficits.”  The
“income deficit” is simply the annual dollar amount by which reported household expenses
exceeded annual gross household income. The four possible categories of income deficits
included:


                                                
13 The generally accepted measure of "being poor" in the United States today indexes a household's income to the
“Federal Poverty Level" published each year by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).  The
Poverty Level looks at income in relation to household size.  This measure recognizes that a three-person household with
an annual income of $6,000 is, in fact, "poorer" than a two-person household with an annual income of $6,000.  The
federal government establishes a uniform "Poverty Level" for the 48 contiguous states.  Since 100 percent of Poverty
Level is generally considered to be too low to be a reasonable demarcation of “being poor,” other estimates range from
150 to 200 percent of Poverty or more. A household's "level of Poverty" refers to the ratio of that household's income to
the Federal Poverty Level. For example, the year 2005 Poverty Level for a two-person household was $12,830.  A two-
person household with an income of $6,415 would thus be living at 50% of Poverty. A two-person household with an
income of $19,245 is said to be living at 150% of Poverty.
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 None (reported annual income exceeded annual expenses)
 Slight deficit (expenses exceeded income by between $1 and $500)
 Moderate deficit (expenses exceeded income by between $501 and $2,500)
 Substantial deficit (expenses exceeded income by more than $2,500)


As could be expected, households with incomes at lower Poverty Levels were more likely to
have more substantial income deficits. While 81% of the Georgia REACH Cohort participants
with incomes below 50% of the Federal Poverty Level had “substantial” income deficits, only
40% of the households with income between 101% and 150% did.  In contrast, while 5% of the
households with income below 50% of Poverty had either no income deficit, or a slight deficit,
46% of Cohort participants with income between 101% and 150% had no deficit or only a
“slight” deficit.


Georgia REACH Cohort Participants by Poverty Level and Annual Income Deficit


Number of Cohort Participants by Poverty Level Range and Income Deficit


Income Deficit 0-50% 51-100% 101-150% 151% or more Total


None 1 32 41 5 79


Slight 0 2 7 0 9


Moderate 3 6 16 0 25


Substantial 17 59 42 0 118


Total 21 99 106 5 231


Percent of Cohort Participants by Poverty Level Range and Income Deficit


Income Deficit 0-50% 51-100% 101-150% 151% or more Total


None 5% 32% 39% 100% 34%


Slight 0% 2% 7% 0% 4%


Moderate 14% 6% 15% 0% 11%


Substantial 81% 60% 40% 0% 51%


Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%


Energy-related risks were common to all levels of Federal Poverty Level within the Georgia
REACH Cohort population. The percentage of all risks involving “energy risks” was roughly
equal between Poverty Levels.  While 36% (n=35) of the various risks faced by REACH
households living with incomes at between 0% and 50% of Poverty were explicitly energy-
related, 32% (n=123) of the total risks identified for households with income between 51% and
100% were.  Similarly, 35% (n=149) of the total number of risks identified for households with
income between 101% and 150% involved “energy” issues.
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Energy-Related Risks for Georgia REACH Cohort Participants
by Income as Ratio to Federal Poverty Level


0 - 50% 51 - 100% 101 - 150%


Number Pct of
Total Number Pct of


Total Number Pct of
Total


Carries utility arrears 3 3% 19 5% 18 4%


High winter burden 9 9% 43 11% 50 12%


Home never weatherized 9 9% 32 8% 41 10%


Lack of control over expenses 7 7% 17 4% 28 7%


Old and inefficient appliances 7 7% 12 3% 1 0%


Total number all identified risks 97 100% 383 100% 423 100%


Total identified energy risks 35 123 149


Percent energy of total risks 36% 32% 35%


The specific types of energy risks identified, however, differed markedly between income levels.
Perhaps surprisingly, households at the lowest Poverty Level identified high winter burdens
proportionately less often than did their higher income counterparts.  In contrast, the lowest
income households identified old and inefficient appliances, as well as a “lack of control over
expenses,” proportionately more often than did their somewhat higher income counterparts.


Without further research, it is not possible to conclusively ascertain the reasons for these
differences.  It is evident, however, that the risks identified by the lowest income households are
persistent, year round problems.  The risks reported by the highest income households identify
seasonal weather-related risks.  This is consistent with the notion that while overall bills are
consistently unaffordable to those lowest income households, non-winter bills are more
manageable to the higher income households, with problems manifesting themselves more in the
high cost winter heating months.


Unlike the Poverty Level analysis, the types of risks identified for households did not
substantially vary by the type of income deficit reported by the household.  Certainly, no pattern
emerges indicating that the energy risks facing Georgia REACH Cohort participants became
either more frequent or more intense as the household’s income deficit became bigger.  The
percentage of risks identified as “energy risks” (as defined here) remained virtually constant
among income deficit levels (ranging from 33% for households with slight deficits to 35% for
households with moderate or substantial deficits).  For each of the five specific energy risks
identified, the proportion of households experiencing those risks remained reasonably constant
over all levels of income deficit.
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Energy-Related Risks for Georgia REACH Cohort Participants
by Annual Income Deficit


Level of Income Deficit


None Slight Moderate Substantial


No. Pct /a/ No. Pct /a/ No. Pct /a/ No. Pct /a/


Carries utility arrears 16 6% 2 4% 5 5% 18 4%


High winter burden 33 11% 5 11% 12 12% 53 11%


Home never weatherized 24 8% 4 9% 11 11% 44 9%


Lack of control over expenses 17 6% 4 9% 5 5% 29 6%


Old and inefficient appliances 8 3% 0 0% 3 3% 20 4%


Total number all identified risks 288 100% 46 100% 102 100% 474 100%


Total number energy risks 98 15 36 164


Percent energy risks of total risks 34% 33% 35% 35%


NOTES


/a/ Percent is total number of identified risks.


Nature and Characteristics of Risks


In addition to identifying what risks Georgia REACH participants faced, the Georgia REACH
program sought to assess the different attributes of the various risks facing the program’s Cohort
participants.  REACH family advocates accomplished this by preparing a REACH Risk
Assessment Matrix.  The REACH Risk Assessment Matrix categorized risks with respect to six
different attributes. Each risk was ranked on a scale of 1 to 3 for each of these six attributes of
the risks facing the household. The attributes included:


 Were the risks the result of long-term circumstances (1), or were they of recent
vintage (3)?


 Were the risks foreseeable (1) or unforeseeable (3) on a monthly basis?


 Were the risks large/high (1) or small/low (3) risks?


 Were the risks controllable (1) or uncontrollable (3)?


 Were the risks permanent (1) or temporary (3)? And


 Were the risks “regular” (1) or “occasional” (3)?


Distinct patterns appeared in how Georgia REACH Cohort participants viewed the energy risks
that they faced.  Four of the risks were considered to be of a long-term nature.  The average
ratings of the following risks all identified them as long-term (1) rather than recent (3).
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 Household has no savings (1.02)


 Kid-related expenses (1.02)


 Lack of control over expenses (1.00)


 Old and inefficient appliances (1.00).


In contrast, the problems of carrying utility arrears (and paying corresponding late payment
charges) (1.74), along with “high winter bill burdens” (2.19), were considered more recent
problems.


Rating of Georgia REACH Cohort Participant Household Energy Risks
by Risk Attribute


1 3
Carries
Arrears


(late fees)


No HH
Savings


High
Winter


Bill
Burdens


Kid-
Related


Expenses


No
Control


over
Expenses


Old &
Inefficient
Appliances


Home not
weatherized


Home is
leaky


Long-term Recent 1.74 1.02 2.19 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00


Unforeseeable Foreseeable 1.95 1.86 2.24 2.90 3.00 2.19 1.86 2.82


High/big Low/small 1.74 1.03 1.06 1.32 1.00 1.31 1.02 2.31


Controllable Uncontrollable 1.82 1.76 1.81 1.33 2.86 1.59 1.12 2.51


Permanent Temporary 2.13 1.68 1.68 1.36 2.86 2.13 1.50 1.32


Regular Occasional 1.74 2.10 1.65 2.37 1.06 1.44 2.29 1.10


Number of ratings in average 93 100 98 108 72 32 82 73


The observation that jumps out from the data in the table above is how the foreseeability is
common to all of the eight identified risks.  While the most “unforeseeable” of the eight risks
involved having no savings and having no weatherization in the home, even these were both
rated nearly 2 (with “1” being “unforeseeable” and “3” being “foreseeable”).


 Having no control over expenses provided the grimmest picture, with this risk being
rated long-term, foreseeable, big, uncontrollable, and regular.


 High winter bill burdens were rated as a foreseeable, big, uncontrollable risk, but also
as a short-term, temporary and occasional risk.


 The problems posed by old and inefficient appliances were ranked as long-term,
foreseeable, big, and regular.  They were, however, also rated as controllable and
temporary risks.


 Carrying utility arrears (and paying late payment charges) was rated as long-term,
foreseeable, big and regular.  Carrying arrears, however, was also rated as
controllable and temporary.
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Risk-Specific Interventions


The Georgia REACH project responded to each of these identified risks by identifying an
intervention designed specifically to address the risk.  The interventions, however, could easily
differ as between households, since the interventions were intended to respond to the specific
circumstances of the household.  Common interventions included.


 Responses to carrying utility arrears (and paying late payment charges) involved not
only helping negotiate payment plans, but also helping Cohort participants enter into
levelized budget billing plans to help take the spike off of high winter
heating/summer cooling bills. Responses to carrying utility arrears also included
actions such as referring households to the state’s low-income Weatherization
Assistance Program (WAP) as well as providing budget counseling to help families
develop money management plans.


 Responses to the risks posed by high winter bill burdens included responses varying
from the development of money management plans (to coordinate higher winter bills,
savings, and the identification of other expenses during the high cost winter months),
enrolling in levelized billing plans, providing personalized energy education as to
behavioral changes that can save energy, providing air sealing, and referrals to WAP.


 Interventions to more generalized concerns that household income was simply
inadequate involved a range of activities ranging from helping households determine
what additional public assistance they might be eligible for (e.g., Food Stamps,
Earned Income Tax Credit, subsidized child care, Peachcare [health insurance] for
children), to referring households to education assistance (e.g., GED courses), to
referring households to employment assistance services (e.g., job training program,
job resource center, micro-enterprise course for self-employed), to providing
personalized budget services (e.g., creating a money management plan, creating a
savings plan, providing budget counseling).


Other interventions provided in response to specific risks identified through the Risk Assessment
Matrix included:


 Helping households apply for free school meals, as well as providing the Thrifty
Parenting training, in response to the identification of “kid-related food expenses” as
a household financial problem.


 Helping households create a savings plan, develop a money management plan, and
apply for a Lifeline banking account in response to the lack of savings that would
help in times of income or expense exigencies.


 Helping households find less expensive housing, as well as helping them apply for the
excess shelter deduction for Food Stamps, when rents were found to be high relative
to income.
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 Referring households to assistance in collecting child support, as well as helping to
apply for subsidized childcare and subsidized children’s health care (Peachcare),
when households identified child-related expenses as a particular burden.


Targeting interventions tailored to the specifically-identified risks facing a household is an
intense, and more expensive, proposition than delivering more generic energy assistance (either
cash or efficiency investments).  Nonetheless, the experience of the Georgia REACH project
supports the conclusion that the adverse impacts of unaffordable home energy bills can manifest
themselves as other than an “energy” problem.  While the Project Energize family advocates
helped negotiate deferred payments plans for the unpaid bills of a definable group of Cohort
participants, they also helped generate resources such as additional food assistance (Food
Stamps, National School Lunch/Breakfast Program), for households that worried they could not
both pay their energy bills and put adequate food on the table.  Even within the energy realm,
while some households needed additional cash assistance, others needed help in negotiating the
process of enrolling in levelized billing (simply to take seasonal peaks off of bills).  While some
households needed building shell improvements, others needed appliance replacements.  The
experience of Project Energize supports the conclusion that targeted, tailored, household-specific
interventions are an important aspect of responding to home energy unaffordability.


Home Energy Insecurity Scale


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale was used by Project Energize to measure the extent to which
the Georgia REACH program improved the energy self-sufficiency of its low-income
participants. The Home Energy Insecurity Scale can be used to quantitatively measure outcomes
for home energy assistance programs such as REACH. The Scale was used as a supplement to
traditional measurements of the impacts generated by low-income energy assistance programs.
As was first observed about the Scale when it was developed for the federal LIHEAP office:


The scale presented below represents a substantive improvement in measuring the
outcomes generated by low-income energy assistance programs.  Administrators
of such programs have long struggled to develop a mechanism to capture the
many facets of home energy unaffordability.  Some efforts have focused on
lowering home energy burdens. A household’s “energy burden” is the household
bill divided by the household’s gross income.14 This process, however, does not
capture the circumstances of a household for whom the receipt of energy
assistance results in an increase in the home energy burden because he or she is
no longer required to cut off all rooms of the home but one.  Some efforts have
focused on the nonpayment of home energy bills (as well as the disconnection of
service and other collection-related problems).  This process, however, does not
capture the circumstances of a customer that pays his or her bill, but reduces
spending on household necessities for food or medicine in order to do so. Some
efforts have focused on reductions in energy consumption.  This process,


                                                
14 A household with a bill of $1,200 and an income of $6,000 thus has an energy burden of 20% ($1,200 / $6,000 –
0.20).
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however, does not capture the circumstances of a household whose energy
unaffordability problems result from a combination of very low incomes (even
though usage is very low as well).15


The Structure of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale


Understanding the structure of the Home Energy Insecurity Scale involves understanding two
basic tools: thresholds and indicators.  The “threshold” tells you where on the scale a household
falls. The threshold is a conclusion. It represents the determination a program manager reaches
about the extent of the energy self-sufficiency of a household.  The “indicators” tell you into
which threshold each household should be placed. The indicators are specific pieces of
information about a household upon which the threshold conclusion is based.


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale uses five thresholds. Households can be classified as either:


 Thriving


 Capable


 Stable


 Vulnerable


 In-Crisis


The decisionmaking process allows each household to fall into one, but only one, of these five
thresholds. Each threshold must be defined so that a household either fits, or it does not.
Conversely, if a household does not fit into one threshold, the household must fit into another.
Each of the five thresholds used in the Home Energy Insecurity Scale represents a conclusion as
to the level of energy self-sufficiency by a household. The Home Energy Insecurity Scale has
been designed to represent the energy-equivalent of other household scales.


The thresholds that comprise the Home Energy Insecurity Scale indicate the following about a
household:


 A thriving household is one that has achieved generally accepted standards of well-being.
The thriving household can engage in the full range of home energy uses of its choice
without outside assistance and without financial strain.


 A capable household is secure, even though not having achieved the full range of
generally accepted standards of well-being.


                                                
15 Colton, Roger (2003). Measuring the Outcomes of Home Energy Assistance Programs through a Home Energy
Insecurity Scale, at 1, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families,
Office of Community Services, Division of Energy Assistance: Washington D.C. (hereafter, LIHEAP Home Energy
Insecurity Scale).
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 A stable household does not face significant threats and is unlikely to be in immediate
crisis. A stable household may on infrequent occasion need to engage in temporary or
inappropriate actions because it lacks money to pay its home energy bills, but it does not
do so regularly.


 A vulnerable household is one that is not in immediate danger, but that may avoid this
danger only through temporary or inappropriate solutions. A vulnerable household may
occasionally face energy choices that require it to compromise not merely on comfort
and/or convenience, but on basic household energy needs such as heating and/or hot
water.


 An in-crisis household faces immediate needs that threaten the household’s physical
and/or emotional safety. Three alternative conditions exist any one of which might place
someone in the “in-crisis” threshold: (1) the household goes without energy; or (2) the
household has energy, but has to routinely compromise on its energy use for basic
household necessities; or (3) the household does not compromise on its energy use, but in
order to maintain that energy use, must compromise on non-energy basic necessities.


Data collection for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale involved gathering information twice.
Because the scale defines outcomes in terms of the change in self-sufficiency status, family
advocate staff were required: (1) first to measure initial conditions (to establish a base line of
data); and (2) second, to determine to what extent, if at all, household situations have changed.
Project Energize took its first measurement at the time a household applied for program
assistance.  The second measurement was then again taken six (6) months after assistance was
provided.


The measurements were then combined and presented using a two-dimensional matrix. The
columns of the matrix corresponded to the beginning level of each household tracked.  The rows
represented the ending levels of those households.  As a result, the cells of the table (representing
the intersection of the “beginning” and “ending” level of home energy insecurity) represent all of
the possible changes that might occur to households.


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale Implementation


The process of implementing the Home Energy Insecurity Scale within the Georgia REACH
project involved three steps:


 First, the basic pieces of factual information that are collected and used to determine
which threshold best describes a household are called “indicators.”  The indicators
used in a scale have no significance ascribed to them standing alone. They are facts
about a household.  In Georgia, these facts were collected through the administration
of the Home Energy Insecurity Survey. The first (of two) surveys was completed at
the time a household applied to participate in the Georgia REACH program. Intake
staff administered the survey at the time of the initial intake call.  Staff reported that
the survey generally took roughly ten minutes to complete and was not resisted by the
program applicant.
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 A second survey was completed at the end of program participation (for Cohort
participants) or the end of six months (for control participants).  Completion of the
second survey occurred at one of the regularly scheduled contacts between the family
advocate and the REACH cohort participant. The second Home Energy Insecurity
Survey was completed at the time of the “exit interview” with each Cohort
participant.  For control participants, family advocate staff sought to make telephone
contact in order to complete the second survey.  These efforts to make telephone
contact, however, frequently failed. Staff reported that many control participants had
moved, had telephone service disconnected, or had otherwise lost contact with the
REACH program.  Where telephone contact was not made, the staff mailed a letter
asking the control participant to contact the Project Energize staff to complete the
program.  Even though final payment of a financial incentive for participating as a
control group member was withheld pending this final contact, no second contact was
made with the bulk of control group participants.  Future programs need to investigate
new ways --either through improved procedures or through higher incentives-- to
ensure the completion of both first and second Home Energy Insecurity Surveys.


 Finally, the data from each survey was entered into a computer data base and used to
determine the “pre” and “post” threshold for each Cohort and Control participant.
Data was generally supplied at the close of the REACH project.  Scoring and
categorization of each REACH participant thus occurred on an after-the-fact basis
and was used exclusively for program evaluation purposes.  Future use of the Home
Energy Insecurity Scale might include not only as a tool to measure program
outcomes, but as an additional tool to identify risks and to correspondingly target
specific interventions based upon that risk identification.


From a process perspective, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale represented a reasonably easy,
non-intrusive method by which to collect data on the energy self-sufficiency of Georgia REACH
program participants.  Staff reported no household resistance to responding to survey questions.
Moreover, staff reported that the survey did not impose unreasonable additional time burdens
and was easily incorporated into the intake and exit interview process.  To the extent that
problems existed, those problems revolved around the inability to re-make contact with REACH
control participants after a lapse in contact of six months or more.16


CLIENT SATISFACTION


One measure of the efficacy of a program such as Project Energize is whether the program
delivers the services and benefits in such a way that program participants are “satisfied” with
their participation. Project Energize measured the satisfaction of Cohort participants through an
“exit interview” at the conclusion of the program.  Cohort participants were paid a stipend of
$100 upon completion of the exit interview.  If an interview could not be completed, the Cohort
participant forfeited that stipend.


                                                
16 The program was designed to have a lapse in contact.  The control group received no interventions from the
Project Energize staff.
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While program protocols and procedures called for an exit interview with all Cohort participants,
Project Energize was not successful in reaching 100% of program participants.  Despite the offer
of the cash stipend based on formal completion of participation in Project Energize through an
exit interview, such exit interviews were completed for only 136 of the 284 Cohort participants.


The exit interview asked six basic questions:


 Do you feel Project Energize provided the services explained to you during
enrollment?


 Did the program meet your expectations?


 Was the staff caring, professional, knowledgeable and friendly?


 Will your household continue to use the energy saving measures learned through
Project Energize in the future?


 Are you going to maintain a money management plan now and in the future?


 Has Project Energize benefited your children and made them more energy conscious?


For each of these six questions, a person could provide one of four responses: (1) strongly agree;
(2) agree; (3) disagree; or (4) strongly disagree.


In addition to these six closed-ended questions, the exit interview asked five open-ended
questions:


 What were the greatest benefits to your household from Project Energize?


 What did you like best about the program?


 What did you like least about the program?


 Do you feel that Project Energize can be improved (and how)?


 Do you have any additional comments you would like to make about Project
Energize?


Client Perception of Program Accomplishments


Participants in Project Energize provided overwhelmingly favorable responses to the program
through the exit interviews.17


                                                
17 It is, of course, not possible to know what the attitudes of those participants who chose not to complete the
program by providing exit interviews.  It is possible, speculative but possible, that those persons who were satisfied
with the program were those who chose to complete the program by participating in the exit interview.
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 120 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize provided the services that were
explained during the intake process.  The other 16 respondents answered “agree” to
whether the program delivered the services it promised it would deliver.


 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize met their expectations.  The remaining
22 respondents answered “agree” to whether the program met their expectations.


 123 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said “strongly agree”
when asked whether Project Energize staff were caring, professional, knowledgeable
and friendly.  The remaining 13 respondents answered “agree” to whether the staff
was caring, professional, knowledgeable and friendly.


 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether the household would continue to use the energy saving
measures learned through Project Energize in the future.  The remaining 22
respondents answered “agree” to whether the household would continue to use the
energy saving measured learned through the program.


 96 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” that the household would maintain a money management plan now and in the
future as developed through Project Energize.  While no-one “disagreed” (or strongly
disagreed) that they would maintain their money management plan,18 the fact that
there was a significant drop in the number of most favorable responses indicates that
Project Energize participants actively considered this question and were skeptical
about the long-term efficacy of the money management plan that had been developed.
This skepticism about the money management plan is consistent with the reports that
“income is inadequate” was the household risk most frequently identified in the Risk
Assessment Matrix, with more than twice the number of households identifying this
as a risk compared to the next most commonly identified household risk (no
savings/inability to respond to financial exigencies).


 Only 74 of the households participating in the exit interviews responded “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize benefited the participant’s children and
made the children more energy conscious.  In addition, 54 participants “agreed” that
Project Energize benefited the children, while eight (8) Project Energize participants
“disagreed” that the program benefited their children and made them more energy
conscious.  While the program may have benefited the householder (through energy
training and direct energy efficiency investments), the efforts to encompass the entire
family fell short of program expectations.


The exit interviews emphasized the conclusion that the intense interventions, and ongoing
working relationships between project staff and the program’s Cohort participants lay at the heart
                                                
18 It may have been deemed socially unacceptable for a Project Energize participant to respond that he or she did not
intend to maintain the money management plan in the future.
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of the program.  When providing unaided responses to the open-ended question of what Cohort
participants felt was the greatest benefit provided through Project Energize:


 Eight (8) responded with a comment about the financial budget counseling they
received through the program;


 26 responded with a comment that focused on the energy efficiency knowledge or
learning that they had received;


 37 responded with a comment that focused on the energy efficiency investment that
had been made in their home (either through weatherization or new appliances or
both);


 13 responded with a comment that focused on the care and assistance provided by the
staff;


 10 responded with a comment that focused on their increased ability to make utility
bill payments; and


 27 responded with a comment that focused on the reduced bills they experienced after
participation in the program.


Client Perception of Staff Assistance


Of the 104 persons providing a response to the open-ended question about what respondents
“liked best” about Project Energize,19 however, 61 provided a comment that explicitly cited the
Project Energize staff.  Illustrative of such comments were:


 “Feeling like you mattered and being able to reach your case worker”


 “Staff really helped me. She was so nice and she stayed on the job if I needed
anything she helped.”


 “Very informative and encouraging when you feel things are hopeless in maintaining
a budget.”


 “I also am proud to say I had the best consultant that helped with all my needs and
can answer all questions. If she didn't know, she found out.”


 “Please keep Ms. Cassandra forever.”


 “The staff was always there when I needed them and kept in touch with me.”


 “Staff is knowledgeable and really seem to love their jobs helping others.”


                                                
19 32 persons participating in the exit interview did not respond to this question.
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 “Cassandra was always there to answer any question and help me in any way she
could.”


 “The people who helped me were so nice.  I love the people who work for them.”


 “They are delightful people to encounter. They are so professional and
knowledgeable and friendly.”


 “Thanks for educating. In educating and equipping, the staff never made me feel bad
about my situation.”


 “My caseworker was a gem; she's caring and resourceful.”


 “The staff attitude is always to offer help.”


One person mentioned “access to staff when a problem arises” as what she liked best, while
another mentioned “the kindness” of staff.  More than ten respondents to the exit interview
included the word “caring” in their reference to Project Energize staff. A nearly equal number of
respondents referred to the “concern” of the staff, while others referred to the “interest” of the
staff. One person mentioned that staff were “good listeners” as what she liked most, while
another referred to the “advocacy on behalf of the client.”  One person mentioned “the personal
contact” as what she liked most.


While the list of quoted comments above is lengthy, each of these specific staff-related
comments standing alone --and certainly the sum of these comments when considered in their
totality-- support the conclusion that Project Energize accomplished one of the major objectives
of the Georgia REACH program.  Early in its REACH application, the State of Georgia (and
Partnership for Community Action, the administrating community action agency) said that what
Project Energize was all about was to “systematically assess and identify the areas and levels of
risk the family faces, assist the family in setting and working toward concrete goals, and
combine supportive relationships with tangible help.”  It is impossible to review the exit
interviews provided through Project Energize and conclude that the program did anything but
accomplish that objective.


The Client Complaints


The program was not without complaints that surfaced in the exit interviews. Fewer than half a
dozen answers, however, were provided in response to the question about what Cohort
respondents “liked least” about Project Energize.  One person reported that the replacement
refrigerator was “smaller than the original.”  Another person complained that program assistance
did not arrive in time to prevent a utility shutoff.  Several persons reported that the program
should have provided “more financial assistance” or “more money.”  While not to be dismissed,
the complaints do not represent fundamental flaws in either the design or implementation of the
Project Energize program.  Project Energize was not designed to offer financial assistance to
program participants.  While the very sparseness in the number of complaints about the lack of
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financial aid indicates that this program design was generally understood, perhaps a specific
disclaimer to that effect would have been helpful.


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


Project Energize operated largely as intended.  The program delivered the services it had
promised to deliver.  The Georgia REACH application indicated that it would assess the risks
facing each family participant.  Once those risks were determined, in addition to delivering a
base set of interventions (consisting of an in-home energy assessment, in-home one-on-one
financial and energy counseling, an air-sealing energy audit), the project would continue to
deliver intense, continuing household case management over the course of program participation.
This ongoing contact and individualized attention, not determined by program design and policy
but rather by individualized household needs, was one of the highlights of the program.


As with any multi-year program, staff turnover presented an occasional problem.  But staffing at
the project management level was stable for the length of the program.  In addition, the staff
selection (and staff training) of family advocates --which would involve make-or-break decisions
as to program effectiveness-- resulting in continuing praise for the knowledge, care and
professionalism of these line-personnel.


The program adhered to its basic premises as it was implemented and yet was flexible enough to
adapt to lessons learned as program lessons were learned.  A continuing focus on fuel assistance
recipients was retained throughout. However, the exclusive focus on single parents with at least
some wage income was relaxed in order to generate sufficient participation.  The mandate that
households have twelve (12) consecutive months of residence at their current home and that they
agree to make no change in residence within the next consecutive 12-month period was
encouraged, but found to be not “enforceable” to any extent.  Disappointments included the
inability to gain greater participation of Cohort households in the group energy efficiency
workshops (even given what seemed to be substantial monetary incentives) and the inability of
staff to obtain second Home Energy Insecurity Survey responses from control participants.


Data collection from utilities was smooth and effective, despite the decision of Southern Gas
Company not to cooperate with the program.  Georgia’s retail choice natural gas market,
however, proved to be an insurmountable obstacle to the collection of gas billing and payment
data over an extended period of time (as households changed suppliers before, during and after
their program participation, even if not changing residences).  Future projects need to develop
improved data collection from customers who can shop at multiple vendors over a multi-year
project period.


 In sum, while not without the occasional problem, Project Energize appears to have been
adequately staffed, properly trained, and appropriately implemented (including both
administration and oversight).
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CHAPTER 4: IMPACT EVALUATION


The purpose of this chapter is to address the substantive evaluation questions identified in the
introduction above.  The broad objective of Project Energize was to assist participant households
move toward energy self-sufficiency.  “Self-sufficiency,” however, is a squishy concept at best.
The text below seeks to operationalize that concept through answering the following questions:


 Did Project Energize result in a reduced home energy insecurity?


 Did Project Energize result in reductions in energy consumption?


 Did Project Energize result in reduced energy bills (and thus improved energy
burdens)?


 Did Project Energize generate an improvement in energy efficiency knowledge?


 Did Project Energize generate an improvement in utility bill payment patterns?


Other evaluation questions have been addressed in other sections of this evaluation.


HOME ENERGY INSECURITY SCALE


The discussion below is divided into two basic sections.  The first part examines the overall
Home Energy Insecurity Rating for REACH participants.  This section reports the Home Energy
Insecurity Ratings both upon entrance into the REACH program and after one year of
participation in the REACH program.  It then identifies the improvement, if any, in the Home
Energy Insecurity Rating over that time period.  Any upward movement in the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale is deemed to be an improvement in the home energy self-sufficiency of the
household.


The second part examines the movement, if any, on individual questions making up the Home
Energy Insecurity Survey.  In addition to deconstructing the Home Energy Insecurity Scale to
determine how Georgia REACH participants perform relative to each specific survey
component, this section seeks to identify which aspects of the survey move households into
particular Home Energy Insecurity thresholds.  A question-by-question analysis is performed to
determine the extent to which, if at all, REACH Cohort participants exhibited greater self-
sufficiency than did the control group participants that received none of the REACH
interventions.


Improvement in Self-Sufficiency


The theory of the Georgia REACH program is that the unaffordability of home energy impedes
the self-sufficiency of low-income households.  As a result of unaffordable home energy
burdens, households may fail to make payments toward their home energy bills. Even in those
instances where payments are made, even if in a complete and timely fashion, households facing
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unaffordable home energy burdens may make other household budget trade-offs.  As described
in detail above, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale incorporates the full range of household
decisions into a single measurement of self-sufficiency.  By comparing this measure of self-
sufficiency for households that received REACH interventions to the same measure for
households that did not receive interventions, it will be possible to assess the impact the REACH
program had on improving household self-sufficiency through addressing home energy
unaffordability problems.


The Georgia REACH program generated positive impacts on improving the self-sufficiency of
program participants. Georgia REACH Cohort participants improved their performance on the
Home Energy Insecurity Scale more frequently, and to a greater extent, than did the Georgia
REACH control participants.  Consider that the table below shows as follows:


 The REACH Cohort group generated “thriving” households, while the control group
did not.  While none of the 178 Cohort participants20 began the program as “thriving,”
four (4) (2.2%) of the Cohort group were classified as thriving after receiving Georgia
REACH interventions.  Of those, three (3) moved up to thriving from the
“vulnerable” threshold, while one moved up from “capable.”  In contrast, none of the
control group participants were considered thriving either before or after the program.


 The REACH Cohort population generated far more “capable” households than did the
control group.  While four (4) (2.2%) of the Georgia REACH Cohort participants
were considered “capable” at the time they entered the program, 23 (12.9%) were
considered capable after receiving REACH interventions.  In contrast, the number of
REACH control participants that were classified as “capable” stayed constant at three
(3) on both the first and second surveys.21


 The REACH Cohort population experienced a greater increase in home energy
stability than did the control group.  While 22 Cohort participant households (12.4%)
were classified as “stable” in the pre-survey, 39 Cohort participants (21.9%) were
classified as stable after receiving REACH interventions.  In fact, however, there was
a greater improvement than simply the 17 household difference (from 22 to 39). Since
eight (8) of the Cohort participants originally classified as stable improved to capable,
eight (8) other households improved to stable to get back to the original figure of 22.
An additional net 17 households then also improved, an overall net improvement of
25 households.  In contrast, three (3) of the six (6) control group participants
classified as stable remained in that same category, with two others degrading to
“vulnerable” and one improving to capable.


                                                
20 To be included in this analysis, the REACH participant was required to complete both the first and second survey
in order to allow a comparison.  Not all REACH participants, either Cohort or control, completed both the first and
second Home Energy Insecurity surveys. Most frequently, for those households excluded, a participant completed
the first survey but not the second.
21 These were all different households, however, with the three originally classified as capable all falling to
“vulnerable” and a different three improving to capable at the time of the second survey.
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 The REACH Cohort population succeeded in removing households from their
vulnerable status.  Of the 178 Cohort participants completing both the first and
second Home Energy Insecurity Surveys, 135 (75.8%) were originally classified as
“vulnerable.”  After the REACH interventions, only 75 (42.1%) remained as
vulnerable, while 32 Cohort participants (18.0%) improved to stable.  An additional
16 Cohort participants (9.0%) improved to either capable (n=13) or thriving (n=3).
Only 12 degraded from being vulnerable to being in-crisis.  In contrast, 41 of the 53
control group households (77.4%) were classified as “vulnerable” in the first Home
Energy Insecurity Survey.  Of those 41 control group participants, 33 (62.3%)
remained vulnerable, with six (6) improving to either stable (n=4) or capable (n=2),
and two (2) falling to in-crisis.  These six were replaced in the control “vulnerable”
population by five households that fell from either capable (n=3) or stable (n=2) and
three improved from in-crisis.


Change in Home Energy Insecurity Status
Over Period of Georgia REACH Program


Cohort Participant Population
Post- Survey


Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis Total


Thriving 0 0 0 0 0 0


Capable 1 2 0 1 0 4


Stable 0 8 7 7 0 22


Vulnerable 3 13 32 75 12 135


In-Crisis 0 0 0 13 4 17


Pr
e-


 S
ur


ve
y


Total 4 23 39 96 16 178


Control Participant Population
Post-Survey


Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis Total


Thriving 0 0 0 0 0 0


Capable 0 0 0 3 0 3


Stable 0 1 3 2 0 6


Vulnerable 0 2 4 33 2 41


In-Crisis 0 0 0 3 0 3


Pr
e-


 S
ur


ve
y


Total 0 3 7 41 2 53


 Even though the Georgia REACH Cohort population removed most households from
their “in-crisis” status, other Cohort households fell into crisis during the program.
While 17 of the Georgia REACH Cohort households (9.6%) were classified as “in-
crisis” on the first Home Energy Insecurity Survey, 16 were classified as in-crisis
after receiving REACH interventions.  Only four (4) of the 16 had remained as “in-
crisis” households after the REACH interventions.  Thirteen (13) households that had
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been in-crisis improved to the “vulnerable” classification, to be replaced by 12 that
had been vulnerable that degraded to in-crisis.


Overall, the table below shows whether a move between Home Energy Insecurity categories in
the pre- and post-surveys is considered to be an improvement (+), a degradation (-) or no change
(0).  Of the 25 potential changes, ten represent an improved status, ten represent a degraded
status, and five represent no change in status.


Improvement (+) or Degradation (-) in Home Energy Insecurity Status
Over Period of Georgia REACH Program


Post- Survey


Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis


Thriving (0) (-) (-) (-) (-)


Capable (+) (0) (-) (-) (-)


Stable (+) (+) (0) (-) (-)


Vulnerable (+) (+) (+) (0) (-)Pr
e-


 S
ur


ve
y


In-Crisis (+) (+) (+) (+) (0)


NOTES: (0) means “no change.”


Significantly more Georgia REACH Cohort participants experienced an improved Home Energy
Insecurity status rather than a degraded Home Energy Insecurity status between the pre- and
post- surveys.  Of the 178 REACH Cohort participants:


 70 (39.3%) experienced an improved status;


 88 (49.4%) experienced no change in status; and


 20 (11.2%) experienced a degraded status.


This improvement far exceeded the change in status among the Georgia REACH control
participants. Of the 53 REACH control group participants:


 10 (18.9%) experienced an improved status;


 36 (67.9%) experienced no change no status; and


 7 (13.2%) experienced a degraded status.


As can be seen, twice as many Cohort participants as control participants experienced an
improved Home Energy Insecurity status, while somewhat fewer experienced a degraded status.


While the figures above show the number of households for whom the REACH program
generated an improved (or resulted in a degraded or unchanged) Home Energy Insecurity status,
they do not capture the extent of improvement. The percentages above, in other words, treat a
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household improving from “vulnerable” to “capable” the same as a household improving from
“vulnerable” to “stable.”  Not only did the REACH program generate a greater number of
households improving their Home Energy Insecurity status, but the improvement was larger as
well.


To measure the magnitude of the improvement, each category in the Home Energy Insecurity
Scale was assigned a value of between 1 and 5, with higher values assigned as self-sufficiency
improved. The “thriving” threshold, in other words, was assigned a value of 5 since it represents
the highest degree of self-sufficiency.  The “in-crisis” threshold was assigned a value of 1 since
it represents the lowest degree of self-sufficiency. Aggregate values on the first and second
surveys were calculated.  These aggregate values were then placed in a ratio, with the
experienced self-sufficiency values as the numerator and the total maximum possible values
(assuming all participants were at the thriving level) as the denominator.22


The Georgia REACH Cohort population significantly increased its overall self-sufficiency after
receipt of the REACH interventions.  Within the Georgia REACH Cohort recipient population,
178 households completed both the first and second Home Energy Insecurity Surveys.  As a
result, the maximum possible value would be 890 (178 x 5 = 890).  Using the values identified
above, the experienced value on the first survey for Cohort participants was 369, a ratio of 0.41
(369 / 890 = 0.41), while the experienced value on the second survey was 437, a ratio of 0.49
(437 / 890 = 0.49). As can be seen, the Cohort population experienced an overall self-sufficiency
value increase of 68, increasing the ratio by 0.08.


In contrast, the Georgia REACH control population experienced no change in its overall self-
sufficiency during the time of the REACH program.  Within the Georgia REACH control
population, 53 households completed both the first and second Home Energy Insecurity Surveys.
As a result, the maximum possible value would be 265 (53 x 5 = 265). Using the values
identified above, the experienced value on the first survey for control participants was 115, a
ratio of 0.43 (115 / 265 = 0.43), while the experienced value on the second survey was 117, a
ratio of 0.44 (117 / 265 = 0.44). As can be seen, the control population experienced an overall
self-sufficiency value increase of 2, increasing the ratio by 0.01.


One reason the overall value is important is because it captures both the increase and the
decrease in self-sufficiency among the various REACH participant households. The extent to
which some REACH participant households improve their self-sufficiency status, in other words,
is offset by the extent to which other REACH participant households experience a degraded self-
sufficiency status.  The aggregated values discussed above are presented on a net basis.


The Georgia REACH Cohort participant population begins to approach a level of having all
households, on average, rate “stable” on the aggregate index.  If all participant households were


                                                
22 If all participants were at the thriving level, in other words, they would all receive a value of 5. The number of
participants times a value of 5 would thus represent the total maximum possible value on the Home Energy
Insecurity Scale.
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rated as “stable,” the self-sufficiency index would be 0.60.23 The REACH program improvement
(0.08) eliminated nearly half of the gap (0.19) between the beginning Home Energy Self-
Sufficiency Index and an ending Home Energy Self-Sufficiency Index representing an average
categorization of stable.


Aggregate Improvements in Home Energy Self-Sufficiency
Georgia REACH Cohort and Control Populations


Distribution of Participant Households Aggregate Self-Sufficiency Values


Control Cohort Control CohortInsecurity Threshold Assigned
Values


First Second First Second First Second First Second


Thriving 5 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 20


Capable 4 3 3 4 23 12 12 16 92


Stable 3 6 7 22 39 18 21 66 117


Vulnerable 2 41 41 135 96 82 82 270 192


In-Crisis 1 3 2 17 16 3 2 17 16


Totals 53 53 178 178 115 117 369 437


Maximum possible 265 265 890 890


Ratio: actual to maximum 0.43 0.44 0.41 0.49


The Indicators Associated with Differing Levels of Home Energy Insecurity


The Georgia REACH participant groups experienced differing parameters that classified
households into differing Home Energy Insecurity thresholds.  Some households experienced
only one indicator that placed them into a particular threshold.  Others experienced multiple
indicators, any one of which would place them into the threshold at which they were classified.
The discussion below examines the specific questions posed on the Home Energy Insecurity
Survey and assesses whether particular characteristics demarcate households that are in greater
or lesser home energy insecurity.24  The discussion below is divided into two parts.  The first part
examines the number of indicators underlying the classification of any given REACH participant
into a Home Energy Insecurity threshold.  The second examines the combination of indicators
underlying any particular classification.


A wide range of indicators that evidence each household’s classification supports the
classification of Georgia REACH participants into particular Home Energy Insecurity thresholds.
Households falling into the in-crisis threshold tended to be the participants for whom one (and


                                                
23 The “stable” category has a value of 3, which would be compared to the maximum value of 5. As a result,
irrespective of the size of the population, if all households were rated as stable, the Home Energy Self-Sufficiency
would be 0.60 ([program participants x 3] / [program participants x 5] = 0.60).
24 Unlike the discussion above, this discussion does not depend on the participant responding to both the first and
second surveys.  Accordingly, participants are included in the analysis irrespective of whether they responded to
both surveys.
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only one) indicator was determinative of their Home Energy Insecurity classification.25 On the
first survey, for example, 27 of the 31 Cohort participants classified as “in-crisis” were placed
into that classification on the strength of only one indicator, while 18 of 22 control participants
were classified as in-crisis based on the strength of one indicator. In neither group did any
participant have more than one indicator indicating an “in-crisis” situation.  On the second
survey, 13 of the 16 Cohort participants found to be in-crisis were classified on the basis of a
single indicator, while both of the two control group participants were classified on this basis.26


 The vulnerable population was supported by multiple indicators the highest
proportion of the time.  In the first survey, households classified as vulnerable had
two or more supportive indicators in between 63% (control group) and 74% (Cohort
group) of the time.  In the second survey, households classified as vulnerable had two
or more supportive indicators in between 59% (control group) and 65% (Cohort
group) of the time.


 Multiple indicators in fewer instances supported the stable population.  In the first
survey, the stable population was supported by two or more indicators in between
31% (Cohort group) and 55% (control group) of the instances.  In the second survey,
the stable population was supported by two more indicators in between 29% (control
group) and 39% (Cohort group) of the time.


 While the percentages of households classified as “capable” were supported by
multiple indicators at a wide range of values, the total numbers of households
classified as capable were small enough that a change of one (or just a few)
households made a large percentage difference.


One would have expected within the Georgia REACH Cohort population to see a reduction in
the number of multiple indicators supporting the classification of households into thresholds
indicating a lack of self-sufficiency.  Even if the REACH interventions were insufficient to allow
a household to improve their Home Energy Insecurity status by moving up one or more
thresholds, the interventions should have been able to help those households resolve at least
some of their energy-related self-sufficiency problems.  In fact, this is precisely what appears.


                                                
25 The significance of having a single indicator be determinative is that, in the absence of that indicator, the
household would have been classified one threshold higher.  An in-crisis household, for example, would have been
classified as a “vulnerable” household in the absence of the single indicator supporting an in-crisis classification.
26 The “thriving” classification stands in contrast to the single indicator underlying a Home Energy Insecurity
threshold. In order to be classified as “thriving,” all 13 indicators must have been at the thriving level. It is not
possible for a “thriving” household to have only one indicator (or any other number less than the total) be evidence
of a thriving household.
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Home Energy Insecurity Classification of Georgia REACH Cohort Participants
By Number of Indicators Placing Participant in the Threshold


First Survey Second SurveyNo. of
Indicators Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In-Crisis


1 0 1 24 52 27 0 5 24 34 13


2 0 0 8 41 2 0 11 12 24 3


3 0 0 3 38 1 0 3 3 15 0


4 0 1 0 35 1 0 1 0 9 0


5 0 1 0 24 0 0 1 0 10 0


6 0 1 0 6 0 0 1 0 4 0


7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0


13 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0


Totals 0 4 35 197 31 4 23 39 96 16


% 2  or more n/a 75% 31% 74% 13% n/a 78% 39% 65% 19%


% 3 or more n/a 75% 9% 53% 7% n/a 30% 8% 40% 0%


% 4 or more n/a 75% 0% 34% 3% n/a 17% 0% 24% 0%


Within the Georgia REACH Cohort population:


 While 74% of the first survey “vulnerable” households were supported by 2 or more
indicators, only 65% of the second survey “vulnerable” households were. While 53%
of the first survey vulnerable households were supported by three or more indicators,
only 40% of the second survey vulnerable households were. While 34% of the first
survey vulnerable households were supported by four or more indicators, only 24% of
the second survey vulnerable households were.


 Even the in-crisis households demonstrated this result.  While the percentage of in-
crisis households supported by two or more indicators increased from the first to the
second survey (13% to 19%), the percentage of in-crisis households supported by
three or more indicators dropped from 7% to 0%, while the percentage of in-crisis
households supported by four or more indicators dropped from 3% to 0%.


 In contrast, the percentage of “capable” households supported by two or more
indicators increased from the first to the second survey (from 31% to 39%).  This
result, also, evidences the greater success of households receiving Georgia REACH
interventions to resolve energy-related self-sufficiency problems.


Specific circumstances facing Georgia REACH Cohort participants frequently determine where
those participants are classified on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale.  Four questions, in
particular, appear to drive the classification of Georgia REACH Cohort participants among the
five Home Energy Insecurity thresholds.


 Of the 24 Cohort participants categorized as stable based on one indicator in the first
survey, 14 (58%) were classified based on their response to Question 13.  Question 13
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asks: “In the last 12 months, did you have a supplier of your electric or home heating
service threaten to disconnect your electricity or home heating fuel service, or
discontinue making fuel deliveries, because you could not afford to pay a past-due
home energy bill?” Possible responses for persons answering “yes” were “almost
every month,” “some months but not all” or “in only 1 or 2 months.” In addition,
Question 13 was the single determinative indicator for 22 of the 24 Cohort
participants (92%) classified as stable in the second survey.


 Of the 52 Cohort participants classified as vulnerable due to a single indicator on the
first survey, three survey questions accounted for 37 placements (71%).  Question 2
(n=12) (23%) asked whether it was often true, sometimes true or never true that,
within the past 12 months, “our home energy bill became due, and I didn’t have
money to pay it without somebody’s help.” Question 8 (n=15) (29%) asked whether
in the last 12 months, “did you ever use your kitchen stove or oven to provide heat
because there wasn’t enough money to pay your home heating bills?” Question 14
(n=10) (19%) asked whether in the last 12 months, “did you have a supplier of your
electricity or home heating fuel disconnect or discontinue your energy supply because
you were unable to pay for a past-due home energy bill?”  Two of those same
questions were primary indicators of the 34 vulnerable households on the second
survey as well.  Question 8 (n=12) (35%) and Question 14 (n=9) (26%) were single
indicators that placed households in the vulnerable threshold.


 Of the 27 Cohort participants that were classified as “in crisis” based exclusively on a
single indicator, the primary factor involved Question 8 (n=10) (37%).  Question 8
asked whether in the last 12 months “did you ever use your kitchen stove or oven to
provide heat because there wasn’t enough money to pay your home heating bills?”
(for those answering yes, responses included almost every month, some months but
not all, in only 1 or 2 months).  Three other indicators involved fewer absolute
numbers than other classifications, but similarly high contributions to the proportion
of Cohort households classified as in-crisis.  Question 6 (n=6) (22%) asked whether
in the last 12 months, “did you ever leave your home for all or part of the day because
there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill, or, did you ever turn off your
hot water because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill?” Question 12
(n=5) (19%) asked “did you have occasion to use electric or home heating service in
an account using a name that was not your own because you owed your supplier
money on an account in your own name and did not have enough money to pay your
past-due bill?” Question 14 (n=6) (22%) asked whether in the last 12 months, “did
you have a supplier of your electricity or home heating fuel disconnect or discontinue
your energy supply because you were unable to pay for a past-due home energy bill?”


For those households classified on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale based on a single indicator,
the following questions made the least contribution to how households were classified:


 Question 3: “I couldn’t afford to heat or cool our home to the temperature we wanted
it to be, or to use our water or appliances to the extent we wanted to use them.”
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 Question 5: “I could not use our entire home because we could not afford to
heat or cool it.”


 Question 7: “In the last 12 months. . .did you ever not pay your home energy
supplier because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill?”


 Question 11: “In the last 12 months, did you have occasion to change the supplier of
your electric or home heating service because you owed your supplier money and did
not have enough money to pay your past-due bill?”


The table below sets forth, for those Cohort households for whom their classification on the
Home Energy Insecurity Scale was based on a single determinative indicator, which indicators
proved to be decisive.


Distribution of Home Energy Insecurity Ratings
By Question Determinative of Rating


When Rating Caused by One Indicator
Indicator = 1 First Survey Second Survey


Question Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis


1 --- 1 3 --- --- --- 4 1 --- ---


2 --- --- --- 12 --- --- 1 --- 5 ---


3 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


4 --- --- --- 6 --- --- --- --- 5 ---


5 --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 ---


6 --- --- 2 --- 6 --- --- 1 --- 3


7 --- --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- ---


8 --- --- --- 15 10 --- --- --- 12 4


11 --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


12 --- --- --- 3 5 --- --- --- --- 5


13 --- --- 14 1 --- --- --- 22 1 ---


14 --- --- --- 10 6 --- --- --- 9 1


As reported above, while few households were classified based on four or more indicators
supportive of the final classification, either two or three indicators supported the Home Energy
Insecurity classifications of a number of households.  The table below shows the questions that
frequently appeared together as indicators of the classification of a household on the Home
Energy Insecurity Scale.  These combinations provide some insights into the interaction of
factors affecting the self-sufficiency of Georgia REACH households.
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The disconnection of utility service (Question 14) appeared most frequently in combination with
other indicators for households whose Home Energy Insecurity classification was supported by
two indicators.  Households reporting a disconnection of service also experienced the following
indicator supportive of their classification:27


 The home energy bill became due, and the customer did not have money to pay it
without somebody’s help (Question 2);


 I reduced our energy consumption to uncomfortable or inconvenient levels because I
was running out of money to pay our home energy bill (Question 4);


 In the last 12 months, the customer used his/her kitchen stove or oven to provide heat
because there wasn’t enough money to pay the home heating bills (Question 8);


 In the last 12 months someone felt sick in the home because of the heat and not
provided additional cooling because there was not enough money to pay the home
energy bill (Question 9);


 In the last 12 months, the customer had occasion to change the supplier of electric or
home heating service because he/she owed the supplier money and did not have
enough money to pay that past-due bill (Question 11); and


 In the last 12 months, the customer had occasion to use electric or home heating
service in an account using a name that was not your own because you owed your
supplier money on an account in your own name and did not have enough money to
pay your past-due bill (Question 12).


The threat of service disconnection (Question 13) was also frequently combined with other
indicators supportive of the final Home Energy Insecurity classification.  Households for whom
the threat of service disconnection was one of two factors supporting their Home Energy
Insecurity classification also experienced the following indicator supportive of their
classification:


 The customer “worried whether my home energy bill would become overdue before I
could get money to pay it” (Question 1);


 The customer could not afford to heat or cool our home to the temperature we wanted
it to be, or to use our water or appliances to the extent we wanted to use them
(Question 3);


 The customer left home for all or part of the day because there wasn’t enough money
for the home energy bill, or, turned off the hot water because there wasn’t enough
money for the home energy bill (Question 6);


                                                
27 Other REACH Cohort households would also have responded to this question.  The overlap presented here is for
those questions that were both supportive of the final Home Energy Insecurity classification, in those instances
where the classification was supported by two indicators.
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 The customer had occasion to change the supplier of your electric or home heating
service because he/she owed the supplier money and did not have enough money to
pay the past-due bill (Question 11); and


 The customer had occasion to use electric or home heating service in an account
using a name that was not your own because you owed your supplier money on an
account in your own name and did not have enough money to pay your past-due bill
(Question 12).


Reducing household energy consumption to “uncomfortable or inconvenient levels because I
was running out of money to pay our home energy bill” (Question 4) was frequently combined
with other indicators supportive of the final Home Energy Insecurity classification.  Households
whose reduction of energy consumption was one of two factors supporting their Home Energy
Insecurity classification also experienced the following indicator supportive of their
classification:


 The customer “worried whether my home energy bill would become overdue before I
could get money to pay it” (Question 1);


 The customer’s home energy bill became due, and he/she did not have money to pay
it without somebody’s help (Question 2);


 The customer could not use his/her entire home “because we could not afford to heat
or cool it” (Question 5);


 The customer used the kitchen stove or oven to provide heat because there was not
enough money to pay the home heating bills (Question 8); and


 The customer experienced an actual disconnection of home energy service due to
inability to pay (Question 14).


Use of a kitchen stove or oven as a supplemental heating source when the REACH Cohort
participant did not have money to pay the heating bill (Question 8) was frequently combined
with other indicators of behavior representing efforts to reduce energy consumption. Households
whose use of the kitchen stove or oven was one of two factors supporting their Home Energy
Insecurity classification also experienced the following indicator supportive of their
classification:


 The household closed off parts of its home “because we could not afford to heat or
cool it” (Question 5);


 The Cohort participant left his/her home “for all or part of the day because there
wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill,” or, turned off their hot water because
there was not enough money for the home energy bill (Question 6); and
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 The Cohort participant had “occasion to use electric or home heating service in an
account using a name that was not your own because you owed your supplier money
on an account in your own name and did not have enough money to pay your past-
due bill” (Question 12).


Finally, the stress placed upon households because of the inability to pay their home energy bills
was frequently combined with other indicators of household stress. Households whose
“worrying” about “whether my home energy bill would become overdue before I could get
money to pay it” was one of two factors supporting their Home Energy Insecurity classification
also experienced the following indicators supportive of their classification:


 The household’s home energy bill became due, “and I didn’t have money to pay it
without somebody’s help” (Question 2);


 The household “reduced our energy consumption to uncomfortable or inconvenient
levels because I was running out of money to pay our home energy bill” (Question 4);
and


 The household at some point in the prior twelve months did “not pay your home
energy supplier because there wasn’t enough money for the home energy bill”
(Question 7).


Other combinations of indicators were evident among the population of Georgia REACH Cohort
participants whose Home Energy Insecurity classifications were supported by two factors.  The
combinations are set forth in the table below.


A similar analysis can be made for households whose Home Energy Insecurity classification was
supported by three indicators.  The individual indicators most commonly found in combination
with other indicators for REACH Cohort participants whose classification was supported by
three indicators included:


 Question 2: The home energy bill became due, and the customer did not have money
to pay it without somebody’s help. This was found in combination with other
indicators 16 times;


 Question 4: The household reduced its energy consumption to uncomfortable or
inconvenient levels because the customer was running out of money to pay the home
energy bill.  This was found in combination with other indicators eight (8) times;


 Question 5: The Cohort participant could not use their entire home because they
could not afford to heat or cool it. This was found in combination with other
indicators eight (8) times;


 Question 8: The Cohort participant had to use their kitchen stove or oven to provide
heat because there was not enough money to pay the home heating bills. This was
found in combination with other indicators 13 times;
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Distribution of Home Energy Insecurity Ratings
By Combination of Questions Determinative of Rating


When Rating Caused by Two Indicators (Cohort Participants)
2 Indicators First Survey Second Survey


Question
1 2 Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis


2 --- --- --- --- --- --- 7 --- --- ---


4 --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- ---


7 --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- ---
1


13 --- --- 4 --- --- --- --- 7 --- ---


3 --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- ---


4 --- --- --- 4 --- --- --- --- 3 ---


5 --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- ---


7 --- --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- ---


2


14 --- --- --- 7 --- --- --- --- 4 ---


3 13 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- 1 --- ---


5 --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 ---


8 --- --- --- 8 --- --- --- --- 2 ---4


14 --- --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- ---


5 8 --- --- --- 4 --- --- --- --- 2 ---


8 --- --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 1
6


13 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 --- ---


12 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 4 ---
8


14 --- --- --- 9 --- --- --- --- 4 2


9 14 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---


13 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 2 --- ---
11


14 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


13 --- --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- ---
12


14 --- --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 ---
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 Question 13: The household’s supplier of electric or home heating service threatened
to disconnect the electricity or home heating fuel service because the customer could
not afford to pay a past-due home energy bill.  This was found in combination with
other indicators 12 times; and


 Question 14: The household’s supplier of electric or home heating service actually
effected a disconnection of electricity or home heating fuel service because the
customer could not afford to pay a past-due home energy bill.  This was found in
combination with other indicators 13 times.


The combinations of indicators found for REACH Cohort participants whose final Home Energy
Insecurity classification was supported by three indicators is presented in the table below.


A number of conclusions can be reached from the data and discussion presented above.  The
Georgia REACH project was successful in improving the Home Energy Insecurity status of its
Cohort participants.  Not only did Project Energize improve the overall status of participants, by
moving Cohort participants into a higher Home Energy Insecurity threshold, the project helped
reduced the total number of factors that pushed households into lower Home Energy Insecurity
thresholds. Even if a household, for example, did not succeed in moving from “stable” to
“capable,” Georgia REACH participants were successful in reducing the number of factors that
caused them to be classified as “stable” rather as a more highly secure household.


The factors affecting Home Energy Insecurity include far more than nonpayment of the home
energy bills. While nonpayment of home energy bills was frequently found in conjunction with
other indicators of home energy insecurity, evidence of home energy insecurity was found also
in the absence of nonpayment of home energy bills.  The paid but unaffordable bill was a real
phenomenon within the Georgia REACH population.


Finally, the Georgia REACH program helped to improve the Home Energy Insecurity status of
the program’s Cohort participants even if that improvement did not move those participants
completely into the “capable” or “thriving” categories.  A sharp improvement was particularly
found in moving Cohort participants out of the “in-crisis” and “vulnerable” categories and into
more secure, more self-sufficient, Home Energy Insecurity classifications.  Whether or not the
program succeeded in moving Cohort participants to the highest category, it did, indeed, succeed
improving the self-sufficiency of Cohort participants.  This upward movement in self-sufficiency
was the articulated goal of Project Energize with which to begin.
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Distribution of Home Energy Insecurity Ratings
By Combination of Questions Determinative of Rating


When Rating Caused by Three Indicators (Cohort Participants)
3 Indicators First Survey Second Survey


Question


1 2 3
Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis Thriving Capable Stable Vulnerable In Crisis


3 --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- ---
2


7 --- --- --- --- --- --- 2 --- --- ---
3 13 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
6 13 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 --- ---


1


11 13 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 --- ---
5 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- 2 ---
7 --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
8 --- --- 6 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


12 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
4


14 --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- 2 ---
7 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
8 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---5


14 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---
7 9 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---


12 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
8


14 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
9 14 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
12 13 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


2


13 14 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---
8 --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- 2 ---


13 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
14 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


5


14 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
12 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---


8
14 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---


12 13 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---


4


13 14 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
6 8 14 --- --- --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- ---


13 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
7 8


14 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
9 13 --- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---


14 --- --- 3 --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---8
13 14 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1 ---
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ENERGY USAGE REDUCTIONS


The combination of energy efficiency interventions had a substantive impact on the energy
consumption of Georgia REACH participants.  Three groups of REACH participants were
evaluated to assess the impact of REACH activities on energy consumption:


 Electric “baseload” (i.e., non-heating) users;


 Electric heating users; and


 Natural gas (heating) users


Usage consumption was collected for both control and Cohort REACH participants.  The control
group had no interventions directed toward them.  The Cohort group had one or more of the
following energy efficiency interventions:


 A blower-door-aided energy assessment, with a variety of air sealing measures
designed to reduce the leakiness of the home as described in Chapter 2 above;


 Individual one-on-one energy education as described in Chapter 2 above;


 Group energy efficiency workshops delivered by Southface Institute as described in
Chapter 2 above; and


 Appliance replacement for a limited number of the Cohort population, as described in
Chapter 2 above.


For the entire Georgia REACH Cohort and control populations, energy consumption data was
obtained on a month-by-month basis.  As is not uncommon in projects such as this, multiple data
collection problems arose and were addressed over the course of the project.  Data collection was
more of a problem for natural gas customers than for electric customers.  The common data
collection problems included, among other things:


 Southern Company Gas, which refused to release data on REACH participants.28


Southern Company reported that it “did not have time” to respond to the releases
submitted by their customers asking for billing and usage data for their own accounts.
As a result, 52 REACH participants (15 control and 37 Cohort households) that were
Southern Company Gas customers were excluded from this part of the evaluation as
not having natural gas data.


 A second data collection problem involved the inability to match REACH program
records with utility company records.  Matches were made on three data points: (1)


                                                
28 Southern Company Gas was the only Georgia utility that refused to cooperate with the Georgia REACH project.
Companies providing data included Georgia Natural Gas, Shell Energy, Scana Regulated Gas, Energy America,
ACN Gas, Georgia Power Company, Infinite Energy, Snapping Shoals Electric Membership Cooperative, and
Walton Electric Membership Cooperative.
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name; (2) address; and (3) account numbers.  To the extent that REACH intake
workers obtained a copy of a utility bill (which they were asked to do), that bill was
provided to the utility in addition to a client release form authorizing release of utility
information to the REACH program.  Providing a copy of a bill was a tremendous
help in matching utility and REACH records.  Nonetheless, for a number of utility
customers, no bills were received, matches could not be made, and data was not
obtained.


 Perhaps the biggest data collection problem arose because of the nature of the
Georgia retail natural gas market.  In Georgia, residential customers are allowed to
choose their natural gas supplier.  The competitive supplier, not the natural gas
distribution utility (i.e., the “local utility”), provides bills to the end-user in Georgia.
Over the course of the REACH project, the REACH population, whether or not they
physically changed addresses, changed their natural gas supplier.  These changes had
an impact on the availability of both “before” and “after” data for purposes of the
usage evaluation.  Indeed, the most common problem was the inaccessibility of
natural gas consumption data for the time period before REACH efficiency
interventions.  Because electric customers do not have the option of changing
suppliers, this did not prove to be a problem on the electric side.


Finally, as was anticipated at the beginning of the REACH project, utility customers that enrolled
in Project Energize late in the process were not associated with REACH for a sufficiently long
period to have enough time lapse to have “after” data.


Usage Assessment Methodology


To determine the energy savings attributable to the Georgia REACH Program, household electric
and natural gas consumption data prior to and after participation were collected and analyzed.
PRISM (Princeton Scorekeeping Method), a normalizing tool, was used to estimate weather-
adjusted annual energy consumption based on energy usage and outdoor temperature. In order to
prepare the data for PRISM, several steps were taken. Although the analysis of each fuel type
was conducted separately, the analysis of electric and natural gas consumption data went through
each of the following steps.


First, data were assessed, organized, and filtered to remove duplicate meter readings and
accounts with significant missing data. Once the billing data contained only relevant meter
readings, each participant’s profile was split into pre and post periods based on their Program
participation date. All meter readings collected within a month of the participation date were
excluded to ensure that any consumption changes that may have occurred during the
weatherization process itself were excluded from the analysis. The participants’ median average
participation date was then applied to the billing data collected on a comparable group of non-
participants, essentially creating artificial pre and post periods. Applying this break to non-
participants allows for the comparison of changes in post-weatherization energy consumption
between the two groups over similar time periods. As a result, it is possible to identify overall
energy consumption trends independent of the Program occurring in the region and then exclude
those trends to determine the Program’s true impact.
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Sample Data Attrition


In order to obtain accurate PRISM results, only Cohort participants and Control participants with
a minimum of nine eligible months of both pre- and post-consumption data were utilized for the
analysis. A significant number of both Control and Cohort participants failed to meet this
criterion and were excluded from the analysis.


Further, after modeling the control and Cohort participants with adequate pre and post data using
PRISM, two additional filters were applied to avoid biasing the results. First, several control and
Cohort participants demonstrating extreme annual energy consumption for residential
households were dropped from the analysis. For the purposes of the electric and natural gas
analysis, extreme annual consumption was defined as 75,000 kWh and 5,000 therms. Second,
Control and Cohort participants exhibiting more than a 50% increase or decrease in annual
energy consumption were identified as outliers and removed from the analysis.


However, after the three previous data requirements were applied the electric control group no
longer accurately represented the remaining electric participants. Only 9 of the 109 (8.3%)
remaining electric participants used electricity as their primary space heating fuel while 45 of the
remaining 102 non-participants (44.1%) used electricity that way. Therefore it was necessary to
limit the savings analysis to control and Cohort participants using electricity only for base-load
measures and not as their primary space heating fuel. While reducing the sample further was not
desired, it was essential to ensure the similarity of the control group to the Cohort group.
The table below presents data attrition resulting from the aforementioned data quality filters for
electric and natural gas participants and provides the final samples used for the impact analysis.
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Sample Attrition--Georgia REACH Consumption Analysis
Electric Participants -- Sample Attrition


Cohort Participants Control Participants


 Removed Remaining (n) Remaining (%) Removed Remaining (n) Remaining (%)


Original Sample 227 100.0% 214 100.0%


Lacked billing/eligible data 104 123 54.2% 98 116 54.2%


Extreme Consumption 1 122 53.7% 3 113 52.8%


Outliers 13 109 48.0% 11 102 47.7%


Electric Space Heating 9 100 44.1% 45 57 26.6%


Final Sample 127 100 44.1% 112 57 26.6%


Natural Gas Participants -- Sample Attrition


Cohort Participants Control Participants


Removed Remaining (n) Remaining (%) Removed Remaining (n) Remaining (%)


Original Sample 145 100.0% 122 100.0%


Lacked billing/eligible data 103 42 29.0% 85 37 30.3%


Extreme Consumption 1 41 28.3% 0 37 30.3%


Outliers 2 39 26.9% 4 33 27.0%


Final Sample 106 39 26.9% 89 33 27.0%


Energy Usage Reduction Results


Using the samples outlined above, the energy impact of the REACH Program was calculated for
both the electric and natural gas program participants. It is important to note that due to
difficulties collecting complete non-participant data, characteristics of the control groups may
differ from participants and affect the determination of net program energy impacts. For
example, in both the electric and natural gas analyses, the Cohort participants exhibited
significantly higher average pre-participation29 energy consumption than the control group.
While a comparison of the Cohort participant and control participant sample allows for an
understanding of the regional trends in energy consumption and aids the determination of a net
program energy savings, it is important to note these differences and their possible impact on the
analysis.


Electric Participants


The table below presents the weather-normalized annual electric savings attributable to the
REACH Program. As evident in the table, average net electric impact was 835 kWh or 5.7% of
                                                
29 Recall the “pre-participation” period was defined for non-participants as billing data collected prior to the median
participant installation date
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the average pre-participation normalized annual consumption. Due to small sample sizes it was
not possible to break down participant savings by electricity provider.


Electric Savings
Average Pre-Participation


Normalized Annual
Consumption (kWh)


Average Post-Participation
Normalized Annual Consumption


(kWh)


Average
Savings
(kWh)


Average
Savings


(%)


Participants (n=100) 14,449 13,512 937 6.5%


Non-Participants (n=57) 12,381 12,279 102 0.8%


Net Impact 835 5.7%30


In addition, it should be noted that PRISM does not model as accurately in warmer climates that
primarily use electric energy for cooling. While this is not a concern for the natural gas analysis,
it does affect electric participants. To verify the accuracy of the PRISM’s individual customer
models, a regression model was also used to determine Cohort and control savings.31 The
regression model exhibited similar savings for participants, but higher savings for non-
participants resulting in a net savings lower than generated by PRISM (3.9%). However, the
regression only corrected for differences in weather between the pre and post and did not correct
both periods according to long-term historical weather data as is done in PRISM.


Natural Gas Participants


The table below presents the weather-normalized annual natural gas savings attributable to the
REACH Program. As presented in this table, Cohort participants experienced a significantly
larger decrease in gas consumption (123 therms) than the control group (1 therm). As a result,
the Program generated a net savings of 122 therms, or 12.6% of the average pre-participation
normalized annual consumption.


                                                
30 Since the pre consumptions differ significantly between participants and nonparticipants, an alternate savings
estimate can be based only on percent changes as follows: 5.7% * 14, 449 = 824 kWh. In this case, this is very
similar to the 835 kWh savings estimate,  so this adjustment appears to be unnecessary.
31 The model specification was as follows:


itiititit POSTAVGCDDAVGHDDAVGKWH εβββα ++++= 321 , for customer i at month t. AVGKWH
is the average daily consumption, AVGHDD is the average daily heating degree days, AVGCDD is the average
daily cooling degree days, and POST is a separate dummy variable (1 in post period, 0 in pre period) for each
participant or nonparticipant.
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Natural Gas Savings
Average Pre-Participation


Normalized Annual
Consumption (therms)


Average Post-Participation
Normalized Annual


Consumption (therms)


Savings
(therms)


Savings
(%)


Participants (n=39) 969 846 123 12.7%


Non-Participants (n=33) 732 731 1 0.1%


Net Impact 122 12.6%32


In sum, the Georgia REACH program reduced both natural gas and electric consumption for
Cohort participants receiving various energy efficiency interventions.  In addition to providing
personalized and group energy efficiency education provided to REACH participants, Project
Energize provided specific housing shell and appliance efficiency investments.  A blower-door
guided air sealing effort, combined with selected appliance replacements, resulted in significant
measurable energy usage reductions for both natural gas and electric consumption when
compared to the program’s Control group.


BLOWER DOOR AIDED LEAKAGE REDUCTIONS


The impacts of the Georgia REACH air sealing efforts are assessed from two perspectives.  On
the one hand, the success of the air sealing effort at improving the efficiency of the home can be
measured.  The primary factor used to measure the improvement in the tightness of the home for
purposes of this evaluation is the ACH for each home.  On the other hand, the success of the air
sealing efforts at achieving designated levels of tightness can be measured.


The two measurements are substantively different.  The first looks at the movement attributable
to the air sealing effort.  Whether or not a home is to be considered “tight” in the post-air-sealing
blower door test, it might be significantly tighter (and thus more affordable).33  The second looks
at the ultimate results.  A home could move from being “leaky” to being “moderate,” or from
being “moderate” to being “tight,” even if the absolute level of improvement is small.  The small
improvement might nonetheless be sufficient to push the home over the threshold into the next
category of tightness.


Categorization of Final Tightness of Homes


The homes of Georgia REACH Cohort participants were classified into one of three distinct
categories of air tightness:


 Leaky;


 Moderate; or
                                                
32 Again, the pre consumption levels are significantly different between participants and non-participants, however,
the percent change savings estimate is 12.6% * 969 = 122 therms, which is identical to the original savings estimate.
Thus, this adjustment, again, is not necessary.
33 “Affordability,” of course, has an income element to it.  Thus, while a home might be considered more affordable
because of air-sealing efforts, there is no way to determine whether it is affordable without also considering the
income of the householder.
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 Tight


The homes were classified on all three measures of air tightness: (1) CFM; (2) ACH; and (3)
ENIR.  The thresholds for each category and measurement were as follows:


Categorization of Home Air Tightness for
Georgia REACH Project Energize


Tight Moderate Leaky


Cubic feet per minute (CFM) /a/ <1500 1501 - 4000 >4000


Air Changes per Hour (ACH) /a/ <5 5 - 10 >10


Estimated Natural Infiltration Rate (ENIR) <0.35 0.35 - 1.00 >1.00


NOTES:


/a/ As determined at a pressure of 50 Pascals.


Pre-air sealing information was available for 192 of the Georgia REACH Cohort participants.
Of those, the 34 homes where post-test reports indicated no change in the measured CFM were
excluded from further analysis.34 The pre- and post-air sealing blower door results for the
remaining 158 Georgia REACH Cohort participants are discussed in more detail below.  The
discussion below focuses on the ACH and ENIR measurements as being the two more significant
measurements of the change in the tightness of the home for purposes here.


The homes of Georgia REACH Cohort participants were universally subject to potentially
significant air sealing before the blower-door-guided home energy assessment by REACH
project staff.  None of the pre-treatment Cohort homes were “tight” as measured by either the
ACH or ENIR metrics.


Number of Georgia REACH Cohort Homes by
Measures of Home Air Tightness
(Georgia REACH Project Energize)


Tight Moderate Leaky Total


Air Changes per Hour (ACH) 0 13 145 158


Estimated Natural Infiltration Rate (ENIR) 0 71 87 158


As is shown above, virtually all Georgia REACH homes were “leaky” when measured by ACH.
More than 90% of the homes, in other words, had more than 10 air changes per hour prior to the
air sealing efforts.  When taking into consideration the type of the housing unit and orientation of
the home, the Georgia REACH homes were in moderately better condition prior to the air sealing
efforts.  Even then, however, a full 55% of the homes were “leaky” as measured by ENIR.


                                                
34 The assumption was made that either no work was done or that the post-test was determined by the home
assessment crew to be unreliable for whatever reason.
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While the air sealing efforts improved the air tightness of Cohort participant homes, the Georgia
REACH home energy assessments did not achieve the goal of making Cohort participants homes
“tight” from an air leakage perspective.  When viewed from the perspective of air changes per
hour, the improvements generated by Project Energize in preventing air leakage moved five (5)
homes from a classification as “leaky” to a classification as “moderate.”  All “moderate” homes,
however, remained moderate, rather than being moved to the classification of being “tight.”  On
the other end of the spectrum, 140 of the homes that were “leaky” prior to the air sealing efforts
remained classified as “leaky” after the air sealing efforts as well. As will be discussed in more
detail below --this is not to say that these homes did not experience improvement in their
tightness-- in some cases substantial improvement, merely that the magnitude of the
improvement was insufficient to change the classification of the air tightness of the home.


Number of Units by
Air Tightness Classification of Homes Pre- and Post-Air-Sealing


(Georgia REACH Project Energize Cohort Participant Homes)


Post-Air-Sealing Readings


ACH Measurements ENIR Measurements


Tight Moderate Leaky Totals Tight Moderate Leaky Totals


Tight 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


Moderate 0 13 0 13 2 69 0 71


Leaky 0 5 140 145 0 17 70 87Pr
e-


A
ir-


Se
al


in
g


R
ea


di
ng


s


Totals 0 18 140 158 2 86 70 158


A moderately better result obtained when measuring the leakiness of homes through the ENIR
metric.  While 87 homes were considered “leaky” before the air sealing efforts of Project
Energize, only 70 homes were considered “leaky” after the air sealing efforts, with the other
seventeen homes moving into the “moderate” classification.  In addition, the Project Energize air
sealing efforts moved two (2) homes from the “moderate” classification to the “tight”
classification.


Improvements in Air Tightness


At first blush, it might appear from these results that the Georgia REACH project did not
generate the results it had sought through the air sealing efforts. However, despite the inability of
Project Energize to accomplish all that it had perhaps hoped to achieve through the air sealing
efforts, the project, nonetheless, generated significant improvements in the tightness of Cohort
participant homes.  These improvements are evident through both the ACH and ENIR
measurements.


Improvements in the tightness of Cohort participant homes were classified into three categories:


 Slight, involving a reduction in air leakage of five percent (5%) or less;
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 Moderate, involving a reduction in air leakage of between five percent (5%) and ten
percent (10%); or


 Substantial, involving a reduction in air leakage of greater than ten percent (10%).


The Project Energize air sealing efforts generated impressive improvements in the tightness of
Cohort participant homes through its blower-door guided home energy assessments. The air
sealing efforts generated significant ACH reductions in 62% of the homes classified as
moderately tight on the blower-door pre-tests,35 with 31% of those homes experiencing
“substantial” ACH reduction and 31% experiencing “moderate” ACH reductions.  The ENIR
improvement was just as effective, with 64% of the homes originally classified as moderately
leaky experiencing either a “substantial” (29%) or “moderate” (35%) reduction in ENIR.


The Georgia REACH Cohort participant homes that were originally classified as “leaky”
experienced even better results.  The ACH reduction was moderate or greater in 70% of those
leaky homes, with 41% experiencing a “substantial” reduction in air infiltration.  The ENIR
reduction was moderate or greater in 65% of those leaky homes, with 45% experiencing a
“substantial” reduction in air infiltration.


As can be seen in the table below, the Project Energize air sealing efforts generated the greatest
reductions in the leakiest homes.  While 41% of the “leaky” homes experienced a “substantial”
reduction in air infiltration, only 31% of the “moderate” homes did when measured by ACH.
While 45% of the “leaky” homes experienced a “substantial” reduction in air infiltration, only
29% of the “moderate” homes did.  Moreover, while a slightly higher percentage of Cohort
homes originally classified as “moderate” experienced a “slight” reduction in air infiltration as
opposed to a “substantial” reduction, for both the ACH (38% vs. 31%) and ENIR (36% vs. 29%),
that was not true for the leaky homes. The proportion of leaky homes experiencing a
“substantial” reduction in air infiltration rather than a “slight” reduction was much higher for
both ACH (41% vs. 30%) and ENIR (45% and 35%).


                                                
35 No homes were classified as “tight” on the pre-air-sealing blower door tests.
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Number of Units by Improvement in Tightness of Home
and Pre-Air Sealing Home Tightness Classification


ACH ENIR


Tight Tight


Slight 0 xxx Slight 0 xxx


Moderate 0 xxx Moderate 0 xxx


Substantial 0 xxx Substantial 0 xxxR
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 0 xxx


R
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 0 xxx


Moderate Moderate


Slight 5 38% Slight 24 36%


Moderate 4 31% Moderate 23 35%


Substantial 4 31% Substantial 19 29%R
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 13 100%


R
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 66 100%


Leaky Leaky


Slight 43 30% Slight 29 35%


Moderate 42 29% Moderate 17 20%


Substantial 60 41% Substantial 38 45%R
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 145 100%


R
ed


uc
tio


n


Total 84 100%


Grand total 158 Grand total 158


In sum, Project Energize cannot be found to have succeeded in achieving the end result of
making all homes in which blower door guided air sealing was performed “tight” when measured
by air changes per hour (ACH) or Estimated Natural Infiltration Reduction (ENIR).  While the
air sealing efforts succeeded in improving the tightness of homes sufficiently to move them to an
improved categorization of tightness, most homes remained “leaky” even after the air sealing
efforts were performed.  Despite this, it cannot be concluded that the Georgia REACH air sealing
efforts generated no benefits.  The vast majority of Cohort participant homes receiving air
sealing interventions experienced either moderate or substantial reductions in air infiltration,
with a substantially larger number of homes originally classified as “leaky” receiving
“substantial” reductions.


REDUCTIONS IN ELECTRIC BILLS FROM CFL INSTALLATION


One of the primary reductions in energy bills accruing from the Project Energize energy
efficiency interventions involves the installation of energy efficiency compact fluorescent
(CFLs) in Cohort recipient homes.  Project Energize staff installed CFLs at the time of the in-
home energy assessment.  While the number of CFLs installed was generally limited to six units
per home, a few number of homes received more than this number.
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Number of CFLs Installed in Project Energize Homes
(in Instances where Fewer than 15 CFLs Installed)


Number of Installed CFLs Number of Homes Number of Installed CFLs Number of Homes
6 50 10 6
7 1 11 4
8 1 12 5
9 3 13 4


Installing CFLs in Cohort participant homes will generate significant savings on home electric
bills.  According to Georgia Power Company, replacing a single 100 Watt incandescent light
bulb with a CFL equivalent will save between 135 and 81 kWh per year depending on the
number of hours the light is used (ranging from three to five in this calculation).  Replacing a
single 75 Watt incandescent light bulb with a CFL equivalent will save between 53 and 89 kWh
per year depending on the numbers of hours the bulb is used (ranging from three to five in this
calculation).


Annual kWh Savings from Replacing One Incandescent Light Bulbs with Equivalent CFL
(Atlanta (GA)


Hours of Usage (per week) Hours of Usage (per week)


21 28 35 21 28 35


Incandescent bulb wattage 75 75 75 100 100 100


CFL wattage 20 20 20 26 26 26


kWh Savings per year 100 80 60 135 108 81


With an average price of electricity from Georgia Power being $0.0786 per kWh, as can be seen,
customers can save between $5 and $8 per year for each 75 Watt bulb replaced and between $6
and $11 per year for each 100 Watt bulb replaced (depending on the number of hours each bulb
is used).


Georgia REACH consumers saved, on average, between $50 and $67 each year depending on
whether the CFLs installed through Project Reach replaced 75W or 100W incandescent light
bulbs.  Over a three year period, the Georgia REACH project generated between $150 and $200
in electric savings (assuming constant electric prices) for its Cohort participants.


This intervention, standing alone, reduced energy bills by significant percentages. In the scenario
involving replacement of 100W light bulbs, electricity savings generated dollar savings ranging
from 2% to 6% of the household’s electricity bill. In the scenario involving replacement of 75W
light bulbs, electricity savings generated dollar savings ranging from 2% to 12% of the
household’s electricity bill.36


                                                
36 The distribution of hours of usage was based upon data published by HUD as to assumed hours of lighting usage
for low-income residents of housing administered by local housing authorities.
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Percentage Electricity Bill Reductions Resulting from Installation of CFLs
(Atlanta GA)


Replace 75W Bulb Replace 100W Bulb


< 2% 0 0


> 2% - 5% 42 29


>5% - 10% 29 33


>10% to 12% 3 8


>12% to 16% 0 4


Average dollar bill savings $49.54 $66.88


Average percentage bill savings 5.0% 6.8%


In addition to generating reductions in energy usage through its air sealing program, Project
Energize generated substantive electric bill reductions through the replacement of energy
inefficient light bulbs identified through its in-home energy assessment.  CFLs installed through
Project Energize generated bill reductions of between $50 and nearly $70 each year for REACH
Cohort participants.


UTILITY BILL PAYMENT IMPACTS


One key attribute of the self-sustainability of home energy within Project Energize Cohort
participants is achieving an ability to make utility bill payments in a full and timely fashion. This
section of the impact evaluation examines billing and payment data to determine the extent to
which full and timely payments have been made. Project Energize generated positive results in
this regard.  Georgia REACH participants substantively improved their bill payment outcomes
after receiving REACH services.


Payment outcomes have been measured using the following parameters:


 Complete payment: If a customer is billed $100, the utility wants to collect $100.


 Prompt payment: If a customer receives a bill that is due on the 20th of the month,
the utility wants its payment no later than the 20th of the month.


 Regular payment: If a customer receives 12 bills in a year, the utility wants 12
payments in a year, one in response to each bill.


The impacts of the Georgia REACH program will be measured below relative to the date on
which the in-home energy assessment (and blower-door aided energy audit) were performed.
The additional assistance through the group efficiency workshop, budget counseling, referrals to
additional public benefit programs, and on-going case management are wrapped into the post-
audit period.37


                                                
37 Thus, while the discussion below may refer to the impacts of the energy audit, the payment impacts are really a
cumulative impact of the energy audit, the appliance replacement, the financial counseling, the energy efficiency
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Payment impacts will be assessed through two approaches. First, payment patterns from the post-
audit period will be compared to payment patterns in the pre-audit period.  Second, payment
patterns of post-audit Cohort participants will be compared to the payment patterns of the
Georgia REACH control group.  The use of these two different approaches will be explicitly
noted where appropriate below.


Complete Payments


The most common indicator of whether complete payment have been received from a utility
customer involves measuring both the incidence and extent of arrears.  The incidence of arrears
considers the proportion of the total population in arrears.  The extent of arrears is measured by
assessing the degree to which dollars of payments each month cover the dollars of current bills.


For this evaluation, arrears were calculated as of the date that a bill was rendered.  The presence
of arrears was determined by examining whether the posting of a bill for current usage yielded a
balance due that was larger than the bill for current usage.  If a $50 bill for current usage resulted
in a total balance of $85, in other words, the account was deemed to have been carrying a $35
arrears.


The alternative to examining arrears at the time of a bill is to consider whether arrears remain on
an account at the time a bill payment is posted.  This approach was not used for several reasons.
First, some REACH customers make multiple payments in a month.  Arrears at the time of any
one payment, therefore, would misstate the level of arrears the customer was carrying from
month-to-month.  Second, many payments for REACH customers represent energy assistance
payments.  These payments are not intended to be tied to any particular monthly bill. While a
$300 energy assistance payment in November may yield a bill credit the following month, that
bill credit does not accurately represent the affordability of winter home energy bills to that
customer.  Third, the question with arrears is not what arrears exist at any given point in time,
but rather what arrears are carried from one month into the next month.  That determination can
only be made by looking at the arrears appearing on the next month’s bill.  Finally, while every
account, by definition, has a bill each month, not every account has a payment each month.
Examination of the arrears appearing on bills thus uses the fullest range of available data.


Current bill coverage index:  The provision of Georgia REACH services appears to
substantively increase the completeness of bill payment within the Cohort population.  Figure 1
below presents an index of the extent to which the dollars of payments “cover” the dollars of
current bills for the six months before and after the Project Energize home energy audit.  The
dollars of bills and dollars of payments have been aggregated for purposes of this analysis. If the
current bill coverage index is exactly 1.0, payments made in the study period exactly equal the
bills for current service in that period.  If the index is less than 1.0, payments are less than the
current bill and the accounts are falling further into arrears.  If the index is more than 1.0,
payments are not only covering the current bill, but are retiring arrears as well.


                                                                                                                                                            
education, the public benefit referrals, and all other REACH interventions. References to the impacts of “the energy
audit” are intended to merely be shorthand for this cumulative set of delivered REACH services.
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The figure below compares the post-treatment current bill coverage index to the current bill
coverage index in the treatment month along with the average current bill coverage index for the
four months prior to a Project Energize audit. The average cumulative current bill coverage
index for the four months prior to a Project Energize audit was 0.98 for Cohort participants. As
can be seen from Figure 1, starting in the first month after the Project Energize energy audit,
Cohort participant payments went from being less than the current monthly bill in the pre-
treatment period to being more than the current monthly bill post-treatment.  In the first post-
treatment month, the current bill coverage index was 1.05.  In each post-treatment month, the
index was greater than 1.0. By the fourth month after the audit, the current bill coverage index
was still at 1.03, a five percent (5%) improvement over the average index for the four months
immediately preceding the energy efficiency audit.
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Figure 1. Current bill coverage index: Project Energize Cohort and control pre- and post-treatment


In contrast, the average current bill coverage index for the control group was 1.01 for the four
months before the imputed treatment date.38 By the fourth month after the imputed control
treatment date, the current bill coverage index for the control group had declined to only 0.90, a
deterioration of 10%. The net improvement in the cohort group’s current bill coverage index was
thus 15% over the first four months after the treatment.


The incidence of arrears: The provision of Georgia REACH services appears to
substantively reduce the incidence of arrears in the low-income population.  Figure 2 below
presents a comparison of the percentage of bills having arrears in any given month.  In this
analysis, it is assumed that every account receives one, but only one, bill in a given month.  The
number of bills thus reflects the number of accounts in each population in each month.


As with other analyses, this comparison examines the performance of the group of Cohort
participants relative to the group of control participants with an imputed treatment date.  The
                                                
38 As described in detail above with respect to the energy usage analysis, a mean treatment date was calculated and
used for the control group. This allows an analysis of the payment effects of the energy audit over similar time
frames.
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imputed treatment date is the mean date on which Cohort participants received the blower-door
aided energy audit (and air sealing interventions).
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Figure 2. Percentage of Cohort and Control participants with arrears pre- and post-treatment


In addition to the data for six months pre-treatment and six months post-treatment, Figure 2
calculates a trend line in the percentage of accounts that received a current bill in each month
while having an arrears appear on that current bill.39 While the percentage of pre-treatment
accounts with arrears was virtually identical for the control and Cohort populations, the post-
treatment results differed substantially.  While 71% of the Cohort accounts were in arrears in the
treatment month (i.e., the month the household received the REACH energy audit), by the sixth
post-treatment month, that percentage had decreased to only 68%, an improvement of 3%.  In
contrast, while 66% of the control group was in arrears in the imputed treatment month (as
defined above), by the sixth post-treatment month, the percentage of control accounts in arrears
had increased to 75%. The net change in the percentage of Cohort accounts in arrears indicates a
reduction of 12% in the percentage of Cohort accounts in arrears.


The data above supports the conclusion that Project Energize has, on a pre-treatment/post-
treatment comparison basis, helped Cohort participants reduce the incidence and level of arrears
that those participants have historically experienced.


Prompt Payments


The promptness of bill payment considers not merely whether a customer pays his or her utility bill
in full, but whether the customer pays his or her utility bill on time on a monthly basis.  If a utility
renders a bill for $100, that company wants a customer to pay the bill by the due date as well as
paying the bill in full.


Payments resulting in $0 balances:  Bill payment promptness below is first measured by
examining the number of payments that result in a $0 balance. If payments reduce the bill balance to
                                                
39 Similar trend lines were calculated for the pre-treatment control group and pre-treatment Cohort population.
Those pre-treatment trend lines lay virtually on top of each other.
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$0 on a monthly basis, the payments are more “prompt” than if payments allowed to build on a
monthly basis, only to have those arrears then retired on an occasional basis.
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Figure 3.Ratio of payments yielding $0 balance to total bills for Cohort and control pre- and post-
treatment


Cohort participants demonstrated a substantive net increase in the proportion of bills that resulted in
a payment yielding a $0 balance in the next month.  If there is a $0 balance forward, the account has
no arrears (meaning the bill has been paid in the month in which it was rendered).  Cohort
participants experienced an average $0 balance ratio of 0.35 over the four months prior to receiving
the Georgia REACH energy audit.  While the ratio dipped in the first month after treatment, by the
fourth month, the ratio had increased to 0.38. The ratio remained at 0.36 in the fifth month after
treatment.


In contrast, control participants experienced an average $0 balance ratio of 0.27 in the four months
prior to their imputed treatment date.  Rather than seeing an increasing $0 balance ratio, however,
the control group experienced a reduction in the ratio to 0.22 in the third and fifth months after the
treatment (and 0.25 in the fourth month).


Georgia REACH cohort recipients experienced a net increase of 0.06 in the proportion monthly
payments yielding a $0 balance.


Payment-to-current bill ratio: The second measure of the timeliness of payments
involves a corollary to the current bill coverage index.  This measure examines the extent to
which Georgia REACH participants make payments each month that equal or exceed their
current bills.40  If the payment meets this criterion, the account has made a timely payment
toward at least its current bill. It is not falling into arrears (or falling further into arrears).  To the
extent that payments do not equal or exceed the current bill, the account is developing further


                                                
40 This metric differs from the metric looking at whether a payment results in a $0 balance.  A payment can equal or
exceed the current bill whether or not it pays the entire account balance.
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arrears (meaning that the account is not timely paid on a monthly basis). This analysis is limited
to those accounts that have both current bills and payments in any given month.41


Georgia REACH cohort participants experienced an improvement in the proportion of payments
that equal or exceed the current bill relative to what would have been experienced in the absence of
the program.  The average proportion of Cohort payments that equal or exceed the current bill in the
four months prior to a Project Energize energy audit was 0.67.  While there was a slight dip in these
payments in the third month subsequent to the energy audit, the proportion of payments in
subsequent months stayed nearly constant, ranging between 0.66 in months 2 and 5 after the energy
audit and 0.67 in month 4.


In contrast, as shown in Figure 4, there was a measurable deterioration in this payment pattern for
Georgia REACH control participants.  While the average proportion of control payment exceeding
current bills in the four months prior to the imputed treatment date was 0.48, there was a steady
decline in that proportion in the subsequent months. By month 3 after the imputed treatment date,
the proportion had fallen to 0.46, while in months 4 and 5 the proportion had fallen to 0.37 and 0.36
respectively, a decline of 0.12.
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Figure 4. Ratio of payments greater than current bill to total bills for Cohort and control pre- and
post-treatment


While it is clear that the Georgia REACH program interventions did not result in an increase in
the number of payments that equal or exceed the current bill, the program resulted in an
improvement in current bill payments relative to what would have been experienced in the
absence of the program.  The program generated a net improvement of 0.11 in the proportion of
payments that equal or exceed the current bill each month.


Regular Payments


An examination of the regularity of bill payment measures a different aspect of a customer’s
payment profile than does an examination of customer arrears.  A customer may maintain a
relatively low level of arrears by paying multiple months of bills on an infrequent basis.  An


                                                
41 The extent to which accounts do or do not make payments is considered under a separate metric.
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examination of January arrears, for example, does not distinguish between the customer that has
made his or her last twelve monthly payments on time and in full, the customer that has made $0 in
payments during August through October (perhaps waiting for the annual LIHEAP benefit to pay
off those arrears), and the customer who makes three payments over the year of amounts equal to
the total annual bill. The regularity of payments can be directly measured.


Payment-to-bill index:  The regularity of payments can be measured by indexing the
total number payments to the total number of bills rendered each month. A payment-to-bill ratio
of 1.0 means that for every bill that is rendered, exactly one payment has been received.  More
meaningful is to conclude that for every ten (10) bills rendered, ten (10) payments have been
received.  A payment-to-bill ratio of 0.8 means that for every ten bills rendered, eight payments
have been received.


The payment-to-bill ratio does not consider the size or “completeness” of a payment. Measuring
the completeness of payment is accomplished through other aspects of the customer payment
profile. The regularity of bill payment is considered important because of the generally accepted
proposition that if “some” payment is made on an account in any given month, there is an
increased likelihood that the customer will be able to make a future payment sufficient to reduce
the account balance to $0.  The April bill is easier to pay in full, in other words, if the customer
has made some payment toward the March bill, even if that March payment is only a partial
payment.42
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Figure 5. Payment to bill ratio for Cohort and control pre- and post-treatment


There was a substantive improvement in the payment to bill ratio for Georgia REACH Cohort
participants subsequent to the receipt of a Project Energize home energy audit.  The average pre-
treatment payment-to-bill ratio for both Cohort and control participants was 0.78. This means
that for every 100 bills rendered to a REACH customer, the utility received 78 payments in
return (in the month the bill was rendered).  Setting aside the slight peak in payments five
months after the energy audit for Cohort participants, the ratio of payments-to-bills remained


                                                
42 The same can be said, of course, about cooling load.  The September bill is easier to pay in full if some payment
has been made toward the August bill.
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nearly constant.  As is illustrated in Figure 5, the ratio varied with a narrow band between 0.76 to
0.80, with most months remaining at the average pre-treatment level of 0.78.


The same can not be observed about the control population. The proportion of payments-to-bills
for the control population was less than that of the Cohort population in five of the six post-
treatment months.  Moreover, there was more variation in the payment-to-bill ratio for the
control population.  The ratio dropped significantly in month 1 (from 0.78 to 0.70).  In contrast,
there was a slight peak in month 5 (up to 0.82).  In the remaining four months, the payment-to-
bill ratio ranged from 0.74 to 0.77, all below the four month pre-treatment average.


The data supports a conclusion that there was a slight, but measurable, improvement in the
payments-to-bills ratio for Georgia REACH cohort participants.  Not only did the payment-to-
bills ratio increase, but also the monthly volatility in payments-to-bills was reduced.


Summary


In sum, the Georgia REACH program interventions substantively improved the utility bill
payment outcomes for the program’s Cohort participants. Payment outcomes were considered for
the full range of a payment profile for the REACH participants.  The profile included the
completeness of payment, the timeliness of payments, and the regularity of payments.  While the
improvement in the regularity of payments was subtler and less substantive than other payment
metrics, across-the-board, Georgia REACH Cohort participants improved their utility bill
payment patterns as a result of program interventions.


ENERGY EFFICIENCY TRAINING


In addition to generating measurable energy savings through a combination of the energy
efficiency interventions discussed throughout (e.g., air sealing, appliance replacement, energy
education), one of the goals of Project Energize was to raise the level of energy efficiency
awareness and educational levels among the Project Energize Cohort population.  Education is
portable.  It can be applied in any situation, in any home.  Energy education can help a household
save energy whether that household stays in the same home or moves.  As discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, one of the energy education interventions was to provide group training through an
energy efficiency workshop staffed by the Southface Institute (of Atlanta).


To measure the educational impact of the REACH energy efficiency workshops, workshop
attendees completed a “test” both at the beginning of the workshop (hereafter “pre-test”) and at
the end of the workshop (hereafter “post-test”).  The change in the number of correct responses
was used to measure the educational impact of the workshop.43 The discussion below focuses on
the responses to the “before” and “after” questions.  The discussion examines improved response
rates for individual questions as well as improved aggregate scores.44  Before looking at
individual questions, some observations about overall composite scores are proffered.


                                                
43 In all but one of the workshops, the pre- and post-tests involved 15 questions. To allow ready comparison of
results, the workshop using a 12 question pre- and post-test is excluded from this discussion.
44 No effort is possible to gain insights into the persistence of any knowledge gain generated by the workshops.
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Overall Composite Scores Before and After the Workshop.


REACH participants had modest knowledge about energy use in their homes prior to attending
the energy efficiency workshops.  In the pre-test of energy knowledge, a full ten percent (10%)
of the workshop participants (15 of 146) correctly answered between six (6) and eight (8) of the
15 pre-test questions. No one correctly responded to fewer than six questions.  Exactly 30% of
the workshop attendees (44 of 146) correctly answered between six (6) and ten (10) of the 15
pre-test questions.  In contrast, fewer than 10% of the seminar attendees (12 of 146) correctly
answered either 14 or 15 of the 15 pre-test questions.


The seminar resulted in significantly improved scores.  In the post-seminar test, attendees
correctly answered a minimum of eight (8) of the 15 post-test questions.45  All scores of six (6)
or seven (7) had been improved. Moreover, in contrast to the 44 attendees who answered 10 or
fewer questions correctly in the pre-test, only 17 attendees correctly responded to ten (10) or
fewer questions in the post-test.


The seminar improved REACH participant knowledge to allow substantial improvements in the
highest test scores.  Twelve seminar attendees scored a perfect 15 correct responses in the post-
test (compared to two (2) scoring perfect 15s in the pre-test).  While twelve REACH participants
scored either 14 or 15 in the pre-test, 40 did in the post-test.  While 36 REACH participants
scored 13 or higher in the pre-test, 83 scored 13 or higher in the post-test.  The table below
shows the movement in scores between the pre- and post-tests.


Post-Test Scores by Pre-Test Scores in Georgia REACH Energy Efficiency Trainings


Pre-Test Scores


6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15


6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


8 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0


9 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0


10 0 3 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0


11 1 3 2 4 2 2 1 1 0 0


12 0 0 1 3 2 6 9 8 1 1


13 1 0 0 2 4 15 12 5 2 1


14 0 0 0 3 4 6 4 7 4 0
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15 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 3 3 0


As can be seen, the seminar helped substantially improve scores on the post-test.  Of the REACH
participants scoring 12 or more on the post-test (113 of 146), 52 improved their score by either
one (1) or two (2) questions, while an additional 24 improved their score by either three (3) or


                                                
45 The post-test questions were identical to the pre-test questions.
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four (4) questions.  Six (6) workshop attendees improved their score by five (5) questions or
more.46


Increased Number of Correct Answers on Post-Test by Score on the Pre-Test
Georgia REACH Energy Efficiency Training


Post-Test ScoresIncreased
Number of


Correct
Answers


12 13 14 15 Total


<0 10 3 0 0 13


0 9 5 4 0 18


1 6 12 7 3 28


2 2 15 4 3 24


3 3 4 6 1 14


4 0 2 4 4 10


5 0 1 3 1 5


6 0 0 0 0 0


7 0 1 0 0 1


Total 30 43 28 12 ---


To gain some overall notion of the aggregated improvement in test scores, it is possible to
determine the total percentage of pre- and post-test questions that were correctly answered by
workshop participants.  There were a total of 2,190 possible correct answers on both tests for the
146 attendees providing both a pre- and post-test (15 questions per test x 146 respondents =
2,190 potential responses).  Of that total:


 1,621 (74%) of the pre-test questions were correctly answered (569 incorrectly
answered); and


 1,823 (83%) of the post-test questions were correctly answered (367 incorrectly
answered).


As can be seen, more than one-third of the incorrect responses (202 / 569 = 36%) were
eliminated by the Georgia REACH half-day training.


With this overview of the overall effectiveness of the Georgia REACH energy education
workshops, we turn next to some of the individual components of the education and how well or
poorly workshop attendees performed on a pre- and post-test basis.


                                                
46 Thus, for example, four attendees scoring 15 on the post-test improved their score by four correct answers (i.e.,
they scored 11 on the pre-test).  Of the 43 persons that scored 13 on the post-test, 12 improved their score by one (1)
relative to the pre-test (i.e., they scored 12 on the pre-test).
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Scores on Individual Questions Regarding Home Energy Usage


Workshop attendees showed significant improvement on six of the fifteen questions designed to
measure the effectiveness of the Georgia REACH energy efficiency training.  For purposes of
this discussion, a “significant improvement” is defined as a question for which ten (10) or more
additional attendees correctly responded to the question on the post-test as compared to the pre-
test.


 The biggest improvement came in knowledge about taking showers rather than baths.
28 more workshop attendees (105 vs. 77) correctly responded that taking a shower
tends to use less hot water than does taking a bath.  Despite this significant
improvement in the correct response rate, this question was still one of the most
poorly scored of the 15 questions (ranking #12 of 15 in the rate of correct response).


 The second greatest improvement came in the knowledge exhibited regarding
warming a cold home.  24 more workshop attendees correctly responded that a home
does not heat more quickly if the thermostat is set higher (e.g., 80 degrees rather than
70 degrees).  Overall, 130 of the 147 workshop attendees completing the post-test
answered this question correctly, up from 106 correct responses on the pre-test.   On
the post-test, this question was in the mid-range of correct scores, ranking eighth in
the most commonly correctly answered questions.


 The third greatest improvement came in knowledge about the benefits that
households derive from lowering household utility bills.  22 more REACH
participants correctly answered on the post-test that lowering utility bills generated
benefits beyond simply saving money.  Of the 147 post-test respondents, 122
provided the correct response (making the question the 11th most commonly correctly
answered question).


 The fourth greatest improvement came in knowledge about how an electric bill is
calculated. In the post-test, 124 seminar attendees answered correctly that it was false
that electric bills are based on the average of all electricity used in a particular
geographic area.  This question was the 10th most frequently correctly answered
question.


 The fifth greatest improvement came in knowledge about saving money on utility
bills. Fourteen (14) more people correctly answered that it was false that the only way
to save money on utility bills is to pay lower rates.  Overall, 128 of the 146 seminar
attendees answered this question correctly on the post-test, up from 114 on the pre-
test.  The question was still not in the upper tiers of most commonly correctly
answered, ranking 9th out of 15 question on the post-test.


 The sixth greatest improvement came in knowledge about water and sewer rates.
Eleven (11) more people answered correctly that, unless they were on a septic system,
their water bills included sewer charges as well.  This question was the second most
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commonly correctly answered question on the post-test, with 144 of 146 workshop
attendees getting it correct (compared to 133 correct responses on the pre-test).


Despite the overall success of the training, several questions still revealed substantial information
gaps for workshop participants, with fewer than 100 of the 146 attendees providing correct
responses on the post-test.


 Only 76 workshop attendees correctly answered that it was false that a toaster oven
uses less energy than a microwave to cook two potatoes;


 Only 95 of the workshop attendees correctly answered that it was false that it takes
less energy to wake up to a warm house if one leaves your home at the daytime
temperature rather than setting it back at night;


 Only 96 workshop attendees correctly answered that it was true that utility expenses,
including the refrigerator, can be as high as the costs of heating for a typical
household in the course of a year.


The most commonly correctly answered question in both the pre- and post-test involved the
recognition that one need not wash clothes in hot water in order to get them “really clean.”


Several conclusions march forward from the discussion above.  Georgia REACH participants
prior to receiving the Southface training47 had modest knowledge of energy efficiency in the
home.  The provision of the one-half day Georgia REACH workshop training substantially
improved this energy efficiency knowledge.  The REACH training eliminated one-third of
incorrect responses. Despite the fact that some gaps in energy efficiency knowledge remained
after receiving training, workshop attendees significantly improved their scores on questions
about energy use and energy efficiency in the home. Georgia REACH staff was pleased with the
impact that the Southface Institute workshops had on the knowledge level of REACH
participants.


                                                
47 Each workshop participant would likely have received a one-on-one training prior to the workshop at the time of
the Project Energize home assessment.
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CHAPTER 4: PROJECT FINDINGS


Based on the data and discussion above, the following factual findings are proffered for the
Georgia REACH Project Energize program administered by Partnership for Community Action.


PROGRAM SERVICES


1. One key activity in the delivery of energy efficiency services to Georgia REACH
participants was the delivery of individualized energy education.


2. Project Energize family advocates worked with family members to identify historical
spending patterns and to prepare a future family budget. Family advocates also discussed
income with the household and made appropriate referrals where necessary and
appropriate to supplement household income.


3. Project Energize devoted a limited amount of program funding to the payment of pre-
existing utility arrearages in order to allow Cohort participants to free themselves of
arrears that would make future bill payments unaffordable, even given usage and bill
reductions attributable to the energy efficiency interventions directed toward the
households.  REACH family advocates helped Cohort participant households negotiate
deferred payment plans for pre-existing arrears.


4. A less individualized, but nonetheless major source of energy efficiency training was
provided through a formal group workshop presented by Southface Institute, one of the
region’s leading energy efficiency nonprofit organizations.


5. The Georgia REACH program invested considerable dollars in infrastructure
improvements to the homes of Cohort participants in addition to providing energy
education.  The efficiency improvements came in the form of air sealing efforts (and the
installation of other low-cost conservation measures) at the time of the home energy
assessment.  In addition, some major appliance replacement was funded.


6. During the six month period of program participation, Project Energize family advocates
made periodic contact with the Cohort participants to assess whether the households were
succeeding in the household budget and spending plans they had developed in
collaboration with the family advocate, whether questions had arisen about energy usage
or energy savings issues, or whether some other type of family crisis (e.g., loss of job)
had arisen that might benefit from outside intervention.


PROCESS EVALUATION


7. The overall Project Energize Process consisted of four basic steps.  Outreach and
enrollment was the first step.  The second step involved an initial interview and
discussion of household finances.  The third step involved the delivery of an in-home
energy assessment. The fourth step involved maintaining ongoing contact between the
Project Energize family advocates and each of the Cohort participants.
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8. Outreach for Project Energize was focused almost exclusively on households that
submitted applications for energy assistance through the federal Low-Income Home
Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). Using the LIHEAP application process facilitated
the REACH outreach activities since project staff were assured that the household would
be income eligible. Other REACH program criteria, particularly whether the household
had children as well as whether the household had lived in the same home for at least
twelve (12) months, severely limited program participation.


9. Efforts to initiate conversations about household finances, and household budgeting in
particular, was “not well received” at the time of the initial in-office interview at the time
of intake. Going into the home was a critical component to the budget counseling.  Going
into the home made the process “more personal,” “allowed people to share” more freely,
and allowed families to “feel more comfortable” and “more free to talk” about their
personal finances as they sat in their own homes.


10. Committing household budgets and money management plans to paper was as important
as developing the budget.  Households appeared to take more ownership in a written
budget that was memorialized in some semi-formal fashion rather than simply orally
agreed to.


Risk Assessment


11. As part of its holistic approach to helping clients address their home energy affordability
problems, the Georgia REACH project engaged a Risk Assessment Matrix.  This Matrix
allowed the REACH family advocates to identify a full range of issues arising as a result
of home energy unaffordability. The family advocates could then not only address the
energy issues through energy-specific interventions, but also address the corollary issues
to enhance the effectiveness of the energy interventions.


12. The energy corollaries that were most commonly identified by the REACH family
advocates within the Georgia REACH Cohort population included carrying utility arrears
and paying late payment charges, experiencing high winter bill burdens, experiencing a
non-weatherized home, experiencing a lack of control over expenses, experiencing an
inability to respond to exigencies, and living with old and inefficient appliances.  By far
the most commonly identified risk, however, was simply that the household’s income
was insufficient.


13. Of the non-energy risks, those associated with employment (or the lack thereof) and
children predominated.


14. Energy-related risks were common to all levels of Federal Poverty Level within the
Georgia REACH Cohort population. The percentage of all risks involving “energy risks”
was roughly equal between Poverty Levels.
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15. The specific types of energy risks identified, however, differed markedly between income
levels. For example, households at the lowest Poverty Level identified high winter
burdens proportionately less often than did their higher income counterparts.  In contrast,
the lowest income households identified a “lack of control over expenses”
proportionately more often than did their somewhat higher income counterparts.


16. Unlike the Poverty Level analysis, the types of risks identified for households did not
substantially vary by the type of income deficit reported by the household.  Certainly, no
pattern emerges indicating that the energy risks facing Georgia REACH Cohort
participants became either more frequent or more intense as the household’s income
deficit became bigger.


17. Georgia REACH Cohort participants characterized the risks they faced based on six
attributes. Having no control over expenses provided the grimmest picture, with this risk
being rated long-term, foreseeable, big, uncontrollable, and regular. High winter bill
burdens were rated as a foreseeable, big, uncontrollable risk, but also as a short-term,
temporary and occasional risk. Carrying utility arrears (and paying late payment charges)
was rated as long-term, foreseeable, big and regular.  Carrying arrears, however, was also
rated as controllable and temporary.


18. The Georgia REACH project responded to each of these identified risks by identifying an
intervention designed specifically to address the risk.  The interventions, however, could
easily differ as between households, since the interventions were intended to respond to
the specific circumstances of the household.


19. Targeting interventions tailored to the specifically-identified risks facing a household is
an intense, and more expensive, proposition than delivering more generic energy
assistance (either cash or efficiency investments).  Nonetheless, the experience of the
Georgia REACH project supports the conclusion that the adverse impacts of unaffordable
home energy bills can manifest themselves as other than an “energy” problem. The
experience of Project Energize supports the conclusion that targeted, tailored, household-
specific interventions are an important aspect of responding to home energy
unaffordability.


Home Energy Insecurity Scale


20. The Home Energy Insecurity Scale was used by Project Energize to measure the extent to
which the Georgia REACH program improved the energy self-sufficiency of its low-
income participants. The Home Energy Insecurity Scale can be used to quantitatively
measure outcomes for home energy assistance programs such as REACH. The Scale
proved to be an important supplement to traditional measurements of the impacts
generated by low-income energy assistance programs.


21. The first survey generally took roughly ten minutes to complete at the time of program
intake and was not resisted by the program applicant.
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22. The second Home Energy Insecurity Survey was completed at the time of the “exit
interview” with each Cohort participant.  For control participants, family advocate staff
sought to make telephone contact in order to complete the second survey.  These efforts
to make telephone contact, however, frequently failed. Staff reported that many control
participants had moved, had telephone service disconnected, or had otherwise lost contact
with the REACH program. Even though final payment of a financial incentive for
participating as a control group member was withheld pending this final contact, no
second contact was made with the bulk of control group participants.  Future programs
need to investigate new ways --either through improved procedures or through higher
incentives-- to ensure the completion of both first and second Home Energy Insecurity
Surveys.


Client Satisfaction


23. Participants in Project Energize provided overwhelmingly favorable responses to the
program through the exit interviews.


24. 120 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize provided the services that were explained
during the intake process.


25. 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether Project Energize met their expectations.


26. 123 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said “strongly agree” when
asked whether Project Energize staff were caring, professional, knowledgeable and
friendly.


27. 114 of the 136 households participating in the exit interview said that they “strongly
agree” when asked whether the household would continue to use the energy saving
measures learned through Project Energize in the future.


28. The only possible component of Project Energize where satisfaction lagged involved the
impact of the program on the total family. Only 74 of the households participating in the
exit interviews responded “strongly agree” when asked whether Project Energize
benefited the participant’s children and made the children more energy conscious.  In
addition, 54 participants “agreed” that Project Energize benefited the children, while
eight (8) Project Energize participants “disagreed” that the program benefited their
children and made them more energy conscious. The efforts to encompass the entire
family in Project Energize initiatives perhaps fell short of program expectations.


29. When providing unaided answers to open-ended questions in the exit interviews, Project
Energize Cohort participants emphasized the conclusion that the intense interventions,
and ongoing working relationships between project staff and the program’s Cohort
participants lay at the heart of the program. Of the 104 persons providing a response to
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the open-ended question about what respondents “liked best” about Project Energize, 61
provided a comment that explicitly cited the Project Energize staff.


30. While the list of quoted comments in the narrative is lengthy, each of these specific staff-
related comments standing alone --and certainly the sum of these comments when
considered in their totality-- support the conclusion that Project Energize accomplished
one of the major objectives of the Georgia REACH program.  Early in its REACH
application, the State of Georgia said that what Project Energize was all about was to
“systematically assess and identify the areas and levels of risk the family faces, assist the
family in setting and working toward concrete goals, and combine supportive
relationships with tangible help.”  It is impossible to review the exit interviews provided
through Project Energize and conclude that the program did anything but accomplish that
objective.


31. Project Energize operated largely as intended.  The program delivered the services it had
promised to deliver. While not without the occasional problem, Project Energize appears
to have been adequately staffed, properly trained, and appropriately implemented
(including both administration and oversight).


IMPACT EVALUATION


32. The broad objective of Project Energize was to assist participant households move toward
energy self-sufficiency.  “Self-sufficiency,” however, is a squishy concept at best. The
concept can be operationalized through the impact evaluation measures discussed below.


Home Energy Insecurity


33. The Georgia REACH program generated positive impacts on improving the self-
sufficiency of program participants. Georgia REACH Cohort participants improved their
performance on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale more frequently, and to a greater
extent, than did the Georgia REACH control participants.


34. The REACH Cohort group generated “thriving” households, while the control group did
not. The REACH Cohort population generated far more “capable” households than did
the control group. The REACH Cohort population succeeded in removing households
from their vulnerable status.


35. The REACH Cohort population experienced a greater increase in home energy stability
than did the control group. Twice as many Cohort participants as control participants
experienced an improved Home Energy Insecurity status. However, even though the
Georgia REACH Cohort population removed most households from their “in-crisis”
status, others Cohort households fell into crisis during the program.


36. The Georgia REACH program helped to improve the Home Energy Insecurity status of
the program’s Cohort participants even if that improvement did not move those
participants completely into the “capable” or “thriving” categories.  A sharp improvement
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was particularly found in moving Cohort participants out of the “in-crisis” and
“vulnerable” categories and into more secure, more self-sufficient, Home Energy
Insecurity classifications.  Whether or not the program succeeded in moving Cohort
participants to the highest category, it did, indeed, succeed in improving the self-
sufficiency of Cohort participants.


37. The Georgia REACH Cohort population significantly increased its overall self-
sufficiency after receipt of the REACH interventions. In contrast, the Georgia REACH
control population experienced no change in its overall self-sufficiency during the time of
the REACH program.


38. The Georgia REACH Cohort participant population begins to approach a level of having
all households, on average, rate “stable” on the aggregate index.  The REACH program
improvement (0.08) eliminated nearly half of the gap (0.19) between the beginning Home
Energy Self-Sufficiency Index and an ending Home Energy Self-Sufficiency Index
representing an average categorization of stable.


39. One would have expected within the Georgia REACH Cohort population to see a
reduction in the number of multiple indicators supporting the classification of households
into thresholds indicating a lack of self-sufficiency.  Even if the REACH interventions
were insufficient to allow a household to improve their Home Energy Insecurity status by
moving up one or more thresholds, the interventions should have been able to help those
households resolve at least some of their energy-related self-sufficiency problems. This is
precisely what appears.


Energy Usage Reductions


40. The combination of energy efficiency interventions had a substantive impact on the
energy consumption of Georgia REACH participants. The energy impact of the REACH
Program was calculated for both the electric and natural gas program participants.


41. The Georgia REACH program generated an average net reduction in electricity
consumption of 835 kWh or 5.7% of the average pre-participation normalized annual
consumption (when comparing Cohort and control populations).


42. The Georgia REACH program generated a net savings of 122 therms, or 12.6% of the
average pre-participation normalized annual consumption (when comparing Cohort and
control populations).


Blower-Door Aided Leakage Reductions


43. The homes of Georgia REACH Cohort participants were universally subject to
potentially significant air sealing before the blower-door-guided home energy assessment
by REACH project staff.  None of the pre-treatment Cohort homes were “tight” as
measured by home “leakiness” metrics. One primary metric used involved Air Changes
per Hour (ACH).
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44. While the air sealing efforts improved the air tightness of Cohort participant homes, the
Georgia REACH home energy assessments did not achieve the goal of making Cohort
participants homes “tight” from an air leakage perspective.  When viewed from the
perspective of air changes per hour, the improvements generated by Project Energize in
preventing air leakage moved five (5) homes from a classification as “leaky” to a
classification as “moderate.”  All “moderate” homes, however, remained moderate, rather
than being moved to the classification of being “tight.”  On the other end of the spectrum,
nearly all of the homes that were “leaky” prior to the air sealing efforts remained
classified as “leaky” after the air sealing efforts as well.


45. This is not to say that these homes did not experience improvement in their tightness-- in
some cases substantial improvement, merely that the magnitude of the improvement was
insufficient to change the classification of the air tightness of the home. Despite the
inability of Project Energize to accomplish all that it had perhaps hoped to achieve
through the air sealing efforts, the project, nonetheless, generated significant
improvements in the tightness of Cohort participant homes.


46. The Project Energize air sealing efforts generated impressive improvements in the
tightness of Cohort participant homes through its blower-door guided home energy
assessments. The air sealing efforts generated significant ACH reductions in 62% of the
homes classified as moderately tight on the blower-door pre-tests, with 31% of those
homes experiencing “substantial” ACH reduction and 31% experiencing “moderate”
ACH reductions.


47. The Georgia REACH Cohort participant homes that were originally classified as “leaky”
experienced even better results.  The ACH reduction was moderate or greater in 70% of
those leaky homes, with 41% experiencing a “substantial” reduction in air infiltration.
The Project Energize air sealing efforts generated the greatest reductions in the leakiest
homes.


Bill Reductions from CFL Installation


48. One of the primary reductions in energy bills accruing from the Project Energize energy
efficiency interventions involved the installation of energy efficiency compact
fluorescent (CFLs) in Cohort recipient homes.  Project Energize staff installed CFLs at
the time of the in-home energy assessment.  While the number of CFLs installed was
generally limited to six units per home, a few number of homes received more than this
number.


49. Georgia REACH consumers saved, on average, between $50 and $67 each year
depending on whether the CFLs installed through Project Reach replaced 75W or 100W
incandescent light bulbs.  Over a three year period, the Georgia REACH project
generated between $150 and $200 in electric savings (assuming constant electric prices)
for its Cohort participants.
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50. The installation of CFLs, standing alone, reduced the energy bills of Georgia REACH
Cohort participants by significant percentages. In the scenario involving replacement of
100W light bulbs, electricity savings generated dollar savings ranging from 2% to 6% of
the household’s electricity bill. In the scenario involving replacement of 75W light bulbs,
electricity savings generated dollar savings ranging from 2% to 12% of the household’s
electricity bill.


Utility Bill Payment Impacts


51. One key attribute of the self-sustainability of home energy within Project Energize
Cohort participants is achieving an ability to make utility bill payments in a full and
timely fashion.


52. The most common indicator of whether complete payment have been received from a
utility customer involves measuring both the incidence and extent of arrears.  The
incidence of arrears considers the proportion of the total population in arrears.  The extent
of arrears is measured by assessing the degree to which dollars of payments each month
cover the dollars of current bills.


53. The provision of Georgia REACH services appears to substantively increase the
completeness of bill payment within the Cohort population. The net improvement in the
cohort group’s current bill coverage index was 15% over the first four months after the
treatment.


54. The provision of Georgia REACH services appears to substantively reduce the incidence
of arrears in the low-income population. The net change in the percentage of Cohort
accounts in arrears indicates a reduction of 12% in the percentage of Cohort accounts in
arrears.


55. The promptness of bill payment considers not merely whether a customer pays his or her
utility bill in full, but whether the customer pays his or her utility bill on time on a monthly
basis.  If a utility renders a bill for $100, that company wants a customer to pay the bill by
the due date as well as paying the bill in full.


56. Cohort participants demonstrated a substantive net increase in the proportion of bills that
resulted in a payment yielding a $0 balance in the next month. Georgia REACH cohort
recipients experienced a net increase of 0.06 in the proportion of monthly payments yielding
a $0 balance.


57. Georgia REACH cohort participants experienced an improvement in the proportion of
payments that equal or exceed the current bill relative to what would have been experienced
in the absence of the program. While the Georgia REACH program interventions did not
result in an increase in the number of payments that equal or exceed the current bill, the
program resulted in an improvement in current bill payments relative to what would have
been experienced in the absence of the program.  The program generated a net
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improvement of 0.11 in the proportion of payments that equal or exceed the current bill
each month.


58. An examination of the regularity of bill payment measures a different aspect of a customer’s
payment profile than does an examination of customer arrears.  A customer may maintain a
relatively low level of arrears by paying multiple months of bills on an infrequent basis.  An
examination of January arrears, for example, does not distinguish between the customer that
has made his or her last twelve monthly payments on time and in full, the customer that has
made $0 in payments during August through October (perhaps waiting for the annual
LIHEAP benefit to pay off those arrears), and the customer who makes three payments over
the year of amounts equal to the total annual bill.  While the “bills behind” statistic has a
regularity of payment implicit in it, the regularity of payments can be directly measured.


59. There was a substantive improvement in the payment-to-bill ratio for Georgia REACH
Cohort participants subsequent to the receipt of a Project Energize home energy audit.
The data supports a conclusion that there was a slight, but measurable, improvement in
the payments-to-bills ratio for Georgia REACH cohort participants.  Not only did the
payment-to-bills ratio increase, but also the monthly volatility in payments-to-bills was
reduced.


60. The Georgia REACH program interventions substantively improved the utility bill
payment outcomes for the program’s Cohort participants. Payment outcomes were
considered for the full range of a payment profile for the REACH participants.  The
profile included the completeness of payment, the timeliness of payments, and the
regularity of payments.  While the improvement in the regularity of payments was subtler
and less substantive than other payment metrics, across-the-board, Georgia REACH
Cohort participants improved their utility bill payment patterns as a result of program
interventions.


Energy Efficiency Knowledge from Workshop Training


61. In addition to generating measurable energy savings through a combination of the energy
efficiency interventions discussed throughout (e.g., air sealing, appliance replacement,
energy education), one of the goals of Project Energize was to raise the level of energy
efficiency awareness and educational levels among the Project Energize Cohort
population.


62. REACH participants had modest knowledge about energy use in their homes prior to
attending the energy efficiency workshops. The seminar resulted in significantly
improved scores. The seminar improved REACH participant knowledge to allow
substantial improvements in the highest test scores. In addition, more than one-third of
the incorrect responses found on the pre-test were eliminated by the Georgia REACH
half-day training.
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63. Workshop attendees showed particularly significant improvement on six of the fifteen
questions designed to measure the effectiveness of the Georgia REACH energy
efficiency training. The biggest improvement came in knowledge about taking showers
rather than baths.  The second greatest improvement came in the knowledge exhibited
regarding warming a cold home. Workshop attendees correctly responded that a home
does not heat more quickly if the thermostat is set higher (e.g., 80 degrees rather than 70
degrees). The third greatest improvement came in knowledge about the benefits that
households derive from lowering household utility bills.  More REACH participants
correctly answered on the post-test that lowering utility bills generated benefits beyond
simply saving money.


64. The most commonly correctly answered question in both the pre- and post-test involved
the recognition that one need not wash clothes in hot water in order to get them “really
clean.”


65. Some gaps in energy efficiency knowledge remained after receiving training. The most
frequently incorrectly answered question was about whether it was false that a toaster
oven uses less energy than a microwave to cook two potatoes.  Moreover, more than one-
third of workshop attendees incorrectly answered whether it was true that utility
expenses, including the refrigerator, can be as high as the costs of heating for a typical
household in the course of a year.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


Project Energize was designed to improve the energy self-sufficiency of participating Cohort
households. To accomplish this move toward self-sufficiency, Project Energize was designed to
address some of the systemic barriers to energy self-sufficiency and to help families identify
areas in which knowledge and behavioral changes would make a difference to long-term energy
burden and payments.  Project Energize provided an array of services to the 300 households that
it intended to bring through the program.


THE EVALUATION QUESTIONS


At the inception of Project Energize, the Georgia REACH project staff established eight
“evaluation questions” which they wished to be answered by the end of the project.  Given the
assessment of Project Energize presented above, the evaluation questions are answered as
follows:


 Did the program operate as designed and intended?  Yes.  The program combined
energy efficiency education with energy efficiency investments with intense one-on-
one case management to provide compelling energy affordability services to REACH
Cohort participants.  Each program component “worked.”  Home energy audits were
performed resulting in a combination of air sealing and appliance replacement where
appropriate. Household financial counseling was delivered (coupled with a limited
amount of cash assistance to pay pre-existing arrears).  Energy education was
provided, both on an individualized one-on-one setting and in group workshop
settings.  Intensive case management was provided, resulting not only in improved
financial literacy, but also in referrals to appropriate additional community resources.


 Are the interventions implemented for each individual household related to the
specific risks facing that household?  Yes.  A specific individualized risk
assessment was performed for each Project Energize Cohort participant.  Project
Energize interventions were tailored not only to the specific energy needs of the
households, but to the specific social and economic consequences manifesting
themselves as a result of the unaffordability of home energy.  Ongoing case
management allowed project staff to assess not only the family needs at the entry of
each Cohort participant into REACH, but throughout the Cohort participant’s
continuing involvement with REACH.  The tailored risk responses arising from the
individualized risk assessment and case management were one of the most heavily
praised aspects of the Georgia REACH program.


 Does the program result in reductions in energy consumption? Yes.  The
combination of energy education, appliance replacement, and air sealing efforts
resulted in measurable reductions of both natural gas and electricity consumption.


 Does the program result in reduced energy bills (and thus improved energy
burdens)? Yes.  In addition to the reduced energy bills attributable to the air sealing
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efforts, appliance replacement, and energy education, one particular program
component leading to a reduction in electricity bills (and thus improved energy
burdens) involved the replacement of incandescent light bulbs with new energy
efficiency compact fluorescent light bulbs.  This program component, standing alone,
resulted in significant bill reductions for program participants.


 Is there an improvement in energy efficiency knowledge? Yes.  The energy
education workshops delivered by the Southface Institute through Project Energize
were particularly effective in improving energy efficiency knowledge. REACH
participants entered the program with a modest knowledge of energy efficiency
matters.  The REACH workshops substantively improved the knowledge on
important ways in which households can take action to improve the energy efficiency
of their home, reduce home energy bills, and improve home energy affordability.
While some knowledge gaps remained after the workshops, the measured gain in
energy efficiency knowledge was impressive.


 Is there an improvement in utility bill payment patterns? Yes.  Utility bill
payments patterns were measured in terms of the completeness, timeliness and
regularity of utility bill payments.  Substantive improvement occurred within the
Cohort population for all three parameters.


 Is there an improvement in energy self-sufficiency? Yes.  Energy self-sufficiency
was measured using the Home Energy Insecurity Scale first developed for the federal
LIHEAP office in 2003.  The Georgia REACH project resulted in a demonstrated
improvement in the number of households found to be capable and a demonstrated
reduction of those households that are vulnerable.  Even for the REACH participants
not moving up the Home Energy Insecurity Scale, Project Energize reduced the
number of indicators that placed those households in lower insecurity thresholds.


 Were clients satisfied with the services delivered? Clients universally expressed
not only satisfaction with, but enthusiasm for, the Georgia REACH program.  The
caring, professional, involved efforts of the staff were repeatedly noted as being the
highlights of the project to Cohort participants.  Each of these client comments
provided in their respective exit interviews standing alone --and certainly the sum of
the comments when considered in their totality-- support the conclusion that Project
Energize accomplished one of the major objectives of the Georgia REACH program.


Early in its REACH application, the State of Georgia (and Partnership for Community Action,
the administrating community action agency) said that what Project Energize was all about was
to “systematically assess and identify the areas and levels of risk the family faces, assist the
family in setting and working toward concrete goals, and combine supportive relationships with
tangible help.”  It is impossible to conclude anything but that the program accomplished that
objective.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT


The Georgia REACH program operated as intended, produced the services promised, and
generated the outcomes it desired.  The program’s overall design and operation are to be
commended.  Should the program be replicated in other jurisdictions, three design enhancements
might be appropriate and are recommended for future REACH programs:48


 First, while REACH customers appeared to be able to make full, timely and regular
payments toward their current bills, program participants appeared to continue to
struggle with pre-existing arrears.  While REACH participants succeeded in
preventing increased arrears, and generated modest results in arrearage reduction,
they frequently were unable to fully retire the arrears that they brought into the
program. Future REACH programs should consider involving regulators with the
extensive social service interventions in an effort to incorporate a modest arrearage
forgiveness program through which timely current payments will be “rewarded” with
credits applied against pre-existing arrears that exceed affordable levels.  Through
this added initiative, REACH participants that have a demonstrated ability to stay
current will be able to work with a clean slate in the future.


 Second, while REACH staff provided an impressive range of interventions directed
toward bringing the full range of community resources to bear on resolving household
financial problems, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) did not appear in the range
of public resources accessed through the REACH program.  Telephone lifeline
credits, Food Stamps, the National School Lunch/Breakfast program, subsidized child
care, Peachcare for Kids (health care), and the Standard Utility Allowance (for food
stamps) were all accessed to provide support for communications, food, housing, and
child care. While the REACH program was, by design, directed toward customers
already participating in the federal fuel assistance program (LIHEAP), the program
would benefit from targeting outreach for the EITC toward its payment-troubled
participants.  With an average benefit of more than $2,000, the EITC would provide
an important additional resource to help these low-income customers meet their total
winter fuel payments.


 Third, while REACH generated impressive results in all aspects of the program it
adopted, a future program might wish to consider elevating the importance of one
response to a risk that was amongst the most commonly cited.  The energy education
resulted in increased energy efficiency knowledge.  The energy efficiency
interventions (air sealing, appliance replacement) generated reductions in both natural
gas and electric bills.  The case management (along with other interventions)
generated improved utility bill payment outcomes and improved Home Energy
Security.  One corollary issue frequently identified in the REACH risk assessments,
however, involved both the lack of a savings account and the inability to develop


                                                
48 Other specific recommendations on individual program details are included throughout the narrative discussion
above.  These recommendations regarding program implementation details most often address the ease of
implementation rather than the appropriateness of program design.
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personal resources to allow a cushion to use in responding to financial exigencies
(either increased expenses or decreases household income).  One financial exigency
identified as an “increased expense” involved unexpectedly high home energy bills.
Future REACH programs may wish to target not only the short-term outcome of
helping participants meet their immediate needs in paying home energy bills (while at
the same time putting food on the table), but in building household assets as well.
Particularly if a REACH program were to incorporate an EITC outreach component
into a future initiative, bringing REACH participants into the mainstream of financial
markets, helping participants build savings, and focusing on not only the resolution of
immediate income problems, but also the building of long-term household assets, can
and should be incorporated into a broader program outcome.
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Overview 


Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPSC), a subsidiary of WPS Resources Inc., is a 
gas and electric utility serving Northeastern Wisconsin. In 1995, the Company served 
approximately 200,000 gas customers and over 354,000 electric customers. 


During the last 20-25 years, the Company has experienced a great deal of social and 
economic pressure on credit and collection practices as energy costs have risen and 
societal changes have occurred. This paper summarizes the Company's experience with 
a unique attempt to reduce the number of disconnections and at the same time produce 
good business results by limiting losses and arrears. 


As with all ongoing changes, this is a work in progress. The statistics and views presented 
here represent the lessons learned through mid-1995. Future economic and social 
conditions, as well as restructuring of the utility industry, will no doubt continue to change 
this picture. However, this represents a solid base of experience from which the Company 
can build. 


Collection Historv 


Credit and collections remained substantially unchanged in the state of Wtsconsin from 
1935 through 1972. The Administrative Code rules enacted in 1935 remained virtually 
unchanged and unchallenged during that entire period of time. In 1972, consumer groups 
petitioned the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin to revise the Administrative Code, 
alleging that the Code was not adequate to offer protection to people who could not afford 
to pay their utility bills. 


During the winter of 1974, while the initial hearings were still being carried out, an incident 
occurred which would change the nature of the debate. A customer of WPSC whose 
service had been disconnected for nonpayment was found dead in his home a week after 
the disconnection. Although subsequent investigations cleared the Company of any 
violation of then-current rules, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin responded to 
public pressure and enacted the first winter "moratoriumM--prohibiting disconnection if it 
endangered health or life. 
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On January 1, 1975, the Commission enacted, on an emergency basis, new deposit, 
guarantee, and disconnect rules in response to public pressure from consumer groups to 
offer protection for low-income customers. In subsequent years, they also enacted an 
annual winter moratorium on disconnections to satisfy the demands of consumer groups 
for additional protection for low-income customers. 


During this period of time, WPSC's write-offs as a percent of revenue averaged from .10 
to .25 percent of billed revenue annually. The number of disconnections for nonpayment 
in the early 1970s was approximately 10,000 accounts per year. Arrears were at or below 
the industry average, and customer relations was unmeasured. 


Since the new rules and the annual winter moratoriums represented a sharp departure 
from past practice, utilities in the state of Wisconsin were in a state of confusion about how 
to cope with what they assumed would be rising arrearages and mounting losses. 
Similarly, consumer groups were unsatisfied with the action taken by the Public Service 
Commission and continued to push for more reforms. As a result, there were multiple 
revisions to the Administrative Code between 1975 and 1983. 


Research Premise and Description 


In early 1983, it occurred to some people at WPSC that we really didn't know why 
customers didn't pay their bills. It had been widely assumed that people didn't pay 
because they were playing games with the bill collector. It did not seem reasonable to us 
tt~at substantial numbers of customers might not be adequately prepared to respond to the 
collection demands put on them. 


With this premise, the Company engaged the firm of Matousek & Associates to do a 
"lifestyle survey" in the city of Green Bay. A customer base of 1 ,I 00 customers who were 
subject to disconnection was drawn from Company files. From this base of 1,100, a 
random sample of 200 were selected and interviewed by independent researchers. Each 
interview was done on the customer's premises and lasted between one-half and one hour. 
The research was completed in July of 1983. 


b Research Conclusions (See Figure 1) 


The research concluded that the subject population naturally gravitated into five major 
clusters or categories with similar characteristics, as follows: 


12 percent have money, know exactly what they are doing, and will pay if faced 
with disconnection. 
41 percent may have enough money but tend to lack money management skills 
to make it go as far as it needs to. 
12 percent are in transition--either going into or coming out of poverty. 
16 percent are poor, lack enough resources to pay their bills, and are angry. 
19 percent are poor and blame themselves for their situation. 







LIFESTYLE SURVEY 


Results reveal that poor credit code 
customers will fall into five categories: 


Poor - 


Poor Money 
Managers 


Figure I 


F Operational Implications 


Contrary to the assumptions prior to the research that most customers had money, knew 
exactly what they were doing, and could pay, only 12 percent fell into that category. These 
were customers who paid almost immediately when presented with a disconnect notice. 


The remaining 88 percent had very limited or no resources to respond to disconnection 
demands. Furthermore, 19 percent saw themselves as helpless to cope with the situation 
and blamed themselves. The operational implications of these findings were extremely 
important. 


First, all of the Company's credit policies were geared to the 12 percent who could easily 
respond to disconnect notices. These policies were very inadequate to help Company 
employees cope with the other 88 percent who could not respond in the same way. In 
addition, to the extent that Company management implied to frontline collection personnel 
that the Company's response to rising arrears or losses would be to "get tough" by 
disconnecting more accounts, certain results were inevitable. Frontline credit personnel 
would probably choose to disconnect those among the 19 percent who saw themselves 
as helpless and yypuld not compm! Such behavior would produce the illusion of action 
(more disconnects) but with no concomitant improvement of results (collection of money, 
reduced arrears). Subsequent research into specific accounts confirmed this to be the 
case. 







In other words, the connection between the ability to disconnect and collecting revenue 
was either much weaker than previously assumed or simply did not exist. 


Five other major conclusions were also drawn from the data, as follows: 


Desire to Pay - The majority of customers really want to pay their bills but 
may Jack e'ther resources Or sk'lls or both - --to successfully achieve this. 


Early Intervention - It's in the company's best interest to get involved with 
the customer before the problem and arrearage get too large. Also, don't 
assume customers will get in touch with the company if they're experiencing 
some difficulty. They generally will llPf take the initiative to solve the 
problem. 


. . 
Personal Contact - -ed Wnt ion  is very important, particularly if 
the behavior represents a long-standing pattern with the customer. 


Flexibility and Involvement from the Utility Company - Because these 
families are experiencing so many problems and have such limited income, 
the utility company needs to recommend resources to handle these other 
problems before handling the delinquent bill. In other words, we must also 
be in touch with other resources in the community. 


Unique Role of the Utility - Contrary to our assumption, most customers in 
collection action were connected in an ongoing relationship with social 
services. Since many of the same customers were unaccustomed to 
receiving credit from other suppliers, it was predictable that they would 
probably experience difficulty managing the utility bill. Therefore, it was 
logical and most efficient for the utility to play a role in early identification of 
the customer and to establish a more productive working relationship. 
Previously, we had assumed this to be primarily a social service agency role. 


1983 Credit & Collection Redesian - A New Pers~ective and Chanaed Paradiam 


The Customer Assistance Advisor 


For several years, WPSC had contemplated adding resources to assist the credit 
department on some of the more difficult credit cases. The 1983 lifestyle survey confirmed 
the need for such a resource. Figure 2 illustrates the theory behind the targeting of the 
Customer Assistance Advisor efforts. 


It shows the relative time, effort, and resources devoted to collections, based on customer 
payment characteristics, as an exponential cost curve. It is precisely at the far right-hand 
side of that cost curve-where costs per account managed are the highest--that customer 
resources are also probably most limited, as shown by the lifestyle survey. These are the 
accounts that were targeted by the Customer Assistance Advisor position. 







ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT TOTAL EFFORT 
COMPARED TO CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS 


Virtually no accounts management activity. Reminder Notices 
Rarely, If ever, receive a reminder. b Outbound Calls 


4 Disconnect Notices 
L ~ i e ~ d  Calls 


b Dlsconnectlon 


Figure 2 


In retrospect, two elements contributed significantly to the success of the Customer 
Assistance Advisors. The first was the idea that the Customer Assistance Advisor would 
be the Laical extension of customer servicelcredit and collection efforts throuah normal 
~ h a n w .  In other words, it was not a separate "program" but part and parcel of the total 
customer service package offered by the Company. As such, it would be an integral part 
of the Company's overall service effort and not seen as a separate "add-on" that was 
optional to continue doing on a year-to-year basis. 


Secondly, the Customer Assistance Advisors reported to the same M e r  as the c r e u  
ns m a w .  This was different from most other companies, who had the two 


functions report to separate areas within the company. WPSC feels very strongly that the 
success of our Customer Assistance Advisors is due in large part to this overall systems 
view of the Advisors being part of the Utal service -and not   art of a different 
d. When credit and assistance report to two separate 
organizations and assistance is seen as an add-on program, it will set up conditions for an 
internal struggle which wastes resources and does not serve the customer. 







The Customer Assistance Advisors who were hired by the Company were required to have 
a background in social work with experience in the social service system outside the 
Company. As such, they represented a totally new skill set compared to the typical utility 
worker. Their responsibilities included the following: 


Coordinate assistance programs. 
Link with community resources and advocates. 
Budget counselling and education. 
Crisis intervention. 
Working with customers on problem-solving and decision-making skills. 


Two Customer Assistance Advisors were added at W S C  on a trial basis in the fall of 
1983. In 1984, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (PSCW)-in response to a 
disconnection death in another company's service. territory-mandated WPSC's plan to the 
entire state under the heading of Early Identification Program. All of the essential aims of 
the program were kept intact by the PSCW mandate. W S C  subsequently added five 
more Customer Assistance Advisors in 1984. 


Credit and Collections Theory and Practice 


In our experience at Public Service, it was obvious that the utility industry had often 
followed a credit and collections theory which had been developed for a different set of 
circumstances in other businesses. There are differences in the customer/supplier 
relationship between multiple supplier businesses and sole supplier businesses. Utilities 
have traditionally fallen into the latter category. 


With multiple supplier businesses, the customer has many viable alternatives to supply a 
specific need. Often, although not always, this need is also discretionary. To the extent 
that a multiple supplier business wants to extend credit to a specific customer, it will always 
be based on the criteria of "creditworthiness." This is the estimated likelihood of 
repayment, based on financial information that the customer supplies. 


The supplier is free to uniformly apply whatever guidelines of creditworthiness they choose. 
If the supplier suspects that the customer poses too high a risk of nonpayment, the 
customer will be rejected. When rejected, the customer basically has three choices: do 
business with this supplier on a cash basis; seek out altemative suppliers with more lenient 
credit policies; or do without the service. The latter situation would occur, for instance, 
when a customer wants to buy a home, can't qualify for a loan, and therefore keeps on 
renting. 


Utilities, as has been noted, typically fall into the single supplier category. We recognize 
that this may change in the future; but for the present time we are still operating in a model 
where, as a general rule, no viable economic altemative exists for most customers. In 
addition, the service is usually not considered discretionary-rather, it is a necessity of life. 
The degree of captivity that the customer feels to the supplier is inversely proportional to 
the level of income. The lower the income, the higher the feeling of captivity, since the 
lowest income customers will have the least ability to substitute for the gas or electric 
service. 







Nationally, with some types of utility service--like telecommunications--there had been an 
ideal set forth for universal service, or at least universal access to the system. If it's 
assumed that telecommunications is a necessity of modern life, then providing a telephone 
in a customer's home at a low base rate meets universal service goals, since the device 
will fulfill its purpose simply by being there. There can be discretionary use, such as long- 
distance, but the essential purpose of telecommunications is fulfilled simply by having the 
customer connected. This is not true with such services as gas and electricity because not 
only must the customer be connected to the system, but a certain base volume of the 
energy must be used. This base volume will vary by location, due to energy consumption 
characteristics. Here again, lowest income customers are typically in the highest 
consumption categories, thereby exacerbating already limited cash resources. 


Therefore, in the state of W~sconsin, since 1935 there has evolved a general principle of 
universal access to the gas and electric systems Pn credit. Customers are generally 
hooked up by gas and electric utilities without a burden of proving any type of 
"creditworthiness." The only exception is for customers who have left the same utility with 
a bad debt previously, in which case arrangements may be asked for prior to receiving the 
service or a service deposit may be required. However, as a general rule, service deposits 
are not required and all customers do business with Wisconsin utilities on an open account 
credit basis (service is received, the customer is billed after approximately 30 days of use, 
and payment is due about three weeks later). Collection actions are undertaken from this 
point and are usually attempted at 30-, 60-, 90-, and 120-day intervals after the original 
billing of the service. 


This is a relatively subtle difference between sole supplier and multiple supplier 
businesses. However, it is enormously significant in how the companies treat their 
customers. In a multiple suppliel business, when a customer asks for credit, the essential 
question being answered is whether or not the organization wants to do business with that 
specific customer. In a sole supplier business, this issue is not even a consideration, since 
it's assumed that the supplier will do business with that customer. The only question is-- 
under what conditions? In a multiple supplier business, the supplier is free to permanently 
and unilaterally sever a relationship with the customer. This is not so in a sole supplier 
business unless the utility has the concurrence of the regulatory body. This happens on 
extremely rare occasions. Service might be refused only if a customer is totally 
uncooperative and the parties are unable to come to any mutually acceptable terms. 


Following is a short list of comparisons of service characteristics between multiple supplier 
markets and a sole supplier market. Keep in mind that Wisconsin is used as the sole 
supplier market guideline, since that's where the majority of WPSC's business is located. 







COMPARISON OF SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS 


I1 I Multlple Supplier Market 


Service Access Selective depending on supplier. 


Credit Availability Granted to "creditworthy" customers 


terminating relationship. 


Sole Supplier Market 
(Wisconsin Utility Model) 


Universal within a "territorv." 


Granted to a customers. 


Available but not economic. 


Manage risk that is already 
assumed on front end - ongoing 
relationship. 


Seek assistance such as LIHEAP, 
arrearage forgiveness, deferred 
payment agreement, budget 
counselling, general assistance, 
private agencies, etc. Service is 


oing relationship. 


If utilities have credit policies that are in sync with the multiple supplier model, they will 
experience significant and persistent conflict with slow-paying customers. They will 
constantly engage in actions which are geared to straining or severing relationship with the 
customer when in reality that will not h-. If a utility wants to reduce such conflict, they 
must carefully examine their collection perspective and their paradigms about collections. 
Our perspective may be too limited. And our assumptions about the "boundaries" and 
"rules for success," also referred to as paradigms, may be keeping us in a box where no 
solutions are evident. 


Perspectives and P w a m s  - G e u  Out of our Box #I *I 


r New and Improved Perspectives 


Enlarging our perspectives in order to come to the conclusions we did, Public Service 
needed to take a new perspective on energy service for its customers. Several points are 
worthy of mention here: 


Energy is an integral part of shelter, but the relationship is abstract both to the 
suppliers and to the customers. Therefore, when customers face difficulty 
paying for it, they may need some help to realize that excessive energy usage 
is one of the prices they may pay for very low rent. 


The customer's perspective is short term due to both background and 
circumstances. It's unrealistic to expect customers caught up in this kind of 
situation with a lack of training and skills to behave otherwise. 


Most utilities' perspective is limited to two alternatives: collect the money or cut 
the service. 







Regulators' and agencies' perspective may also be limited. Their primary 
objective is to avoid the problem when the danger is greatest. 


Conventional credit and collection philosophies are ill-suited to a utility's 
situation where some customers are not "creditworthy." 


The conclusion from these various perspectives indicates that what's lacking is a total 
systems perspective, which must be the focus for U  am. The relationship between 
regulator, supplier, customer, and social service agency is not simply a linear relationship 
but rather a spacial relationship in a total system. When seen as a total spacial 
relationship, it's much easier to see why changes in the system andlor solutions in one 
area will affect all of the areas. Everyone who is involved in dealing with the customer 
must recognize this fact! 


Challenging our Paradigms 


Paradigms are simply those assumptions which define the boundaries and tell us how to 
be successful within those boundaries. The boundaries which we previously assumed 
were as follows: 


Supplier - Collect or cut within your credit guidelines. 
Customer - Spread out resources based on short-term priorities. 
Agencies - Deal primarily with the "client." 
Regulators - Deal with the regulated entity, primarily on issues of policy and the 
immediate customer issue. 


The rules for success were as follows: 


Supplier - Increase disconnects as arrears grow. (More activity--the result of 
which is rarely measured.) 
Customer - Keep the service on one more day, week, or month. (Promise the 
supplier m, even if you can't fulfill it.) 
Agencies - Act only after emergencies occur. 
Regulators - Fulfill your public duty to protect health and life. 


Ultimately, the Company concluded that there was common ground amongst regulators, 
agencies, customers, and suppliers on the issue of avoiding risk and helping to pay the bill. 
Risk is best avoided by not disconnecting service; and a commitment to pay the bill can 
generally be reached with the customer by showing that the Company has a genuine 
interest in helping the customer do whatever they can to assure continuity of service and 
at the same time avail themselves of whatever resources may be available. 


These are the primary ideas behind the success of the Customer Assistance Advisor. 


The credit department continues working with a particular customer unless they feel the 
customer has limited resources and may benefit from the more in-depth services of the 
Customer Assistance Advisor. At that time a referral is made to the Assistance Advisor, 
who generally will visit the customer in his or her home and make recommendations on a 
plan which is tailored to the customer's needs and qualifications. 







Each plan is unique and is aimed at enabling the customer to assert some control over his 
or her ability to pay the bills and assure continuity of service. This has resulted in a 
reduction in the number of disconnections, while collection results (as evidenced by 
arrearages and write-offs) have remained virtually steady. This situation has been a win 
for both the Company and the customer. 


Two additional side benefits were realized that were not anticipated in 1983. When the 
Customer Assistance Advisors were added, a new resource was available to the credit 
department to refer troublesome credit accounts. This resulted in a sharp reduction in 
"credit burnout" on the part of the credit personnel. Prior to that time, these personnel 
would quite regularly ask for new assignments because they felt the stress of constant 
credit involvement was very high and draining on them. 


Secondly, over time, there was a significant reduction in the number of fraud cases noticed 
by the Company. A possible explanation for this is that customers no longer felt the need 
to falsify new applications after disconnection which precipitated a move, since they had 
an ongoing relationship with the Company in the same location. 


Chooma New Alternatives - A Retrospective View - 1983 to 1995 


Changed Perspectives 


The Company has realized that new perspectives have profoundly impacted its view of 
credit and collection. Among other things, it has been renamed "Accounts Management." 
The nomenclature may seem insignificant, but the underlying message is to give credence 
to the idea that managing the account in an ongoing manner is the ultimate objective--not 
simply to collect the money today. 


In addition, the Company has recognized that collection of an account is an integral part 
of a total customer service picture. As was mentioned before, customers, agencies, 
regulators, and suppliers all have an interest in managing customer bills and avoiding 
disconnection. Once this point is successfully established with the customer, it becomes 
much more natural to concentrate on the matter of working out a long-term solution. 


Changed Paradigms 


As noted, paradigms constitute those assumptions we make about our world, its 
boundaries, and what constitutes success. The changed paradigm at Public Service has 
revealed the following: 


When it comes to credit policy, one size definitely does not fit all customers. 
Utilities have traditionally concentrated on equal treatment, particularly in areas 
like credit. This has resulted in unequal outcomes for the customer. In order 
to concentrate on equal outcomes, you must vary the treatment. This is an 
application of what author Ken Johnston refers to as Johnston's Law: "If you 
treat everyone equally, what varies is satisfaction. If you want equal 
satisfaction, you must vary the treatment." 







Customers who can't or won't pay their bills--for whatever reason--are stiu 
customers. In many respects, the Company came to realize that once 
customers didn't pay their bills--in some subtle and not so subtle ways--we 
ceased to treat them as customers, even though they remained in that unique 
position. 


Perhaps the most important paradigm challenged was the widely held view that . . . 
disconnection produces payment. &J&c Service has found that thls IS tuSf 


\I not N. Disconnection produces a statistic concerning disconnection, but 
it will not produce payment if the customer is incapable of paying. Based on 
our research, many of the disconnections previously accomplished were with 
those customers who considered themselves poor and helpless and blamed 
themselves for their lot in life. Under these circumstances, the customers 
would be disconnected repeatedly and never complain-but also never produce 
sufficient payment. 


Results 


Shown below are some of the representative results taken from a 1992 industry 
comparison of 174 companies. 


SELECTED DATA FOR COLLECTIONS - 1990-1992 
Source: The Collection Picture, Published by A.G.A./EEI 


Average Write-offs 
Combination Utilities 
WPSC 


Disconnects Per 10,000 Customers 
(5-Year Average for 174 Companies) 


High 
Average 
Low 
WPSC. 1990-1 993 


.51% of revenue 


.25% of revenue 


1,896 per 10,000 
422 per 10,000 
33 per 10,000 I 


Figure 3 shows a summary of net write-offs in graphic form for 1982-94. Also shown are 
the dollars in thousands and the percent of billed revenue that they represent for 1982-94. 


The same report shows cost of collection per account for 1992. This includes all direct 
labor charges and write-offs. Although there may be variations between companies in wst  
allocations, individual wmpanies are usually consistent in their practices year to year. In 
1992, the industry-wide average cost per account was $19.00. Public Service's cost was 
$1 5.35, or over 19 percent below the average. This cost is consistent with previous years 
for Public Service. 


We believe this is further evidence that reducing the number of disconnections does not 
reduce credit effectiveness or increase overall operating costs, provided it is done as part 
of a total customer service system of accounts management. 







SUMMARY OF NET WRITE-OFFS 


1982 1983 1W4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1WO 1991 1992 1W3 1994 


Figure 3 


As can be seen from this 13-year summation, net write-offs as a percent of billed revenue 
vary from .20 to .32 percent. Year-to-year variations appear to be within normal 
expectation of the system capability. Figure 4 shows actual disconnections of all classes 
of service during the same period. There is a steady downward trend, particularly 
beginning in 1985. 


DISCONNECTIONS - ALL CLASSES 


Figure 4 


12 







Figure 5 shows the residential arrears for 1988-94. Again, there is relatively normal 
variation in these categories during the same period. 


RESIDENTIAL ARREARS 


Percent 


(As a Percent of Total Residential Accounts Receivable) 


Figure 5 


The net conclusion is that WPSC has been successful in reducing the number of 
disconnections while at the same time producing substantially the same credit results. 
Such results were considered to be intuitively unattainable prior to the lifestyle survey in 
1983, since the operative paradigm held that disconnection would produce payment. 
Conversely, disconnecting would automatically increase arrears and losses. When the 
Company started operating with different assumptions that were based upon its research, 
results were achieved which were consistent with what the research showed. 







Figure 6 is a quadrant classification technique used to help understand the characteristics 
of appropriate alternatives which may be available for each customer situation based on 
his or her desire to cooperate and the ability to pay. This classification technique does not 
necessarily imply that customers fall easily or neatly into a given category. However, it is 
representative of the wider range of approaches, alternatives, and solutions that can be 
used with customers depending on their unique characteristics. 


1) LOW ABILITY TO PAYICOOPERATIVE 


INCOME CHARACTERlSTlCS 
Worklng Poor Hlgh Debt 
AFDC Poor Employment Hlstory 
SSllSoc Secur Hlgh Medlcrl Expense 
Unemp Comp Wages Grrnlrhed 
Chlld Support Good Credlt Conlrcl 


Anempts to Pay 


ATTITUDE: Responslve; Porltlve 


ALTERNATIVES: 
Ideal Early Idrntlflcrllon Referral 
Energy AsslstancelFuel Funds 
Westherlzrtlon 
Budget Counselllng 
Job Tralnlng Placement 
Medlcal AsslslancdFood Stamps 
Fresh Strrt 


Dlsconnectlon not r good choke; 
thls customer unable to pry  more 
than helshe Is already prylng. 


3) LOW ABILITY TO PAYIUNCOOPERATIVE 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Worklng Poor Hlgh Debt 
AFDC Poor Employment Hlstory 
SSIlSoc Secur Hlgh Medlcrl Expense 
Unemp Comp Wager Grrnlshed 
Chlld Support Evarlve; Poor 


Payment Hlslory 
Btoren Promlses 


and DPAs 
Abuser 


ATTITUDE: Unresponrlve; Negallve 


ALTERNATIVES: 
Early Identlflcallon Referral, bul 


usually unsuccessful 
EAP, but poor payment hlstory maker 


them lnellglble for emergency funds 
Wealherlzatlon 
Budget Counselllng 
Small CIrlmslGrrnlshment (low wages 


m r k r  thls dlfflcult) 
Referral to Soclal Servlcea 
Dlsconnoctlon unllkely to produce 


payment due to low Income 


A B I L I T Y  


2) HIGH ABILITY TO PAYICOOPERATIV~ 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Wager Ururl ly Not Credll 
Soclrl Securlty Problem 
Penslonr Arrerrrger Caught Up 
Adequate Income Oulckly 


Short-term Payment 
Problem 


A'ITITUDE: Responslve; Porltlve 


PILTERNATIVES: 
Budget Counselllng 
Convenllonal DPA 
Mlnlmal Need for Credll Involvement 
Freah Start 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Wages Has Ablllty to Pay 
Soclrl Securlty But Chooser Not lo 
Penslons Morrlorlum Abuser 
Adequate Income Evaolve: Poor Payment 


Hlstory 
Broken Promlees 


ATTITUDE: Unrerponrlve; Negallve 


ELTERNATIVES: 
Small CIalms/Garnlrhment 
Wage Assignments 
Property Uen 
Treble Expense8 
Dlsconnectlon likely to result In 


qulck payment, but above rllernstlver 
rhould produce payment 


P A Y  







Lessons We Are Still I .earning 


Perhaps the most important realization for us at WPSC was how limited our ability to deal 
with the customer really was. This is supmed up in Figure 7 by the observation that if all 
you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail. 


If All You Have Is A 
Hammer -- EVERYTHING 


LOOKS LIKE A NAIL! 


Figure 7 







When the Company dealt with all people who did not pay their bill for whatever reason with 
the same tool, namely disconnection, several undesirable results occurred: 


Disconnection of the Poor and Helpless - Credit and collection personnel 
tended to disconnect the service of customers who didn't complain but who also 
had virtually no resources and therefore did not pay. The result was the 
production of a disconnection statistic but no payment. In addition to increased 
operating costs, the Company also increases its risk of an incident at the 
customer's premises and the customer is subjected to pain and suffering which 
he or she is ill-equipped to cope with. 


lncreased Frustration and Burnout - Company personnel increasingly char- 
acterized d customers who were in arrears as "deadbeats" and therefore 
ceased to see them as "customers," thereby justifying rude and insensitive 
treatment of them. This also led to "burnout" on the part of credit workers. 


lncreased Fraud - Since many customers who are disconnected for non- 
payment moved to a new premises, they often falsified applications for service 
in order to gain service. Fewer moves resulted in a major reduction in fraud 
cases. 


Failure to Change Long-standing Customer Payment Patterns - If the 
Company is inflexible in offering payment arrangements that genuinely do not 
fit the customer's circumstances, the customer learns that the "reward" for 
paying what he or she can versus nothing is exactly the same; namely, 
disconnection. Therefore, long-standing payment habits of withholding 
payment as long as possible are encouraged. Our approach has been to 
establish a regular payment habit which-even though it may be inadequate-- 
represents a change in payment pattern. The ultimate objective is to make this 
a lasting habit. Subsequent research in 1993 confirmed that customers 
recognize such treatment and, as a result, respond by moving the energy bill 
higher in their bill paying priority. 


lncreased Risk - As WPSC learned in the early 1970s, the energy supplier will 
be held liable by public opinion for how they treat their customers, particularly 
those who are deemed less capable of managing on their own. There is an 
assumed societal responsibility for the energy supplier. Any company that fails 
to live up to that responsibility will be judged harshly by the public and by the 
media. 


Perspectives 


We also learned that our perspectives must take into account the total system. Narrow 
perspectives produce provincial solutions. By taking a broader systems perspective, we 
have successfully produced a more comprehensive solution. This is not to say that all 
problems have been solved. Indeed, there is no doubt that a new paradigm will have to 
be developed to solve the next level of persistent issues which the current paradigm does 
not solve. 







Paradigms 


This also points out that we need new paradigms when we want them the least. Old 
solutions look like they should be successful, such as the disconnection (bigger hammer 
theory) solution for rising bad debts. We found that we tended to avoid new approaches 
because we jhouw the old methods of tough talk and more disconnections were the only 
way to deal with the situation. In a sense we had given up hope of finding a better solution. 
There's also a tendency on our part to blame others-whether that be regulators, society, 
etc.-for not approaching the problem. 


b Final Thoughts 


In the end, we also realized that--as one humorist put it-the best definition of insanity is 
doing the same thing we've always done and expecting to get different results. If increased 
disconnections failed to produce payment in the past, why would we assume they would 
produce payment in the future? The lifestyle survey helped us understand these principles 
and hopefully set the stage for development of further tools to deal with collections in the 
future. The electric energy industry is preparing for the most significant restructuring since 
its founding. Similarly, the gas industry is continuing to experience the effects of new 
developments in marketing, brokering, and delivery of the product. 


These developments will permanently change both industries. One of the most significant 
questions that must be addressed is what service elements we as a society want to carry 
forward into the future. 


As we consider account management (AKA credit and collections), the issues will be 
included under the broad categories of affordability and continuity of energy services. 
Various services and programs are in place in 1995. While we would all probably stipulate 
that our current solutions are far from perfect, we must ask how the needs of customers 
who experience bill paying problems will be met in the future. 


To successfully address the issues, the utility industry-as well as all other stakeholders- 
will need to understand how customer needs are met now. Assuming that the stakeholders 
can agree on basic needs that must continue to be met, method of safe m e  to the 


for the service a d   roar-t be p r o v w .  
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Overview 


Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPSC), a subsidiary of WPS Resources Inc., is a 
gas and electric utility serving Northeastern Wisconsin. In 1995, the Company served 
approximately 200,000 gas customers and over 354,000 electric customers. 


During the last 20-25 years, the Company has experienced a great deal of social and 
economic pressure on credit and collection practices as energy costs have risen and 
societal changes have occurred. This paper summarizes the Company's experience with 
a unique attempt to reduce the number of disconnections and at the same time produce 
good business results by limiting losses and arrears. 


As with all ongoing changes, this is a work in progress. The statistics and views presented 
here represent the lessons learned through mid-1995. Future economic and social 
conditions, as well as restructuring of the utility industry, will no doubt continue to change 
this picture. However, this represents a solid base of experience from which the Company 
can build. 


Collection Historv 


Credit and collections remained substantially unchanged in the state of Wtsconsin from 
1935 through 1972. The Administrative Code rules enacted in 1935 remained virtually 
unchanged and unchallenged during that entire period of time. In 1972, consumer groups 
petitioned the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin to revise the Administrative Code, 
alleging that the Code was not adequate to offer protection to people who could not afford 
to pay their utility bills. 


During the winter of 1974, while the initial hearings were still being carried out, an incident 
occurred which would change the nature of the debate. A customer of WPSC whose 
service had been disconnected for nonpayment was found dead in his home a week after 
the disconnection. Although subsequent investigations cleared the Company of any 
violation of then-current rules, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin responded to 
public pressure and enacted the first winter "moratoriumM--prohibiting disconnection if it 
endangered health or life. 
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On January 1, 1975, the Commission enacted, on an emergency basis, new deposit, 
guarantee, and disconnect rules in response to public pressure from consumer groups to 
offer protection for low-income customers. In subsequent years, they also enacted an 
annual winter moratorium on disconnections to satisfy the demands of consumer groups 
for additional protection for low-income customers. 


During this period of time, WPSC's write-offs as a percent of revenue averaged from .10 
to .25 percent of billed revenue annually. The number of disconnections for nonpayment 
in the early 1970s was approximately 10,000 accounts per year. Arrears were at or below 
the industry average, and customer relations was unmeasured. 


Since the new rules and the annual winter moratoriums represented a sharp departure 
from past practice, utilities in the state of Wisconsin were in a state of confusion about how 
to cope with what they assumed would be rising arrearages and mounting losses. 
Similarly, consumer groups were unsatisfied with the action taken by the Public Service 
Commission and continued to push for more reforms. As a result, there were multiple 
revisions to the Administrative Code between 1975 and 1983. 


Research Premise and Description 


In early 1983, it occurred to some people at WPSC that we really didn't know why 
customers didn't pay their bills. It had been widely assumed that people didn't pay 
because they were playing games with the bill collector. It did not seem reasonable to us 
tt~at substantial numbers of customers might not be adequately prepared to respond to the 
collection demands put on them. 


With this premise, the Company engaged the firm of Matousek & Associates to do a 
"lifestyle survey" in the city of Green Bay. A customer base of 1 ,I 00 customers who were 
subject to disconnection was drawn from Company files. From this base of 1,100, a 
random sample of 200 were selected and interviewed by independent researchers. Each 
interview was done on the customer's premises and lasted between one-half and one hour. 
The research was completed in July of 1983. 


b Research Conclusions (See Figure 1) 


The research concluded that the subject population naturally gravitated into five major 
clusters or categories with similar characteristics, as follows: 


12 percent have money, know exactly what they are doing, and will pay if faced 
with disconnection. 
41 percent may have enough money but tend to lack money management skills 
to make it go as far as it needs to. 
12 percent are in transition--either going into or coming out of poverty. 
16 percent are poor, lack enough resources to pay their bills, and are angry. 
19 percent are poor and blame themselves for their situation. 







LIFESTYLE SURVEY 


Results reveal that poor credit code 
customers will fall into five categories: 


Poor - 


Poor Money 
Managers 


Figure I 


F Operational Implications 


Contrary to the assumptions prior to the research that most customers had money, knew 
exactly what they were doing, and could pay, only 12 percent fell into that category. These 
were customers who paid almost immediately when presented with a disconnect notice. 


The remaining 88 percent had very limited or no resources to respond to disconnection 
demands. Furthermore, 19 percent saw themselves as helpless to cope with the situation 
and blamed themselves. The operational implications of these findings were extremely 
important. 


First, all of the Company's credit policies were geared to the 12 percent who could easily 
respond to disconnect notices. These policies were very inadequate to help Company 
employees cope with the other 88 percent who could not respond in the same way. In 
addition, to the extent that Company management implied to frontline collection personnel 
that the Company's response to rising arrears or losses would be to "get tough" by 
disconnecting more accounts, certain results were inevitable. Frontline credit personnel 
would probably choose to disconnect those among the 19 percent who saw themselves 
as helpless and yypuld not compm! Such behavior would produce the illusion of action 
(more disconnects) but with no concomitant improvement of results (collection of money, 
reduced arrears). Subsequent research into specific accounts confirmed this to be the 
case. 







In other words, the connection between the ability to disconnect and collecting revenue 
was either much weaker than previously assumed or simply did not exist. 


Five other major conclusions were also drawn from the data, as follows: 


Desire to Pay - The majority of customers really want to pay their bills but 
may Jack e'ther resources Or sk'lls or both - --to successfully achieve this. 


Early Intervention - It's in the company's best interest to get involved with 
the customer before the problem and arrearage get too large. Also, don't 
assume customers will get in touch with the company if they're experiencing 
some difficulty. They generally will llPf take the initiative to solve the 
problem. 


. . 
Personal Contact - -ed Wnt ion  is very important, particularly if 
the behavior represents a long-standing pattern with the customer. 


Flexibility and Involvement from the Utility Company - Because these 
families are experiencing so many problems and have such limited income, 
the utility company needs to recommend resources to handle these other 
problems before handling the delinquent bill. In other words, we must also 
be in touch with other resources in the community. 


Unique Role of the Utility - Contrary to our assumption, most customers in 
collection action were connected in an ongoing relationship with social 
services. Since many of the same customers were unaccustomed to 
receiving credit from other suppliers, it was predictable that they would 
probably experience difficulty managing the utility bill. Therefore, it was 
logical and most efficient for the utility to play a role in early identification of 
the customer and to establish a more productive working relationship. 
Previously, we had assumed this to be primarily a social service agency role. 


1983 Credit & Collection Redesian - A New Pers~ective and Chanaed Paradiam 


The Customer Assistance Advisor 


For several years, WPSC had contemplated adding resources to assist the credit 
department on some of the more difficult credit cases. The 1983 lifestyle survey confirmed 
the need for such a resource. Figure 2 illustrates the theory behind the targeting of the 
Customer Assistance Advisor efforts. 


It shows the relative time, effort, and resources devoted to collections, based on customer 
payment characteristics, as an exponential cost curve. It is precisely at the far right-hand 
side of that cost curve-where costs per account managed are the highest--that customer 
resources are also probably most limited, as shown by the lifestyle survey. These are the 
accounts that were targeted by the Customer Assistance Advisor position. 







ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT TOTAL EFFORT 
COMPARED TO CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS 


Virtually no accounts management activity. Reminder Notices 
Rarely, If ever, receive a reminder. b Outbound Calls 


4 Disconnect Notices 
L ~ i e ~ d  Calls 


b Dlsconnectlon 


Figure 2 


In retrospect, two elements contributed significantly to the success of the Customer 
Assistance Advisors. The first was the idea that the Customer Assistance Advisor would 
be the Laical extension of customer servicelcredit and collection efforts throuah normal 
~ h a n w .  In other words, it was not a separate "program" but part and parcel of the total 
customer service package offered by the Company. As such, it would be an integral part 
of the Company's overall service effort and not seen as a separate "add-on" that was 
optional to continue doing on a year-to-year basis. 


Secondly, the Customer Assistance Advisors reported to the same M e r  as the c r e u  
ns m a w .  This was different from most other companies, who had the two 


functions report to separate areas within the company. WPSC feels very strongly that the 
success of our Customer Assistance Advisors is due in large part to this overall systems 
view of the Advisors being part of the Utal service -and not   art of a different 
d. When credit and assistance report to two separate 
organizations and assistance is seen as an add-on program, it will set up conditions for an 
internal struggle which wastes resources and does not serve the customer. 







The Customer Assistance Advisors who were hired by the Company were required to have 
a background in social work with experience in the social service system outside the 
Company. As such, they represented a totally new skill set compared to the typical utility 
worker. Their responsibilities included the following: 


Coordinate assistance programs. 
Link with community resources and advocates. 
Budget counselling and education. 
Crisis intervention. 
Working with customers on problem-solving and decision-making skills. 


Two Customer Assistance Advisors were added at W S C  on a trial basis in the fall of 
1983. In 1984, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (PSCW)-in response to a 
disconnection death in another company's service. territory-mandated WPSC's plan to the 
entire state under the heading of Early Identification Program. All of the essential aims of 
the program were kept intact by the PSCW mandate. W S C  subsequently added five 
more Customer Assistance Advisors in 1984. 


Credit and Collections Theory and Practice 


In our experience at Public Service, it was obvious that the utility industry had often 
followed a credit and collections theory which had been developed for a different set of 
circumstances in other businesses. There are differences in the customer/supplier 
relationship between multiple supplier businesses and sole supplier businesses. Utilities 
have traditionally fallen into the latter category. 


With multiple supplier businesses, the customer has many viable alternatives to supply a 
specific need. Often, although not always, this need is also discretionary. To the extent 
that a multiple supplier business wants to extend credit to a specific customer, it will always 
be based on the criteria of "creditworthiness." This is the estimated likelihood of 
repayment, based on financial information that the customer supplies. 


The supplier is free to uniformly apply whatever guidelines of creditworthiness they choose. 
If the supplier suspects that the customer poses too high a risk of nonpayment, the 
customer will be rejected. When rejected, the customer basically has three choices: do 
business with this supplier on a cash basis; seek out altemative suppliers with more lenient 
credit policies; or do without the service. The latter situation would occur, for instance, 
when a customer wants to buy a home, can't qualify for a loan, and therefore keeps on 
renting. 


Utilities, as has been noted, typically fall into the single supplier category. We recognize 
that this may change in the future; but for the present time we are still operating in a model 
where, as a general rule, no viable economic altemative exists for most customers. In 
addition, the service is usually not considered discretionary-rather, it is a necessity of life. 
The degree of captivity that the customer feels to the supplier is inversely proportional to 
the level of income. The lower the income, the higher the feeling of captivity, since the 
lowest income customers will have the least ability to substitute for the gas or electric 
service. 







Nationally, with some types of utility service--like telecommunications--there had been an 
ideal set forth for universal service, or at least universal access to the system. If it's 
assumed that telecommunications is a necessity of modern life, then providing a telephone 
in a customer's home at a low base rate meets universal service goals, since the device 
will fulfill its purpose simply by being there. There can be discretionary use, such as long- 
distance, but the essential purpose of telecommunications is fulfilled simply by having the 
customer connected. This is not true with such services as gas and electricity because not 
only must the customer be connected to the system, but a certain base volume of the 
energy must be used. This base volume will vary by location, due to energy consumption 
characteristics. Here again, lowest income customers are typically in the highest 
consumption categories, thereby exacerbating already limited cash resources. 


Therefore, in the state of W~sconsin, since 1935 there has evolved a general principle of 
universal access to the gas and electric systems Pn credit. Customers are generally 
hooked up by gas and electric utilities without a burden of proving any type of 
"creditworthiness." The only exception is for customers who have left the same utility with 
a bad debt previously, in which case arrangements may be asked for prior to receiving the 
service or a service deposit may be required. However, as a general rule, service deposits 
are not required and all customers do business with Wisconsin utilities on an open account 
credit basis (service is received, the customer is billed after approximately 30 days of use, 
and payment is due about three weeks later). Collection actions are undertaken from this 
point and are usually attempted at 30-, 60-, 90-, and 120-day intervals after the original 
billing of the service. 


This is a relatively subtle difference between sole supplier and multiple supplier 
businesses. However, it is enormously significant in how the companies treat their 
customers. In a multiple suppliel business, when a customer asks for credit, the essential 
question being answered is whether or not the organization wants to do business with that 
specific customer. In a sole supplier business, this issue is not even a consideration, since 
it's assumed that the supplier will do business with that customer. The only question is-- 
under what conditions? In a multiple supplier business, the supplier is free to permanently 
and unilaterally sever a relationship with the customer. This is not so in a sole supplier 
business unless the utility has the concurrence of the regulatory body. This happens on 
extremely rare occasions. Service might be refused only if a customer is totally 
uncooperative and the parties are unable to come to any mutually acceptable terms. 


Following is a short list of comparisons of service characteristics between multiple supplier 
markets and a sole supplier market. Keep in mind that Wisconsin is used as the sole 
supplier market guideline, since that's where the majority of WPSC's business is located. 







COMPARISON OF SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS 


I1 I Multlple Supplier Market 


Service Access Selective depending on supplier. 


Credit Availability Granted to "creditworthy" customers 


terminating relationship. 


Sole Supplier Market 
(Wisconsin Utility Model) 


Universal within a "territorv." 


Granted to a customers. 


Available but not economic. 


Manage risk that is already 
assumed on front end - ongoing 
relationship. 


Seek assistance such as LIHEAP, 
arrearage forgiveness, deferred 
payment agreement, budget 
counselling, general assistance, 
private agencies, etc. Service is 


oing relationship. 


If utilities have credit policies that are in sync with the multiple supplier model, they will 
experience significant and persistent conflict with slow-paying customers. They will 
constantly engage in actions which are geared to straining or severing relationship with the 
customer when in reality that will not h-. If a utility wants to reduce such conflict, they 
must carefully examine their collection perspective and their paradigms about collections. 
Our perspective may be too limited. And our assumptions about the "boundaries" and 
"rules for success," also referred to as paradigms, may be keeping us in a box where no 
solutions are evident. 


Perspectives and P w a m s  - G e u  Out of our Box #I *I 


r New and Improved Perspectives 


Enlarging our perspectives in order to come to the conclusions we did, Public Service 
needed to take a new perspective on energy service for its customers. Several points are 
worthy of mention here: 


Energy is an integral part of shelter, but the relationship is abstract both to the 
suppliers and to the customers. Therefore, when customers face difficulty 
paying for it, they may need some help to realize that excessive energy usage 
is one of the prices they may pay for very low rent. 


The customer's perspective is short term due to both background and 
circumstances. It's unrealistic to expect customers caught up in this kind of 
situation with a lack of training and skills to behave otherwise. 


Most utilities' perspective is limited to two alternatives: collect the money or cut 
the service. 







Regulators' and agencies' perspective may also be limited. Their primary 
objective is to avoid the problem when the danger is greatest. 


Conventional credit and collection philosophies are ill-suited to a utility's 
situation where some customers are not "creditworthy." 


The conclusion from these various perspectives indicates that what's lacking is a total 
systems perspective, which must be the focus for U  am. The relationship between 
regulator, supplier, customer, and social service agency is not simply a linear relationship 
but rather a spacial relationship in a total system. When seen as a total spacial 
relationship, it's much easier to see why changes in the system andlor solutions in one 
area will affect all of the areas. Everyone who is involved in dealing with the customer 
must recognize this fact! 


Challenging our Paradigms 


Paradigms are simply those assumptions which define the boundaries and tell us how to 
be successful within those boundaries. The boundaries which we previously assumed 
were as follows: 


Supplier - Collect or cut within your credit guidelines. 
Customer - Spread out resources based on short-term priorities. 
Agencies - Deal primarily with the "client." 
Regulators - Deal with the regulated entity, primarily on issues of policy and the 
immediate customer issue. 


The rules for success were as follows: 


Supplier - Increase disconnects as arrears grow. (More activity--the result of 
which is rarely measured.) 
Customer - Keep the service on one more day, week, or month. (Promise the 
supplier m, even if you can't fulfill it.) 
Agencies - Act only after emergencies occur. 
Regulators - Fulfill your public duty to protect health and life. 


Ultimately, the Company concluded that there was common ground amongst regulators, 
agencies, customers, and suppliers on the issue of avoiding risk and helping to pay the bill. 
Risk is best avoided by not disconnecting service; and a commitment to pay the bill can 
generally be reached with the customer by showing that the Company has a genuine 
interest in helping the customer do whatever they can to assure continuity of service and 
at the same time avail themselves of whatever resources may be available. 


These are the primary ideas behind the success of the Customer Assistance Advisor. 


The credit department continues working with a particular customer unless they feel the 
customer has limited resources and may benefit from the more in-depth services of the 
Customer Assistance Advisor. At that time a referral is made to the Assistance Advisor, 
who generally will visit the customer in his or her home and make recommendations on a 
plan which is tailored to the customer's needs and qualifications. 







Each plan is unique and is aimed at enabling the customer to assert some control over his 
or her ability to pay the bills and assure continuity of service. This has resulted in a 
reduction in the number of disconnections, while collection results (as evidenced by 
arrearages and write-offs) have remained virtually steady. This situation has been a win 
for both the Company and the customer. 


Two additional side benefits were realized that were not anticipated in 1983. When the 
Customer Assistance Advisors were added, a new resource was available to the credit 
department to refer troublesome credit accounts. This resulted in a sharp reduction in 
"credit burnout" on the part of the credit personnel. Prior to that time, these personnel 
would quite regularly ask for new assignments because they felt the stress of constant 
credit involvement was very high and draining on them. 


Secondly, over time, there was a significant reduction in the number of fraud cases noticed 
by the Company. A possible explanation for this is that customers no longer felt the need 
to falsify new applications after disconnection which precipitated a move, since they had 
an ongoing relationship with the Company in the same location. 


Chooma New Alternatives - A Retrospective View - 1983 to 1995 


Changed Perspectives 


The Company has realized that new perspectives have profoundly impacted its view of 
credit and collection. Among other things, it has been renamed "Accounts Management." 
The nomenclature may seem insignificant, but the underlying message is to give credence 
to the idea that managing the account in an ongoing manner is the ultimate objective--not 
simply to collect the money today. 


In addition, the Company has recognized that collection of an account is an integral part 
of a total customer service picture. As was mentioned before, customers, agencies, 
regulators, and suppliers all have an interest in managing customer bills and avoiding 
disconnection. Once this point is successfully established with the customer, it becomes 
much more natural to concentrate on the matter of working out a long-term solution. 


Changed Paradigms 


As noted, paradigms constitute those assumptions we make about our world, its 
boundaries, and what constitutes success. The changed paradigm at Public Service has 
revealed the following: 


When it comes to credit policy, one size definitely does not fit all customers. 
Utilities have traditionally concentrated on equal treatment, particularly in areas 
like credit. This has resulted in unequal outcomes for the customer. In order 
to concentrate on equal outcomes, you must vary the treatment. This is an 
application of what author Ken Johnston refers to as Johnston's Law: "If you 
treat everyone equally, what varies is satisfaction. If you want equal 
satisfaction, you must vary the treatment." 







Customers who can't or won't pay their bills--for whatever reason--are stiu 
customers. In many respects, the Company came to realize that once 
customers didn't pay their bills--in some subtle and not so subtle ways--we 
ceased to treat them as customers, even though they remained in that unique 
position. 


Perhaps the most important paradigm challenged was the widely held view that . . . 
disconnection produces payment. &J&c Service has found that thls IS tuSf 


\I not N. Disconnection produces a statistic concerning disconnection, but 
it will not produce payment if the customer is incapable of paying. Based on 
our research, many of the disconnections previously accomplished were with 
those customers who considered themselves poor and helpless and blamed 
themselves for their lot in life. Under these circumstances, the customers 
would be disconnected repeatedly and never complain-but also never produce 
sufficient payment. 


Results 


Shown below are some of the representative results taken from a 1992 industry 
comparison of 174 companies. 


SELECTED DATA FOR COLLECTIONS - 1990-1992 
Source: The Collection Picture, Published by A.G.A./EEI 


Average Write-offs 
Combination Utilities 
WPSC 


Disconnects Per 10,000 Customers 
(5-Year Average for 174 Companies) 


High 
Average 
Low 
WPSC. 1990-1 993 


.51% of revenue 


.25% of revenue 


1,896 per 10,000 
422 per 10,000 
33 per 10,000 I 


Figure 3 shows a summary of net write-offs in graphic form for 1982-94. Also shown are 
the dollars in thousands and the percent of billed revenue that they represent for 1982-94. 


The same report shows cost of collection per account for 1992. This includes all direct 
labor charges and write-offs. Although there may be variations between companies in wst  
allocations, individual wmpanies are usually consistent in their practices year to year. In 
1992, the industry-wide average cost per account was $19.00. Public Service's cost was 
$1 5.35, or over 19 percent below the average. This cost is consistent with previous years 
for Public Service. 


We believe this is further evidence that reducing the number of disconnections does not 
reduce credit effectiveness or increase overall operating costs, provided it is done as part 
of a total customer service system of accounts management. 







SUMMARY OF NET WRITE-OFFS 


1982 1983 1W4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1WO 1991 1992 1W3 1994 


Figure 3 


As can be seen from this 13-year summation, net write-offs as a percent of billed revenue 
vary from .20 to .32 percent. Year-to-year variations appear to be within normal 
expectation of the system capability. Figure 4 shows actual disconnections of all classes 
of service during the same period. There is a steady downward trend, particularly 
beginning in 1985. 


DISCONNECTIONS - ALL CLASSES 


Figure 4 


12 







Figure 5 shows the residential arrears for 1988-94. Again, there is relatively normal 
variation in these categories during the same period. 


RESIDENTIAL ARREARS 


Percent 


(As a Percent of Total Residential Accounts Receivable) 


Figure 5 


The net conclusion is that WPSC has been successful in reducing the number of 
disconnections while at the same time producing substantially the same credit results. 
Such results were considered to be intuitively unattainable prior to the lifestyle survey in 
1983, since the operative paradigm held that disconnection would produce payment. 
Conversely, disconnecting would automatically increase arrears and losses. When the 
Company started operating with different assumptions that were based upon its research, 
results were achieved which were consistent with what the research showed. 







Figure 6 is a quadrant classification technique used to help understand the characteristics 
of appropriate alternatives which may be available for each customer situation based on 
his or her desire to cooperate and the ability to pay. This classification technique does not 
necessarily imply that customers fall easily or neatly into a given category. However, it is 
representative of the wider range of approaches, alternatives, and solutions that can be 
used with customers depending on their unique characteristics. 


1) LOW ABILITY TO PAYICOOPERATIVE 


INCOME CHARACTERlSTlCS 
Worklng Poor Hlgh Debt 
AFDC Poor Employment Hlstory 
SSllSoc Secur Hlgh Medlcrl Expense 
Unemp Comp Wages Grrnlrhed 
Chlld Support Good Credlt Conlrcl 


Anempts to Pay 


ATTITUDE: Responslve; Porltlve 


ALTERNATIVES: 
Ideal Early Idrntlflcrllon Referral 
Energy AsslstancelFuel Funds 
Westherlzrtlon 
Budget Counselllng 
Job Tralnlng Placement 
Medlcal AsslslancdFood Stamps 
Fresh Strrt 


Dlsconnectlon not r good choke; 
thls customer unable to pry  more 
than helshe Is already prylng. 


3) LOW ABILITY TO PAYIUNCOOPERATIVE 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Worklng Poor Hlgh Debt 
AFDC Poor Employment Hlstory 
SSIlSoc Secur Hlgh Medlcrl Expense 
Unemp Comp Wager Grrnlshed 
Chlld Support Evarlve; Poor 


Payment Hlslory 
Btoren Promlses 


and DPAs 
Abuser 


ATTITUDE: Unresponrlve; Negallve 


ALTERNATIVES: 
Early Identlflcallon Referral, bul 


usually unsuccessful 
EAP, but poor payment hlstory maker 


them lnellglble for emergency funds 
Wealherlzatlon 
Budget Counselllng 
Small CIrlmslGrrnlshment (low wages 


m r k r  thls dlfflcult) 
Referral to Soclal Servlcea 
Dlsconnoctlon unllkely to produce 


payment due to low Income 


A B I L I T Y  


2) HIGH ABILITY TO PAYICOOPERATIV~ 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Wager Ururl ly Not Credll 
Soclrl Securlty Problem 
Penslonr Arrerrrger Caught Up 
Adequate Income Oulckly 


Short-term Payment 
Problem 


A'ITITUDE: Responslve; Porltlve 


PILTERNATIVES: 
Budget Counselllng 
Convenllonal DPA 
Mlnlmal Need for Credll Involvement 
Freah Start 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 
Wages Has Ablllty to Pay 
Soclrl Securlty But Chooser Not lo 
Penslons Morrlorlum Abuser 
Adequate Income Evaolve: Poor Payment 


Hlstory 
Broken Promlees 


ATTITUDE: Unrerponrlve; Negallve 


ELTERNATIVES: 
Small CIalms/Garnlrhment 
Wage Assignments 
Property Uen 
Treble Expense8 
Dlsconnectlon likely to result In 


qulck payment, but above rllernstlver 
rhould produce payment 


P A Y  







Lessons We Are Still I .earning 


Perhaps the most important realization for us at WPSC was how limited our ability to deal 
with the customer really was. This is supmed up in Figure 7 by the observation that if all 
you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail. 


If All You Have Is A 
Hammer -- EVERYTHING 


LOOKS LIKE A NAIL! 


Figure 7 







When the Company dealt with all people who did not pay their bill for whatever reason with 
the same tool, namely disconnection, several undesirable results occurred: 


Disconnection of the Poor and Helpless - Credit and collection personnel 
tended to disconnect the service of customers who didn't complain but who also 
had virtually no resources and therefore did not pay. The result was the 
production of a disconnection statistic but no payment. In addition to increased 
operating costs, the Company also increases its risk of an incident at the 
customer's premises and the customer is subjected to pain and suffering which 
he or she is ill-equipped to cope with. 


lncreased Frustration and Burnout - Company personnel increasingly char- 
acterized d customers who were in arrears as "deadbeats" and therefore 
ceased to see them as "customers," thereby justifying rude and insensitive 
treatment of them. This also led to "burnout" on the part of credit workers. 


lncreased Fraud - Since many customers who are disconnected for non- 
payment moved to a new premises, they often falsified applications for service 
in order to gain service. Fewer moves resulted in a major reduction in fraud 
cases. 


Failure to Change Long-standing Customer Payment Patterns - If the 
Company is inflexible in offering payment arrangements that genuinely do not 
fit the customer's circumstances, the customer learns that the "reward" for 
paying what he or she can versus nothing is exactly the same; namely, 
disconnection. Therefore, long-standing payment habits of withholding 
payment as long as possible are encouraged. Our approach has been to 
establish a regular payment habit which-even though it may be inadequate-- 
represents a change in payment pattern. The ultimate objective is to make this 
a lasting habit. Subsequent research in 1993 confirmed that customers 
recognize such treatment and, as a result, respond by moving the energy bill 
higher in their bill paying priority. 


lncreased Risk - As WPSC learned in the early 1970s, the energy supplier will 
be held liable by public opinion for how they treat their customers, particularly 
those who are deemed less capable of managing on their own. There is an 
assumed societal responsibility for the energy supplier. Any company that fails 
to live up to that responsibility will be judged harshly by the public and by the 
media. 


Perspectives 


We also learned that our perspectives must take into account the total system. Narrow 
perspectives produce provincial solutions. By taking a broader systems perspective, we 
have successfully produced a more comprehensive solution. This is not to say that all 
problems have been solved. Indeed, there is no doubt that a new paradigm will have to 
be developed to solve the next level of persistent issues which the current paradigm does 
not solve. 







Paradigms 


This also points out that we need new paradigms when we want them the least. Old 
solutions look like they should be successful, such as the disconnection (bigger hammer 
theory) solution for rising bad debts. We found that we tended to avoid new approaches 
because we jhouw the old methods of tough talk and more disconnections were the only 
way to deal with the situation. In a sense we had given up hope of finding a better solution. 
There's also a tendency on our part to blame others-whether that be regulators, society, 
etc.-for not approaching the problem. 


b Final Thoughts 


In the end, we also realized that--as one humorist put it-the best definition of insanity is 
doing the same thing we've always done and expecting to get different results. If increased 
disconnections failed to produce payment in the past, why would we assume they would 
produce payment in the future? The lifestyle survey helped us understand these principles 
and hopefully set the stage for development of further tools to deal with collections in the 
future. The electric energy industry is preparing for the most significant restructuring since 
its founding. Similarly, the gas industry is continuing to experience the effects of new 
developments in marketing, brokering, and delivery of the product. 


These developments will permanently change both industries. One of the most significant 
questions that must be addressed is what service elements we as a society want to carry 
forward into the future. 


As we consider account management (AKA credit and collections), the issues will be 
included under the broad categories of affordability and continuity of energy services. 
Various services and programs are in place in 1995. While we would all probably stipulate 
that our current solutions are far from perfect, we must ask how the needs of customers 
who experience bill paying problems will be met in the future. 


To successfully address the issues, the utility industry-as well as all other stakeholders- 
will need to understand how customer needs are met now. Assuming that the stakeholders 
can agree on basic needs that must continue to be met, method of safe m e  to the 


for the service a d   roar-t be p r o v w .  
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X X X X X X X X X X X  
X X X X X X X X X X X  
X X X X X X X X X X X  


1 1 1 1 . 1 1 .  


r-1 Low Income Customers 
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Primary CAA 
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Draft 


Universal Service Savings Offsets Offsets
1 Charge-offs: beginning arrears $258
2 Charge-off savings: current bill $6,086
3 Working capital: charged off beginning arrears $147
4 Working capital: non-charged off beginning arrears $437
5 Working capital: current bill $9,097
6 Charge-off savings: redeployed collections $1,347
7 Working capital: redeployed collections $345
8 Avoided disconnections for nonpayment (DNP) $2,391
9 Avoided revenue lost to vacancies $1,304


10 Staff turnover prevention $302
11 Increased staff productivity $238
12 Sub-total offsets $21,952
13 Savings adjusted for bad debt $22,275
14 Gross program cost $37,780
15 Net program cost (savings) $15,505
16 Offsets as percent of gross program costs 59%
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Draft


Cost Savings
Charge-offs: beginning arrears $258
Charge-off savings: current bill $6,086
Working capital: charged off beginning arrears $147
Working capital: non-charged off beginning arrears $437
Working capital: current bill $9,097
Charge-off savings: redeployed collections $1,347
Working capital: redeployed collections $345
Avoided disconnections for nonpayment (DNP) $2,391
Avoided revenue lost to vacancies $1,304
Staff turnover prevention $302
Increased staff productivity $238


Total savings $21,952
Program participants 100
Annual savings per participant $219.52


Administrative cost percent 10%
Program participants 100


ESAP contribution $37,780 Ratepayer Payment Non-ratepayer contribution Program Cost Per Participant Cost
Ratepayer contribution (percent) 100% $37,780 $37,780 $378
Ratepayer contribution (dollars) $37,780
Non-ratepayer contribution $0
Savings not adjusted for bad debt $21,952
Savings adjusted for bad debt $22,275 1%
Ratepayer return on fully embedded costs 59%
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Dollars in Arrears Current 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Without ESAP 60% 22% 12% 6%
With ESAP 82% 10% 5% 3% Average 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months


91% 90% 70% 50%


Pct w/o ESAP # w/o ESAP Pct w/ ESAP # w/ ESAP 99% 95% 90% 85%
11% 11 2% 2


40% 40 12% 12


Arrears Current Bill Total
$69.00 $69.00 $828.00 Annual bill
$345 5.0 Months in arrears


Arrearage forgiveness term of years 2 2.0 Years over which forgiven
Arrears subject to forgiveness--annual $173
EAP discount/a-f forgiveness (dollars) $37 $363 100% Percent receiving discount
Customer payment $136 $465 40% Percent receiving arrears forgiveness
Weighted cost $14.80 $363.00 $377.80 Per participant cost


Average arrears per account in arrears
Average monthly bill


DNPs per 1000 Accts in Arrears


Collectability rate w/o ESAP


Collections without DNPs


Total Collectability Rate with ESAP
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Total Arrears Without ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total
Total accounts 100 Total beginning arrears (accts in arrs x avg arrs) $6,900 $3,795 $2,070 $1,035
   Percentage accounts in arrears 40%    Collectability rate 90% 70% 50%
   Number of new accounts in arrears 40    Total write-off $1,518 $380 $621 $518
   Avg arrears of accts in arrears subject to forgiveness $173
       ESAP credit $30
       Customer payment $111
   ESAP arrears after credits/payments actually applied $31 With ESAP Total 30-day arrears 60-day arrears 90-day arrears


Total beginning arrears (accts in arrs x avg arrs) $6,900
Total beginning arrears paid by ESAP participant $4,444
Total matching arrears credits paid by ESAP $1,214
Current collection of matching arrears credits paid by ESAP 82%
Total matching ESAP arrears credits subject to collection $218 $121 $61 $36
   Collectability rate 95% 90% 85%
   Total write-off of matching ESAP arrears subject to collection $18 $6 $6 $5
   Total write-off of ESAP arrears never paid $1,242
  Total write-off $1,260


Done for Colorado Yes Charge-off cost savings--pre-program arrears $258


Check
Paid by ESAP participant $4,444
Matching credit $1,214
Never paid $1,242
Total $6,900


Charge-off savings: arrears


Charge-off savings: arrears
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Total Arrears Without ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total
Total accounts 100 Total beginning arrears (accts x avg arrears) $6,900 $3,795 $2,070 $1,035
   Percentage accounts in arrears 40%    Collectability rate 90% 70% 50%
   Number of new accounts in arrears 40    Total write-off $1,518 $380 $621 $518
   Avg arrears of accts in arrears subject to forgiveness $173    Working capital per $1,000 arrears written off $139.83 $120.12 $100.74
       ESAP credit $30    Working capital for write-offs $53.07 $74.59 $52.13 $179.79
       Customer payment $111
   ESAP arrears after credits/payments actually applied $31


With ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Total beginning arrears charged off under ESAP $1,260 $700 $350 $210
   Collectability rate 90% 70% 50%
   Total write-off $280 $70 $105 $105
   Working capital per $1,000 arrears written off $139.83 $120.12 $100.74
   Working capital for write-offs $9.79 $12.61 $10.57 $32.97


Working capital savings--pre-program arrs charged off $43.28 $61.98 $41.56 $147


Done for Colorado Yes


Working Capital Until Charge-off


Working Capital Until Charge-off
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Total Arrears Without ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total
Total accounts 100 Total beginning arrears $6,900 $3,795 $2,070 $1,035
   Percentage accounts in arrears 40%    Collectability rate 90% 70% 50%
   Number of new accounts in arrears 40    Non-charged off arrears $3,416 $1,449 $518
   Avg arrears of accts in arrears subject to forgiveness $173    Working capital per $1,000 arrears not written off $318.27 $535.12 $755.79
       ESAP credit $30    Working capital for arrears not written off $2,254 $1,087 $775 $391
       Customer payment $111
   ESAP arrears after credits/payments actually applied $31


With ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Total beginning arrears not charged off $4,444 $2,469 $1,235 $741
   Collectability rate 95% 90% 85%
   Non-charged off arrears $2,346 $1,111 $630
   Working capital per $1,000 arrears not written off $318.27 $535.12 $755.79
   Working capital for arrears not written off $1,817 $747 $595 $476


Working capital savings--pre-program arrears not charged off $340 $181 ($85) $437


Done for Colorado Yes


Working Capital Until Charge-off


Working Capital Until Charge-off
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Without ESAP Total Total
Number of participants 100 Total beginning current bill $82,800
Current annual bill (2008) $828.00    Collectability rate 91%
ESAP customer bill $465    Total write-off $7,286
ESAP credit toward customer bill $363


With ESAP Total Participant Payment ESAP Credit Payment
Total beginning current bill $82,800 $36,300 $46,500
   Collectability rate 99% 99%
   Total write-off $1,201 $526 $674


Charge-off cost savings--current bill $6,086


Done for Colorado Yes
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Without ESAP
Current bill 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total


Current bill $828
Number of participants 100
Total current bill $82,800 $82,800 $82,800 $82,800
Collectability rate/Arrears rate 60% 22% 12% 6%
Uncollectables from current bill $33,120 $18,216 $9,936 $4,968
Curent bill (in increments of $1,000) 33.1 18.2 9.9 5.0
Working capital (wkg cap until charge-off) per $1,000 current bill $52.47 $318.27 $535.12 $755.79
Working capital savings--current bill charged off $1,738 $5,798 $5,317 $3,755 $16,607


With ESAP
Current bill 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total


Current bill $828
Number of participants 100
Total current bill $82,800 $82,800 $82,800 $82,800
Collectability rate/Arrears rate 82% 10% 5.0% 3.0%
Uncollectables from current bill $14,904 $8,280 $4,140 $2,484
Curent bill (in increments of $1,000) 14.9 8.3 4.1 2.5
Working capital (wkg cap until charge-off) per $1,000 current bill $52.47 $318.27 $535.12 $755.79
Working capital savings--current bill (charged off and in arrears) $782 $2,635 $2,215 $1,877 $7,510


Current Bill Wkg Cap Savings $9,097
Done for Colorado Yes


Wkg cap as pct of bill: no ESAP 20%
Wkg cap as pct of bill: with ESAP 9%


Arrears
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Total Arrears Without ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total
Total accounts 28 Total beginning arrears $9,660 $5,313 $2,898 $1,449
   Percentage accounts in arrears 100%    Collectability rate 90% 70% 50%
   Number of accounts in arrears 28    Charged-off arrears $531 $869 $725 $2,125
   Average arrears of accounts in arrears $345


With ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Total beginning arrears $9,660 $5,367 $2,683 $1,610
   Collectability rate 95% 90% 85%
   Charged-off arrears $268 $268 $242 $778


Working capital savings--pre-program arrears not charged off $263 $601 $483 $1,347


Charge-off savings: diverted collections


Charge-off savings: diverted collections
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Total Arrears Without ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months Total
Total accounts 28 Total beginning arrears $9,660 $5,313 $2,898 $1,449
   Percentage accounts in arrears 100%    Collectability rate 22% 12% 6%
   Number of accounts in arrears 28    Non-charged off arrears $1,169 $348 $87
   Average arrears of accounts in arrears $345    Working capital per $1,000 arrears not written off $318.27 $535.12 $755.79


   Working capital for arrears not written off $624 $372 $186 $66


With ESAP Total 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Total beginning arrears $9,660 $5,367 $2,683 $1,610
   Collectability rate 10% 5% 3%
   Non-charged off arrears $537 $134 $48
   Working capital per $1,000 arrears not written off $318.27 $535.12 $755.79
   Working capital for arrears not written off $279 $171 $72 $37


Working capital savings--pre-program arrears not charged off $201 $114 $29 $345


Working Capital for Arrears Subject to Redployed Collection Activity


Working Capital for Arrears Subject to Redployed Collection Activity
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Without ESAP With ESAP Avoided DNP
Total number of participants 100 100
Disconnects from participants 11 2
Multiplier for repeat disconnects 1.00 1.00
Cost per disconnect (from field visit) $219.24 $10.23
Total costs of disconnects/100 participants $2,412 $20 $2,391
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Draft


Without ESAP With ESAP
Participants in arrears 40 40 Citizens CC +FC Accts in Arrears Staff per account in arrears
Call center/field collection staff per acct in arrs 0.00166 0.00166 78 47,000 0.001659574
Total staff for participants 0.066 0.066 66.5 Call center FTE
Percent turnover in staff 25% 20% 11.5 Field collection
Staff turnover 0.0166 0.0133
Staff salary $45,000 $45,000
Loaded benefits 35% 35%
Fully loaded salary $60,750 $60,750
Cost to replace staff 1.50 1.50
Total cost to replace staff turnover $1,512.29 $1,209.83 $302.46
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Draft


Without ESAP With ESAP
Participants in arrears 40 40 Citizens CC +FC Accts in Arrears Staff per account in arrears
Call center/field collection staff per acct in arrs 0.00166 0.00166 78 47,000 0.001659574
Total staff for participants 0.066 0.066
Increased productivity 0.0% 5.0%
Adjusted staff for participants 0.066 0.063
Staff salary $45,000 $45,000
Loaded benefits 35% 35%
Fully loaded salary $60,750 $60,750
Materials cost 18% 18%
Salary and materials $71,685 $71,685
Total staff cost for collections $4,758.66 $4,520.73 $237.93
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Draft


Without ESAP With ESAP
Total number of participants 100 100
Accounts disconnected 11 2
Multiplier for repeat arrears 1.30 1.30
Accounts in arrears with repeaters 14 3
Annual bills $828 $465
Daily bill $2.27 $1.27
Average days off system due to disconnect 4 2
Lost revenue due to disconnect $42.17 $4.31 $38


Total number of participants 100 100
Forced mobility rate 35% 15%
Mobile accounts 35 15
Days housing unit vacant 21 21
Annual bills $828 $465
Daily bill $2.27 $1.27
Lost revenue due to mobility $1,667.34 $401.30 $1,266
Total reduction in revenue lost to vacancy $1,304


Service Disconnections


Forced mobility
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Draft


From Invoice Date to Bill 
Due Date 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months


Arrears $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Incremental Age 15 90 150 210
Dollar Lag Days 15,000 90,000 150,000 210,000
Annualized Weighted Return 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0%
Gross Up Factor for Taxes 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 40.0%
Weighted Return (GUFT) 11.2% 11.2% 11.2% 11.2%
Days per Year 365 365 365 365
Daily Return (GUFT) 0.0291% 0.0291% 0.0291% 0.0291%
Working Capital $4.37 $26.52 $44.59 $62.98
Annualizing Factor 12 12 12 12
Annualized Working Capital $52.47 $318.27 $535.12 $755.79


WC per $1,000 Recievables $52.47 $318.27 $535.12 $755.79


Charge-offs
From Invoice Date to Bill 


Due Date 1 - 3 months 4 - 6 months Over 6 months
Age of arrears at charge-off 540
Potential Charge Off Dollars $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Days Remaining until Charge O 525 450 390 330
Dollar Lag Days 525,000 450,000 390,000 330,000
Potential Working Capital $164.97 $139.83 $120.12 $100.74
Annualizing Factor 1 1 1 1
Annualized Working Capital $164.97 $139.83 $120.12 $100.74


WC per $1,000 Receivables $164.97 $139.83 $120.12 $100.74
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Draft


Cost Component
(Thru Final Bill) Prior to Posted Notice


Set-up costs $0.00 $0.00 $6.00 $0.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00
Labor minutes 5 5 30 0 30 45 30 0
Completion rate 70% 90% 90% 100% 80% 80% 80% 100%
Adjusted labor minutes 7.1 5.6 33.3 0.0 37.5 56.25 37.5 0
Annual salary $40,000 $40,000 $50,000 $0 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $0
Salary per hour $20.00 $20.00 $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $0.00
Productivity factor 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
Adjusted salary per hour $28.57 $28.57 $35.71 $0.00 $35.71 $35.71 $35.71 $0.00
Loaded benefits 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35%
Direct labor cost $4.59 $3.57 $26.79 $0.00 $30.13 $45.20 $30.13 $0.00
Vehicle cost $0.00 $0.00 $15.00 $0.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $0.00
Materials 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18%
Materials $0.83 $0.64 $4.82 $0.00 $5.42 $8.14 $5.42 $0.00
Mail cost $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.50
Post-action collections $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.60 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Incidence of activity 100% 90% 100% 100% 100% 70% 70% 30%
Total cost $5.60 $3.95 $52.79 $0.68 $62.34 $52.16 $39.72 $2.00 $219.24 $10.23


Total DNP
Inbound CallOutbound Calls Disconnect Reconnect


Reconnect Meter 
Read Final bill


Field Collection 
Visit/Posted Notice Mailed Notice
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO 


RE: THE TARIFF SHEETS FILED BY ) 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF 1 DOCKET NO. 08s-146G 
COLORADO WITH ADVICE 1 
LETTER NO. 727-GAS. ) 


PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO PILOT ENERGY ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM ("PEAP") PRE-IMPLEMENTATION REPORT 


Pursuant to Rule 1400 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 4 Code of 


Colorado Regulations ("C.C.R.") 723-1-1400 and the Hearing Commissioner's directive in 


Decision No. RO8-0916-1 (mailed October 24, 2008), Public Service Company of Colorado 


("Public Service" or "the Company"), in the above-styled matter hereby respectfully submits its 


"Pre-Implementation Report" (the "Report") related to its Pilot Energy Assistance Program. In 


support of this submission, Public Service states as follows: 


OVERVIEW 


This document presents the Pre-Implementation Report and Plan for the Public Service 


Pilot Energy Assistance Program ("PEAP"). The Implementation Plan is presented in the 


following sections: 


> Part 1--Program Obiectives: This section articulates what the Public Service PEAP 


study seeks to accomplish. The Program Objectives represent the raison d'etre for the 


Company's low-income interventions. 


> Part 2--Propram Design: This section articulates the activities that Public Service 


will pursue in its effort to achieve the program objectives. Implementation of these 







activities is not an end unto itself. Instead, the Program Design is the means to the 


end, the mechanism through which the program objectives might be achieved. 


k Part 3--Program Evaluation: This section articulates how Public Service intends to 


measure the PEAP's accomplishments. The Program Evaluation will identify and 


measure program outcomes, and assess whether those outcomes resulted in Public 


Service achieving the Company's desired objectives. Should the PEAP program's 


performance fall short of achieving the articulated objectives, the evaluation will seek 


to identify whether the shortcoming is inherent in the program design or whether the 


shortcoming results from program implementation. 


k Part 4--Program Policv Evaluation: This section identifies how Public Service 


intends to assess the policy significance of the PEAP outcomes. It articulates those 


circumstances under which the Company will, with certainty, consider the program to 


be "successful" and thus subject to full-scale implementation. Alternatively, it further 


articulates those circumstances under which the Company will, with certainty, 


consider the program to be "not successful" and subject to abandonment or 


substantial modification. A "gray" area exits in between those two ends of the 


continuum of "success" to "no success." The Program Policy Evaluation of 


outcomes falling between those two ends of the continuum will involve a balancing 


of the results achieved. 


k Part 5--Program Predecessors: This section briefly reviews the Program 


Predecessors, low-income energy assistance programs that have been implemented 


by Public Service. This review establishes a context within which to understand why 


Public Service believes that its overall strategy to achieving the articulated outcomes, 







as well as the specific proposed activities to be pursued through the PEAP program 


design, will predictably lead to accomplishment of the program objectives. 


> Part 6-PEAP Budget & Tracking Account: This section identifies how Public 


Service intends to track revenue, payments to customers, administrative and general 


expenses, other expenses, and keep an ongoing life-to-date balance of over- or under- 


recovery. The PEAP Budget & Tracking Account will be updated and maintained by 


Xcel Energy's Regulatory Accounting group. 


DISCUSSION 


The PEAP study objectives articulated below do not vary based upon the three alternative 


study designs that will be implemented by Public Service in response to the Commission's 


directives (explained further in the Program Design section below). The objectives remain the 


same, with the alternative program designs simply being alternative "tools" through which to 


pursue those objectives. 


With this overview, the Pre-Implementation Report and Implementation Plan turns first 


to the program objectives. In understanding this Implementation Plan, it is fundamental to 


understand a basic precept of Public Service in pursuing PEAP. The "objective" of the Company 


is not simply "to implement PEAP." Implementation of PEAP is the tool that Public Service has 


chosen in an effort to achieve certain outcomes. Broadly speaking, the remainder of this 


Implementation Plan will: (1) identify the desired outcomes; (2) explain the tool to be used in 


pursuing those outcomes; and (3) explain how Public Service will ultimately review whether 


PEAP was the "right" tool for the job. 







PART 1: PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: WHAT THE PEAP IS DESIGNED TO 


ACCOMPLISH 


The discussion below identifies proposed objectives for the Public Service PEAP. After 


each objective a discussion of the program "outcome" is presented, which is envisioned will result 


fiom the PEAP. "Outcomes" measure what a program accomplishes. 


Outcomes are to be distinguished fiom program "outputs" (what does a program produce) 


(e.g., discounted bills; reduced bill burdens) and program "activities" (what does a program do) 


(e.g., number of benefit dollars distributed, number of customers served). While output measures 


and activity measures may be relevant to a discussion of how a program operates, neither of those 


measurements contributes to a determination of whether the program's objectives are being met. 


Each objective below is associated with a stakeholder perspective. Different stakeholders 


might have differing levels of interest in the various outcomes to be pursued through the PEAP. 


It is important to identify through whose eyes particular objectives, and the outcomes associated 


with those objectives, are to be viewed. 


Obiective #I: From the Perspective of the Companv and Nonparticipating Customers: 


The PEAPprogram should improve utility operations to the benefit of all customers. 


Providing rate affordability assistance to low-income utility customers in Colorado 


should seek to improve utility operations to the benefit of all customers, including non- 


participating customers. While this objective is a primary objective of the PEAP, it is not & 


exclusive, and perhaps not the primary, objective. Other objectives might predominate in 


importance even if they "cost" Public Service money. 


The following two specific outcomes will be measured in assessing this program objective: 







> Revenue Neutralitv: The revenue neutrality of a low-income program examines the 


extent to which, if at all, a low-income rate affordability program generates the same 


dollars of revenues to the utility as would have been generated without the offer of 


discounted rates or bills. "Revenue neutrality" distinguishes between billed revenue and 


collected revenue. Revenue neutrality is based on the observation that it is better to 


collect 90% of a $70 bill ($63 revenue) than it is to collect 60% of a $90 bill ($54 


revenue). Revenue neutrality occurs when a low-income program increases collected 


revenue sufficiently to offset any reduction in billing attributable to the program's bill 


discount. 


P Cost-Efficiency Relative to Alternatives: The cost efficiency of a low-income 


program, relative to alternatives, measures whether the low-income rate affordability 


program generates an increase in revenue to the Company, assuming an increase occurs, 


in a less-costly way than currently available alternatives might generate the same 


increase. Cost-efficiency considers the increase in revenue potentially generated by an 


increase in collection activities not involving discounted bills. Using the effectiveness of 


those collection activities in generating additional revenue, along with the costs of those 


collection activities, the analysis then assesses the extent to which available collection 


alternatives could have produced the same increase in revenue as that generated by the 


rate affordability program and, if so, at what cost. Finally, a comparison of the cost of the 


low-income affordability program to the cost of an equivalent increase in collection 


activities is considered. 







Obiective #2: From the Perspective of the Participating Customer, the Company, and Low- 


Income Service Providers: 


The PEAP program should provide low-income customers with the capacity to sustain 


complete bill payment. 


Providing rate affordability assistance to low-income utility customers in Colorado 


should provide low-income customers with the capacity to sustain complete bill payment. 


"Sustaining complete bill payment" involves the following payment attributes with respect to bills 


for current usage: 


P Complete Bill Pavment: The most common indicator of whether complete payment 


has been received from a utility customer involves measuring both the incidence and 


extent of arrears. The incidence of arrears considers the proportion of the total 


population in arrears. The extent of arrears considers the size of arrears at any given 


point in time. A bill coverage ratio (the proportion of current bills paid) should also 


be used (on a monthly, seasonal and annual basis) to consider complete bill payment 


over a period of time. 


P Prompt Bill Pavment: Prompt bill payment considers the timeliness of bill payment, 


not merely whether a customer pays his or her utility bill in full. If a utility renders a bill 


for $100, that company wants a customer to pay the bill by the due date as well as 


paying the bill in full. Bill promptness is primarily measured through one of two 


metrics: (1) by the use of a "weighted arrears" statistic called "bills behind"; and (2) the 


use of the more commonly recognized, but less complete, aging of arrears. 


P Regcular Bill Pavment: The regularity of bill payment measures the extent to which 


customers make at least some bill payment each month. A customer may maintain a 







relatively low level of arrears by paying multiple months of bills on an infrequent basis. 


An examination of January arrears, for example, does not distinguish between the 


customer that has made his or her last twelve monthly payments on time and in full, the 


customer that has made $0 in payments during August through October (perhaps waiting 


for a Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program ("LIHEAP") benefit to pay those 


arrears), and the customer who makes three payments over the year of amounts equal to 


the total annual bill. The regularity of bill payment measures the extent to which some 


payment is made in response to each bill rendered. 


> Unsolicited Bill Pavment: The extent to which bill payments are "solicited" considers 


the extent to which, if at all, a company is required to engage in collection activities to 


generate a bill payment. An unsolicited bill payment involves a payment that is made in 


response to a bill without any need for company collection contact with the customer. 


Measuring collection activities considers both the number and the intensity of collection 


activities. A more intense collection activity involves a more direct company-to- 


customer contact than does a less intense activity. Issuing a posted disconnect notice 


involves a more intense activity than issuing a computer generated "reminder" notice. 


The disconnection of service involves a more intense collection activity than does a call 


center contact. 


In sum, the second objective of the Company's PEAP is to improve customer 


management of their own bills as bills become more affordable. Rather than having partial, late 


or periodic payments, or payments that are made only in response to Company collection 


activity, the objective is for low-income customers to address their bills for current usage in a 


complete, regular, timely and unsolicited fashion on a monthly basis. 







Obiective #3: From the Perspective of the Participating: Customer, Low-Income Service 


Providers, and Society as a Whole: 


The PEAP program should help minimize the extent of home energy insecurity as 


measured by the Home Energy Insecurity Scale. 


The final objective of a low-income rate affordability program is to minimize the extent 


of home energy insecurity. Administrators of low-income energy assistance programs have long 


struggled to develop a mechanism to capture the many facets of home energy unaffordability. 


> Some efforts have focused on lowering a household's home energy burdens. A 


household's "energy burden" is determined by dividing the household's energy bill 


by the household's gross income. This process, however, does not capture the 


circumstances of a household for whom the receipt of energy assistance results in an 


increase in the home energy burden. This occurs because he or she is no longer 


required to cut off energy to all of the rooms of the home but one. 


P Some efforts have focused on the nonpayment of home energy bills (as well as the 


disconnection of service and other collection-related problems). This process, 


however, does not capture the circumstances of a customer that pays his or her bill, 


but reduces spending on other household necessities, such as food or medicine, in 


order to do so. 


> Some efforts have focused on reductions in energy consumption. This process, 


however, does not capture the circumstances of a household whose energy 


unaffordability problems result from a combination of very low incomes (even 


though usage is very low as well). 







Home energy security is measured through application of the Home Energy Insecurity 


Scale ("Scale"). Developed for the federal LIHEAP office, the Home Energy Insecurity Scale 


allows the program manager to capture all aspects of low-income energy affordability. Through 


application of the Scale, customers are categorized into one of five levels of the Scale: thriving, 


capable, stable, vulnerable, in-crisis. An improvement in home energy security is evidenced not 


merely by where a customer falls on the Scale, but by the change in status as represented by a 


move "up" the Scale (e.g., from vulnerable to stable, from in-crisis to vulnerable). For more 


information on the Home Energy Insecurity Scale, see Attachment B. 


PART 2: PROGRAM DESIGN: PURSUING THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES. 


Public Service has proposed a low-income program design based on the strategy that the 


three program objectives could be achieved through a reduction of natural gas bill burdens to an 


affordable level. The "affordability" of Public Service's low-income bills is to be measured by 


application of a percentage of income. The basic "theory" of the Public Service program design 


is that if bill burdens can be reduced to an affordable percentage of income, Public Service can 


expect: (1) sustainable bill payments from low-income customers; (2) increased home energy 


security on the part of low-income customers; and (3) improvements in Company operations 


benefiting all customers. 


Given this overall approach, the following program design sets forth the specific 


operation of the proposed PEAP initiative. This section will: 


9 Explain the basic program design features; and 


9 Articulate how Public Service proposes to incorporate alternative additional design 


features as directed by the Commission. 







BASIC PROGRAM DESIGN FEATURES 


The PEAP program is designed to test the impact of ratepayer-provided supplemental 


financial assistance and arrearage forgiveness upon the bill payment behaviors of the Company's 


low-income natural gas utility customers. ' [R.D. T[ 1721. This ratepayer-funded supplemental 


assistance is provided through either arrearage forgiveness, a percentage-of-income based fixed 


credit or through a tiered discount rate. The statutory authority granted to the Colorado Public 


Utilities Commission ("Commission") concerning low-income customers is a basis for the PEAP 


program.2 As part of the initial "outreach effort, the Company will send an informational letter 


to the approximately 43,000 customers that have received LEAP assistance in 2008 and or 2009 


informing them of the PEAP program and inviting participation. A copy of the initial letter is 


included here as Attachment A. 


The following discussion outlines the design features of the PEAP program as presented 


by Public Service and ordered by the Commission. 


THE PERCENTAGE OF INCOME-BASED AFFORDABILITY CREDITS 


Public Service Company will deliver energy affordability assistance to a low-income 


population through a percentage of income-based program. This percentage of income program 


is offered to Public Service customers with income at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty 


' Public Service provided an overview of the proposed PEAP program through the Direct and Rebuttal testimonies 
of Patrick J. Boland in the Company's recently completed Phase I1 gas rate case, Docket No. 08s-146G (hereafter 
references to Boland Direct noted as "B.D." and references to Boland Rebuttal noted as "B.R."). Commission Staff, 
Office of Consumer Counsel, Energy Outreach Colorado, Seminole Energy Services, and Atmos Energy 
Corporation filed Answer and Cross-Answer testimony. The Recommended Decision of Hearing Commissioner 
Ronald J. Binz (hereafter "R.D.") was issued on October 24, 2008, and the Commission's Order on Exceptions to 
Recommended Decision of Hearing Commissioner Ronald J. Binz was issued on December 23, 2008 (hereafter 
"D.E."). The final order, Order on Application for Rehearing, Reargument, or Reconsideration was issued on 
February 10,2009. 


$40-3-106(d)(I) C.R.S. 







~ e v e l . ~  Public Service customers will be income-qualified for the PEAP program through the 


existing LIHEAP intake process. Alternative outreach options to qualify customers for the 


PEAP program will be explored through the Colorado Food Stamp program and similar social 


programs. [B.R. p. 81. Customers are required to re-enroll in PEAP on an annual basis and have 


their income re-verified through the application process. Public Service will seek participants for 


all of the study groups, within reason and within the limits of a $15 million project budget. [R.D. 


11 182 - 1831. 


In addition to being income-qualified, the Public Service program is targeted to 


customers who have a "demonstrated difficulty in paying their energy bills." (B. D., at 9). Low- 


income customers have such a "demonstrated difficulty" if they meet one of two alternative tests 


of "payment-troubled" status: (1) they have had a disconnection event within the 12 months 


immediately preceding their application for the program; or (2) they have an arrears of $250 or 


more at the time they seek to enroll in the percentage of income program. [B. D., at 101. 


Customers enrolled in the percentage of income-based component of the Public Service 


PEAP will receive a bill for current usage based on an affordable percentage of income. PEAP 


participants will receive a bill credit designed to reduce their bill for current consumption to 5% 


of gross household income. [R.D. 7 1841 .4 


3 The generally accepted measure of "being poor" in the United States today indexes a household's income to the 
"Federal Poverty Level" published each year by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The 
Poverty Level looks at income in relation to household size. This measure recognizes that a three-person household with 
an annual income of $6,000 is, in fact, "poorer" than a two-person household with an annual income of $6,000. The 
federal government establishes a uniform "Poverty Level" for the 48 contiguous states. A household's "Level of Poverty" 
refers to the ratio of that household's income to the Federal Poverty Level. For example, the year 2009 Poverty Level for 
a two-person household is $14,570. A two-person household with an income of $7,285 would thus be living at 50% of 
Poverty. 


Public Service will monitor the 5% energy burden and consult with the stakeholder advisory group if the 5% 
burden proves to be unworkable. [B.R. p. 131 







Low-income customers participating in the percentage of income-based PEAP program 


component will receive their affordability credits as a "fixed credit" on their bill. This fixed 


credit will be calculated on an annual basis as follows: (I) estimated annual bill calculated for 


purposes of enrolling in the Company's levelized monthly budget billing program; (2) minus the 


customer's LIHEAP payment;5 (3) minus 5% of the customer's gross household income. The 


net amount calculated in this fashion will be credited as a fixed annual credit against the 


customer's annual Low-income customers participating in the percentage of income-based 


program component will be enrolled in the Public Service Average Monthly Payment ("AMP") 


plan. [B.R. pp. 4-51. 


PEAP participants with pre-existing arrears appearing on their bill at the time they enter 


the program will be eligible to receive bill credits to help retire those pre-existing arrears. [R.D. 


1841. Participants will be required to pay 1% of their income toward their pre-existing arrears. A 


PEAP participant with pre-existing arrears will thus pay no more than 6% of income toward their 


total bill, 5% of income toward their current usage and 1% of income toward their pre-existing 


arrears. [R.D. f[ 1841 For each complete customer payment received toward pre-existing arrears, 


Public Service will provide an arrearage credit on a matching basis. 


Low-income customers with pre-existing arrears will be allowed to participate in PEAP 


even should their bill for current usage be less than 5% of gross household income. These 


LEAP payments will be distributed to Public Service as a direct payment to reduce the shortfall between the 
customer's percentage of income payment and the PEAP participant's bill at standard residential rates. [B.R. p. 131 


To illustrate, assume a customer with a gross annual income of $8,000 and a LIHEAP payment of $300 receives a 
$1,200 bill at standard residential rates. The customer's affordable bill would be calculated as 5% of gross 
household income ($10,000 x 5% = $500). The customer's affordability credit would be calculated as follows: 
$1,200 - $300 LIHEAP payment = $900 - $500 percentage of income payment = $400 affordability credit. This 
customer would receive a monthly affordability credit of $33.33 ($400 / 12 months = $33.33 per month). The 
customer would be responsible for paying his or actual bill after receipt of the affordability credit. It is the credit, 
not the bill, which is "fixed." If the bill increases beyond $1,200, the customer pays the increase. If the bill decreases 
below $1,200, the customer pockets the savings. 







customers will enroll in the Public Service AMP program but receive no affordability credit 


toward their current monthly bill. These customers will be required to pay 1% of their gross 


household income toward their pre-existing arrears. They will receive the same matching arrears 


credit as would be received by a PEAP participant receiving an affordability credit. [B.R. p. 91. 


Finally, Public Service will link its PEAP initiative with its Energy $avings Partners 


(E$P) program. [B.R. pp. 13-14] Through this linkage, the PEAP program will target high 


consumption accounts for participation in the low-income energy assistance and low-income 


energy efficiency programs [B.R. p. 14). High-usage PEAP participants will be referred to the 


Public Service E$P program. There will, however, be no usage cap for program participants. 


[B.R. p. 101 


Public Service will direct the same credit and collection activities toward PEAP 


participants that the Company would direct toward any other residential customer. Should PEAP 


participants be disconnected for nonpayment, customers who comply with Public Service's re- 


connection requirements will continue to receive the monthly benefit rather than being 


discontinued from the PEAP program. [B.R. p. 121 


In addition to the percentage of income-based affordability program offered to Public 


Service's low-income customers, the Company will offer a tiered discount rate program to 


customers that are not necessarily in arrears as one alternative program structure. In his 


Recommended Decision, Hearing Commissioner Binz said: 


"The Hearing Commissioner directs Public Service to include within the PEAP design a 


segment that studies a discounted rate as a means of reducing the occurrence of arrears. This 


might take a form similar to the Universal Service Programs in Indiana or the annual bill credit 







proposed by Staff, the Minnesota Xcel plan, or some other approach developed by Public Service 


in consultation with the stakeholder advisory group. Also, the affect of a discounted rate shall be 


studied relative to sub-segments of the low-income customers currently without arrears, at a 


minimum targeting the elderly and disabled, while considering other identifiable segments." 


[R. D., at 7 1801 


In implementing this alternative program design, Public Service proposes to harmonize 


the discounted rate structure with its proposed percentage of income-based "strategy" underlying 


its basic program design. In addition, Public Service proposes to harmonize the tiered discount 


rate structure with its underlying basic program design to the extent that the Company: 


P can rely on existing energy assistance intake mechanisms (including both the state 


LIHEAP office andlor EOC) to identify eligible customers and confirm the eligibility 


requirements of those customers; and 


P can deliver benefits on a "fixed credit" basis, thus maintaining a strong 


bb conservation" incentive. 


Given that overview, the Company proposes the following alternative rate discount 


program to supplement its basic percentage of income-based fixed credit program for low- 


income payment-troubled customers. The proposed discount rate program design borrows 


heavily from the Universal Service Program ("USP") design implemented by Indiana's Citizens 


Gas and Coke Utility ("CGCU") and Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana ("VEDI"); from the 


Northern Indiana Public Service Company ("NIPUBLIC SERVICE") "Winter Warmth" 


program; and from the PECO Energy Company's CAP Rate discount. 


The following program components will be implemented: 







> Public Service will offer a rate discount program to three specific sub-populations of 


Public Service's low-income customer base: (1) LIHEAP recipient households that 


are natural gas customers of Public Service who are deemed by LIHEAP to be 


"elderly" households for purposes of LIHEAP reporting; (2) LIHEAP recipient 


households that are natural gas customers of Public Service who are deemed by 


LIHEAP to be "disabled" for purposes of LIHEAP reporting;7 and (3) households 


with income greater than 150% of the Federal Poverty Level, but less than 200% of 


the Federal Poverty Level, receiving assistance through an EOC intake agency.8 


> Public Service will offer a rate discount to these three sub-populations of customers 


whether or not they have arrears, provided that elderly and disabled customers that 


would, in the absence of the tiered discount program, qualify them for the percentage 


of income-based fixed credit program will be placed on the fixed credit program. 


P Public Service will enroll not to exceed 1,000 customers in the tiered discount 


program, disaggregated by a percentage of customers enrolled through EOC and 


customers enrolled through LIHEAP. 


> Public Service will offer a tiered discount to these three groups of customers. Public 


Service proposes three discount tiers: (I) customers with income at or below 100% of 


the Federal Poverty Level: 25% discount on the total bill for current usage; (2) 


customers with income above 100% but at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty 


7 By federal statute, the LIHEAP program targets three specific populations: (1) the elderly; (2) the disabled; and (3) 
households with young children. State LIHEAP programs collect and report data on their respective recipient 
populations to allow an assessment of the extent to which LIHEAP meets this statutory targeting requirement. 
Rather than incurring the expense of adopting independent definitions and qualification criteria for what constitutes 
an "elderly" or "disabled" household, Public Service proposes to defer to the state LIHEAP office for that definition. 
8 Energy Outreach Colorado has a different, and more extensive, intake network than does the Colorado LIHEAP 
program. Moreover, one population that EOC serves involves customers that are "over-income" for purposes of 
LIHEAP. 







Level: 20% on the total bill for current usage; and (3) customers with income above 


150% of the Federal Poverty Level: 15% on the total bill for current usage. 


k The tiered discount will be provided on a fixed credit basis. It will be calculated as 


follows: (1) estimated annual bill calculated for purposes of enrolling in the 


Company's levelized monthly budget billing program; (2) minus the customer's 


LIHEAP payment; (3) times 1.0 minus the percentage discount. The net bill 


calculated in this fashion will be charged to the customer in equal monthly 


 installment^.^ 


k As the need calls for, the tiered discount program will provide at the time of 


enrollment a one-time fixed payment of not to exceed $200 that may be used to retire 


arrears appearing on the customer's bill at the time of enrollment. Customers are 


otherwise responsible for paying arrears in excess of this amount. 


k Enrollment, re-enrollment and collection program policies otherwise applicable to 


participants in the percentage of income-based fixed credit program will be applicable 


to participants in the tiered discount program as well.'' 


Should Public Service find, after the first year of operation, that the proposed discount 


levels result in natural gas burdens that sharply diverge from those that have been deemed 


"affordable" for purposes of the fixed credit program component, the Company will propose 


adjustments in the tiered discount levels. 


To illustrate, assume a customer with income below 100% of Federal Poverty Level receiving a $1,200 annual bill 
and a $400 LIHEAP payment. The tiered discount program would calculate the discounted bill as follows: $1,200 - 
F t O O  = $800 x (1 - 0.25) = $800 x 0.75 = $600 / 12 = $50 monthly bill. 


For example, program participants will be required to participate in the Company's levelized monthly budget 
billing program in order to participate in the tiered discount program. 







TERM OF THE AFFORDABILITY CREDITS 


Public Service will offer the affordability credits -including the percentage of income- 


based affordability credit and tiered discount affordability credit, along with the arrearage 


credits- over a 30-month period. The provision of this affordability assistance will include a 


three-month ramp-up period, 24-months of assistance, and a three-month ramp-down period. 


[R.D. 7 1851 


The provision of energy assistance services has both a substantive and an administrative 


aspect to it. On the one hand, the PEAP program shall test specific concepts and delivery 


strategies relative to the provision of energy assistance services. [R.D. 7 1721 On the other hand, 


the project plan shall test how operating systems and procedures would be administered if the 


program were expanded to full scale. [R.D. 7 1721 By the end of the 30-month pilot period, the 


project plan will be modified to address service continuity during a possible transition to a full- 


scale program. [R.D. 7 1721 


PART 3: PROGRAM EVALUATION: MEASURING PROGRAM OUTCOMES. 


Evaluation of the Public ~ervick PEAP program initiative will be based on three study 


groups: 


> Payment-troubled customers who will receive: (1) fixed credits to reduce bills for 


current usage to 5% of income; and (2) arrearage forgiveness credits based on 


customer percentage of income copayments; 


> Payment-troubled customers who do not need fixed credits to reduce bills for current 


usage to 5% of income, but who will receive arrearage forgiveness credits based on 


customer percentage of income copayments; and 







P Tiered rate discount customers with the characteristics described in the Program 


Operations section above. 


As can be seen, the three study groups are distinct groups. There is no anticipated 


overlap between these groups. 


Each study group will be matched with a control group of equal size. The Company 


believes that it will have no difficulty in generating control groups to match the study groups 


described above. 


Public Service does not propose to randomly assign low-income customers to the study 


and control groups. Instead, the study groups will be filled on a first-come, first-enrolled basis. 


The control groups will be selected after-the-fact on a random basis from a population matching 


the characteristics of the study group. Assignment of a customer to a control group will not be 


evident to the customer. A customer will have no reason to be aware of the use of his or her 


account data in a control group. Selected demographic characteristics for control group accounts 


will be requested from the agency that qualifies customers for the program (e.g., LIHEAP, 


EOC). 


Three sets of data will be presented in the Interim and Final Evaluation Reports: 


The first set of data involves activity data. Activity data presents basic descriptive data 


on what the three separate program components have done. Presented on a monthly and annual 


basis, along with seasonal data as appropriate, activity data includes items such as: 


P The number of program participants; 


P Program churn (new enrollment vs. program leavers); 


P The dollars of benefits paid (by type of benefit, e.g., fixed credit, tiered discount 


credit, arrearage forgiveness credit); 







> Administrative activities; and 


> Enrollmentlre-enrollment figures. 


Activity data also presents basic descriptive data on the demographics of program 


participants. 


The second type of data involves output data. Output data presents basic descriptive data 


on what the program produces. The fundamental output that the PEAP is designed to produce 


involves an affordable percentage of income. This fundamental output is based on the program 


strategy (or "theory") that if a participant's bill can be reduced to an affordable burden, the 


Company can achieve the three objectives it has articulated. 


Because of the fixed credit nature of the program components, however, actual 


percentage of income burdens can differ from target burdens based on actual annual natural gas 


consumption. Descriptive statistics on projected versus actual home energy burdens will be the 


primary reporting element of the evaluation's output data for program participants. 


In addition to customer-specific burden data, the output data will report data on funding 


sources. Public Service expenditures on its three program components (percentage of income- 


based fixed credit, tiered discount credit, arrearage forgiveness) are compensated to the 


Company through one of two sources of dollars: (1) program funding; or (2) assigned LIHEAP 


grants. The extent to which total program expenditures are paid by these two sources of funds 


will be reported in the "outputs" section. 


The third type of data involves outcome data. Outcomes will be measured through a 


comparison of the relevant study groups to the corresponding control groups. This process also 


allows for a comparison of outcomes between the three alternative program types (percentage of 


income-based fixed credit, tiered discount fixed credit, arrearage forgiveness only). 







Customers will be entered into their respective group at the time of their initial 


enrollment into the program. Customers will remain in their assigned group for the duration of 


the program. Under the program design, a customer is removed from the program only under 


one of three circumstances: (1) the customer asks to be removed; (2) the customer fails to re- 


enroll in the program; or (3) the customer leaves the Public Service system. 


"Program leavers" who remain on the Public Service system will remain in the 


Company's PEAP database for possible future study as appropriate. Program leavers will be 


replaced with new program participants as the program budget allows. 


Utility data will be archived on a monthly basis for all evaluation participants, including 


both the control and study groups. Utility data that will be collected includes the following: 


The levelized monthly amount due at the discounted rate; 


The arrears copayment due (could be $0 under some circumstances) where 


applicable); 


Total amount due at standard rates for current usage in this month; 


Total balance forward from monthly bill for immediately preceding month; 


Miscellaneous fees (including late charges) appearing on this month's bill 


(separately state cash security deposit billed, if any); 


Total asked-to-pay amount appearing on this month's bill; 


The date on which each bill is rendered; 


The date on which each payment is posted; 


The dollar amount of each payment posted to an account; 


If available, whether the payment is a "customer" or a "non-customer" payment; 


Account activity (e.g., returned checks, account final billed, account written off); 







The usage for this billing period; 


The number of days in the billing cycle. 


The arrearage forgiveness credit provided this month (where applicable); 


The fixed credit (tiered discount credit; percentage of 


provided this month (where applicable); 


Whether account subject to mail contact not involving a 


disconnection for nonpayment (yeslno); 


ncome-based credit) 


notice of a pending 


Whether account subject to call center contact this month (yeslno); 


Whether account subject to a field contact this month not involving the 


disconnection for nonpayment (yeslno); 


Whether account was issued a notice of a pending disconnection for nonpayment 


this month (yeslno); 


Whether account was disconnected for nonpayment this month (yeslno); 


Whether account was reconnectedlrestored this month after a disconnection for 


nonpayment (yeslno); 


Whether the account was written off as uncollectible this month (yeslno); 


Amount of dollars of write-off as uncollectible for this account in this month; 


Whether account was issued a final bill this month (yeslno); 


Amount of dollars final billed to this account this month; 


The date on which a customer left the system (if applicable); 


The date on which a customer left the PEAP program; 


The reason why the customer left the PEAP program; and 


The zip code by account. 







From the data elements listed above, items 1, 2, 14 and 15 are unique to the participants 


in one of the PEAP programs. All other items are applicable to all accounts, both to customers in 


the control groups and customers in each study group. 


In addition to this monthly data, the Company will provide certain data as of the time of 


program enrollment, including: 


1. The arrears subject to forgiveness at the time of program entry; 


2. The estimated annual bill used to project the percentage of income-based or tiered 


discount fixed credit; 


3. The projected bill as a percentage of income without a fixed credit discount; and 


4. The projected bill as a percentage of income after receipt of a fixed credit (either 


percentage of income-based or tiered discount-based fixed credit). 


Other data may subsequently be collected, also, as deemed to be appropriate. 


Demographic data will be obtained once a year from the enrollment agency. The 


demographic data will include: 


1. Gross household income; 


2. Household income as percentage of Federal Poverty Level; 


3. Whether LIHEAP recipient (yeslno); 


4. Whether aged (yeslno); and 


5. Whether disabled (yeslno). 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale data collection will be implemented independently of the rest 


of the program evaluation. The proposed data collection for the Home Energy Insecurity Scale is 


appended to this Implementation Plan as Attachment B. 







PART 4: DEFINING "SUCCESS": ASSESSING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROGRAM 


ACCOMPLISHMENTS 


Subsequent to completion of the program evaluation, the Company faces a decision 


regarding whether or not to: 


> Expand the low-income program (either the fixed credit component, the arrearage 


forgiveness component or the tiered discount component, or all three) to a larger low- 


income population base; 


P Abandon the program as not achieving program objectives; or 


> Modify and continue the program to address identified design or implementation 


flaws that can reasonably be associated with the failure to meet program objectives. 


Under certain circumstances, the Company will likely conclude that the program is a "success" 


and recommend its expansion to a larger low-income population. Under other circumstances, the 


Company will likely conclude the program is "not a success" and recommend its abandonment 


or modification. The discussion below considers these circumstances, along with the situation 


where recommendations as to future action are not as clear-cut. 


THE CERTAIN CONCLUSIONS 


The "success" of the Company's PEAP initiative cannot be quantitatively defined for all 


potential circumstances where the program might be considered to be "successful." 


> First, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP achieve its first two program 


objectives -to assist low-income customers sustain complete bill payment and to do so in 


a manner that is beneficial to all customers-- the program will be considered a "success." 


> Second, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP achieve its first and third program 


objectives -to assist low-income customers improve their home energy security and to do 







so in a manner that is beneficial to all customers-the program will be considered a 


"success." 


k Third, it is generally accepted that should the PEAP fail to achieve any of the three 


articulated program objectives, the PEAP initiative will be considered "not successful." 


No reason exists to pursue a low-income program that not only does not leave ratepayers 


generally "better off," but also fails to deliver improvements in either bill payment 


patterns or home energy security. 


k Finally, the likelihood of achieving Objective #1, while failing to achieve Objective #2 or 


Objective #3 is sufficiently remote that no additional effort is devoted to assessing the 


impact of such a scenario on defining the success, or lack thereof, of the PEAP initiative. 


It is difficult to postulate circumstances where improvements in utility operations would 


yield benefits to all customers, while at the same time generating improvements in 


neither low-income bill payment patterns or home energy security. 


CONCLUSIONS REQUIRING POLICY BALANCING 


"Success" can be less certainly defined in quantitative terms in the event that the first program 


objective is not achieved, despite the program's achievement of either or both Objective #2 or 


Objective #3. In such circumstances, the final program evaluation can inform a deliberative 


process under such circumstances, but the extent to which empirical results identify a program 


that is "successful" or "not successful" depends on how different stakeholders weigh the 


importance of the various objectives. The question presented by such circumstances is whether 


the pilot resulted in a "reasonable preference or advantage" as allowed by the Colorado statute. 


In making that assessment, the Commission, the Company, and other stakeholders may elect to 


take into consideration factors in addition to the specific empirical results of the pilot study. For 







example, some stakeholders may believe that additional dollars of costs to ratepayers generally 


may be merited so long as what is "purchased" with those dollars is an increase in the home 


energy security of low-income customers. Other stakeholders may believe that any increase in 


costs to customers generally may not be merited; no matter what impact PEAP might have had in 


generating improved payment patterns or home energy security. 


The likelihood, however, is that these policy trade-offs will not be black and white. To 


the extent that PEAP results in costs to ratepayers generally - remember the "costs to ratepayers 


generally" is measured by a lack of revenue neutrality; that cost is measured by the extent to 


which collected revenue decreases, not by the amount of the discount from the full bill - most 


stakeholders would weigh the extent to which net costs arise against the extent to which payment 


patterns improve or the extent to which home energy security increases. Different stakeholders 


may apply different balances to this weighing process. 


PART 5: PROGRAM PREDECESSORS: UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT OF 


PROGRAM STRATEGIES. 


COLORADO ARREARAGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (CAMP) 


This two-year research project, conducted from September 1992 through August 1994, was 


designed to determine the effects of customer arrearage management, weatherization and 


consumer credit counseling on customer payment performances, as well as the impacts on the 


participating energy company's revenue stream. The CAMP Committee and Stephen F. Browne 


with SFB Research Incorporated conducted the research, and the final report was issued on 


March 27,1995. 







A universe of 4,737 Public Service Company of Colorado (Public Service) customers was 


identified as eligible to participate in the project. Eligibility criteria included: 


Households located in Public Service's five metropolitan divisions 


An arrearage of at least $180 per household 


Participation in LEAP during the 199 1 - 1992 energy assistance season 


Three service groups were identified to allow evaluation of 1) arrearage management, 2) 


weatherizatiodarrearage management, and 3) consumer credit counselinglarrearage 


management. Participating Public Service customers who paid their current monthly bills on 


time were forgiven one twenty-fourth of their arrearages for each timely payment. Customers in 


the weatherization group were given free weatherization services. Customers in the counseling 


group were offered free counseling by Consumer Credit Counseling. A control group was 


selected to allow statistical comparisons with the three service groups. 


Of the 4,737 eligible customers, 2,150 customers were drawn in 15 random sampling 


procedures to fill the three service groups. Of the 2,150 customers identified, 976 signed 


contracts required by Public Service's legal department and participated in the project. An 


additional 196 customers were randomly selected into the control group, for a total of 1,172 


customers participating in CAMP in the four groups. 


OBJECTIVES 


The project was designed to evaluate the following: 


The impact of arrearage forgiveness only, weatherizatiodarrearage forgiveness, and 


credit counseling/arrearage forgiveness on payment of energy bills 


The impact of weatherization on energy consumption 


The payment habits of participants in the service groups compared to the control group 







Statistically compare the participants in the three service groups with the control group 


The financial impact on the company 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


The measure of success or failure was whether or not a shut-off or delinquency notice 


was issued for an account. There were about 181 customers who did not fail once during the 


program, and there were approximately 2,300 fewer shut-off notices generated and 88 fewer 


shut-offs. From the standpoint of delaying and reducing the number of payment failures, the 


project was somewhat effective. 


However, while shut-off and delinquency notices occurred earlier in the control group, 


there were no differences between the service groups and the control group in terms of the 


percentage of shut-offs after two years. CAMP had little effect on the likelihood of being shut 


off, despite the fact that it did reduce the number of delinquent payment notices for service group 


customers. Control group customers were found to be as likely to pay their bills as the service 


group customers on average. 


The write-offs gained the company no additional revenue from the service group 


customers by the end of the project. From a cost standpoint, the write-off costs to the company 


were not offset by the avoided collections costs, making the project unsuccessful financially. 


AFFORDABLE BUDGET PILOT PROGRAM 


The Affordable Rate Project of Public Service was designed to test the effectiveness of 


two payment assistance programs in helping low income families living in the Denver area to 


pay their energy bills in full and on time. The research was conducted for Public Service and the 


Colorado Energy Assistance Foundation by Steve Browne, PhD, and The Center for Human 


Investment Policy by Marsha Gould, PhD, Donna Garnett and Tracey O'Brien. 







Two pilot programs, Percent of Bill ("POB") and Percent of Income Plan ("PIP"), were 


evaluated. Participants in both programs had to be enrolled in LEAP at the time the pilot started 


and had to have income below the federal poverty level. POB participants were given a 


reduction in their average energy bill based on where their income fell in relation to the federal 


poverty level; PIP participants received a discount on their actual energy bill that was geared to 


their income level. 


Five hundred and forty-eight (548) households initially participated in the project, which 


began on November 1,1993 and ended on November 30,1995. As of November 30,1995, only 


222 (40.5%) of the households remained. The reasons for not completing the program included: 


failure to pay bill in full and on time, income over the eligibility limit, ineligibility for LEAP, 


move out of the service area or to a location where they did not pay energy bills directly, request 


to be removed from the project, or death of the participant. 


A control group of 454 customers was drawn from those customers who were eligible to 


participate but who failed to appear for interviews for PIP and POB group membership. 


Participants were considered successful if they paid their bills in full and on time. They 


were able to "cure" a month in which they did not pay their bill in full by making it up the next 


month. Participants could be one month behind and still be considered successful in the project. 


Participants who were greater than one month behind were defined as having failed the project. 


Failure for control group customers was defined as receipt of a second shut-off notice. 


Participants who were one month delinquent were sent reminder letters instead of shut- 


off notices. Control group customers were subject to the normal Public Service payment rules 


and did not receive reminder letters. 







OBJECTIVES 


The evaluation of the program was designed to address two basic questions. First, would 


participants in the pilot be more successful than a control group in paying their utility bills in full 


and on time? Second, would participants be able to meet the performance standards set for 


them? An important premise behind the pilot was that delinquent bills and shut-offs are costly 


for Public Service, and a program to limit these situations would help both customers and the 


Company. 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


The statistical analysis compared participants and control group members in several 


areas: beginning arrears, number of payments made during the active period, number of months 


to failure, and amount of arrearages remaining at the end of the project. The findings were: 


Project participants remained successful longer than their control group counterparts and 


had fewer delinquency notices. 


Project participants owed lower average arrearage amounts than the control group 


members at the end of the project, despite higher beginning amounts. 


Project participants were much more likely to pay their monthly bills than were the 


control group customers. 


Project participants took a longer time to fail, on the average, than control group 


customers. 


The statistical analyses clearly demonstrated that the Affordable Rate Project was successful in 


helping participants make more full and on time payments. Participants remained successful 


longer than their control group counterparts and had significantly fewer shut-off notices. 







THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRIOR PILOT PROJECTS ON PEAP DESIGN 


The experience gained from the previous two low-income affordability pilots 


administered by Public Service has helped inform the design of the PEAP initiative. The CAMP 


and ARP programs offer both substantive and administrative lessons that Public Service has 


sought to incorporate into the PEAP initiative. 


The CAMP program in particular teaches that the offer of arrearage management 


assistance, standing alone, will not necessarily make bills affordable to low-income customers. 


In addition to addressing pre-existing arrears, the Company now believes that low-income 


assistance requires affordability credits need to be directed toward bills for current usage as well. 


Based in part on the CAMP experience, Public Service has designed its PEAP with the 


recognition that the existence of arrears on a low-income account is a manifestation of an 


underlying affordability problem. The arrears are not the problem unto themselves. 


The lessons of CAMP also inform the Company's recognition of the complexities of 


measuring the outcomes of a low-income assistance program. Measuring single attributes (e.g., 


number of shutoffs, total collections costs) do not capture the interrelationships between factors 


that impose costs on a utility. Two customers, for example, neither of whom is disconnected, 


might impose distinctly different costs on the Company if one pays in a full and timely basis 


over the course of a year, and the other pays his or her full annual bill, but makes either partial 


payments for many months or late payments each month. 


The lessons of ARP helped inform PEAP as well. ARP teaches that addressing the 


underlying unaffordability helps a utility such as Public Service to control low-income 


nonpayment and the costs associated with that nonpayment. ARP helped Public Service refine 


its approach to identifying payment patterns that might give rise to concern. Factors such as the 







number of delinquency notices, the number and timeliness of payments, and the level of arrears 


were all factors to consider. Given the success of ARP in helping low-income customers to 


im-move their payment patterns, whether or not those patterns became "perfect", supports the 


notion introduced by Public Service in PEAP that its low-income affordability program should 


focus on customers who are payment-troubled with which to begin. These customers not only 


are the customers who impose the greatest costs on Public Service, but they are the customers 


who present the greatest potential to benefit both themselves and all other ratepayers as a result 


of the affordability assistance. 


The ARP teaches that low-income assistance provided through the Company is not a 


stand-alone project, but is an initiative that is to be integrated with the Company's collection 


processes, existing fuel assistance partnerships, existing usage reduction programs, and other 


activities (e.g., the AMP process) in order to be successhl. 


PART 6: PEAP BUDGET & TRACKING ACCOUNT 


Tracker Account 


Included as Attachment C to this Report, the PEAP tracker account is designed to track 


revenue, payments to customers, administrative and general expenses, other expenses, and keep 


an ongoing life to date balance of over or under recovery. The tracker account will be updated 


and maintained by Xcel Energy's Regulatory Accounting group. Report data points include: 


Revenue Dollars (split between residential and C&I customers) 


Revenue - Number of Customers (split between residential and C&I customers) 


Payments Dollars - customer program beneficiaries 


Payments - number of customers 







Administrative and General expenses 


Other expenses 


Life-to-date balance (balance sheet) 


Monthly and life to date A&G cost per funded amount - calculated program costs 


divided by program revenue. 


Over- or under-recovered "life-to-date" balances will exist due to the collection of 


revenue of approximately $500K monthly, $15M total over the life of the 30-month pilot 


program. The PEAP program started January 1, 2009. A three-month "ramp-up period" was 


discussed by the Commission in the Recommended Decision and is required to hire internal Xcel 


Energy staff, establish Advisory Group participation, and creating process plans and controls. 


There will likely be cyclical components to the PEAP program where more customers apply and 


are accepted during winter periods. During the start-up of the PEAP program, the life-to-date 


tracker balance will likely over-recover revenue in early stages of the program. Additionally, 


most of the time the tracker balance will be either over- or under-recovered during the entire 


course of the pilot program. As a part of the final program evaluation, the Company recognizes 


that it will have to address how to proceed with any remaining tracker balance that may be either 


over- or under-recovered. 


ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL EXPENSE (BUDGET) 


Expense to administer the PEAP program is projected to be approximately 5% to 7% of 


the finded amount. A budget summary is included hereto as Attachment D. The 5% to 7% 


estimate was built from incremental Administrative and General expenses to run the program's 


daily operations. The budget was built based on a similar program operating in the Minnesota 







jurisdiction of Xcel Energy's Northern States Power Company (NSP-M). Administrative and 


General expenses include: 


Xcel Energy labor, and labor overheads (pension, insurance, taxes) 


Contract labor, such as paying Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP) 


IBM labor for pulling customer information data queries 


Employee expenses related to travel related to customer/neighborhood outreach 


efforts 


Material expenses for office supplies 


Mailing or communication expense to customers 


Roger Colton's, Fisher, Sheehan & Colton, work recommended by the Advisory 


Board and Commission. 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey work for Colorado's PEAP program. 


Expenses not included or expensed into the tracking account are non-incremental or 


difficult to track. These expenses include laptop, network, and IT maintenance expense, human 


resources support, general corporate oversight, and facility expenses. 


Other expenses that will be expensed into the tracker, but not included in the 5% to 7% daily 


operational budget include: 


Expenses such as creating an automated system to accommodate additional 


customers in a non-manual process. 


Other expenses due to future recommendations by the Commission or the PEAP 


Advisory Group (outside of daily operations). 







CONCLUSION 


Public Service plans to pursue a low-income energy affordability initiative. The Pilot 


Energy Assistance Program (PEAP) is based on the belief that low-income customers can and 


will make complete, timely and regular bill payments so long as the Company can ensure that 


those bills are affordable. In pursuing bill payment through an affordability initiative, Public 


Service will generate benefits for the low-income participants, for the Company as a whole, as 


well as for society. 


The expectation that low-income bill payment patterns can be improved through a 


program that makes energy bills affordable will be tested through two different, yet related, 


approaches. On the one hand, Public Service will offer bills explicitly tied to an affordable 


percentage of income to low-income customers that have documented bill payment troubles. On 


the other hand, Public Service will offer a tiered-discount to customers that do not quite income- 


qualify for low-income assistance, but who may face unaffordable bills in any event. Both 


program approaches use existing social service networks to identify and enroll customers, while 


also offering a strong conservation incentive. 


An after-the-fact comparison of participating low-income customers to a control group 


will be used to determine the extent to which the program objectives of improving bill payment 


patterns, delivering wide-scale benefits, and improving participant home energy security, are 


achieved. 







Public Service has convened a Program Advisory Group to assist its efforts to design and 


deliver program services. Consisting of a broad array of public and private-sector stakeholders, 


the Advisory Group has played, and will continue to play, a critical role in articulating the 


program objectives, in developing the program design to pursue those objectives, and in 


structuring the evaluation process through which the effectiveness of the program in achieving 


those objectives will be measured and assessed. 


Respectfully submitted, 
ICh 


By: 
-cowger, 
Assistant General Co u 
Xcel Energy Services Inc. 
1225 17thStreet, Suite 900 
Denver, CO 80202 
Phone: (303) 294-2059 
Fax: (303) 294-2988 
E-mail: larrv.m.cowner@xcelenerav.com 


ATTORNEY FOR 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO 


Dated: February 17,2009 







@) Xcel Energye 
Attachment A 


[name] 
[address] 
[city, state zip] 
[date] 


Dear [Name], 


At Xcel Energy, we know that energy is a necessity. And we realize that energy costs 
may stretch your limits. That's why we are offering new ways to help our customers who 
need it the most. 


Right now, income qualified customers can sign up to receive reduced gas rates as a 
part of our Public Service Energy Assistance Pilot (PEAP). This program is being 
offered on a limited first-come, first-serve basis to customers who are income qualified 
and are elderly or disabled, have been disconnected or have energy payments in 
arrears. 


Customers who qualify and commit to participate in the program may be eligible to have 
a portion of their outstanding gas debts forgiven. Customers participating in the pilot 
program will also work with the Company's Energy $avings Partners (E$P) program to 
improve energy efficiency in their homes. 


Here's how to participate: 
Complete the attached application form. 
Apply for energy assistance through the Low-Income Energy Assistance Program 
(LEAP). 
Agree to a 24-month commitment to the PEAP program. 
Qualified customers will be placed on Xcel Energy's Average Monthly Payment 
Plan. This means we calculate the average monthly energy cost at your premise 
based on your energy usage over the past 12 months. This becomes your 
Averaged Monthly Payment amount. After 11 months of equal payments, we use 
the 12th billing month to settle the difference between what you have paid and the 
energy you have used. This is either a credit or a charge to your account. 


For more information about the PEAP program, please call 1-800-XXX-XXXX. We look 
forward to working with you to help you manage your home energy needs. 


Sincerely, 


Harryette Johnson 
Xcel Energy PEAP Program Manager 







Attachment B 


Scope of WorkBudget: Home Energy Insecurity Scale Survey 


The Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey work for Colorado's PEAP program will be 
undertaken by Apprise, Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey. Apprise is the leading survey firm in the 
nation addressing low-income energy affordability issues. Apprise has administered the Home 
Energy Insecurity Survey on numerous occasions for a variety of public and private sector 
clients. 


The Scope of Work prepared by Apprise is based on the following Treatment Groups: (1) a 
group receiving percentage of income-based fixed credits; (2) a group receiving tiered discount 
credits; (3) an arrearage forgiveness-only group; and (4) a control groups consisting of eligible 
customers not recruited for the program. 


Apprise proposes to conduct the Home Energy Insecurity Scale interviews and provide the 
generated data to Roger Colton for analysis. Apprise will also prepare a methodological Report 
as part of the interview process. 


Apprise proposes to conduct interviews at three points of time in the program: (I) at intake; (2) 
at the 12-month mark; and (3) at the 24-month mark. The proposal to conduct interviews at 
12-months and 24-months (rather than 18- and 36 months) has the following impacts: 


P It generates better data because interviews are conducted at the same time of year 
each time; 


P It generates information more quickly; and 


P The Insecurity Scale survey process loses fewer clients between the first and second 
interview. 


The exact questions to be included in the Home Energy Insecurity Scale survey, while based on 
the survey questions developed for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") 
LIHEAP office, will be finalized in collaboration with the Company and the PEAP Advisory 
Group. 


One issue that inheres in multi-year survey work involves project attrition. Apprise estimates 
that it is reasonable to expect the project to "lose" 50% of the survey sample after 18 months and 
another 50% after 36 months. Working on a 12-month and 24-month schedule reduces that 
attrition. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to expect a 50% attrition at 12-months and a 75% attrition 
at 24-months. 


Based on the above, Apprise will perform the following work with the following costs: 







P Baseline interviews: 1,600 15-minute interviews (400 per group) ($57,000) (sampling error 
+/- 5% for each group). 


P 12-month follow-up interviews: 800 15-minute interviews (200 per group) ($36,000) 
(sampling error +/- 7% for each group). 


P 24-month follow-up interviews: 400 15-minute interviews (100 per group) ($28,000) 
(sampling error +/- 10% for each group). 


In sum, Apprise recommends the following: 


P Use the 12-month and 24-month interview plan. 


P Be conservative and field a large sample group at the baseline. If few clients drop out 
of the program (low attrition), Apprise can subsample the customers who completed 
the baseline interview. If there is high attrition, the large baseline sample will provide 
an adequate sample for subsequent interviews. 


P Develop a flexible contract, with sufficient funds to complete the required work, and 
an allowance for a change in the scope of work as circumstances dictate. 


Apprise, Inc contact: David Carroll, 609-252-801 0. 
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Preliminary Tracker - Preliminary 
Gas Utility - PSCo 
2009 Low Income Discount Program Tracker - PEAP 


Preliminary Tracker Account - Numbers are examples only. 


Rate lmoact 


Residential Collections (UMC code) debit (cred~t) 
Residential Number of Customers 
Commercial & Industrial (UMC code) debit (credit) 
Commercial & Industrial Number of Customers 


Total 
Beginning of 
year life to 


Disbursements (UMC code ) debit (credit) 
Admin Prog Costs debit (credit) posted 
Other Costs debit (credit) posted 


2009 
January February March npri l  May June July August September October November December 


starts 0112009 
500.000.00 


I 


Monthly (over) under recovery I 
Cumulative (over) under recovery 


General Ledger Balance 
difference 


Year's Cumulative Administrative Costs (30.000.00) (30.000.00) (30,000.00) (30,000.00) (30,000.00) (30.000.00) (30,000.00) (30,000.00) (30,000.00) (30.000.00) (30,000.00) (30,000.00) 


Monthly Administrative Costs Percentage 
Life to Date Administrative Cost Percentage 
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Revenue 
$500,000 $500,000 $500.000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500.000 $5OO,OOO 


Low Income Program 


Customer Payout 
Total Payout $0 $56,780 $113,560 $170,340 $227,120 $277,181 $401,057 $451,118 $501,180 $546,780 $592,381 $637,981 $683,582 $825,942 
'these are estmates of customer counts and dollars (needs further development as pilot program is developed) 


l ~ e t  Payout $500,000 $443,220 $386,440 $329,660 $272,880 $222,819 $98,943 $48,882 -$1,180 -546,780 -$92,381 -$137,981 .$183,582 -$325,942 


Budget Projection 
Owner: Harryette Johnson 


Expenses (incremental) 


Month 1 
Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar49 Apr-09 May49 Jun.09 Jul-09 Aug-09 Sep-09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09 Jan40 Feb-10 


Outside Vendor 


~ T Y P ~  Explanation Vendor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 


Outside Vendor 


LEAP 


Low Income Program Review Home Energy 
(outs~de of A&G) Insecurity 


Low Income Program Review 
Outside Vendor (outs~de of A&G) Roger Colton $30.000 
Postage .5 ' 20.000 pieces USPSIEtc. $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $833 $0 $833 
Outbound Calls Calling Reminders Vendor? $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $0 $1,000 
Printing Mailings Internal $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800 
Labor (includes estlmate for 35% labor load) Internal $13,425 $21,425 $21.842 $21.842 $21,842 $21.842 $21.842 $21.842 $21,842 $21,842 $21.842 $21,842 $21.842 $21,842 
Employee Expense 


Database Supporl 


Internal $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 
Internal $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 
IBM $1.740 $1,740 $1.740 $1,740 $1,740 $1,740 $1,740 $1.740 $1,740 $1,740 $1,740 $1.740 $1.740 $1,740 


Total Expenses $16.105 $29,271 $59,689 $86.689 $29,689 $29.689 $29,689 $26.355 $26,355 $26,355 $29,689 $29.689 $27.856 $29.689 


Monthly Expense to  Revenue Percentage 3% 6% 12% 6% 6% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% 6% 6% 5% 6% 


Life to Date 
LTD Total Expenses $16,105 $45,376 $105.065 $191,754 $221,442 $251.131 $280,820 $307,175 $333.531 $359.886 $389,575 $419.263 $447,119 $476.808 
LTD Revenue $500,000 $1,000,000 $1,500,000 $2,000,000 $2,500,000 $3,000,000 $3,500,000 $4,000.000 $4.500.000 $5,000.000 $5.500.000 $6,000,000 $6,500,000 $7,000,000 
LTD Expense to Revenue Percentage 2.92% 4.24% 6.70% 6.44% 6.28% 6.17% 6.09% 5.95% 5.85% 5.76% 5.75% 5.74% 5.70% 5.70% 


over (under) Collected $483,895 $413,949 $326.751 $242,971 $243,191 $193,130 $69,254 $22,526 -527.535 -873,135 -$122,069 -$167,670 -5211,437 -$355,631 
Cumulative over (under) Collected $483,895 $897,844 $1,224,595 $1,467,567 $1,710,758 $1,903,888 $1,973,142 $1,995,669 $1,968,134 $1,894,998 $1,772,929 $1,605,259 $1,393,822 $1,038,191 
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Low Income Program 
Budget Projection 
Owner: Harryette Johnson Mar-10 Apr-10 May40 Jun-10 Jul-10 Aug-10 Sep-10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10 Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 


~ T Y P ~  Explanation Vendor 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 


Revenue 
$500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500.000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 


Customer Payout 
Total Pavout 
'these are estimates of customer counts and dollars (needs further development as pllot program 


l ~ e t  Payout -5371,543 4417,143 -$417,143 -$417,143 -5220,261 -$170,200 -5120,138 -574,538 -528,937 $16,663 $43,682 $141,219 $220,174 


Expenses (incremental) 


Outs~de Vendor 


Outside Vendor 


LEAP 


Low income Program Review Home Energy 
(outs~de of A&G) lnsecurlty 


Low Income Program Revlew 
Outside Vendor (outslde of A&G) 
Postage .5 20,000 pieces 
Outbound Calls Calling Reminders 
Printmg Mailings 
Labor (includes estimate for 35% labor load) 
Employee Expense 


Mlsc. 
Materials 


Database Support 


Roger Colton 
USPSIElc. 
Vendor? 
Internal 
lnternal 


lnternal 
lnternal 
IBM 


Total Expenses $30.401 $63.067 $27.067 $87.067 $27.067 $18.787 $18.787 $18.787 $18,787 $18,787 $16,954 $18.787 $47.987 
Monthly Expense to Revenue Percentage 6% 5% 5% 17% 5% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 9% 


Life to Date 
LTD Total Expenses $507,209 $570,276 $597,343 $684,411 $711,478 $730,265 $749,053 $767,840 $786,627 $805,415 $822,369 $841,156 $889.144 
LTD Revenue $7,500,000 $8,000,000 $8,500,000 $9,000,000 $9,500,000 $10.000.000 $10,500,000 $11,000,000 $11,500,000 $12,000,000 $12,500,000 $13,000.000 $13,500.000 
LTD Expense t o  Revenue Percentage 5.70% 5.67% 563% 6.27% 6.21% 6.07% 5.95% 5.83% 5.73% 5.64% 5.53% 5.46% 5.60% 


over (under) Collected -5401,943 -5480,211 -$444,211 -$504,211 -$247,328 -$ I  88,987 -$I  38,926 -593,325 -547,725 -52,124 $26,727 $1 22,432 $1 72,187 
Cumulative over (under) Collected $636,247 $156,037 -$288,174 -$792,385 -$1,039,713 -$1,228,700 -$1.367.626 -51,460,951 $1,506,676 -$1,510,800 -51,484,073 -51,361,641 -51,189,454 
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Low lncorne Program 
Budget Projection 
Owner: Harryette Johnson Apr-11 May-11 Jun-11 


~ T Y P ~  Explanation Vendor 28 29 30 


Revenue 
$500,000 $500,000 $500,00i 


Customer Payout 
Total Pavout 
'these are estimates of customer counts and dollars (needs further development as p~lot program 
Net Payout $299,222 $426,185 $426,18! 


Expenses (incremental) 


Outside Vend01 


Outside Vendor 


LEAP 


Low lncorne Program Review Home Energy 
(outside of A&G) Insecurity $28.000 


Low Income Program Review 
Outside Vendor (outside of A&G) 
Postage .5 ' 20,000 pieces 
Outbound Calls Calling Reminders 
Pr~ntmg Mailings 
Labor (includes estlmte for 35% labor load) 
Employee Expense 


Misc. 
Mater~als 


Database Support 


Roger Colton 
USPSIEtc. 
Vendor? 


$833 $833 $83: 
$1,000 $1,000 $1.001 


Internal 
Internal $1 4.274 $14,274 $1 4,278 


Internal $100 $1 00 $101 
Internal $40 $40 $41 
IBM $1,740 $1.740 $1.741 


Total Expenses $45.987 $17.987 $17,98 
Monthly Expense t o  Revenue Percentage 3% 3% 39 


Life to Date 
LTD Total Expenses $935,131 $953,119 $971,10 
LTD Revenue $14,000,000 $14,500,000 $15,000,00 
LTD Expense t o  Revenue Percentage 5.52% 5.44% 5.379 


over (under) Collected $253,235 $408,198 $408,19 
Cumulative over (under) Collected -$936,220 -$528,022 -$119,82 


rand total 


615,000,OO 
$ 


614,148,71 - 
$851,28 


$36,66 


$121,00 


$120,0C 
$22,49 
$27,00 
$20,80 


S566,74 
t 


$3,00 
$ 1 3  


$52,2C - 
$971,1C 


6.47 


$971,1i 
$ls,ooo,oi 


6.47 


- 
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roger@FSCOnline.com *** http://www.FSCOnline.com


April 1999
_______________________________________________________


We are drowning in information, but we are starved for knowledge.


James Naisbitt


While most utilities view their data processing as a mere accounting system, in reality it is a
valuable data base as well.  The wealth of information maintained in existing utility systems can
be tapped through simple analyses described herein to make educated determinations of: (1) who
low-income consumers might be; and (2) what types of payment problems those consumers are
experiencing.  Using such analysis to target energy efficiency assistance to particular customers
facing particular payment patterns would thus not only result in saved energy, but would help
improve bill affordability as well.  Such targeting would, in other words, help a utility use its
low-income energy efficiency programs as a more refined tool to reduce utility expenses in the
areas of bad debt, collection costs, working capital, and the like.


To more fully comprehend this notion of using existing internal data bases to "learn" about low-
income customers, a basic understanding of a utility's customer data base is necessary.  This
paper introduces certain aspects of the customer data base for a public utility (electric or natural
gas) and explains how that data base can be used to increase understanding of low-income
payment patterns.  It is necessary to keep in mind that while not all utility data bases will be
identical, they will likely be substantially similar to the form discussed below.


The discussion is divided into two parts:  The first part will describe particular information a
utility is likely to maintain on each of its customers. The second part will suggest ways in which
this information could be used in a utility data mining effort as to low-income consumers in
particular.  The purpose of the discussion below is not to assert that particular payment patterns
have particular meanings or can be attributable to particular causes.  Instead, the purpose is
simply to open up the possibility in the reader's mind that what has previously been considered a
mere accounting tool might, in fact, provide useful insights into the nature and causes of
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nonpayment.  Accordingly, that data might be useful in helping to wield energy efficiency as a
tool to address nonpayment problems.


I.THE DATA RECORDS


It is not profound to recognize that a local utility keeps extensive records on each of its
customers.  Perhaps by better understanding the contents of those records, those records can be
used to the advantage of low-income households in devising targeted energy efficiency programs
to help address inability-to-pay problems.  Utilities maintain three types of records that may well
be helpful in targeting energy efficiency efforts.  The first involves "treatment histories."  The
second involves "vintaging" of arrears.  The third involves a series of dates that are important for
each customer. 


1.Treatment History


A utility's "account treatment" involves those actions which a utility takes to collect its bills each
month.  Accounts are often "treated" in a hierarchical fashion.  A typical treatment hierarchy
might involve the following four steps, with each step involving a more stringent collection
technique:


{PRIVATE }Steps in the Account Treatment Process


Step 1 Reminder notice


Step 2 Shutoff notice


Step 3 "Final" notice


Step 4 Service termination


Most utilities track a customer's "treatment history" in their data processing files.  A utility might
retain this history, depending on the utility, for 13 to 24 months or more.  In its data base, the
utility will record the highest treatment level experienced by the customer for a given month. 
Given the progressively more stringent nature of the treatment steps, a record of a high treatment
level necessarily implies the presence of all "lesser included" treatment steps.  Thus, in the above
illustration, if a utility records a "final notice," that record necessarily implies that the household
account has received the "treatment steps" of a reminder notice and a shutoff notice as well.


A utility will assign a numerical code to each treatment step for purposes of recordkeeping, with
a higher number representing a more stringent treatment measure.  So, for example, a typical
utility data base code might look something like this:
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{PRIVATE }Recording Steps in the Account Treatment Process


Treatment Step Treatment Action Way Recorded in Data
Processing System


No treatment 0


Step 1 Sent reminder notice 1


Step 2 Sent shutoff notice 3


Step 3 Sent "final" notice 5


Step 4 Service was terminated 7


Treatment histories are kept on a rolling basis.  Thus, in the instance where a utility keeps 13
months of history, in February of 1999, the company would add February to the file and delete
the treatment history for January 1998.  In each succeeding month, the most recent month is
added and the oldest month deleted from the file.


An illustration might further help explain.  Let's assume that we have a utility with three
customers, which are cleverly named Customer 1, Customer 2 and Customer 3.  The following
treatment histories are for the calendar year 1998 (with January being in the left most field).  In
our hypothetical, the utility data records on treatment histories look like this:


{PRIVATE }Customer Name Treatment History in Data Base


Customer 1 111105700011


Customer 2 301350333333


Customer 3 555571000013


If this type of field appears in a utility's data processing system, the way to read it is as follows:


{PRIVATE } Account Treatments Directed Toward Customers


Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec


Customer 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 7 0 0 0 1 1


Customer 2 3 0 1 3 5 0 3 3 3 3 3 3


Customer 3 5 5 5 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 1 3


0=No treatment; 1=sent reminder notice; 3=sent shutoff notice; 5=sent "final notice"; 7=service terminated.
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The following discussion does two things with these records:  (1) it explains what the records say
on their face; and (2) it explains some of the conclusions/deductions one might reasonably draw
from these particular records.  What factual patterns lead to what deductions, of course, is highly
dependent on the person making the deductions.  In reaching conclusions, it is important that
deductions are reasonably empirically based and not used simply to confirm predispositions or
stereotypes.


A.Facial Information


The following information appears on the face of the treatment histories which appear above.


Customer 1:  This person received reminder notices in January through April.  This customer
received a "final notice" in June and was actually disconnected in July.  It is not possible
to know whether the household remained disconnected in August through October or
whether the customer was reconnected and paid the bill in full and on time during those
months.  (Some utilities, however, will also keep a disconnect/reconnect date, as
discussed below, so it is possible to separately check whether and when the household
was reconnected).  The treatment in November and December makes clear that the
customer had service reconnected by that time and that the household received "reminder
notices" in each of those months.


Customer 2:  This customer received shutoff notices in every month but February, March, May
and June.  The household was paid in full and on time in February and received a
reminder notice in May but was paid in full in June.  We know that the "O" in February
and June represents a paid bill (and not a month in which the household was
disconnected and off of the system) because a shutoff would have been represented by a
"7" in January and May.


Customer 3:  This person received a reminder notice in June and November; a shutoff notice in
December; and final notices in January through April.  The household had service
disconnected in May.  Given the reminder notice in June and no further disconnections,
we know the household was reconnected after the May disconnection and remained
current on each monthly bill through October (assuming no voluntary disconnect during
that time period).


B.Deductive information


Beyond the information that is apparent on the face of the treatment histories, a number of
deductions can be reached from those histories as well.  It is up to each individual to decide
which deductions are "reasonable":


Customer 1:  This is a person who is not in chronic trouble with her energy bills.  To allow a
payment to slide so as to get a reminder notice may be as much a personal money
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management technique as anything else. (In the alternative, it may indicate simply a
mismatch in the date on which a social security check is received and the date that a
utility bill payment is "due").  Customer 1 would appear to be a classic case of a
catastrophic occurrence.  It is impossible to tell whether it was an unexpected expense
(such as an illness or the need for an appliance repair) or the temporary loss of a job or
the like.  Whatever the financial crisis, however, it is possible to conclude that it was
serious enough to push a household that had experienced no prior significant payment
troubles to the point of an actual disconnection for nonpayment.  Once the crisis passed,
the payments returned to normal.


Customer 2:  This customer is in chronic payment trouble with her utility bill, receiving shutoff
notices virtually every month.  The household is likely a low-income household skating
on the thin ice of economic viability.  This household likely applied for, and received,
LIHEAP.  LIHEAP benefits are generally actually received in December and January. 
This household may have received an "emergency crisis" grant in May or June, thus
allowing the June bill to be paid in full.  This is a household for whom a payment plan or
a budget plan (with levelized equal monthly payments) won't help.  The household needs
public assistance, not level payments.  Energy efficiency directed toward this household
may have one of two impacts, both of which are positive: (1) to reduce bills to the point
of being affordable; or (2) reducing bills so as to at least reduce the financial exposure of
the utility arising from nonpayment (assuming that an unpaid $100 bill is less harmful
than an unpaid $150 bill). 


Customer 3:  This is a household with chronic winter payment troubles.  There is no evidence of
a LIHEAP or crisis payment.  If such payments were obtained, the household's energy
bill is so large (or the household's arrears are so substantial) that the benefits were
swamped by the current bill or outstanding arrears.  The household should be placed on a
priority conservation/weatherization list in that event.  The household likely took
advantage of a winter moratorium to maintain winter service despite nonpayment and
despite repeated shutoff notices.  In May, after the moratorium lapsed, the high bills and
arrears caught up with the household and service was disconnected.  It is reasonable,
also, to assume one of two alternative theories about this household's finances.  First, the
household could be sufficiently close to the economic edge that, while the low summer
bills pose no problem, the higher winter bills are simply unaffordable.  Second, the
household could have seasonal employment, which unfortunately ends with the advent of
winter.  The loss of income combined with the high winter bills, pushes the household
into a nonpayment situation.  Household 3 may well be the type of household who could
benefit from a levelized budget billing plan.


An agency or utility providing energy efficiency assistance, of course, in consultation with the
local fuel assistance agency and consumer groups, may define "payment troubled" to meet its
own criteria.  There is no objective determination of "payment-troubled."  Whether energy
efficiency assistance is to households with 10 shutoff notices, or with a certain sized arrears, or
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with some other characteristic in particular is not the point.  Rather, the lesson to be learned is
that utilities have an array of useful information that can be readily accessed for the benefit of
targeting energy efficiency assistance.


2.Arrears Vintaging


All arrears are not alike on a utility bill.  Most utilities keep track of their arrears by vintage.  A
typical utility places arrears into one of three categories:


Ë31 - 60 days overdue
Ë61 - 90 days overdue
Ë91+ days overdue


Clearly, households with larger and older arrears are considered more problematic than
households with smaller or newer arrears.  A household with a 90-day arrears of $200 is of more
concern to a utility than a household with a 30-day arrears of $200.


It is important to understand how a utility company bills and collects its accounts.  A universal
principle is that payments are applied to bills on a first-in, first-out basis.  Again, perhaps an
illustration can best help explain.  Assume our Ratepayer --let's call her Customer A-- has
received the following bills for the six months of January through June:


{PRIVATE } Monthly Bills


Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun


Customer A $126.42 $134.18 $87.66 $65.00 $48.18 $22.41


We will assume that Customer A began with a balance of zero dollars, so the only arrears are
current arrears (she brought nothing forward from pre-January).  Let's assume that Customer A
made the following payments:


{PRIVATE } Monthly Payments


Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun


Customer A $96.42 $20.00 $50.00 $50.00 $48.18 $22.41


The arrears would be as follows:
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{PRIVATE } Monthly Arrears


Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun


Bills $126.42 $134.18 $87.66 $65.00 $48.18 $22.41


Payments $96.42 $20.00 $50.00 $50.00 $48.18 $22.41


Arrears $30.00 $144.18 $181.84 $196.84 $196.84 $196.84


The household, however, is not considered "as well off" in June as in April, even though the
amount of the arrears is the same.  The vintage of arrears would be as follows:


{PRIVATE } Total 30-60 Days 60-90 Days 90+ Days


January $30.00 $30.00 $00.00 $00.00


February $144.18 $134.18 $10.00 $00.00


March $181.18 $87.66 $94.18 $00.00


April $196.84 $65.00 $87.66 $44.18


May $196.84 $48.18 $65.00 $83.66


June $196.84 $22.41 $48.18 $126.25


As can be seen, while at first glance, this person may seem to be holding her own in recent
months, in the eyes of the company, the debt is becoming older and, therefore, more in jeopardy
of ultimate nonpayment.  On the other hand, the customer is making payments each month.
Indeed, given the customer's attempt to pay at least the current bill, the utility's response to this
payment pattern might reasonably be to couple energy efficiency, with a levelized budget plan
for current bills, and an extended payment plan for the arrears. In that fashion, the customer may
end up paying no more (or not much more) than was currently being paid during the latter
months (March through June), while still retiring the arrears.


Utilities may track the vintage of arrears in one of two ways:


First: The vintage of the oldest arrears might be given a code and tracked for 13 to 24 months or
more (again, depending on the utility).  Thus, a utility might code its arrears as follows:
30-60 days=1; 60-90 days=3; 91+ days=5.  Given first-in, first-out accounting, with its
policy of always applying payments to the oldest bills first, absent a disconnection of
service, a household having an older arrears (e.g., 91+ days) will always have the newer
arrears as well.  Thus a 91+ days code will necessarily imply the presence of 30-60 day
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arrears as well as 60-90 day arrears.  Under such a coding, the hypothetical Ratepayer A
would have the following arrears history:


{PRIVATE } Arrears Vintage of Customer A


Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun


Customer A 1 3 3 5 5 5


Second:  A utility might track the actual dollars of the most recent month's arrears by vintage. 
Thus, in our example, under this method, in July, the utility would record the arrears as
being


{PRIVATE } 30 - 60 days 61 - 90 days 91+ days


July arrears $22.41 $48.18 $126.25


On occasion, there will be a utility which tracks vintages both ways in its customer data files. 
Most often, this utility will track vintages both ways for the past three months, but will use only
a code for the arrears stretching back further than that. 


The vintage of arrears would be helpful in directing the "problem" to be addressed (and thus the
justification for) energy efficiency investments.  Assume that a company has two customers. 
Customer A has high, but short-term arrears each year (e.g., the customer incurs high winter
arrears but always pays those arrears off by the next heating season).  Customer B has
marginally lower, but substantially longer-term, arrears.  In the case of Customer A, energy
efficiency used to generate non-energy financial benefits would rely upon savings in working
capital expenses.  To the extent that the high winter bills can be reduced, the utility would not
need to carry the debt.  In contrast, in the case of Customer B, energy efficiency used to generate
non-energy financial benefits would rely not only on working capital savings, but on the possible
reduction in bad debt as well. 


In sum, the important data mining lesson for purposes here is simply that not all arrears are alike.
 Merely because two customers are both $200 in arrears does not mean that they are "equal" in
the eyes of a utility.  The information is in the data processing system.  The trick is to convert
that information into knowledge.


3.Important Dates.


A utility will keep three dates in its data files, two of which are important for purposes of data
mining in support of energy efficiency programs.  (The third is discussed simply because of its
propensity to cause confusion).  The three dates are: (1) the meter date; (2) the in-service date;
and (3) the disconnect/reconnect date.  Each will be briefly addressed below.
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1.Meter date:  This date is the date that the present meter was installed in a particular premises.
 It has significance for ratemaking, but not for any customer service purpose.  The
importance of this date for discussions here lies in what it is not.  It does not indicate
anything about how long the current customer has been taking service.  The meter date,
in other words, is tied to the premises, not to the customer.  The meter date is not the
same as the in-service date.


2.In-service date:  This is the date on which the current customer first began service at the
particular service location.  Several important aspects of this date are worth noting.  First,
if the household is disconnected and reconnected, the in-service date does not change. 
The collection activity is reflected in the disconnect/reconnect date discussed below, as
well as in the treatment history discussed above.  Second, if the household is
disconnected and then has service re-established in a different name (e.g., a spouse, child,
or other relative), there will be a new in-service date.  The utility will consider it a new
account with a new customer.  Finally, if a household changes addresses, there will be a
new in-service date.  The in-service date, in other words, is for service at a particular
location.  It does not indicate the length of time a customer has been receiving service
from a particular company, but rather the length of time the customer has been receiving
service at that address.


3.Disconnect/reconnect date:  This will likely be recorded as one date.  If there has been no
disconnection or reconnection in the past 12-months, the field will either be blank, or will
be filled with zeroes.  If there has been a disconnection and/or reconnection, the advocate
must determine whether the customer is currently on the system.  If the customer is
active, the date will be the date of reconnection.  If the customer is inactive, the date will
be the date of disconnection.  The date will only refer to the most recent disconnection
and/or reconnection.  If there has been more than one disconnection/reconnection in the
immediately preceding twelve months, the older ones will not be reflected.  (Remember,
however, that the presence of disconnections will always appear in the treatment history
discussed above.)


4.Other Potential Data


It is necessary for the energy efficiency planner to decide what other relevant pieces of
information a utility's data base might record.  One problem for many utilities, for example, is
the mere process of identifying precisely who their low-income customers are.  Many utilities do
not have reason to record income information.  It might be possible, however, to build on other
knowledge of low-income consumers.  For example, it is known that low-income household tend
not to have bank accounts.  Is it legitimate, therefore, to track customers who pay in cash?  Is it
possible to track customers who pay in cash at community pay stations in low-income
neighborhoods?  Is it possible to track customers who pay in cash at community pay stations
located at check-cashing stores in low-income neighborhoods? Is it possible to track customers
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who pay in cash at community pay stations located at check-cashing stores in low-income
neighborhoods who have unpaid bills during the winter months?  Is it possible to track customers
who pay in cash at community pay stations located at check cashing stores in low-income
neighborhoods who have unpaid bills during the winter months and energy consumption more
than 130% of the residential average?  Would the process of making such inquiries help the
energy efficiency program manager who wants to maximize his or her non-energy benefits to
target the program's efforts?  One might think so.


II.ANALYSIS OF THE DATA


Utilities can use the information available in their present data files to engage in targeting energy
efficiency to vulnerable populations.  As can be seen, utilities have information available that
allows them to identify households that might particularly benefit from the receipt of energy
efficiency assistance. While utilities can always generally target energy efficiency assistance to
low-income consumers, the following are examples of more sophisticated targeting. 


1.Winter treatment history:  Defining "winter" as October through April, a utility could target
any household that received two or more disconnect notices in the past winter season. 
The utility would simply identify, in other words, those households with a code of "3" or
above in two or more of the winter month treatment history records.


2.Annual treatment history:  A utility could target any household with a minimum annual
treatment history.  For example, if the sum of the 12-months of codes exceeds 30 (or any
other figure deemed appropriate), that household would receive outreach as to whether
energy efficiency might be of help. A similar approach could be taken for the winter
treatment history as well.  If the sum of the treatment codes for the six winter months
(November through April) exceeded a designated level, that household would receive
special outreach efforts.


3.Shutoff in treatment history:  A utility could target any household experiencing an actual
disconnection of service within the past 12 months.  The utility would simply search its
treatment history records and extract those accounts which have a "7" appear. 


4.Annual 90-day arrears:  A utility could target any household that maintained a 90-days
arrears in six or more months (or whatever other threshold is deemed appropriate).  The
utility would identify, in other words, what months have a "5" in the arrears vintaging
fields.  If there are six or more fields with a "5" or higher, that household would be
contacted to see if energy efficiency might be of help.


5.Pre-winter arrears:  A different way to use arrears involves utilities which track the dollars of
arrears, by vintage, for the most recent month (as discussed above).  This utility might
look at its customers in October each year.  Energy efficiency might then be targeted to
customers based on either of two types of criteria.  On the one hand, the utility could
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target any customer with a 90-days arrears on the October bill.  On the other hand, the
utility may wish to place a dollar floor on the arrears.  In this instance, for example,
targeted assistance would go only to households with a 90-day arrears of $100 or more.


6.Spring shutoff:  A spring shutoff --defined as a shutoff in April or May-- can be determined
from the "disconnection/reconnection" date in the utility data base.  A spring shutoff may
well indicate a household who relied upon a state's winter moratorium for protection
during the heating months, but whose inability to pay could not be avoided when the
moratorium lapsed.  The offer of energy efficiency assistance might help this household
bring its winter bills within an affordable range.


In each instance above, the means of targeting is intended to reach payment-troubled households.
 Engaging in the assumption that payment-troubled customers also tend to be low-income
households, the above evaluation suggests that ways exist in which the utilities can use their own
data bases to assist in addressing such problems by identifying them through their own data
bases. 


Public utilities can take an active role in targeted energy efficiency efforts.  Not only has the
need arisen for involvement in efforts to address low-income payment problems, but the utility
program manager who is experiencing increasing pressure to cost-justify his or her program may
want to engage in data mining to help expand the positive impacts to the company arising from
the program.
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ABSTRACT


Congress is increasingly requiring federal agencies to address not simply the question "what have you done,"
but also the question "what have you accomplished." While it is easy to determine what the federal Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) "does" --it distributes financial assistance and reduces
low-income home energy burdens-- it is more difficult to determine what it accomplishes. This research
identifies a comprehensive list of actions which low-income consumers might take in response to the
unaffordability of home energy bills and develops a system of categorizing those consumer reactions.  The
research finds that: (1) the "affordability" of home energy bills cannot be deduced from the mere fact that
bills are being paid by consumers.  Bills can be paid but nonetheless still be unaffordable; (2) the "negative"
responses available to a low-income customer facing an inability-to-pay far outstrip the available
constructive responses. All too frequently, the customer is faced with an immediate need (i.e., bill payment
by a date certain) with the available constructive responses to an inability-to-pay unable to deliver assistance
either in the form, the time period, or the magnitude necessary to meet that need; (3) for purposes of
measuring program outcomes, the concept of bill "affordability" should be replaced with a concept of bill
"sustainability." The sustainability of bill payment looks not simply at whether a bill gets paid, but at how a
bill gets paid; and (4) the existence of bill affordability assistance results in objectively measurable
outcomes.  The presence of negative customer responses to bill unaffordability evidences a need, the
elimination or reduction in which represents an outcome of LIHEAP.
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In Fiscal Year 1999, the federal government will spend over $1.0 billion to provide home
energy assistance to low-income consumers.  Known as the Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP),\1\ this fuel assistance program was first begun in 1981. 
Since that time, the federal government has spent over $30 billion on low-income energy
assistance.\2\


What has that money bought?  That seems
to be a legitimate question, particularly
given the increasing efforts by Congress to
impose performance-based evaluation of
government expenditures. Through the
Government Performance and Results Act
(GPRA) of 1993,\3\ Congress has required federal agencies to address not simply the
question "what have we done," but also the question "what have we accomplished"?\4\


We know what LIHEAP "does." We know that LIHEAP distributes "x" dollars of federal
aid to "y" number of low-income households each year.  We know further that LIHEAP
makes home energy bills more "affordable" to recipients of program benefits.\5\  We know
that LIHEAP reduces the home heating burden\6\ imposed on low-income consumers.\7\


                    
\1\ 42 U.S.C. �� 2601, et seq.


\2\ The Department of Health and Human Service's Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program Annual
Report to Congress reports the appropriations and expenditures by year since the inception of federal fuel
assistance.  The LIHEAP report to Congress indicates that over 70% of all LIHEAP expenditures are used on
heating assistance, with smaller amounts being used for crisis intervention, weatherization and administration. A
small portion of funding is used for cooling assistance.  


\3\ For a good general discussion of GPRA, see, Executive Guide: Effectively Implementing the Government
Performance and Results Act, Comptroller General of the United States, U.S. General Accounting Office,
GAO/GGD-96-118 (June 1996).


\4\ See generally, General Accounting Office, Managing for Results: State  Experiences Provide Insights for
Federal Management Reforms (GAO/GGD-95-22) (December 21, 1994); General Accounting Office, Managing
for Results: Experiences Abroad Suggest Insights for Federal Management Reform (GAO/GGD-95-120) (May
2, 1995); General Accounting Office, Performance Budgeting: Past Initiatives Offer Insights for GPRA
Implementation (GAO/AIMD-97-46) (March 27, 1997).


\5\ Any bill that is offset in whole or part by some type of public aid would be "more" affordable.  That does not
address the question of whether bills are "affordable" in some objective sense after distribution of assistance.


\6\ In some states, LIHEAP is primarily a cooling program.


\7\ This assumes there is no "take back" from making bills more affordable. An illustration of a "take back"
would involve a person who is living with all but two rooms of his or her home closed off.  If bills are made more
affordable, the person may decide to "open up" and use the rest of his or her home.


Congress requires federal agencies to address not
simply the question "what have you done," but also
the question "what have you accomplished."1
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Despite all of this, the answer to the question "what has LIHEAP accomplished" by doing all
these things remains unclear.


Some would argue that LIHEAP is simply a multi-billion dollar program providing
"welfare" to the utility industry.  Under this reasoning, all the program really does is to offset
utility bad debt and collection expenses, thus increasing that industry's net profits. 
Advocates for this position believe that if a need exists giving rise to low-income payment
problems, it should be the responsibility of the industry to respond to that need.  Devoting
public dollars to low-income fuel assistance, proponents of this line of thought assert, is
simply a public subsidy that offsets what otherwise would be utility bad debt.  The utility
industry, they conclude, is perfectly capable of taking care of itself without public subsidy.


Others argue that LIHEAP is the last line of protection against unaffordable home energy
bills and the resulting disconnection or denial of service accompanying unaffordability. 
Under this reasoning, the disconnection of service denies low-income consumers access to a
fundamental necessity of life, thus leading to illness, death, housing abandonment and
homelessness.  The loss of winter heating service in cold weather states --as well as cooling
service in warm weather states--\8\ poses obvious dangers to health and property.  Under this
reasoning, a publicly funded fuel assistance program is primarily a mechanism to prevent
these dangers by supplementing income to avoid utility bill non-payment.


At their core, both of these lines of reasoning equate, or at least closely associate, the
concepts of "unaffordability" and "inability-to-pay" with the concept of "bill nonpayment." 
Whether it is accurate to equate
"unaffordability" and "bill nonpayment"
can be empirically tested.  This paper
concludes that it is not. The analysis below
finds both that: (1) an inability-to-pay does
not necessarily lead to nonpayment; and
that, conversely, (2) actual bill payment does not necessarily imply an ability to pay. In fact,
what the analysis below finds is that many consumer responses exist to an inability-to-pay
home energy bills, only one limited set of which involves not paying the bill.  Rather than
using bill nonpayment as the indicator of unaffordability, therefore, the discussion below
seeks to identify alternative objective measures to use.


                    
\8\ See generally, Roger Colton and Michael Sheehan. (1995). The Other Part of the Year: Low-Income


Households and Their Need for Cooling: A State-by-State Look at Low-Income Summer Electric Bills, Flying
Pencil Publications: Portland (OR); Kathy Kuntz (March 1998). Heat Related Death: Risk Factors and Prevention
Strategies, Energy Center of Wisconsin: Madison (WI).


Many consumer responses exist to an inability-to-pay
home energy bills, only one limited set of which
involves not paying the bill.2
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In addition to the policy implications such an effort has with respect to assessing low-income
energy needs, these measures also can be used to define the outcomes generated by LIHEAP
and, therefore, to measure the performance of LIHEAP or other energy affordability
programs.  


THE BROAD CATEGORIES OF LOW-INCOME RESPONSES TO BILL UNAFFORDABILITY.


Little empirical work has been undertaken
to date examining the consequences of
unaffordable home energy bills or
measuring the outcomes of public programs
designed to address such unaffordability.
Program outcomes are often assumed rather
than measured or documented.\9\  The
research presented below represents an effort to define the more broad-based affordability
"outcomes" of low-income fuel assistance.\10\  While the discussion is presented in terms of
LIHEAP, it could apply to any type of low-income affordability assistance (including cash
assistance, rate discounts and energy efficiency).  A generalized description of program
planning within an outcome-based measurement scheme is presented in Appendix A.


Consumer responses to the lack of affordable home energy bills can take many forms.  A
consumer response should be characterized by a verb-noun structure. The verb-noun
structure connotes a consumer decision to do or to refrain from doing some action. The
consumer "does" (verb) "something" (noun) in response to unaffordability.  


                    
\9\ There is a growing body of literature on the payment outcomes of low-income programs. These analyses are


generally performed within the context of evaluations of utility-based low-income rate and energy efficiency
programs.  See e.g., H.Gil Peach (September 1996). Evaluation of Equitable Gas Energy Assistance Program,
Equitable Gas Company: Pittsburgh (PA); David Carroll (January 1993). Philadelphia Gas Works Energy
Assurance Program Year One Report, Response Analysis: Princeton (NJ); A&C Enercom (1993). An Extended
Analysis of the Columbia Gas 1990 Low-Income Usage Reduction Program, Columbia Gas Company: Columbus
(OH); Merrillee Harrigan (1992). Evaluating the Benefits of Comprehensive Energy Management for Low-
Income, Payment-troubled Customers: Final Report on Niagara Mohawk Power Partnerships Pilot, Alliance to
Save Energy: Washington D.C. 


\10\ Other research has examined specific outcomes of an inability-to-pay.  See e.g., D.A. Frank, et al. (Sept.
1992).  Seasonal changes in weight for age in a pediatric emergency room: a heat or eat effect?, Boston City
Hospital: Boston (MA); Temple University Institute for Public Policy Studies (June 1991). An examination of the
relationship between utility terminations, housing abandonment, and homelessness, Energy Coordinating Agency:
Philadelphia (PA); Roger Colton (Sept. 1996). "The Road Oft Taken: Unaffordable Home Energy Bills, Forced
Mobility and Childhood Education in Missouri." 2 Journal on Children and Poverty 23.


Little empirical work has been undertaken to date
examining the consequences of unaffordable home
energy bills or measuring the outcomes of public
programs designed to address such unaffordability.3
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This process of identifying household responses is to be distinguished from identifying all of
the adverse consequences of unaffordable home energy bills.  Property impacts such as
"frozen pipes," health impacts such as hypothermia and death, and social/economic impacts
such as below-grade educational attainment may all be adverse consequences of
unaffordability. They are not, however, consumer responses.\11\  


In the broadest sense, three categories of consumer responses have been identified:


1. There are before-the-fact actions that consumers take in response to the anticipated
future lack of bill affordability. Shutting off substantial parts of a consumer's home
while heating or cooling only one or two rooms in anticipation of high bills is such a
preventative action.\12\


2. There are contemporaneous actions that consumers take in response to the immediate
lack of bill affordability.  The action is deemed "contemporaneous" since the
customer action and the bill payment are undertaken more or less at the same time.\13\


 Reducing expenditures for food or medicine in order to pay home energy bills is
such a contemporaneous action.  In this case, the energy has been used and the bill
rendered but not yet paid.  


3. Finally, there are after-the-fact actions that consumers take in response to the lack of
bill affordability.  These actions accept the fact of the bill, as well as the fact of
nonpayment, and consider those two circumstances operating in tandem. 
Transferring delinquent accounts to fictional names is such a retrospective action.  


These categories are clearly not mutually exclusive.  If a low-income person receives an
unaffordable home energy bill, for example, that person may take both a contemporaneous
action with respect to the existing bill (pay the heating bill and not take medicine) and a
before-the-fact action with respect to future bills (close off all but one room to lower future
bills).  Moreover, one contemporaneous action in response to an unaffordable home energy
bill is simply nonpayment of the bill.


                    
\11\ The adverse consequences of bill unaffordability are not unimportant.  They are merely beyond the scope of


this inquiry.


\12\ A person may close off some rooms after receiving a high winter heating bill.  It is nonetheless categorized as
a before-the-fact action. Closing off a room cannot lower a previously incurred bill.  It can only lower future bills.


\13\ A reduction in alternative expenditures may also be a before-the-fact action. A person may fail to purchase
medicine or food in anticipation of an unaffordable home energy bill.
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METHODOLOGY


This research did not engage in direct survey work. Instead, secondary reports were solicited
and evaluated.  A simple survey form was developed and circulated to nearly 500
individuals involved with the delivery of low-income energy assistance in one form or
another throughout the country.  Individuals receiving the request included state LIHEAP
administrators; state administrators of the federal low-income weatherization assistance
program (WAP); state and local community action administrators; and local Legal Services
Corporation (LSC) and other community-based low-income advocates.  In addition, survey
requests were sent to each state office that is a member of the National Association of State
Utility Consumer Advocates (NASUCA) as well as to the consumer services staffmember at
each state public utility commission.  


The survey form requested recipients to fill in the blank left by the following statement:


When my clients cannot afford to pay their home energy bills, 
the things they do include:_________________________


The form provided six illustrative responses, including:


1. Reduce their spending on food.


2. Reduce their spending on medicine.


3. Place their accounts in the name of children (or even pets) after their service has been
disconnected for nonpayment.


4. Cut off heating to all of their rooms except one or two.


5. Move from home to home trying to stay ahead of the bill collector.


6. Let their natural gas be disconnected during the summer and then be reconnected
during the cold weather months.


Space for ten additional responses was provided.  A total of 106 surveys were returned, all
of which provided more than one response. Responses that were not individually provided
(e.g., if one of the six illustrative responses was simply circled), that circled response was not
included in the tabulation.
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After tabulating the responses, the responses were then grouped into 14 descriptive
categories.  Each separately-identified household action was then further categorized as a
before-the-fact, contemporaneous, or after-the-fact response to unaffordability.  Each of the
household actions was also, in turn, categorized as a "constructive," a "negative," or a
"neutral" response.\14\ Finally, the action was categorized as having its basis in actual bill
payment or not. The data is presented in Table 1 below. The number of times each response
appeared on one of the 106 forms was tracked and reported.\15\  


DISCUSSION OF THE DATA


The process discussed above generated two
results.  The first result was to identify a
comprehensive list of actions which low-
income consumers might take in response
to the unaffordability of home energy bills.
 The second result was to develop a system
of categorizing those consumer reactions. 
This process should help to define a means to document the accomplishments/outcomes of
LIHEAP. This paper presents the following decision rule: the presence of negative customer
responses to bill unaffordability evidences a need, the elimination or reduction in which
represents an accomplishment of LIHEAP (i.e., an "outcome" in the parlance of GPRA).


Within this context, two primary conclusions can be derived from the data generated in this
research.  


Conclusion #1: "Constructive" and "Negative" Customer Responses


                    
\14\ In some cases, labelling an action as either "constructive" or "negative" was not possible.  In other cases,


labelling an action as "constructive" or "negative" would depend on the context in which the action was taken.


\15\ No particular statistical significance is attributed to the number of appearances or non-appearances of any
given response, however.  The purpose of this paper is to identify the actions and build the list.  The purpose is not
to draw conclusions about the prevalence of any particular action.


The presence of negative customer responses to bill
unaffordability evidences a need, the elimination or
reduction in which represents an accomplishment of
LIHEAP.4


The range of negative options available to a
consumer facing unaffordable home energy bills far
outstrips the range of constructive options available
to such a low-income consumer. 5
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The range of negative options available to a consumer facing unaffordable home energy bills
far outstrips the range of constructive options available to such a low-income consumer. The
range of "negative" options available to consumers can be further classified into two
categories.  Some options "merely" represent a significant degradation in a low-income
consumer's quality of life.  Other options are counter-productive.  Not only do they not solve
the consumer's inability-to-pay problem, they affirmatively contribute to or exacerbate that
problem.  


Negative Actions


Counter-productive actions:  Many payment practices not only fail to address a
consumer's inability-to-pay problem, but they are actually counter-productive. To the extent
that a low-income consumer borrows money to pay current bills, for example, that consumer
will face current bills plus additional debt service obligations at some point in the future.  To
the extent that a low-income consumer is forced into a pattern of mobility to stay ahead of
bill collectors, that consumer will be faced with the current bills plus the out-of-pocket
expenses associated with moving (e.g., rental deposits, utility connect charges).  Any action
that enlarges the financial hole in which a low-income consumer finds himself or herself
would seem to be counter-productive.


One of the most common counter-productive actions reported for low-income consumers
involves the choice to forego the payment of other bills to free up cash to pay utility bills.\16\


The foregone bills reported for low-income consumers include:


Ë Failing to pay the electric bill in order to pay the heating bill;


Ë Using rent money to pay for utilities;


Ë Foregoing payment of other bills (e.g., water/sewer, car payments, auto or home
insurance) to pay for utilities.


In this respect, a deferred repair is a type of foregone expenditure. A refrigerator that does
not refrigerate will eventually need to be fixed or replaced.  A roof that leaks will eventually
need to be fixed.  A non-working automobile will eventually need to be repaired or replaced.


                    
\16\ These reports are consistent with published literature on low-income consumer bill-payment priorities, which


place payment of home energy bills second in priority behind rent/mortgage.  See generally, Roger Colton (1991).
Understanding Why Customers Don't Pay: The Need for Flexible Collection Practices, National Consumer Law
Center: Boston (MA).
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In most instances, to the extent that a
consumer forgoes payment of a current bill,
that consumer will face increased payments
at some point in the future. Since the
consumer will eventually be called upon to
pay current bills plus the arrears,
"foregone" expenditures tend not to be
"foregone" at all.  If a person skips a
monthly rent payment or a monthly car payment to pay a utility bill, the true effect of this
customer action is simply to borrow against future income.  At some point, the current
month's utility bill will need to be paid in addition to both current and past due rent or car
payments.


This type of foregone expenditure differs from those expenditures that are truly avoidable
(whether appropriately or not).  Food and medicine, for example, are truly avoidable
expenses. If a person does not eat on Monday, it does not follow that he or she eats twice as
much on Tuesday.  If a person takes two pills in the morning rather than the prescribed three,
it does not follow that he or she would take four pills at night. 


In some instances, whether expenditures are "truly avoidable" is not clear. Failing to obtain
medical treatment for an illness may or may not involve a truly avoidable expense.
Similarly, deferred maintenance may or may not be truly avoidable.  While it is likely that
the lack of an automobile oil change will create mechanical problems, it is not certain that
those problems will occur. While it is likely that continuing to neglect maintenance of a
home will result in a future repair, it is not certain. While it is possible that not seeing a
doctor for an illness, or not taking medicine for an illness, will lead to a more serious illness,
that result is not a certainty. While it is possible that driving while uninsured may result in
serious financial (as well as either civil or criminal) consequences, it is not a certainty.  


Another type of counter-productive action
involves increasing the indebtedness of the
household.  Borrowing money is one of the
most commonly reported mechanisms used
to pay unaffordable home energy bills,
including:


Ë Borrowing from friends and/or family;


Ë Borrowing from a loan company;


. . .to the extent that the consumer forgoes payment of
a current bill, that consumer will face increased
payments at some point in the future. Since the
consumer will eventually be called upon to pay
current bills plus the arrears, "foregone" expenditures
tend not to be "foregone" at all.  6


Borrowing money is one of the most commonly
reported mechanisms used to pay unaffordable home
energy bills. . .money that is borrowed, of course,
must some day be repaid. Borrowing money to pay a
utility bill simply substitutes one debt for another.7
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Ë Purchasing fuel, food, or medicine on credit cards.


Money that is borrowed, of course, must some day be repaid. Borrowing money to pay a
utility bill simply substitutes one debt for another. Borrowing defers unaffordability
problems; it does not address them.  


In this respect, getting advances on pay checks is simply one type of borrowing.  Instead of
borrowing from a third party, the consumer is borrowing against his or her own future
income.  Nonetheless, the advance is a debt that will need to be repaid at some point in the
future (as work is performed with no current compensation).


Unsustainable actions:  Many payment practices, even if not counter-productive, are
not sustainable in the long-term.  While these actions might allow a utility bill to be paid in
the short-term, they are actions that can not be sustained over time.  For a payment practice
to be sustainable, it should be stable, repeatable and dependable.  If a consumer is selling or
pawning household items to generate cash, that source of income will eventually run out.  If
a consumer is stealing fuel or electricity, whether from a neighbor or from a utility (through
meter tampering or fraud), that consumer eventually will be "caught" and the practice
terminated.  


Non-cost-effective actions:  Many payment practices may not be cost-effective in the
long-term.  Such practices, even if beneficial in the immediate term, quickly leave the
consumer worse off.  A consumer, for example, may well generate short-term cash by
selling the household automobile.  The sale of that car, however, may well impose
significant limits on the ability of the consumer to maintain employment. In addition, some
short-term expense savings will generate even larger longer-term expenditures.  Avoiding
medical care and the purchase of prescription medicines were both cited as responses to
utility inability-to-pay.  Both such actions, however, are likely to generate more serious
illness in the future, accompanied by increased expenses and lost wages.  Neglecting
necessary home and appliance maintenance and repairs will likely yield more expensive bills
in the future as well.


The trade-off of telephone service for home energy service presents a difficult cost-
effectiveness decision for the low-income consumer.  A 1988 study conducted by the
National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) for the Maine Public Utilities Commission
discovered that 80 percent of the Maine households whose energy service was disconnected
during the winter months lacked telephone service.\17\  The lack of telephone service was
                    
\17\ Roger Colton (1988). Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility


Protections in Maine: Winter Requests for Disconnect Permission, National Consumer Law Center: Boston.
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found to jeopardize continuing energy service by denying the household an opportunity to
contact the utility so as to enter into payment plans, make contact with social service
agencies to receive public assistance and to otherwise respond to the household's inability-
to-pay.  


Lack of access to a telephone jeopardizes access to public assistance programs as well.
According to one study looking at why households do not participate in the Food Stamp
program in Vermont, even for those households who knew who to contact for assistance in
understanding the application and income reporting requirements, the inability to contact the
agencies by phone was one of the most significant problems in obtaining such assistance.\18\


Similarly, in Butte Community Union v. Lewis,\19\  the court found that lack of telephone
service was a significant barrier to employment since the types of employment low-income
households generally obtain involve jobs offered and accepted via telephone.  


It would appear that a choice to drop telephone service in order to generate cash to pay for
home energy service may be counter-productive in the long-term.  


Quality-of-life degradation: Finally,
irrespective of "sustainability" or "cost-
effectiveness" considerations, some
consumer responses represent an
unacceptable degradation in a low-income
consumer's quality of life.  Disconnecting a
hot water heater to reduce home energy
bills, spending every day in public places
(such as shopping malls or libraries) to allow the home heating to be turned off during the
day, and temporarily abandoning one's home during cold weather all represent degradations
in quality of life.\20\


One particular aspect of a degradation in quality of life involves a forced reliance on unsafe
or dangerous heating strategies.  Amongst the responses to an inability-to-pay reported were:


                    
\18\ Sandage Advertising & Marketing (1989). Food Stamp Program: Focus Group Research Report, at 8 - 9,


Vermont Department of Social Welfare: Waterbury (VT).


\19\ 745 P.2d 1128, 1131 (Mont. 1987).


\20\ One report involved a consumer decision to disconnect the hot water heater to save on natural gas bills.  The
consumer subsequently decided to stop sending her children to school since they could not bathe or wear clean
clothes.


Setting "sustainability" and "cost-effectiveness"
considerations aside, some consumer responses
represent an unacceptable degradation in a low-
income consumer's quality of life. . .One aspect of a
degradation in quality of life involves a forced
reliance on unsafe or dangerous heating strategies.8
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Ë Turning down the temperature to unsafe temperatures during cold weather;


Ë Failing to use cooling equipment during hot weather;


Ë Using unsafe heat sources such as ovens, stove-top burners, charcoal grills, and
unvented space heaters as the primary source of heating; and


Ë Doing without heat altogether.


In addition, several reports were made of low-income consumers sleeping in running cars,
campers or vans as an alternative to staying in an unheated home.


Running the constant risk of an "invisible shutoff" is a related type of dangerous degradation
in life-style.  An invisible shutoff occurs when a consumer runs out of fuel because of an
inability to obtain new supplies rather than because of the affirmative action of an energy
vendor disconnecting supplies.  The danger of an invisible shutoff increases when
consumers respond to an inability-to-pay by:


Ë Purchasing kerosene or fuel oil in $5 increments rather than by the tankful;


Ë Buying LP cylinders rather than obtaining a tank refill; and 


Ë Substituting small purchases of diesel fuel for refills of fuel oil.


These small volume purchases represent a dual threat. On the one hand, they mean that any
individual purchase of a heat source will be more likely to be inadequate during cold
weather.  In addition, it means that the consumer is faced with a constant decision of whether
sufficient resources exist to heat a home (or to heat hot water) "tomorrow." The number of
opportunities for the fuel source to run out increases to once every several days rather than to
once a month.


Constructive Actions


Clearly, not all customer responses to inability-to-pay are negative in nature.  Consider, for
example, the range of before-the-fact actions that have been reported to reduce bills to a
level that is capable of being paid.  Some of these actions involve a positive restructuring of
a low-income consumer's financial obligations:


Ë Moving to a living situation where utilities are included in the rent;
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Ë Negotiating rent decreases during the high cost winter heating months;


Ë Taking on roommates to help share expenses;


Ë Entering into levelized budget billing plans;


Ë Seeking out utility low-income assistance programs.


In addition to addressing the expense side of the equation, some actions involve responsible
income-enhancing behavior:


Ë Taking on boarders to generate additional income;


Ë Asking or requiring children to work to contribute to household expenses;


Ë Seeking extra hours of work (or an additional job) to generate additional income;


Ë Applying for public fuel assistance;


Ë Applying for additional public aid (such as SSI).


Some consumers take actions to directly address the size of their home energy bills:


Ë Applying for government or utility-sponsored weatherization to reduce energy
consumption;


Ë Covering off-grade foundations to reduce cold air infiltration; 


Ë Placing plastic on windows or rags in cracks.


Low-income customers, however, frequently have little incentive, and even fewer choices,
to pursue one of these constructive responses to bill unaffordability.  Enrolling in an energy
efficiency program to reduce high bills on a going-forward basis, for example, does not help
pay the existing arrears unless coupled with a reasonable long-term deferred payment plan. 
Conversely, agreeing to a deferred payment arrangement does not address affordability on a
going-forward basis unless some adjustment can be made in either the level of the bill or the
level of household resources available to pay for the bill.
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All too frequently, the customer is faced
with an immediate need (i.e., bill payment
by a date certain) with the available
constructive responses to an inability-to-
pay unable to deliver assistance either in the
form, the time period, or the magnitude
necessary to meet that need.  Given the
immediate consequences of failing to
address the short-term nonpayment crisis, the customer is pushed into the negative actions
identified in this research.


The public policy implications of the division of customer responses into "constructive" and
"negative" categories can be substantial.  Focusing the attention of LIHEAP (or other low-
income energy assistance programs) primarily on bill nonpayment addresses only one small
subset of the potential consumer responses to bill unaffordability.  From a public policy
perspective, there appears to be a three-part need: (1) to encourage consumers not only to
engage in full and timely energy bill payment, but to engage in other constructive responses
to their inability-to-pay situations as well; (2) to expand the constructive options that are
available to consumers; and (3) to provide incentives for consumers to pursue those
constructive responses when they are available. An exclusive focus on bill payment not only
does not accomplish these three needs, but may impede their accomplishment.


Conclusion #2: Relationship Between Bill Payment and "Affordability"


A second conclusion to be derived from
this research is that bill payment and bill
affordability are not synonymous terms. 
Quite simply, it is possible for a person to
pay an unaffordable bill.  Indeed, it is
possible for a person to make continuing,
full and timely payments of an unaffordable
bill.  Merely because a bill has been paid
does not mean that it is affordable.  This conclusion is subject to objective verification.


Public policy might reasonably question as follows: If a particular utility has 100 low-
income consumers, none of whom have faced the disconnection of service for nonpayment
within the past year, is it accurate to conclude there is no need for low-income fuel
assistance on that utility system?  Similarly, if a utility has 100 low-income consumers, all of
whom have made regular, full and timely payments of their bills for the past year, is it


. . .the customer is faced with an immediate need (i.e.,
bill payment by a date certain) with the available
constructive responses to an inability-to-pay unable
to deliver assistance either in the form, the time
period, or the magnitude necessary to meet that need. 9


Bill payment and bill affordability are not
synonymous terms. . .[I]t is possible for a person to
make continuing, full and timely payments of an
unaffordable bill. . .This conclusion is subject to
objective verification.10
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accurate to conclude that there is no need for fuel assistance on that utility system? The
research in this paper leads to the conclusion that the answer to each of these questions is
"no."


Full and Timely Payment of Unaffordable Bills


The categorization of before-the-fact and contemporaneous actions helps in the assessment
of the relationship between affordability and bill nonpayment.  Neither of these categories
involves bill nonpayment.  By definition, a "before-the-fact" action occurs before energy is
consumed and bills are rendered. By definition, a "contemporaneous" action occurs in order
for bill payment to be made.


Consider the range of reported actions that households pursue in order to reduce utility
consumption to a level capable of being paid in a full and timely fashion:


Ë Burning non-utility "fuels" such as furniture, clothes, newspapers, used tires, doors and
woodwork in a wood stove or fireplace might allow a utility bill to be paid in full and
on time;


Ë Doing without heat completely during the day, while spending the day at shopping
malls, libraries, friends' homes, or emergency shelters might allow a bill to be paid in
full and on time;


Ë Doing without heat completely during the day, while spending the day in bed under
covers or dressed in outdoor winter clothing might allow a bill to be paid in full and on
time;


Ë Doing without heat completely during the night (while using extra blankets, heavy
coats, and clothes to sleep in) might allow a bill to be paid in full and on time.  


In each of these instances, the adverse consequences of bill unaffordability are separate from
any full and timely bill payment.  The full and timely bill payment does not reveal the
hardship or deprivation underlying the payment.  It seems wrong, however, to argue that a
home heating bill which is paid in a full and timely fashion because the consumer is
systematically burning the furniture in his or her home is "affordable-because-paid."  It
seems wrong to conclude that a natural gas bill paid in a full and timely fashion because the
consumer is burning used tires in the fire place to heat his or her home is "affordable-
because-paid."  It seems wrong to conclude that a natural gas bill paid in a full and timely
fashion because the consumer is wearing a coat inside his or her home during cold weather
is "affordable-because-paid."
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So, too, contemporaneous actions assume that bill payment occurs. At the least, bill non-
payment is not a necessary element to these contemporaneous actions. Consider the range of
reported actions that households pursue in order to have sufficient funds to pay their home
heating bill:


Ë Foregoing taking prescribed medicines;


Ë Going one or more days without food;


Ë Not buying children's clothes, school supplies, or holiday presents.


Along these lines, whether some customer actions are "negative," or whether they simply
represent "sound money management" for a person of limited income is not evident on its
face.  Amongst actions that low-income consumers are reported to take include:


Ë Freeing up cash for utility bill payments by not buying food, because food is available
through a local pantry;


Ë Freeing up cash for utility bills payments by not paying rent, because rent crisis
benefits are available through a local housing agency;


Ë Freeing up cash for utility bills by not buying clothes, because free clothing is available
through a local crisis center;


Ë Generating cash for utility bills by not paying utility bills, because utility crisis dollars
are available in the event of a threatened "shutoff" (or refusal to fill for bulk fuels) once
a minimum arrears is obtained.


Whether low-income customers should be
"forced" to use food pantries, emergency
rental assistance programs, and local
emergency clothing programs as a
mechanism to generate cash to pay home
energy bills seems to depend on one's
social/political beliefs as much as anything.
Is such an action a degrading solicitation of
a "handout," or is it simply taking advantage of the resources which a community makes
available to poor people?  Regardless of the answer to that question, a home energy bill that
is paid in a full and timely fashion because the consumer relies on free food from a


Is forcing a household to use a food pantry in order to
free up dollars to pay their utility bill a degrading
solicitation of a "handout," or is it simply taking
advantage of the resources which a community
makes available to poor people?  11
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community food pantry hardly seems to qualify for the term "affordable."


"Sustainability": An Alternative to "Affordability"


In measuring the "outcomes" of a low-
income energy assistance program, the
concept of a "sustainable" energy bill may
be a more appropriate objective than
"affordability." This is true for several
reasons. While the concept of
"affordability" has a sense of subjectivity to
it, the concept of "sustainability" can be objectively measured; the question becomes: can
this payment practice be kept up over time?  Moreover, the concept of "sustainability"
eliminates the exclusive (or primary) focus on bill payment.  The sustainability of bill
payment must consider the underlying forces at work behind the bill payment.  It looks not
simply at whether a bill gets paid, but at how a bill gets paid.


Substituting this concept of sustainability into our outcome measurement results in the
following goal for a low-income energy assistance program such as LIHEAP: to
increase/maintain the sustainability of energy bills for low-income consumers.  Given this
goal, the objectives of a low-income program such as LIHEAP would be four-fold:\21\


Ë To minimize nonpayment manifestations of non-sustainability such as service
terminations and arrears. 


Ë To minimize the "before-the-fact" manifestations of non-sustainability.


Ë To minimize the contemporaneous manifestations of non-sustainability.


Ë To minimize the after-the-fact manifestations of non-sustainability.


Measuring these outcomes needs to distinguish between "reaching" sustainability and
"moving toward" sustainability.  In the first instance, there is a line (or a point) that a
program is seeking to reach.  Where you end up is important. In the second instance, it is the
direction of movement which is important, whether or not the program ever reaches the goal.
 Progress is more important than reaching the goal.


                    
\21\ Objectives are to be both attainable and quantifiable.


The sustainability of bill payment considers the
underlying forces at work behind the bill payment.  It
looks not simply at whether a bill gets paid, but at
how a bill gets paid.12
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


This paper introduces the following important concepts into any discussion of low-income
home energy assistance:


Ë The "affordability" of home energy bills cannot be deduced from the mere fact that
bills are being paid by consumers.  Bills can be paid but nonetheless still be
unaffordable. Accordingly, low-income bill affordability programs such as LIHEAP
should not be focused (or justified) exclusively (or even primarily) on the existence of
payment problems, particularly payment problems resulting in the disconnection or
denial or service.  


Ë The "negative" responses available to a low-income customer facing an inability-to-pay
far outstrip the available constructive responses. All too frequently, the customer is
faced with an immediate need (i.e., bill payment by a date certain) with the available
constructive responses to an inability-to-pay unable to deliver assistance either in the
form, the time period, or the magnitude necessary to meet that need.  The focus on
resolving the immediate nonpayment problem is more than ineffective, however. It has
additional significant individual and institutional ramifications. On an individual basis,
the customer may be pushed into a series of "bad" decisions to meet his or her short-
term payment needs.  On an institutional basis, the system fails to create constructive
responses to an inability-to-pay or to provide incentives to pursue those constructive
responses when they exist.


Ë For purposes of measuring program outcomes, the concept of bill "affordability"
should be replaced with the concept of bill "sustainability." Full and timely payment of
bills can be the result of consumer actions that cannot be sustained over time. The
sustainability of bill payment considers the underlying forces at work behind the bill
payment.  It looks not simply at whether a bill gets paid, but at how a bill gets paid.
Actions such as borrowing money, selling or pawning household items, and burning
alternative "fuels" (such as furniture, old tires, or clothes), along with a host of others,
cannot be maintained over the long term.


Ë The existence of bill affordability assistance --whether fuel assistance through
LIHEAP, or energy efficiency through weatherization or utility programs, or rate
discounts-- results in objectively measurable outcomes.  These outcomes involve more
than merely reducing energy burdens.  An appropriate decision rule for low-income
assistance is as follows: The presence of adverse or negative customer actions
evidences a need, the elimination or reduction in which represents an accomplishment
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of LIHEAP (i.e., an "outcome" in the parlance of GPRA).\22\ The incidence of these
negative actions (i.e., how many consumers are forced to engage in such actions), and
the frequency of such actions (i.e., how often are such customers forced to take such
actions), both lend themselves to measurement.


NECESSARY FUTURE RESEARCH


Having reached the foregoing conclusions, several next steps become evident:


Ë A systematic set of "baseline" data needs to be collected documenting the extent to
which low-income consumers engage in negative actions as a result of non-sustainable
home energy bills.


Ë The baseline data, as well as data collection over time, needs to document both the
breadth and depth of the problem.  The breadth of the problem involves measuring the
number of households engaging in such negative or adverse actions.  The depth of the
problem measures how often customers are engaging in negative or adverse actions in
response to unaffordable home energy bills. "Breadth" and "depth" are different
measurements.


Ë The baseline data should be evaluated to determine to what extent, if at all, the negative
actions resulting from non-sustainable home energy bills can be associated with
specific levels of home energy burdens.  Such research would query whether some
specific level of burden results in an identifiable change in either the breadth or the
depth of "negative" responses as identified above.  The identification of such a point
might provide important insights into a determination of an objective measurement of
"affordability" based on energy burden.


Ë An experimental set of data should test whether specific types of affordability
assistance (e.g., LIHEAP, Weatherization, discount rates) result in a reduction in either
the breadth or depth (or both) of the negative responses identified above.


Ë An experimental set of data should test whether particular energy affordability
programs (e.g., LIHEAP, Weatherization, discount rates) are more effective at reducing
either the breadth or depth (or both) of the negative outcomes. Comparisons should be
made to each other (e.g., is weatherization more effective than fuel assistance, or vice
versa) as well as to a more generalized income transfer program (e.g., is fuel assistance
more effective than a general income transfer program).


                    
\22\ A similar decision rule could be adopted for any other energy assistance program as well.  It is not unique to


LIHEAP.
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Table 1
Low-Income Customer Responses to Unaffordable Home Energy Bills


Activity/Number of Mentions Non-Payment Prerequisite Constructive/Negative/Neutral Before/After/Contemporaneous


Change fuel, suppliers


14 Burn wood, kerosene N 0 B / A


15 Request/obtain space heaters N - B / A


12 Change energy suppliers Y 0 A


Restructure (positively) their expenses and debts


8 Move to (subsidized) housing with heat included in rent N + B


4 Sign up for utility low-income program N + B / A


11 Negotiate budget payments or payment extension with vendors, try to get reasonable
and affordable payment plans


Y + A


1 Ask landlord for lower rent in winter N + B


1 Declare bankruptcy Y - A


4 Put children in foster homes/give up children to family members N - B / A


Increase their indebtedness


23 Borrow from friends and/or family N - A / C


4 Borrow from loan company N - A / C


3 Try to get advance on pay check N - A / C


3 Skip payments until tax time Y - A / C


1 Cash in life insurance N - A / C


4 Purchase fuel, food, medicine on credit cards N - B / A / C


3 Give up: don't pay and worry about later Y - A / C
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Decrease/compromise quality of life


2 Don't make needed purchases: kids clothes, eye glasses, dentures N - B / A


2 Forego home, appliance repair and  maintenance N - B / A


2 Sell car/do without transportation N - B / A


1 Keep kids out of school due to lack of bathing or clean clothes N - A


17 Pawn/sell valuables to pay energy bills (TVs, bikes, clothes, vehicles, furniture) N - C


Seek emergency shelter (short and long run)


4 Spend day time in public spaces (malls, grocery stores, libraries) N - B


5 Abandon own dwellings to move in to temporary housing (shelters) N - B


4 Seek emergency shelter on coldest days N - B


3 Nothing: get evicted; become homeless Y - C


Resort to unsafe heating strategies/techniques


12 Turn down thermostat to dangerously low temperatures; stay in house with no heat;
don't run a/c in hot weather


N - B


29 Use alternate (unsafe) heat sources (ovens, burners, electric blankets), change fuel
types, electric space heaters


N - B


7 Do without heat N - B


8 Burn furniture, clothes, siding, tires, doors, woodwork in wood stove or fireplace N - B
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Make energy use "pay as you go"


4 Sleep in (running) car; campers; vans N - B


8 Purchase kerosene, fuel oil in $5 increments; buy LP cylinders rather than fill tank;
buy small quantities of diesel fuel


N - C


Cut back on usage


7 Spend a lot of time in bed (all day) N - B


10 Wear multiple layers of clothing; use lots of blankets N - B


9 Let gas/electric be disconnected in winter/summer, reconnected in warm/cold
weather, live without heating or cooling


Y - A


4 Cover off grade foundations to reduce cold air infiltration; plastic on windows; rags
in cracks


N + B


1 Don't use lights N - / 0 B


12 Reduce heating to 1 or 2 rooms N - B


1 Turn off heat at night N - B


2 Turn off hot water heater completely N - B


Steal fuel/energy/commit fraud


9 Illegal reconnect after disconnect Y - A


7 Tamper with meter Y - A


5 Write bad checks to get fuel/maintain service Y - C


6 Lie about income to get assistance/commit fraud to get assistance N - C


16 Open new accounts under new names or false names (children, pets) Y - C


8 Move around to avoid bill collectors Y - A


3 Wait for disconnect and then move Y - C


Defer or avoid other legitimate expenses (play creditors off against each other)
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2 Disconnect telephones N - B


2 Don't pay electric to pay heat Y - C


5 Use rent money for utilities (because eviction is more difficult than disconnect) N - C


13 Don't pay other bills (water, rent, car payments, car or house insurance) N - C


3 Don't buy Christmas or birthday presents for kids N - / 0 C


7 Buy less food/stop special diets N - C


4 Don't treat illness until it is advanced N - C


7 Stop purchasing medicine/don't use all medicine N - C


Get someone else to pay for energy/other expenses


9 Run extension cord to neighbors Y - B


25 Request government assistance N + C / A


25 Move in with friends or family who have service Y - / 0 A


18 Get private fuel assistance (church, Salvation Army, etc.) Y + C


8 Free up cash by going to food pantries, clothing centers, emergency rent programs N + / 0 B / A / C


Seek permanent use/cost reduction


6 Request weatherization/utility energy audit N + B
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Increase income


2 Expect children to work and contribute to housing costs N + / 0 B


3 Take in friends, family, boarders, tenants for extra income N + B


4 Look for (more or extra) work N + B


1 Seek SSI N + B


Use system protections


4 Don't pay bills because of winter moratorium protection Y - C


2 Quit paying in summer and wait for LIHEAP to start Y - C


1 Run up arrears high enough to qualify for emergency crisis assistance Y - C


3 Get doctor's note to prevent shutoff Y - C


4 Agree to deferred payment arrangement they know they can't keep Y - C


2 Use electric space heaters since electricity cannot be disconnected in winter Y - C
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APPENDIX A:
A CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM PLANNING AND OUTCOME REVIEW


LIHEAP is but one of a variety of energy affordability programs.\23\  Basic planning
principles dictate that certain steps occur in the planning and implementation of any
program.  These planning steps are as applicable to LIHEAP as they are to any program of
any nature.  The fundamental planning principles involved in program design include the
following steps:


1. Articulating the program goal:  The program goal is the ultimate end-in-view
resulting from the program. (Illustration: To maintain better contacts within one's
family.)


2. Establishing one or more program objective(s):  Program objectives are to be both
attainable and measurable.  It is against program objectives that program performance
is subsequently measured. (Illustration: To be home for holidays.)


3. Identifying the strategy to accomplishing the objective(s): The "strategy" of a
program is the overall direction in which the program intends to move.  The strategy
is important in that it is disconnected from tactics.  A tactic may be effective and yet
still not accomplish the program goal if the strategy is flawed with which to begin.
(Illustration: To acquire frequent flyer miles to fund airplane tickets for holiday trips
home.)


4. Identifying one or more tactics through which to implement the strategy: 
Program "tactics" are the specific action steps through which a strategy is
implemented.  Tactics are those program elements which would be included in a
work plan. A program may, and likely will, have multiple tactics to implement the
strategy. (Illustration: To limit all business trips solely to a single airline to increase
the accumulation of frequent flyer miles.)


5. Measuring program performance:\24\ Measuring a program's performance involves


                    
\23\ "A `program' may be any activity, project, function, or policy that has an identifiable purpose or set of


objectives." U.S. General Accounting Office, Performance Measurement and Evaluation: Definitions and
Relationships, Glossary, at 1 (April 1998). Other affordability programs might involve weatherization or baseload
energy efficiency, utility rate discounts, and the like.


\24\ "Performance measures may address the type or level of program activities conducted (process), the direct
products and services delivered by a program (outputs), and/or the results of those products and services
(outcomes)." Performance Measurement and Evaluation, supra.
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measuring outcomes.\25\  Measuring outcomes is different from measuring outputs or
activities. (Illustration (outcome measure): Was I home for New Year's Day, Labor
Day, Father's Day?). (Illustration (activity measure): Did I fly all my business trips
on one airline?). (Illustration (output measure): Did I accumulate sufficient
frequent flyer miles to fund a trip home for the holidays?) It is important to notice
that, in this illustration as is true generally, neither the output measures nor the
activity measures contribute to a determination of whether the program objective is
being met. Accomplishment of an objective can only be measured through an
analysis of program outcomes.


6. Evaluating program performance in light of the program objectives:  Program
performance should be measured relative to the program objective.\26\ This involves
creating a feedback loop.  The feedback loop provides the planner with the ability to
determine if the objective was met, and if not, what changes need to be made to
improve performance.\27\


Two important observations need to be made about this planning process.  First, it is critical
to distinguish between strategy and tactics.  Even successful tactics fail if the strategy is
flawed in the first place (e.g., I flew enough business trips on one airline to accumulate
sufficient miles for an airline ticket, but my home town does not have an airport; e.g., I flew
enough trips on one airline to accumulate sufficient miles for an airline ticket, but one cannot
use frequent flyer miles for trips over holidays). If a strategy is in error, the effectiveness of
the tactics becomes irrelevant, since successful tactics cannot be used within a flawed
strategic framework to accomplish program objectives. 


Second, an appropriate strategy can fail due to unsuccessful tactics (e.g., the airline on which
I took all my business trips does not fly to my home town; e.g., I flew 100% of my business
trips on a single airline, but I took only three business trips).  Under these circumstances, the
appropriate planning response is to determine whether the tactics had some underlying flaw,
or whether they were simply poorly implemented.
                    
\25\ "Performance measurement focuses on whether a program has achieved its objectives, expressed as


measurable performance standards." Performance Measurement and Evaluation, supra. As is thus evident, it is
possible to know that a program reduces energy burdens and/or energy bills, without documenting what outcome
that program result generates.


\26\ "Performance measurement is the ongoing monitoring and reporting of program accomplishments, particularly
progress towards preestablished goals." Performance Measurement and Evaluation, supra.


\27\ "A program evaluation's typically more in-depth examination of program performance and context allows for
an overall assessment of whether the program works and identification of adjustments that may improve its results."
Performance Measurement and Evaluation, supra.
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Income Characteristics


 Fixed or variable


 “Extremely low” as defined in some fashion


Subject to future increases (SSI, elder)


Disruption of past income (divorce, death)


Temporarily disrupted (unemployed)
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Energy Characteristics


High heating bill


High home energy bill


Ability to control energy bill


Dominion over energy bill
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Knowledge Characteristics


Understanding & controlling home energy 
costs


Alternatives to high cost choices (RTO)


Accounting for energy in housing choice


Available public assistance (EITC?)
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“Skills” Characteristics


Household budget skills


Household planning skills


 Eliminating crisis management focus


 “Soft” skills (communication)


 Job training
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Partnership Characteristics


Recognize personal responsibility


Help control usage


 Engages in appropriate communication


Does not inappropriately “game system”
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Special Barriers to Overcome


Overwhelming crises


 “Just stop the DNP” syndrome


 “You owe me” syndrome


Reticence to take public assistance
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Customer Segmentation Summary


 Income Characteristics 


 Energy Characteristics 


Knowledge Characteristics


 “Skills” Characteristics 


Partnership Characteristics 


Special Barriers to Overcome


Not lifestyle choices (“live within means”)
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Customer Segmentation Summary


 Income Characteristics 


 Energy Characteristics 


Knowledge Characteristics


 “Skills” Characteristics 


Partnership Characteristics 


Special Barriers to Overcome


Not lifestyle choices (“live within means”)
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For more information:


roger@fsconline.com








2013 2014
Heating Avg Arrears Avg Tot Bill Bill for Current Svc Current bill + 10% Total bill + 10% Total bill % increase Heating Avg Arrears Avg Tot Bill Bill for Current Svc Current bill + 10% Total bill + 10% Total bill % increase
January $506.59 $795.24 $288.65 $317.52 $824.11 3.6% January $512.79 $828.68 $315.89 $347.48 $860.27 3.8%
February $568.94 $855.79 $286.85 $315.54 $884.48 3.4% February $575.63 $873.96 $298.33 $328.16 $903.79 3.4%
March $620.56 $858.30 $237.74 $261.51 $882.07 2.8% March $634.53 $903.78 $269.25 $296.18 $930.71 3.0%
April $619.48 $843.64 $224.16 $246.58 $866.06 2.7% April $633.73 $864.59 $230.86 $253.95 $887.68 2.7%
May $591.08 $742.09 $151.01 $166.11 $757.19 2.0% May $591.26 $756.01 $164.75 $181.23 $772.49 2.2%
June $526.99 $634.16 $107.17 $117.89 $644.88 1.7% June $532.73 $644.64 $111.91 $123.10 $655.83 1.7%
July $493.61 $584.34 $90.73 $99.80 $593.41 1.6% July $495.04 $591.81 $96.77 $106.45 $601.49 1.6%
August $460.60 $549.23 $88.63 $97.49 $558.09 1.6% August $451.95 $546.96 $95.01 $104.51 $556.46 1.7%
September $427.27 $517.62 $90.35 $99.39 $526.66 1.7% September $429.92 $519.33 $89.41 $98.35 $528.27 1.7%
October $417.55 $531.28 $113.73 $125.10 $542.65 2.1% October $429.76 $547.18 $117.42 $129.16 $558.92 2.1%
November $416.29 $589.30 $173.01 $190.31 $606.60 2.9% November $413.76 $581.18 $167.42 $184.16 $597.92 2.9%
December $444.57 $692.30 $247.73 $272.50 $717.07 3.6% December $445.73 $686.69 $240.96 $265.06 $710.79 3.5%


Non‐heating Avg Arrears Avg Tot Bill Bill for Current Svc Current bill + 10% Total bill + 10% Total bill % increase Non‐heating Avg Arrears Avg Tot Bill Bill for Current Svc Current bill + 10% Total bill + 10% Total bill % increase
January $175.52 $278.91 $103.39 $113.73 $289.25 3.7% January $164.11 $272.88 $108.77 $119.65 $283.76 4.0%
February $192.74 $295.32 $102.58 $112.84 $305.58 3.5% February $187.77 $295.08 $107.31 $118.04 $305.81 3.6%
March $205.85 $292.92 $87.07 $95.78 $301.63 3.0% March $202.85 $300.02 $97.17 $106.89 $309.74 3.2%
April $201.71 $287.12 $85.41 $93.95 $295.66 3.0% April $200.38 $290.00 $89.62 $98.58 $298.96 3.1%
May $190.50 $258.98 $68.48 $75.33 $265.83 2.6% May $191.81 $265.92 $74.11 $81.52 $273.33 2.8%
June $172.36 $233.81 $61.45 $67.60 $239.96 2.6% June $173.52 $239.15 $65.63 $72.19 $245.71 2.7%
July $158.68 $228.32 $69.64 $76.60 $235.28 3.1% July $159.86 $228.22 $68.36 $75.20 $235.06 3.0%
August $153.02 $218.65 $65.63 $72.19 $225.21 3.0% August $151.58 $226.94 $75.36 $82.90 $234.48 3.3%
September $146.85 $218.48 $71.63 $78.79 $225.64 3.3% September $154.38 $216.76 $62.38 $68.62 $223.00 2.9%
October $144.08 $208.15 $64.07 $70.48 $214.56 3.1% October $142.94 $209.95 $67.01 $73.71 $216.65 3.2%
November $140.75 $214.85 $74.10 $81.51 $222.26 3.4% November $145.10 $218.10 $73.00 $80.30 $225.40 3.3%
December $149.01 $238.08 $89.07 $97.98 $246.99 3.7% December $154.74 $243.55 $88.81 $97.69 $252.43 3.6%
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 Little question exists but that regulators and utility companies in 
Pennsylvania need to address the increasingly serious problems of 
uncollectible accounts that plague their systems.  The presence of 
uncollectible accounts harms utilities in any one of a number of ways.  First 
and foremost, uncollectibles increase revenue requirement, and thus rates, for 
all paying customers.  Implicit within a high rate of uncollectibles, however, are 
other "hidden" expenses.  Included are the expenses of credit and collection 
activities as well as the working capital expenses associated with carrying 
unpaid bills for lengthy periods of time.  To address the problems of 
uncollectibles, therefore, is to address also the problem of credit and collection 
practices in general.   
 
 This report looks at methods by which utilities and their regulators can 
seek to control the problems of uncollectibles.  The report posits that the 
solutions to the uncollectible problem must be both effective and cost-effective.  
These concepts are overlapping.  To be "effective," a solution must accurately 
define the problem and address those aspects of the problem.  To be 
"cost-effective," the solution must promote the provision of least-cost service.   
 
 This ultimate goal, the provision of least-cost service, must not get lost in 
the efforts to control uncollectible accounts.  Indeed, the following report looks 
with some detail at examining the cost-effectiveness of a variety of traditional 
public utility credit and collection techniques.  The analysis posits that the 
ultimate goal of any utility activity is to provide reasonably adequate service to 
its ratepayers at least-cost.   
 
 For example, the Energy Assurance Program (EAP) proposed in these 
comments is designed first and foremost to permit the participating utility to 
provide least-cost service to all of its ratepayers.  This least-cost service arises 
by minimizing uncollectibles, by minimizing credit and collection costs, by 
minimizing working capital costs, and the like.  By providing the special 
program to low-income households, in other words, the EAP seeks to help the 
low-income household and, in so doing, seeks to reduce uncollectibles and 
total revenue requirement at the same time. 
 
 The requirement that utility activity contribute toward the provision of 
least-cost service pervades every aspect of a utility's business.  It governs 
whether a utility should provide coal, oil or nuclear capacity; whether a utility 
should pursue new central station capacity, cogeneration or conservation; 
whether a utility should self-insure or purchase insurance policies; whether a 
utility should maintain compensating bank balances or pay bank fees; whether 
a utility should raise debt or equity capital.  The requirement of least-cost 
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service, too, should govern utility collection activities.  In reviewing these 
alternatives, expenses devoted to the collection of arrears and the control of 
uncollectibles should be measured by the same least-cost tests as any other 
utility expense.   
 
 Unfortunately, on too frequent of a basis, utility credit and collection 
activities are based entirely on supposition and presumption.  Little effort has 
gone into identifying the specific purposes that underlie credit and collection 
efforts; examining whether the means proposed bear some reasonable 
relationship to those purposes; and calculating what the financial and 
economic consequences are should those means be pursued.   
 
 Far too often, utility credit and collection activities have escaped the 
scrutiny that is applied to other aspects of a utility's business.  For example, 
the disconnection of service is assumed to be a rational and economic 
response to nonpayment of bills, without considering the impacts of the lost 
stream of revenue which ensues.  The collection of security deposits is 
asserted to reduce bad debt, without looking at whether further reduction 
ceases after some level of security, leaving only the costs of deposit 
maintenance without the benefits.  Long-term deferred payment plans are 
offered without consideration of whether collecting $80 today may be 
financially and economically more sensible than possibly collecting $100 
tomorrow.   
 
 In sum, this report is grounded squarely in the dictates of Hope\1\ and 
Bluefield\2\ that utilities are required to operate in an economic and efficient 
manner and that they should take advantage of all reasonable efficiencies in 
operation.  Utilities should undertake to identify all reasonable measures, both 
common and innovative, to reduce their uncollectible accounts.  Just like any 
other utility practices, however, credit and collection activities that are found to 
interfere with the overall provision of least-cost service should be modified or 
abandoned even if they successfully control receivables and uncollectibles. 
 
 With this overview, this report is presented in eight Parts: 
 
PART I:examines why customers don't pay; 
 
PART II:reviews the demographics of nonpayers; 
                     
\1\Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 350 U.S. 591 (1944). 


\2\Bluefield Water Works v. Public Service Commission of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679 (1923). 
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PART III:examines low-income payment patterns; 
 
PART IV:examines and recommends an Energy Assurance Program as an 


effective, cost-justified collection mechanism for 
households who are otherwise unable to pay; 


 
PART V:assesses why households do not participate in the LIHEAP benefit 


program; 
 
PART VI:proposes that the Commission initiate a process through which to 


consider a variety of new sources of leveraging new 
federal dollars through the provision of private utility 
low-income energy assistance; 


 
PART VII:assesses the potential for conservation and weatherization 


programs to reduce low-income arrears; 
 
PART VIII:considers whether arrearage forgiveness is an appropriate 


response to inability-to-pay and whether such a 
forgiveness encourages prompt payments toward 
current bills. 


 
 In each case, the report will evaluate what implications are held for utility 
credit and collection practices. 
 
 Finally, while this report looks at the control of uncollectibles, such 
examination must not lose sight of the fact that, ultimately, this discussion 
centers on the monopoly provision of essential life services.  Indeed, payment 
problems can threaten the health, safety and perhaps even the life of 
low-income individuals.  The availability of public utility services has been 
judicially recognized as essential not only to modern convenience, but to 
modern health and welfare as well.  The U.S. Supreme Court noted in Craft 
v. Memphis Gas, Light and Water Division,\3\ that "utility service is a necessity 
of modern life; indeed, the discontinuance of water or heating for even short 
periods of time may threaten health or safety."\4\  Similarly, an Ohio federal 
district court has stated that "the lack of heat in the winter time has very serious 
effects upon the physical health of human beings, and can easily be 
                     
\3\436 U.S. 1 (1978). 


\4\436 U.S. at 18. 
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fatal."\5\  The poor in particular have long been found to be vulnerable to the 
loss of utility service.\6\   
 
 This recognition has both substantive and procedural implications.  
Procedurally, the components of fundamental fairness in any process which 
might threaten to deprive households of these essential services, either 
temporarily or permanently, must be zealously adhered to.  Substantively, 
credit and collection mechanisms that have the potential end result of depriving 
households of service must explicitly articulate the goals they are intended to 
accomplish and, in reality, accomplish those goals and no others.   
 
 The following analysis of how to control uncollectibles in Pennsylvania is 
presented within this context. 


                     
\5\Palmer v. Columbia Gas Co. of Ohio, 342 F.Supp. 241, 244 (N.D. Ohio 1972) (citations omitted);  see 


also, Stanford v. Gas Service Company, 346 F.Supp. 717, 721 (D.Kan. 1972).  An excellent 
canvass of cases is found in Montalvo v. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, 110 
Misc. 2d 24, 441 N.Y.S.2d 768, 776 (N.Y. 1981). 


\6\Kirkwood, "Cash Deposits--Burdens and Barriers in Access to Utility Services," 7 Harv. Civ. Rights Civ. 
Lib. L.Rev. 630 (1972); Note, "The Shutoff of Utility Services for Nonpayment: A Plight of the 
Poor," 46 Wash. L.Rev. 745 (1971); Note, "Public Utilities and the Poor: The Requirement of 
Cash Deposits from Domestic Consumers," 78 Yale L.Rev. 448 (1969). 
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 PART I. WHY CUSTOMERS DON'T PAY. 
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 The first step of analysis in seeking to respond to problems involving 
utility customer nonpayment is to determine precisely why households might 
not pay their bills.  By understanding the full range of reasons why households 
may not pay, utilities and their regulators can adopt a flexible approach to bill 
collection, involving a range of techniques addressing specific problems.  This 
flexibility will help maximize the receipt of revenue while minimizing both 
uncollectibles and collection expenses. 
 
 A failure to inquire into why customers do not pay has ramifications on 
the need for collection efforts as well as on the effectiveness of collection 
efforts.  On the one hand, a failure to understand why people do not pay their 
bills may result in inappropriately severe collection techniques being imposed 
on nonpaying households.  The involuntary disconnection of service, for 
example, is particularly inappropriate for households who are facing short-term 
payment difficulties.  Temporarily losing employment, incurring extraordinary 
medical bills, or experiencing unusually high heating bills are all types of 
nonpermanent situations which might cause a household to face payment 
problems for some short period of time.  These circumstances do not warrant 
the disconnection of service.  Nor would the disconnection of service in these 
circumstances serve any collection purpose or protect the utility against the 
future loss of revenue.   
 
 On the other hand, failing to inquire into why households do not pay their 
bills on time may well result in collection techniques being pursued that have no 
hope for success.  Deferred payment agreements, for example, are a 
particularly inappropriate mechanism through which to seek full payment of 
arrears for households that are chronically poor.  If a household could not pay 
the full current bill in the past because of a lack of money, it lacks good sense to 
call upon that household to enter into a deferred payment plan in which a 
promise is made to pay the full current bill plus some increment to retire the 
arrears in the future. 
 
 The imposition of a late payment charge is one collection technique the 
validity of which is particularly susceptible to an evaluation in terms of why 
people do not pay their bills.  Late payment fees are often justified as a means 
to accelerate payments.\7\  It might well be a rational collection strategy, in 


                     
\7\Late fees can also be justified as a cost-based charge designed to compensate the utility for the expenses 


associated with late payment.  This justification, however, most often fails on close analysis.  
See generally, National Consumer Law Center, Determining the Cost-Effectiveness of Utility 
Credit and Collection Practices, at 67 - 90 (July 1990). 
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other words, to impose a late payment fee on a customer that does not make 
timely payments because she seeks to capture the time value of money while 
letting arrears develop.\8\  In contrast, however, if a customer does not pay 
because she cannot afford to pay, to seek to accelerate payments by 
increasing the bill through imposition of a late charge is not only bound to fail as 
a collection device, but is bound to exacerbate rather than to alleviate the 
payment problems the household is experiencing.\9\  As one Michigan State 
University study concluded: 
 
Payment performance tends, moreover, to accord with 


socio-economic class, with better performance in 
middle-income and more affluent areas than in 
low-income areas* * *.  * * *Late payment is 
generally but by no means exclusively 
concentrated among inner-city and other poor 


                     
\8\However, several studies indicate that the imposition of a late charge is not effective in accelerating 


customer payments.  See generally, Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Late Payment 
Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151 (July 1973).  Samuels notes in particular that late fees 
have no impact on accelerating payments for utilities that have due date 30 days or more from the 
date on which the bill is rendered.  Id., at 1159. 


\9\The impact of a proposed late fee was recently examined in a rate case involving Columbia Gas of 
Pennsylvania.  See, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas Company of 
Pennsylvania, Docket No. R-891468 (Decision and Order, September 19, 1990).  The Direct 
Testimony on behalf of the Office of Consumer Advocate found:  


 
For the 3,907 customers in our sample, this late payment charge would, in many cases, 


add up to more than $200 per year to the cost of the arrears subject to 
the payment plan.* * *It is not the dollar amount, however, which is 
so important, as it is the strain that the added late payment charge will 
add to the Budget Plus plan.  A household making $5 "Plus" 
payments, who faces a $40 annual late payment charge, would face 
the equivalent of eight additional payments each year. Remember, 
that these equivalent additional payments are above and beyond the 
level of payment which has already been determined to be the limit of 
the participating customer's ability to pay.   


 
The fallacy in any belief that a late payment charge will accomplish any constructive 


task is seen with a sub-sample of the 3,907 Budget Plus plans studied.  
A late payment charge would add a monthly cost of $5 or more to 751 
households who are charged the minimum $5 "Plus" amount because 
they already have an acknowledged negative ability to pay." 


 
Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Roger D. Colton, Docket No. R-891468 (filed April 14, 1990). 
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neighborhoods, and among the elderly on fixed 
incomes.  It has been statistically confirmed that 
the late charge is not effective for those whose 
problem is not lack of incentive to pay but 
unemployment and poverty."\10\ 


 
In this instance, therefore, both the efficacy and the legitimacy of the collection 
technique (i.e., imposing a late payment fee) depends upon a proper 
determination of why the household did not pay in the first place.\11\  Without 
looking at the reasons for nonpayment, a late fee qua collection device not only 
is ineffective, but is actually counterproductive as well. 
 
 Given the thesis that the rationality of particular utility collection 
mechanisms depends upon the reason for nonpayment in the first instance, it is 
surprising that so little information is available regarding the reasons for 
customer nonpayment.  The purpose of this Part is to help remedy that lack.   


                     
\10\Warren Samuels, "Commentary: Utility Payment Charges," 19 Wayne Law Review 1151, 1159 - 1160 


(July 1973). 


\11\See also, the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation study which concluded  "Finally, we come to the 
Group 5 people who have the money to pay but don't.  This problem might be handled by a 
finance charge on the unpaid balance.  However, a blanket finance charge might increase the 
financial burdens of Groups 1, 2 and 3.  Some sort of limitation might need to be designed into 
the finance charge."  Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their 
Bills," Public Utilities Fortnightly, at 44 (June 21, 1984).  The classification of the five groups is 
discussed infra, page 16. 
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 SECTION A: THE EXISTING LITERATURE. 
 
 1. THE PENNSYLVANIA STUDY. 
 
 A late 1985 Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) study looking at 
payment-troubled households in Pennsylvania\12\ debunked the myth that 
nonpaying households are characterized by "deadbeats."  The Penn State 
study found that "payment-troubled households are experiencing considerable 
socioeconomic stress when compared to the pattern for the average (general) 
customer sample."\13\  The study noted that families encountering payment 
problems have a higher number of female heads of household, dependents, 
disabled members, nonmarried heads of households, and unemployed 
household members while also having lower levels of education, income and 
home ownership than households that do not experience difficulties.   
 
 Ultimately, the study concluded: "thus, with regard to their 
socio-economic and demographic characteristics, the groups that encounter 
payment problems have higher proportions of the type of customers intended 
for protection by public policy."\14\  The data reported in the study are laid out in 
Table A. 
 
 The Penn State study found that six of ten customers who had utility 
payment problems indicated that some unusual condition hindered timely 
payment of their utility bill.\15\  Employment related problems (such as being 
laid off, having reduced working hours, or being unemployed) were most 
frequently cited as the cause for the receipt of a shutoff notice as well as for the 
actual termination of service (22% for shutoff notice; 18% for 


                     
\12\Hyman, et al., "Optimizing the Public and Private Effects of Utility Service Terminations," Public 


Utilities Fortnightly, at 29 (December 29, 1985). 


\13\The statewide study examined representative samples of four groups of households involving over 1,800 
interviews.  The four groups included: (1) general residential utility customers; (2) customers 
who received a termination notice; (3) households whose service was actually terminated; and (4) 
households who sought to have a proposed termination mediated by the Public Utility 
Commission Bureau of Consumer Services.  Id., at 30, n. 1. 


\14\Id., at 30. 


\15\While the Penn State study labelled "lack of money" as an "unusual condition," that assumption was not 
made for this report. 
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 TABLE A 
 COMPARISON OF FOUR SURVEY GROUPS  
 ON SELECTED SOCIOECONOMIC 
 AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
 


Characteristic General Notice Termination PUC-BCS 


Female heads of 
household 


22% 23% 31% 43% 


Aged heads of 
household 


24% 5% 8% 5% 


Unmarried heads of 
household 


24% 24% 31% 43% 


Median per capita 
income 


$6,403 $4,500 $4,035 $2,282 


Home ownership 83% 71% 67% 57% 


Unemployment 
during study year 


17% 29% 32% 66% 


Major source of 
income is welfare 


2% 3% 8% 17% 


Disabled members 
in household 


21% 20% 23% 37% 


Average family size 3.0 3.9 3.9 4.2 


Education -- lacks 
high school 
diploma 


21% 18% 31% 26% 


N= 559 532 265 271 


 
 
termination of service).\16\  Unusually high medical expenses (resulting from 
hospitalization or illness) and unusually high bills (resulting from seasonal 
usage variations) were the second and third most common reasons cited for 
the termination of service. (19% and 18% percent respectively).  The study 


                     
\16\Id., at 32, Table 2. 
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concluded: "in view of the lower-income levels and higher number of 
dependents in the payment-troubled households when compared to the 
general sample, it is not surprising that these difficulties readily manifest 
themselves in the form of overdue bills."\17\  Moreover, Penn State found that 
20 percent of the households with payment troubles reported that they simply 
lacked adequate income.  The reasons underlying household payment 
problems are set forth in Table B. 
 
 TABLE B 
 COMPARISON OF THREE STUDY GROUPS ON CIRCUMSTANCES 
 SURROUNDING THE OVERDUE BILL 
 


Unusual Condition for 
Overdue Bill 


NOTICE TERMINATED PUC-BCS 


No income. No money 18% 18% 6% 


Illness. Medical 15% 19% 21% 


Extra high utility or 
other large bill 


22% 18% 16% 


Laid off. Less work 21% 21% 32% 


Other 14% 16% 11% 


No unusual condition 10% 8% 4% 


 
 
 Finally, the Penn State study found that payment-troubled customers 
"made changes in their spending or lifestyle (or both) to deal with inflation and 
the high cost of energy."  In general, the study found that "payment-troubled 
groups report cutting back more on essentials such as food, clothing and 
medical care than the general sample, and they also cut back more in other 
areas such as recreation, vacations, and gasoline for automobiles."\18\  
Indeed, the Penn State study reported that: 
 
 
the payment-troubled groups, which may be living near or below 


                     
\17\Id., at 32. 


\18\Id., at 32. 
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the margin of adequacy for necessities, exhibit 
greater propensity to cut these items than the 
average residential consumer.  Furthermore, the 
more serious the degree of utility payment 
problems, the higher the rate of reported 
cutbacks.\19\ 


 
 In sum, the Penn State study concluded that looking at the 
"microdynamics of behavior and needs of the different utility consumers" 
suggests that "a uniform response to nonpayment may be inappropriate from 
both company economic and broader social perspectives.  In fact, a monolithic 
response may be suboptimal from the point of view of utility company profit 
maximization."\20\ 
 
 A second Penn State study (1988) sought to determine "the importance 
consumers place on utility services compared to other typical household 
expenses."\21\  Consumers were asked to indicate their "level of concern" 
about nine major household budget items.\22\  A series of nonutility items was 
included "to put utility items in a larger context."  According to the study:  "a 
comparison of the importance of paying utility  


                     
\19\Id., at 32. 


\20\Id., at 34.  The utility's profit is implicated because, by not automatically seeking to disconnect 
households who do not pay, "utility companies continued to receive payments, many of which 
might otherwise have been written off as bad debts had the customers' service been terminated." 
Id., at 34. 


\21\Drew Hyman, et al., Consumer Budget Priorities and Utility Payment Problems in Pennsylvania, 
Penn State University (1988).  According to this study: "The importance of utility service to 
consumers can be measured by how consumers rank these services as part of their household 
budgets.  To examine this issue, consumers were asked to indicate their level of concern (that is, 
if they were concerned a great deal, to some extent, or not at all) about nine major budget items.  
The level of concern consumers placed on utility costs for heating, electricity, telephone, water 
and sewer, were then compared to other necessary household budget items, and to other major 
expenses related to a family's present and future security."   Id., at 1. 


\22\These included:  (1) income and property taxes, (2) medical and health expenses, (3) winter heating 
costs, (4) food, (5) monthly electric costs, (6) education expenses, (7) telephone costs, (8) 
mortgage or rent, and (9) water and sewer costs. 
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bills with other necessities of household life indicates the relative importance of 
utilities in modern society."\23\ 
 
 The study found that among utility expenses, heating is the most 
important.\24\  Sixty-three percent of consumers were concerned "a great deal" 
about their heating expenses.  Somewhat fewer households, 59 percent, said 
they were concerned "a great deal" about monthly electric bills.\25\ 
 
 Among the nine budget items listed, winter heating costs were in the top 
three items of concern for consumer budgets.\26\  Monthly electric bills ranked 
fifth (59 percent concerned "a great deal"), right behind food expenses (60 
percent concerned "a great deal").  The rankings are set out in Table C. 
 
 The examination of relationships between social and demographic 
characteristics and their levels of concern show that neither age nor income 
were associated with greater or lesser concern for household budget items.\27\  
"Age differences do not have a statistically significant effect on consumer 
responses regarding the payment of utility bills."\28\  "All income groups have 
comparable levels of concern."\29\ 
 
 In sum, the 1988 Penn State study concluded that: "the degree of 
concern consumers place on public utility services is intermixed with the 
importance of other household budget items.  Heating and monthly electric 
costs are in the same general range of concern as such necessities as food 
and health care.  Telephone, water and sewer costs elicit less concern* * *."\30\ 


                     
\23\Id., at 2. 


\24\Id., at 2. 


\25\Id. 


\26\The study found that there were only "marginal differences" among the top three items.  The top two 
were (1) income and property taxes, and (2) medical and health expenses respectively. 


\27\Id., at 4. 


\28\Id. 


\29\Id. 


\30\Id., at 5.  The study continued to state, however, that telephone, water and sewer costs "still evoke a 
great deal of concern among nearly half of Pennsylvania's consumers." Id. 
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 TABLE C\31\ 
 CONCERN FOR HOUSEHOLD BUDGET ITEMS: PENNSYLVANIA 
 


 
BUDGET ITEM 


 
GREAT 


DEAL (%) 


SOME 
EXTENT 


(%) 


NOT 
AT ALL 


(%) 


 
TOTAL 


(%) 


Income and 
property taxes 


 
67 


 
22 


 
11 


 
100 


Medical and 
Health expenses 


 
64 


 
27 


 
11 


 
102\32\ 


Winter heating 
costs 


 
63 


 
26 


 
11 


 
100 


Food 60 32 8 100 


Monthly electric 
costs 


 
59 


 
34 


 
7 


 
100 


Education 
expenses 


 
56 


 
26 


 
18 


 
100 


Telephone costs 49 44 8 101 


Mortgage or rent 48 29 24 101 


Water and sewer 
costs 


 
44 


 
38 


 
18 


 
100 


N=431     


  
 
 2. THE WISCONSIN STUDY. 
 
 A 1983 study by the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation was 


                     
\31\Some respondents answered "not applicable" to particular budget items.  These respondents are not 


included in the statistics presented in this Table.  The proportion of respondents answering "not 
applicable" is: taxes (6%); medical (2%); heat (6%); electric (3%); education (27%); 
mortgage/rent (19%); water/sewer (30%). 


\32\Some items do not equal 100 percent due to rounding. 
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designed "to find out why customers pay late, why they miss payments,  
what percentage is unable to pay, and what percentage could pay but do  
not."\33\  The Wisconsin research broke the study population into five basic 
groups:\34\ 
 
Group 1.The poor and the helpless who blame themselves for their status 


(19%). 
Group 2.The poor and the helpless who are angry with their life (16%). 
Group 3.The poor who are in transition (12%). 
Group 4.People whose income should be sufficient to pay their utility bills, but 


who are poor money managers (41%). 
Group 5.People who can pay their bills but do not (12%).\35\ 
 
The Wisconsin study found that roughly half (47%) of all customers who had a 
history of bill payment problems "did not have enough money to pay their 
bills."\36\ 
 
 Wisconsin Public Service described Group 1 (poor who blame selves) 
as being "very poor.  They seem to be standing still economically."\37\  
According to the utility, these households "spend little on luxuries, have done 
what they can do to save money, and are still unable to manage on their 
incomes."\38\  Looking at their income versus family size and expenses, the 
utility concluded, "it appears they really do not have enough to live on."\39\ 
 
 These households tend to be "primarily young women."  One-third 
                     
\33\Michael Kiefer & Ronald Grosse, "Why Utility Customers Don't Pay Their Bills," Public Utilities 


Fortnightly, at 41 (June 21, 1984). 


\34\Wisconsin Public Service provided the survey firm of Bergo & Matousek with a sample of 1,700 
customers in Green Bay who had a history of bill payment problems.  Some of these customers 
had been disconnected.  From this sample, 200 door-to-door interviews were completed.  The 
questionnaire took thirty to forty-five minutes to complete and did not identify the utility as the 
sponsor of the survey.   


\35\Id., at 42. 


\36\Id. 


\37\Id. 


\38\Id. 


\39\Id. 
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(32%) are high school dropouts and one-half (47%) have spouses who are high 
school dropouts.\40\  Eight of ten (79%) have annual income less than $10,000 
and nine of ten (90%) have annual income less than $15,000.\41\ 
 
 Group 2 (poor who are angry) was described by Wisconsin Public 
Service as a group that "feels helpless.* * *they are angry and frustrated with 
their position."\42\  According to the utility, this is the "poorest and least 
educated" of the nonpayment groups.  "This group is down and out and 
apparently destined to stay down and out."\43\ 
 
 This group, too, is primarily young and female.  While half the Group 2 
households have an employed person, only one-quarter (28%) have a full time 
employed person; none have two people working full time.  Sixty-five percent 
of the Group 2 households are high school dropouts.  More than nine of ten 
(94%) have incomes less than $10,000. 
 
 Group 3 (poor in transition) was described by Wisconsin Public Service 
as being "somewhat of a mixture."\44\  On the one hand, the group includes 
"some younger, well-educated people* * *who are moving up in the world."  On 
the other hand, the group contains households who appear "either to be rising 
from hard times or sinking into hard times. This portion is less educated and 
primarily blue collar."\45\ 
 
 Most Group 3 customers are women.  They are better educated with 
only 17 percent being high school dropouts.  They tend to be employed, with 
more than seven of ten (71%) having an employed person and nearly four of 
ten (38%) having at least one full time employed person.  The income level is 
somewhat higher, with only 54 percent making less than $10,000 and only 12 
percent making less than $5,000 per year. 
 
 Group 4 (poor money managers), Wisconsin Public Service concluded, 
                     
\40\In contrast, the general dropout rate for Green Bay was 15 percent. 


\41\The mean income for Brown County, in which Green Bay is located, is $24,000. 


\42\Id. 


\43\Id., at 43. 


\44\Id., at 43. 


\45\Id. 
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"is the most diverse group in terms of demographics, attitudes, and 
life-styles."\46\  The one common attribute is that the households making up 
this group "are poor at managing their money.  They appear to be either 
spending beyond their means or to have bill paying priorities which are not 
realistic."  While education is lower in this group (with 26 percent being high 
school dropouts), employment is higher, with 75 percent having someone 
employed and 18 percent having two members employed full time. 
 
 The income of Group 4 is higher than any other group except Group 5, 
the most affluent group.  Only 30 percent of Group 4 makes less than $10,000 
per year.  According to the utility, for the households in this group, "their 
income level and family composition is such that they should be able to pay 
their bills if they manage their income carefully.  They appear to be in financial 
difficulty because they have not learned to budget properly."\47\ 
 
 Wisconsin Public Service reported that for Group 5 (can pay but don't), 
"there is no apparent reason why they should not be paying their utility bills."\48\  
The utility, according to the study, "is low on their list of priority" for this group of 
households.  Possibly these households do not pay their utility bills "because 
they would rather do other things than write out checks or, perhaps, they prefer 
to spend their money on other priorities."   
 
 This group is well-educated.  Only 12 percent of the persons 
interviewed had less than a high school education.  More than nine of ten 
(92%) have someone employed in these households and 20 percent have two 
people employed full time.  None of these households make less than $10,000 
per year and 72 percent make more than $20,000 per year.  According to the 
utility, "this group can pay their utility bill when they are threatened with a 
cutoff.* * *They have discretionary money and generally do not care to worry 
too much about money."\49\  The utility concluded that this last group of 
households "appear to be savvy people who know how to make the system 
work for them."   
 
 In addition to looking at the 1984 article by Wisconsin Public Service 


                     
\46\Id. 


\47\Id., at 43. 


\48\Id. 


\49\Id., at 44. 
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Corporation, the detailed study which underlies the article provides much 
useful information.   
 
 "Overall," Wisconsin Public Service concluded in this study, "it appears 
that about half the sample is quite hopeless, but half can learn to pay their bills 
with a little coaxing and coaching."\50\  The detailed study provides much 
useful information about the nonpaying population.  It is important to 
understand the characteristics which distinguish the households Wisconsin 
Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  Only in this way can efficient and 
effective collection mechanisms be designed to address both their particular 
needs and the needs of the company.  The "quite hopeless" customers 
include those households in Groups 1, 2 and 3. 
 
 All households in Group 1 had been late in making a utility payment 
within the prior twelve months.\51\  Nearly half (45%) had been late four or 
more times.  The late payments, according to Wisconsin Public Service, were 
not surprising.  Four of ten of those households had an average monthly utility 
bill in excess of $100.\52\  This is to be added to rent/home mortgage 
payments\53\ of $200 - $300 per month.\54\ 
 
 The combination of home payments and utility bills often makes housing 
unaffordable.\55\  As a result, 24 percent of these households had moved 
within the past year.\56\  An additional 26 percent plan to move in the next year.  
Wisconsin Public Service reported that "the main reason they are moving is 
because they can't afford to live where they do."\57\ 
                     
\50\Wisconsin Public Service Corporation: Lifestyle Study: Selected Payment Patterns, at ii (July 1983).  


"Those people who cannot pay their bills because of income and family size appear to be doing 
just about all they can to pay their bills.  They are not indulging in luxuries they cannot afford.  
They're just scraping by."  Id. 


\51\Id., at G-4. 


\52\Id., at G-5. 


\53\34% of these households own their homes; 66% rent. 


\54\47% of these households pay $200 - $300 per month.  An additional 16% pay more than $300 per 
month. 


\55\Remember, 80 percent of these households have incomes of less than $10,000 per year. 


\56\Id., at G-4. 


\57\Id. 
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 If this group had to choose which bills to pay first, they would pay the 
bills in the following order: 
 
1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 
2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 74% 
3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 68% 
4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 76% 
 
The reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an essential 
service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\58\ 
 
 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded with regard to Group 1 
that: "there is probably very little that can be done with these people.  Most 
likely, they will continue to pile up unpaid bills and do the best they can."\59\ 
 
 All households in Group 2 had been late in making a utility payment 
within the prior twelve months.\60\  More than half (54%) had missed four or 
more payments and roughly four of ten (36%) had missed more than five 
payments.  The utility bills for these households are somewhat lower than 
Group 1, with only one-third (33%) having an average monthly bill in excess of 
$100.\61\  Again, this utility bill is to be added to rent or mortgage payments\62\ 
of $200 - $300 per month.\63\ 
 
 Like the households in Group 1, these payments tend to force 
households into a pattern of mobility.  More than one-third of Group 2 
households (36%) have lived in their current home for less than six months.  In 
addition, more than four of ten (42%) plan to move in the next year, citing the 
unaffordability of their current housing as the reason for the move.\64\ 


                     
\58\Id., at G-7. 


\59\Id., at G-7. 


\60\Id., at G-13. 


\61\Id., at G-13. 


\62\Only 13% of Group 2 households own their own homes. 


\63\61% of Group 2 households make rental payments of $200 - $300 per month. 


\64\Id., at G-12. 
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 If Group 2 households had to choose which bills to pay first, they would 
pay bills in the following order: 
 
1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 77% 
2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 
3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 74% 
4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 81% 
 
As with Group 1, the reason the utility bill is paid first is because it represents an 
essential service and is subject to disconnection for nonpayment.\65\ 
 
 Wisconsin Public Service ultimately concluded that the Group 2 
households "offer() little opportunity for (the company) to work with."\66\ 
 
 All households in Group 3 had been late paying a bill within the past 12 
months.  More than six of ten (62%) had been late over four times in the past 
year.\67\  The utility bills for these households are somewhat higher.  Exactly 
half have average monthly bills in excess of $100.\68\  Unlike Groups 1 and 2, 
Group 3 households tend to own their own homes (46%).\69\  Nearly nine of ten 
(88%) pay $100 - $300 in house payments each month; roughly half (46%) pay 
$200 - $300 per month. 
 
 This group of households is quite stable.  Nearly all (88%) have lived at 
the same address for more than one year.\70\  While none has moved more 
than once in the past year, six in ten have moved more than once in the past 
five years. 
 
 If Group 3 households had to choose which bills to pay first, they would 
pay bills in the following order:\71\ 
                     
\65\Id., at G-15. 


\66\Id., at G-16. 


\67\Id., at G-21. 


\68\Id., at G-22. 


\69\Id., at G-21.  "This may reflect that this is a more stable, settled group."  Id. 


\70\Id., at G-21. 


\71\Id., at G-24. 
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1.Pay the utility bill first .............................................................................. 79% 
2.Pay the telephone bill second ................................................................. 71% 
3.Pay the gas credit card third ................................................................... 67% 
4.Pay the charge account last .................................................................... 71% 
 
 Several items need attention in this discussion of the households that 
Wisconsin Public Service found to be "quite hopeless."  First, these 
households generally try very hard to cut household expenses.  Group 1 
households, for example, spend less than $10 per month on recreation.  
Moreover, 66 percent spend less than $50 a week on groceries (for an average 
family size of more than 4).\72\  More than half (60%) own a car, but half of 
those own a car that is at least ten years old.\73\  Similar findings were made for 
Group 2 and Group 3 households as well.\74\ 
 
 Despite these cost-cutting measures, these households are forced into 
a mode of constant mobility.  As a result, one expense they cannot avoid is the 
expense of moving: the actual cost of moving; connect fees for telephone and 
utilities; rental deposits; and the like.  Stabilizing the living situation for these 
households would go a long way toward extending their budgets.  
 
 The bill paying priorities should be noted also.  For each group, nearly 
eight of ten households said that, if a choice were forced between which bills to 
pay, they would pay their utility bill first.  This is because, these households 
said, utility service is essential and is subject to disconnection.  (Remember, 
too, these households did not know the survey was being sponsored by the 
local utility company.)  These households went on to say that payment of 
credit card bills would come last.  As a result, it should be clear that consumer 
credit reports involving bills other than utility bills should be rejected as a basis 
for making utility credit and collection decisions.  For example, deposit 
demands should not be based upon nonpayment of a non-utility bill that 
households consistently ranked as "last" in their order of priorities. 
 
 The futility in deferred payment plans should be recognized.  For Group 


                     
\72\"Most" of these families have 3 or more people.  50% have 4 or more members and 40% have 5 or more 


people.  Most have small children.  Id., at G-1.  Note, however, that the date of the study is 
1983. 


\73\Id., at G-1. 


\74\See, Id., at pp. G-11 (Group 2) and G-19 - G-20 (Group 3). 
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1 households, for example, while 88 percent of the households said that 
someone from the utility talked to them, made arrangements to let them pay 
what they could, and put them on a budget, nevertheless, nearly six in ten 
(56%) missed 2 - 3 payments and nearly half (45%) missed 4 or more 
payments.\75\  Again, similar observations were made for Group 2 and Group 3 
households.\76\ 
 
 Finally, the futility (as well as the counterproductiveness) of utility late 
fees for these households should be noted.  In all three groups, eight of ten 
households have already decided that the utility would be the first bill to be paid 
with the limited income available.  To add a late fee, therefore, would be to add 
no incentive to pay and, indeed, would simply make the utility bills that much 
more unaffordable.  Moreover, nonpayment, according to the utility, is due to 
the unaffordability of the bills, not to a lack of incentive.  While eight of ten 
households in Group 1 had incomes less than $10,000, for example, (and 94% 
of households in Group 2 had incomes of less than $10,000), none of the 
households in the can-pay-but-don't group (Group 5) had incomes that low 
(with three-quarters [72%] making in excess of $20,000). 
 
 
 3. THE WASHINGTON STATE STUDY. 
 
 A 1989 Washington Natural Gas study was based upon a survey 
undertaken for the Washington Utility Group.\77\  The purpose of the study was 
to "develop() a mutually acceptable understanding of the ability of delinquent 
utility customers to pay their energy bills.  Is it that most can pay these bills on 
time, but choose not to, or is it that they truly are unable to pay* * *?"\78\  The 
Washington study found results similar to those generated in Wisconsin and 
Pennsylvania.   
 
 In short, Washington Natural Gas summarized its results by categorizing 
                     
\75\Id., at G-4. 


\76\Id., at G-13 (Group 2) and G-21 - G-22 (Group 3). 


\77\This group consists of Washington Natural Gas, Pacific Power and Light, Washington Water Power, 
Northwest Natural Gas, Cascade, and Puget Power. 


\78\Mildred Baker, Utility Collection Customers: Understanding Why They Don't Pay on Time, at 1 
(1989).  Baker states that this paper only "represents the interpretations of Washington Natural 
Gas Company, one of the principal survey sponsors." The broader survey was titled: Investor 
Owned Utility Group Credit Customer Survey, Market Trends Research Corp. (1989). 
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its nonpayers into six groups akin to those groups found in Pennsylvania and 
Wisconsin.  The Washington utility then broke these groups into two broader 
populations: (1) those who "can pay"; and (2) those who "can't pay."  Most 
payment-troubled customers (64%) can pay, according to the utility.  These 
include the poor money managers (39%), the temporary downers (16%) and 
the won't pays (8%).  A significant minority of payment-troubled households 
(36%), however, simply "do not have the means to pay."\79\  These include the 
new poor (22%), the survivors (9%) and the chronic poor (6%).   
 


                     
\79\Id., at 25. 
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 4. Hydro-Quebec.\80\ 
 
 In 1986, Hydro-Quebec conducted a study\81\ of the "lifestyle and 
payment habits" of its residential customers.\82\  The purpose of the 
Hydro-Quebec study, it said, was to "circumscribe the characteristics of HQ's 
residential customers with regard to their lifestyles and their payment habits in 
order to establish a strategy of efficient account management."\83\  
 
 According to the study, Hydro-Quebec customers carried nearly twice 
the arrears owed to the local natural gas company ($254 vs. $136) and nearly 
three times the amounts owed to Bell Canada ($254 vs. $81).\84\  The 
difference in arrears, Hydro-Quebec found, was directly related to the reasons 
for nonpayment.  While roughly one-half of the delinquent Bell Canada payers 
(48%) stated that they simply forgot to pay their bills, nearly half (46%) of the 
delinquent Hydro-Quebec customers explained their arrears by noting the 
existence of personal financial problems and thus an inability to pay.\85\  The 
reasons found for nonpayment are set out in Table D. 


                     
\80\Translated from French for the National Consumer Law Center by Jill Singer. 


\81\See, Jolicoeur & Associates, Customer Account Management Summary Report: Study of Residential 
Customers' Lifestyles and Payment Habits (January 1987). 


\82 \The survey was conducted by the survey firm of Jolicoeur and Associates, Professional Survey 
Company, in October - November 1986.  It consisted of two phases.  The first phase involved a 
telephone survey of 1435 residential customers.  The second phase involved household 
interviews with 102 customers who had received a final notice or who had experienced an 
interruption of service. 


\83\Id., at 5. 


\84\Id., at 3. 


\85\Id., at 4. 
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 TABLE D 
 REASONS FOR NONPAYMENT 
 OF VARIOUS HOME UTILITY BILLS 
 


REASONS GAS OIL TELEPHONE ELECTRICITY 


FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS 


 
34% 


 
9% 


 
17% 


 
46% 


NEGLECT 38% 29% 48% 27% 


DELAY 17% 34% 25% 18% 


OTHER 
REASONS 


 
11% 


 
28% 


 
10% 


 
9% 


AMOUNT OWED 
(last notice) 


 
$136.30 


 
$160.12 


 
$ 81.19 


 
$254.05 


 
 In general, households who don't receive notices from Hydro-Quebec\86\ 
"distinguish themselves" from the other households in a number of ways in 
terms of "financial structure", including: available savings, few dependents, 
stability of employment, household makeup\87\ and higher household revenues. 
 
 In sum, Hydro-Quebec concluded: 
 
the frequency of nonpayment of bills can be explained more 


strictly by financial situation: personal income of 
less than $10,000, unemployment insurance, social 
security and food assistance as sources of annual 
incomes, small amount of savings, people living 
alone, separated, or widowed, without a partner 
and with a small household income.\88\ 


 
The nonpaying population, Hydro-Quebec found, includes those people "who 
don't foresee an improvement in their situation and who tend to use their 


                     
\86\Hydro-Quebec sends three types of notices sequentially: missed payment notices, final notices, and 


interruption notices. 


\87\They have a smaller household size, with few or no children.  


\88\Id., at 17. 
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income for handling debt."\89\ 
 
 Customers who received a final notice or an interruption notice name 
rent as the highest priority bill to pay.  Besides the rent, Hydro-Quebec found, 
"those bills related to heat, like electricity and gas, are a priority (rank 1 and 2) 
for 48% and 57% of users, respectively."\90\  To the extent that these 
households will delay paying their electric bill to pay their rent, Hydro-Quebec 
found, they will delay paying their telephone bill to pay for electricity.\91\ 
 
 TABLE E 
 COST OF SERVICES AND PAYMENT PRIORITY 
 (population have received final or interruption notice) 
 


  


 


AVERAGE 


 MONTHLY 


EXPENDITURE 


 


 


PRIORITY 


 


 


RECEIPT 


 OF 


NOTICE 


  1 2 3 4 5 6+  


Rent or mortgage $354 88 5 0 5 1 0 4% 


Natural gas $42 11 46 20 23 0 0 38% 


Electricity $74 14 34 42 5 4 1 55% 


Telephone $32 1 32 33 20 10 4 40% 


Heating oil $136 0 32 29 12 21 6 10% 


Equipment rental $24 0 27 6 27 25 14 0% 


Insurance $50 3 15 13 30 35 4 0% 


Taxes $56 3 13 10 35 35 5 10% 


Services (cable TV) $19 0 0 15 33 30 21 12% 


 


Hydro-Quebec found that roughly half of the nonpayment households would 
defer payment of their electric bill to pay other bills, primarily rent.  In contrast, 


                     
\89\Id., at 17. 


\90\Id., at 18. 


\91\Id., at 19. 
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the utility continued, only 33 percent of the households would defer other 
payments in order to pay their electric bill.\92\  The utility found, however: 
 
* * *in a difficult financial situation, the amount demanded by HQ 


when notices are sent is so high compared to other 
services that it becomes a substantial resource for 
rent payment.  In contrast, in order to obtain an 
amount sufficient to pay the HQ bill, it is almost 
useless to defer payment of some other services, 
unless they are all deferred.  Deferring other bills 
in order to pay HQ is thus a strategy with very 
minimal payment possibilities.\93\ 


 
 In sum, Hydro-Quebec found much the same results as the other 
utilities.  Households receiving electric shutoff notices tend to be 
overwhelmingly poor.  They more likely miss electric payments because of 
financial difficulties than for other reasons.  They place a higher priority on 
paying their utility bills (except for telephones) than on paying other bills 
excepting rent.   
 
 5. Summary. 
 
 These four empirical reports are significant in several regards.  For 
example, on the one hand, the Washington report identifies (as discussed 
above) payment-troubled households by reason of nonpayment.  Based on 
the Washington report, however, it is possible to work "backwards" as well: to 
characterize households with certain characteristics as particular types of 
nonpayers.  For example, if a household at 90 percent of poverty does not 
pay, it is possible to conclude from this report that this household is not likely a 
poor money manager (household incomes above poverty level),\94\ a temporary 
downer (income above poverty level),\95\ or a won't pay (most incomes above 
poverty level).\96\  (It is unfortunate, however, that the Washington study 
categorized only households at or below 100% of the Poverty Level as "poor."  


                     
\92\Id., at 20. 


\93\Id., at 20. (emphasis deleted). 


\94\Id., at 19. 


\95\Id., at 21. 


\96\Id., at 23. 
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It would be useful to know how many households in the "poor money 
managers" category would have been recategorized as "chronic poor" if the 
more typical definition of "poor" [150% of the Poverty Level] would have instead 
been used.) 
 
 Other significant policy conclusions can be reached for that portion of 
the populations (in all three reports: Wisconsin, Washington, Pennsylvania) 
that these utilities found "do not have the means to pay."   
 
  oFirst, to impose late charges on these households makes little 


sense.  If these households do not pay their bills because 
they cannot afford to pay their utility bills, to respond by 
increasing their bills through late charges makes little 
sense.   


 
oSecond, deferred payment plans are not likely to succeed in retiring accrued 


arrears.  Again, if these households have not paid their 
bills in the past because they cannot afford them, to expect 
the households to pay their current bills in the future plus 
some additional increment to retire arrears is 
unreasonable.   


 
oFinally, credit counseling and budget billing is not the answer to the payment 


problems of these households.  If credit counseling or 
budget billing would have resolved the payment problems 
of these households, the households would already have 
been placed into the "poor money managers" group and 
categorized as a "can pay" household.  By instead 
placing these households into the "can't pay" category, 
(defined as households that "do not have the means to 
pay"), the utilities have acknowledged the inapplicability of 
credit counseling and budget billing as a solution. 


 
 One observation can be made about the "can pay" population as well.  
This involves the use of late payment charges.  Of the 64 percent of the 
Wisconsin payment-troubled population that "can pay," for example, late 
payment charges are inapplicable, unnecessary and likely counterproductive in 
55 percent of the cases.  A late charge will not make a poor money manager 
(39%) a better money manager nor will a late charge give the temporary 
downer (16%) a job or eliminate her temporary disability.  The only population 
to which the late payment charge is applicable as an effective collection tool is 
the "won't pays" (8%).   
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 Finally, these reports demonstrate the lack of any basis to demand 
deposits from low-income households who have poor credit histories with 
non-utility vendors.  In both Wisconsin and Washington, the utilities found that 
consumer utility bill payment came before any and all other credit payments.  
Ironically, therefore, to base the demand for a utility deposit based on a bad 
non-utility credit report may well penalize a poor person who paid the utility bill 
on time to the detriment of other outstanding consumer credit.  In any event, 
these studies demonstrate that bad credit reports regarding payments 
consumers said they would pay "last" provide no basis to demand a deposit for 
payments that consumers said they would pay "first." 
 
 SECTION B: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 As each study looking at payment-troubled customers has noted, there 
are really two different classes of nonpayers.  On the one hand, there are the 
customers who don't pay; on the other hand, there are the customers who can't 
pay.  To fail to distinguish collection techniques between the two classes 
results not only in ineffectiveness, but in inefficiencies as well.   
 
 The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission should direct the state's 
utilities to submit to the Commission filings in which the utilities articulate the 
different types of payment-troubled customers they have identified in their 
service territory.  These filings should indicate precisely what collection 
mechanisms are to be directed toward what types of payment-troubled 
customers.   
 
 The filings recommended in this section should be sufficiently detailed 
so as to indicate that the utility has thought about and addressed the need to 
tailor different collection mechanisms toward different types of nonpayers as 
discussed in this section.  For example: 
 
oTraditional collection techniques should be directed toward those households 


who can pay but don't.  Most households pay their utility 
bills first because it is a necessity and will be disconnected 
for nonpayment.  To 
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the extent that late payment fees can be designed in a cost-based manner, 
such fees should be imposed on this "can pay but doesn't" 
category of households.   


 
oIn contrast, a large group of households needs more than the threat of 


disconnection to obtain regular timely payments.  The 
"poor money manager" group in each service territory 
needs education and budget counselling as well.    


 
oSome households, those facing a temporary inability-to-pay, need payment 


plans or level billing plans.   
 
 Just as important to recognize, however, is that group of households for 
whom payment plans, level billing plans, and budget counselling will not serve 
to cure their inability-to-pay problems.  These are the households who, in the 
words of Wisconsin Public Service, are "quite hopeless."\97\  In the words of 
the Washington State utilities, these households simply "do not have the 
means to pay."\98\   
 
 As discussed in more detail below, this group of households should be 
placed on the Energy Assurance Program (EAP) in response to their inability to 
pay problems and the uncollectibles that arise as a result.  Moreover, this 
group of households should be placed on a priority 
conservation/weatherization program to minimize the inability to pay as well as 
to reduce the participating utilities' exposure to uncollectibles even when 
nonpayment does occur. 


                     
\97\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra and accompanying text. 


\98\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 
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 PART II: THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF NONPAYERS. 
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 In addition to understanding why customers don't pay, understanding 
the demographics of households that don't pay will help regulators to craft 
credit and collection mechanisms that are both effective and cost-effective.  
Much Pennsylvania-specific data is available.  The evaluation below looks 
both at the low-income population in general and the payment-troubled 
population in particular.   
 
 SECTION A. THE POOR OF PENNSYLVANIA: INCOME STATISTICS. 
 
 That low-income households often have, quite literally, more expenses 
than income from which to pay their utility bills is beyond dispute.  A 1989 
NCLC study in Utah,\99\ for example, found the cost of a minimum standard of 
living in that state to be $9,708 (in 1986 dollars).  In contrast, the average 
income of a Utah LIHEAP recipient (for a family of three) was only 
$6,400.  Similarly, a 1986 NCLC study in Pennsylvania\100\ found that the 
minimum standard of living for a family of two was $8,445, while in contrast, a 
two person Pennsylvania household living at 100 percent of the Federal 
Poverty Level had $7,050 in annual income.  A 1986 study of Nebraska found 
that the cost of a minimum standard of living in that state was $8,854 for a 
family of four.\101\  In contrast, the average annual AFDC income was $3,360; 
the average income of a household on unemployment was $6,096.   
 
 This income level simply does not provide sufficient dollars for a 
household to pay all of its necessary expenses.  One 1989 study in 
Philadelphia found that 100 percent of households living below 50 percent of 
the Federal Poverty Level in that city had negative monthly income left after 
paying essential home expenditures, but before paying home heating bills; 75 
percent of the households at 50-99 percent of the Poverty Level had  


                     
\99\National Consumer Law Center, Losing the Fight in Utah: Low-Income Households and Rising 


Energy Costs (January 1989). 


\100\National Consumer Law Center, The Crisis Continues: Addressing the Energy Plight of Low-Income 
Pennsylvanians Through Percentage of Income Plans (November 1986). 


\101\The Minimum Cost of Living in Nebraska, Bureau of Business Research, College of Business 
Administration, University of Nebraska--Lincoln (1986). 
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negative income (with another 10 percent having less than $24 per month 
left).\102\ 
 
 The fact that many households simply do not have sufficient funds to 
pay home energy bills should come as no surprise to Pennsylvania's utilities.  
Through the Budget Plus process, for example, Pennsylvania utilities make 
determinations of income available to devote to paying home energy bills.  
One utility, Columbia Gas, found in Budget Plus that many households had a 
"negative ability to pay."  A negative ability to pay exists when a household has 
more expenses than available income.  In such circumstances, Columbia Gas 
has historically required a minimum monthly payment of five (5) dollars toward 
arrears.  A sample of 3,907 Budget Plus customers for Columbia Gas 
revealed that, of those households, 1,636 reported that they had more 
expenses than income.\103\ 
 
 Even beyond having inadequate income with which to begin, 
Pennsylvania residents have lost ground in their fight against poverty in the last 
several years.  The cost-of-living, for example, can be measured by the 
Consumer Price Index.  In the last five years, the cost-of-living has increased 
by nearly 20 percent.  In Pennsylvania, unemployment recipients have not 
kept up with the increases in the cost-of-living. Average weekly unemployment 
benefits in 1988 reached $712, an increase of only 12 percent from the $631 
level of 1984.  In contrast, SSI beneficiaries have kept a little ahead.  The 
maximum benefit for an elderly individual in 1988 was $388, an increase of 26 
percent from the 1984 level of $306. 
 
 The National Consumer Law Center does periodic studies of the status 
of low-income households.  The most recent study, The Forgotten Crisis: A 
State-by-State Analysis of the Energy Situation Facing the Poor, 
Including the Elderly, the Unemployed and Households with Children,\104\ 
is discussed in detail below.  The Forgotten Crisis is based on a variety of 
federally-supplied statistics, as cited in the report.  The earlier figures are 


                     
\102\While it is recognized that Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) is not a utility regulated by the Public Utility 


Commission, because of the substantial empirical work that has been done on low-income energy 
problems on the PGW system, PGW is used in this report as being legitimate Pennsylvania data.   


\ 103 \Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas Company of Pennsylvania, Direct 
Testimony and Exhibits of Roger Colton, at 41, Docket No. R-891468, presented on behalf of the 
Office of Consumer Advocate (April 1990). 


\104\National Consumer Law Center (May 1989). 
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taken from the NCLC report Cold--Not by Choice.\105\ 
 
 There are other disturbing trends for poverty households in 
Pennsylvania as well.  A 1987 study by the General Accounting Office looked 
at participation in the Food Stamp program.\106\  GAO found that in 
Pennsylvania, participation in the Food Stamp program declined by more than 
50,000 households, or roughly seven percent, simply from 1983 through 1985.  
More households are thus devoting more of their cash income to food 
purchases than before, leaving less income available for all other expenses, 
including energy. 
 
 These income problems directly translate into energy payment 
problems.  The Forgotten Crisis found that Pennsylvania residents had an 
average 1988 energy cost of $1,105, including an average monthly winter 
energy cost of $136. This data is particularly troubling for recipients of AFDC 
benefits, for recipients of SSI benefits, and for recipients of unemployment 
benefits.   
 
 In Pennsylvania, an AFDC household of three receiving the maximum 
monthly benefit in 1988 ($384) would have spent 24 percent of its annual 
income on home energy bills.  That household would have had a weekly 
income left, after paying its winter energy bills, of only $58 for all other living 
expenses, including housing, food, medical attention, transportation and 
communication.  These figures assume maximum benefits. 
 
 An elderly couple receiving the maximum SSI grant in January 1988 
($580) would have spent 16 percent of their income on annual home energy 
bills.  That household would have $115 per week left for all other living 
expenses after paying its winter energy bills.  The individual receiving SSI is in 
much worse shape.  An elderly individual receiving the maximum SSI benefit 
in January 1988 ($386) would have spent 24 percent of her income on her 
annual home energy bill.  That individual would have had $58 left per week for 
all other living expenses after paying her winter home energy bill.  As with 
AFDC, these figures assume maximum benefits. 
 
 A household receiving the average unemployment benefit in 
Pennsylvania in 1988 ($712) would have spent 13 percent of its income on its 


                     
\105\National Consumer Law Center (1984). 


\ 106 \U.S. General Accounting Office, Food Stamp Program: Trends in Program Applications, 
Participation, and Denials (April 1987). 
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annual home energy bill.  It would have had $134 left per week to spend on all 
other living expenses after paying its winter energy bill.   
 
 Finally, the average monthly Social Security benefit in Pennsylvania for 
a retired worker and spouse was $798 in 1988.  That household would have 
spent 12 percent of its income on its annual home energy bill.  That household 
would have had $154 left per week for all other living expenses after paying its 
winter energy bill.  This data is particularly disturbing.  According to the U.S. 
Administration on Aging, unlike the average household, elderly households 
spend fifteen percent of their income on medical bills alone, thus further 
pinching elderly budgets. 
  
 
 SECTION B. THE POOR OF PENNSYLVANIA: USAGE STATISTICS. 
 
 Despite their payment-troubled status, contrary to what is perhaps 
popular perception, it is not necessarily the case that the payment troubles of 
low-income households are caused by substantially greater energy 
consumption.  Indeed, a number of studies indicate that low-income 
households have less consumption than their higher income counterparts.   
 
 This observation may well seem counterintuitive.  The image of 
low-income households living in old and dilapidated housing is strong.  
Rounding out that picture are images of inefficient heating systems as well as 
dwelling units with little or no insulation or other energy savings features.  
While this picture of the low-income dwelling may be accurate, it does not ipso 
facto follow that the low-income population has higher than average 
consumption.  Indeed, notwithstanding the accuracy of the image, the 
opposite is true.\107\ 
 
 The purpose of this Section is to review the available data on energy 
consumption as a function of income.  The Section will further seek 
explanation of why low-income consumption might be lower than that of higher 
income households despite the relatively poorer and more inefficient housing 
stock in which low-income households live.   
 
 


                     
\107\This merely lends credence to the observation that low use can nevertheless involve wasteful usage.  


This Section, however, shall for the moment set aside the implications of this result for purposes 
of assessing demand side management (DSM) measures. 
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 1. The Relationship Between Consumption and Income. 
 
 Household energy consumption decreases as household income 
decreases.  This observation holds true for the nation as a whole, for each 
region of the nation, and for nearly every state in the nation.\108\  Moreover, this 
observation has held consistent over time.   
 
 Lower-incomes are associated with lower energy use for the United 
States as a whole.  According to a 1990 study by the Energy Information 
Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),\109\ total energy use for 
low-income households can be as much as 20 percent lower than the total 
population average.  Moreover, DOE reports, this conclusion holds for a range 
of fuel sources used for heating, including natural gas, oil and electricity.  For 
each of these fuels, standing alone, as well as for total energy consumption, 
energy use goes up as income goes up: 
 
 TABLE F 
 TOTAL ENERGY BILLS BY INCOME (NATIONAL) 
 BY PRIMARY HEATING FUEL 


 


INCOME TOTAL ENERGY NATURAL GAS OIL ELECTRICITY 


All households: $1,080 $1,073 $1,260 $1,038 


<$10,000: $  859 $  868 $  985 $ 772 


$10,000-$19,999: $  944 $  933 $1,170 $ 830 


$20,000-$34,999: $1,072 $1,057 $1,196 $1,040 


$35000+: $1,347 $1,330 $1,662 $1,306 


 
 


This DOE data is consistent with other studies of the same issue.  For 
example, a study released by the National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC) 
found that, nationally, energy consumption by low-income elderly households 
is less than 84 percent of the average consumption for the elderly population as 


                     
\108\In a state as large as Pennsylvania, with as many diverse climatic regions, there may be variations 


between and among regions within a state, however, as well as between utility service territories. 


\109\U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Consumption and Expenditures 
1987, Part II: Regional Data (January 1990).  
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a whole.\110\ 
 
 
 TABLE G 
 ELDERLY HOUSEHOLD ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
 POOR VS. NON-POOR 
 


    HEAT WITH OIL  HEAT W/ GAS/ELEC.


NON-POOR:        $1,185        $1,033 


POOR:        $1,083        $  871 


 
 
The Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies (WCMS) found similar results, 
not taking into consideration age.\111\  Low-income households in 1975, 
WCMS found, had annual electric use 55 percent less than all households 
(60.6 MBTU vs. 94.2 MBTU) and paid 48 percent less per year ($188 vs. 
$278).\112\  Low-income natural gas customers used 24 percent less than all 
households (109.8 MBTU vs. 136.3 MBTU) and paid 23 percent less ($182 vs. 
$224).\113\  For natural gas customers, the comparison between income 
ranges\114\ was even more stark.  The WCMS found the following natural gas 
usage patterns: 
                     
\110\Double Jeopardy: The Impact of Energy Taxes on Low-Income Households, National Council of 


Senior Citizens (1988). 


\111\Colder--Darker, Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies (1977). 


\112\In a study of its low-income customers in the Connecticut Light and Power service territory, Northeast 
Utilities (CL&P's parent company) found that: "the overall mean annual energy consumption 
level (kWh) is lower for the low-income respondents (5,525 kWh) than for the respondents in 
other income groups (8,624 kWh).  Forty-one percent of the low-income respondents use less 
than 4,000 kWh per year, while only 16 percent of the respondents in other income groups use 
less than 4,000 kWh per year.* * *the relationship continues for the monthly comparisons.  The 
low-income households consume about one-third less electricity monthly when compared to the 
typical CL&P responding household."  Northeast Utilities, A Preliminary Analysis of 
Low-Income Households in the CL&P Service Territory, at 21 - 22 (1983). 


\ 113 \The U.S. Department of Energy, Economic Regulatory Administration, Office of Petroleum 
Operations, relied upon, and quoted, these figures in its report Low-Income Energy Assistance 
Programs: A Profile of Need and Policy Options (July 1980). 


\114\This contrasts to the comparison between the poor and the total population average. 
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 TABLE H 
 NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION BY INCOME RANGE 
 


Income:   <$14,000  
$14000-$20,500 


   $25,000+ 


Avg. ann. MBTU:     110.1      137.4      190.5 


Avg. ann cost:   $182.70    $228.30    $328.00 


Avg. price/MBTU:   $  1.66    $  1.66    $  1.72 


 
The Syracuse Research Corporation relied on WCMS work to report the 
following electric usage characteristics:\115\ 
 
 TABLE I 
 ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION BY INCOME RANGE 
 


INCOME Low-income $14,000-$20,500 $25,000+ 


ELECTRICITY 60.6 MBTU 111.3 MBTU 137.5 MBTU 


 
These national figures are supported by a variety of local studies.  A 
Philadelphia study, based on the 1985 American Housing Survey, found as 
follows:\116\ 


                     
\115\Syracuse Research Corporation, Low-Income Families and High Energy Costs: An Economic Study 


(1978).  


\116\Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Eunice Grier, Re. Philadelphia Gas Works, on behalf of The Public 
Advocate (July 1989). 
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 TABLE J 
 AVERAGE MONTHLY GAS BILL 
 BY INCOME RANGE (PHILADELPHIA) 


MONTHLY INCOME AVG MONTHLY GAS BILL 


<$500 $71 


$500-$999 $75 


$1000-$1499 $93 


$1500+ $95 


 
 A 1987 study of Delaware fuel assistance households made similar 
findings.  That study concluded that "LIHEAP households tend to consume 
near the minimum requirement for their dwelling type."\117\  The University of 
Delaware study found the relationship between income and energy use to be 
as follows: 
 TABLE K 
 AVERAGE ENERGY CONSUMPTION (MMBTU) 
 BY INCOME RANGE (DELAWARE) 
 


GROSS INCOME MILLION BTU OF USE 


$1-4000 99.16 


$4001-5500 102.97 


$5501-7000 110.96 


$7001-8500 118.38 


$8501+ 117.40 


AVERAGE 107.39 


 
 The finding that poor households use less energy for heating is 
consistent throughout the nation.  According to the U.S. Department of 
Energy,\118\ for example, natural gas bills, where gas is used as the primary 
                     
\117\Energy Needs and Costs of Low-Income Households: A Preliminary Profile of Delaware LIHEAP 


Clients, Center for Energy and Urban Policy Research, University of Delaware (1987). 


\118\U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Consumption and Expenditures 
1987, Part II: Regional Data (January 1990).  
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heating source, decline as income declines for each region of the country:\119\ 
 TABLE L 
 NATURAL GAS BILLS BY INCOME 
 WHERE GAS IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 


 


INCOME $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT P 


Average: $738 $743 $562 $464 $533 $384 $354 $424 $327 


<$10 $700 $651 $520 $422 $465 $370 $320 $360 $288 


$10-19.9 $757 $650 $511 $445 $459 $338 $318 $426 $269 


$20-34.9 $662 $704 $509 $451 $567 $376 $379 $410 $271 


$35+ $813 $892 $592 $531 $604 $472 $409 $496 $398 


 
Similar results have been found for fuel oil bills where fuel oil is the primary 
heating source: 
 TABLE M 
 FUEL OIL BILLS BY INCOME 
 WHERE FUEL OIL IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 


INCOME $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT\120\ P 


Average: $634 $597 $$496 $398 $397 NA NA NA NA 


<$10 $550 $466 NA $314 $430 NA NA NA NA 


$10-19.9 $513 $590 $510 NA $474 NA NA $247 NA 


$20-34.9 $599 $497 $454 $518 $430 NA NA $170 NA 


$35+ $753 $799 $524 NA $557 NA NA $166 NA 


 Finally, DOE found electric bills (for houses using electricity as their 
primary heating source), to vary inversely with income: 
 
 TABLE N 
 ELECTRIC BILLS BY INCOME 


                     
\119\The regions include: NE=New England; MA=Mid-Atlantic; ENC=East North Central; WNC=West 


North Central; SA=South Atlantic; ESC=East South Central; WSC=West South Central; 
MT=Mountain; and P=Pacific.  The States in each Census region are set forth in Appendix A. 


\120\Due to a scarcity of data, this data is for the entire western region, not simply the Mountain States 
Region.  In the Tables, the term "NA" means that DOE reported that insufficient data existed to 
determine statistically reliable results. 
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 WHERE ELECTRICITY IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 
 


INC $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT P 


Average: $1,055 $1,186 $1,259 $1,117 $1,123 $1,001 $958 $1,026 $640 


<$10 $543 NA $1,159 NA $381 $706 $803 $732 $576 


$10-19.9 $788 $826 $1,074 $973 $412 $909 $714 $786 $587 


$20-34.9 $1,404 $1,136 $1,103 $977 $364 $1,017 $1,076 $928 $689 


$35+ $1,313 $1,449 $1,606 $1,597 $454 $1,317 $1,083 $1,335 $862 


 
 


 The variance in energy costs as a function of income becomes even 
more apparent when total household energy bills are examined, rather than 
simply heating bills.  For example, DOE found that total energy bills, when gas 
is used as the primary heating source, varied inversely with income: 
 
 TABLE O 
 TOTAL HOUSEHOLD ENERGY COSTS 
 WHEN NATURAL GAS IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 
 


INC $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT P 


Average: $1,220 $1,329 $1,113 $1,053 $1,171 $990 $1,104 $923 $800 


<$10 $1,028 $983 $988 $808 $955 $756 $839 $716 $601 


$10-19.9 $1,196 $1,139 $990 $967 $942 $895 $938 $901 $594 


$20-34.9 $1,129 $1,266 $1,072 $1,054 $1,191 $1,084 $1,253 $886 $717 


$35+ $1,409 $1,683 $1,364 $1,329 $1,445 $1,286 $1,462 $1,175 $1,002 


 
Similar results were found for total energy bills when fuel oil is used as the 
primary source of heat: 
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 TABLE P 
 TOTAL HOUSEHOLD ENERGY COSTS 
 WHEN FUEL OIL IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 
 


INC. $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT P 


Average: $1,284 $1,299 NA NA $1,185 $1,189 NA NA NA 


<$10 $985 $942 NA $851 $1,058 NA NA NA NA 


$10-19.9 $1,111 $1,194 $1,363 NA $1,162 NA NA NA NA 


$20-34.9 $1,209 $1,172 $1,282 $1,241 $1,238 NA NA NA NA 


$35+ $1,584 $1,758 $1,380 NA $1,357 NA NA NA NA 


 
Finally, DOE found total energy bills for houses using electricity as their primary 
heating source, to vary inversely with income: 
 
 TABLE Q 
 TOTAL HOUSEHOLD ENERGY COSTS 
 WHEN ELECTRICITY IS PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 


 


INC. $(000) NE MA ENC WNC SA  ESC WSC MT P 


Average: $1,084 $1,217 $1,300 $1,159 $1,142 $1,017 $994 $1,058 $683 


<$10 $543 $942 $1,172 NA $799 $717 $842 $748 $565 


$10-19.9 $881 $1,194 $1,089 $993 $888 $922 $732 $821 $579 


$20-34.9 $1,404 $1,172 $1,172 $1,034 $1,141 $1,030 $1,116 $960 $669 


$35+ $1,338 $1,758 $1,645 $1,643 $1,474 $1,343 $1,124 $1,371 $804 


 
 


 Indeed, in every state but Alaska (where bills are virtually the same over 
income levels), the energy bills for low-income families (with a head of 
household younger than 60) are lower than for their counterparts with higher 
incomes. 
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 TABLE R 
 TOTAL ENERGY COSTS BY INCOME AND AGE 
 STATE-BY-STATE ANALYSIS 
 
 insert table 
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 In sum, energy consumption for low-income households tends to be less 
than energy consumption for households with moderate and upper incomes as 
well as less than average consumption for the population as a whole.  These 
patterns are consistent across both geographic regions and states.  Finally, 
this pattern of energy consumption has held true over time.  Neither the 
relatively poorer housing stock inhabited by low-income households nor the 
relatively older and more inefficient heating systems result in low-income 
energy use equal to or greater than either that of the population as a whole or 
that of particular higher income categories. 
 
 2. Reasons for Low Usage by the Poor. 
 
 The relatively lower energy use for low-income families can be 
explained by low-income household characteristics.  Moreover, a complete 
understanding of the components of household energy use help explain why 
home heating might have impacts on total consumption that are more limited 
than might otherwise be expected.   
 
 While home heating costs are a major component of a household's 
annual natural gas bill, other end uses contribute significantly as well.\121\  As a 
result, changes in home heating costs have a proportionately smaller effect on 
changes in total energy costs.  Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, for example, 
explained the components which make up a typical natural gas bill (for a 
household that heats with natural gas).  According to Columbia Gas, the 
average household uses the following amounts of natural gas each year for the 
following end uses: 
 
 TABLE S 
 RESIDENTIAL GAS USE BY END USE 
 


END USE USE LEVEL (MCF) PCT OF TOTAL 


HEATING: 87.9 68% 


HOT 
WATER: 


34.5 27% 


COOKING: 6.0 5% 


TOTAL: 128.4 100% 


                     
\121\Natural gas is discussed here only because that is the data which is available. 
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As can be seen, hot water and cooking use make up nearly one-third of total 
natural gas consumption. Moreover, since that consumption tends to remain 
constant over income levels, those differences which do appear are likely 
attributable to the space heating component. 
 
 Given this data, it is not surprising that low-income households do not 
ipso facto have --simply because of old housing stock and heating units-- the 
higher consumption often assumed.  A substantial part of the energy cost 
incurred by the poor is not affected by these characteristics.   
 
 Even within the heating component of a low-income energy bill, 
low-income characteristics tend to support a finding of lesser rather than 
greater energy use as compared to the population as a whole.  A primary 
cause of this phenomenon is the fact that low-income households tend to be 
renters living in multi-unit buildings with per dwelling unit energy consumption 
less than the total population average and certainly less than single family 
detached dwellings.   
 
 Low-income households tend to be renters who live in multi-unit 
buildings rather than owners of single family detached homes.  The National 
Consumer Law Center has consistently found this to be the case in studies of 
LIHEAP populations around the country: 
 
 TABLE T 
 LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS AS RENTERS (%) 
 


 DATE PERCENT RENTERS 


WISCONSIN:\122\ 1985 72% 


RHODE ISLAND:\123\ 1986 77% 


MARYLAND:\124\ 1987 73% 


                     
\ 122 \National Consumer Law Center, Evaluation of Wisconsin Gas Company's Proposal for A 


Guaranteed Service Plan (1985). 


\123\National Consumer Law Center, Percentage of Income Plans: Final Report to the Low-Income Task 
Force of the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (1986). 


\124\National Consumer Law Center, Evaluation of Maryland's Winter Heating Protection Program 
(1987). 
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 DATE PERCENT RENTERS 


MINNESOTA:\125\ 1986 29% 


MAINE:\126\ 1988 67% 


PHILADELPHIA:\127\ 1989 72% 


 
 
 The U.S. Department of Energy, in its Residential Energy Consumption 
Survey (RECS) previously cited, found a dramatic relationship between rental 
status and energy consumption.  The DOE reported that for every region, as 
well as for the country as a whole, this relationship existed: 
 
 TABLE U 
 RESIDENTIAL CONSUMPTION: RENTER VS. HOMEOWNER 
 BY PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 
 


 ALL EN. 
RENT 


ALL EN. 
OWN 


GAS 
RENT 


GAS 
OWN 


OIL 
RENT 


OIL 
OWN 


ELEC. 
RENT 


ELEC. 
OWN 


COUNTRY: 
 


$ 819 $1,221 $ 816 $1,218 $ 977 $1,397 $ 746 $1,264 


NEW ENGL: 
 


$ 964 $1,386 $1,088 $1,417 $ 933 $1,415 $ 727 $1,799 


MID-ATL: 
 


$ 945 $1,489 $1,001 $1,483 $ 927 $1,566 $ 810 $1,504 


EAST NO. 
CENTRAL: 


$ 881 $1,277 $ 844 $1,273 $1,254 $1,306 $ 954 $1,475 


WEST NO. 
CENTRAL: 


$ 820 $1,159 $ 785 $1,177 NA $1,232 $1,084 $1,197 


SOUTH ATL:  $ 909 $1,243 $ 951 $1,311 $1,123 $1,213 $ 869 $1,282 


                     
\125\National Consumer Law Center, Evaluation of Minnesota Fair Share Pilot Program (1986). 


\126\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine:  Fuel 
Assistance and Family Crisis Benefits, Volume III, (July 1988).  This figure looks only at 
households who defaulted on winter payment arrangements.   


\127\Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Eunice Grier, Re. Philadelphia Gas Works, on behalf of The Public 
Advocate (July 1989). 
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 ALL EN. 
RENT 


ALL EN. 
OWN 


GAS 
RENT 


GAS 
OWN 


OIL 
RENT 


OIL 
OWN 


ELEC. 
RENT 


ELEC. 
OWN 


EAST SO. 
CENTRAL: 


$ 746 $1,099 $ 737 $1,139 NA $1,199 $ 718 $1,171 


WEST SO. 
CENTRAL: 


$ 800 $1,204 $ 855 $1,200 NA NA $ 733 $1,357 


MOUNTAIN: 
 


$ 773 $1,018 $ 770 $986 NA NA $ 776 $1,252 


PACIFIC: 
 


$ 571 $ 935 $ 563 $ 976 NA NA $ 545 $ 885 


 
 The National Consumer Law Center, and others, has found this 
relationship between higher heating bills and rental status as well: 
 
 TABLE V 
 HOME ENERGY BILL: HOMEOWNER VS. RENTER 
 SELECTED STATES 
 


 HOMEOWNER BILL RENTER BILL 


WISCONSIN 
 


$1,091 $ 974 


RHODE ISLAND 
 


$ 912 $ 733 


MARYLAND\128\ 
 


$ 905 $ 632 


MINNESOTA 
 


$1,177 $ 940 


PHILADELPHIA 
 


$ 984 $ 900 


In reviewing these analyses, it is important to remember that tenancy unto itself 
is not associated with lower energy use.  Instead, tenancy tends to be 
associated with the type of dwelling unit: single family detached or multi-family. 


                     
\128\This report looks at apartments versus single family detached homes.  Badua, et al., Energy Needs and 


Costs of Low-Income Households: A Preliminary Profile of Delaware LIHEAP Clients, Center 
for Energy and Urban Policy Research, University of Delaware (1987). 
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 When measured directly, the difference between the energy use in 
single family detached dwellings and multi-unit dwellings is even more stark.  
The U.S. Department of Energy reported in its RECS: 
 
 TABLE W 
 HOME ENERGY BILL BY DWELLING TYPE  
 AND PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE 
 


 ALL EN. 
1-UNIT 


ALL EN. 
2-UNIT+ 


GAS 
1-UNIT 


GAS 
2-UNIT+ 


ELEC 
1-UNIT 


ELEC 
2-UNIT+ 


 
COUNTRY: 


 
$1,218 


 
$ 771 


 
$1,204 


 
$  775 


 
$1,287 


 
$ 694 


 
NEW ENGL: 


 
$1,506 


 
$ 950 


 
$1,481 


 
$1,033 


 
$1,560 


 
$ 748 


 
MID-ATL: 


 
$1,527 


 
$ 941 


 
$1,484 


 
$1,022 


 
$1,528 


 
$ 765 


EAST NO. 
CENTRAL: 


 
$1,292 


 
$ 798 


 
$1,284 


 
$ 800 


 
$1,457 


 
$ 748 


WEST NO. 
CENTRAL: 


 
$1,162 


 
$ 714 


 
$1,170 


 
$ 708 


 
$1,258 


 
$ 890 


SOUTH ATL:   
$1,246 


 
$ 816 


 
$1,313 


 
$ 829 


 
$1,311 


 
$ 803 


EAST SO. 
CENTRAL: 


 
$1,080 


 
$ 667 


 
$1,101 


 
$  661 


 
$1,168 


 
$ 675 


WEST SO. 
CENTRAL: 


 
$1,145 


 
$ 724 


 
$1,149 


 
$ 750 


 
$1,287 


 
$ 714 


 
MOUNTAIN: 


 
$1,041 


 
$ 683 


 
$1,008 


 
$ 691 


 
$1,307 


 
$ 661 


 
PACIFIC: 


 
$ 936 


 
$ 529 


 
$ 955 


 
$ 518 


 
$ 929 


 
$ 560 


So, too, did NCLC find this relationship: 
 
 TABLE X 
 HOME ENERGY BILL BY DWELLING TYPE 
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 1-UNIT 3+-UNITS 


WISCONSIN $1,132 $ 677 


RHODE ISLAND $ 885 $ 726 


MINNESOTA $1,177 $ 746 


 
Unlike the stereotype of the poor living in a huge rambling uninsulated house 
with an old and inefficient heating system, the more accurate picture of a 
low-income household is one where a family rents a multi-family dwelling 
which, even if energy inefficient, is small enough and has sufficient natural 
insulation arising from multi-unit dwellings to use less energy than the single 
family detached homes owned by households with more moderate means. 
 
SECTION C.THE POOR OF PENNSYLVANIA: ENERGY BURDEN 


STATISTICS. 
 
 Given the lower utility bills of lower income households vis a vis higher 
income households, it cannot be concluded that it is inefficient housing, old 
furnaces  and the like which "cause" an inability-to-pay.  Nevertheless, 
research done by NCLC has drawn the connection, not surprisingly, between 
higher bills and arrears.  In a 1988 study of payment plans done for the Maine 
Public Utilities Commission, for example, NCLC found a direct correlation 
between usage and arrears.\129\  The Maine analysis found that "within the 
payment plan populations for both utilities studied,\130\ households having the 
highest usage tend to have the higher arrears.* * *Two points of comparison 
are used to draw these conclusions:  


                     
\ 129 \National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: 


Payment Arrangements for Maine's Electric Utilities, Volume II, at 60 - 67 (July 1988). 


\130\The two utilities included Central Maine Power Company and Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative. 
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(1) total annual consumption; and (2) average monthly winter 
consumption."\131\ 
 
 A "clear correlation" between total annual usage and the level of arrears 
was found for Central Maine Power Company.  According to the Maine 
research, the average total arrears for Central Maine Power Company was 
$48.  "While households with an annual consumption greater than 16,000 
KWH have an average arrears of $88, for example, households with less than 
5,000 KWH of use have an average arrears of only $10." 
 
 The association held with winter consumption, the Maine study found.  
"Total arrears for customers with consumption over 2000 KWH were nearly 
twice the payment plan average ($91 vs. $48) and nearly triple the arrears of 
households at the lower consumption levels ($91 vs. $33).  The breakpoint for 
particular payment problems occurs at a winter month usage of around 1300 
KWH.  Households falling into the band of from 1300 to 2000 KWH per winter 
month averaged total arrears of $82, again substantially above the total 
payment plan population."\132\ 
 
 Similar results were found for the Rural Electric Cooperative.  The 
average total arrears facing the Co-op's payment plans customers, the report 
found, was $40.  "In contrast to this average, however, is the sub-population of 
households with annual usage in excess of 16,000 KWH.  Those customers 
had an average arrears of $214, more than five times the total population 
average."\133\   
 
 The association with winter usage and arrears was confirmed with the 
Co-op also.  According to the Maine research, "the $272 average arrears for 
persons with winter usage of more than 2000 KWH was nearly seven times the 
$40 total payment plan population average; even at usage levels of from 1300 
to 2000 KWH per month, the $118 average arrears was nearly triple the total 
population average."  At the opposite end of the spectrum, 18 of the 25 
households with arrears of less than $50 had monthly winter consumption of 
less than 700 KWH.\134\ 


                     
\131\Id., at 60. 


\132\Id., at 62. 


\133\Id., at 63. 


\134\Id., at 65. 
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 The Maine report concluded that "the level of a household's 
consumption is highly correlated with the level of that household's arrears.* * 
*Payment plan households tend to be households which have a continuing 
mismatch between available resources and household expenses.  They tend 
not to be customers for whom cash flow changes would be beneficial; rather an 
absolute shortfall in resources is apparent and continuing payment problems 
can be observed."\135\ 
 
 Other studies have extended the analysis beyond the Maine findings.  
This research indicates that it is not the absolute level of consumption which is 
associated with arrears, it is the interplay between consumption and 
income.\136\  This observation, for example, is supported by data from a study 
the National Consumer Law Center did for the Wisconsin Gas Company 
regarding the possible redistribution of LIHEAP benefits in Wisconsin.\137\ 
 
 In Wisconsin, NCLC examined a new method of distributing LIHEAP 
benefits that would tie the level of LIHEAP to the burden which a household's 
energy bill posed as a percentage of income.  Since the proposal involved a 
redistribution of the identical amount of funds, some households would lose 
some amount of benefits (called "participant losers") while other would gain 
some amount of benefits (called "participant gainers").   
 
 The average income of the participant gainers ($5,834) was somewhat, 
but not substantially, different from that of the participant losers ($6,213).  The 
average bills, however, were.  While the average bills for the participant 
gainers were $1,370 per year, the average bill for the participant losers were 
only $873 per year.  The real difference, however, came in the burden which 
those bills represented to the households (as a percentage of income).  In 
general, without the redistribution of LIHEAP examined by NCLC, the 
participant gainers spent 17.9 percent of their income on their annual natural 


                     
\135\Id., at 66. 


\136\The notion that this is the key determinant is supported by an examination of the federal LIHEAP 
statute.  In LIHEAP, Congress directed not that the greatest benefits go to those households with 
the highest bills, but rather to those households with the lowest incomes and the highest energy 
costs in relation to income, taking into account family size.  42 U.S.C. § 8624(b)(5) (1983 and 
1990 Supp.)  


\137\National Consumer Law Center, Evaluation of Wisconsin Gas Company's Proposal for a Guaranteed 
Service Plan (November 1985). 
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gas bills while the participant losers spent 8.9 percent of their income.\138\ 
 
 The difference in burdens was directly reflected in arrears.  The 
participant gainers had an average arrears of $560 while the participant losers 
had an average arrears of only $229.  Viewed from the converse perspective, 
the arrears were split between gainers and losers as shown in Table Y: 
 
 TABLE Y 
 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENERGY BURDEN AND ARREARS 
 WISCONSIN GAS COMPANY 


 


 TOTAL % WITH 
DEBT OVER 


$100 


% WITH 
DEBT OVER 


$300 


% WITH 
DEBT OVER 


$500 


% WITH DEBT 
OVER 
$750 


GAINERS 47.8% 51.5% 58.0% 66.9% 78.1% 


LOSERS 26.3% 25.4% 22.5% 16.9% 11.9% 


 
Clearly, based on this information, it is possible to conclude that while there is a 
relationship between arrears and usage, as well as between arrears and 
income, the "truer" test of inability-to-pay is the burden which the energy bill 
poses as a percentage of income.  That is the key indicator. 
 
 SECTION D. THE POOR OF PENNSYLVANIA: MOBILITY. 
 
 The National Consumer Law Center believes there is an additional 
factor to consider in a low-income household's inability to pay.  Low-income 
customers tend to be a very mobile population.  A 1984 study by the National 
Social Science and Law Center (NSSLC) considered the mobility of 
low-income households in Pennsylvania to ascertain the impacts of telephone 
hook-up charges.  NSSLC found that compared to the roughly twelve percent 
of the total population that changed residences each year, nearly one-quarter 
(23 percent) of the low-income population moved.  Disproportionately 
represented in the "mover" households are recipients of public assistance, 
minorities, and female-headed households.  (Attached as Appendix B). 
 
 Households which have recently established service have poorer utility 
payment records than those who are more stable.  A study by the National 
Consumer Law Center for the Maine Public Utilities Commission looked at the 


                     
\138\Id. 
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households for whom a disconnection of service was sought during the winter 
of 1986 - 1987.\139\  Of that population, NCLC found that nearly 60 percent of 
the households initiating service on and after August 1st failed to make a 
payment of any sort toward their utilities bill.\140\  Moreover, of that population, 
nearly 40 percent of the households who obtained service after August 1st had 
their service disconnected that winter.  According to NCLC: "it can be 
concluded that the households initiating service on or after August 1, 1986 
represent a more serious shutoff risk than those households having a record of 
service."\141\  The failing of the NCLC report in Maine, however, was in not 
recognizing the potential reasons behind this exposure to disconnections for 
households who had recently moved.  It may well be, in other words, that the 
very act of moving, contributes to an inability to pay. 
 
 Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania certainly finds that its Budget Plus 
customers tend to be households who have recently connected to the system.  
It is possible, for example, to take a look at the tenants in the sample of 3,907 
Columbia Gas Budget Plus households discussed throughout these 
comments\142\ (engaging in the assumption that it is less likely that a home 
owner would easily move).  There were 1,991 tenants in the sample.  Forty 
percent of those tenants (N=678) had a connect date on the Columbia system 
of 1989 or later.\143\  A distribution of the connect dates for tenants is set out 
below.   
 
 
 TABLE Z 
 DISTRIBUTION OF YEARS 
 IN WHICH BUDGET PLUS TENANTS CONNECTED SERVICE 


                     
\139\In Maine, there is no absolute moratorium on winter disconnections.  A utility, however, must obtain 


the consent of the PUC's Consumer Assistance Division before a winter disconnection.   


\140\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections In Maine: Winter 
Requests for Disconnect Permission, Volume I, at 32 - 33 (July 1988).   


\141 \Id., at 34. "In addition," NCLC continued, "Maine utility companies might conclude that those 
households with a record of twelve or more months of service are facing an episodic inability to 
pay and may wish to temper their collection practices by that recognition."  Id. 


\142\A random sample of 3,907 Columbia Gas Budget Plus customers was drawn to serve as the basis for 
evaluation in that company's 1990 rate case. 


\143\The study was prepared in March 1990 for presentation in April 1990.  Thus, a connect date of 1989 
was very recent. 
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YEAR ALL HOUSEHOLDS TENANTS 


BEFORE 1985 1135 358 


1985 255 142 


1986 280 165 


1987 380 241 


1988 568 389 


1989 829 644 


1990 43 34 


TOTAL: 3490\144\ 1973 


 
 
 What is disturbing in this scenario is the notion that utility collection 
practices, unto themselves, can be a major factor in drawing low-income 
households in Pennsylvania into a cycle of "forced mobility."  Columbia Gas, 
for example, files reports with the Bureau of Consumer Services each fall 
pursuant to Rule 56-100.  These reports look at the extent to which 
households that have been disconnected within the previous twelve months 
remain without heating service.  The Columbia Gas reports indicate that from 
January 1, 1989 through November 30, 1989, 1,807 "heat related properties" 
had their service terminated for nonpayment.  As of December 13, 1989, 897 
of those "heat-related residential properties" had not been reconnected.  In 
turn, 380 of those 897 (42 percent) were vacant premises, indicating the 
household had moved subsequent to the shutoff.  Similar results were 
experienced in 1988.  From January through November, 1988, 1,902 
households had service disconnected for nonpayment.  As of December 13, 
1988, 1,041 of those households were not reconnected.  In turn, 439 of those 
1,041 (42 percent) represented vacant premises.   
 
 This data cannot be viewed in isolation from the discussion above.  It is 
possible and necessary to conclude from this data that there is substantial 
mobility on the part of the low-income customers of Columbia Gas.  Moreover, 
it is possible to conclude that it is the very act of utility disconnection which 
contributes to forcing households into this pattern of mobility.  Finally, it is 
                     
\144\Since not all of the total sample reported a "connect date," this total is less than the total sample.   
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possible to conclude that the very act of forced mobility makes it less likely that 
low-income households will be able to make regular timely payments toward 
their home energy bills.   
 
 Similar results are found with other Pennsylvania utilities. A summary 
listing of the premises which were found "vacant" at the start of the winter 
heating season after an electric disconnection during the years 1988 and 1989 
is presented in Table AA below: 
 
 TABLE AA 
 PREMISES FOUND VACANT AFTER ELECTRIC DISCONNECTION 
 1988 AND 1989 
 


 1988 1989 


 SHUTOFFS VACAN
T 


SHUTOFFS VACANT 


DUQUESNE 
LIGHT 


 
1,701 


 
133 


 
1,369 


 
173 


PENELEC 3,326 665 3,802 832 


PENN POWER 940 190 933 183 


PP&L 541 142 2,945 568 


MET ED 614 130 509 115 


PECO 18,405 982 21,999 1,644 


WEST PENN 5,812 602 5,372 219 


UGI  701 75 735 19 


TOTAL 32,040 2,919 37,664 4,194 


 
 
 A summary listing of the premises which were found "vacant" at the start 
of the winter heating season after a natural gas disconnection during the years 
1988 and 1989 is presented in Table BB below: 
 
 TABLE BB 
 PREMISES FOUND VACANT AFTER NATURAL GAS DISCONNECTION 
 1988 AND 1989 
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 1988 1989 


 SHUTOFFS VACANT SHUTOFFS VACANT 


PEOPLES 4,069 616 3,973 450 


NAT'L FUEL 2,488 367 2,937 406 


PG&W 944 73 1,188 88 


UGI 2,243 200 2,669 232 


EQUITABLE 1,845 291 2,840 279 


TOTAL\145\ 13,491 1,986 15,414 2,963 


 
 
 Low-income mobility will contribute to poor payment records primarily 
because the mobility, itself, is costly.  In addition to the actual cost of moving, 
the low-income household faces the costs of rental deposits, telephone 
connection fees, bank fees on minimum balances, and the other expenses 
associated with changing residences.  As a result, household income that 
would otherwise have been available to devote to current utility bills is instead 
siphoned away for the costs of moving.   
 
 Low-income households which are forced into a pattern of mobility, also, 
have less likelihood of entering into successful Level Billing Plans (sometimes 
called Budget Billing Plans), under which bills are paid in 12 equal monthly 
installments.\146\  Here again, without recognizing the significance of the 
observation, in Maine, NCLC discovered how low-income mobility serves, 
itself, to perpetuate low-income energy problems.\147\  In its Maine report, 
NCLC quoted Central Maine Power Company (CMP) as saying: 
We (CMP) support the intent to establish a predictable and 
                     
\145\Includes Columbia Gas figures. 


\146\It is believed that these plans assist low-income households in budgeting.  Moreover, these plans take 
the peak off of high winter heating bills.   


\147\In Maine, there is the Special Payment Arrangement (SPA) process.  Under an SPA, a household pays 
less than its full winter monthly bill, and then makes-up the difference in levelized payments over 
the summer.  The levelized payments include two components: (1) the winter shortfall divided 
by the number of non-heating months; and (2) the estimated non-heating consumption divided by 
the number of non-heating months. 
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manageable payment plan for customers. 
However, due to a number of factors, we find that 
the payment amounts that we determine with 
estimated figures for future use need adjustment 
several times during the term of the special 
payment arrangement.* * *After just a couple of 
months into summer payments, the levelized 
payment figure may be adjusted to accommodate 
actual as compared to estimated usage.  This is 
especially true when the Company has limited 
usage history on which to base the estimate. 


 
(emphasis added).\148\  NCLC agreed, noting that for the households with 
recently established service, "a utility may be hard-pressed to develop 
dwelling-specific, household-specific, estimates of future energy use* * *."\149\  
As a result, the budgeting benefits, in particular, which should arise from such 
plans can not.   
 
 The diversion of low-income funds to payments associated with a 
change in residence hurts the household, the utility, and the utility's 
non-low-income ratepayers.  Because of these additional payment 
obligations, everyone loses.  As discussed in detail above, one distinguishing 
factor of a low-income household is the fact of the limited corpus available to 
pay month-to-month utility bills.  It is easy to trace the impact of adding yet one 
more necessary expense to the household's responsibilities.  Assume that the 
household has an arrears of $500; the cost of moving to avoid paying that 
arrears is $250.  After the process of changing residences, therefore,  
the total financial obligation owed by the customer is $750 ($500 arrears plus 
$250 in moving expenses).  The household is assumed to be capable of 
making only a partial payment of $400.  The customer pays the $250 in 
moving expenses thus leaving sufficient funds to make a payment of $150 to 
the utility.  This leaves a total arrears after the change of residence $350.\150\ 
 


                     
\148\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: Winter 


Requests for Disconnect Permission, at 19 - 20 (July 1988). 


\149\Id., at 20. 


\150\This hypothetical assumes the best of conditions for the utility: that the household moves in search of 
more affordable energy bills but stays in the utility service territory and acknowledges the old 
debt even at the new address. 
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 As can be seen, forcing the household into changing residences does 
not serve the best interests of all customers.  In this illustration, the customer 
is $250 worse off.  She started by owing $500 and now owes $350, despite 
having exhausted her ability to make payments to the utility.  The utility is $250 
worse off.  It started with the customer $500 in debt and willing and able to 
make a $400 payment; that would have left a $100 arrears. Instead it has a 
customer $350 in arrears (with no further ability to make payments).  The 
remaining ratepayers are worse off. Instead of devoting its limited resources to 
paying the bill for consumption, the low-income household has devoted its 
$400 in resources to paying the cost of moving, leaving the initial arrears 
(minus a limited payment) to be potentially passed on through bad debt.   
 
SECTION E. THE POOR OF PENNSYLVANIA: URBAN/RURAL POVERTY. 
 
 The potential for payment-troubled customers to pose major collection 
programs is as real for rural utilities as it is for utilities serving major urban 
centers.  Indeed, the plight of the rural poor can be substantial.  According to 
one recent national study, by 1987, "a person living in a nonmetropolitan area 
(was) almost as likely to be poor as someone living in the central city of a 
metropolitan area."\151\  Moreover, compared to 1978, poverty rates had risen 
as much in rural areas as in the nation's central  


                     
\151\Kathryn Porter, Poverty in Rural American: A National Overview, Center on Budget and Policy 


Priorities (August 1989).  Porter noted that: "In 1987, the poverty rate was 16.9 percent in 
nonmetro areas --higher than the 12.5 percent poverty rate in metropolitan areas and almost as 
high as the 18.6 percent poverty rate in central cities." Id., at 3. 
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cities.\152\  In general, nearly two-fifths of all poor people, including the rural 
poor,\153\ have income below half the poverty level.\154\ 
 
 The rural poor tend to disproportionately include the elderly and families 
with children.  Children in nonmetropolitan areas have poverty rates as high as 
the poverty rates for children living in central cities.\155\  The nonmetro elderly 
(those 65 and older) are another group for whom poverty rates are as high or 
higher than for their central city counterparts.\156\   
 
 In sum, there can be little question but that the presence of this 
significant poverty population portends significant and ongoing problems with 
payment-troubled customers for providers of rural energy. 
 
 SECTION F. THE IMPACT OF NON-CASH POVERTY BENEFITS 
 
 The impacts of non-cash benefits in lifting low-income households out of 
poverty has substantially decreased during the 1980s, according to a study by 
the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities.\157\  Among the findings made by 
the Center, in its national study, include: 
 
  oBy 1985, the number of families with children who had incomes 


(before cash benefits) that fell below the poverty line had 
risen to 6.321 million.  Yet while the number of families 
with below-poverty incomes was rising, the number of 
those families lifted out of poverty by government benefit 


                     
\152\Id., at 4.  "Between 1978 and 1987, poverty rates in both nonmetro areas and central cities rose by more 


than one-fifth --from 13.5 percent to 16.9 percent in nonmetro areas, and from 15.4 percent to 
18.6 percent in central cities." 


\153\This includes 38.6 percent of those in nonmetro areas and 40.4 percent of those in central cities. Id., at 
10.   


\154\This represents an annual income of below $4,528 for a family of three.  Id. at 10. 


\155\Id., at 9.  "In nonmetro areas, nearly one-quarter of all children (23.1 percent) are poor, compared to a 
poverty rate of nearly three out of ten (29.6 percent) among children living in central cities)." 


\156\Id., at 10. "In 1987, the poverty rate among elderly people living in nonmetro areas --15.6 percent-- was 
not significantly different from the poverty rate for elderly people in central cities --14.3 percent." 


\157\Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, The Decreasing Effectiveness of Anti-Poverty Programs: 
1979 - 1985 (November 1986). 
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programs was falling.    Only 735,000 families, 11.6 
percent of the families who would otherwise have been 
poor, were removed from poverty by benefit programs in 
1985.\158\ 


 
oHad government benefit programs had the same anti-poverty impact in 1985 


as in 1979, then 458,000 fewer families with children 
would have been poor in 1986. 


 
oThere were 1,505,000 more families with children living in poverty (after all 


cash benefits were counted) in 1985 than in 1979.  The 
decline in the anti-poverty effectiveness of government 
cash benefit programs accounted for 458,000 more 
families living in poverty in 1985 than in 1979, 30 percent 
of the total increase in poverty among families with 
children during this period. 


 
oAn additional 720,000 families with children were poor in 1985 than in 1979 


because of the lessened impact of the government's 
non-cash benefit programs.\159\  Fully half of the increase 
in poverty since 1979 among families with children is due 
to the decline in the effectiveness of these government 
programs in lifting families from poverty.\160\ 


 
 The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities study is attached as 
Appendix C. 
 
 SECTION G. TELEPHONE PENETRATION RATES. 
 
 Most people believe that universal telephone service is the standard in 
the United States.  Yet large portions of the low income population cannot 
afford telephone service in their homes, and this number has grown since 
divestiture, as the cost of basic service continues to rise.  In 1988, while 75 
percent of all white households with incomes less than $10,000 had 
telephones, only 66 percent of black households and 59 percent of Hispanic 


                     
\158\This is a decrease from 18.9 percent of all families who would otherwise have been poor who were 


removed from poverty by government benefit programs in 1979. Id., at 2. 


\159\Id., at 3. 


\160\Id., at 4. 
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households had telephone service.\161\  While fewer than one out of 100 upper 
income families did not have a telephone, roughly 30 out of 100 low income 
families did not.   
 
 Nor are telephone penetration patterns racially income-neutral.  While 
the national average penetration rate for telephone service is 90+ percent, the 
penetration rate for black households (regardless of income) is only 80 
percent.\162\  The penetration rate for Hispanic households (regardless of 
income) is only 80 percent.  This racial inequality carries over into the elderly 
population.  Among homeowners, only three percent of older whites are 
without telephones, compared to eight percent of their black and Hispanic 
counterparts.  Likewise, only eight percent of older white renters do not have 
telephones, compared to 19 and 18 percent, respectively, of older blacks and 
Hispanics. 
   
 The pay telephone has always been assumed to be the "poor person's 
response" to the lack of a telephone in the home.  When all else fails, the low 
income person can simply make a trip to the local convenience store, or to the 
phone booth on the corner, to place a quarter telephone call.  Increasingly, 
however, access to affordable local pay telephone calls is becoming a thing of 
the past.  Pay phones are being restricted or removed from many poorer 
neighborhoods, to discourage drug dealing\163\, and those that are available are 
frequently busy. 
 
 Lacking access to affordable, convenient telephone service has direct 
impacts on the ability of the poor to retain their energy utility services.  In a 


                     
\161\Current Population Survey, Table 1.  March 1990, US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 


Census.  Total population has penetration rate of 93.3% of telephones in the home. 


\162\Current Population Survey, Table 3, March 1990.  U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census.  While penetration for all white households is 94.6%, the rate for blacks is 83.8% and the 
rate for Hispanics is 84.9%. 


\163\Drug dealers generally prefer to use pay phones that allow them to remain anonymous and make calls 
difficult to trace.  Many communities are targeting the restriction or elimination of pay phones as 
one means to curtail drug dealing.  Pay phones are being restricted to outgoing calls only, and 
push button phones, a prerequisite for many call-routing systems, are being replaced by rotary 
phones.  On June 4, 1990, for example, a Los Angeles City Council panel approved a plan that 
would authorize telephone companies to place restrictions on pay telephones in drug-infested 
neighborhoods and remove the phones altogether if all else fails.  The proposal was supported by 
representatives of both GTE and Pacific Bell, the two major phone companies in the city. 
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1988 study conducted by NCLC for the Maine Public Utilities Commission\164\, it 
was discovered that 80 percent of the Maine households whose energy service 
was disconnected during the winter months lacked telephone service.  The 
lack of telephone service was found to jeopardize continuing energy service by 
denying the household an opportunity to contact the utility so as to enter into 
payment plans, make contact with social service agencies to receive public 
assistance and to otherwise respond to the household's inability to pay. 
 
 SECTION H. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 One major question underlying utility credit and collection processes is 
how to segregate those households who can pay but don't from those 
households who can't pay.  The above analysis suggests that two factors 
working in conjunction with each other operate to place utility bills in the 
unaffordable range and create the "can't pay" class: (1) low incomes; and (2) 
high bills in relation to that income.  The label created to describe the 
confluence of those two factors is "energy burden".  A household's energy 
burden is measured in terms of the household energy bill as a percentage of 
income.  The Pennsylvania Commission should adopt "energy burden" as so 
defined as the measure of the likelihood that a household will over the 
long-term demonstrate an inability to pay in a consistently full and timely 
fashion. 
 
 
 It is possible to conclude based on the discussion above that 
households who live at or below 150 percent of the Poverty Level can be 
expected to be the households for whom this "energy burden" measurement is 
most meaningful.  It is further possible to conclude that those households 
represent the customers from whom it is unreasonable to expect to collect the 
full utility bill.  Accordingly, the customers who should be offered the EAP, as 
discussed below, are those households who live at or below 150 percent of 
poverty and whose energy bills exceed a certain percentage of their income.  
As proposed below, those households should be offered the opportunity to 
enter into an EAP plan so that utilities can maximize the collection of revenue 
from these households while minimizing collection expenses.   
 
 
 In calculating incomes for these households, it is evident that the receipt 
of government assistance has a small and substantially decreasing value.  
                     
\164\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: Winter 


Requests for Disconnect Permission, at 16 - 19 (July 1988). 
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Households who receive public assistance (such as AFDC, or Food Stamps) 
should not be treated differently than other households not receiving such 
benefits.   
 
 
 Based on the above discussion, it is apparent that Pennsylvania's rural 
utilities are likely to have as substantial a problem as the state's more urban 
utilities.  The PUC should expressly consider how the programs that are 
applicable to a PECO or an Equitable or a Columbia Gas can and should be 
modified, if at all, so as to be applicable to the state's smaller rural utilities as 
well.   
 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should consider steps to stabilize the 
residence situation of low-income payment-troubled households.  Given the 
direct and immediate impacts that the disconnection of service has on "forced 
mobility," as well as the direct and immediate impact that forced mobility has on 
the ability of a customer to make continuing current payments toward her utility 
bill, the phenomenon of forced mobility should be eliminated to the extent 
practicable.   
 
 
 Given an inability to eliminate the problem of forced mobility, the 
Commission should address its attention to the mechanisms necessary to 
minimize the impact of forced mobility on other programs designed to reduce 
uncollectibles.  The means of estimating usage for 12 month Level Billing 
Plans should be refined such that usage estimates are made more accurate 
and less variable over time.  Means of estimating energy savings from the 
installation of conservation measures need to be refined such that households 
who face the most substantial payment troubles, and thus face the highest 
incidence of forced mobility, can be eligible for energy (and thus dollar) saving 
conservation/weatherization programs.   
 
 
 While the touchstone of the regulatory response to uncollectibles and 
inability to pay is the EAP, the Commission must address the inability to pay 
problems of both those households who are marginally ineligible for EAP or, in 
contrast, may be eligible for EAP but who are unable or unwilling to apply for 
EAP.  At the least, these households should be offered payment plans similar 
to the "Special Payment Arrangement" that has been so successful for the 
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Maine public utility commission.\165\  Through the SPA process, high winter 
bills are reduced, with the reduction in bill deferred and "made up" during the 
more affordable summer (i.e., non-heating) months.   
 
 
 Finally, the Pennsylvania commission should direct each of the state's 
utilities to engage in a detailed review of their credit and collection practices to 
determine to what extent there may be hidden barriers to participation in 
payment plans, EAPs, budget billing and the like.  The Commission should 
require each utility to judge its own efforts by a designated check list, including 
but not limited to:  
 
(a)are there ways in which we unconsciously exclude households who lack 


ready access to telephones; 
 
(b)are there ways in which we unconsciously exclude households who lack 


ready access to transportation; 
 
(c)are there ways in which we unconsciously exclude households who cannot 


read or who cannot write? 
 
(d)are our processes both educationally and culturally appropriate to the 


population which we seek to reach. 


                     
\165\See generally, National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections In 


Maine: Payment Arrangements for Maine's Electric Utilities, Volume II (July 1988).   
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 PART III: LOW-INCOME PAYMENT PATTERNS. 
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 Low-income households that cannot pay unaffordable utility bills will 
make few if any payments at all.  This result should not be surprising.  A 
low-income customer who believes that she is facing the termination of service 
regardless of whether she owes all or merely some portion of her outstanding 
bill will likely use her scarce resources to pay for other pressing life necessities. 
 
 SECTION A: SEASONAL PAYMENTS. 
 
 The loss of low-income households as customers (in April or May) 
because of large unpaid winter arrears is not a rational response to minimizing 
uncollectible accounts.  This loss may occur for either of two reasons: (1) the 
household is involuntarily disconnected for nonpayment or large bills accrued 
during the winter; or (2) the household voluntarily disconnects its service during 
the warm weather months only to seek reinstatement or restoration of service 
for the next winter heating season.   
 
 In either case, the loss of these customers comes just at the time that 
current monthly bills are reduced to the point where households can make 
current payments plus some incremental payment toward their arrears.  Data 
from Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) illustrates this problem.\166\  When one 
examines the number of PGW's residential customers, by month, for each of 
the last several years, it becomes evident that every year, PGW loses roughly 
14,000 to 17,000 residential accounts during the summer months, only to gain 
those accounts back by the following December and January.  Each of those 
lost accounts represents a lost revenue stream to apply against arrears for the 
Company.  As Table CC shows, this lost revenue stream comes at the time 
when bills are most affordable, even when an increment is added to retire 
arrears.    


                     
\166\As noted below, while it is recognized that Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) is not a utility regulated by 


the Public Utility Commission, because of the substantial empirical work that has been done on 
low-income energy problems on the PGW system, PGW is used in this report as being legitimate 
Pennsylvania data.   
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 TABLE CC 
 AFFORDABILITY OF PGW DEFERRED PAYMENT AGREEMENTS 
 BY MONTH 
 


  
MONTH 


BILL 


 
MONTH 


ARREARS 


MONTH 
TOTAL 
BILL 


 
MONTH 
INCOME 


TOTAL 
AS 


INC % 


JAN. $114.67 $22.21 $136.88 $698.33 20% 


FEB. $100.76 $22.21 $122.97 $698.33 18% 


MARCH $105.20 $22.21 $127.41 $698.33 18% 


APRIL $72.57 $22.21 $94.78 $698.33 14% 


MAY $42.69 $22.21 $64.90 $698.33 9% 


JUNE $27.55 $22.21 $49.76 $698.33 7% 


JULY $22.24 $22.21 $44.45 $698.33 6% 


AUGUST $21.56 $22.21 $43.77 $698.33 6% 


SEPT. $20.50 $22.21 $42.71 $698.33 6% 


OCT. $31.67 $22.21 $53.88 $698.33 8% 


NOV. $45.57 $22.21 $67.78 $698.33 10% 


DEC. $104.64 $22.21 $126.85 $698.33 18% 


 
 Rather than accepting this drop-off in customers during the warm 
weather months, Pennsylvania utilities should establish a payment plan 
process that provides incentives for delinquent households to remain on the 
system during the warm weather months when combination bills (heating plus 
non-heating) will be lower and more affordable.  By encouraging households 
to make payments while utility service is affordable during the summer, rather 
than dropping off the system until heating becomes necessary during the 
winter, the utilities will serve to increase the revenue they generate toward the 
payment of arrears.  By accepting the drop-off during the summer, and being 
required to offer service during the cold weather months, a utility serves only at 
the time when it is least likely to receive full payments of even current bills, let 
alone full payment of current bills plus some additional payment toward 
arrears. 
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 SECTION B: DEFERRED PAYMENT PLANS. 
 
 1. Pennsylvania Data.  
 
 Payment plans in Pennsylvania are simply not working.  Consider the 
results from the following Pennsylvania utilities: 
 
1.Columbia Gas:  The Budget Plus payment process has largely failed 


Columbia Gas as a means to address the problems of 
low-income households.  An examination of Budget Plus 
households for Columbia Gas found that energy bills that were 
unaffordable for households before those households entered 
into a Budget Plus plan remained unaffordable under Budget 
Plus.  This can be seen in several ways.  For example, the 
success of Budget Plus can be measured by the number of Plans 
that are canceled because of non-payment.  In addition, the 
success can be measured by the extent to which Budget Plus 
households can stay current on their Plans.  The observations 
below are based on 1989 data provided in the payment plan 
reports filed by Columbia Gas with BCS.  Data is taken from 
1989 since that is the only complete year for which data is 
available. 


 
Budget Plus payments are simply not being made by Columbia Gas customers.  


In calendar year 1989, Columbia Gas had an average of 13,390 
heating participants in its Budget Plus payment plans each 
month.  On average, 4,404 of those accounts (33 percent) were 
"delinquent."  Similarly, Columbia Gas had on average $8.2 
million subject to Budget Plus agreements each month.  Of that 
money, $3.5 million (43 percent) was delinquent.   


 
These delinquent accounts do not represent "short-term delinquencies."  


There are long-term failures with Budget Plus as well.  In 1989, 
roughly 18 percent of the Budget Plus Plans (2,409 of 13,398) 
were "canceled" each month.  During the last five months of 
1989 (August - December), however, the average was 40 
percent cancellation per month (4,267 of 10,683) (as opposed to 
an average of seven percent [1,082 of 15,323] for January 
through July).  On average, 22 percent of the dollars subject to 
Budget Plus plans ($1.8 million of $8.2 million) were subject to 
canceled Budget Plus plans each month in 1989. For August 
through December, the canceled dollars averaged 46 percent 
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($2.9 million of $6.4 million) while the canceled dollars averaged 
only 10 percent ($0.93 million of $9.5 million) in January through 
July.  The fact that a substantial percentage of Budget Plus 
plans have recent start dates, as discussed above, again lends 
credence to the notion that participating households cannot 
maintain these plans and, as a result, enter into consecutive 
Budget Plus agreements. 


 
2.Other Budget Plus Programs:  The Columbia Gas experience is by no 


means unique.  Indeed, it is the norm for Budget Plus payment 
plans to fail rather than to succeed.  In response to Commission 
inquiry, the Pennsylvania utilities reported the success rate of 
their Budget Plus plans.\167\  Those responses are set forth in 
Table DD below: 


 
 TABLE DD 
 PERCENTAGE OF BUDGET PLUS CUSTOMERS  
 WHO MAINTAINED THEIR PAYMENT ARRANGEMENT  
 


COMPANY SUCCESS 
RATE (%) 


1987 


SUCCESS 
RATE (%) 


1988 


SUCCESS 
RATE (%) 


1989 


UGI 33.3% 32.9% 36.6% 


PECO\168\ 11.4% 11.5% 28.3% 


NATIONAL FUEL 
GAS 


 
N/A 


 
N/A 


 
N/A 


PENN POWER N/A N/A N/A 


MET EDISON\169\ 31.5% 63.9% 61.3% 


                     
\167\This came in response to inquiries in Section G, question 3. 


\168\PECO reported that it "does not identify the individual customers who successfully maintain payment 
arrangements.  However, we do track the overall success rate of special payment arrangements."  
IRR-APP-B-G.3 


\169\Metropolitan Edison does not separately track the success rate of Budget Plus customers from Current 
Plus customers.  Moreover, its use of the Budget Plus process is quite limited, involving 615 
accounts in 1987, 360 accounts in 1988, and 430 accounts in 1989. 
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PENN P & L N/A See n. 
Error! 


Bookmark 
not 


defined. 


\170\ 


PENELEC 29.3% 26.3% 25.9% 


  
3.Equitable Gas:  In the recent Equitable decision,\171\ the Pennsylvania 


Public Utility Commission found that "arrearages associated with 
the prospective EAP participants range between $9 million and 
$10 million.  Those EAP-eligible customers who currently have 
payment arrangements either negotiated by BCS or the 
Company pay on average little more than 50 percent of the 
presubscribed amount.  Equitable's ratepayers face the 
possibility of an uncollectible arrearage of $4.5 million to $5 
million for these same customers." 


 
4.Philadelphia Gas Works:  The extended payment plan historically offered 


by the Philadelphia Gas Works is called its "5 and 2" plan.  
Through this payment plan process, a household is required to 
make a downpayment of five percent of the arrears.  The 
household is then required to make payments equal to two 
percent of the arrears for 25 months, thus retiring one-half (50 
percent) of the arrears.  The remainder is forgiven.  At all times, 
the household is responsible for paying its current bill.  From 
October 1985 through March 2, 1989, 73 percent of all 5 and 2 
plans had been broken (i.e., had sufficient numbers of 
nonpayment that they had been abrogated).  Indeed, the results 
of the 5 and 2 program were not at all encouraging.  In 1988, 
alone, the last year for which complete data is available, 58 
percent of the 5 and 2 plans entered into were broken; 75 percent 
were either broken or defaulted.  Overall, from October 1985 
through March, 1989, PGW's 5 and 2 customer made fewer than 


                     
\170\PP&L reported that it "does not maintain separate statistics for the budget billing 'plus' method.  The 


Company stated "the following statistics are representative of the total population.  During 1989, 
110 plans were paid in full; four were canceled or defaulted.  During 1988, 103 plans were paid 
in full; 15 were canceled or defaulted. 


\171\Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Equitable Gas, Docket No. R-901595, Decision and 
Order, at 71 (November 21, 1990). 
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six out of every 25 required payments.   
 
 
 Several reasons exist for these poor payment records.  First and 
foremost, each payment plan requires as one essential part that the household 
make total payments toward current bills.  Budget Plus, for example, requires 
full payment toward current bills from households that have a recognized 
negative ability to pay.  In this regard, even Budget Plus seeks the impossible. 
 
 In general, the payment-troubled households of Columbia Gas 
households are being asked to pay an unreasonable portion of their income 
toward their home energy bills even under Budget Plus.  As a result, such 
payments are simply not being made.  The distribution of monthly Budget Plus 
payments for Columbia Gas as a percent of income is set out in Table EE 
below.  It is important to remember that the burden in Table EE is tied to total 
income.\172\  The Table does not consider expenses in any fashion. 
 
 TABLE EE 
 COLUMBIA GAS BUDGET PLUS PAYMENTS 
 AS PERCENT OF INCOME 
 


INCOME 


PERCENT 


NO. 


ACCOUNTS 


 


PERCENT 


CUMULATIVE 


PERCENT 


0 0 0% 100% 


1 0 0% 100% 


2 16 1% 100% 


3 44 2% 99% 


4 98 3% 98% 


5 156 5% 95% 


6 177 6% 89% 


7 224 8% 83% 


8 244 8% 75% 


9 192 7% 67% 


                     
\172\Moreover, LIHEAP is applied in such a way by Columbia Gas as not to represent a supplemental 


income source to be used toward Columbia Gas payments. 
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INCOME 


PERCENT 


NO. 


ACCOUNTS 


 


PERCENT 


CUMULATIVE 


PERCENT 


10 162 6% 60% 


12 294 10% 55% 


15 287 10% 44% 


20 291 10% 34% 


25 139 5% 24% 


30 58 2% 20% 


40 41 1% 18% 


50 8 0% 16% 


60 3 0% 16% 


70 12 0% 16% 


80 5 0% 15% 


90 0 0% 15% 


100 0 0% 15% 


$0 INCOME 439 15% 15% 


TOTAL: 2890   


 


 The same is true elsewhere.  PGW's payment plans, for example, do 
not adequately account for a household's inability to pay.  As demonstrated in 
Table CC above, for example, PGW routinely requires a low-income household 
to pay more than it can possibly afford through its payment plan process.  
Table CC looks at the monthly payments required for a household who has the 
average LIHEAP arrears in 1989 (spread over 25 months), has the average 
residential bill in 1989, and has the average income of households at or below 
150 percent of poverty.  It is evident that this average household frequently 
simply does not have sufficient funds to make these payments.  In four of the 
twelve months, the household has payments equal to roughly 20 percent of her 
income.   
 
 Moreover, even Table CC does not tell the entire story.  The Table 
assumes, for example, for ease of analysis, the average household on a 5 and 
2 plan.  If, instead, a household has income below the average, consumption 
above the average, or arrears above the average, the adverse situation will be 
exacerbated.  Moreover, the situation will be particularly exacerbated to the 
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extent that a household has any two or more of these attributes (below average 
income, above average consumption, above average arrears) in combination.   
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 2. DATA FROM OTHER STATES. 
 
 Payment plans that require households to make an equal monthly 
payment toward their arrears, while maintaining payments on total current bills, 
most often pose no win situations for low-income households, the National 
Consumer Law Center found in its study of Maine payment plans.  The two 
components which go into any deferred payment plan are (1) the installment 
payment toward the arrears; and (2) the current payment toward the current 
monthly bill.\173\  As a result, the combination of equal monthly payments 
toward arrears plus current bills creates an inescapable dilemma for the 
low-income households, NCLC found.   
 
If (the low-income households) enter into a payment plan early in 


the winter, they not only commit themselves to pay 
their installments each month, but they commit 
themselves, as well, to paying their entire current 
winter bills in full as they come due.  If, on the other 
hand, the household waits until the end of the 
winter before entering into a payment plan, it will 
have higher arrears and a shorter payback time 
with which to cope.\174\  Either strategy, therefore, 
poses serious problems.  A failure to make any 
given payment in full will be considered to be a 
default on the payment plan.\175\   


 
 The high payments required in payment plans, NCLC found in Maine, 
pose "at least three problems."   
 
oFirst, the payment plans were generally entered into during the winter months.  


"The higher payments are thus required at the same time 
customers are also seeking to pay winter heating bills, 
whether or not those 


                     
\ 173 \National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: 


Payment Arrangements for Maine's Electric Utilities, at 39 - 49, 55 - 59 (July 1988). 


\174\In Maine, the arrears must be paid before the start of the next winter heating season. 


\175\Id., at 55. 
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heating bills are made to the same energy vendor (as the payment plan is 
made with)."\176\   


 
oSecond, the higher payment plan payments are required almost immediately 


after the person enters the plan.  "The household was, 
however, presumably forced into the plan by an inability to 
pay in the first instance.  A response to that inability which 
immediately increases (emphasis in original) the payment 
obligation has little to commend itself."\177\   


 
oFinally, under the regular payment arrangement process in Maine,\178\ the 


household is required to pay its entire current winter 
monthly bill in addition to the installment payments in order 
to comply with the plan.  No benefit arises from making 
partial payments during the winter, the time that payment 
troubles are likely to be the greatest.\179\ 


 
 Several remedies were recommended in Maine.\180\  Rather than 
requiring immediate payment of current bills plus equal installments to retire 
arrears, a more adequate response might involve the deferral of all or part of 
the household's payments for some period of time to permit the household to 
put its finances in order.  Second, equal monthly installment payments might 
be coupled with levelized payments toward current bills over the year (rather 
than requiring each total current monthly bill to be paid as it become due).  
Third, NCLC recommended, in lieu of levelized payments for current bills, a 
utility might consider variable installment payments toward arrears, with 
smaller payments in the winter and larger payments in the summer.  Finally, 
incentives must be created for households to make partial payments, even if 
total payments are not possible.  Just as paying something (and reducing the 
debt somewhat) is better than paying nothing from the perspective of the 
household, receiving something (though not everything) rather than receiving 
nothing is better from the perspective of the utility. 
                     
\176\Id., at 58.  Simply because the heating bills are owed to a fuel oil dealer rather to the utility, in other 


words, "does not make them cease to be a drain on winter incomes." Id. 


\177\Id., at 58. 


\178\Maine also has a "special payment arrangement" process whereby winter bills are billed at below cost 
with the shortfall being made up during the summer. 


\179\Id. 


\180\Id., at 58 - 59. 
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 SECTION C. PAYMENTS UNDER A WINTER MORATORIUM. 
 
 Data from Pennsylvania indicates that the state's winter moratorium has 
little impact on whether households develop greater arrears during the heating 
months.  The conclusion is, in other words, that a household's winter arrears 
would be no lesser without a winter moratorium than they are with the 
moratorium.   
 
 An October, 1983 Pennsylvania PUC Bureau of Consumer Services 
(BCS) study found that average overdue bills are a low in November and rise to 
a high point in March or April.\181\  "The apparent relationship of this pattern to 
Public Utility Commission regulations is obvious.  That is, arrearages are 
greatest at the end of the Commission's winter termination restrictions* * *and 
have been reduced to their lowest point immediately prior to the introduction of 
those restrictions for the following year." 
 
 BCS, however, then dismissed the relationship between high arrears 
and the existence of the moratorium.  Seasonal fluctuations in arrears, BCS 
found,  
 
are substantial only for heating accounts.  Arrearages for 


non-heating accounts show only minor season 
fluctuations.* * *Heating customers' bills grow 
radically in the winter and so do their arrearages.  
Non-heating customers' bills change very little 
seasonally and their arrearages follow suit. 


 
 
BCS concluded: 
 
In other words, if the assertion that winter termination restraints 


invite nonpayment were correct, then non-heating 
arrearages should show the same seasonal pattern 
of variation as do heating arrearages.  That they 
do not casts substantial doubt on the assertion that 
PUC winter termination restraints are responsible 
for willful non-payment and consequent collection 


                     
\181 \Joseph Farrell, Utility Payment Problems: The Measurement and Evaluation of Responses to 


Customer Nonpayment, at 19 (October 1983). 
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problems.\182\ 
 
 These Pennsylvania conclusions are corroborated by information 
developed in Maine.  Data from Maine indicates that winter shutoff restrictions 
have very little impact on whether households continue to make utility 
payments during cold weather months, particularly for households who have 
maintained service for longer than twelve months.\183\  The Maine study looked 
at all households for whom Maine's electric utilities sought a winter 
disconnection of service for nonpayment.  The study found that "there is not a 
readily apparent trend of households avoiding the disconnect process through 
use of the winter protections."\184\   
 
 For example, the Maine study found, there are not substantial numbers 
of households who "enter Maine utility systems immediately prior to the winter 
moratorium period, make one or more nominal payments, and then stop paying 
for the duration of the winter heating season."\185\  According to the study, 
fewer than five percent of the households making payments made their "last 
payment" within 60 days of the date on which they initiated service.   
 
 A population did exist in Maine, that is reported as having made no 
payment toward their utility service since the date service was initiated.  The 
report found that "as logic would dictate, these households are concentrated in 
the recent service applications."\186\  An extremely small percent (less than 
10%) of households with an initial service date preceding August 1st before the 
winter heating months when shutoff protections existed had made zero 
payment.\187\ 
 
 Indeed, the Maine study found, "one of the primary indicators of 
persistence in paying arrears, or in working to make arrangements to have it 


                     
\182\Id., at 19. 


\183\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: Winter 
Requests for Disconnect Permission, Volume I, at 29 - 30, (July 1988). 


\184\Id., at 29. 


\185\Id., at 30. 


\186\Id. 


\187\Id. 
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paid, is the date of initial service."\188\  The study looked at two subpopulations 
from the total population:\189\ (1) those households having a connect date after 
August 1st before the heating season; and (2) those households having a 
connect date of before December 31st of the immediately previous heating 
season.  "The difference between the two sets of households is striking."\190\  
The study found: 
 
Nearly 60 percent of the households initiating service on and 


after August 1, 1986 (56 percent) failed to make a 
payment of any sort toward their utility bill.  As can 
be expected, this ratio of nonpayment is to be 
contrasted to a non-payment ratio of those 
households having service before December 31st; 
only three of those households (three percent of the 
total number of households in that subpopulation) 
made no payment ever.   


 
The study continued: 
 
Even within the `older' group, however, payments were made 


subsequent to August 1st.  Only five of these 
households made their last payment before August 
1 and 60 of these households (or roughly 60 
percent), notwithstanding the pendency of a shutoff 
notice and a request for permission to disconnect, 
had made payments subsequent to January 1, 
1987. 


 
The study concluded: 
 
The older accounts, too, were more likely to have sought to make 


arrangements for their bills.  Nearly seven of ten of 
the requests for permission for the older accounts 
were denied because the households had made 
some payment, had obtained public assistance, or 


                     
\188\Id., at 32. 


\189\Remember, the population being studied was the population for whom a winter disconnection was 
sought by an electric utility. 


\190\Id., at 32. 
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had entered into a payment arrangement.  A 
substantial, yet significantly smaller number of the 
requests for the more recent accounts were denied 
for the same reasons.\191\ 


 
 It is not possible to determine, the Maine research said, "whether there 
exists a population of utility customers in Maine who year-after-year go through 
a process of having their utility service connected in the summer months and 
disconnected in the winter months upon nonpayment of bills during the time 
when heating cots compete for scarce household resources.  "Even if such 
recycling was socially desirable (an assumption not accepted), however, the 
repeated termination and reconnection of service is certainly an expensive 
method of debt collection."\192\  Rational public policy, the report finally 
concluded, "should eschew any acceptance of such a process.  The goal of 
public policy should be to provide households with a way out of the box created 
by their poverty.* * *Acquiescence to repeated connections and disconnections 
should be expressly rejected."\193\ 
 
 
 SECTION D. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 The purposes of a payment plan of any sort are two-fold: (a) to assist the 
household in maintaining service; and (b) to preserve a revenue stream to the 
affected utility, both to gain payment for the arrears and to continue payments 
toward current bills.  The efficacy of payment plans should be measured by 
those two purposes. 
 
 Most payment plan options now offered by Pennsylvania utilities fail 
these two tests of legitimacy.  It is clear from the above discussion that many 
Pennsylvania households have insufficient income to make full and timely 
payments of current utility bills.  Their nonpayment is not a function of poor 
money management; nor is it a function of misplaced priorities.  Their 
nonpayment is not a function of winter moratoria.  Their nonpayment is not a 
function of a lack of desire in any fashion.  Rather, their nonpayment is simply 
the result of an ongoing chronic unavoidable mismatch between household 
income and the expenses necessary for living.   


                     
\191\Id., at 32 - 33. 


\192\Id., at 34 - 35. 


\193\Id., at 35. 
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 As a result of this recognition, it is possible to reach several conclusions 
regarding the type of payment plan that can respond to this inability to pay.  
Twelve month level Budget Billing Plans are not the answer for these 
households.  Their problem is not one of the winter heating spike in bills.  
Deferred payment plans for arrears are not an answer.  These households can 
not afford to pay current bills, let alone current bills plus some increment toward 
arrears, even over some substantial period of time.  Consolidated debt plans 
under the terms of a credit counselor are not the answer.  Not even a credit 
counselor can spread $4,000 in income far enough to cover $9,000 in 
expenses.   
 
 What is necessary is an affordable payment plan that will set current bills 
at some affordable level.  What is needed is a plan that will recognize the 
harsh reality of a chronic inability to pay.  What is needed is a payment plan 
that collects what it can while foregoing the remainder.  What is needed is the 
Energy Assurance Program as proposed and discussed below.  Accordingly, 
for the reasons outlined in this section, as well as for the reasons outlined 
below, the Pennsylvania PUC should adopt an Energy Assurance Program 
(EAP) for low-income households.   
 
 In addition to EAP, however, the Commission must consider options for 
those households who cannot (due to their ineligibility) or will not (for whatever 
reason) enter into the EAP offered by a utility.  For these households, the 
Budget Plus process should be maintained as an attractive option to short-term 
deferred payment arrangements.  Moreover, as recommended above,\194\ a 
payment plan should be offered akin to Maine's Special Payment Arrangement 
whereby customers are offered the opportunity to defer portions of their winter 
bills to be paid over the summer months. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should consider implementing 
incentives for payment troubled customers\195\ to make continuing payments 
during the low cost summer months.  It is during these months that current 
monthly bills are most affordable and that household payments are most likely 
to cover their entire current bill plus make some incremental payment toward 
retiring arrears.  Without endorsing any one specific proposal, the 
Commission may wish to consider the efficacy of any one of a number of 
proposals: allowing a household to earn the forgiveness of late payment 
                     
\194\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\195\Heating customers in particular. 
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charges by making complete non-heating month payments; allowing the 
household to earn the forgiveness of one month of winter arrears payments by 
making complete non-heating month payments; and the like.   
 
 The disconnection of service to payment troubled households in the 
April - June time period, only to have those households reconnected again 
when their current bills again become so high due to heating costs that it is 
unlikely that such bills will be paid in a full and timely fashion (let alone paying 
current bills plus arrears) is not an adequate response to this problem.  The 
Commission should explore new and innovative mechanisms for maintaining 
the service of households during the low cost non-heating months and, in so 
doing, maintaining that revenue stream both for the current bills and for the 
arrears.   
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 PART IV: ENERGY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS 
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 SECTION A: OVERVIEW 
 
 The goal of a public utility commission as to low-income rates is to have 
a utility collect the greatest proportion of a current bill that it can from 
low-income households while minimizing the costs of collection.  Stating the 
issue in this fashion recognizes the warning of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service, when it said in 1990 that:  
 
The Department's Basic Energy Needs Program (BENP) 


recognizes two harsh realities for the utility industry.  
First, charging a rate and collecting a rate are two 
separate actions.  Simply because a utility charges 
a particular rate does not mean that the utility will 
ever collect that money from a low-income 
household.  Second, even when a utility does 
collect the total bill from a low-income household, 
the utility often spends considerable sums in the 
very act of collection.  The net stream of income is 
thus less than the total outstanding bill."\196\ 


 
 The Energy Assurance Program is set forth to address these dual 
problems:  (1) an inability to collect some money at all; and (2) the need to 
expend considerable sums on the very process of collection for much of the 
rest. 
 
 The Energy Assurance Program (EAP) recognizes that some 
households simply do not have sufficient income to pay for the basic 
necessities of life, including energy.  There is no question but that this inability 
to pay is a social problem.  There is also no question, however, but that this 
inability to pay represents a utility problem.  For these households, regardless 
of the number of disconnect notices that are sent, regardless of the number of 
times service is disconnected, regardless of the type of payment plan that is 
offered, there will be insufficient household funds to pay.  A utility can 
recognize this conclusion, and seek to collect what it can while minimizing its 
collection expenses, or a utility can deny the conclusion and devote its time and 
energy and attention to what will prove to be fruitless collection endeavors. 
 
 In this sense, the reasoning of the Pennsylvania Commission in 
                     
\196\In Re. Investigation into Design and Implementation of Low-income Energy Programs, Docket 


5308, Initial Brief and Argument of the Vermont Public Service Department (January 1990). 
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September, 1990, was sound when it directed Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 
to implement a pilot EAP, stating:  "* * *for the poorest households with income 
considerably below the poverty line, existing initiatives do not enable these 
customers to pay their bills in full and to keep their service.* * *Consequently, to 
address realistically these customers' problem and to stop repeating a wasteful 
cycle of consecutive, unrealistic payment agreements that cannot be kept, 
despite the best of intentions, followed by service termination, then restoration, 
and then more unrealistic agreements, we believe that new approaches like* * 
*the OCA's proposed EAP program should be tried."\197\ 
 
 The EAP is not simply sound social policy.  It is also based on sound 
regulatory principles.  A utility is required to operate with all reasonable 
efficiencies.  This is part and parcel of the obligation to provide least-cost 
service.  Accordingly, Pennsylvania's utilities should pursue all reasonable 
means of minimizing total revenue requirement, including the adoption of 
innovative collection techniques.  The requirement that utility activity 
contribute toward the provision of least-cost service pervades every aspect of a 
utility's business including its collection of revenue from those households who 
are unable to pay.   
 
 It is important to recognize that the purpose of the EAP is not to serve as 
a social program providing rate discounts to low-income households.  Rather, 
the purpose of the EAP is to recognize, in advance, those households who will 
likely find it impossible to pay their utility bill on a regular, timely basis and to 
collect the maximum amount of revenue from those households in the most 
cost-efficient and cost-effective way possible.  Under the EAP, Pennsylvania's 
utilities collect the entire bill from households who are likely to be able to pay 
their entire bill.  The rate relief is offered only to those for whom it can 
reasonably be determined the entire bill will not be paid.   
 
 The EAP is explicitly designed to collect the entire bill from those 
households who are able to pay their entire bill.  If, because of relatively higher 
income or relatively lower utility bills, the designated percent of a household's 
income (plus LIHEAP) will exceed its annual bill, the household will receive no 
benefit from the EAP.  In those instances, the utility bill is deemed "affordable" 
and the participating utility will collect the entire fully-embedded rate.  Only in 
those instances where the household, due to low-incomes or high bills, faces 
an energy bill that exceeds the designated percent of its income do we 
conclude that it is reasonable to expect payment problems in the near and 
                     
\ 197 \Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Columbia Gas Company of Pennsylvania, Docket 


R-891468, Decision and Order, at 159 (September 19, 1990). 
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long-term and offer the EAP as an alternative collection process for those bills. 
 
 Accordingly, to characterize the EAP as a "rate program" is to 
misconceptualize both the purpose and design of the EAP.  While the EAP 
does involve a prospective adjustment in the rates charged (recognizing that 
those rates will not be paid), the EAP is intended to be a collection device.  It is 
a means of collection that will maximize the receipt of revenue from customers 
who cannot afford to pay their bills while at the same time minimizing all of the 
expenses associated with delinquent payments. 
 
 
 SECTION B: THE COMPONENTS OF AN EAP. 
 
 An Energy Assurance Program (EAP) should have three components:  
1.A process by which participants make payments toward current bills based 


on a percentage of their income. The recommended 
percentages are seven percent toward heating and three 
percent toward non-heating.\198\ 


 
2.An earned credit provision by which households will earn credits to retire a 


portion of their pre-program arrears over a three year 
period. 


 
3.A conservation education program directed specifically toward EAP 


customers. 
 
 Through these three components, the EAP is offered as an efficient and 
effective collection mechanism for those households who will not likely be able 
to pay their bills in a timely and full fashion.  Households who are defined to be 
unable to pay are those households who meet both of two criteria:  
 
1.They live at or below 150 percent of the Federal Poverty Level; and  
 
2.Their utility bill exceeds seven percent of their income (if a heating customer) 


or three percent of their income (if a non-heating customer).  
 
 These eligibility criteria are not tied to some social policy of who merits 
assistance through low-income energy rates.  Rather, the criteria are intended 
                     
\198\These percentages might vary up or down as between utilities.  It is recommended below, however, 


that in no instance should the percentage contributions exceed eight percent for heating and four 
percent for non-heating. 
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to be used as a surrogate for a case-by-case determination of inability to pay.  
The use of a surrogate for a case-by-case determination should be explained.  
The EAP is offered as an efficient and effective collection mechanism for those 
households who will not likely be able to pay their bills in a timely and full 
fashion.  Both of these tests --(1) efficient; and (2) effective-- are intended to 
have meaning. 
 
 Perhaps a utility would be better able to target an EAP rate to all 
households who are unable to pay, but to no households other than those 
unable to pay, through a case-by-case determination of need. To do so, 
however, would require individual interviews with all potentially eligible 
households.  The question, therefore, is whether the marginal increase in 
effective targeting merits the time and expense to be devoted to the process.  
The answer quite clearly is no.  In the overwhelming majority of cases, the 
individualized interviews will reach the same conclusion that is reached by the 
EAP categorical eligibility criteria laid out above: that households meeting 
these two criteria are unable to pay their bills.   
 
 Under the EAP, the households who are defined to be unable to pay 
their bills in a full and timely fashion are those households who meet both of two 
criteria: (1) they live at or below 150 percent of the Federal Poverty Level; and 
(2) their utility bill exceeds the designated percent of their income.  If either 
criteria goes unmet, the household will not be eligible for EAP. 
 
 SECTION C: COST-JUSTIFICATION 
 
 The EAP is set forth as a cost-justified response to low-income energy 
problems.  However, EAP does not have to result in savings that more than 
offset the costs of the program for its adoption to be justified.  The appropriate 
analysis is whether EAP does a better job of collecting revenue than the 
available alternatives.  The issue is not whether there is a cost to EAP but 
rather whether the cost of EAP is more or less than the cost of the alternative 
collection mechanisms.  If the EAP collects the same amount of money as the 
disconnection process but costs less, the EAP should be adopted.   
 
 In evaluating the cost-justification of EAP, it is important to remember 
that EAP does not create the costs of low-income inability-to-pay, but instead 
merely recognizes them.  The costs of low-income inability to pay already 
exist: through collection expenses; through working capital; through bad debt.  
EAP aggregates those expenses into one "pot": the difference between the 
household payment and the fully-embedded cost. Nevertheless, those costs 
would be there, EAP or not.  The point of EAP is that, by explicitly recognizing 
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these costs, a program can be designed to minimize them.   
 
 In this fashion, EAP should minimize total revenue requirement rather 
than expanding it.  Accordingly, no inter-ratepayer subsidy occurs.  Under the 
disconnection process, every time the utility incurs an expense to seek 
collection from Ratepayer B, Ratepayer A pays. Every time the utility incurs a 
bad-debt expense attributable to Ratepayer B, Ratepayer A pays.  To lower 
total revenue requirement, and thus to be cost-justified, EAP need only be less 
expensive than these alternatives. 
 
 The expenses associated with present collection efforts can be 
considerable.  In some instances, even when not easily identifiable, they 
redound to the substantial cost of the participating utility.  One example of a 
substantial collection expense not historically considered is the lost time value 
of money associated with Budget Plus payment plans.  This lost time value 
was examined in the recent Columbia Gas rate case.   
 
 Columbia Gas enters into Budget Plus payment plans that can be of 
significant length in terms of months and even years.  For example, on the one 
hand, thirty percent of the sample studied involved Budget Plus plans of three 
years or less; on the other hand, 24 percent of the sample involved Budget Plus 
plans of 10 years or more.  A distribution of plan lengths for Columbia Gas is 
set out in Table FF. 
 
 TABLE FF  
 DISTRIBUTION OF BUDGET PLUS PLANS 
 BY LENGTH (IN MONTHS) 
 


LENGTH OF PLANS  
IN MONTHS 


DISTRIBUTION PERCENT 


12 327 8% 


24 439 11% 


36 397 10% 


48 414 11% 


60 347 9% 


72 310 8% 


84 250 6% 
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96 207 5% 


108 155 4% 


120 127 3% 


240 585 15% 


360 206 5% 


360+ 143 4% 


TOTAL: 3,907 100% 


 
 One "expense" associated with the Budget Plus payment plan, 
therefore, arises from the fact that a dollar collected today is worth more than a 
dollar collected tomorrow.  As a result of the Budget Plus payment plans, in 
other words, Columbia Gas loses the time value of the arrears subject to these 
plans.   
 
 This loss manifests itself in a direct and substantial way.  In the event 
that Columbia Gas must borrow money to fill its short-term capital needs, the 
loss shows up as a working capital expense.  In contrast, even when Columbia 
Gas need not borrow money to provide the revenue (the payment of which is 
deferred through Budget Plus Plans), the loss shows up as an opportunity cost.  
If the money had been collected rather than deferred through Budget Plus, the 
prudent utility manager would have invested that revenue and obtained a rate 
of return on it.   
 
 The loss can be substantial.  Before looking at the actual figures, 
however, it is necessary to explain the process that is occurring.  This can best 
be done by hypothetical.  In so doing, it is necessary to make several 
assumptions.  First, assume that the arrears subject to the Budget Plus plan in 
this hypothetical is the average Budget Plus arrears for Columbia Gas: $614 in 
December 1989.  Second, assume further that these arrears are owed by a 
household who lives at or below 150 percent of poverty and thus most likely 
has a "negative ability to pay."  In that instance, Columbia Gas would require a 
minimum payment of five (5) dollars.  The length of the payment plan in this 
hypothetical would be 123 months ($614 divided by $5/month equals 123 
months).  The assumed discount rate is 12 percent, a not unreasonable 
hypothetical weighted cost of capital for a public utility today.  In this 
hypothetical, the Net Present Value of the stream of $5 payments over 123 
months would be $362.  Through the Budget Plus payment plan process, 
therefore, Columbia Gas would lose the value of roughly $252 of the original 
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$614 debt, even if the Budget Plus plan is completed. 
 
 This loss of time value can translate into millions of dollars in lost funds 
for the utility.  In response to Data Request OTS-RE-31-D in its 1990 rate 
case, Columbia Gas indicated that as of June 1989, it had $10,730,049 in 
outstanding arrears subject to Budget Plus plans.  The company reported that 
it had 4,318 households owing $4.541 million, with an average Plan period of 
165 months; 3,563 households owing $1.814 million with an average Plan 
period of 73 months; and 8,604 households owing $4.374 million with an 
average Plan period of 68 months.  Using the Columbia Gas requested rate of 
return of twelve percent (11.99), the Net Present Value of the stream of 
payments generated by those averages is $6.828 million, a loss in time value of 
$3.901 from the $10.730 million nominal value over the life of the Plans.   
 
 There is one caveat to be placed on this analysis.  It is important to note 
that the lost time value calculated above is the lost time value that arises only 
from the date of the payment plan.  It does not incorporate the lost time value 
from the time the bill was first rendered to the time the customer enters into the 
Budget Plus plan.  That time period can be substantial.  Assuming that most 
of the 1989 average Columbia Gas Budget Plus arrears of $611 was incurred in 
the winter months, Budget Plus arrears are, on average, more than six months 
old before entering the Budget Plus plan ($611 average 1989 arrears divided 
by 1989 average monthly winter bill of $97 = 6.3 months).\199\ 
 
 In sum, when households cannot pay their utility bills, there are both 
direct and indirect expenses incurred by the utility as a result.  It is these 
expenses which translate the social problem of poverty into a business 
problem for the utility.  On the one hand, there are the direct expenses of credit 
and collection expenses, bad debt, payment plan negotiations and the like.  
On the other hand, there are the expenses of the lost time value of money when 
arrears are paid back over a substantial period of time.  The EAP seeks to 
minimize these expenses while maximizing the collection of revenue.  A listing 
of the types of cost savings that will be engendered by implementation of an 
EAP is set forth in Table GG:\200\ 
 


                     
\199\It is reasonable to assume most Budget Plus plans are entered into in the winter months.  Of the 3,907 


sample plans studied for Columbia Gas, 3,460 were entered into in the months of December 
through April; 2,720 were entered into in the March through April period.  In contrast, a total of 
only 76 of the 3,907 plans were entered into during the June through August period. 


\200\This list is in no way intended to be comprehensive. 
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 TABLE GG 
 COST-SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO EAP 
 


1. Credit and collection savings 


2. Bad debt 


3. Working capital expenses 


4. Deposit maintenance 


5. Regulatory expenses 


6. Payment plan negotiations 


7. Credit agency fees 


8. Lost time value of payment plans 


9. Low-income mobility 


10. Better conservation savings 


 
 SECTION D: INCREASED REVENUES 
 
 In addition to the decreased expenses associated with EAP, a 
participating utility will experience increased gross revenues as well. Even 
though the billed amount will decrease, the amount of revenue actually 
collected will increase.  The concept behind this statement is simple:  it is 
better to collect 95 percent of a $70 bill ($70 x .90 = $67) than it is to collect 50 
percent of a $100 bill ($100 x .50 = $50).   
 
 Net revenue will result in even more positive benefits to the utility under 
an EAP.  A collection of $50 in revenue under fully embedded rates results in 
only $30 in benefit to the utility if the process of collection, itself, costs $20.  In 
contrast, the EAP revenue is collected in a costless fashion by making home 
energy bills affordable to the household in the first place.  As a result, when the 
utility collects its $67 under EAP, it nets $67. 
 
 Increased revenue will arise for the utility, as well, by maintaining 
customers during times that otherwise such customers would, voluntarily or 
involuntarily, have been disconnected from the system.  Note that in 
Philadelphia, for example, Philadelphia Gas Works loses roughly 14,000 to 
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17,000 residential accounts during the summer months,\201\ only to gain those 
accounts back by the following December and January.  Each of those lost 
accounts represents a lost revenue stream for the Company. In contrast, the 
EAP being operated by PGW kept those households on the system during 
those warm weather months.  In addition, more than 70 percent of the 
participating households were current over those months\202\ while more than 
90 percent were either current or less  
than three months behind.\203\  This is particularly promising from the 
perspective of generating revenue that otherwise would be lost because the 
warm weather month EAP payments for the PGW sample represented 
$127,051 in income while the fully embedded bill represented $128,432.\204\  
Accordingly, during the warm weather months, when in the absence of EAP 
PGW would have lost these customers altogether, PGW instead billed and 
collected most of its revenue.   
 
 This PGW experience illustrates the major fallacy in seeking to 
disconnect households who fall behind in their bills rather than trying to keep 
these households  on the system through reduced rates.  Removing a 
nonpaying customer from the utility system does not necessarily result in the 
least-cost provision of service to all remaining ratepayers.  Whenever a 
customer's service is disconnected, two things happen.  First, the company 
avoids the variable cost of delivering that unit of energy to the household.  
Second, the company forgoes the revenue that would have been collected 
from the household but for the disconnection of service.  To the extent that the 
revenue would have exceeded the variable cost of delivering the energy 
(whether it be gas or electricity), other ratepayers lose a contribution toward the 
payment of the fixed charges of the company.  In this instance, the 
disconnection of service leaves remaining, paying, customers worse off than 
had the disconnection not occurred.   
 
 In general, there is an advantage to all ratepayers from keeping as many 
households on the system as possible.  So long as households pay the 


                     
\ 201 \Some of these accounts are involuntarily disconnected due to nonpayment.  Other households 


voluntarily let their service lapse only to reconnect for the winter heating months. 


\202\Response Analysis Corporation, Energy Assurance Program: Quarterly Report on Program Status: 
3rd Quarter, 1990, at 14, prepared for Philadelphia Gas Works (November 1, 1990).  


\203\Id., at 13. 


\204\Id., at 16. 
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variable costs of delivering the energy they consume, other ratepayers are no 
worse off.  To the extent that households pay anything beyond the variable 
cost of the energy they consume, they are making a contribution toward the 
fixed costs of the system and all ratepayers are better off than they would have 
been had those households been disconnected.  It could thus well be 
cost-effective to the utility, and to all remaining ratepayers, to provide 
payment-troubled customers with an incentive to make some partial payments 
(even if full payment cannot be made) by deciding not to disconnect so long as 
the customers continue to pay more than the variable cost of providing service. 
 
 Unfortunately, many times people react to nonpayment by assuming 
that disconnection of service to the nonpayers results in least-cost service.  
That assumption, however, is not a priori correct.  Table HH below sets out a 
hypothetical that reveals the fallacy in this assumption.  This Table assumes 
the simplest system possible, a system with two natural gas ratepayers 
identical in all respects except that Ratepayer 1 (RP1) is about to be 
disconnected and Ratepayer 2 (RP2) is not.  Average annual consumption is 
120 MCF.  The variable price is $0.42 per CCF ($504 for 1200 CCF) and the 
retail price is $0.70 per CCF ($840 for 1200 CCF).  Ratepayer 1 is facing an 
involuntary disconnection of service due to nonpayment.  In this hypothetical, 
the utility agrees not to disconnect RP1 so long as that ratepayer pays an 
amount equal to $0.46 per CCF ($552 for 1200 CCF) toward her natural gas 
bill.  
 
 TABLE HH 
 THE RATE IMPLICATIONS OF NOT DISCONNECTING 
 NON-PAYING CUSTOMERS 
 


FULL 
BILL 


VARIABLE 
BILL 


REDUCED 
BILL 


FULL 
CONTRIBUTION 


REDUCED 
CONTRIBUTION 


 
DIFFERENCE 


$840 $504 $552 $336 $288 $48 


 
RATEPAYER 1: WHO IS A NONPAYING CUSTOMER. 
RATEPAYER 2: WHO IS A PAYING CUSTOMER. 


 
 
 What this Table shows is that there are two ways to look at the operation 
of this utility collection policy.  The first is to look at what RP1 is paying under 
the reduced bill vis a vis what that ratepayer would have paid if she paid her full 
bill.  Viewed from this perspective, there is a $288 shortfall and Ratepayer 2 is 
$288 "worse off."  The RP2 bill under the utility policy is $1,128 ($840 full bill + 
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$288 shortfall from Ratepayer 1).   
 
 The second way to look at the utility's policy is to recognize that if RP1 
was removed from the system permanently as a nonpayer, RP2 would have to 
pay the entire amount of what had been RP1's contribution toward fixed costs.  
In this hypothetical, if Ratepayer 1 is disconnected for nonpayment, Ratepayer 
2's bill would be $1,176 ($840 full bill + $336 lost contribution). 
 
 Clearly, therefore, the disconnection of service to Ratepayer 1 is not 
without a very real monetary cost to Ratepayer 2.  Indeed, in this instance, 
Ratepayer 2 is $48 better off by having Ratepayer 1 remain on the system, 
paying less than the full bill, than by having Ratepayer 1 disconnected. 
 
 If low-income customers cannot afford to pay their current bill in full, the 
utility should accept something less than full payment.  If such customers pay 
a sufficient portion of their future bills so as to cover their variable costs plus 
make some contribution, disconnection should not occur. In this instance, 
remaining ratepayers cannot lose.  If the household on this system does not 
make regular payments, the household loses the right to be free from 
disconnection.  If the household does make payments, remaining ratepayers 
have obtained some contribution toward the fixed costs of the system, which 
fixed costs would otherwise have been payable in toto by the remaining 
ratepayers.   
 
 The Philadelphia Gas Commission endorsed this reasoning when it 
adopted the Philadelphia Gas Work's (PGW's) Energy Assurance Program 
(EAP).  The Commission stated in its November 1989 order: 
 
"The recommended energy assurance program recognizes that:  
(a)low-income customers do not have enough money to pay their 


fully-embedded cost of service; and 
(b)without a program to address these issues, these customers will pay nothing 


or will pay only some portion of their 
fully-embedded bill; and 


(c)in either case, PGW loses the full contribution to its fixed cost; and  
(d)this occurs whether or not the household is ultimately permanently 


disconnected; and  
(e)special pricing arrangements are good for all ratepayers, since the energy 


assurance program encourages more low-income 
customers to remain gas customers and to make 
some payments toward their bills, which payments 
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are better than no payments at all."\205\ 
 
  For this approach to work, the utility must structure the payment 
obligations to recover the variable costs of the system plus make some 
contribution from the customer class paying through EAP.  In essence, this 
proposal is no different than the treatment that many states accord their large 
natural gas and telecommunications customers who have the ability and 
inclination to engage in bypass.  In effect, these residential customers who, 
because of their inability to pay their utility bill, would be disconnected from the 
utility system and forced to move to alternative sources of home energy, would 
be treated as opportunity sales by the utility.  If the program is structured so 
that it will recover the variable costs of delivering natural gas to program 
participants, all other ratepayers on the system are no worse off because of the 
program.  To the extent that the program can be structured to make some 
contributions toward fixed costs, other ratepayers benefit from keeping those 
customers on the system. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission, in its Equitable decision,\206\ 
appropriately reached this same conclusion, when it held: 
 
Even assuming hypothetically that EAP participants would be 


benefitted at the expense of other ratepayers, that 
"subsidy" would be warranted by the Commission's 
previous endorsement of the principle of 
maximizing margin or contribution.  Under this 
principle, sales to EAP customers are justified as 
long as the rates recovered the incremental cost of 
serving the customer plus some contribution 
toward fixed costs.  According to Equitable's 
uncontested evidence, EAP is projected to recover 
the average commodity cost of gas when both the 
participants' direct payments (at the minimum 8% 
of household income) and assistance funding (for 
which they are required to apply under the 
Company's proposal) are considered.\207\ 


                     
\205\In Re. Proposed Revisions to the Customer Service Regulations of the Philadelphia Gas Works, 


Decision and Order (November 3, 1989). 


\206\Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Equitable Gas Company, Docket R-901595, Decision and 
Order (November 21, 1990). 


\207\Id., at 71 - 72. 
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Moreover, the Equitable decision correctly noted:  
 
Flexible pricing reflects an identical policy objective of maximizing 


a utility's revenues.  The Commission's approval of 
Equitable's Gas Rate 5 in 1982 is a case in point.  
That rate enabled Equitable to sell gas to industrial 
and other large users at a rate less than the 
otherwise applicable retail tariff upon proof that the 
customer had an available alternate fuel supply 
source that was cheaper than the regular retail 
tariff. (citations omitted).  In the UGI case, the 
commodity cost of gas was specifically established 
as the floor rate. 


 
For these reasons, the creation of EAP does not constitute unreasonable rate 


discrimination, and instead, is in the public interest.\208\ 
 
 A recent review of the EAP program being piloted by PGW found that 
EAP customers will, through a combination of their LIHEAP and households 
payments,\209\ easily pay the variable costs of providing service.  The variable 
costs in this review were defined to be the avoided commodity costs 
determined for purposes of calculating industrial interruptible rates plus the 
marginal customer costs.\210\  The calculation is set forth in Table II below:  
 
 TABLE II 
 
 EAP PARTICIPANTS ABILITY TO PAY VARIABLE COSTS 
 PHILADELPHIA GAS WORKS (1990) 


 


Cost that average EAP customer must pay 


to cover variable cost of providing service 


                     
\208\Id., at 72. 


\209\The total customer payment must be considered.  That total payment has two components: (1) the 
household percentage of income payment; and (2) the household's LIHEAP payment.   


\210\These include only the cost of meter reading and billing. 
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AVOIDED 


COST* 


 


 


 


MONTH 


 


 


AVG 


USE** 


 


 


 


MONTH 


SUB- 


TOTAL 


VARIABLE 


BILL*** 


 


MARGINAL 


CUSTOMER 


CHARGE**** 


 


TOTAL 


VARIABLE 


BILL***** 


$2.0149  sept 87 2.51  sept 87 $5.06  $3.89  $8.95  


$2.1243  oct 87 4.49  oct 87 $9.54  $3.89  $13.43  


$2.2362  nov 87 7.36  nov 87 $16.46  $3.89  $20.35  


$2.3882  dec 87 11.06  dec 87 $26.41  $3.89  $30.30  


$2.6580  jan 88 17.48  jan 88 $46.46  $3.89  $50.35  


$2.5738  feb 88 15.72  feb 88 $40.46  $3.89  $44.35  


$2.2086  mar 88 13.94  mar 88 $30.79  $3.89  $34.68  


$1.8327  apr 88 9.4  apr 88 $17.23  $3.89  $21.12  


$2.5601  may 88 6.29  may 88 $16.10  $3.89  $19.99  


$2.1045  jun 88 3.79  jun 88 $7.98  $3.89  $11.87  


$2.1740  jul 88 2.67  jul 88 $5.80  $3.89  $9.69  


$2.2432  aug 88 2.54  aug 88 $5.70  $3.89  $9.59  


     ANNUAL SUM: $275 


     AVG MONTH: $22.89 


*PGW response to Data Request RS-119 


**Exhibit PA-50. 


***Column 1 x Column 3. 


****Bruce Oliver, Public Advocate rate design witness 


*****Column 5 + Column 6. 


 


 In sum, the total benefit of an EAP to a utility must thus consider both 
aspects of the problem.  First, the EAP will likely decrease expenses in a 
variety of ways.  Second, the EAP will likely increase revenues for the utility.  
Either result individually, or the two results in tandem, represent real and 
tangible benefits to the utility and all of its ratepayers.   
 
 SECTION E: RESULTS FROM EXISTING PROGRAMS 
 
 The Energy Assurance Program, in the form proposed for Pennsylvania, 
has been implemented only one place on a pilot basis: for Philadelphia Gas 
Works (PGW).  That program to date, however, has shown outstanding 
success.  By November (six months into the program), an aggregate of 71 
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percent of all EAP customers were totally current on their EAP bills.  In 
comparison, 95 percent were either totally current or less than three months 
behind.  Of the households who had been on the program three or more 
months (N=709), 462 (65 percent) were totally current.   
 
 No question exists but that before beginning to "jump for joy," caution 
should be noted that the Quarterly Report (November 1990) notes several 
times that the existing PGW data is too limited from which to draw conclusions.  
Nevertheless, consider that these very preliminary figures come from a 
program where: 
 
o47 percent of its participants live at or below 50 percent of poverty; and 
 
o12 percent of its participants entered the program owing $2500 or more in 


arrears; 47 percent entered the program owing $1000 or 
more in arrears; and 75 percent entered the program 
owing $500 or more in arrears.   


 
 Moreover, consider that the alternative to the EAP for Philadelphia Gas 
Works is its 5 and 2 payment plan program.  Again noting the caveat 
mentioned above regarding the limited data, it is possible to compare Table 3-7 
in the Third Quarter Report with experience in the 5 and 2 program.  The 
experience with 5 and 2 was provided in response to Public Advocate Data 
Request 219 in the 1989 PGW customer service proceeding. That comparison 
reveals that: 
 
oFrom October 1985 through March 2, 1989, 73 percent of all 5 and 2 plans 


had been broken (i.e., had sufficient numbers of 
nonpayment that they had been abrogated); 


 
oIn 1988, alone, the last year for which complete data is available, 58 percent 


of the 5 and 2 plans entered into were broken; 75 percent 
were either broken or defaulted. 


 
oFrom October 1985 through March, 1989, PGW's 5 and 2 customer made 


less than 6 out of every 25 required payments.   
 
 This early PGW data well illustrates the basic concept of the EAP.  
There is no question but that the EAP will result in a continuing shortfall 
between the households' monthly payments under EAP and the 
fully-embedded cost of providing service.  Moreover, there is no question but 
that some households will not make even their EAP payments.  The real issue 
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with EAP, however, is whether the shortfall is greater with EAP than without 
EAP.  The real issue is whether more people keep more current, making more 
payments, under the EAP than under the existing alternatives to EAP.  Since 
the shortfall under EAP will be less, it represents an improvement over existing 
collection alternatives.   
 
 Again note the limitation of the PGW report.  The report quite rightfully 
states in a number of places that the results represent participation by a limited 
number of households for a relatively limited period of time (six months).  
Inadequate experience thus exists from which to draw conclusions as to the 
operation of the EAP.  Nevertheless, there are three observations in particular 
to make about this early PGW data.   
 
  oFirst, the relatively successful payment results of EAP 


participants in the warm weather months is particularly 
promising.  These warm weather months in Philadelphia, 
as elsewhere, are the months in which EAP percentage of 
income payments come closest to being equal to or in 
excess of actual monthly bills.  It is during these months 
that it is hardest to convince participating households that 
EAP is a "good bargain" and that they should continue to 
make their monthly percentage of income payments.   


 
oSecond, it is during these warm weather months that low-income households 


are least concerned about defaulting on their utility bill 
payments and thus losing service.   


 
oFinally, experience in other states has indicated that even of those 


households that break their EAP agreement, when the 
option arises either of "curing" those missed payments 
and continuing in the program another year, or of refusing 
to cure those payments and becoming ineligible for the 
subsequent year, most households who have broken their 
plans will bring their payments sufficiently up-to-date to 
continue on the EAP.  That will likely happen in the PGW 
program as well.   


 
 The PGW experience reflects the experience in other programs called 
Percentage of Income Payment Plans (PIPPs).  Through a PIPP, household 
payments toward their home energy bills are set at a reasonable percentage of 
household income.  As a result, in Rhode Island, for example, PIPP resulted in 
an improvement in payment patterns for both the gas and the electric 
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companies.  At the end of the first program year, when an evaluation of the 
program was performed, instead of having 55 percent of its pre-PIPP LIHEAP 
households three or more months behind on their unaffordable bills, 
Providence Gas had 95 percent of its PIPP households totally current or only 
one month behind.  Similarly, instead of having 45 percent of its LIHEAP 
households three or more months behind, Narragansett Electric had 95 
percent of its PIPP households either totally current or only one month 
behind.\211\ 
 
 Experience in from the Clark County (Washington) Public Utility District 
is nearly identical.  Clark County has implemented what it terms its 
"Guarantee of Service Program" (GOSP).  Through that program, household 
payments are set at no more than nine percent of household income.  That 
utility reported in April 1990:   
 
The change in customer payment practices is best illustrated by 


the following statistics:  Out of 1,966 GOSP 
participants, 86 customers were removed from the 
plan for default.  161 customers were two months 
past due.  This equated to an overall success rate 
of 76 percent of GOSP customers who were 
completely current in their obligation.  87 percent 
were one payment or less in arrears.  When you 
consider that 67 percent of all those entering the 
plan had a delinquent balance, the results are 
impressive.\212\ 


 
 In sum, programs whereby household utility payments have been set 
equal to an affordable percentage of income have seen dramatic increases in 
the extent to which participating households have kept current on their monthly 
payments.  Increased revenue and decreased collection costs have resulted.  
Indeed, in the three programs discussed above, as opposed to the nearly 
universal presence of arrears by participants before the programs began, 
virtually every household was either totally current or only slightly behind.  By 
setting payments at an affordable percentage of household income, the actual 
receipt of those payments by the affected utility was greatly enhanced. 
 


                     
\211\John Rao, The Rhode Island Percentage of Income Plan: Benefits to the Poor, the Utility and the 


State (November 1988). 


\212\Clark Public Utilities, GOSP Evaluation: Nov. 1, 1988 - Nov. 1, 1989 (February 1990). 
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 SECTION F: THE ADVANTAGES OF EAP OVER A LIFELINE RATE. 
 
 At first blush, the notion of providing a straight discount seems attractive.  
It is administratively simple.  It is a means to provide substantial benefits to 
low-income households.  If one is to create a low-income benefit program, a 
Lifeline rate involving an across-the-board discount seems better than the 
more complex EAP.  This thesis, however, is rejected.   
 
 The purpose of the EAP is simply not to provide rate relief to all 
low-income customers.  Rather, the purpose of the EAP is to recognize in 
advance those households who will likely find it impossible to pay their utility bill 
on a regular, timely basis and to collect the maximum amount of revenue from 
those households in the most cost-efficient and cost-effective way possible.  
Under the EAP, a utility collects the entire bill from households who are likely to 
be able to pay their entire bill.  The rate relief is offered only to those who we 
can reasonably determine will not pay their entire bill.   
 
 When viewed from this perspective, it is possible to determine the 
advantage of the EAP and the failure of a straight low-income rate program.  A 
uniform discount (whatever the size of the discount) bears no rational 
relationship to collection savings (and, indeed, is not designed to bear any 
relationship to collection savings).  Providing a 30 percent discount to a 
household with a monthly bill of $50, in other words, is probably unnecessary to 
obtain payments while providing a 30 percent discount to a household with a 
$150 bill is probably insufficient to obtain payments.  In both of these cases, 
the discount is provided with no reasonable expectation that there will be any 
offsetting savings in expenses and with no reasonable expectation that there 
will be any enhancement of the revenue stream that is generated as a result. 
 
 In sum, the EAP is offered as a new and useful mechanism to assist 
Pennsylvania utilities to avoid or to minimize uncollectible accounts.  The EAP 
is intended to be a collection device.  It is offered as a mechanism to maximize 
the collection of revenue while minimizing collection expenses.  Through the 
EAP, Pennsylvania's utilities will pursue the least-cost provision of service in 
the credit and collection arena.   
 
 What Pennsylvania is being asked to do is to undertake the same type of 
redefinition of utility service that it undertook in the decades of the 1970s and 
1980s with conservation.  Just as the Commission recognized then that there 
were demonstrably better, and less expensive, mechanisms of providing 
electricity and natural gas service to customers than through the production of 
new sources of energy, and the construction of new central station capacity, 
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the Commission is being asked today to recognize that there is a demonstrably 
better, and less expensive, mechanism for collecting revenue from 
payment-troubled customers than the process of disconnecting service, 
entering into deferred payment plans and the like.   
 
 Pennsylvania utilities should always be open to ways to accomplish old 
tasks in new and less expensive ways.  Just as the metamorphosis of natural 
gas and electric companies into full service energy corporations occurred in the 
energy production area, there is now a need for the metamorphosis of credit 
and collection activities into EAP types of programs.  
 
 The Commission has previously approved the EAP in concept in the 
recent Equitable and Columbia Gas decisions.  Through this proceeding, the 
Commission should extend those decisions and direct the remaining 
Pennsylvania utilities to offer EAP to their payment-troubled customers.  To do 
so represents a rare "win-win" situation for both the low-income consumers, the 
utilities qua utilities, and all utility ratepayers.   
 
 As has been demonstrated throughout this report, the adoption of EAP 
truly addresses the problems of the poor in a direct and meaningful way.  The 
EAP addresses those problems in a manner that no other program can.  The 
EAP represents good regulation, good business, and good social policy.  
 
 SECTION G: RECOMMENDATIONS. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should direct the implementation of 
Energy Assurance Programs (EAP) on a statewide basis.  While the 
Commission should not establish detailed regulations governing the structure 
and operation of such EAPs, there should be general guidelines.  The 
Commission should determine and order that each EAP should have three 
components, including: 
 
1.A process by which EAP participants will make payments toward current bills 


based on a percentage of income.  While the 
Commission should not direct the adoption of any 
particular percentage, the determination should be made 
that household percentage of income payments should 
not exceed eight percent for heating and four percent for 
non-heating.\213\ 


                     
\213\The recommended percentages are seven percent for heating and three percent for non-heating.  These 


figures are intended to be absolute caps. 
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2.An earned credit (or arrearage forgiveness) provision by which households 


will earn sufficient credits to retire all or a portion of their 
arrears\214\ over a period of time.  This component may 
include a household payment toward these pre-program 
arrears not to exceed five dollars ($5) a month.\215\  The 
time over which the arrears are retired should not be 
dictated either.  Again, however, a cap should be 
established (not to exceed three years).   


 
3.A conservation education program directed specifically to EAP customers. 


                     
\ 214 \If a utility chooses not to require a monthly household payment, all arrears will be subject to 


forgiveness.  If the utility chooses to require a household payment, it is the entire original arrears 
minus the household payments that is subject to forgiveness. 


\215\The recommended household payment is three dollars a month.  This figure is intended to be an 
absolute cap. 
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 PART V: LIHEAP PARTICIPATION. 
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 It is axiomatic among persons who design programs to deliver public 
benefits to the poor that the tasks of informing potential clients and securing 
their acceptance and participation are of major concern.  As one Ohio review 
of a variety of energy assistance programs concluded: "almost by definition, 
poor and elderly persons are likely to be less able than others to cope with their 
situations, seek help when it is needed, or respond to programs of assistance 
when these are made available."\216\   
 
 The Weld report concludes that there are two aspects to providing 
effective public assistance.  The report states: "aid should be accessible to 
potential users and accepted by them if the program is to be fully effective."\217\  
This two-fold "accessible" and "acceptable" analysis translates into ensuring 
that potential recipients can be successful "both in learning about possible 
sources of assistance and in actually completing all procedures required to 
receive aid."\218\  From a program perspective, the actual tasks to be 
accomplished include certifying eligibility, gaining visibility for the program, and 
securing acceptance by potential clients. 
 
 A number of studies have given greater meaning to these general 
observations.  This Part will examine the Pennsylvania data first and then 
review other state and national studies on why eligible households do and do 
not participate in a variety of public benefit programs.  The purpose is to 
respond to why Pennsylvania households do not participate in LIHEAP and to 
offer guidance on what actions the Public Utility Commission might take, 
recognizing that the PUC does not administer LIHEAP, to remedy that failure. 


                     
\216\Edric Weld, Energy Assistance Programs and Pricing Policies in the Fifty States to Benefit Elderly, 


Disabled or Low-Income Households, prepared by Cleveland State University, Institute of 
Urban Studies, for Ohio Energy Credits Advisory Committee (1979). 


\217\Weld, supra, at p. 2.15. 


\218\Id. 
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 SECTION A: REASONS FOR LIHEAP NONPARTICIPATION. 
 
 1. Pennsylvania Energy Assistance. 
 
 The primary source of energy assistance in Pennsylvania is provided 
through the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).\219\  In 
Pennsylvania, the administration and disbursement of LIHEAP funds (both 
subsidy and crisis) is generally handled by the state Department of Public 
Welfare's county offices.\220\  In addition, "local agencies, non-profit 
organizations, and utility companies act as points of contact for consumers in 
need and make referrals to the county assistance offices."\221\   
 
 Hyman found that there has been a substantial increase in consumer 
awareness of energy assistance programs since 1981.  The proportion of 
consumers who are aware of the existence of an energy assistance program 
and can name a specific program nearly doubled from 1981 (26%) to 1985 
(46%).  The results are summarized below: 
 
 TABLE JJ 
 AWARENESS OF ENERGY ASSISTANCE IN PENNSYLVANIA 
 


AWARENESS 1981 (%) 1985 (%) 


Unaware of  
Energy Assistance: 


47 14 


Aware but could not 
Provide Name: 


27 40 


Aware and Did  
Provide Some Name: 


26 46 


N= 460 500 


 
 


                     
\219\Drew Hyman, Consumer Budget Priorities and Utility Payment Problems in Pennsylvania, prepared 


by Consumer Services Information System Project (Penn State University) for the Pennsylvania 
Public Utility Commission (1988). 


\220\Id., at 19 - 20. 


\221\Id., at 20. 
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 These Pennsylvania figures can be seen from the converse side, 
however.  The Penn State study found that "while most consumers indicate 
awareness of energy assistance, in general, their knowledge is not sufficient to 
allow them to act.  Almost half of those who say they `know about' energy 
assistance cannot name a single program."\222\  As can be seen from the 
above Table, fifty-four percent are either aware of energy assistance but 
cannot name a specific program or are unaware of any programs in 1985.\223\  
The Penn State report concludes: 
 
While the level of awareness has improved considerably in 


recent years, these findings raise questions about 
the uninformed majority.  People who are unaware 
of programs or cannot name an agency which they 
can contact for assistance most likely do not have 
effective access to help when they need it.\224\ 


 
 The Penn State report made several findings, including: 
 
oConsumer knowledge of the existence of energy assistance and conservation 


programs "is not very extensive.* * *Most consumers do 
not have effective knowledge about those programs which 
exist."\225\ 


 
oIt is the responsibility of the Public Utility Commission, the Pennsylvania 


Department of Public Welfare, and utility companies to 
inform payment-troubled customers of their options and 
possible sources of assistance. 


 
oIt is not possible, however, for state agencies or public utility companies to 


"require" consumers to use information nor can they force 
consumers to apply for assistance. 


 
oThe low level of knowledge about the various options available to consumers 


raises a question as to whether some consumers are 


                     
\222\Id., at 22. 


\223\The knowledge problem is receding somewhat, however.  This figure is down from 74 percent in 1981. 


\224\Id., at 22. 


\225\Id., at 27 - 28. 
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being denied access to the assistance network because 
their knowledge is incomplete. 


 
oConsumer education can fill in the missing gaps in consumer knowledge and 


teach consumers to use the information available to them 
in an effective manner. 


 
 The concept of advancing "effective knowledge" on the part of 
consumers is one contribution the Pennsylvania research has made to 
developing appropriate outreach.  "Effective knowledge" involves not only 
conveying information, but teaching consumers how to use that information as 
well.  According to the Pennsylvania work, consumers must know how to act 
upon the information they are given.  Despite the comprehensive treatment of 
consumer participation in the LIHEAP program (and company "hardship 
funds") in the Penn State study, the study misses some important observations 
found by other researchers.  Other work is outlined below. 
 
 2. New York Energy Assistance 
 
 Most elderly poor in New York did not know of, and did not use, the 
existing energy "intervention programs" designed for their benefit.\226\  Noting 
that "no intervention program can be effective unless it is known and used," the 
New York study sought to determine "the degree to which (the sample of elders 
studied) was aware of and utilized these programs."\227\ 
 
 The Unseld report found that "fewer than 20% of the sample were aware 
of the SCIP\228\ or weatherization programs."\229\  On the one hand, the study 


                     
\226\A January 1978 report identified three programs that existed at that time: (1) the Special Crisis 


Intervention Program (SCIP) funded by the Community Services Administration and 
administered through the New York State Department of Social Services (aimed at elderly 
homeowners); (2) the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Emergency Assistance for Adults, a 
program aimed at resolving, inter alia, energy emergencies for SSI recipients; and (3) the 
Community Services Administration Weatherization Program funded by CSA and administered 
by the New York State Department of State (aimed at low-income homeowners with poorly 
insulated homes). 


\227\Charles Unseld, The Impact of Rising Energy Costs on the Elderly Poor in New York State, at 61, 
prepared by Welfare Research, Inc. for the New York State Energy Office (January 1978). 


\228\SCIP is the special crisis intervention program. 


\229\Id., at 62. 
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explained the low SCIP participation, notwithstanding "intensive outreach and 
heavy media advertising," by noting the "brief time available for advertising and 
implementing the program."  On the other hand, the study noted simply that 
"the CSA weatherization program also had relatively low visibility despite 
extensive advertising and outreach campaigns."\230\   
 
 In contrast to SCIP and CSA weatherization, the SSI Emergency 
Assistance program was "much more widely known" in New York, with nearly 
one-half of the sample noting awareness of the program.  The report 
postulated that this knowledge was "probably because (the SSI-EEA program) 
is ongoing and participants may have utilized it for problems other than those 
that are energy related."   
 
 The report expressed surprise at the "low degree of knowledge" of the 
energy assistance programs, "given our relatively informed and active sample, 
most of whom had had contacts with senior centers."  It concluded that "any 
programs directed at this population must be accompanied by specialized, 
skillful advertising and outreach in order to be effective."\231\ 


                     
\230\Id., at 62. 


\231\Id., at 62. 
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 TABLE KK 
 AWARENESS AND USE OF  
 EXISTING ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
 REPORTED BY PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION 
 


PROGRAM AWARENESS PARTICIPATION 


SCIP 18.8% 5.1% 


SSI-EAA 46.4% 5.8% 


CSA WEATHERIZATION 17.8% 0.8% 


 
 The New York study examined why households in the senior citizen 
sample did not use existing energy assistance programs.  Those reasons are 
set forth below: 
 
 TABLE LL 
 RESPONDENTS' REASONS FOR NOT USING 
 EXISTING ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS (BY %)\232\ 
 


REASONS SCIP SSI-EEA WEATHERIZATION 


NOT ELIGIBLE, 
NOT QUALIFIED 


 
38.1 


 
51.6 


 
24.2 


TOO PROUD 12.7 14.6 4.8 


DIDN'T KNOW 
HOW TO APPLY 


 
3.2 


 
4.4 


 
4.8 


NUISANCE 3.2 0.6 1.6 


DIDN'T THINK IT 
APPLIED TO ME 


 
20.6 


 
21.5 


 
17.7 


OTHER 17.5 9.5 22.6 


 
 The New York report looked in particular at the attitudes of the elderly 


                     
\232\Represents percentage of these individuals who had heard about but did not use the programs (SCIP 


N=54; SSI-EEA N=160; Weatherization N=67). 
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toward energy assistance.\233\  The study reported two "separate but related 
phenomenon" regarding the elderly: (1) substantial numbers of the elderly poor 
perceive themselves as ineligible for such programs; and (2) a sizable minority 
appear to attach a stigma to the use of any government "hand-outs."  The 
report concludes as to the elderly: 
 
It is quite likely that both of these attitudes derive from the fact 


that the elderly poor have frequently become poor 
with age. (emphasis in original).  The newly poor 
have a long history of self-reliance and 
independence and quite often take pains to 
distinguish themselves from the welfare population.  
Programs that appear to present `something for 
nothing' are difficult for many of them to accept.  It 
appears, too, that many elderly perceive these 
programs as `welfare' and thus as inappropriate for 
them --despite acknowledged need.\234\ 


 
Identifying households who have "become poor" as populations in need of 
special outreach, identifying the advantages of tying energy assistance to 
programs addressing other needs also, and identifying media advertising as 
being inadequate unto itself as a means of outreach are all lessons to be 
learned from the New York elderly energy assistance study effort.   
 
 3. Maine Energy Assistance. 
 
 The lack of telephone service by low-income households can serve as a 
barrier to participation in low-income energy programs.  The state of Maine 
has adopted a unique approach to the winter payment problems of low-income 
customers.  Rather than adopting a "pure" winter moratorium, whereby 
disconnections of service are absolutely prohibited for income-eligible 
customers from November through April, Maine has adopted a two-pronged 
approach to winter shutoffs. The first prong requires utilities to make a 
reasonable effort to make personal contact with customers who are $50 or 
more in arrears.\235\  This "personal contact" may occur either by telephone or 


                     
\233\Id., at 66. 


\234\Id., at 66 - 67. 


\235\Chapter 81, sec. 17.D and Sec. 17.A.2, Maine P.U.C. Rules. 
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by a premise visit.\236\   
 
 The second prong is a system of payment plans.  The Maine 
commission requires most utilities\237\ to offer eligible customers\238\ an 
opportunity to enter into a Special Payment Arrangement.  Under this plan, a 
customer may pay less than the full amount of winter bills as they become due; 
the difference is then "made-up" in equal increments paid during the 
non-heating months.\239\  In the event that (1) no personal contact is made with 
the customer, or (2) personal contact is made and the customer and utility fail to 
agree on a payment plan, or (3) a payment plan is agreed to but is 
subsequently broken, a utility may seek to disconnect service even during the 
winter months so long as it first seeks and obtains approval from the Maine 
PUC's Consumer Assistance Division.\240\ 
 
 A recent report for the Maine PUC, prepared by the National Consumer 
Law Center, found that these rules operated, however unintentionally, to 
exclude a discrete population of low-income households.\241\  The report found 
that 70 percent of the  households for whom a winter disconnection was 
sought,\242\ and 80 percent for whom a winter disconnection was granted,\243\ 
lacked telephone service in their home.  The study found that the homes 
without telephones did not have greater arrears than the remaining 
population.\244\  


                     
\236\Chapter 81, sec. 17.B.9, Maine P.U.C, Rules. 


\237\Utilities with fewer than 10,000 residential customers are exempt. Chapter 81, sec. 18.O, Maine P.U.C. 
Rules. 


\238\An "eligible customer" is defined to be a customer who "is not able to pay for utility service in 
accordance with the terms of the bill without exposing the customer or other members of the 
customer's household to the probability of deprivation of food or other necessities for health or 
life." Chapter 81, sec. 17.A.5, Maine P.U.C. Rules. 


\239\Chapter 81, sec. 17.A.4, Maine P.U.C. Rules. 


\240\Chapter 81, sec. 17.I.2, Maine P.U.C. Rules. 


\241\National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: Winter 
Requests for Disconnect Permission, at 16 - 18 (July 1988).  


\242\Id., at 16. 


\243\Id., at 19. 


\244\Indeed, exactly the opposite was found.  On average, the population without phones had $158 in arrears 
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 The study found instead that the structure of the utility's collection 
procedures worked to exclude these households that lacked telephones.  It 
found that a statistically significant difference existed in the number of 
"no-phone households" that arranged to make full or partial payments, that 
obtained public assistance, and that entered into payment plans.\245\  The 
study concluded: 
 
It would appear that households which lack telephone service do 


not have the same ability to undertake the basic 
activities necessary to maintain home 
heating.  They cannot contact social service 
agencies for public assistance; nor can they 
contact their utility to make payment plan 
arrangements.\246\ 


 
Based upon this analysis, the Maine PUC was urged to eliminate the source of 
exclusion from the energy assistance programs: heavy reliance upon 
telephone collection techniques.  However unintentional, the unconscious 
assumption regarding the presence of telephones was serving as a barrier to 
participation in low-income energy payment solutions by a substantial segment 
of Maine's low-income population.   
 
 4. Elderly Participation in LIHEAP 
 
 A recent national study by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities 
examined specifically why elderly households did not participate in the LIHEAP 
program.\247\  This report, too, noted the reluctance of elderly households to 
accept what are perceived to be public welfare payments.\248\  However, the 
(..continued) 


at the time of the original disconnect notice issued by the utility while the population as a whole 
had $170 in arrears.  Similarly, at the time the utility sought permission to disconnect in the 
winter, the average arrears for the "no-phone" population was $189 while the average arrears for 
the total population was $210. Id., at 17. 


\245\Id., at 18. 


\246\Id. 


\247\Kathryn Porter, Participation by the Elderly in the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program, 
prepared by Center on Budget and Policy Priorities for the American Association of Retired 
Persons (AARP) (December 1989). 


\248\Id., at 26. 
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report noted other substantial barriers to participation, as well, including: 
 
oDifficulties in obtaining access to the program.  "In some areas, 


transportation to offices that accept applications may be a 
problem, especially for the elderly.  For those who are 
homebound or socially isolated, getting to an office may 
be nearly impossible."\249\ 


 
oLimitations on time periods for accepting applications.  Many states have 


very short time periods within which to apply for LIHEAP 
assistance.  And, with decreasing LIHEAP funds, time 
periods are being reduced even further.  Seven states 
reduced the time period for applications in FY 1988.  
About one third of the states shortened the application 
period in FY 1989.\250\ 


 
oA lack of program trust.  A study of methods for marketing energy 


conservation programs to the elderly, this report noted, 
found that "many of the elderly did not trust the 
programs." (emphasis added).\251\  Some seniors, the 
report noted, "were reluctant to accept weatherization 
assistance because of previous experiences with 
fraudulent home repair organizations."\252\  The report 
found that in designing outreach efforts, "the specific 
informational techniques used were less important than 
the amount of trust potential participants had in the 
sponsoring organization."\253\ 


 
 5. Vermont Food Stamps 
 
 The study of Food Stamp participation and nonparticipation can be 
instructively reviewed for purposes of trying to derive lessons for the offer of 
                     
\249\Id., at 25. 


\250\Id., at 25. 


\251\Id., at 26, citing, Linda Berry, et al., Marketing and Design of Residential Conservation Programs for 
the Elderly, Oak Ridge Laboratories (February 1988). 


\252\Id. 


\253\Id., at 29 and 30. 
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public assistance programs in general.  The State of Vermont recently 
completed a study of reasons households offer for not participating in the Food 
Stamp program in that state.\254\ 
 
 
 The offer of low-income energy assistance must be aware of the 
frequency of persons with limited education who will seek to participate in such 
a program.  Failing to account for that factor may prevent such participation.  
For example, the application forms for the Food Stamp program in Vermont 
were a major barrier to participation.  The participants, according to the 
Vermont researchers, "viewed the 12-page application form as complex and 
overwhelming."\255\  The report continued:  
 
there were several participants* * *in particular who were very 


open about their lack of education (4th grade or 
less), and their inability to complete the forms 
without assistance.  Regardless of educational 
level, however, the participants felt the instructions 
were not clear and that the wording of several 
questions on the application form was 
confusing.\256\ 


 
 
 Persons providing energy assistance must be particularly sensitive to 
the needs of the first time participant.  For example, the Vermont Food Stamp 
report found, "there were several participants who mentioned that the first 
time (emphasis in original) the monthly reporting form arrived in the mail, they 
had been confused about what was expected."\257\  Moreover, according to the 
Vermont report, "a lack of knowledge about how or where  


                     
\254\Sandage Advertising & Marketing, Food Stamp Program: Focus Group Research Report, at 6, 


prepared for Vermont Department of Social Welfare (1989). 


\255\Id., at 8. 


\256\Id., at 8. 


\257\Id., at 7 
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to get problems resolved had resulted in several families losing their 
eligibility."\258\ 
 
 
 Even households who knew where to go for problem solving were not 
always capable of acting upon that knowledge.  According to the Vermont 
report, "for the Orange County participants, both the Barre and White River 
Junction offices were long distance toll calls, which made it a hardship to seek 
assistance by telephone."\259\ 
 
 
 In sum, according to the Vermont research, "the major barriers to initial 
or continued participation" in the Food Stamp program included: (1) the hostile 
attitude of Department of Social Welfare (DSW) staff; (2) the complexity of the 
application form; and (3) the lack of assistance for questions and problems. 
 
 
 6. National Food Stamp Data 
 
 National Food Stamp data can be reviewed, as well, to determine 
whether lessons can be derived for other assistance programs.\260\  Why 
low-income households do not participate in the Food Stamp program 
nationwide was the subject of a U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) study in 
1988.\261\  The GAO found an estimated participation rate of 43.8 percent in 
1986, based on annual data, down slightly (but not significantly) from the 
roughly 46.1 percent in 1979.  As GAO said, in both years, slightly more than 
half of all eligible households eligible for Food Stamps did not participate in that 
program.\262\  "Despite substantial outlays in the Food Stamp program," GAO 
said, "there is concern that some households eligible  


                     
\258\Id., at 7. 


\259\Id., at 8 - 9. 


\260\Unfortunately, research into the reasons for nonparticipation in public assistance program has been 
confined almost exclusively to the Food Stamp program.  Other public programs must, therefore, 
often draw their conclusions from Food Stamp research. 


\261\General Accounting Office, Food Stamps: Reasons for Nonparticipation (December 1988). 


\262\Id., at 13. 
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for the Food Stamp program and in need of its benefits are not participating in 
the program."\263\ 
 
 The GAO found that about half (50.7 percent) of the eligible 
nonparticipants had misperceptions regarding their eligibility for the 
program.\264\  Of those households who thought they were ineligible, more 
than half (53 percent) mistakenly believed that their income or assets were too 
high to entitle them to receive Food Stamps (39 percent) or that some other 
program requirement precluded their participation (14 percent).\265\  An 
additional 25.7 percent who thought they were ineligible reported that they 
were not eligible because they did not need Food Stamps. 
 
 
 The presence of income variation contributes to this phenomenon, GAO 
said.  If a household, in other words, applies for and is denied assistance one 
or more times when its income is in fact too great for the household to be 
eligible, it may not reapply when income decreases to the point of passing 
eligibility criteria.  Special efforts thus must be made to reach households with 
income variations. 
 
 
 In contrast are those households who believed themselves to be eligible 
for Food Stamps but nevertheless did not apply.  More than eight of ten (82.8 
percent) eligible nonparticipants who thought they were or might be eligible did 
not even try to get Food Stamps in 1986.  Roughly one-third (30 percent) of 
these households believed that they did not need Food Stamps. Another 
one-third reported that "perceived administrative `hassles' and physical access 
problems accounted for their failure to participate in the program."\266\  The 
proportion of households who cited "administrative hassles" increased to more 
than 25 percent in 1986 (from less than 18 percent in 1979). 
 
 
 A subsequent GAO study categorized Food-Stamp-eligible but 
nonparticipating households into three major categories: (1) households with 


                     
\263\Id., at 8. 


\264\Id., at 14 - 15. 


\265\Id., at 16 - 17.   


\266\Id., at 20 - 21. 
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an expressed lack of desire for Food Stamps, either because of their 
perception of a lack of need or because of their personal attitude toward 
receiving welfare benefits; (2) households with a lack of, or incorrect, 
information about the Food Stamp program, including incorrect information 
about eligibility requirements and a lack of information about how to apply for 
benefits; and (3) households with perceived or actual access or program 
problems.  These last households included households who had negative 
perceptions about program administration, experienced program 
administrative "hassles," were told they were ineligible by welfare officials, or 
either perceived they had, or actually had experienced physical access 
problems while attempting to secure benefits.\267\ 
 
 GAO found that reasons for nonparticipation varied based on 
demographic factors.  The highest probability that nonparticipation arose 
because of a lack of desire for Food Stamp benefits, GAO said, came with 
households receiving Social Security benefits, those containing elderly eligible 
households, and "all groups of white households that contained currently or 
formerly married individuals."\268\  The groups most likely to cite a lack of 
information about the Food Stamp program included most categories of 
households headed by single individuals.\269\  Finally, GAO said, the groups 
most likely to report problems ("real or perceived") with the Food Stamp 
program or access problems as their major reason for nonparticipation were 
households that participated in SSI or other public welfare programs; 
households headed by nonwhite widowed, divorced or separated individuals; 
nonwhite single males; and households containing nonwhite married 
couples.\270\ 
 
 GAO concluded that the demographic analysis was significant for 
policymakers.  According to the GAO: 
 
 
From a policy viewpoint, an informed decision on the part of an 


                     
\267\General Accounting Office, Food Stamp Program: A Demographic Analysis of Participation and 


Nonparticipation, at 15 (January 1990). 


\268\Id., at 19. 


\269\These include households headed by white single men and women and those households headed by 
nonwhite single females.  Id., at 19. 


\270\Id., at 19. 
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eligible household not to participate in the program 
is not an issue.  Lack of information about the 
program, however, and at least some program and 
access problems can and should be remedied.\271\ 


 
The GAO said that "since more than three fifths of the eligible households gave 
these reasons for nonparticipation --36.8 percent gave a lack of information, 
and 25.0 gave program or access problems as reasons for nonparticipation-- it 
is clearly important to address those problems.\272\ 
 
 
SECTION B:WAYS TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION THROUGH 


TARGETED UTILITY OUTREACH. 
 
 One major problem with decreasing LIHEAP funds involves the resulting 
pinch placed on administrative dollars.  By statute, no more than ten percent of 
a state's LIHEAP appropriation can be devoted to administration.  
Accordingly, for every $1 million reduction in LIHEAP, the state loses $100,000 
in administrative funds.  Unfortunately, the stafftime for intake, income 
certification and the like does not vary with the size of a check made out to a 
LIHEAP recipient.  Given constant staff funding requirements, or expansions 
necessary to keep salaries apace with inflation, other areas must be found to 
absorb the cuts. 
 
 
 As a result, as LIHEAP administrators struggle to meet ever decreasing 
budgets, some very important aspects of the program face increasing budget 
cutbacks.  One of those areas is outreach.  Given recent decreases in 
LIHEAP participation rates, however, it is particularly troublesome that 
outreach is one of the few areas where administrative dollars can be reduced.  
Utility-financed outreach efforts can help fill this gap.   
 
 
 A utility is well-suited to provide assistance in the outreach area.  The 
thesis of this proposal is that, while most utilities view their data processing as a 
mere accounting system, in reality, it is a valuable data base as well.  The 
wealth of information maintained in existing utility systems can be tapped 
through simple analyses described herein to make educated determinations of 
                     
\271\Id., at 22. 


\272\Id., at 22. 
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who might benefit from LIHEAP assistance.  Targeted outreach directed 
toward those potential beneficiaries would thus be in order.   
 
 
 To more fully comprehend this proposal for targeted utility outreach to 
promote LIHEAP, a basic understanding of a utility's customer data base is 
necessary.  This section is to introduce certain aspects of a public utility's 
(natural gas or electricity) customer data base and to explain how that data 
base can be used in outreach efforts.  It is necessary to keep in mind that not 
every utility will be the same; however, they will most likely be substantially of 
the form discussed herein.  The Section is divided into two parts:  
Sub-section 1 will describe particular information a utility is likely to maintain on 
each of its customers.  Sub-section 2 will suggest ways in which this 
information could be used in a utility outreach effort promoting LIHEAP 
participation. 
 
 
 1.  THE DATA RECORDS 
 
 It is not profound to recognize that a local utility keeps extensive records 
on each of its customers.  Perhaps by better understanding the contents of 
those records, those records can be used to the advantage of low-income 
households in devising targeted outreach efforts to households which might 
benefit from the receipt of LIHEAP benefits.  Given the millions of dollars 
received by utilities from LIHEAP each year, to require the assistance of utilities 
with outreach is appropriate. 
 
 
 Utilities maintain three types of records which would be helpful in 
designing outreach efforts.  The first involves "treatment histories."  The 
second involves "vintaging" of arrears.  The third involves a series of dates 
that are important for each customer. 
 
 
 a.  Treatment History 
 
 A utility's "account treatment" involves those actions which a utility takes 
to collect its bills each month.  Accounts are often "treated" in a hierarchical 
fashion.  A typical treatment hierarchy might involve the following four steps, 
with each step involving a more stringent collection technique: 
 
  1.A reminder notice 
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 2.A shutoff notice 
  3. A "final" notice 
  4. A termination of service 
 
 A utility tracks a customer's "treatment history" in its data processing 
files.  The utility might retain this history, depending on the utility, for 13 to 24 
months or more.  In its data base, the utility will record the highest treatment 
level experienced by the customer for a given month.  Given the progressively 
more stringent nature of the treatment steps, a record of a high treatment level 
necessarily implies the presence of all "lesser included" treatment steps.  
Thus, for example, if a utility records a "final notice," that record necessarily 
implies that the household account has received the "treatment steps" of a 
reminder notice and a shutoff notice as well. 
 
 
 A utility will assign a numerical code to each treatment step for purposes 
of recordkeeping, with a higher number representing a more stringent 
treatment measure.  So, for example, a typical utility data base code might 
look something like this: 
 
  0=No treatment (i.e., bill paid in full and on time) 
  1=Reminder notice sent 
  3=Shutoff notice sent 
  5=Final notice sent 
  7=Service terminated for nonpayment 
 
Treatment histories are kept on a rolling basis.  Thus, in the instance where a 
utility keeps 13 months of history, in February of 1990, the company would add 
February to the file and delete the treatment history for January 1989.  In each 
succeeding month, the most recent month is added and the oldest month 
deleted from the file. 
 
 
 An illustration might further help explain.  Let's assume that we have a 
utility with three customers: 1, 2 and 3.  The following treatment histories are 
for the calendar year 1989 (with January being in the left most field).  The 
utility data records on treatment histories would look like this: 
 
 Ratepayer 1:  111105700011 
 Ratepayer 2:  301350333333 
 Ratepayer 3:  555571000013 
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 The following discussion does two things with these records:  (1) it 
explains what the records say on their face; and (2) it explains some of the 
conclusions/deductions one might reasonably draw from these particular 
records. 
 
 1.Facial information:  The following information appears on the face 


of the treatment histories which appear above. 
 
  a.Customer 1:  This person received reminder notices in 


January through April.  This customer received a "final 
notice" in June and was actually disconnected in July.  It 
is not possible to know whether the household remained 
disconnected in August through October or whether the 
customer was reconnected and paid the bill in full and on 
time during those months.  (Some utilities, however, will 
also keep a disconnect/reconnect date, as discussed 
below, so it is possible to separately check whether and 
when the household was reconnected).  The treatment in 
November and December makes clear that the customer 
had service reconnected by that time and that the 
household received "reminder notices" in each of those 
months. 


 
 
  b.Customer 2:  This customer received shutoff notices in every 


month but February, March, May and June.  The 
household was paid in full and on time in February and 
received a reminder notice in May but was paid in full in 
June.  We know that the "O" in February and June 
represents a paid bill (and not a month in which the 
household was disconnected and off of the system) 
because a shutoff would have been represented by a "7" 
in January and May. 


 
  c.Customer 3:  This person received a reminder notice in June 


and November; a shutoff notice in December; and final 
notices in January through April.  The household had 
service disconnected in May.  Given the reminder notice 
in June and no further disconnections, we know the 
household was reconnected after the May disconnection 
and remained current on each monthly bill through 
October. 
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 2.Deductive information:  Beyond the information that is apparent on 


the face of the treatment histories, a number of deductions can be 
reached from those histories as well.  It is up to each individual 
to decide which deductions are "reasonable": 


 
  a.Customer 1:  This is a person who is not in chronic trouble 


with her energy bills.  To allow a payment to slide so as to 
get a reminder notice may be as much a personal money 
management technique as anything else.  Customer 1 is 
the classic case of a catastrophic occurrence.  It is 
impossible to tell whether it was an unexpected expense 
(such as a major illness) or the temporary loss of a job or 
the like.  Whatever the financial crisis, however, it is 
possible to conclude that it was serious enough to push a 
household that had experienced no prior significant 
payment troubles to the point of an actual disconnection 
for nonpayment.  Once the crisis passed, the payments 
returned to normal. 


 
  b.Customer 2:  This customer is in chronic payment trouble with 


her utility bill, receiving shutoff notices virtually every 
month.  The household is likely a low-income household 
skating on the thin ice of economic viability.  This 
household likely applied for, and received, LIHEAP.  
LIHEAP benefits are generally actually received in 
December and January.  This household also likely 
received an "emergency crisis" grant in May or June, thus 
allowing the June bill to be paid in full.  This is a 
household for whom a payment plan or a budget plan (with 
levelized equal monthly payments) won't help.  The 
household needs public assistance, not level payments. 


 
  c.Customer 3:  This is a household with chronic winter payment 


troubles.  There is no evidence of a LIHEAP or crisis 
payment.  If such payments were obtained, the 
household's energy bill is so large that the benefits were 
swamped by the current bill.  The household should thus 
be placed on a priority conservation/weatherization list in 
that event.  The household likely took advantage of a 
winter moratorium to maintain winter service despite 
nonpayment and despite repeated shutoff notices.  In 
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May, after the moratorium lapsed, the high bills and 
arrears caught up with the household and service was 
disconnected.  It is reasonable, also, to assume one of 
two alternative theories about this household's finances.  
First, the household could be sufficiently close to the 
economic edge that, while the low summer bills pose no 
problem, the higher winter bills are simply unaffordable.  
Second, the household could have seasonal employment, 
which unfortunately ends with the advent of winter.  The 
loss of income combined with the high winter bills, pushes 
the household into a nonpayment situation.  Household 3 
may well be the type of household who could benefit from 
a levelized budget billing plan. 


 
 The PUC, of course, in consultation with the state LIHEAP agency, local 
utilities and consumer groups, may define "payment-troubled" to meet its own 
criteria.  There is no objective determination of "payment-troubled."  Whether 
targeted mailings are made to households with 10 shutoff notices, or with a 
certain sized arrears, or with some other characteristic in particular is not the 
point.  Rather, the lesson to be learned is that utilities have an array of useful 
information that can be readily accessed for the benefit of both the utility and its 
payment-troubled households.   
 
 Having introduced the concept of treatment histories, this Section will 
shortly come back to discuss the significance of such data collection for 
LIHEAP outreach. 
 
 2.  Arrears Vintaging 
 
 All arrears are not alike on a utility bill.  Most utilities keep track of their 
arrears by vintage.  A typical utility places arrears into one of three categories: 
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    o31 - 60 days overdue 
    o61 - 90 days overdue 
    o91+ days overdue. 
 
Clearly, households with larger and older arrears are considered more 
problematic than households with smaller or newer arrears.  For example, a 
household with a 90-day arrears of $300 is likely to be of more concern to a 
utility than a household with a 30-day arrears of $400. 
 
 It is important to understand how a utility company bills and collects its 
accounts.  A universal principle is that payments are applied to bills on a 
first-in, first-out basis.  Again, perhaps an illustration can best help explain.  
Assume our Ratepayer, let's call her A, has received the following bills for the 
six months of January through June: 
 
 


January $126.42 


February $134.18 


March $ 87.66 


April $ 65.00 


May $ 48.18 


June $ 22.41 


 
She began with a balance of zero dollars, so the only arrears are current 
arrears.  Let's assume that Ratepayer A made the following payments: 
 


January $96.42 


February $20.00 


March $ 50.00 


April $ 50.00 


May $ 48.18 


June $ 22.41 
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The arrears would be as follows: 
 


 BILL PAYMENT ARREARS 


JANUARY $126.42 $ 96.42 $ 30.00 


FEBRUARY $134.18 $ 20.00 $144.18 


MARCH $ 87.66 $ 50.00 $181.84 


APRIL $ 65.00 $ 50.00 $196.84 


MAY $ 48.18 $ 48.18 $196.84 


JUNE $ 22.41 $ 22.41 $196.84 


 
The household, however, is not considered "as well off" in June as in April, 
even though the amount of the arrears is the same.  The vintage of arrears 
would be as follows: 
 


 TOTAL 30-60 DAYS 61-90 DAYS 91+ DAYS 


JANUARY $30.00 $ 30.00 $ 00.00 $ 00.00 


FEBRUARY $144.18 $134.18 $ 10.00 $ 00.00 


MARCH $181.18 $ 87.66 $ 94.18 $ 00.00 


APRIL $196.84 $ 65.00 $ 87.66 $ 44.18 


MAY $196.84 $ 48.18 $ 65.00 $ 83.66 


JUNE $196.84 $ 22.41 $ 48.18 $126.25 


 
 As can be seen, while at first glance, this person may seem to be holding 
her own in recent months, in the eyes of the company, the debt is becoming 
older and, therefore, more in jeopardy of ultimate nonpayment. 
 
 Utilities may track the vintage of arrears in one of two ways.   First, the 
vintage of the oldest arrears might be given a code and tracked for 13 to 24 
months or more (again, depending on the utility).  Thus, a utility might code its 
arrears as follows: 30-60 days=1; 60-90 days=3; 91+ days=5.  Under such a 
coding, the hypothetical Ratepayer A would have the following arrears history: 
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JANUARY 1 


FEBRUARY 3 


MARCH 3 


APRIL 5 


MAY 5 


JUNE 5 


 
Given first-in, first-out accounting, with its policy of always applying payments 
to the oldest bills first, absent a disconnection of service, a household having 
an older arrears (e.g., 91+ days) will always have the newer arrears as well.  
Thus a 91+ days code will necessarily imply the presence of 30-60 day arrears 
as well as 60-90 day arrears. 
 
 The second means of recording arrears vintages is to track the actual 
dollars of the most recent month's arrears by vintage.  Thus, in our example, 
under this method, in July, the utility would record the arrears as being $22.41, 
$48.18, $126.25. 
 
 On occasion, there will be a utility which tracks vintages both ways in its 
customer data files.  Most often, this utility will track vintages both ways for the 
past three months, but will use only a code for the arrears stretching back 
further than that.   
 
 3. Important Dates. 
 
 A utility will keep three dates in its data files, two of which are important 
for purposes of LIHEAP outreach.  (The third is discussed simply because of 
its propensity to cause confusion).  The three dates are: (1) the meter date; (2) 
the in-service date; and (3) the disconnect/reconnect date.  Each will be briefly 
addressed below. 
 
1.Meter date:  This date is the date that the present meter was installed in a 


particular premises.  It has significance for ratemaking, but not 
for any customer service purpose.  The importance of this date 
for discussions here lies in what it is not.  It does not indicate 
anything about how long the current customer has been taking 
service.  The meter date, in other words, is tied to the premises, 
not to the customer.  The meter date is not the same as the 
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in-service date. 
 
2.In-service date:  This is the date on which the current customer first began 


service at the particular service location.  Several important 
aspects of this date are worth noting.  First, if the household is 
disconnected and reconnected, the in-service date does not 
change.  The collection activity is reflected in the 
disconnect/reconnect date discussed below, as well as in the 
treatment history discussed above.  Second, if the household is 
disconnected and then has service re-established in a different 
name (e.g., a spouse, child, or other relative), there will be a new 
in-service date.  The utility will consider it a new account with a 
new customer.  Finally, if a household changes addresses, there 
will be a new in-service date.  The in-service date, in other 
words, is for service at a particular location.  It does not indicate 
the length of time a customer has been receiving service from a 
particular company, but rather the length of time the customer 
has been receiving service at that address. 


 
3.Disconnect/reconnect date:  This will likely be recorded as one date.  If 


there has been no disconnection or reconnection in the past 
12-months, the field will either be blank, or will be filled with 
zeroes.  If there has been a disconnection and/or reconnection, 
it must be determined whether the customer is currently on the 
system.  If the customer is active, the date will be the date of 
reconnection.  If the customer is inactive, the date will be the 
date of disconnection.  The date will only refer to the most recent 
disconnection and/or reconnection.  If there has been more than 
one disconnection/reconnection in the immediately preceding 
twelve months, the older ones will not be reflected.  (Remember, 
however, that the presence of disconnections will always appear 
in the treatment history discussed above.) 


 
 2. UTILITY LIHEAP OUTREACH 
 
 Utilities can use the information available in their present data files to 
engage in LIHEAP outreach targeted to vulnerable populations.  As can be 
seen, utilities have information available that allows them to identify 
households that might particularly benefit from the receipt of LIHEAP benefits. 
 
 While utilities should always make annual mailings to past recipients of 
LIHEAP benefits, the following are examples of more sophisticated targeting.  
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The utility outreach contemplated herein might entail direct mailings to 
households with designated characteristics.   
 
 1.Winter treatment history:  Defining "winter" as October through 


April, a utility could send outreach letters to any household that 
received two or more disconnect notices in the past winter 
season.  The utility would simply identify, in other words, those 
households with a code of "3" or above in two or more of the 
winter month treatment history records. 


 
 2.Annual treatment history:  The utilities could send outreach letters 


to any household with a minimum annual treatment history.  For 
example, if the sum of the 12-months of codes exceeds 30 (or 
any other figure deemed appropriate), that household would 
receive a LIHEAP outreach letter.  A similar approach could be 
taken for the winter treatment history as well.  If the sum of the 
treatment codes for the six winter months (November through 
April) exceeded a designated level, that household would receive 
special outreach efforts. 


 
 3.Shutoff in treatment history:  The utilities could send an outreach 


letter to any household experiencing an actual disconnection of 
service within the past 12 months.  The utilities would simply 
search their treatment history records and extract those accounts 
which have a "7" appear.  Those households would receive an 
outreach letter. 


 
 4.Annual 90-day arrears:  The utilities could send an outreach letter to 


any household that maintained a 90-days arrears in six or more 
months (or whatever other threshold is deemed appropriate).  
The utility would identify, in other words, what months have a "5" 
in the arrears vintaging fields.  If there are six or more fields with 
a "5" or higher, that household would receive a special LIHEAP 
outreach letter. 


 
 5.Pre-winter arrears:  A different way to use arrears involves utilities 


which track the dollars of arrears, by vintage, for the most recent 
month (as discussed above).  This utility might look at its 
customers in October each year.  LIHEAP outreach letters 
would then be sent to customers based on either of two types of 
criteria.  On the one hand, the utility could send an outreach 
letter to any customer with a 90-days arrears on the October bill.  
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On the other hand, the utility may wish to place a dollar floor on 
the arrears.  In this instance, for example, outreach letters would 
go only to households with a 90-day arrears of $100 or more. 


 
 6.Spring shutoff:  A spring shutoff --defined as a shutoff in April or 


May-- can be determined from the "disconnection/reconnection" 
date in the utility data base.  A spring shutoff may well indicate a 
household who relied upon a state's winter moratorium for 
protection during the heating months, but whose inability to pay 
could not be avoided when the moratorium lapsed.  The 
presence of LIHEAP assistance might help this household bring 
its winter bills within an affordable range. 


 
 7.In-service date:  To base a LIHEAP outreach effort on the in-service 


date is probably the least precise targeting of LIHEAP outreach.  
Nevertheless, a study for the Maine Public Utilities Commission, 
undertaken by NCLC, found that the overwhelming majority of 
households disconnected in the winter months in that state had 
an in-service date of August or later (preceding the winter).  
Moreover, in a 1985 study of the impacts of telephone connection 
charges, the National Social Science and Law Center found that:  
"in general, the data show that socio-economic differences exist 
between families who move and those who do not move.  
Households that move are disproportionately poor, are receiving 
public assistance, are headed by females, or are minority 
families."  (While the purpose of the study was to determine 
whether telephone connection charges disproportionately 
affected the poor --which the study found they did-- the results of 
the study can be used for energy purposes as well).  As 
discussed above, a move to a new residence established a new 
in-service date.  Putting these two pieces of information 
together, it is reasonable to conclude that a LIHEAP outreach 
letter targeted to households with recent in-service dates (after 
August, for example) would likely find their way to households 
which are poor, receiving public assistance, are headed by 
female, or are minority families. 


 
 In each instance above, the means of targeting is intended to reach 
payment-troubled households.  Engaging in the assumption that 
payment-troubled customers also tend to be low-income households, the 
above evaluation suggests that ways exist in which the utilities who receive 
substantial LIHEAP funds can use their own data bases to assist in LIHEAP 
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outreach efforts.  Indeed, the data bases of these utilities can be used in such 
a way as to target outreach efforts to households who are likely to be eligible for 
LIHEAP and in particular need of this type of public assistance. 
 
 While this evaluation talks about the use of targeted "mailings" to utility 
customers, there is no reason why such a limit be placed on utility efforts.  
Indeed, to the extent that households might be illiterate or poorly educated, a 
reliance on written outreach materials alone is inappropriate. 
 
 
 SECTION C: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
  Based on the above discussion, the Pennsylvania commission 
should direct the state's public utilities to become actively involved with 
specialized targeted outreach promoting participation in LIHEAP.  In this 
regard, the Pennsylvania commission should find that blanket bill stuffers, 
whether annually or more frequently, are an insufficient utility effort to fulfil this 
obligation.  The Commission should find that it is both necessary and 
appropriate for utilities to engage in LIHEAP outreach.  It is necessary 
because such outreach is both beyond the fiscal and technical expertise of 
existing public institutions to provide.  It is appropriate because such outreach 
can reasonably be expected to result in direct financial benefits to the utility 
engaging in such outreach.   
 
 More specifically, therefore, the Commission should direct Pennsylvania 
utilities to take further action in the following general areas: 
 
 1. LIHEAP Outreach. 
 
1.Outreach:  Public utilities should be directed to use their own accounting 


data processing records to identify payment-troubled 
customers.  These customers should receive specific 
targeted outreach from the utilities promoting participation 
in the LIHEAP program.   


 
2.Education:  Public utilities should be directed to develop specific localized 


outreach/education campaigns that include a strong 
element informing households "what to do" in addition to 
informing them that help is available.  The "what to do" 
should include specific telephone numbers, contact 
persons, and agency names for households to contact, 
including persons within the utility itself.  Teaching 
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consumers how to use their knowledge that programs are 
available is important. 


 
3.Outreach:  Public utilities should be directed to submit to the Commission a 


filing indicating precisely how the company ties its LIHEAP 
outreach to other programs used by the target population.  
This filing should emphasize that LIHEAP is simply one 
part of a package of benefits that is available along with 
other utility programs including weatherization, budget 
billing, EAP, Budget Plus and the like.   


 
4.Outreach:  Public utilities should be directed to assist Community Action 


Agencies, the state, and other interested parties, in the 
development of outreach that is both "specialized" and 
"targeted."  Specialized outreach directed toward the 
senior population is necessary, as is specialized outreach 
to the unemployed, to the recipients of public assistance 
(such as AFDC population) and the like.  The utilities 
should be directed to submit to the Commission a filing 
indicating the populations that it has identified and the 
outreach that has been developed for each specific 
population.   


 
5.Outreach:  Public utilities should be encouraged to develop an outreach 


program that promotes LIHEAP as something other than a 
government benefits program.  The stigma associated 
with public benefits, for example, tends to prevent the 
elderly and other "new poor" populations from applying. 


 
6.Targeting:  Public utilities should be directed in particular to develop and 


submit a program to target one specific population with a 
special message.  The population is that population 
which has "become poor."  The elderly, for example, may 
have become poor with age.  There may be other "new 
poor," such as the unemployed, who have "become poor."  
These households frequently do not recognize their 
eligibility for LIHEAP.  Moreover, the self-perception of 
these populations as not being the population to receive 
welfare benefits must be overcome. 


 
 2.  LIHEAP Publicity. 
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1.Publicity:  One goal of LIHEAP outreach should be to make the program 
"acceptable" to its intended clients.  In addition to saying 
that "help is available," LIHEAP outreach should inform 
people why it is "okay" to seek out and accept LIHEAP 
benefits.  Outreach should, in other words, serve to 
legitimize the program in the eyes of the low-income 
community. 


 
 
2.Publicity:  LIHEAP outreach should be directed as much toward creating 


name recognition for the local service provider as it is to 
explaining the program.  Equating "help" with the name of 
the service provider is important, whether or not an exact 
knowledge of what the "help" would consist of is 
communicated. 


 
 3. LIHEAP Intake and Assistance. 
 
1.Intake and assistance:  LIHEAP intake and assistance must be physically 


accessible.  Special efforts must be made to reach the 
elderly, the homebound, the socially isolated and 
households otherwise lacking transportation.  
Pennsylvania's utilities should be encouraged to provide 
technical and financial assistance to ensuring such access 
and to report such assistance to the Commission on a 
regular basis.   


 
2.Outreach and community relations:  LIHEAP outreach and community 


relations should be specifically designed with a view 
toward establishing trust with the community sought to be 
reached.  Outreach, intake and community relations must 
be culturally and educationally targeted.  The elderly, the 
working poor, minorities, and the like may all require a 
different message regarding why LIHEAP is both 
necessary and desirable. Pennsylvania's utilities should 
contract with grassroots local community organizations 
each year who are willing and able to provide 
community-based outreach and community relations.  
Special consideration should be given to those community 
organizations that reach specific target audiences (e.g., 
the elderly, minorities) in a unique fashion. 
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3.The "trust potential":  Utilities should be encouraged to funnel their 
LIHEAP outreach and community relations through 
specifically identified local community organizations.  As 
one report noted: "the specific informational techniques 
used were less important than the amount of trust 
potential participants had in the sponsoring organization." 


 
4.Outreach, intake, education:  Utilities should be encouraged to develop 


specific outreach, intake and educational efforts to be 
directed toward first time LIHEAP users.  Even while 
LIHEAP program requirements may be accepted and 
easily understood by households having previously 
participated, first time participants may face unique 
misunderstandings.   


 
 Clearly, Pennsylvania's public utilities have a role to play in 
implementing these recommendations.  In addition to the targeted outreach 
program recommended above, based on the utility's own customer service 
data bases, the utilities are capable of supporting community organizations to 
help legitimize LIHEAP in the community, of helping develop appropriate 
"messages" for the disparate communities, in helping develop and pursue 
appropriate outreach and education and the like.   
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 PART VI: LIHEAP AND OTHER ENERGY ASSISTANCE FUNDING 
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 A legitimate fear of persons involved with seeking additional assistance 
for low-income households is whether such assistance would place in jeopardy 
existing federal LIHEAP benefits.  The fear is well-grounded.  While contrary 
to express statutory provisions, the existence of substantial "oil overcharge" 
funds was used as an excuse to freeze or decrease federal LIHEAP 
appropriations. 
 
 Nevertheless, there are creative sources of financing that a state Public 
Utility Commission can and should pursue.  These are discussed below.  The 
suggestions below are only that: suggestions.  The discussion is intended to 
provide an overview of what creative and aggressive regulators can do.  It is 
not intended to be a comprehensive listing of all possible sources of additional 
funding.   
 
SECTION A.LEVERAGING AFTER THE 1990 LIHEAP 


REAUTHORIZATION. 
 
 In the reauthorization of the LIHEAP program by Congress in this past 
Congressional session,\273\ Congress enacted a new section which provides:  
"supplementary funds to States that have acquired non-Federal leveraged 
resources for" LIHEAP.\274\  The Commission in this proceeding can take an 
aggressive stand by directing Pennsylvania utilities to provide certain 
leveraged funds to the LIHEAP program. 
 
 
 The term "leveraged resources" is a defined term in the LIHEAP 
reauthorization statute.  The statute provides that "leveraged resources" 
include benefits made available to "federally qualified low-income households."  
These can include, among other things resources that:  
 
(1) represent a net addition to the total energy resources 


available to State and federally qualified 
households in excess of the amount of such 
resources that could be acquired by such 
households through the purchase of energy at 
commonly available household rates; and 


                     
\273\Augustus Hawkins Human Services Reauthorization Act of 1990, 101st Congress, 2nd Session, H.Rep. 


101-816 (to accompany H.F. 4151). 


\274\Hawkins Human Services Reauthorization Act of 1990, at § 707 (creating "incentive program for 
non-federal resources" within LIHEAP). 
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(2)(A)  result from the acquisition or development by the State 


program of quantifiable benefits that are obtained 
from energy vendors through negotiation, 
regulation or competitive bid;* * *\275\ (emphasis 
added). 


 
 The statute provides that the share of leveraged federal funds is to be 
based upon a federally developed formula that "shall take into account the size 
of the allocation of the State under this title and the ratio of leveraged resources 
to such allocation."\276\ 
 
 Clearly, providing for leveraged LIHEAP resources redounds to the 
benefit of all involved.  By expanding the amount of LIHEAP benefits, 
receivables are reduced, working capital is reduced, uncollectibles are 
reduced, credit and collection expenses are reduced, and the like.  This 
possibility should intrigue the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, since 
the Commission has a direct regulatory interest in minimizing the expenses of 
each public utility within its jurisdictional purview.  Moreover, the prudent and 
efficient utility manager should act quickly to take advantage of this opportunity 
to leverage federal funds that would help pay the bills of customers whose bills 
might otherwise go unpaid.  Since the Commission has an interest in enforcing 
prudent and efficient management, it should examine the proposals made 
below and direct the state's utilities to adopt them as a prudent managerial 
decision as well as sound public policy. 
 
 Pennsylvania's Commission as well as the state's utilities, low-income 
advocates and other interested parties have a unique window of opportunity to 
determine whether there are unique ways to bring additional federal dollars into 
Pennsylvania to help pay low-income energy bills.  Given the overlapping 
interests of the PUC with the state LIHEAP agency in making sure that LIHEAP 
funds flow to Pennsylvania,\277\ this Commission should initiate a process 
through which to consider a variety of proposals as a means to leverage federal 
LIHEAP dollars.  The following discussion is intended to be illustrative: to 


                     
\275\Id., at § 707(b)(2)(a). 


\276\Id. 


\277\It should be noted, too, that the additional benefits to be provided for leveraged state resources have 
been provided by Congress.  The only issue is how those funds will be apportioned amongst the 
states.  The apportionment formula is discussed supra, note Error! Bookmark not defined..  
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prompt further thinking about the types of creative mechanisms that can be 
pursued to generate the dollars necessary to obtain additional federal funding:   
 
 1. Unclaimed deposits. 
 
 Unclaimed utility deposits are a source for funds to be used to obtain 
federal matching dollars through the new LIHEAP leveraging provision.  In this 
fashion, rather than letting this ratepayer supplied money escheat to the 
general fund, by using it to provide the match for LIHEAP leveraging, not only 
will the funds be returned to benefit the class likely to have paid them in the first 
place, but those funds can be increased through the federal leveraging 
provision.   
 
 In Arizona, which now requires unclaimed deposits to be used as a 
supplemental source of LIHEAP benefits, state officials estimate that from 
$400,000 to $600,000 per year will be generated.  In Colorado, which enacted 
a similar provision in 1990, estimates are that unclaimed residential and 
commercial deposits will add $300,000 to LIHEAP coffers.\278\ 
 
 It is reasonable to devote unclaimed deposits to low-income programs.  
Deposit refunds most often go unclaimed when households move and leave no 
forwarding address; it then becomes impossible for the utility to find these 
households.  Those mobile households will tend to be poor.  As discussed 
above, a study of Pennsylvania households by the National Social Science and 
Law Center (NSSLC) considered the mobility of low-income households.\279\  
NSSLC found that compared to the roughly twelve percent of the total 
population that changed residences each year, nearly one-quarter (23 percent) 
of the low-income population moved.  Disproportionately represented in the 
"mover" households are recipients of public assistance, minorities, and 
female-headed households.   
 
2.Avoided credit & collection costs associated with LIHEAP Crisis funds. 
 
 A second source of funds for LIHEAP leveraging is obtained by looking 
directly at utility credit and collection expenses.  First, there are collection 
expenses.  Among those expenses are: (1) the cost of reminder and shutoff 
notices; (2) the cost of making personal contact (by phone or by premise visit) 


                     
\ 278 \An additional amount, hard to estimate according to Colorado officials, will be acquired from 


unrefunded interim rate increases. 


\279\That study is attached to this report as Appendix B. 
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prior to a shutoff; (3) the cost of disconnecting and reconnecting a nonpaying 
household's service; (4) the cost of negotiating payment plans; (5) the cost of 
collection agencies; and the like.   
 
 The calculation of the utility contribution would be as follows:  If a 
utility's disconnection process can be short-circuited through a LIHEAP Crisis 
program grant, and the utility bills paid without the need for extensive collection 
activity, dollar savings should arise from the foregone need to pursue those 
credit and collection measures.  These foregone expenses should be shared 
with the LIHEAP program, particularly under the federal statute providing 
additional LIHEAP benefits to states which leverage private funds.   
 
 The requirement that Pennsylvania utilities provide a sharing of these 
collection savings has an economic basis.  Through the LIHEAP Crisis 
benefits, the utilities are able to avoid the process of disconnecting and 
reconnecting service to the participating household.  In helping to avoid that 
disconnection, the LIHEAP Crisis program is saving the utilities certain 
expenses.  By providing for a sharing of those avoided expenses, the LIHEAP 
Crisis program seeks only to recapture part of that forgone expense.  So long 
as the sharing does not exceed what the utilities would have spent on the 
disconnect/reconnect process, the utilities are no worse off because of the 
sharing.  Indeed, considering that the amount of the utilities' sharing would 
then be returned as an additional low-income grant through the leveraged 
federal LIHEAP funds, the utilities would see an immediate and substantial 
benefit.   
 
 3. Waived reconnect fees. 
 
 A third source of leveraged LIHEAP funds involves waived utility 
reconnect fees.  It is axiomatic that frequently a utility is forced to disconnect a 
household's utility service in response to nonpayment.  It is equally axiomatic, 
however, that households do not generally remain permanently disconnected.  
Accordingly, a typical utility spends from $50 to $100 on the two-step collection 
process of (1) disconnecting and (2) reconnecting the customer.   
 
 The utility could seek to collect the cost of that disconnection and 
reconnection process from the low-income household.  That effort, however, 
is a risky proposition at best.  Since the low-income household has a limited 
corpus from which to draw to make utility payments in the first place, if the utility 
succeeds in collecting the cost of disconnection and reconnection through a 
cost-based fee, all the utility has really done is to divert the household's limited 
resources from making current monthly payments to making payments toward 
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the reconnect fee.   
 
 If instead, the reconnect fee could be waived for LIHEAP households, 
that waived fee could be used as a private resource provided under the 
leveraging provisions of the 1990 LIHEAP reauthorization statute.   
 
 4. Waived late fees. 
 
 A similar analysis can be applied to utility late charges.  In 
Pennsylvania, the state now requires utilities to waive late fees for LIHEAP 
customers.  The fact that this waiver already exists does not detract from the 
fact that the amount of the waived charge could be packaged and presented to 
the federal government as a leveraged resource.     
 
 5. Arrearage forgiveness. 
 
 This report recommends that, as part of the Energy Assurance Program 
(EAP), the pre-program arrears of EAP participants be "forgiven" over a period 
of time.  The amount of such forgiveness, to the extent that the EAP is 
provided to LIHEAP participants, should be reviewed to determine whether it 
can be designated a "leveraged resource."   
 
 SECTION B. LEVERAGING CRISIS BENEFITS THROUGH TITLE IV-A. 
 
 The Emergency Assistance Program (EAP)\280\ is a major source of 
supplemental funds available to assist families facing an energy crisis.  State 
use of the Emergency Assistance Program for energy crises has the distinct 
advantage of leveraging state funds, and is particularly attractive in light of both 
the cuts in appropriations for LIHEAP in recent years, and the diminishing oil 
overcharge and other funds available to make up for those cuts. 
 
   E.A. is an optional program within a welfare program, AFDC,\281\ under 
which the federal government provides the states with matching funds (1:1) for 
short term help to AFDC and other needy families with children unable to meet 
emergency expenses.  The types of emergencies covered by E.A. are matters 
of local discretion.  Utility emergencies, however, are prominently mentioned 
in the statute's legislative history.\282\ 


                     
\280\42 U.S.C. §§ 601, 603(a)(5), 606(e) (1983 and 1990 Supp.)  


\281\Aid to Families with Dependent Children. 


\282\See e.g., S.Rep. No. 744, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967), as reprinted in the 1967 U.S. Code and 
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   In 1985, there were only five states that used EAP monies to assist 
households confronted with utility shut-offs or fuel shortages, or threats of 
either.  As of June, 1990, however, roughly a dozen states have EAP plans 
approved by HHS which explicitly state their intent to use EAP funds to meet 
the needs caused by energy emergencies.\283\  In addition, Pennsylvania 
(along with two other states)\284\ have used a valuable variation on this theme, 
tapping the basic needs and special needs provisions of the statute. 
 
 E.A. monies can be generated in much the same way as additional 
LIHEAP funds are.  Consider the following: 
 
a.UNCLAIMED UTILITY DEPOSITS: Unclaimed utility deposits are one 


source for funds used to match under Title IV-A.  In this fashion, 
rather than letting this ratepayer-supplied money escheat to the 
general fund, by using it to provide the match for federal 
Emergency Assistance, not only will the funds be returned to 
benefit the class likely to have paid them in the first place, but 
those funds can be doubled through the federal match.   


 
It is reasonable to devote unclaimed deposits to low-income programs.  


Deposit refunds most often go unclaimed when households 
move and leave no forwarding address; it then becomes 
impossible for the utility to find these households.  Those mobile 
households will tend to be poor.  As discussed above, a study by 
the National Social Science and Law Center (NSSLC) 
considered the mobility of low-income households.  NSSLC 
found that compared to the roughly twelve percent of the total 
population that changed residences each year, nearly 
one-quarter (23 percent) of the low-income population moved.  
Households who are recipients of public assistance, households 
who are minorities, and households who are female-headed are 
disproportionately represented in the "mover" population.  It is 
safe to assume, also, that these same households are 


(..continued) 
Congressional and Administrative News, at 3002, and H.Rep. No. 544, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 
(1967), at 109. 


\283\Delaware, Georgia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, 
Oregon, and West Virginia. 


\284\Illinois and Michigan. 
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disproportionately represented in the population from whom 
deposits are demanded.   


 
In sum, as federal LIHEAP assistance and oil overcharge funds dwindle, states 


may help pick up the shortfall between available assistance and 
need by using unclaimed deposits as a state contribution to 
obtain the federal match for an energy component to the 
Emergency Assistance program directed toward households with 
children.  To do so would cost the utilities nothing: without such a 
use, these unclaimed funds would simply escheat to the state.  
Moreover, because of the dollar-for-dollar federal match, the 
available assistance obtained through the capture of these 
unclaimed funds would be doubled. 


 
b.SHARED AVOIDED CREDIT AND COLLECTION EXPENSES: One source 


of funds for the Emergency Assistance Program is obtained by 
looking directly at utility expenses in the same fashion as with 
LIHEAP.  If a utility's disconnection process can be 
short-circuited through an E.A. program grant, and the utility bills 
paid without the need for extensive collection activity, dollar 
savings should arise from the foregone need to pursue these 
credit and collection measures.  In addition, if the household is in 
arrears, the receipt of Emergency Assistance will decrease 
revenue lag days.  For each E.A. grant provided for a utility 
emergency for a Pennsylvania utility's household, that utility 
should share, on a 50/50 basis, the avoided collection costs with 
the E.A. program.  In turn, those shared benefits can be returned 
to the utility through additional E.A. utility grants, along with the 
1-for-1 federal matching grant. 


 
 The rational for sharing these expenses is even stronger for E.A. than 
for LIHEAP.  The grant of E.A. benefits directly and unequivocally prevents the 
need for the utility to engage in the expensive collection process.  Emergency 
Assistance in Pennsylvania will not generally be provided for utility shutoffs 
unless the household has received a final utility shutoff notice.  To prevent that 
shutoff is the whole purpose of an E.A. grant.  Through the Emergency 
Assistance benefits, therefore, Pennsylvania's utilities are able to avoid the 
process of disconnecting and reconnecting service to the participating 
household.  
 
 To thus provide for a 50/50 sharing is "fair" for two reasons.  First, in 
helping to avoid that disconnection, the E.A. program is saving the utility certain 
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expenses.  By providing for a sharing of those avoided expenses, the E.A. 
program seeks simply to recapture part of the forgone expense.  So long as 
the sharing does not exceed what the utility would have spent on the 
disconnect/reconnect process in the first place, the utility is no worse off 
because of the sharing.  Second, considering that the amount of the utility's 
sharing would then be returned to the utility as an additional Emergency 
Assistance grant, along with a 1-for-1 federal match, the utility would see an 
immediate and substantial benefit by engaging in the savings. 
 
 One important component of minimizing utility uncollectibles is to 
aggressively seek out new sources of public assistance (i.e., other than 
LIHEAP) to provide to households that have particular payment vulnerability.  
One example of such assistance involves those funds available to households 
with children who face a variety of "emergency" situations.  State use of the 
Emergency Assistance Program for energy crises has the distinct advantage of 
leveraging federal funds, and is particularly attractive in light of both the cuts in 
appropriations for the LIHEAP in recent years and the diminishing oil 
overcharge and other funds available to make up for those cuts. 
 
 SECTION C: RECOMMENDATIONS. 
 
 It has become clear in light of reduced LIHEAP funding that additional 
assistance must be generated for payment troubled households.  It is in the 
interests not only of the households, but of the affected utilities, to seek such 
additional funding. 
 
 Congress has recognized this need by providing substantial incentives 
for states to develop "leveraged resources" to supplement federal LIHEAP 
benefits.  Congress defined "leveraged resources" to include resources that 
are developed through "regulation."  In addition to these LIHEAP incentives, 
the federal government has in place a program whereby "emergency" monies 
developed for families with children at the state level are matched 1-for-1 by 
federal funds.   
 
 The Commission should endorse in principle (with no endorsement of 
particular proposals at this time) the notion of utility funds, such as those 
discussed above, being used both as a source of "leveraged resources" and as 
a source of state matching Emergency Assistance funds.   
 
 Finally, the Commission, the Department of Public Welfare, the utilities, 
the Office of Consumer Advocate, local Legal Services offices, and other 
interested parties should join to seek ways to determine how Pennsylvania's 
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utilities can best take advantage of these programs of federal incentives and 
matching funds.  To permit these federal programs to go unused, or to fail to 
seek new innovations in funding, should not be an option.   
 
 Finally, in these considerations, the Commission should seek to 
determine whether and to what extent existing policy decisions (such as the 
waiver of late payment fees for LIHEAP households) can be packaged to take 
advantage of the federal leveraging and matching funds programs.  The fact 
that the waiver of late payment fees for LIHEAP households is already required 
under existing regulation does not detract from, nor should it bar, the claim of 
these waived fees as a "leveraged resource."  The Commission should 
channel this existing program to the attention of the appropriate officials such 
that Pennsylvania can take advantage of the additional LIHEAP assistance. 
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 PART VII: CONSERVATION AS A COLLECTION DEVICE 
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SECTION A:CONTROLLING UNCOLLECTIBLES THROUGH 
CONSERVATION. 


 
 Investment in weatherization and conservation measures is a strong 
tool to use in controlling uncollectible accounts. As discussed above, research 
has found a "clear correlation" between total annual usage and the level of 
arrears for Central Maine Power Company.  According to the Maine research, 
the average total arrears for Central Maine Power Company was $48.  "While 
households with an annual consumption greater than 16,000 KWH have an 
average arrears of $88, for example, households with less than 5,000 KWH of 
use have an average arrears of only $10." 
 
 The association held with winter consumption, the Maine study found.  
"Total arrears for customers with consumption over 2000 KWH were nearly 
twice the payment plan average ($91 vs. $48) and nearly triple the arrears of 
households at the lower consumption levels ($91 vs. $33).  The breakpoint for 
particular payment problems occurs at a winter month usage of around 1300 
KWH.  Households falling into the band of from 1300 to 2000 KWH per winter 
month averaged total arrears of $82, again substantially above the total 
payment plan population."\285\ 
 
 Similar results were found for Wisconsin Gas Company.  In Wisconsin, 
NCLC examined a methods of distributing LIHEAP benefits that would tie the 
level of LIHEAP to the burden which a household's energy bill posed as a 
percentage of income.  Since the proposal involved a redistribution of the 
identical amount of funds, some households would lose some amount of 
benefits (called "participant losers") while other would gain some amount of 
benefits (called "participant gainers").   
 
 The average income of the participant gainers ($5,834) was somewhat, 
but not substantially, different from that of the participant losers ($6,213).  The 
average bills, however, were.  While the average bills for the participant 
gainers were $1,370 per year, the average bill for the participant losers were 
only $873 per year.  The real difference, however, came in the burden which 
those bills represented to the households (as a percentage of income).  In 
general, without the redistribution of LIHEAP examined by  


                     
\ 285 \National Consumer Law Center, An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: 


Payment Arrangements for Maine's Electric Utilities, Volume II, at 62 (July 1988). 
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LIHEAP, the participant gainers spent 17.9 percent of their income on their 
annual natural gas bills while the participant losers spent 8.9 percent of their 
income.\286\ 
 
 The difference in burdens was directly reflected in arrears.  The 
participant gainers had an average arrears of $560 while the participant losers 
had an average arrears of only $229.   
 
 Wisconsin Gas Company has since implemented a pilot program 
explicitly designed to use conservation measures as a means to reduce the 
costs associated with delinquent payments and bad debt.  The purpose of the 
study, Wisconsin Gas said, was "to examine the effects of Wisconsin Gas 
Company's Weatherization Program on the arrearages of low-income 
customers."\287\  Wisconsin Gas divided its study homes into two groups: (a) 
single family homes; and (b) two-family homes.\288\ 
 
 For single family homes, Wisconsin Gas experienced an overall therm 
savings of 23.4 percent.\289\  Moreover, therm savings based on heat load 
were computed.  The company produced "an overall single family heat load 
savings rate of 30.7 percent* * *."\290\  Two-family homes generated similar 
results.\291\   
 
 Wisconsin Gas found that not only did the program reduce arrears for 
households, but the company recognized significant savings from the program 
as well.  According to the company, without the program, while only nine 
percent of the study group would have had arrears of $100 or less without the 
program, 27 percent of the group would have annual arrears of $100 or less 


                     
\286\National Consumer Law Center, Evaluation of Wisconsin Gas Company's Proposal for a Guaranteed 


Service Plan (November 1985). 


\287\See, Weatherization Arrears Savings, Wisconsin Gas Company (April 1988). 


\288 \The company stated, however, that "due to the integrated nature of two-family energy use and 
weatherization measures, two-family accounts were treated as one dwelling unit." Id., at 1. 


\289\While the savings ranged widely between units, the company noted that 64 percent of the single family 
homes fell in the 10 percent to 35 percent savings range.  Id., at 2. 


\290\Id.  Again, while the savings ranged widely between units, 60.2 percent of the single family homes fell 
in a range of 25 percent to 50 percent savings. 


\291\Id., at 5.  Over 70 percent of the dwellings fell in the 10 percent to 35 percent savings range.  
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following weatherization.\292\  Moreover, Wisconsin Gas found that it received 
a 20 percent return on its weatherization investment, strictly from the reduced 
nonpayment, and before considering traditional avoided costs, in the first year 
of the program. 
 
 In sum, Wisconsin Gas concluded from its study: 
 
The study indicates that single family dwellings generated on 


average $353 less annual arrears after 
weatherization. (emphasis added).  For the two 
family group, weatherization reduced arrears $502 
annually. (emphasis added).  Taken a step 
further, for 1,300 dwellings weatherized annually 
and split evenly between single and two-family 
jobs, over $550,000 in billed arrears or 
approximately $360,000 in gas cost would have 
been avoided.\293\ 


 
 Finally, Wisconsin Gas concluded, "within the parameters of this study, 
20 percent of the study group would have generated $0 or less annual arrears 
with weatherization as compared to 5 percent without.  This reflects favorably 
on weatherization potential as an arrears eliminator."\294\ 
 
 The Wisconsin Gas study is attached as Appendix D. 
 
 Similar results can be obtained for electric companies.  One electric 
company in Massachusetts, for example, has moved to implement an arrears 
control program using conservation as the mechanism.  COM/Electric found 
that "from the analysis, a Bad Debt Program appears to be not only 
theoretically sound, but also empirically supported for electrically heated 
homes and for homes having electric water heaters.  It also appears beneficial 
to offer the program to `other' homes in the Commonwealth service 
territory."\295\  According to SRC, "the main source of economic  


                     
\292\Id., at 2. 


\293\Id., at 6. 


\294\Id. 


\295\Synergic Resources Corporation, Evaluation of the Cost-Effectiveness of a Bad Debt Conservation 
Program: Final Report (September 1988). 
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value to COM/Electric is the reduced carrying costs for late payments."  SRC 
did not study collection costs. 
 
 SRC found for COM/Electric that the Bad Debt Conservation program 
had, from a system perspective (i.e., based upon system "avoided cost" 
savings), a benefit-cost ratio of 1.857 (for electrically heated homes), of 2.290 
(for homes with electric hot water but not electric heat), and 1.944 (for all 
"other" --non-electric heat, non-electric hot water-- homes). 
 
 SECTION B. PROPER PROGRAM DESIGN. 
 
 It is not sufficient for a public utility to simply invest substantial sums of 
money in "a" conservation program, or set of conservation programs, without 
first undertaking a careful analysis of precisely what they hope to accomplish 
through such a program.  Too often, conservation program designs tend to 
exclude rather than include low-income households and any hope of obtaining 
participation so as to reduce uncollectibles is lost.   
 
 Consider the case of Western Massachusetts Electric Company 
(WMECO).  In a WMECO's 1987 rate case,\296\ the Hampshire Community 
Action Commission (HCAC), a local community action agency, challenged both 
the overall conservation planning of Western Mass Electric Company 
(WMECO) and the design of specific conservation programs.  Both the 
planning and design components, HCAC argued, were marred by assumptions 
which, though perhaps unwittingly, nevertheless resulted in the effect of 
excluding low-income households from conservation programs.\297\  This 
exclusion, HCAC said, denied the opportunity for the poor to reduce their bills 
by reducing their consumption.\298\  
 
 WMECO's energy conservation planning resulted in a de facto exclusion 
of the poor because of its failure to consider market barriers that were unique to 
the poor.  Three barriers were discussed in particular.  Hurdle rates, that 
annual return on investment required for a household to invest in conservation 


                     
\296\87 P.U.R.4th 306 (Mass. DPU 1987); see also, Re. Cambridge Electric Light Co., DPU-87-221-A, at 


173 (Mass. DPU 1988). 


\297\"Although WMECO asserts that its programs are designed to be income neutral, HCAC contends that 
the effect of WMECO's programs, intended or unintended, is to exclude low-income 
customers."  Id., at 404. 


\298\Id., at 417. 
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measures, were set at levels that ignored  low-income data.\299\  In its 
conservation planning, WMECO assumed that any measure which met a 
hurdle rate of 30 percent would be implemented without financial assistance 
from the utility.\300\  According to evidence presented by HCAC, however, 
low-income hurdle rates reached up to 90 percent.  Second, HCAC said, 
low-income households do not have access to investment capital for 
conservation measures, even if those measures are recognized by customers 
as providing economic benefits.\301\  If a household does not have $400 to 
invest in a new appliance, in other words, it makes no difference that the new 
appliance would return a savings of $500 to the household.  Finally, 
low-income households have less education, which interferes with their ability 
to recognize the cost savings that conservation measures might induce.\302\ 
 
 For a utility effectively to design and offer DSM programs to its 
low-income customers, it should have a clear grasp of what market barriers 
prevent the implementation of those measures without utility assistance.  The 
utility program, accordingly, would most rationally be designed to effect the 
removal of the identified market barriers.  If, for example, the market barrier is 
an unreasonably long payback period, the utility may offer direct subsidies to 
shorten that period.  If, in contrast, the market barrier is a lack of affordable 
investment capital, the utility may offer a low-interest/no-interest loan fund.   
 
 In 1987, the National Consumer Law Center (along with Northeast 
Utilities) put substantial effort into identifying what market barriers exist to the 
implementation of DSM measures by consumers.  A list of the results of that 
effort is set forth below in Table MM: 


                     
\299\Id., at 404. 


\300\Id. 


\301\Id. 


\302\Id. 
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 TABLE MM 
 RESIDENTIAL MARKET BARRIERS 
 


1. Information access.  Consumers do not have free access to information on 
capital/operating tradeoffs.  There is an implicit cost in time and effort to obtain 
this information.   
 


2. Uncertain technologies.  Consumers have little direct, first-hand experience 
with new technologies, particularly concerning performance, reliability and 
operating costs.  Information may often be supplied by manufacturers whose 
credibility is suspect.   
 


3. Consumer credit.  The ability to invest in DSM measures often depends on 
having access to credit.  However, consumer credit is often limited by financial 
institutions that disregard the value of conservation investments.   
 


4. Lack of knowledge.  Energy reductions are not always identifiable in the 
customer's bill.  Accordingly, it is sometimes not possible for a customer to 
make a decision as to the economic viability of conservation programs.   
 


5. Unfavorable payback periods.  Even though some conservation measures 
may be justified when viewed in light of systemwide savings, they may not be 
when viewed in terms of customer-specific savings.   
 


6. High initial capital cost.  Even in the event that a measure is cost-justified in 
the long-term, if the initial capital cost exceeds the ability of a customer to 
finance, the program will not be implemented.   
 


7. Difficult installation.  Just as there are implicit costs in time and effort to 
obtain conservation information, there are implicit costs of installation.  As 
these costs go up, the extent of measures installed will go down.   
 


8. Limited or no commercial availability.  Even if cost-effective, some demand 
side measures have a limited (or no) commercial availability to a utility's 
customers.  Often, availability will follow demand, but demand, in turn, is 
dependent upon availability.   
 


 
 In addition to market barriers common to all residential ratepayers, 
however, low-income households have market barriers that are different from, 
and more extensive than, residential households in general.  The result of 
these market barriers is to more severely restrict the availability of DSM 
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measures to low-income households than to residential households in general.  
A list of market barriers that make the direct benefits of conservation programs 
inaccessible to low-income households is set forth below in Table NN: 
 
 TABLE NN 
 LOW-INCOME MARKET BARRIERS 
 


1. Low income homeowners are reluctant to borrow, even 
interest-free, to invest in conservation.   
 


2. Low income homeowners have extremely high required returns on 
investment. 
 


3. Given their lack of liquidity, low income residents cannot hire a 
contractor as readily as those with greater means. 
 


4. Tenants have little or no incentive to improve the landlord's 
property.   
 


5. Tenants often have insufficient tenure at a particular service 
address to cost-justify conservation improvements. 
 


6. Landlords owning housing occupied by tenants whose electricity 
use is individually metered have little incentive to invest in 
conservation improvements.   
 


7. Lower income households generally have less education than 
higher income households and, as a result, are perhaps less 
aware of the cost savings that energy investments can produce.  
The lack of education could also make it more difficult to perform 
the calculations necessary to determine whether a conservation 
investment is advantageous.   
 


 
 As a result of this discussion, it is possible to conclude that a regulatory 
response to uncollectible problems must incorporate a component that offers 
special conservation programs to low-income households, using income and 
Poverty Level themselves as the factors upon which the targeting of the 
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programs is based.  However, greater Commission oversight of the use of 
conservation as a means to control uncollectibles is necessary.  Simply 
dumping money into low-income conservation programs will not unto itself 
effectively address the problems of low-income households.  As a result, 
neither do these conservation expenditures help address the problem of utility 
uncollectibles and receivables.   
 
 Even aside from the level of investment, therefore, is the failure of 
Pennsylvania utilities to undertake any effort to identify the market barriers that 
prevent the poor from implementing conservation measures on their own.  The 
Pennsylvania Commission should direct this state's utilities to explicitly identify 
low-income market barriers which prevent the poor from implementing 
conservation measures on their own, to submit their determination to the 
Commission for review, and to submit their plan which articulates precisely how 
the design of their low-income conservation programs is intended to overcome 
those market barriers.   
 
 
 SECTION C. CONSERVATION AND EAP. 
 
 Conservation is particularly effective in controlling costs when used in 
combination with the proposed Energy Assurance Program (EAP).  Indeed, 
households participating in the EAP should be targeted for special 
conservation programs.   
 
 Under the EAP, participants pay a designated percent of their income 
toward their gas bills.  The LIHEAP program also makes a contribution to 
those bills, the amount of which is ultimately limited by state and federal 
contributions to LIHEAP.  A portion of the fully-embedded cost of providing a 
household service is covered by neither the household's payment nor by 
LIHEAP assistance. 
 
 For any individual EAP household, in other words, the household's 
payments and LIHEAP benefits do not fully cover the utility's fixed costs.  
Since the EAP payment remains constant, for each dollar reduction of variable 
costs, a greater contribution toward fixed costs is obtained.  A reduction in 
usage reduces the costs of providing service to EAP customers and inures to 
the benefit of the utility's other customers.  While it is true that the EAP 
participant may receive the benefit of increased comfort due to any 
conservation programs directed toward EAP participants, the real recipient of 
the benefits of such conservation programs are the other ratepayers.  After all, 
the EAP participant's payment is a function of her income and thus remains the 
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same even if the household's energy usage decreases.   
 
 It is easy to see why conservation programs directed toward EAP 
participants provide particular benefits to the sponsoring utility.  Assume that 
an EAP customer pays five percent (5%) of her annual income of $10,000 
($500) toward her utility bill.  Further assume that the average EAP usage is 
100 Ccf per month and that the fully embedded cost of serving EAP customers 
is $1.00 per Ccf.  Of this dollar, assume that $0.50 covers variable costs and 
$0.50 covers the company's fixed costs.   
 
 The customer uses no gas two months in the summer.  If the customer 
were billed for the fully embedded cost of service, the customer would be asked 
to pay a total of $1,000 per year, $500 of which would represent variable costs 
and $500 of which would represent fixed costs.  The difference between the 
EAP customer's payment (including a LIHEAP grant of $250) and the 
fully-embedded cost of service is as follows: 
 


  
EAP PAYMENT 


FULLY-EMBEDDED 
COST 


 
DIFFERENCE 


TOTAL: $500+$250 $1,000 $250 


 
 If the utility-sponsored conservation reduced the usage of the customer 
by 20 percent to 80 Ccf per month, the difference between the EAP customer's 
payment and the fully-embedded cost-of-service would shrink: 
 


  
EAP PAYMENT 


FULLY-EMBEDDED 
COST 


 
DIFFERENCE 


TOTAL: $500+$250 $800 $50 


 
 Not only does conservation result in a reduction in the difference 
between the EAP payment and the fully-embedded cost of service by $200, but 
it results in an increase of that portion of the EAP customer's payment that will 
go to fixed costs. 
 


  
EAP PAYMENT 


VARIABLE 
COSTS 


FIXED COST 
CONTRIBUTION 


PRE-DSM $750 $500 $250 
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POST-DSM $750 $400 $350 


 
 Thus, conservation and other DSM measures targeted to EAP 
customers has the added benefit of increasing participation by pre-program 
participants by $100.  This reduces the share of fixed costs other ratepayers 
must lose. 
 
 An EAP program combined with an aggressive conservation investment 
program directed at EAP participants would yield significant benefits to 
participating utilities. 
 
 SECTION D. A NECESSARY IMPROVEMENT IN LIEURP. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Low-Income Energy Usage Reduction Program 
(LIEURP) is in need of modest reform.  In addition to imposing the requirement 
discussed above that utilities specifically identify market barriers that inhibit 
low-income installation of energy conserving measures, the Pennsylvania 
Commission should consider the modification or elimination of the LIEURP 
requirement that households reside for twelve consecutive months in the same 
residence in order to be eligible for the program.   
 
 The residence requirement too frequently eliminates from eligibility the 
very households who are most in need of energy conservation assistance.  
The empirical data has been discussed above.  According to the NSSLC study 
of Pennsylvania, 23 percent of low-income households move in any given 
year.\303\  Disproportionately represented are households receiving public 
assistance as well as households with female heads.  According to a Penn 
State study of payment-troubled households, these are the households who 
are most often in payment trouble.\304\  Moreover, according to the 56-100 
reports filed with BCS, a shutoff for nonpayment often results in the household 
abandoning its home and moving.\305\ 
 
 These findings are not unique.  Wisconsin Public Service, in particular, 
found that the low-income households who were in payment trouble tended to 
have the least stable residence situations.  For the "Group 1" households 


                     
\303\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\304\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\305\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 
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(poor who blame selves), 24 percent had moved within the past year; 26 
percent planned to move within the coming year, citing the unaffordability of 
housing as the reason for the move.\306\  Of the "Group 2" households (poor 
who are angry) Wisconsin Public Service studied, 36 percent had lived in their 
current home for less than six months; 42 percent planned to move within the 
year, again citing the unaffordability of housing as the reason.\307\ 
 
 In sum, to limit LIEURP assistance only to households who have a 
demonstrated stability in residence is to eliminate many of the households who 
most need the assistance.  Reading the results of the Wisconsin Gas and 
Com/Electric studies regarding the usefulness of conservation as an arrearage 
control mechanism, together with the Penn State studies regarding the types of 
households who are often in payment trouble, together with the Wisconsin 
Public Service and NSSLC studies regarding the mobility of the types of 
households who are often in payment trouble, counsels in favor of this LIEURP 
modification. 
 
 SECTION E: RECOMMENDATIONS. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should endorse the installation of 
conservation and weatherization measures as a collection device as well as a 
means to control uncollectible accounts.  The Commission should direct the 
state's utilities to pursue pilot programs, modelled on the Wisconsin Gas 
program discussed in this Part, designed to determine whether the Wisconsin 
Gas results regarding the reduction of arrears, the reduction in uncollectibles, 
and the generation of conservation paybacks through such reductions can be 
replicated in Pennsylvania.  
 
 In sum, Wisconsin Gas concluded that a weatherization program for 
1,300 dwellings annually (split evenly between one-family and two-family 
dwellings) would have generated over $550,000 in avoided arrears.  That 
result is too significant to be ignored in this proceeding to determine how to 
control uncollectibles. 
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should, as well, direct each utility to 
undertake a study, to be submitted by a date certain, designed to identify the 
market barriers that prevent the implementation of residential cost-effective 
conservation programs without utility assistance.  This study should further 
                     
\306\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\307\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 
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identify with particularity the low-income specific market barriers.  The filing 
with the Commission should address each market barrier identified and explain 
how the company has designed programs to overcome those barriers.   
 
 The Pennsylvania Commission should direct the state's utilities to 
develop conservation and weatherization programs targeted specifically to 
EAP participants.  These conservation measures, as discussed above, offer 
particular benefits to the utility.  Each utility should submit as part of its EAP 
program its plan for the identification and implementation of conservation 
measures for these EAP participants.   
 
 Finally, the Pennsylvania Commission should modify its LIEURP 
regulations so as to eliminate the requirement that households have 12 
consecutive months of residence at the same premises in order to be eligible 
for LIEURP benefits.  This requirement too frequently denies LIEURP benefits 
to those households most in need as well as to those households from whom 
the participating utility can gain the greatest reduction in arrears.   
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 SECTION A: PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM. 
 
 Arrearage forgiveness is an essential component of any program to 
address the problems of payment-troubled customers and the uncollectible 
accounts that arise as a result. It makes little sense to rationalize the system of 
accounting for current bills if low-income households would nevertheless face 
unpayable burdens for pre-program arrears.  An arrearage forgiveness 
program helps provide a program participant with a clean slate.   
 
 In approving an arrearage forgiveness program associated with the 
Rhode Island Percentage of Income Payment Plan (PIPP), the Rhode Island 
Public Utilities Commission noted the need for both elements of the 
program:\308\ the percentage of income payment element to take care of current 
bills and the arrearage forgiveness element to take care of pre-program debts.  
These two program components, the Rhode Island Commission said, must be 
viewed "as a unified design and strategy."\309\  What results, the Commission 
said, "should be synergism predicated upon the ability to erase previously 
incurred  bills with current consumption patterns."\310\ 
 
 Similar findings should be made in Pennsylvania.  Under the newly 
formulated EAP program, as recommended by this report, since households 
should not incur new arrears, Pennsylvania utilities, too, will be able to retire old 
arrears and not face an ongoing exposure to unpaid debt.   
 
 Under an arrearage forgiveness program, the pre-program arrears for 
participating households will be reduced over a period of time.  In a 36-month 
program, for example, for every payment made by a household toward its 
current energy bill, the participating utility will reduce the household's 
pre-program arrears by 1/36th.  At the end of the 36 month period, therefore, a 
household will be "even," owing no current bill and having had the entire 
amount of pre-program arrears forgiven.  In a sense, the utility and the state 
(through its regulators) "cut a deal" with the customer.  If the customer keeps 
her affordable monthly bill current, she will be given a fresh start on her arrears. 


                     
\308\In Re. Percentage of Income Pilot Program Petition, Filed by the Coalition for Consumer Justice, 


Docket No 1725, Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission. 


\309\In Re. Percentage of Income Pilot Program Petition, Filed by the Coalition for Consumer Justice, 
Docket No 1725, Decision and Order, at 7, Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (January 
1987). 


\310\Id., at 7. 
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 Arrearage forgiveness is an important part of any program to bring 
low-income customers current and to keep them current.  As discussed in 
detail above,\311\ in Pennsylvania (as elsewhere), the households who are in 
serious payment trouble are those households who are very poor, are likely to 
remain poor, and who have little discretionary expenses to eliminate in order to 
generate money to pay current utility bills, let alone arrears.  Moreover, as 
discussed above, even Pennsylvania's Budget Plus payment plan, individually 
crafted so as to be "affordable" to participants, meets with near universal 
failure.\312\ 
 
 In fact, there is little chance that households in arrears will be able to 
successfully complete any payment plan designed to retire those arrears.  
Households having substantial arrears are in significantly "worse" shape than 
households without arrears.  Those households in debt tend to have both less 
income and higher annual bills.  The average annual energy burden they bear 
as a percentage of income is greater as well.\313\ 
 
 The National Consumer Law Center has studied arrearage forgiveness 
programs in a number of states.\314\  Households simply have insufficient 
funds to absorb current bills plus arrears into their budgets, NCLC has found.  
The impact of "requiring" households to retire arrears in addition to paying 
current bills is to push total bills into unaffordable ranges.  Even during the 
least expensive non-heating months, arrears push monthly household 
payments into the range of 15 - 20 percent of income.  During the more 
expensive heating months, the average payment required to pay current bills 
plus arrears would reach an impossible 25 - 35 percent of income.   
 
 
 Moreover, as always, looking at the average masks the extremes where 


                     
\ 311 \See, notes Error! Bookmark not defined. - Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and 


accompanying text.  


\312\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\313\See, note Error! Bookmark not defined., supra, and accompanying text. 


\314\See, The Redistribution of Fuel Assistance in Jefferson County (Kentucky): Balancing Equity, 
Affordability, Simplicity (September 1990); Fuel Assistance Alternatives for Utah (June 1989); 
Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in 
Maine:  Fuel Assistance and Family Crisis Benefits, Vol. III (July 1988); An Evaluation of the 
Warwick (Rhode Island) Percentage of Income Payment Plan (January 1988).   
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hardship really lies.  NCLC recently found in a report for the City of 
Louisville,\315\ for example, that the distribution of energy burden as a 
percentage of income when payments for arrears are added to actual winter 
monthly energy bills resulted in the following: in November, one in seven 
households (14%) would be required to pay in excess of 40 percent of their 
income toward their home energy bills; in December, 32 percent would be 
asked to pay more than 40 percent of their income (with 18 percent being 
asked to pay more than 50 percent of their income).  In both January and 
February, 12 percent of these households would be required to pay more than 
40 percent of their income.  "It is because of the futility of making such 
demands that an arrearage forgiveness program is proffered."\316\   
 
 SECTION B: CUSTOMER PAYMENTS TOWARD ARREARS. 
 
 Despite the importance of an arrearage forgiveness component of a 
program to address the plight of low-income households, it is important, as 
well, for the program not to overreach its purpose.  The intent of an arrearage 
forgiveness provision is to allow low-income households who have fallen 
"hopelessly" behind a fresh start.  If a household, in contrast, is "only" one or 
two months behind, those are not the arrears sought to be addressed by this 
type of provision.\317\ 
 
 Moreover, it is reasonable to have households make some contribution 
toward their pre-program arrears.  The goal is to have households pay what 
they can.  It is important, however, not to attempt too much in this regard.  If a 
utility seeks to collect more than what is affordable, it risks losing not only the 
unaffordable portion of the household contribution, but the affordable portion as 
well.  If a household receives no benefit from making partial payments, no 
partial payments will be made. 
 
 A household contribution of $3 per month for 36 months will significantly 
reduce a utility's exposure to forgivable arrears.  NCLC has found in a number 
of studies that such a provision will tend to reduce the forgivable arrears by any 
where from 40 to 60 percent.\318\ In Vermont, for example, the household 
                     
\315\See, The Redistribution of Fuel Assistance in Jefferson County (Kentucky): Balancing Equity, 


Affordability, Simplicity (September 1990). 


\316\Id. 


\317\Assuming that these months do not represent winter heating bills. 


\318\All that this means is that most households have arrears less than $108. 
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payment reduced the total forgivable arrears exposure by more than fifty 
percent.\319\ The Vermont study found that the household would result in the 
payment of the entire pre-program arrears for a substantial number of 
accounts, ranging from a low of 42 percent of all delinquent accounts for 
Vermont Gas to a high of 59 percent for Green Mountain Power.  Similar 
results have been found in Rhode Island,\320\ Utah,\321\ Maine\322\ and 
Kentucky.\323\ 
 
 Each dollar of additional customer contribution, however, yields smaller 
returns.  An increase from $3 per month to $4 per month, for example, lowers 
the total exposure of a utility less than a move from  $2 to $3.\324\  The 
increase in the required customer payment, in other words, results in 
substantially increased risk that no payment will be received while yielding only 
marginally increased benefits.   
 
 It is important to properly structure an arrearage forgiveness provision 
so as to encourage the retirement of arrears and not vice versa.  Accordingly, 
the arrears subject to forgiveness should be the arrears that appear on a bill on 
a date certain.  Historically, this has been the arrears appearing on the 
September bill.  In this way, a household does not have the incentive to delay 
entering the EAP until spring, taking advantage of the winter moratorium in the 
meantime, so as to make the winter bills subject to the arrearage forgiveness 
provision.   
 
 SECTION C: WHO BEARS THE COST OF FORGIVEN ARREARS 
 


                     
\319\Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Roger D. Colton, on behalf of the Department of Public Service, In 


Re. Investigation and Implementation of Low-Income Energy Programs, Docket 5308 
(October 1989). 


\320\An Evaluation of the Warwick (Rhode Island) Percentage of Income Payment Plan (January 1988). 


\321\Fuel Assistance Alternatives for Utah (June 1989) 


\322\Low-Income Utility Protections in Maine: An Evaluation of Low-Income Utility Protections in 
Maine:  Fuel Assistance and Family Crisis Benefits, Vol. III (July 1988). 


\ 323 \The Redistribution of Fuel Assistance in Jefferson County (Kentucky): Balancing Equity, 
Affordability, Simplicity (September 1990). 


\324\This result is constant over the range of arrears.  Thus, a move from $4 to $5 would result in a smaller 
reduction in arrears than a move from $3 to $4. 
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 Having established all of the above, the fundamental issue of who bears 
the cost of the forgiven arrears must be addressed.  The net cost of the 
arrearage forgiveness provision should be included in rates to be charged to all 
ratepayers.  As used for other utilities participating in an arrearage forgiveness 
program, the "net costs" are to be determined by the following formula: 
 
 NC = FA - (OBD + ABD + CS + WCS + LTV + O) 
 
where:  
 


NC= net costs of arrearage forgiveness 


FA= amounts of arrears to be forgiven 


 
OBD= 


amount of arrears forgiven that 
would otherwise have become bad 
debt in any event 


ABD= bad debt avoided by having 
households participate in EAP 


CS= savings in collection activities 


WCS= savings in working capital costs as 
revenue lag days are decreased 


LTV= savings from elimination of lost time 
value of money 


 
O= 


Other factors deemed relevant by the 
utilities, the Commission or other 
interested parties. 


 
 In fact, universally, utilities involved with arrearage forgiveness 
programs have found that there is no net cost to be included in rates, as 
calculated by this formula.  These utilities find, in other words, that the 
arrearage forgiveness program results in net savings to ratepayers.  
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 SECTION D: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 The Public Utilities Commission should direct Pennsylvania utilities to 
offer arrearage forgiveness programs in conjunction with the EAP 
recommended above.  The PUC should establish certain guidelines within 
which these arrearage forgiveness programs should work, including: 
 
1.Generally, the arrears subject to forgiveness should be the arrears appearing 


on the September bill before the customer enters the 
program.\325\ 


 
2.Arrears should be forgiven, in pro rata fashion for each month the household 


makes a current payment.\326\ 
 
3.Arrears should be forgiven over a period of time not to exceed three years (36 


months). and 
 
4.An EAP participant should be required to make a monthly payment toward 


her arrears in addition to percentage of income payments.  
That monthly arrears payment shall be set at an amount 
not to exceed five dollars.\327\ 


 


                     
\325\This accomplishes several purposes.  First, it provides the utility with a full non-heating season to seek 


to collect arrears arising from the previous winter.  Second, it eliminates any incentive for 
households to take advantage of the winter moratorium to accrue arrears and then seek to have 
those arrears forgiven.  Third, it minimizes a utility's exposure to write-off, since the time of 
minimum arrears is immediately after the low-cost non-heating season. 


\326\Thus, the total customer arrears, minus any required monthly household payment, divided by the 
number of months over which forgiveness is provided --recommended to be 36-- is subject to 
arrears.   


\327\The recommended household payment is $3 per month.  This $5 figure is intended to be an absolute 
cap over which utility requirements cannot go. 
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 APPENDIX A 
 STATES BY CENSUS REGION 
 
NEW ENGLAND: 
 
Maine 
Vermont 
New Hampshire 
Massachusetts 
Connecticut 
Rhode Island 


 
MID-ATLANTIC: 
 
New York 
New Jersey 
Pennsylvania 


 
 
 
EAST NORTH CENTRAL: 
 
Wisconsin 
Michigan 
Ohio 
Indiana 
Illinois 


 
 
WEST NORTH CENTRAL: 
 
Minnesota 
Iowa 
Missouri 
Kansas 
Nebraska 
South Dakota 
North Dakota 


 
SOUTH ATLANTIC: 
 
Maryland 
Delaware 
West Virginia 
Virginia 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Georgia 
Florida 
 


EAST SOUTH CENTRAL: 
 
Kentucky 
Tennessee 
Alabama 
Mississippi 
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WEST SOUTH CENTRAL: 
 
Oklahoma 
Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Texas 


MOUNTAIN: 
 
Montana 
Idaho 
Wyoming 
Colorado 
Utah 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
Arizona 


 
PACIFIC: 
 
Washington 
Oregon 
California 
Alaska 
Hawaii 
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 APPENDIX B 
 
 M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY AND THE LOW-INCOME CONSUMER 
 Barbara Linden & Anne Wicks, NSSLC 
 September 10, 1985 
 
 
This memorandum provides a statistical analysis of the differences between mover and 


non-mover family households.  It presents data on mobility rates 
among families with varying income levels, by receipt of public 
assistance income, and by age, race and employment status. 


 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 A legal services program in Pennsylvania presented NSSLC with the following research question: 
 
Do changes in telephone installation rates affect all income groups equally, or do low-income consumers 


change residences at a higher rate than other families, thus becoming more likely to be 
affected by installation charges? 


 
 To address this issue, NSSLC reviewed published data from government sources on residential 
mobility rates (i.e., the proportion of households which change residence over a one-year period) of families 
with different characteristics and with varying income levels.  Original source tables are attached.   
 
 The first section of this memo focuses on the differences between mover and non-mover family 
households.  Selected household characteristics for these families are presented for the 1982-83 survey year, 
the most recent year for which data are available.  Since some data sources include only national or regional 
information, extrapolations have been made to the Pennsylvania population.   
 
 National mobility rates of different population groups are examined in the second section of this 
memo.  For example, mobility rates are presented by income level, receipt of public assistance, employment 
status, and so forth.  Family household mobility rates are used whenever possible, since the rates for persons 
would overstate mobility and would not be appropriate for a discussion of the impact of utility rates. 
 
A.A COMPARISON OF MOVERS TO NON-MOVERS 
 
 The characteristics of families who change residences can be compared to those of families who do 
not move in order to examine the differences between these two groups.  Table 1 below, comprised of 
Northeast regional data, shows that households that move are disproportionately poor, are receiving public 
assistance, are headed by females, or are minority families, in comparison to non-movers. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 1: Northeast Region 
 Characteristics of Family Households: 
 Movers Compared to Non-Movers, 1982 - 1983 
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Characteristics 
 
Below Poverty: 


% of Non-Mover 
Households   __  
 
    9.4% 


% of Mover 
Households  
 
   22.6% 


 
Receive Public Assistance     6.1%    16.4% 
 
Non-White     9.0%    11.8% 
 
Female-headed    16.3%    23.1% 


 
 Source: Tables 34 and 36: pages 89, 90 and 105, Geographical Mobility: March 1982 to March 1983, 
U.S. Department of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 393, Washington D.C., G.P.O., 
1984. (hereinafter Geographic Mobility). 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Using the distribution of mover and non-mover characteristics for the Northeast displayed above, 
extrapolations have been made to the Pennsylvania population in Table 2. Approximately 295,894 family 
households in Pennsylvania will have a change in residence during the next survey year.  In the Northeast, 
only 12 percent of all families who moved relocated to a different state, while 88 percent moved to different 
residences in the same state.\328\  By applying the telephone ownership rate of 95%\329\ to in-state mover 
households only (295,894), we estimate that at least 247,367 of the Pennsylvania families who move will be 
subject to telephone installation charges. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 2: PENNSYLVANIA 
 
 Estimates & Characteristics of Mover 
 Family Households 
 
 Percent    Total 
 
All family households 100.0% 3,147,809 
 
Mover family households   9.4%   295,894 
 
  Below Poverty  22.6%    66,872 
 
  Receive Public Asst.  16.4%    48,546 
 
  Non-White  11.8%    34,915 
 


                     
\328\Table 40: pages 125-126, Geographic Mobility. 


\329\Table H-1, 1980 Census of Population & Housing: Provisional Estimates of Social, Economic & 
Housing Characteristics, U.S. Bureau of the Census, G.P.O., 1982. 
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  Female-headed  23.1%    68,351 
 


 Source: Estimates derived from distribution data in Table 1 and Table 64, 1980 Census of 
Population, General Social and Economic Characteristics: Pennsylvania, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1983. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
B.NATIONAL MOBILITY RATES FOR DIFFERENT POPULATION GROUPINGS: 
 
 1. Level of Income:  Poor family households have a higher mobility rate (24%) than non-poor 
families (12%), regardless of race.  Therefore, families below the poverty level are twice as likely to move as 
are those with higher incomes.  Based on these figures, the poverty population undergoes residential turnover 
every four years, while families above poverty undergo turnover every eight years. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 3: 
 
 Mobility Rates for Family Households 
 By Poverty Status and Race 
 
Race Above Poverty Below Poverty 
 
White    12.0%     25.1% 
 
Black    13.5%     21.2% 
 
 Total    12.2%     24.2% 


 
 Source: Table 36: p. 102, Geographic Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 2.  Receipt of public assistance:  Table 4 illustrates that families receiving public assistance are 
two and half times more likely to move than families not receiving assistance; public assistance recipients 
have a 30.9 percent mobility rate, compared to a 12.6 percent mobility rate for non-recipient families.  This is 
true for blacks as well as whites, and for female-headed and male-headed households. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 4: 
 Mobility Rates of All Families 
 By Receipt of Public Assistance and Race 
 
 
Race: 


Not Receiving Public 
Assistance            


Receiving Public Assistance       


 
White:       12.4%       35.1% 
 
Black:       13.9%       24.3% 
 
  Total       12.6%       30.9% 
 
 Source:  Table 35: p. 97, Geographical Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 3.  Sex of Households: Female-headed families have a higher mobility rate than families in 
general, although this factor varies somewhat by race.  Thirteen percent of all white families moved in a 
one-year period, while 20 percent of white families headed by women moved.  The difference in mobility 
between black families in general and those headed by females is not as great -- 16 percent versus 19 percent, 
respectively. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 5: 
 Mobility Rates by Family Type and Race 
 
Race: 


 
All Families 


Female-Headed  
Families       


 
White    13.3%      19.8% 
 
Black:    16.0%      19.4% 
 
TOTAL:    13.7%       19.9% 


 
 Source:  Tables 35 and 36, Geographic Mobility. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Female-headed families that receive public assistance are much more likely to move than are those 
not receiving benefits, as shown in Table 6 below.  Almost one-third (32.4%) of the female-headed families 
that receive public assistance moved, while only one-sixth (15.9%) of female-headed families not receiving 
assistance did.  White female-headed families that received public assistance had the highest residential 
mobility rate --37.9% percent moved during the 1982-1983 year. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 6: 
 Mobility Rates of Female-Headed Families 
 By Receipt of Public Assistance & Race 
 
 
Race: 


Not Receiving 
Public Assistance 


Receiving 
Public Assistance 


 
White       15.9%      37.9% 
 
Black       15.1%      25.8% 
 
   Total       15.9%      32.4% 


 
 Source: Table 35: p. 97, Geographic Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 4. Households 65 and older:  Residential mobility rates for household heads who are 65 and older 
are much lower than those for all other families, regardless of poverty status.  That is, only about 3 percent of 
older household heads changed residences during the year-long period, compared to 14 percent of all families.  
The mobility rate of the elderly not living with family members (5.9%) is nearly twice that of elderly persons 
living in families (3.3%).  
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 7: 
 Mobility Rates for Elderly Household Heads, 
 By Poverty Status and Family Type 
 
 
Family Type: 


Above 
Poverty 


Below 
Poverty 


All 
Families 


 
Householder over 
65 


 3.2%   4.0%   3.3% 


 
Householder over 
65 & unrelated 
individual: 


  
 
5.8% 


 
 
6.1% 


   
 
  5.9% 


 
 Source: Table 35: p. 97, Geographic Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 5.  Unrelated Individuals:  Persons who are classified as unrelated individuals (i.e., those living 
alone, or with non-family members) are much more likely than the general population to change residences, 
whether incomes are below or above poverty.  The moving rate for this group, 27.6 percent, is also higher 
than the national mobility rate for the poverty population, 24.2 percent. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 8: 
 Mobility Rates Among Unrelated Individuals, 
 By Poverty Status and Race 
 
Race: Above Poverty Below Poverty Total 
 
White    26.5%     32.3% 27.8% 
 
Black    26.0%     24.5% 25.4% 
 
  Total:    26.6%     30.7% 27.6% 
 
 Source: Table 36: p. 102, Geographic Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 6.  Employment Status:  Table 9 provides mobility rates for employed and unemployed persons.  
(Note that these rates are not household figures, but refer to persons 16 years of age and over in the civilian 
labor force.)  The unemployed were nearly twice as likely to have moved during the survey year as were 
individuals who were employed - 25.7 percent versus 14.8 percent.  Slightly over one-quarter of the 
unemployed changed residences; these rates did not vary between men and women.  Among movers who 
were employed, however, women were less likely to move (11.9%) than were men (17%). 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 TABLE 9: 
 Mobility Rates of Persons 
 By Employment Status and Sex 
 
Sex: Employed Unemployed Total 
 
Males  17.0%   25.0%  18.0% 
 
Females  11.9%   26.8%  18.4% 
 
  Total:  14.8%   25.7%  18.1% 
 
 Source: Table 27: p. 53, Geographic Mobility. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
C.  Conclusion. 
 
 In general, the data show that socio-economic differences exist between families who move and 
those who do not move.  Households that move are disproportionately poor, are receiving public assistance, 
are headed by females, or are minority families.  Since low-income consumers change residences at a higher 
rate than other families, they are more likely to be affected by higher telephone installation charges than is the 
general population. 
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